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INVESTIGATION OF MEXICAN AFFAIRS.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1920.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUno0313rITrEE OF THE CO3 IITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
El Paso, Tex.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to the call of the chairman, at
3.40 o'clock p. m., in room 30, Sheldon Hotel, El Paso, Tex., in open
session, Senator A. B. Fall presiding.
SPresent: Senators A. B. Fall and Marcus A. Smith and Dan M.
Jackson, Esq., clerk of the subcommittee.
TESTIMONY OF CAPT. FREDERICK J. HERMAN.
Senator FALL. You are in the military service, Regular service?
Capt. HERMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. And your title--what is your rank?
Capt. HERMAN. At the present time illy rank is captain of the
Eighth Cavalry.
Senator FALL. How long have you been in the military service?
Capt. HERMIAN. I have been in the military service of the United
States for 20 years and 9 months, and 10 years prior to that I was
in the National Guard of Ohio.
Senator FALL. Where were you on or about August 27, 1918?
Capt. HEll3IAN. On the 27th of August, 1918, I was a lieutenant
colonel of the Tenth Cavalry, commanding a troop stationed at Nogales and commanding the subdistrict of Nogales of the district of
Arizona.
Senator FAuL. The Tenth Cavalry is a colored regiment, is it?
Capt. HERMAN. Colored regiment; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Did anything of any particular interest or out of
the ordinary in peace times occur at Nogales on that d(at or about
that date?
Capt. HERMAN. Yes, sir?

Senator FALL. Will you just state exactly, giving the story of what

occurred, Capt. Herman, in your own words?
Capt. HERMAN. At 20 minutes after 4 o'clock on the afternoon
of the 27th of August, 1918, while riding into the city of Nogalesfrom my camp I noticed a truck tearing at excessive speed in the
direction of the camp. I stopped the driver instantly, because such
speed was contrary to existing orders. I discovered from the driver,
and by hearing firing when the noise of the truck ceased, that the
American troops along the line, known as the line guard, and Mexicans across the international line were engaged in a rifle fire in the
vicinity of the railroad station in Nogales, Ariz.
1811
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Senator FALL. Just a moment, Capt. Ilerman; let's get for the
record the situation with reference to the international
Iboundary
there, if you will kindly state it?
Capt. IIERMAN. The city of Nogales, Ariz.. and the city of No.
gales, Sonora, lie in a canyvon, or sharp valley. extending northwardly and southwardly across the international line, which runs
at right lines approximately with the canyon in which the two town
are located.
Senator FALL. How did the street, for instance, on the American
side run with reference to the Mexican town; do the American
streets end when they reach the boundary or continue on through the
Mexican town?
Capt. HERMN.. They practically end at the international line,
although streets that might he said to be a continuation of them extend on north and south. There are also east and west streets running in both towns in a general parallel direction. The valley is
traversed north and south by the Southern Pacific Railroad and two
main streets running northward from the international line.
Senator FALL. Those main streets run through both towns?
Capt. HERJMAN. Yes; I don't recall, but they probably have different names on the Mexican side. The eastern one of the main street
is known as Morley Avenue; I don't recall the name of the western
street, close on either side of the railroad.
Senator FAL.L. Now, the railroad itself-I mean the station itself-the railroad runs north and south, running from, we will say,
Tucson to Guaymas.
Capt. HERMAN. Yes.
Senator FALL. And the station-is there both an American and
Mexican station?
Capt. IIERJ:AN. Yes, sir. The American station consists of a wellbuilt and commodious stone structure, the south end of which is
approximately 60 feet from the international line. At a distance
of about, I should say, 600 feet, to the best of my recollection, south
from that is the Mexican station. If my memory serves me there,
that is built of wood. When I stopped this truck driver and received
the information just stated from him I alsc heard firing, and having
anticipated this action for some time I went into the nearest place
where there was a telephone, the office of the Nogales water works,
and telephoned to mnv headquarters directing the Cavalry to conic
to arms and immediately proceed to the Bowman Hotel, in
Nogales. I then called up subdistrict headquarters-I don't recall
who answered the phone, but I think Field Clerk Sebastian-and
notified the Infantry to assemble command and report to we near
the railroad. I was driving a closed coup, and my wife was with
me. I turned the coup6 and went back to camp. 2 miles. as fast as I
dared drive through the traffic. When I got to camp the squadron
of Cavalry had already mounted and formed in the street and had
just wheeled into line. They had my horse and arms ready. I
drove my wife to the house and left my private car standing and
sprang into a Government car waiting for me and went back to
Nogales, where I arrived just about the time the troops dismounted
under cover to the north of the Bowman Hotel. I kept the troops
where they were a few minute while I went forward and made
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a reconnoissance of the situation, located the Mexican forces as near
as I could, and then made the disposition of the troops that I thought
w.s proper to meet the emergency. When I arrived on the line,
which was not more than 20 minutes after the firing began, because
I was moving very fast, firing was general from a sharp knoll or
hill just south of Nogales, Ariz., on the Mexican side, and along
International Avenue, from the buildings, alleyways, and doorways
of the houses on the Mexican side; this extended westward along the
international line. I found that a considerable force of Mexicans
were located in and about the freight warehouses, railroad depots,
and lines of freight cars drawn diagonally across the wide street.
The situation of the railroad cars, I had never seen there before.
I also found considerable forces of Mexicans entrenched on a high
hill commanding Nogales, Ariz., and to the Southwest across the
international line. I found Mexicans inthe windows of the house of
(len. Obregon, firing at our troops. I then made the necessary disposition of my men, and after a brief interval I found no cessation
of firing, and apparently no chance to get anywhere with that kind
of an arrangement, so I began to advance my line across the international boundary. The Cavalry troops on my left flank, under conmand of Capt. Joseph D. IHungerford, moved with instructions to
clear the conunanding position to the southeast of the town, held by
Mexicans entrenched, and that force moved up to Reservoir Hill, and
down in the cleft across the line, and started upward for the Mexicans position; another troop. A of the Tenth Cavalry, I sent across
International Avenue with instructions to clear the houses and drive
all male Mexicans to the south that didn't have to be shot, and to be
careful that no woman or child was injured. A message came back
.non there were no women or children visible in that area, and that
they had gotten to the back of the first block of houses, and could do
nothing further there unless a rocky height due south of the town
was taken possession of, which would command the entire town of
Nogales, Sonora. I went forward, and just as I got to the international line for the purpose of giving the necessary directions, after
verifying these statements, I was shot by some one in the second story
of a building across the international line, and that man was instantly cleared up by several of my men who witnessed the affair. I
didn't know I was severely hit; I thought I was struck in the leg by
a stone and looked around for the bowlder. I kept on, checked up
the positions, and gave the necessary orders for the troops to quiet it,
which was done at once; and about that time my orderly advised me
I had better get ny leg attended to. I found I had a gunshot wound
in the right thigh, and it hadn't penetrated through; the bullet was
in there, and about that time I became painfully aware of it. The
troops in the commanding position carried on the fight until 5.45 that
afternoon, when Mr. Lawton, American consul, came to me at Dr.
Chenoworth's, where I had gone to have first-aid dressing put on my
leg, and told me that the Mexicans had raised the white flag over the
customhouse and that they wanted us to cease firing. At about the
same time Sheriff Earhart, of Santa Cruz County, delivered a message from the Mexican consul in Nogales, Ariz., requesting us to
raise a white flag and the Mexicans would stop firing. The reply
was somewhat profane, and there was no white flag displayed.
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Senator FALL. Have you any objection to repeating the reply I
Capt. HERMAN. Vell, if the stenographer doesn't mind, I simply
told him to go to hell; that American troops don't carry white flags
and don't use them. I went with Mr. Lawton down Morley Avenue,
through the firing of the troops, which came in unabated manner,
looked over the situation, and I could see in the street across the line
that the Mexicans had been rather severely punished. I thought I
would go over and see what they wanted to do; I accompanied the
American consul to his consulate on the Mexican side, and there we
met a number of persons, including the commandante of the Mexican
force. If I may refer to a memorandum of the names, I can give
them. I was accompanied then by Mr. E. M. Lawton, United States
consult and was joined later by the customs collector, C. L. Hardy,
and Lieut. Robert Scott Israel, representing United States Intelligence Division. Those awaiting us at the consulate were Capt. A. J.
Abasolo, commandante of the Mexican troops in Nogales; Jesus M.
Palma, and F. Sandoval, representing the Texicans. These latter
two gentlemen, if my recollection serves me right, were civil officials,
one of whom occupied a position corresponding to our county attorney. We held a conference there and discussed ways and means of
stopping all further disturbance and to arrange for an investigation
of the causes which brought it about. During all of the time the
Mexican firing continued, although I had given the command on the
trumpet to cease firing, and the American troops, in obedience to
orders, had ceased firing. It became necessary for the Mexican commandante to send buglers and orderlies out to the various points to
stop the firing of the Mexican forces. I noticed than particularly
because I thought this a very significant matter. The men he sent
out were undoubtedly men who had had some military training, were
evidently Mexican de facto soldiers; the men he sent out who appeared to be officers had the same earmarks. They were given specific directions immediately where to go; they went and got results
and reported back in a military manner.
Senator FALL. They were not in uniform?
Capt. HERMAN. Not in uniform. No uniforms were visible on any
Mexican person. The commandant of the Mexican forces in the
very beginning of our conversation explained and insisted to my interpreerp
r, and I understood him myself, because I understood Spanish
to a fair extent, that the de facto troops were all cooped up in the
cuartel, which was not true, because with powerful glasses we saw
that the cuartel held only a few and the fact that these men went out
in the military manner, in which they did, directly to points they
wouldn't have known anything of. if the Mexican belligerents had
been irresponsible citizens, as was alleged, made me believe firmly
then, and I believe so yet, that the entire attack and the subsequent
action was not only prearranged and premeditated but under the guidance and control of the de facto military authorities. The firing
ceased about 7 o'clock, and I returned, and after some physical attention I established my headquarters at National Hotel, in Nogales,
and issued the necessary orders for the rationing of the troops on the
line, procuring of water, water and forage for the horses, and additional ammunition, and issued the necessary orders for the action of
the American forces during the night. We had arranged to begin the
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investigation at 8 o'clock next morning, where I said I would either
be present in person or some officer who might succeed me during the
night would be there to represent the United States.
I was relieved at 5.80 in the morning by Gen. Cabell. During this
time I remained constantly on duty, because I feared to leave. I had
not a single officer with me of more than about a year's experience. I
had three troops of the Tenth Cavalry, one of which--C Troop-had
at Carrizal lost its captain, Capt. Boyd, and Lieut. Adair and that
day had lost another captain in the person of Capt. Hungerford. The
men were vengeful and anxious to get at the Mexicans, and I knew
they would get out of hand unless an officer who knew them well
and had served years with them, as I had, would remain on the job
and hold then to their duty. I was finally informed on the following
day by a memorandum from the Intelligence Division that their investigations had proved that as early as noon on the 27th of August
Mexican women and children in large numbers had begun to leave the
town to the South. In the beginning of my statement, if you will note,
I said I had suspected an occurrence of this kind.
Senator FALL. I noted that.
Capt. HERMAN. That is predicated upon the fact that we had had
information through the Intelligence Division and by a letter written by a Mexican, who stated that he was signing an assumed name,
that he had been a major under Villa, but had been disgusted with
the inhumanity of warfare under that chief; that he had friends
living in Nogales, Ariz., and that he himself was earning a livelihood
there. That he wished to warn us that the Mexican forces were increasing in the vicinity of Nogales, Sonora; that they were being
supplied by unknown forces, which he thought were Germans
with military supplies in the form of rifles and ammunition and
some food. He said the majority of the soldiers were desperate,
hadn't been paid for a long time, hadn't been fully fed, and they
had been given stories of the vast wealth and loot that could be gotten in Nogales, Ariz. That he thought that in the latter part of
August the city would be attacked by a largely superior force of
Mexicans, who intended to take advantage of the leaving of the
Thirty-fifth Infantry, then under orders to proceed to Camp Travis.
The Intelligence Division made some investigation about this letter, and after gathering all the ends of their Information together,
positive and negative, we decided there was a good deal in that letter that deserved consideration, and rather than make any mistake
we prepared for what might occur on the assumption that what did
occur (didoccur.
I made an effort to get additional troops, including machine guns
and succeeded in part. The men had been carefully cautioned and
prepared exactly what to do under an emergency like that, which
finally came up, and when the firing began there was no delay in
meeting it in the most energetic manner. The trouble started at
the customs gate by an argument between a Mexican customs guard
and some one trying to cross the line. The Mexican customs guard
fired at short range, within a few feet, but missed the man fired at
and wounded an American soldier, and then got ready to fire again
and simultaneously probably a score of armed Mexicans came out o
the house across the international line and began to fire on the line
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guard; then five minutes after the first firing rifle fire came steadily
and continuously from the entrenched height southeast and southwest of Nogales. During the action a machine gun from the tower
of the Mexican customhouse inflicted considerable damage to our
troops until I sent a platoon of riflemen to clear them out. which
they promptly did. That machine gun was in position before the
fight; it couldn't have gotten in after it began without being observed.
Senator FALn. What were the losses among your soldiers?
Capt. HERMAN. The ultimate loss, as determined later, was one
captain of Cavalry and first lieutenant of Infantry killed, two
American officers wounded, three enlisted men killed, two civilians
killed, and five or six civilians wounded-none very seriously; 20
enlisted men of the Cavalry and Infantry forces were wounded.
Senator FALL. Have you any information as to the casualties on
the Mexican side?
Capt. HERMAN. I never could get definite information on that subject. The information of the Intelligence Division reported, up to
the 15th day of September 129 Mexicans supposed to have died of
gunshot wounds had been buried in addition to which, among the
dead of the first day's fight, were found two white men who appeared
to be Germans from letters found on their person that were burned
at that time. That, however is hearsay evidence given me by the
Intelligence Department, and isn't known to me as a fact personally;
that is, from personal observation.
Senator FAt . However, you depend on the Intelligence Department?
Capt. HERMAN. I imagine it was right, because for a month after
that--for two months after that-I was in Nogales before I was promoted and sent to the Thirteenth Cavalry, and we had abundant opportunity to hear all kinds of tales of what had occurred to the
Mexicans, and while some of them were largely exaggerated, some of
the reports indicated that the Intelligence Department figures were
approximately correct.
Senator FAL. You were not demoted or reprimanded by the Government for your acts?
Capt. HERMAN. NO, sir; I was commended by the department commandei and by the district commander, Gen. Cabell, for my decision
in the matter. Existing orders prohibited American troops from
crossing the line or firing across, and we endeavored to carry out
those orders as long as we could, until we knew that the continuance
along those lines would mean death to citizens of the United States
and our soldiers, and great loss and damage to our citizens, and to
act in any other way would be to the eternal disgrace of the American Army. During that night the line was constantly patroled by
officers inspecting our position; not a shot was fired from the American side, only a few pistol shots were fired from the Mexican side,
which were not replied to; but about 10 o'clock seven or eight coaches,
passenger coaches, were rolled up from the south and the outpost
reported that Mexican armed men, presumably soldiers from the
garrison south of Sonora, were detrained there. That didn't bother
us much because during that night we had gotten a truck load of
machine guns from Fort Huachuca, and it didn't make any difference
to us how many Mexicans they would bring up.
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Senator FALL. How far was Fort Huachuca from Nogales?
Capt. HERMAN. Seventy miles, sir.
Senator FALL. You casually mentioned that Gen. Obregon had a
house there?
Capt. IHERMAN. Yes, sir. His house is located very close to the
international line.
Senator FALL. Did I understand you to say there was firing upon
your forces from that house?
Capt. HERMAN. Yes, sir; I saw armed mec in the windows of that
house, and Libut. Isreal, who was acting as aide for me, reported to
me personally that he had seen men firing from that house. I must
state, however, that the report was. at that time. and I think it was
correct, that Gen. Obregon was not at home or in Nogales at that
particular time. I am personally acquainted with that officer, having
met him at Naco in 191, and if he had been around Nogales, Sonora,
I would probably have known it.
Senator FALL.'Were you at Naco in the service in 1013?
Capt. HERnIA. Yes, sir: I was part of the Ninth Cavalry at that
time. In command of C 'Troop of the Ninth, and I was present at
both sieges of Naco, and the assault. and taking of Naco by Constitutionalists forces by Obregon in 1913.
"Senator FALL.. Were there any casualties at that time among the
soldiers?
Capt. IHERMAN. In 1913 very few. A trumpeter of'my troop was
shot through the shoulder as hIe was mounting. He was holding my
horse, and one or two others were slightly wounded, but in 1014,
October and November, during the long siege, a number of American
soldiers were killed and wounded.
Senator FALL. Do you recall the number of American soldiers
killed there?
Caipt. HERMAx. I don't think there' were over three or four men
killed, but the total casualties, I imagine, were in the neighborhood
of about a dozen. But there were between 50 and 55 persons, soldiers and civilians,,shot while on American soil by rifle fire coming
across the international line. A number of these were Mexicans,
men, women, and children, whether American Mexicans or real
Mexicans, I don't know. However, they were on the American side
and presumably residents on that side.
Senator FALL. Did the military forces of the United States interfere with that shooting
Capt. HERMAN. At hNaco?
Senator FALL. Yes.
Capt. HEERMAN. Not physically, although I think in January 1915
when the American forces were there at full strength a number o
field batteries were placed in firing position, and all preparations
were made to resent physically with fire action any further casualties
on the American side, or any fire that w as directed so the bullets
would strike on the American side, and when those batteries were
placed in position, and the other troops stationed to meet that emergency, the Mexican authorities of both contending forces were duly
notified and considered it prudent to desist.
Senator FALL., Prior to that time, in the long siege, in the fighting
in 1913. as well as 1014, measures of that character not having been
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taken by American troops, the firing was almost continuous upon
this side, as long as there was any firing at all between the factions?
Capt. HERMAN. Yes; they were firing at each other day and night,
all hours of the day and night. In 1913, Obregon had some 800
Yaqui Indians on the line west of Naco. They dug themselves into
the hillside, and would go to sleep awhile, then go to the top of the
hill and fire at Naco, and then go back and smoke a cigarette, then
shoot at Naco, then sleep awhile; they kept that up day and night
for, I judge, a period of about 12 days.
Senator FALL. Do you know where the house of the Cananea Copper Co. is situated in Naco?
Capt. HERMAN. I don't believe I remember. If I knew I have forgotten.
Senator FAL. It is the largest house there, the most pretentious
house. Do you know anything about shrapnel being used by the contending factions while you were there?
Capt. HERMAN. At Naco
Senator FALt. Yes.
Capt. HERMAN. Oh, yes; they used several explosive projectiles.
The Mexican federal troops, I think they were called at that time,
held the town and the Constitutionalists were trying to take possession of it. The federals had two small Howitzers of French manufacture; the caliber of which, I think, was something like 75 or 77
millimeters.
Senator FALL. Did you observe the accuracy of their fire?
Capt. HERMAN. No- because there wasn't any; but we saw them
firing. We incidentally captured a lot of ammunition that came up
on the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad to the Naco, Ariz, station.
Mexicans seemed to be on hand to take charge of it, but our troops
beat them to it and took charge themselves. On the last day of the
siege, and final assault in 1918, they were running short of ammunition, and firing only about one shrapnel shell out of every five shots.
So far as the effect on the Yaqui Indians and Constitutionalists were
concerned, it didn't make much difference, because they stopped just
as promptly for the blank shots as those containing real ammunition,
but the most formidable explosive handled there consisted of hand
grenades, which were largely home made. The Constitutionalists
decided they were going to blow up the Federal cuartel one night, and
advertised it quite extensively. Their process was to be to send an
empty freight car full of dynamite down the gradient from the direction of Cananea. There is a gradient there about 2 miles long, and
they were going to send that dynamite with a time fuse that would
blow it up just as the carload got to the nearest point to the cuartel.
That was about as close to our camp and houses as to the cuartel so
we were on the lookout for that, and apparently on schedule time that
car was started. Of course, we didn't expect a very violent explosion, because we always divided the Mexican military effort by about
20 to get at the actual thing that would be pulled off.
The car was started, but when it got four or five hundred yards
out of Naco it promptly ran off a couple of loose rails, and on the
prairie and the Federals slipped out and got the dynamite, not a
great deal and made hand grenades, which consisted of a piece of
dynamite laid in a piece of raw or green how hide, surrounded with
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nuts, nails, and some stones, and sewed in after, with an ordinary
percussion cap, and a piece of common. mine fuse stuck in. It was
sewed up tight, and as the green hides contracted it made a hard
knot, and they sent those forth with the aid of the ancient sling we
used when we were boys to throw stones. Sometimes they went off
too soon and blew up the fellow at the sling, and sometimes someIody else. The fuse was lighted ordinarily with a cigarette, and the
Mexicans would whirl the sling and let it go. I saw one fellow make
a mistake and sling it too long, hut I did see one do some execution.
It landed in a bunch of three or four Yaqui Indians behind an adobe
wall and I think they were all destroyed.
Senator FALL. Shrapnel fell in the American town of Nogales
hiringg some of that fighting?
Capt. HERn A. I can't state that positively. My impression is
what fell in the American town was all small-arms fire from the
Constitutionnlists who were to the south and southwest of the town,
who were aimine at the town, and missed and shot into our lines.
They had severaF75-millimeter guns, not very serviceable. On quite
a number of occasions they actually missed the town of Nogales,
with this artillery fire, and some of those shells undoubtedly went
over into the United States.
Senator FALL. Capt. Herman, who was the lieutenant killed in
this fight at Nogales?
Capt. HERMAN. First Lieut. . . .Loftus, Company G, Thirty-

first Infantry.

Senator FALL.The captain; you gave his name?
Capt. HERMAN. Captain of Cavalry Joseph B. Hungerford, Troop
D, Tenth Cavalry.
Senator FALL. You know whether the Mexican Government, or

authorities, ever disciplined anyone the military commandante, or
any civil authorities or citizens of Nogales, for this attack?
Capt. H.nasAx. I have never heard that anything occurred to any
man connected with that.
Senator SMITH. Except what occurred on the ground?
Capt. HERMAN. Yes. I didn't mentjon it before, but it may be of
interest to state that the mayor of Nogales, Sonora, was killed that
day with a rifle in his hands.
Senator FAL.. You have made a very full and interesting statement, Captain, and the committee is under obligations to you for
your testimony; if there is nothing further you care to say, we will
not detain you -Ilonger.
Capt. HERMAN. I was in command at various periods of the subdistrict of Nogales prior to this engagement, and from time to time
thefts of'cattle were reported. In the investigation of those thefts
it was discovered on several occasions that the cattle had been seen
in the hands of the de facto soldiers of Mexico and it was generally
known that they furnished the beef for the Mexican detachment'
that was a matter of general knowledge up and down the line. i
don't know this personally. I do know, however, that a number of
horses stolen at different times from American ranchmen were found
in the possession of the Mexican troops, and upon representations
from me or from some other subdistrict commander at different times
these animals were in part returned to their owners.
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Senator FALL. And you received some cooperation from the Mexican military authority?
(apt. HERMAN . Only to that extent, the return of a few horses.
Senator FAL. You spoke of the de facto Mexican forces, you have
reference to the Carrancistas?
Capt. HERMAS. I refer to the soldiers of the existing Government.
It was very difficult at any time to know whether a Mexican with a
gun was a soldier or a civilian as they wore no uniform and had no
distinctive marks and no uniform or equipment to indicate that they
were regularly constituted military forces.
Senator FA rLL. You didn't hear that they had any rule there that
upon entering an engagement they rolled up their left pantaloon legs
above the knee and sleeves above the elbow so as to distinguish them
from the ordinary civilian?
Capt. H:ER xN.I never heard that before, and I htive some doubts
about that. If a thing like that occurred, I would have heard. That
is such an absurb thing it would have attracted attention.
Senator FALL. The testimony here is. in the last engagement in
Juarez in which our forces crossed the line and took part, that the
chief of staff of the American forces in asking the commandante of
the Carranza forces upon the other side how lie would distinguish
Carraneistas from Villistas, was told that upon entering upon an engagement the Carrancistas had orders to roll the left trousers leg
above the knee and sleeves above the elbow, and he could distinguish
them in that way from Villistas.
Capt. HERMAN, Nothing of that kind ever occurred on the western
end of the line where I was in service.
Senator FALL. In fact, you didn't ask in this particular engagement for any distinguishing marks?
Capt. HERMAN. There was no time to do anything but shoot there.
Senator FALL. Capt. Herman, is that wound you received so serious
as to permanently cripple youl
Capt. HERMAN. Wh), I don't think so; I have suffered no particular inconvenience from it since. I don't know how the advancing years will affect it.
Senator FALL. At any rate it hasn't disabled you?
Capt. HERAN. It didn't even disable me from constant supervision
of the engagement at that time.
Senator FAU. Evidently not, upon which fact, I think, we are tob
be congratulated. Thank you very much, sir.
(The committee then, at 4.830 o'clock p. m., adjourned to 10.30
o'clock Thursday, February 12, 1920.)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1920.

U.ITED'STATES SENATE,
S'BcoImrrITTEE.OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

El Paso, Tem.
The subcommittee met pursuant to the call of the chairman, at
10.30 o'clock a. m., in the Sheldon Hotel, room 80, El Paso, Tex.,
Senator A. B. Fall, presiding.
Present: Senators A. B. Fall and Marcus A. Smith, and Dan
M. Jackson, Esq., clerk of the subcommittee.
TESTIMONY OF MR. NORMAN WALKER.
(The witness was sworn by Dan M. Jackson, Esq., secretary of the
subcommittee, duly authorized thereto.)
Senator FALL. Where do you live, Mr. Walker
Mr. WALKER. In El Paso.
Senator FALL. How long have you lived here?
Mr. WALKER. It will be 13 years the 1st of April.
Senator FALL. Were you here at the outbreak of the revolution
known as the Madero revolution in Mexico?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. What were you doing at the time?
Mr. WALKER. I was then a reporter on the El Paso Herald.
Senator FALL. As a reporter, I presume you were interested in
watching the fight and in the distance engaged in it?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir; I was assigned to the Mexico business most
of the time. and I devoted most all of my time to it.
Senator FALL. Do you remember what occurred in the city of El
Paso about the firing of shots that interfered with the peace of the
city ?
Mr. WALKER. At what time, Senatort
SENATOR FALL. At the time of the Madero revolution.

Mr. W1ALKER. Yes, sir; they were fighting two days and two nights
and part of three days.
Senator FALL, That was what date
Mr. WALKER. The 8th, 9th, and 10th day of May, 1911,.the fight
started about 9 o'clock and continued until about the same time on
the morning of the 10th.
Senator FALL. I am not going to ask you what occurred in reference to the details of the fight, what occurred pn the other side, but
I would like to ask you if any parties were killed or wounded in this
city from the firing?
1821
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Mr. WALKER. The Herald at that time printed a list. I will state
offhand-I have not refreshed my memory-but there were 18 killed
and wounded during those 3 days of fighting.
Senator FAL. Were the llilitary forces of the United States here
at that time?
Mr. WALKER. Only a small number compared to the number that
has been here since then; as I recollect, the Fourth Cavalrhy was here,
and a part of an Infantry regiment, I don't remember the number.
Senator FALL. They took no military steps to prevent firing on
this side?
Mr. WALKER. No; simply patrolled the bridges to keep them from
coming over, and patrolled the border.
Senator FALL. What became of the civilian population of the city
of Juarez, Mexico, at that time?
Mr. WALKER. The civilians came over in great nunlbers and continued to come. The next morning, I remember, they were coming
over during the fight at that time.
Senator FALL. When was the next fight at Juarez, if you know ?
Mr. WALKER. There was a sort of an attack in 1912 by a force
that was known then as the Red Flaggers, and afterwards joined
with Orozco, or Orotco joined with them; there were only a few
shots fired, one morning early, and the town capitulated without
any resistance.
Senator FALL. What became of the civilian population at that
time?
Mr. WALKER. Great numbers of them came over to this city at
that time. The so-called Orozco revolution, or the Red Flaggers,
were down the railroad and threatened to come in several times
before they ever did; it was in command that time of a medical
officer-I forget his name--educated in an American--St. Louis-medical school.
Senator FALL. You can not at present recollect his name?
Mr. WALKER. I can not recall his name; he was supposed to be
in command; they advanced on Juarez and there were a few shots
fired, and then the civilians came over to this side.
Senator FALL. Prior to the date of May 8, 9, and 10, had there
been any attempt to attack in the neighborhood of Juarez?
Mr. WALKER. There had been several threats about it; nothing
done. The rebels were up in the hills during the winter-I don t
recollect the exact time, but some time during the winter of 1910-and they staid there in the hills outside of Juarez for some time;
the town was threatened several times, but the actual attack did not
occur until May 8.
Senator FALL. When the rebels came in, do you remember the
occasion of what is known as the Battle of Bauche$

Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.

Senator FALL. That was prior?
Mr. WALKER. I won't say whether it occurred before or after; but
it started on a Sunday. There was a battle of Bauche when there
was a real battle-when those troops were coming up from Casas
Grandes for the relief of Juarez. The troops were under the command of Gen. Rabago, and were riding on a train to Juarez and
were attacked on the train at Bauche. During the day-Sunday-many El Paso people went down.
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Senator FALL. During these different pretended or actual attacks
where did the attacking forces procure their water, if you know?
.Mr. WALKER. There was water at Flores Ranch, and they also
down to the river at the smelter ford, and that is as much as I
ucame
know. I know that they had, comparatively speaking, always had
plenty of water; they came (down to the river quite often.
Senator FALL. The people of El Paso, were they able to see them
when they came in?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir. I know I saw a number of them personally,
both from this side and, of course, I went over.
Senator FALL. Let's go back. When did the next attack occur on
Juarez. causing the population or any portion of it to come over to
this side, if you know?
Mr. WALKER. There was a mutiny, as I recollect it; there was a
sort of mutiny there in Juarez preceding this. To get at it chronologically, there was some unrest in the garrison at Chihuahua; they
revolted on the Juarez garrison and that resulted, as I recall it, in
the mutiny in Juarez, and they looted the stores and shot up the
place; that was at the time Orozco definitely announced his revolution. That must have been prior to the taking of Juarez by the
Orozco revolutionists, so called; and then the next-this is the only
incident, or only particular situation on this border that I am not
perfectly familiar with, but we have the files of our papers and they
show that Villa took the town in November; I think November 17,
1913.
Senator FALL. Pancho Villa?
Mr. WALKER. Pancho Villa; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. He made an armed attack on the town?
Mr. WALEER. He made an attack on the town and captured it according to the newspapers; I was not here at that time.
Senator FALL. DO you know what became of any portion of the
population of Juarez at that time?
Mr. WALKER. As I read about it and know, they came to this side.
I know the military commander did; in fact, the commander of the
Juarez garrison is in town now; I saw him on the street yesterday;
Gen. Francisco Castro.
Senator FALL. Who, if anyone, took the town away from Villa?
Mr. WALKER. Villa abandoned it. After Villa was defeated at the
battle of Celaya later, he was more or less driven north to Juarez
and came into Juarez and then from Juarez his troops percolated
into the Casas Grandes country and he more or less abandoned
Juarez, leaving comparatively small forces there, and through arrangement with Andres Garcia made with them they joined the Carranza forces
Senator FALL. What became of it later?Mr. WALKER. Juarez?
Senator FALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. WALKER. It continued in the hands of Carranza, excepting, I
think--continued in the hands of Carranza since then.
Senator FALL. Do you know anything about the battle of Tierra
Blancal
Mr. WALKER. Yes; I know of the battle, but I was not here. Following the taking of Juarez in November, 1913, I was not here.
4766--20-voL 2---2
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Senator FALL. Salazar and others came up from the South and
Villa went out to the town and place known as Tierra Blanca?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FAL.. That battle did not injure the lives of anyone here?
Mr. WALKER. As far as I read of it and know, it did not.
Senator FALL. Now, there has been various occasions upon which
rumors of an attack upon Juarez have been made, but there were
none actually made during these years-following these rumors what
has been the action of the people of Juarez generally.
Mr. WALKER. Well, these rumors circulated in Juarez would cause
a natural unrest and they would, a good many of them, come to the
American side of the river.
Senator FALL. What would become of the banking paraphernalia
and money?
Mr. WALKER. I personally know of one instance and have heard of
others where they brought the money to the American side and deposited it in an American bank for safekeeping.
Senator FALL. Since the turning over, or the capitulation by Villa
forces, there has been no direct attacks on Juarez until recently?
Mr. WALKER. NO; as I recall offhand, no direct attack; many
threatened attacks. Troops would come within a radius of a hundred miles of Juarez, but there has been no direct attack on Juarez
until June 14, 1919.
Senator FALL. Very often raiders, or those opposed to the then
occupants of Juarez, would come into the town of Guadalupe, or
other places below?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. In this last battle between Villa and Angeles forces
on one hand and Carranza forces upon the other, of course, theie
were shots fired into this town and people injured? We have an
account of that.
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Do you remember the occasion Villa was reported
in 1915 below Juarez, coming this way with a large number of
troops to attack Juarez and also to attack El Paso?
Mr. WALKER. Yes. sir; I recall the incident; that was probably the
most alarming one El Paso ever experienced; that is the only time
I sent my family out of Sunset Heights; they hung a lantern on
the corner of my house, which they said they wanted to shoot by,
and I did not think it was safe and I sent them out to East El Paso.
The report was that Villa was down at Samalayuca with a trainload
of artillery to be used in the attack on Juarez and El Paso, and our
forces had practically no artillery here at that time.
Senator FALL. From time to time, then, during the last nine years
there has been actual firing endangering the lives of the people in
El Paso, and rumors of attacks upon Juarez and exodus of citizens
of Juarez to this side, and preparation upon this side against attack?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, si8r; repeatedly.
Senator FALL. So there have een such conditions existing in
Juarez and along the border near El Paso as to keep the people of
the city of El Paso subject to almost continuous rumors of a more
or less alarming character?
Mr. WALKER. I would hardly say continuous, but at intervals there
were.
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Senator FALL. It has been necessary to keep the United States
forces here to guard the city of El Paso and suburbs of El Paso and
the boundary line?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FAL.. And that condition still exists?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FAU,. In your capacity as reporter, were you at the
border town of Ojinaga at any time during the attack made upon
that town?

Mr. WALKER. I was at Presidio in November, 1917' Ojinaga is
almost directly across. Not across as Juarez is from El Paso but
Ojinaga is up the stream I should say, about 4 miles distance from
Presidio, but right near the border.
Senator FAL,. What occurred there at that time?
Mr. WALKER. Villa, with 800 men, came in about this time, came
in from what is called La Mula Pass on the morning of November
17, 1917. and attacked the town just before daylight of that morning; the fight lasted about an hour, started about 4 o'clock and lasted
until a little after five, when the firing stopped until six. Villa was
driven back out through the operation of machine guns by American
Army deserters of the Eighth Cavalry. He staid out along the river
bank all day and in the evening attacked about six and captured the
town. In fact. the entire military garrison capitulated and came to
the American side, and surrendered to Col. Langlhorne's forces immediately after they crossed, about 8 o'clock.
Senator FALL. Do you remember something of a similar character
about that time ini
Ojinaga when the garrison were driven out and
came over to this side and surrendered?
Mr. W~A:VE:. Yes: twice before, once I know being there in June
of t!e same year, the same thig practically happened; 1 don't know
that the force came across to the American side, but they abandoned
the town to the civilian population and they immediately evacuated
it. Villa took Junrez in N'ovember, 1913, and early in January, 1014,
he took his forces and attacked Ojinaga, held by the IIuerta fe:lerals
under command of Gen. Salvador Mercado, who had marched from
Chihuahua to Ojinaga and was making a last stand at Oj inaga with
Orozco and some ot ers wl:o had joined his forces and Villa attacked
there and that was the battle that lasted something like four or five
days and ended on Saturday night, and the tluerta federals crossed
to the American side to Marfa, I mean at Presidio, and they were
brought to Marfa overland and from there to Fort Bliss where they
were interned in camp, something like 3,000 of them.
Senator FALL. Of course, you remember the attack on Columbus?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Just west of El 'aiso?
Mir. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FrLL. In 1916? Have you been at Nogales, Ariz., during
any fight ?

Mir.' ALKER. Yes; I was at Nogales on August 17, 1918- that is
a little over a year ago, at the time the Carranza officers in
Nogales and the officers of the Tenth Cavalry clashed there, starting
with an effort on the part of the Mexican civilians to run the border
there. They had quite a skirmish in which a captain in command of
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the Tenth Cavalry was killed. A few days later, I counted forty-two
fresh graves in the Nogales, Soniora, cemetery on the Sunday following. It was generally supposed there were 200 killed. Now, Nogales,
Sonora, is backed by a series of very steep hills and I was told by
Col. Herman that his troops drove the Mexicans back over the hills
and killed a number of them that were not buried. I think the
civilian popullation was largely buried in the cemetery.
Senator FEALL. Do you remember the different occasions in which
A ua Prieta and N co, on the Mexican side, have been attacked?
Mfr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Do yon recollect whether on these occasions the

American population on this side were injured?
Mr. WALKEIR. Yes; I recollect offhand twice that the people of
Douglas were subjected to a fire and several killed or wounded; I
don't remember the exact number. I was not entirely familiar with it.
On the occasion of several attacks the revolutionists came in and
attacked Agun Prieta and another time Villa attacked Agua Prieti,
or tried to defend it, and also the town of Naco, Ariz., was attackedwvas subjected to fire.

SATURDAY, MAROH 0, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Tucson, Arts.
The subcommittee met pursunnt to the call of the chairman at 8.80
o'clock p. m., in the Santa Rita Hotel, Tucson, Ariz., Senator A. B.
Fall, presiding.
Present: Santors A. B. Fall and Marcus A. Smith, and Dan.
Jackson, Esq., clerk of the subcommittee.

Al.

TESTIMONY OF MR. J. E. ANDERSON.
(The witness was sworn by Dan M. Jackson, Esq., secretary of the
subcommittee, duly authorized thereto.)
Senator FALL.
Mr. ANDERSON.
Senator FALL.
Ar. ANDERSON.
Senator FALL.
Mr. ANDERSON.

What is your name?
J. E. Anderson.
What is your residence?
Tucson, Ariz.
Are you an American citizen?
Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Of what State are you a native?
Mr. ANDERSON. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Senator FALL. What is your business?
Mr. ANDERSON. Motor truck driver.
Senator FALL. Are yoiu now engaged in business in Mexico, or
have you been recently
Mr. ANDERSON. Right now; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Whereabouts?
Mr. ANDERSON. San Xavier.
Senator FALL. Who are you with?
Mr. ANDERSON. J. W. Love & Co.
Senator FALL. How long have you been in business in Sonora?
Mr. ANDERSON. Since October, 1917.
Senator FALL. Were you operating by yourself, or did you have a'
business associate?
Mr. ANDERSON. By myself sir.
Senator FALL. Have you had occasion to observe any outrages,
murders, anything of that character?
Ar. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. What?
Mr. ANDERSON. The murder of Hazelton Stanley White, the date I
forget, 1919; June, 1919.
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Was he an American citizen?

Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.

Senator FAr.L. From where?
Mr. ANDERSON. Los Angeles.
Senator FALL. Was he a man of family?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator FAL.. What was his wife's name?
Mr. ANDERSON. Mrs. Florence White.
Senator FALL. What is her residence?
Mr. ANDERSON. I don't know where she is right now, I have her
address at home; at that time she was living in Los Angeles, with his
mother, and she had a little baby girl.
Senator FA,. A minor child
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL,. He was killed ii June, 19189
Mr. ANDERSON. 1919.
Senator 'F. .. Have you investigated the incidents col erling
his death?
Mr. ANDERSON. No, sir: only what we got from the Ameri ans
passing down there. White and I were in camp together; we left
for It1 Colorada with one of my red trucks, to look for some steel
wheels; when we got to the (Colorada the wheels were not there, so
fMr. White decided to turn around and go back to camp and I
went on|.

Senator FAL. When you say La Colorada. vou mean the mines?
Mr. ANDERSON. No, sir; Li Coloradai. The mines are at La
Colorada. While I was on the train coming to Nogales I heard he
was killed, if I remember right, Wednesday or Thursday, somewhere along there, about the middle of the week.
Senator F.ILL. What is your best information concerning his
death?
Mr. ANDERSON. Why the Mexican Government. or Mexican
authorities, claim Mr.' White was killed by Yaquis. White was
killed at Se:.ardo. He was shot from ambush, from the right-hand
side of the road. Way back from this killing, on the right-hand side
of the road, from the direction of the shooting were tracks of animals, horses and mules. Horses and burros, new prints showing
they were shod; the horses and the burros were shod, which seems
almost unknown for the Yaquis to have, also the prints of th3
men's shoes; they were not Yaqui prints; some were wearing shoes,
and some were wearing zapatos, but not Yaqui zapatos A Mexican
driver by the name of Avila was following, my truck was in the
lead. Anyway, they had passed this little abandoned ranch on the
left-hand side of the road, and were going down through a wash,
and after they got out of that they had to go through another, a
second wash; my truck was in second gear. The first shot that was
fired cut the magneto wire and my trw k stopped, of course. White
was shot through the head, ail through the arm here, and another
shot went in the body, and his body was stripped of clothing except
his B. V. D.'s, and the Mexican helper who was with him, a fellow
by the name to Garcia, his body was mutilated as if his head was
banged on the wheel. His body was mutilated, but White's body
was not, a little on thea head but nothing to speak of.
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Senator FALL. Did the Mexican helper have other wounds except
the crushed skull?
Mr. ANDIEsou. Bullet wounds in his crushed skull. Both evidently were killed before they had a chance to get out of the seat.
There was a gas tank in the back of the cab. From the way (tarcia
was shot it looked as though they saw this obstruction, or something
in the road, and White used to carry his gun in the back of the seat,
hut he evidently did not get a chan e to shoot it from the way
Garcia was shot. I suppose that Garcia reached up like that for
the gun, and was shot through the head. This fellow Avila claimed
he saw a Mexican, or some Mexicans. He stopped his truck in this
wash, backed the truck up in the wash and went ahead, got stuck in
the wash, backed it up again and then started back for Mazatlan.
No shots were fired at that truck, and he had on a man passenger.
Senator FALL. An American man?
Mr. ANDERSON. NO: sir; a Mexican man. Now. they stole all the
stuff in the automobile, flour and sugar; some flour they did not
take. They cut the sacks open and threw the flour on the side of the
road and took the sacks and left the flour lying there in a heap.
When-this I got from hearsay, when the word was sent in to
Mazatlan-they got word to the mine first, and the boys started out
from the mine and they got to a place-there is a little station between Tepic and Mazatlan, the name I can not just recollect, there
is a large ranch there, they kept from 12, 15, or 25 soldiers there all
the time. That is the closest place where they kept Carranza soldiers to the place where Mr. White was killed.
Senator FALL. What is the distance
Mr. ANDERSON. Oh, it must have been 7 or 8 miles.
Senator FALL. Was any effort made to track these animals from
the scene of this killing
Mir. ANDERSON. No, sir; they tracked them a little ways, and Mr.
Williams, from the camp-wbon they got word into Sanr Xavier,
my other truck started out-a man by the name of Fred Williams
was in La Colorada, of Nogales, Ariz. He is now at the hotel
in Nogales, Bowman Hotel in Nogales. He was going to Col. Lancaster's ranch, and there was a man with him by the name of Harry
Marcott. The soldiers stopped them, would not let them go any
farther saying it was dangerous, and after another truck came
down there with the rest of the boys from camp why they went on;
in the meantime the soldiers had been there and trampled over and
obliterated quite a number of the tracks, but Mr. Williams went out
with a Mexican-he was an .old trapper down there--and Mr.
Williams swears it was not Yaquis; he followed the tracks as far
as hd could, he could not get very far because it was getting dark,
but the tracks right in the vicinity of the killing were obliterated.
Senator FALL. What effort was made by the Mexican authorities
to apprehend these assassins?
Mir. ANDERsON. Not any that I know of.
Senator FALL. Has any one ever been arrested or punished for
this
Mr ANDERSON. No, sir. Some months ago, a few months ago, the
claim was made that the murderers of Mr. White were killed, being
Yaquis. They claimed they recognized the murderers from the fact
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that in one of the pockets of the khaki shirt the Yaqui had on was
a letter of Mir. WVhite, which is all foolishness. No Yaqui would
keep a letter in a shirt for three or four months.
Senator FALL. Now, do you know of any other killing in Mexico,
Mr. Anderson?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir; Mr. Hennessey, in September.
Senator FALL. What was his name?
Mr. ANDERSON. That, I don't' know.
Senator FALL. Al Hennessey?
Mr. ANDERSON. I don't know his initials.
Senator FALL. When was he killed?
Mr. ANDERSON. In September.
Senator FAl. Of 19191
MIr. AN DERSON. 1919.
Senator FALL. Whereabouts?
Mr. ANDERSON. It was about 11 or 12 miles from San Xavier.
Senator FALL. Do you know the circumstances of his killing?
Mir. ANDEnso-. Hte was going out to work for W. C. Love, driving
a Jeffery-Ouad truck, accompanied by the same Mexican who was
following
White. Avila. Hennessey was sitting on the lefthand side of the truck and Avila was driving on the right-hand side.
They had a guard of four soldiers-two Mayo Indians and two
Yaquis. There were bullet holes in the radiator and bullet holes
through the borders on the truck. One soldier was killed and one
wounded. Avila never had a scratch. Poor IIennessev was very
badly shot up. evidently as though they had made a mark of the
American. We went out after that. Mr. Marcott drove the truck.
A fellow named Barnes took my truck over there. When they got
over there the truck had been robbed of everything on it that they
could carry away. When he got back to camp with that JeffervQuad truck there was just the mail and one or two little minor
packages; but there was a sack of coffee on there that was gone when
the truck got back; and some few days afterwards the Mexican
soldiers sold this stuff or tried to sell it to another man over in a
little town down on the river, on the Yaqui River--I can not think
of the name right now. When we got to the truck all the stuff was
.stolen except the powder. We had a load of powder. A bullet went
right through the 'powder, grazed every stick as it went across, and
did not blow the stuff up.
Senator FALL. You say there were Mexican soldiers around there?
Mr. ANDERSON. 31exican soldiers were on guard within a mile of
where this killing took place. I will think of the name of the outpost in a few minutes. There was a sentry, though, if he had been
on duty, in sight of the holdup of this Jeffery-Quad truck; and the
night that this Jeffery-Quad truck was held up the'e was a detachment of 75 cavalrymen at this particular camp, besides the guard
that was around there. 12, 15, or 25 men.

'Mr.

Senator FALL. Was any effort made to track these assassins?

Mr. ANDERSON. NO, sir.

Senator FALL. Do you know anything about whether these horses
were shod or not?
Mr. ANDEnSOx. No, sir; I do not.
Senator FAL,. Has anyone ever been arrested for that killing?
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Mr. Axwinsox. No 4ir; not to my knowledge.
Senator F.at.r.. I)itd vyoi ever know of any effort b. anyone to
locate any of the persoiial belongings of Ir. White?
MIr. Ai:nisox. No, sir.
Senator F.lA. Whether they were found?
Ir. AsuEnsox. No, sir; not that I know of.
Senator FAIu.. Do you know whether ir. Hlennessey was anll
American citizen?
Mr. A.NDE:so. lie was drafted before he went--got this job with
W. C. Love & Co. In fact, he belonged to the American Legion. I
am positive lie belonged to the American Legion in Nogales.
Senator FIrr,. Do you know where his relatives are?
Mir. ANDERSON. No' except I heard that his father was living in
Phoenix; how true it isI don't know.
Senator F.ILL. Do you think of anything else that would be of
benefit to the committee?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir; I would like to remember the names of
those two camps, for the reason in July I was going back out to
camp. I left for La Colorada in a little Ford truck with a Mexican
boy and a one-armed Mexican, and we got to this Wash right at
Secardo and broke down; I took the stuff off the truck and hid it
out in the bushes and started afoot for this camp-I can not think of
the name. When I got into the camp I was very glad to get some
beans. or whatever I could get, but the Mexican lieutenant or Mexican captain in charge of the soldiers invited me to his house. While
I was in there I saw a carbide lamp that was taken off the truck
that Mr. White was driving; it was mine. That was the only thing
I could see without snooping around that did belong to me, but that
was my lamp and it was in his house. Whether he took it after the
killing or not I don't know. That lamp was there, but it was on my
truck when it left La Colorada.
Senator FALL. This was in the commanding officer's house?
Mr. ANDERSON. Of the guard; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. This was within 30 days, approximately, after the
death of Mr. White?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Do you think of anything else?
Mr. ANDERSON. No, sir.
(The committee then, at 9.80 o'clock p. m., adjourned to meet at
the call of the chairman.)

SUNDAY, MAOH 7, 1920.

UNrrED STATES SENATE,
SUIICOnMMIITTEE OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Tuceon, Ariz.
The subcommittee met pursuant to the call of the chairman at
10.30 o'clock a. m., at the Santa Rita Hotel, Tucson, Ariz., Senator
A. B. Fall presiding.
Present: Senators A. B. Fall and Marcus A. Smith, and Dan M.
Jackson, Esq., clerk of the subcommittee.
TESTIMONY OF M. BRAOEY CURTIS.
(Tile witness was sworn by Danl M. Jackson, Esq., secretary of
the subcommittee duly authorized thereto.)
Senator FALt.. Your name to the reporter, please.
Mr. CuWrls. Bracey Curtis.
Senator FAL. Mr. Curtis, you are, of course, a citizen of the
United States?
Mr. CURTIS. I am.
Senator FAIL. Of what State are you a native?
Mr. Cuvrri. Massachusetts.
Senator FAL~. Where do you reside?
Mr. Curis. Nogales Ariz.
Senator FALL. How long have you been living in Arizona?
Mr. CRTIs. About 20 years.
Senator FALL. Nogales how long?
Mr. Curras. Oh, I suppose 17 years, in and out.
Senator FAzL. What is your business?
Mr. CURTIs. Banking.
Senator FAtL. Are you president of the First National Bank of
No gales?
Mr. CURTIs. I am.

Senator FALL. Are you also chairman of the chamber of commerce?
Mr. CURTIe. President of the chamber of commerce.
Senator FAL. Where does the principal business of the city of
Nogales lie, in what country
Mr. Curris. South, in Mexico.
Senator FALL. Nogales is a dual city, American side and Mexican
side?
Mr. CORTIs. Yes sir.
Senator FALt. The international line runs through separating the
two towns
1833
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Mir. Curris. Yes, sir.

Senator FALI,. W1\hat banks in tile *Stteof Sonora are operating
at the present time?
Mr. CunrIs. There is one bank in Hermosillo; I don't remember
the name just now. There is only one bank in Sonora.
Senator FALL,. There is a small bank in Cannanea
MIr. CUvIS. Oh yes; I beg your pardon, that is right.
Senator FALL. lp to 10 years ago where was the banking business
of Sonora done?
Mr. CURTIS. In Sonora: we enjoyed some business, but nothing
like we have now.
Senator FALL. There were banks also, established banks, in the
State of Sonora at that time?
Mr. Curas. Oh yes.
Senator FA.LL. Which was the principal bank there? The Bank
of Sonora and Hermosillo?
Mr. CURTIs. The Bank of Sonora and Banco Nacional, a branch
of the Banco Nacional of Mexico City, and a branch of the Banco
de Londres *"Mexico.
Senator I~tLL. A branch of the Banco Central also?
Mr. Curtis. No; the Banco Central did not have a branch there.
The Banco Occidental of Guadalajara. The Banco Minero also had
a branch there.
Senator FALL. That is a Chihuahua bank.
Mr. Cunris. That is a Chihuahua bank.
Senator FALL. Were you familiar with the banking system of
Mexico at that time?
Mr. CuIrris Yes sir.
Senator FALL. These different banks you have mentioned were
members of an association of banks under the Banco Central, in the
City of Mexico?
AMr. Curtis. Yes sir; in the last few years before they moved out.
Senator FALL. They were banks of issue?
Mr. CunTis. The State banks, one bank in each State was a bank
of issue, and the Banco Nacional in Mexico, and then the Banco
Central, which was supposed to be a redeeming agency for all banks,
kind of a clearing house.
Senator FALL. The Bank of Sonora was a bank of issue?
Mr. Curis. Yes sir.
Senator FALL,. The Banco Nacional was a bank of issue?
Mir. Curris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL, In 1910, prior to the Madero revolution, whatwas
the value of the currency of these banks of issue in Sonora?
Mr. Cuwrrs. Practically two for one, might have been a few points
below.
Senator FALL. That is in comparison with American gold?
Mr. Cunrris. With American gold.
Senator FALL. In other words, the currency of these banks and the
national currency issued by the bank of the City of Mexico?
Mr. Cuirrs. That Was not national currency, that was bank currency.
Senator FALL. They called it National currency because issued by
National banks?
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Mr. Cuirris. Yes, sir.
Senator Fall. It was circulated on a par with silver, was it not
AMr. Cuirris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. A bank of Sonora bill was on a par with silver.
AIr. Cuirris. Yes, sir. That was the basis.
Senator FAr.LL. It was so maintained up to 1010?
Mr. Curris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. You are familiar with the conditions as they have
existed in Mexico, particularly along the west coast. since that time?
AIr. CUrrI. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. In 1910, prior to 1911 or 1012, how was the principal business of the west coast; that is, Sonora and Sinaloa and the
present State of Nayarit; how was the principal export business

t

-

one?

Mr. CRrris. That is pretty hard for me to answer, Senator. There
was a very large export business by water, also a large amount by
rail through Nogales. After the--especially after the European
war started the boats became scarce, and practically all the business
in the last two years. maybe more. has been done through Nogates.
Now new boat lines are started in there again, and, of course, they
have a big oceanic frontage; in fact, they have a very large water
transportationbusiness for those three States.
Senator FALuL Prior to January, 1011, I might say until the
middle of the year 1910, what were the conditions in and along the
west coast States, including the State of Sonora, with reference to
law and order, or violence?
Mr. Cnrris. That is, prior to 1910?
Senator FALL. Yes?
MIr. CURTIS. Very excellent.
Senator FALL. 1Had there been any revolution of any kind or
character prior to that time since you had known the country?
Mr. CRrris. That was at the time the revolution started?
Senator FALL. Yes; prior to that time, in the years prior to that
time?
Mr. C irrIs. No, sir.
Senator FALL. You were quoted in the papers as desiring to make
a statement before the committee which might be of interest to the
committee in reference to the conditions along the west coast of
Mexico. You were correctly quoted in that, were you?
Mr. Cuvrris. Yes. I was not particularly desiring to appear before the committee and testify any more than there was a statement-I don't know how it came about-may I be permitted to go
ahead?
Senator FALL. Yes; certainly.
Mr. Courris. Stating Nogales people were afraid to testify before
the committee. How in the world it ever came about I don t know.
In fact I did not see the article until an Associated Press man came
in and wanted to know what position the Nogales people would
want to take when they were accused of being afraid to testify. I
said, " most certainly we would resent it," then he asked for a statement, and I made it; it was the friendliest kind of a spirit, any more
than we did not like to be accused-I don't think any Arizonian likes
to be accused of being afraid of doing his duty; that was the reason
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for the statement I put in the paper; we were not afraid to do our
duty any time, and it is a pleasure to do whatever is considered our
part as American citizens.
Senator FanL. Do you regard it as your duty to appear before this
committee and give evidence as to the facts as you see them?
Mr. CwrrTS. Yes, sir; I certainly do, I consider it a duty and
pleasure to do whatever I can to shed light on the situation.
Senator FALL. Have you had your attention called to orders issued
by the Foreign or what we would call the State Department of the
Mexican Government, with reference to what would happen to witnesses who appeared before this committee?
Mr. CmrrTs. I have seen it in the newspapers. As far as I am concerned personally, I do not consider it seriously because I don't be.
lieve it would affect me anyway. I don't believe the people in our
section would be so antagonistic as to make any trouble for me doing what I consider is my right or my duty. I might be wrong, in
that matter Senator, but that is my personal opinion.
Senator FALL. Your opinion is based upon your personal judgment--Mr. Cmrrre. My personal relations.
Senator FALL. I mean your personal relations.
Mr. CrrTis. I had arrangements made to go South next Tuesday---Senator FALl. So the committee learned.

Mr. CuTris. I was very glad to receive your telegram; I had definite engagements all along the line. I was glad to come up here
this morning, but I expect to go South on Tuesday; there can not be
any reason why anybody would bother me; of course I might be
wrong about that but I fear no trouble at all.
Senator FALL. After this statement of yours had been published,
or what purports to be published in the press, the committee supposed, of course, you would hold yourself in readiness in the event
the committee went to Nogales, to appear before it; upon the committee having information that you were expecting to go South today, it was thought best to subpoena you at once, for that reason
a subpoena was telegraphed to you. Now, there is no spirit at all of
any resentment because of any personal statement you might have
made, but what I want to know is if you have read the order of the
Mexican Government as issued by the subsecretary or acting secretary of foreign affairs of Mexico to the effect that no passport of
any person appearing before this committee would be visdd so they
might go into the City of Mexico or Republic of Mexico, without
respect to the character of evidence they might give-a general
order?
Mr. Cuwrris. No; I don't think I have read any orders from any
authorities; I have simply seen comments on it.
Senator FALL. At any rate you would not think it applied to you
Mr.CurTs. I would not think so.
Senator FALL. Did you notice in the public press that this Government has requested the Mexican Government that they rescind
that order and allow the witnesses who appear before it to go into
Mexico?
Mr. Cvurrs. Yes; I saw that in the press.
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Senator FALL. You noticed the answer of the Mexican Government in the particular case of Forrest? That is, that Forrest himself had testified against the DMexican Government?
Mr. Curris. No; I don't believe I saw that reply.
Senator FALL. What I was getting at, whether you understood
that the order in reference to witnesses appearing before this committee was a general order of the Mexican Government that no
witness appearing before this committee should be allowed to go
back to Mexico, and whether you had your attention called to the
fact that in the Forrest case, in answer to the protest of this Gov.
ernment, it had undertaken to make the distinction that Forrest had
testified against the Mexican Government?
Mr. Cvrris. Yes; I understood that to be a general order, but I
don't believe it could-I don't believe it was taken very seriously
in our section. I don't believe Mexico would take the stand pro.
hibiting people generally.
Senator I ALL. Do you think any Mexican consul at Nogales or
in the State of Arizona would vis the passport of any American
who gave testimony before this committee publicly in reference
to any damage which he had sustained, to person or property in
Mexico and allow that witness to return to Mexico?
Mir. Cvrtns. I don't know, if you have orders on that-I can not
answer that, Senator.
Senator FALL. You don't know what their orders are?
Mir. Cvrris. I don't know what their orders are.
Senator FALL. Of course, this committee may be misinformed;
but orders were issued by the Department of State of Mexico to
our State Department, and to each consul along the border.
Mr. Curris. That may be true.
Senator FALL. And also the consuls throughout the United States;
and if there is a distinction being shown along the border in
Arizona the committee would like to know it.
Mr. COnris. That is a question I can not answer. I don't know.
I haven't heard of a single case where anybody has been refused in
Nog ales.
Senator FALL. There has been no hearings by the committee in

Nogales.

Mlr. Curris. I may be refused I don't know; but I don't think so.
Senator FALL. You read Spanish don't you?
Mr. Curris. I don't read it fluently.

Senator FALL. Well, read this order. [Here the witness read said
general order.]
Mr. Curris. I have not read it all through. I see the purport of
it; that is some order.
Senator FAiL. This document which you have just been reading
in Spanish is the order issued-the general order issued to the consuls along the border--in the matter of witnesses appearing before
this committee. It has been taken up in specific cases with the United
States. The Congress of the United States thought it had a right to
appoint a committee of its Members to proceed within the boundaries

of the United States to any investigation it might order; and when
this

committee was informed,

at first

privately,

that

the appearance

before this committee of witnesses would be resented by the Mexican
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Government the committee took the matter up officially with the
Department of State of the United States Government.
Mr. Cvnrris. Well, Senator, I had read articles in the newspapers
more or less along the line of that order, but I did not know-1
could not believe that such would be the case, and I still do not take
that fact seriously. I might be absolutely incorrect and foolhardy
in it, but I do not think it would affect a person giving a fair statement, unless it was to bring up some old score in Mexico. I think
there will be individual cases that will get in trouble.
Senator F,LL. You say, "fair statement." You mean fair sttement according to the foreign department of Mexico, or local Mexican consuls?
Mr. CURTIS. No; statement of facts.
Senator FALL. A statement of facts?
Mr. CURTIs. Yes. I might be wrong on that; I might be wrong
on that, Senator.
Senator FAIL. I have a telegram forwarded to this committee by
the party to whom it was sent:
I~1WsNXsvI.TY.E, TEx.. February 6, 1920.
This coinulate isum:ble to vits your passport.
It. G. Dom.i'cvez
, Consul.

The committee then wired Mr. Forrest, advising him to apply to
the Eagle Pass consul to see whether his passport ~obuld be vised.
We have the following telegram sent us:
I.Aruoo, TEX., February 6, 1020.
Mr. HvxNY FoRR ST,
Fa'de i'ax, Te.r.:
Your wire according to my tlepartment's instructions. Anm unable to vis6
your passport to Mexico, you being considered undesirable.
CoNSUL BJELQUIADES GARCIA.

Mr. Forrest gave his testimony in public before the committee,
which is part of the printed hearings of the committee. Now, of
course, you would not be prepared to say that Mr. Forrest's testimony was not fair or was not the truth?
Mr. Cuwrs. No sir.
Senator FALL. 'T'hen it must be left to the Mexican officials as to
whether it is fair or not the truth. Therefore if they consider your
testimony fair they will allow you to go back; if, in their judgment,
they consider it unfair, you would be precluded from returning to
Mexico under this order.
Mr. CUrrs. That is the condition.
Senator FAUL. That being the condition, are you not inclined to
think that some of the people along the border in Arizona might be
deterred in giving testimony publicly before this committee?
Mr. Cumre. Might be in many cases; yes. I am speaking, Senator
on generalities; that is people as a class. I can not but feel that i
you go to Npgales with your committee and request the people to
testify-that might be some of my Yankee ideas-I can not conceive
of a good American citizen not wanting to testify. I might be narrow
minded or it might be my personal opinion, but that is my viewpoint. .
Senator FALL. Your statement, as you say, is a general statement?
Mr. CurnIs. Yes, sir.
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Senator FALu. Did you consider the statement purporting to come
from the chairman of this committee applying to cases in general or
specific cases
Mr. Courts. I considered it applied to the communities in general.
Senator FALL. And you thought that that general statement, attributed to the chairman of the committee, that witnesses would be
deterred because of the Mexican order, you thought that was offensive
to the people on the border?
Mr. Curis. Yes; I thought it was a reflection on the citizenship of
Nogales.
Senator FALL. Do you think so now
Mr. Curns. I don't think it was a good thing to get out a statement
referring to Douglas and Nogales as the two places where they would
not do their duty or would not testify; I don't think that was exactly
a fair thing to do, Senator.
Senator FALL. That is exactly what we want, your idea about it.
Mir. Currrs. I don't think it is good ground that the whole reputation or Americanism of the whole community should be reflected on.
I think our people in Nogales have done their part well, and are trying to do their part well, and have taken pleasure in doing what was
put up to them during the war, and in the Mexican situation. I think
they are a fair people in general.
Senator FALu The people of Nogales have often defended themselves or assisted in their defense against attacks of bandits or others
from Mexico?
Mr. Courls. Certainly. Bandits started troubles one time on the
line, and then we have had several little skirmishes which usually
have started from some unfortunate circumstances of some smugglers
or some undesirable party coming across the line, and would evade
the guard, then there would be a shot fired, and then be two, and then
be a general mix-up on the line. It was very much regretted on both
sides of the line when one of those unfortunate things came up in
the last few years.
Senator FALL. This particular matter, as to the attitude of the
committee or as to my personal attitude, and as to yours and Mr.
Barnes's, we will take up a little bit later so it may be cleared up.
Mir. Curris. I want to say right here if I was discourteous in any
way I did not intend to be. The article I put in the interview was
simply resenting that. Nogales people as a class should be reflected
on as to their loyalty and patriotism in the sense of doing their duty
as citizens. Absolutely no personal matter; your name was mentioned in the article, by the way.
Senator FALL. We will get back to that directly. I think it will
all be perfectly satisfactory and ironed oult before we get through
with it, both to your satisfaction and mine. I want to say that the
report published in Texas emanating from myself, as published and
as quoted in one of the local papers in Nogales, is practically correct, is a practically correct report of the statement that I made,
but we will not pursue that further at this time.
What have been the conditions with reference to law and order,
or violence and disturbance, in the State of Sonora particularly,
and generally on the west coast of Mexico during the last 8 or 10
years?
4766--20-voL 2 -3
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Mr. Cvwrls. Well, of course, during the revolutionary period they
were fighting, and they were not good. but now-- a
Setiator 1J4.1,. What do von mean by revolutionary period
Mr. CUrTIS. Especially since 1910.
Senator FALL. Up to when
Jr. CuWrrs. I haven't the date in my mind; you might say up to
the Madoro revolution, practically. There has been no fighting (town
there to speak of, you know better than I do, but I should think
thre years.
Senator FALL. Mri. Madero was recognized immediately by this
Government when he was elected as President, or declared eleo ted
President of Mexico. Madero's revolution, if you recollect, resulted
in the resignation of Gen. Diaz, and by agreement, the substitution
of Mr. de la Barra as President pro tempore, followed by an election r salting in the election of Francisco Madero. Mr. Miadero
was deposed or resigned, and. I believe, Iater was mIurdered, early
in 19183. No government in Mexico was re-ognized by this Government then until October, 10915, when Mr. Carranza was recognized
by this Governmnent. formally recognized as the de facto herd of the
government in November, 1915. Now, the years prior to the re ownition (if (Carranza you have reference to as the revolutionary
period?
Mr. Cuwrls. I don't remember the latet, but the time we had the
last trouble was at the time Villa came over to Sonora; I think I
am correct in stating that was the last fighting we had in Sonora.
Senator FALL. That was early in 19161
Mr. Curims. I don't remember the date, Senator; but, as a matter
of fact, during the period there has been much less fighting, much
less disturbance on what we call the west-coast States; that is principally Sinaloa and Sonora, than there has been in other parts of
lexico. Their troubles and disturbances have been prolonged.
Ours have been very short. We speak of the west coast because that
is practically the part of Mexico, to the west of the Sierra Madre
Mountains, that we are interested in and we know very little about
the interior of Mexico.
Senator FALL. Well, assuming the fact, as it is, that the last fighting
you speak of was in the early part of 1916 when Obregon, bringing
his troops through the United States, participated in the defeat of
Villa-Pancho Villa--at Agna Prieta and Naco?
Mr. Cwras. And Hermosillo,
Senator FALL. And Hermosillo. I was speaking of the border.
Did those occurrences end the disturbed conditions in Sonora?
Mr. CURTis. I think that was about the end of the disturbed conditions; it has gradually been getting normalized and settled down.
Senator FALL. They have been greatly improved?
Mr. Cuwris. Greatly improved.
Senator FALL. At the present time what are they?
Mr. CurTIs. They are very good. They have their troubles of
reconstruction, getting their country back in shape the same as we
had in the Southern States after the Civil War. They are using very
good efforts and are sincere, I believe, and doing their very best to get
their States back in good condition.
Senator FALL. You are speaking of the State authorities?
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Mr. CurTse. State authorities; yes.
Senator FALL. The administration of Calles, followed by that of
de Ia Huerta up to the last few days, has been satisfactory generally
to the Americans in Sonora?
Mr. CuRmTs. I think there has been some preparation of strikes in
the State, but there has been no actual occurrence; whether there
will be strikes or not remains to be seen; but, as a matter of fact, it
has been feared there would be trouble. I met Gen. de la Huterta
and I have a great deal of faith in him- I believe he is trying to do
tie fair thing. He is anxious to get his State to producing; he surely
talks sincerely and friendly with us; he has a lot of justice and fairness in his talk. He might talk to some one else differently, but that
is our experience, just coming back from the trade excursion.
Senator FALL. Your experience has not been confined merely to this
recent trade excursion down there?
Air. CURmis. No; but with de la Huerta, which is the first time I
met him on this trip.
Senator FALL. Is he the present governor?
Mr. Cunrrs. The present governor of the State of Sonora.
Senator F.LL. You don't know whether he has been called to the
City of Mexico from the governorship of Sonora?
Ir. CURTIS. No; I don t; I don't think that is official.
Senator FAU.. You noticed the announcement in the paper?
MIr. Cuwrls. A great many of these announcements in the paper we
don't take very seriously.
Seniutor FALL. How is the business in the Yaqui Valley now--the
agriculture?
Mr. Currtis. On the other side it is very good, and improving; on
this side of the river it is very dull on account of the Yaqui Indians.
Senator FALL. Do you know anything about the recent negotiations
between the State government and the Yaqui Indians in reference
to peace and other matters?
Mr. CURTIS. Nothing definite, except what Gen. de Ia Huerta
told me.
Senator FArI. Did you see any Yaqui Indians on your trade trip

Ir. CuRTIs. Yes, sir.

Senator FALL. Were they armed
Ir. CuwrTs. Apparently we saw a thousand from the car windows
and at Oro Station I don't know how many, some at the station and
more out in the bushes; those that we saw at the station were armed,
I think; besides there were a great many at Hermosillo that were
there to negotiate peace terms.
Senator FALL. You don't know the result of the negotiations
JIr. Curis. I don't know; I don't think it is concluded.
Senator FALL. Do you know of any trouble of a violent character
with the Yaqui Indians in the last month anywhere close to the
border of Arizona1
MIr. Ccrurrs. I don't recollect about it.
Senator FALL. Do you know where the Mascarefia ranch ist
Mir. CuRTIs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. South of Lochiel, or in that directions
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Mr. Cumrrs. It seems to me I heard something about it. but I was
away. I think that was during the trade excursion; I did not read
anything about it.
Senator FALL. You don't know whether it was true, as reported,
that there were nine Mexican soldiers killed, as reported, by the
Yaqui Indians within a half mile of the border?
Mr. Cuwrrs. I do not.
Senator FALL. You did hear something of it?
Mr. Carris. Yes, sir; I heard something of it, but nothing very
definite.
Senator F.uL. They are shipping a great many tomatoes out of
Mexico now, are they not-out of Sonora?
Mr. CURTIs. Yes, sir; mostly out of Sinalona.
Senator FALL. Coming through Nogales?
Mr. Cuarris. Yes, sir.
Senator FAL. Reported about 1,400 cars
Mr. Cartrs. I presume there has been at least that-not 1.400 cars;
no; I don't think so; I don't know what the crop would be; I don't
imagine the whole season would be less than 2,000 cars, I should
imagine.
Senator FAL. No; I don't mean that there has been shipped; but
what has been and would be shipped, approximately 1,400 cars?
Mr. Cawrs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. The garvanzo business has been pretty good in
Mexico in the last few years
Mr. CorTs. Yes sir; it is a very important crop.
Senator FALL. There has been a great many shipments through
Nogales of garvanzo?
Mr. Curris. Yes, sir; I don't remember the figures; I think the
last year the market price was something like $45,000,000 worth of
garvanzo that went through Nogales.
Senator FALL. They were in bond generally to what country?
Mr. Corrrs. Well, mostly consumed in Spain and Cuba and Porto
Rico, and in all the Spanish countries. Some go to Italy and some
go to France, and a few used in the United States.
Senator FALL,. There is no friction, in so far as you know, between
the American property owners in Sonora and the State government at
Sonora pending at the present time?
Mr. Crras. Yes, sir; the Richardson Construction Co.--I would
not say about the Government Senator, but the Richardson Construction Co. has a case on with the Mexican Government in court
being thrashed out in Mexico City now, a question of the difference of
their opinion as to the value of their concession; that is, the judicial
question that is in the court.
Senator FALL. Originating from an attempt to forfeit their concessiont
Mr. Cunris. Yes, sir; claiming that theo did not comply with the
terms of their concession.
Senator FALL. They are not only in trouble with reference to the
national concession but also in some trouble with reference to the
State attempting to take certain portions of the land 9
Mr. Cunrrs. I don't think the State has any-this is just offhand-I don't know the conditions, of course; I have understood that
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the State did not have any of their lands now. I believe I have
heard. Senator, there is some law whereby agricultural land on a
ditch not being used, that under certain conditions people can work
it. I am not familiar with that law, but I believe they have a law
to compel people to cultivate fheir cultivable land.
Senator FALL. Ilave you had your attention called to what is
known as the agrarian law of the State of Sonora?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Have you had any talk with Gov. de Ia Huerta
ton erning the enforcement of that lawv
M'r. Curris. I told Gen. de Ia Huerta-we talked very friendly
with Gen. de la Huerta, lie talked friendly to us. We told him that
the agrarian law was an unfortunate law for them to have on their
books, for the reason it deterred people from coming and opening up
their country, from considering it at all, for the reason that that law
provided that the land should be cut up in small pieces, an(l it was impossible to carry out any large irrigation project with that law. He
naid that the haw hald never been put into effect, had never been enforced and did not have any idea that it would be; the probability
is that it might be changed. 'He could not see why the people at large
should take that law seriously. We told him that the reason we
thought it would be was because it was on their statute now, and
that it (lid keep back development.
Senator FALL. He thought it would not be enforced, and that it
should not interfere with development?
Mr. CURTIs. Yes, sir; he thought it would be rescinded.
Senator FALL. It would be rescinded?
Mir. Cuon's. That is the way lie felt; of course, he is not in control
of the State congress. He is simply governor; they do what they
think is their duty; he does what he thinks is his; I don't think he
would dominate Congress as has been done in some other periods.
He was not in sympathy with that law.
,Senator FALL. Did he say anything to you concerning any protest
by the United States Government?
Mr. CuwrIs. He did not.
Senator FAT.u. He did not tell you?
Mr. CURTIS. No, sir.
Senator FALL. -That he had liad the matter up himself with the
United States Government?
Mr. CunTIs. No. sir.
Senator FALL. I might call your attention to the fact that on De-

Semiber 5. 1018, the Department of State received from E. M. Lawton,
Amierican consul at Nogales a telegram and report in reference to
the then proposed agrarian law, and the labor laws of the State of
Sonora that were then pending in Congress. That on March 20, 1919,
the State Department of the United States, dealing directly with the
consul at Nogales. instructed him to bring to the attention of the appropriate State authorities the fact that the American Embassy at
:Mexico City had been instructed to renew protest previously made
against the proposed agrarian law,, referring to advices given them
pursuant to instructions contained in department's former telegram.
Mr. de la Huerta, you say, did not call your attention to that?
Mr. CUwrTs. No, sir.
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Senator FALL. He did not call your attention to the protest of the
American Government to the State government of Sonora concerning
this law?
Mr. Curris. No, sir; he did not.
Senator FALL. You did not know that this Government had had the
matter up before this law was passed protesting then?
Mr. CuwrTs. No. sitr.
Senator F.LL. He did not, as you stated a little while ago. call your
attention to the fact that the governmentt had had the matter up \vith
him since the passage of the law, our Government?
AMr. CTIrrs. No. sir.
Senator FALL. Of course, lie dill not tell you that he had replied in
an entirely different way directly over his own signature to our (Government?
AMr. Cvwrrs. No. sir..
Senator FALL. I do not Intend to place this matter in the record except for your information, to say to you that the committee has in its
possession i letter, an official letter from Mr. de In Huerta upon this
subject which is entirely contrary to the statement which lie made personally to you in reference to the enforcement of this law, and that
the American Government has renewed its protest against the enforcement of the law. For your private information, not for the public.
(Here the witness read said letter.) You can not always tell from
private conversation what may be going on officially?
Mr. CURTs. No, sir.
Senator FALL. As a matter of fact, the people-many of the people.
I presume those at Nogales-have an idea that the protests of thi
Government to the Mexican Government in reference to their official
action in matters of legislative decrees, etc., have been largely in reference to oil?
Mr. Cu es. I think that is the general opinion; yes.
Senator FALL. You did not know this Government had up directly
with t National Government and directly with the State government in reference to protests?
Mr. CwrTs. I knew Mr. Lawton had this matter up with the State
Department at the time he had it up. I did not know about a formal
protest.
Senator FAL. If this law was enforced in the State of Sonora how
would it affect the interests of Americans as well as Mexicans owning
land in the State?
Mr. CuRTwr. I don't remember, Senator, h.ow small the divisions
were to be made, but--Senator FALL. Assuming that the largest possible holdings could
be 20 hectares, we will say, for grazing purposes, which would be
approximately 50 acres, how would it affect the American owners
Mr. Cnrrrs.Well, it would affect them adversely. I don't think
there are very many American holdings over there except the grants.
Senator FALL. You know Mr. B. A. Packard?
Mr. Curris. Yes, sir; Mr. Packard's lands, if would affect them
adversely-bad.
Senator FALL. How about this company you spoke about--the
Richardson Construction Co.?
Mr. CUrns. It would be very bad; they have approximately 551..
000 acres, as I remember, in the Yaqui valley.

i
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Senator FALL,. Which they have been attempting to redeem for
agricultural purposes?
Mr. Cuwrris. It is practically all agricultural land.
Senator FALL. Assuming that the total agricultural acreage would
not he one-tenth of that I just spoke of, it would seriously affect it?
Ir. CarTis. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL,. How about the Slaughter ranch?
.Mr. CURTas. I am not familiar with that.
Senator FAL,. You are familiar with the number of cattle that
usually graze upon a given area in Sonora?
Mr. CURTIs. I suppose 1 to 12 or 15 acres.
Senator FALL. A fortunate owner who had the land would carry
that now
MIr. Curris. Or more than that.
Senator FALL,. There are numbers of other Americans owning comparativelv large farms in Sonora?
Mr. Ciurris. Yes, sir.
Senator FA.L. Those owning the amount of land which I suggested, and this amount I named as being the amourit that the law
provided, I simply put it at that large figure for the purpose of
illustration; it would affect injuriously all those people?
AMr. Currs. Oh, yes.
Senator FALL,. Now, under the law itself, would they receive any
benefit for the land so taken away from them?
Mr. CuvrrTs. I really don't know what the provisions would be
under that law.
Senator FALL. Do you know what the bonded indebtedness of the
State of Sonora is?
Mr. Cuwrs. I do not; I don't know that they have bonds; I am
not familiar with that.
Senator FAu, Do you know whether any bonds issued by the State
or by the National Governments in Mexico at any time are being
paid, or the interest thereon is being paid?
AIr. Currris. No; I think they are not.
Senator FALL. What would you regard as the value of an agrarian
bond of the State of Sonora of the par value of $3 at the present
time?
AIr. Ccwrs. I don't think think it would be very good security.
Senator FALL. You would not like to sell your land and be compelled to accept agrarian bonds?
AMr. CwrTIs. No; I would not.
Senator FALL. Do you think if the United States Government in
its communication had made the statement that the purpose of paying for confiscated lands under said bonds-agrarian bonds of the
State of Sonora-don't you think the position of the Government,
that it would be practically confiscatory, would be correct?
AIr. CUwris. You might call it confiscation. It is a plan of theirs
to give bonds I would not consider as verySenator FALL. You, as a banker, would not consider a very desirable investment?
Mr. CURTIs. No: I would not consider it a safe bond.
Senator FALL. Then you think the United States would be correct
in stating to the Mexican Government it would be practically confiscationt
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AIr. CrRTIs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Particularly in view of the fact they have no court
to condemn the property, but simply a commission appointed to fix
the value?
Mr. CuRTI. Yes; but I have not heard of that action being taken,
and in the second place they claim there is no appropriation for any
commission to enforce that law. That is what they state, what they
told us.
Senator FALL. That is very much like the provisions of the constitution of Mexico which prohibits any minister of any denomination
holding services in Mexico, or preaching in any church or private
house, unless he is a native-born citizen of Mexico, and the suspension
of that by Mr. Carranza in some particular instance where he invited
the preachers in and told them he would not enforce that provision
of the constitution. This law in Sonora in reference to taking over
this property is in that situation, it will not be enforced as long as
Mr. de la Huerta is there?
Mr.. Cuiwrs. Apparently that is the situation; yes; and to the best
of my knowledge it has not been enforced.
Senator FALL. Your information is correct, it has not been enforced
as far as we know.
Mr. CURrS. We explained to them that the agrarian law was just
as bad for them as anybody, due to the fact it kept capital out of
their country. Article 27 keeps capital out of Mexico. They have
been through a terrible experience in the revolution; they have had
their established Government very much upset, and are trying to
get on their feet with a new bunch of Government officials.
Senator FALL. You are speaking of the Goternment of Mexico ?
Mr. Crnre. The whole Government of Mexico, the whole of Mexico
putting in effect article S27 and this agrarian law, keeping out foreign capital. If a bank is going to loan money to you the last
analysis is, could they go into court and get a judgment for the debt;
if they could get a judgment could they get execution on your property and take it to satisfy the debt? Down there it is-if you were
to use that analysis, you could get a judgment, no doubt, for your
debt, you could get execution probably, but you could not take the
property to satisfy that debt. Now, in any country we must have
the last analysis for collecting your debt. They keep capital out of
their country, and they need capital down there to reestablish and
develop the country, lust as much as we needed money to build railroads in the Middle West, when we had to go to Europe and sell our
securities; they could have come in at that time and gotten judgment
and gotten execution, and taken our railroads if we had not paid
our interest. Mexico at large is interested in seeing that the country
is developed, and it is interested in having plenty of work for the
poor people, and having a lot of people producing to reduce taxation.
That was why Sonora and those people down there through Sonora
should be made to stimulate production, get a lot of men producing,
consequently taxation would not fall heavily on anyone.
Senator FALL. Did the people of the west coast appreciate your
views?
Mr. Currns. Exactly; we talked to them like we were conferring
with you; we had no hesitancy about criticizing, and sometimes we
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got a favorable or adverse reply to our suggestions. We went down
there with a friendly feeling, and to stimulate better feeling, and I
know, I remember at the time of our planning to go in that country,
it was impossible for everybody to get passports, and while it is
customary to get identification cards on the border we did not like
to take in a lot of people so the State Department would say we
abused that privilege, so to put it up fair, we telegraphed them
asking if they would give the authorities permission to grant us
identification cards for fellows to go in the last minute, to go on the
excursion, which they declined. We took it up with our Senator,
who was the last resort, and he went and explained the situation to
the State Department and they gave us that permission; we telegraphed to them and explained to them we were. going down there
in good faith, to get in closer touch with the people (lown there to
stimulate a better feeling, and better relations, and we were surprised the State Department would decline us that, because we felt
if our people along the line would try and do some charitable work
instead of criticizing them so much we might come to a good deal
better understanding. The attitude of many of the people is simply
to criticize and antagonize all the time instead of getting in and giving them your hand; we felt that we were going down there trying
to cooperate with them, and be of some service if we could. they
treated us very well and we tried to treat them just as well as they
treated us.
Senator FALL. Mr. de la Huerta took your view officially?
Mr. Cvwrs. I don't know what you mean by officially, Senator.
Senator FALL. He was the official who spoke to you in reference to
your statement of the effect, possible and probable effect, of this
agrarian law, and gave you to understand it would not be enforced?
Mr. CuRTIs. I don't know why that would be. He said that it had
not been enforced, and so why worry.
Senator FALT,. And so why worry I

Mr. Currs. I don't remember that he said definitely it would not
be, but he gave me the impression it was not a serious thing to foreigners, or anybody else to worry about.
Senator FA.L. What else does it need to be enforced, except his
tutting it in force, his act as executive; it is the law if lie proclaims
it is in force.
Mr. Cvwrrs. I suppose nothing.
Senator FALL. If he is removed or resigns. and some one else saw
it a little differently, and lie became governor-for instance. if Gen.
Dieguez should become governor, he could enforce it immediately?
Mr. CUwrrs. I suppose so.
Senator -FALL. So the continuation of the very pleasant relations
which tnave grown up between the citizens here and citizens there
depend very largely upon the will of who happens to be in office
in Sonora: the same thing is true, to a large extent, in the entire
Republic, is it not?
Mr. Cmrris. Yes I suppose so.
Senator FALL. Did you know that the enforcement of article 27 of
the constitution has not yet been adopted by the National Congress?
Mr. Currwis. I did not; no, sir.
Senator FALL. Did you know that the protest of this Government
against the enforcement clause of article 27 hal been made against
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.Mr. Carranza's edict, and not against enforcement by any nact of
Congress?
MAr. CRTIS. No; I did not know that. I knew that our Government
had protested; I did not know the technique of the objection.
Senator FALL. You have not had your attention called to the reply--any reply by Mr. Carranza to any position of our Government
against the enforcement of collfiscatorv decrees?
MIr. Cwrs. Nothing in an authentic way, only what is in our
papers.
Senator FALL. I might call your attention to an authentic declarntion by Mr. Carranza on that subject. He stated that "If the difficulty could not be settled except by war or intervention he was sorry
but was prepared to confront this alternative." Apparently he did
not like tile reference in my former communication to the possibility
that the United States Government would have to protect the property of its citizens. The alternative is war; if so, he was prepared
for it. Do you think it is the duty of this Government to protect
property of its citizens in Mexico?
Mr. (Cinris. I do; that was in the plank of the last presidential
campaign. I think it is the duty of all Governments to look after its
citizens.
Senator F.LI,. You have always expressed yourself that way in

reference to Mexico-that it is tle duty of this Government to proteetMr. Curris. I do. I think it should have better diplomatic
relations. It seems like the whole thing from beginning to end has been
antagonistic--absolutely all antagonistic--instead of giving a helping hand. I don't know how the interior might be, but the people on
the west coast are very glad to cooperate. I can not understand
why the people of the interior should not be the same if they had
the right men to treat with them.
Senator FALL. Suppose, Mr. Curtis, for a moment if some one else
than Mr. de Ia Huerta, in whom you have confidence, became governor of Sonora and sought to enforce this agrarian law, do you think
it is the duty of the Government of the United States to see that it is
not enforced?
Mr. CURTIs. I do.
Senator FALL. Then, if this Government protests and says it will
not allow it to be enforced, this Government is doing its duty that
far?
Mr. CUrris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. And, with reference to the National Government
where it is not purely a State matter, if this Government has notified
the Mexican Government that it will protect the rights of its citizens, then it is doing its duty that far?
Mr. CUrris. Doing exactly what all others--Senator FALL. All others 'are doing?
Mr. Currs. That is, the European countries are doing.
Senator FALL. If it is answered by the statement that that means
war and " I am prepared for it," why, diplomacy has come to an end
there?
Mr. CURTIs. It looks to me most extraordinary, and a surprising
thing to me. I can not see how a man would be so undiplomatic as
to make a statement like that.
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Senator FALL. Yet AMr. de Ia Huerta has declined to make a statement to the United States in reference to the agrarian law such as
he made to you privately?
Ir. CURTIs. Of course, that is a Federal law. That was his opinion. Isn't that a Federal law?
Senator FALL. No; the constitution of 1917 permits it.
IMr. Cun's. Permits it; that is right.
Senator FALL. And the State has done it in this instance, and it
is up to AIr. de nlaHuerta, as I stated there to enforce it or not. The
protest of this Government was first to the State government, and
then to the National Government, and answered by the National
Government, and later answered by the State government.
Mr. CwrTIs. Of course, that does not say what the State congress
will do with that again.
Senator FALL. The State congress has enacted the law.
Mr. CURTIS. I mean the law.
Senator FALL. Oh, a new congress may repeal it; we hope the influence of you gentlemen along the border, who are on friend terms
with them, will have some effect. Now, Mir. Curtis; was there an
armed conflict in Nogales in August, 1918, between the Government
soldiers on this side and some of the citizens and Mexican citizens
and soldiers in Nogales, Sonora?
Mr. CURTIS. I believe about that date.
Senator FALL,. There were a good many people killed
Mr. CURTIs. Several. That was in 1918?
Senator FALL. Yes.
Mr. CURTIS. I was not at Nogales at that time.
Senator FALL. Do you know whether the Chamber of Commerce
at Nogales at that time appealed to the United States Government
for additional troops? WhMether they appealed through Senators of
the United States Senate to send them artillery, etc.?
Mr. CUwris. I think they did appeal; I don't remember about the
date. I know we appealed to the Senators several times to give us
more troops after those troubles.
Senator FALL. You don't think troops are needed there now, do
you
Mir. CURTis. Well, I don't think-I think they ought to have some
troops stationed along the border.
Senator FALL. Wh ?
Mr. CURTIS. Well, It is the frontier: you never can tell what might
come up. I think we are entitled to a moderate number of troops.
They are having trouble over in Texas all the time, raids along the
border. We have a good many n'ew laws now, to stop arms and
ammunition, if you are going to have those laws-you can not expect
the customs department to guard that line. It is a big, long line-then, I think it is proper to have soldiers along the border, anyway.
Senator FALL. The law in reference to arms and ammunition is a
general law i it applies to the Canadian border as well as the Mexican
border. It is not necessary for us to have troops along the Canadian
border.
Mr. CURTIS. I did not know that; I thought it applied to the
Mexican border.
Senator FALL. It is not necessary for the United States to maintain troops on the Canadian border, is it?
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'Mr. CuRTIrs. I don't think so.

Senator FALL. It is about as long as the Mexican border?
MIr. Cunris. Yes.
Senator FALL. That is because Canada is a peaceful country like
the United States, is it not?
Mr. Caunrs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. So far as the Mexican border is concerned, why we
are a peaceful people, and in Nogales, and on this side of the border,
are we nott
Mr. Cvwrts. Yes, sir.
Senator FALLr. It is not necessary to keep troops here to protect
the law-abiding citizens over here, is it?
Mr. CuRTis. No, sir.
Senator FALL,. Why is it necessary to keep troops along the border?
Mr. Cvurrs. You have got a lot of bad conditions, such as Villa.
Senator FALL. Villa is not in Sonora.
3Mr. Cuvrns. He is on the other border, and whatever would happen
on the other border would no doubt influence the whole policy of the
United States and Mexico. You can not consider, so far as the policy
of the United States goes, to any particular State in Mexico. It
would be a policy toward the Replblic of Mexico.
Senator FALL. Of course, you realize that since the reorganization
of the United States Army the Army is very much depleted. We are
asking for troops now to bring it up to its standard. to even 250.000
men. We haven't them, and we do need troops If they are not
needed at Nogales why they may be needed at other places. Now., do
you think it is safe to withdraw the troops from Nogales?
Mr. CuwrTs. I think there ought to be troops at Nogales; certainly as long as they have them along the border.
Senator FAi,L. Suppose they withdraw them from other borders,
do you think it would be safe, and would you be satisfied?
Ir. Curris. If they withdrew them from Texas points, and New
Mexico, I think wecould-we would be satisfied to have them withdrawn as at any point.
Senator FAL. Let's speak frankly, Mr. Curtis. Are you willing
to have troops--you are speaking now, you are a business mAn there,
you are chairman of the chamber of commerce-would you be satisfled to have the American troops at Nogales withdrawn
Mr. Cunris. No; I think we would be satisfied to have them reduced to a smaller number.
Senator FA,. About what number do you think would be sufficient?
Mr. Currns. Suppose we reduce them down-I don't know what
would be convenient-I suppose five or six hundred; something of
that sort would be about as small a working unit as you could have.
Senator FAuL. Do you think that they need troops at-a squad,
say. of four or five men-at Ruby or Arivaca. west of Nogales?
"Mr.Cumvs. I think it is a good thing to have them there; there
are smuggling trails over there; there were a couple of fellows killed
there the other day. I think it is very proper.
Senator FALL,. Do you know that American troops on the border
at Lochiel, immediately after this little occutlrence which I asked you
about south of the border, prevented Americans from going over
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there into Mexico because of the danger that might ensue to them.
and would not allow them to go across unless they had some object f
Mr. Cns.
I did not.
Senator FAL. Do you think a precaution of that kind was proper
precaution for the American troops to take?
Mr. CUTIrs. Oh, they get excited after those fights. I think any
precaution of that sort is very wise.
Senator FALL. The conditions had been good, but you found you
needed not only what troops you had in Nogales in August, 1918,
but you asked for more, didn't you?
Mir. Currs..I was not there, Senator, at that time. I believe that
is true, though.
Senator FALL. And they have maintained practically the same
number of troops there since?
Mir. Cuarts. Yes, sir.
Senator FAIL. But you don't think they need them now?
Mr. Curris. I don't think they need as many; no, sir.
Senator FALL. Do you think probably 500 would be sufficient along
at Nogales, immediately along that border?
Mr. Cuurs. I don't know how they divide them up, Senator, but
I presume at Lochiel, I don't know whether they have one or two
troops, and at Arivaca one or two troops.
Senator FALL. They are appealing to this committee now to see if
it can not get troops, and that is in Arizona.
Mr. Crrris. I think they ought to have a troop or two of Cavalry
out in those places; it is open country.
.Senator FALL. When do you think conditions along the border
will be such that the United States need no longer maintain troops
at all in Arizona?
Mr. Cvirris. It will take a pretty good prophet to answer that
question, I don't kndw.
Senator FALL. You have no reason, from your knowledge of

Mexico, to anticipate there will be any armed disturbance in the
State of Sonora?
Mr. Currts. Why, of course, at every election they have talk of
a revolution.
Senator Faw.. You have heard such talk?
Mir. Cuwrre. Yes, sir.
Senator FALU. And the election will be held in June, this year?
Mr. Curris. I believe so; yes.
Senator FALL. Gen. Obregon, who is a citizen of Sonora, is a can-

didate for the presidency?
Mr. Curls. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Gen. Pablo Gonzales, who has been in command of

the Army around in the city of Mexico is also a candidate?
Mr. Cuwrrs. Yes sir.
Senator FAuJ,. And there are various other candidates of whom
we have all heard?
fr. CaRTs. They have spoken of Bonillas, I don't think he has
formally announced yet.
Senator FALL. There is talk that there may be revolutionary trou.
bles in Sonora and along tie border?
Mr. Cumns. Yes, sir.
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Senator FALL, At any rate, you think American troops should
remain along the border?
Mr. CvnrTs. I do. I think we should have a good force.
Senator FALL. Why should revolutionary troubles over the election endanger the lives of American citizens on our own soil?
Mr. Cmrrls. Oh, if some crazy fools come along and start something, that is the reason, Senator. That is the trouble that we have
had. It is not the officers at Nogales. it is some stupid thing. pulled
off-not altogether stupid, but some overt act, such as ignoring the
authorities, and an unfortunate incident starts trouble. That is
the way they start, you know.
Senator FAILL. Have those unfotlunnte incidents happening started
on this side of the line?
Mr. CtTrs. I think usually: yes.
Senator IAL,. By Americnnsl
Mr. CvRTIs. I tlink-I don't cant to be quoted as to the fact-if
I remember correctly in that 1918 instance that was some Mexican
ignored the American immigration man, and I think he was shot,
and then somebody else shot.
Senator FALL. tI'hen that was the fault of the Americans in Nogales?
Mr. Cvrris. You can not accuse them that way exactly, because
the customs guard there was doing his duty, and lie stopped the fellow that ignored him; but it was one of those unfortunate things
that seem to be along the border, along the frontier, where people
are not supposed to ignore your authority.
Senator FALL. Did the Mexicans on the Mexican side. from your
information obtained after your return-were they prepared for
any trouble?
AIr. Cumrrs. I was not there: I understood they were.
Senator FALL. That they were prepared? "
Mr. Curris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL,. You know, as a matter of fact, that was the report
of the United States Army?
Mr. CUvrls. I think that is true.
Senator FALL. That they were waiting for something of that

kind to occur?
:Mr. Cvrris. You can not say that. I think that might be true of
all countries.
Senator FAL,. The citizens of Nogales did not carry guns openly,
and cartridges around with them, starting trouble, did they?
Mr. CnrlIs. No; not with them; they did not on the other side,
either. I have not observed that. I think very few people carry
guns; I don't think you see them on the other side.
Senator FALL,. Then the trouble at Nogales originated through
some official on this side?
Mr. CunTrs. I don't know about that; I understood that was
what started it. I don't want to get mixed up. I was not there.
Senator FALL. I don't want to mix you up.
Mr. Cmrris. What I mean, I don't want to get mixed up on the
facts.
Senator FALL. The committee is very much gratified to know, as
it has known prior to your testimony, that conditions along the
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west coast of Mexico have grown much better. Personally, I would
lie exceedingly gratified to know that conditions throughout the
Mexican Repubhe were very much better than they have been and
are. The conditions, however, from 1910 tup to 1918--August, 1918in Sonora were good. were they not?
MIr. CuRTIs. 1 es, sir.
Senator F.ALL. From the time that VillaaMr. Curris. They always have been good. Senator. The Sonora
people have never been troublesome people: they started out in the
revolution: I think Mr. Bonillas was down thereSenator FAt,. The American people of Arizona neither have been
troublesome people? Mr. Crt-ms. No, sir.
Senator FALL. They'have never started any trouble with Mexi:o?
Mir. Curts. No.sir.
Senator FALL. You never have known of any raiding party going
across into Mexico committing robberies or murders?
Mr. CIrris. No.sir.
Senator FA.LL. There. has been no aggression to your knowledge,
since you have been here along the border, on this side into Mexico?
Mr.CuRTs. No,sir.
Senator FAtLL. No acts of people on this side have placed in jeopardv the lives of the people of the town of Nogales, Sonora?
Mr. Cuiwrls. Absolutely not.
Senator FALL. Can you say the acts of Obregon and Villa and
others in the border town of Nogales, Sonora, have not placed in
jeopardy the lives of the people of your town, on this side?
Mir. Currs. I can not say-when Obregon came in, of course, there
were some stray shots came into Nogales. Ariz.. bat Obregon had
no disposition to make any disturbance or any trouble on the American side: when he came into town he came in in a very nice. orderly
way. I don't think you could put Obregon and Villa in the same
I would say when Obregon came in unfortunately there
category.
were stray bullets that come to our side, but when Villa came inVilla was a bad element; he started trouble right off.
Senator FALL. Villa was there before Obregon came in?
Mr. CuvRTs. Yes, sir.
"
Senator FAIL. It was when Villa was there that Obregon attacked
the town, and Americans on this side were hurt?
Mr. CV'wrts. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. The same thing was true at Agun Prieta and at
l)ouglas?
Mr. Curris. Yes, sir; I think it was. In fact, I remember distinctly it vas.
Senator FALL. You think Mr. Obregon has displayed very much
more care in his protection of American lives along the border than
Villa?
Mir. Cmrrts. Yes; I do. Of course, if Villa was in town and the
other party was attacking it was an unfortunate situation for the
party attacking, but I don't think the disposition of Obregon was
ever to molest or harm anybody on the American side.
Senator FAL. And you think at that time that the disposition of
Villa was to attack Americans?
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Mr. Curris. Well, I don't know. He did absolutely, at that time,
fire in Nogales; of course, he did absolutely fire on the American
troops.
Senator FALL. Who was in command of the American troops
then?
Mr. CuIrris. I have forgotten; I think Col. Sage.
Senator FALL. Sage?
Mir. Cvurris. I think so.
Senator FALL. Did the Obregon troops fire at all across the line
Mr. .Cuurs. Oh, no.
Senator FAL,. Didn't they come over the hill and fire into No.
gales?
Mr. Cirrirs. Well, of course, not deliberately fire into the United
States. According to my understanding, I presume it was one of
the Obregon men that shot Stephen D. Little, but that was purely
accidental.
Senator FALL. Now, I want to say to you, Mr. Curtis, for your
information and that of others, that this committee is not defending Mr. Obregon or Mr. Villa or attacking them. The committee
plays no favorities at all in its investigation. We are trying to
ascertain the facts-some are gratifying, and some are pessimistic.
Mr. CUiRTIs. We are optimistic ourselves, because we feel very
happy and very encouraged over their condition.
Senator FA; Despite official action and the laws they have?
Mr. CuIrrs. They might do better on many laws, yet, on the other
hand, many of our States in the United States make some very
crazy laws. They haven't a monopoly on some of these foolish laws;
they have been making them all over the United States.
Senator FALL. Then you think that the law-making bodies and
enforcing bodies in Mexico are on a parity with those in the United
States?
Mr. Curris. No, sir; I don't think so. I think they are doing
their best, but I don't think they measure up to our standard. I
think they are doing their best; sometimes I don't think we do
our best.
Senator FALL. Mr. Curtis, in your business in Mexico during the
war, particularly in the year 1918; do you know how the garvanzo
crop of Mexico was handled, on the west coast?
Mr. Currrs. What year was that?
Senator FALL. Say in 1918.
Mr. CrrrIs. I don't know that I remember the particulars about it.
Senator FALL. Do you know who financed it?
Mr. Currs. That was a year ago that we handled a good many.
I forget which it was in 1918; W. R. Grace & Co. handled a good
many. Wasn't that the year?
Senator FALL. Yes; W. R. Grace & Co., of San Francisco and
New York, an American firm?
Mr. Cuwrrs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Do you remember about the extent of their dealings,
in American money?
DMr. CURTIS. Very large.
Senator FALL. It amounted to about $6,000,0009
Mr. Currrs. Six or seven. There was not over five million last
year. Might have been the high price brought it up to six.
Senator FALL. Where are those garvanzos shipped?
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AMr. CurTIs. Shipped to New York, San Francisco, Cuba, and
Spain.
Senator FALL. Are they used by the allied countries or are they
used in Spain and Cuba?
Mr. CuRTis. Spain is a big market, Cuba is a large market, Porto
Rico is a large market, Italy even some, and France even to a smaller
amo80ult.

Senator FAir.. Do you think any of the garvanzo shipments
reached France or Italy?
Mr. CURTIS. I can not say about that; I don't know. There were,
however, a few sold in the United States.
Senator FALL. How were they paid for--in what currency?
Mr. CuRTns. American currency.
Senator FAL,. Gold?
Mr. Cuvrs. Yes; a good many of them paid for in American gold.
Senator FALL. At that time was there a rule, regulation, or law
against the exportation of gold in this country except by permission
of the War Trade Board?
Mr. Curras. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Permission of the War Trade Board was obtained
for the shipment of gold, wasn't it, for handling the garvanzo crop?
Mr. Curris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. At that time the War Trade Board also gave permission to ship foodstuff from the United States to Sonora9
Mr. Cmurris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Handled by Gen. Obregon at that time, flour and
lard?
Mr. Curr's. I don't know that you would say largely: he handled
large amounts, of course. There were others handling it all the
time.
Senator FALL. Then, while the United States were attempting to
conserve for itself and its allies foodstuff they allowed gold to be
exported into Mexico for the handling of a food crop, garvanzo?

Mr. Cuwris. Yes, sir.

Senator FALL. And thenMr. Crwrrs. And there were other things being produced, however;
besides garvanzo.

Senator FALL. For which gold was exported under orders of the
War Trade Boardt
Mr. CuRTas. Gold was not exported for that.
Senator FALL. I am speaking of the exportation of gold which
was prohibited?

Mr. Currrs. Yes, sir.
Senator 'FALL. Then foodstuff was being shipped out of Mexico
in return for American gold
Mr. Curns. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Still there was a necessity for importation into
Sonora of American foodstuff needed for the Allies and people of
the United Statest
Mr. CuRTse. In less amounts; yes.
Senator FALL. Yes; in a less amount. Now, Mr. Curtis--Mr. CuaTis. Of course, that was all done, Senator through Washington; that was not local. We did not know anything about that.
That was arranged with the War Trade Board at Washington.
4766-20.-vo, 2--4
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Senator FALL. I am not inclined to be at all critical of the Nogales
people. I think we will go into that a little bit further for your
satisfaction. What currency or medium of exchange is used in
commercial dealings with Sonora and the people in Nogales.
Mr. Curris. American gold, American paper and silver.
Senator FALL. American paper passes as current there
Mr. Cuwris. It passes very well now. We took the matter up
with the Federal reserve board for Arizona and we told them that-we told the Federal reserve board that our experience in the last
year's trade excursion was that American gold was very much at
a premium, which made American paper money at a discount. The
Federal reserve bank figured it was at a discount. We said no, it
is not at a discount, but they have to have gold and they will have
to pay anything for gold, and they have to get it. For instance,
the Mexican Government saw that gold was made the basis for taxes,
two for one, and did not receive paper money.
Senator FALL. They would not receive their own paper money?
Mr. Cuirrs. They did not have any paper money and would not
receive our paper money; they wanted taxes collected on a gold
basis, and we asked the Federal reserve bank why they did not
turn loose a lot of American gold and go down there and see if we
could not stabilize that condition; the money exchanges down there
were getting a tremendous premium for gold and we suggested that
they just try out and see if that gold came back again in just about
the amount that we sent out, and they said " All right, we will try
it. You might be right, and you might be wrong." It brought
paper money on a par with gold; it is a differential now. Our paper
goes freely; they take it seriously and they take it just the same as
they would gold, except in some cases where they have to pay taxes
they have to have gold. We corresponded with the Federal reserve
bank and they are very well satisfied. We found it was a good thing
to do and not ship our supply of gold.
Senator FALL. I have no doubt of that. Of course, I am not a
financier, but your explanation is entirely satisfactory to me. Now,
as to the statement that you made that they had no paper.
Mr. Curis. Yes; I take that back; they have paper, the bank
paper is still outstanding but they don't use it.
Senator FALL. How about the paper money which they have?
Mr. Curris. The infalsificables-they are being used too.
Senator FALL. They are being used; that is the national Mexican
currency of the country; that is fiat money. Are they being accepted
in Sonora in small transactions?
Mr. Crars. People.buy them; anybody importing into Mexico
buys them, as part of their customs regulation is that they have to
pay so much with infalsificables.
Senator FALL. How much do they pay?
Mr. Curris. I don't know * some certain percentage of the amount.
Senator FALL. I mean in buying it for the purpose of using it as
you state they use it, how much do they pay on the open market
for it?
Mr. Curns. A very small amount. I have not paid any attention
to it; we do not handle it at all, and I really don't know.
Senator FALL. You don't handle it
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Mr. CuRTIs. No, sir.
Senator FALL. You would not accept it in your business transac-

tions?
Mr. Currns. Well, we did handle a fiat money for a while, but we
got in a lot of mix-up and trouble about it, and we thought it was
better for money brokers to handle it than for the banks.
Senator FALL. You handled, as a matter of fact, from time to
time, their State money?
Ir. C Trrns. We did at the beginning of the issuance.
Senator F.LL. You handled Villa money, and Madero money, and
Carranza money?
MIr. Curris. Yes; we handled anything that came along for awhile
and then discontinued it.
Senator FALL. Any that you happened to have on hand at a certain period was worthless?
Mr. Cuaris. Yes, sir.
Senator.FALL. You presented me at one time with samples of vaSrious issues of currency?
Mr. Curres. It was not a good business for a bank; it brought
about embarrassment for us.
Senator FALL. And, as a matter of fact, infalsificables are only received by the Mexican Government, then, as a bonus upon payments
which must be made in gold; are they not?
Mr. Cmrrs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. And they are required to be paid in that way? In
other words, for the purpose of getting it out of the way they require you to pay a peso in infalsificables for $1 in gold, although $1
ingold is the same?
Mr. CIrris. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. That is their method of redeeming their outstanding

currency?

Mr. Curres. Yes, that is about the idea.
Senator FALL. 'Do you know what outstanding currency of the
Vera Cruz issue was taken up in Mexico?
Mr. CurrTs. No; I haven't any idea.
Senator FALL. Is there any Mexican gold in any appreciable
amount on the West coast?
Mr. Currs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. That, of course, is received at its bullion or coin
value?
Mr. Curris. No; it is received as a dollar on the basis ofSenator FALL. Silver?
Mr. CmrrIs. No; they are supposed to be on a gold basis.
Senator FALL. Well that is because in 1905 Diaz put Mexico on
a gold basis, didn't hel
Mr. CvrTis. Yes sir.
Senator FALL. You say that one of the banks, and a bank of issue, which had branches over the Republic and doing business prior
to the Madero revolution, was the Bank of Sonora, I understood you
to testify to that?
Mr. Cumrrs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Is that institution in existence now, the Bank of
Sonora
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Mr. Curris. I think it is; yes.
Senator FALL. Where is It doing business?
Mr. Currrs. It don't do business at all, but it is in existence.
Senator FALL. Has it an office and a representative?
Mr. Cmrris. Yes; they have had one in Nogales but they have
not been doing business in Nogales.
Senator FALL. Who is their representative down there, Mr. Winegar?
Mr. CurrTs. I don't really know whether Brower or Winegar. Mr.
Brower has been down in Mexico, I suppose Mr. Brower will be
the bank's representative, he has been down there a good deal lately.
Senator FALL. They are no longer conducting a banking business
in the State of Sonora?
Mr. Cums. No; with the exception, I suppose, they ire collecting
their notes.
Senator FALL. Now, I want to ask you a hypothetical question:
I base it on a case such as actually has occurred. Suppose that an
American citizen on this side of the line would come before this
committee and testify that he has recently lost property on this side
of the line by theft or robbery at the hands of officials of the Government of Mexico, supposedly stationed within the State of Sonora,
and were to give facts to the committee; after reading this general
order issued by the Mexican Government to its consuls as to viseing
passports, do you believe that American could go across into Mexico
legally, that is, that his passport would not be vised.
Mr. CURTIs. Where. at Sonora?
Senator FALL. By the consuls?
Mr. CumRns. I believe they would. I might be absolutely wrong.
This order you showed me is absolutely new to me, as an official
document.
Senator FALL. I am speaking now of a witness who might not
think so well of some of the officials or people in Mexico with
whom he might do business as you might with whom you do business.
Mr. Cumrrs. Yes.
Senator FALL. Suppose he were to give evidence reflecting upon
the conduct of officers of the National Government of Mexico as
against himself personally, do you think that under this order and
under the conditions that exist his passport would be visd, and
lie would be allowed to go over there?
Mr. Curris. I tell you Senator, that is a long guess; the order
says absolutely "no"; I am talking about the whole Republic of
Mexico.
Senator FALL. I am talking about Arizona, and a case pretty
close to Nogales.
Mr. Cunrs. I don't know; if they had orders to stop them, they
would refuse to issue the vis6; but I have not heard of cases where
they have been. There hAve been a lot of Americans made complaint
to the Society for the Protection of American rights and through
our State Department. You know that a lot of them have made
complaints, and many of those people.go right down there, back
and forth, all the time. They have not reported to the Senator, but
they have reported to the State Department and they are silent.
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Senator FALL. Have you seen publicity given to such reports by
the State Department?
MIr. CuaTIs. No; they don't make them public.
Senator FALL. Then the Mexican Government would have no
method of knowing it ?
MIr. Cuwris. No; that is true. But we used to have a society down
there: it was not a big one, Society for the Protection of American
ights in Mexic o, that several of us joined, it was on the same idea
anld we did not put personally in any complaint, but I know several
were put in by friends of mine and they would be sent to the State
Department, and the State Department would send them over to the
Mexican ambassador,and then they would go down to Mexico City
and back to the governor of the State, and then the governor of
the State would be peeved and make it more or less disagreeable for
the fellows and ask them why they did not come directly to him.
We would always go directly to the State authorities and we would
tell them just what we thought about it, and they would adjust it in
a very satisfactory manner to us. I am speaking of my own individual interests and others; it might take several weeks or a month
to get it adjusted on a satisfactory basis.
Senator FALL. YOU have referred to certain instances in which
certain citizens have appealed to their own Government against
acts of injustice and their protests were given to the Mexican Government and the Mexican Government would in turn send them to
the State authorities or to the border authorities of Mexico. and the
authorities of the State would be peeved at the American citizens?
.Mr. Corrrs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. You have referred to cases of that kind?
Ir. Cuwrs. Yes, sir. Instead of that process we go right straight
to the State authorities and we get very good satisfaction.
Senator FALL. For something happening on this side of the line?
Mr. CMRTIs. No.
Senator FALL. Whom would you go to?
3r. Cu'rris. I did not understand-happening on this side of the
line.
Senator FALL. Suppose you had a ranch on this side of the line
1and
the people on the opposite side of the border the officials, Army
men, came across right into your pasture and took your stock out
and carried it into Mexico andl you wanted a return of the property,
what would you do?
Mir. CURTIS. Go to the American Government.
Senator 'FALL. Suppose the American Government made protest
to the Mexican Government, and the Mexican Government sent that
protest to the very men who had committed the depredation?
Mr. Cunes. That isdifferent; in that case I would go right to the
American Government. Over here conditions are different from
what those other fellows have over in Texas.
Senator FALL. No; I am talking about Arizona.
Mir. CUrrs. Arizona?
Senator FALL. Arizona, yes; and New Mexico and Arizona in the
immediate vicinity of Nogales.
Mr. Currs. I have not heard of any of those, except some of those
cow men all the time have had trouble for many years, cattle driven
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across the line and getting mixed up. I have thought more particularly about the business of Americans in Mexico.
Senator FALL. Do thieves come across the line from Mexico into
Arizona from time to time?
Mr. Cuirris. I guess they do; I don't know; they claim they do.
Senator FALL.7inave you ever knovn in the last two years of the
Mexican authorities ever deporting or turning over to the American
authorities any man accused of an offense on this side?
Mr. CraIs. I dont' know of any specific instance. I know that
Col. Carnahan since he has been in Nogales has been in very close
touch with the Mexican authorities very frequently.
Senator FALL. You are talking about the military law. We are not
under military law; I am speaking of the enforcement of the every
day law.
Mr. Cvrrs.I can not say about specific instances of cattle offenders, but I knowSenatolr FA&. I don't mean for the extradition of a cow. There is
no extradition treaty in reference to the return of a cow; but I am
talking about the return of a man charged with an offense against
the law on this side of the line. Have you ever known of the
Mexican authorities in the State of Sonora in the last seven or eight
years ever returning a man who was wanted here for the violation
of the law ?
Mr. CURTIS. I don't remember any specific instance but I know
this, since I have been on the council in Nogales with our m tvor.
we are in harmony with the peace officers on the Mexican side. 'l'hey
work together, they cooperate, I don't know about the specific: extradition of any individuals, but I kImow that they hele each other
and those fellows over there are very decent with us in trying to
find pilferers on the American side wlo escaped across the iMexican
line and send them back.
Senator FALL. Do you remember any instance?
Mr. CuRTIs. I don't remember any instance, you can get that
from Mr. Lowe. He will tell you that we are getting along very
nicely and that they work together. You could not ask for any
better cooperation than we have had there.
Senator FALL. That is a fact in reference to the military also I
Mr. CURrIR. I know that Col. Carnahan, who is the commanding
officer in our district, has got along very well with the military men
on the Mexican side and they have frequent conferences and they
get along very well and they are disposed to help us in rmmunning
down these bad actors along the line.
Senator FAIu. I asked you if you could relate any particular instance where they have returned to this side any man wanted on
this side?
Mr. CUrras. I don't remember, Senator.
Senator FALL. The cooperation which you have spoken of has
extended to the immigration department and to the collector's department also?
.Mr. CUorrs. I am not familiar with that, Senator. I don't know
how that works out. The best evidence of that would be the representatives of those departments, that would be my opinion; I don't
know about that.
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Senator FALL. You are aware of the fact, I presume, that this

committee which is now sitting here is the committee of the United

States senate formed from the membership of the Foreign Re-

lations Committee of the United States Senate?
Mr. Cutlras. Yes, sir.

Senator F.Al.. Do you read the Congresional Record?

Mr. Cnrrris. I do at times, Senator, I do not read it right along.
.'enator FALL. Have you ever been informed as to how this comimittee was appointed, Mr. Curtis?

Mr. C(irris. Appointed by the President, I understood, I am not
familiar with it though.
Senator FALL. Do you know what instructions were given to the
committee here?
Mr. Cnris. No sir.
Senator FALL. And your impression has been it was appointed by
the President?
Mr. Cuo'es. That is what I uridrstood; yes, sir.
Senator FALL Mr. Secretary, get me a copy of the resolutions
under which this committee is acting. I will read to you the resolutions under which this committee is acting:
SENA TE RESOLUTION

100.

Resotred, That the Committee on Foreign Relations, or any subcommittee
thereof, is authorized and directed to investigate the matter of damages ann
outrages suffered by citizens of the United States in the Republic of Mexico,
including the number of citizens of the United States who have been killed
or have suffered personal outrages in Mexico, and the amount of paper indeimnities for such murders and outrages; the quantity of damages suffered on
account of the destruction. contiscation, and larceny of personal property and
the confiscation and deprivation of the use of lands and destruction of Improvements thereon; the number of citizens of the United States residing in Mexico
at the time Porforlo Diaz retired from the Presidency of Mexico, and the,
number of citizens of the United States at present residing In Mexico, and the
nature and amount of their present holdings and properties to said country;
and, In general, any and all acts of the Government of Mexico and its citizens
in derogation of the right$ of the United States or of its citizens; and for
this purpose to sit at any time or place during the session of Congress or
during recess, and with authority to subpena such witnesses and documents
as may be necessary, and to make a report of Its findings in the premises to
the Senate; and the said committee shall further investigate and report to
the Senate what, if any, measures should be taken to prevent a recurrence of
such outrages.

The committee is appointed by the Senate itself, under the authority given in the resolution which I have read, and under the directions and instructions-resolution 163 was reported out of subcommittee and adopted, and is as follows:
SENATE RESOLUTION 103.

Reaolred, That the Subcommittee on Foreign Relations, appointed under
authority of Senate resolution No. 100 to investigate Mexican affalls, be,
and it Is hereby, authorized to send for persons, books, and papers; to compel
the attendance and testimony of witnesses; to administer oaths; to conduct
hearings; to travel to and from any points where a sitting of the committee
may be necessary; to employ Interpreters, stenographers, clerks, and any
other necessary assistants; and to provide for the care and preservation of
testimony, papers, and documents.
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The expenses of saindsubKonulittte and its nacesstry assistants in discharging Its duties under the provisions of said resolution Ni,. 1:'0 and of
this present resolution to be paid out of the contingent fund of the Senate, upon
vouchers to be approved by the chairman of the subcommittee.

Now, Mr. Curtis, have you any reason to think that this committee,
from anything that you have heard of the proceedings, in any way
has exceeded the authority or gone beyond the directions given it in
the resolutions which appointed it?
Mr. Cumnrrs. No, sir; I do not. Reading that, Senator, it seems to
me to read as though it was to find out the dark side more-to find
the damages to be paid and outrages that have been committed, not
so much as to get the true side. How does that read to youtl
Senator FAu.. No: you are mistaken entirely, I read and emphasized the last directionanti the said committee shall further Investigate and report to the Senate
what. If any, measures should hex taken to prevent a recurrence of such
outrages.

In other words, this committee must report upon the facts as it
finds them, not only the specific facts of the amount of damage, or
the specific acts under which the damage was done, but what, if any.
measures shall he taken by the Government of the United States to
Prevent a recurrence of such acts.
Mr. Crris. I understand.
Senator FALL. Now, in doing so the committee has opened its
hearings with a general invitation everywhere it has had its hearings, from Washington to Tucson, general invitation for everybody
who wished to come forth to come before this committee and make
a statement in reference to the condition of affairs in Mexico, so that
we can conscientiously perform our duty as we see it in making
report to the United States through the Senate. The meetings are
.open except where, at the request of the witnesses themselves, they
are held in executive session. We hold no executive session except
where especially requested; where such is the case we do hold
executive sessions, as we are authorized to do.
This resolution was offered in the United States Senate by Senator
King, of Utah, and referred in the ordinary course to the Foreign
Relations Committee, the Foreign Relitions Committee unanimously
adopted same and directed me to make a report to the Senate. I did
so, and the resolution was then amended in the United States
Senate, and as amended was adopted as it stands now without a dissenting voice; every Senator present voted for it. The next resolution in reference to its powers, and giving the committee the right to
use any amount of funds in its discretion necessary I was directed
to report out of the Foreign Relations Committee by a unanimous
vote of that committee, and it was adopted by unanimous vote of
the United States Senate. The first act of the committee was officially
to take up with the different departments of the United States, administrative departments, furnish them with a copy of the resolution,
and take up with the different departments the matter of cooperation
between the War Department, State Department, and the Treasury
Department, and the Department of Jusice of the United States,
the question of close cooperation between those departments and this
committee. The committee is exceedingly gratified to say to you
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takes this opportunity to state to the public that this cooper.
tion up to (late has been very close.
The committee has been able, I think, to give to the departments
information which was not furnished their offices. It has received,
without any hesitancy, from the departments such information,
official and otherwise, as it has requested. It is not a political committee; the majority of the committee are of one party. It is constituted of three members. Senator Smith, of Arizona. Senator
Brandegee, of Connecticut, and myself: I am chairman of the committee. Under these directions we are in close cooperation with the
different departments of the Government we are directed sincerely
to carry out the directions given us by Congress in good faith, with
no animosity toward anyone, without bias or prejudice for or against
anyone. I think I can say that, having 39 years intimate knowledge
of Mexico and the Mexican people, irrespective of my own views
founded upon intimate knowledge of Mexican people and officials
of Mexico, there has not been a word of bias or prejudice or condenation uttered by any member of the committee in reference to
any Mexican faction, revolutionary or otherwise, or in reference to
any individual holding office in Mexico. In the course of its investigation the committee were confronted at San Antonio, Tex., with this
condition: A great many witnesses were subprened from Brownsville,
the Big Bend District, and towns west. at San Antonio. Through its
private sources of information the committee ascertained that Consul
de la Mata at San Antonio wired his state department and wired the
ambassador for instructions as to how witnesses appearing before
this committee should be treated by himself and other consuls.
The committee at once took the matter up with the State Department in Washington. Shortly thereafter appeared this general circular issued by the Mexican Government. Immediately secret sessions of this committee were forced to be held Lecause witnesses who
had business in Mexico stated that they could not go back to M3exho.
In El Paso, Tex., one witness who appeared before the committee
went back with his passport, which had been honored at the Port of
Nogales, desiring to return, asked that his passport be visd;- he
was not allowed to go into Mexico. In the case of the sheriff of
one of our counties on the Rio Grande, having constant business
across the border, lie testified before this conunittee under subpoena
that vis6 of his passport was refused. In the case of one-two
prosecuting attorneys, the Mexican authorities refused to vis6 their
passports. They were American citizens and under compulsory
process to attend the meetings. Those of you who know the border
understand conditions here; we know conditions in Nogales; we
know that four-fifths of your business is done with Mexicans. We
know that people along this border have had very severe times in
the last few years, those who have been doing business with Mexico,
and that now, due to present conditions along the west coast, they
have an opportunity to do business with Mexico without such immediate fear of loss as they have been compelled to face in the past.
This committee has associated with it several investigators. It
has associated with it the regular intelligence officers of the United
States Army. It has associated with it some of the officials of other
departments of the Government; they make reports constantly to it,
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and they have preceded the committee wherever it has gone; they
have been in Nogales; they have interviewed citizens and lave interviewed merchants, and they have absolutely requested all of those
who have been interviewed that no publicity should be given to their
names nor to any evidence which they might give, and they have
testified only because they were served with process, and they have
made these requests of this committee. The chairman of this committee, in a letter to one of the officials of this committee in Wash.
ington recently in reference to other matters, explained that certain
conditions existed along the border which would hamper the work
of the committee; this was in relation to the return of the committee
to Washington, that its work had been delayed due to just exactly
thle conditions which I have just stated-that is, to the order of the
Mexican Government that no witness appearing before this committee should be allowed to return to Mexico. This order which
you have read. That that has been given general publicity and that
the work of the committee was hampered. That a deplorable condition existed in various places along the border. The reason that
Douglas and Nogales happened to be mentioned was because the
romnittee had concluded its business at other points along the border
and was coming here next. Then, one reason the. names of those two
places happened to be mentioned, the writer of the letter himself
deplored conditions as they have existed.
Now, the reason I have made this statement to you is because of
the statement purporting to be signed by yourself and Mr. Barnes
yourself as chairman or president of the Chamber of Commerce, and
Mr. Barnes as chairman of the Young Men's Business Association,
I believe, and because of the use of the language as reported in the
paper: "The business men of Nogales emphatically resent reflection
cast upon them by Senator Fall. In no matter pertaining to
America has Nogales ever shown the white feather. The business
men of Nogales are not afraid to testify before the Fall committee,
and desire the opportunity to present certain facts about Mexico,
particularly the West coast, which might be enlightening to that
body." The committee is grateful to you for the views which you
have presented to this committee, which are enlightening to this
body in reference to the present conditions. "No g a l es business men
do not see how a policy founded on low passion and hatred can benefit us as a liberty-loving country or Mexico struggling to settle her
internal difficulties." Now, what did you have reference to in the
statement, " policy founded on low passion and hatred "?
Mr. Currms. All this stuff the papers were putting out-now, the
newspapers were just full-for instance, the Los Angeles Times,
they are not intended to bring about friendship between the two
countries.
Senator FALL,. Now, what do you refer tot
Mr. COms. Hardly a day the papers don't come out and say something tending to antagonize.
Senator FAL. That is a rather broad statement, let's see; can you
point out some specific instance?
Mr. CuorIs. I don't know that I can, Senator. But it seems to be
the spirit of a whole lot of the newspapers to criticize all the time.
They very seldom say anything good, or attempt to bring about better relations. Our policy m Nogales has been to bring about better
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relations instead of criticizing all of their people, and not criticize
ourselves. They don't pretend to be perfect. Our policy has been
to cooperate and encourage instead of criticize.
Senator FALL. Have you reference to the activities of the Association for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico?
Mr. Curris. No; I did not refer to that.
Senator F.aLL.. You referred to the activities of the Los Angeles
Times?
Mr. Cui ris. Not specifically the Los Angeles Times- all papers
seem to be getting out articles to anlta'onize and attach the Mexi.
cans in general. That is our feeling. 'That was not intended for
this committee so far as that goes. I think there was a whole lot
of unjust criticism going out in the press, that is what we were criticizing. Senator Smith was down in Nogales the other day, he said
in an address that this committee was impartial, and glad to get evidence on both sides, so I considered this committee just as you said,
that it is-up to that time I had thought it wanted only one side,
after Senator Smith said thatSenator FALL. But it was after Senator Smith's address that you
gave publicity to this statement?
Mr. CUrTis. I don't consider that applies to your commission.
That is an attack on the unjust criticism floating around through a
large section of the country.
Senator FALL. Can you give us one instance of that unjust criticism?
Mr. Cmrris. It is the disposition of a whole lot of people to take a
crack at Mexico every time they get a chance; I don't know of any
particular instance, Senator.
Senator FALL. 'Well there have been statements of that kind, and
other charges of that kind, same being made through the public press.
You have not of course, paid any attention to the printed hearings
of this committeeI
Mr. Curris. No, sir; I have not been here.
Senator FAL. I mean for the last four months this committee has
been holding hearings and sending them out?
Mr. CaRTIs. I have read several, not very many.
Senator FL.. Mr. Curtis, the charge was made, and made by a
committee-a subcommittee of some committee in New York, the
general committee, I have forgotten the name of it, composed of good
people, of course; a certain subcommitte, dealing with Mexican affairs, with whom Dr. Inman was a prominent member, and a man
by the name of McDonald, chairman, I believe made exactly such
charges as you just stated, but more particularly with reference to
the activities of the Society for the Protection of American Rights;
that they were filling up the papers with these charges against
Mexico and the Mexican people; that this association and this committee was sending out subject matter for all the newspapers and
asking publicity for it. They voluntarily came before the committee and stated their offer to appear had been rejected by the House
committee which had been investigating affairs. These gentlemen
were asked, like you, to particularize; they undertook to do so in reference to two instances, one article published in a San Francisco paper
and another published in a Washington paper. They charged that
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the Society for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico had
secured these articles and that they were untrue and were calculated
to inflame opinion; they were making a defense of the Carranza
government, issuing these special articles and sending them out for
free publication. I would be glad for you to read the testimony of
Mr. McDonald, Mr. de Bekker, and Dr. Inman on that subject.
Mr. Cumns. I would be glad to.
Senator FALL. Then a director of the Association for the Protection of American Rights was called before this committee and was
examined and cross-examined as to the foundation for these two
stories, which, it was charged, were published for the purpose of inflaming opinion against Mexico. One was checked up with {en.
Churchill behind it. in command of the Intelligence Department of
the United States Army. The other was also checked up, showing
that they were not guilty of seeking publicity or doing anything
which the' could not prove and which was not founded in fact.
1'hen we hear that general charges are made that papers are trying
to inflame public opinion. why, we try to particularize, and in no
case have we been able to find anyone that can do so better than
you now.
MIr. Cmrs. I say it is generalities. I can not state: it is just my
feeling that they are: and-it is the feeling of a great many.
Senator FAL,. Don't you think that feeling is-possibly that feeling is encouraged by some of the publications, and the publications to the contrary, which charge this committee and certain interests in the United States with seeking intervention in Mexico for
their own personal interest?
31r. Cuerrs. It might be. Now, let's go down to this thing. As
far as Senator Smith goes I have known him ever since I came to
Arizona. "He is a Democrat and I am a Republican; I have voted
for him several times. If I had thought he was a man of low passion it is a cinch I would not have voted for him: and so far as you
are concerned I have known you a long time; I have the utmost
respect for you as being a man of good character, so far as that
goes, either one of you two gentlemen, as being men of good character, and I would be sorry if you thought I was making a slam at
you, because that was not in my mind. I think you men are fairminded and are endeavoring to get the truth of this thing, and I
would be very, very sorry for you to get the interpretation that I
was making a slam at you personally, because that was not in my
mind.
Senator FArL. So far as that goes, so far as I am concerned, I am
accustomed to criticism of a very much more virulent character than
that contained in your statement; even If you had intended it I
don't care anything about it, but any statement made by you American citizens, tending to reflect upon the activities of this committee,
does a very great injustice and injury to your own country.
Mr. Otmrs. I agree with you.
Senator FALL. If you have reasons to believe that this committee
is guided with some ulterior motive-I am perfectly aware of the
fact that it is reported here in Tucson that Iam guided in my activities in regard to Mexico because of my personal pecuniary interests.
I don't care. The facts can easily be ascertained if they want to
ascertain them.
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Senator STrrn. They are charging that you and I are representing the money interests of Mexico; that is tie propaganda that they
are circulnting. It is ridiculous. I want to say in this connection
that Senator ]nail's letter, of which you complain, may have been
somewhat due to me. I don't know; I never asked the Senator about
it, but I spoke to him about holding meetings at Douglas antd Nogales. I told him that the business men told me that if they were to
e called upon to testify that they would be subjected to the absolute
loss of all their property that they had in Mexico, or their trade with
Mexico, if they made a public statement before the committee, to
their ruin, and there was no criticism of the very high spirit that
Senator Fall and I both recognized in both the people of Douglas
and Nogales, and that instead of casting any reflection on them, it
was the contrary, whereas, knowing the condition of this, that a
man would not be able to go into Mexico: it was not directed to
Nogales or Douglas people, as to their attitude, because it would
apply to all, but that was our purpose in stating the trouble to get
testimony, because we had noticed the attitude of the witnesses who
went before the committee; they had refused to vis6 the passport of
witnesses who had been before the committee. It is hardly fair to
put those men in that hole, and the committee can not afford very
well to do so. It was not a slur on the patriotism of those people.
Mr. CUrrIs. I am frank to say that when that statement came out
it kind of got under my hide. It did not consider I was a good
enough American to do my duty, I was afraid to do my duty. I was
very sorry it should come out to cast reflection on us. I did not think
it was hardly fair. I think it is unfortunate.
Senator IFALL I have no apologies to make for it. It stated the
absolute truth in reference to Nogales, and with reference to Dougla§.
I am not at liberty to give the names of the witnesses to have been
present who have made the same requwst; I am not at liberty to give
the names of your own citizens and business men who have made that
request of this committee, who have positively stated it would mean
ruin to them if they testified in public. I must guard them just as
we try to guard the interests of any American citizens, and as we
would guard any Mexican that came before the committee.
Mr. Cuirrs. What you refer to, Senator Fall, about the information
you had from people in Nogales, I realize that you have sources of
information, I have no doubt, confidential, and very likely better
than I have. I am not criticizing you.
Senator FALL. You did criticize us.
Mr. Cumrs. I did; but I can see now your side of it, that many
people very likely have--Senator FALL. I have been in Nogales since Christmas myself, you
did not know that.
Mr. Crnsrr. I did not know that. There are two sides to the thing,
your information might not be--there might have been conditions
that people might not have been free to come to me as they were to
you, knowing that the information was going with absolute con.
fidence.
Senator FALL. Now, we had testimony given publicly here yester.
day afternoon of a witness, and we presume that every witness taking
the oath here to testify to the truth, is testifying to the truth, and we
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are prepared to defend him against any insinuations to the contrary,
until the facts are submitted to prove that he was not-the witness
testified openly here yesterday afternoon that certain murders and
outrages committed down in Mexico, in reference to one particularly,
it was attributed to the Yaqui Indinns, while, as a matter of fact, it
was committed by Carranza soldiers. Do you feel that man's passport would be visd if he attempted to go back?
Mr. Cvwrrs. That is a hard question, I don't know whether it
woull or not. Under that order, of course-that order is broad,
straight right off the shoulder, that they would be prohibited from
going into Mexico.
Senator FAL. And on account of your very pleasant associations
with the officials, the Mexican Government along the border, will you
ascertain immediately upon your return to Nogales whether this
order has been received by the consul in reference to vis6ing passports
of Americanst
Mr. CuwrTs. I would be very glad to. Can I get the date of that,
please?
Senator FALL. That is the first question, and second, whether, in
the event he has received this order, he will obey the instructions of
the order.
MIr. Curris. I don't know that he would tell me, I can ask him.
Senator FALL. I am very free to say to you. IMr. Curtis, I have no
doubt in the world but what your passport will be vised and you will
be allowed to go backward and forward.
Mr. Curris. I don't know, sir; but I hope so. Well, sir, I will do
my best.
Senator FALL. I would like to know by telegram, if possible, so I
might reassure witnesses from Nogales.
Senator SrrH. We don't want to get them into any trouble if we
can help it.
Senator FALL. You don't know whether there were any handbills
circulated in the streets of Tucson here containing instructions that
witnesses should not be permitted to return?
Mr. Curis. No, sir.
Senator FALL. Then you have only looked at this from one viewpoint-that is your own willingness to come before the committee and
testify without fear of the results?
Mr. Cumrris. Well, I am not looking for trouble, but it is inconsistent
with my views of citizenship that I or any other citizen would not do
my duty; that is what gets me. I might be a fool in this thing, I don't
know; I feel it mv duty; I don't see how anybody could criticize me
for it--what I think is doing right-tell the truth; still some other
fellow might do different.
Senator Fa.LL. The committee has very consistently refrained from
asking you in reference to specific injuries either to American citizens
or to American properties in Mexico. and it has been very largely for
the purpose of protecting you.
Mr. Curris. Thank you.
Senator FALt. Unless you desire to make some further statement
of your own will, Mr. Curtis, we thank you very much for your attendance; you have given evidence confirmatory of other that we have
had, that present conditions in Sonora at this immediate time are
comparatively peaceful.
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MIr. CURTis. And Sinaloa. Well, I thank you.
(The following letters, received by the chairman the day following
from Mr. Curtis, are made part of the record by instructions of the

chairman:)

FIRST" NATION.A.
UNIT)

IUANK.

STATES I)DEOSITORY.

Nogaltes, Ariz., .March8, 1920.
lion. ALBERT FALL,
Santa Rita Hotel, Tucson, Ariz.
MY )E)ER S.%Tsroa: For your Information I will state that in order that there
would be no misunderstanding upon the part of either the Mexican Consul or
through him, the Mexican lGovernment, I called upon the Mexlean Consul, Hon.
E. Tamez, and informed hint that I had testified before your committee and det
sired to know whether or not that would have any bearing upon my going into
Mexico or coming out. Ie informed me that he Is authorized to use his own discretion in the matter of whose passports shall be visl or refused vls. He very
kindly informed nle that there would Iw absolutely no objection to vis0ing my
passport under the circumstances.
Yours, very truly,
IlBACEY C''RTI8.
TH: FIRST

NATIONAL

BANK,

UNITED STATES DEIPOSiIORY.

NoUylces.tr,

.,March 8,1920.

lion. At.itritr
FAtLL,
Santi Rita linotel. T'xesn, .lr:.
M31 D:.n SENATOR: Since returning to Nogales, after appearing before your
committee. It hats occurred to me that in my testimony regarding the part of
nmy interview " Low pa ssion," I desire to explain my position clearly, and will
thank you to correct your records in case it does not conform to this letter.
The mistake which I nmude was in the choice of words, and not of selntilent,
but neither the words nor sentiment ixpresseN were intended directly or indil
rectly against your committee.
Taking the statement as it is, imythought was to condemn those always
willing and hiking for tin opportunity to agitate and promote intervention,
international misunderstanding, and in general promote trouble along the IMrder
between 3Mexeians anld Amerleans, especially as applies to Sonora and Snhoilnll.
Our policy in Nogales has been to cultivate friendly relations between Mextants and Amerlcans, feeling that the required patience and encouragement in
their reconstruction rather than wholesale critlclsm. They fully realize that
they have difficult problems to work out the same as most other countries in
the world, esxhally at this time, and resent obstacles and Interference by ainy
nas tile Amerienn Government in eases of deporting un.
foreligters the sanl
desirable foreigners. Their contention is that they will go half way andl he
reasonable.
The Chamber of Connmmerce of Nogales are arranging to have a governor's
day in Nogales on April 12, 1920, at which time Gov. de In lHuerta, of Sonora,
Mexico, amnd Govy. Campbell, of Arizona, will meet.
We feel by such exchange of idea and courteshs, tile two people better
understand each other and work more in harmony, and that this clas of work,
its well as trade excursion, Is cimstructive andl to be encouraged by all Americuns; and Nogatles is working on these lines, which we consider a proper. constructiv. And neighborly policy, and thus condemn those agitating and urging
interventon, conflict, or misunderstanding between Mexicans alid Aiiieriann
people.
Respectfully, yours,

TESTIMONY OF MR. A. 0.BARNES.
(The witness was sworn by Dan iM.Jackson, Esq., clerk of the
subcommittee duly authorized thereto.)
Senator FALL. Of what State are you a native?
Mr. BARNES. I am a native of the State of Alabama.
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Senator FALL. Where have you lived during the last few years?
,Mr.BARNES. What do you term the last few years?
Senator FALL. During the last eight years.
Mr. BARa
xs. During the last eight years I have lived in the
States of Colorado and New Mexico and Arizona.
Senator FALr,. How long have you been living in Arizona?
Mir. B.A~nrs. I have been living in Arizona ajproximaitely 10
months.
Senator FALL. Where?
Mr. BARNES..Nogales.
Senator FALL.

1on are chairman of the Young Men's Business

Association, of Nogales, are you?
Ar. BARNES. Well, under tile term of president.
Senator FALL. You joined Mr. Curtis in his statement which has
been referred to in his statement-in his testimony-here?
Mr. BARNES. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. You heard the statement of Mr. Curtis made in
reference to that statement; you have also heard the statement made
by the chairman of the committee?
Mr. BARNES. Chairman of which committee?
Senator FALL. This committee.
Mr. BARNES. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Have you anything to add to the statement made
by Mr. Curtis as to the conditions, etc.?
Mr. BARNES. NO,sir: I have not. I would be glad to answer any
specific questions that I can.
Senator FALL. Upon what information do you base your statement
that the chairman of this committee was in error-to put it mildlyin stating that the citizens of Douglas, Ariz., and along the border
were loath to appear before this committee or deterred from doing
so by the order of the Mexican Government?
Mr. BARNES. Why nothing; but it reflected upon. as Mir. Curtis
stated, upon the patriotism of the citizens of Nogales.
Senator FALL. Did you interview especially the citizens of Nogales

who miight be called before this committee to ascertain what their
views upon the subject were?
AMr. BARNES. I did not know we would likely be called upon, but
several of them interviewed me.
Senator FALL. Among whom?
Mr. BARNES. Mr. Gil Rankin, AMr. Curtis, MIr. William Haley. and
several others.
Senator FALL. They all expressed a willingness to appear before
this committee arid give evidence?
Mr. BARNES. No, sir; they did not express any willingness.
Senator FALL. But simply indignant at the statement made by
the chairman of the committee that witnesses were deterred from
appearing before the committee?
AMr. BARNES. Mostly regarding the question of patriotism that we

owed to our country.

Senator FALL. The use of the word "patriotism" or equivalent
term--I believe the term you referred to. "patriotism" m the letter
of the chairman of the committee, was thit which caused your statement to be made, was it?
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aIr. BARNES. Yes, sir: that. and that alone, that was the interpretation which we intended, I think.
Senator F.ALL. If you considered the use of the word reading it
with the context, if you considered the use of that. word by myself
in the letter to reflect upon the willingness of the citizens of Nogales
to come to the assistance of their country in time of peril you were
in error. If you, on the other hand, construed it to mean that these
citizens, in doing what I considered their duty in giving evidence
which might enable the committee to perform its duty, they were
deterred because of their financial interest you were correct, and I
know the hardships that they were liable to.
Mr. B.A r.s. Well, personally, I don't consider it a hardship, I
feel most willingly to testify to anything that'would assist this committee in getting correct information, which I believe they are
seeking.
Senator FAL.. The chairman of this committee in this letter deplores the conditions existing which prevent American citizens or
deters American citizens from giving evidence except in pledged
secrecy, that their names will not be disclosed. Those conditions
exist, and those gentlemen should know it, if von don t you can
ascertain it, and for your private information'I will correspond
and take it up with the officials and citizens of your town and
ask them, if you think it will thrown any light upon the subject,
as to their willingness to appear before this committee and take
the consequences. I am not reflecting upon their patriotism either
but deplore the conditions that exist that deter them in their mind
committee and testify. Do you know anything
in coming before the committee
about the conditions in Sonora of your own knowledge?
Mr. ]lanx:s. (nly my experience based upon visiting Nogales,
Sonora, quite frequently within the past 10 months. possibly three
or four times a (lay, and crossing the line about the 1st of February
accompanying the trade excursion through the States of Sonora
and Sinaloa.
Senator FALL. You know nothing about specifice instances of deprivation of property, murder of American miners. American citis.ens in Mexico, and hardships worked upon them during the last few
years?
Mr. BA.RnxE. I know nothing personally.; no. Of course, like every
citizen of the United States. we read it is bad; that is transmitted
through the Associated Press.
Senator FALL. Who is the Associated Press correspondent, if you
know, there?
Mr. BARNE.s. I don't know, but I understand it is the representative
of the Herald.
Senator FALL. Do you read the Associated Press dispatches published in the American papers coming through Douglas? I just
call your attention to a specific instance.
Mr. BARNEs. I presume the El Paso papers come through there.
Senator FAlz. In reference to the Associated Press dispatches, for
your information, I call your attention to a letter from the superintendent of the Associatel Press at San Francisco, in which he uses
this language, for instance:
I regret very much that any member should have published this, and especially that they should have credited it to the Associated Press. Denver advises
47066--20-oL 2---
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that the story was killed by that office as unverified. Neither the clipping nor
your letter gives any clue to the paper that published the story. It was distinctly wrong for this paper to have used the story after the Associated Press

had sent the kill. Please let me know the name of the paper, so I may write
direct.
I won't read all the balance. Another, addressed to myself:

I have the honor to transmit to you a clipping from this morning's issue
of the El Paso Morning Times, containing a correction of a dispatch from
Douglas, Aris., credited to the Associated Press and printed In the Times of
February 6.
CORRECTION.

In an article from Douglas, Ariz., dated February 5. credited to the Assoelated Press. and published in the El Paso Morning Times of February 6,
1920, there were set forth charges, attributed to Orientacion, a Hermosillo,

Sonora, newspaper, that United Senators Albert B. Fall, of New Mexico, and
Marcus A. Smith, of Arizona, had exercised "extraordinary pressure"

against Mexicans in San Antonio, Tex., to coerce them to testify before the
Senate subcommittee Investigating Mexican affairs, of which committee the
two Senators are members.
The publication of this dispatch was an Inadvertent error on the part of
the Times, since the Associated Press sent a correction requesting all editors
not to publish the story, since it was "obviously untrue."

And that Orientacion untrue story came from your Hermosillo,
Sonora, paper, attacking the members of this committee.
Mr. BARNEs. That is not my paper.
Senator FALL. Of course, I referred simply, in connection with
your testimony.. I asked who the Associated Press correspondent
was because I have a desire to know, and, of course, I will ascertain.
Mr. BARNES. I believe I am correct; I am not sure.
Senator FALL. Do you know the editor of your paper, there in
Nogales, the Oasis?
Mr. BARNES. I believe Mr. Bird. I am not sure. He disconnected
with that paper, I don't know whether editor or owner; possibly
both.
Senator FALl. I notice one of the very recent issues of that paper,
possibly the issue before the last, quotes a long article in reference to
this very matter, which we have been talking about, Did you read
that article?
Mr. BARNES. I don't know that I did. I would like to see it, and
perhaps I would tell you if I read it.
Senator FALL. In regard to the west coast of Mexico, the commit.
tee is perfectly satisfied that no business man in Nogales fears to
come before this committee and testify that at present conditions are
very much better in Sonora than they have been, particularly prior
to the battle between American soldiers and the Mexican soldiers at
Nogales in the streets and around Nogales in August, 1918; we have
no doubt that business men of Nogales generally will testify to that.
Mr. BARNES. I don't know anything about that; did not at the
time.
Senator FALL. And it was not the intention of the chairman of the
committee to say that any business man of Douglas had any need to
fear that if he came before this committee and testified to the fact
that conditions have improved, as they undoubtedly have, that he had
no need to fear coming before this committee and giving testimony
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in secrecy; nor did the letter of the chairman of this committee bear
or warrant any such construction.

This article continues:

But their testimony would not be the kind for which Senator Fall is looking.
Perhaps that is oLne reason why the Fall committee has not come to Nogales to
take testimony.

Mr. BARNES. I don't believeSenator FALL. Do you believe that represents the sentiment of the
community?

Mr. BARNES. I don't believe the Young Men's Business Association
or chamber of commerce made any statement like that.
Senator FALL. This is an article from Mr. Dird's paper.

Mr. BARNES. Oh, I see.
Senator FALL (reading):

The testimony they would get here would tend to discredit that they have
been taking down the lio Orande and would not cause the other to look well It
printed in the same report.

Is that the sentiment that the young business men entertain there

as to the activities of this committee?
Mr. BARNES. No, sir; that is not the sentiment among the young
business men. Our young business men mostly consist of-well, I
will say we have forty or fifty ex-service men.
Senator FALL. Oh well, ii is unnecessary to say that personally
I know perfectly well there are no more loyal people in the world
than the people of Arizona, certainly not any more loyal than the
young men, business men, who have been in the service; they have
shown that, and no possible construction could have been placed
upon my letter whatever of any such thing. Do you happen to
know Mr. Bird personally?
Mr. BARNES. I do.
Senator F.,LL. Do you know anything about his paper?

Mr. BARNES. No, sir.

Senator IALL. Do you know whether it has any circulation in the
State of Sonoral
Mr. BAnNES. I think so.

Senator F.A.

Do you know whether 175 copies are bought and

paid for by the Mexican authorities of the State of Sonora?
Mr. BAnEs. I do not know.
Senator FA L. Now, Mr. Barnes if you have any statement you

want to make, the committee would be glad to hear it; if not, why,
we thank you very much.
Mr. BARNES. Yes, sir.

(The committee then, at 1.45 o'clock p. m. took a recess until 4
o'clock Sunday afternoon, March 7, 1920.)
The committee met pursuant to adjournment at 4 o'clock p. m.
Sunday, March 7, 1020; all members present as in the morning
session.

TESTIMONY OF CAPT. HARRY WHEELER.
(The witness was sworn by Dan M. Jackson, Esq., clerk of the
subcommittee duly authorized thereto.)
Senator FALL. Captain of what State are you a native?
Capt. WHEELER. I was torn in Florida.
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Senator FALL. Where do you reside?

Capt. WIEELER. In Tombstone, Ariz.

Senator FALL. How long have you been residing in Arizona l
Capt. WHEELER. Since 1901.
Senator F1ALL. What is your business now, Captain?

Capt. W'IIEELE!. At the present time I am employed by Toore &

Co.
Senator F.LL. Cattle and stock business?
Capt. WINEELE . Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. What official positions, if any, have you held in the
State of Arizona ?
Capt. WIIEELEII. I Was sergeant . lieutenant, and captain of the
Arizona Rangers from 1903 until. I believe, 1900, when they were
abolished by the legislature; sheriff of Cochise County. Ariz. from
191"2 to shortly after the outbreak or entrance of the United States
into the war. when I resigned and joined the Army.
Senator Fm.. You saw servicee abroad ?
Yes, sir'.
Capt. WHIIEELEn..
Senator FALL. lad you seen any military service prior to this
time--United States service?
Capt. Wn'IEELRn.
Y Sir. I was a member of Troop II, First
Cavalry, from 18907 to 1900; then a member of Troop 31, Fourteenth
Cavalry front 1900 to 1902.
Senator FALL. Were you in the service during the SpanishAmerican War?
Capt. WIEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator F.aL,. During your service in the Rangers. with the Arizona Rangers, also particularly (during your position as sheriff of
your county, your duties calle~l you to the international border between the United States and Mexico?
Capt. WINIEE.LEI. Frequently.
Senator FIAL. At' what points, generally?
Capt. WHIIEELER. Xogales. 'aco, andl Douglas; in the country adjoining the Slaughter's ranch. about 17 miles east of Douglas.
Senator FALL. Where were you in June, 1900, if you recollect,
Captain? Do you remember the occasion of what was called the
Cananea riot?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, Sir.
Senator FAL,. Where were you at that time?
Capt. WHIIEELER. I was at Benson at that time-lieutenant of
rangers.
Senator FAuL. Did you go to the border at tlat time?
Capt. 'IIEELER. I went to Naco from Benson, and arrived just in
time to meet the returning bodies of Americans.
Senator FAi. Under Capt. Reining?
Capt. WHEELER. Capt. Reining.
Senator FALL. Capt, Reining was in command of the Arizona
Rangers then?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Then returning from where?
Capt. WHEELER. From Cananea.
Senator FAuL. They had gone there on account of the riot and
threatened danger to "Americans?
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Canpt. WHEEL;ER. Yes, sir.

Senator FALL. Captain, were you in Douglas or Naco during any
of the armed conflicts between the Mexican factions at or near those
places?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.

Senator F.r.L. You were not in Doulas. were you, in 1911, during " Red " Lopez's attack;
Agna Preta
i
or do you recollect?
Capt. Wii:v:i.:R. I was absent during this attack.
Senator F.... When were you a witness to the tirst conflict between

aMexican

faction

at ori near any point on the international

border?
Capt. WII1F:r l.iF. I believe a month later. I think the Lopez at.
tack was about April. 1913:: a month from that time the second attack, by Gen. Blanco, on Agua Prieta.
Senator F.~r.L. Was this attack on Agua Prieta by Bhlnco forces
successful ?
Capt. WHIIEELER. Xo, sir.
Senator F.,L,. duringg this attack, were the lives of the Americans on this side of the line endangered ?
Capt. 1 IIEELEll. Xoft duringg that attack. The Federal troops,
under Diaz, went out of town and met the Blanco forces outside of
town about two miles. and distributed.
Senator F..L,. Then the Diaz forces were distributed out of town,
where they would not endanger the American lives?
Capt. WI riE.E . Yes, sir.
Senator F.ALL. Were you in or around Douglas at any other time
when an attack was made?
Capt. WHIEELER. Yes. sir.
Senator IF.,.h. When was the next, approximately?
Capt. 1VH Fala. I wonder if I have gotten mixed" tp. The first
attack. I remember, was the Blanco attack: and the Lopez antack
must have been subsequent to that, because the next engagement, I
remember, was the Federals attacking the rebels. I have got the
cart before the horse. I don't remember how long that was after
Lopez had taken the town. but Gen. Medina Barron., I understand,
with (:en. Felix Diaz and Gen. Chapa. of the Federnls, to my recollection, made the next attack on Agua Prieta, and occupied it.
Senator FP... During this attack, were any shots fired across the
border?
Capt. W'IIEELI. Yes. sir.
Senator FA.LL. Were American lives on this side endangered ?
Capt. W'HJIEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL.. Were any Americans on this side injured, that you
recollect ?
Capt. WHEELER. I did not see any, but it was rumored that several had been shot, one man at the tGadsden Hotel.
Senator FALL. In what capacity were you there at that time-as
a ranger. or was that prior to your service as ranger?
Capt. WHEELER. I believe I was in the customs service at that
time.
Senator F.AIL. Do you recollect the issuance of any orders by the
United States Government. through the commanding officers along
the line. communicated to the Mexican contending factions in reference to shooting across the line?
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Capt. WHEEIER. Not at that time; I do not.
Senator FA.L. Later you remember that such orders were issued ?
('apt. WHVEEILER. Yes. sir.
Senator FA.I. Do you remember the occasion of tile successful
attack by the Madero forces upon the city of Junrez opposite El
Paso?
Capt. WIIEELEn. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Shortly prior to that there had Ieien an attack made
by the followers of Madero upon Agua Prieta ?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FIan. It was upon this occasion of the attack upon Agua
Prieta by the Madero followers that I intended to question you
about, in reference to any orders issued to American soldiers guarding the border, supposed to be communicated to the contending
factions?
Capt. WHEELER. I did not hear at that time of any orders.
Senator FALL. Now, after this attack by Chapa and the other
officers upon Agua Prieta. when was the next attack, if any, that you
recollect?
Capt. WHEELER. The next attack, as I remember, was when Villa
Attacked.

Senator FALL. In 19169
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir; opposite Douglas.
Senator FAm. Were you there at the time of that attack?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. In what capacity?
Capt. WHEELER. Sheriff of Cochise County.
Senator FALL. Did you meet or interview any of the members of
the contending factions?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Who?
Capt. WHEELER. I met the advance guard of Gen. Villa several

miles east of Douglas, right at the line; wire fence separating us, I,
and one of my deputies in the early morning of the day of the
attack; my deputy was named Charlie Cross.
Senator FALL. 'What was the condition of the advance guard of
the Villa forces you encountered there; physical condition?
Capt. WHEELER. Excellent.
Senator FAL,. Did you have a conversation with them?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir; they rode up to the fence and addressed
us; I was struck by their appearance. They were well disciplined:
I had been in the extension of a little gully, a little draw, which they
thoroughly, in a military method explored; after they had advanced
several hundred yards they returned to where we were. One of them
thought that we were in Texas and seemed surprised when he learned
it was not Texas.
Senator FALL. Was your conference with these men of a friendly
characters .
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FA L. Did they ask you any questions about the disposition of the other forces at Agua Prieta?
Capt. WHEELER. They did.
Senator FALl.. Did you give ady advice in reference to it?
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Capt. WHEELER. I did, Senator, I wished to avoid any more fighting. I had seen my people killed, and wounded in those various
skirmishes; I did not intend to lie or take sides, but I wanted to
avoid a conflict at Agua Prieta if I could do it; I told them the
truth, 7,000, I believe that number of troops had been permitted to
cross the United States to reinforce that garrison, and I hoped by
telling them the truth it would avoid a conflict.
Senator FALL. Did you convince them that you were telling the
truth, or did they doubt, it?
Capt. WIEELEY.. They left me as I started in telling about it, they
did not appear to believe me; they said that G(en. Scott, I believe it
was, in whom they seemed to have great faith, told them that the
United States would not permit troops of the other side to pass
through the United States.
Senator FALL. These Villa troops themselves had marched across
the country entirely within the boundaries of Mexico?
Capt. HVIIEELER.'Yes; SO I understood.
Senator FALL. Did they have any artillery with them?

Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. How did they transport their artillery, do you
know; did you see any of it?
Capt. WHEELER. I saw it after it was placed; I did not see it in
actual transit.
Senator FALL. It is a pretty rough country. You know something
about the country they had to cross?
Capt. WHEELER. Very rough; they had trouble, no doubt.
Senator FALL. Then later ensued the battle between the attacking
forces and those under Calles and Obregon?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. How long did the fight last?
Capt. WHEELER. To the best of my recollection, two days.
Senator FALL. Did it endanger the lives and safety of the American citizens on this side?
Capt. WHEELER. One soldier was killed.
Senator FALL. One American soldier?
Capt. WHEELER. One American soldier; his name was Jones; the
camp there is named after him. There was firing into the United
States, but not with the volume or extent that usually accompanies
those battles.
Senator FALL. Did Villa make such disposition of his forces as
to evidence an intention not to fire into the United States, or did
he fire from the south where necessarily he would fire into the
United States?
Capt. WHEELER. NO, sir; he attacked--I can not say south, but
throughout the engagement I noticed the fact that there was very
little firing entering out side. He attacked from the east.
Senator FALL. Parallel with the border?
Capt. WHEELER. And to some extent from the west, and I heard
he did attempt to attack from the south, but I did not see that.
Senator FaLL. Were the American troops in Douglas along the
line at this time?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir; great numbers.
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Senator FAL. During any of the previous attacks to which you
Ih:ve referred, or the armed conflicts along the line about Douglas
or .\gua Prieta, were there American troops there?
Capt. WIIEELER.'There were patrols; this was the first time they
paralleled the line in any force; they took possession of that great
ditch that bounds Douglas on the south, for drainage purposes.
They formed an entrenchment out of them and hnd advance posts
fully two or three miles east of I)ouglas.
Senator F.u.L. Did you know Mr. IRutherford who was in the
employ of thle smelting company?
Capt. WitEELR
.
:. No, sir.
Senator F.%.i.. Captain, were you present at any other point along
the line when conflicts took nlace between any contending factions?
SCapt. Wnr.IEELm,. I was at .aco.
Senator F..,. W hen?
Capt. Wm:j:J.Et
n. In 1913, I believe, and I believe-not sure as to
that tinie-1913, I was there.
Senator FAL,. Do you remember who the leaders of the contending factions were at that time?

Capt. WIIEELJX. Gen. Ojeda was in command during the first

attack, I remember. at naco; they were attacked by Gen. Ohregon
and Calles for a period of five or six weeks. It finally eulninated in
the Ojeda forces being driven out of town, and the place being occupied by Ohregon. Calles. and the Yaqui Indians.
Senator FI L.. During this five or six weeks of fighting, were the
lives and safety of the American citizens in danger?
Capt. WmEEL.n. Yes. sir.
Senator Vl".Lu. Were there any casualties among them ?
(apt. Wm:iEI.El. There were a few at that time.
Senator F.u.L. Wei there American soldiers there?
Capt. W1iEri.l:
. Yes. sir: the Ninth Cavalry.
Senator FIALL. Under whose command?
Capt. WUI:Er.:n. At that time I believe Col. Guilfovle.
Senator F.<Lt,. Were you there during any subsequent attack?
Capt. WHLF.L~r. Yes. sir.
Senator F.u.L. Or conflicts? Were American soldiers on the bor.

der?
Capt. WiJEELRn. Yes. sir.

Senator F.u.. Under whose command ?
Capt. WnIEE.E. I believe at this time Col. Hatfiel( of the Ninth
Cavalry was in command.
Senator F.u.,. Hlow long did the fighting last at that time?
Capt. ~IEe:LtE:n. That was at tile time Gen. 3laytorena fought
Calles and Gen. Iill into Naco. I understood there were about
15,010 men all told involved in that; that. to my recollection, lasted
80 or DO days.
Senator hF.
t,. Was there firing across the border at this time?
Capt. WHVEELER. Continuously.
Senator FALL. lWere the lives and safety of American citizens on
this side endangered at that time?
Capt. WIIEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. W~ere there any casualties occurring on the Amerscan side at that time?
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Capt. WhEELED. Seventy-one, Senator, at that time. Eighteen
soldiers were killed and wounded. The majority of them wounded,
and among,, the refugees, and citizens something like 30.
Senator: Iu.L. You were sheriff of what county in Arizona ?
Capt. W1IIEr1,En. (C'oclise.
Senator F.I.ul. Navo is in Cochise County?
('apt. 1IIE:EL.El. Yes, sir.
Senator F.,i.L. Were von in Naco at any time duringg this lighting
in the performance of your official duties .
(apt. 11'mI::Lell. I was there all the time.
Senator h.u... What were you engaged in doing there ?
(Capt. 1W FEu:u. I was attempting to protect my people.
Senator F.tL,. Were your ellorts successful ?
('apt. W IEE.Ell. tinly partially.
Senator F.L. Well. what means did you take to endeavor to pro.
tect the people of Arizona
Capt. 1\IE:LEl:.
I requested' the Federal troops to actively protect my people: which apparently, through some source, they" were
Ilfevelnted front
lldoing muell( alatinsI the wishes of the troo >Is.
The troops were willing, as were the ollicers. I called upon the
governor of the State for help. but fearing a conflict of possible
conflict between the Statp troops and the Federal troops I then
req tested (Gov. lunt not to send the troops.
Senator FALL. You say Federal troops; you mean United States
troops?
Capt. Wi EELEt. United States troops.
Senator FALL. What reason did you have to fear a conflict between the United States and the State troops?
Capt. WHEELER. There were so many people being killed and
wounded. One particular day after repeated requests tent the firing
be stopped I noticed a machitle gun that had recently been located in
such position that its fire fell into the heart of our town at regular
intervals during the day; most of the firing from this gun would fall
in our main street. One day a bullet from this gun struck in the
street and passed through the window of the hotel Xnco. There
was a girl mi the office: a young girl I had known from babyhood
almost: and entered her piano. I heard her scream and I ran into
office and found her fae slightly bleding from broken glass. It
made me believe that the thing had to end one way or another. I
requested one of the Maytorena agents who was at this hotel continuously to take some steps to end(l the firing of this gun, and he
refused." and I told him then that I would appeal to the troops to
drive this .faction out of the trench, lie said I could appeal all I
wished. I told him then if the troops did not do it I would call a
posse as sheriff of that county and enfilade his trenches and drive
this man out myself, he said that would not be permitted. I went
immediately to the colonel and on his reply about the matter I told
him what I intended to do, and was told if I did it would e his painful duty, as much as he regretted it. to arrest me and my posse. I
said: "There is no martial law, no declaration of war; it is my
belief that I anm the supreme authority here." lie said: " My orders
as a soldier will compel me to take the action I have indicated to
you," and tears came in the o01d gentleman's eyes when he told me;
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and having been a soldier myself I did not question him further; but
'I had requested aid of the governor, and upon being told by this
Army officer that I would be prevented oven arrested f I attempted
to protect my own people, and not wishing to embarrass him, or to
in anyway cause further embarrassment I requested the Governor
not to send his troops.
I did ask the colonel if it was not true then that instead of being
there to protect our people he merely occupied the position of being
there to prevent us from protecting ourselves, and lie said that was
about the size of the thing.
Senator FALL. It looked like war to youI
Capt. WHEELER. It looked like war; I knew that was no declaration of war. I could not understand it for this reason, that had
a ranch been attacked a mile east or west of this town by bandits I
would have proceeded there and protected that ranch.
Senator FALL. But within the territory actually covered by the
United States troops on this side you were prevented under orders
from protecting the citizens living in their houses?
Capt. WHEELER. Absolutely.
Senator FAL.. Americans could not proceed about their business in
the streets of an American town?
Capt. WHEELER. They went about the.streets at their own peril;
I saw a little girl shot in the neck when she was going home with
her little arms full of bundles.
Senator FALL. How far were the American troops from the place
where this little girl was shot?
Capt. WHEELER. They must have been pretty well back at this
time. They had moved into a safer locality; they were about half
a mile from the line in their camp. They had certain outposts up
near the line part of the time, but they had moved, at that time, to
safer quarters.
Senator FALL. Even at the expense of leaving the people, citizens
of an Arizona town, at the mercy of these people, who were firing
indiscriminately across the line. Was that the status?
Capt. WHEELER. Senator, I can not make any reflection on the
troops.
Senator FALL. I don't mean any reflection on the troops.
Capt. WHEELER. I do not wish to answer in any way that would
reflect on the troops because both officers and men felt the humiliation and embarrassment to the extent that many times I have seen
tears in their eyes over the situation. They were helpless under
some one's orders above them.
Senator FALL. Of course we know that.
Capt. WHEELER. I wish to answer fully, only not to--

Senator FALL. Did this action and the occurrences to which you
have referred at Naco influence you in the performance of any of
your official duties thereafter?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir; I became a very humble personage, and
supplicated the authorities on the other side for protection.
Senator FALL. What means did you use when you say supplicated?
Capt. WHEELER. I asked Gen. Calles--their trench faced the west,
the Maytorena trench, 600 yards west of the Calles trenches, faced
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the town. Of course there was a great volume of firing from those
two trenches, back and forth, and evidently this gun of the May.
torena faction, machine gun, from the southwest section of this
trench, was firing at the gun on the north-on the northern end of
the Calles trench, which brought the extreme fire through Naco,
Ariz. I asked Gen. Calles to have his trench cease firing to give me
an opportunity to attempt to enter the Maytorena trench with a
white flag on a stick. lie consented, and did cease firing. I took my
deputy, William Brakefleld, to the monument west of town, beyond
a few feet of the Maytorena trench, left him there, meaning at that
monument, and went over to the Maytorena trench with a handkerchief on a stick. They saw me approaching, and they began to cease
firing, and also permitted me to come into their trench. I held a
conference with, them there in a body for about an hour and pro.
ceeded then to find this gun, and change its direction of fire.
Senator FALL. During that fight, this period, there was a total of
approximately 48 casualties between the American troops and citizens and refugees in the town of Nacot
Capt. WHEELER. I heard at that time 52; I don't know the exact
number.
Senator FALL. Do you know the house commonly known as the
Greene Cattle Co. house on the American side of the line there at

Nacof
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.

Senator FALL. Did you ever have your attention called to the condition of that house after the battle of Naco?
Capt. WHEELER. That house that was struck by shrapnel?
Senator FALL. Yes, sir.
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FAL,. What was the condition of the house?
Capt. WVHEELE. The shrapnel had entered the corner of that
house from the west, had come through a room or two-I mean
through the roof-and evidently exploded as it entered the kitchen
and destroyed the kitchen and stove and nearly everything in the
room.
Senator FALL. And perforated the wall on the inside
Capt. WHEE.LER. Yes, sir; it entered and exploded; the shrapnel
shell was all over the room.
Senator FALL. This house was situated on the American side,
was it?
Capt. W1HEELER. Yes, sir; across the line on the American soil.
Senator FAu,. Did the shrapnel strike this house during the time
when American troops were at or near the border?
('apt. WVHEELER. Yes. sir.
Senator hF L. Now, Captain, in the performance of any of your
official duties, aside from those performed by you immediately upon
the border, were you influenced thereafter by what had occurred at
Naco between yourself and the Federal forces, by our Federal
troops?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir; I was.
Senator FALL. You were in charge of the protection of the people
of Bisbee, Ariz., in 1917, as sheriff of that county?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
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Senator F.lu.. In the discharge of your duties there in preserving
order did you think it necessary to call for outside assistance C
'apt. \11 lEI.En. Twice.
Senator ,.%m,. U'pon whom did vot call?
Capt. WII.EELEI. First 11101 the governor of the State and then
the (ovefrnmIllent at Washingtt through the governor of the State.

Senator

F.L.,. What response did you receive from there ?

('apt. WIIEm:rI.:. From the governor of the State the response
was. "W e haven't aniuy troops." at(l I never received any response

from 1Washiington.
Senator I. ... Did vou regard the pIsition at that time in the

town of Bisee. ill ill that vicinity. as wairratinu g yoi ill drilling
the h ,ii l (;invrNtila-liet for ais.taln'e ill the i)vservati1l of
111)1111i
peace f

Capt. WIF:Er.En. I did.
Senator F.\,l

collection with voar activities and the per-

In

formannice of vour dtlties as peace officer' were your actions thereafter
investigated 'by anylcommission or department of the (;overiiwient
of the United States?
Yes. sir.
Capt. Wu11I:I.Er,.
Senator Fat.. By whom were your acts investigated aside fromn
any subsequent court proceedings?
Capt. 11 In:r. . Secretary of Labor Wilson and a man by the
name of Frankfutter-Felix Frankftirter. I believe-Marsh, and I
forget the other name.
Senator F.Tl.,,. Walker?

Capt. WIIEEL'R. Walker. and one other man.

Senator FALL. 7hey constituted what was known as the mediation
committee appointed by the President of tile United States, were
they not?
('apt. WIIEELEI . Ye.s, sir.
Senator IF.u,. This mediation committee proceeded to Bisbee to
investigate. occurrences, some of which occurrences you were connected with in your official capacity?
Capt.

WVIIEELEi.

Yes, Sir.

Senator FAu,. Did the commission have you before it
Capt. WHVlEELER. Yes, sir.

Senator F.~r.L. Did they question you as to why you had not called
upon the National Government for assistance?
Capt. WITrEELER. Tlhecy did not question me; I offered that information to them.
Senator FAL . You (ldid make a statement?

Capt. WIIEELE

.

.

ir.

Senator F.t.r,. Practically what was tile purport of that statement?
Capt. WnEEUa. I told them I had called on both the Federal and
State Governments for assistance in my extremity, that my appeals
had not been answered; that the treatment I had received as sheriff
in previous times gave me thoroughly to understand, especially
since my last appeal went unanswered, that I was upon my own initiative;and I took the only course left to me.
Senator FAL. You re erred to the facts you have repeated to the
committee as to the action of the Federal troops at Naco?
Capt. WIIEELER. Yes, sir.

m
i

I

.
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Senator FALL. In connection with this occurrence at Bishee to
which we have just been referring, did you come in contact with
any citizens of Old Mexico?
t'apt. WIEEL.ER. Yes, sir.
Senator FILL. Were such Mexicans involved in these occurrences
at Bisbee?
Capt. 1WIEELER. A great many.
Senator FALL. What did you learn from these Mexicans, if anything in reference to their action, and proposed action as to the causes
leading them to pursue the course which they were pursuing
Capt. WIMrEE.EII. You unlderstamn. Senator. that a sheriff will frequently have stories related to him, both correct and incorrect. many
of which he is unable personally to run down, but I was frequently
told that the Mexicans of the Villa army had reached arms and ammunition in the mountains of Sonora, Iupon their retreat from Sonora; that. many of these Mexicans were former Villa soldiers, and
knew where these caches were and intended to secure them at the
proper time. I personally heard one Mexican-if you will remember a few weeks before that. or a month or two. the Mexicans ran
the Americans out of Cananca, Sonora.
Senator F.LL,. Drove them out ?
Drove them out,
('apt.
JiIEELFtn.
Senator F'.I'L,. Tlhe .mericans took refuge on the American side.
Capt. WHEELER. Most of them at Bisbee. After six weeks or two
months, when peace was restored in (naanea, a great many of the
Mexicans came into lishee. I heard one Mexican distinctly, heard
him remark to an American workman going up the hill ;with his
lunch pail:" We run you out of Cananea a short while ago; we will
run you out of here." "That is one of the remarks I heard.
Senator FALL. Did you hear what character of arms and ammunition had been cached iby the Villistas in the nmountain-?
Capt. WI.EELR:n. I heard that. lie had left most of his artillery
in the mountains. but the arms spoken of at that time were their
rifles. Most of his men were armed with Mausers.
Senator FALL. From information which you obtained through
your deputies. and which you regarded as a reliable source, was the
irpose disclosed of using those arms in connection with trouble at
Bisbee?
Capt. WHmEELE. When tile proper moment arose.
Senator FALL. Did you ever hear of the"plan of San Diego, Captain?
Capt. WIJEELE.n. Yes. sir.
do you know?
Senator F..>L,. Where did you first hear of it,
(apt. WHEELER. I heard Of it in various places. The time I remember best of all was in Tombstone. I heard a Mexican speak of
it, and say that the time would soon 'arrive when this country would
be restored to Mexico. and the Mexicans would take their proper
.station; they would receive what was due them.
Senator 'PALL.That was the first time you heard of the plan of
San Diero?
Capt. VIIEELER. I don't know that it was the first time; it was the
time most distinct in my memory; I remember the Mexican and his
looks; he was a stranger in town.
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Senator FALL. By this country being restored to Mexico he meant
Arizona?
Capt. WHEELER. Arizona and these border States.
Senator FALL. The border States which had formerly been a
part of Mexico; and at Bisbee you heard at least one Mexican say
that in a short time-they had run these American miners out of
Cananea-in a short time they would run them out of Bisbee?
Capt. WHEELER. "We ran you out of Cananea; we will run you
out of here."
Senator FALL. How many-about how many Mexican miners were
there is Bisbee during these disturbances?
Capt. WHEELER. Oil,. that would be hard to say; I hhe seen
about-extending probably four or five hundred yards in length,
column of twos, each day marching up to the I. W. W. headquarters
to receive their rations. The I. W. W. was feeding them, all of them
on strike.
Senator FAmL. These were Mexicans?
Capt. WHEELER. Mexicans; and, of course a great many Mexicans
did not cease work, and there were many Mexicans in camp not interested one way or another.
Senator FALL. Now, who were these Mexicans who were being fed
by the I. W. V., as near as you could ascertain; where. were they
from i
Capt. WHEELER. I believed, and still believe, the majority of them
were former Villistas.
Senator FALL. Soldiers in Villa's army?
Capt. WII.ELER. Ex-soldiers.
Senator FALL. And you had reasons to believe that more than one
of them knew of the arms which had been left by Villat
Capt. WHEELER. Absolutely.
Senator FA..L,. Did you have any reason to fear that some arms
might be used by these Mexicans in connection with threatened disturbances at Bisbee?
C0apt. WHEVELER. Yes sir; I did.
Senator FALL. Was this one of the reasons that guided you in pursuing the course which you did with reference to the lawless element
at Bisbee?
Capt. WHEELER. It was.
Senator FALL. Then there were several hundred Mexicans, who,
as near as you could ascertain-the largest proportion of whom, as
near as you could ascertain, had been with Villa, who were in Bisbee
being fed by the I. W. W?
'W.
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. And who were causing the disturbance there?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Now, do you know of any statement being made by
the I. W. W. who were there to the Mexicans with reference to their
purpose-how it would affect the Mexicans themselves?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. What statement do you know of
Capt. WnE
ER. I had arrested A. E. Embree, I believe under
indictment now in the Federal court, one o'f the leaders of the I.
W. W. He was brought to Tucson and tried in this court and acquitted by a jury; I believe eight of the jury were Mexicans, but
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during that trial the statement was sworn to by a Mexican whose
name was Peralta-Antonio Peralta-saying that the Mexicans were
induced to quit work. This was subsequent, all having been told
by these head men in Bisbee, that it was to their interest that Germany should win the war; it was to the interest 'f the Mexicans
and to Mexico that Germany should win the war. That was the inducement to them to cease work by the head men. That testimony
can be corroborated because it is in the court records here in Tucson.
Senator FALL. Do you know whether the Mexican citizens passed
backward and forward with comparative freedom across the line
between Cananea and Bisbee about this time? You spoke of some.
Capt. WHEELER. It is much more difficult now than it was in
those days. In those days anyone could go a mile east or west of
these ports and cross.
Senator FA L. Captain, what has happened down along the international boundary with reference to the safety of American citizens on this side of the boundary unless protected by forces or
troops, for several years past, if you know
Capt. WHELER. Why, I can only speak for my own county.
Outside of those attacks on those towns we have been singularly
free from occurrences. I remember only one instance where I was
called upon to allay any excitement or trouble among the Americans or Mexicans in my county. That was over here at Johnson's
the whites had taken their women and children into the little school
house and the Mexicans had separated and gone up in the mountains
each side feared the other; I never learned the cause, but it was of
such a nature I was able to go alone among them and pacify both
parties: that is the only trouble I ever had.
Senator FALL. The country is not very thickly settled?
Capt. WHEELER. NO, sir.
Senator FALL. And there is no canal or river such as exists below
El Paso on the international boundary?
Capt. WHEELER. NO, sir.
Senator FALL. The boundary line between Arizona and Old Mexico generally,. particularly that portion within your jurisdiction,
simply i an imaginary line, marked by monuments, and in some
places by wire fences?
Mr. WHEELER. By wire fences; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Have you ever known of any attempt by citizens
on this side of the line to commit any act of outrage or aggression
or attack upon the lives or property of Mexicans on the other side
of the line during these years; I mean citizens?
Capt. WHEELER. Not Of American citizens, except that time I referred to, I. referred to when that unfortunate conflict took place
when these people went across and rescued the officers at Amarillo.
Senator FALL. That you have not referred to in testimony, but
in conversation between you and me. What was that occurrence?
Capt. WHEELER. Of course, Senator, this is what I have been told;
I was not there and did not see it.
Senator FALL. Yes.
Capt. WHEELER . But there was a law in force on the Mexican side
at that time which prohibited any one from going into Mexico at
any time with firearms. They were duck hunting in some water
close to the line, but in Mexico, within a short distance of where a
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troop of C(avalry was stationed on our side. As I was told, the
officers went cross the line with shotguns to hunt ducks anld were
isthey call
iire.ted lby the 3exican fiscal guard or gendarine rutull,

them.

Senatorl'.r.r,.
Action

millller Mexican law and orders?

Capt. Wn:Etr:t. Acting tider Mexictanilaw iand orders. Thliese
troopers went over and re. :.iued their officers. and illdoing -sokilled

several of the Mexican niuard.
Senator .l,'.v,. You thought and I thoutghlt that the action of those
troopers was to ibe criticized.
rr1::r.l:. I could not help but think that.
('ipt. WnE:E
Seanutor F.u.r,. 'TheMexians were performing their duty under
their orders in arresting , ollicers who had gone across there with
arms?
('apt. WiE.1:i1. I lKeliev( arny s)llier' sholh obey his orders. I
having died in obedience of the
have always rewarded those melt ans
orders tler wLere acting under in having arrested these officers. I
want. to lie just, in any stiteient I make to you.
senator .\rr.. o ,\.Ca l)taii. to refer ,bakn moment to what was
known iasthe Ilihwlee trouble. resulting later in what. was known as
the llisllee deportation cases, vol took action upon your own initiative finally after nppealimi 'to both the State and the. National
(Iovernulilt, which wais invesiigated by this committee of which youl
have spoken ?

Capt. Wiwlr:iLR. Yes. sir.
Senator P.Ll,. 'TIhat nation reslilted inthe driving out, or escorting

out of Ilisbee of quite a lIare numlnber of peoIle w!lhom you regarded
to distiurb tlhe peace of other Inw-aniding citizens of
as tilleateningl

Ilisiee ?

('apt. WuEt:t:iE.E. Yes. sir: and in the interest of the country.

which at. that time was in war.
Senalltor

And threatening
.r.r,,

to cut off the )production of cop.-

li', which was necessary to this country in carrying on the war?
C(apt. WurIEEi.E.

Yes. sir.

senatorr F '.uA,. You took the nation

which you did under'those

conditions iand under that belief.

('apt. Wlll:lm:ni. Yes. sir. I will .tate lnad it been in time of peace
that action would not have been taken.
Senator FALL. Was the gravity of the situation there, in your

jilllgment, increased by the fact that there were a large number of
Mexicans over there from the other side, and the fact that it was
claimed that they knew where there were at least a thousand rifles
cached which tle could avail themselves of at the proper time,
when that time might arise. Did those facts increase the gravity of
the situation as vou understood it?
Capt. 'WHEELER. Yes, sir; as I said before it was a factor in summing up the situation.
Senator F.ur,. Did you know of arms which could be supplied
from any other particular source?
Capt.

'~'EE.rn.

Senator. these men, the majority of them, were

strangers. We did not know where they came from. We did not
know what they had. While I did not see arms on them exactly,
they would not work around in their shirt sleeves with arms, al-
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though they may have had arms in their domicile, or out in the hills
in caches.
Senator FALL. Did you have information leading you to believe
there were any large caches of arms available outside of these which
you have mentioned, as available to the Mexicans who were among
those strikers?
Capt. WnEELER. No, sir.
Senator FALL. Did you, from what you have learned, and your
observation, did you believe-is it your opinion that any number of
Mexicans around through the State, Bisbee or elsewhere, Tombstone
or elsewhere in Arizona, actually believed that the proper moment
would arrive when, through the activities of Mexicans, assisted by
others, that a successful attempt might be made to restore Arizona
to Mexico?
Capt. WHIEELER. We did not think it would be successful.
Senator FALL. No; but did you learn-entertain the idea-that the
Mexicans themselves believed it?
Capt. W1IEELER. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator FALL. That they were confident that such an opportunity
would arise?
Capt. WHEEL.R. They even went to the extent of organizing; a
working nucleus of organization was called into existence.
Senator FALL. In accordance with the general plan of San Diego?
Capt. WHEELER. And we had rifle clubs in this country formed.
At one time we feared they were going to take things into their own
hands, but that was prevented by this deportation.
Senator FAIL. Do you know of any appeal made to the Government about that time, or later, to assist in arming the citizens here
with Government arms? Under the general law of allowing rifle
clubs to be furnished with arms from the National Government?
Capt. WHEER. NO; we requested arms, and, according to my
recollection. were denied them.
Senator FALL. Do you remember upon what theory you were denied those arms at the time?
Chpt. WHELER. Oh, that I understood that we were irresponsible
and might take matters in our own hands peremptorily; that was
my understanding. Arms were not to be brought within a mile of
the line; that was the reason we were denied arms. They got the
idea we were not considered capable of handling them, but we had
arms of our own.
Senator FALL. The authorities who denied the request made by
the citizens here apparently were not aware of the fact that the
average American citizen along the border has arms of his own
generally. I asked you if you knew of it because Senator Smith
and myself both had some little experience, I think, in the matter
of this request, which was transmitted to us in some instances. I
remember the fact that Senator Smith's colleague in the United
States Senate very severely criticized the Secretary of War for refusing to send arms.out here at his request.
Capt. WHEELER. We wanted them.
Senator FALL. You felt you needed them
Capt. WHEELER. Yes; we thought at that time we needed them.
Senator FALL. Your purpose was to obtain generally, arms of
the same caliber?
476-20--vo
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Capt. WHEELER. That would use the same ammunition.
Senator FALL. Otherwise you did not need them because you had
arms of your own?
Capt. WTVEELER. Yes,
Senator FALL. But not of the same character or using the same
ammunition. Captain, your experience along the border with American troops generally led you to believe that the acts of Col. Hatfield
and his statement to you as to his orders represented the general
attitude of the soldiers of the United States along the border. That
is, that they were there for the purpose rather of preventing aggression from the United States upon Mexico than to protect the
Americans against aggression from the other side.
Capt. WHEELER. That became the general belief.
Senator FALL. That has been very generally the belief of the
people along the border with whom you are acquainted?
Capt. WHEELER. At the time of the engagement at Nogales of Col
Sage, and recently Gen. Irwin, I believeed a change of policy had
been arrived at. 'That was the general opinion along the border.
Senator FALL. Captain, although we have asked you in detail

questions which we desired to have you answer, generally, we would
be glad to have any statement which you make, if you choose to
make any further. concerning conditions along the border generally. t e would be very glad to hear any statement you have to
make, if you choose to make any. I will ask you one more question:
Do you think it was a mistake' in the policy of the Government of
the United States to issue order---of those responsible for the issuance of such orders as Col. Hatfield was compelled to observe at
Naco?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes. sir; I do.
Senator FALL. In your judgment if he had been instructed to protect American citizens, even if necessary to drive out both contending
factions from their entrenchments at Naco, would he have been able
to do so?
('Cat.

WIHEELEIR.

(ll.

yes.

Senator F.AI.. Had he taken such action under proper orders,
would the result have been, in your judgment. beneficial or the contrary to the peace of the United States along the border?
Capt. TWHEE.LR. I believe had a firm stand been taken in the beginning, and the factions on the other side been given to understand that drastic action would follow any injury that they inflicted, it would have avoided all that trouble, just as it did avoid
trouble in El Paso since that last trouble.
Senator FA.Lt. Or in Nogales in 1918?
HIIEELER. Yes: they knew we were weak: they knew we
Capt.
did not intend what we said; and our troops were forbidden by
some authority over them from taking any active part against them.
I saw that demonstrated in Naco. Col. 61uilfoyle, at the end of an
engagement, brought out his color squad, and banner with its beautiful gold fringe: I saw it, and marched tip within a few feet of the
monument, when a few straggling shots went over, and he ordered
the bugler to sound "cease firing" immediately; at the ceasing of
that call a volume of fire reopened tenfold, and some of the shots
struck that monument: and with these beautiful colors, turned
and went back to camp, and nothing further was done. Now,

IVVPC'F~n~~lnM
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he was unable to put into force, had he desired to put into force,
what he said. I may add another instance. Capt. White, of the
Ninth Cavalry, now colonel, was with me near the international
line; a father and son named Bautista, both Mexicans, were residing on our side, and claimed to be Americans; whether they were
or not I don't know; they went over to a little store they had across
the line, and put up two American flags to signify their place was
under American protection. These troops suddenly returned and
detoured the town from the west and cut off many people, thinking
they had left town and went over there. They took a great many
prisoners.
The father and son were within a few feet of the line. I heard

a shot about lts yards over on the other side. I was at the monument, an(l I looked up just in time to see the boy fall and this man
over on his
that shot him. The lad went like that: fell cnpixl
side: I saw him fire the second shot, and the father fell. The boy
was unconscious for a few seconds and began screaming for lhis
mother; when he again lost consciousness: the old father raised himself, looked at his murdered son, and fell over on his face. They
immediately formed a skirmish line, facing our side, with drawn
carbines-the cavalrymen of Ojeda-as though they anticipated an
attack or trouble from us; it was a cold-blooded murder; the man
that murdered them was named Miranda; he was afterwards taken
prisoner, but I attempted to get him. He was ferreted away; I never
saw him again. I intended to give him to those people. 'hat leads
up to another proposition which I mentioned: Col. White was with
his troop and saiv it, and we were all indignant; hlie went over to the
line and requested Ojeda's permission to bring the bodies over here,
which, in the course of half an hour, was given. They brought those
bodies over and took them to their homes, where they were surrounded by their families. That murder was lone becatise they had
stuck American flags up on their place of business, which these troops
tore down when they reentered the town.
Senator S31rTH. Then, instead of the flag of the United States
being a protection for the man, it seemed to have led to his death?
Capt. W'IIEEFIE. Led to their death--father and son. They were

little, tiny flags. They thought that flag being placed on their place
of business would protect their place from pilfering.
Senator FALL. Captain, was not there originally a mistake made
in the outbreak of the Madero revolution, when, in the attack at
Agua Prieta, the President of the United States and Commander in
Chief of the Army communicated across the line, through the officers of the Army there, to the Mexican forces that they must not fire
a shot across the line so it would injure American lives, and the same
order was communicated at El Paso, Tex.. to the contending factions
at Juarez that they must not fire a shot which would injure American
lives, and then the fact that after the communication of such warning from this country to the contending factions the soldiers were
not allowed to protect the American citizens on the line?
Capt. WHEELER. Why, of course. I remember at Naco, Senator,
after the time I have spoken of but while the same regiment was
there. Col. Hatfield. reenforcement was sent of artillery and infantry, so we had troops there at Naco to the number of two or three
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thousand. Orders were sent across the line "if there is any more
shooting into the town of Naco, the United States would act," and
we began to think something would be done; they continued to fire
over just the same, and nothing was done. The Mexicans called our
hands every time, and got away with it.
Senator FaLlr. We made the bluffs and never backed them up?
Capt. WHEELER. Bluffs.
Senator FALL. And got the bluffs called every time and never
made good?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes; but that was not the fault of the troops.
Senator FALL. No; the troops have made good whenever they were
allowed an opportunity. Now, Captain, have you anything further
to state 1
Capt. WHEELER. Why, Senator, there is one thing I might mention; it might not amount to anything. I am not a diplomat, and not
any too highly educated, but I believe a great portion of us feel that
the trouble existing along this line is due to a great extent to misunderstanding, and in some cases injustice; the Mexicans are not to
blame in some cases. I call your attention to our extradition laws,
for example. No matter what crime is committed in Sonora, the
fugitives escape to this side and they are safe, unless they are kidnaped. That puts you in this positionSenator FALL. Now, why is that, Captain; there is an extradition
treaty between the United States and Mexico?
Capt. WItsEFLER. It is a faulty one. I have never known of a man
having been extradited in all the years I have been an officer, no
matter what crime he is guilty of, from our side to theirs, although
I have received many murderers from them for crimes comrritted
on our side; but I personally have been compelled to release murderer after murderer that I apprehended after holding them 40
days. They have even admitted to me in jail that they committed
these crimes, that they expected to go free, and they (lid go free.
Senator F.aLL. Why, in what respect is the treaty so defective that
the Arizona courts, or Arizona border authoritiesCapt. IVWHEELER. Technicalities. Sometimes our Government will
claim that we are prevented from recognition of the Mexican Government, or it is the contention that our Government does not wish
to extend recognition.
Senator FALL. Has that been the case since the Mexican Government, or during the period when the Mexican Government was recognized by this Government?
Capt. W HEELER. It has been that way always since I have been on
this border. I received from them some 15 or 20 men guilty of
capital offenses on our side, some of them citizens and Mexicans.
Gen. Calles apprehended a man, a Mexican citizen, that killed my
deputy in Bisbee; he delivered that man to me at Agua Prieta, and
he is now in the penitentiary.
Senator FALL. I am glad to know that.

Capt. WHEELER. Gen. Calls has been a man of that description, but
here, when he has a cold-blooded murder committed, and the offender
escapes over here, and I apprehend them, he asks me for them, I am
up against it. I have to show the ingratitude of the people over
here, or I must kidnap him and give them to him in the night time,
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which naturally makes me guilty of the crime of turning him loose;
that is just one instance.
Senator FALL. Have you some particular instance in mind?
Capt. TIIEELER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Now, in that instance was requisition

made on the
governor of Arizona for the return of those me.V
Capt. WIIEELEIt. In some instances they ere imade, but the Alexicans know how it is useless, andi they--no matter the criminal you
apprehend for them, knowing it is use les they no longer attempt
yan open the door and
to get them. They remain in jail 40 d .iys,
man that murdered
turn them out. The last man that I eainht'lt,
two of Calles' guard right opposite our sohl;ers, he got angry
and shot them down in cold blood, ctme on our side, I caught him,
put him in jail in Tombstone: they made every effort, I was informed, to legally extradite trat man; when the 40 days were up I
was compelled to turn him lo.se.
Senator FALL. I would lik. tooo a little further with that case.
You say lie made every effort: did he make requisition upon the pro11ou
Inlerstandi in extraditions, it can
per authorities. Of course,
not be left to the discrimination of the sheriff or peace officers along
the border. As you say Calles sent the extradition in in the case
you mentioned, as governor of the State?
SCapt. WIIEELEn. Yes. sir; governor general.
Senator FAL. Did Mr..Calles make an effort to secure the extratition of this man from the governor of this State?
Capt. WINrEr.ER. I will say that they informed me they had taken
every legal step: of course,'I don't know what goes on between the
authorities.
Senator FAr.
Who was the governor at that time of this State?
Capt. 11'IIEF LE. I believe Gov. Hunt, Gov. Hunt was.
Senator FALL. All you know was that you held the man for 40
days under the terms of the treaty and was compelled to turn him
loose?
C('apt. WIIEE.LE. Repeatedly.
Senator FALL. I have reference to this one instance.
Capt. WhIIEELER. This is one instance; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. You had no intimation from the governor of the
State that he was considering the case, or that the courts were lenient
with him?
Capt. W
IIEELER. No.
Senator FALA,. Was a writ of habeas corpus sued out by counsel.for
the prisoner in either of these cases?
Capt. WIIEELER. They would have done so had I retained possession of the men longer than 40 days; they were ready to do so; of
course, I could not do that.
Senator FALL. But they did not appeal to the courts of Arizona
during the 40 days?

,%

Capt. WHEELER. NO.

Senator FALL,. They could have done so?
Capt. WIIEELER. Yes; they could have done so; that is, the lawyers
for the defense.
Senator F.AL. 'Yes.
Capt. WHEELERn. No; no action was taken.
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Senator FALL. They did not suspend the writ of habeas corpus in

the United States-have not done so since the close of the Civil «War,
so the courts were always open to the citizens of Arizona who considered themselves illegally detained.
Capt. WHEELE.R. Well, theSO Mexicans, they are safe when they
come over the line; they don't worry.
Senator FAIL. Their counsel. or at least one of them, had counsel,
and the counsel informed you lie had pursued every legal method.
You had not been called upon to bring him in court?
('apt. W :IEELE
I. Oh, I am speaking of the Mexican government ;
it had taken all steps to secure extradition.
Senator FAr.r They did not attempt to secure counsel on this side ?
Capt. WHEELER. No, sir.
Senator FALL,. Well, they formerly did. The Mexican consuls
along the border formerly obtained or secured counsel in other States
and Territories and took steps to secure the extradition and return
of parties charged with an offense against the law.
Capt. WIIEEER. I lRve never known of a man to be extradited
frontl my country, and I have had quite a few.
Senator F.ALL. In my State, not long ago, I took an appeal from
the court to the governor, and department at Washington. the Secretary of State, in an extradition matter: I fought it through the
courts. and through the executive department. and to the NXtional
Government at Wnshington: the Mexican consul had an array of
opposing counsel, employed by the Government of Mexico: they
represented that Government, 'both in the courts, before the legal
authorities, before the governor of New Mexico, and before the Secretary of State of the United States.
Capt. WHEEI.ER. I don't think, Senator, that you will find a case
in any county in this State where a man has been extradited for any
crime he committed in Mexico. It is a haven of refuge for every
cold-blooded murderer in Mexico; if he gets to that line he is safe,
unless he is kidnaped.
Senator FALL. Are you confining your evidence to the period
when there was a recognized Government il Mexico? Thier was an
interim when there was no Government recognized in Mexico, and
during that interim cases may have arisen such as you have referred
to, but we have an extradition treaty which is yet in force, and I
personally know of various instances in which it has been appealed
to by both countries.
Capt. WIrEELEn. Isn't it part of the treaty that the matter may be
taken tp with the governors of the adjoining States?
Senator FALT,. 1 es; they have jurisdiction. The governors of the
border States. under the treaty, both in Mexico and the United
States and .Mexico, have jurisdiction in extradition proceedings.
The Territories had original jurisdiction subject to an appeal to
the department at Washington, but the States have original jurisdiction, and the governor can refuse, in. his discretion, any extradition.
Capt. WVhEELER.. Another illustration I have to offer you. A case
of where four or five Mexicans. concocted a scheme ir Douglas to
rob---Senator FALL. You refer to the Iluerta-Leyva case?
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Capt. WHaEELE. Yes; and they did rob a major and four officials
of the Mexican Government while these officials were engaged in a
lawful execution of their office. They returned to this side and it
was not long before our officers found out who they were. Some
were placed in jail and were immediately gotten out by the lawyers
there on uncontested habeas corpus. Every one now was guilty of
this cold-blooded murder, and I saw $3,000 gold dug up at Iuerta's
back door; I was with the police when they dug it up, with a spade,
in money sacks, and some one kidnaped Huerta and one or two
others and drove them across the line. I am glad I don't know who
did it, but it was done. Now, those things are not calculatedSenator FALL. They were immediately hung at night without
trial?
Capt. WHEELER. Hung at night or day, I don't know which.
Senator FALL. You never heard any of the circumstances?
Capt. WIEF:I.En. No, sir; I heard that they had confessed to their
guilt, however, all but this man Iluerta. I found the money dug
up at his back door. That is just one illustration.
It has been reported to some of the departments of
Senator F...
this (Government, and it is in evidence before this committee, I am
sure. that Iluerta was guarded on this side of the line by Mexican
soldiers. Was that true. Captain
Capt. VtImEELE. I can not say as to that.
Senator F.Atl,. It was reported that Mexican soldiers were allowed
to come across the line into Douglas and guarded the house of this
man lluerta; that those guards were allowed to be changed, and it
has been reported that the question arose later as to whether those
men were in the uniform of the Mexican Army, those guards, and,
I believe, agreed upon by the parties that they were in about as
much uniform as the other soldiers in the Mexican Army were. Do
you know whether those facts are correct?
SCapt. WiIt:I.EI. No. sir: I was there Sunday. I was still an
officer in the Army at that time. and could not take an active part in
this matter, and did not, but my old training led me to go with other
and form my own opinion. That way one of the officials of
oficers111
the town of Agua Prieta was in the company of the police; he had
gotten information from some one they captured on the other side
that this money was buried in this Ward, and came over and we
found it. There were, what appeared to me at that time, Mexican
policemen. I think they were, dressed in civilian clothes, standing
outside of the yard in the street.
Senator FALL. That is on the American side?
Capt. WHEELER. On the American side. Beyond that I don't
know anything of it. I returned to Tombstone and went directly
to Nogtales where I was stationed.
Senator FALL. Do you know whether the arrest of this man
Iuerta had been made prior to the time that you saw this gold dug
up ?
Capt. W tEELE:n. I believe he was arrested; yes, sir.
Senator FALL. By the authorities?
Capt. W EELE:."On a warrant in Douglas, I don't know though.
Senator Fa.a,. Do you know whether an application for a warrant
was ever made?
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Capt. WHEELER. I believe there was. I think I was told there
was one made.
Senator FALL. I have been informed, or the committee has been
informed by witnesses, that search of the record disclosed the fact
that no complaint could be found on the records.
Capt. WHEELER. We had one man in Tombstone for a long time.
There must have been a warrant in his case; his case was tried and
he was gotten out by a lawyer named Doane.
Senator FALL. Was he one of the men hung?
Capt. WHEELER. NO, sir; lie is at liberty now in California,
although he was probably one of the instigators.
Senator FALL. You don't know, then, that there was no requisition
made upon the governor or any attempt made to appeal to the civil
authorities to see that the ordinary course of the law was pursued in
an attempt to secure the delivery of those people to the other side?
Capt, VHEELER. NOW, We are getting at it, the facts in all these
previous years. every attempt that I ever had any information of
through our officialsSenator FALL. What previous years do you know of?
Capt. WHEELER. I was ranger nearly six years there; I was sheriff
six years; I may say, during that time I don't remember one single
instance of lawful extradition.
Senator FALL. DO you refer now to any period prior to 1910 or

1911?
Capt. WHEELER. Yes, sir; I refer to times dating back to at least
1903.
Senator FALL. Have you in mind any instance when an attempt
was made in trying to secure the extradition of any fugitive from
justice from Mexico in 1910 or 1011, when such an attempt failed',
Capt. WVIEELER. I can not remember any specific case, instance, of
their attempting, because, as I have stated before, the officials did
not know of what steps were being made by higher officials. We
merely did our duty as officers to place these men in custody; of
course, we were not always aware bf what steps were being taken.
We merely have a remembrance of arresting numerous criminals and
having to turn them loose.
Senator FALL. You know, of course, we have laws-supposed to
have laws-and have courts to enforce them, and representatives
supposed to enforce the law, and juries, and that you must proceed
according to the regular course of the law, unless you are excusable
in some specific instance by force of circumstances in pursuing some
other course than that legally laid down. For instance-for example, in the matter of the deportation at Bisbee you appealed to
the law- you appealed to the authorities for assistance in handling
the conditions there, which required strenuous action, in your judgment, in view of the failure of the authorities to extend you such
assistance as you thought the case demanded, yoit considered yourself justified, and considered-and your course has been considered
justified by many thoroughly law-abiding citizens, not only of this
State but of others, but in the ordinary course of an extradition proceeding such action, or action outside of. the law, ought not to
be necessary, should it? That does not involve the peace of an
entire community; that is a specific case. Now, the law lays down a
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procedure which should be followed; you, of course, believe that the
law should be followed?
Capt. WHEELER. I do.
Senator FALL. Now, in the event of the failure in that spe: ifie instance, or in the event, on account of the acuteness or activity of
counsel for the defense, if the defendant or the prisoner is released,
you don't think that justifies arbitrary action by citizens of another
country, do you?
Capt. WHEELER. Well, now, I will put it to you this way: The
safety of our own citizens on islolated ranches depends, as you know,
upon the certainty of punishment, for any outrages perpetrated upon
them, and in nearly every instance in the old days when crime was
rampant here, the culprit would make for the international border,.
and frequently-well, 9 times out of 10 would beat the officers to the
line; therefore your only hope of punishing them was through the
officers on the other side; when they responded in good faith, made
every effort to apprehend these people, which they invariably did in
those days and returned them to you for punishment, and then when
the occasion was reversed, and they suffered depredations, and you
failed, it became a matter of time when they ceased to interest themselves in those committing depredations over here escaping into their
territory,and in a measure, our officers, in every instance, where they
have illegally delivered culprits to the other side, I am certain was
done in the hope that when the occasion demanded they would be
able to apprehend and bring back for trial those who committed
depredations against their own laws. I regret very much that this
state should exist. You understand what I mean, don't you?
Senator FALL. Yes; I think I follow you, but I don't understand
that the governor of this State-I regret to think that the governor
of this State, upon a proper case presented to them would allow the
time to expire under the treaty or would refuse to deliver a culprit
to the State seeking or demanding his extradition.
Senator SIITH. Captain, do you know of your own personal
knowledge of any criminal coming to the United'States from Mexico
being refused delivery to Mexico on a requisition properly made by
the legal authorities of Mexico on us or our authorities?
Capt. WHEELRn. Why, Senator, as I before stated, I was given to
understand by the Mexican authorities that representations had been
made to obtain the extradition for various criminals, yet I don't
know.

Senator S.rrl. You don't know of any case exactly as I have
stated this, presumably where the authorities of Mexico have made
out a proper demand for the extradition of a prisoner guilty of a
crime in Mexico, or our refusal on proper demand to return the
prisoner; do you personally know that such a procedure has ever
been had and the prisoner allowed to remain in jail 40 days?
Capt. WHEELER. Only what I have been told.
Senator SrITH. Do you personally know?
Capt. WHEELER. No; I could not personally know unless--Unless you saw the papers and talked to the
Senator SMIT.
governors of both States, and they admitted what had beenCapt. WHEELER. This may throw light on what I mean; this is
from Gov. Hunt. to me:
Ph[oENI , ARIz., April

7-
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Senator FALL. What year?
Capt. Wjm:EI,ELt. I don't know: it is not here.
C. W1IIEaLR,
('apt. II.ARR
c, Ark.:
Sheriff Cochlsc Counl,
omllumuln
Since receiving your telegramn of this morning I have been i
cation with Maj. Ge. W. Iead, of the ie'leral troops stoatiloned at Naco, and
have been informed bhy Ilim that dlue note of attack has been assured by the
leaders of tlie Constitutionalists aioutlto

hisiege Naco. Sollulr,

Mexco.

MIaJ.

Itead has expressed confidence alts of the ability of the l'nitedl States troops
to secure proper protection for American citizens residing in and near Neco,
Ariz. I would suggest, therefore, that you get In touch with Maj. Read with
a view to keeping informed on the progress of events affecting the safety of
American citizens and cooperating for their protection so far as may become
expedient. I appreciate your prompt nation in this matter and would willingly
ly,
as you request, were
address the governor of Sonora in my official capac
it not for the fact that international relatios between the United States and
Mexico zlt this tiuiie are such that I should not in

ay opinion., advisedly ex-

tend official recognition ti the representatives of either the Iuertan rbgline
or the Constitutionalist.. Should the situation in Nnco be altered materially
I would appreciate reclving telegralphle alvices thereof from you.
GEO. V. P. IIUNT,

Senator FALL. What was

Capt. WiIl:E.m:te.
been 1913.

the date of that

No year.

Gorcraor o/ .ri'onar.

C
That wits at the timie-it nm-,t have

1913. and prior
Senator F.%I.I,. lihat was SuIsC ltu t to 'Februarv.
to November, 1915. Between those dates
Capt. WnIIEEc:L . Yes, sir.
Senator PALL. And when there was no government recognized
in Mexico, and wh nmthe action of the governor of Arizona in his
official capacity might have been construed by the National (Govern-

ment of the I'nited States. or by some foreign Government. or by
Mexican governmentt as a recognition bv the United State.s anthorities in control of a sllpposelC
State govermllelnt in Sonora. and

cause international complicI tions of a serious character. You will
recollect that on August 27, 1913, the President of the United States
addressed to Congres a communi nation in which he stated that
there was no recognized government in Mexico, fand that he did not
change the status as lie, and he alone, had the right to do. between
the States of the United States antd the States of Mexico. so-called
lRepublic. until subsequent to October 9. 1915.
Capt. WIIEELE1.

Would

that have any bearing upon the consti-

tuted authorities of a State?
Senator FALL. Oh, yes; the constituted authorities of this State of
Arizona have no right to enter into any relations with any foreign
Government until the latter has been recognized by the Central Government; that is, the administration of the Unitedl States.
Capt. WHEELER. He designated the governor of Sonoraf
Senator FATL,. He may have made a mistake in that designation,
but he would have made a very much graver mistake had he recognized the official government of Sonora.
Capt. WIIlEELER. Here is a little telegram right on that other instance; lie evidently returned and found my wi'e to him, asking for
aid, then I wired him again not to send troops on account of friction.
Senator
.L. Yes; that was after you had had
had a conversation with
Col. Hatfiehl, and Iliatfiehl had told you he could not permit the State
troops to interfere with fthe fight between the factions.
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This telegram reads:
PItouEIX, ARIz., Octohbr 13.

Capt. H.fta

C. Wmr.EI:,

Sheriff ('ocrhixc

Ar:.:
On my arrival here this morning I find your telegram of last evening await(ounty . .aco.

ing me. Acting on telegraphic protest from citizens of Naco. I wired the Secre-

tary of Sttle last Sunday uight urging him in the strongest terms to afford
adllditlonnl protection and to notify me Inunedtlitely of any steps taken to
protect Naco citizens and property.
Thle Secretary of State In his answer, which was receive l last evening, advised me that my telegram hadl been referred to the War Department for neces.
scary action. From the War Deparlment directly I have received no delinite
rdvices. lint anl sending another urgent wire this morning conveying the in.
formation that such compaules of Arizona militia as can be ihmelliately
utilized fTr hIrotection ef Naco's citizens have been directed to prepare for trans.
portation to Nac at once in the event that no adequate measures are adopted
authorizing Federal troops along Arizona's border to pursue a vigorous polley
of protection for Americans. Capt. Seely of Company K, nt Tucson, has been
ordered to have his company in readiness for transportation to Naco at any
time and has beI:i directed to take the next train to the scene of the trouble
andl remain
there in e'ollpratioll with 'you untll the adjutant general, whib
returns this evening.,

nIIIrelieve hmlll. Tilhe two 'lenix

are hIcig ordered to prepare for transportation.

companies of millitlia also

Similar orders will be issued

to other navallhle companies during the day. While. as you and the citizens
of Nuc will realize, the ability of the militia to afford additional protection
will depend to a great extent poll lithe War Deparmlnent's attitude, I amll determinell, iIn the absence of anyl definite assurances from thle Secretary of War,

to use tile National Guard so far as the Federal troops at Naco will permit me
to

dlii so inl pil'tecin

lgi life anid Ilr1lrtly ill that city.

(F: o. W. I'. IIrNT.
Oorernorof Ari ona.

Senator FALL. Have you anything further to say?
Capt. 1W
.EELEr. The fact that we believed that the Mexicans had
armed was one fact that led to their deportation. Another was that
we found out we coult not depend upon the representatives of the
Federal Government there, so one night, in the presence of several
good American witnesses. a man, paid to be a Rusian, made this remark: " TThat the I. '. W.'s have (les.troved the Russian Government,
and will destroy this one." Well, I arrested that man and turned
him over to a deputy, and in turn delivered him to the United States
deputy marshal, wh'o is at present sheriff of Cochise County. In a
few days he was walking the streets again, a fire man. Now, when
the Federal commission arrived. A. E. Embree, the I. W.I. . leader,
who first officially notified me of the pending trouble in Bisbee, and
who was deported with the rest, subsequently returned and was arrested by me on the charge of inciting a riot, and was held at Tombstone, 30 miles from Bisbee. Embree made a request of me that he
be permitted to appear before the Federal commission. I took him to
Bisbee and made request of the commission that Embree be allowed
to appear before them, without result. The wife of Embree made
similar request then upon the comnlission that her husband be allowed
to testify. without, result. I held the iman n Bisbee two days; seeing
that the commission would not permit this man to-appear before it,
I returned him to Tombstone. We understand th
thatthe commission
in its report stated that it found no evidence of I. IV. W. in that district. This is not surprising when they refused to permit evidence
of that nature to be brought before them.
(T'he committee then at 0.30 o'clock p. im. Sunday, 'March '1, 1920,
adjourned to meet at the call of the chairman.)

TUESDAY, MAROH 9, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMIIrrEE OF THE CO3I3[FIrEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Tucson, Ariz.
The subcommittee met pursuant to the call of the chairman, at
2.30 o'clock, p. m., in the Santa Rita Hotel, Tucson, Ariz., Senator
A. B. Fall, presiding.
Present: Senators A. B. Fall and Marcus A. Smith, and Dan
M. Jackson, Esq., clerk of the subcommittee.
TESTIMONY OF MR. H. 1. KARNS.
(The witness was sworn by Dan M. Jackson, Esq., clerk of the
subcommittee, duly authorized thereto.)"
Senator FALL. Of what State are you a native, Mr. Karns?
DMr. KARNS. New York State; born there.
Senator FALL. Where do you reside?
Mr. KARNS. Nogales, Ariz.
Senator FALL. How long have you resided in Nogales?
Mr. KARNS. Since 1907.
Senator FALL. How long have you resided in the Southwestern
country?
Mr. KARNs. That same year.
Senator FALL. What is your business?
Mr. KARNS. Exportation mostly into Mexico, automobile, implements, automobile accessories, hardware, and some other commodities.
Senator FALL. Do you speak Spanish?
Mr. KARNS. I do.
Senator FALL. Do you go into Mexico, yourself ?
Mr. KARNs. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. You meet there Americans as well as Mexicans?
Mr. KARN. Yes sir.
Senator FALL. What has been, up to within the last year or two
conditions in Mexico in reference to disturbances, violence, and the
safety of lives and property among the Americans residing or doing
business there?
Mr. KARNs. As far as ourselves, our employees, and branch houses
are concerned we have never experienced any difficulty whatever in
carrying on commercial relations with Mexico. We have been operating during all the revolutionary periods, and at times we were
shut out ourselves from-never forbidden but we thought it wise
at times not to go down there, particularly when battles were going on in the neighborhood of the border or close to the border. As
1899
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soon as one faction was in power we immediately resumed commercial relations.
Senator FALL. Do you know of any Americans there that experienced any other or different treatment from that which you received ?
IMr.KARnS. Only through hearsay, not of my personal knowledge.
Senator FALL. How often during the years-from the years 1911
or 1912 until within the last two years has business been closed, from
time to time?
Mr. KARNS. Just during the time the factions-possibly two or
three times it was closed up for a few days' time, week, or 10 days.
Senator IALL. How many conflicts, ifany, have there been between Americans or American soldiers on this side, and Mexicans.
representatives of one or another faction on the other side, since youi
have been there?
Mr. KARnS. Two that I Iemember distinctly, in Sogales.
Senator FALL. Upon how many occasions have there been conflicts in or around Nogales between factions of the Mexicans themselves, which have injured life or property of Americans on this
side if any?
-ir. KARNs. Only one fight among themselves alone without our
entering into the tight, three occasions altogether where we were a
party to it.
Senator FA.LL. Aside from these conflicts occurring immediately at
the border, there have been various occasions upon which the factions have interrupted traffic on the railroad south of the border,
have there not?
MIr. KAns.s. Yes, sir.
Senator YALLt. There has been fighting at Guanvmas. has there not ?
Mr. KAnRs. Yes, sir; also at Hermosillo and rfazatlan. t
Senator Fa.Ij,. During those occasions traffic was interrupted?
3Mr. KIaxs. Such houses as our own did not attempt to send any
agents out or exports, until one faction or another was in power, or
controlled the railroad.
Senator FALL,. How long since the railroad running from Nogales
to G(uavmas has been in the hands of its owners and operated by
them, do you know?
o
MIr. KI JAs. I don't just remember now; it has been two years,
po.sibl three.
Senator FALL. Prior to that, for some period of time, it was inthe
hands of one or the other Mexican faction?
DMr. K.auxs. Yes, sir.
Senator FAm,. Attempted to be operated by them ?
Mr. KARnxs. Not in all eases operated by the factions, after awhile
operated by one contending faction, but at another time operated
by Southern Pacific of Mexico officials.
Senator FALr . Your experience, particularly in the last two or
three years with the local authorities in the State, has been pleasant,
I presume ?
Mr. KARNs. Absolutely pleasant in every, respect.
Senator FALL. Without any friction?
Mr. KARN. None whatever. I may say we operate a large branch
store at Hermosillo, had it down there two years; we had other
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agencies as far south as 3Mazatlan, and we have never been disturbed
in any way. We always try to comply with their laws.
Senator FTLL. Are you operating a store in Hermosillo now?
Mr. KARNS. Yes, sir.

Senator FAI ,. Are there any other troops there other than state
troops or national troops?
Mr. KARNS. None whatever.
Senator FAL. Information has been conveyed to us that the
Yauis have been attempting to make a treaty or agreement of some
kind with the Mexican officials, and one band of Yaquis under arms
is in the capital city of Sonora, that is, Hermosillo. at this time.
Mr. KARNs. I don't think that is a fact, sir. There was an armed
band 30 days ago when we came in. that was resting on their arms
at a place called Corral, near Hermosillo. I have not been down
there since, but I was given to understand from people coming ul,
at ('orral. as well as my representative, that the Yanqui situation is
clearing very fast, and that the Yaquis are being moved to a place
in Sinaloa on a reservation; that, however. I can not verify.
Senator FA.IL. Was it your information that this was the result of
any agreement reached 'between the Yaquis and Mexican authorities?
AMr. KAI Ns. That is my understanding.
Senator FAIL. Then the Ynquis are no longer camped along the
road in any numbers?
31r. KAINs. Not that I have heard of for several. days.
Senator FALL. They moved after the recent trade excursion from
Nogales south?
Mir. KARNs. Yes, sir; I have been given to understand they surrendered most of their arms. I don't believe there was any armed
band in Hermosillo under neutrality, if there was I (lid not know it.
Senator FALL,. Do you think you would know it? I don't want
to be insistent, but I want to know what the character of your information is? You are doing business there?
Mr. KARNS. Yes, sir; extensively.
Senator FAIL. You think you would have known it if they had
been there?
Ir. ICARNS. Yes sir.
Senator FALL. Tliere is reference almost constantly made to the
Bronco Indian or Yaqui, what do they mean by the term " bronco?"
Mr. KARNS. Wild.
Senator FALL. Are all the Yaqui Indians Bronco Indians or nott
Mr. KARNS. They ar' not.
Senator FALL. 11ho are the soldiers in the Mexican Army in the
State of Sonora?
Mr. KARN. Why, of Indian origin-possibly Yaquis or possibly
Mayos-I have been given to understond mostly Mayos.
Senator FALL. You understand mostly Mayos. What is the
difference between the Mayos and Yaquis?
AMr. KARNS. They come from a different part of the country.
Senator FALL. Of the same general tribe, are they not?
AMr. KARNs. No; I would not say that. I have never made a study
between the Indians, but there is as much distinction as between
our Papagoes and Yumae.
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Senator FaUl. How are soldiers now in the State of Sonora re.
.cruited; do you know
Mr. KaRNS. I don't know, but I think volunteers.
Senator FALL. Then you think Yaqui Indians, or Mayo Indians
volunteering in Carranza's army are efficient soldiers, and would
fight Indians of their same blood that might be opposed to the
"(overnmentl
Mr. KARNS. I am not in a position to answer that question, but
wve have seen Indians in the United States used to quell other Indian
disturbances, and they could be depended upon. The same thing
might apply there; It might be part of these Yaquis could be
depended upon, and part could not. I don't think myself it is the
very best policy, although not knowing there loyalty I would not
want to state.
Senator FAL. Just the idea in my mind, as a member of the com.
mittee. I have some little familiarity with the American Indians,
to whom you have just referred, as well as the Indians of Mexico.
Some Indians in Mexico might be excellent soldiers, but they might
not at all times want to fight their blood brothers.
Mr. KAaNe. That is very true.
Senator FALL. For that reason I was asking you, from your familiarity with that country there, if you had any opinion on the sub.
ject. Do you know what the course of the Mexican officials generally
has been, aside from that of the State authorities, with the Americans during the last two or three years; has it been of a friendly
-charactert
Mr. KARNS. Absolutely so. With most of the Americans I know
personally operating there I have heard no complaint of any inconvenience being put upon Americans by Federal troops.
Senator FALL, How are the collectors and consuls of Mexico in
their intercourse with Americans, always pleasantly
Mr. KARse. Always been very pleasant, particularly in the last
four or five years. There have been times when Mexican consuls,
whether they were recognized or not, at Nogales, Ariz., have not
been most friendly inclined; in those cases we have taken it upon
ourselves to try and have them removed, and in some cases have been
successful.
Senator FAtL. Can you remember any particular instance where
the Americans tried to have a consul removed there?
Mr. KAnNs. Yes, sir: I can not remember the exact year or date
but there was a consul there by the name of Padriz* he was not liked
by the Americans, and the Americans took the matter up with (Gen.
Obregon, and Gen. Obregon succeeded in having him removed, and
removed very quick.
Senator FAmi. What was the particular reason, if any, that the
Americans had for objecting to the presence of Mr. Padrlst
Mr. KARNs. By his attitude and his defiance and his declaration
af immunity-you might say egotism-and from the fact that he
was accused of being a participant to the stealing of an automobile,
or of acquiring one on the American side and taking .it to the
Mexican side; although he denied all knowledge of it, yet the Americans thought he was a participant. And another time a letter was
found on a Mexican killed in Nogales, Aris., by an American, and
that letter was supposed to have been written by this Consul Padriz
upon American soil, and the Americans took exception to the con-
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tents of that letter and brought it to the attention of Gen. Obregon,
and Gen. Obregon removed hihn or had him removed.
Senator FALL. In what capacity was len. Obregon in office at that
time?
Mr. KAR s. I think he was general; I don't remember, but I think
lihe was vet general of the Mexican Army. He was visiting Nogales,
although he may possibly have been in the Cr.rranza cabinet at that
time. I would not say for sure.
Senator FALL. It was about that time?
Mr. K,%i. s. Yes; he was in or close to Nogales at that time. I
know (Gen. Obregon appeared in Douglas or Nogales very shortly
after the theft of the automobile from the American side, and that
Ire authorized the payment for the full payment of the value of the
ma hine in American money and the incident was closed.
Senator F.tLL. This instance you referred to hinere this letter was
found upon some man, was that in connection with the kidnaping
of a man by the name of Simpson?
MSr. Kanxs. Yes. sir.
Senator FALL. Where was Simpson kidnaped from and by whom,
do you know?
lr. KCARxs. I don't know who kidnaped him, but he was kidnaped some place in the district around Sahuarito, south of Sanford.
Senator FALL. What was the purpose of his being kidnaped I
Mr. KARXs. He was arrested, I understand, by the Mexican oflcials and was held.
Senator FALL. Was there any demand made for ransom?
MIr. KARas. I understood that the Mexicans, these officials who
were supposed to hold him, had made demand upon him for a ran.
som. I was told that he had agreed with this captain to go to No.
gles and get the ransom, and the captain came to Nogales with him,
\oales, Ariz.
Senator FALL. What occurred when they reached Nogales, Ariz.?

Mr. KARNs. They were in Nogales, Ariz., a few hours when they
started to walk across the railroad track, for what purpose I don t
just at this moment recollect' anyhow, when they were behind the
electric.light plant and the Mexican was between Mr. Simpson and
the electric.light plant Mr. Simpson killed him.
Senator FA.LT. Upon whom was this letter supposed to be found
from the Mexican consul?
Mr. KARNs. Found on the dead body of this Mexican.
Senator FALl. Did you read the letter-translate it?
Mr. KANs. Yes, sir; I read it both in Spanish and in.English.
I did not speak and read Spanish as fluently then as I do now, but
the interpretation was made by people who did speak good Spanish.
Senator FALr. It purported to be from this consul at that time?
Mr. KARNS. Yes sir.
Senator FALL. What was the effect of itt I do not ask you to
undertake to repeat it exactly.
Mr. Kar s. It seems that the Mexican consul was acquainted with
the fact that Mr. Haas and Mr. Simpson were being held by this
Mexican band, of which this Mexican who was supposed to be a
captain-his name was Trigo--was in command, and the letter stated
in substance if he was not in authority there to hold Haas and Simp.
son and the fact that lie should frlhten them or threaten them
with execution, but in any event hold them; and then the letter went
470-2--vol 2--4
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on further to state, making mention of one or two Mexicans they
had captured around there, or arrested, that they were to be executed
as an example to others of the same caliber.
Senator FALL. This letter being found under the circumstances-this letter being discovered under the conditions you mentioned,
naturally aroused the indignation of American citizens upon this
side?
Mr. KARxs. It did * yes, sir.
Senator FA.L. And G(en. Obregon was notified, as I understand
it, and through his efforts this consul was removed?
Mr. KARNs. He was; yes, sir; within a very few days, possibly two
or three days, as I remember.
Senator iALL. What became of the man do you know?
Mr. KARNs. I don't know: However, I met him in MexicoHermosillo-within the last year, or possibly two years. Time flies,
I can not remember the exact time.
Senator FA.LL. Is he in business there, do you know?
Mr. KAaNs. I don't think he is.
Senator FALL. Do you know whether he has been punished by
the Mexican Government in any way for his activities?
Mr. KARNs. I don't know; no, sir.
Senator FALL. Gen. Obregon is generally recognized as friendly
to the Americans?
Mr. KARNS. Yes, sir; in my estimation he is; yes, sir.
Senator FAu,. Of course, that is the general opinion held by the
Americans so far as you know?
Mr. KARNs. Yes, sir; by the people in Nogates. I have never
heard any person in Nogales speak derogatory of him.
Senator F.AtL. He is also popular among the Mexicans of the State
of Sonora and west coast generally?
Mfr. KCAnxs. Very much so.
Senator FAu,. Hie is one of the candidates at the coming election
for President of Mexico?
Mfr. KARNs So I have been given to understand.
Senator FA.t,. Business with the west coast of Mexico in all lines
is very largely done through Nogales, and over the railroad south
of there?
Mr. Kanxs. Yes, sir; but there is a small amount that is shipped
by boats now since the European war, but to no great extent; most
of it comes through the Port of Nogales.
Senator FAtu By railroad?
DMr. KARNs. By railroad.
Senator FArL. Prior to the Eurkopean war, or prior to the revolu.
tionary disturbar:ces; at any rate, "in Mexico, a very large portion
of the business was dol by boat?
Mr. KARNs. I would not say a large portion, but I think it was
equally divided.
Senator FaLL. Have you any reason, from your knowledge of the
conditions there, to apprehend any further violence or disorder along
the west coast at any time in the near future?
Mir. KARNS. No, sir; I do not.
Senator FaT,. Do you know where the present governor of Sonora
is now De la Huerta?
Mr. kAi;e. Why, the last I heard he was in Hermostllo; he was a
few days ago.
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Senator FALL. Who is in military command now in the State of
Sonora if you know I
Mr. KARNS. I can not possibly state that; I understood that Gen.
Dieguez has come into the State of Sonora whether he is coming
for supreme in command or not I have not ieen notified. Prior to
that time, up to a few months ago, Gen. 'orres was in command. I
have been given to understand he has since been relieved and sent to.
some other part of the Republie and Gen. Ruiz had taken command.
Senator FALL. Now, it Is reported (Gen. Dieguez has taken command
l
Mfr. KARNs. Yes sir; I think I can state that authentically.
Senator FALL. ifad you known Gen. Dieguez prior to his coming
into Sonora recently?
Mr. KARNs. I met Gen. Dieguez several years ago, had several
conversations with him when he was in the Sonora campaign against.
Villa. Gen. Dieguez whipped Villa at Hermosillo.
Senator FALL. Subsequent to that time Gen. Dieguez had been
absent in other parts of the Republic?
Mr. KaIns. Yes; I did not know anything about him up to this
time.
Senator F.AL. You know by general reputation he has not been
in Sonora until very recently?
Mr. KAnKs. No; he has not been in Sonora until the last several
weeks.
Senator FALL. Gen. Obregon is not now in command of troops in
Carranza's Army?Mr. KARNS. Not that I know of; I know positively he has not been
since his last--Senator FALL. Glen. Dieguez has been and is now in command of
a brigade in Carranza's army?
Mr. KARNs. I would not say that I know that positively; bult
seeing it in the American papers, and from other sources, T have
formed that opinion.
Senator SIITH. How often has the railroad been put out of commission south of Nogales in the last five or six years?
MIr. KARns. Through revolutionary actions?
Senator SsiriT. I mean how often has it been out of commission
so trains would not run; I do not speak of a particular number,
but often or seldom ?
Mr. KARNSe. Why, the railroad traffic has been stopped several
times in the last two years, but due to floods.
Senator SurTH. I am not talking about natural conditions at all;
how often, between Guaymas and Nogales, has it been put out of
commission by men?
Mr. KARNS. I understand; that is the reason I asked that question-revolutionary troubles. It has been out on several occasions,
but I can not state just the times or how long they were, Senator.
Senator Surra. What put them out of commission?
DMr. KARNS. Burning of bridges.
Senator Surri.
Who burned them?
Mr. Karns. I don't know.
Senator Surrn. How many miles of track were torn up on that,
railroad at any time?
Mr. KARNS. I don't know.
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Senator SSMIT. Was any of it torn up?
aMr. K.irxs. I can not answer that. either. I never went into Sn.
nora personally during any of those times when the railroad was.
not open.
Senator S.MITH. Do you know the amount of damage sustained by
the railroad between those points by reason of burning bridges or
otherwise destroying them. or interrupting the passage of trains
across them?
Mr. KAn.s. I can not answer that question; I don't know, Sen ator at all. I don't think I ever discussed it with the railroad ofliciais. I have conversations with them very.often, but'not along
those lines.
' Senator S3IITn. Then for the last five or six vears. as you understand it, there has been, as you understand it. very slight interruption of trflfic by reason of any damage done to the railroad in the
last five or six vears?
DMr. KAns. Very little, sir, in the last four or five years.
Senator SuItlH. lWhere does the railroad-top?
Mr. KARns. It ends at Acaponeta, in the State of Nayarit.
Senator S3IITr. Has there been any work extending that railroad
in the last five or six years?
MIr. IKA s. Yes. sir; they have been working periodically on the
extension of the railroad. T'he railroad prior to the revolution was
built and completed into the State of Tepic. At a very early part
of the revolution they destroyed the railroad. and they quit running
trains any fartjler south than Acaponeta. In the last few months
they have built bridges across the San Diego River and are pushing
the railroad south of Acaponeta, and have already reopened the
railroad.
Senator S.MTr1n. How far is that bridge from the present southern
terminus of the road they are putting up there now?
Mr. KaSs. I don't just know, but not very many miles.
Senator SuMrr . You are speaking of the Southern Pacific road
in Mexico?
Mr. KARNS. Yes, sir.
Senator SuITn. Not the Mexican National road?
Mr. KARns. There is no Mexican National road on the west coast
at all.
Senator FALm. All the different roads-the road from Nogales to
Guaymas and Acappneta, 'and from Agua Prieta to Nacozari, and
from.Mazatlan across to Guadalajara, and the road up the Yaqui
River-are all private roads?
MIr. KARxs. Yes, sir; they are all private roads. There are a few
more roads-the Kansas City &. Orient, built front a little above
Topolobampo to Fuerte. There is not a national road on the west
coast that I know of.
Senator FA L. Is the road to Topolobampo running now
Mr. KARns. Yes, sir; it has been running for a number of years.
TESTIMONY OF MRS. ILIA. A. SO8IVNER.
(The witness was sworn by Dan AM. Jackson, Esq., secretary of
the subcommittee duly authorized thereto.)
Senator FALL. Where do you live. Mrs. Scrivner9

Mrs. ScaRINER. Tucson.
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Senator FALL. You are a citizen of the United States, are you?
Mrs. ScntvN.
Yes. sir.
Senator FALL. Where is Vyour llusbnd; is lie living or dead?
Mrs. ScnvxNn. IHe is dead.
What was the cause of hiis death ?
ll,.
Senator
Mrs. ScmuvEtinx. A Mexican shot him.
Senator FAI . Where did this occur?
Mrs. ScMnv n. Alotlt a mile and a half on this side of the line.
Senator FALL. In the State of Arizona?
MSrs. SmI.IvIen. Yes. sir.
Senator FALL. When was this?
Irs. ScmluvsNit. Sixs

ears ago the 10th of this month.

Senator FALL. Where was le, if you'can identify the place?
Srs.ScitvNER. lie was at the mine, in a small store.
Senator FIAr.r. What was the name of the mine?
Mrs. ScvN: . home Stake Production ('o.
Senator FAL. How far is that from Oro Blanco?
IxEn. Eight miles.
.irs. Scnv
Senator FALL. How far is it from Ruby; you know where Ruby
is?
Mirs. ScnlvxER. Yes. sir: 4 miles.
Senator FAu. What became of his murderers; do you know?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. ?Vent into aMexico.
Senator FALL. Were they ever apprehended
MSrs. SCRIVNER. No. sir: I saw the sheriff at Nogales: lhe said there
was no government in Mexico: they did not have anyone to go to;
nothing could be done about it.
Senator FAr.,. What became of the property; do you still own it,
the mine?
Mirs. ScnIvx:Rn Yes. sir: I own half of it. and my husband's heirs
own the other half, but there is a sale now pending. I don't know,
since the last murder out there so close to the mine I think the company will not take it up right now.
Senator FALL,. ave there been other attempts made by yourself
and other owners of the mine to dispose of it?
Mrs. ScnRivx.R. Yes: quite a number of attempts; but when they
find out it is so close to the border, with no protection, they said no,
they would not go there, too dangerous.
Senator FALL. You say there is now a proposition for the disposal of the mine?
Mrs. SCRIVxER. Yes.
Senator FALL. Do you object to stating the price you place upon it?
Mrs. ScaRivxR. Fifty thousand.
Senator FAIL. What is the character of the metal you extract
from it?
Mrj. ScRIVNER. Gold and silver; I will show you some of it.
Senator FALL. This raw gold which you just exhibited to the committee in this little bottle is the product from the rock from this
mine?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. It is not in rock, it is in dirt. They take the dirt
out, and let it dry, and then sift it out, sift it and cyanide it; they
don't always have to use the cyanide; they burn.the quicksilver.
Senator FA. You fear now that this pending sale will not be put
through because of the recent occurrence at Ruby, 4 miles from there
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SCRIVNER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. This recent occurrence you speak of, was the death
of the two Frazer boys by violence?
Mrs. cimIvx:SE
. Yes, sir; the two Frazer boys; I know of them.
Senator FALL. At the hands of Mexicans?
Mrs. SCRIVXNER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL Have you been able to keep workmen at work on
the mine during the interval?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. No, sir; have not been able to do that.
Senator FALL. Why not?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. Too dangerous.
Senator FALL. Are there any American troops in this immediate
vicinity?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. There are some at Arivaca.
Senator FALL. Arivaca is 16 to 20 miles from there?
Mirs. SCRVSNER. Twenty miles, we always called it 20 miles from
our mine; I don't know exactly.
Senator FALL. Are there any Mexican troops that you know ofyou haven't been there yourself?
Mrs. SCRIyNER. NO, sil.
Senator FALL. So you don't know that any Mexican troops crossed
the border?
Mrs. ScRIVNER. No, sir; never was any there that I knew of. If
there was I did not know it.
Senator FALL. Was the store robbed or property taken at the time
of the murder of your husband
Mbrs. SCRIVER. No; lihe was working the mine. He had some gold
bullion; he had over $100 worth of this gold dust in bottles; they
came to rob the store of gold and money; they got the bullion but dil
not get all the gold; about $400 worth they did not get.
Senator FALL. Did they attempt to make your husband give up the
gold or property before they killed him?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. No; he was sitting at a table; they came in from
that side and shot him in the neck.
Senator FALL. Came in from behind?
Mrs. SCRIVNER. Yes, sir; just stepped up to the window, shot him
in the neck; shot him twice.
Senator FALL. Did they leave immediately after they killed him?
Mrs. SCRINER. Well, they piled quite a lot of this stuff in the
middle of the store and put oil on it and set it afire; but there was
a Mexican man and his wife living close by; the husband had gone
to give the alarm, and his wife watched the store; as soon as
they went she ran right up and put the fire out; if it had not been
for that it would have burned up' could not have helped it.
Senator FALL. You live now in Tucsont
Mrs. SCRIVNER. Yes, sir. I was not at the mines at the time.
Senator FAt.. Was it regarded as dangerous to be at the mine at
the time?
Mrs. ScRINER. No; not that I know of; there had never been anything done there before that.
(The committee then, at 4 o'clock p. m., adjourned to meet at the
call of the chairman.)
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Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., March 11, 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OP WALACE THOMPSON.
(The witness was sworn by Mr..Kearful.)
Mr. KauuuR . You may give your name to the reporter.
Mr. TInOmnsoN. Wallace Thompson.
Mr. KICuRRFts. And your residence?
Mr. TlomxPsoN. 55 West Forty-fourth Street, New York.
Mr. KEARFu. You are an American citizens
Mr. THOMrPSON. Yes.

Mr. KEARPuL. Where were you born
Mr. THOMpSON. Topeka, Kans.

f

Mr. KaRPUu. What is your occupation?
Mr. THOMPsON. Writer.
Mr. KEARFUL. What time have you spent in Mexico?
Mr. THOMPSON. I was in Mexico for six years prior to 1910.
Mr. KEarFru. In what occupation were you engaged there?
Mr. THOMPsON. I was then connected with the Mexican Herald.
I was news editor of that paper when I left Mexico in 1910.
SMr. KEARFUI. When were you subsequently in Mexico?
Mr. THorsox. I returned to Mexico in November of 1918. I went
to the city of Monterrey, where I was American vice consul.
Mr. KEARF . How long were you there?
Mr. TIoMesoN. About three months.
Mr. KuaRm
i What were the conditions in Mexico during the
time of Porfirio Diaz, when you were there, with reference to security
for life and property and travel
Mr. TnomesoN. During my connection with the Mexican Herald
I traveled over most of the Republic of Mexico, by train or boat, or
horseback, and through all of that time I was absolutely unarmed,
most of the time without an escort or even a guide, and was always
as safe as I could be in any American community, always courteously received, given every protection and given permission to do
whatever I wanted to do, without question, and with the assistance
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of officials and individuals. I remember particularly that in some
cities I did not even give my name. In one small town in the interior
of the State of Tabasco I received a hotel bill addressed to me simply
ns "Mister." The Mexicans were always friendly and always interested in the things I was interested in, and never offered me anything
b-it courtesy and assistance.
Mr. KE.iltrur.. In your work at that time did yon come in contact
with a good many Americaus engaged in different interests throughout Mexivio?
Mr. Tnosarrsox. Yes. I naturally made it my business to see
Americans wherever they were. and to discuss their business affairs,
with the idea of writing articles for the Mexican Herald and other
puhlications upon the affairs of Americans in Mexico.
Mr. K.tnvrL. What. was the character of the Americans operatMexico at that time? ing irn
Mr. Tuoarso. At that time they were universally of a very high
type, many of them college men. Many of them on the plantations
in the South. and all but a very few even in the interior parts were
genuine pioneers. though not of the rough type which is supposed
to be the source of trouble between various nations. In other words,
these were men who were there for business, rather than exploiting
the people.
Is it true. as has been stated by Carranza propa3f'. KE.nFCt.
gandists and repeated by some high officials of this Government, that
the Amerirans operating in Mexico were a class of speculators.
engaged in' exploiting the Mexicans under iniquitous concessions
obtained from Mexico by fraud and graft?
S31r. THoM Psox. The class of Americans who were actually doing
the work of developing Mexico was, as I have stated, of the very
finest type of modern business pioneers. If there were any Americans of the exploiting and promoting class they were found around
the hotels of Mexico City, and in number or proportion they were
certainly no greater than the same type of men who bang around
the Waldorf-Astoria in New York to-day.
Mr. KEARFUL. How about the Washington hotels?
Mr. Trno erso. I do not know the Washington hotels as well,
but. I recognize the type here as being closely related to the Waldorf
type.
• r.KEArnFL. On the whole, Americans operating in Mexico compare favorably with Americans engaged in business in this country?
M r. THno.POY. They certainly do. I have never before, in.that
or in Europe, found a higher type of average Americans
engaged in development.
Mr. KEARFUL. It is not true, then, as has also been stated. that the
great source of trouble with Mexico was that a large number of
Americans were there because they could not live in the United
States?
Mr. Tnuoesox. My experience with the Americans in Mexico
would lead me to say that the number of men living in Mexico who
could not live in the United States was so'small as to be absolutely
negligible. I know one man in Mexico whom I knew to have had
trouble in the United who was living there and working for one of
the great American companies at a good salary and living with his
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wife in the simplest way. They lived in Mexico about. 15 years,
during which time this man saved. I think. about $10.000, which had
been advanced to him for exploring and other work in Alaska many
years ago, and which he had lost and considered a loan of honoi.
When he had raised his $40,000 and paid off his debt he told his
friends why he had been quiet and why they had not known mole
of his life at home, and returned to his former residence in Nevada.
Nfr. K.ARFUEl. That individual was not the source of any trouble
between the UTnited States and Mexico. was he?
Mr. Tjto rsox. He was certainly the source of no trouble whatever. and owing to the fact that he wes naturally a suEcessful man,
lie came to Mexico and devoted himself to industry and the inp.
building of the country. through his support of the broad policies
of the great corpoiiition for which lie worked. I may say that this
man was the only one I ever knew in Mexico. although I knew hundreds of Americans with considerable enterprise, who was known
there by a name other than his own and. as I say. before his return
to the United States lie told us all what his ieal name was and
laughingly apologized for the fear which he had felt at the time lie.
came and which hIad induced him to commit the error of attempting
to shield himself from an imaginary wrong. There was a standing
joke in Mexico regarding the Americans who tame down there and
changed their nnmcs, but the Americans in Mexico who had lived
there the longest were always aware that it was a joke. and were
probably more chagrined than anyone else at the seriousness with
which that joke had been taken by the critics of the r gime under
which they were living in ,Mexico.
Mr. KEARFr'L. During the time of Poririo Diaz did you have
occasion to observe as to whether or not there were glowing reports issued in this country with reference to opportunities in M-exico
for American citizens to go there and invest their capital and enterpriset
Mr. Tno3rwsox. Previous to my going to Mexico I was for one
year in charge, as personal representative, of a magazine called
,Modern Mexico published in New York by Paul Hudson, the general manager of the Mexican Herald. That magazine was an enthusiastic booster of Mexico, but in its editorial columns and in the
articles it published it was always absolutely conservative and intelligent. Its advertising columns were often bought by American
companies and promoters who desired to sell stock in mining or agricultural companies in Mexico to Americans. One of our difficulties
was in being sure these were legitimate concerns, and I may say
that, as far as the legitimacy was concerned, the question was never
whether the property could be developed in Mexico, or whether the
Mexican company could do the things that they promised, or indeed,
whether the plan was to exploit Mexico. Wherever there was a
positive wrong in the advertisement, it always resulted in our excluding it from our pages. It was on the same basis that advertising of the wild-cat Texas oil companies of to-day has to be excluded from legitimate American publications.
Mr. KEARFUL. Any wrongs resulting from improper operations by
American companies would be visited upon their stockholders in
this country, would they not, and not upon Mexico?
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Mr. Tito eIso\. Absolutely. That is the point which I wish to
make. If there were ever any wrongs in connection with the American companies which operated in Mexico it was absolutely a wrong
to the American investor, a wrong which we all know too well in
our own experience to exist with the companies which operate within
a few miles of the center of population of the United States.
MIr. KEARPUL. Another point I wished- to bring out was as to the
American citizens, who invested their capital and enterprise in the
development of Nexico during the time of Porfirio Diaz, with the
sanction of the Mexican Government and this Government.
Mr. Tjioilsox. My study of the Diaz regime in Mexico led me to
a realization that Gen. Diaz's plan for the upbuilding of a modern
system in Mexico was based upon a belief in the importance of establishing a material foundation for the creation of a great modern
civilization. That, I think, is absolutely correct, and I think that all
Americans who watched his Government at first hand will agree
without dissent. If there was any wrong in his policy it was because
there was too little emphasis upon the social side, rather than too
much on the material side. Gen. Diaz encouraged American investments, but not by giving them great tracts of Government land-because there was no Government land worth having at that time.
His so-called con' essions were merely franchises for operation, sometimes giving exclusive privileges, and those were just the same as
where an American city would give an exclusive privilege to a lighting company to erect an electric plant, because otherwise they would
not be able to guarantee the investors. As has been state in the
testimony before the committee many times, the only privileges ever
granted to any company that I have ever heard of were exemptions
from various forms of taxation, chiefly those on import of machinery and export of raw materials, for a brief period, and seldom
for more than 10 years.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that privilege conditioned upon the performance of certain work looking toward development?
Mr. THo IPsoN. Yes. The privilege of the so-called concessions
depended absolutely upon development, and no concessions were ever
granted for a very long period of time--not even so much as oil lands
are now handled in Texas.
Mr. KEARF . What was the attitude of the United States Government at that time with reference to American citizens going to
Mexico to invest their capital?
Mr. TnoMfPSON. Our conception of the attitude of the American
Government was that it was extremely anxious that Americans
should go into :Mexico and become a part of the economic life there.
It approved of the attitude which many had, which was that the
Diaz Government gave us protection and that we could as a result
go ahead with the same safety for investments as was enjoyed in the
United States.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did any American ever suspect that in case he was
denied protection by the Mexican Government, and was persecuted,
that he would be abandoned by his own Government ?
Mr. To3Pson. That was certainly never taken into consideration
in the plans of any American whom Y knew in Mexico. We had been
led to believe that the flag was our protection, as long as we were
legitimate and honest in our dealings, but that the very fact that we
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were Americans and that flag was behind us demanded of us an
honesty and sincerity of attitude toward Mexicans, which was thus
guaranteed and insured more thoroughly than any individual desire
to do right could possibly insure it.
Mr. hEARFUl. And you think the Americans as a rule loyally lived
up to that sentiment of dealing fairly with the Mexicans and being
law-abiding?
Mr. TIo3r, ox. I certainly do. The Americans in Mexico were
almost never in controversy with any Mexican, either official or individual. Most of the legal troubles in which Americans had a
part were among themselves, and in these cases they were invariably
assured of absolute justice from the Mexican courts.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you in Mexico at the time Secretary of State
Elihu Root was a visitor in Mexicb and South American countries?
Mr. Tioursox. I was at that time city editor of the Mexican
Herald, and took R personal part in a great many of the functions
which were given in Secretary Root's honor.
Mr. KEARFUlt. What was your understanding, and that of other
Americans, at the time, as to the essential purposes of Mr. Root's
visit?
Mr. THOIesoN. We regarded Secretary Root's visit as purely for
the purpose of expressing American friendship and recognition of
the splendid commercial and material advantages of Mexico, and as
a sort of ambassador of American business in Mexico. I think that
visit could be compared very well to the recent visit of the Prince of
Wales to the United States.
Mr. KEARFUI. In what year was that? It was during Roosevelt's
administration, about 1900, was it nott
Mr. THomPsOx. I would say it was nearer 1908. It was during
Roosevelt's second term. I am not sure of the year.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember speeches and articles by Mr. Root,
after his return from his tour, in which he advocated the necessity
of extending our foreign trade because we had ceased to be a debtor
Nation and had become a creditor Nation?
Mr. THOMPSON. I remember very distinctly that was the spirit of
the reports and speeches which he made following his return from
Mexico, and I may say that in Mexico City his speeches were distinctly of a character tending to encourage commercial relations, as
well as diplomatic friendship.
Mr. KeAnuI.,Was there anything in any of his utterances which
would indicate to any person that our foreign trade relations could
be extended to Mexico without our citizens going there and engaging in the 'enterprises of the country, or did he advocate the necessity of our citizens going there?
Mr. THomPsoN. I remember no specific speech to that effect, but
I do know that in all of his public and'private appearances he recognized the American colony as, in a way, part of his entourage, and
that he most certainly did not pretend to ignore their presence. or
to do anything but absolutely approve of their being in Mexico and
their being engaged in those great enterprises.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is it not true as a matter of course, that we can not
extend our trade relations with any foreign country without sending
our citizens there to engage in its enterprisest
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MIr. T0os3 psox. It is absolutely true.
Mr. KEARFUL. Does it not follow also that our citizens can not go
to foreign countries and engage in enterprises unless they are assured of protection from our Government in case they are persecuted?
Mr. THo1Psox. That is also true. I should like to say here that
the present demand in Mexico, which I have seen and noticed personally, for American tools, for American goods of every kind, even
at the much higher prices than used to be charged for German and
French made tools and goods, is a distinct result of the Americans
who pioneered in business and manufacturing there. The American brought American tools with him, and the native learned
quickly that they were more useful and reliable than those which
hle had been using before, and as a natural consequence, from their
contact with Americans, this grew into an interest and a desire
for American goods, which has made an impress of quality through.
out all of Mexico and I am sure throughout Latin-America. where
American tools were known to Europeans or Mexicans. That is
evidenced by the fact that even where imitations were made of
goods, either in Europe or in Mexico, the labels were always made
in English and not in any other language.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know Mr. William Jennings Bryan by
reputation?
ir. THOrIPsoN. I do; by reputation.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether or not for many years he
has been a prominent figure in American life, and has great influence over a large body of American citizens?
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU were not in Mexico when he made his several
trips there, were you?
Mr. ToIPsox. I was there during one of them at least, when
he came in the capacity of a private citizen, and when he was writing up his views in traveling around the world.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you read an article by him in the Commoner
of January 80, 1903 following one of his trips to Mexico?
Mr. TroaesoN. Yes, sir; I have read it.
Mr. KEARFPL. Do you remember that in that article, in response
to invitations from American citizens to advise them in regard to
investments in Mexico, he described at considerable length the great
opportunities in Mexico and the enterprises that had already been
prosecuted there successfully by American citizens?
Mr. THoMS
soN. Yes. I know he made that the basis of his articles on Mexico, dealing rather with that phase of the subject than
with the merely picturesque.
DMr. KEARFUL. In that article he concludes his treatment of that
subject with this statement:
There are many opportunities in Mexico for the man who goes there with
capital and with knowledge of an industry to bring out the latent possibilities

of soil and climate. There are also opportunities for those who go as skilled
laborers to oversee Industries in the process of development.
Do you recognize that as being a true statement?
Mr.'Tjlnosox. In general, it is true; yes, sir.
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Mr. KEAnFUL. Do you think that is a fair summing up of the
description of the various industries affording opportunities for
investors in Mexicol
3Mr. THo3WsoN. I should say it was, but I should say he did not
go quite far enough, because I think the opportunities for Americans
of ability and intelligence in the management of organizations in
Mexico vere fully as great as those of men who went there merely
to engage in the skilled trades. That was due to a sincere andl
genuine desire of the Mexicans, of the then ruling class, for a worthy
development of the resources of the country, and for the turning
of those resources into the creation of new wealth, as against the
old policy, which wats perhaps their heritage from Spanish times,
of exploitation of the soil and of the native. The spirit of the
D)iaz rIgime was simply this-that Mexican resources, which were
really great. should be organized and built into wealth-producing
property, according to the methods of modern economics, which were
then represented in the highest sense by the United States. There
was always opportunity, a splendid opportunity, for Americans who
had the capacity for understanding Mexico and the problems of
Mexico. to join ii this great era of development.
Mr. KE.AuIFl.. What was the etfect upon the Mexicans in general
of the American operations? Was it beneficial or otherwise to
them?
Mr. Thno.rso.. It was absolutely beneficial. In fact, the coming
of the American industries presented to the Mexicans a rallying
point and an understanding of modern economics and industajes
which they themselves did not possess. It was an axiom of Mexican
business that although Mexicans had great difficulty in associating
themselves into companies, if they were with Americans, either as
the investors or as managers under, a contract, they could bring
together the very finest Mexicans in the Republic for the purpose of
development. I believe, if it is ever possible to compile competent
statistics as to Americans in Mexico during the Diaz regime, not
the least of the points that will be placed to their credit will be the
fact that they made possible the development of Mexico by Mexicans.
Mr. KICARFUL. Do yon recollect that at the beginning of the Wilson
administration, on :March 4, 1913, Mr. Bryan became Secretary of
State?

Mr. THO3IrsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his attitude during the time he was
Secretary of State toward Americans who had invested their capital
in Mexico and had gone there to develop the trade. largely, it may
be presumed, upon the encouragement of his own statements which
have been referred tot
Mr. THoirsox. Mv knowledge of that comes from a study at some
length of the documents touching upon Mexico's history of that
period. I think that Mr. Bryan's attitude, at least as to his statement of the policies of the Wilson administration, was that Americans who were abroad, and especially those who had gone to Mexico,
went upon their own responsibility. and that they had no right or
privilege to demand the protection of the United States Government
or of its officials in case of trouble, whether it came from their own
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mistake or from the depredations of the people with whom they
lived.
Mr. KEAIFUI. What was his advice to Americans in Mexico who
were the victims of persecution during that periods
Mr. Trinotrso.. His advice was for them to get out of Mexico,
which is a matter of official record in a number of instances.
Mr. KEARFU. What were the hardships entailed on Americans
following that direction, with reference to their enterprises?
Mr. THomsoN. To those Americans who had remained in Mexico,
and all of whose means were tied up either by contract or by personal investment in the property or business with which they were
identified in Mexico, their departures necessitated either the temporary stopping of the business or the absolute loss of it through
immediate confiscation. The prestige of these Americans and their
understanding of the Mexican people constituted a protection in
many instances for their property as long as they were there; but
when by leaving Mexico they .ecame merely American citizens
their property was almost invariably confiscated or laid waste. In
other words, Americans in Mexico at that time stood upon their own
footing, as Mr. Bryan had told them they should, and all the power of
the flag had been taken from them and all standing which they
might have once enjoyed as Americans became a liability instead of
an asset.
Mr. KEARFDL. Upon what class of Americans still operating in
Meidco did that advice to leave the country most heavily fall?
Mr. TnHOmrON. The burden of that fell most heavilv.upon the
Americans who had invested their small savings in properties, which
they were then trying to hang on to through this personal presence
whlch I have mentioned. I know that there were many thousands
of such men, and that they were almost all of them stripped of their
investments and of almc.t all hope of rehabilitating themselves,
either in Mexico or the United States.
Mr. KEAR.FUO. Are you acquainted with a place called Hacienda
Yale, in the State of Oaxaca
Mr. Tro3Psox. Yes; I have visited that place.
Mr. KEARFvU. In the article in the Commoner by Mfr. Bryan,
above referred to, he has this to say about that plantation:
VWest of the village of Tierra Blanca, just across the Amapa River, in the
State of Oaxaca, we visited a rubber-tree plantation. It was projected by
Alfred Bishop Mason, a Chicago business man, but the work of development has.
fallen to his nephews, Raymond Willis and James Trowbridge, the former a
graduate of the Boston Polytechnic and the latter of Yale. These yopng men
began about three years ago the clearing o. about 400 acres of tropical forest,.

so dense that it was difficult to secure any accurate idea of the lay of the land.
They now have about 300,000 rubber trees growing, the oldest 2) years old.

It will be four or five years before the plantation begins to yield a return, but
there is at this time every promise of success. If the experiment realizes the
hopes of the young men they will deserve the reward that they will secure, for
they will not only make a fortune out of Mother Earth, but they will show

others what can be accomplished in the development of this Industry and thus:
become public benefactors. This well illustrates the difference between wealth
created by the establishment of some new Industry and wealth absorbed by
trading or speculation.
For two years Willis and Trowbridge lived in a bhut thatched with palm
leaves, but last spring they began the erection of a commodious stone house,

with wide and airy porches, and to this newly completed residence the former
has recently brought his bride, a Wellesley graduate, to preside over this new
center of American civilization.
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Is that a correct picture of the Yale plantation t
Mr. THOypson. It is a correct picture of the Yale plantation but
I should also like to say that the Yale plantation was one of the
finest examples of American industry in tropical Mexico. The entire
section around Tierra Blanca was developed with a remarkable intelligence and understanding of the problems of tropical agriculture
and administration. The rubber industry was then new in Mexico,
but Mr. Willis, whom I knew well and others of that section, especially J. C. Harvey and Paul Mcduiston, had introduced and were
developing agricultural methods which would, had their plantation
been allowed to remain and be developed, have rivaled the rubber
colony of Ceylon. I can not be so enthusiastic about all of the American properties in Mexico, for many of them were stock robbing propositions, which did considerable damage to American investors, although they did tremendous good for Mexico. "
Mr. KEARFUL. In what way.
Mr. THo3MrsoN. They created in the tropical jungle vast forests
of rubber trees. Miles and miles of these plants were set out and
cultivated and cared for to a point of development before the revolution came. Those properties are now covered with a new jungle
growth, but in years to come they will be a source of wealth to

Mexico.

Mr. IWRFm. Who performed the labor necessary for the development of which you speak?
Mr. TnHowrsoN. The labor almost all came from Mexicans, most of
it from the immediate neighborhood, and the money which was put
in circulation by these companies very greatly improved the condition of the people of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec country, as we
called it, and had a certain and very real effect in the development
toward a middle class of workers in that section.
Mr. K>EA.FUL Returning to Mr. Bryan and the Yale plantation,
did you have any personal knowledge of the life there, and of the
fact that Mr. Willis brought his bride there to preside, as Mr. Bryan
says, over this "new center of American civilization "?

Mr. Toupsox. I knew Mr. Willis and his wife in Orizaba. When
I visited the Tierra Blanca country they were not there, but I was
a guest at the plantation, my host being the Mexican manager. It
had one of the most beautiful houses in tropical Mexico, and the
entire plantation was a model of administrative efficiency and a
demonstration of the value of conscientious and scientific cultivation.
I believe that while other plantations may have made their contribution to Mexico, even though they have been absorbed by the Jungle,
the loss of such properties as the Yale plantation and the others near
it is something for which Mexico can well mourn.
Mr. KEAR4 UL. Do you think that Willis and Trowbridge were
engaged in oppressing and exploiting the Mexican peons in that
viclnitY

Mr. THOMPSON. They certainly were not.

They were a shining

example of the real value of treating the Mexican peons with considleration and fairness. Their labor problems were solved on that
basis, and there was never any difficulty, that I know of, that was
not ultimately solved by them -to the extreme advantage of the
workers.
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Mr. KEARFUL. What is your information as to what happened to

the Yale plantation and to Willis and Trowbridge under the policy

of Mr. Bryan that Americans were not entitled to protection and
should get out of Mexico?
Mr. TIIo.-rsox. Mr. Willis is now an employee of the National
Paper & Type Co., working in New York. I do not know what
has become of 3ir. Trowbridge. I do know, from reliable reports,
that the entire country around Tierra llunca is overrun by bandits
and predatory Constitutionalist soldiers, and that the jungle hias
crept up over the beautiful rubber fields and even into the dooryard
of the house, which is probably now in ruins.
I may say that if tile record of other sections has been substantially
like IlI citnda anle (and there is no reason to believe it has not).
the Mexicans whom they taught to be elicient workers and to demand some of the advantages of civilization are now inquiring those
advantage as bandits. or have slipped bac k into their aboriginal
nakedness and gain their chief livelihood from breadfruit and
bananas growing wild in their dooranrds. The whole fabric of the
beginning of the civilization of the Mexican in that section has been
absolutely destroyed. and he has slipped back probably far beyond
the state 'in which Willis and Trowbridge found him.
Mr. KEa.nrt1r,. During what time were you vice consul for the
American Government in Monterrey?
Mr. TuolrroOx. I had slnt many months in war work in Washington, andt was sent to Monterrey on the day the armistice
was signed. I arrived there shortly before Thanksgiving Day in
1918. and staved there until February, 1919.
Mr. KEFn4L. Did you have occasion to especially observe the
effect of German propaganda at that place, as bearing upon the
relations between Mexicans and Americans?
Mr. Tno1
so x. Just previous to my arrival in Monterrev there had
been a celebration by the allied colonies of the signing of the armistice. It had consisted in part of a parade toward the governor's
house, Monterrey being the capital of the State of Nuevo Leon.
That parade had been surrounded in its inception by a crowd of
Mexicans, which grew rapidly more vociferous until 'about two
blocks from the governor's house they began yelling "Death to
America" and "Long live Germany," and egan cutting at the
flags which decorated the motor cars in the parade. and finally broke
up the celebration, so that the Americans and other allied' people
had to flee through the side streets. An investigation which was
made of that incident showed that behind it was German propaganda, and that the moving spirits were certain German employees
of the Monterrey Iron & Steel Plant. These men were in the crowd
and were distributing tequila, a rank Mexican whisky. Upon representations of the American consul a number of these men who had
been the moving spirits in the mob were discharged from the steel
plant, the company thus recognizing their culpability. After the
allied parade had been broken up the Germans adopted the band
which had been assigned by the governor to the parade and went
about the streets celebrating "Peace," which they said was a peace
for Germany as well as for the Allies. There were speeches made by
Germans and by Mexican propagandists in the German club.
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Rticardo del Castillo was editor of the German paper El Dia (" The
1)av"--"l)er Tag"). In El Din the next day Castillo's speech to
the mob of Mexi an peons before the mob had dispersed wa: quoted
as follows:
I enn no more than

sell

lniy prhfuumul )|condo'lInes to heroic France.

for Ihav

ing been the sInstrulent of the iIpmlrllistle visions of Eu:nglil anual of the
colnlnmerclal alnbilons of tile t'nited Stntes. Therefore. for WItson, the extorthiner of weak lnrtlons andi the (-flte of the misfortunes of mIy e.ountry, I

desire thle fate of syila, that he may he devoured by lice.

Mr. KEAnFUv.. This newspaper El Dia had been in circulation at
Monterrey for some time in the publication of sentiments of that
sort. had it?
Mr. Tio rsox. It had been published through most of the war
and had always been anti-American, especially after the United
States joined the Allies against Germany, blt its propaganda
against the United States antedated our entering the war because, as
everyone in Mexico realizes, one of the chief jobs of the great German propaganda preached in that country has been to stir up strife
between Mexico and the United States, with the idea of keeping the
eyes of this country toward the Rio Grande rather than the Marne.
Ir. KEARFUL. What were the representations of the pro-German
propagandists in reference to the intentions of the United States
toward Mexico?
Mr. THo3irsoN. The German propagandists were working all over

Mexico, and very strongly in the north of Mexico where Monterrey
is located, to convince the Mexicans that the United States had
planned definitely to annex all of northern Mexico. Their cry was
always of the " Lost provinces of Texas and California." The idea
which was forced to the front in the Mexican mind by that German
propaganda was that the United States had, from the very beginning of its history, a predatory attitude toward Mexico, and that
Texas was a fruit of that unfriendliness and that desire to annex the
rich provinces of northern Mexico. There was always a fertile field
for that sort of propaganda, and the Germans In their usual way
made the most of it. It was quoted very frankly in El Din, and in all
circles of Mexican society in Monterrey, that the plan of the United
States was to take all of northern Mexico down to San Luis Potosi.
Mr. KEARFUL. The witness Esteva testified that in his opinion the
first cause of the revolutionary trouble was the publication of a
series of articles by John Kenneth Turner, entitled " Barbarous
Mexico," and that those articles were partly written by a Mexican
socialist. Do you know who that man was, or did you come in contact with himn in Mexico?
Mr. Tnoesox. Do you mean Turner or the Mexican?
Mr. KEARPUL. The Mexican.

Mr. THoMPsoN. The man who was said to have been associated
with Turner, and who was supposed to have been the author of some
of the chapters of Turner's book, was named De Lara, and was at
the time I was in Monterrey known as a prominent Bolshevist agitator at Tampico. In the latter part of November, 1915, De Lara, and
another alleged Bolshevist named Torre Blanco, came to Monterrey
for the purpose, it was said, of fomenting a strike in the shops and
smelters of the Cia de Minerales v Metales at Monterrev, the Mexican subsidiary of the American petals Co., which had been taken
476 -- 20--voL 2-8
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over by the alien property custodian, and was, therefore, in a way,
a sort of an American-"overned company, or was so regarded. The
strike in the smelter did not developL. but the Bolshevist agitation
which was brought about had the effect of starting a strike in the
railway shops t Monterrey, that became quite serious, and strikebreakers were brought from the south. The result was that the
-.
W., were
Bolshevist agitators and the so-called Mexican I.
officially discouraged in the city of Monterrey and were sent back
to Tamlpico, where they were more useful. That convinced me at
the time, and is a matter of record in my reports, that the Bolshevist
agitation in Mexico was being used solely as a weapon against
Americans, and wias never allowed to develop unless it took that form.
At the time )DeLara and Torre Blunco came to Monterrey it was reBremer,
r. a pro-(erman propagandist anld Austrian
ported that .
consul, was engaged in translating much of the Bolshevist and I. W.
W. material into Spanish for circulation in Monterrey. I made
considerable effort to trace down that rumor, and found that such
material was being printed in a well-known G(erman printing establishmnent.
Mr. K
trL'v.What did you find to be the currency situation in
Monterrey at that time?
31r. Tuo3iiso.. When I was in Monterrey the entire business of
Mexico wats in an almost comatose state. There was still considerable
mining and smelting, because the London market was still supporting the price of lead, which is a determining factor in the value of
ore in northern Mexico. Business, however, was in a most uncertain
state, and one of the chief contributing factors to that was the shortage of currency. Previous witnesses before the subcommittee have
gone into detail regarding the issue of paper money in Miexico so
I need only say that the collapse of the paper.money regime in 31exico had already come. and that it had left Mexico upon what we
considered a nmetallic basis. In other words, only gold and silver
were supposed to circulate. In view of the fact that almost all the
old metal money had been hidden away and most of it exported from
northern Mexico-export being an easy matter, for the American
border was only 150 miles away-there was not enough in circulation
to carry on the business of the community.
In addition to this, the Carranza Government had made it illegal
to use American money. There had always been plenty of American
bills, which had been accepted at their face value, and these had
furnished a circulating medium previous to that time. While that
money was still accepted in certain places, it could not be used for
the payment of taxes or for transfer throughout the country, so that
the whole Monterrey section was dependent upon a very small stock
of Mexican gold and silver. I estimated at that time that the entire
amount of actual money in northern Mexico, in the Monterrey section, was less than a million pesos, or $500,000. Of that, half was
tied up in the vaults of one of the old banks, so that the circulating
medium was actually less than $250,000. In addition to that, there
was practically no paper in clrculation-either checks, or drafts, or
regular commercial bank paper. Some of the private banks in
Monterrey were doing a loan business through their American correspondents, but the entire total of all money loaned in Monterrey
at the time I was there was not more than $100,000.
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When it is realized that in the old days,.when the banks of issue,
which Carranza had closed, were still running, the amount of money
loaned in that section on gilt-edged security was about $7,000,000
United States currency, the picture of the desolation of northern
Mexico in business begins to take form. The picture is made clearer
when we realize that thle current price for money on the best security
possible-and there were only about three big concerns in the north
whose stock was accepted as collateral--was from 3 to 5 per cent per
month, or 60 to 60 per cent per year. The result was that there was
no business in the Monterrey section that could be carried on unless
it was a business of speculation.
In this country we know considerable about profiteering, but AMexico could teach us more than we could ever appreciate here. When
speculators enter into business their chief means of speculation are
in foodstuffs, and that was the case in and about Monterrey. Their
speculation began with the farmer, who, at the risk of the raids of
bandits or Carranza soldiers, had harvested his crops and had got
them to the railway. ITe then either had to bribe the officials to get
cars or he had to sell his goods at any price to the general in comnmand of the territory or to some one who had his favor. Then the
normal methods of transportation were used to bring the merchandise
to Monterrev or other distributing points. The money for this transaction was borrowed at the rate of anywhere from 5 to 25 per cent
for the brief turnover of'a few weeks, and that price was, of course,
added to the cost of food to the consumer.
The currency situation in Monterrey at that time was being corn plicated by the disappearance of the old silver coins, which were of
a higher silver content than their value in gold. which was the official irculating medium. These old coins were being bought up for
export, although there was a lnw against the exportation of any
silver except under permission of the Government, and an absolute
law against the exporting of silver coins.
At one time in Ionterrey, shor:ly after I arrived there, I was
endeavoring to buy some small change at an advance of about 4
per cent on the general price of gold, for change always commanded
a premium because there was so little of It. I found the price had
jumped to almost 10 per cent. I learned that a man named Dominguez, who held a private concession for the export of silver coin
through the cordon of official prohibition, was in town. He was buying up the old half dollars and even the 20-cent pieces at a heavy
advance on the market price. He stayed in town about three days
and in that time he stripped the community of its silver change so
that we were doing business with American nickels and dimes and
with Mexican nickels and copper coins.
Mr. KEARFUL. What had become of the paper money that had been
issued by the Carranza government?
fMr. 'rHOMPsoN. The paper money had at that time been repudiated under the various decrees, which had not only ruined the currency system by foisting this paper money on the public, but had
also destroyed the banks of issue. I may say right here that in
Monterrey there were two of these so-called banks of issue which,
under the concessions obtained under the barking laws originated
by Limantour, the great financial minister of Diaz, had carried most
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of the burden of business, which I mentioned above as being about
$1,000,000 in gilt-edged loans.
Mr. KICERFUL. You say " concessions." Did not these banks operate under the national banking law, which was a general law?
Mr. TuoIpsoN. Yes, sir. These banks operated under a general
law, but that general law provided for what was called "co n cessions," which, as I stated before, were franchises for operation.
There were two of these in Monterrey, as I say, and there were also
branches of two other banks which had headquarters in Mexico City.
The paper money of these banks had been ruined in the course of
the destruction of the institutions by Carranza.
Mr. KEARFULr. What were the terms of the concession in regard
to the issuing of notes?
Mr. THoMtso:. The banks were allowed, under the franchise, to
issue paper money to the extent of double their cash reserve, and
that money had been accepted all over the Republic at its face value
and had been one of the great achievements of the Diaz plan of
commercial development. Diaz had financed his own revolution
with hard money, gold and silver, chiefly the Mexican silver peso.
After he came into power lie organized the banking system, which
existed until Carranza destroyed it, and that paper money had
come to be of the same value in the mind of the suspicious Mexican
as gold and silver itself. By this issuance,of paper currency, bearing his own promise to pay, Carranza had begun the destruction of
the credit of paper money in Mexico, and had even repudiated issue
after issue of his own money until its price fell to about 2 cents on the
peso. The price of the bank bills had fallen, due to the destruction
of the confidence of the people, and also to the fact that there was a
good deal of inflating of the money. It is, however, worth noting
that while the price of Carranza's own money had fallen to 2 cents
on the peso, the value of the money of the banks which he was seeking to destroy was still maintained at 13 cents a peso. Ultimately,
however, Carranza closed the banks by decree, in punishment, it
was said, for their failure to open their coffers to him.
Mr. KEARFU L. What became of the cash reserve in those banks?
.Mr. Tnotsox. The cash reserve was mostly confiscated by Carrbnza, but one of the banks in Monterrey managed to save part of
its funds by a bribe to one of the Carranza officials, with the result
that it was allowed to export some of its money. A portion of
these funds were at one time in the American consulate, and one of
the.thrilling stories showing how the Americans of northern Mexico stood with the Mexican business men and actually stood up for
them is the record of the fight which Consul General Hanna made
to save these funds in his little office safe. They were finally spirited away during the night, through a Mexican mob which was howling outside the consulate.
"One of the banks saved its funds by selling exchange on New
York to a Carranza general at a reduced figure, it being vital at
that time to these revolutionists to have a way of getting their
loot out of Mexico and safely deposited in New York banks. It
was said that $250,000 was saved in that way, at a very heavy loss
in exchange.
Monterrey was, at the time of Diaz, a very important manufacturing center, and, also a jobbing center for all of that section of Mex-
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ico. The shortage of money at the present time has, therefore, had
a much more serious effect there than it has perhaps had even in
Mexico City, where there is enough speculation at the present
time to keep a large sum of money in circulation, a part of which,
of course, goes into legitimate business.
I have stated there was only about $100,000 out in loans. That
was drawing from 2 to 3 per cent, the interest having been deducted
from the amount of the loan when it was made. All loans were
for short terms, never more than four months. In addition, the
old system of "selling" properties, which were to be " bought back"
at an agreed figure at the expiration of the term of the loan, had
been somewhat in vogue, although there was a considerable opposition to it by the Carrancistas, who would much rather confiscate
the property themselves than to have it saved by loans. I may
say that this high price for money would seem to be almost impossible for outside capital, but an official of a bank in Tampico who
came to Monterrey at the time said that if he had $100,000 he could
put it all out at 5 per cent a month on absolutely gilt-edged security.
About the same time a traveling representative of the Americau
International Corporation came into the consulate to inquire regarding the figures on local industries, as he was then scouting
through the country for possible investments for the future. Me
said there was no business he could find in Mexico that offered
any possibilities for banking; that while there was plenty of that
sort of banking business of which I speak, with its incidental risks,
legal and otherwise, it was certainly not a line that lie would be
willing to recommend to his principals.
It would also seem that there should be money from the old family estates, and I may say that the only industries which are now
continuing in Monterrey where any money is needed, such as cotton
mills, are being done by these same old families, who have money
of their own which they will risk in their own enterprises, and
which they do not charge up at any such figure as 5 per cent interest a nionth, because they would not dare loan it to any other
business. In other words, the only business being done in Mexico
where capital is required is being done by the American companies
or by the old-style Mexicans, who have always used their own money
in their business and have never been solely dependent upon banking. In other words, Mexico has slipped back to the period before Gen. Diaz came into power. That is a condition which is rampant all over Mexico, and which I have sought to describe here.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any knowledge as to the system of graft
by Government officials or army officials in connection with import:
duties and internal taxes?
A r. THoxrsoN. Yes. As consular officer I made some investigation of business conditions in Monterrey, and found that at the basis
of all the business troubles were two things: One was the banking and financial situation mentioned above, which naturally forced
the necessary margin of profit up to such an extent that the cost
of living is appalling in Monterrey; and the other is the question
•
of graft, official and otherwise.
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In Mexico the prices of commodities are based upon the cost of
the imported article. In other words, the tariff in Mexico. which
has always been high, has not been used as a form of protection
for native industries, but its a means of allowing the native manufacturers to secure higher prices. Thus. the native product soime
times is as expensive as the imported, and almost never more than
1 or 2 per cent lower. The result is that the tariff has a tremendous
effect on prices, and that is especially true in view of the fact that
so much of the manufacturing in SMexico has been destroyed by
the Carrmnza rLgime. The official schedules for import ditties were
always complicated in Mexico, but under the Dias regime they were
stable. There were no sudden changes, and the importer could
always estimate what his import tax was to be, and could therefore do his business on a narrow margin. Under the Carranza
regime however, there has been a most destructive change in the
method of assessing customs tariffs. The tariff, both import and
export, has been raised and lowered in the most astonishing way,
and almost invariably without any advance notice. For instance,
the tariff schedules on cotton goods, which provide that there
shall be a different tariff for different fineness of materials, are suddenly raised or lowered by executive decree.
The result is that the importer who is not on the inside circle of
Carranza information is very likely to be caught with a shipment
of goods arriving at the border two (lays after the tariff has been
doubled. That has had a serious effect on business, but it has its
explanation in the fact that this raising and lowering of tariff
seems to be arranged for the purpose of allowing favored individuals in the inner circle of the revolutionists to make sudden fortunes. For instance, a man who is on the inside would buy an entire
carload of shoes, and would bring them to the border, and then
inform his friends in Mexico City that he had those shoes and was
ready to import them. The tariff on shoes would be immediately
removed for a period of one week, during which time this man imports his goods. That actually happened in Monterrey; a carload of
American shoes, which normally pay about $1.50 duty per pair,
was brought in free of diity and flooded the market and entirely
demoralized it. That happened at the time I was in Monterrey. The
man who brought in the shoes, of course, made a fortune out of the
one shipment.
Another form of graft which was being carried on at that time,
and continues to this day, is the concessions which favored persons
have to import their goods free of duty. That is well known, and
there is no doubt whatever that it is used almost entirely by Mexicans. I am proud to say that Americans in Mexico have seldom, if
ever, to my knowledge, taken advantage of -it. These men, all of
them Mexicans who hold the concessions for free imports, sell the
privileges which they obtain or which are granted them, for one:
half the duty. In other words, if you are a Mexican importer and
have a carload of shoes arriving at the border, you may, after the
tariff has been resumed, certainly be able to save half your loss
of tariff by going to this man and paying him half dulty, instead
of paying full duty to the (GovOrnment. This graft is rampant,
and there are instances of various individuals in the Mexican Gov.
ernment, from the highest officials to the loiiest, profiting from it.
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Mr. KEARFJUL. Is there a similar system of graft in reference to
internal taxation
Mr. THo3Psox. Yes. There has always been a tendency to graft
in Mexican administration, especially on the part of the tax officials.
That was pretty well stamped out under Diaz. The system con.
sisted of the use of tips to the assessor or collector. 1Under the
Carranza regime, as I know it in Monterrey, there was almost unbridled graft, which again added to the uncertainty of business.
However, I am told that graft in fMexico, while increased a hundredfold over what it was in Mexico City under Diaz, has now
reached a point where one can tell what one is going to have to
pay for every privilege or every bit of justice which one gets from
the Government.
I would like to say right here that I have ract some Americans
recently returned from Mexico, who say they are getting along very
well in Me.xico now. One I reniember plitlicularly. said, " We know
ho~w to get along with the Mexicans," and when I asked him what
he meant by that he took a handful of silver out of his pocket and
shook it in his hand si nilicantly. I believe that where the present
American residents of
are appearing to be more friendly than
nexico
they were in the past to (arranza. it is because they have learned
that secretly they can connive with the Carranza government for
the exploitation of the foreign manufacturer and the native consumk. In other words, the things which Bryan was accusing the
Americans of doing under Diaz, and which they never did, in my
belief, and to my absolute knowledge in most cases, they are now
doing under the Carranza regime. This new attitude toward the
Carranza regime has been forced upon them by the failure of the
IUnited States Government to protect them in their rights and their
desires to establish American policies and American business in
Mexico. In other words, they are victims of our own administrative
mistakes. and of the administrative weakness of the present government at Washington.
To explain the taxation system in Monter rev mightbe of valuehere,
but I will only state that the basis of taxation in that city has not
changed materially in form although It has been greatly increased.
The method of tax graft in the city has to do with the valuation.
Three years ago a revaluation of land in Monterrey was begun and
finished in a brief time. The assessor seldom went out of the tax
office, presumably because he knew the town so well. The result was
naturally that the Mexican policy of "skin your enemies and help
your friends" had full swing. It was expected that every one would
protest, and every one did, with the result that a single protest
usually cut the assessment in two, and another cut it to a third, and
if you were well prepared with money on the occasion, it was cut
down below the original or old valuation. The result of that has
been tax dodging with full protection.
I think the stamp tax is the only Federal tax collected in Mexico,
and that has been increased almost fourfold, so that when we for.
merly put on a peso as a stamp we now put on four. The chief
method of graft in the use of stamps, in the administration of the
stamp tax. Is in the fines which are assessed on business melt who
make mistakes in keeping their books. The Afexican stamp-tax law is
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extremely complicated, and it is almost impossible to avoid mistakes.
Therefore, an examination of your books will reveal, if the collector wishes to.find them certain errors for which he can fine you
heavily, The result is that yon are called upon to pay him a fixed
sum of money for his " courtesy" in not fining ybou. I remember a
case of an American who had had his books examined for 10 years
back by one of these grafting collectors, and a small mistake had
been discovered in those years. The result was that the collector required a tip of about $100. In previous years that tip had been about
$25 for the examination of his books. 'The next year a new Carranza
collector called, and when he had gone over the'books perfunctorily,
and had been slipped his $25, he looked at a memorandum sheet and
said, " Oh, but you always pay $100."
Mr. KEARFUL. While you were in Monterrey did you haveoccasion
to gather information in reference to the vicissitudes of American
citizens in the interior, operating on ranches?
Mr. Torsox. Naturally many complaints of that sort came to
the consulate, though the 1Monterrey district suffered less than some
of the others, such as the Tampico section, because practically all
the Americans in Monterrey and the surrounding country have long
since left. Indeed, where the American population in Monterrey
in 1910 was about 5,000, it is to-day about 100 Americans.
However, there was one case which was almost complete, and may
be of interest, as showing the method followed by the bandits or
Carrancistas, and also the attitude of the Government toward them.
That case continued through November and December, 1918, and related to a plantation owned by an American who had married in
Mexico his wife's father having been a prominent official in the old
Diaz rWgime. The ranch consisted of about 100,000 acres, and was
located in a very rich valley some distance from Monterrey. This
man's complaints are all a matter of record, both in tie State Department and before the Mexican government, so, although I prefer
not to give his name, it can all be substantiated. The man is a very
well-known American and is highly thought of, and I was assured
from all sources that he was absolutely reliable. The first of our
record was a letter from him dated November 8,1918, and was in
part as follows:
I have to report that yesterday, having heard that the Government troops

were here and expecting protection, I sent to an adjoining hacienda, 4 carts
for salt eart.

While loading, the troops (Carrancistas) arrived and by force

of arms took 4 oxen and a horse and saddle, causing me a pecuniary loss of
$300 for the oxen, and $102 for horse and saddle, total $402. The colonel who
took them refused payment or receipt, and said to tell me that the animals.
were taken by the troops of Gen. Ramos. They knew perfectly well that they
were American property. I have very few animals left, and If they pass by
here and take more. I am utterly ruined and will have to abandon my property
to be completely destroyed.

The consul took this matter up with the governor, but before we
got a report, we received another letter from this American, dated
November iti, in which he said:
I notice from your letter that the governor will telegraph to Gen. Ramos

that the oxen and saddle horse be returned. As the oxen were killed and the
meat taken by them, this returning of the animals will be rather difficult.
From Information received from all directions these troops (Carranclstas)

swept through the country gathering up the animals of .all classes and the
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(noncombatants] who hid out, and returned to their property after the revolutionists had passed. My hacienda is
again full of refugees in all conditions of misery, running this time not from
Villistls but from the Government troops. One living in the city can not Imaigine the suffering caused to these unfortunate people by both sides unless he
reads of Belgium and northern France. I came to town to find out the name
of the colonel who took the animals, but as these troops have not been here,
his name is not known. I understand these troops are again on the road.
God grant that they do not pass by my place, as it seems a pleasure to destroy
American property and, as they say, call the American bluff.
clothes that were left to the "pacificos"

On December 3, the Government took its first official recognition
of the affair, a month after it occurred, in a letter from the chief
clerk of the Department of Government, the department making the
investigation and taking steps regarding the matter, in which he

said:

Mr. KEARnrL. Which Government?
Mr. Tjro3tPsox. The Mexican Government.
statement was made:

In this letter this

I beg of you to obtain the name of the colonel responsible for the matters
onmplnlined of. In order that this department may make Investigation and take
steps regarding the natter.

That was the status of affairs when the letter reporting the new
raid was received, which was this time by what this American calls
Villista troops, or a body opposed to the Government, which was
dated December 1, and in which he makes the following statement:
I have to report that yesterday at 9 a. In. my hacienda was taken possession
of by a Villista force of about 35 ien under the direct orders of Col. Hernandez.
necompanted by Gen. Eulaali Cutlerrez, exI'reshlent of Mexico. and held until
a p. m. Looting was the order of the day. First, my house was sacked of all
wearing and bed clothes and eatables nilx everything of any value taken. Then
the houses of the inhabitants were stripped, many of the men left without hats,
breeches, or shoes. They then took four carts and 10 oxen of the hacienda
uad 20 burros of the servants, every one of any sacks, loaded them with corn.
about 126 hectoliters, together with all my seed wheat, and sent them away.
Then they sent off 300 goats with their little ones, after which they gathered
all the cattle they could, and as they left through my pasture land I do not
yet know if they have left me any or not. Will advise later. They took then
any last horse nlld two mules and I can not move from the hacienda. This
*aboutfinishes fme, as I am left without anything with which to work. I nm
thoroughly satistled that this Government will toot give me the guarantees for
which I have paid my taxes. if the hacienda does not produce anything. If I
do not get protection quickly I will not be able to dispose of the little that re.
mains, and my place will be a desert like so many others in this fine district.
I notified the chief of this section last night. and have just received notice that
nothing can be done to overtake and recuperate the property taken. The
Villistas will surely return quickly and finish the job.

On a separate sheet of paper a memorandum is noted regarding
the incident referred to, with the following statement:
In the last five months more than 12,000 people have fled from this part of
the State, leaving their homes and all abandoned. In this district, as big as
the State of Nuevo Leon, formerly rich in woods, fibers, animals, and cereals,
especially wheat, every rich hadlenta and ranch have been abandoned and
Irulned by the depredations of this band. It Is now a scene of "No Man's
Land." It is Incredible that such a small force has been permitted for such a
long time to dominate and destroy such an Immense amount of rich country.
The Government forces that came in November took their camp and supplies,
drove them to the mountains, and then returned. The'rebels are again taking
ossession of everything. more voracious than ever and no relief in sight.
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On December 14 we got another report in reference to these condi.
trans, in which the following statement is made:
As I wrote pou it few days ago, life Is unsupportable for want of protection.
I inow have to report that my hailendal
was uganin occupied oun the 12th day
bIy 15 lien of the forvs of Correra Torres, the worst I have seen during the
rvtlolulio.
Itobbing, insulting;, and threatening wits the order of the day. They
were entering miy house aill ily otn horseback and treatene d to shoot my son
for ilot giving tbelm a rifle which lie las not got. From here they took a cart
of corn, 2 yolk of oxen, 34 goats with their little ones, 4 mares, one of which
roml here they went to ole
Ihey shot doIIn beem.is, she was wild, anld cattle.
of lily ranlchlls, where they striplped te Itpeile anid violated the women, aind o1e
lowxr womllnn Ihad to
brougllt here on a stretcher. I amt moving my furniture

uis quickly as possible. 3My leopl are all terrorized and running in every dirfection, and I do lnot think that 1 can hold enough of them to clean up, If help

iloms not quickly comlle.

Int the town there

re lreout 30

soldiers who allow tile

enCtemy to profit by tliese supplies, when by giving protection they can starve
thllusmut.
(I1. S.-Iolshevis anl nunarchy are taame compared with this.)

Following the receipt of this letter of December 18 I called in my
official capacity, as American vice-consul, on the governor of the
State, to leave copies of the letters from this American, and to report
tI!e new raids, the others having been previously sent to him by messenger. We asked him what measures would be taken to recover the
property stolen and to afford protection to this American.
' he governor's reply was a statement that he had already been informed of the activities of this band, and that 200 men had been sent
to that district. He spoke of the difficulties of chasing down these
bandits, as the entire region is mountainous, and the bandits retreated immediately on the approach of a force of soldiers and stay
hid until the soldiers, owing to other work, have to depart, when they
descend on the ranches again, as lie put it, like " vultures." He said
that no matter how long the troops stayed the bandits lived in the
mountains. " I do not know how they exist, but they do exist," he
said. And so on-fair enough words. He said that he was grateful
for the copies of the letters on the situation, and that he would take
the matter up direct with the President using these letters as evidence of the need of strong measures. le said he wished to obtain
a large force, of 2,000 men if necessary, to scour out these bandits
in this particular section and hunt them down in their holes.
:Mr. KEARFUL. Did he secure the force?
Mr. THO3IPso\. Not to my knowledge. It seems to me that this his.
tory is as significant as anything that has been told as showing the
inability or lack of desire of the Carranza government to furnish
adequate protection. The section referred to Is one of the granaries
of Mexico, and yet Carranza apparently would not assign 2,000 men
to clean it up, which they could probably have done in a matter of a
month.
On December 17 we got another letter from this American that
was supplemental to the raid on December 12, in which he says:
The things that happened in those two small ranches that the rebels passed
horrible. They first put the men under guard, and then abused the women,
nlot even sparing little girls of 9 and 10 years. The screams of these poor unfortunates were pitiful. .They took all the clothes even from sick children. It
was awful to see the next day the parents arriving with these little ones in
their arms. trembling from cold. We are 7,500 feet above sea level; cold winds
iI the day and heavy breezes every night. If there Is a Ited Cross in Mexico
It could not do a better service to humanity than send supplies.
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As a result of that appeal we wrote to Mexico City, and tile local
American Red Cross chapter sent a stock of supplies,- which we
promptly forwarded to this American to distribute among the sufferels in his section.
Mr. KEAIFUL. From the information you obtained at that time, do
you regard the statements made by this American as typical of the
situation existing in every part of Mexico, according to matters of
common knowledge?
aMr. Tuo.Msox. I certainly do. It seems to me that is absolutely
typical of tile conditions, anl because it is a complete history, I have
ta ken considerable space to set it down as a type and not a single
incident.
(Thereupon, at 1.20 o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until
March 1'2, 1920, at 10.30 a. m.)

Friday,

(I

FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1920.

TESTIMONY OF MR. WALLAOE THOMPSON-Resumed.
Mr. KEARFUL. In one of the various quotations from the reports
made by the American ranchman, he spoke of the Mexicans calling
the "American bluff." What do you understand he meant by that
term?
Mr. THonIPSON. The term "American bluff" is, of course, borrowed from the English, and in fact the Spanish word is identical
with the English. The "bluff" to which this American referred,
and to which Americans and Mexicans in Mexico generally refer,
is the demands which we make, with the most elaborate official letters and communications to the Mexican Government, calling for
the protection of Americans, and hinting darkly of the perils which
will face the Mexican Government in case it fails to protect our
people.
By "calling" this "bluff" the Mexicans mean that they will defy
the American Government by carrying on their depredations against
Americans, and that the United States will do absolutely nothing.
I may say, I think, without any reflection upon our consular or
diplomatic corps in Mexico, that the time was reached in Mexico
some years ago when their demands for the protection of Americans and their representations to the Mexican Government officials
came to mean nothing. Ten years ago, in Monterrey. a word from
the American consul was as good as an order from the highest authority in the Mexican Government. During the last siege-of Monterrev the American officials were not only sources of personal authority in all the turmoil, but the Mexicans really believed the United
States would do something, if they did not agree to the demands
of our representatives. But, gradually, as these demands were
made and were not complied with= and the United States did nothing
at all, the prestige of the American officials and of the American
Government declined steadily and of late years it has gone down a
toboggan slide.
Even the personal prestige of American officials amounts to nothing in Mexico to-day. Such a man as Consul General Hanna, of
Monterrey, who has lived in that city for more than 20 years and
who is respected and honored by all, was formerly good for the
release of any American, or, indeed, of any Mexican, from unjust
confinement; but even his word or his demand to-day means nothing;
and when three years ago he was carried through the streets under
1931
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arrest, although the crowds groaned and protested loudly, nothing
could save him from that indignity. The 1calling of the American
bluff" is the merriest game which is being carried on in Mexico to.
day. The Mexican is a horn gambler, and lie will always call a
bluff or attempt to call what he considers may be a bluff. In calling
a bluff against an opposing player-in this case the American Government or American oflicals-when lie shows hlie has the cards the
Mexican immediately retreats and accepts the show-down without
the necessity of force being brought to bear; but when time after time
and year after year bluffs have been called by the Mexicans refusing
to comply with our representations, a state of affairs has been
reached in Mexico where neither American Government officials nor
Americans of long residence intMAexico have any influence whatever.
That is what the American rancher refers to, and that is a plaillt
which goes up in Mexico every day. Sometimes it reaches as far as
the Monterrey consulate and sometimes it reaches as far as the border,.
and sometimes, as in the case of this committee, it reaches the Senate
Office Buildina; but never, through all the years that this has been
going on, has itapparently ever reached the White House.
AMr. K AnvuL. To carry out the simile in connection with the national game the Mexican has repeatedly called our bluff and has invariably found us of late years with a bobtailed flush. ,Isthat
correct?
Mir. Tiioatrso-. I think that is very well put; and I may say that
the game has reached such a point in northern Mexico that the Mexican seldom bothers even to wait and see what we have, but proceeds
to go ahead with the next deal without even requesting us to show
our hand. Unfortunately, in Mexico, it is Mexicans who always deal
the cards-an art in which there is nothing for him to learn.
Mr. KEASFUL. It was testified the other day by Mr. E. N. Brown.
former president of the National Railways of Mexico, that much
of the freight business on such roads as are operating is done by
private trains, owned and maintained and operated by foreigners.
What information have you upon that subject?
aMr. Tno3irso. My information dates from last year; and although there have been some changes in the situation, owing to the
fact that more and more of the mines in Mexico have been closed
since the European war ended, and the Governments of Europe and
the United States ceased to uphold the metal market, I think that
there has been comparatively little change in the situation. 1 may
say at the beginning that to me and, I think, to most people in
Mexico who are able to maintain a detached viewpoint, such as I
feel that I have been able to do, the maintenance of the freight business in Mexico in some ways is a miracle of American energy and
American resourcefulness.
When the roads were taken over by the Carrancistas in 1914 there
were almost daily blowups of bridges and trains, and since that time
there has been a continual destruction of track and of rolling stock.
The Mexican Government has bought practically no repair parts
and very little, itf any, new equipment. The right of way has been
maintained in certain sections, notably on the main line between
Laredo and Mexico City, so that that line is passable. As to the
branch lines, over these the Mexican engineers, with their light
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engines, can still pilot their 0 and 10 car trains with infinite care,
knowing each rail and curve and how it can be negotiated.
The upkeep of the rolling stock, however, has been utterly ludicrous. The railway yards in Monterrey, when I was there were filled
with the broken carcasses of freight cars and with ruined and rusty
engines. The freight cars filled the sidings, and the engines were ill
the yards, slowly rusting away. From about 100 engines now at
Mfonterrey practically every bit of brass has been detached and sold
by petty thieves for junk, and other parts of the engines have been
taken away, even down to the bolts, for the repair of the 25 or 30
engines which they still maintain on that division.
When I was in l onterrey there were about 20 trains being operated
out of there on the six lines which center at that important railway
point. The handling of freight was subject to hopeless delay, andl
the only possible method of getting goods through was by express,
at rates which were, pound for pound, practically as high as the
passenger rates. The freight business had fallen off to such an
extent in 191, I think it was, that the American mining companies
obtained permission from the Mexican Government to provide and
operate their own trains. The arrangement which they made, and
which obtains to this day, was about as follows:
Under special franchises a private company furnishes the locomotive and cars in each train and pays the full rate for the freight qarried in addition. All that the Constitutionalist Railway Co. did was
to furnish and pay the crew and to furnish fuel, oil, waste, etc.. The
private companies, therefore, maintain the trains, owning and keepinmg them in repair. In addition to that, in order to obtain a certain
amount of efficiency, they voluntarily paid a regular bonus to the
Mexican crews. That was about 1 cent United States currency per
kilometer to engineers and conductors and one-half cent to other
members of the crews.
The books of the various companies will show, I think, what the
additional cost of this form of service was to them. I believe that
it was an increase of about 20 to 80 per cent over the regular freight
rates which they paid the railway company. Since Carranza took
over the railways, the freight rates have gone up 25 per cent ail
over the country, the rate for ore in Mexico being about 1 cent
United States currency per kilometer ton. So that the additional
cost was about one-quarter of a cent per kilometer ton, which, needless to say, is a considerable and unnecessary addition to the cost of
mining.
Jfr. KEARFL. Was any deduction made from the regular freight
rate on account of trains being furnished and maintained by the
private operators?
Mr. THoesox. Absolutely not.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do these operators carry freight generally besides
that arising from their own business?
fir. Tnomison. Most. of these private companies were allowed to
carry only their own freight, but one American concern, the Oliver
Trading Co., had a concession to carry miscellaneous freight, a concession which I believe still obtains. Another American company,
after the mining business became reduced, owing to the reduction in
the price of lead and to the increase of taxes of the Carranza gov-
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ernment, obtained a similar franchise to do commercial business, but
I believe that this has been merged with the Oliver concession,
which is now operating the mining company's trains on a lease.
This company was the Cia. de Minerales y Metales (the American
Metals Co.).
Mr. ICEAR'iR,. In carrying freight for the public, what charges
are made, beyond the ordinary freight charges, by these private
operators?
Mr. TnHo. isox. I am not sure, but I believe the increase is 50 per
cent over the normal freight schedule of the Mexican Government.
Mr. K FP.utrUL. Which amount is naturally paid by the consumer?

Mr. Tno.vesox. Yes.

Mr. I(EARPUL. What is the proportion of the freight business done

by these private operators?
Mr. Tnotrsox. I have no actual figures of the proportion, but
I believe that during my time in Monterrey considerably more than
half of the freight business of northern Mexico was being handled
by the private trains of these foreign companies. I have, however,
figured for that time, all the equipment owned by these companies,
which I think may give point to my statement of this condition.
The American Smelting & Refining Co., for instance, operated 81
locomotives, 20 of which were owned by the company and 11 were
old constitutionalist railway engines, which the company had taken
and rebuilt at its own expense, and which by arrangement with the
railway company it was allowed to operate for, I think, about two
years before giving them back to the constitutionalists railway.
Mr. IKEARFUL. You say "the railway company." The "railway
company" is the Mexican Government, is it not?
M'r. 'uoMPsoN. Yes; I accept this correction. The National Railways of Mexico are owned by a stock company in which American
capiital predominates.
"Mr.KEAffPL. I do not mean the actual technical ownership; what
I mean is. Ts it not the fact that, irrespective of ownership, the railroads which were taken over in 1014 have been operated and are
now operated by the Mexican Government?
>Mr. THO.sPsoN. That is exactly what I mean, that although the
technical title is in the name of the stock company, the actual opera.
tion of the railways, including all the things necessary for traffic,
are in the hands of the constitutionalist government, which has
taken all of the money which the railways have earned, and has
never since 1014 paid one cent of the fixed charges for which the
National Railways of Mexico, the stock company, is and must be
responsible.
Mr. KEARFUL. Proceed with your statement of the figures.
Mr. THOwtPsoN. The American Smelting & Refining Co., therefore.

operated 81 locomotives. and nearly 800 cars, 486 of which it oivned.
and 296 of which are either leased from American railway com.
panics, or are operated under the same arrangement with the Con.
stitutionalist railways; that is, they have been rebuilt by the Ameri.
can Smelting & Refining Co., and are to be used by them for a certain
stated period in return for that rebuilding. -This estimate of equipment of the American Smelting & Refining Co. covers the entire
Republic of Mexico.
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The Mazayll Copper Co., a British concern, with headquarters at
Saltillo, which is in the Monterrey district, operates 3 locomotives
and 350 cars. This company also has a narrow-gauge railway,
which is used only to carry ore from the mines to the smelter, having
12 locomotives and 241 narrow.gauge cars, but that has always been
a private line. The Tezuitlan Copper Co. which operates in the
State of Puebla but has a smelter at San Luis Potosi, and brings
coal from the 'Vexican coal fields near Engle Pass, owns 9 engines
and about 124 cars. It also operates cars which it has leased from
American railways.
The brewery in Monterrey has 2 engines and about :i0 cars.
The American Metals Co. (Cia de Minerales y Mfetales) has 27
engines and 404 cars.
The Monterrey Steel Plant has 8 engines and 75 cars that it owns,
but it also leases a large number of cars from American railway companies. That number is constantly changing, owing to the fact that
it uses these cars to bring coke from the United States.
The Oliver Trading Co. had, while I was in Monterrey, 3 engines
and about 50 cars, if I remember correctly.
There are other mining companies in southern Mexico. such as the
Real del Monte, in Pachuca, and, I think, the El Oro Mining Co.,
which is largely British owned, which have some railway equipment,
but I can not give the figures.
In giving this list of private trains operated in northern Mexico,
unfortunately I can not give the list of the equipment operated in
the north by the Constitutionalist railways themselves. I can only
state that, from most reliable sources in Monterrey, I learned that the
Constitutional railway is operating only about 20 per cent of the rolling stock which was'owned by the national railways of Mexico in
1912. That figure may seem trifling and unbelievable, but when it is
remembered that during the revolutionary period there was the most
wanton and unthinking destruction of equipment and personal prop.
erty of every sort in Mexico, it becomes a little more believable.
For instance, when Monterrey was the center of the revolution in
1915, Gen. Pablo Gonzales, at the head of the Carranza troops, burned
800 loaded freight cars in the Monterrey yards, in order to keep them
from falling into the hands of the Villistas. It is the skeletons of
these cars which line the sidings in Monterreyv to-day, and make the
great yards of that city suggest the ruins in Ielgium.
When I was at Monterrey the estimates given me by Mexican yardmen in the employ of the Constitutionalist railways was that there
were 25 engines handled every 24 hours in the local roundhouse, and
that there were 20 freight trains, of an average of only 12 cars each,
passing through the city. There was then an average of four passenger trains daily.
The foreign companies which are operating trains, in addition to
their equipment of rolling stock, have small but very well.equipped
machine shops where the cars and engines are kept in repair. The
American Smelting & Refining Co. have a beautiful little shop, where
there are always three or four engines being gone over or rebuilt.
The American Metals Co. has a slightly larger shop, and the steel
plant also has its own equipment, although Imay say that the steel
plant is a Mexican concern, although its original officers were French
4760-2 --vot 2-0
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and Spanish who were identified with the business life of Mexico
City and had been for many years.
When I was studying this particular'phase of the conditions in
Mexico, for the purpose of making a report to our Government, I
found myself swept off my feet time and again by the useless horrors
and destruction which had gone before and was still going on fbom
day to day in the very arterial system of Mexican progress, for the
railways of any country are its arteries, and in Mexico far more than
the Mexicans themselves have ever realized. I believe that the wonderful American enterprise which built these railways and which
opened up the mines of Mexico is responsible for the maintenance of
the commercial life of the Republic to-day.
I have not read Mr. Brown's testimony, but I wish to state what lihe
probably did not state that under his wise management and under
the progressive policies of MIr. Brown and tile late A. A. Robinson-who was president of the Mexican Central Railway before it was
merged with the national lines-there was built in Mexico a system
of railways which will do credit to the western territory of our own
United States. Just before Dinz fell, Mir. Brown put in rock ballast
and the Folid steel on the railways all over northern Mexico at a cost
unjustilled by the traffic at that time, and these are the things that
are keeping the railways in operation to-day. In traveling over the
lines of tile north, at thle sidings where the sick and wheezy engines
operated by the Constitutionalists had to stop and breathe in order
to get up enough steam to go on I walked the rotten ties and dug
into them with my penknife. The road is ready to fall to pieces,
and but for the rock ballast and heavy rails would be utterly impassable. The possibility of operation of the railways there, such
as there is to-day, is a rugged monument to the enterprise of men like
Mr. Brown and MAr. Robinson, with the magnificent crew of railway
builders and operators who went with them in the great pioneer
period of the Diaz regime.
To-day on the base of this monument, the American companies
which are operating trains and maintaining their shops, have built
a superstructure which, though it may appear to the world outside
as a credit to the current government, because it was built under the
Carranza regime, is in reality only a manifestation of that indomitable American spirit which has ever been one of the most potent factors in the civilization and progress of Mexico.
Mr. Ke,.PnvFu,. When you were in Monterrev did you have occasion
to ascertain the opinion of prominent and substantial Mexicans with
reference to the intervention by the United States in the affairs of
Mexico?
MIr. TuloMesox. When I was in Monterrey I made it my business
to go into conditions there for the purpose of reporting to my Government on every phase of the situation as it was in that way that
I conceived my work in the Consular Service. I think I may say
that, simply because I went out to seek this sort of information, I
got a good deal which was of interest to our Oovernment, and which
nmay be of interest here.
Mfonterrey is, first, only 107 miles from the American border, and
has always been known as one of the "Ainericanized" cities of
Mexico. 'The Mexicans of that section know the United States and
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the Americans very well and understand them probably better than
other Mexicans can.
Therefore, the upper class, at any rate, look upon the United States
with respect, if not with affection, and have a feeling that there are
definite possibilities of pro ress in any assistance wliich the United
States might give. I talked with men of that type, as well as many
others, and found that almost all of them realized that if American
intervention should come in Mexico it would by no means mean annexatlion, but would he rather the sort of mediin we gave Cuba.
As a result, their minds have not been clouded by any fears of
American expansion, and they have never taken seriously the Germn propaganda that the Uniited States was looking with envious
eyes on a11 of northern Mexico. In the course of these dealings with
Mlexicans I obtained data, all of which tended invariably toward
the idea of the inevitability and value of some sort of American intervention.
Mr. K .tAirI.'. Have you written up in permanent form the interviews you had with these Mexicans?
Mr. 'uio.rPsux. Yes; I wrote that matter up) in definite form and
1anve it in my personal files.
Mr. KFrAu tr. Without giving the names of the parties the interviews were with, will you furnish them to the committee for the
record?
Mr. Tlloatrsox. Yes; I can furnish that material, and will be very
glad to do so, in such form as will absolutely protect my informants,.
Mr. K(EAurcL. Will you read from the interviews written up by
you such parts as bear"upon the question asked, in such wise as not
to indicate the identity of the individual?
Mr. TIuo3irsox. Yes. First, I will take the statement of a comparatively young man, the son of one of the original Carranza families in DMexico. This young man is of the type and age to be an
army officer in case of intervention by a foreign power. He told me
that he had just been talking with the governor of the State, and
had said to him:
I do not feel that In any case we of the upper clnss can be expected to take
any part in politics or in the Irny. There i ns

di
time

when I felt it would be

mniy
duty to go into the army and repel any foreign Invasion, incase that should
come, but that time Is no more.

Then my informant went on to explain to me that the cry of
patriotism and the good of the country and the dangers from without had been sounded so many times fn Mexico and there was such
inevitable disappointment with the outrages that were committed
in the name of patriotism, that there was little or no patriotism
left in the minds of the upper-class Mexicans. He said of his own
volition what was told me by many other Mexicans of means:
In ease of invasion or any serious revolution the Governmlent officials, a
tht-y
now constituted, would make tHin the octenslon for nsesittng a large
" loan " on anybody who hald anything for the purpose of paying for "defense ,"
anti as soon as the money was collected they would run off and not protect

tlre

anything.'

Another Mexican, whose sympathies were still with the old Dia
regime, stated the same thing with regard to forcing loans. This
uan is a sympathizer with Americans, not as a dependent or inferior.
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but as a man who understands the Americans and is understood by
them better than by his own people to-day. He felt that he would
welcome American intervention, for the simple reason that it would
be the best thing for Mexico, and because he was sure that itwould
mean no such terrible thing as the lower-class Mexicans are led to believe it would. In connection with that he told me of the time when

the Americans came in 1847, how itwas said that all the lower classes
flocked to the hills in terror, stayed there thlre days, and then came
back loaded with baskets of food to sell to the soldiers. "It would
be like that all over again," he said, with reference to the possible

coming of other American troops.
Another prominent mnan, an original suympathizer with the Madero
revolution, consdldered that the false Mexican pride was the chief
stumbling block in the solution of the Mexican problem. He said:
(lernany. which Is a great power. is not ashaniel to ask other powers to
colie and pIolice their country, andl yet Mexico Istoo proud to allow such a
thing. It'
seins as Ifthee unist 1e something wrong with a pride like that,
as If it were not entirely justifed by thi( facts in the ease.

lie frankly stated that lie believed that Mexico would have to be
policed or handled by some outside force-he hoped by the JLeague
of Nations, as that would be much more simple than the United
States, from the Mexican viewpoint. In that connection lie remarked, "Carranza is anti-American, of course." This man's attitude is one of absolute hopelessness as far as Carranza is concerned.
He has hope that some rebel leader may become important and strong
enough to obtain the support of the UInited States, and thus be able
to oust Carranza. It always is understood in Mexico that the United
States put Carranza in power, and can put him out and some one
else in whenever it so desires.
A prominent Mexican who has had connection with the banking
business, but who has no definite political affiliation, looked at the
question from an economic viewpoint. He spoke at considerable
length during one interview I had with him of the false pride which
kept Mexico from taking help, or even advice. He expressed the belief that there was no hope of getting peace in Mexico under the
present Government, and said that no profitable change seemed possible without the aid of the United States.
Conditions and business are going to worse and worse extremes
so rapidly that he could see no hope now of business getting back
on its feet without outside aid, and such aid the Mexican Government was not only unable but unwilling to give. He cited the cost
of money, up to C0 and 75 per cent a year. and then traced back
over the tangled mass of causes which had led up to that condition,
which had made legitimate business impossible and forced Mexico
to " live on her fat," as he expressed it.
lie said that credit had been utterly and completely destroyed by
the present Government, so thoroughly destroyed that the people
had not even faith in the Government gold coins, and questioned
the value of the 24 peso gold piece. He said that credit could
not be restored by the Mexicans themselves in a generation, and
then only by a herculean effort, efforts of which the country was
utterly incapable; that only the United States had the credit to
finance the Mexican industry and business; and that credit would
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not come now because there was no faith in Mexico. He traced
the vicious circle round and round, always reaching the same point
of completely broken faith in both the present Government and
in Mexico herself.
Another man who had also been in the banking business stated
to me that he believed Mexico can never be settled by the present
Government because of its outrages, and, further, the belief of
everyone that it can not start upon the basis upon which all building must be done-that is, the basis of confidence of the people; but,
as he said, " what else is there"? The inference was from what he
said again and again, that it was up to the United States.
A man prominent in manufacturing pointed out to me that,
owing to the fact that if a Mexican supported Carranza he was a
prey to bandits, and if he should buy off the bandits lie was a prey
to the Carrancistas as a "traitor," the present position of Mext.
cans of standing in the country must of necessity be one of abso.
lute apathy, for "no government- in the last 10 years has ever been
able to prove itself strong enough to justify any man with anything
to gain throwing his influence with it."
The above expression, of a high-class Mexican's attitude is significant for its obvious truth, and as an explanation of why Carranza can not command the support of men with ability and prop-.
erty, who must keep themselves in such condition as to be able
to prove to the next fellow who comes to power that they never
really meant it with Carranza.
A condition, which is probably largely local ir Monterrey, came
to my attention many times in connection with Mexicans who had
been ruined by the revolution but who have obtained capital from
the United States and had been able to rebuild their business.
These were men who had had dealings with Mexicans in Monterrey
and also with Americans in the border towns, but when they were
ruined and had to begin again their Mexican associates had refused
to help them, while the banks and their friends on the border many
times advanced them considerable sums of money on their personal
and unsecured notes.
Mr.' KEARFUL. Is that the character of men whose opinions you
have been quoting?
Mr. ThIo.tPsoN. No, sir. This is the only man I have mentioned
who had had favors from Americans.
Mr. KIEARFUL. Were the men whose opinions you have been quoting men of business and high standing in the community?
Mr. THoalrson. They were, and in addition they were men who
were not dependent in any way upon the favor or the trade of the
United States.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is the reason for the necessity of withholding
their names from publication in your testimony?
Mr. THo IrsoN. These men are living in Mexico under the sufferance of the bandit type who now control the Government. If their
testimony were given out, or if by my description of them it were
possible for them to be identified by the Carrancistas, they would be
persecuted by iniquitous taxes, by false imprisonment, and by underground attacks which would ruin them politically, personally, and
financially. In fact, I may say that some of the men whom I have
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quoted have suffered in the past from just that sort of persecution.
They are men who have never taken part actively in politics, and
have, therefore, never come under even the simulated legal ban of
having been a traitor or enemy to the constitutionalist cause. They
are subject to persecution only because they attended to their own
business, and did not actively support the C(rranza regime.
To return to the type of men who obtained credit in the United
States when their own people refused help, I may say that men of
that type have learned from personal experience, which touches them
very deeply, that the Ameriean is just and that he will express faith
in those who are worthy of it. This bond is a strong one wherever
it exists, and that it does exist has been proved by the expressions of
men of that type to me. I consider it something of which we as
Americans can be very proud, that men of our country continue to
express their faith, as they do, in Mexico and have proven their
ability and their honesty.
I of course talked to many men of less prominence, and I would
like to say here that the small-calibered middle-class Mexican (who
really does not see much farther than the peon), who thinks only of
the day, who has been educated in the United States or has had business there: this type of man has all the false pride and sensitiveness
which marks Mex cans as'a whole. This type of man believes in his
heart that something outside Mexico might solve the problem and
undoubtedly would solve it, and his only objection is the fact that if
this outside aid would come, and was even accepted, it would be a
reflection upon that same Mexican pride. This ' pride" is perhaps
their only trait which is understood by the State Department and
by the White House, and sometimes itseems to be the only point
which is considered by our officials dealing with the Mexican Goieminment. That condition has been so overemphasized and petted
that as a result that pride has taken the form of braggadocio, and
a belief that Americans are afraid of Mexico.
Mr. KAnyvu,. Did you secure the opinions of any foreigners, other
than Amerr'ans, who were prominent in business inthat section?
Mr. Turo rsox. I made it a point to interview a number of these
men, and think that perhaps the statements of two of them will be
of interest. Both of them are business men.
O.ne of these men stated to me that there is "a very large proportion of genuine pro-Americans among the leading Mexicans here,"
the v.esult of educating their children in the United States and of the
trade they have with Americans. lie feels, however, that it is not
entirely safe to judge the pro-Americanism of to-day without taking
into consideration the fact that the only trade of importance in
Monterrey is now with the United States, and that there is actual
financial profit to be gained from the friendship of that country.
On the other hand, he felt that the situation of its being worth while
to be friendly with the United States would always be the only hold
that Americans will ever have over the Mexicans anyway, so that
the feeling of pro-Americanism is "good business'--is really a
solid ground to work upon. Hle said, cautiously, that although he
had known the Mexicans for many years he never felt that he could
really tell what a Mexican was thinking about him.. This man said
that in case of foreign intervention all the business men would be
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pro-American, and the lower classes would remain divided, as they
:ire to-day.
The other foreigner whom I will quote is a keen analyst of Mexican character. Like all men of means in that section, he is fearful
of the present Government. He explained that the Mexican mind
*naturally takes an opinion contrary to yours, and especially admires
the man who is fighting against odds, that being the Mex'ican idea
of being "miy hombre," or a real man. That explains much of the
sympathy for Gernany, for the German propaganda work of Germany " Ihting the world" has had much effect. It also explains
Carranza s apparently insane opposition to the United States at
every turn as part of his campaign to gain prestige in Latin America. This foreigner expressed the opinion of the Intelligent business
man of this section when he laughed at Carranza's treatment of
bolshevism and anarchy and his treaties with Latin-American powers,
and says this latter is only a form of Latin pomp. This man is
obviously pro.American, but rather unhappy over our trade methods,
and says Mexico will go back to Europe if present trade methods are
continued. He believes that business in Mexico will remain at practically a standstill until confidence is restored in the Government,
but does not say when, if ever, he expects the present Government
can have the confidence of the people.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do the things you have stated with respect to Mexicans, as to the necessity for withholding their names, apply to these
foreigners as well?
MAr. Ttuoarsox. Yes; it certainly does.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is it safe to even give their nationality?
Mr. Tnomrsox. Absolutely not; because that might help identify
these men.
Mr. KEAnRFU. Do you think, if they were known or might be
identified there would be danger of reprisals being visited upon
them by the present Mexican authorities for having expressed such
sentiments
'Mr. TIioI.PSox. I think such reprisals would be forthcoming, undoubtedly: although, as these foreigners are not Americans. Carranza would have to be much more careful and roundabout in his
persecutlon of them than lihe need he with Americans.
Ar. KEArBr',. What do yenu find to be the opinion of Americans
operating in Mexico with reference to the solution of the Mexican
problem?
Mr. Tuno irsox. I know of no American in northern Mexico who
does not consider that intervention by the United States would be a
real solution of the Mexican problem. Most of them who still remain. however, recognize that if such intervention should come it
might injure their business, and not only theirs, but the business and
the immediate future of Americans in other sections of Mexico.
These men recognize, however, that in case of intervention Monterrey,
being a strategic point of great importance, would be taken and
held by the Americans probably longer than any other single section,
and knowing our people an'd our methods they realize that if an
American administration had sufficient tine it would gain the confidence of the Mexican people, and that the business of residents of
Monterrey would, therefore, have time to recover. They are, therefore, free from the feeling of the Americans in southern Mexico that
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their personal profit demands that they should be left alone. They
look at the problem with considerable clarity, and I think I will get
none of them in trouble with Carranza by saying that they would
accept American intervention in Mexican affairs.
Tlhee men, when I was in Monterrey, had been and were fighting
the battles of America on a frontier, which we at home may not
recognize as a frontier, but with a patriotism and love of country
which compared favorably with the attitude of any American in th
country or in France. They were keeping the light of American
prestige burning abroad amid great discouragements, from their own
(Government as well as from Mexico, and were as thorough Amerlcans and as willing to stand or fall by our Government, whatever it
did during the war, as any Americans alive. They are friendly to
Mexicans. and arel respected and honored by them, and such belief in
intervention as they have is solely with the idea of helping Mexico
rather than helping themselves. That attitude of believing in the
value of intervention for Mexico herself is, I believe, almost universal in the minds of Americans in Mexico. There are men whose
business would be entirely ruined by American occupation, but these
men, because they believe in Mexico and believe in the value of
American influence in Mexico, nevertheless believe that American
aid will truly solve her problems.
Mr. KEARFUL. We sometimes hear statements from a few Americans in Mexico to the effect that the Mexican problem is in fair
process of being solved by the Carranza government, and that there
isno need for outside help. Have you heard of such Americans?
Mr. Tuno wsox. I have heard of them, and I have talked with them
in this country.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know the reason for that attitude?
Mr. Tnotsrson. I believe that wherever that attitude appears it
is purely from a selfish viewpoint. These men are making money
and are comfortable under the Carranza regime, because, as I stated
early in mi testimony, they have learned how to "handle" the
Carrancistas, and they are making money and getting prominence
out of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. How do they handle the Carrancistast
Mr. THo lesoN. They handle them as I stated above, very largely
by bribery, I believe, and by friendships, which they have established
with the men who, two or thr.e years ago, they regarded and called
in private cut-throats, bandits, and assassins. I believe that any
American who, at the present time, is in favor of Carranza is speaking in the interest of his own personal profit, either directly or in.
directly, and no American who knows Mexico thoroughly to-day or
who knew it in the past, can believe that the present government
can or will solve the 'fexican problem.
Mr.KeARFUL. As a matter of general interest, what can you say
about the operation in Mexico of the Enemy Trading List that was
made up by our War Trade Board during the war with Germanyt
Mr. TourrsoN. That was naturally a subject which had to do
with most of my official work when I was in the consulate at Mon.
terrey. Without going into any great detail, I may state that the
Enemy Trading List, as applied to Mexico, was supposedly directed
against German firms or anti-American Mexicans, the idea being
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in Mexico, as all over the world, to prevent the Germans from gaining prestige and trade advantage which might, during the war, or
afterwards, redound to the advantage of the enemies of the Allies.
In Monterrey, however, and I believe in all of Latin America, from
what I have been able to hear the Enemy Trading List had almost
the opposite effect, especially in sections close to the border, where
the complicated operations and application of the "bl a ck list" made
it almost impossible for anyone who wished to deal honestly with
the regulations of the War Trade Board to get any goods. The
Germans in Monterrey, for instance, knew of the " black list" almost
immediately upon its preparation m Washington in October, 1917.
The black list did not go into effect until December, so that in the
two months previous to its operation the Germans imported tremendous quantities of all sorts of goods across our border to replenish their stocks. During the war they used either their own influence
with the Mexicans or the knowledge of the black list they had
obtained for the replenishment of their stocks steadily.
The result was that profiteering was rampant. and that the
Mexicans as well as the foreigners of Monterrey paid tremendous
prices for all drugs and hardware (the lines in which the Germans
predominated), and that through that profiteering the Germans
gained capital and a hold on the trade of Mexico which it will be
almost impossible to break in years to come. The friendly foreign.
ers and Mexican concerns did import some goods, but this was
always subject to great delays and expensive losses. In the drug
business, for instance, there were practically no firms except the
Germans, who had large stocks. and in case of sickness, and especially during the influenza epidemic, the foreigners were forced
to go to the German drug stores to get drugs and supplies. I have
known personally of dozens of patriotic Americans who went to
the back doors of German drug stores at night, in order to get a
prescription filled, and to conceal their identity from critical persons. The same thing applied in the hardware business, and the
stocks of American goods which the Germans had always handled,
because American goods were always more popular with the Mexicans, were steadily replenished and the windows of these stores
always carried fresh American goods at most astonishingly high
prices. During the war the Black List was revised from time to
time, and all Mfexicans were always anxious to conciliate those in
charge of the permits for importation of goods; .but the ultimate
result was never good, and the psychological attitude of the Mexicans toward Americans and American merchandise in Monterrey
has suffered extremely through the operation of the Black List.
Mr. KEARiIUL. Did you know of an individual who called himself
Dr. Atli
SAir. TuoaesoN. Yes; I knew Dr. Atl personally in Paris in 1918,
but I have not seen him since.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is his real name?
Mr. THOMPSON. Gerardo Mfurillo.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his connection with the'Carranza revolution?
Mr. THo irsox. He was in Paris during the Carranza revolution, posing as an artist, but actually the head of the Constitutionalist junta in Paris. It is said that he was personally responsible
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for the failure of the loan which tHuerta tried to float in Europe in
1913. Carranza had announced that when ho got to Mexico City
he would repudiate that loan, and Dr. Atl, as the representative of
the Constitutionalists in Paris, went to various members of the

Paris Bourse, and finally got publicity in a prominent Paris news.

paper of that report, and the immediate result was that the French

bankers decided that they would not underwrite the Huterta loan.
Dr. AtI later returned to Mexico and was made director of the
National Academy of Fine Arts. He has always been known as
a prominent Carrancista, and has always been classified as
one of the so-called Bolshevists.

Hie was, I believe, in this country,

in the early part of this year and was imong those deported as an
utndesirable citizen under the espionage act, along with the Russians,
Emma Goldman, etc.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you in your possession a letter written by

Dr. Atl to a representative of Carranza in the United States from

Paris?
Dir. Tjiom-sox. Sieh a letter came into my possession itbout four
months zgo and interested me considerably, as it was written wlihe
I was seeing D)r. Atl in Par'is aind when, as 1 say, I knew him only
as an artist.

r.t:
KEAtftu . Do you also have a translation of that letter?
Mr. Tnoxresox. I have a translation of that letter.
fr. KE.iFUL. Do you object to placing it in the record?
Mir. TIoIersox. No, sir.
Mfr. KIEARrFIL. The letter will be inserted as follows, the name of
the person to whom the letter is addressed being omitted :
3 IIs BAnREUX STREET, PaRIs,
CONSTITUTrIOALIsT J 'NTA

0 k M>XICO,

Parts.
3iv 1EL.ov:n: Vour letter hais iher extremely gratifying to ale because it
brings me newa of you nud because I see you are Iattllng for the revolutionfor the eternal revolution, savior of the world. All Iny enlergles are for the
revolutlol in Mexico, which I thus define:
land and llbel ty.
Land and liberty for all.
seen to me very
The appointment by Citixon Carranza in selecting youll
appropriate, and Ith of u--you ind I--vcn be very useful if we get together
ny
part
.I offer you our
and
documents.
O,
interchange
of
Ideas
in active
periodical now anl ihreafter; If you wish to make a serious study of Mexican
affalre, I will publish It for you in some one of the most Important reviews of
Paris. In nil the ptres I have good friends and we can make--we are makingan Intelligent caumlpaign in favor of Mexico.
When you have any interestlung lnformnaton and can send It by telegraph
It will be very useful to us.
I translate the cllpplings you send. Once they are used, I shall return them
to you.
At this very mlonlent. in the Chanulber of Deputies, an iltterpellation Is being
mande on the loan. The minister of finance will not allow the bonds of the loan
to he quoted on the exchange, an will not pernuit any operation to be
officially made on saiold loan.
This, as you see, Is decisive and constitutes a triumph, which is due to Dnx
Lombardo, Alvares Rul, and Lizardl,.
The recognitiont of the belligerency of the revolutionaries would be desirable.
for, ns you say, the revolution would take an enormous Impulse. Money and
arms are what are lacking. Indeed, I believe so. If you could see the
poverty through which we are passing here. Fortunately. I am better trained
to get along as a buffoon than all the fakirs of the Ganges.
lOne here is entirely up to date as to the events that are transpiring into
3lexlco and as to the attitude of the United States.
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amlvery

glad to deliver your giwdl wlshles to the con1inttee

II IuuI
letrstillto shake yl1i'rialIIdmost fraternally.
Anil to rean s ielhnllg wortll while from you arssoon as

I call myself Atl llilnot 1urlillo.

1945
Inlari,

ltnd

lwssible.

I'.PaI., .hly31, 1913.

AMr. ICE.ntVL,. In this letter I)r. Atl nakes Iuse of the slogan. more1111
or less familiarly known in Mexico among the radical class of revo.
hitionists, timely. 1Land
"
and liberty." Whnt do you understand
to be intended by tllt class when they use the slogan, " Land and
liberty "?
That phrase, apparently, interprited in AMexico,
3r. Tito
nrso.
:oth in the explanations by the orators nminradical type and also by
its operation, to mean land without payment, and the liberty to take
what you want.
Mr. KEAtRFUL. )o yonl mean the land that belongs to others should
lie taken and divided among the revolutionists, without payment,
and the liberty of those who have not to take from those who have,
without payment t
Mr. Tnoursox. These were certainly the promises which were
made by the revolutionists to the Mexican people, and that promise
was expressed by that slogan of "Land and Liberty."
Mr. KEAnFt'L. What 1hs been your observation las
to the carrying
out of that slogan, according to that definition, as evidenced by the
acts of the n(arranza revolttionists?
Mr. THOrsrso,. My observation has been that the land has been
taken from those who had it and has been given to those who had
niot, but the favored section of the "have nots" has been the Carranza officials and generals. who I learned have obtained possession
of many of the finest landed properties in Mexico, which they are
operating for their own profit. In many cases they have had, as
farm labor, soldiers of the army, the laborers being the same type
of Mexicans to whom the promise of free land was held out. ''he
only thing free, one might say, being the ermission to labor upon
these haciendas for the meager pay of a Mexican private soldier.
Mfr. KEARFUL. Does that apply to the farms that

Iave been bought

and developed anti built up as homes by Americ an colonists in
Mexico?
Mr. THo lPsox. I am so informed that that is the case in such
sections as Tampico, but I have no personal knowledge of that.
Mr. KIEAnU. What do you understand to be meant by Dr. Atl.
when he speaks in his letter of "the Eternal Revolution, savior of
the world "?
Mr. Tinonaisox. Dr. Atl is a radical, by his own statement and by
his association with radicals in this country and in Europe and. in
Mexico. That letter was written I believe, in 1913, and his identiflcation of the Mexican revolution with the Eternal Revolution
means, I believe, that lie considers the Mexican revolution as a phase
of the world revolution advocated by Lenin and Trotski.
1Mr. KEAnFU., It was onlaccount Of sentiments such as those that
lie was deported from this country as an undesirable alien?
Mr. Tulo:m sox. So I understand.
Mr. IKEARFUL. Did you know a Mexican lawyer named Jorge Vera

Estafiolt
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Mr. TlomPsox. I knew Mr. Vera Estaflol slightly in Mexico, and
I understand he is now living in Los Angeles. He was a man of
great prominence as an educator and as a student of Mexican affairs.
lHe was connected with the educational plans of Gen. Diaz, and was,
I believe, minister of education under M udero.
Mr. EARvFUL. Was he recognized as a man of integrity and high
standing in Mexico?
Mr. TIOMPSON. I do not believe that any Mexican will deny that
he ranked with the best of the intellectuals.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you a letter written by him, expressing his

opinion upon the Carranza regime?
Mr. THOMPSOx. I have a copy of a letter which he wrote to a

Mexican publication in the United States, speaking of the new constitution.
Mr. KEARFUL. Will you submit that for the record?

Mr. TlioMPsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFU!

ThlRt Imay go into the record, as follows:

In one place it (the 1017 constitution) recognizes the existence of Individual
property alind thus does inot place all linds at the.service of the coutniunity;
and in another plnte all Innts are dechartl potentially soelallzadle, which

dleprecintea their value. makes difficult tany opportunities for operations which

actually divide and snlllivhle it, land Inpede. the investment of capital in its
development; a conlditloln Ilnlispensthble to its liing cut lip to small parcels, antd
agriculture remains stationary. When the mll*st engine hope consists, in
the case of expropriation, in receiving a plper depreciated 25 to 80 per cent
below normal, of the nlouinal value of the property, It is not human to hope

that the owner will put into it either work or protection or money. Thus, the
regime Is neither properly Individualistic, because It does not contain serious
guaranties of the private patrimony, nor Is it comunistle, because It does nl,t
place the real estate at the service of the community. It Is essentially a regime
of Iilstitutlonal despotism, since. under the guise of taconstitutional system,
It dedicates the program of thefts and robberies which have been carried out

by the armed citizenry during the revolutionary period. And the "armed

citizenry"
(who are now called "public functionarnes") have Interpreted admirably the spirit of the political cabal.

Mr. KEARFUL. During the time you were in :Mexico doing literary
work, and acting as the vice consul at Monterrey, and since you left
Mexico, have you been a student of Mexican history and of the Mexican problem as it now exists?
Mr. THOMPSON. I have devoted considerable attention to the Mexican problem in many of its phases, more particularly the social.
Mr. KEAbrmL. Have you formed a definite opinion that you care
to state in regard to what you think ought to be done to solve the
Mexican problem?
Mr. ToPsox. During my residence in Mexico in the time of
Gen. Diaz I always felt that Mexico should and must be .n independent country, and that the Mexicans were perfectly capable of
solving their own problems, perhaps because there was at the time
a growing influence of American ideas, political and economic, which
were filtering into the consciousness of the Mexican people and into.
their conception of governmental and social rights. I left Mexico
in 1910, somewhat previous to the revolution of Madero, and during
the time of my residence in this country and abroad and up to my
return to Monterrey in 1918 I was opposed to intervention as a solution of the Mexican problem. I did not believe that it would do the
work, and when I returned to Mexico as vice consul at Monterrey I
carried that idea with me.
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My experience in Monterrey led to a change in my ideas, and I
then realized that intervention was a solution of the Mexican prob.
lem from the Mexican viewpoint. I remain convinced, however,
that from our own viewpoint as Americans.it was decidedly subject
to serious doubts, first, because I did not believe that our people
wished intervention in Mexico or to send an army there, and seeondly, because I feared that an Amercan occupation of Mexico would
create a feeling against Americans which it might take years to
eradicate. The M-exicans, however, with whom I talked In Mon.
terrey convinced me that if occupation by the United States would
have the form in which we occupied Cuba, that that danger of unfriendliness toward our people could very safely be discounted. I
certainly think that intervention in Mexico would be a partial solu.
tion of the Mexican problem, particularly if such intervention is handlied by men of the type whom we sent to Cuba and the Philippines,
and there is no reason to believe that such men will not be available.
The only real objection to American intervention in Mexico is the
cost in money and blood to this country, but a study of the Mexican
.problem from the United States in the recent months has convinced
me that Mexico in her present state is a menace to our peace and to
the solution of our own problem. As the situation is now developing,
I believe we are very likely to be forced into intervention in Mexico
by some such diplomatic Impasse as forced us into the war in Europe, long after our entrance would have saved the situation at relatively little cost and without the after effects which have come from
the long continuance of the European War. I believe now that if
we had had a firm policy toward Mexico from 1910 on, as we had had
a firm policy toward Diaz. that the MeCcan problem would not now
loom as an American problem. The only question in my mind regarding the manner of intervention is whether, if we prepare ourselves to go into Mexico, that very preparation would not settle
fexclan affairs. The influence which the United States must exert
in Mexico is moral, and if the time has passed when moral influence
can be exerted in Mexico without physical force, then the time has
come when we must use that physical force, but I am far from convinced that the moral stand might not even now do the work without war.
I may say that is my opinion, as the result of my observation of
the Mexican situation and of the American attitude toward Mexico,
that though we have almost lost the chance of impressing Mexico
with the necessity of its being a civilized community, without our
actually civilizing it, I still cling fondly to the hope that firmness
may some day be tried before it is forced on us.
There will be an election in Mexico in July. and I am told by
parties close to the administration that the White House is waiting upon the result of that election. VWhether the election satisfies
the White House or not. I fear that the apparent ignorance of the
White House of actual conditions may lead to its support of a man
even less desirable than Carranza. If the election means the be.
dinning of a truly new regime in Mexico, I believe that we would not
intervene, but if it has only the semblance of a new r4gime we will,
in my opinion, drift rapidly toward intervention.
Mr. KAnrtUL. What kind of a new regime do you refer to?
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Mr. Tluoirsox. I refer to a regime which will be dominated more
by the eternal logic of political economy as personified in intelligent
Mexicans than by the peculiarly 3lexican dogmatic conception personified by the radicals now In control.
Mr. KManRFeJ,. Do you mean that element which is represented
by the Intellectual class now exiled from AMexico?
Mr. THo0MPSON. I believe that the Mexican problem will be solved
only by the cooperation of that cla . I have given some attention
to the social, and particularly the" racial phase of Mexican history
and politics, and I believe that it is true that today there are fewer
men of European culture and race in Mexico than at any time since
the Spaniards were driven out in 1821, or a brief period during the
revolution previous to Diaz, when there was a similar exile of the
higher type of Mexicans to this country. Dl)az brought those men
back to help him solve his problems, and it was through their aid.
and chiefly through their aid. that he was able to build up a modern
State in Mfexico. Whatever is the outcome of the Mexican election.
or the outcome of the American intervention which may be forced
as the result of that election, these men who today are living in
penury in the United States must be taken back to Mexico and
must become an integral part of the Mexican Government.
Mr. KEa..FUL. These men are living not only in the United States,
but in other parts of the world, are they notl
Mr. T1orxzsox. They are.
Mr. KF.ARFDL. Is there anything further. Mr. Thompson, you care
to state that you have not already covered?
Mr. ToIMPsoN. No.
(Witness excused.)
(Thereupon at 12.30 o'clock p. m. th committee adjourned.)
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2h4, 1820. by Francis

J. lierful. Esql.. in pursuance of an order of the Subcommittee of
thie C('oinuittee oin l"oreign tRelations of the Senate.

TESTIMONY OF WILEY KING.
(The witness was sworn by 'Mr. Kearful.)
AIr. KEAuItrMU.

You may state your full name.

MIr. Kio. Wiley King.

Mr. KIEA.lr'L. Where do you live

Mr. Ki-o. I live near Chickashn, Okla.; my address is Chickashn.
DMr. IKEARFUL. Are you an Amlerican citizen?
Mr. Kixo. Ye. sir.
Mr. KEAIFUL. Where were you born

Mr. K o. State of Missouri.
MIr. KEARFUL. How long were you in DMexico?
Mr. KC o. I don't know whether I can remember the exact time
or not. I think I went there in November, 1903, in the fall of 1903,
and I left there in October, 1917.
Mr. ICE.ARFVL. What was your business in Mexico?
Mr. Kixo. Farming and stock raising.
Mr. IKCanRFu.

At what place?

*MIr. K xo. At the Atascador hacienda, in the State of Vera Cruz,
district of Valles.
that place from Tampico?
Mr. KEARFUL. How far 8is

Mir. Kxo. How far is it from Tampico?
AMr. IKEARFUVL. Yes.
Mir. KIxo. Some 065 miles, I believe, is the distance.

Mr. KEARFUL. Was this place called Atascador a colony of Ameri-

cans?
Mr. Kxso. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUr,. About how many Americans were located there?

Mr. Kixo. I never did know exactly. There were something in the
neighborhood of a little over 100, I' think, families and single persons together.
Ir. K[EAWRFUL. Was their business the same as yours?

3Ir. K xo. Yes sir.
Mir. KEARFUL. flow many acres of ground did you have?
1949
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Mr. Kixo,. Four hundred and twenty-five.
Mr. KEAUrvL. How did you get it?
Mr. Kxo. I purchased it from a New York company, E. H. Camp.
)ell & Co. At the time he had a business enterprise in Tampico,
grading and building sewer systems in Tampico, grading streets, etc.
Mr. KEAtFur. Did(these American families that you speak of own
small tracts similar to youirsl

Mr. Kxo. Some owned less and some owned a good deal more;
some of them owned as much as I did and some went up as high as
5,000 acres.
Mr. KEARFL'. How miel l id you11
have in cultivation?
Mr. KIxo. About 100 acres.
MIr. KE.,iaru,. What improvements did you have?
Mir. KIso. I had it all f -nced and cross fenced into three different
fielehs and in pastire. I had a house, a barn, and a well, and a wind.
mill, and such like as that on the place.
Mr. Kr.. ur'i,. Workshop?
Mir. Kixo. Yes, sir.
Mr. K.nrFUt,. Farming implements?

Mr. KIxo. Yes, sir; and cattle.
Ir. KeAnrFUL. Did you raise cattle?
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir; I raised cattle.
Mr. KEARFUL. What agricultural products did you raise?
Mr. ICxo. I raised beans and corn, principally.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of a country was that place when you
and your neighbors went there?
Mr. Kixo. Well, it hadbeen a large stock ranch. There was 192
000 acres in the ranch. It had been purchased by this New York
company, E. H. Campbell & Co., and was held by them without any
Americans at all on it, or anybody, except probably a family or two
of Mexicans.
Mr. KEARFUL. Had it been improved in any way?
Mr. KINo. No, sir; it was not improved, except just a few ranch
houses where they staved to herd cattle.
Ar. K{EARFUL. bid the colonists have a school?
Ar. KiNo. Yes, sir.
Ar. KEARFUL,. Did they maintain it themselves?

AMr. KNo. They maintained the school themselves.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Without any aid from the Mexicans?
Mr. Kito. We never got any aid whatever from the Mexican
authorities for the school.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did you happen to go to Mexico?

Mr. KING. There were some solicitors in Chickasha who had gone
down there and gone onto that tract of land, and got up a contr'tet
with Campbell to purchase and colonize it, and they got to advertising it and I went down then.
Mr. KEARFUw. You went down to look at it?
Mir. Kixo. Yes sir.
AIr. KEAnFv. And found there was a good opportunity there?

Mr. KIxo. Yes, sir.

AIr. I{EAIFUL. For a home?
Mr. KINo, For a home.
Mr. KEARFUl,. How-did you find conditions at the time you wuent

there, as to security for life and property?
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. Well it proved to be good up to the revolution.
'lhecn did your first troubles begin?
Mr. Kixu. Our first troubles begun, I think, it was when--the real
troubles, there might have been some minor troubles-when the
Americans entered Vera Cruz.
Mir. KREARFUL. What kind of people were these colonists?
Sir. Kvo, They were the farming class of people, very honest,
and enterprising, as a rule.
Mr. K:AI FnuL. People of good character?
ir. KiNo. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEAIYrL. Did they own their places?
Mir. KIo. They owned their places.
MIr. KEAIFUL, Did they pay their taxes and their debts, and abide
by the laws of the country?
:Mr. KINo. Yes, sir.
MIr. KARFwU,. How did the inhabitants of that settlement coin
pare with the inhabitants of agricultural settlements in this coun.
try?
Mrr. Kixo, I think, speaking of my own country in Oklahoma,
they compared a little above. They all owned their own property,
and they were independent from one another.
Mr. IEARFUL, IHow were you treated by the Mexicans when you
went there, and for some years afterward?
Mr. KINo. We were treated well. There was one man, Mr. Pablo
Rodriquez, had a large ranch right adjoining us, and he instructed
his people to be good to us, the people he had working for him on his
ranch, and they all treated us pretty well. That was the ranch
right close to us.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did the Americans treat the Mexicans?
MIr. Kilxo They treated them very nicely, as far as I ever heard.
I never heard of any abuses at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. lWere they always friendly and on good terms
with the Mexicns?
MIr. KiNo. Yes, sir.
Ir. KEARFUL. You say your first troubles began about the time
of the landing of the American forces in Vera Cruz? Were there any
outrages committed prior to that time
Mr. KINo. Now, I believe there were. I believe the outrages committed on the Gourd tract were before that time.
Mr. KEARFU,. Will you explain what that was?
Mr. KING. Well they roped Mr. Gourd, and threw the rope over
a mesquite tree and held him up, while some of the others committed
outrages on the girls.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was he a member of the Atascador Colony
Mr. KsNo. Yes, sir; adjoining my farm.
Mr. IKEARFUL. What efforts were made to capture the perpetrators
of that outraged
Mr. KING. Mr. Gourd and the two girls came to my house imme.
diately after that happened, that night. and came and told me what
had happened, and I remarked, "My God." I sent my boys and a
Mexican to Coco after the Huerta soldiers.
Mr. KEARFUr . Did the soldiers comet
Mr. KINo. No, sir; they said they didn't have any orders to leave
the station, and couldn't come without orders.
Mir. KI:ArvFU.
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Mr. KEARFIIL. Were the men who committed that outrage afterwards caught?
Mr. KiNo. Yes, sir; those same soldiers, through the efforts of
the governor and the American consul, kept making inquiries and
they wanted me to name the ones we thought had committed the
outraeo. I named the Javala family and one other Mexican, I forget his name, and told the boys to tell that captain at Coco to arrest
those fellows and make them talk, and I thought they would get the
facts in the case. They did so, and they succeeded in capturing 9
meil.
Mr. KIEARFUL. What (lid they do with them
Mr. Kixo. It was reported they had executed 8 out of the 9.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was in the time of Iuerta was it?
Mr. KtNo. Yes sir.
Mr. KEARFUIL. Do you know of any perpetrators of outrages being
captured and executed after the Carranza officers got into control?
Mr. KINGo. I never heard of one.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened at the time of the landing of the
American forces at Vera Cruz?
Mr. KIso. Well, at the landing of the American forces at Vera
Cruz we had to go into the jungle. We were ordered out. We
didn't know very much what had happened, but after we got out
we learned there had been a bunch of Huertistas come out to-kill us,
and they did quite a bit of robbing of the American people there on
the ranches, who were there.
Mr. KEARFUL. You say you did not leave the country?
Mr. KINo. No, sir; I did not leave the country; I went into the
jungle and built a camp there.
Mr. KEARFv. How long did you stay at the camp ?
Mr. KINo. If my memory serves me right, it was 22 days.
Mr. KEARFUL. Fid the other colonists leave the colony and go into
the junale
Mr. Ko. A few of the Chimal people went into tie jungle, and
I think also at San Dieguito, but the most of the American people
had all left the colony at that time. They were ordered out before
that. They left at the time o-1 the entry into Vera Cruz.
Mr. KEARFUL. By whom were they ordered out?
Mr. KINo. They were ordered out, I believe, by Mr. Wilson at that
time.
Mr. KEARFUL. By the American authorities?
Mr. KiNo. Yes, sir; by the American authorities.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason you and your associates did
not obey that order and leave the country
Mr. KGxo. What we had was there in Mexico, and we realized If
we left it that we would be broke up, you know, and not have anything.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the treatment that you received from
your Mexican friends in the locality
Mr. KNxo. Well, they were friendly. Our friends there in the
locality remained friendly all through; were friendly when I left.
Mr. KLARFUL. Did they offer to give you.protection in case of any
trouble that happened?
Mr. KINo. I did not receive any protection from them.
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Mr. KEARFUL. And after 22 days you went back to the farm?
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. 'hnt did you find had happened while you were
gone?
Mr. Kixo. I found they had destroyed a lot of goods left in the
house, and had taken away quite a bit of it. They had taken, I
presume, something like 75 fanegas of corn, and about 40 fanegas
of beans. They had killed at that time nine head of fat hogs and
had taken them away, and all my chickens--about 125 hens, I
would say-and killed, I believe it was, two head of cattle.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the place generally looted or not?
Mr. KINo. Yes. sir. 13My
place and Mr. lHorndike's was right where
the road entered the ranvh from the station at Coco, and that is where
the Huerta soldiers were stationed at that time, and they had come
out most every day and carried off some things, you know, from my
place and Mr. Horndike's, and visited other places, other parts of
the ranch, but not so much, because we were the closest.
Mr. KEARFUL. They took the things that were most convenient?
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir; and most necessary for their use.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you apply to the IIuerta authorities for protection
Mr. KINo. No, sir. We was afraid of the Huerta authorities at
that time. We didn't go about them. at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened then subsequently, after your re.
turn to your place?
Mr. KINo. Well, as I remember, we had a reign of quiet then for
a while. After the Huertistas departed the Carrancistas seemed to
take control, and we had a little ease for a while, and they treated
us very well then.

MIr.'KEAnrFU. When did your next troubles begin?
Mr. K;No. Those are hard dates for me to remember, just when
certain things happened.
Mr. KEAnrFUL. With reference to some event. Do you remember
when the Pershing expedition occurred in 1916?
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir. We had to go to the jungle again when the
Pershing expedition occurred.
Mir. KEARFUL. Were you ordered out again by the American anu
thorities?
Mr. KINo. Yes, sir; we were ordered out again by the American
consul, but received the notification a little late, but we went to the
jungle again. We lost property again at that time, but we didn't
have so much to lose then,
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you return to the farm again?
Mr. KINo. After about 28 days.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened from then on?
Mr. Kixo. Well, that was just the beginning like of these murders, after we came back this time, but I can't give the dates. I
believe the flrst*was when the Villistas came into the country after
that. They came in after the Carranza soldiers at the tihe they held
the siege of Ebano.
:Mr. IEARF'L. That wts before the Pershing expedition, was it
not?
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Mr. KI(o. Yes, sir; that was before the Pershing expedition. I
have got that a little tangled. That was before the Pershing expedition.
Mr. KEAnFUL. That would be in 1915
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir. However, at the siege of Ebano there were
two families, Mr. Bird and Mr. Sigler, who had gone to robbing
the Americans and some of the Mexicans, taking some of the Mexican property. Those Huertistas got a report some way, and they
came in and robbed a few Americans; amnion the Americans a man
tnnmed Lincoln Weder, one that was later killed.
Mr. KEARFUL. You say the Huertistas did that?
Mr. Kixo. No, sir; the Villistas. They took Mr. Dunheim and
Mr. Limerfall, two Gernmans, Mr. Morehead and my boy, and took
them over to another place there. Then they made a dash on Mr.
Bird's place, and went in and carried him away and killed him the
next day; killed him without trial. They had notifed the Americans
to appear, but when they got there they had already executed Bird.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was there any steal g of cattle at that time by
Mexicans?
Mr. Ki o. No. sir; I don't think the Mexicans had ever begun to
take any cattle from the ranches at that time.
Mr. KEARFUl. Were there any cattle stolen after that by the
Mexicans?
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir. That is when the cattle stealing began, after
that occurred.
Mr. KEARmFL. After the Carrancistas came into control?
Mr. Ktxo. After the Carrancistas took control. They had a general staff at the place about 14 miles below on the river. They got
to stealing cattle and taking them down there, and they would sell
them to Manuel Lerdo. There were three of those people. There was
Manuel Lerdo and Napolea Lerdo, brothers. and Pedro Cenobla;
lie was their brother-in-law. They got the stuff that was being taken
down from the American colony there.
,Mr. IK AnFUI, You say these were Carranza officers?
Mr. Kxo There was a Carranza general. and a colonel and a
major. The first two named was the general and colonel, and the
last named was a major.
Mr. KEanr.. As I understood you, these Carranza military officers were buying cattle that were stolen from the colonists?
Mr. Ktxo. Yes. sir.
Mr. Kr.AnRFTr.. Was any effort made by the colonists to get their
cattle hack or to prevent their being stolen?
Mr. Ktxo. Lin-oln Weder went down, after we had heard reports
that they were stealing the cattle from some other Mexi-an peons
there. Lincoln Weder went down to investigate, and found some of
the cattle there in the corral, and lie protested against it. and he camp
back home. They told him they would pay something for it, but
I don't think thev ever did. Ile came back home. and that night
there were some parties went down, but they failed to catch them.
The report followers then that thi next Americans that came there
and i~ise:d a disturbance nrobahly would fail to ever get home.
Mr. KEARnFrV Did Weder ao back?
Mr. Kl xo. That information came out a few days after I left
Mexico. A few days after I came out Weder went b" k down there
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to protest again against the stealing, and they followed him out and
killed him before le got home. That is when he was killed. That
is according to the information from my youngest son, and was reported to be on the 24th of October, two years ago last October.
Air. KEARFUl . 1017
AMr. KIo.1917.
Mr. KIEAnRFi,. What live stock was taken from your place?
AMr. Kso. I lost horses and mules and cattle and hogs, and we
lost a lot of poultry.
Mr. K(EArrL. About how many cattle did you lose?
Mir. Kiro. About 25 head.
MIr. KEARFtr. And about how many horses and mules?
Mr. Ki o. About the same, 25 head, something near that.
AMr. KErARFCL. Did you ascertain who the parties were who took
the stock?
Mr. KIxo. The first that we lost was during G(en. Aguilar's term.
They took two horses and dragged my son from one of the horses
and punched him in the back with a gun, after hie told them lihe
would go with them to the general and get the stock back. They
dragged him from the horse and punched him in the back with a gun,
and sent him bark home. and took the horses on. The next property
we lost, that we knew who got the stuff, was a bunch of five Pelaeri
men that went through the country. They got seven head of horses
and mules. The next bunch they got was just after I came out,
they got five head more, supposed to be Carrancistas. We got one
mule back after that. That was some of the Carranza faction.
AMr. KEARFvL. Did you get any protection from the Carranza general against that stealing
Mr. KItNo. Not a bit in the world. He seemed to be trying to
get the stuff out, and would give a little for it to those men that
would bring it in.
Mr. KEAPUL. Do you think the Carranza generals were in collusion with the, bandits?
Mr. Kao.I think so, from what one Mexican that bore down on
us with a gun as we came out-from what he said. He said that he
was afraid of the Americans. I told him he needn't be afraid of the
Americans; that they had not harmed anybody and would not harm
them. He said he was afraid of them, and told the officers at this
town down on the river that he was afraid of them, and ho said the
officer told him, "Can't you protect yourself? Haven't you got a

gunt " At that time they had two WIinchesters, and one man had a
rope down, as though he intended to rope us.

DMr. KEARF . These were bandits, were they?
Mr. KtNo. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. And they told you about that conversation they
had with the Carranza general?
Mr. KIto. Yes, sir. These were the same parties that had been
stealing the cattle.
Mir. KEARFUL. And these cattle were turned over to the Carranza
general
Mr. KIso. Yes. sir; turned over to these three officers.
Mr. KEARFVL. Were there any Germans located in that particular
place
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Mr. Kio. There was just two German families there.

*Mr.KEARFUL. How were they treated

Mr. KINo. They were treated very nicely.
Mr. KEARPFU. They were not robbed or run out of the country?
Mr. KiNo. I never heard of their ever being robbed of one cent,
and they were there when we left.
Mr. Ke.AruL. They are still there, as far as you know?
Mr. KING. Yes, sir.
Mr. KFJAsFR . What became of the American citizens who were
members of that colony?
Mr. KING. They are scattered throughout the States, where their
former homes were.
Mr. KEARFUL. None of them are there now?
Mr. KINo. None of them are there at all on the ranch. I think
there are a few in the district of Tampico in the oil fields.
Mr.-KEARnUl,. Working in the oil fields?
Mr. KING. Yes, silr

Mr. KEARVU1L. Did many of these people have all they had in thi
world on these places?
Mr. KING. Yes, sir; I think so.
Mr. KEARIF I. Was that the rule?
Mr. KiNo. As far as I could see, nil the people that were there on
the ranch had all their effects generally with them.
Mr. KEARFmr,. What protection was ever given to any of these
American citizens by the American Government?
Mr. KIoG. The only protection they ever got, any of them, was
the American Government did help some of them to leave the
country. They had to go away and leave their property, and many
of them that had considerable means sometimes didn't have much
money on hand, and they didn't have time to sell or dispose of anything to get money. They had to get out and go.
Mr. KEARFUL..DO you know whether any of them ever made any
complaint to Washington authorities about the way they had been
treated in Mexico?
Mr. KiNo. There were.no protests made only through the Ameri" can consul. I suppose he made protests against the way the Americans were treated.
Mr. KEARFUI. Who was the American consul at that time?
Mr. Kixo. Clarence A. Miller.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did he say to you about affording protection?
Mr. Kixo. Well t he didn't advise anything, only to make a list
of it and turn it into the Secretary of State, I believe it was, at
Washington, D. C.
Mr. KEARFULw. Was that done?
Mr. KoG. By a good many. I never turned in a list, from the
fact that we were losing right along, and I was advised by this last
consulMr. KEARFUL.

Dawson?

Mr. KxNo. Yes, sir; Dawson. I was advised to wait until later
and then turn in the list altogether when we had seen what we had
lost.
Mr. KEARFUL. What advice did you receive from the American
consul as to what you should do at any time?
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Mr. KINo. I didn't receive any.
Mr. KEARFUL. He did advise you to get out of the country, did he
not?
Mr. KING. Oh, yes; we were notitfled to leave the country.
Mr. KEARFUL. bid you or any of your neighbors have any concessions that gave ,you special privileges over anybody else?
Air. K xo. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. You bought your land and paid for it?

ir. KINo. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. And got yor title?
Mr. KIxo. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARUL. And paid your taxes?
Ar. KIro. Yes, sir.

Air. KFARFUL. You were not engaged in exploiting the Mexican
peons, were you?
Mr. Kxo. No, sir; we weren't employed by any of the Mexicans.
We employed the peons; we worked them.
IMr. KEARFUL.

Was that beneficial

to them, or otherwise

Air. Kixo. Sure it was. It was their only way of subsisting, to get
work from some one.
AIr. KEARFU,. What effect did the American enterprises have on
their condition?
Mr. Kt o. It seemed to have a wonderful effect. It got them to
wearing good clothes and good shoes and good American hats, in
many instances; not altogether, but in many instances.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they have a feeling of gratitude toward the

Americans?
Mr. Klo. Yes, sir. I had one Mexican that worked for me about
six years. He often told me how he used to have to work for very
small wages, and how he had to live, and said if I ever came back
to the United States he was going to come with me.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Was that illustrative of the improvement of the
Mexicans generally, on account of American enterprises?
Mlr. Klxo. I think so. I think the Mexicans that were employed
by the Americans were generally satisfied.
Mr. KEArFUL. What kind of people were these Mexican workmen
generally? Were they quarrelsome and hard to get along with or
not?

AMr. Kxo. No. sir; not in their natural moods, they were not.

Mr. KEARFUL. Were they peaceful and industrious
Mr. KINo. Very peaceful and industrious; yes; fairly industrious
when they were hired to work. They were an inoffensive kind of
people. That is. the under class, you know.
Mr. KE.ARFFU. Were they impulsive and easily aroused to action?
Mr. KIxo. We didn't have any trouble along that line. We never
had any trouble with the men we were working with. We never had
any trouble in getting along with them.
" Mr. KEARFUL. Were these people that worked for you revolItionistst
.Mr. Ki.o. No; we didn't have anything to do with the revolutionist faction in the way of labor.

Mr. KEAr F ,. Where did they come from?
Mr. KINo. They were a class that were picked up through the coun.-

try. Perhaps some were a class of laborers, you know, that had been
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laboring, maybe some of them for American people. When the Carrancistas were at my place one time some of them said they had
worked for the Americans. They never gave us any trouble then;
those fellows didn't.
Mr. KIlFtArrI.. Those that worked for the Americans thought well
rf the A\mericans, did they?
Mr. KINxo. They thought well of the Americans.
Mr. KE.nRF'IJ. Where did the leaders of the revolution come from?
Mr. Kixo. I would say the leaders came from the middle or upper
class, mostly.
IMr.
KI:.airr,. 1'lint part of the country did they come from?
Mr. Kix(o. l'heyI generally came from the cities: people who were
dulcnted a little bit.
Mr. K:. irr',.Did they come from the north of Mexico?
Mr. Kicxu. No: they come from anywhere in Mexico.
Mr. KE.twrUL. Whliat information have you as to murders of Amer.
ilans in that locality. besides the ones you have mentioned ?
Mr. Ki u. IBesides the ones I have mentioned here this morning?
M3r. FEARFUL. Yes.
Mr. Kixo. There wai Weder, that they followed out and killed;
and there was L. A. Dunn, that was killed down near Tampico.
.\Mr. KE.nr

. What do you know about the killing of L. A. Dunn?

Mr. KIxo. I don't know anything about it, only what I have heard,
tha(lnt he was a bookkeeper for the Mexican Gulf Oil Co., and they had
a pay roll of $10,000, aiid those bandits came in there and robbed
them, and then some one in the camp blew a whistle, and they turned
on the Americans then and killed some of them. My information
is they killed Dunn and three others, and one Mexican.
Mr. KuvA.rvr,. From whom did you get that report?
Mr. Kxso. The report came from my son, who was at that time
in Tampico.
Mr. KsEARvFUL. Your son was there at the time?
Mr. Kixo. He was in Tampico at the time. He saw Mr. Dunn be.
fore he died.
Mr. KEARFUL. What other murders (do you know about?
Mr. Kixo. The Franklin murder, I just heard a report of that.
Franklin was one of my neighbors.
Mr. Kunrui.. Was ]uunn also one of your neighbors?
Mr. Kixo. Yes, sir; the Dunn family lived in three miles of
me; mighty nice people. There was another killing that I heard of.
There was one man named Pilgrim that was waylaid and killed at
Chimal. I have no details other than that he was waylaid and
killed there.
Mr. KFARFUI,. Was that another American colonist?
Mr. Ktxo. Yes sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. In that same vicinity?

Mr. KIxo. Some 75 miles from ours.

Mr. KnEARFL. Do you know what has happened to the Chimal

colony?
Mr. Kixo.
often. They
left. A few
Pilgrim was

Pretty much. I saw some of the Chimal people quite
went out on the first order. They have pretty much
stayed with their stock, and later, when this man
killed and they lost some property, they mostly sold
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out and all got away. They were all gone but about three, I believe,
the last I heard.
Mr. 'KInFUvL. Ine you any information generally about various
other colonies of Americans in that region?
Mr. Klo. I had a small amount of information from San Dieg.
uito. The people generally had left up there, and one man told ime
they had 000 head of cattle, and when they went to get them, he
said: " We got 300 and they got tit0." That was MIr. ones, of the
Jones-Cowan Stock Co.
Mir. Ker Lt,. Were these colonists, according to your information, pretty much the same as the Atascador colonists?
Mir. K
Pretty much. They were ordered to get out. There
Pxo.
was another place where the people had to leave. It wasn't so
much a colony. There were two or three families there. They
were south and west of us on the river, a family named Ogden
that had quite a lot of property there. This man Manuel Ierdo
would go there and get things, and just give then a receipt for it
and his wife got tired of it and tore up one of the receipts and
threw it down, and it made him mad and he made threats against
them, and they had to get up and leave; left everything they had.
Mfr. KrEsRFUL. What is the condition of those farms now?
Mr. Kixo. They are growing up again with brush. There is lots
of land that has been cleared up that is going back into brush again.
The houses were stolen, or carried away piece by piece, for the lurmber and iron that was used in building them.
Mr. KEARFUL. None of the land is being cultivated now?
AMr. Kixo. I don't think but a very little. We left a man on our
place, and the boys made a trip back there and the oldest wrote me
lie thought the oh' man would starve out. lie stated hie was not doing
very much. He said I wouldn't know the place if I would see it.
AMr. KEARFUL. How do you account for the fact that the Germans
were not molested.
Mr. Kixo. Well, the Germans kind of stood in with them. During
the period of this European war they talked to the Mexicans. so we
understood, and told them if the United States ever fought Mexico
they would fight with the Mexicans.
Mr. KEARrL. It was a fact, though, that Germans living in the'
colony were not molested, but were well treated and are still there?
Mr. KINo. They were well treated, and were still there when I left.
Mr. KEARFUL. ou have never gone personally to the State Department to get information about what you should do or what
protection you might receive?
Mr. Kixg. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did any of your friends go there for that purpose?
Mr. Kixo. Not as I know of. As far as I know, all of our people
who have had any information at all was by the advice of the consul.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the feeling in regard to receiving protection from the American Governmentl
Mr. Kuro. The feeling in Mexico?

AMr.

KEARsFL. Yes.

Mr. KNxo. It really was rather high against the United States for
not protecting them.
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" Mr. KEARFUL. When you and your neighbors went to Mexico to
make your home in that settlement, was thereany intimatio;i from
an body that you would not receive protection in case you were perse.
cuted?
Mr. KINGo. No, sir. We thought, on the other hand, that we would
be protected.
AIr. KEARFULt
. What made vol think that?
Mr. KING. We thought the United States would protect its people
anywhere. I don't know really how we came to that idea, but that
was the general opinion, that they would be protected anywhere.
Mr. KEARFUtL. What is your opinion now in regard to that?
Mr. KiNo. Mly opinion now is quite the reverse, that they have not
been protected.
Mr. KARF,,. IHave you ever been to Washington before?
aMr. KiNa. No, sir.

AMr. KFARFU,. There is a new Secretary of State who just took
office yesterday. It might he worth your while to go and see him
and ask him what his attitude is.
Is there anything further Mir. King, that has not been covered,
that you would like to state
Mr. Kixo. I don't think of anything at the present, no sir.
Mr. KRAnrvF,. If you should decide to call upon the new Secre.
tary of State, the committee would be glad to have you return and
give an account of your experience.
AMr. Klxo. I hardly think I will call on him to-day. I am in a
hurry to get back home. I suppose he will learn all the information
that is being received at that office, and will do his duty. I hope so,
anyway.

Anr.

EARFUL. I am very much obliged to you.

Mr. KsNo. Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 11 o'clock a. m., the committee adjourned.)

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SuacoImrTEE oN FOREION RELATIONS

WVashington, D. 0.
Testiiimony inken at Washington, D. C., March 26 1920, by Francis
J,. Kearful,'Esq.. in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of the
Conmmitfee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF MR. WILLIAM 0. OARRETT.
(The witness wa sworn by Mir. Kearful.)
Mr. KE.AIrrV,.
Where do you live at present
AIr. (GAIi~nr. I live at Tulsa, Okla.
Mr. KE:ARFITL. What is your business?
Mr. (GAnnrrTtr. I 1111assistant superintendent in the Cosden Reflnery.
Mr. Kr..rr,. 'Tlint is the Cosden Oil Co.t
Mr. OAR Tr.r.The Cosden Oil Co.; yes, sir.
Mr. KEA trL. Where wre you born
Mr. G(Amn-rr. I was born in' the suburbs of London, England.
Mr. Kr.AIIrr,. Are you an American citizen or a British subject
Mr. (ARnnRrr. I am an American citizen,
Mr. Kr.ARtrv. By naturalization
Mr. OAnrrr. By naturalization.
Mr. Knirtr.. When were you in Mexicot
Mr. (IAnRErr. I went down there first of all in 1912.
Mr. Kr.nIr.. Ilow long did you remain?
MSr. GAHRMTrr I was there until 1918, off and on. I had to leave
there on different occasions.
Mr. K Anrrl't. The committee is informed by numerous American
citizens who have been robbed and driven out of Mexico, and who ap.
pealed to Sccretarv Brynn for relief, that Mr. Bryan's favorite question to them was. 1 W\iy did you go to Mexicot" I ask you, why did
you go to Mexico?
Mr. GARRrr. I went there because I had assurances from the Government that if I went down there my investments would be protected, and Ir. Bryan personally himself wrote an article in "The
Conmmnoner" advising people to go down there, and I went down there
with the intention of staying tlere and being a law-abiding citizen
and helping develop the ebuntry.
Mr. KErHnr,. What did you do when you went to Mexicot
Mr. GOanRRTr. I purchased land and hired a number of men, cleared
the land, and planned henequen.
1981
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Mr. KEARFUL. In what part of Mexico did you purchase this land?
Mr. OAnnErr. About 12 miles north of Victoria, on the railroad.
Mr. KEARFUL. How many acres?
Mr. GARRnerr. I purchased 440 acres of land. I planted some of it
to fiber, and besides that I contracted to plant 200 acres of other
products.
Mr. Ke.unt:r.. How nmuh monev did you invest in this proprtv?
Mr. (GAium -r.
I invested altogether when 1 was down there about
$10,000.
Mr. KEAnvuL. Were y'ou representing a corporation?
Mr. GAO.rtnETr. No; I wtas not. I went down there and purchased
this land in my own name, and interested other parties to invest
money with me in the venture. but there was no corporation, no
articles signed in any way.
Mr. KEAf'l,. Did you onltrol anld manage the enterprise yourself?
Mr. ORRnnET. F controlled the whole thing myself; absolutely.
MIr. KE~nvFU,. l)id you have any conce,sions or special privileges
from the •Mexican Government ?
Mr.(Anutr. Nothing whatever.
Mr.KEARFUL. Did you always pay your taxes and abide by the
laws?
Mr. G.anntrr. I always paid my taxes. kept my taxes paid up,
and never had any trouble whatever with reference to any legal
matter.
Mir. KEanrnP..Please describe ltheenterprise of henequen farming
with reference to what has to be done, and how long it takes for the
plants to matnue, and how soon you can hope to get a profit, etc.
Mr. OARRErr. In planting henequen, first of all I had the land all
cleared and a portion of it grubbed. I then purchased from a
hacienda that was about 16 miles from where I was small plants,
the suckers from the larger plants, and I had those brought in the
Mexican carts to my plantation, and later I purchased my own carts
and hauled them myself. We used oxen to haul these loads, and
these plants were planted a thousand to the acre, and the land was
taken care of, the brush was kept cut down, and the plants cost me
21 cents apiece in American money.
Mr. IKEARFUL. Besides the labor of planting?
Mr. GARRnMr. Besides the labor of planting them and hauling
them and taking care of them afterwards. It took them six years
before they grew and were ready to cut.
Mr. KEARFUL. When did you do the planting?
Mr. GARRET. I did most of the planting-well, I began in 1913

and 1914. Of course, it took some time to plant that amount of land.
MAr. KEARFUL. Then the plants had not matured when you left,
there
'Mr. OARnnrr. A great number of theni were ready to cut. Some
800 acres of them were all ready--should have been ready-to eut.
Mr. KEARFUL. You planted the entire 600 acres?
Mr. GARRMTr. I planted about 5'70 acres altogether.
Mr. KFArnti. Did you have the place equipped for living and
working?
Mr. GARnnRr. IYes; I built a frame house there, and I had hilt
a number of houses on the plantation for the workmen to live there,
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especially my foreman, and I was well equipped with horses and
oxen and utensils necessary for the work.
Mr. KE.%nrUL. Whalt is tihe condition of that henequen farm now?
the fall of 1017
Mr. G.AmBnEr. It has been utterly destroyed. In In
and the spring of 1918 a largo quantity of this filwr was ready to
cut, and tie fiber went up in price. It went up from 0 cents to 20
cents a pound. The consequence was that the people around could
come and could work this fiber out bvy hand and make good wages
at it. They would come in at night and cut the heart out of the
plant, thus destroying it.
Mr.I:.uItui,. Whi t was the particular idea about cutting the
Heart out i
Mr. (GalntTrr They could get whiter and finer fiber. Those who

owned the plantations would never think of cutting that portion of
the plant.*but these men who came in there would bring their burros
in at night and would come in by the dozens, a dozen of them at a
time; and I made complaints to the authorities at Victoria and
other towns close by and could get no redress whatever, no assistance
in any way.
hMr. K.-.nrL. In 1912, when you went there, Madero was in
power?
Mr. G.Anmr. lie was in power; yes, sir. No; Iluerta was in
power.
Mr. KCEARUlI. No: Iluerta came in in February of 1913.
Air. GAnntrr. Oh. I beg your pardon; yes.
Mr. KEAIRFuL. When didl your troubles first begin, and what were

they?

Mr. GAnnerT. The troubles began in 1913, when there was a great
deal of talk about the revolution and bands of robbers began to start
up over the country and would come and demand from you your
horses and anything that they thought they wanted.
Mr. KEAR.Ui, Tlhe revolution that you mention was the Carranza
revolution against Huerta ?
Mr. GAnnerr. Yes; but I had to get out, first of all-they destroyed the railroad from M'onterrey to Tampico first of till in
1914. That was when the railroad was first destroyed, and my wife
and da~glhter and myself had to leave the country.
AMr. IEAnFULv. Was that about the time of the landing of the
American forces at Vera Cruz?
Mr. GAnnrTr. Yes; about that time. There was a great deal of
feeling at that time against Americans, and it was very strongly
expressed.
Mr. KEAnUL. Did you leave at that time?
Mr. (Annrr. Yes: I came out.
Mr. KFARFUL. And subsequently returned?
Mr. (Gnnrr.And subsequently returned. I returned about six
months afterwards somewhere about five or six months afterwards.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Did you then go on with your work on the farm?
Mr. GAnnerr. Yes: I went on planting andi clearing.
Mr. KEARFUL. And caring for your crop?
Ar. GARREnnr. Yes; and caring for the crop.
Air. KEARFVL. Please describe in detail in your own way just what
troubles you had and the outrages that were visited upon you, and
by whom
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Mr. GARRETr. The outrages were so frequent, the demands for
horses, and the number of times that brigands r rebels would
come onto' the plantation to demand whatever they wanted were
so frequent that it began to be quite a common occurrence.
Upon one accasion my wife was there during the fall, and three
soldiers came down there and rode in and demanded something
to eat. We gave them some food. They then wanted to know
whether I had any money or jewels or anything valuable, and I
told them no, and they said that they would come in in the night and
find out. They wanted to know also who was my foreman, and he
was standing around there close by, and one of them said to him
that if they found him they would hang him, because he was
working for a foreigner. We kept quiet, and they went off, and the
men who were around me said to me: " Those are had men. You
had better get away;" and so we all went out, the foreman; my wife,
and I and two other men, into the timber and hid iall night; slept
there.
Mr. KEARFvrL. Did they visit you in the night?
Mr. G.(.nArr. In the evening these men came back. shortly after
dark, and we could hear them hanmmering on the door. I had not
locked the door because I had expected that, they would break the
door open anyway, but they did not enter. They could not find any
of us after pounding at te

door, so they rode ullp
to my foreman's

house where his wife was and asked where we wer, aind she would
not tell them. They threatened to assault her if she did not, but she
still refused to say where we were, and they went back and fired
some shots through the house; they broke the windows and set fire to
the curtain of the house, and itflashed tup to the ceiling. After staying around there for probably a couple of hours-I would not like
to say how long it was, but it seemed a precious long time-and firing
shots in every direction, they went off.
Mr. KEARFol. Who were these parties? Do you know?
Mr. GaARnRE. They were two soldiers of the Carranma army.
I went down the next morning and saw the governor of the State,
Luis Caballero, and made a complaint to himn about it, and he said
what could he doN He did not know who they were. I told himn that
I could recognize the men if, when he had his roll call, he would have
them lined up at the barracks, and he replied, oh, lie could not do
that. That was one occasion.
Mr. KEARFUL. What other personal experience did you have with
them?
Mr. OARnrrM. On several occasions they would ride up there and
demand horses at the point of a rifle, and I would have to let them
take them; but I had two special horses that my wife and I rode that
we clung to for a long time. They would come around there, and I
would drive the horses into the corral and put up the hars and go and
sit on'them and tell them to go, but when I was iaway one time they
came and took them and left us absolutely afoot. They took all the
horses and mules that I had.
The last experience that I had was the worst. It was itthe time of
the rebellion that Luis Caballero raised against ('arranxn ill
the early
spring of 1018. The soldiers came out from Vi toria and marched
past my plantation to the north, where they were met by the government troops, and a fight occurred in which a great number of them
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were killed. In fact, I understood it was such a mix-up that they did
not know which were which, and every man was shooting at the
first one he could see.
During this time I went and hid in the brush. One or two men
who had come out from Victoria and had felt that they did not want
to join the rebels, who were false to them, came onto the plantation,
ond, knowing some of the men that worked for me, told them that
they wouhl like to hide there. One of them took his saddle off and
put it on the porch of my house and turned his horse loose, leaving
his cartridges in a bag oin his saddle. I was not aware that the man
was there or that his saddle had been placed where it was.
About sundown my men canoe to me and said that the fight was
over and that it was perfectly safe for lme to come back; that everyone had gone; so I returned to the house, and was sitting on the
front porch, and in a few moments I heard some shooting at the
gate and trampling of horses, and I turned to make for the brush.
Then I heard a rifle shot, and I looked around and found one of the
ien was riding toward mei, so I stopped and asked him what hie
wanted, and he told me that the captain wanted to see me. I went
uilto the captain and. asked him what hle wanted. lie was on his
horse, flourishing his revolver, shooting it at the aule time; and
with a flourish lihe
said, " G ive me $5,000." I said that I did not have
any money there; that it would be foolish for me to keep so much
money on the plantation; and he said, "Gtive e $5000," at the same
time striking me on the side of the face with his revolver and shoot.
ing it off. He knocked me down insensible, and when I came to I
found that they were ransacking the house taking everything they
wanted, breaking open my trunks, and had tied my Chinaman up
there to the house, and he was begging and imploring them to leave
him alone, and he gave them all the money that lie had. Then they
let him loose and told him to cook them something to eat.
After they had finished they came to me, crew their sabers, anlt
pounded me all over, telling ime to get up. They piut their revolvers
at my head and said, " Now, I am going to kill you, you damned
gringo." I staggered to my feet, and they said, " Now. give me what
oyou have," so I told them that I had a little money that I
money
kept for the pay roll next Saturday, and that I would let tliemni have
that.
I had about 120 pesos, partly in American and partly in Mexican
money. At that time American silver was current in Mexico just
the same as Mexican money. I also had about $10 in paper ioney.
I had given this to one of my men inthe morning to take care of,
thinking that if trouble occurred it would he safer with him than
with me; so I told them that I had some money that I would give
them. They jumped on their horses, nil of them, saying, "It is
mine! It is minel Itis mine! " and. with their horses and swords,
they plshedl
forward to this
house where the man hnd the money.
I went to him, and he brought it out, and I hnnded them the sack
of silver and dropped the pocketbook with the paper money on
the ground and kicked it it
n the gras.
Then the captain 'said,
" Give me $1,500 more." I said, " No; that is all the money you will
get. That is all the money I have." He said, " Well, we will find
out." So they drove me back to the house, where there was a large
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tree. and they put a rope around my neck and pulled me off the
ground twice.
MIr. KAnFuv,. Did you give them any more money?
Mir. r(Alrirxr. No. 'Then they asked nme
about the saddle, and they
seemed to be under the impression that this man had come and sold
me the saddle, and so they made a great fuss about it. I told them
that I had not seen it before; I knew nothing about it; but they had
broken open my trunks; so they went anti took all my books, my accounts, and brought them all out and put them under the saddle,
took some kerosene and soaked the whole thing, and gave me
matches and said: " Now set it on fire." I had no compunctions
whatever about burning up their own saddle, but I did regret burning up all my accounts.
When I was assaulted by these men, the man that left the saddle
was hiding under the table in my kitchen, and he told me that the
captain was Capt. Quilentan, and the other officer was Lieut. Uribe.
He gave me those two names. ile said he knew them both.
:Mr. K.A FRUL. Was that ,our final experience in Mexico?
3Mr. (A11n0r. At that time my men who had seen me knocked
down had run away to the brush and gone down to Victoria, where
they told my friend, Mr. Robert S. Tice, who was the superintendent of the Quaker school at Victoria at the time, that they had seen
me killed; and having this corroborated frequently, lie went down
and sent a telegram to my wife to that effect, but very fortunately
the telegraph wires were all cut, and the telegram (lid not go
through. After that, I left on the first train that left Victoria for
Laredo, and came out, reporting the matter to the authorities at
Matamoros.
Mr. KIEARFUL. How far were you from Victoria
Mr. GARRETr. I was between 12 and 13 miles north of Victoria, at
the first station, Caballero.
Mr. KEARFUL.

1Were

you there when Gen. Pablo Gonzalez, under

Cnrranzan, took the city of Victoria?
Mr. GARETrrT.

I was in Victoria when Pablo Gonzalez took it for

Mr. KrAnRFvT.

Do you know John Lind, who was sent to Mexico

Cnrranza, and on one occasion when conditions got so bad in
Mexico that it was advisable to leave I had thought that it was just
a temporary affair, and that matters would settle down, and I got
options on a quantity of land and went over to London and arranged for the purchase of this land, the money to be placed in the
bank in New York against the deeds. I returned to this country to
find that conditions, instead of improving, had gotten considerably
worse. After great difficulties I succeeded in getting to Tampico by
boat, and went tip country to find that the men who had given me
the options had been obliged to leave the country. After waiting
there for two or three days the town was attacked by Carranza's men
under Gen. Gonzalez, and I was in the town when it was taken by
this general.
by President Wilson to eliminate Huerta?
Mr. GARRTrr. Oh, yes. I met him at Rancho Victoria, close to
Hincotinco.
fMr. Kr.anr. After *ThnLind's return from Mexico, he wrote' a
book about Mexico.
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Mr. KEAnrvE,. Did you read it?
Mr. (iARRETr. No; T did not.
In that book he ]auled the motives and acts of the
Mir. KEARFIUJv.
revolutionists under Carranza, and he stated among other things,
that the restraint shown by the victorious narranza armies upon
entering the cities that they captured was creditable and encourag
hat can you say about the acts of Gen. Pablo Gonzalez when
ing.
he entered Victoria, and his victorious army, as to their being creditable and encouraging?
Mr. OAnlnrr. (en. (onzalez treated me with the greatest amount
of courtesy. When I went to see him and asked him for a permit to
leave the country, a pass to go through, lie referred me to his secretoary, who, I noticed, was itMason: and, catching sight of my Masonic badge, lie put out his hand, saying: " What can I do for you,
senor?" and offered to do anything in his.power to help us. We
obtained passes that were very firm in their expression that we should
be protected, and nine of us rode from Victoria to Matamoros. and
while on the way we received the greatest amount of courtesy, with
the exception of one experience that we had with one drunken Mexican, who came upon us accidentally in the brush at night and was
going to shoot us all.
Mr. KEAnrUL. What about the acts of the followers of Pablo Gonzalez when Victoria was taken What happened to Victoria?
Mr. GARRErT. They looted the town, and especially the business of
those men who were loyal to the Government, the old Government,
and especially the Spaniards. There were two or three Spaniards.
One of them was Senor Quintana.
Mr. KeARnrvI. You say Victoria was looted. What happened to
it What looting occurred 9
Mr. GA.nRmrr. Oh, they broke open the large stores and the banks;
they took all the property out and distributed it among the people,
broke open the mafes in the banks, burned the jail and the courthouse. All the records were burned at the time.
Mr. KICERFUL. You did not regard those actions very creditable
and encouraging, did you?
Mr. GAnnRRTr. ot by any means: no. But I think it was a mat.
ter almost beyond the control of Pablo Gonzalez. I think that the
men took the matter into their own hands.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have a talk with John Lind when you met
him in Mexico about the situation
Mr. GARR rr. Oh, just a little. I do not recollect at the time what
itwas. I just happened to meet him at a ranch.
Mr. KEARFUL. He did not expound to you any of his theories about
what should be done in Mexico?
DMr. G.tannTT. No; he did not.
Mr. KP.ARUv,. Did you appeal to the Mexican authorities for relief
against the robberies and outrages committed on you andl your
property?
Mr. (ARRerT. Oh, frequently. I would go down to Luis Caballero,
who was the governor of the State of Tamaulipas, and I could get no
assistance whatever from him. He would utterly ignore it. Went
there on one occasion to the governor's palace and waited two (lays
470-20-voL2 ----11
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before I could get any audience with him. I sent in my card, and
told him that I would like to have an interview with him to complain
about the way in which I was treated and in which these roving
bands of soldiers would come out to my place and would come in
and demand anything, and would come and live upon the people
who were working for me and demand food from them; but he
absolutely ignored and refused to do anything for anyone who was
a foreigner. He was very, very bitter against foreigners.
Mir. KsAnru. Did you ever appeal to the American authorities
for reliefI
Mr. GAREttE. 'Yes.
Sir. KraRFUv,. What answer did you get?
Sir. GARRETT. I was advised to leave the country.
Sir. KEARFUL You never got any advice in regard to any protection other than to leave the country?
Mr. GARRFIr. No. I'think we had no less than three letters from
the consul advising that we should leave Mexico; conditions were so
bad that it was ad-visable for us to go and leave everything we hnil
there at the mercy of the people who were there.
Mfr. KEAEUnrL. 'Did you have everything that you possessed invested there?
Mr. OAAnrr. I invested all the money that I had. When I came
out I had my suitcase, and that was all. I was fortunate to be able
to bring tha out. I never reaped one dollar from my investment in
Mexico in any way.
Mir. KunirL.. What was the prospect of your silccess if you had
received protection?
Sir. GARRTr. The cultivation of henequen is a very lucrative

enterprise. A well.cared for plantation, one that is producing, will
bring from 875 to $100 an acre each year, and the larger portion of
mine--just a little of it had been planted later, and would not have
Iben ready to cut for a little time-but I had hundreds of acres of
it that at the time I left should have been ready to cut, and would
have been if the conditions of the country had been such that I could
*have gotten it out.
.SIr. I:AnrFUL. What were your relations with the workmen on
volr place and in that locality?
Sfr. (Anerr. Personally, my experience with the workmen who

lived on my plantation was very agreeable. SlMy opinion about them
wits that they were very tractable; that they were very easily handled
as long as they were treated right, and I noticed also that they would
rather work for a foreigner than they would for a Mexican.
Sir. IK.ARnU. What was the reason for that?
MIr. GARRETr. Well, they seemed to think that they were better
treated.
Sir. KEAnrTL. Did you always treat them well?

Sir. OARnerr. I could not have treated anyone better than I treated
them. They never had to wait a day for their money. I always
had their money ready for them on Saturday afternoon, and I never
owed one of them a single peso.
MIr. KEARFL. Were they good workmbn?
Mr. Gauurr. They were good workmen; yes. They would come
nn l work for the money that I paid them, and I paid them tt the
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same rate as was customary in that vicinity. I thought that they
were excellent workmen.
MIr. KEARFUL. Where did the people come from who committed
these depredations
M1r. 'ARRETIr. They would come from all around toward Victoria
and up in the mountains--men that I was not acquainted with.
1Ir. KEARFU. Did you know that many of them came from Sonora
and Chihuahua?
MIr. GARRrr. You mean toward the end, when the plantation was
destroyed?
Mr. KEARUL. The revolutionists under Carranza.
MIr. GRAnMr. Oh, yes, yes. Those men came from there.
What did you observe to be th: erect -Jf foreign
Mr. KEARFUl.
enterprises in Mexico upon the people as to being Ir.eficial or otherwise?
Mr. GARRErr. It is my impression that Mexico wt,4 greatly benefited by the investments that were made by foreigners. Otherwise,
the country would have remained in virtually a dormant state. It
was foreign capital that had come in there at the request of the Mexican Government that has developed Mexico to the condition that it
is to-day--or that it was before the present troubles occurred.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you know whether practically all of the prin.
cipal business enterprises of Mexico have been conducted by foreign.
era and by foreign capital?
Mr. GAnRrr. Nearly all the large enterprises in Mexico-the railroads, the oil industries, and a great number of the very large ranches,
and the mining interests-were all conducted by foreigners.
Mr. KE.ARPrL. Have you heard of the Carranza doctrine and the
slogan "Mexico for Mexicans"?
Mr. GARRErr. That was the familiar saying before I left. It appeared to me that the Mexicans had become alive to the improvements
that the foreigners had made down there and had sent their sons to
this country and abroad to be educated. and when they came back
they were naturally as bright, as intelligent, as the majority of men
who can be found. One would say: "I have a son who is an engineer. He can conduct this business." Another one would say:
"I have a son that understands railroading. He can run these rail.
roads." And so they said: " You people get out. We will run this
business. We will run it ourselves. Mexico for the Mexlcansl"
fMr. KEARFUL. Do you understand that the phrase "Mexico for
means "the property of the foreigners for the Mexthe Mexicans"
ienns "
Mr. (GARBnrr.That the property of the foreigners should be turned
over and be used entirely b3 them. Now, the Mexicans were glad
to have foreigners come down there and invest their money and
improve the country; but just as soon as this was productive and the
returns came in, then the story was different: "Now we will take it;
and we will handle it ourselves."
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know anything about numerous colonies of
American citizens that were established in various parts of Mexico,
in the vicinity between Tampico and Monterrey?
Mr. GARrTr. Yes; I know quite familiarly about the Columbus
colony and the Chimal colony. I know several men who were in
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Chimal and several who were down in Columbus. They had gone down
there and invested all that they had and were doing well, had built
nicehomes, had fine cultivated land, had imported stock, and had put
up stores and improved the land, had schools, and were getting
along splendidly until this revolution came and they were advised
Iy the United States Government to leave. Great numbers of them
got up at a minute's notice, and left everything that they had there
and caine back to the United States, and when they came back again
there was not a thing left. Everything was gone.
fMr.
KEARFvUL. What character of people were these?
MIr. GAnn rr. They were farmers--a line class of people. A good
many of them came from the western part of Oklahoma.
Mr. KEAnFL. They were not, as has been said about Americans
operating in Mexico, speculators engaged in exploiting the people?
Mr. GAnnrr. They were not. These men that I knew were not by
nnv means of that class. They were men who went there with the
intention of making a home and making a living down there. and
were succeeding. They had a knowledge of farmin , and they were
using this knowledge to their advantage, and were of a vast benefit to
the country, and would have been if they had been permitted by con.
editions to stay there.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they oppress the Mexican people who worked
for them?
Mr. OAnnrrE.
'ot by any means. They treated the Mexican people
well. I never heard of any occasion of those men oppressing the
Mexicans.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened to all these homes that were estahlished by Americans from the western part of the country?
"Mr.GARnrET. They were nial left desolate. A great number of their
houses were pulled down, and the lumber used by the people around,
the Mexicans and the country was left to grow up fo weeds; the stock
were taken, the horses were taken, and the cattle, a great number of
them, killed and eaten.
AMr. KEARPUL. Do you know a man in that vicinity named Cameron?
Mr. GARRETr. Dr. Cameron-yes.
Mr. KrARFUL. What sort of a place did he have?
MIr. O wIrr. ITe was located up in the mountains, about 20 miles
from Hincotinco. He had an orange plantation there. The last I
heard of him, he and his family had been compelled to leave the
country. They had been there for a great number of years. Their
children and whole family of them spoke Mexican as well as they did
English.
Mr. KIFAn

sL.Do you know what happened to a man named Mark

Johnson, at Victoria'
Mr. GARRErr. Mark Johnson and his mother lived on a farm about
a mile and a half north of Victoria. They had a dairy farm there,
and kept a quantity of cows. On one occasion my wife and I were
stayirnr there over night with them when some Mexican soldiers
came and demanded some fodder, and they were told that the fodder
was needed for the cattle, and the soldiers said they needed it for
their horses. and they were going to have it: and so Mr. Johnson told
them that if they could get an order from the general, he would let
them have it. This man immediately drew his revolver and pointed
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it at his head, and said: " That is niall the order you will get." I went

i) to the man and talked to him and told him to put his revolver up,

tlhat we were not armed, and there was no occasion to speak in that
wav. and :nother man who was with him talked to him and calmed
hitm down. and they went off. The next day, he and I rode together
into Victoria and saw the Gov. Luis Caballero and made a complaint
to him about this matter, and we were told that if this man could be
located he would e punished. We found the man and went back and
told the general where he was, but no notice was ever taken of it.
Mr'. KIE.trrL. What was the method employed by the Carrancistas
to get recruits for the Arm v
Mr. (OmintLrr.They would get the men to go and join the Army,
promising them a horse and a rifle. and telling them that anything
that they could take and any loot that they could aet would he'tlheirs.
That is what several of these men told me personally.
Mr. KI(r.iturl.. What was done by the Army officials in regard to
taking away the arms of the inhhlitants of"the country, the foreigners?
Mr.
nARRr. No foreigners in Mexico were permitted to have any
rifles or revolvers. When you went in the country they would search
voulr suitcases and trunks particularly for revolvers, and if they
fonnd them they would take them away.
On one occasion I was going across the border, and. If I remember
right. there were eight Americans on the train. We had all passed
the customs. It was the time when we had to travel in baggage cars
with planks across for seats. and at one end of the car I saw these
.\mericans. and I went up there and spoke to them and talked to
them a little bit, and a few minutes after the train had started a
man came up and said he would like to see your suitcase; so a man
said: "Why., my suitcase has been examined by the customs." He
slid: " I would like to see it again." and he showed a badge showing
that' lie was a customs officer: so lie opened it and went through it
very carefully and found a revolver. He said: "You are not permitted to bring revolvers into this country; it is against the Mexican
law." and he said: "I will take this." He put itin his belt. and so
he went up to the next man and said: "Have you got a revolver"
THe searched his suitcase and could not find any, so he said: " Have
He put his hands
you got a revolver? " The man said: "No.'
around his waist, and found one in his belt. and he said; "Yes; you
hinve." He said: "I will take that." Then he came to me and said:
"tHave you got a revolver?" I said: "Yes."
He said: "I will
take it."and lie took a revolver away from each one of us. Then he
went back in the car, and he said: "This is against the law, your
bringing revolvers into this country. You may consider yourselves
under arrest. and you will all get off the train at the next depot an'l
go back to Matamoros with me." So we talked it over, and a few
moments later he came back again. and he said: "I have been considering the case of you fellows. and if you would like to sign a laper
donating these revolvers to the Mexican army, I will let you all off."
So we decided that as he had the revolvers already we might just as
well give them to him, and so we did so, all of us, and he disappeared
off the train at the next station. No dmobt he sold them for his
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own advantage later, but that is something I know nothing about,
what he did with them.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did they do with reference to taking the arms
away from the plantations?
Mr. GARRTrr. If they heard of any, they came for them. They
heard that I had a Winchester rifle on my plantation, and they sent"
for it, but I was not home at the time. I was out, and my foreman
went in the houwe and gave it to them, took it and gave it to them.
Two soldiers came up there and said that they had been sent out
from Victoria with an order to get my rifle, and so the foreman
thought that under those circumstances it was right to give it to
them, so he let them have it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Without arms, of course, the foreigners were left
an easy prey to the marauders?
Mir.' AnnRirr. An easy prey. The only thing I could have was a
shotgun. They did permit you to have a shotgun.
Mir. KEARFUL. What (lid you find when you first went to Mexico
to be the attitude of the MeAicans toward the Americans?
Mr. ARRETrr When I went there first of all, they seemed to be
quite friendly, but later they seemed to get very bitter, especially
when I would go down to Tampico. I had business down in Tampico pretty frequently, and I would go down there, and I found at
Tampico that the feeling against Americans was very, very strong.
especially at the time of the Vera Cruz affair.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the feeling against Americans different from
the feeling against other foreigners?
Mr. GARETTr. Yes; it seemed to me to be more bitter against Americans than it was against others.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for that?
Mr. GARRE'rr. I could not exactly say what was the reason of it,
excepting that they seemed to feel that the Americans had taken part
of their country from them in the past.
Mir. KEARFUL. And they could take it back?
Mir. GARnerr. And they could take back; yes. They seemed to
think that anything that an American had wan legitimate prey to
them.
Mir KEARFUL. Do you think they would have felt that way if this
Government had adopted a firm policy?
Mr. GARRETr. No; I most certainly do not. I think that if 'the
policy had been firm in handling the matter the conditions down
there would have been very different from what they were. There
was a time when the Americans were treated with a considerable
amount of respect, but afterwards, later, they were treated with the
greatest amount of indignities.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Do you know about a trip made by Secretary of
State Root to Mexico and the South American countries?
Mr. (AamErr. Yes; I have heard about it; yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you know what the purpose of that trip was

and the theory of iMr. Root in regard to our foreign trade?
Mr. GOARETr. His theory was that the foreign trade would develop if there was a better feeling among the South American countries and Mexico toward the northern Republic, and that Americans
should go down there and enter into business, and so form connections that could be of advantage to their business relations.
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Mr. KEAI{FU,. Do you remember Mr. Root's theory that since this
country had become a creditor nation its progress depended upon
the extension of our foreign trade?
Mr. (1AnIRrr. Absolutely; yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. According to your observation and experience is it
possible to extend our foreign trade without our citizens going into
the foreign country to establish relations?
Mr. GARRaMr. No; my observation is that in the last few years
there has been a good deal of talk about extending trade in foreign
countries and that unless the United States protects her citizens
that go down there and endeavor to establish relations which are
friendly the effort will be a failure.
Mr. KEARFUL. Naturally, of course, our citizens will not want to
go to Mexico unless they secure the protection of this Government
in' case they are persecuted?
Mr. GAsnrr. Not by any means. I would not go down there any
more again, and I certainly would not advise or recommend anyone
to go down there under the present conditions.
Mr. IKEAR UL. Unless there should be a change in the policy?
Mr. GARRET. Yes; .unless there should be a change in the policy.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mentioned an article by Mr. Bryan in The
Commoner extolling the opportunities in Sfexico and advising
American citizens to go down there. Do you know what Mr. Bryan s
subsequent attitude was after he became Secretary of Stateo
Mr. GAaRETr. After he became Secretary of State, I understand
from what I have read that he said that it was foolish to have gone
down there; that there were plenty of opportunities for investment
in this country, and that those who were down there should get out
at once.
Mr. KeRU . Do you know that when you were down there he
ordered them to get out to avoid complications?
Mr. GanmErr. There were distinct orders sent out, signed by the
United States consuls in various parts of Mexico, advising the United
States citizens to leave Mexico at once.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did that occur more than one time?
Mr. GAnBrrr. Twice, if not three times.
Mr. KEARFL. Did you ever have occasion to observe the procedure at a Mexican. election
Mr. GARRFr. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Please describe it.
Mr. GARRaTr. The elections are held in a rather peculiar manner.
Tables are put out in the open, and frequently there are judges from
both parties or all the parties represented, and when a man comes
up to vote he is asked personally for whom he is going to vote, and
he tells them which side he is going to vote for. The result is that
if he votes against the man that is elected, then he is in bad favor
with him afterwards in not voting for him.
Mr. KEAR1PU,. What effect does that have upon the voting?
Mr. GAnRRm
r. It causes the whole country, or everyone in that part,
to vote for the party in power, because he is afraid not to.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of ballot boxes do they have?
Mr. GAnneREr. They have open boxes, quite open, so that anyone
can put any number of votes in on the sly that he wants to.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have occasion to observe the treatment that

was accorded to other foreigners than Americans by the Mexicans,
whether it was better or worse, with reference to the British or
Germans?
Mr. GARnrr. I did not know personally. I knew one German, and
le was treated about the same as I was at the time. He lost everything that he had.
Mr. KEAmi Under whose rule did that occur
Mr. GARRET. That was in the early part, before the European

war broke out, but after that I did not know personally any Germans or any English, although down at Tampico the Germans were
in very high favor. They would publish papers, notes, bulletins
on the walls about things that had occurred during the war that were
absolutely untrue and were outrageously exaggerated. and the peons
would go there and read them out loud; the. few of them that cotild
read would read them out loud, and of course all the others would
believe what they read about what was going on.
Air. KEARFUL. I believe that is all I care to ask. Is there anything
further that you would like to say that has not been covered? Per.
haps you have some opinion in regard to what ought to be done toset
Mexico right?
Mr. GAnnFr. My opinion is that the United States should go and
take charge in the same way as they did in Cuba, and straighten the
matter out there. Mexico in itself is one of the richest and most resourceful countries that there is on this continent, and it is deeply
to be regretted that the wonderful products that can be derived
from that country should be undeveloped in the way that they are.
DMr. KEARFUL. Do you mean you think that the United States
ought to go there and take the country and keep it?
Mar.
LGARRET.
Vell, it would be a whole lot better, in my opinion.
Mr. KEAFUL. Do you believe that the problem could be solved
without going to that extreme?
Mr. GA.RR mr. I think that if they would form a protectorate over
it in the same way that they did over Cuba for a time, it would help
matters very largel. .
Mar. KEARFUL.
hat did you observe to be the opinions of foreigners on that question?
Mr. (GannrTTr.They were all of that opinion, that the United

States should step in and do something in order to make living con.
ditions down there more agreeable, and there were a great number
of Mexicans I found down there that were of the same opinion.
MIr. KEARFUL. What class of Mexicans?

Mr. OAnnerr. The higher class of Mexicans, a great number, that

would be glad to have the United States go there so that their business conditions would be absolutely settled and carried on safely.

ir.

KEARFUL. You mean you think they would like to have the

United States come in there and oust Carranza and turn the country
over to them?

Mr. GARnmTr. Well, I do not know that that was their opinion, but

that the United States should go down there and form a protectorate
over the country, so that in future they could carry on their business
without their places being looted and overrun by bandits.
Mr. KEARFUL. So that there would be a guaranty of security?
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Mr. Gnnrm'r. So that there would be a guarantee of security; yes.
That is their idea, but they would welcome anything if they knew
that their property was going to be secure.
Mr. KEARFrL. What is the opinion among the working classes, if
they have any?
Mr. GARRErr. The peons are opposed to it. If you talked to the
peons they would say: " No; we would rather die than be under the
United Slates"; but I think that is being drilled into them by some
of their leaders that have different opinions.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU mean the leaders that are in power?
Mr. GARRErr. Yes; the leaders in power.
Mr. K EARFUL. Is there anything further that you can tell us?
Mr. GAnnrr. No. I might say that my plantation has been absolutely ruined; that there is no prospect. unless the place is replanted, of ever getting anything out of it; that I went clown there
in good faith and invested all that I had, and lost it, not through
my own fault, but through the fault of the Government that did not
keep to its guarantees, and I think that I ought to be reimbursed to
some extent for my losses.
Mr. KEARFUL. To which Government do you refer?
Mr. GARRETr. I refer to the Mexican Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you feel that your American citizenship gave
you a guarantee that this Government would protect you in a foreign
country?
Mr. GAR'rEF. Yes; I did most decidedly. I thought that I would
be protected by the United States when I went down there.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is all I care to ask. Have you anything
further

Mr. (GARRErr. No; I think that is all.
Mr. KEARFUL. We are very much obliged to you.
(Whereupon the committee adjourned subject to the call of the
chairman.)
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Testimony taken at Washington. D. C., Wednesday, March a;l,
1920, by Francis J. Kearful, Esq., in purlsuance of an order of the
Subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF MR. PETER KRITZBERGER.
(The witness was duly sworn.)
jr. KEARFUL. You may give the reporter your name.
Mr. KmTrrznnorn. Peter Kritzberger.
Mr.KEARFrSL. Are you an American citizen?

Mr. KRITzBEROER. 1es, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where do you live?

aMr. KiRITZnEoOER. Lincoln. 11, is miy home.
Mr. KEARFUL. How long were you in Mexico?

Mr. KIr/zERnoER I went to Mlexico in 1909.
Mr. Ktr~nV.. What was your business in Mexi(o?
MIr. KR TznERER.. Well, I bought a little piece of land down there

at that time.

Since then I bought another pie.e.

went there for.

That is what I

Mr. KEARFUL. Where is that property located?
3Mr. KmRITnEERn. That property is located upon the Tehuantepec

Railroad. about halfway between Salina Cuz and Puerto, Mexico.
3i. KEAneUL. In the State of Chiapas?

Ir. KRITZRnnEFER. No. sir; in the State of Oaxaca at that time.

I was only there just one year. After one year I bought a piece
of properly down in Chiapas.
ATr. KEARFUL. What sort of business were Vou engaged in?

MIr. Knrrznaor.n. Well, I was developing land for other Ameri-

chns there, and getting out firewood for the railroad company, get-

ting cedar, dry wood. I was also working on a salary in develop.
ment work. takin care of a ranch for other parties.
Mr. KE.Ant'L. Was there a colony of Americans located near you?
Mr. KRIrZEROER. Yes, sir. I w'as right there among the American colony. There was more or less two or three hundred Ameri.
cans located in that place.
Mr. KEARFr L. From what part of the United States did they
come?
1977
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fr. IKT'.IItEiumEI. I think it wals along aIboti 11111 or II12. along
';st.

ill there s nSwliher*s

,Ir. Kf:.ulrrl.
W1'hIt did thelr raise on these farms?
MIr KlinITZ ultrnI, They raised corn and all kinds of vegetables,
1tbananas. oranges. pineaplles, cattle, hogs, horses.

MrI. KEi:.~lt'vr,.

Ihat clnss of people were these colonists?

Mr. KuTrnITZIsEonR. Well. some of them were farmers. some were
mechanics.

I don't know exactly what class they were.

Mr. KE.wnvrt.. Did
Mr. Knilrzlonnon.
them, I guess. That
homa.
Mfr. KE.nvt1. Did

they own their own places, as a rule?
Yes: they all bought their own places, all of
is the way they came to come there from Oklathey have all they possessed, as a rule, on these

places?

AMr. KnITZnERn.

Lots of therm did; yes, sir.

11r. KE:.A nRr.. How did they compare as to character with the same
c<nss of American citizens in this country?
Mr. KmTZ.nERno.n. I think there were just as good Americans there
us I ever saw anywhere.
Mr. IKr.%nF7ur,. It has been stated that one of the difficulties in
Mexico was that the American citizens who were operating there
were of a class that could not live in their own country. Were any
of that class there?
Mr. KmTz,nenoEn. Not in that colony. There were such things as
railroad engineers andl conductors and such as that that can't get a
job in this country.
Mr. KEAnrUS,. 'Were those American colonists peaceful and law.
abiding?
Mr. KnRITznREn
ER. Yes, si'.
Mir. K(EAnFrr.. And attended to their own business?
Mir. KmRIT ulmoEn. Yes, sir: absolutely.
Mr. KEAIvUr,. Did they engage in political or revolutionary
troubles?
Mr. KRITznoREn. No. sir: nothing whatever of that kind.
Mr. KrAInr
l

. What was the name of the colony where these people

were located?
Mr. KmTZnEloER. San Pedro de aIns Papas is the tract of land that
colony was in; 63,000 acres, practically all sold to different Americans.

Mr. KAnvUL. Did these colonies operate under any special concessions or privileges that gave them an advantage over the Mexicans
in any way?
Mr. KRITZDFRoER. No, sir; I could not mention one case where an
American took advantage of a Mexican.
Mr. KEARFUL. They simply bought their land and paid for it and
developed it?
Mr. ARnTEROER Yes, sir. There was sometimes a little difficulty.

You know, the natives down there are in the habit of planting corn
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or putting up a house or starting up a little farm of their own just
wherever they want to, and, of course, an American goes down there
Iiand buys his property and pays his taxes and lives according to the
law : he wants his property, and hle will have a little difficulty in
getting these people off, keeping them off. They had a little trouble
lthat way.
Mr.h:.\ari:l. What sort of a place were you on?
1Fn. I was first in with this colony. That is where I
MAr. KRuITZ'rn
lest my home and everything I had there. 'Thenafter that I went
over onithis 0,0)00-acre ranch belonging to AMr. Cunningham. I was
over there the rest of the time I was down there. I wals interested in
handling those cattle on shares with him.
Mr.Kh:.IRFv.. At the time you went down there in 1909, what was
the condition as to security and safety and protection to life andi
lpropert
Mr. I nlTlERoEI. I felt absolutely safe. I used to walk 10 or
12 miles through the woods on a lone trail; never had any arms or
anything about me. If I would meet a native on the trail, lie
would step out of the way and let me go by. Nobody ever bothered
me inthe world at that time. They were very nice.
Mr. KEARvU.
Did you ever hear of any trouble from bandits
or marauders at that time?
Mr. KmITBERoE.R. No, sir; I did not hear anything of that kind.
I didn't talk Spanish any then. It would be pretty hard for me
to know at that time, but I don't think there was anything of that
kind. I never heard of it.
MIr. KEARvUL. When did the first trouble of that kind begin?
iMr.
KrrzBERoER. Well, of course, the first year I lived in that
place, halfway between Salina Cruz and Puerto Mexico, I guess
was about the time the revolution started. Of course, we were
scared out into the woods three or four days, when they said the
bandits were coming through. After that passed over we hadn't
any further trouble. Down there in Chiapas; the first trouble we
had down there was the time the Americans went into Vera Cruz.
Mr.KRARsut. That was in April, 1914?
Mr. KRITZ.REnoRE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened at that time?
AMr. KRInTzroERER. Well, along about 2 o'clock in the morning
there was a train pulled into that place from Tonala. Tonala is
what they call a county seat here, something like that. Along
about 2 o'clock in the morning there was a train pulled in. It
didn't have any lights, it didn't blow any whistle, didn't take any
water, pulled up to the station and stopped. I didn't know what it
was. I was out on the porch trying to make out what itwas. I
couldn't tell whether it was a hand car or a train. I was about
three or four blocks away from it, and it was coming in slow.
I went back and waited in the building, just waited there, and
in a little bit there was an American engineer came running over
there. There was a work train stopping there, and they slept
at that place. He said: "Pete, for God's sake, get up. There is a
bunch coming out here going to kill us."
I told him to watch the trail until I picked up my clothes and
rifle and six-shooter I had there in the house. We went out the

?
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back way, and just as we got out in the back yard the shooting
started over at dir. Smith's place, and these bandits went up and
fired three or four shots through the windows right in the house,
and Mr. Smith said he asked them what they wanted, but they
wouldn't talk to him at all. They just kept knocking down the
doors and cutting down the screens and started to burst in the door
where his son was sleeping, and he opened the door and shot one
of them and Mr. Smith directly shot another one. Mir. Smith got
out then; they were running nil around, aLd he took a shot at all
he saw and he wounded two more.
The Smith family skipped out into the woods. They had 12
small children, and they kept them all out in the woods four or
five days in their night clothes. Directly the family came to the
railroad and they picked them up and took them to a place they
called San Geronimo, and took care of them the best they could
there. I was out in the brush myself at that time. I and the
other fellows hid out in the brush four days at that time.
Directly Mr. Smith got word about his family, he made up his
mind he would come in and take whatever happened. He"was in
jail at Tonnla two months after that. The marines were sent from
Salina Cruz to Tonala. Some of them were coming from below
Tonala, and that ship sailed up to that port and they got out on
the shore. I don't know how they got out; but they came into
Tonala on foot, the marines did i and, of course, the people in Tonala
were going to mob them then. I was in the States then, and that is
what the people told me there at Tonala. That was after I came
out of the brush; and I came right off to the States. That all happened while I was in the States.
They wanted to have some settlement made of that Smith case- whether they should try him, or whether he was guilty of anything
or not--and get him out of jail and settle it some way. They set
him free, and lie got a train and took his family over into Guate-

main.

Mr. KEARFUL. Did he ever return to his place?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. NO, sir.
Mir. KEARFUL. What became of his place?
Mfr. KRITZBERGOR. The ground is there; the land is there.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of the house?
Mr. KIRiTznEnoE. It is all ruins. It was a brick house. It is all
destroyed-all in ruins. They stole everything he had in the house,
and practically stole everything I had in my house at that time.
And I was out in the brush with three other fellows for three or
four days. Finally, they said if we would come they would give
us protection. So we came in, and they took our arms away from
us and locked us up in a little adobe house. That is a mud house
they had there. They locked us up there, so these bandits could
not get to us, I guess. The next day they took us down to San
Pedro and they guarded us there, and the day after that they put
us in a stock car with a bunch of soldiers and took us down to the
Guatemala line-us and quite a bunch of Americans. I suppose
there were 100 Americans that went out on that train.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you go back after that?

DMr. KRITZnEROER.

Yes, sir. I was in the States that summer, and

I went back, I think, in September.
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:Mr. KEARFUL.. Why did you go back?
Mir. K RITziEROERn. Well, I hail my interests there, and these other
people had their interests there, and something had to be clone.
Mr. KEIAFnFL,. Did you have any assurance of protection if you

went back?
Mr. KillTznEROE . Not a bit.
Mr. KEARv'UI. What trouble did you have after that?
Mr. KnRITZEOEI. 'Then I think it was the following December,
the last day of the year, is when the first hunch of ~'illista bandits
took that palace?
Mr. KEAIIFUL. In 1914?
Mir. KHITZ11IiEGEn. I think it was in 1014.

ber after-

Mr. KEAnFUL. The landing at Vera Cruz?

I think it was Decem-

Mr. KRrrBFROER. Yes, sir. They came in there, and of course, I
didn't know who they were. A boy brought some milk out to the
house, and he told me there was a bunch of CarrancistaS in town
that morning, and I said, " Is that sot" I said, " I will take a walk
up town and see what is going on." When I got up there, this Col.
Culebra was up there, and there was only 32 of them at that time.
This colonel approached me and wanted to know if I was Don
Pedro. That is Spanish for " Pete." I told him I was. Ile said,
" They told me you have several rifles and sixshooters and a lot
of ammunition over there at your house." I told him it was a
mistake; that I had a rifle and sixshooter but the rifle was out on
the ranch, and I said " The ammunition I have is in my belt, and
'this sixshooter is all [ have." "Well," he says, " we have to have
some ammunition." " Well," I said, "I don't know, this is all I
have, and I need this here, because lots of fellows come around here,
and if they find out you haven't got anything they get you."
I took him to the house, and I had three ,merican saddles and a
lot of little things around the house. I had a bottle of this comoteca,
a kind of whisky. I wanted to get on the good side of him, you
know, because I didn't know what was going to happen. I asked
him to take'a drink. Oh, yes; he would do that all right. I poured
t drink out for him. That is the style they have down there, they
always pour a drink out for you. He refused to drink, and made
me drink it first. I drank it, and then I poured a drink out for
him, and he was satisfied and drank the whole bottle, and when he
left there he was pretty well organized.
I gave him some ammunition I had, 80.30s, and 44s that we got
at the time the Marines went into Vera Cruz. I don't know how
I got them, but I had some there. I gave them to him and he
didn't bother anything I had, but he took the horses and saddles
and anything he wanted from any of those other Americans that
were there. They weren't there, but their property was there. I
was there, and he didn't bother me at all.
When we left the house he wanted to know why I didn't strap
my gun on me. I told him I didn't want to; that I was afraid
somebody would take it away from me. He made me put it on,
and give me a license or paper, so none of his men would take it
away from me.
p
Of course, I walked up town with him. He was pretty well organ.
ized, and they have a style down there, if you walk off with a fellow.
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they put their arms around each other's necks, and walk down the
street. We walked down town that way, and the natives there
saw it.
Pretty soon after that the ('arrancistas came in from one side,
and they had a kind of a battle there, and the Villista bandits went
up into the woods. Then the people around there told the Carrancistas I was a friend of the bandits, and, of course, the Carrancistns jumped onto me and wanted to know how about that. I told
them I tried to be the best friend in the world I could, because
1 was scared to death of them. I didn't know what else to do. I
don't see what anybody would do in a case of that kind. They
didn't do anything to me; didn't bother me any.
Then it was about a ye:lr, or pretty near a year, after that when
they came the second time. It was on the 9th of December the
following year. There were about 150 at that time. They came to
nmy place and hit tmy place about 2 o'clock in the morning. I had
been sick just about a week before that, and at that time I was just
about getting over it and so I could sleep good, and I was sleeping
very sound. I heard these bandits outdoors, but it didn't seem to
wake me up right away. Directly they woke me up, and I looked
out, and every window or door I looked out I saw armed men. So I
just got down on the floor and crawled over in the corner. I had a
six-shooter in a little grip and I took it out and took it with me. and
I asked them what they wanted. They would not say anything.
They just cursed me and told me to open the door. I asked them
who'they were and what they wanted, in Spanish, of course. They
wouldn't say anything more, only cursed me and told me to open the
door.
They got around to where my cook was asleep, a Chinaman; they
got him out, and as he came out they'grabbed him and wanted him
to tell them where I was. He got loose from them and got in
where I was, and the bandits went in after him. Well, I took a shot
at himn as lie landed in the door; shot him with the six-shooter. I
didn't aim to kill him; I didn't aim to kill anybody, but I wanted
to get out of there. So I shot five shots through different windows
and doors, and they cleared away on one side into the grass and
brush, afraid I would shoot them, I guess. I went to my trunk and
got the money and stuff out and packed tip this grip and went out
the back way, and while I was going out I heard horses coming down
the trail toward where I lived. They had heard the shooting, and
there was more of them in town. They circled the house, and they
had a rope. They thought I was in there. and they were going to

catch inme
and hang me. 'That is the story the natives told me afterwards.
I just had my night clothes on. I lost everything I had in the
house that time, top. I went down toward the railroad and across
the Ingoon, just on the other side, where they couldn't get to ine.
Of course, when I got there I had a few clothes there, but I was
practically without any clothes until I got there.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did they do to your place?
Mr. KnrIrzEnoEn. Burned it; destroyed everything in it-tried to
burn it, but it was a brick house. with hardwood floors, a nice.
American-style house. They dumped the things that were in the
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trunk and all the stuff out.on the floor and set fire to it, and burned
a deep hole in the floor, but that hardwood don't burn very good.
The bust.a the piano and broke the doors and windows.
Mr. KEARUL. Did they loot the house?
Mr. KIRITZEROER. Yes, sir; they took everything in it; that is, the
Carrancistas came there afterwards, after these bandits had gone,
and they looted what the bandits didn't take.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened to the places of the other colonists
there?
Mr. KnRITRnEnoEN.
ell, all those places tile other people had there
are all gone. They stole all that was left. Every Tom, Dick, iand
llHarry that would come along would tear a piece of the house down.
Ahr. KEARFU,. Did these people have live stock and implements,
and their houses furnished?
Mr. KRITZF.ROER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KF.ARFtL. And improvements on the place?
Mr. KRITZIEROER. Oh, yes. You know how it is; they didn't have
much from the first start out, you know. They spent all the money
they had, lots of them. There was lots of those people that wanted
to get away with their chidlren and their families. I was making a
little money along at the time, and I bought lots of that stuff for
practically nothing. They didn't have the money to get away.
Mr. KEARFLUL. What became of the stuff you bought?
Mr. KRrrzBERoER. The bandits and the Carrancistas destroyed
that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are any Americans left in that colony now?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Not a one.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Where are they?
Mr. KRrrZBF.ROER. I don't know; in different parts of the United
States.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were any of them killed?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. One of them.
AMr. KEARFU. Who was that?
Mr. KRITZnEROER. Jake Myers.
Mr. KEARFUL. Please relate the incident of his killing.
Mr. KRITZ EROER. That was about the year 1915, I think. He
came over to my house one afternoon, and he said. " I have a fat pig
I would like to butcher, and I want you to come down and help me.
He was an old man. about 60 years old. I went down and helped him
Iill his hog. and he hung it up in a shed he had there. He was roing
to leave it there until morning, and in the morning he was going to
cut it up. you know. and fix it. After we had the hog hung up I
came on back home, and I met two men on the railroad. I went
long the rdilrond on myv way back.
Then. the next morning I went down early to hell) him with his
hop ngin. and I enuldn't find him. The hog was still hanging there
where we left it. I saw the house was all tore up and upset but the
other things were iust as they were when I left. They hadn't been
moved. such as kettles and stuff that he used to dress his hogs with.
,, T stlid nro,rr
there n while. I called and called and called.
hut hr never one. I thought probably he was out in the cane patcli
somewhere. and he would be back after a while. I went back home,
get a cup of coffee, and after a while I went back down there again.
4T7-20-voL 2-

I
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Everything was just the same as it was; everything just like it was
when I first went down. I called and he never answered. I thought
"I am going to take a walk over in that cane patch. Probably he
went out there to cut some cane and got sick or something." He was
an old man. I started out that way, and I suspicioned something.
He had a little sugar mill over there. I don't know what caused me
to go over there, but I went over there, and he was down under one
of the kettles. It seems as though he knelt down to get some hot
coals out from under the kettles, and he was on his hands and knees,
and these people slipped up behind him and just cut his head off.
It seemed as though it was just one cut through his entire neck,
except his throat.
Mr. KEAWRUL. With a machete?
Mr. KI(niTZnEREn. With a machete; yes, sir.
Mr. KE.AnFUL. Were the murderers ever found?

Mr. KmrTzBERSoE. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was done with them?
Mr. KRITZROEOE~. We had no idea who did it. Of course, I went
uptown and reported the matter and all the Americans ran down
there to see. This same party that did the work was there at the
time. standing around. He even dug the grave. We hired him to
dlg the grave. We didn't know who it was, you know.
The 16th day of September they had a big feAst day. That is their
national holiday. Well, he got drunk that day and he told it. So
we had him arrested and had him tried. He had American money
on him that I saw another fellow give this Mr. Myers two or three
days before, and he had a match box on him that I saw Mr. Myers
have in his pocket, and we found some blood on his machete. So
they took the fellows into Tonala-there were two of them-took
them before the judge and had a trial, I guess* I wasn't there, but I
know they took that fellow down there. He had to pay $300, and
that was all there was to the case. The man is still free. I see him
every once in a while; both of them. I know more or less about
where they live.
Mr. KEARFUL. He was fined by the judge?
Mr. KnITZnERoER. Yes, sir. The judge took the money that he
robbed Mr. Myers of.
Mr. KEARFUL. In payment of the fine?
Mr. KRrrzBEROER. In payment of the fine.
Mr. KEARvFU. They did not impose any further punishment on
him?
Mr. KarFZBEROER. Nothing further whatever.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who was that judge? Was he a Carrancista
official?
Mr. KRrrTBEROER. Yes, sir. He was under the Government. He
was a Carrancista. Carranza was in power at that time, but he had
been judge there for a long time. He is dead now.
Mr. KEARFUL. You say this murderer against whom the crime was
proved is at largest
Mr. KarrzBEROER. Yes. sir.
Mr. KEARnmU. And going about the vicinity?
Mr. KRrrzBEROER. Just tie same as any other native.
Mr. KEar . Were there any other murders of Americans that
you knew about in that colony?
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Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir. Mr. McGill was murdered about 30
miles below where I lived. I was well acquainted with him. There
was also a MIr. Morgan, up on the Chivela ranch. He was also
murdered.
3Ir. KEARYI.. Do you know the circumstances of the murders of
those two meni

MIr. KRITZBEROER. Only what they told me.' I was in the States
that summer when Mr. McGill was murdered, and I got a letter from
his father and he told me about it.
MIr. KEARFUL. Was anything done by way of punishment of the
murderers?
DMr. KRITZBEROER. No, sir. They have not found out who they
were. They haven't punished anybody. They haven't tried to. I
don't believe. They say they shot three fellows they thought were
implicated in the Morgan murder. Mr. Morgan was captured in
a sawmill and tied up and taken down to his home by a band of about
eight men, and he was hollering for help and everything, you know,
to get somebody to come and help him, and they sent another man
down ahead to tell the women to get out of the house. The next
day the American consul and some Americans that lived in the
north part of San Geronimo went down there to get him, and they
found him on the floor. He had a knife run through him, and two
bullet holes through him. There was also a Spaniard shot and
killed in the same house.
Mr. KEARFUL. When these depredations were committee against
Americans and their property were any complaints made to the
authorities
•Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were any appeals made for protection?
MIr. KrrzBEROER. Yes , sir. I don't know how many times I made
complaints, but they didn't pay any attention to it; didn't pay any
attention to the American consul.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you understand to be the reason for that
attitude?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Well, they knew they didn't have to; that is the
only reason I know.
Mr. KEARFUIL Do they seem to think they can commit these outrages with impunity
fMr. KRITZBEROER. They feel as though they can do anything
they want to to the Americans. That is the only way I could explain it. It seems to me they think they can do anything they want
to with Americans. They have been doing it right along. You go
and make a complaint, and you are liable to get in jail for it. I
am sure I would never say anything any more, because I came s,
close to getting in jail. I caught a man killing a fat cow and I
made a complaint to the authorities there at Tonala, and they ar.
rested the fellow and took him up, and the next day they turned
him loose. The fellow swore up and down he would shoot me, and
do all this, that, and the other. They turned him loose, and then
I went to work and wrote a letter to Gen. Alvarado, the big Car.
rancista general in the south and Gen. Alvarado sent word down to
have him arrested again.
hey rearrested him, and he was in jail
about a week, and he is at liberty now. I know it cost me about
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$300 to convict him. and I lost two of my rifles, and three of my men
are still in jail, and I felt mighty lucky that I wasn't in jail, the way
we were going.
Mr. KeAnrvL. What is the attitude and demeanor of the authori.
ties toward you when vou go to make a complaint?
Mr. mInU
to'mnlrn. lvrerv time I go into the office they pretty near
know I mn cminl illthere t, holler about something. you know.
and say.
and they hiss and laugh at me and wink at each ot
" 'There comes lhat (ringo back for something."
Mr. KE.unrIL. 'lCey treat the American complaints as a joke. do
.
they,?
itMr. IK ITZim:onI:u I don't know what else you can make out of it.
I hl
I wouldn't do aniyth!ng, because it was absolutely useless.
four powers of attorney down there for different people. I coullin't
do anything. They were stealing cedar and cutting ties on property
I wrote to
1 had a power of attorney for, and I made a complaint.
the consul, and the consul wrote to them, and it didn't amount to
that much. They took the stuff and went with it and I never got a

cent, nor anybody else.

Did you ever make an appeal for protection to the
Mr. KEARFut.
American government ?
Mr. Kn;liivRnno;nR. No, sir; nothing further than the iAmeri an cou.
sul. I told him my troubles and asked him if he could do anything
for me.
Mr. KEAlIFUL. What d(lid the American consul say when you ap-

pealed to him for protection?
Mr. KIlmTIEtlZE3tm. That case where they were stealing that stulf. I

wrote him a letter and told him I had a power of attorney for that
stuff, and lie wrote this colonel that they had down there who was
stealing that cedar and stuff and told him I had a power of attorney
for it and he had no business there. Ie didn't pay any attention to
it.
iejust kept on stealing.
IMr. hKEARFUJ,. What did the American consul say to you about his
ability to afford protection to you and other Ameriacnst
AIr: KTZ ERaEn. I dlont just understand you.
Mr. hel:Anrr,. When you appealed to the American consul for
protection from the American (,overnment, what did the American
consul say to you about getting.protection, if anything?
Mir. I(KITZBEROERn. He didn t say anything. I was down there
once when I had my passport verified and I told him about lots of
this stuff that was omllg on, that I couldn't get any protectiql front)
the authorities inTonala; and he never said anything, that he would
do anything or that lie would not.
Mr. KEAnItrt.,. Did lie ever give you any advice about what you
should do?
Mr. KRITZBERER. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he ever advise you to get out of the country I
Mr. KRITZBERER. No, sir.
Mr. K(EARFUL. Did you ever receive a notice or order coming from

the American Government to get out of MexicoI
Mr. KRITZREROER. There was an order came one time, at the time
Villa went in the States, from the English consul, who was repre.
senting the American Government there, that we had getter get out.
Mr. EARFUL. That was the time of Villa's raid on Columbus?
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Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KIEARFUL. And the Pershing expedition followed?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir. They had no American consul then
for about a year or a year and a half, maybe two years.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever appeal to the authorities in Washing.
ton for protection?
Mfr. nrITZREROER. No sir.
Mfr. KEARFUJ. Why did you not?
Mr. KRIZBERaER. W01e, I thought the American consul would be
looking after that. He sent a letter to Washington, and to the
ambassador at Mexico City, and also the consul general at Mexico
City, telling what I wrote him. I don't know any more about it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do yOU know of any of your neighbors or other
Americans there who appealed to the Washington authorities?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. NO, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever hear of any of them getting protection?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. No, sir. That is out of the question, protection
of any kind.
Mr. KEARFIL. Who were the Mexicans who were robbing these
places and committing the depredations you speak of?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. They were people that came along. Even a train
would pull into that place, and would stop for a while, and the train
crew would get out and rob and steal around the houses there-anybody that would come along. They would just tear the houses down
and sell the boards. Of course, thlfurniture and stuff like that has
all been stolen and is gone. The Americans left and, of course, they
left their houses standing there, but they are all gone now. They
have completely lost the whole business.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were any of these depredations committed by the
2carrancista soldiers?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir. The Carraneista soldiers came into
San Pedro several times. They would say, " I'm going over to that
Gringo. If he don't give us something to eat w; will shoot a hole in
him." I would not be at the house, and they would rob the house,
destroy the garden. A bunch of them would come in and turn 200 or
300 horses in the pasture, never ask permission or anything. I had
about 600 head of cattle that belonged to other people. I didn't own
any land, and I didn't have anything else outside of these cattle.
They were running on this ranch of Mr. Cunningham's a 6,000-acre
ranch, all fenced ii. They just cut the wires down and stole it and
turned cattle iri, an'l took trees and logs out, anything they wanted
to. I complained about that I don't know how many times--I guess
20 times-and the more I complained the more it was done. People
bring in cattle from 20 or 80 miles away and turn them in on that
property, and I can't stop it. I absolutely have no control over the
place at all. My cattle get mixed up with these cattle. These cattle
go in the corral where my cattle are, and that's the last I see of
them. I can't stop it.
Mr. KEARFUT,. What do you know about graft on the part of Car.
rancista officers?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. It is all a graft. Everybody grafts.
Mr. KEARFUL. Can you give us some illustratons9
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Mr. KRITZBnERER. Well, I can in a way. If people are shipping
cattle or anything that way, the first thing you will have to do, you
will have to pay the train master $25 or $30 to get your car. When
you get a car, probably the conductor or engineer will come around
and say the car is broken, but if you can pay them $25 or $30 they
will take the car on up to their destination. When you get there,
and another train crew has to take your car down, they will take it
down a station or two, and then they will say there is something the
matter with the truck the car is in bad order, and they can't take
it any further. They (o that just to get another $25.
Mr. KIEA nUL. These are all in addition to the regular freight
charges?
Mr. KltrrZIEROE . These are all extra; yes ,sir. That is the custom
down there.
Mr. KEAIFUL. Is it the custom to pay the officials to get them to

perform their duty?
Mr. KITrrznEROER. It is the only way you can get anything done.

Mr. KEARFuL. What information have you about outrages upon

women by the Carrancistas?
Mr. KRITZBROEB. At the time they came in there, at the time of
the Vera Cruz business, they assaulted one American woman.

Mr. KEARFUL. How about the native women?
Mr. KRrrZBEROEn. Oh, they assaulted little girls and women right

along.

Mr. KEARFUL. It was a common thing, was it?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir. The second time the bandits came

there, they destroyed all the little girls that were in the town.
Mr. KEARFUL. bo you mean they assaulted them?

Mr. KITZBER}ER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened to the American woman N~
o
speak of
Mr. KRITZBEROER. That family went over into Guatemala. They
took them out on the same train we were taken out on. I don't
know, but it seems to me like that woman died later on over there.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was her condition at the time she was as.

saulted?

Mr. KnrrZDEROER. She was in a family way at the time she was
assaulted, and the party that assaulted her is living right at that
same place to-day. They have not even asked him anything about
it, I don't think.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was this woman a member of the American colony
there?
Mr. KnITZBEROER. Yes, sir. They had a family of four or five
children; a little baby. They lost everything they had. After that
happened, though, he didn't want to stay there any longer. He got
over in Guatemala. That is as far as they got them.
Mr. KEARFUL. When did you leave Mexico?
Mr. KRITZBEROEn. This last time?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes.
Mr. KRITZBEROER. I left there the 22d day of February.

"

Mr. KEARFUL. This year?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Were any Ameircans there when you left?
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Mr. KRITZBEROEu. Not in my district. Within 40 miles of me there
wasn't any. There used to be 200 or 300 there.
MIr. KIEARFUL. What was the condition of travel over the line you
took coming to the United States?
Mr. KIlITnoEROER. Down along thie Pall Aerican 'line they used
to go in large droves, 200 or 300 of them. They used to take towns.
They took that town of Tonala three times. I had a room there,
alnd clothes and stuff there, and I lost everything I had there. From
that time the bandits were all split up in small tribes, and they
would just rob and steal everywhere they would go. Probably one
bunch of 10 or 12 would hit you to-day, and to-morrow another
bunch would come along and they would take whatever they wanted
and asked no questions, only they may ask you to help them.
Up along the Vera Cruz and Isthmus round they have seven trains.
They run a train from 5 to every .15 days. They have a work train
t11id a passenger train and another train for troops.
Mr. KEARFUL. A military train?
Mr. KITZBERnOE. A military train; yes, sir. The bandits had
destroyed the bridge on the track and they had to build a new bridge
over the track before we could move on. 'We had that military train
to guard the passenger train.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the conditions on this last trip you
made?
Mr. KRITZDEROER. Why, I think they are worse right now, in fact,
than when I came out.
Mr. KEARFUL. How many days were you coming out?
Mr. KRITZDEROER. I was two weeks and two days coming out,
about two weeks coming through Mexico. As a rule it takes five
days, but I was lucky. I struck the train just right, you see. If I
hadn't struck that train at that time probably I would have had
to wait 8 or 10 days before I had another chance. Probably it would
have taken me a week or 10 days longer.
Mr. KEARFUL. On what portion of the trip was the worst condition of travel ?
Mr. KRITZEROER. That was the worst part, on the Vera Cruz and
Isthmus Railroad.
Mr. KEARFUL. Below Mexico City?
Mr. KarrzBEROER. Yes, sir. The track is all grown up with weeds
and brush. The train just creeps along and the brush breaks the
windows of the train. They can't have anybody to clean and work
on the track. The window lights on the train are all shot out or
torn up or broken.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have sleeping accommodations?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. NO, sir.
Mr. KEARFuL. Were you able to get meals or food on the road?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. If yOU can eat these frijoles or tortillas that the
natives have on the road. I took a little canned stuff with me. We
can't find anything to eat on the road until you come to a place they
call Orizaba. Then you have Pullman accommodations into Mexico

City.

MDr. KEARFUL. Is there any class of Mexicans in the locality where
you were operating that was peaceful and law abiding?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. Very few; very few.
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Mr. KEAnr Uh. What is the sentiment among the better class as to
what ought to be done to straighten out the trouble there?
Mr. KRIT7BE.ROER. fWell, they alil seem to think the States are to
blame for all of it, because they don't come down there and do something to straighten that out. Lots of them lost everything they had,
people that were worthy. Then the Mexicans, the natives, the better
class of people, wanted intervention, all over anywhere you talk.
MIr. KIEARFUL. You mean they want the United States to take the
country?
DMr. KRITZBEROER. Yes, sir.
DMr. KEAn u . What do they want the United States to do?
Mr. KRITZRnROER. Well, I don't know. They think if the States
would come in there and take hold of things they probably would
get under a different rule.
Mr. KE.\nrr,. Do they seem to be hopeless that the Mexicans
themselves can straighlten the situation out?
Mr. KRITznor.nER.
YeS, sir; absolutely. I don't see how in the
world, if some foreign country don't fix things up down there, how
it will ever be settled.
DMr. KEARnFUr
. What is the sentiment among the Americans and
other foreigners down there as to what ought to be done?
r. KIr IT:naE

They have same opinion.

Mr. Kr.nFrl. What is your own opinion as to what should be
done
JMr. KRITZERn OEt. I think there ought to be intervention. That
is the only thing I can see in the world that will ever do any good
now. The people have got in such a state that I don't think they
will ever get straightened up. I don't think they can ever do it.
They have had their own way for 10 years, and it isgoing from bad
to worse all the time. You can hardly get anybody to work now.
They don't have to work. They can rake anything you have got,
and nobody say a word about it,so what is the use of working?
That is the way they feel about it, and they tell it to you, if they
want to.
Mr. KEARFU. Are there any other incidents of which you have
personal knowledge that you have not already related?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. There was a Mr. Summers. I knew him. I saw
him on the way up. He lived down close to where I lived. While
I was talking with him a fellow came in and said, "The bandits are
down there looting your place." We were talking about one thing
or another, and he says, "If they will let me know when they come
around I will go down there and have an interview with them." I
saw in the paper when I got to Laredo that they had captured him
and was holding him for $5.000 ransom. I also saw it in the home
paper when I got home, and saw that his brother in Oklahoma some
place had paidthe ransom.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who were the people who captured him and held
him?
Mr. KRITZBERGER. They were bandits: that is all I know.
Mr. KEARFUr . Do you make any distinction between bandits and
Cnrrnncistns?
Mr. KRrrZBERaER. No; I don't. I think they are all bandits, the
way I figure it. The way they did me. and the vay they do every.
body. I don't see where there is any difference. I ro'wly think the
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Carranza forces did me more damage than the bandits. The bandits
would come in and stay two or three or four hours, take what they
wanted, and go on. The Carranza forces would come down there
and probably stay for a week, and steal off of me all the time they
were there.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they eler pay for anything they got?
Mr. KRITZBEROER. No, sir; they didn't pay for anything. I never
got anything. When I got down there this last time I took a sashay
down through the woods. I had been away four or five months, and
I found several animals that were shot. I found where they stole a
lot of barbed wire. I went to Tonala, and as it happened the general
was at Tonala. I also wrote the consul a little before that about it.
I had a talk with the general, and he wanted to know who was doing
that. Hle said, " Why don't you watch and see who is doing that?
I said to him, "I am not going to stay around in the woods, when
the bandits .and people are out there with rifles killing cattle."
"Well," he says, "the only thing we can do is to send a commission
out there and take the arms away from the people around there and
stop it." He said he would do that. In about 10 days here comes
about 25 men, and they came to the ranch about noon. They had
already taken up the arms on one side. They stayed at the ranch
that afternoon and that night until 4 o'clock the next morning, and
then they worked on the other end of the ranch to the other little
town and gathered up the arms. Then when they came back they
stayed at the ranch until long about midnight the next night. Of
course, I took the captain and one or two others in the house and
treated them as nice as I could.
The rest of the soldiers stayed outdoor. When they left that
night they robbed the ranch, took a lot* of thing,--saddles,. bridles.
blankets. I turned in and wrote the general a letter and told him
they came out there and robbed me, but that was the end of it. If
I had not said anything in the first place. I would have been robbed
but once, but I went and made a holler, so I was robbed twice. The
more you try to do anything the worse you are stung.
Mr. KEARFUL. There were a good many Americans who were
robbed and driven out of :Mexico who applied to the American State
Department for protection, and they have reported that the que-tion
put to them was. " Why did you go to Mexico? " So I will ask you
why vou went to Mexico?
ir. KICIITzBIEGER. I thought there, was an opportunity there, is
why I went to Mexico. I think I would have lots of money to-day
if tIat had not happened.
Ifr. lE(AnRvUL. Were you advised about the opportunities in Mexico
by the Mexican Government or by this Government before you
went ?
Mir. KRITZBEROEr
. No, sir. I read literature. and I went down oil
my own hook. Nobody told me, and I never asked any questions.
Mr. KEARFUL. You went there to engage in a legitimate business
enterprise, did you ?
Mir. KRITZnEROER. I went there
the intention of making
money, and trying to do business in a business way.
Mr. KIeAnRv,
F. Did you have any idea when you went there that
when you succeeded in developing the business it would be taken
away from you and you would be refused protection?

'with
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Mr. KRITZBEROER. NO; not the least idea; not the least idea. When
I first went there it seemed like all the natives respected you. If
you passed one of them, they would take their hats off to you and
get out of your way and allow you the trail. It kind of made me
takelip with the country. But it is just the opposite now. Even
if you are in town, yo.u can't walk on the sidewalk. You are liable
to be assaulted or insulted. They will call you anything they want
to, or make a joke of you, or shove you out of the way.
IMr. Kinv,. Did you or the other Americans who went there
mistreat the Mexicans in any way?
Mr. KR1TzBEnOEn, No, sir. I don't know one case where an American ever mistreated a Mexican. Of course, some Americans may
have some trouble down there, because he has his property, and some
Mexican will want to use part of it to plant some corn on or something like that, and the American won't stand for it. Of course, you
wouldn't call that mistreating the Mexicans, because the property
was paid for and the American was paying the taxes on it.
Mr. KVEI.IUL. What effect did the American enterprises have upon
the condition of the Mexican laborers? Was it beneficial to them or
otherwise?
MIr. KnmTZIEitolrE. The Mexicans at that time seemed to think it was
a nice thing for Americans to come in there, because the Americans
always paid them more money than anybody else, or their own people
(id. They seemed to think they got along better. Any American
that went (town there, he would start developing and trying to do
something, which their own people didn't do so much. And the
Amierwanns always paid themii better wages than anybody else. At
the same time, if. they got a chance at you they would cut your
head off.
Mr. KEARFUL. IS there anything further you want to say that has
not always been covered I
Mr. KRmTznBnoER. No, sir; I don't know of anything. I guess we
have covered about everything.
At different places, in riding along on the train, we would see
natives hanging on the trees now, along the railroad. They kill each
other. It seems like they will loot, and one will rob the other, and
one will kill the other to get what he had looted.
Mir. KEARFUL. What is the condition of the country through which
you traveled at the tinie you came out of Mexico the last time?
Mr. KIlTznEREN. It is worse than ever.

Mr. KEARFUL. In what way?

Mr. KltiTznERonE. In the way of looting.
Mr. KEARFUL. IIow about the farms along the railroad? What
condition are they in?
Mr. KniTznEoEl. I mentioned that. The farms are there, but the
improvements and everything and the people are all gone. The land
is there, of course. I don't know whether the taxes are paid on it
or whether the Government has put an embargo on it or not. O1
course, I don't know that. Some of them probably are paying taxes
on their property there yet, and some of them I don't suppose are
able to.
Mir. KEAnFUL. If the taxes are not paid theh the Government levies
an attachment on the property I
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Mr. KnlTzrEnoERn. Yes, sir.

Mr. KE. ItWUl,. ~lhat they' call an "ellbarlgO"?

Mr. {Kurrioi:InEHi. 1., Slir. They put n embargo on so01me that is
paid, too, if tlley wnt to. 'Tllwy put. an embargo on land I have a
power of attorney for. and I lhave paid taxes right up to (late. I
went tooc tihe c()llector and tried to explain the thing to him, but he
woldn't be convinced in any shi pe or form. I wrote to the consul
ubout it, and I don't know what the outcome of it is now. I wanted
to get away, becauIse the anditst
were working around there and I
didn't want to stay any loiiger. I didn't stay to finish that ellmbargo
business they ut on tIhat property.
l'he consul said hIe would try
t(, straighlten it out. Andl that is all I know about it.

Mr. KCE.AnlrvlL. How do the Mexicans trent other foreigners besides

Americans-especially Germans and Englishmen?
Mr. KnirTz toEui. Well, it seems to te the (Gellntills don't have
as much trouble as anybody else. It seems like down with the

German people they don't have any bandits. In those big coffee
ranches there, where the Americans have those big coffee ranches
and the English have a few of the coffee ranches,but the most of
them-two-thirds or better-belong to the Germans. The bandits
don't operate down in there. I don't know why.
Mr. IKEARnvL. In what part of the country is that?
MIr. KnITZUnno E. That is practically on tho Guatemnla line.
M;r. KEAlwFrL. In the State of Chiapas?
Mr. KRITZBEROE. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEA RFUI . Are there any other incidents that you recall?
Mr. KnITznEnoEn. No, sir- I guess not.
Mr. KEAFUrL. That will be all, then. Thank you very much for
your testimony.
(Thereupon. at 1'2 o'clock noon, the committee adjourned.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE.
SunetIt-o.ITTI:E OFr TIlE Co.31TrrEE ON FOnEeION RE:tVrIONS

Vashldngton, b. C'.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., April 1, 1020, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in puruance of an order of the subcommittee of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF MR. MICHAEL J. SLATTERY.
(The witness was duly sworn by lr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARFUL. Please state your full name.
Mr. SLATrE:n. Michael J. Slattery.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your present place of residence?
Mr. SLATTERY. 830 North Sixty-third Street, Philadelphia.
Mr. KIEARFUL. Are you an American citizen?
MIr. S.ATTrERY. Yes; sir.
MIr. KIEARFUL. Where were you born?
Mr. SLrrTTEn. Philadelphia.
MIr. KEARFUL. What is your profession?
Mr. Si.ATTERY. I am a mine operator.
Mr. KEARFUL. What opportunities have you had to observe con.
ditions in Mexico?
Mr. SLAr'TERY. Recently?
Mir. KEARFUL. At any time.
Mr. SrxTTERYEn. First of all, my close contact with the people; I
went into Mexico in March, 1901, coming out when we were forced
out by the invasion of Vera Cruz by the United States Government,
in April, 1914. Living all those years in Mexico gave me a splendid
opportunity of knowing the people, becoming acquainted with them,
their customs and mode of living; and, after my coming out of
Mexico. keeping up the friendship with most of the friends that I
lad made down there. I think, therefore, I am in a position to say
that I know something of Mexico.
Mr. KeAnFrvL. What was your business in Mexico?
Mr. S.ArTr:n. My business was being engaged in mining.
Mir. KIEARur,. In what part of the country
Mr. SrATTERn. I was in charge of many operations in the State of
Zacatecas, the State of Colima. and the State of Jalisco, particularly
Jalisco. I was in charge of t, number of big properties down there,
and not only in charge of a number of properties, but I owned considerable property of my own.
195
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iMr'.
KE.urI'R1 . Will you proceed to state in your own way the
nature and extent of the operations with which you were connected
in Mexico?
Mr. SIATT:uvt. I do not quite get that question; in how large a
wny?

:fr. K:A.urtlI. Yes.
Mr. SLt.rWrn . F'or instance, in one l)roperty we were operating a
mill of 200 tons capacity and were considering the advisability of
further adding to that mill. We employed close on to 1,100 men.
Mr. Ke.imnr.. What kind of a mine was that?

Mr. SI..vTrerny. That was gold mining. At another place we had

about 350 men and were building and constructing a mill. At a number of other places we had anywhere from 50 to 75 men at work prospecting and doing development work.
Mir. I(E.nrv ,. Can you make an estimate of the amount of money
irtrested in these enterprises with which you were connected?(
Mr. SLArrElr. Yes. The actual capital invested I would imagine
would be inthe neighborhood of $7,000,000. Aside from that t here
were a number of properties in which I have bein directly interested.
properties that I have owned myself. for instance. where I have
t,ken consideraIble money out of the ground and put it back into the

property; that is to say, in the development work I took this money
that we received for the sale of bullion and concentrate returns and
put it right back into development andl improvements.
Mr. h:. nrvtl,. Are you familiar with the condition of mining in
Mexico prior to the time that the Americans went in there to engage
in mining?
Mr. ,..vxrrenv. My experience with mining only dates from March.
1031: but from tnlldng with the natives themselves about the mininm prior to that time and comparing it with the conditions of the
succeeding vea:rs, say from 1001 to 1910. I should say that I.was
familiar wlih those conditions.
Mr. KI(nErv. About what time in the history of mining in Mexico
did the Americans go into that country?
Mr. St,..TTenv. I do not know exactly. I do not know when Por.
flrio Di--one of the most wonderful Presidents that Mexico has

ever hqd-issued that famous proclamation of his, which, among

other things. if my memory serves me correctly, said:

from
of M'.l-4 cln
l lnot he d evelolel
|Iecogniiin thlnttle ecoinollnmt colltin
within, I hereby invite the lnltionnls of the world to cy1'i: Into
h Mexico ailnd
rights and
develop the resources of Mexico. gunranuteeing to them time milom
privilege

as are now enjoy(dl

by Mextean citizens, exceptniLu, of course, the

right of suffrage.

When T came into Mexico that was one of the first-in fact, before
I went into SAexico that was one of the first things that was called
to my attention. It was called to my attention for the reason that
Mexico to me was a strange country and I was anxious to understand
the conditions which would safeetnrrrd a man, his life, and his property while in that country: and it was while I was in the City of
,Mexico talking to one of the most prominent members of the legal
profession that that proclamation was shown to me, and of course
I have nlway s understood and during my years under Diaz I realized
that that proclamation was being carried fully into effect, namely,
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that Americans as well as all other nationals were given every right
and privilege to engage in the mining industry
Mr. KEALWU. 1 ou regard that as practically the beginning of
American mining operations in Mexico?
Mr. SLATrERY. I believe that that was the beginning of the American entry into Mexico on a large scale in mining.
Mr. IKAu]'vr. Dinz was president first in 1870, and again in 1884.
Mr. SL.rrTTERY. Yes.
M1r. KIAnRFi,. So that it was near the beginning of his administration?
Mr. S.n rEn. No; that I can not say, because I never took the
trouble of looking it up. I am only "familiar with it because it
appears on the first page of the constitution.
Mr. KINA nvtr.. Wlat was the fact in regard to the mining pros.
pects of Mexico when the Americans went in? Were there great
bonanzas ready to be developed at little cost, or were they problematical and expensive?
fMr. SI.PlrrY,. In my entire experience in Mexico, my long -years
in Mexico, I never saw in any part of Mexico and never met any
American or Britisher who ever ran across one of those so-called
bonanzas. Personally I was always on the lookout for that kind
of a proposition; but in my 18 years professional prober connections
in Mexico I never knew of such a thing. Bonanzas only come where
there is an intersection of veins, and those intersections of veins are
usually not found on the surface; they are usually found very deep
down in the ground, and it requires a great deal of development
work to locate such bonanzas.
1r. KEARFvUL. What was the condition with respect to the surface
prospects having been worked out when the Americans went in
there?
ir. SLATTERY. Mexico Is known as the land of antiguas. That is
to say, there are a number of old mines, some of them going back to
the time of Carlos V of Spain; but the way those mines have been
worked, those antiguns, have been such that in nearly every case
every piece of ground that has been worth while has been practically,
you might say, worked all over again, for the reason that there were
very narrow passageways. We mining men developing the ground
call them rat holes. They simply followed the pay streak. The
development work was not carried on as we carry it on. They
simply gouge and follow the streak. If it is a foot wide they will
just drive the width of a man's body; so you can readily see that
when any Americans came across these antdljuas that were sup))osed
to be very rich mines in tile days gone by, it required considerable
money to open up and develop them; and there are very few antiquas
that are in actual operation.
Ir. Kr:.%nc,. Was it a fact that all of the rich prospects had been
worked out and abandoned at the time the Americans went in there?
M1r. S.vrrE:n. I should like to answer your question in this way:
Every big mine in Mexico to-day that is worty of the name of being called a big mine has been developed by American enterprise or
British engineers. In other words. when those men first went in
there and took hold of these properties they were merely prospects,
and today they are the most wonderful properties in Mexico, and
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those: mines were developed by American and British capital. 1
want to say that the reason why I say " American and British cnpi.
tal' is this: It is a strange thing that the American people have
never realized. We fellows in Mexico have been dubbed, you might
say. back here, as being soldiers of fortune. It has been said that we
hnve gone down there andl that we have grabbed the lands, and that
we lhnve stolen the minces, and in other words that we have taken
these things away from the Mexican people, when as a matter of fact
Americans in Mexico have only been engaged in things that have

required nerve, Iptience, and sacrifice.,

Ihnt is to say, they have

beenl engaged in mining, and every man knows that a man who lives

in the dining country is away from civilization; he is out in the
lonely hills. lie does not develop a mine overnight. It takes time
to do that. Every shot he puts into the ground does not produce
ore. nnd hle has his disappointmenlts. 'lThen we have the railroad
ien. engaged in building railroads.

The Americans built all the

railroads.
'Whenwe talk about the progress of Mexico during the
years prior to Mr. Dia, and we say thaflint nearly every section of
Iexico has been connected with the capital by railroad, we can also
say that these same railroads have been built by Americanns. Our
datms, waterworks, ports of entry, our beautiful harbors at Vera
('ruz and Manzanillo, and all big things like that, Americans have
been asked to go in and do these things.
Mr. I(K.tcrl. What about the paving of the streets?
Mr. StxrrE Y. We are laying out the sewers in the different cities.
Americans as a class have not gone into the commercial enterprises.
The thought I want to convey to you is that we did not take away
aniy opportunity from the native people. We developed the oppor.
tunitv,
Mr. Kr.atrt',.Js it a fact that the Americans went in there and
did the things that the Mexicans themselves would not do or did
not do
Mr. Si.xrrEY. That is the truiest statement that has ever been
made.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is that especially true with regard to mines?
Mr. StxTrrInY. Absolutely so. I have been in contact with a
great many Mexicans and I have never known a Mexican in my
entire experience in Mexico to ever invest a' dollar in what we
would call a prospect--that is, what we fellows would consider a
good gamble that we would be willing to sink our own money in
to help to develop. I never knew of a Mexican in my entire experience that would be willing to invest in that prospect with you.
Mr. KE.nvrBU. In getting control of mining prospects in Mexico,
did you ever know of Americans who had special concessions that
they obtained from the Mexican Government that gave them any
special privileges over the Mexicans?
Mfr. SL.Trr.ny. Do not make me laugh. As to these so-called special concessions, I have only heard of the term since I have been
back in the United States. Anything our people got in Mexico, we
bought and we dearly paid for.
Mr. KAnvRUL. Did you or your associates have any special privi.
leges that you got from anybody
MIr. SLArEIY. I not only diid not have any special privileges,
but I can cite many occasions where they have attempted to take
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away from me what I really secured in the proper and legal way,
after I developed them from a prospect into a paying proposition.
Mr. KAFUL. Has it been true with many other operators, as it
has been with you that when profits were made from the mines,
those profits were reinvested for further development?
Mr. S TTERY,.Oh, yes; that has been our general policy. That
has been the general policy of many of our American mine
operators.
What effect did the operation of American capital
Mr. KuARFULs.
and enterprise in the mining industry have upon the laboring classes
of Mexico? Did it tend to oppress them?
Mr. SLATTERY. It seemed to me-R-nd of course I am only going to
speak of my own expedience-that we put life into the whole country where Americans were engaged in an enterprise. Speaking for
myself, I can recite to you three places where practically a blade
of grass did not grow. When I say " a blade of grass," you know
whllat I mean-developed in the proper way; there was nothing but
a little prospect, little indications, superficial indications that there
was ore in the ground. We developed those three places, so that
in time we built practically towns around those mines with the
people engaged in the development of our work.
Ar. KF rFu.. Did you employ native exclusively?
Mr. SLATTEny. Natives. When I went to Mexico first, the average wage of the peon, the laborer, was 6 cents a clay, Mexican
money. The first crew of men I ever employed I paid 50 cents a
day. That was the beginning, you might say, of the hatred that
sprang up between the mining men and the hacienda men.
Mr. l AnFUrv. The Mexican hacienda men?
Mr. SIrEnY:n. The Mexican hacienda men. T'lle were paying
their men 0 cents a day and allowing them so much of the coru an'

hends that they would raise on the hacienda. Sometimes they got
what was coning to them, and sometimes they did not. In any
in~lw. we began at 50 cents a day. We raiised that to 75 cents a
day. We have been paying from a dollar for common labor up to
twi,and three dollars a day.
Mr. I:,,rTL., You are speaking in terms of Mexican money t
Mr. Sr.Trr:nt. In terms of Mexican money. I never operated
nor would I operate n company store. but I always saw to it that
my village or in the place
in dealing with storekeepers that were ill
where I was operating, we bought those goods for cash. You know
Mexico is a country of long-time credits, but by paying cash for
everything you can buy things considerably cheaper.
Mfr. KrE. II'lr,. What was the system of company stores that opcrated to oppress Mexican laborers as it was operated by the
Mexicans?
Mr. Sul.trre. The company store was a store -where the peon or
the laborer could go to the store on what they called a ticket, and
.n this ticket everything that he was given out of the store was put
down. At the end of two weeks, or at the end of a luincena--two
weeks' time-or a month, or whatever the time or period of employment was the amount that he was supposed to receive every
dt v was then placed opposite what lie receivedd. and it was always
foinld that that man was in debt. No matter howi it was figured,
4760--20-voL 2-18
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the peon was always in debt. In addition to that, the prices in the
company store were always higher for everything than he could buy
them for right out in the open market.
Mr. KEARFUL. Provided he had the cash?
Mr. Srr.nR. Providing he had the money. I saw the dangers
of that system, and I always desired to have the confidence of the
Mexican laborer, and in order that lie would not think we were
trying, as we use the term nowadays, to profiteer, we did not operate
a company store, but we did control every storekeeper in our village.
That is to say, every man, every storekeeper who sold a piece of
goods higher than what the price was that we fixed on it, we practically took the privileges of the store away from that. man. In
other words, what I mean by that is that we would not honor our
time-cards in his store.
Mr. K.ARFvUI. That is, if he sold on credit to your workmen and
charged them an exorbitant price you would see that he did not get
paid
Mr. SLArERY. We would not honor those cards, and in that way
our laboring men, our miners, were able to buy in these stores articles
of wearing apparel and also edibles for less than they could buy these
same articles for in the smaller towns, because of the opportunities
we afforded them, by paying cash for everything and buying at
wholesale prices.
Mr. KEARPMU. What other benefits accrued to th'e Mexican natives
by reason of the operations, besides this doing away with the company-store system and the wage scale What about their habits of
living and their clothing, ete.t
Mr. SLTrERaY. That would have to be answered with a long story,
which I do not like to go into.
The average American who has gone to Mexico has been practically
the judge and jury and doctor and everything else for his laborers.
Once an American obtained the confidence of the native, that
native would bring and did bring his domestic troubles, his family
troubles, all his troubles to him. In case of any quarrels or anything
of that sort he would never think of going into the town to the jefe
politico or to the judge to settle them. He would bring them up to
his American patron and have him adjust them. We Americans
moved among those Mexicans; we were practically their doctors;
many of us took up a course of medicine, you might say by correspondence, through the Parke-Davis system, just to learn the general symptoms of diseases and have some pills and things around
about the place, so that in case of little ills and all that sort of thing
we would be able to administer to them.
What the Americans have done for their laborers and for the
people connected with their work, no man is in a position to give a
real statistical account, For instance, those of us that knew their
habits we celebrated their own fiestas right on our own grounds; we
gave them their own entertainments; we gave them their own music;
everything that they would have by going to the big towns we gave
them right on our own place.
Mr. KEARFUt. Without assessing them for itt
Mr. SurrRY. Without charging them a nickel.
Mr. KeAFUt.
What about the matter of education
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Mr. SLATTERY. In the matter of education, we always saw to itof course, that was never carried on in a systematic manner, because,
after all, the word "education" is a misnomer in Mpxico. Although.
I have read so many beautiful things about the educational system
of Mexico, I never came in direct contact with it- at least, I never
saw it, although I searched for it-this wonderful educational system that was said to be going on in Mexico. Without speaking for
anybody else, we had a rural school-you might call it--out our
way, that we had two or three hundred children attending, and we
practically paid 50 per cent of the expenses of maintaining that
school.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the system that you describe, of gaining the,
confidence of the Mexican workmen, generally followed by American
mining operators?
Mr. SATrrEnY. Generally; yes.
Mr. KEARFU. What was the attitude of the Mexicans toward the
American operators during the time of Porflrlo Diazi
Mr. StLATEAY. The attitude was, I would say, of the most friendly
kind.
Mr. KEAtFUL. Were they grateful for the things that were done for
them, or otherwise?
Mr. SLArrnr. Well, yes; but that word "grateful" is a peculiar
word in Mexico. A Mexican very seldom--I suppose it is a trait that
is unexplainable-shows gratitude, but if we could use the word in
its broadest sense, they would go out of their way to appreciate what
was done for them by their American patrons.
Mr. KEAnruL. Were they trustworthy, as a rule, and faithful?
ir. S rEn-r. Absolutely. That is a thing that I should like to
describe for you, because It has been asked of me so many times.
The most faithful individual that I have ever met is the Mexican
peon. Ite will stick with you, if he has a responsibility, 24 hours of
the day, if it. isnecessary.
lMr. KEAnFUL. Do you not call that gratitude for good treatment?
Mr. SLArTERY. You have asked me another question, now.
Mr. KEARFIt'. Very well.

Mr. SLATrERY. You asked me if they were trustworthy. You can
put on your desk $10,000 in money in all denominations, and go out;
go down to the mill, or go somewhere else, and come back, and not
a nickel of that money will be touched; but some old rivet or some
old bolt or something that is absolutely of no use to the Mexican
himself, but may, perhaps, be of some use to you will be taken by
him simply because it is lying around. Now, that is almost indescribable.
Mr. KeAnvi.. You are talking now of a period that is past, areyou not?
Mr. SATER.nY.I am talking now of the Mexican.
Mr. KEARFUL. The characteristics of the Mexican generally
Mfr. SJ.'rEn. I am talking now of the Mexican of to-day, as
well as the Mexican of 1001 that came under the direct influence of
the Americans. When I say that. I do not include in that a single
member of the outfit that has taken up arms with one faction or
another. I describe him as nothing more than a bandit-members
of that outfit.
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. KEARFUL. DO you include in the term "bandi t " the govern,army
LA ERY. I include in the term "bandit" every man that has
4 ltn
patp the Carranza army, the Villa army, the Obregon army, all
A, tional strife; everyone of those fellows I include in that

1~tIpi;AReFVL. Which predominated in the mining business in
i4'w-Americans or British?
.,,i
.
TERY. Oh, we were away ahead, both in money and men
4 ido~Tpment of mines, of British capital.
'rUL.
Ar.
F Did you have any troubles at all during the time
9j
poipjpaz in your operations?
.
,,erF AaT r. Never. We never worried a minute. I rode all
over exice during those good old days on horseback, and I felt as
safe as ifI were back in my own home town. .The thought of danger
leri.>
rqu.to me. In fact, at night at the mine we slept with
our doors and our windows wide open.
.,
I,;itAL~i.
You never had any feeling of insecurity)
"Mr.
LAOrERYa. We never had any feeling of insecurity during
rf.
KEmFui.How is it now?
Tr,As it is now, we are not even permitted to spend a
:FM
lr rrLA
t;
Wi,qur own pla .e.
Ii.
IuvALm .At.what point did this change begin to take place
,:Mr:.S.rriYr, It tpated in 1910. In September, 1910, Mexico was
celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of its independence from
Spain.., veryone who was within the gates of .Mexico at that: time
wpuld: think .that she was the greatest country in the world, everybody seemed to be so happy and lovely with one another. Two
rniths afterwards, if you will recall, Pancho Madero hoisted his
flag of revolt, and then started the anti-American riots. From some
of the men who were closely connected with Pancho Madero, I was
understand that these anti-American riots were inaugugiven.
rated or.initiated,to convey to the American people and the world
at large outside of Mexico that PorBrio Diaz was not capable of
protecting life and property; so in nearly all the cities of the republic
twle,riot

started.

.

lKtAarL. What result did they anticipate, upon showing to
tha. world .that Porflrio Dinz was incapable of protecting life and
),AMt,,

(r]b~,:SMt
aWr
. It appeared to Madero, and it appeared to a great
manyS tof, the other malcontents, who were few in number at that
time, that.Porfrio Diaz had such a hold on the world at large that
it,
would. be a-very unpopular thing to start anything in a regular
way that would tend to defeat Diaz for reelection as president, so
they took the other method of-as we use the word nowadays-propaghnda, but it was armed propaganda. By having an outrage
here¢end) ahother'one there, and another one somewhere else, the
inpresaidti::would get out eventually that. Diaz, after all, was not
d6rgwhat he was supposed to be doing; namely, protecting life and
P.rb, back to that period, I.recall very .vividly what happened
in Guadalajara in September of 1910. We Americans were asked

'
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to get up some kind of a show. In fact, there was a day set aside for
us, and we put on a set of athletic events. It was something new to
them. They never had had them before. In fact, it was the first
athletic meet that was ever held in Mexico. I was the chairman of
the committee. I invited the governor out. The governor said, " Oh
well, it is going to be like all the rest of these festivities. You will
say you will start at 2.30 and you will not get started until 4 o'clock."
I told the governor we would start at 2.30, and that a pistol shot
would be fired, and that the motorcyclists-which was to be our first
race--would start at that time.
The governor was eating his dinner when he heard the motorcyclists go by. He immediately rushed out, got into his automobile,
utd came out to the races. He asked me to call him, notify him at
5 o'clock, as he had another engagement to keep. He sat and watched
those races, and at quarter of 5 I notified him. He said: "I am not
going to leave here; I am so interested," and he remained.
The day after the races were over the governor sent for me and
told me that he was so much interested in what he saw the day be.
fore that he wanted some of us to go into his schools at Guadalajara
and arrange to have an athletic course, as lie called it, and he could
then understand why it was that these things appealed so much to
the American people. As a result of the work at that time I received
a medal from the Mexican Government, showing that at that time
we Americans were not what we are considered to be to-day by the
present Government.
Then, two months Inter, followed the anti-American riots. For
two days and two nights the mobs just ran riot. Every American
house was stoned. M5 house was stoned, and was not only stoned
but was shot into. Ve got into a little trouble, for the reason that
we met at the American Club, and ive notified the governor that if he
did not stop the rioting we Americans would take the streets ourselves that night, and we would stop it for him. This was after the
second day. So the governor, knowing his American friends, and
knowing they would carry out anything they threatened to do, saw
to it that the rioting was stopped that night. In other words, there
was no more rioting
Mr. KEAnUL. What, if any, patriotic pretext was there for this

rioting?
Mr. Si.ArERY. Absolutely none at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was there no slogan or cry that they used?
Mr. SLATTERY. Well, of course, in some places it was " Viva Ma.
derol" and "Miueran los Gringos!"--in other words. "Long live
Mladero " and " Death to the Yankees l"
MSr. KEARFUI,. What were your next troubles?
Mir. SLArrRY. Then came the four bad years. What I mean by
the four bad years was that this life of security that I have spoken
of suddenly disappeared. The flag of revolt seemed to be hoisted,
and everybody in arms became nothing more than a downright
bandit. You will recall that I said I consider the term "bandit"
as used in that connection as meaning one who served in the armies
of the various factions. There was never an outfit that rode into
my phlce that did not have with them, flying, the flag of the Itep11lp. of Mexico.
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I recall on one particular occasion when there were three different factions. They were the Villistas, the Carrancistas, and the
remnants of the local faction out our way, which was called the
Cervantistas; and each one of these three factions, while they were
engaged in action, had the Mexican fing as their standard color.
During those four years we Americans always remained neutral.
I remember that faction after faction would ride into our place
and demand that we give them powder, and dynamite, and money,
and all sorts of things, some of them even clling on us to shoe
their horses and furnish iron and fix their guns; but we always
stood on the principle that the revolution was none of our business, and that taking part in it would only get us into trouble, and
we steadfastly refused to participate in it.
Some of the factions resented this, and as a result used to give
Is considerable trouble. Raids would take place. They would take
place at the (dead hour of the night, when we would 1ie all in bed.
They would come riding into the place, shooting it up, and then
looting and pillaging and taking ever thing that they could get
their hands on. The uncertain part of this whole thing was thait
nobody knew where we stood with our own Government. If an
American got into trouble in Mexico, he just went to jail, and there
he stayed. If an American defended his place, and if it happened
that he killed, mind you, any of these bandits that rode in, he was
:arrested by the local authorities and put in jail, and there he re.
gained until the local authorities felt good and ready to let him
out, notwithstanding any appeal that would be made to have that
man released through our own governmental channels. The consequence was that we did not have any security from the Mexican
si e and we had absolutely no security from our own side, and we
were between the devil and the deep sea; so we just went on the
-even tenor of our ways, trying to work, and hoping that out of a
clear sky there would some day come a pronouncement that all of
this trouble in Mexico would have to stop.
Mr. KEAnrUL. Did any such pronouncement ever appears
Mr. SLTTERY. It has never appeared in my waking hours. I have
often dreamed about it, but it has never appeared. The only pro.
nouncement that has ever appeared from our Government-and I
am very sorry I am forced to make this statement-was nothing but
a proclamation of ridicule and of denunciation of that splendid
type of men that went into Mexico to help develop Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. Right there I want to ask you a question. It has
been stated more than once, sometimes from high official sources,
that the Americans operating in Mexico were not entitled to con.
sideration because they were a class of speculators who had gone
down there and obtained concessions from the Mexican authorities by means of bribery and fraud practiced on the Mexican people. What have you to say about that, with regard to the character of the Americans who were operating there?
Mr. SL~AraRY. There is one man who has persistently made that
kind of statements that I hope it will be my privilege to say to
his face what I can not say very well here. That man is William
.Jennings Bryan, former Secretary of State.
If you will recall, some time in 1903 in his periodical called The
.*ommoner, he wrote an article on Mexico. In that article, among
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other things, he said that he had been asked many times as to what
advice lie would give in regard to making investments in Mexico.
lie said that he had no general advice to give, as each would have
to be judged by their own standards, but that the last consular re.
port received showed that there were $511,000,000 invested in BMex.
ico, and then he goes on in these nice, rosy terms that he can some
times use when he wants to, and lie painted a beautiful picture of
Mexico. Well, from 1903 to 1910, considerable investments poured
into Mexico. I do not want to give Mr. Bryan credit for being
responsible for that, but it seems evident that somebody must have
taken his advice, because in 1910 it was estimated that there was
$1,000,000,000 of American capital invested in Mexico. Now, this
same man has made the statement time and time again that the
American flag should never follow any man that invests outside of
his own country.
Mr. KIFARFUL. That was when he was Secretary of State?
Mr. SI'rTEnY. That was while he was Secretary of State.
Mr. KF.AnPUv. How does that accord with the principle announced
in the Democratic platform of 1912? Are you familiar with that
principle?
Mr. SLATrF.R . I am. That is why I hope I will not be getting
away from this man Bryan. I hope you will bring me back to him.
Mr. K(IARFIIL. You have the platform there, have you not?
Mr. SLATFrERY. Yes; but I am almost trying to frame an apology.
I was going to say I am a Democrat. I will say I was a Democrat.
When I went back to Mexico in 1912, after the election of Mr.
Wilson, I had met all my friends gathered together in the American
Club, and of course they wero asking for the latest word from the
States, and I told them that I believed we had a man now in the
White House, or a man that would shortly go into the White House,
that would take the proper stand toward the conditions affecting
everyone who was living in Mexico. I recall this platform. Among
other things it stated:
The constitutional rights of American citizens should protect them on our

borders and go with them throughout the world; and every American citizen

residing or having property in any foreign country is entitled to and must be
given the full protection of the United States Government, both for himself
and his property.

That is a beautiful paragraph, but so far as having been carried
out is concerned, it is meaningless.
As I stated, knowing this, knowing the man as men meet their
presidential candidates, I somehow got the conviction that with the
election of AMr. Wilson things were going to change in Mexico; and
I was just as anxious for a change not only for ourselves as I was
for the Mexican people. When it is considered that I would esti.
mate that not more than 400,000 men at the very outside-have been
engaged in rioting and revolution since 1910, and the other 16,000,000
people have been absolutely helpless, and we are not doing anything
to save them.
Mr. ICKRaput You think the sufferings of the Mexican people
themselves are much more than the sufferings of the foreigners in
Mexico then, do you?
Mr. S§ArrInr. My heart aches for them. I have often been asked,
"Why is it that 400,000 people can dominate 16,000,0001" One must
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understand that during the lives of the Mexican people they have
been brought up in fear. Mexico, almost from the days of the
Spanish rule, has had a series of revolutions-revolution after revolution. I think there had been something like 800 revolutions in
Mexico up until the time that Porfirio Diaz was elected president.
He ruled them with an iron hand. When I say "he ruled them with
an iron hand'," I mean that he put into their hearts the fear that
unless they obeyed the law they would not be given a jail sentence,
but they would be taken out and shot. The consequence was that
these people have been brought up with that fear. Now then, with
these revolutionists, as we call them, the man with the gun, or the
man on horseback, can sway five or six or seven thousand people.
That was the psychology of the Americans. That is, we fellows
never had any fear throughout all this revolution. From 1910 to
1914, with all the raids, with all the holdups and all that sort of
thing, during the trying days of 1914, there was never an American
that I ever met that did not figure that he was capable of taking care
of himself, no matter how big the crowd was that was attacking
him, provided of course, he was fully armed.
It is just like this: For instance, take Pennsylvania Avenue. I
think that is one of your crowded places here. Take that avenue
on a busy day. Let two or three drunken policemen, with a badge
of authority on them, come riding up on that street with pistols in
their hands, and ride through that mob; how many people back
on Pennsylvania Avenue right here will undertake to take those
pistols away from those two or three drunken policemen, particularly while they have a badge of authority Now, you multiply that
accordingly throughout Mexico, and you get the reason why 400,000
people under the badge of authority are able to dictate to and domi-

nate 16,000,000 people.

These poor people, the rest of the people, have suffered, and
suffered intensely. The best element of Mexico has been driven out
of Mexico-the element which we call the 18 per cent. 18 per cent of
the cultured class, the element that has been engaged in the arts and
the sciences and the letters, the cultured people. Simply because
they have had a little something, a little money or owned a little
land, they were made the common enemy by all factions. As a con.
sequence these people have been driven out, and are today on this
side of the line, ri ht here in the United States, hoping and praying
in their own way that a remedy will be found some day to give back

to Mexico the peace and prosperity that Mexico once enjoyed.

Mr. KARmL. Coming back to Mr. Bryan, what was the first indication of his attitude toward Americans in Mexico that you received
Mr. SLATrreY. It was August 27, 1918, when we received or at
least our consular agents received that famous telegram advising all
Americans to get out of the country and to stay out until conditions
were improved; and that telegram was so worded that he actually
ordered you out by intimating that if you remained there you would
get your country into trouble by remaining there.
Mr. KEARFmV. He appealed to your patriotic sentimental
Mr. SATrrEnr. He appealed to your patriotic sentiments to get out
of the country so as not to endanger your'Government by remaining
there.
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Mr. KIEARFUL. What was the event occurring at that time that
seemed to bring forth this telegraphic order?
Mr. SLATrERY. You will recall that it was in February, or just
prior to the inauguration of Mr. Wilson as President, that President
Madero and Pino Suarez and the whole Madero cabinet were overthrown by Huerta, and just prior to the inauguration of Mr. Wilson
as President Mr. Madero was assassinated. Then followed those
(lays of the Huerta regime. We Americans in Mexico seeing the
difference between Huerta and everything that preceded lierta,
from de la Barra's time down, realized that we had a strong man for
President of the Republic, and deep down in our hearts we were all
hoping that Mr. Wilson would recognize Mr. Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. Right there, what was the sentiment of the Mexican people generally with regard to Huerta?
Air. SLATTERY. AIl over our section of the country, every place
where I traveled, every place where I went, the hope and the desire
was for Gen. Huerta. I will say that outside of those who were
actually engaged in looting and pillaging, the sentiment would be
unanimous. So, as I was saying, we were all hoping that Gen.
Iluerta would be recognized as provisional president. Then, like
a bolt of lightning out of a clear sky, came the message from the
President of the United States that he would not recognize HuIerta,
and shortly after that came a proclamation for us Americans to
get out of Mfexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mean while Mr. John Lind had been sent to
Mexico to eliminate Huerta from the presidenecy?
Mr. SLrrITnE.
The President certainly picked--to use a slang
expression, but it is the term we used down there-a lot of lemons
in the representatives that he selected to represent him in Mexico,
in the persons of Lind and Bayard Hale and others that he sent
down there for the purpose of giving him information on the
Mexican situation. You know John Lind's visit to Mexico City
was a joke, and if it were not so serious it would be a comic opera.
He came down there with his chest thrown out, that-well, he was
a big fellow back in the United States, and he was coming down
there to show those Mexicans how to do things, and he was the
direct representative of the President, and all that sort of thing.
He came there. Gen. Huerta met him and talked things over with
him, and when he left Huerta and got through with that interview that swelling in his chest evaporated 'ery quickly. Then
when he attempted to bribe Gen. Huerta, practically bribe himyou can not call it by any other term-by saying, "If you resign,
we will do so-and-so and so-and-so for you, and unless you do soand-so why I will go to Vera Cruz and leave," Gen. Huerta just
called his bluff by pulling out his watch and saying to him: " Well ,
I think you have got about an hour and a half to make that train."
That is the kind of representative John Lind was. Had John
Lind played ball with Nelson O'Shaughnessy, who was in charge
of the embassy after Henry Lane Wilson had been recalled to the
States, John Lind would have taken a page out of Mr. O'Shaugnessy's book, and all of us would have felt better. Many of us
were personal friends of Gen. Huerta. I knew him intimately, and
it is pretty hard to have a man like Gen. Huerta in private con-
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versation turn around and ridicule the kind of men that were sent
to Mexico to represent the United States.
Mr. KEARFUL. Recurring to the notice to get out of the country,
what would have been the effect upon the properties of Americans
there if they had obeyed the order and left the country?
Mr. SLATrEnv. Absolute ruin. MIr. Bryan must have thought that
we could take the mines that we owned and put theim on our backs
and bring them up here to the United States. lie must have thought
that such other men as were interested in business could just close
the door, put the key in the door and lock it, and get out. There
was no notice with it of any time limit or anything of that sort, but
to get out and get out immediately.
To answer the question more directly, I will simply say that the
same thing would have occurred then that has occurred now, since
we have been forced to get out.
Mir. KEARFUL. I was going to ask you what has happened to the
properties of Americans who did eventually leave?
Mr. SL.TrERY. That is the saddest story, I think, that has been
written in the whole chapter of Mexico. Hundreds of Americans
who have gone into Mexico, particularly in the mining field, with
little or no capital, with that splendid opportunity of developing
the country, took hold of these different little prospects such as
have described to you, paid their taxes and went right along and
were all these years developing, and then came these days from 1910,
hut particularly from 1914, until this Carrancista rigime-one law
of taxation following another, absolutely impossible to operate,
until finally one by one they are compelled to let go of their properties because they have not the money either to operate them or the
money to pay the taxes on them. You can not raise a dollar, practically, for investment in Mexico, because everybody feels the in.
security of things in Mexico. Consequently, many of these boys
who have struggled all of these years day after day--there is hardly
n day passes that somebody is not wiped out. Those of us that have
been fortunate are still hanging on, paying everything that comes
along, but the great question is, When is the end going to be?
Mr. KEARFUoI. You are hanging on at a distance, are you not?
Mr. Si.ArrRY. Well, I mean hanging on to what we have at a
distance. We can not operate. I have been compelled to let six
very fine properties go because I have not got the money to pay for
them. I have not got the money to pay the increased taxes on them.
I have not got the money to hve up to some of the new laws compelling me to do a certain amount of work, and as a consequence
I had to let go six very fine properties which I have spent considerable money in developing.
Mr. KEAnRpu. If it had been possible for you to operate those
properties, you could have made the payments without difficulty,
could youth
Mr. SLA.rrRY. Why, if I had had two years more like the few
years preceding, all of those properties would have been paying
ilividends to.day.
Mr. KEARFUl. None of them have ever paid any dividends?
AIr. SLATrFRY. Just one of them.
Now, then, to go back to your other question as to what damage
has been done, I had one mine-the San Vicente mine-that it would
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take half a million dollars to unwater. There is a 900-foot shaft,
with 51 miles of underground works. We were forced to flee; we
were not able to keep our men there; I was not able to live there
myself, and as a consequence we had to abandon everything. That
mine has filled with water. The water is now flowing out of the
collar of the shaft. The mill has been destroyed. All of our houses
have been demolished; not only my own house, but the houses I had
built for my neighbors and caretakers; they have all been destroyed.
31v fine laboratory and nssay office has all been destroyed. Every.
thlng that was of value has been taken away from it. Now, that
story is the story, I suppose, that you are listening to every day;
so why should I repeat it {
Mr. KEARFU. Not in respect to mines.
MIr. SLATERY. Of course, you will understand that one of the
reasons, perhaps, why you have not heard more--and I suppose you
know this, too-is that every man who comes here and says a word
,bout conditions in Mexico is practically a marked man. There is
a peculiar law down there, known as article 33, the obnoxious foreigner. It is a law that the President has the power to exercise
without explanation at any time; and anyone that speaks and tells
the truth in regard to conditions in Mexico and says anything
against the present Government finds, for instance, an order that
"Your mine must do so and so." There will be some order issued
that is absolutely impossible for you to carry out, and the next thing
you now your property is confiscated.
That is my condition here to-day. If my story gets out to the
world. I am a marked nman so far as I am concerned; but I want
to say to you right now that if what I am able to tell you here today--and I am telling you this under oath, all of my story-if it
will be the means of making the American people realize what we
have gone through in Mexico, I am willing to sacrifice every dollar
I own in Mexico.
Air. KEARFUL. You are also aware of the fact that the Carranza
government has recently issued an order that no American testifying before this committee will be permitted to return to Mexico?
AMr. SLATIERY. I only know that from hearsay. I never saw the
order.
AIr. KEARUL. That is a fact, and the committee has been very
much embarrassed by it, particularly in getting mining men to
testify.
Mr. SLATrERY. When I came out of Mexico in 1914 I had such a
love and veneration, as it were, for the Democratic Party that all
the way up on the trip I argued with the rest of the boys in my
party that there was something wrong, to be patient, wait; there
was a reason for all of it. We came up home and came down into
Washington here with the greatest respect for everybody, hoping
that we would be received, not as heroes--of course, not as heroes-but as American citizens, as men who had really risked their lives
to carry out a principle for which all true Americans stand.
For instance, we fellows could have remained
Mexico. All
we had to do was to put the British flag on us. If we had put uip a
British flag on us. or a German flag, or the Italian flag, we fellows
could have all remained there, and remained there qtdetly; but htve
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you ever heard of an American in Mexico that ever deserted his
own flag in this crisis; that ever put any other flag on him to save
himself?
Mr. KEARFUT. I will ask you that.
Mr. Sr.ATERY. I have never heard of one; and yet we have been
called a lot of soldiers of fortune: we have been called speculators;
we have been called gamblers. I do not know just exactly what the
term is that we have not been called, and all of this has been brought
about by this preaching of William Jennings Bryan.
I remember also, going back to his article, that he speaks of our
soldier dead in the Mexlcan War that are buried in the suburbs of
Mexico City. I know the spot very well. He tells that beautiful
story in that article of how a representative of the Government
every morning and every evening raises and lowers the Stars and
Stripes, and how on l)ecoration Inay flowers are put on the graves.
Does any man know where Mr. Brvan has ever paid respect to some
of our dead boys that have lost their lives while he was Secretary of
State, who refused to have their flag insulted, to have their women
insulted, who resented the outrages that were perpetrated on them?
Has any man ever heard of where Mr. Bryan has ever said a kind
word even for those men? Instead, he has slandered them by
calling them "soldiers of fortune" and "representatives of material
interests."
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the implication generally drawn by
Americans with respect to what the United States was going to do
when that order was given to get out?
Mr. SLAFERY. You mean that order of August 27. 1913?

Mr. KEARFUtL. Yes.

Mr. SLATERY. It was the third-time "wolf." We had been told
to get out on two previous occasions by President Taft, but. of
course, in a different kind of language. This was the third time,
and the funny part about it was that we in Mexico never desired to
go out. We wanted to remain there. We felt that if the big show
was going to be pulled off-we always called it "the big show "we wanted to be there for it. None of us had any fear. In fact,
when the proclamation came for us to get out on the 27th of August,
the governor of our State, in the most sarcastic proclamation that I
ever read, sarcastically replied to that, and begged and pleaded with
us to remain there; that if our own country could not give us pro.
tection, he, the governor of that State, would give us protection;
and that was Gen. Huerta's governor, Gen. Mier. He was governor
of our State. So, when the cry of " wolf" came the third time, we
had a meeting in the club, and' we discussed it pro and con, and the
American consul was present ready to receive suggestions, and so on,
and he read the cablegram two or three times.
The one thing that seemed to stick in the craw of everybody was,
" Your remaining there"-mmnd you-" will get your Government
into trouble." In other words, "your remaining here will not get
you into trouble, but it will get your Government into trouble," and
that was the thing that was under debate: How could we possibly
get our Government into trouble? And .trouble we had in Mexico
since 1914 was given to us by the Umnited States Government, by
their meddling in the affairs of the Mexican Republic. As far as
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any troubles we got into were concerned, we could take care of our
own troubles. When we had a bandit raid or a holdup on the trailI think I know something about that kind of thing, as I have looked
down into the barrel of a gun perhaps as often as any man in Mexico, as I always carried the pay roll myself so that I would not risk
the life of one of my own men; I carried it for two years--we always,
somehow or other, could take care of that kind of troubles; but once
our Government interfered and commenced to tell the provisional
President that he would not be recognized; commenced to tell him,
"If you do not get out of there we will force you out of there,'
commenced to tell some of these other officials where they were
headed, and then finally going into Vera Cruz for the purpose of
stopping the landing of arms from the Ypiranga, which the whole
world knows were landed three or four days later at the port of
Mexico, and then sacrificed the lives of 19 splendid American boys
by that foolish piece of business-as I say, our troubles to-day, and
the disrespect that is shown us to-day, are not because of what the
Americans in Mexico did, but what the United States Government
did in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. You had this meeting at the American Club, and
what did you decide to do?
Mr. SLAtbrRY. Well, we discussed this thing from every angle.
We had altogether in that section of the country about 700 people,
American men, women, and children, and I think there were about
230 American men present at the meeting, something thereabouts.
The discussion was: "This is the third time. There will be no
action," and they just seemed to be undecided; and I got up and I
said, " Well, gentlemen, I do not want any man here to think I am
denying my own country, but as this seems to be a question of getting
my country into trouble, I think that for the time being I will align
myself with a country that nobody seems to care to have anything to
do with," and I said, "That is the country that is known as Ireland,"
and I got a green flag with a harp on it out there, and said, " That
will be my country temporarily. I do not think that will get anybody into trouble." The consequence was, they elected me Irish
consul, you might say there that afternoon, and they became my
subjects temporarily. So we remained there, and we went about our
business. Those succeeding days we seemed to be on more friendly
terms with the Government because of our remaining there-I mean
the Mexican Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was Huerta's government?
Mr. SLATrEnY. That was Huerta's government.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive protection from the Hluerta govern-

ment?

Mr. SLATTERY. Oh, yes; absolutely.

Then things went along all

right, of course, up until the following April, 1914.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did anything happen that showed there was any
real necessity for any American to leave the country?
Mr. SLATTERY. Absolutely nothing; and it was the old story, if
you recall it. of trouble taking those that did go away. They left,
and they lost thousands and thousands of dollars in their flight, because they took the order seriously. They got out, and of course
their houses were sacked and looted while they were gone, and they
suffered considerable damage.
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Mr. KEARFUL. When was the next order to get out of Mexico?
Mr. SLATIERY. The next order came on about the 21st of April,
1914, and it came in the shape of a message that the fleet contander
at Tampico had been ordered to have Huerta salute the flag by sunset
of the 20th, I think of the 20th, and unless that order was complied
with the armed forces of the United States would compel that
salute. That cablegram was received 221 hours after it was sent
from Washington. We were called together by the American consul
and the contents of that cablegram was made plain to all of us, and
we felt that at last something definite was going to take place.
Many of us went down to the cable offices fo send cablegrams home
and get a line on what was going on. It was then that we had the
first intimation that there was trouble. The man in the cable office
refused to accept or deliver any cables.
That afternoon you could see in the faces of everybody the antagonistic feeling of the people. At this time we did not know what
had taken place. That evening, the night of the 20th or 21st, conditions grew worse, and we could hear "Death to the Gringos," the
old battle cry. The consequence was, the next morning we learned
that Vern Cruz had fallen.
Then there was a wide expression of opinion as to really what we
should do, and after discussing the matter very thoroughly, and
taking the matter up directly with the governor of the State, the
governor of the State said the best thing to do would be take our
women and children to the seacoast town of Manzanillo. He said,
" We have always been good friends and I don't like to make war on
you, but if you see fit to return I will be forced to make war on you.
But in any case I want to see that you get safely to the port with
your wives and children. Your country has made war on Mexico.
Your country has invaded our soil and have killed a number of our
citizens."
And he went on in that way of his, describing what he considered
insults to the Mexican people; at the same time, however, telling us
he would do everything he possibly could to aid us to get out.
With those facts before us we realized that we were up against a
different proposition than we were ever up against before. Mob rule
was one thing, but mob rule with the government behind it was something else. Notwithstanding the fact, as I have stated, that we
took care of ourselves, yet we knew that they could put cannon in
the streets and on the housetops and could blow all the places of
safety to smithereens. In addition to that, we also felt that he had
acted so kindly and so decently toward us that, after all, we should
take him at his word. Then again, the matter of what we would
have accomplished ourselves by the sacrifice of one American life
would perhaps not be worth it, because we were not an army, we
were just simply a part of the American population that was in
Mexico. So we decided to get out, and go to Manzanillo, which was
a port down on the Pacific side.
Mr.
.KERPu.
How far distant from where you were?
Mr. S mLA
ERY. About 160 miles or thereabouts. Oh, it is more
than that. It must be at least 800 miles. Mr. KEARFUL. How long did the trip take in ordinary time?
Mr. SLAVrERY. In ordinary times it took about 12 hours to make
the trip.
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So we decided to assemble and make our getaway; that is, go to
the port. We felt probably our warships were in the harbor, because they had been there three or four days before. Some of the
officers and men we had entertained in our own homes. They had
been there for two years. We decided that we would close up everything and go down to Manzanillo and put our women and children
on board the ships, and those who desired to return might do so.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you leave the property in the hands of
Mexicans?
Mr. SLATTERY. Yes. Do you want me to digress there and tell
that?
Mr. KEARFUL. I think it would be well to state that.
Mr. SLATTrERY. When the word came I called the storekeepers together that I have mentioned before. I had $7,000 in the safe. I
turned the $7,000 over to these storekeepers, and said, " I want you
to take care of my men while I am away. I do not know how long
I will be gone, but I want my people to come to the store and get
what they desire, and you take it out of this $?,000, and when that is
out I will send you some more money." I figured to be gone only a
very short time. I thought surely our coming into Vera Cruz, and
not only coming into Vera Cruz but would come on into Mexico,
come on into Tampico, and come down from the north. I thought
they would go all the way; that no sane man would ever believe
that they would simply go into Vera Cruz and stop, but they
stopped lust the same. So then I made all these arrangements with
the men, and my own men begged me to stay there.
Mr. KEAnFUL. They were loyal in the "face of that condition,
were they?
Mr. SLATrERY. They begged me absolutely to remain there; that
they would give me every protection and so on, and appealed to me
to stay; and I knew from the things that have followed that their
promises would have been kept to give me protection, if I desired
it. But, anyhow, I fixed everything up and came away.
Mr. IEARFUL. Proceed with the story of your trip.
Mr. SLATTERY. We assembled on that morning, I think of the 22d,
from our various homes to the railway station. The lid was off,
as we used the expression, and the whole town seemed to be up
against it. Some of our best friends, as it would seem, not only
pitied us but ridiculed us, that we were running away. They all
looked upon us as in flight; that here are these braggadocio Americans that never had any fear, and are now running at the first sign
of trouble.
We proceeded down to the railroad station. Coach after coach
with Americans in them were held up, women and children were
jostled about. The particular coach I was riding in, the mob attempted to hold it up, but by a little show of firearms we compelled
the driver to take his choice of driving ahead and forcing his horses
through the mob, or else to be quietly laid away in some quiet spot.
He decided to go ahead, driving it, rather.
We got down to the railroad station and suddenly an order came
that that train was not to go; that the train was needed for the moving of troops. Here we were, all huddled together in that railroad
station. the mob on all sides of us, and we came back to the Cosmopolita Hotel, which was just across the street.
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By this time the fury tWas just at its height. The mob stood outside the hotel, using the vilest kind of language, practically goading
our people into resentment. Our men were not used to that kind of
thing. I had lived a long time in Mexico, and knew what they
would do, and I finally appealed to them that we were without
organization, and it seemed to me every man wts running the thing
to suit himself; that one wild act might cause immense trouble; and
that we should get down to an organization and select men to lead,
man in whom we had confidence to lead, and to be guided by all
orders that would be issued.
In consequence, I was selected to be the leader of that party, and
I will say that every man, woman, and child obeyed to the last
letter every order that was given. The principal order that I gave
was that no matter what was said to us, no matter how they handled
us, that we would not make reply and not use any display of firearms or go into a fight of any description, with one exception, and
that was if they put a hand on any of our American women, then
that order did not remain in force.
There were all sorts of threats of what they were going to do to
our women, but we felt up until that time we would hold our
position and keep cool. And I am happy to testify to-day that that
was the kind of men I was associated with, and the kind of men
that have been ridiculed in this country by our own Government
officials.
The train didn't go. We were then forced by changed circumstances to get out of the hotel. It was a British-owned hotel. It
was owned by a Britisher, and we were practically placing a boycott, as it were, on the hotel by remaining there. What I mean is,
the impression would be gotten out that the hotel had taken us in,
and that years afterwards the hotel would suffer because of that,
because Mexicans, as a ruler never forget a wrong.
Mr. KI(EARP
Or a fancied wrong.
Mr. SLAT tEY.
Or a fancied wrong. At just about this time,
Percy Holmes, the British vice consul, came along, and we got into
a discussion. He knew I was on friendly relations with some of
the officials in Mexico City, particularly Mr. O'Shaughnessy; and
he said if I would take the full responsibility-would not put him in
bad--we could all go out to the British consulate.
Well, it was a pretty hard thing to do particularly for an Irishman, to go under the protection of the British flag. At the same
time, I did not have myself to consider. I had the lives of my people
to consider; and we went out, and there we prepared for siege. We
dug trenches, connected a water supply to the house, tapped the gas
mains, so that we had a good flow of gas coming in. We had practically 800 people living in that house. In five or six hours we had
everybody as comfortable as we could make them. We cooked and
ate our meals there, and for a while it was like a picnic.
Then at night time, that same night, the mob kept up its fury,
and about 10 or 11 o'clock word came to me that the Germans were
down town celebrating with the Mexicans, and telegrams were being
shown around how the Germans had assisted in the sinking of the
Louisiana and some of our other battleships. The way the report
came that day was that in the fight that had taken place the battleship Louisiana was lnhml.
and one or two of our other battleships got.
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so scared with the fine marksmanship of the naval cadets in the
Mexican Navy that they ran away and were beached on the coast;
that their troops were then occupying Galveston, Houston, and New
Orleans, and were on their way to Washington. Oh, it .vas great,
the stories that appeared in the papers. By the way, I have those
papers right with me if you would like to look at them. It was the
funniest thing that I ever read. That is, it was funny then. It is
worse than our comic supplements that appear in the Sunday papers.
You can look them over, about the Louana being sunk.
Mr. KIEARFUIL. I am familiar with the newspaper stories regarding
that matter.

Mr. SzATTERY. Then came young Ahumada, the son of a former
governor of the State. Young Ahumada was educated in the United
States. He was educated in Harvard, and lived in the United States
for years. He came out just about 11 o'clock at night. He always
remained friendly right up to the last minute, but he said, throwing
out his chest, " We are putting it all over you fellows. I have ust
got a telegram from my father." He showed me the telegram. His
father was a Mexican senator. The telegram was from Mexico City,
that the Louisana was sunk, and these other battleships had been
beached because of their fear. He was very much perturbed about us.
I just mention thiF little sidelight to show you, here was a man
educated in the United States at Harvard, lived here for a great
many years, and with his intelligence he would believe rumors such
as I have recited to you. Now, you can imagine the poor illiterate
mind, the poor ignorant fellow, when he received that word, how it
helped to fan the flame of passion and so on.
I could not believe that story about the Germais sinking the battleships, or helping to sink the battleships, or that they were celebrating with the Mexicans in the cantinas. We had a kind of an
underlying agreement with all foreigners, French, English, Spanish, Italian, and Germans, that if any trouble came everybody
would naturally be taken for gringos, it being hard to tell the difference between an American and a Britisher, and so on, and we
would all get together. And when the trouble came the French im.
mediately volunteered, the British and all the others were absolutely
at our disposal, but the Germans never came near us. At first I
thought it was that old law of self-preservation, that they were look.
ing out for themselves, and paid no attention to'it. Then when I
heard some of the names mentioned, I said, " No; that is not true."
So I wanted to make sure about it,
and I went down town to see for
myself, and I found in the La Fama Italians cantina and the Pa.
lacio cantina, here they were celebrating, all the Mexicans and the
Germans. Even then I didn't think anything of it. I simply
thought " Well, oh, boy, you are just four-flushing in order to save
yourself."
So it was not until this late war that I then understood what was
meant by German propaganda; and then I understood why the
Germans remained away from us; and then I understood why the
Geimans intermarried down there; and then I understood many
things which I have never understood before about German interests
in Mexico.
Well, to go back to my story, we had some night of it; up all
night-the men-and the next day we were informed we could go
4766--20-voL 2
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to the railroad station, and a train would be waiting for us. Just
before we started one of the most prominent lawyers in town came
to me and told me the Quesaria bridge had been blown up and that
we were taking chances going down. I then insisted that we must
have a safe-conduct-that we must have Federal soldiers on our train.
The governor received the request through the British consul. He
would not deal with our consul or with us. It always had to be
through the British consul. So we started, with the troops and the
howling of the mob,. in a wild flight to the seaport. When we came
to Zaccalco the train was stopped, and all kinds of names were
hurled at us. And then they capped the climax. The beautiful
American flag-and you know the flag is always the most beautiful
when you are in trouble, because every star means something to you,
and every bar means something to you-and I remember how they
took that flag and made that circle and applied a match to it and
burned it.
' You can imagine the feelings of every man, woman, and child on
board the train, with that mob and soldiers out there, and as we
started, the stones and bricks were thrown into the windows.
Well, we breathed a sigh of relief after we pulled out of that
place. Every man remained cool. We started off, and with the
exception of the burning of the flag,, a repetition occurred at every
station on the way down. We came into Colima, and we ran across
the order of Gen. Delgadillo, the governor of the State. I don't
know whether you ever saw that order or not, but it was an order
where he gave us 48 hours to get out of the country, and if you
didn't get out in 48 hours you had to become a Mexican citizen or
something desperate would happen to you.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you a copy of the original order?
Mr. SLATrRY. This copy was given to Mr. Stadden, vice consul,
and I presume it is in his report to the State Department, if anybody is ever able to find it.
Mr. KEARFUL. This is written in Spanish. Will you please read
it into the record in English
Mr. S.rtTer. It says:
The citizen general of the State of Collmn ordains to be communicated to
you that I have conceded 48 hours from 12 o'clock this day for all individuals

of North American citizenship to leave this country or to become Mexican
citizens. I communicate this to you for your information.
stitution. Dated at Mtanzanillo, the 2d day of April, 1914.

Liberty and con-

I do not think this ever saw the light of day before in Government
circles. It has always been denied, but this is a true copy of the
original.
We came down to Colima, and were confronted there with that
48-hour order. That time had expired, and when our train came
into Colima, which is the capital of that State, it was held up, and
a general of the army boarded the train and he made a speech to us.
Ie told us what a fine soldier he was, his love of his county. etc., the
honor he had for the splendid Americans that have been in his country, but he says: "Your country is at war with my country." "This
is a train supposed to be a safe conduct, given to you as a safe conduct and you are traveling like an army. You all have firearms."
He finally said, "I can not let you go through my State." We had
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passed from Jalisco into this other State. He said, " We can not
permit you to go through as an army. You are practically connbtants." So lie made us it beautiful speech, and then ordered us to
give up our firearms.
I immediately called a council and asked our boys what they
thought. Our opinion was unanimous that it was a double-cross. I
said: "It is true, but here we are in a box car, with a mob on each
side of us, soldiers all around us, and lie has given us 48 hours to get
out of the country and the time is up. We may kill some of them, if
a light takes place, but they will get some who are near and dear to
us. Let us gave him the benefit of the doubt and take him at his
word." So we gave up our firearms. He liked my gun so well that
he strapped it on hinimslf. I never will forget that particular incident.
After lie got the guns lie went out on the station platform and he
told the crowd that if that train was not out of there in 20 minutes
the mob could do with us what they desired. Then action had to be
taken, and taken quick. I saw the station master and train dispatcher, and finally got hold of the man that was supposed to be
responsible for running the train. I went to him and I appealed to
him to let us through., He refused to budge. Knowing some of the
tactics of those men in high places down there, I said: "I will tell
you what I will do. I will give you $350, all the money I have in my
possession, if you will let this train through. Get us out of this
station. It is only 20 miles outside. Let us get through." The
$350 worked. The United States Government paid that same $350
later on.
Mr. KEARFUL. The United States Government did pay the $350?
Ifr. SLArrEnY. They paid all these bills. We paid the $350, and
le permitted that train to move, much to the amazement of the governor and everybody else that was in the station.
Now, front that point we were absolutely helpless. There was not
a gun in our entire party, but we were only a short distance from the
coast of Manzanillo, and we started for Manzanillo. We arrived at
Alanzanillo at midnight long after midnight, and instead of being
greeted by the " jackles' that we expected to see around there, as we
thought Manzamllo had fallen also, we were met by a mob far worse
than anything we had yet encountered.
We also expected at least to see the American consul. We had
telegraphed him we were comining. But, as I say, we arrived at
Manzanillo, and we did not have a friendly face to greet us. There
was an American consulate there, on a little knob upon the hill. I
got our little party together and moved up, and here they were all
around us, saying all sorts of things. We got up into that little
place, and you would have to pass through a similar experience to
realize what we went through with 239 people living in those three
rooms all that night. We slept on the floor, those that were able to,
sleep, just as close as close could be, no word from anybody, not a
friendly word from anybody; but outside was "death to the Grin.
gos" from the howling mob.
Right next door down in the hollow was Simpson's Hotel. That
place had been looted, as I found, and all the liquors in the place had
been drunk up. So it was a wild, drunken mob. Speeches were
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made, that we could hear, of what they were going to do, how they
were going to massacre us, etc.
The next morning we saw out in the harbor, just at daybreak, the
outlines of a little tramp steamer, and immediately we tried to get
into communication with that boat. We found on investigation that
it was a tramp steamer, which was in the Chinese trade, and had on
board 334 Chinamen. It was flying the German flag. It was called
the Ma ile, a little 8,300-ton boat, that was bringing over 834 Chinamen to land in Mexico; but, on account of the quarantine regulations, it had to stay outside the harbor limits until the 10 days' time
had expired before they could land and take on food and provisions.
It was time for us to get in communication with some one, so I
made up my mind to go myself to the general commanding the
troops. I went up to his office, accompanied by Arthur Earnest,
right through that mob; the most bitter experience I ever had was
the going through that crowd. We went in and saw him, and as
soon as he saw us he began right away to insult me. Then I started
in to give him my story. I told him what I wanted. I told himn
that our helpless men, women, and children only wanted a breath of
fresh air; that I only desired to get my people out on board that
boat; that his own Government gunboat was in the harbor, and we
"could not get away if they wanted to hold us; that we wanted to get
on the boat so we could get some fresh air and some water to drink;
that some of our folks liad not had anything to eat since the day
before.
He asked me what I wanted him to do. He asked me if I wanted
him to go up and entertain us. He said: " Don't you know your
Government is at war with my Government? I am glad to see you
suffering, and I want you to suffer. The more you suffer the better
I will enjoy it."
I happened to have in my possession a pass from Gen. Mier, which
I had received but a few days prior to the outbreak of the hostilities.
We were having some trouble at the mines, and there was a battle
going on every day, and the government thought somebody was
carrying information, so they put an embargo on the road, and that
meant there was to be no travel over the road. So I appealed to Gen.
Mier, who was a friend of mine, and he gave me this pass.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is a safe conduct, is it not?
Mr. SLATrERLY. Practically a safe conduct.
Mr. KEARFUL. Dated April , 1914, signed by Gen. Mierl
Mr. SLATrERY. Gen. Mier himself. So I presented that. It was a
risky thing to do, because it was two weeks before the uprising that
I had received it, but I presented it. This seal in the corner is all I
wanted him to get a glance at. I knew this man at Manzanillo was
of very much lower rank than Gen. Mier. So I told him that Gen.
Mier had given me that, and that if I had thought that was the
way Gen. Mier's orders were to be respected I would not have shown
that document.
As soon as he saw that document he immediately changed, and he
told me that he did not have anything to do with it but that the
jefe politico was in charge. I located the jefe politico at the Simpson hotel with 30 other scoundrels, and I never saw men that could
possibly become so intoxicated in my life. These fellows were all
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well armed, with belts full of cartridges. I picked out the jefe the
first of all. They started in to say what they were going to do with
us, among themselves, to send me back as a horrible example. But
I stayed with the jefe and told him the general wanted to see him.
I did that because I wanted to get the two leading officials together
and see which one was lying to me. I was not going to be chasing
all over Manzanillo in that mob.
When I got the two together the jefe said "You wished to see
me?" The general said, " No no." I said," Yes; you sent for him."
He said, " 'o; I didn't." I said "Maybe I do not understand
Spanish well enough." He said " T here is nothing wrong with your
Spanish. You can talk good Spanish."
I said, "Gentlemen, I am going to be plain with you. I want my
people on board the ship, and I want no more trouble. I will give
you 1,000 pesos if you will give me the privilege of putting my
people on board the ship."
There is the receipt for that $1,000. I knew it was a question of
money. I knew you could get anything out of those in authority
with money in a crisis like this. I felt that I was not taking any
chances in doing it because I figured I could get away with it, and'
the $1,000 worked, because when we went out after my interview an,
order was issued to put our party on board this ship.
We had to pass through a single file with this mob on either side,
of us. They formed a lane and we had to go through it, and all the
vile things that were ever uttered by human beings, those things were
said to our women and to our children and to ourselves. We
marched down that lane and got to the dock. They then started in
to search us, to see that we were taking no firearms and no silver
or gold out of the country. Everybody had to spread what posses.
sions they had out on the dock, and they went through them just
the same as if they were looting and pillaging in some of the raids
I saw.

The ship was out quite a distance in the harbor, and we had to
transport our people In little lighters. We put our women and children on the ship first, and put one man to go back and forth, so as
to be sure that the fellow who was running the gasoline launch would
not get funny. d
After we had landed our people on board the ship, there were
just 16 men left on the dock ready to be taken on the boat, and there
was a commotion of some kind, which we afterward learned to be
the signal that a warship was coming. The whole population be.
came excited. That general came dow* on the dock on horseback,
with his soldiers, about 1,200 of them, and charged all over that
dock. They forced the 16 of us back over on the railroad track, up
to the consulate and then back from the consulate to the railroad'
track, where they had a train under steam with flat cars.
And here was the prettiest example they gave us of what they
were going to do with American invaders. The night before they
were telling us how they were going to shed the last drop of blood'
to defend their patria and here, at the first sign of an American
warship the whole kit and crew were running to the flat cars, with
a train steamed up ready to pull away, and we fellows on board those
cars were to be carted away with them and held as hostages.
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After two hours we found it was not a warship at all, and we
were brought back to the dock. While we were there they gave us
what they said was something to go back home and tell. That something was to line us up in a semicircle, and they went into the American consulate and took down the three American flags that were on
the wall and put them on the ground, and those soldiers marched
over those flags. If you turned your eyes away you got a punch with
a bayonet or the butt of a gun to make you keep your head up and
look at it. They did that for 15 or 20 minutes. Then one of the girls
of the street down there 'withthe soldiers came up and put the torch
to the flags, lit the match to it, and those flags were burned in our
faces, while we listened to the insults of the soldiers and the mob.
They took the ashes and threw them in our faces and said, " We have
insulted your women, burned your flag, and thrown the ashes in your
face. What must we do to make you fight? "
I have told that story and put it in writing. Here is a copy of the
story complete, dated the 12th day of June, 1014, and handed to Mr.
Bryan, your then Secretary of State, and he digmfled that story with
a tree-ine letter, which reads: " M y secretary has handed me your
report on conditions in Mexico, just prior to my leaving, and I wish
to thank you for it. I have not had time to read it yet, but expect to
do so shortly." The " yet" has never arrived, because he has never
answered it. And notwithstanding that, for the four weeks following
the time that report was given to Mr. Bryan the newspapers carried
the story that he was out delivering chautauqua lectures; and yet he
did not have time to listen to the story of 16 Americans being compelled to witness the desecration of his own flag.
We got on board that boat, and we found that it was a tramp
steamer, 834 Chinamen on board, only 9 cabins. The captain of the
ship, Theodore Davidson, said that he would take us out of danger,
because the chances were that our fleet must be in the close vicinity.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his nationalitv

Mr. SLTrERY. He said he could not take us to the States, because
he did not have food and provisions, and did not have any water;
that the water in his tank was low, and lie could not replenish it
until the 10 days' quarantine regulations were up.
So we started some scouts out and bought something, some eggs,
some rice and flour, and things of that sort. We brought them on
board the ship ourselves, through friendly native servants that we
had brought along with our party.
We got out on the high seas, expecting, of course. to see one of
our warships. But there was no warship in sight. It then became
a question of handling the ship. The captain, hearing that I had
been in charge of the.party, asked me to also take charge of the
ship. He said that he would see to steering the ship, but as far as
the keeping of health and regulations and rules, he would look to
me, notwithstanding the fact that he had two American consuls
on board. We selected a committee of 25 or 30 men to police the
ship. We kept the Chinamen down under the decks, and we took
the top decks. The 269 men, women, and children slept on that
top deck. We ate twice a day, a meal 'consisting of bread and
potatoes. Breakfast was the same as our afternoon meal.
The water we had on board--we put a man in charge of the
water, and he used to parcel out little drinks of water about that
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big. The most pathetic thing in the world if you want to see
real pathos, something which will really touch your heart, is to be
in charge of a tank of water when it is low, and to see little kiddies
coining up and begging for a second drink, and you can't give it
to them. That was what we had to go through on that ship.
We picked up the Albany about the third or fourth day, supposed to be the flagship of the fleet,
)Mr. KEARFUL. The American fleet?
Mir. S\TrrERY. The American fleet, the Pacific Fleet. We hailed
the Albany, and they came to, and a boat was lowered and came
over and asked what we wanted. We said "First of all, if it is
possible, to take us aboard. If you can not do that, give us food,
provisions, and water, and give us blankets. Our people do not have
any blankets." The boat went back to the ship, and in a short time
came back and said, " We have instructions to give you food or pro.
visions, or to furnish you with blankets. We can not take you on
board. We will radio some of the transports that are coming down
to be on the lookout for you." No transport ever received that
radio, if it was ever given, because we didn't see anything until we
reached San Diego, Calif.
Mir. KEAYFUL. What were the sanitary conditions on board the
boat?
Mr. SATrrERY. There were only three toilets on the entire ship.
One on each side of the ship, and one down in the hold. The one
down in the hold we turned over to the Chinamen. Of the other two,
we took one side for the men and one side for the women. And in
order to keep that sanitary condition, keep everything just right, we
put a man on gurrd. It was a very delicate thing to do, but fortunately our women understood, and we had it guarded so as to
see that the thing was properly flushed and everything was kept
clean and all that sort of thing.
The funny thing about it, we had a sort of bulletin that we typewrote and put out on the ship, and when you read it now it is very
funny. This was one of the rules and regulations that we put up on
board so as to keep it in sanitary condition. For instance, it says:
Buckets of water will be stationed at different poinS" on the ship for washing
purposes. Salt water will be used, because we find it necessary to conserve
fresh water for drinking purposes only.

So we arrived at San Diego, and we expected to see everybody keen
on the war situation, because of the bulletin we had received from
the Albany. It was stated in this bulletin they gave us:
The following word was brought to the ship this morning from the United

States Cruiser Albany, that President Wilson has received a communication
and that they.would use their good offices to bring about a peaceful solution

signed by all the South American Itepublics, asking him to cease hostilities,
of the problem. President Wilson replied he had not heard from Mexico, and

was waiting for a reply on conditions, and when that was received if he found
that any outrages had been committed on American citizens, the combined

nations of the world would not prevent him from intervening.

That message was brought to us. Naturally, when we arrived in
San Diego and we saw the flags flying, we thought war was on. Instead, we found it was simply a celebration of the G. A. R. or some
anniversary or something out there, and instead of hostilities being
on they were arbitrating the situation up in Buffalo.
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Now, what we considered the most shameful treatment of all, was
the reception we received was on our arrival in San Diego. Some of
us had not had our clothes off for 10 days. We did not, of course,
look like polished dudes. We had a growth of beard on our faces
and had been washing in salt water, and you do not shave very well
in salt water. We looked like a lot of trampswhen we arrived at San
Diego, and that is the way we were treated. We were treated as such
by the representatives of the Government who were spending that
part of the fund which had been appropriated to take care of the
refugees that were coming out of Mexico. For instance, they were
giving 25 cents a meal for each person, and allowing them 25 cents
for a night's lodging. When I heard of that-as soon as I arrived
in San Diego, I thought our troubles were over, and I immediately
went to a hotel. A short time afterwards, I was phoned for, and .
was told of this condition, and I went down and I found the condition to be so. When I protested against it, I was told " You are
nothing but a lot of tramps anyhow. You had no right to go to
Mexico or to remain in Mexico, and whatever suffering you have been
put to was simply coming to you." That was the sort of reception we
received. It was bad enough to get that handed to you down south
of the Rio Grande but when your own people tell you that when you
come back to God's country, it puts you in a different humor.
So I looked up the leader of that whole program-I think it was
Baughman, some name like that; anyway, he was a banker, the
Baughman Trust Co., or something of that sort. I said to him," this
party represents a total investment in Mexico of $27,000,000. Now,
they have been through a heavy strain, and they are not thinking just
right, and for God's sake don't treat them like a lot of tramps. Put
them in a hotel and treat them like white people. They can pay for
it, but they are not just ready yet to make their minds function.
They are just acting like a lot of children."
I made that appeal to him, and the consequence was that he did a
little better for everybody, excepting that his instructions were from
the State Department to send them back second class. In other
words, no first-class transportation could be paid for out of this
money, but we were all looked upon as second-class cattle.
From that day to this I have never accepted a dollar from the
United States Government. I mean by that, that I refused to get
back anything I had spent from the moment of my arrival in San
Diego, I refused his offer to pay my transportation home. I have
on more than one occasion been invited to go out on the lecture platform and tell of these outrages, for which I would be paid, and I
have refused, and I have refused to accept money for such lectures.
I have been asked to write newspaper articles, for which I would
receive pay, and I have refused to accept pay for them. You have
asked me to come here and you have said ifI would come you would
pay my expenses. I will tell you now, I will not accept any expenses
you can pay me for the very reason that I never want to have it said
that, when my story is presented to the world, "He is an ingrate:
he has received this or that, and he is commercializing his knowledge
of Mexico," and all that sort of thing.
So our people were treated in that way, by our own Government.
We met the refugees from San Franclsco, also those who came to
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New Orleans and Houston, and heard their stories, and then we
formed a committee to come down here to Washington.
Well I had the feeling, with a Democratic administration in
office, that the proper ople to visit would be Democratic Congressmen and Democratic Senators. So I started to interview some of
them. A feeling came over me one day that Peary did not discover
the north pole at all. It seemed to me it was right here in Washington so far as one American was concerned.
So it was not until I ran across one Congressman, who was persona non grata at the White House because he had voted against
the tariff bill, against the Underwood bill, that any Democrat would
be interested in our cause because the present administration was
fixed in its ideas in regard to Mexico, and any man who came here
with a story such as mine would not be listened to.
I happened to learn that John Callan O'Laughlin was living here,
and I concluded I would look him up. I remembered going down
on the train with him in Mexico when he had his famous interview
with Mr. Diaz. So I looked him up and Mr. O'Laughlin made
arrangements for me-I do not know through what channel-to see
the Secretary of State. I came over at 10 o'clock in the morning
and the Secretary was too busy to see me, notwithstanding the fact
that an appointment had been made. I just managed to see him
as he came out. I was in that big room and he came out of a
little room on the side and snapped me off with a statement something like this, as near as I can recall it: "Well you were told to
get out of Mexico on the 27th of last August. Why didn't you get
outs " That was the sort of reception I got; and then I commenced
to meet some of the other boys from Mexico and their treatment was
about the same.
One night I ran into Judge McConville, a resident of Washington,
whom I knew in Mexico very well. He used to come down there and
spend the winter there, he and his wife, and I got to know them very
well. So I mentioned to him why I was here. I met him with two
other gentlemen, Mr. Hoeing and Dr. Gleason, who were on the
committee with me. Then he arranged an interview through Congressman Addison Smith, with Senator Borah and Congressman
Mondell.
Mr. KEARFUL. Borah and Mondell are both Republicans, are they
nott
Mr. SLAT ERY. Senator Borah of Idaho. I would not describe
them as Republicans, but I would call them red-blooded Americans.
fr. KEARFUL. They are not Democratst

Mr. St srnEY. I will still stick to my statement, that they are redblooded Americans. In any case, to give them a political term, they
are not Democrats.
I will never forget my interview with Senator Borah. It was on
the balcony of the Senate. He listened to me. I did the talking for
the committee. I was asked to do the talking. He asked some questions, and he got up with his two hands behind his back, and he
turned to me and said: "If you had not come to me as well recommended as you have, I would think you were the most colossal liar I
ever met." I said to him, "Senator, what I am telling you, what I
have told you is so true that I am willing now to deed over to you in
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fee simple every piece of property I have in Mexico, if you can find
any part of my story that is not absolutely true, or is in any way
exaggerated." And I remember him also saying, " And yet we
thought we knew something of conditions in Mexico."
We left him, and went to Congressman Mondell, who also received
us very cordially and very patiently. He listened to our whole
story, and the first question he asked was, " Is your story before the
We said, " No: they won't listen to us." He
State Department?'
said, "Well, you must get it before the State Department." I said,
"I will never go back to the State Department." He said, " You
must do it, because when one gets on tie floor of Congress and they
are asking questions about this or that, some one will raise the point
and ask us if the State Department knows about this. It will be
difficult to do anything with it, if this matter is not in the hands of
the State Department."
And it was for that reason that that story was written, that has
never seen the light of day, that has been buried in the archives over
there. And that was sent to Mr. Bryan. I took it to him personally,
so as to give it to Mr. Bryan personally. He refused to see me,
and I had to give it to his secretary. Ie took it, and I was compelled to write to get an acknowledgement of it.
It was after that that Senator Borah delivered that famous speech
of his in the United States Senate, when he recalled some of the
incidents that are recited in our story. One particular thing was that
any flag that flies in the air that does not respect its citizens is
nothing but a dirty rag and should be hauled down. That speech
put hope into every American in Mexico that there was at least one
man who was willing to believe our side of the case.
I suppose the newspapers will understand what I mean when I
say this. It is not out of criticism of the press, but it seemed to
me that even the press got a mistaken notion of it. They looked
upon us, whether the articles were inspired or not, as if we were
just so much riffraff.
Let me illustrate what I mean. The late Richard Harding Davis
the novelist, was sent to Mexico as a special newspaper writer to tell of
the conditions in and around Vera Cruz. The articles written by Mr.
Davis would always wind up:" This is the story of a refugee, and
you can take it for what it is worth." It was that sting, it was that
insinuation, that when an American in Mexico related his experience
it was something you could take for what it was worth. Yet four
days after he wrote that kind of an article he was caught himself.
Here is an article he wrote, and if you compare his own story, the
story he told in his own case, some one could very well say, "This
is the story of a special newspaper writer that was sent down there,
who has met with the same experience as the Americans who have
been down there." I recall also the time of the special newspaper
train that came, how a number of newspaper men of the United
States accepted the invitation to come down there and see and write
up conditions. I remember meeting those gentlemen in Guadelajara,
thinking there might be some one from my own home town. I went
down to see the outfit. I didn't meet anybody I knew, but at the
same time I went up and extended them the privilego of coming to
our American club and said we would like to have the privilege of
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entertaining them. But the consequence was we were told they
were in charge of the Government party and could accept no invitatiolns. Some of uis had been reading some of the truck they had been
writing, and we appealed to them to give us a chance and we would
tell them some inside stuff. We were adventurers, soldiers of fortune, and all that sort of thing, and no attention was paid to us.
And yet, when that same outfit was caught at San Luis Potosi-that was the funny thing about it-they were taken around the circle
of territory that was not having any trouble, and I volunteered to
tlike them four hours from where we were standing and to show
them a real insurrection. Anyhow, going up to San Luis Potosi, a
part of the program slipped, and they had a real fight, and these
fellows were captured and put in jail and were kept there about a
week. I will never forget Leslie's correspondent, in particular, the
correspondent of Leslie's Weekly. He was man enough to say that,
" All the stuff I have been writing heretofore was simply manufactured, but had I taken the word of those that were willing to give it
to me I could have written as I am writing now." From that time
on lie commenced to tell it, but it took that experience for him to get
started right.
Another thing that is running through my mind. The curious
thing of the whole thing has been the attitude of the American people
toward this situation. We did not expect to be wined and dined or
to be made heroes of, but yet when the real story is written you will
find there were some boys down there who did deeds of valor far
better than some for which the award of Congress was given, and
they have never been recognized. And instead of being treated as
common, ordinary, everyday citizens, we were looked upon as troublemakers.
You are the ones that are causing the trouble. You fellows own oil lands.
the mines, the Investments there. You are stirring up trouble. You want your
f government to go in there and do all this. You are nothing but troublemakers
and we have no time for you, and our Pag does not follow investments anyhow.
You ought to have stayed back in your own country.

I will never forget one visit in New York in 1914, and I had with
me Jim Gibson, one of the greatest sheriffs that the Texas southwest
ever had, a man that is in his seventies now, a man that has seen all
the things I am telling you a man of wonderful reputation and a
man who was with me in Miexico, lived with me. We were in New
York with our committee, and we had Jim. We went out to have
hunch. It was around 3 o'clock. The first thing we knew they commenced to dance. That was something new to me-dancing at 3
o'clock in the afternoon--and I called the waiter over. I had been
out of the country a long time. I said to him " What is this going
on here? Dancing right in the middle of the floor of the restaurant,
and at 3 o'clock in the afternoon?" He looked at me as if I was some
horrible example escaped from the asylum, and he said, " This is the
business men's dance.' I said, "The what?" and he said, "This is
where these men come out and relax for an hour, from 3 o'clock to 4."
Then, when I saw the kind of dancing, not the old-style waltz, but
this tangoing, as they call it, I will never forget the remark of Jim
Gibson. It was very characteristic, and was a summing up in his
mind the attitude of the American people. He said, "By God, the
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patriotism of the American people has gone to their feet." That is
the attitude that Jim took toward that i that they were not interested,
were so mad making money and keeping up with the wild rush of
things that they didn't want to be bothered, didn't want to be
troubled, didn't want to hear about those troubles the Americans
were having down there.
So we suffered in silence, and I would like to ask the world if ever
in the history of any nation, there has ever been a case where men,
women, and children have suffered, suffered in silence, like the
Americans in Mexico.
My own wife for four years has been under the doctor's care.
She lived in Mexico, because she refused to desert me. She wanted
to be right with me. She knew my future was tied up in Mexico.
She had confidence that my people around me loved me and would
take care of me. She suffered there. During the bandit raids time
and time again she was in' the house when it took place. She saw
the horrible way in which these fellows went through the houses
and looted and pillaged and destroyed. At different hours of the
night she would have to jump up from bed with a rifle in her hand,
to be ready to take her stand to help defend the home. She lived
through all that. She went through all these conditions from
1910 to 1914.
When she came out, as every woman on the ship will tell you,
she was pt..ctically a mother to everybody, and yet she a young
woman: She never went to bed at night on that trip until everybody was covered. She never whimpered, never complained, she
was always standing beside me in a crisis. The most wonderful
woman in the world.
It was not until Villa made his famous raid on New Mexico that
she collapsed. Then she repeated to me almost word for word the
very same things she said to me in Manzanillo. Going back to that
incident, when it looked as if the mob was going to get to us, she
said to me, "I beg of you to kill me, and not let me fall into the
hands of these people." The night Villa made his raid on New
Mexico, she woke up and repeated that same thing, word for word.
For four years we have been trying to find something that will
cure her--her nerves are shattered. I have had the best doctors I
can find, and for four years that woman has been an invalid, the
direct result of what she has gone through in Mexico.
About the same time President Wilson was stricken last year, she
had a cerebral hemorrhage and was unconscious for 41 days. She
is slowly recovering from that attack, so you can see what anguish
I have suffered, yet I have remained patient and hopeful.
Jack Delaney, my superintendent, is to-day the inmate of a sanitarium, an insane asylum, as a direct result of the strain he has
been under.
Billy Hoeing, another man associated with me, died of a broken
heart a few weeks ago, and is now buried in the lonely hills of
Mexico.
I could go right on down the line showing you that Americans in
Mexico have never committed any crimes; tey have paid for everything they got, and their own Government has gotten them into
all the troubles that have taken place within the last five or six years
and they are passing out one by one.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Were there a number of other matters subsequent
to that time that you have not been able to follow
Mr. SLATrrERY. Of course, you understand that ofter my wife was
taken sick correspondence practically stopped. My wife corresponded with almost all these women.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were there a number of women and children in the
party?
Mr. SLATTERY. Yes. I have a letter here whih I appreciate more
thalln
a medal. During those bad days on the ship we had a bulletin
board, and on tflat board we used to put the items of interest. The
ladies placed this paper on the board, written and signed by all the
women on the ship. It reads:
In appreciation: There is no circumstance nor group of circumstances that
eranshow the general character of the dramatls personae more than when
sudden action is demanded. We have experienced it; and the spirit and disposition of the American men was plainly shown. After the quick flight and
the strenuous circumstances, when patience, endurance, bravery, diplomacy,

and courage were necessary, our men were not found wanting. The women
Ititerested are both thankful and grateful from the depths of their hearts that
they have men to whom they have looked and have not been disappointed.

That was signed by every woman on the ship.
Mr. KEARFUL. About how many?
Mr. SLATrERY. About 125 to 15"0.
We kept quiet, as I said, and suffered in silence and all that sort
of thing until after Huerta was overthrown and forced out, and then
Mr. Carranza took over the reins of government, and then came
these attacks on the churches. I felt then that it was beyond the
bound of reason to expect silence any longer. In other words, they
were doing some things--making attacks upon churches-which were
so vile that any American with red blood in his veins should talk.
And I made up my mind that, so far as I was personally concerned,
it was immaterial to me what happened to me, and I was going out
to tell the story as well as I could. When the raids on the churches
took place, I wrote to my agents down there to find out if there was
any truth in it. The replies received were to the effect that the
churches were closed; that some of the churches-in particular, the
cathedral-were used as stables; that they were not only used as
stables and barracks, but the beautiful pictures and paintings had
been destroyed; that all those beautiful things which Catholics hold
near and dear were being desecrated; that these outrages were being
committed on religious orders and sisterhoods. So I made up my
mind that if all the teachings that I'had learned in my early childhood meant anything to me, it was about time I put some of them
into execution; that above everything else principle stands out in a
man's life; that if he is going to be selfish where his own property.
is concerned, and is going to keep quiet simply because it is going
to save himself, then real manhood goes out of a man's life and selfishness takes it place. I made up my mind, irrespective of what it
was going to cost me, I was going to go out on the public platform.
And wherever I went I have paid my own car fare and taxi fare
and railroad fare and hotel bills so that no man in public or private
life could say I was commercializing the work-getting profit from
it. Yet the Secretary of State never made a speech while he was
Secretary of State that he did not collect for so doing.
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As a consequence, I remember walking into a meeting-I am a
Catholic-I remember walking into a meeting of the Federation of
Catholic Societies holding a session in Baltimore, and I learned
there that even these men did not believe that such things were
going on in Mexico. "Well, that is hearsay. That is the word of a
refugee." Everybody seemed to just have that opinion of everything that came from Mexico, that it was nothing but a lot of lies.
Even that Federation refused to believe that such things were happening down there until I took the liberty of taking the floor. I
had no right to be there. I was not a delegate or anything of that
sort. I simply told them in my own way some of the things I knew.
Then it was that n committee was appointed to see the President,
or to convey to the President of the United States that these outrages in Mexico would have to stop, or to ask him to see that they
were stopped. Whether any action was ever taken or not I do not
know, excepting I was told afterwards that they-these banditshad the idea that the desecration of these churches was sort of welcomed by the people of the United States, and that was one of the
reasons why they were doing it, but just as soon as they got the order
to stop, they stopped-c-or Villa stopped, but Carranza never did stop.
And so itwas that I invited trouble for myself. I invited denials
from the State Department. I invited charges from my own Government, I invited trouble for myself from Mexico, and I am getting it,
so far as Mexico is concerned. But I have never had any of my
statements denied. Whether they have read them or not, I do not
know, but, thank the Lord, I have always carried my proofs with me.
Mr. KF.ArOUr. I want to ask you an important question. It was
reported at one time in the newspapers that the Carranza soldiers
had been guilty of violating the nuns in Mexico, and, as it threatened
to become an important part of the campaign issue in 1016, with
reference to the party of President Wilson, that statement was
denied by Mr. Tumulty, the President's Secretary, upon the authority of the Catholic archbishop in Mexico. The committee considers
that a very important point. Can you undertake to name any witness, or procure any witnesses who can testify directly upon that

subject?

Mr. SLtrr~Y. I would like to know just what proofs the State

Department would call " proofs." Personally, if we get right down
to it, personally I never saw an outrage committed. If a man is
murdered out there in that corridor, and I am told by somebody
around here that that man was murdered, I do not see the actual
killing take place, and yet I see the actual body lying there, and all
the evidence pointing to it. I naturally come to the conclusion that
the man is dead-is murdered. Now, the thing that gets me raving
with the State Department is what the State Department wants,
what they call proof.
Influential residents of Mexico have time and time again, from all
parts of the Republic, in writing to me, have written to me of the
outrages that happened to the nuns, the sisterhood of Mexico. I
think I have a letter with me to-day from the British consul at
Guadalajara, reciting in his letter how lie escorted the nuns under
the protection of the British flag to Manzanillo. Is there anyone
who doubts the truth of the stories of the attacks on these nunst
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Why would they want to fly? Why would they want to leave
Guadalajara?
I could not go out and put my hands on a sister, one of those
saintly sisters, and say tat this.one or that one was attacked. I
can't ilo anything like that. But, gentlemen, so far as the proof is
concerned, to get these saintly women to testify, nothing on earth
will ever get them to testify.
Mr. KEARUL. That is not necessary, but there must be witnesses
in existence who have seen them, and who can testify to these attacks, to the situation in which they were found, what had happened.
If these outrages have been committed on the scale that has been
stated, there must be witnesses who can testify to such facts as would
render the matter incontrovertible.
Mr. SLATEurY. Then you would either have to get the saintly women to do it themselves, or you will have to get some of the cutthroats that did it. Then you will get back to the question, "Can
you take the word of a cutthroat?"
Mr. KEARFUL. Were there no men who saw these women taken
out, and saw their condition?
Mr. SLATTERY. Yes.
Mr. KEARF L. And knew what had happened to them?
Mr. SLATTERY. Yes. I think if you could get hold of Chaplain
Joyce, you could get some information.
Mfr. ICEARFUL. You can perform no greater service to this committee than to get some witnesses who will testify to that effect.
Mr. S Im RY. I will attempt to do it.
Mr. KEARFUL. I understand Father Joyce was chaplain at Vera
Cruz?
Mr. SLATrERY. Yes; and who received most of the nuns that were
coming out.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever apply to the State Department, after
the experience that you have related, for advice as to going back to
Mexico?
Mr. SLArEaRY. On several occasions.
Mr. KEARFUL. It is not necessary to read the correspondence, but
give the effect of what occurred.
Mr. SLATnrY. On the 19th day of August I wrote to the State
Department, addressing my letter to Mr. Bryan, and asked him if
it were possible for us to get passports to go back to Mexico. My
correspondence will show, not only the correspondence but in all my
dealings with the State Department, even my reports that are on file,
that I never wrote in a fault-finding sort of way; that it was always
for the purpose of.helping or assisting. Somehow or other I had
the feeling that ifwe would help those who were in the dark, maybe
they would come around some day and give the fellows who are in
Mexico a chance to lend them assitance and cooperation. So in my
letter of August 19, I asked to go back to Mexico, because of certain conditions that prevailed down there. I reiterated these promises of being of assistance to them. I received a reply on the 21st
of August, in which the department advised that it did not deem it
advisable to withdraw the advice previously given to Americans still
remaining in Mexico.
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Shortly after that on October 28, I wrote again, and I received a
reply to the effect that they were sending a vice consul to make a
report on conditions. On November 10 I received a further letter
that all the courts, both civil and criminal, had been closed; that the
feeling toward Americans was bad; that minor uprisings were ocSurring; that loans were being forced from the inhabitants; that few
of the churches had been permitted to reopen during the past two
weeks; that petty robberies had been numerous; and that martial
law prevailed It does not say 1You can not go back," or " We
will give you passports," or anything else.
On November 12 I acknowledged the receipt of that letter, stating
that I wanted to go back to Mexico, to which I received no reply.
I then went down to El Paso and hung around on the line, because
our troops were along the border, and I thought if the troops went
in I would take the chance and go in with them. I thought I could
be of some assistance for the reason I knew the trails, knew the water
holes, knew the mountainous country; and I thought I could perform
some act of service and also get into iMexico and see how things were
getting on.
But, as things were going from bad to worse, I took a chance and
went into Mexico myself; and I was caught at Aguas Calientes, at
the time Villa had been attacked by Obregon at Celaya, and his entire forces were on their way north. We were detained at Aguas
-Calientes and remained there three weeks, could not go south or
north. Then we came back to Chihuahua, which is the capital of
the State and was Villa's capital. I then came back to El Paso and
remained there a while and came home disgusted.
On March 11, 1916, I called attention to the new laws that were
going into effect, increasing taxes, and which were of confiscatory
-character. On March 18 I received a reply from the State Depart.
ment saying that they had repeatedly endeavored to obtain a modification. "Repeatedly endeavored," but they never could say "we
have accomplished it." They were always endeavoringg"
e are
always in a state of turmoil, so far as this Government is concerned.
On September 80 1916, I wrote again an appeal to them to give
me the right to go back to them, and also calling their attention to
the fact that they wanted us to resume operations at the mines, and
saying we were holding back these operations and keeping many
people out of work. We got in touch with the State Department and
called attention to it, and the State Department said on October 5,
1916 that the department had sent instructions to its representative
in bMexico City directing him to make representations looking to the
annulment of this decree.
Let me digress for a moment, and say that we were also charged
with holding back the economic development, like all Americans were
charged with, for the reason that we could not operate if we wanted
to operate. We were producing gold. We were 18 hours' ride from
the nearest railroad station, out in the heart of the lonely hills, surrounded by every cutthroat in the country endangering life and
property' We appealed time and time again for protection, and it
was never given to us.
Up unti two or three weeks or a month ago the Carranza forces
had never been north of the Santiago River in San Cristobal. That
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is between the Zacatecas mine where we were located. We could
never get protection. The protection we got would be they would
send tlie soldiers out there, and they would do more damage than
good. In fact, I would rather trust s civilian bandit than aisoldier
bandit.
I)iuriig all these years that we were not inoperation I saw to it
that our IMielt were fed; that, we furnished them with corn. We
shipped corn to then asltd distributed it absolutely gratis. We

turned our land over to thell and let them rai-e their own crops on
it. So far as I wis personally concerned, imdividulally concerned,
s, far
t
s those 1 represented were t.oncerned, that hais beell outr

mplicy, to keep the menl who worked for us altl\were loyal to us
froml

starvation.

1'. KE.iurL. Is it now possible to operate

your

property?

Ir. 8M..vrriEY. Absolutely imlposible. Mly latest advices last Iweek
show they 111111 out azld threatened to burn the mill and destroy tlhe
pilce, itallthee was a general scrap that. took place and killed lmy

head miner. There is an element of unrest there. The people have
been deprived really of the right to live by the present Government.
It is reaching a period where nmen are fighting for their existence.

Now, these men I refer to have been employed at the San Antonio
hacienda. Conditions have been so bad there that this year there
was no planting. Consequently that spirit of unrest and the bolshevik idea, which is also prevalent in Mexico, is spreading about,
and these people came over to our place for the purpose of creating
unrest among our people, with the result that our people remained
loyal, and a fight took place between them, in which some of our
people were killed, principally our head miner, and these other people
threatened to come back and destroy the property and the nmll.
When these facts were laid before the governor he sent a force out
there to see that their plans were not carried into execution.
Conditions to-day at my mine are worse than they ever were, and
are growing worse every day. There is no developing going on.
There is not a thing that stands out in the whole Carranza administration that any man can consider as constructive legislation. Everything has been destructive. He took over the courts, he assumed
jurisdiction of the house of congress and of the senate, he controlled
the bankers, he closed the banks at his will, he dictated the terms
under which you operate, he dictated the policies of the oil companies, he fixes taxes to suit himself, he fixes the rate of exchange.
Let me give you now just a slight sidelight on it. Mexico hasn't
any gold today, hasn't any reserve. Yet to-day he arbitrarily fixes
the rate of exchange. And the rate of exchange to-day in Mexico
is such that the American dollar is not worth as much in Mexico as
it was in the beautiful and prosperous days of Porfirio Diaz. In
other words the American dollar in the old days was worth two
Mexican dollars. To-day you take an American dollar into Mexico,
and you have to go to a representative of the Carranza Government
who sells the exchange e, and he gives you whatever he likes for it,
usually $1.80 or $1.90 and then you get Mexican bills. When you
take these Mexican bills-for instance, you are operating a mine,
and you have to pay in silver so you have to pay a premium on the
silver. These are conditions that are confronting us to-day. There
4766--20-voL2--15
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is no planting going on, and the people are coming from the mountains, from the valleys, and crowding into the cities, and the result
is that every day those conditions are growing worse and worse.
Mr. I(EARFUL. What prospect do you see for any improvement?
Mr. SLATrERY. There will never be any improvement while Mr.
Carranza is occupying the presidency in Mexico and the present outfit isin power. There is no use of anybody fooling themselves that
there will.
Mr. KEARFUL. What prospect do you see for a change'
Carranza, in power, can reelect himself or any follower lihe
chooses,
can lie not
Mr. SLATERY. I was going to say intervention, but I hate that
word "intervention," for the reason that the people living in Mexico hate the word "intervention." We Americans sometimes have
a peculiar way of expressing ourselves. We do not mean just what
we say. Our liberty-loving foreigners in the United States to-day
hate the word "Americanization.' Yet all of our welfare bodies
lay great emphasis on the word "Americanization," when the word
shoulld be "citizenship."
"Intervention" is meddling in somebody else's affairs. That is
what intervention in Mexico means. No matter how poor and illiterate the peon is,he has a certain amount of dignity that he wants
you to respect. When you take that right on up to the better class,
you can see how farrecehing that is. So that when you use that
word "intervention," you are using the wrong word. I would say
use the word " Mexicanization." Mexicanize Mexico. What have
we clone, for instance, for the large number of Mexicans that have
been forced to flee out of Mexico? You have neglected us, but what
about the Mexicans, themselves, that have been driven out of there
because of your policies? These men that I am speaking of are
men who have kept Mexico alive in the early days. They represent
the arts and literature and science, and so on, and they ruled and
ruled well when they were in power.
Mr. I~ARFUL. Is that the class that will have to be depended
upon now to stabilize that condition?
Mr. Sxr.renTY. I would say yes. I would say men like de la Barra,
Ahumada, Prieto. These are men whose names come to my mind,
and there are numbers of them. The question is asked, Is there
anybody in Mextco that is any good? We had good government
under Diaz.
Mr. KEARFmi,. You had good government under Huerta?
Mr. SULTrERY. Pretty good government under Huerta, and very
good government under de la Barra. We have neglected these
Mexicans, and if all this time, instead of trying to "Americanize"
them, if we had educated them and put out a program of " M exicanization," shown our friendship for Mexico--that we had no
ulterior object in view-weo would have built up an army right here
in this country of five or six hundred thousand Mexicans that would
fight our battles in Mexico if we had any battles to fight. In any
case, we should "Mexicanize" Mexico by driving out of Mexico
the people that are tearing it down, and have driven out of Mexico
the traditions for which the Mexican people have always stood.
Carranza, with his highfaluting ideas; Carranza is an agnostic;
Carranza is a foe of education. When he was governor of the State
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of Conhuila, can anybody show where he ever spent a nickel for
education in that State? Can anybody show where lie ever spent a
nickel as President of the Mexican Republic for education, or has
cover done anything for edllcation? Yet that fellow can go out and
make these speeches and he gets away with it. Look at the men lie
is surrounded with, living on the fat of the land. They don't care
a damn for the Mexican people or Mexican conditions. Ever one
of them is getting rich.

If they can't do it honestly, they will do

it dishonestly. '1 hat is the kind of people we have running things
down there.
What we should do, if you ask me for a remedy, what I believe
should be (lone, the first (hing I would suggest would be that we
close with that fellow, bring that fellow up to a sharp turn, and
tell him " You can't slap us in the face any longer; you can't spit
in our face any longer. We have been good friends of yours and
tried to help you, and you have discredited us on every occasion. If"
you expect support from this (Government it is time for you to show
some respect.' If he refuses, I would close every port of entry andi
every customhouse he has. Then second, I would seize on deposit
in tills country the money that he has in the banks of this country.
I think there is the greatest weapon. I know how those bandied
leaders used to come across the line and make deposits right in the
banks along the Rio Grande of their stolen plunder. There ought
to be some agency of the Government that could find out where
the money on deposit that belongs to these fellows in every bank in
the United States, and then issue an order: "If you don't ilo so and
so, if you don't respect law and order, we will take away from you
every dollar vou have on deposit in the United States." Then you
will be talking a language they will understand mighty quick.
Refuse to let out of Mexico any of the stolen plund' and don't
permit it to come into this country. One of the reasons why the
Villa and Carranza rule kept tip so long was because there was so

much loot, and they could take it out of Mexico and bring it over and
sell it on this side of the line. Keep them from having a market
for everything they steal, and they will soon stop that.
Then I think all shipments of arms and ammunition should be
stopped, not only from the United States, but not let it go through
any port. Pick out a man of the de la Barra type, and get behind
him and support him. Ignore all present factions. Forget there

are such individual groups as Villistas, Felicistas, Carrancistas,
Obregonistas, cut out all the "istas," the same as we should cut out
all of the "isms" in this country, and deal only with the Mexican
people as a people. Do what we did in Cuba and the Philippine
Islands. It took Spain 800 years to try to put law and order in
Cuba and in the Philippine Islands, and we have done it in the
Philippine Islands with less than a brigade of soldiers. In Cuba
we all know how we are getting on with that.
Select a man, or let the elements in that country get together and
let them select the man. Don't let us do the picking, but let them
select their man, and then give to that man the support that we have
given to these other fellows. Take away from this lawless element,
claiming to represent authority, their guns and pistols and rifles,
and give these 16,000,000 people a chance to say "Y ou have no longer
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the badge of authority. You can no longer shoot me on the street,
no longer enter my home and defile it." Oive these people that have
never had a chance, give them a chance, and you will find that there
is a solution of the difficulty in Mexico.
And should we have to go in there with an armed force, you will
find that it is a mistaken impression that it is going to take a half
million men five years because of the bandits and the mountainous
country. You Nwil find that it is simply a myth. You will lind, like
Pershing found, when it was said, when he went in supposedly for
Villa, that tile people would rise ul) against him, you will innd us
he found that. the peons came and helped to build the road, the peons
caine and helped to find the waterholes: after the first scare they came
and offered assistance, and that is what you will find from the rank
and file of the Mexican people.
Mr. Kl.AIWtUI. Is it your vie Ithat this country is under tile duty
to tile Mexican people to thrivee out the bandits, as you call them, who
are now in power, because we are responsible for their being in
power?
Mr. St.arnity. More so than ever, because of that very reasoli.
We forced it on the Mexican people. We forced upon thel Mexican
people Carranza and all his clans, and In doing so we are directly
responsible for everything that has happened down there under
Carranza. If we have made a mistake, don't let us keep on trying
to cover it up. but let us be men, let us be real men, let us come out
madv
e that mistake. I think the man is a big man
and say we have made
when he finds he has made a mistake if he will come out and say so.
The whole world knows we have made a mistake, and what ir the
use of bluffing and camouflaging? Why don't we come out and say
we have made n mistake with this fellow and we are going to undo
what we hlive done; that we are going to help them get a stable
government, going to lend them money, going to make up for the
mistakes we have made, going to get them back on their feet just as
quick as we can, and then you will find a solution of this problem.
I am speaking as an American citizen; I am speaking as a man
who loves the Mexican people; I am speaking as a man wIho has had
thousands of their men in his employ and under him. I have ridden
over the best part of the Mexican Republic on horseback. I have
mingled with the people and know their condition. They have
trusted me and I have in every way tried to be worth of that trust.
When I anm denouncing and condemning and criticiing conditions
in Mexico I am not condemning and criticizing and damning the
Mexican people, this 16,000,000; 1 am damning the group that I call
bandits, whether they wear the uniform of Carranza or Villa or any
other kind of uniform, that are going around, preaching and yelling
about "Libertad y constitution and "Viva la Republica," and all
that sort of thing.
And "Mexico for the Mexicans" ?
Mr. KV.AerF.
"'Mexico for the Mexicans." I am speaking as one
Mr. SLATTERY..
who is interested in the development of that country. We have been
paying too much attention, perhaps, to our commercial relations with
the other side of the world, when the treasure house of the world is
at our back door, looking at it from a commercial standpoint. What
have we done to develop those commercial relations? We have
slapped them in the face prior to this. And now we have become the
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man with the big stick and say, "This is our man. He is going to sit
in this chair, and he is going to represent you." And the result has
been that Mr. Carranza, our hand-picked candidate, at every turn
has slapped the United States Government in the face, and lihe never
goes out of his way to do it, either.
Mr. KIt:ruL. What do you understand to be the real meaning of
th(lie (arranza slogan, " Mexico for the Mexicans" ?
Mr. Sl.vrr:ur. Please don't ask me to interpret any of his utterMr. KE:.auFrl,. Well, judging from his acts?
Mr. SLATTEvrY.' Judging from my experience with Mr. Carranza,
I would say that antll ing anly foreigner has or possesses in Mexico
belongs to' the Mexcans. Therefore, "Mexico for the Mexicans."
'Take it away from them. If le has no right to take it away under
the law, hie Will decree it. That wouhl be my interpretation, from
*

ill' own experience.

Mr. K{:.lurciL.

That is " Mexico for the Mexicans," as applied to

you andl other foreigners?
Mr. ',.vrn:Ty. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kr:. rt'i,.Is there anything further you care to state?
Mr. Si.Arl:ury. I think that covers the story pretty well.

So far

as I am personally enicerned, I want to feel that my visit here to

Washington to-day has done two things, and it is really after all
what I am most interested in: I hope my story to-day will have
sOme effect. as I feel it my duty to my government t to come here
and testify. notwithstanding what the consequences might bo to me
as far as my property relations are concerned in Mexico. I feel
very strongly that obligation. And the second reason why I am
glad! to comll here is that I hope I have thrown some light on the
sitw:ition. so far as the Mexican people themselves are concerned.
I am interested in their welfare. and I hope any words of mine may
be a hieacon of hope to them tliat there are some Americans still
alive to-daylv that appreciate their I)light, and that some day that
hope will lie further kindled in the American Nation, as a Nation.
and will recognize that a grave injustice has been done, and will
right that injustice.
Mr. K:.mrrlt. I want to assure you that the committee greatly
appreciates the spirit of real Americanism you have shown in coming
before it to testify. It is a spirit that has been shown by very few
of those who are' interested in Mexico, and who have lilaced their
material interests before their feeling as an American. I want to
thnnk you very much for it.
Mr. SL.,TyPty. I thank you. I say, I have hopes that some day
everyvtlhing will come around all right. I have come here with a
full'knowledge of what I am doing, and what it means, and what I
am going to be up against if I ever go back into Mexico. If these
words of mine to-day will be the means of creating a different spirit,
and will give, not only to Americans in Mexico the chance they are
looking for, but will also help to save Mexico from the cut-throats
that are now ruining its very life, I will feel that my visit has not
been in vain.
(Whereupon, at 2 o'clock p. m,, the committee adjourned.)

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBncoMrMIrEIE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

San Diego, iallf.
'Th'l subcommittee met puutsunlit to the call of the chairman at 10.30
a. in.. in room 560 of the U. S. (rant Hlotel, San Diego, Calif., Senator Allhert B. Fall presiding.
Present: Senator Albert B. Full, chairman; Senator Marcus A.
Smith; Maj. Dan 31. Jackson, secretary.
TESTIMONY OF MR. GERALD BRANDON.
(Witness sworn by the secretary.)
'he SEcrETAnY. Please state your name.
Mr. BRANDON. Gerald Brandon.
''he Cl.,InMAx. Are you a citizen of the United States?
Mr. RANDON,. Yes, sir.
The CrAIRMAN. Where were you born?
Mr. BinANON. Englewood, N. J.
The CHAI IMAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. BRANDON. New York City.

The CIIAIRMAX. What is your business?
Mr. BRanSIoN. Newspaper man.
The CHAI MAN. I will ask you if, in following your profession or
business as a newspaper man, you have had any business with the
Republic of Mexico?
Mir. BRANDON. Yes, sir; a great deal.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you first become acquainted with that
country?
Mir. BRANDON. In

1000.

The CHAI.InAN. Were you on the border or in Mexico about the
time of the Madero revolution in 1011 and 1012 and following years?
Mir. BRANDON. I accompanied the Government revolutionary
forces at-different times during those years in their camps throughout Mexico, on the border and in the interior.
The CAIrnsTAN. Where have you been during the recent Great
War?

AMr. BRANDON. In France.
The CEJirAN. In what capacity.

Mr. BRANDON. I enlisted in the French Foreign Legion at the beginning of the war when' France entered the war.
The CHAIRMAN. how long did you remain in the Foreign LegionI
Mr. BRANDON. Almost-three years.
2037
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AN. Were you a private soldier in the Foreign Legiont
The CHAIRn
Mr. BRANDOx. Yes.

sir.

The CInAlrc.E.x. What is the Foreign Legion of France, briefly?
Of -whom is it composed ?
IMr.
IuA x ox. The Foreign Legion is a regiment composed of volunteers of an nationality which France maintains in its colonies,
and which is continuallv lii active service. Before the war there were
perhaps 20,000 men in' the Foreign Legion, mostly German, Swiss,
ani Spnnish natlonalities.

When the war started a great many foreigners desired to help
France, and, according to the law, they could only be admitted into
the Foreign Legion. "There were sixty-odd thousand foreigners enlisted for the duration of the war. and they took part in most of the
important battles, suffered very heavily; in fact, only 1,300 men were
discharged at the end of the war out of the sixty-odd thousand who
had enlisted.
The C AtAN. What other service, if any, did you see?
Mr. BRnANDOX. No other real military service with an organized
army, although I accompanied revolutionary forces in different parts
of Latin America as an observer.
The CA.Iarm.es. After you retired from the Foreign Legion, did
you have any other service at all in this last war?
Mr. B.iA.snox. No, sir. I was rejected by the United States examining board.
The ( .nJrM sx. How long did you serve in the Foreign Legion?
Mr. BlAnnox.' Ahnost three years.
The Csr.un.mix. Were you rejected by the United States examining
board oil PI'coult of disability?

Mr. Bnr ANIox. Yes, sir. I have a wound, and also my eyes are not
up to the standard.

" The CIAIR-MAN. When were you last in Mexico, Mr. Brandon
Mr. BnAxeox. I left Mexico on the 4th of this present month.

The Cr.unla.x. Under what circumstances did you leave Mexico?

Mr. BRANnDOx. I was expelled by the Carranza Government as a
pernicious foreigner, being taken to the border at Laredo, Tex., by
armed members of the Mexican secret service.
The CAUn+rAN. What had you been doing in Mexico at that time,
or prior to that time?
Mr. Bn.xnox. I had been observing conditions and giving my
opinion of them in the Los Angeles Times and other papers that

published my work.
The CuAnirAx. How long had you been in Mexico before you were
expelled?

Mr. BnA"nox. Almost three months. I went down to Mexico City
in the middle of last December. I made that my headquarters, and
at two different times I went into the country--onco into the city of

Puebla and entered into the States of Vera Cruz and Puebla.
The CHAIRMAN. What particularly called you to the city of Puebla
or the States of Vera Cruz and Puebla?
Mr. BRANDON. I was interested in investigating the attitude of the
Mexican criminal court, which is the court trying American Consul
W. O. Jenkins in Puebla. My idea was to find evidence which would
substantiate charges made by the Americah State Department that
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Jenkins was not receiving justice at the hands of the court. I was

not interested inl whether Jenkins was guilty or innocent; I wanted
to know if the United .attes had any right to interfere in what
Mexicans claim is entirely interior matter, appertaining only to the

Mexican criminal courts.
Th'e CurnMsAx. This investigation was in connection with the trial
of Jenkins for perjury. was it?

Mlr. BRANDON. Yes, sir.

The C(IAlC~rANx. 110 was arrested for perjury. or charged with per-

jury, inl having testified that he had been kidnapped and had ben coinpolled to pay a ransom?

Mr. BIrAxnos. Yes, sir.
The CJIArMAx. I understand the charge against him was that he

had not really been forcibly kidnapped, but was a party to his own
kidnapping?
IMr.
IlcAxnox. Yes, sir.

Th'le CrunfAs. Anid of course this is a public matter, upon tills
country having demanded that lie he discb'irged. The answer of
the Mexican governmentt "wasthat they could not interfere with the
local courts which had jurisdiction of the case upon a charge of
perjury: and that is what you were investigating?
Mr. IMAxNDox. Yes, sir.
The C.mn.IMAx. What methods diad you pursue in your investigation? Where dlid yot go and what dild you (lo?
Mr. Bn.%NnoN. W'ell, I spoke to Jenkins; I managed to get access

to the court records; I spoke to witnesses who appear on those

records as testifying that Jenkins was guilty of complicity in his
own kidnaping; I spoke to other witnesses who ,Jenkins told me
were ready to testify to the contrary but had not been heard by the
court, or had been tortured and in other ways forced to testify to
what the court desired: and I spoke to to
te prosecuting attorney, and

a great deal to the

judge, and got their opinions.

'The ('ut.unmt..x. how, did youth happen to get the opinions of the

ollicials there-the pro~ccuting attorney and others? What did they
understand as to your activities?

Did they know what you were

doing?
Mri. BRANDON. Yes, sir; they knew I was a newspaper man. I am

fairly well known in Mexico as a newspaper man, and owing to the
fact that at the time Carranza and most of the present Mexican
officials were revolutionists, and not government officials they were
friendly to me personally I was thought to be what they call in
Mexico an unconditional friend of Carranza. I used the name of
another newspaper man who is an unconditional friend of Carranza,
a MIr. DeCourcy of Mexico. I said I was a friend of his, and that
helped me a great deal.
T'he CHAIRMAN. He is a correspondent of the New York Times?
Mr. BRANDON. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRJIAN. And is an unconditional friend of Carranza?
Mr.
The
Mr.
The
Mr.

BRANDON. Yes.
CHAIM1AN. And you used his name?
BnANDON. Yes, sir. .
CHAIRMAN. You speak Spanish t of course?
BRAFNDO. As well as I do English.
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The CHAiRMAn.

What did you learn from these various sources

and what conclusions did you arrive at with reference to the arrest
and trial of Jenkins, as to his guilt or innocence?
AIr. BnAxoN. Could you specify a little more clearly what you
would like to know?
The CHAIRAN. Well, lie was charged with complicity in his own
kidnaping. Now, you talked to witnesses, you say, some of whom
had testified against himMyou talked to the judge, to the district
attorney, and to others. Wh at conclusion did you come to with reference to his guilt or innocence of the charge against him?
Mr. lAn.%auox. I will admit that I know of no proofs that will
uboluitely clear Jenkins of the charge of being concerned in his
own kidnaping. It is practically impossible to prove that a man
is not guilty. lBut I can also say that all the supposed proofs that
figure in the testimony that has been compiled against Jenkins have
proven unworthy of credit.

Jenkins has an unusual reputation as

an honest man and a friend of Mexico. lie is.perhaps the most
popular foreigner in Mexico, certainly the most popular foreigner
in Puebla. lHe is reputed to be a very wealthy man. And lie is
charged with trying to get money from the Government. With
this excuse it falls of its own weight. He has no reason to be
unfriendly to the Carmanza Government and to have done this,
because it is under the Carranza Government that Jenkins has made
most of his money, and in fact he always had been rather friendly
to the Government. That is all I can say as an indication that lihe
would not have been guilty of doing this. On the other hand, the
testimony that figures in the court records is composed entirely of
sworn statements from perhaps 200 witnesses. nine-tenths of whom

were illiterate, perhaps one-third of whom can not even speak the
Spanish language.

These men appear as having seen Jenkins in

friendly intercourse with his captor during the time that he was in
Cordoia's hands. They mention cases of having seen Jenkins drinking beer with his captor. Th y claim that he was not blindfolded,
as Jenkins has stated, and that he knew perfectly well where he was.
Some of the witnesses testify to the fact that two years before
the kidnaping they saw Jenkins give ammunition and arms to this
bandit leader Cordoba. They claim that he was in constant communication with the bandits during the past two years. Up to very
recently, up to the time that I investigated the case, there was no
real testimony against Jenkins. Even such testimony as had been
collected was not definite nor very damning. I spoke to a good
many of the witnesses, and they told me that they had never seen
Jenkins t that they didn't know anything about him, and that they
had testified according to instructions.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were these witnesses who you say told you
they had testified according to instructions? Where did you ind
them?
Mr. BRANDox. Some of them I found in the city of Puebla, living
on a daily wage given them by the court because they were afraid
to go back to their home towns after having lied as they did. I have
a number of photographs of those witnesses. Others have returned
to their towns. And when I spoke to them alone they were perfectly
willing to tell me the truth.
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There were three men who testified to having been tortured, deliberately tortured; one of them, who is perfectly worthy of credence,
because he is the leading man of his town, he is munic pal president
of the town of Santa farta, assured me that he had been called
before the court at (holula and had been told by the judge that
it was his duty as a Mexican to testify that Jenklins and Cordoba
were in his town in openly friendly intercourse on certain dates.
lie answered that it was impossible for him to testify to this effect,
as lie had never seen Jenkins and did not know who Jenkins was;
whereupon after proving impossible to convince, Maj. Sosa, of the
Puhlla State forces, put a "pistol to his breast andl told him he
would be killed if lie didn't sign this statement which had already
been prepared, lie said that he agreed in order to save his life.
''lhe secretary, Jistino lHernandez, showed a welt around his neck
proving his statement that under the same circumstances he had
been hung to a rafter in the court room until lie agreed to sign the
statement; and another man had been beaten with a cartridge belt
until lie agreed. Those thire cases of torture seem to have been
sufllicient to make all of the 16 witnesses who were called from this
town agree to sign the statement concerning Jenkins's presence there
at that time without any more pressure. The men had been taken
on December 3 to the court in Puebla and confronted with Jenkins.
They broke down and admitted what I have just said to Jenkins
and his lawyer.
The Mexicasnn judge in charge of the case was satisfied as to the
veracity of their statements, and lie congratulated Jenkins, telling
him that he had no doubt that the case would be thrown out of court
on the following day; that he was about to make that recommendation.
The CHAIRMAN. This was in court?
MIr. BRANDON. Yes, sir. This happened in court. I am now telling the story that happened in court, although I proved the truth
of it by personal investigation. Jenkins, as he is entitled to under
the Mexican law, had asked for a certified copy of this testimony.
He was told that on the following day it would be given him. On
the following day he appeared, asking for his copy, and was told
it was impossible for them to get a copy of that.testimony as it did
not exist, that there had been no court session held on the previous
day, and they didn't know what lie was talking about. He asked
to see the judge, and was told that the judge had been given unlimited leave of absence. He asked for the secretary, and the secretary was also out of town. IHe asked to see the records and was
told that the records were inaccessible except to court officials. He
thereupon; through his lawyer, accused the court of having lost or
abstracted documents relative to his case.
This is a very serious crime in Mexico. Ills accusation is on the
shelf; absolutely nothing has been clone about it. He told me this
story . which was corroborated by his lawyer, who was also present
during the hearing, and I saw the men concerned and they corroborated it and said they were perfectly willing to swear to it at
any time. Later I managed to get into contact with the secretary
of the court who had taken down this testimony, and he told me
that every word of it was true, and that for 2,000 pesos he would
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get me the missing evidence--not the original sheets, which had been,
torn out, but the certified copy which had been prepared and certifled to by the judge and himself, and which he still kept in his
possession; and he also showed me that the pages had been torn out
by order of the prosecuting attorney after consultation with the
governor of Puebla.
Who is the governor of Puebla?
The CIrAsr.s,.
Mr. Bn~snoN. Dr. Cabrera. brother to the present minister of
finance, Luis Cabrera.
The Cta.IRM.x. Did you have a conversation with the prosecuting
attorney concerning the Jenkins case?
. les, sir. I was continually conversing with 'Mr.
Mr. 1n Anos,
Mithhell during the first three or four days of my presence in
'Pueblawhen he thought I was against Jenkins and was a Mexican
propagandist: he definitely told nme that Jenkins wais guilty. nnnd
offered me all sorts of nonlconvining arguments to prove his statefound out that I had photographed some of the
ments. When lihe
records which absolutely proved that documents had been abstracted
sent for me one evening and asked me to call at his ihom. I
lihe
went, in a very worried state of mind. I asked him, " Con I see you
tomorrow? " He says. "No: I want to see you to-night." It was
11 o'clock in the evening. " I want to see vou to.-night in m y home."
I begged him to wait until the following day, when I would see him
in court. He says, " No; this is a very private and personal matter.
I must see you n my home to-nilght.' And when I went there he
told rme that he knew or had information to the effect that I was
friendly to Jenkins, and lie didn't blame me, on naccont of my being
an American, but that there was a misapprehension somewhere.
Jenkins seemed to think that he was his enemy. and he was not
Jenkins's enemy. In fact, owing to his being 'half Anglo-Saxon.
lie would very much like to see Jenkins proven innocent : that Jelnkins land several times made the statement that hlie was willing to
spend half of his fortune. if necessary. to conime out clean in this
matter; that he would very much like to have me tell Jenkins that
he was his friend. and that it depended on him entirely to have the
case thrown out. of court or to have it prosecuted to its limit. He
asked me to call the following evening and tell him Jenkins's answer.
The C1uAIRMA.

Did you do so?

Mr. BRnNDo . Yes. sir. I saw Jenkins. and Jenkins says, "I
will not give one penny to Sosa." He used some very strong language. Jenkins said, ' I knew something of that sort would eventually come out, but this is the first definite offer I have received
from them."
. What was the cause of your departing from
The CHAn3rAn
Mexico. If you know?
Mr. BRANoN. Perfectly frank expressions of opinion on the
situation, which were not particularly complimentary to the Carranza Government; although I have not definitely attacked them
in any way.,but I have told the truth about the Jenkins case, and I
said a fev things about the present governor of Vern Cruz and the
secretary of state and general of division-in the army, and a few
other things that candor and sincerity to President Carranza re.
quired.
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The Cir
a.r~nr
. When you were in Mexico at this time did you
meet Mr. Wilbur Forrest?
Mr.
,Bn
Dxnox. Yes, sir.
lThe
CinM~jhAx. You know him?
r. IhtnANaox.

iMr'.
Wilbur Forrest, whom I see present in the

courtroom, was in Mexico as correspondent of the New York
Tribune, and also did some work in connection with the Jenkins
.ae previolis to my presence there.
The CAtIIIMAN. "Doyou know when he left Mexico?
Mr. Il;uxNox. Yes, sir'. On the 81st of December last I accajnpanied Mr. Forrest to the train *which was to take him to tihe
mrder.
The CrI.uirM.l.x. lie was not deported, was he?

3Mr. I ANlox. lie beat. the deportation by 24 hours. I understand

that there was an order for his arrest and for search of his quar-

ters.
lThe Ciu.ni.SIx. You say you understand so?
Mr. 13.%xnlox. Yes. sir. I was told so by a member of the police
force in Mexico.
The Cli.u1.[rn.1x. How are the judges of the State of Puebl ap-.
pointed or elected, do you know ?
Mr. iiU.
~ oox. The judges in the State of Puebla are appointed
b" the governor. The criminal court judges are appointe;i by
the governor.
The CIAInMANs. The governor is the brother of Luis Cabrera,
member of the Mexican oCabinet
Mr. B;n.xoox. Yes, sir. In connection with that, I asked the
governor how it happened that Judge Gonzales Franco was a
Puebla criminal judge, as I understood that in the constitution of
the independent and sovereign State of Puebla it.
was specified that
no one could be a judge unless he was a citizen of the State, and
this judge was a citizen of the State of Jalisco, and the governor
of Puebla answered me that the legislature and senate of the State
of Puebla had given hIrm extraordinary powers in all branches of
the Government, whereby he was legally authorized to do anything
he pleased, whether it was in conformity with the constitution of
the State of Puebla or not.
The CHAIn.xN. In other words, the legislature authorized him
to set aside this State constitution?
Mr. Bnxoox. Yes, sir. Extraordinary powers, as they call it.
The national legislature of Mexico has done the same with President Carranza: giving him extraordinary powers, on matters of
finance only. Carranza is authorized to impose taxes or change the
amounts of'taxes. He can do anything, he wants to do in the branch

of finances. The Governor of Puebla is authorized to do this in all
branches of the Government. He is an absolute dictator.
The CiIAnMAx. The President of Mexico is also authorized to put
in effect by decrees, the provision of the constitution until such
time as the congress itself may put them into effect by law, is he not?

Mr. Bnmnox. Yes, sir. Thle Mexican constitution of 1017 has
several articles which are not very clear, and the matter of the interpretation is in Carranza's hands until congress passes definitely
upon it.
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The CHAIRMAN. What are the conditions existing in the districts
where you were. and of which you obtained information which you
regard as reliable, concerning jIeace and order or violence and unsettled conditions in the Republic of Mexico?
Mr. BnDxox.

The State of Puebla is one of the most central states

in the Republic of Mexico, and one of the most. if not the most,
thickly settled. It is right near th, capital of Mexico. Nevertheless,
when 'I expressed my intention of visiting several village which tire
only 25 or 30 miles away from Puebla tie governor told me it was
necessary to send a military escort with me to protect me. I ob.
ejected to this and he promised lhewould not do so: nevertheless, I
found that a military escort had preceded me on my trip and had
warned witnesses not to speak to me or to he very careful what they
tbld me. Despite the fa t that this military escort had preceded me,
when I was about 12 miles out of Puebla city I wAs fired upon by a
Government force ensconced on the top of aI hill. I rode right' up
to the entrenchment or fort and protested, and was told that that
was my own fault: that I was alone. I was on horseback, and naturally they thought I was a revolutionist. This will indicate to you
what chance a man has going around in the country in .Mexico alone.
Thle second time I left Mexico City I went through the earthquake
zone in the borders States of Puebl'a and Vera Crnz. There I found
all the villages, or most of them. garrisoned by government troops;
but I was in three villages which were in revolutionary hands despite the fact that they are but 10 to 12 miles from Government garrlsons. There was one town I went to, named Ixhuacan. which has
never been in the possession of Carranza during all this six years of
his predominance in Mexican affairs
I asked the people there, "Are you revolutionists? " They said,
" We are not exactly revolutionists, but we don't want any garrison
in our town. We are hard-working farmers, and we find that the
soldiers rob us with such freedom that we prefer to fight against
them. We lose less life and less of our property by fighting the
Government than if we accepted the Government.' These men are
working hard; they are cultivating their little patches of land in a.
perfectlY, orderly fashion.
The CIIAIRJANx. Do you know whether that condition of affairs

exists in other portions of the Republic?
Mr. BRAxDox. Frankly. I wish to be accurate in my statements,
and I will say I do not know. I have been told.that it is so, but I
do not know.
The CIIAIMAN. Yoll have heard of tile organization of citizens in
different districts known as the Defensas Soclnles and similar organizations
Mr. BRnANox. Yes, sir. I know of those organizations, some of
which are Government organizations and some of which are revolutionary ones.
The CIIAIa
Mr. BnANDoo

sN. Depending on the locality?
. Yes. sir. In the' State of Chihuahua those organi-

zations are supposed to be Government ones, and I understand that
on the Gulf coast they are mostly revolutionary organizations. It
is significant that I traveled from town to town on this 12-day trip
through the mountains of the Gulf slope and was given letters of
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introduction by the military commander of each village to the military commander of the next village.

This happened often in the

cases where I left a Carrancista town to go to atrevolutionary town.
There seemed to be perfect accord between the garrisons. 'In one
case I was lent four soldiers, who carried pncks for me-packs of
medicine that I was distributing-and also two horses, one for
myself and one for my mozo, and the revolutionists returned the
horsles and soldiers
were

Government

to the Government

property.

In

the

troop,.

following

knowing
that
they
town the Zapatistis

gave me horses and men to go to a 'arrancista village, and I had a
very hard time to prevent the Carrancista leader there from stealing
the horses and shooting my men. If he had not. happened to halve a
wounded leg, and I hapllfned to relieve his pain somewhat, I am
smE he would have kept the horses and shot my
n men.
T'herel was also another incident in thile
town of Ahuevavulco. That
town was menaced by the rising of the river. wlitlh hal been
damned up by a aIndslide. and they asked for help froma Zapatista
town. and 200 mlien from the Zapatstt town anld 200 Zapt ti-tas from
the oil fields were sent over to that town and worked for two days
with pick and shovel clearing away the debris from the bed of the
river to save the Carrancista town.
The CIIARMAn,
. So far, then, as your observation goes, if the )eople themselves were let alone there would be no revolution at all .
IMr.
BRANaox. Yes, sir: that is myv idea.
The C11AMnuAN. It. is simply agitation by demagogues and leaders
that is keeping u\ this dreadful condition?
IMr.
BnAsDNos. Yes, sir; that is my true opinion.
The CtmaHxi
.Did you notice a statement in the paper-a telegraphic dispatclh-to-day with reference to some reported statement
of a IMr. Palacios, who claimed to have been the second under comnimad of Cordova, who was accused of kidnaping Jenkins?
Mir. BRAxnox. Yes, sir.
The C11AmIUAX. Do you know Palacios, or did you ever come in
contact with him?
Mr. BuANnox. I didn't know him personally, but I am acquainted
with the facts concerning his appearance in court. Palacios, as I am
creditably informed, had been a revolutionist. but two months before the Jenkins kidnaping he had been amnestied by the governor.
This amnesty was kept under cover, and I'alcios has since been acting as a spy for the Government. Toward the end of January
Palacios presented himself to the court, claiming that he had been
with Cordoba during the time of the Jenkins kidnaping, and that he
was in possession of evidence to the effect that Jonins had arranged
the whole kiidnaping himself. Jenkins was called to the court and

confronted with Palacios. Palacios gave his testimony, and Jenkins
was asked If he didn't want to cross-examine him. Jenkins said,
"No: I have nothing to ask him." The judge insisted. He said,
"Do you realize that this man's testimony seems to be conclusive
and that it will probably cost you your liberty?" Jenkins said.
"Yes: I realize that if it could' hbe proven, but I have nothing to
ask him." The judge insisted, and Jenkins told him. "Well. I have
something to say regarding this matter, but I am afraid that. with
my poor knowledge of Spanish. I may offend the court unwittingly,
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therefore I prefer to keep still." The judge assured him that he
would not be offended unnecessarily, whereupon Jenkins begged him
not to put his following words oil the record but translate them into
more polite Spanish than he was capable of using: and he told the
judge that lie had documentary proof to the effect that tile governor
of Pfleh and the court Inad promised Palacios 5.000 ICesos for this
testimony. and he would bring that proof forward at. the time of his
definite trial-his oral trial--and therefore it was not. necessary to
cross-question the witn ess at that time. 'I'he judge thereupon fned
Jeukins i0pe.us for contempt of court, and the next time Jenkins
was called before tIhe court he refused absolutely to say a word,
claiming Ithat lie had instructions in the first place fr m the emiahassy
not to pay any more attention to this (court,and. ,econdly, that it
wails too expensive to talk in court.
The Clu
a..~N.That is ill.

TESTIMONY OF MR. WILBUR FORREST.
(Witness sworn by the secretary.)
Thei SE:Cltr.rlt.
1ur name is Wilbur Forrest?
M1r. FouiinsT. Yes, sir.

The ('Cu.\:mt.. You are a citizen of the United States, are you?
Mr. FounwtsT. Yes. sir.
The (CI.\ll..1x. Of what State?

fir. Fotnrsic. Illinois.
The C('iualrsxN. Where do you reside?
Mr. FomrsT. I suppose my residence at present would be in New
York.
The CrAIrnIANs. What is your profession or business?
Mr. FounrsT. Newspaper man.
The Ciiun.ax. How long have you been in the newspaper busi.
ness?
Mr. ForEST. About 10 years.
The CII.rinsAN. Have you been in Mexico at any time during this
period of 10 years?
MIr. FonnrET.

Yes, sir.

The Cultln axN. When?
Mr. FOitrFST. For about 40 days previous to the 3d of January.
The CAlM MAN. That is, this last January?
Mr. FonnEsT. This last January, 1920.
The CHAIRMIAN. Where were you prior to that time in the performance of your duties?
Mr. F
Fonu . For five years, with the exception of three months
in the United States, I have been in Europe.
The CIAuANr . In what capacity were you in Europe?
Mr. FORREST. Newspaper correspondent; about three years for the
United Press, with headquarters in London and Paris, and with the
armies in the field at various times- and later with the New York
Tribune. For the last two years with the New York Tribune.
*The CHAIRMAx. In your capacity as newspaper correspondent,
have you been stationed at Washington-at different times?
Mr. FORREST. Yes, sir. About two years in Washington-in 1012
and 1918.
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Tie CH.AIRMSAN. What were your particular duties there?
Mlr. FonaFr., I have had various assignments in Washington, incllding the White House for six months, the Supreme Court for a
short length of time, the house of Representatives, the Senate, the

State, Wnr, and Navy I)epartments, the Department of Justice, and-

other assignments. Practically all of the assignments, from tile to
time. in Washington,

'1The Cl.ntr.x.. How long had you been back from Europe when
you went to Mexico upon this lnit trip ?
Mr. Ir,'nlTwr. I should judge about three months. I came back
from Europe in September.
The ('ituIuMsa. Were you sent down into Mexico by your paper
Mr. Iouatr.sr. Yes, sir.
'lhe CiaAuMt. N. Where did you go into Mexico?
Mr. FollaErT. I went first to Monterrev: from Monterrey to Tanmpico; from Tampico to Yucatan and thie cities of Progre.so and La-

redo; hack across the Gulf to Vera Cruz; from Vera Cruz to Mexico City; from Mexico City on two occasions to the District of
luella, and on other short trips front Mexico City; and later from
Mexico City to Laredo, Tex., and across the border back to the
United States.
The C.aam.,sN. While you were in Mexico did you make an investigation of the facts concerning the arrest or the different arrests
and trial or different trials of 3Mr. Jenkins, consular agent of the
'nited States in Mexico?
lr. FORREST. Yes. sir. Not so'much the trials. I did not make an
investigation in the Mexican courts. I took the results of investignations by American officials and others.
The C1,AMn AN. That is, those attached to the American State Department?
Mr. FonSr. Those attached to the American State Department.
The CHAIRMAN. To the American embassies. Did you hear of a
man by the name of Cordoba in connection with the Jenkins case
Mr. Fonns'r. Yes, sir; he was the rebel leader in the State of
Puebla who kidnaped Consular Agent Jenkins and held him for
some time, until a ransom was paid, when he was released.
The CHARnMAN. Did you ever have your attention called to any
letters published by officials in Mexico purporting to be facsimiles or.
photostatic copies or translations of letters from Cordoba or other
Mexican officials relative to the Jenkins case?
Mr. Fonn r. Yes, sir. After the kidnaping of Jenkins, and after
he had been released, and when the controversy between Jenkins and
the State of Puebla was in progress, there appeared in one of the
Mexio City papers--I don't remember exactly which paper-a letter
which purported to be a letter from Cordoba saying that Jenkins had
been with him ; that is, had connived with him to arrange the kidnaping, and this letter was signed " Federic Cordoba," a signature
in ink, which had been reproduced.
The ChAIRMAN. Did you see any circulars or pamphlets of any
kind issued, purporting to contain this letter or photostatic copies
of it?
Mr. FonnRES.
No, sir; I did not.
The CIAIRMAiN. You did not know that such a letter had been

circulated among United States Senators?
4

760-20-voL2-1
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Mr. FORnEST. No sir.
The CIIAInmi'. bid you undertake or pursue any investigation
as to whether that letter was a genuine letter or a forgery?
Mr. FORREST. I discovered it by accident, I might say, through an
arrangement which I-after investigating the Jenkins case and
thoroughly, interviewing the consular agent at length on two or
three occasions, twice in-Puebla and once in Mexico City, and having
investigated the case through the American Embassy and in other
ways until I believed that Mr. Jenkins was being persecuted and
was absolutely innocent, and that the charges against him were
ridiculous, I felt that there was just one thing that remained for
me to do in Mexico, and that was to have an interview with the
rebel Cordoba who kidnaped Jenkins. I went to Puebla with that
purpose in view and ascertained after some effort there and a little
trip to the country, that MIr. Cordoba was not in his camp near the
city of Puebla, but was spending the Christmas holidays in Mexico
City itself, where his enemies held forth, and that he was there for
the purpose also of arranging his affairs to leave the district of
Puebla and go back to his headquarters in the Tampico area under
the leader Manuel Pelaez.
I went back to Mexico City and arranged for an interpreter and
a man who could guide me to Cordoba. I made an arrangement
whereby I was to wait on the corner of Avenida Juarez in Mexico
City at 8 o'clock in the evening of December 29. I was to wait
on the corner at that time until ap automobile would pass and a
man in it would make a sign, and I was to get in.
The ChsAIRM N. That was the 29th of December?
Mr. FORREST. The 29th of December. The purpose of the automobile was to carry us to the rendezvous. And I did so at 8 o'clock,
and promptly an automobile came up and the door opened-it was
a Ford, incidentally-and I jumped in and we turned and went by
the Alameda, which was very near the place, and in 10 minutes we
got out at the corner of--it seemed to be a rather respectable part
of the city--and walked hurriedly I should judge for three or four
minutes and came to the place the man pointed out as the place where
Cordoba was staying. There were men around the corner who appeared to be the guard, and we did not go in, but passed by, walked
a block, and as we came back the men had disappeared and we
knocked at the door. After some little time a very pretty young
Mexican girl opened the door, with a candle in her hand. We entered, and the house appeared to be entirely bare, except one small
room, with a table with a candle on it, and a little luncheon on the
table, and three chairs.
That room through which we passed to go into the room that had
the furniture in it, had armed men in it. We sat down at a table.
Iund from the room to the rear where lie evidently had been watching us all this time, came the rebel leader Cordoba.. We shook hands
and started out with our interview. In the course of the interview
Cordoba told me that lie had been offered, orally and in writing,
200 pesos to come to Mexico City, accept immunity, and testify that
Jenkins had connived with him in the )ridnaping; that lie had the
intention at first to accept the money and tell the people that were
bringing it to go to, but he decided later that since he had the
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money from Jenkins--le showed me a sack of gold which he said
was the last of the ransom money; that it had been entirely paidhe decided not to accept it. I tried to get him to show me the letter.
He left the room to search for the letter and came back and said that
his papers had been packed up by his secretary and that the letter
could not b found easily, but he wat certain he had it. I asked
nimwho had written this letter, and lie said he assumed it came
from either the governor of the State of Puebla or representatives,
but he could not prove it

*

absolutely; but he assumed they were the

people most interested in having Jenkins declared guilty and therefore he thought it came from them.
'lhen, after the interview, which was rather lengthy-about an
Shour we talked-or, incidentally, when Cordoba came back into the
loom after searching for the letter, he left the door open. It was
-quite draughty and my interpreter got up to close it. That took
him back of Cordoba, who-to show that he was rather nervousturned and kept his eyes on the interpreter every minute he was
behind him until the door was closed, and then he sat down and the
conversation commenced. After that interview I asked him to write
a statement which would show that I interviewed him in the City of
Mexico, in the center of his enemies, and he did. He wrote a statement which I have now, signing it " Fed" Cordoba. That is a
signature which, as I understand, the American embassy and the
State Department have to-day, and it agrees with that signature.
The signature of the forged letter, or the letter alleged to have been
forged, was signed " Federico Cordoba." He assured me he never
signed his name that way, but always " Fed." Cordoba.
'The (IAuSAN.r.
Did you mention this letter to him, this supposedly forged letter that had been filed there?
MIr. FORREST. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Whait did he say to that?
Mr. FORRnTr. He said it was an absolute forgery, and that it was
ridiculous that it could have come from him; that he kiduaped
Jenkins, and that he did it merely for the purpose of showing that
the Carranza government could give no guarantees to foreigners in
Mexico. He said lie could have kidnapped any number of rich
Mexicans but nothing would ever have been heard of it in the United
States. He tliought the way to call the attention of the people of
the United States to tile fact that the Carranza government was
absolutely impotent when it came to giving protection, was to kidnap a representative of the United States Government, and that for
that reason he kidnaped Jenkins. He also admitted under questioning that it was planned and arranged by other rebels. and that
he was only one of a band who had planned and arranged, to kidnap
our representative, Mr. George S. Sumnmerline at Mexico City, and
also the American consul at Ouadalajara, the Spanish consul at
Puebla and the British Consul at Puebla. These were all to have
been taken on the night-Jenkins was kidnaped. I asked him if it
were true that Bernardo Reves, a rebel from the hills near Mexico
City, remained in Mexico City 10 days trying to grab Summerline,
and he became very excited when I asked him that and jumped up
and said, "How did you know that? very excitedly. I told him I
didn't get my information from the Carranza government. That
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seemed to reassure him, and he admitted that the plan had fallen
down. He told me that the reason he was in the district of Puebla
was that hle had been sent there by Mannel Pelatz, his leader, to
unify the rebel movement in four States-the tnates of Puebla,
OaxQca, Morelos, and one other State, the name of which I do not
remember-and that lie had succeeded in that iunifcfltion and was

going hack to join Pltez at Tampico. After the interview we left,
andl our parting was very cordial. lie hoped I would tell the people
of the United States what the situation was in the Jenkins case, and
also about the revolutionary movement in Mexico. Ile seemed to
he very anxious that they should knn
that the rebels were unified,
and also that Jenkins 'vas absolutely inlocent and ]had been the
victim. He said lie was very sorry that Jenkins had to suffer, but
lie felt it would io worth it to the rebels to show just what a small
hloll the Carrancistas have on the country.
'Thie (C .HlnMX.lie seemed to think that although Jenkins was
only n consular agent, lie was a representative of the United States?
MI'. ornE:ri'. Yes. sir.
'T1he CI.IArtMAN.. Andi

it was for that reason that lie desired to fol-

low out this plan?
Mr. Fonn6vr. Yes. sir.

'fThe C
H.mslMtx. What was the impression made upon your mind as
to the respect for law and order as exemplified by the airranza gov-

ernment in Mexico?
Mr. IoRtnysr. The rebel Cordoba seemed to ]have the utmost con-

tempt for their ability to catch him or to bring about law and order
in Mexico. lie toll my interpreter and myself that tihe rebels could
blow up trains and briilges and do most anything they desired to do
at any time, and in his answers to questions he admitted that they
could perhaps take most any city in Mexico at any time, but on account of the lack of mnunitions they could not hold these cities when

the Carranza reinforcements came; but they could take these cities
and hold them for 12 or 24 hours. He said he had no sympathy
with the blowing up of trains and the injury of innocent people. but

that that did occur; that sometimes it occurred as a result of irresponsible nets and that it had nothing to do with the rebel movement; that at other times it had been necessary. This was done
mostly, though, to show that the Carranza people could not control
the situation.

The CnAIMAn
. What is the feeling of respect, if any, that the
people of Yucatan-the Yucatecans--have for Mexico and the Carranza government, if you ascertained?
Mr. FonRRES. The Yucatecans appear to have very little respect
for the Carranza government and would like very much to be left
alone. It seems that Alvarado. a representative of the Carranza gov-

ernment, came to Yucatan and got their affairs in very bad shape by
trying to form a hemp combine, that happened to be the principal

crop of Yucatan. and their affairs are now in very bad shape as a

result of that Alvarado having left Yucatan and gone back to
Mexico. The Yucatecans. however, refuse to be called Mexicans in
most cases and want to be called Yucatecans. They feel that they
are apart from Mexico and are capable of conducting their own
affairs without tihe interference of the Carranza government. They
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take a certain pride in being called Yucatecans. A great many of
them are highly educated, and the native Yucatecan is either a pure
Maya Indian or a mixture of Spanish and Maya Indian and a highertype native than you find in a great many other parts of Mexico.
'they are industrious and hard working and, above all, very clean
personally.
The CuAInRiAx. Did you have any particular reason for leaving
Mexico at the time that you did leave
-Mr. FolnsT. Well, r had a suspicion, through recognition of
Eiarious faces which had followed me, or seeing these faces-in various
places, that I was being watclled, and having various documents on
me, including the Cordoba signed statement, which, of course, would
be an admission that I had been in consultation with the rebels,
enemies of the Carranza Government, I felt that it would not be
good for me to remain there very long after that interview; and on
tihe night of December 31, New Year's night, Mr. Brandon, Mr.
Turner, who is correspondent of the United Press, and myself, were
around during the celebration, and having these papers with me I
felt that 1 ought not to give them up if I were arrested. I asked
them to accompany me to the train at 0.30 next morning, so that in
case I might be arrested I could get these documents to them and
they could get away with them. But although I saw what I thought
was one of the familiar faces at the station, nothing occurred and
I got on the train and made the trip to the border without incident,
carrying the documents with me.
The C(Unnl RnaN. Have you the original Cordoba letter in your
possession ?
Mr. FORRneT. No, sir; I have not. I sent it to New York and it
was reproduced in my paper and printed. They still have the original. I have a reproduction.
The CIInAIIAN. And that we can get at any time?
Mr. FORRESU
. Yes, sir.
(A recess was then taken until 2.30 o'clock p. m.)
AFTER RECESS--2.30 P. 31.

TESTIMONY OF MR. HENRY L. TOLEN.
(Witness sworn by the secretary.)
The SECRETARY. Your full name?
Mr. ToJIN. Henry L. Tolen.
The CIIAIRtA . Mr. Tolen, you are a citizeri of the United Statest
Mr. ToLEN. Yes, sir.
The CItAISTAN. And a native of what State?
Mr. ToE. Indiana.
The CIAIrnI AN. Where do you reside?
Mr. TolnN. At the present time at Yuma, Ariz.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. TOL.N. Inspector in the Immigration Service of the United
States.
The CIAIR.AN. What is your district?
Mr. ToLEN. Yuma- and vicinity, down to the border, about 25
miles south, and as far east as-we are supposed to meet the juris.
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diction of the inspector stationed at Ajo. There are only two of
us over there. That is about 125 miles east.
The CIAT UIAN. And how far west along the border?
Mr. TOLEN. To the Colorado River. Well, on the California side
also.
The Cu.lnr
.sA. How long have you been in the service?
M r. TOLEV. Since 1915.
The ('CrinAMA,.
How long have you been in the district that you
represent at present ?
Mir. 'lor.x. On the 27th of August I was moved from San Diego
over there.
And what are your duties, generally, along the
The CIn.'unA.r,
border?
Mr. TOLEN. Immigration matters-train inspection, )borderinspection. border riding, investigations of aliens supposed to be illegally
in the country, etc.
The CHAInMAN. In the performance of your official duties along
the border south of Yuma, have you met a man by the name of Calles
Mr. TOLE., Yes, sir.
'Thle (',AI. l"n . What is his full name?
Mr. TOLEN. Carlos 0. Calles.
The CA.rn
rIAN. What official position, if any, does lie claim to
hold?
Mr. TOLEN. Captain in the Mexican Army.
The CHAltrMAN, The Carranza army?

Mr. ToLEs. The Carranza forces; yes.
The C.II. uli.x. Where is he stationed, if yon know?
Mr. TOLE.. San Luis. San Luis is just a little cluster of a few
huts on the Mexican side of the international line, where Sonora joins
Arizona and corners in with the Colorado River.
The CIrnarnAN. About how many men has he there?
Ms. 'rOLE. He had about 100 at first, and then some of them
deserted, and he went back and got 80 more, and they nearly all deserted, so he hasn'tany now, to amount to anything.
The CHAIRA . Where did the soldiers who deserted from his command go?
Mr. TOLEx. They came into the United States.
The CHAIRMfAN. Did any of the officers desert?
Mr. TOLE . Several of them. I would have to go back a little further to tell the history of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I was going to ask you about that. They
did desert, some of the officers?
Mr. TOLE;. Yes, sir.
The CIAIn. AN. Did any of the officers come into the United
States?

Mr. Tot s. They are all in the United States now.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is Calles?
Mr. ToLEN. In Mexico, the last time I saw him.
The CHAIRmAN. What was the cause of the desertion of his soldiers,

if you know I

Mr. TOLEx. They claimed that he appropriated the money for their
pay to his own use. They formed a colony, or were supposed to form
a colony, when they came over there--The CHAIRMAN. That is, in Mexicol
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Mr. TOLEN. In Mexico. These soldiers were brought from Navajoa, most of them, down on the Mayo River, and they came with
the intention of just soldiering as a side issue, and they were to be paid
$2 a day, so they say and be allowed to cultivate land on a cooperative
basis. They formed an agricultural association of some kind to purchase implements. They told me the money was turned over to
Calles to purchase machinery with, and they never got any machinery-nover got any implements-and that, coupled with the fact that
they did not get any pay as soldiers either, they protested to Mexico
City, or to their superior officers at Ortiz, in Sonora-I think that is
where their headquarters are. They sent telegrams, and followed it
up by letter, and a great many of them signed it. All the otlicers and
mer signed it, protesting Calles's actions and Calles was incensed at
that action on their part and lie went to Hlermosillo, as the saying is,
to square himself. Evidently he made a good impression down there,
because when he came back he cnmoe back by the way of'Guaymas and
the Gulf to Hermosillo, bringing about 80 men with him, and before
lie arrived there all these deserted in a body and walked across to
the United States and were picking cotton in the valley.
The CuIAIRIAN. Officers and ment
Mr. TOLEN. Officers and men; all with the exception of one officer,
a fellow by the name of Juarez. lie stayed with Cnlles some time
oThl CIIAIR Ai.
Did these men bring arms or accouterments with
them to this side?

Mr. TOLEN. I don't think any of them brought anything in the way
of arms.
The CHAIRMAN. And they went to work for the American farmers
on this sides
Mr, ToLEN. Yes.
The CHAM AN. In the State of Arizona?
Mr. TOLEN. Many of them, in the early part of August, when cotton picking was started, had permission from Calles to come over and
make a few dollars for themselves. Some of them came over and
went to work. There was one man. I don't know what the man's
name is, wanted some cotton pickers and he went to Calles and got
them.
The CHAIRMAN. That is an American on this side of the line?
.Mr. Touax. An American on this side of the line, yes. And Calles
sent the men over, but says " Don't pay them, pay me," and lie said
that he did pay Calles for the work, at $3.50 a day.
The C
.IKAInUAN.
Among these men who were over on this side,
did you ever know a man by the name of Ybarra, a Mexican?
Mr. To x. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do vOtn know what has become of hint
Mr. TorL E. I don't know for sure, but they all seem to think he is
dead.
The CAmIruAx. Did you know a man by the name of Jose Maria
Luguen?
Mr. Toy .x. Only by hearsay.
The CAIMinANx.
'ehlciano Herrera?
Mr. Tor.N. I only heard about those two. They were taken from
the United States before I went to Yuma.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you have anything to do with the investigation, either in your official position or otherwise, of what became of
this man Ybarral
AMr. 'roLE. Yes, sir. On Monday, the 1st of December, 1919,
James Tucker and his son Wyatt Tucker, brought Catalina Amada
do Ybarra to my 6flice in Iuma.
The CrAlnAnx. Catalina Ybarra was a woman?
Mr. ToE.m. Yes. Wife of Rodolfo Ybarra. And she made a statement before me to the effect that on the night of the 20th, Saturday
night, three men had driven up to where they were employed on a
ranch picking cotton, 21 miles west of Somerton, known as the
Squire Munro ranch, and had knocked at the door, and one fellow
stuck his head in the door, and he flashed a light also in their faces,
and he says, " Is this the ranch that is run by "-some name, I forget
now what it was. Anyhow, she heard some one saY-not that name
but some name that sounds like it. He says, "It is Ybarra." And
then this fellow that had his head in the tloor said " Yes, Ybarra."
They were sleeping on one floor there. " Yes, I am kbarra," he said,
"what do you want? " " W e l l ," lie says, " You are the man we want

to see. (et up." And lie got tup, and without giving him a chance
to put on his clothes, they took him out of the house, andl she ran to
the neighbors--when they took him out of the house she had an

idea of who it was I suppose, and she ran to an American there by
the name of-well, the fellow in charge of the ranch, the cotton man
I forget the name now, and called him and he came over and wanted
to know what was going on, and the fellow says, " Why, we are
officers from Yuma. We came after this man and are going to take
him away." And they did take him away, and as they carried
him away she says they pulled him between two of them, and as they
carried him away he hollered to her, he says, "Come on and go with
me; don't let them take me alone. They a~ , t-king me to San Luis.
They are from San Luis." And they took hinl yo an automobile some
distance from the house-well, she couldn't see the automobile, because there were no lights, but in a short while she couldn't hear his
cries any more; the automobile began to run and she could hear the
automobile, and they went away, and that is the last she has ever
seen of him.
The CHArnMAN. Do you know anything about any proceedings in
the courts of Arizona against Mr. Calles with reference to this Ybarra
easeI
Mr. TOLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he indicted, or was an information filed
against him?
Mr. TOLEN An information was filed against him, against Carlos
G. Calles, Francisco Moreno, and Ernesto Teran for the kidnaping
and murder of Ybarra. They claim he was taken to San Luis,
Mexico, and executed.
The CHAIRMAN. The result of the examining trial in that case was
the discharge, in that particular case,'of Callest
Mr. TOLEN. Yes. They discharged him in that particular case
because they were unable to prove, so the'judgo held, the corpus
delicti. Calles alone was held for kidnaping Luguen and Herrera.
This was an instance of a similar kind to that which took place in
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February, 1010, I think, where they claim two of the soldiers committed sohuo trivial offense on the Alexican side and then came across
into the United States. I think they robbed a valise or something

like that--cut it open-and they came on to the United States and
(nalle

came over and got them, so they

say, and

took them out of it

wagon in the round west of Somerton, 1:hlcli is about 9 miles from the
line, and, as the evidence caine out in the case. that they could prove
that very readily, that he did take them from the United States and
took them into "Mexico and held a public execution, and they held
him in that case and put him under $5,000 bond. When he got out
on bond hie went back to San Luls, and he has been there ever since.
lie has not been back in the United States.
The Cnr,%\ax. At this point, in connection with the testimony
of the witness, Mr. Secretary, please file a copy of the complaint in
tile case of Calles, charged with the murder of Jose Maria Luguen
and Feliciano Herrera, together with a stipulation, an order holding
the defendant to answer, and an information, attached, and let them
be copied into the record.

(The documents last above mentioned, filed as Exhibit 1, are in
the following words and figures, to wit:)
In the Jumtli~ccourt, first prieintl t, county of Yunia, State of Arizona.
The State of Arizonn, plaintiff. v. Carlo Calles, defendant. Compnilaint,
criminal.
Personally appeared before mle this 7th day of February, 1020, W. F. 'Timmons,
upon information anti belief, who, being first duly sworn, complains andAsays:
That one Carlos Ciiles. on or mbout the 7th day of February, 1018, at the county
and State aforesaid, committed a felony, to wit, murder. nas follows, to wit: Trile
said Carlos Calles did then and there wilfully, unlawfully, feloolously, premedll
nltedly. deliberately, anti of his maillpe aforethought madel an assault in and upon
the persons of other humnnn belngs, to wit, Jose Maria I.ugulen anti Felielano
Herrera, and did then and there wilfully, unlawfully, felonlously, premnedli
tntelly, deliberately, anti of his milice anorethought selzce, ind. knll:np, and
anrla Luguen and Feliciano llerrera without the
carry away the said Jose
borders of Yumn County, State of Arlizona, Into the Republic of Mexico, and
then and there of said wilful, unlawful, felonious, deliberate, and premnedl
tated malice aforethought kill and murder themim, the said Jose Maria Luguen
and Feliciano Herrera.
All of which is contrary to the form of the statutes in such cases made and
provided and against the pence and dignity of the State of Arizona.
W. F. Truttoss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of February, 1920.
CHARLES NM. iTrr1,
Justice of the Peace of ,al&d Pr1ehict.

In the justice court, first precinct, county of Yuma, State of Arizona.
State of Arizona v. Carlos Calles, defendant. Stipulation.
It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and between Thomas D. Molloy, of
counsel for the defendant, Carlos Calles, and W. F. Timmons, county attorney
of the county of Yuma, representing the State, that the testimony given and
taken before Charles
Smith, justice of the peace, first precinct, sitting as a
magistrate In the case of the State of Arizona v. Carlos Calles and Francisco
Moreno, wherein the same is applicable, be submitted to said magistrate and con.
sidered by hibm as given in the case of the State of Arizona v. Carlos CNltes,
chanrgedl with the murder of Jose Maria Luguen anti Feliciano Herrera, and
that the transcript of the testimony taken in said first-named cause, In which
the said Carlos Calles and Franelsco Moreno were charged with the murder
of Rlodolfo Ybarra, be transcribed and filed in said cause, entitled State of-

At.
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Arizonn v. Carlos Calles;: lso that the defendant moved to dismiss t1hli
action
for the reason that there Is not sulllent evidence to warrant the,hodlding of
the defendant to answer.
Ttot.OAR It.

.t.rlov.

C'oui;rct for DIclndlant.
W. F. Tu Mo.s.
CountU AttnoCpe, Yuma CountyU.
In tile justlce ciurt of list 1n el1nt, Yula Colnty, State of Arizona.
Order loldhlng
Tilh,
State of A\riz«lyi;, ithlntlff, r. Carlos ('ailles, defendant.
dlefclldant toillnsw.vt
It olqiwarinl to me that the crime of tulsdemieanor or felony, to wit, ........
iitntler. .........--hs benl c.innlitted, on or alhout tile 7Sti day of
e'lruary, A. I. 19120, it ithe, county of Yumin, Shttle of Arizona, nd tlat there
is ihlli
s
'i t,1
c
euto lw-lee that C('rlo. Cala.q Is guilty lter
f, I order ltht h,.
the said (Ciins (1lhs. be 4d ilinu1nswir the saili, n111111
lthat hlie iet
ad11itted to
hall to 11lwwtsr in the .n11111
of live thousand dollars ($5,4~101 midt that lie he
(olinlltthl itlthe sheriff of thie county of Yuilll, State of .rizont, utlil hl give
such hall -r Is ,therwi'e l ally dischelrgeyl.
Ilatd IntY uila, Arizann, this 10th daiy of February, A. 1). 1020.
CII.AI.Is
4t.

SMITH.I

Justice of thl I'Peace of said prchlet.
.TATF,

OF A.IC.oxNA.

oultll of Yunia, as:
I, Charles M. Smith, Justice of the Ipeact of Ilrst preetlnt, Yuaina County,
Slate of Arlzon, dt hiht'y certify that the albove and fregoilig Is a full, true,
and correct copy of antlorder iad'

entitlhdl
nse, tlntt
il

il

and entered by mIe in

lmy dotlht in tlhe above.

that the followlug tire th11e
lttnt'es
of the witnesses who tesli-

court :-------------------........................-------......

10th daly of Iebruary, 1020.
'Witnesslny ollichil hand tills
CIIAIIIES

M.

SMI rn

Justice of the I'('wCuc saloresaid.
In the s111Krlor court of Yumln County, Stnte of Arizonn.
The Statei of ArlzoUni',laitli, r.Car('los Colles, defendant. No Inlformatlon.
In the name ant by the authority of the State of Arizona, Carlos Calles is
accused by the county attorney of Yuma County, State of Arizonn, by this in.
forlantion of the crlme of felony, to wit: Murder, ------------ committed as
follows, to wit:
The said Carlos Calls, on or about the Tth day of February, 1018, annl before
n the collmty of Yuln, State of Arizona,
the tiling of this Informlation, at antdl
did thell nt there wilfully, unlat fully, felolniously, prelleditatedly, deliberately,
and of his mlnalk(e aforethought, alkelan assault in and upon the Iprson of two
other human beings, to wit, Jose .Maria L.uguen and Fellcinno lerirn,stand
did then andI there wilfully, unlawfully, feloniously, premneditatedly, dellber.
of his sald Inllic' nforethought, seize, bind, kidnmp, and carry away
lately, adltd
the said Jose Maria Luguen and Feliciano lerrera to a place without the
borders of the sidtl Yumla County, State of Arizona, to wit, into the State of
Sonora, in the Rlepublic of Mexico, and then and there of his said wilful, unlawful, felonious, dtellberate, anti premeditated alice nforethought, did kill
and murder them, the stlld Jose Maria I.uguen and F'ellciano lHerrern, contrary
to form, force, and effect of the statute in such senses made and provided, anl
against the peace and dignity of the State of Arizonna.
W. F. T
o Ne, Countlll Attornel.

The Cl.~n1M .Mr.Tolen have you cooperated with the otlicers
of any other department of this Government in the investigation of
these-cases against Calles?
Mr. TOLN. Yes, sir.
The ChnAIr tAN. What departments?
Mr. ToLeS. With the Department of Justice and with the military

department.
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The CITAIRMAN. And the Collector's Department?
The
iOLE.
collector of customs?
Mr.
'The CrAnia AN. Yes.
Mir. TOLEN. No, sir.
Do you know whether there has been any corresHAN.
The Cht .mtlI
spondence in relation to these so-called kidnaping cases against Calles
between the Department of State and the Treasury Department f
Hlare you had your attention called to any letters from the State Department to the Treasury Department?
Mr. ToLE. No, sir.
The CH.I nM.AN. You are not familiar with that matter?
Mr. TOLEN. Yes, sir.
The C,.~ittmimi.. Mr. Secretary, we will have flied a letter from the
Secretary of State of tile United States, Robert. Lansing, under date
of January 13, 1920, to the governor of Arizona. at Phoenix, Ariz.,

inclosing for the information of the governor letter from the Treasury Department, which will be filed also, dated January 5, with inbarra subsequent to
closures, concerning the execution of Hlodolfo
his illeggd ialdtuction, and containing a request from the l)epartment
of State that the governor of Arizona cause an investigation and report, and the Department of State be advised of what action, if any,
it would be practicable to take in the courts of Arizona, from which
Staut hlie was abducted; and, as i part of the record, a letter from John
B. Elliott, collector, of Los Angeles, Calif., to the Secretary of the
Treasury, dated December 11, 1010; letter from M. E1.Sayles, Deputy
Collector to the Collector at Los Angeles, dated December 13, 1019;
statement made by J. W. Tucker to the Immigration Department
late D)ecember 1, 10109--this is the Tucker you refer to, is it, Mr.
Tolen?
Mr. ToLE,. Yes.
'T'he CIHAmIRMAN (resuming). A statement by J. C. Atkinson before
Immigrant Inspector Henry L. Tolen, dated December 1. 1010-you
took that statement, didn't you"
Mr. TOLEN. Yes, sir.
The CIAuMN SA (resuming). A further statement by Tucker with
reference to the matter, of the same date; affidavit of Catalina Amada
de Ybarra for Mr. Timmons, prosecuting attorney; a report in the
form of a letter from W. F. Timmons, county attorney of Yumra
County, Ariz., to Wiley E. Jones, attorney general of the State of
Arizona and copies of telegrams to and from the attorney general,
the district attorney, and the governor of the State.
(The documents and correspondence last above mentioned, filed as
Exhibit 2,.are in the following words and figures, to wit:)
I)EPARTMENT OF STATE,

Wl'ashington, January 13, 1920.
The honorable the GovE:Rxon .or Af.tzoNA.
Phocnmr.
Sm: I have the honor to Inclose herewith copy of a letter from the Treasury
Department, dated January 5, with inclosures, conlcernillg the execution of one
Itodolfo Ybarra subsequent to his alleged abduction from the Atmerican side of
the frontier by Mexican military authorities.
I have the honor to request that an investigation and report be made relative
to this matter, and, assuming the facts are found to be as stated, that I be
advlsed as to what action, it any, it will be practicable to take in the courts of
Arizona against the abductors.
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In this connection you are ndvlsed that, by treaty between the United States
and Mexico, there Is manie extraditnbie kidnappingg of minors or adults, detined to be the abduction or dletetion of person or persons In order to exact
money from them or their fainiles, or for other unlawful end."
I have the honor to Ibe, rlr,
Your obedient servant,
ROBERT LANSINO.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
WlaslhinUton, Januar 5, 1020.
or STAtr.
The honorable the S}:C ICABr
Sim: I have the honor to Iaatlose herewith for such ctlion as you may deem
proper letters dated the 11th indl 181th ultino from tile collector of customs at
Angeles, Calif., and the report therewith, relative to the shooting of one
ALos
Itodolfo Ybarra, who, It is alleged, wins utlduted by thie aliextnll military author.
ties from the Americann side of tile line and later executed.
ity direction of the Secretary.
JOUrvT SIousE,
Respectfully,
. Assistant SecretarU.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERvICE,
Los Angeles, Calif., December 11, 1910.
Tile honorable the SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Wi'ashington, D. 0.
Sin: I beg to Invite the attention of the department to the following report
frol tIhe deputy collector in charge of tile Ikert of Andrade, in regard to tile shooting of one Itodolfo Ybarra, who, it Is alleged, was abducted by Mexican military
of the line nud later executed:
s
side
Amer
the Aherican
uilthorlties from the
"Ono week ago to-night men acting under the orders of Capt. Calles, comIuls, Sonorim, garri.o'n. entered the United States anld fordlaonder of the iln
bly abducted a man who had formerly been an officer of the San Luls garrison
biy thPe tlanl (I ntli thtld) of IdtNhilro Yhirni, took hhm over the lute nat San l.uis,
and shot him. I am told that this Iman Is not tile first man that Capt. Calles
has executed that has taken refuge in tire United States, but It Is the first
ian I believe to be abducted by Capt. Calles and taken to San Luls for executlon. This man Itodolfo Ybarra paild head tax at this ofllce on October 20.
As far as I know nothing has as yet been done about this piece of lawlessness.
When Ybarra pald his head tax here he stated that it would be impossible for
hin to remain in Mexico because. Calls would shoot him. He said it was
espeImpossibto for any self-respecting Mexican to remain In San Luis, more
Since that time many Mexican laborers
cially It he had a wife or daughter.
have left San Luls and they all tell tales of oppression at tile hnnds of Capt.
going
Calles, some of them almost unbelievable. When such things as these are better
on at our very doors (cll you wonder thint we ask for protection? The
are
California,
class of Mexicans, and especially the Spanish element of Lower
Algodones
very much worried at the present time, tile collector of customs at confidence
telling me himself that he feared for his life. They seem to have no
in tile garrison here or at San Luis and fear trouble among themselves."
I am forwarding his portion of Deputy Collector In Charge Snyles's report
in order that It may be called to the attention of the Department of State, If
that seems desirable.
I have also requested Deputy Collector in Charge Sayles to furnish me with
any other Information he may have on this occurence.
Respectfully.
JoHN B. E.ttorr, Collector.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
UNITED STATES CURTOMB SERVICE,

Anrdrade, Calif., Duccnbcr 18. 1919.
The COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS,
Los Angeles, Calif.
11th Instant, ill which
SIR: I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the
and shooting
abduction
the
concerning
facts
the
you
furnish
to
you request me
Inasmuch as it Is
of Rodolfo Ybarra. My Information is direct and positive,
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bn:sed oti tie afldavit of Ybarrn's wife, and she was certainly in position to
know thie facts.
According to her iflidavit, the following are the facts In this case:
Mr. Yb:lrra and his wife were employed on a ranch known as the " Squire
Munro" ranch Illtht some time between 11 and 12 o'clock on the evening
of Saturday. Novei nlur 1. they were awltkenet by a 111111
whio asked if Mr.
Ybarra lived there. Mr. YInrra replied, "Yes; I nu Mr. Yhlarra." The matnn
urged Mr. Yharrm to get up, as a gentleman In the auto wished to talk to hitm.
lie Informed Mr. Tharra that the men were officers of Yuma County and Mr.
Ylbarra reluctantly got up indput oni his p:lts and shoes but he was hurriedly to
the car before, he hd it c(hanee to tie his shoe inces. When he reached the
car he evhlently . tw who his captors were, for he called to his wife that
Capt. Cales had got him nul was going to take hin to San I.uis.
Mrs. Ybarra ran to the ctriliad protlete. in, t to no use; site lhen enllel
nn .\llerian wiiho waits. lir bly aInd told hlnt her fears. lIo went to the ear
to investigate, but w1.a told by ,i tle maln who itittke good Einglsh flint ilthey
were oilleers unta that Ybalr't was under arrest. This ian111
who ]poke ElHglsn
was undoubtAly Calt. C('le.
Mrs. Ybarinl sys sile IacogniRzedl cnte of the
meniu
1110 llhutTlur of Capt. Challis, ,but was ttlilel
to recognize
of
the rest Itu(1 e lhey kept pocket hearchlights directed on her face tlail kept
Ilheir fces lin the dark. As the iniaclhtine riultd away, Mr. Yharra called to his
wife that they wes, going to San Lutis iandto ntify his friends, and lie kept
cnlln1g to his wife until Ithe allihine ld IaIil
beyond hearing distance.
Mrs. Yhbarr lost nto tille in visiting t1e constable at Solerton and ;poured
utlher Irolubles to him. Elhler from Inablilty to understand her or from
sheer illuitTerence, lie did abtsoluely tollillig, and by so doing jist cost Cat.
Ybrra hIlts- life. lie Kaid afterwards tihat he lint) neglected to call up the
,heriff's office nt Yumn because it was late at itht and he hated to wake
then up. In the morning lie called them tip, and was tohl that no olllcera from
their oIlice had been sent after Yharra. It is altogether probable that nhadthe
officer at Somterlon called Sheriff (reentlea
at te thie
ti
Mrs. Ybarra visited him,
the sheriff would have beten able to prevent Capt. Calles from carrying out
his fell purpose. Capt. Ybarra has not been seen since. People living near
Capt. Canles's headquarters at the ranch San l,uis heard a volley of shots
namut 3 a. n, Sunday morning. This was, no doubt, the time when Ybarrn's
life was snuffed out.
On Monday morning Mrs. Ybatra visited Yumna and appealed to the author.
lies for help. Site made
deposition Iefore Itnllgration Inspector Tolen.
copies of wltlli were forwarded to his ollicln superior at I,s Angeles. You
can no doubt secure a copy of this depo litla front the Immligrantion inspector,
Toten, couples of which were forwnrded to his offinal superior at I.os Angeles.
You can no doubt secure a copy of this depstlion from the Immigration office in
Los Angeles. I was told to-day that Sheriff Oreenleaf was making an effort to
see thaflintjustice is done In this case, but that any effort to prosecute Capt.
Calles would be resisted by . F. Sanguinetti, because Calles was a good cus*
toner of his and at the present time owed Sanguinetti money. You will re.
call, no doubt, that about two years ago I ,ent your office a considerable
amount of correspondence and other paper, taken front the office files at Calies's
store at the San Luls rancho. These papers showed that Sanguinetti and
Calles hand very extensive dealings with each other and were violating the
wartime export regulations. It Is almost a certainty that it will be Impossible to bring Calles to book for his crimes If the prosecution is undertaken

tany

in Yumn County.

For your Iformation.
Iespeetfully, yours,

SI. E. SAvLrs, Deputl Collector.
PI. 8.-I nm told thaint the " Squire Mt nro" linch Is located about six miles
from the border and not far front Some ton.
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UNITED STATES DEPAWrTMIENT OF LABOR,
IMMIGRATION SEnvICE,
OFFICE OF IMMIGIIANT iN SPICTOR.

Port Yuma, Ariz., Dccember I, 1919.
Statement (, J. W. Tucker. farmer, near the border, south of Yumn, Ariz.,
re conditions at San Iuls, Mlexico, iaelo before Imnmigrant Insipctor lienry
L. Tolen, at Puma, Ariz., December 1, 1010:
My name is J. W. Tucker. I anm 5 years old. I was born In Fresno County,
('alf. I lire now, and have been for the last three years, about 3 miles from
San Lulp. Sonora, Mexico. I have owned this place since the year 1(Nx).
Some time during the night of November 20, 1010, as I learned yesterday,
some parties in an automobile took a MIexican cotton picker from his bed and
carried him to San Luis, Mexico, and they have executed him.
This man's nname Is Ybarra, and I am informed that lie has a passport and
was legally in the United States. It was a plain case of kidnapping by Capt.
Calls or some of his men.
I have come now to you to see it we can have at guard of some kind and
sufcilent to regulate the crossing hack and forth at San Luis. I understand
that the immigration office has more to say than any other department as to
who shall or shali not pass back and forth on the border.
We who live near the border in the valley feel that our property and lives
are In constant danger from these Mexican soldiers whicl are crossing back
ind forth at their own will. Calles very frequently comes to Ondsden wit
four or five soldiers as a bodyguard. I have been informed that these soldiers
always carry concealed weapons; Calles would be afraid to come where so many
deserting soldiers of his are, without a bodyguard and himself being armed.
About five days ago a band of three mounted Mexicans came near to my
house while I was away, and, as my wife says, looked all around, making a
survey of the surroundings. They then departed without coming to the house
to make their business known. As we live off the main road, it makes It look
more queer that they should act so. The next day after they were there I
asked a Mexican, who had seen them, who they were, and he said that one of
them was the chief henchman of Capt. Calles.
As for myself, I have been informed by my friends that Calles has threatened
me personally, because he says I am a Villist, a revolutionist, etc. Of course,
it does not make any difference to me who rules in Mexico, but they got that
idea In their heads and once detained me in San Luis for a short time. I have
been Informed since that Calles said I should have been shot when they had
me. Naturally I feel uneasy without any protection when we live so near the
border.
J. W. TUCKER.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

I M MIGRATION SERVICE,
OFFICE OF IMMIGRATION INSPECTOR,

Port Yunma, Ariz., December 1, 1919.
Statement of J. C. Adkinson before Immigrant Inspector Henry L. Tolen at
Yumln, Ariz., relative to crossing and recrossing of international line south of
Yuma, Ariz., by Mexicans supposed to be armed:
My name Is J. 0. Adkinson; I am 41 years old; I was born in Orange County,
Calif.; I live now and have been for last five years 11 miles south of Gadsden,
in Yunta County, Ariz., about 4 miles from the international line. I have.
frequently seen Mexicans, whom I know to be soldiers under Capt. Calles, at
San Luis, Sonora, Mexico., passing my place, generally mounted on horseback,
sometimes on foot. I have seen them In other parts of the valley also, and at
Onadsden. It is generally supposed that these soldiers always go armed. I
have seen Mexicans with guns, but am not sure that they were soldiers. It
Is well known that when the military guards were stationed on the line they
frequently took arms from the soldiers from the Mexican side. I, as well as
many of my neighbors, feel that we are menaced in a great degree by these
roving bands; they travel in groups of from 2 to 10 and are liable to do us
personal violence or steal our stock.
We all feel that we should have n sufHicient guard in the valley to prevent
this Indiscriminate crossing.
Exact copy as signed by J. O. Adkinson.
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Statement of W. A. Tucker, relative to movements of Mexican soldiers near
tle border In United States territory:
My name is W. A. Tucker; I am 27 years old; I was born at Aznsa, Calif.;
_
I live at my rnnch near the. International line south of Yuma, Ariz. I have
lived there for one and a half years. Statement made before Henry L. Tolen,
Innigrant Inspector.
I wish to state that I have seen Mexican soldiers In San I.uls, Sonora, Mexico,
ridlinin the United States, and tlat they were armed with revolvers. I have
seen them along foot of the mesa apparently with no business, just riding
rnintd. About a week ago one of them came over to tmy plaee. I had a
Mextlcnn girl working for me. lie came to see her. IHe was sitting In the
kitchen and I saw a gun on his hip. There were two men with him and I
utsked the girl who they were and site said they were all soldiers from the other
side.
I have seen them under the Influence of liquor here on this side of the line.
I never feel safe near a drunken Mexican when he is armed.
\e'o feel that we should have some kind of protection against these fellows.
who Rmjn to wander back and forth as they please. Our lives and property
tare not safe unless there Is some restriction on the crossing and recrossing at
Sitn I.uls.
W.

A. Trc''I:R.

ST.tI: OF AalzoxA,.
County of YIuma, as:
ntalina Anaha dteYharra, being first duly sworn, upon oath, says:
I live in Somerton, Ariz. On the night of November 20, 1010, on Saturday
night, at from 11 to 12 o'clock some one knocked at the door where my husband
tind I were living on the Squire Munro place in Yuma Valley, Yuma County,
Ariz. My husband was very sound asleep. I awoke but did not respond to the
knock. Then some one opened the door, put his head inside, and said "Good
evening." My husband then awoke. The person then asked, "Who runs this
ranch, Is it Snhala?" Then sone one outside said "It is not Sabala. It is
Ybhrrn." Then the one Inside said, "Are you Ybnarrn?" My husband said,
"Then you arethe one we want; get up. we want to talk to you."
"Yes."
I rmi to the house of an Amerlenn"close by and called him to come quick. lie
emlne. but nashe did not understand Spanish hle could not know what was
The one who hnd hold of my husband told the American that he was
Ilslin.
a sheriff front Yumn.
The American believed this, and sall "All rlght," and went away. Theythere were three of them-then took my husband to an auto which stood some
dist nee away from the house: as they took him away hlie called to ile, "They
are taking me to San ,uis." This he called several tines. I sent some boys on
horseback to Somerton to call the deputy sheriff. IHe came nbont 2 o'clock in the
ntorning, talked with the American whom I had called, and then lie went away,
saying lihe would phone to Ynuma in the morning; he was convinced that the
parties were officers. When they were taking tny husbhnnd away I called to
them to let him go, and then one of them grabbed at me nnd I ran and hid myself
In the privy. Next morning, not hearing from the sheriff at Somerton, I telephoned to the sheriffs offlee InYuma and was Informed that no officers had maninde
any such arrest. Then I went to San I.uls, demanding that my husband he
given up, but I was told that he was not there.
I recognized one of the party as Francisco Moreno. who is chnnuffur for Capt.
Cilles. As Calles is the only enemy my hlsland has, I do not doubt that lie
had my hushband taken to Mexico and there shot.
CATAUNA. AMADA ri.YATRRA.

Subscrlbed and sworn to before me this 19th day of .Tanunry, 1920.
[sE:.r]

WV. P. TIMoss,

Notary Pblitc.

My commission expires January 13, 1022.
OFFICEr
or 1I CouNTY ATTrroNEY Yu..A COUNTY.
Yuma, Ariz., January $1, 190.
Hen. '.Yv E. JTosEs,
Attorney General, Phoenr, Ari:.
MY DEA GENERhAL: Referring to your conmmnunication of January 23, 1020,
enclosing communication to you from the office of the governor of Arizonn, trans-
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nllttihg comnlluteltion from the lion. Itobert Lansing. Secretary of State, in

regaIrd to Ithe matter of the kidnnling of Itodolfo Ybarrn on the nillght of Novem.
home between Sonlerton and (Galdsden, Yumn County, Ariz.,
ber 20, 1010, from

lhis

ide of tile lIternationl
and his subsequent assassination on the Mexlcan
boundary ilne by M exicn Iuthorities, I hnve the honor to rvlransnmit to you the

papers forwarded, togetlser with the nllidavit of Cntlllllls .Atnlila s, Ybirll,
of
taken before ame oil Jnaunnry 10, 1)20, together with ci.oles of nlllllvhtvi
Catalina Anada de Ybarra, J. C. Atklnson, W. A. Tucker, nnld J. \V. Tucker

before thile United Stalte Inulurnionll Inspector, en('ry L. Tolen, on Decelnllr 1,
1010, together with. copies of letters written by II. 1'. Fly, al.o i colpy of conm-

plilaintl sworn to by Catalina Anandn de Y'hurm. which tint, far ihasbeen withheld
frol Iiling, iand Ilsuie of warntut peling frither invcestlligtlon sl advice frolll
your uihllk . This cosllpiint is prellsed upon seceton l S ofus thie 'ePenalC('ode.
I ln also Inclosing cotpy of report nnlle by I'nlitedl Stles lnInlI.rnilton Insllettor
occurrence was
lenryv . T'oles,, Decemnber 2, 1010, to whom tlle Ilwort of tile

first made.

In regard to the exrinditionl of Capt. Cales., upon the charge of khilnaping,
under retllon 11.5-0 of tile Penal Code, I Ibeg to report thatit inl n opinion suchl
through tlthe iiIluhence of ilurntential
b1
Itiolln wihl result in his giving Ild
Ieo fixed; but
.such IHonds Ilght
business 1e
in Yunma In whatever nIount

that upon the charge of murder hlie nny)' t, npprehendNl onl this s idel of the
Ipr'weedilgs u~s'1i1
hlterntllonal Iboundary Ihte nuld 13eh without biall penldinl
that such action would ihe more likely to effect complete discovery of the evl.
dences of tile execution of Ybarra.

The following facts and circumstances which I believe sufficient to convict
Cells and Moreno of the murder of Ybarra are as follows:
(1) Capt. Calls nttenlptd to secure an arrangement with Inunigratlon
Inspector Tolen for the deportation of his deserting soldiers and officers, that
lie (Cnlles) might execute them.
(2) On Jannuary 23, 1020, Capt. Calles urged tile same request to i. II. Colvin,
agent of the Department of Justice at Tucson, Ariz., and Inspector Tolen of
the Innligratlon Service.
(3) Capt. Cells left San Luis, Mexico, In Ilis automobile driven by his
chauffeur, Francisco Moreno, about 7 p. Im.on the evening of Noveimlwr 20, after
having given orders to Leopoldo Lorona to saddle three of hi.s tCunlles') hIorse.c
and leave them nt the Lorona ranch on the American side of tile International
boundary line.
(4) Francisco Moreno was recognized by Catalina Anlnda de Yharra ns one
of the party who, representing themselves to be officers from Yumn, seized
Ybarra front his ld on the Squire Munro ranch 21 miles west of Somerton,
Yumna County, Aris., between 11 and 12 o'clock on the night of November
20, 1910.
(5) Ybarra was taken to the Lorona ranch in Capt. Cnlles's automobile, and
his nutomoblle remained at the Lorona ranch until the following morning.
(0) The three of Capt. Cnlles's horses, saddled according to his order, were
mounted by the three ilen who came with Ybarra to the Lorona ranch, Ybarra

traveling on foot, went in the direction of the mesa and the International
boundary line.
(7) Shots were heard about 2 a. m. November 80, 1010 on the mesa in the
direction In which Ybarra was taken, to the south of the International line, by
Cruz Rosns, who was at the time one of Capt. Calls soldiers on guard, and
who Inter went to the place where he had heard the shots, saw the tracks and
a place having the appearance of a freshly made grave leveled off and un.
marked, about 00 feet southerly from the first International boundary line
monument to the east of San Luls, Mexico.
(8) Ofmcers of the Yuma County sheriff's party followed tracks of three
horsemen from the Lorona ranch In a southerly direction to the International
boundary line, near the first monument east from San Luis on December 1, 10190.
(0) iMnnunl Alvarez now being held in the Yuma Jail pending Investigation,
plans
made statements to Cruz Itosas that he (Alvarez) helped to bury Ybarra
and that he was executed by the order of Capt. Calls.
(To the officers
Alvarez denies any knowledge of the affair.)
(10) It is my belief that additional evidences of necessary facts might Ie
secured if Capt. Calles and Francisco Moreno were known to be lodged in jail
without bail so as to relieve certain persons from their Influence and from
fear of harm from them, particularly the Loronas on the American side, and
a number of persons still in San Luis, Mexico.
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You may recall that on the occasion of my visit to Phoenix on December 6,
1019, we very briefly discussed this ineldent, and upon your suggestion I, at
that time, handed Mr. Flynn copies of the affidavits of Catalina Amada de
Ybarra, J. O. Atkinson, J. W. Tucker, and W. A. Tucker, with a request for
advice as to whether this matter should be taken up with the State or Federal
authorities, not desiring to proceed in any manner that might possibly incur
international complications, but to this time have not received any communlca.
tons from Mr. Flynn concerning the matter.
Realizing the gravity of the situation and the possibility that it would enl
danger certain residents of the Yuma Valley near the international boundary
line from knowledge of an investigation on this matter, and the Interest taken
by persons making the affidavits, I made every effort to maintain secrecy in
such steps as were taken by me; but on my return from Phoenix I was called
upon by Col. B. F. Fly, who appeared to be advised of all steps that had been
taken and Informed are that lie had taken the matter up personally both with
the State and Federal authorities at Phoenix and had straightened the matter
out so they had understood the situation, and that the rumors of the abduction
and execution of Ybarra were malicious and false.
Regarding the vindication or defense of Capt. Calles by Col. Fly, as appears
by the inclosed letters, I have no doubt that they were dictated by Capt. Called
and that Col. Fly has been acting more or less as on agent and employee of
Capt. Called, and that he has acted at times In a similar capacity for Gov.
Cantu, of Lower California. It also appears from the statements made by Col.
Fly to R. H. Colvin, agent of the Department of Justice at Tucson, Ariz., and
Henry L. Tolen, immigration inspector at Yuma, Ariz., on January 23, 1920,
that Mr. Fly himself, together with some bMexican officer from Algodones, Lower
California, during the month of September, 1919, kidnaped one Acero and'two
other Mexican deserting soldiers from the garrison at Algodones, Lower Call.
fornia, handcuffed them after they were released by the chief of police at Yuma,
taking them back to Algodones, where it is said Acero and one other were
immediately executed, while the third was taken to Mexicall, Lower California.
While It is true that a strong influence In and about Yuma Is Intimately con.
nected with Capt. Calls through friendship arising from business relations, I
am not of the opinion that such Influence would sufficiently justify the conclusion reached by Deputy Collector 3I. E. Sales, that it will be impossible to bring
Colles to book for his crimes if prosecution Is undertaken In Yuma County:
but, to the contrary, I am of the opinion that a successful prosecution may be
had upon the charge of murder, and that upon the early filing of a complaint
already sworn to and the issue of a warrant thereon both Calles and Moreno
may be apprehended within a few days on the American side of the line. To
accomplish this result, however, the utmost secrecy will be necessary, as no
doubt Calles has many friends and agents in Yuma alert to give him immediate
notice of any proceedings about to be taken.
Should you deem it proper and wise to proceed along this line, I would thank
you to wire me upon receipt of this report simply the word "proceed."
Very respectfully,
W. F. TIMuONe,

County Attorney of Yumo County, Art,.
P. 8.-The copies of Col. Fly's letters to United States Attorney Flynn, at.
tached, were procured from Col. Fly himself by United States Immigration In.
spector Henry L. Tolen, who has been unceasing in his efforts, and through
whose aid and cooperation I have been enabled to secure practically all of the
valuable information in this case. It should be borne in mind that we have no
military and no adequate gun power in the hands of citizens to take care of a
possible assault from Calles's men upon detention df their commanding officer.
FassvASr

4, 1920.

Heon. W. F. Timuos,
County Attorney, Yuma, Arts.:
Wire received. Gov. Campbell and I advise you to go the futoll limit In vigorous prosecution for murder in all concerned In Ybarra case. Keep me advised
by phone.
WrLxr E. Jonse, Attorney General
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E. Joe,4,1920
Attorney General, Phoenix, Art.:
Calles, Moreno, Torreon, and Alvarez In separate cells, county jail. Mexican

counsel and local citizens seen; Interviews action according to your wire to-day

Letter follows.

W. F. Tiuox, County Attorney.
FzaaujvA

Hon. W. F. TiMuoNs,

8,1020.

County Attorney, Yuma, Ariz.:

Letter and papers in Ybarra case received.

to proceed quietly, as you have suggested.

Gov. Campbell and.I advise you

WILEY B. JonEs, Attorney General.
P;BsVARY 8, 1920.

DEAR GENERAL: Have read the communications, etc., of the Ybarra case and
advise proceeding as outlined by county attorney of Yula County. A trial will
clear the muchly affected atmosphere along the Yuma County border.
Yours,

CAMPBELL,

The CaInarMAx. Has more than one kidnaping occurred along
there on this side of the line?
Mr. TOLEN. There were two cases as against Calles, and what I
would call a kidnaping case occurred on September 0 last year,
when there were two Mexican soldiers taken from the streets of 1 uma
down to Andrade. That is on the California side of the river. I
have no official knowledge of that, only just hearsay.
The CHAIRMAN. What has been the course of the sheriff and the
officers of Arizona and of Yuma County with reference to those
charges of kidnapping by the Mexicans from the other side?
Mr. TOLEx. Iell, it seemed to me they were a little lukewarm on
this other case; it was in abeyance so long. I sent my report to my
superior officer in Los Angeles and got a letter back from him approving the action I had taken in it, and with notations as to just
what he had done about these reports, but nothing more was heard
of it for quite a while.
The CHAIRMAN. Was anything ever done with reference to it or in
an endeavor to punish Calles until these complaints were filed by
District Attorney Timmons?
Mr. TOLEN. Nothing whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. Was Mr. Calles in the habit of coming into Yumaf
Mr. TouN. Oh, he came back and forth all the time there.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know when he was arrested at Yuma
Mr. ToLEN. I know when he was arrested at Yuma; yes. I pointed
him out to the county attorney. He didn't know him personally.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he armed or not at the time of his arrestV
Mr. TOLN. Yes; he was armed, and both of his cohorts were
armed, too, Moreno and Teran.
The CHAIMAN. Where are the American soldiers there?
Mr. ToLEN. There are none on the Yuma side of the river.
The CHAIRMAX.
Has there been any attempt on the part of any of
the citizens there to secure the placing of soldiers along the border
Mr. ToL.. I think some of them have asked for soldiers. There
have been several military officers around there; but until Col. Scott

a
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came I never noticed any of them much. I was with the official when
he investigated the--T)ie CIIAIRMAx. I notice among these papers here that Mr. Atkinson, I believe it is, among others, states that the Mexican officers,
Cnlles's command, Calles and officers and others are constantly crossing the line there armed.
Mr. TOLEN. Well, they did go back and forth until this kidnaping
happened, as they pleased. 1 here was nobody to stop them.
here
was only one immigration officer in Yuma, and the line is 25 miles

below, and at that time they didn't even have an automobile allow.
ance or any way to go around without you would bum a ride from
a friend or walk, and a man can't stay down there all the time.

The CHuAIRMAN. There is no port of entry there?
Mr. Ti)Lo.N. There is no port of entry there; just the same as
any other place along the line.
iThe CAI11naN. I notice that the complaint against Calles is

dated the 7th day of February, 1920. That is this year.
Mr. TOLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAuMMAN. Accusing him of the murder of Luguen and
Hlerrera, placing the date of that occurrence as of the 7tl day of
February, 1918, a year prior. Then this kidnaping has been going
on for a year there without interference--or two years?

Mr. ToLEN.

Two years. Ever since he has been down there he

has been going back and forth without let or hindrance.
The CAinI 1Ns. And there are no soldiers there?
Mr. TOLEN. NO soldiers.
The CHAIRMAN. And the peace officers have not interfered with
him?
Mr. TOLEN. Not at all.
The CI.~lnai
.. Do you know personally, or know of, a man by
the name of Calles in the cabinet of MIr. Carranza at this time?
Mr. ToLx. Only by hearsay.
The CIMIRMAN. Do you know what position he formerly occupied,
before he went into the cabinet?
ir. ToLEN. Governor of Sonora.
The CIIAIRMAN. Who is regarded as the strongest man in Sonora,
aside from Obregon?
Ir. ToLE. Calles.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Adolfo de la Huerta is the present governor, is

he not?
Mr. ToLEs. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And succeeded Calles?

Mr. STOLEN. Yes.

The CHIAIRMAN. It is understood he is rather a prot~g6 of Calles.
Calls was taken into the cabinet and he was put in as governor,
and he is the present governor?
Mr. TOLEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What relation is Capt. Carlos G. Calles to Gen.
Calles, formerly governor and now minister in Carranza's cabinet?
Mr. TOLEN. Nephew.
The CHAIRMAN. The Ybarra case was dismissed by the magistrate because of the act or the fact of death was not sufficiently
proven, according to his judgment?
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Mr. STOLEN. Yes.
The

CHAIRMAN.

But by a stipulation in the case when it went to

the superior court I notice that the attorney for the defendant
agreed with the prosecuting attorney that the evidence which was
taken in that case should be submitted in the Luguen and Herrera
cases to the ma istrate?
Mr. ToLEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And the magistrate held Calles under $5,000 bond
for murder in the Luguen and Herrera cases while he decided the
evidence was not sufficient in the other case-that is, that the corpus
delicti had not been proven?
Mr. TOLEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But in the Luguen and Herrera cases, they were
executed publicly?
Mr. ToLEN. Yes; they were proven.
The CHAIRMAN. So that they proved the death in those cases?
Mr. ToLEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may also, Mr. Secretary, file the stipulation
attached to the information in this case. It is not necessary to file
the order holding the defendant to answer.
(The stipulation will be found among the documents last copied
in the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know when-or possibly you do not know
the dates-Mr. Calles was to appear to defend against this case?
Mr. TOLEN. He has been cited three times to appear, and he was
to appear to-day, the last time. On two different days he has been
cited to appear and did not appear, and he has been ordered to
appear today or forfeit bond.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a communication here from the prosecuting attorney in which he says that "The date has been set by the
superior court on two occasions requiring Capt. Calles to appear
for arraignment, and his counsel noticed. Thus far he has not
appeared for arraignment, and our superior court has fixed next
Monday March 15, 1920, as the final date in which he may appear
for 'arra gnment, at which time his bond in.the sum of $5,000 will
be forfeited should he at that time fail to appear."
I will ask that this telegram be read into the record.
(Telegram reAd, as follows:)
Yuma, Arlz, March 15, 1920; a. m. Senator Albert B. Fall, U. S. Grant
Hotel, San Diego, Calif.: Capt. Carlos Calles refused to appear for arraign.

ment at 10 a. m. to-day, and bond in the sum of $5,000 forfeited.

Full tran-

script of case with letter mailed you at Van Nuys Hotel, Los Angeles, Calfl.,

last Friday. Did you taevtre same? Answer. W. F. Timmons, county attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. This transcript was received and will be filed, but

not made a part of this record.
In your judgment, Mr. Tolen, for the peace and safety of the
American people-there are people living along on the line there,
are there nott
Mr. TOLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. These Mexicans coming over from Mexico have
been employed by and working for them!
Mr. TOLEN. Very many of them; nearly all of them.
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The CHAIRMAN. I notice Mr. Timmons speaks of the safety of
those people along the boundary. In your judgment, would it be
better for the safety of those American citizens on the boundary if
a military detachment were sent down there to watch that border?
Mr. ToIx. Oh, certainly; yea, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not possible for you, with your force, and
the other inspectors there, to prevent raids across the border or pre.
vent kidnaping of citizens?
Mr. TOLEN. I ant the only inspector there. There are no others
there that are of any help.
The CHAIRMAN. And you can not catch these fellows?
AMr. TOLEW. I can't catch all of them.
The CHAIRMAN. And you think as an officer that there should
be---SMr. TOLzN. Well, many of the farmers down there keep asking me,
"What are you going to do with that fellow I If they don't put him
in jail or if they don t get rid of him some way or other, I have got
to move away." . Mr. Tucker says he is afraid of his life all the time.
He

*

.

has been

threatened

by

him,

and

several

times

they

rode

up

back

of his house and behind there on horseback, standing looking over
the valley, looking over there, and I knowThe CHAIRMAN. He didn't like the looks of them?
Mr. ToLeN. No; and they reported Tucker as having arms in his
house, but I went there with a Department of Justice agent to search
the place and never found a trace of anything like arms.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is he--on this sideMr. ToLEN. He is about 8 miles from the line.
The CIIAIRAN. On the American side?
MIr. TOLEN. On the American side.
The CHAIRMAN. Would he not have a right to have arms
Air. TOLEN. I suppose so. He ought to have, if they are going to
go around like that.

If

he is being menaced by them, he has a right

to have arms in his house.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Tolen, of course some people might not
understand exactly why this condition is allowed to continue there.
Have these Mexicans been spending much money in Yuma?
Mr. ToLEN. All their supplies have been bought in Yuma; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any Americans there who are very
close to them or intimate with them
Mr. ToLEN. Yes; some of them. Those that they trade with, of
course,

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anyone there who seems to some to their
assistance if they need assistance?
Mr. TOLEN. "Well I don't know about that.
The CHAIRm AN. If Gov. Calles or any of his officers get into any
trouble there, are there any Americans with whom he corresponds
with reference to it?
Mr. TOLEN. Yes; he corresponds with Col. Fly. That is, he made
a report to Col. Fly that came into my hands officially and I investi.
gated it and also the letters that=-Col. Fly furnished me a copy of
letters that he had written to District Attorney Flynn.
The CIIAmMAN. That is United States District Attorney Flynn?

Mr. To~LN. United States District Attorney Flynn at Phoenix.
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The CInAIRMAx. What was this correspondence about?
Mr. ToUL... Calles claimed that these deserting officers and men
were I. W. W's and revolutionists and were buying arms and ammunition and were gathering it up for the revolutionists in Sonora and
Lower California, and that James Tucker's place was a station where
they had their arms and ammunition cached, and that Tucker employed these men. That is what he charges. And that a woman by
the name of Mrs. Victoria Sloat, who lived down close to San Luis,
about a mile from there, was inducing his soldiers to desert and bring
over their arms and ammunition; -that they would buy it. One
Mesiqllue Corlis, is a fellow who lived with Mrs. Sloat there, or close
by, and ran her farm, and Calles claimed that he was an agent of the
revolutionists, buying arms and ammunition. I have investigated
those people, in company with an agent of the Department of Justice,
Mr. Colburp, at Tucson, and we did not find anything.
The CHAIRMAN. But the United States has been called upon to in.
vestigate the actions of its own citizens in the Tucson territory at the
demand of Mr. Calles?
AMr. TOLEN. Yes.
The CIIAIRSIAN. Mr. Calles has not been interfered with in coming
over here and seizing people without process of law on this side and
taking them back on the other side and killing them?
Mr. Tor EN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you heard from any other officials down
there? Do you know anything about any other Mexican officials at
all calling upon Americans along the same line for help?
Mr. TOLEN. Yes.
The CAIARMAN. Did you ever see any correspondence between
Gov. Cantu and any Americans there?
Mr. TOLEa. I saw a telegram from Gov. Cantu asking to--and
Benjamin F. Fly-asking them to take it up with the proper officers
and have a fellow by the name of Marquez who was in jail in Yuma
delivered to him at his office at Andrade, that he was under a charge of
murder. That is, he was concerned with-I don't know whether he
was under a charge of murder himself or not, but he was concerned in
the , uprising at Algodones among the Mexican soldiers on September
8, 1019, when a captain was killed.
The CIAIRMAN. Who is Col. Flyt
Mr. TOLEx. Well I don't know him, or who he is, only Ben F. Fly.
The CHAIRMAN. What is his business?
Mr. TOLEN. He has been employed by the Chamber of Commerce
of Yuma in some capacity, and he has been active in the sale of mesa
lands, which are Government lands there on the mesa.
The CHAIRMAN. Who gave bond for Callest
Mr. TotEN. Well, I only know one man who was on the bond, and
that is Magisi.
The CHAIRMAN. Who secured the bond for him; do you know?
Mr. TOLEN. I don't know. There were two merchants from Somerton on the bond. One of them, I think, was a Mexican. I don't know
their names.
The CJIAsMAN. Do you know what reniuneration of any kind Col.
Fly was to get for his services
Mr. ToLEN. I do not know.
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The CHAIRMAN. How far east and west does the line run there,
where there are no American soldiers on this side? Where are the
first American soldiers-Mr. TOLEN. The first American soldiers are at the Colorado River,
but they are on the California side opposite; but there are only 10
of them with a noncommissioned officer in charge. Those squads are
sent out and changed every 80 days from Calexico.
The CAIRSIA. How far east do they patrol?
Mr. TOLEN. Well, they are right there; they can't go farther east,
because that is the river; and they can't go west, because it is right
in between the river and the sand hills. All they do is to watch that
Hanlon headgate there.
The CAIna1IAN. Now, going east from this squad of soldiers, where
do you find the next soldiers?
Mr. TOLEN. I don't know whether there are any more before you
get to Nogales or not, which is about 170 miles.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you hear the evidence, or do you know the
evidence, that was given in the Ybarra case in the examination and
trial of Callest
Mr. TOLEN. I heard most of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Who, if anyone, was with Calles at the time of
the kidnapping of Luguen and Herrera in the automobile; do you
know?
AMr. To .EN. Francisco Moreno.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not speaking of the Ybarra case now, but
the Luguen and Herrera cases.
Mr. ToLEN. Oh, the Luguen and Herrera cases?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. TOLEN. I don't know who that was I remember that the witness who testified to that more particularly than anyone else was a
man by the name of Salvador Holguin at Somerton.
The CIAIRMAN. That is all for the present, Mr. Tolen. We have
not had time to go through this record of the trial and would like
to have you remain in attendance upon the committee at least until
to-morrow.
Mr. TOLEN. All right.
(A recess was thereupon taken until 4.80 o'clock p. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAROH 17, 1020.

SUBcoMMI'IEE OF TIHE

ComnarrrBE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
UNITED STATES SENATE

Los Angeles, aalif.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to the call of the chairman, at
9 p. m., in Room 622, Van Nuys Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif., Senator
Albert B. Fall presiding.
Present: Senltar Albert B. Fall, chairman; Senator Mark A.
Smith; Maj. Dan M. Jackson, secretary.

TESTIMONY OF REV. EDWIN R.BROWN.
(Witness sworn by the secretary.)

The SECRETARY. Your full name, Mr. Brown?
Mr. BRowN. Edwin R. Brown.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU are a citizen of the United States, are you?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of what State are you a native
Mr. BRowN. Illinois.
The ChAIRMAN. How long have you lived in California?

Mr. BROWN. I lived in California two and a half years before
going to Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. And when did you go to Mexico?
Mr. BROWN. In 1909.
The CHAIRMAN. What portion of the Republic did you go tot
Mr. BRown. I lived in the capital and in Puebla.
The CHAIRMAN. HoW far is Puebla from the capital, approximately?
Mr. BRowN. About a hundred miles south and east.
The CHAIRMAN. How long did you remain in Mexico at this time
Mr. BRown. I was there for nine years.
The CHAIRMAN. What was your business or occupation during
your residence in Mexico?

Mr. BROWN. I was first pastor of the English-speaking Baptist
Church of Mexico City, and then missionary in the native work in
Puebla.
The CHAIRMAN. In following your works both as a pastor and as
a missionary, did you come in contact with the native people of
Mexico?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; especially the last five years I worked among

the native people only.
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The CnI ~InsAAx. Did you then learn or did you understand prior
to that time the Spanish language?
Mr. Browx. I learned Spanish in about six months after I went
down there, so that I speak it now as well as I do English, I guess.
The CnlAirm.x. What is your present work?
Mr. Bnowx. I am now a general missionary among the Mexicans
in the southwest for the American Baptist Home Mission Society.
Thlie CIrnIR .~x. You belong to the Baptist denomination?
Mr. BRnowN. Yes.

The CHIlMA.
mx. When were you in Mexico last?
Mr. BRowx,. I left there the last of April, 1918.
The Ciru.MAN. Did you leave from Puebla; that is, were you in
Puebla at that time, in April, 1918?
Mr. BRowN.. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you leave Mexico, if there was any particular reason for your leaving?
Mr. BROWN. Well, the Home AMission Society recalled me because
of a threat made by the authorities to arrest me and send me out of
the country as a pernicious foreigner for preaching the gospel to the
contrary of the constitution.
The IAIRMtAN. Contrary to the constitution of 10171
Mr. Bnowx. Yes, sir; the new constitution.

The CHAIRM.3x. Mr. Carranza's constitution?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.

The CHAIRMAnx. What authorities made the threat

Mr. BRowN. The municipal authorities.

The CHAIRMAN. Of the city of Puebla?
Mr. BRown. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. They would have had no jurisdiction to expel yon
except through the action of the central Government of Mexico;
that is, to expel you from the Republic?
Mr. BRowN. No. But I think the constitution gives the governors
and the presidents of municipalities the right to arrest anyone that
is acting as a minister, and then Carranza can send them out.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with this clause of the constitution under which they proposed to expel you
Mr. BROWN. Yes; I have translated it into English, and have it
with me.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the particular clause of the constitution
to which you refer?
Mr. BROWN. Well, it is article 180. It says:
It Is necessary to be a Mexican by birth in order to be a minister of any

religious creed in Mexico.

The CHAIRMAN. And how was the threat to expel you communi-

cated to youth By whom?
Mr. BROWN. It was communicated indirectly to me by the agent
of the Puebla Light & Power Co., who heard it in a meeting that he
had in the city hall with the presidente municipal, and he came and
told me and warned me to get out.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he tell you that the .presidente municipal hatl
expressed himself with reference to your expulsion at this meeting?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You communicated, then, with your home board,

and they recalled you
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Mr. BRowN. Yes.
The CnAIRMAN. Had you in your teachings there, or in your sermons, attacked the constitution or the laws of Mexico?
Mr. BRIows. No.
The CH.AIRMA. Was there any particular reason further than that
you were simply not a native of Mexico and were preaching the
gospel?
Mr. Bnowx. No. We never preached on politics at all.
The CJIAIMIANx. Did you ever interfere in politics while you were
there?
aMr. BRowN. I never had anything to do with political questions in
uMA.n . Then, the threat to expel you, and which caused
the
there, was simply and solely based upon the clause ofcitileave
tor
you
Mexican
or
Mexicans
native-born
except
none
that
constitution
zens should be allowed to preach the gospel?
3Mr. BROWN. Yes. I think it was caused perhaps, by some Catholic
inciting some of the members of the cit council to make those
threats, because we were converting some of their people.
The CIAiIRMAN. Have you had your attention called to the minutes
of any of the meetings before this committee? Have you read the
minutes?
Mr. BROWN. Very little.
The CHAIRn AS. Testimony has been offered and given before this
but
committee by other ministers or teachers not residing in Mexico,
having to do with work there, particularly with educational work.
For instance, I recall the testimony of Dr. Inman, who, I believe,
Iis
is now residing inNew Ycrk, who testified that he and some offrom
direct
assurances
received
had
work
such
in
associates engaged
inMr. Carranza that this clause of the constitution would not bewith
constitution
the
of
provision
that
would
nor
them,
against
voked
reference to schools being conducted by ministers or preachers, nor
being
would that clause be invoked against denominational schoolspromise
such
No
promise.
that
upon
relied
they
that
and
run by them,
was made, generally or publicly, to your knowledge, was it? of mis.Mr. Bnows. Well, I only know that our superintendent from
that
sions claimed to have received some such assurance as conference
Carranza in a meeting where he and some others had a
with Carranza.
The CHAIRMAN. And that was after you left there, or before?
Mr. BRowN. Well, no; I think that was before. But we didn't
have any faith in those assurances at all.
Did Any of your associates there, the other minis..
The C1rrA 1AN.
ters who were engaged in the work, and whom you doubtless kn'w,
to your knowledge, place any confidence in such assurances?
Ir. BRown. Well, I think some of them did; yes.

an''le:a.

The CHAIRMAN. From your knowledge of the reputation of Mr.
as-

Carranza, would you credit such general assurance orparticular
surance in the event he became personally interested in any way m
being
revoking such assurance? In other words, the constitutionreliance
written, and being presumed to be the law of the land, what
could you place upon the word of Carranza that would justify you
in believing that you would be protected as against the constitution
or the law
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Mr. BRowN. Well, there wasn't anything in Mr. Carranza's character that would give you such assurance, but his management of
affairs in Mexico would give you that assurance, because he was a
virtual dictator, and whatever he said went.
The CHAIRMAN. And so long as he remained of the same mind you
could depend upon the assurance?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CAIRiMAN. But you have no assurance that he would remain
of the same opinion for any length of time when it suited him to
revoke such assurance?
Mr. BROWN. No; when it suited him in any way to please any of
his favorites by revoking that assurance-and he refused to put it in
writingThe CHAIR3AN. He did refuse to put it in writing?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CIIAIR3tIA. And to your knowledge, never has put it in writing
Mfr. BaowN. No; not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has no evidence that it was ever
placed in writing at any time.
Mr. BROWN. It makes Mexico practically the only place in the
world where an American missionary can not go and become the
pastor of a group of people to whom he preaches the gospel.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the general conditions in Mexico now,
if you know, as to peace and order, or as to violence, and what
assurances have we, if any, from your knowledge of Mexico and its
people, that a condition of violence, if it exists, or peace and prosparity, itf it exists momentarily, will continue under the present
rdgime in Mexico?
Mr. BnowN. Well, of course, my personal knowledge would not
date back further than 1918, but among the Mexican people that I
meet continually the reports always are that things are very bad in
Mexico, and I know, of course, as all people know who meet the
Mexican immigrants, that they are continually fleeing from the terrible conditions there. I don't think there is any guaranty in the
character of the men that are conducting the revolution to give us
any hope for any state of peace. It is simply a state of war there
now.

The CHAIRMAN. You speak of those who are conducting the revolution. What of the character of those who claim to be conducting the
Government?
Mr. BRowN. Well, the Government, of course, is the revolution
in a certain sense. These other fellows are the counter-revolutionists.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there really what the American people would
know as a government in existence in Mexico; that is, is there a republican or democratic government in Mexico?
Mr. BROWN. No. I think the American people look at the situation in Mexico through their own glasses. They do not see conditions as they really are there. The true Government of Mexico today is a military heirarchy, with an absolute dictator in command;
but he is only absolute in so far as it suits the wishes of his leading
men to let him be absolute.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, by "his leading men" do you speak of his
leading military men? •

s
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Mr. BRowN. His leading military commanders.
The CHAIRMAN. Then he is absolute so long as he has the support
of the military commander of what are known as the Carranza
forces?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir. I don't think he has the support of more
than a very small percentage of the Mexican people.
The CHAIRMAN. From your knowledge of the leading men remaining in Mexico, up to the time you left in 1918, do you see any hope
for a democratic government, or the establishment and maintenance
of democratic government or any government of law and peace and
order being established by any such men in Mexico?
Mr. BROWN. No; I am entirely pessimistic as to the outlook for
Mexico. In the beginning I was heartily in sympathy with the ideals
of the revolution, both the Madero revolution and the Carranza revolution. I was in favor of the Carranza revolution. After studying
it closely and seeing the hypocrisy of the leaders and the fact that
they used patriotism for their own ends as a means for looting and
despoiling the country, and when we see, for instance, the issue of
paper money and the things that were done-five different times Carranza issued paper money and then repudiated it, and that is just
one of the many things-I don't think there is any hope of any of
the men that are in power to-day ever bringing order out of chaos
in Mexico.

The CHAIRMAN. Nor is there any hope, so far as you know, or are
able to judge, from any of the men who are not in power-that is,
any of the so-called revolutionists or any of the other Mexicans in
Mexico to-day--that they may be able to bring order out of chaos?
Mr. BRowN. Well, I believe that a stable government in Mexico
can only be brought about upon a basis of morality, and I do not believe that the system of religion and education in Mexico for the
past 400 years has produced either individuals or a public opinion
sufficiently moral to hope for any man being able to lead the people.
If there was a moral man those in power or the armed forces to-day
would not follow him. Just as I told Mr. Bryan. I had a conference with William Jennings Bryan two years ago in June next,
and he asked me that same question, if I thought'there was any moral
man in Mexico to whom we could turn and give our support and who
would lead the people out of their troubles, and I told him there
wasn't any such moral man in the first place, and in the second place
the people didn't want to follow that kind of a man.
The CHAIRMarN. Well, what is the first necessity, in your own judgment, in establishing a condition under which the people of Mexico
might be taught and led into the proper spirit so that they might
establish and maintain a democratic and moral government What
is the condition?
Mr. BROWN. Well. I think the first condition would be a protectorate of the United States over Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. In your judgment based upon your information
and experience and knowledge, would it be possible now for the
church people of the United States or of the world to carry on any
educational or religious campaign in Mexico through any source
under conditions now existing or likely to exist in Mexico for the
uplift of those people? Suppose that the good church people of the
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United States would raise a fund of a hundred million dollars, or
of any number of millions of dollars, for the purpose of carrying on
educational work and religious work in Mexico for the uplift and the
betterment of the Mexican people themselves, what opportunity offers
itself for the carrying on of such work? Is there a condition which
would justify you in believing that the expenditure of that money
would achieve any end?
Mr. BRowN. Well, in the first place the conditions are so abnormal
in Mexico that that work could only be carried on in the larger
centers; it could not be carried on in the outlying districts to any
great extent. In the second place, it is a work of years to regenerate
and reconstruct a nation. I know, for instance, Mr. Inman and
others--I read I think it was in Colliers, some missionary lady and
some of our missionary leaders have said that what Mexico needs is
Bibles and not bullets. Well, I believe that, too. But some of the
men down there, like Villa, and some of those that are around Carranza himself, can never he reached by Bibles. I can't imagine Villa,
for instance, joining a Bible class or old Candido Aguilar taking a
course in agriculture in Mr. Inman's agricultural schools. I do think
if there is any hope for Mexico at all it will come through the evangelical and protestant teachings and the protestant evangelical
churches.
The CHAIRMAN. Can such work be carried on under the present
conditions in Mexico, in your judgment, successfully?
AMr. BRowN. Well, it isbeing carried on there; yes. For instance,
there are a number of missionaries there that are at work. Our
Baptist denomination retired all of its American missionaries, putting the work into the hands of Mexican leaders, the Mexican preachers, and the work is going on very well, indeed. But if the Christian
people of the United States were to raise a hundred million dollars
and proceed to send a number of missionaries to Mexico to inaugurate
an intensive campaign for religious propaganda and education connected with it in that country I believe that the Catholics and those
that do not believe in any religion at all would be aroused to insist
upon the enforcement of this article 180; and, furthermore, there
would be great opposition aroused to it under the plea that it was a
pacific conquest of Mexico, just as they have said more than once-I
have in my papers here statements where a preacher, for instance, is
called a paid agent of the United States Government and those that
believe in his teachings or doctrine are called traitors to their
country. I don't think that program could settle the difficulties of
Mexico in a hundred years, although I would very much like to see it
begun.
So long as article 130, to which you have re.
The CHAmM.~AL.
ferred, remains unrepealed, what must its effect be or what is its
effect and what will be its effect, so long as it remains unrepealed or
unamended, upon the American missionaries or teachers who continue their work in Mexico?
Mr. BROWN. I am glad you asked that question. It legally makes
every one of them an outlaw and a" pernicious foreigner,' every one.
The girls in our mission schools are pernicious foreigners because
they are teaching religion in a primary school. Every njan that is
preaching in Mexico-the way they do is they camouflage it now and
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they don't say they are preaching; they have all resigned their
churches, but they give "conferencias de la Bibla" or Bible conferences; and even then, just as they have excelled, under that act,
Spanish bishops, so under that act also every foreign superintendent
of missions, like Mir. Inman, or Bishop O'Connell, or any of the
other superintendents of missions, are liable to be expelled at any
time.
The CIAISIAx. At the whim or caprice of any authority who has
the power to put article 130 into effect?
AMr. Bxowz-. Yes. A successor of Carranza, for instance, might
be some one who might say he knew nothing about Mir. Carranza's
assurances, and he could apply that law and expel everyone, even
the general missionaries and Methodist bishops, and people of that
kind, and they are all technically, and under the law, according to
that constitution, lawbreakers, because they are breaking thi.e law
to-day. That is the reason our society withdrew all of its Americans, because they said we don't want any of our workers arrested
as lawbreakers in Mexico, and as long as that article was in effect
they were liable to arrest.
'he CHAIRHnAN. If you had continued your American workers
there, realizing that you were lawbreakers and knowing that you
were dependent entirely upon the present good will of Carranza
or of the local or other authorities, what effect would it necessarily
have had-or would it have had, whether necessarily or otherwise-upon your missionaries as to the support of the Carranza government
by quietly accepting acts of that government or as to exposing pubo
licly in thie United States acts against which they should have pr tested?
Mr. BRown. Well, very naturally the people that are there now
under those assurances and with that sword of Damocles hanging
over their heads are all of them compelled to speak in favor of Carranza and the conditions down there; If they did not, the law would
be in effect against any one of them and they would be sent out of
the country as pernicious foreigners.
The CHAIRMAN. So that naturally, and necessarily, good, sincere
Christian men or women doing work down there now, having that
sword hanging over their heads, and yet animated by the desire to
do good to those poor people there, must, if they desire to remain
at all, submit to things and see things done which otherwise they
would protest against?
Mr. BaowN, And they must send out biased reports of conditions
down there, because if they did not they would get into trouble immediately; and that is too bad, too, because it makes liars out of
good Christian people.
The CHnARMAN. And eventually must have its effect upon the
character of those people and upon mission work generally?
Mr. BnowN. Yes.
The CIIAIRMAN. Doctor, we realize that you are leaving to-morrow,
and that you have been very kind in attending this late session tonight, anda we do not care to detain you by asking you any further
questions. If you have any papers or documents that you would
like to file with us we would like to have them, or if you have any
statement of your own that you desire to make, further than you have
already spoken, we will be glad to have you make it now.
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Mr. BROWN. Well, I would simply make this statement: That during my stay in Mexico I feel so keenly disappointed in the failure
of the revolution to live up to its ideals, and I sympathized so greatly
with the common people, the poor people of Mexico in the terrible
sufferings that were brought upon them and the deception which
they suffered at the hands of the present Government that I take
the stand that I take to-day in regard to conditions in Mexico simply
because I feel that that is the only possible way to save the people
of Mexico from the hands of those whj are their worst enemies;
that anything would be preferable to the conditions as they are there
to-day; and because of my desire to do something to help Mexico
out of its trouble I come before the committee and make these statements.
So much for a statement.
I have here some interesting documents that I thought you might
like.to see. I don't know whether they have ever come to your attention or not. You read Spanish, of course?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.8

(Witness hands papers to chairman.)
Ir. BRowN. I attended that meeting, a German propaganda meeting in Puebla, at which there were probably 3,500 Mexicans, and
some Germans, and my wife and myself and two missionaries were
the only Americans, and it was the hottest anti-American demonstration you ever saw.
The CHAIRMAN. This is a poster or circular?

Mr. Bnow.N. It is a poster. They were posted up out on the
streets.
The CHAIRMAN..

Calling a meeting for Wednesday the 21st-what

month was that, do you remember? I don't see the year, either.
Tuesday the 19th, at 7 a. m., first conference; second conference
Wednesday, the 20th, and the third conference Thursday, the 21st.
Do you remember what year that was?
Mr. BRow:N. Well, I think it was the first part of 1918, but I don't
remember what month. They showed views as you can see there, of
the Crown Prince and of the Kaiser, and they had views in which
they showed the troops marching through Belgium, and the attack
on Liege, and then a Spanish speaker got up and tore into the
United States for the black list.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I notice the black list and the boycott in

Mexico mentioned here.
Mr. BRowN. Yes; it was a very bitter speech against the United
States. And just to show you that my ideas of the graft that went
on there are not particularly American or not animated by any desire to harm Mexico, there is a clipping that I preserved out of a paper
in which one of the Mexican papers down in Mexico tried to show
how the graft on corn out in the field-you see here is $10 a carga,
which is two sacks.
The CHAIRMAN. A carga is 300 pounds

Mr. BRowN. Yes. And here are the different hands that it went
through: The conductor of the railroad, the municipal president,
the chief of the station, the chief of the guard, the general, and the
engineer.
The CIAIRnMA.

.9_N

They all had their rake-offs
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Mr. BRowN. They all got their rake-off, and when the corn got to
the retailer it was $50 a carga.
The CIAIR3SAN. This was a Mexican paper published in Spanish,
to show the graft going on there among the Miexicans themselves?
Mr. BRowN. Yes. Icut that out of a paper down in Mexico.
Now, I have a lot of other things here; I don't know how much they
will interest you. Here, to my mind, is the most important of all of
the things that I have got in Spanish, because it shows how that new
constitution and that article in the constitution contravenes the treaty
with the United States, and it is written by a lawyer down there and
is a very careful opinion. I made a translation of it into English,
and I also sent it to the embassy and tried to get the embassy to back
me up in a legal fight to declare whether that was constitutional or
not, because it abrogates the treaties, which, it says, "stand on foot,"
or which still remain.
Now, that treaty with the United States has never been abrogated,
and yet the constitution denies those rights under it.
The CHAIRMAN. The Mexicans claim that the treaty of 1881, which
was renewed in 1840, was abrogated by denunciation by themselves.
There was, of course, a dispute about it. It was attempted to be
abrogated for the purpose of escaping the payment of certain claims
for damage which were made under it and which are insisted upon by
our State Department; but their Government had a right under the
constitution, to denounce the treaty by a certain time and Mexico did
denounce the treaty of 1831, which was renewed in the treaty of
Guadelupe Hidalgo of 1848. So that that is the claim of some of
them, that that treaty has been abrogated.
Mr. BRowN. Well, I think it is acknowledged by our State Department, because I quoted the section from that treaty and then applied
it to this and asked the United States State Department to back me
up, and they sent back a simple dry statement saying that " we know
of the existence of no such treaty "; and yet I copied it out of the book
of treaties in the consular office.
Now here is another one: "All foreigners will be held as pernicious
who officiate in Mexico."
The CHAIRMAN. What is this article you refer to about " pernicious
foreigners"?
Mr. BRowN. Well that is with regard to ministers, you see.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. This article you have just referred to with
reference to the constitution is signed by Don Manuel Aguirre Berlanga, a subsecretary?
Mr. BRowN. Yes. He was very antiforeign and also antireligious.
He said, "Mexico and the Mexican people have avowed above and
beyond the need of any religion."
'The CHAn fnAN. I notice from reading this article in Spanish which
you have just handed me that it is a proclamation issued by Don
DManuel Aguirre Berlanga, subsecretary to all the governors of the
States, calling their attention to article 180 with reference to the
exclusion of ministers of the gospel not native Mexicans from any
right to hold services or to teach religion in the Republic.
Mr. BRowN. Yes. Now, that would indicate that Berlanga, as one
of the cabinet officers, attempted to put into force what Carranza said
would not be put in force.
4766-20-voL 2-18
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Thp CIA IMAN. Certainly. This is an official declaration in writing, and the declaration on which some of our ministers are relying
is only a verbal declaration by Mr. Carranza or Mr. Osuna, or some
other authority, not put in writing. Now, shall I return this article
to you, or may I have it translated
Mr. BROWN. You may have it.

The CHAIRMAN. The translation of the article above referred to
follows:
(The document last above mentioned is in words and figures as
follows, to wit:)
(Translaton of clipping from El Democrata, of Puebla, dated Dec. 13, 191 .]
THOSE CLERYMFEN WILL RE CONSIDERED PERNICIOUS WHO ARE OF FOREIGN NATION*
ALITY AND EXERCISE THEIR MINISTRY IN MEXICO.

Manuel Agulrre Berlanga, subsecretary of state in charge of the department
of the interior, sent to nall the governors of States the following important
circular telegram on the 6th of this month:
"Considering that article 130 of the general constitution of the Republic
provides that only native Mexicans may exercise the ministry of any cult
(denomination), and In view of the fact that a great number of foreign clergy.
men, in violation of this proscription, are executing the various acts which
constitute the exercising of the ministry 6f their respective religions-"By order of the Citizen President of the Republic I hereby Instruct you
to Inform all foreign clergymen who are practicing their profession in your
State that unless they immediately cease all such practices the executive of
the Union will consider them violators of Mexican constitutional law and
apply to them the thirty-third article of the constitution as pernicious aliens.
"MANUEL AoumtLE BERLANOA,

" Subsccretary of State in Charge of the Department of the Interior."

Mr. BRowN. Now, I have here a number of interesting things to
show you, some of which I have cut out and saved from different
papers to show the conditions down there. Here is one about the
burning or attempted burning of the Queretaro Boys' School, a
Methodist institution in Queretaro. It is from the Record of Chis

tian Work. You can have that if you want it.
The CI1AIRMAN. I will ask the reporter to copy this, It will be
marked "No. 2."
The Queretaro Boys' School Is attached to the American Methodist Mission
in Mexico. Queretaro, a great Roman Catholic center, has been roughly
treated by the Carrancistas, who burned confessionals and otherwise showed
their hatred of Mother Church. When they were compelled to evacuate, Mother
Church took her revenge, not on the hostile Mexican faction, but upon the
American mission. A mob, 8,000 strong, shouted, "Long live religion I Death
to the Protestants !" broke into the schools, tore organs, benches, and pulpit
Into the street to a bonfire, heaped them with armfuls of books, clothing, dishes,
household linen, and piled shavings and kindlings to fire the building, when,
prestol a townsman not connected with the mission shot a rifle into the air
and the whole cowardly pack vanished Ilke coyotes. They abandoned the
banner which they carried. Its staff proved to be the pole of a baldachin
borne In the Catholic processions of the town and witnessed to the authoritative
inspiration of the proceedings.-Record of Christian Work.

Mr. BRown. I have here a statement of Rev. A. H. Sutherland,
dated September 4, 1910, about the terrible conditions he found there
when he went down to Queretaro. One is in English and one in Spanish. I have another statement by a missionary down there in
Mexico-he is still there, so I didn't mention his name, saying that-this was in 1919.
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Now, I know this man; he has been down there working every day.
But this came in a private letter.
The CAIRnM N. I will ask that that be copied into the record.
Missionary in Zipatn country fays the country is laid waste anil untilled
for six years. Scarcely anything has been raised and that little Ias been
stols-n. " We would go for miles without seeing unytlling hiltllted, Ind when
we came to thu site of a cornlle!d we knew
town wits nea;r, for the people
did not venture fur out of the town. The people are starving almost to death.
In these parts many of them are merely skehletons." Sume of the towns were
almost entirely destroyed.

Mr. BRow' . I think it would not be wise to use his name, because
they would get right after him down there if you did.
Now, here is an official'statement gotten out by the Carranza government just before I left in regard to the percentage of illiteracy
throughout Mexico. [Handing paper to chairman.] I would like to
ask if the reports to Mr. Wilson of Mr. West, Mr. Hopkins, and Mr.
Lind have ever seen the light of day.
The CIIAMAN. They have never come under my observation.
The Senate of the United States requested the reports of the special
representatives of the President of the United States upon one occasion, and especially the report bf Mr. West, and they were not given
to tie Senate. and so far as I know no Senator and no Congressman
has ever seen either of the reports you have referred to, nor have they
ever been published, so far as I am aware.
Mr. BnowN. Now, here is a subject that interests me very much
[handing large white poster to chairman]. Have you gotten any
facts and figures on that? Mr. Jenkins and I were good friends
there for a number of years.
The CHAIRm x Now, Doctor, where did Mr. Jenkins live in the
United States, do you know? Did you know him before you met
him in Mexico?
Mr. BRowN. No.

The CtARMAN. What is the character of Mr. Jenkins?
Mr. BnowN. Why, he is one of the most splendid and most
upright men that I know. He is a man without any bad habits of
any kind. He is not a Christian in the orthodox or evangelical sense
at all. His father was a Lutheran minister, but his own personal,
private life is largely governed by the moral teachings that lie
received in his fathers home; and the whole family, every one of
them, are just splendid. I know them all Intimately now. And Mr.
Jenkins sent to me, in order to preserve them, copies of his first
reports. to the charg6 d'affaires and to the vice consul. He was
afraid they might not see light if he sent them to the State Department, so he sent them to me to keep for him, and I have them here.
Mr. FORRE . May I tell Dr. Brown that the reports have seen
light?
Dr. BnowN. I think those same reports have since been published.
Mlr. FoRRE r. They have been published in the New York Tribune
as an interview with Jenkins, using the same wording as you have
there, exactly.
Dr. BRowN. Yes* I think I saw that somewhere, that they had
been published.
oe asked me to keep them as confidential, so I
never turned them over to the newspapers at all.
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Mr. FoRREST. Yes; he did the same thing with me, but he allowed
me to print them in another form.
Dr. DRows. Now, there is another thing that I wanted to bring
before the committee, and that is the utter violation of the United
States consulate and the threatened shooting of Ir. Jenkins at
another time.
The CIIAIRMAN. No; we have no evidence about it.
Mr. BRowN. Wel), you see, the Carrancistas came into Puebla, and
the people didn't like them and didn't want them, and they didn't
receive them nicely. Gov. Cos was the governor, and lie was just
a man of the lower class who had been thrown up by the fortunes
of the revolution to occupy the place of governor, and his wife
was a common woman, and the aristocracy of Puebla would not receive them into their homes nor invite them to their social functions, and that made Cos so mad that he said, well, he would retire
from the city and show the people of Puebla what it meant to fall
in the hands of bandits; then he would come back and take the city
by blood and fire, and they would receive him then with open arms.
And he did retire from the city, and the Zapatistas and the Villistas
came in, and they were there for 20 days. I had some very interest.
ing experiences at that time. Well, as soon as the Zapatistes came
into town an ex-Federal general took command of them and established order by noon. By 10 o'clock they had fine order in the
city, and everything was just like it was in the days of Diaz. We
walked around the streets, and the people were so happy and con.
tented that they made a voluntary offering of quite a large sum of
money to pay the Zapatista troops, in place of loot, and for 20 days
everything went just lovely in the city.
Then, one morning we woke up and Cos was madder than ever,
and he demanded the surrender of the city. Well, just at that time
was when the division between Zapata and Villa happened, and the
Villista troops withdrew the day before, leaving the Zapatistas,
and when the Carrancistas came they had been strengthened by
this time by having the United States return Vera Cruz to them,
and they came up there and attacked the city. The consulate was
in the house of Jenkins, the same place it is now. When Cos first
came into the city he did that thing which the Carrancistas have
been trying to do ever since-disarm the entire population. He
issued a decree saying that anyone found with arms or ammunition
in his possession would be shot, and that they would begin a search
and seizure of all houses. Well, all of us Americans that were there
were more or less armed, and some of them became alarmed, and
finally we went to see Gov. Cos and asked him for permission towe said if we would give up our arms we would never get them
back. Let us place them in the American consulate, where they
will be safe, and where you know we will not be using them against
the revolution, and he consented. For instance, my wife was nervous, and I had a little .22 rifle and a beautiful Marlin shotgun
repeater, and she asked me to take those over there.
I took them over but I kept my revolvers; and different Americans in the city took their guns-one or two of the men had collections of those antique fowling pieces and old blunderbusses of ancient
times and they took them over there, and some had high-power rifles,
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ant a good many of them took them over there and left them in the
consulate, and they were put away in one of the rooms. When the
Zapatistas were driven out and the Carrancistas came back in, the
fighting took place around the corner upon which Jenkins's factory
is located, and they were shooting around both sides. The Carrancistas were trapped there in front of the factory, and 27 were killed
by the Zapatistas, who then retired. Well, when the Zapatistas had
retired the Carrancistas came in and accused the factory hands, and
especially Mr. Jenkins, of firing on them. They said he had a rapidfire gun upon the roof. And so they seized him because the general
had said that any snipers would be executed immediately without
further orders. They carried him across into a vacant lot and stood
him tup in front of a wall and were about to shoot him when one of
the officers told the soldiers that they should not do it because lie was
the American consul. So they carried him off to the Palace of
Justice, and there he was confined all afternoon.
In the afternoon he was taken out by a squad of soldiers, taken
downstairs and stood up before a stone pillar in the patio, and they
had their guns pointed at him, when a general sent by Gen. Cos to
liberate him, came in and stopped the execution, or he would have
been executed right there. As it was they kicked him and spat on
him and pounded him with the butt ends of their guns and took him
back up into the cell, but he was released presently at the instance
of the German, French, English, and Spanish consuls, who went to
see Gen. Cos and insisted that he be released; and they telephoned
over to. me, and as soon as I heard that I went light over there, or
just as soon the fighting stopped at noon, I went right over there and
took Mr. Jenkins's daughters over to my house; then I went back to
stay with Mrs. Jenkins, because I was a very intimate friend, and
while I was there, just after I had returned the second time, a squad
of soldiers knocked at the door. I went out and said "What do you
want?" They said, "We come to search this place." They had already been about five searching parties in there, and they had gone
right into the consulate and carried off all of these arms and ammunition that were there, these old blunderbusses and old revolvers,
these old-fashioned guns that have a flintlock on them, and everything of that kind--carried off every single thing.
Then this squad came. They said" they came to find the consul,
and grabbed hold of me, but I persuaded them I was not the consul;
so they said they came to search. I said, "Well, where is your
search warrant?"' They said, "This is our warrant," and they
tapped their guns and pointed them at me. So I said all right, I
coulmdnt keep them out* and a 'fellow says, "Now , show me where
the rapid-fire gun is. Ive want that rapid-fire gun." " Well," I said,
"there is no rapitl-fire gun here." I said, "If you can find a rapidfire gun, I will give you 1000,000 rounds of amnrunition, if you can
find a rapid-fire gun in this place anywhere." Then they grabbed
hold of me, one on each side and said, "Give us the ammunition."
" ell," I said, "you find tie gun and I will give you the ammunition," or, I says, "If you will find one round of ammunition for a rapid.flre gun on this place "-and it was a great big
factory--" I will find the gun for you." " Well, find the gan." Ani
they threatened me in every way. "Well," I said, 'but there is
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none here. I am just telling you that to show you that it is not here."
So they went into the house, into the consulate, took me into the
factory-they said it was stationed up on the roof. " Well. then."
I said, "if it was stationed on the roof and firing and killed 27
Mexicans, as you say, there ought to be some shells up there. If you
will find one single shell of rapid-fire gun on the roof. I will find
the gun and the ammunition for you." Well, they couldn't understand just what I was getting at and why I joked with them when
they had guns there, lBat I knew that was the easiest way to handle
them. So they hunted all over, in every room on the place. mind
couldn't get even a single cartridge of any kind and no signs whatever. Their idea that a rapid-fire gun had been on there, I think,
came from the fact that-I observed very closely, because I had
the bullets flying around me, with men shooting at. a building, and
the expanding bullets striking and making a noise almost like
another rifle being fired there, because of the echo, and it was a
WVell, they came down and took a mule;
great big brick building.
that was the only thing they could find that they thought they
dared to carry offtt, an old mule, and started to go off' with it. Mrs.
Jenkins says, "0 1, you don't want that mule; it is too old. I will
give you a pair of stockings if you will leave the mule." So they
said, " All right," and I went and got them a dozen pairs of stockdorzeni to
ings and divided them amongst the men and gave a ihalf
the captain, and finally off they went saluting us and were all right.
Then we sent a protest through the State Department to Bryan protesting against the violation and asking that the Ulnited States
demand from Gen. Cos the return of all of those firearms and make
an apology for violating the embassy, and the answer we got back
was " You should not have been in Mexico. You were ordered out
of ifexico on such and such a date, and you should not have been
there." And that was all the respect they had for the United States.
I don't know of anything else. That certainly did cause every
American at that time to lose his respect for his own country and
for the President of the United States and the State Department
and the flag and everything else. In fact, right there at that time
more than one American wore the Union Jack under the lapel of his
coat, and if they asked him, "Are you a Gringo " he would say,
" No* I am an Englishman." I don't think that story has ever been
told before. But those are the facts.
(The committee thereupon adjourned until Thursday, March 18,
.1920, at 10 o'clock a. m., to meet at room D, Chamber of Commerce.)
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THURSDAY, MARCH 18; 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,

SOBCO3lrrITTEE ON

FOIREION

RELATIONS,

Room D, CIA1MBER OF COMMERCE,

Los Angeles, 'alif.
The committee met, pursunnt to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m.
Present: Senator Albert B. Fall, chairman; Senator Mark A.
Smith; Maj. Dan M. Jackson, secretary.
The CH~lRnMAN. The session of the committee would not have been
fixed for this hour to-day had it not been for the request of Col. Fly,
of Yuma, Ariz. Testimony was taken a few days since by this committee in which the name of Col. Fly was mentioned, lie met the
committee on its arrival in this city with the statement that he
thought an injustice had been done him, and he requested an immediate opportunity to correct any false impressions concerning it. In
its anxiety to afford opportunity for any person to testify, the committee set this hour for a hearing. We were engaged in other mnatter's and had not expected to have an open hearing of the committee
this morning. Col. Fly has requested of the committee that he be
allowed to proceed to h'is home, or where he pleases, without a hearing, and has withdrawn his request either for an open or a private
hearing. The committee, of course, has acceded to his request, as
it did to his original request that he should have an immediate opportunity to appear. As the hearing was set, other witnesses were
notified that they might appear. Those who are in attendance and
desire to testify will be heard as rapidly as possible.
After the adjournment this morning there will not be a session of
the committee before to-morrow at this hour-10.30. In the mean.
time any witnesses who desire to consult with the committee may
call by phone or go to the Van Nuys Hotel and consult with the secretary, ilMa. Jackson, who is in room 313. The chairman of the committee will be within reach at all times and will be glad to consult
with any person desiring to make any statement. We have other private matters of investigation here, which will not be disclosed at
public hearings, and will be occupied in such business, but prepared
to hold public hearings from time to time as may be necessary during
our stay here.
I understand that Mr. Keller is here.
Mr. KELLrR. Yes. sir.
The Cnrm~.rA. Do you desire to make a statement in public here,
Mr. Keller?
Mr. KELLER. Yes, sir: I have no objection to a public hearing.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. HENRY W. KELLER.
(Sworn by the secretary.)

The SECRETARY. Your full name, please?

Mr. KELLER. Henry W. Keller.
The CAnarMAN. Where do you live?
AIr. KELLER. In the city of Los Angeles.
The CIAIR NA
. Are you a citizen of the United States?
Mr. KELLER. I am.

The CnuBmi ANx. Of what State are you a native?
Mr. KELLER. Of California.
The CHAinsrAN. What is your business?
Mr. KELLER. I am a land owner, farmer and real estate man.
The CIAIRa A. Have you at any time been interested or engaged

in business in the Republic of Mexico or any portion of it?

Ar.

KELLER. I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Where was the place of your business there and

in what (id your interest consist?
Mr. KELLER. In the northern district of Lower California.
The CHAIRIAN. When did you become interested there?
Mr. KELLER. In 1911.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the nature of your interest?
Mr. KELLER. We formed a corporation under the laws of the
State of California, protocolized the articles of incorporation in the
Mexican courts at Ensenada, which permitted us, under the Mexican

laws then existing, to transact business in Mexico, own lands, and,
in fact, entitled us to all of the privileges of Mexican citizens
excepting the right of franchise.
The C AIsRMAN. How far were your holdings from thle international border?
Mr. KIELL.ER. We have one strip of land, containing a thousand
hectares, which adjoins the American boundary line, with the exception only of some 60 or 70 yards which, under the laws of Mexico, is
reserved unto the Mexican Government.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the capital stock of your company,

paid in?
Mr. KELLER. X80,000, originally, and it has since been increased to

$110,000.

'1he CHAIRMAN. Where was that stock held-by whom? I don't
mean the individual names.
Mr. KELLER. No; but it was held mostly by prominent people here
in Los Angeles. The property acquired was acquired because of its
agricultural value and also for recreation purposes. There are some
209 stockholders in the company.
The CHAIRMAN. And are you in possession of that property now,

or is your company?
Mr. KELLER. We are in uncertain possession of it.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the character of your possession?

Mr. KELLER. We have employees on the various properties, and
caretakers there, but as early as 1916 Gov. Cantu at that time do
facto governor of the northern district, of lower anlifornia issued
a proclamation which was known as the " hacienda remuenda,' which
provid-d for the establishment of military colonies on Government
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and vacant lands. Of course, so far as Government lands were concerned, they had a right to enter upon them, but the protocol itself
provided that upon entering upon vacant lands privately owned an
arrangement should be made with the owners, and a contract of lease
drawn up by the judge residing in that particular district where the
property was situate. In our case they failed to carry out that latter
provision, and as soon as we were notified that a military colony had
been established on one of our properties, first, we immediately sent
our attorney to call upon Gov. Cantu and ask him why lie located
upon our lands, and he said if he was upon our lands it was through
error. But within a few months he moved his colony from the edge
of the ranch to the very center of it and proceeded to till the land
erect farm buildings and fences etc.; and that condition has continued
up to a short time ago, the difference now being only that after inviting settlers, squatters on the property, Gov. Cantu finally informed the American consul, Mr. Boyle at Mexicali, that he had no
further claim to the property; that he had turned it over to the department of fomento of Mexico.
The CHARSIAN. That is, the department of fomento of the Carranza or central government of MexicoI
Mr. KELLER. Yes. It corresponds to our Department of the In.
terior.
The CHAIRINAN. Then he recognizes the jurisdiction of the Mexican
Government in some respects in lower California?
Mr. KELLER. Well I think he was pressed by the Department of
State to give a valid reason for his occupation of the lands, and I
think the situation was becoming embarrassing to him, and that he
turned the burden over to the department of fomento.
The CHAIRMAN. He was pressed by the Department of State of
the United States, you mean?
Mr. KELLEn. Yes, sir; or by our consul at Mexicali, Mr. Boyle.
The CIAIRMAN. Then your company had, of its own motion, made a
protest to our Government, had it?
Mr. KELLER. The procedure was this: In 1910. as soon as we found
that Gov. Cantu's occupation was not temporary but permanent,
we addressed a protest to him, and copies of nil of these protests are
on file in the Department of State at Washington, and Gov. Cantu
replied that if we felt ourselves aggrieved the courts were open
to us and we had but to present our claims there; that the procedure
was simple. But for the information of this committee I want to say
thnt the law of Mexi o provides that courts and judges of courts
shall be appointed by the Congress of Mexico and not by the Governolrs of the respective States, and those courts were subsequently declared illegal, and to-day there are legal courts in the northern district of lower California which have been appointed by the Federal
congressss at Mexico City.
I'lie Cl .IKAMAN.
. That is,those courts are now legal, having been
provided for by the congress because of the status of lower Cali.
fornia. That is,
it isa Territory and not a State?
Mr. KEIflRn. Exactly. We did not wish to avail ourselves of the
Mexican courts because we knew that they were illegal and that any
judgment they might render, whether for or against us, would be de.lared invalid subsequently when the legal courts were established.
l'e then hadl an opportunity of having our protest carried to Mexico
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City by a gentleman and a friend of ours who was going to Mexico
City on business, and our protest to President Carranza was presented to him in person, and he deprecated the actions of Mr. Cantu,
but no action was taken by him, and the correspondence which I have
here shows that subsequently he declared that the lands were public
lands and that we had no title to them.
The CIrAIMAN. Carranza?
iMr. KELLER. Carranza; yes, sir.
The CHAnRMAN. How did he make that declaration?
Mr. KRLLER. The declaration was made through our charge
d'aflfires inThe CI.nar,Ax. He simply wrote a letter?
Mr. KELLER. He simply wrote a letter to our charge d'affaires, DMr.
Summerlin, in Mexico City, and Mr. Summerlin transmitted that to
Mr. Lansing and Mr. Lansing in turn sent us a copy, which I have.
The CHAIRMlA. Yes; I should have worded my question a little
differently. His declaration, then, was simply by a letter?
DMr. KELLER. Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And not by any proceedings of any kind to ascertain whether the land was then public or private?
Mr. KELLER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Gov. Cantu was himself addressed upon the
subject by the State Department through our consulI
Mr. KELLER. Yes, sir. Through a personal interview, and then,
after making the protests to Mr. Cantu and Mr. Carranza. and receiving no relief, we protested to the State Department, to Mr. Lansing, under date of December, 1918. We waited until the conclusion
of the war before bothering our State Department with our affairs.
Then .fr. Lansing instructed us to place before the American consul,
Mr. Boyle, all of our titles, organization papers, and everything
pertaining to the company. and after such examination was made by
Mr. Boyle, the State Department, as evidence by the letters I have
here, reported that our contentions were fully sustained, both as to
the title and as to the steps that we had taken with reference to the
occupation of our lands.
The CHAIRMAN. And our State Department, from the evidence
presented by you, held that your title to the lands was good ?
Mr. KELT.ER. Yes, sir.
The CHAi.MAN. Mr. Cantu "passed the buck " to Carranza ?
Mr. KELLEn
Yes, sir; exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Carranza wrote a letter in which he said that the
lands were public lands, as I understand.
Mr. KELLER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAx. And in.the meantime you have not had possession
of the lands restored to you
Mr. KELLER. NO, sir. Our correspondence with the State Department has run over a period of about two years now, and we are no
further along than when we started. After the State Department
had satisfied themselves that our claims were just and that our titles
were perfect, since Carranza declared that our titles were not good,
the State Department is now examining dur chain of titles again,
so we are starting from where we first started some two years ago.
The CHIAIrMAN. Have you the date of the letter from the State
Department of the United States with reference to your titles?

I I
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Mr. KELLErn (producing copy). The date of that letter was April
9. 1019.
The Cn.u1inr.ix. Is there any identifying mark or number upon
the letter?
1
Mr. KELLrn. The identifying mark is " S0312. 1 15SA 50-0."
The CHAIRr MA'. You have no objection to this committee obtaining a copy of that letter from the State Depantment?
Mr. Kr.LERn. No, sir; not at nil. The substance of that letter is:
In reply you are Infrmed tha the department has recently received from
the Amnirlainn consul at Mtextcall a report from which it appears that the allega
thins heretofore inlltle
by your company its
to the occupaney of a Iprtlon of
your lands by Cantu are correct.

The ('CAnu"r.~x. Any of this correspondence touching this matter
which is in the archives of the State Department, as I understand you,
the committee is at liberty to obtain from the department?
Mr.KE(.LLt:r. Yes, sir; or anything else.
The CI.luu.1Nx. I nask this question because the committee might
desire to obtain the correspondence upon its return to Washington,
and it being in reference to a private matter we want to show the
department that we have the consent of the parties interested.
SIi'.
KEoLE. You have that consent, Senator.

The CUr.inr.1x. Then it will not be necessary to embody in our
record of these proceedings the copies of this correspondence, as we
can get the copies at Washington.
What have been the damages which your company has sustained,
apl)roximately, with reference to this property?
Mr.KELLER.rF.
We have never set up any claim, Senator, or filed any
claim with our Government, because our injuries have not been very
great. During the occupancy of the military colony, so called, we
had offers of as high as $10,000 for the pasturage on the property,
which we were unable to accept because of the occupancy of the
('antn forces, and the number of settlers which had settled on the
ranch at the invitation of Gov. Cantu.
The Cirunar.x. Some of these settlers yet remain upon the prop.
erty, do they ?
Mr. KEiLE:. They (do. T1he last information we have on the sub.
ject is that the Delpartment of Fomento has finally received orders,
or at least the local representatives in Tia Juana has received orders,
to confiscate all of our properties.
The ('u.Ilun .r. Thnt is what I was leading up to.
Mir. KELERn. Yes. And we are also reliably informed that it is
their intention to put a surveyor at work on the property at once
and parcel it out and distribute it amongThe CLrAnar.Ax. As I understand, Mr. Carranza has declared that
it is public land?
ri,. KELL.ER. Yes, sir.
And now he is proceeding against it, or authoriz.
The CI.%iRsANS.

ing procedure against it, under the section of the constitution of 1917

with reference to the boundary?

Mr. K

.r.En.Well, that claim would not lie, because an examination

of our chain of titles will show that in each instance our predecessors
in interest obtaied permission from the Mexican Central Government

to acquire these lands within this prohibited zone, so called.
The CH1AIRMAN. Then upon what ground is the proceedings to
confiscate based, ifnot upon that clause of the constitution?
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Mr. KELLER. I think under section 27 of the constitution of May,
1917.
The CLa3raAN. Well, that is what I refer to.
Mr. KELLER. Yes. But the constitution of May, 1917, article 27
provides that lands which were acquired from the Government by
concession, or through Government contracts, and lands acquired
up to 1876, can be, by order of the President abrogated. But our
lands do not fall under that category. The San Isidro ranch for
instance, was set aside through the Locas brothers in 1833, and the
Governor of California confirmed the title in 1840, and Benito
Juarez issued a patent in 1861. So that they were never Government
lands, never concessions, nor contracts with the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. Now Mr. Keller, have you received any revenue
from this property at ail?
Mr. KELLER. NO, sir. That is, the revenue that we have received
has been very nominal. We have every year planted a certain
amount of grain for the horses we had on the property, but about
a year ago Mr. Cantu took our field away and cultivated it himself,
so that we have not been able to do anything, and are afraid to do
anything.
The CIAIRMAN. You could have derived, however, revenue, you
say, to the amount of $10,000 per annum for the grazing privi.
leges?
ler. KELLER. We had that offer, yes.
The CIAIRMAN. And you had cultivated fields from which you
had expected to derive revenue?
Mr. KELLER. Yes, sir; and we had many offers from the local
people there, and especially from the Russian colony, to rent these
lands on shares at various times, and none of those offers were we
permitted to avail ourselves of.
The CHAIRMAN. Then if you eventually secure possession of your
lands, and are enabled to handle the same, the only damage which
will have been incurred would be the deprivation of the use of the
lands and the revenue therefrom for the time they have been with.held from you?
Mr. KEL.LER. That is true.
.The CHAIRMAN. And up to the present time what is that-the
length of time?
Mr. KELLER. They have occupied our land since 1910.
The CHAiRMAN. And you have not, as yet, filed any claim with
the State Department of the United States?
Mir. KELLER. I have not; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It would appear to the chairman of the conunittee
that you might seriously consider the question of filing a claim at an
early date fixing your damages at such amount as you can reasonably
establish them to be; because if the matter is to be taken up diplo.
inmatically with reference to the titles, the growing annual damages

might have some influence in the matter of the claim. I can say to
you, however, that this Government is not at present presenting claims
for damages to the Mexican claims commission, and has advised

American citizens not to present their claims to the claims comnmission, but is filing the claims away in the archives at Washington for
future action.
Now, is there any further statement that you desire to make? If so,
you may continue.
~II "P1P-PIS
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AMr. KJELLER. I would like, Senator Fall, to read one letter which

sets forth the procedure of the Mexican Government and their claims
as presented by their Mr. Medina to our charge d'affaires, Mr. Sum-

merlin, in Mexico City, and after I had received a copy of AIr. Me.
dini's letter, or a translation of it, we wrote the department, and I
ask to read this letter because it sets forth our position with reference

to the whole matter that I have testified to this morning.

The CJJAlnat,
. . Do you prefer to read it, or shall we have it emin

bodied in the record?
Mr. KELtrn.

It may be embodied in the record. I don't want to

take uhpthe time of the committee in reading it.
The CIIArIMANx. I presume it is along the line of the statement you
have mnde here?
Mr. KIELER.. Yes. Some of the fallacies of the contention of the
Mexican Government with reference to our lands being national or
vacant lands.
(The letter above referred to is as follows:)
lion. At.ve' A. ADnF.
X.rond As.sistant

DE(hcEnER 30, 1019.

ccretary of Rtate,
Washington, D. 0.
Sme: Vo re in receipt of your cnwmllnlicltion of Dectmber 10. advising us
that tlur letter of Novenmber 20, 1010, had been forwarded to our consul at
Mexttill for his colllent.
Wi' are Ilo in receipt of your comnlunlention of December 17, Il which Is
inclosedc copy of letter of George TI. Sumnmerlin, chllarg d'affnlres, transmitting
n affairs
lo of II. Medlin. subsecretary of state of forelgt
tcopy of n colnni~n tion
odi ndtrcscl to (leorge T. nSuiinerlin. It is to the allegations undl
insstateltetits anti 4ilassiols of Mr. Melina. the .Mexican subsecretary, that we partcularly wish to address ourselves.
Mr. Medina s ays tt''
the cuinpetent authorities report that tile San Ystlro
lit1itih ('o. asked the ] eltlu'in ent of Agriculture nitl romento to conlirm the
validity of \rlolus titles covering portions of lands iquilred by sald colnpilly,
iiiniti ' 'El Morn,'' El lefugtio,' ' Poso del Encino' Lnnnd anid House its the
the
('arrin lotnHh ind thet Frontier Strip, and the matter being submitted to to
Presle nt of the Itepullie, this high otlichl sa:w
, fit to decide that the petition
shouldd lnot Ie grantetl, in view of the fact that tile titles prtsecnteiI for cotmfirntl:lion thereof have nil tile defects of capacity, formal, ntul e.sntee necessary
to It '1ihnize the tclquisillon of public prolprly and especially waste lands, and
other.fre are not proper for the purpose."
Thi comnitaly
,ls
\'ver asked the Mexican C(overl ment or any of its departments
to tvcollrm the validity of our titles. We knew before we purchased and paid
for these ouiints thei condition of the titles of the various ranchos. Competent
attorneys had passed upon then for lus and wheel our deeds were protocollzed
the Mlexleon courts, in conformity with Mexican legal procedure, admitted tilhe
validity.of our titles and placed us in possession.
A\lout n year nao the rlepartllent of onlento appointed n coltmlltission to
examintle into the title of lands privately held In Lower Californtn. and this
company, in cotnilnn will other lannd holders, was ordered to sublmilt its titles,
with which 'orler we complied. We were also advised by a meml er of tills
Mhexhjan cominissioon that our titles were foul dc to be perfect, anid the c ,lnilssion so reported to the Department of Agriculture.
We p:lrttcularly wish to call your attention to the omission from the IIst of
irnperties enumerated by Mr. Medina nandl owned by this company, of the San
Ysihlro tlnecho. from which property this company derived its nllne. This is
our largest Idlvidunal holding anidl ts been iII our possession aind that of our
prelcessors In interest for almost a century. The grant or patent having been
signed hy Ioenlto Juarez, Mexico's first President.
You will olberve, Mfr. Secretary, from our previous communlctions, thtnt our
chief linuse it co('mllalnt was that the Rnn Yshilro Ilad been taken fronl Iu nd
wats occupied, f
nlle.
11d pastured by t1Mexican military colony. We have
Never been dis.possessel of the properties mentioned by Mr. Medina. and we
never ktew unttil this InImeCIt that the .MNextcan rIovernmlent claimed these
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other properties adversely to us. It i certainin thal nil tIle.S"Ilndls, innldlng the
San Ysldro tnancllo, are ns. ssed to us, ninl the Central Mexlean (lovernmient
' (llr(Jrlrnln collect aind receipt for tIixes which
alnd the local government of Lower
we antinally piy. In short, the only properly of which we ihave been iually
dispossessed is the very prolwrty whilchl the .Mexlenn (lovernimen, by indirection
at least, admnlis the valhilty of our title.
We purchnse
alll these properties. with American gold, our artlles of
It orporntilo were nlcepted and tiled In tihe Mexican courts of proper juristlctioiw the pn'rchiase.s were made with tile knowledge nnd consent of the .Mexican
Government, and it was legal under Mexicat
laws for us to acquire and hold
these lands nt the te
time Ihey were purchased, The constitution of May, 1017,
lthl its retroactive Article XXVII, had not its birth when these purchases
were mna(de originally in 1010.
W'lat jurisdiction alnd under what law, unless it be by virtue oft'Article
XXVII of the constitution of May, 1017, hand tlie department of agriculture
to pass upon the validity of title of lands privately owned?
Mir. Sedina says that tile President of the Republic decided that our titles
could not be confirmed because of "defects of capacity "-whatever that may.
miean--and for thle further aind more Important reason that these lands were
public property and especially waste lands. From tile foregoing recital you
can Judge whetlley they fall under either of these categories.
Prior to the thte we appealed to your department for assistance and restitution of our properties, we haid protested to the governor of Lower California,
and our protest being ignored, we protested to the Mexican Central Government,
and our repres native presented our protest to President Carranza in private
audience. This "high ollicial" gravely read thie aecusiltlons levelled tit the
governor of Lower California, and Infornled our representative that lie deprecated the acts of Gov. Cantu, bit nothing was lone by the Central Govern.
meant to restore the property to its rightful owners. Yet, within a few months,
and after condemning the nctliollns of Gov. Cantu, lie decides that our titles are
Invalid and annexes them to public dalmnin.
We are treated to the spectacle of the Mexican President assuming judicial
powers, and passing upon the titles of lands in Lower Californian, over which
territory his temporal control is uncertain, and which acknowledges his
authority only when it best serves their purpose.
The question herein involved is not one of title. We know that our titles
are valid, annd if they were imperfect we would not he found enlisting thle
services of the United States Government to remedy the defects. Your records
show thousands of cases similar to ours, wherein the Mexican Central Gov.
ernment, or its agents, by force or by fraud, have despoiled citizens of this
RIepuhlic of their lawful posse.sitcns.
In conformity with th(lie orders of your department, we submitted our titles
and evidence of ownership to the American Consul, Mr. \\'alter P. Boyle, antd
your department has graciously advised us that Mr. Boyle Ihas confirmed our
contentions.
If there be anything further that this company can do to assist your hlonoroble department in this matter, you have but to command us.
Respectfully yours,
Pamult

:xT.

The CAImmAN. Are there any other witnesses this morning who
desire to be heard by the committee at this particular timol
Due to the facts stated in opening the hearing, and to the further

fact that the committee has a lot of private investigation which it is

carrying on, there will be no further meeting until to-morrow morning at half past 10 o'clock at this room. In the meantime, any persons who desire to testify are requested to give their names to the
secretary of the committee at the Van Nuys Hotel, which is the lIhedquarters of the committee and they can there find one member of the

committee at any time with whom they may have the opportunity of

consulting before giving testimony.
The committee will be in recess until half past 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(A recess was then taken until F'ri(lay, March 19, 1920, at
10.30 a. min.)

FRIDAY, MAROH 19, 1920.

SUnco3MITTrrFE OF FOnEIx REAI TIONS,
UNITED STATES SENATE,

Los Anlgele, V(allf.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment in roomlt D, Chaimber
of Commerce, Los Angeles, Calif., Friday, March 10, 1020, 10.30 a. m.
Present: Senator Albert B. Fall, chairman; Senator Mark A'
Smith; Maj. Dan M. Jackson, secretary.
TESTIMONY OF MR. ARTHUR THOMSON
(Witness sworn by the secretary.)

The SECRETARY. Your name is Arthur Thomson?

Mr. TnoMisoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where (do you live, Mr. Thomson?
MIr. Txo.soN. Los Angeles at the present time.
The CHAIRM.AN. Are you a citizen of the United States?
Mr. TzIouisox. No, sir. I have my first papers, but I am not a
citizen.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you secure your first papers?
Mr. THousoN. In San Francisco.
The CHAIRMAN. Of what country are youl a native?
Mr. THoaMsoN. Australia.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee is informed that you desire to
make a statement, Mr. Thomson, and permission is granted you so
that you may go ahead with any statement you desire to make.
Mr. Tno3 soN. Well, I am not experienced at this; I thought you
would like to ask a few questions first of all so that I can get started
on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, sir, I have asked the only question I have
to ask at the present time. You can make a statement and then you
may be interrogated and will have an opportunity to answer specific
questions.
Mr. Titosox. Well, it was mainly, about this booklet, "The Conspiracy Against Mexico," that I wrote some time ago, that there was
some fuss made about in the press and in the Senate and other places.
I was accused of being an anarchist by some press representatives.
I don't know whether they got it from Senator Fall or not, but that
was the impression they led me to believe. And the book, that was
also charged as being Bolshevik propaganda. There were a couple of
paragraphs in that that may have led people to believe that it was.
2093
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and perhaps you could interpret it, in a strict sense, as being Bol.
shovik propaganda but it was not intended as Bolshevik propa.
ganda. That was just merely incidental. The whole booklet was
about Mexico, and what I was writing against was intervention by
the United States. I wanted to try and show that there was a conspiracy against Mexico by certain interests that had economic in.
terests in Mexico to bring about intervention, and that was the reason
I wrote the booklet. It was written entirely on my own initiative.
The Mexican consulates and embassy in Washington had been accused of distributing Bolshevik propaganda. Well, they distributed
5,000 copies of the book, which I sold them at cost, about 5 cents
each, which was just the cost of printing alone. I lost on the whole
proposition. And I published it, due to a little misunderstanding
with the original publishers, so I lost about eight or nine hundred
dollars on the whole work, and while of course I-believe I had radical
ideas, people thought that the Mexicans had held the same ideas,
and I don't know what Mexicans believed on it. I sold the booklet
to them-I went to them and asked then if they didn't want to distribute some of these, and they considered the matter and said they
would, and they took those 5,000 copies that I gave them. I have
since sold about 2,000 here to some more Mexicans in Los Angeles,
but I haven't gotten any money for them yet. That was about three
weeks ago. That does not exactly square with the statement mnde in
th(lie Los Angeles Examiner here about two (lays ago, I think it was,
where it was said there was a slush fund of $8,600,000 in Los Angeles,
to paint rosy pictures of Mexico.
Now, I don't think there is any slush fund of any kind here, for
several reasons, because I haven't got paid for those booklets of
mine, and if there was money here I surely would have been paid for
those; and then the Mexicans-they call it the Independencia Club,
a local organization of Mexicans, got out a manifesto or bulletin
here about a month ago, and I understand the printer has not been
paid for it yet. So that doesn't exactly square with the slush fund.
And then, also, I am told that the Mexican consular officers are about
the lowest paid of any consular officers in the world. Their pay
ranges from $90 to $240 a month, the way I am told about it.
There may be a few other things I would like to say that would
be brought out by questions. I can't think of very much right now;
I didn't prepare that way. I thought probably you would start o
by questions.
The CAIRM AN. Well, the committee issued an open invitation
to anyone who knew anything about Mexico to appear before it.
When the committee serves a subpoena on a witness or requests the
presence of a witness we usually know what the line of examination
will be, and what we expect to establish by the witness; but in your
case you requested of the committee an opportunity to be heard, and
it is granted, cheerfully and gratefully, but we were not prepared
to proceed any further than to allow you to make any statement
that you pleased, irrespective of whether it might be in the nature
of criticism of the committee, or the personnel of the committee, or
the work of the committee, or of what nature the statement might
be. We will ask you some questions, howev er.
Mr. Tio.zsox. No; I had no criticism, especially, to make of the
committee. I wanted to clear up a little misunderstanding about
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that booklet, mainly, that had been sent around through the press

all through the country.

Thie CHAIn.r.Ax. You have referred to some newspaper ri poit that
youi had been called an anarchist on account pf the book wicdeh you

Published and to which you have been testifying. Have yovoseen a
c mniittee
published or printed copy of the investigation of this
report of the

interim
of Mexican affairs containing a partial and (ad
committee?
3lr. Tlrousox. Yes, sir; I have that right here.
The Ct.in.~.iax. Well. you have there exactly what the chairman
of the committee had to say.
Mr. Thno.soN. Well, I am not saying you said it, but the press
representatives said it. The San k ran isco Chronicle published it,
and I went up to the editor and asked to be allowed to contradict it,
and lie didn t give me much satisfaction.
The CIrAin IAx. Well, the committee is very glad to afford you the
opportunity to make any statement of that kind that you want to
make publicly.

Mr. TiomsoN. Of course, it is kind of a serious statement, or it

was at that time, to call a man an anarchist. They were raidig, and
all that sort of thing, and I was liable to be picked up with the rest
of them, and I have done nothing to warrant being called an anarchist.
I am not an anarchist. I believe in government.
The CnAInMANx. Your purlpoe in writing that booklet, which is in
the hands of the committee, as I understand you, was to prevent armed
intervention by this country in Mexican nftnirs.
Mr.T'lousox. Yes, sir. That is it exactly.
The CIIAIu.UAxN. You had nothing in view with reference to interference by Mexico in the affairs of this country?
Mr. Tnousox. No--I didn't quite get that statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Vel 1 have you ever thought of what Mexico may
have done or nay be doing or what Mexicans may have done or may
be doing at this time, witli reference to interference in the affairs of
the United States?
Mr. Tuourson. Well, I knew nothing about it at that time. There
may be solnething like that. I don't know.

I am not saying there is

or there Is not. Have no knowledge of it, except what the press says,
and it is not very convincing so far, to me, that there is anything like
that.
The CUAIRMsAN. How did you arrive at your convictions that there
was in the minds of the American people or any of them an effort to
cause this country unwarrantedly to interfere, by arms or otherwise,
in the affairs of Mexico?
Mr. Ttlo.nsoN. Well, I thought the moneyed interests of this country wanted intervention--those that were interested in Mexico.
'The CrAIRaMAN. What method, if any, did you pursue to convince
yourself of the truth or falsity of that idea?
Sir. TnoatsoN. Well, I read-I got those ideas from the )pre.s,from
writers that had been to Mexico, that investigated it,such as
this man DeBekker that you had up before you at Washington. I

understand.

The CHAIn.NU.
dencel
476--20---VOL 2

Yes; you know we did. You have read his evi1
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Mr. Tlro3[soN. Yes.
Tite CrAlTaInU, . And you know that he was writing for the New
York Call, do you not?
Mr. Tiuoso. Is that so? I didn't know that. I think he wrote
something for the Nation.
The Cu.u ln. x. Yes; he wrote something for the Nation, too.
Now, von obtained front the plre and from the writings of such men
ns Dellekker the impression that moneyed interests in the United
States were seeking to bring about rmied intervention in Mexico by
this country?
Ys. From various sources. There may be a few
Mr.l'11rso,. Ye.
others that I can't recall just now. Bllt that is the way I got it: kes.
The Cu l sn.x. Now, oii have mentioned the name of DeBekfer.
From what other source did you oltain this idean ?
Mr. Tuomsox. Well, it seemed to me there was a kind of insidious
propaganda carried on by the press in this country.
' hlie Cu.luna.1x. Now. what do you have reference to?
Senator SMIllT. What lress?
ir. TioMso.. Well, thle least press for one. It is true they
haven't done any propaganda within the last couple of months. They
have been pretty square. it seems to mue.
Theo CuainM.rx. Well, prior to thlet time, as a writer, have you retained any clippings from the press or any articles from tihe Hlearst
press?
Mr. Tuo3rsox. Yes; I have a few here. I don't know that I have
anll from the Hearst press. I haven't paid a great deal of attention
to tlh Hearst press.

Now. there was n statement made in the Los

Angeles Timimes few days ago, a special dispatch from Chicago. where
Prof. Starr--I suppose you know of him--here it is [producing

1'4h0 CHAtlRMAN. Do you krow him?
Mr. 'Tuo.rsox. No sir. I do not.
ThIle CI.Iunlix. 'Well,I don't. either; so we break even on that.
Mr. Truo rsox. I said "of him."
The Ciu~tnuAx. I know of himt through this very article that

you refer to.

T'lo~ssox. Well, he wrote it. I saw it up in the Los Angeles
IMr.
Library the other day. lie has written several, I understand; but lie
is supposed to be a great authority on Mexico.
T'1'h CIAIrnmsx. By whom?

Well. by the learned people. They seem to think so.
' o
Mr. TrosoN.

The Cu.mnmsN. Well, what learned people?
Mr. Tuomsox. The university people.
Theo CHrIAn ANx. Mention any one.
Mr.'TIuoMsoN. This came out of the Chicago University. I suppose
they do. It says: " War with Mexico was planned and fixed up at
the peace conference in Paris. Of this I am positive." That is a
pretty serious statement for the Los Angeles Times to print. That
is a special dispatch. And Prof. Starr was over there, I understand,
and he was in with all those men.
The CII.~nu.t. Now, how 1do you understand that 11e was over
there?
Mir. Ttno.sox. Well, that is what I am led to believe. I am told
that.
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The ChAIMAN.1.
Well, who told you?
Mr. Tuouasox. The press.
The CIIAlIiMAN. That article there?
Ir. T''OMsox. No; this article doesn't say that.
'Thlie CAuIiMANx. W hee dlid you see any other article?
Mr. TiioaMsox. I saw it some time ago. It was reported in thethe Associated Press, I believe, sent it out. 1 haven't got a copy
of it.
The CHmAai AN. That Prof. Starr was over there at the peace table
in what capacity?
Mr. THousoN. Over in Paris.
The CHAmMans. Have you read any of the testimony adduced before the Foreign Relations Committee with reference to what went
on at the peace conference?
Mr. TuIoaMsox. Yes; a little of it. I haven't studied it.
'lheCAIR.Atx. Did you read Secretary Lansing's statement?
fMr. Tituoasox. I believe I did.
Do you remember Mvlhether the question was asked
The CtinIx.
hin as to whether Mexico was considered at all, in any way, shape,
form. or fashion whatsoever, at the peace table?
Mr. TloaMsox. Yes; I think lie saidl it was not considered.
The Crlnmis.vx. Yes, sir. Do you remember whether lie was
asked if he had a talk with any Mexicans there, with Do La harra
or any others?
Ir. TnIoMso.x. Yes. I think lie replied in the negative.
The CHAIRMAN. . lie was the Secretary of State and one of the
Mexican commissioners.
Mr. Tuoouso-". Yes.
'lThe
Cirttna.x. And you doubtless had your attention called to
the fact that in the invitation extended to other countries to join the
League of Nations no such invitation was extended to :Mexico; have
you not ?
I believe I saw that, too.
Mr. 'orso.sO,.
. And you take a newspapers statement as to what
The CHIAnM.A;
went on around the peace table or at the peace conference against the
sworn testimony of the Secretary of State of the United States?
Mfr. Tl.toIso.. Well, Prof. Starr is a professor, and lie ought to
know-

The CAut.s .A,. Now what is he a professor of?
\Mr. Tro.3lsoN. It says here, anthropology.
The CHAIRtax. What is it?
Tlhe C 1r.~.r.as That is the study of man, I believe.
'Th ('CHsIM.AN. Now. that is all you know. Mr. 'Thomson, about
Prof. Starr, is it not? Just from what you see there?
Mr. Tl[n,,.so.. That is all on that matter; yes.
The Ch, n .Ia.. And still vyou say that is one of the matters that
have fixed in your mind the idea that Americans want armed intervention-thalt American special interests want armed intervention-in Mexico; that it. was fixed up at the peace table; and
you take that, and then admit that you read the evidence under oath
of the Secretary of State of the United States, that 'Mexico was not
even discussed at the peace table, nor in Paris, to his knowledge?
Mr.THoisox. Yes. But I am not saying that that actually took
place, but I am just quoting that.
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The CtAIRMAN. But you quote that approvingly.
Mr. Tltorsox. No; I am not saying that that proves it.
The CIAIRMAN. Well, thenou, what does prove it to your satisfaction?
Mr. Tlo.isox. Well, the press propaganda peems to me to prove it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what propaganda do you refer to? That
is exactly what we were asking you, and you have referred to this
very article. You have referred also to an article published in the
Times two or three days ago.
Mr. Tno.tlsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what is that article that led you to believe
that?
Mr. TnoMasox. Well, this is the article I refer to particularly.
The CHAIRMAN. A reproduction of the Starr article?
Mr. TlnosoN. Yes. But there has been, it seems to me an insidious propaganda, if no other propaganda, carried on by the press
ever since the signing of the armistice.
The ClIarnIAN. Well, now, let's get down to facts. That is what
we are here for. What do you refer to? Where and when?
Mir. Tno.sox. All the propaganda carried on by the Hearst press
for one.
The CIrAIRIAN. Now, you have accused the Hearst press-I am
not an advocate for the Hearst press, but let us have anything you
may have there showing that.
Sfr. Tnouson. Well, there has been so much of it that I haven't
clipped it. I will admit, though, that for the last couple of months
the Hearst press has been very square, both on Mexico and Europe,
and particularly about Russia.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, let us start back a little bit at the beginning, then possibly we may lead up to something of value. Do you
speak Spanish?
Mr. TlioMsoN. No sir; very little. Just a few phrases.
The CHAIRMAN. ow long have you been in this country?
DMr. THosox. About 10 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Where have you lived?
Ar. THnosoN. In the East, and in the Middle West, and in the
Northwest, and in

the South.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you come south.
Mr. THomson. In about 1912, I think it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Where have you lived?
Mr. THouson. I have lived mostly around Los Angeles and southern California.
The CHAIRMAN. What has been your business?
Mr. THOMSON. Electrical engineer.
The CHAIRMAN. Where have you been engaged in your profession?
Mr. THomsoN. Well, I have been engaged in it in different parts
of the country.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean here. We are now speaking of your residence along the border. My object is to show what you know about
Mexico and where you got your knowledge of it. 'that is, frankly,
the object of the question.
Mr. THoMsoN. Well I worked here for the different electrical
companies here, and I worked for an electrical company in San
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Francisco during the war. They were operating one of the largest
power stations there. I worked through the East. I attended North,
western University for about a year or more, and I worked on the
side there to pay my way through.
The C1AIRMAN. Well, I have explained frankly the object of this
line of questioning. I want to see how you considered yourself qualified to write a book on Mexico.
Mr. THnossoN. Well, it has beeit secondhand knowledge about the
"conditions, I will admit.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, it has been secondhand knowledge of the
conditions. What has been your reading about Mexico? What books
have you read?
Mr. TozsoN. I have read "The Mexican People," by de Lara,
andThe CInaInAx. That is GuOtierrez de Larnt
Mfr. THOMssoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew he was executed by Gen. Calles, did
you nott
Mr. THOMSON. I knew that.
The CHAIRAN. You knew Gen. Calls was a socialist, one of the
original revolutionists in Mexico who established this government?
Mr. THotsoN. I didn't know he was a socialist.
The CHAIRMAN. I think he is now a member of the Carranza Cabinet. You knew that, didn't you?
Mr. TIIo3soN. Yes; but I didn't know he was a socialist.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; we will drop that. You know he is a
member of the present cabinet of Mexico?
Mr. THoMsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were writing in advocacy of the Mexican
form of government, as I understand, and no interference with it
heIre. based upon the stories of Gutierrez de Lara, and you knew
lie had been executed by this present Mexican Government?
Mr. THoMSsoN. Well. I didn't uphold that. It is reported that he
has; it has not been proven that he was executed; at least, I didn't
see any proof of it.
The CuAIR)IAN. Did you know anythnig of Mr. De Lara
Mr. THosMsoN. Yes. I knew him here in Los Angeles.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, you knew him here?
Mir. THaosoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew he was a socialist, didn't you?
Mr. THOMSON. Yes; I knew that.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew that he was with Francisco I. Madero,
jr. at the battle of Casas Grandes, did you not?
Mr. THowIsoN. Yes; I understand he was a captain under Madero.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what part he played in that battle?
Mr. THOMSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know that he ran off and left Madero
to be attacked in the rear by Col. Telles when those men were doing
the fighting for Madero, because Gutierrez de Lara left? You didn't
know that
Mr. THOmson. Noj I didn't know that.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know that Mr. Gutierrez de Lara, a
captain there to fight for the holy cause of the revolution, explained
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to Mr. Madero when he was questioned as to why he allowed the
Telles forces in the rear that he could not kill a fellow man, that
he could not pluck a flower?
aIr. Tnio.uso'. I didn't know that.
The CIn.IR3IAN. Then, if those happen to be the facts they would
have been interesting for you to know before relying on (iutierrez
de Laran as a correct historian?
Mr. TIIoM soN. Well, I just took what he wrote. I don't say that
I upheld all the personal views of Mir. De Lara, but lust what he
wrote is what I went by. I have quoted many books in there, but
I don't agree, probably, with all they say. I read John Kenneth
Turner's Barbarous Mexico.
The CIArnuMANx. Yes; written in collaboration with Gutierrez de
Mr. Tuor3soN. Yes; he went through Mexico with Gutierrez de
Larna.
The CHAIR3ANx. Gutierrez de Lara--this same iman?
Mir. TnouisoN. But John Kenneth Turner's book has been upheld
by other writers; at least a lot of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, by whom?
Mr. Tlno. soN. By Arnold and Frost, for two.
The CHAIR3nAN. Who are they?
Mr. TuousoN. They are two Englishmen that went through Yucatan. And it has also been upheld by a correspondent of the London
Times, Henry Baerlin, in Mexico, the Land of Unrest, I believe
it is.
The CHAIRMAN. The object of my questions, Mr. Thomson, bear

in mind is to display your knowledge of Mexico.
Mr. THOatsON. Yes; I understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not criticizing DMr. Turner, DMr. De Lara
or anyone else. That is not the purpose of this committee. But I
am simply trying to draw out from you upon what you based your
information.
Mr. THoaIsoN. Yes; I understand that perfectly.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever read a history of Mexico?
Mr. THoxson. Yes I have read Bancroft's history.
The CHAI.MAN. What did you learn as to the history of Mexico,
as to revolutionary troubles, and so forth, and disturbances, and internal and foreign conflicts prior to the year 1877?
Mr. TuomsoN. What books I went by?
The CHAIRMAN. You said you read Bancroft's History of Mexico.
I said, from such reading, from Bancroft's history, or any other
authority, what do you know about Mexican conditions prior to
the year 1877?
Mr. THOBsON. That was prior to when Diaz-The CHAIRMAN. Vell, I put the year as 1877, a year or more prior
to the recognition of Gen. Porflrio Diaz as President of Mexico by
the United States of America.
Mr. TuoousoN. Well, Juarez was in power then, and I understand
Mexico was-The CHAIRMAN. Juarez was in power when
Mr. Tlro.nsox. Well some time between 1867 and 1876, when the
agrarian democracy held Mexico.
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The C.JnJIRxAN. What was the agrarian democracy that you refer to?
Mr. TuoUisoN. Well, that was when Mexico had a sort of democratic rule of the land.
The C1iAlMris. Was that prior to the time of Juarez or subsequent?
Mr. Tiousox. No; during the time of Jlluarez. From 1807 to 1876.
The CAInIt.r.s. Now, from what source did you learn that ?
Well. I gathered it from reading various books.
Mr. Totsox.

The ClAn.IMAx. Well, what books?
Mir. Tuo.soN. Bnncroft's and that book of De Lara'.s on " Mexican
People," and from Gustavo Paz--his book on iJuarz. I don't recall

any others.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the form that this agrarian deniocracy

took in Mexico?
Mr. Tjlo rsox. Well, they established the constitution of 1857.
That was their basis.
The CHAIRMAN. The advocacy of the constitution of 1857 is not

what you were writing about in this pamphlet, is it?
Mir. Tiousoax. Well, I just spoke of that incidentally.
The CIIAIR1MAN. But De Lara and the others do not quote it

approvingly, do they-the constitution of 1857 and the reform laws?
Mr. TiuousoN. Quote it to prove which?
The CIIAIIMAN. Do any of the writers you have been taking your

information from, De Lara, Kenneth Turner, Paz, or anyone else,
ap prove the constitution of 1857?
Mr. Tiooso. Yes; De Lara does.
The CHAIRaAS. He does?

Mr. Tno.IsoN. I think he does. I am pretty sure he does.
The CHAIRMAN. And would yon be able, do you think, to recall
where he approves it in his writing?
Mr. Turo.isox. Through the chapter on the constitution of 1857
in his book.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is what he calls the agrarian government
of Juarez
Mr. Tino.isox. I presume that is what it is.
The CHAIRnAx. Now, do you know anything about what the constitution of 1857 provided?
Ir. Tilo.1soN. It was quite a radical constitution. It hit property
pretty hard, I believe.
The CHIAIRaAN. What property?
Mr. Thiouiso.- Well, the property of the large landowners and
the Catholic Church.
The CHAIRMA. Was there anything in the book or in the constitution with reference to the property of large landowners?
Mr. Thio.lsoN. I think there was.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Thomson, I advise you to read something about it, and to read the constitution itself.
Mr. Tiou3fson. Well, I have read the constitution itself, only offhandedly I can't recall those things. I think I have got a copy of
it somewhere.
The CHAIRMAN. 11tell, then if you have read it, possibly I can
refresh your recollection. The constitution and the reform laws
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passed under the constitution provide for the confiscation of all of
the real estate of the Catholic Church of Mexico.
Mr. TrrolsoN. Yes; that is trie.
Thile CIr.tiAx. That was cdone. The constitution and the reform
laws also provided for taking from the States and municipalities the
public lands, did it not?
AMr. TInoMso-. You.mean the communal grants, what they call the
"ejidos"? Is that what you refer to?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, ' am afraid we can not get anywhere unless
either you or I are better informed as to what "ejidos" mean.
Air. 1'Ilo3soN. lell, I don't understand your question, then.
The CuaInIM.sx. Do you know what a municipality is in Mexico
to-day?
IMr.
T'roso.. Well, I suppose it is similar to other municipalities.
The CIHAIRanMA. Well, what? How?
Mr. Tnrosos. Well, they have i city government, I presume. It
may not be exactly the same as American city governments. They
aitve what they cafi--how do you pronounce that word-jefe politico.
The U(ItAmAN. A jefe polhtico of a municipality?
Mr. Tno.soN. Yes; you see I was not writing inout those things;
I was writing about the social and economic relations.
The CImAIImAN. No; but you were writing about the reform laws,
too. You were talking about the reform laws and about what was
done by the Juarez government with reference to the lands, and how
this was an agrarian government, as you call it.
Mr. .TI'Io3sox. Yes.
The CHAI.tIAN. Now, was that changed by Diaz in any way,
shape, form, or fashion, or by the Congress during the Diaz administration?
AMr. TIno3 soN. I don't think the constitution of 1857 was lived
up to by Diaz.
The "CHAIRMAN. Well, was tile practice inaugurated by Juarez
under this agrarian rule that you speak of with reference to the lands
of Mexico changed in any way by the laws or acts under the Diaz
administration?
Mr. TnosoN. Yes. Diaz, as I have it, confiscated or evicted
something like 2,000,000 small farmers from their land and gave it
over to the large landowners.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you get that?
Mr. Tno3IsoN. Well, I have seen quite a ntimber of writersthose books I quoted before nearly all refer to that in one form or
another.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know where they obtained their information?
Mr. THo.lsox. No: I don't know where they got it. I suppose
from records and observation.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Thomson, it is certainly no part of the
duty of any member of this committee to correct errors that you
may entertain with reference to Mexico.
IfMr. Tnom.soN. Well if I have got any wrong views, I am quite
willing to be shown. I want to tell the truth. I am not trying to
take any stand with reference to any part of the Mexican G(overnment or anyone else; I am just trying to tell the right thing to
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prevent a war with Mexico. My motives are purely humanitarian.
I have no other reason for writing that book or doing that work.
The CHAIRMAN. And you thought you were serving the interests
of humanity in writing the book?
JMr. THOMSON. That is what I thought.
The CHAIRMAN. Based upon such information as you have intimated to the committee you had received from other sources?
Mr. TinolsoN. Yes, sir; that is what I thought.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever understand that under the Diaz
government any of the property taken under the reform laws was
restored to the Catholic Church?
Mr. Tno Isox. Why, I believe Diaz restored a large amount of
land to the Catholic Church.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you don't know anything about it. I am
compelled to say that because your sources of information are entirely incorrect, and I do not care to go into the history of it; I
haven't the time; but I advise you to inform yourself from the proper
sources. You can eet the information.
Mr. THOuMsoN. Well, the Catholics themselves--I have read some
Catholic statements themselves, written by Catholics themselves, that
kind of follows that out.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, we will not be able to get anywhere, because, as I say, it is not the business, nor is it the purpose
of the committee to undertake to deliver a lecture on Mexican history and the execution of the laws in Mexico. I may say, shortly,
to you that there had been much scandal and oppression in connection with the handling of the lands by municipalities-and " municipality" in Mexico is not what you understand by municipality at
all. It is not governed, either, by a jefe politico. A jefe politico
is in charge of a certain district, the execution of certain laws in
that district. The municipalities have their own local officers, and
they do not necessarily, by any means, consist of simply one town,
with its boundaries fiked, but also of a subdistrict that may have
several towns in it that may have a jefe politico. Now, if you will
go into the history of any of the communal grants in Mexico made
or confirmed by Benito Juarez you will find they are existing under
the same procedure exactly today, with the same lines marked out
that were marked out by Benito 'Juarez when those people enabled
him to overcome the French, when he was an exile at El Paso, Tex.
Mr. TnoM.so. Yes; I understand that is true, too. T t there are
certain pretty good reasons for that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I will be glad to have them.
Mr. THOMasoN. Well, I blame the United States Government for it.
The CHAIRMAN. For what?
Mir. THo3Ison. For a lot of the conditions in Mexico to-day.
The. CHAIRMAN. What condition?
ir. THOMsoN. Well, Wilson has protested and threatened whenever the Carranza Government contemplated putting into effect any
of the reforms of the revolution.
The CHAIRMAN. Now we are getting down to it. The constitution of 1917 restores the old conditions which you have been saying
Gutierrez de Lara and other writers there protested against as
having established this agrarian government under the constitution
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of 1857. Under the constitution of 1917 those very lands were turned
back to the municipalities.
Mr. TnonrsoN. Well, the constitution of 1917, as I understand it,
is similar to tile constitution of 1857. It has some alterations, but
it parallels it in quite a good number of articles.
The ClrAnIIMAN. Now, the very thing you have been protesting
against, that you say Diaz has done, opportunity was given to do
under the constitution of 1917, and you say that the Government of
the United States has hampered him in carrying out those things.
Now, the Government of the United States has never, in a single instance, made any protest to the 'Mexican Government whatsoever in
handling these municipal lands.
MIr. 'fuo csox. Well. I ain not speaking of the municipal lands,
particularly.
The (C.Inlarsx.That was the subject of our conversation.
Mr. Tj
rosoe. Well, I misunderstood you. then.
The C.lInwA x. In what respect, then, have they undertaken to
interfere with the carrying out of any proper reforms? When and
where, or what protest have they made
Mr. Tuojsox. Well, article 7 of the 1017 constitution has been
protested against.
The Ci.uInauA. Well, what is it ?
Mr. Tuo sox. They claim it is confiscatory. It is relative to the
nationalization of oil and the nationalization of pIroperty.
The Cl.AIuMAr
. Now, what protest has the United States made
about it?
Mr. Tilo~rso.. Well, it claims it is confiscatory. I claim it is not
confiscatory. It may be to the large interests. You can't very well
adjust the property without hitting somebody. I think that if the
Mexican Government or the Mexican people wish to nationalize all
their land or their oil. or anything else, that is their privilege.
The CHAIrnMcx. And nobody in the world has ever protested
against their doing exactly that thing. Neither this Government
nor any other Government nor any individual that I know of.
Mr. Titro.sox. I understand tlht Mir. Lansing wrote a note to
Carranza, at the initiation of Mr. Wilson, protesting against the
putting into effect of article 27. and that it was therefore modified
somewhat by the Carranza government, though it is not in effect
.now, I understand. What is the use of making a constitution if
other countries are going to butt in and tell you what to dot What
is the use of having a government or having a sovereignty?
The CAIn.rAxs. You think it would be better to have none?
Mr. Tuotsox. Well, I think it would.
The CHAIRMtAN. Do you know anything about the Constitution
of the.United States?
Mr. TnHosox. Yes; I know something about it.
The CHAIRMAN. How is that? How does that suit you?
Mr. ToMsoN. Oh, that is all right. But I would like to change
that. too, to tell you the truth.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would be better to have none than
to have it?
AMr. THuo soN. Oh, no; I don't think that at all.

tainly have something until you get something better.

You must cer-
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The CIuIAIua-. Does the Constiiution put itself into effect in the
United States?
Mr. Tiou3sox. Oh, I think so.
The CnAIMMAN. You do?
MIr. Tno.Isox. Yes.
The CuIAnI
xA.Well, I would advise you before you apply for
your papers as a citizen of the United States to study it and to understand whether it does or not.
Mr. Tno.isox. Well, in what way does it not put itself into effect?
The CHAIRMAx. Well, it doesn't at all. It is not self-acting. What
do you think is the province of the Congress of the United States?
1Mr. T'l'iosox. We ll, to make laws.
The ClAIRMaAx. Under what?
Mir. Tuo.tsox. Under the Constitution.
The CAIuarAN. Why, if the Constitution is self-acting?
Ir. Thno~rsox. Oh. I don't say that; no. I misunderstood you
again. I didn't know just what you mean by it.
The CuAinmRAtx. All right. Then you think it is necessary for the
Congress of the United States to make laws to put the Constitution
into effect, do you?
Mr. TuoMtsoN. Well, the Congress of the United States makes laws.
The ClIAIMAN. Under the Constitution. For instance, just take
something that you doubtless have had called to your attention and
have made a deep study of-the prohibition question.
Mr. Tuoiusox. Yes.
The CHAi ,MAr . Recently there has been adopted an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States. What was the necessity for
what is known as the Volstead Act?
Mr. Tro.rsox. Do you mean the prohibition amendment?
The CHAIRM AN. The prohibition amendment was adopted. Now,
what necessity was there for the passage of the Volstead bill?
Mir. Ttos'sox. What is the Volstead bill? I don't understand
what it is.
The ClnAIrMAN. Why, it is because the Constitution is not selfacting; and although the people of the United States had adopted
the constitutional amendment providing -for Nation-wide prohibition, it was necessary under our form of government, as it is under
any other democratic, constitutional form of government, for the
la«wmaking power to provide the means and put the constitutional
provision into effect in the United States. That is the Volstead bill.
Mr. Tno.Isox. Well, of course, I am not very much interested in
prohibition, because-The CHAIRn A . Well, that is neither here nor there now. I amn
asking if you understand that finally, that that is the way the Constitution is placed in effect?
Mr. Tlruo.sox. Is that so? I didn't know that.
The CHAmIAN. Well, now, how does article 27 of the constitution
of Mexico act?
Mr. Tuontsox. Well, that is the basis on which they work, on
which they make their laws.
The CnHAIRMAx. Exactly. Has there ever been a law made with
reference to the nationalization of any of these lands you talk aboutt
Mr. Tno3tsox. I have never heard of it.
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The CHalRMAN. Then, how could the United States protest against
the law?
Mr. TIuoMsoN. It protested against putting into effect that constitution.
The CHAIRMAN. How putting it into effect? We are getting down
to it. I am in hopes you will have a little different idea of things
when you leave here. I don't know that you will.
Mr. THOMsoN. Well, I guess we don't quite understand each other.
That is the main trouble.
The CHAIRmAN. I don't think we do, because I think you are looking at it front one standpoint and I from another.
Mr. TIuoMsox. That is quite likely.
The CHAIRMAN. In the United States the President can not put a
constitutional provision into effect; in Mexico he can not except
under a certain provision of the constitution itself. Mr. Carranza
has undertaken to do certain things by an edict as of an autocrat or
a tyrant. I don't know whether you understand what I mean or
not.
Mr. THOMSON. Yes; I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I would call a one-man government.
He has undertaken to take this constitution and put it into effect by
his word of mouth, and in some two or three instances-three at
least-the President of the United States, through his State Department, has objected to the method proposed to be used by Mr. Carranza in his construction and enforcement of the constitution, not
the courts' construction. They have a supreme court which will
construe the constitution, and they have a congress which shall pass
laws to put it into effect. The congress has failed to pass any laws
to put the constitution into effect, and Mr. Carranza has undertaken
to issue certain decrees of his own, under which lie has assumed to
carry out some of the provisions of the constitution. Now, it is as
to Iis particular individual acts in undertaking to put his own con.
struction upon the constitution that a protest has been made, and not
one protest has ever been made, or ever will be made, I can say to
you frankly, by the United States Government as to what the
Mexican people may care to do with their own property; nothing.
Mr. THOMSOn. Well, the way I have it, the reason that Carranza
has adopted his attitude is due largely to the unsettled state of affairs
in that country.
The CHAIRMAN. He has had a congress in session, just adjourned.
Mr. THohiPsoN, Well, the congress has been doing its regular
work, I presume.
The ClAIRMAN. Yes; it passed a bull-fight law.
Mr. Trrolisox. You see, the Mexicans have got a great suspicion
of the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, how do you know
Mr. TnoMsoN. Well, most every Mexican that I have ever talked
to told me that.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't speak Spanish, do you
Mr. THOMrSON. No; but there is lots of them around here that talk
En glish.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, who are they? Mention them. Let me
have the name of one who has a great suspicion of the United States.
Let's see who he is.
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Mr. TJIo3IsoN. Well, there are lots of them that I wouldn'tThe C;HAIRMIAN. Just let us have the names, please, of any of them.
Mr. Tooutsox. Well, I don't know that they would want to get
implicated in it. You see, the Mexican Government has made some
kind of a ruling that Mexicans shan't testify before this committee,
so I don't care about implicating anybody in it. But I know them.
The CHAIIMAN. Oh, you do?
MAr. TIIouiso". I have known quite a number. And most of the
writers that come out of Mexico-at least, a lot of them-have said
the same thing. David Starr Jordan, for instance, he said that
Mexico looked upon the United States as the Colossus of the north;
and he is a university chancellor or president, and he ought to be
kind of careful what he says.
The CHAIRMAN. And an ordinary writer who seeks to write about
Mexico directly, who is not a chancellor, need not be careful at all
about what he says
Mr. THoMsoN. Well, I have been careful, as far as my knowledge
is-as far as the facts that I have had at my disposal.
The CHAIRMAN. I have no doubt of that, sir.
Mr. THoIsoN. If I am wrong, I am willing to be shown.
The CHAIRMAN. You are shown by Mexircans, largely fugitives
from their own country, who can not live across the lmne, who have
voiced to you their suspicion of the United States. Now if they are
any of those men that I refer to, this order that you speak of-of the
Mexican Government--could not affect them.
Mr. THoMAsoN. Why not? I don't see why not. If they went and
testified, whether they are fugitives or-The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Thomson, you are too bright a man to equivocate, as you are attempting to do, and to avoid and evade the questions. I have asked you what Mexicans have expressed to you their
suspicion of the United States. You have declined to give the
names because you say that an order of the Mexican Government has
been made that Miexican citizens should not testify before this committee. If that order applies, it is to Mexican citizens residing in
this country.
DMr. THOMsoN. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well. You decline to mention them because, you say, the Mexican Government has issued an order with
reference to it, and you do not want to disclose their names.
Mr. THOMsoN. Well, I have met these during the past five or six

years. I have lived in this-The CHAIRMAN. And they are all living outside of their own
country. Now, why are those men that you have mentioned living
outside of Mexico?
Mr. THosoN. For various reasons, I presume. There are lots of
Mexicans, as I understand it in Los Angeles, some 85,000 Mexicans,
and 95,000 in southern Caliornia. They can't all be fugitives.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course they are not all fugitives. Do you think
a large majority of those people are not fugitives driven out of
Mexicof
Mr. THoMsoN. I think that; yes.

The CHAIRMAN. You are now not speaking of the native American
Mexican population of Spanish descent in California, are you
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AMr. TIo3rsox. No; these Mexicans that you see around the streets.
The CJIAIIIAx. That come from old Mexico over here.
Mr. TuoMsoN. Yes; that is it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what are they doing here? How did they
happen to come out of their country, the majority of them?
Mr. TIInosox. Well, some of them came from the border States
seeking work.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what was Gutierrez de Lara doing here
when you knew him?
Mir. Tlousox. lie was a fugitive, as I understand, finwn Diax.
The CHAIRMIA. When?
Mr. TuorsoN. In 1908, I believe it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I am not talking about 1908. You didn't
come to the border here at all until 1912.
Mr. Tlo rso. . Well, I don't know what he was doing here after
that. I didn't ask him. But I know he was arrested here in Los
Angeles, it was understood to be under the orders of the Diaz government, and he was held in prison several months and finally released.
The CIAInRsAX. When?
Mr. TInosoN. In 1908.
The CIHIRMAN. Now, what do you know about it? You were not
here
Mr. THOMson. Well, there are records to prove it.
The CHAIR1MAN. Ricardo Flores Magon was arrested here, too, was
he not?
Mr. TtoMsoN. I believe he was. I don't know him.
The CHAIRarN. Did you know Antonio I. Villareal?
iMr.
THoMson. Yes; by sight.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know SarabiaI
Mr. THoMson. Not to speak to.
'The CHAIRMAN. DO you know anything about the inception of the
Mexican revolution?
Mr. THOMSON. Well, I think from a Liberal club or a Liberal organization, as they called it, engaged inThe CHAIRMAN. Who formed it?
Mr. THoMsoN. These different men.
The CHAIRMAN. What different men-those I have mentioned?
Mr. TnoMson. Yes.
The CHAIaraN. And they were arrested, were they not?
Mr. THOMSON. Yes; they were.
The CHAIRMAN. How, and upon what charge?
Mr. THoMsoN. For having something to do with the violation of
the neutrality laws.
The CHAraMAN. And were sent to the penitentiary for violating
the neutrality laws?
Mr. THomsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And that was under the Diaz regime?
Mr. THoMsox. Yes.
The CHarRMan.
And were the same men afterwards convicted and

sentenced to San Quentin for a revolution against Madero
Mr. THOMSON. I believe there was something like that.
The CHARMAN. And Mr. Diaz is not the only man who secured the
arrest and conviction of the same parties. And Mr. Gutierrez de Lara
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was a fugitive from Mexico after the overthrow of Diaz, just as he
had been prior to the overthrow of Diaz?
Mr. THOmsoN. Yes.
The CHAIaMAN. Have you ever been in Mexico, Mr. Thomson?
AIr. THOMSON. No, sir.
The CHAnRMAN. Now, you, of coui-se, know that in connecting up
this pamphlet of yours with Mexican officials upon this side you received a letter from a man along the line of Texas under the name

of Gus Klempner?
Mr. THOMSOn. Yes.
The CHAIImAN. And did you reply to that?
Mr. TloIsos.
I received two. I have them right here.
The CHAIR
R
AN. You know who Gus Klempner is, now, don't you?
Mr. TnoufsoN. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMANA. Ie is thie senior captain of the Texas rangers,
cooperating with this committee, and is our special man on the
Mexican border.
ir. THnoMsox. Well, I treated him as a-I thought he was a
friend. I was just perfectly frank with him.
The CHAIn-MAN. Yes. 11We have yo1r letter.
Mr. THoMtsoN. And I sent him 20 copies of those booklets.
The CIHAISMAN. And you got your money, didn't you?
AMr. Tnios3ts.
No, sir.
The CHAIR3MAN. Well, I will see that you get it, because they are
in the hands of the committee and have been used by the committee.
I am sorry you have not received the money. Mir. Secretary, will
you see that the gentleman gets his money as soon as possible
Mr. Tiuo.tson. Well, I just want it to be thoroughly understood
that this has not been a money proposition with me.
The CHAIMAN.. Well, it is with the committee. We were perfectly willing and will be very glad to pay for them, but it has been
overlooked.
Mr. THOMSON.. I lost something like eight or nine hundred dolaIrs of my personal savings on it that I don't suppose I will ever
get back.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you let the consul general at San Francisco
have 5,000 copies of this book, as you say, at cost or less than cost?
Mr. T.ousoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are aware of the fact that this committee has
tated that it received copies of those books from Bonillas, the Mexiain ambassador at Washington?
Mr. THoaisox. Yes. That is in this memorandum.
The CHAIRMAN. That was another part of this committee's investigation, that'the committee had a letter written to Mr. Bonillas,
and secured a copy of this book from him.
Mr. THO.soN. Well, there is another thing I want to clear up.
This thing was handled secretly; at least there was a certain amount
of secrecy about it. I suppose it was handled by the Mexican authorities secretly because it would be misrepresented, which it was,
but that was not my idea at all.
The CHAMraN. That it would be misrepresented how?
Mr. THomsoN. By the press, I presume.
The CHArMANA.
)id they think it was capable of misrepresentation
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Mr. THoMsox. I suppose they (lid.
The CIAnsrAx. What was their purpose in handling it at all?
Mr. Tllo3sox. Well, to kind of offset some of this insidious intervention propaganda, and, as they said, to getThe CI.ln3IAx. That is a morsel that you and some others like to
roll tinder your tongue, this "insidious propaganda" proposition,
and yet when you are requested to point out any part of it you
can not point it out.
Ml. TtuoMsox. Well, I told you the Hearst press and the New York

Times-

The CHAIRMAN. Well, my life is too short to go back through the
files of the Hearst press or the New York Times, or the Los Angeles
Times, or these other papers and search their records to endeavor, in
the obscurity of my little knowledge of Mexico, to ascertain what has
impressed you about Mexico.
Mr. TnousoN. Well, you see there has been so much of it that I
didn't clip it.
The CHAIRMAN. But it has impressed you, undoubtedly.
Mr. TrIou sox. Certainly it has. I wouldn't have written it if it
had not.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a wheel within a wheel. You get something
from Mr. DeBekker or Mr. de Lara and you swing it around, and
then Mr. DeBekker gets something from you, and he swings it around,
and that is the way it goes on.
Mr. THnoMsox. Well, we are acting under purely disinterested
motives. We think we are doing the right thing. I suppose DeBekker is willing to be shown; I know I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would hate to undertake the job of show.
ing you. I refer you to historical works. If you will get " W ar d 's
Mexico," published in 1828; if you will get ' The Great Mexican
War," in three volumes; if you will get Mexico al Traves de los
Siglos' work on Mexico and then if you will read up along the
modern lines and the modern histories of Mexico, and then undertake
to read something about Mexico, I might then be willing to consider
it with some degree of patience at any rate.
Mr. THoMsoN.' Well, that "Siglos "--that long name-I have
quoted from that.
The CHAIRMAN. No; you have quoted from somebody who quoted
from that, because it has never been translated into English.
Mr. THOMson. No; I have not read the original I will admit. It
is translated in books I have quoted from, but I have not read the
original.
The CHaIRMAn. But you have quoted from some one who has
quoted from it.
Mr. THoMrsoN. Yes. Well, I don't think we can claim that those
men that translated those did not translate them truthfully.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Senator Smith wants to ask you some questions.
Senator SMITH. Mr. Thomson, how long were you in the United
States before you became so deeply interested in the conditions in
Mexicof
Mr. THOMsoN. Well, I became interested about 1912 or 1918.
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Senator S.JITI. When did you learn first that the economic conditions in Mexico were conspirmg to bring about intervention by the
united States?
Mr. Tlo.sox. Oh11, along about 1914, when the papers here used to
run great scare headlines abo:it it.
Senator Su1TIr. What time did you print this book?
Mr. TIo soN. September, 1019.
Senator S3TIT. At that time .you were more deeply interested in
the relations of the United States to Mexico, it seems front your publication, than you were in our relations with Europe?
Mr. Tuio rsox. Yes, sir. I was interested in our relations with
Europe, too, of course.
Senator SITurr. You didn't write anything about that?
Mr. Tt.oaMsoN. No; I wrote this hook.
Senator SMITI1. Now, I would like to know those economic conditions in Mexico that were conspiring. Please do not go into generalities, but tell me one single economic condition in Mexico and
with whom it conspires to bring about intervention.
Mr. Tno3rson. Well, Col. Dan Barns, a very wealthy man, he has
got large interests in Mexico on the west coast.
Senator Smrrii. I know him very well.
Mr. ThnoasoN. I don't know him personally, but I know a very
close friend of his, and this close friend told me that Col. Dan
Burns reports a case from the west, Saltillo, or some place down
there, where there was a MexicanThe CHAIRMAN. Let us get our geography straightened out. Saltillo is on the east.
Mr. ThousoN. I mean down through Sonora and that next State.
The CHAIRMAN. Sinaloa?
Mr. THo isoN, Sinaloa. I think his interests are mostly in Sinaloa.
Senator SMIrrT. Now, about this conspiracy.
Mr. THoMsox Well, he reports that this man was going around
the country preaching Mexican hatred of the United States, trying
to stir up those Mexicans to cause disorder, so that the United States
would have to act.
Senator SMITH. Now, this was some friend of Col. Burns?
Mr. THnosox. Well, this man is a partner of Mr. Burns.
Senator SurrH. A partner of Mr. Burns told you that somebody
was going around in DMexico stirring up hatred on the part of the
Mexicans against the United States?
Mr. TnosoN. Yes, and Mr. Burns also published that in a series
ofSenator SMIrrH. Then Burns was not conspiring if he was publishing that, was'he?
MIr. THonMson. Burns was not conspiring. I didn't say that.
Senator SMrrH. Well, I was asking you for the names of the conspirators.
Mr. THoMsoN. Well, this native Mexican was going around
through that part of the country stirring up the people, trying to
cause trouble, so that the United States would be forced to intervene.
Senator SSrrH. Now, that is a conclusion again. They wanted
to stir up trouble to make the United States do something.
Mr. THoMson. Yes.
476--20--voL2----20
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Senator SMITH. Isn't that a far-fetched conclusion of yours, and
isn't that going on in every Province in Mexico to.day--stirring up
the Mexicans to hatred of the United States?
Mr. TnoisoN. Well, but this Mexican was paid by American interests.
Senator SmaTH. How do you know? Who paid him?
Mr. THoMSON. I have got Col. Dan Burns's statement. I don't
know. I wasn't there.
Senator SmrTH. Well, you don't know, and I would like to have
Col. Dan Burns tell who paid him.
Mr. TxomsoN. Well,.he is in Mexico now. I think you would
perhaps like to have him testify. He has a lot of interesting matter.
lie wrote a series of articles in the San Francisco Bulletin.
Senator SMITH. We are traveling now away from my question
again. In this book you have said:' Now 1 as I said at the beginning,
the cry of Wall Street and its kept press, 'and so forth. Vhat did
you mean by the words "kept pressY" Name the papers,
Mr. THoJsoN. Well, I can name-every metropolitan paper in
the United States is more or less what you might call a kept press
of Wall Street.
Senator SMTH. Now, you may not be a socialist, but that sounds
a lot like it.
Mr. TuHousox. I am a Socialist. I will admit that. But I am not
engaged in any work like that.
,Senator S,3rTH. Now, name one. It is like calling a whole community a lot of abandoned women to say that anybody that runs a
paper is" kept" by somebody else. Name the paper?
Mr.T.oatsox. What I mean by a kept press is a'press that--Senator SM3T1. I don't care whatMr. THolsoN. " Kept press" is a term that we understand is applied to papers that are more or less responsible to Wall Street or to
the moneyed interests. By Wall Street, I mean the moneyed interests
of the country.
Senator S~rITn. Yes. I am acquainted with that sort of propaganda.
Mr. THOusoN. But you take the New York Times or Herald or
Sun, or any of those papers, or the Los Angeles Times for that matter.
Senator SMITH. 'Sothey are all "kept,' are theyI
Mr. THousoN. That is the way I think it.
Senator SuITH. Then according to your broad views of the rights
of people, do you think it confiscation to seize private property and
use the same for any purpose without compensation?
Mr. TnoMsoN. No; I think there should be compensation.
Senator SIrrir. Suppose they can not compensate; is it right to
seize property and not compensate its owners?
Mr. THOtfsoN. Well, you might call the prohibition amendment
here confiscatory. They claim it is confiscatory. In a sense it is.
Senator Surru. I am asking you the question; yes or no. You and
I might not disagree on a good many of those things, as to what is or
is not confiscation. I am putting the self-same question. Do you
think seizure in Mexico, by-the Mexican authorities, of private property for which money had been paid, seizure by the Government for
any purpose without compensating the owners, is confiscation?
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Mr. Tuo soN. No; I don't think that is right.
Senator SMITH. Do you think it is confiscation
Mr. THOMsoN. Yes; it would come under the term "confiscation."
Senator SMITI. Well, do you think it is confiscation?
Mr. TnoMSON. I think it is.
Senator SMuTn. Well, that will do.
Mr. ToMSON. But then, of course, you have got to qualify that.
The CIIAIRMAN. Is La Prensa, in this city, a" kept" paper?
Mr. THOMSON. I don't knowoanvthing about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Are the publications sent out by the Independencia Club representing any interests?
Mr. THOMson. As I understand it, this club is an organization
of local Mexicans that represent no interests whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. They are engaged, among other activities, in securing letters from such men us Jorge Veraestanol and others with
reference to the relations between the United States and Mexico, are
they not?
Mr. THoaMson. Well, I don't know much about that, Senator, to
tell you the truth. I have only been in Los Angeles for about a
month. I came down from San Francisco aI out the middle of last
month, and I haven't mixed around among them much.
The CHAIRMAN. The difference between "kept press" and "kept
press" is a difference as to who keeps it, in your judgment, is it not?
Mr. TnoMsoN. Well, a kept press is what we call the capitalist
press.

Senator SuiT!. Who do you mean by "we"?
Mr. THOMsoN. Well, I do, for one.
The CHAIRmMAN. Then a press that represents peculiarly and solely
the ideas which you have a perfect right to entertain so lolig as you
do not come in conflict with the laws or institutions of this country
you regard as a perfectly proper press to conduct?
Mr. THOMisoN. Yes; I believeThe CHAnSA.. But if it happens that parties interested in finance
have a medium thrqugii which their views are expressed, for instance,
as any of the commercial journals in New York, that is an improper
medium?
Mr. THOMSOn. I didn't say that; or, at least, if I said it I certainly
did not mean it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is a capitalistic press, and that is the
one to which you object as I understand it.
Mr. THOMsoN. I think the capitalists or anybody have a perfect
right to conduct any propaganda or hold any views they wish so
long as.they conform to the laws of the country, but I think they
are perfectly 'proper to conduct those as long as they do conform to
those lawn, but then the other side has got a right to their views, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you said in opening that you did not think
that there was any slush fund at all of any kind for any proMexican propaganda in this country?
Mr. THoMson. Yes, sir.
The CHARM;AN. Do you know whether there is or nott
Mr. THOMSOn. I don't know positively; no; but I gave you my
reasons for it.
The CHAIRMAN. You have not been able to get to itt
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Mr. Tlro rsoN. No: I have not been able to get to it, and if there
were thnt slush fund it would seem to me that a lot of these Mexicans
around here would be riding around in fine automobiles.
The CHAIRM7AN. You suggested to Mr. Gus Klempner or to Capt.
William lanson, a senior captain of the Texas Rangers, alias iGus
Kilempner, that he might use his influence to secure you employment
front Mexicans to write the situation along the border, at the same
time saying you would write the truth as nearly as you could ascertain
it. did vo not?
Mr. THos0sN. Sojuething like that, I think I said.
The CAIrnMT1AN. But you wanted employment from Mexicans 'o
write of the situation along the border?
Mr. Tnuo.tsoN. Not particularly from the Mexicans.
The CHAIMrAN. Well, that was the text, I think. You will find
your letter there. You were very frank in saying that you did not
want to be hampered, but you would write what you understood to be
the facts.
Mr. Trosrsox. Yes; I wanted to write so that no one would think
there were any strings to it.
The CHAtnRMAN. Mr., Klempner here asks the question: " Let me
confidentially know just what efforts you have made along these
lines, and suggest about what you think will be necessary, and I will
try to assist you." He did. "Hepossibly was not justified in misleading you, of course.
Mr. THOS03 N. Well, that thing was a funny matter all around.
The CrAIRMAN. Well, "Mr. Gus Klempner" wrote it in consultation with the chairman of the committee, so I take the responsibility.
DMr. THOMSO.N. Well, it didn't hurt me any.
The CHAIRMAN. No; but it enabled us to show that the Mexican

Government, through its ambassador and through its consuls on
the border and otherwise, was engaged in the circulation of this
propaganda, because they are very careful in sending it out not to
mark it as coming from the Mexican consul or the Mexican embassy,
and while we could get from them, by writing this letter to you,
your statement that you had sold it to them, we cinched the fact
that they were circulating it.
Mr. THOMtson. Well, there is one thing, you admitted that I was
honest, anyhow.
The

CHAIRMAN.

No; I beg pardon.

I don't mean to say that I

think you were not honest, sir; but I said that in the letter to Mr.
Klempner you stated that you did not want any strings on you, but
you wanted employment from the men that he might have influence
with in Mexico to go along the border and investigate and write
about it.
Mr. THo.zsoN. Well, I just made that slip incidentally. That was
not the purpose of my writing at all.
The CHUAIRMAN. I did not mean by that to either reflect upon or
indorse your honesty. I have no reason to doubt your sincerity.
Now, I have had a copy of this booklet with certain paragraphs
marked. That marked copy is not in my hend at this time.
Mr. THoutson. You have got me down here as connected with a
German name. What was the idea of that, Senator?
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The ChAISRsN. Because I thought, sir, that your propaganda on
this situation, after reading it, had a German tincture to it. I did
not know you were an Australian. It was so in line with the German
propaganda that has been going on in Mexico, and to the same effect,
that I had a man write you under a German name, and it elicited art
immediate response.
You referred to the fact that this booklet had been classed as soviet
literature?
Mr. THOMsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar enough with this to refer directly
to the paragraphs in which you refer to theMr. TnoMSON. Yes; I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would refer me to them.
Mr. THOMson. There is one on page 16.
The CHAIRMAN. NOW, before getting to that, you used this language here, just before you close your appeal:
Finally the army of the " punitive expedition " was held in Mexico for nine
months after the Villa chase was defllitely abandoned, nine months after Gen.
Scott, acting for the United States, had signed a memorandum to the effect that
the dispersion of the Villa bands had been completed. Meanwhile, Franklin K.
Lune and his associates on the AmericanMexlimun Joint Comnulssion, were attempting to browbeat the bMexicans into yielding the guarantees demanded by
the Itockefellers, the uggenhelms, the Dodges, and the Dohenys. Although, in
explaining the expedition, the President had declared that the troops would
not be used in the Interest of "American owners of Mexican properties" " so long

as sane and honorable men are in control of the Government," the public statement of Lane, issued at the end of November (1010), after a long interview with
the President, was nothing more nor less than an acknowledgment that the
troops were being held in Mexico for that purpose and for no other, and a
threat that they would remain there until an agreement was reached regarding
such little matters as oil and mining taxes.

You are responsible for that, are you?
Mr. ThoMsoN. No; that is quotation.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, but you adopt it?
Mr. THOMsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you responsible or not for the quotations with
which you have filled this book?
Mr. THOMSON. Yes; I am responsible.
The CHAIRMAN. On page 24 you make some statements of your
own, and then you quote from Joln Kenneth Turner in the Liberator
of June, 1919,as to the policy of the Wilson government.
Mr. THOMsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In this quotation he refers to agrarian reform
having always been opposed. Now, it is from that quotation and
from the continuing words of Turner with reference to agrarian reform that you have gotten your ideas that you have undertaken to
explain here as to what took place under Benito Juarez and the
agrarian reform?
Mr. THomsoN. That is, partly. There are others that I do not
recall just now.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to just call your attention, if you ever do
make a study of the history of Mexico, to one rather interesting
phase of it-'I don't know whether it -would interest you or not, but
it is interesting to some of us in studying Mexican conditions. The
first congressional government that was ever given to Mexico waw
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given by Morelos, an Indian; the second constitutional government
over given to Mexico was given by Juarez, an Indian; and the first
period of peace that was ever continued for more than one year at
any time was given to Mexico by Porflrio Diaz, who was, while not
a full-blooded Zapatecan Indian, in every characteristic practically
an Indian. I just suggest that for your consideration.
Mr. Tuouso. Yes; I understand that to be true.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you say here on page 24 that representations
were made against Carranza's original land decree at the beginning
of 1915. What was Carranza'soriginal land decree?
Mr. THOMsoN. Well, off-handedly, I couldn't quote it.
The CHAIR SAN. It is on page 24 of your pamphlet.
Mr. Tuoszsox. Well, I know what you mean; but I don't remember
the text of it. I haven't got it with me.
The CHAIRMAN. TO whom was the protest made?
Mr. Tuo3tsox. To Carranza, I believe.
The CIAInRIAN.' Well, do you know?
Mr. Toumsox. I don't know exactly; no.
The CHAIRMAN. No; I don't think you do, Mr. Thomson, because
Carranza was not recognized by this Government, even as de facto
president, until November, 1915. I just call your attention to the
fact that it is not always well to swallow hook line, and sinker, something that John Kenneth Turner or sonime other writer -of that kind
Mr.
'TrnosoN. Well, I didn't swallow them; I put them in quotation marks so that people could see where I got it from.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but you are basing your entire pamphlet here
practically upon similar quotations.
Mr. THOMSON. Well, I let the people see. They could judge it by
that.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is misleading it is possible that that is the
reason why the Mexican authorities considered it valuable.
Mr. THOMsoN. I don't know anything about that. I think they
believed it; at least the ones I dealt with directly believed it.
The CHAIRMAN. With whom did you deal directly
Mr. THoMsoN. The consul in San Francisco.
The CHAIRMAN. NOw, let me ask you whether this is a quotation or
whether this is your own language on page 16, the second paragraph?
•
. Mr. THOMSON. Well, that is my own.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you say thatOne of the schemes of the interventionists is to try to make people believe that
the present constitution of Mexico, known as the constitution of 1917, is In no

the
way related to the constitution of 1857, but Is a new one framed mainly with
purpose of confiscating all property supposedly belonging to foreigners, Amerl.
that of 1857;
cans In particular. The constitution of 1917 is an evolution of 1857.
It was
it is a modification and an enlargement of the constitution of
of Mexico.
peons
written with the blood and tears of the oppressed and exploited document
in the
and it is without a doubt the most democratic and humanitarian
Western Hemisphere; In fact, outside of soviet Russia, no country in the world

has taken such a step toward real liberty.
That expresses your conviction as to the constitution of Mexico?
Mr. THOMSON. That was my belief. I would not have written it
if I did not believe it.
The CHAIMAN. Referring to confiscation. You refer to Mr. Do.
heny. I presume you have reference to Mr. Edward L. Doheny?
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Mr. TnousoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how Mr. Doheny's titles to the prop.
erty he claims in Mexico were obtained? How were they secured?
From whom?
Mr. THOMsON. Well, I read Mr. Doheny's testimony that he gave
before you in Washington; but there was so much I just hurried .
through it; I couldn't--The CHAMIAN,. Did you ever read "An Oil Concession in
Mexico?"
3Mr. Tnro.isox. I just read it through. I haven't studied it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, just what is it? What line or form
does it take?
Mr. Tlto.MsoN. Well, offhandedly, I couldn't tell you, to tell you
the truth.
The CIAInIAN. Do you know anything how mining properties
are conducted or held in Mexico?
Mr. THo3tsox. Well, just in a general way. You see, I was not
very much interested in those things, so I didn't-The CH.uln.sA. You were writing about them.
Mr. THnoisox. Not about concession and such like.
The CHAIRMAN. You were writing about confiscation of properties.
Mr. THoMtsoN. Yes; just in a general way.
The CHAIRMAN. You have learned recently through some of the
evidence that has been offered before this committee that the cry of
many others who are no better informed than yourself with reference to concessions in Mexico is based on a false premise, have you
not?
Mr. THO31soN. I don't know that I have.
The CHAIRMAN.
Do you know.ho* lands were obtained since the
reform laws of 1874 iln'Mexico?
Mr. THoMsoN. Through concessions, I believe.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, there is where you don't know anything about it. There never was such a thing as a concession, as you
understand concession.
Mr. THOMusoN. A concession of land?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. THOMsoN. Well, Diaz gave concessions to foreign interests,
did he not?
The CHAIRMAN. No, sir; he did not.
Mr. THo3soN. Well, how did they get them?
The

CHAIRMAN.

How do you get property if you accumulate

property
Mr. THOwSON.
I suppose you buy it and pay money for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Did it ever suggest itself to you that you might
interest yourself in knowing whether foreign interests bought prop.
erty in Mexico?
Mr. THOMsox. Well, I see what you mean now. I didn't mean that
they didn't pay any money for those concessions. He gave concessions, but undoubtedly they paid some money for them, at least in
the majority of cases, I presume.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you mention one single concession that he
ever gavel
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Mr. TuoilsoN. I have got a list of the concessions that he gave.
I believe, or at least that were given under the Diaz regime.
The CHAIRnAN. Before you go into it, by whom was that list prepared?
Mr. TnIosisoN. I don't remember; I think it came from Mexican
sources.

The CIAIRMrA.
Well, it is a singular thing to me, Mr. Thomson,
that you, a writer, should write upon a subject when you don't know
where your information comes from at all. Now, did it come from
Mexican sources or not?
Mr. TIuossoN. I believe I got it out of the " Mexican Review,"
and they got it from one of the Mexican Government officers.
The CHAIRMAN. Who published the " Mexican Review ?"
Mr. Tno.ulsox. John Weeks, I believe.
The CIm.tIaAN. George Weeks?
Mr. THoaisoN. George Weeks.
The CHAIRMAN. Paid for by Mr. Carranza?
Mr. THOIsoN,. I don't knowThe Cr.LnM3A. But you read the evidence taken in Washington,
didn't you?
Mr. THo.sosN. I read that they said that, but I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. And you don't know it, although a witness swore
to the fact, a reputable witness in Washington, and it has never been
denied, and still you don't take his word for it?
Mr. TibousoN. Well, I didn't read that very thoroughly, Senator.
I was not very much interested in that part of it, so I didn't pay
much attention to it. There was so much testimony taken there.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You got it from the " Mexican Review." Now, go ahead and givq fully your authority for it. You got
it from DeBekker's articles in the " Mexican Review," didn't you?
Mr. Tjio.isoN. No; I got it from a recent issue of the " American
Review."
The CHIAIRMAN. Oh, you got it yourself out of the " American
Review?"
Ar. THOaMosoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, let us see what they were. I just
want one of them.
Mr. THoMsoN. Well, we will take down here in Lower California,
Louis Huller owns 14,437,433 acres.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is not doing him much good, because he
departed this life, I think.
Mr. THOMsoN. Well, that estate.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, all right.
Mr. THousoN. Rudolfo Bulleg.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, hold on. About the Huller estate.
Did you investigate that?
Mr. THOM SON. I haven't been down there.
The CHAIRMAN. You made no investigation. You simply take--Mr. THo.soN. Well, I am not writing this.
The CHAIRMAN. NO; but yon took it, and upon that you base your
judgment as to Mexico and undertake to.instruct and inform the
American people on Mexico. Now, I want to know did you make
any investigation as to this statement as to how the Huller estate
holds any concessions in Mexico?
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Mr. Tlno.lsrx. Yes: I went up to the Los Angeles Library and
found there was a book up there written by a surveyor appointed by
tile D)iaz government, where it says that Imost of those cone sessions
were forfeited because they did not comply with the--what will I
c&il it ?-the original-I don't know just what it was.
The CHAIR MAN. Contract?
Mr. T'riosox. Contract.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, as a matter of fact a contract and a concession are the same thing, are they not?
Mr. THosox. A contract and a concession
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. Tunoasox. Pretty much, I presume.
The CHAlI MAN. Except that the concession. as you know, has something of the element of a concession which allows a street railroad
to build through Los Angeles, for instance.
AMr. ThtoatsoN. Well, I didn't mean that so much.
The CuHAIRIAN. Well, I do. I mean it, exactly. Did you make
any investigation as to whether the Huller concession, or any part of
the Huller concession, had been forfeited ?
Mr. THo3,sox. Had been forfeited? Well, all of these lands were
originally owned by the California-no; at least the International
Development Co., I believe it was-and they either sold them or gave
them in some way or other to these different interests that-The CHAIRnAN. What different interests?
Mir. Tiio.IsoN. Well, L. Huller and Bulleg and Flores Haile,
Mesado, AndradeThe CHAlnRaAN. Now, how did the original company obtain them?
They had a right to sell them if they owned them, didn't they?
Mr. THOMson. Sure they had.
The CHAIRMAN. How did they obtain them?
Air. THoisoN. They got them from the Dinz government under
grant, or contract, or concession, or whatever you like to call it.
The CHAIR AN. What was the consideration?
Mr. T1Io.isoN. I understand it was about. 5 cents an acre, or 3 cents
anI acre.
The CHAIRSMAN. Have you investigated it?
Mr. T'I'r.tsoNx. I have the surveyor's statement for it.
The CUAIRmAN. That it was obtained originally at about 3 cents an
acre?
Mr. Tus',.so . Something like that, T think.
The CH,ARrAN. Did you ever hear of any concessions being made
to the Union Pacific Railroad Co. by the Congress of the United
States?
Mr. Tnotsox. Yes; I have heard something about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that the character of concession that you understand generally is such n concession as they get on lands in Mexico?
Mr. THo3Mson. Well, I don't know that it Is.
The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, you have not investigated and
do not know anything about how the lands are held or obtained in
Mexico. Now, Mfr. Huller agreed with the ?Mexican Government
that he would construct a railroad for military and other purposes
where no railroad had ever been able yet to penetrate; leading from
the American border, or near the American border, to Topolobampo,
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opening up a country which had never been opened by a railroad.' If
you have not a reference to the Huller concession, I suggest you go
to the Department of Communications in the city of Mexico and
ascertain what the Huller concession was and then how they had
any concessions, if any, with reference to lands.
Now, Mexico has not had a survey in townships, sections, and
quarter sections of its public lands as has the United States. Mexico did not have the money-no matter how much she has
now--with which to divide these lands up. Mexico made contracts with various parties for the survey of her national lands,
and she paid those parties in land, they putting up all the money,
doing all the surveying, monumenting the land photographing
the monuments, and all their work being approved by an engineer
furnished by the Mexican Government, the Department of Fomento,
and his expenses and salary and all were paid by the contracting
parties. Those parties obtained, in various instances, large acreages
of land. The balance of it was surveyed for the Mexican Government. The parties received their pay in lands. And your so-called
concessions in every instance you can trace to exactly the land surveying contract. In other 'ertain instances the Mexican Government made cash subsidies for the construction of strategic railroads, not having the funds with which to do it, but guaranteeing
to whoever did build the railroads, subsidies of so much per kilometer. In other instances, in lieu of granting a cash subsidy per
kilometer, they granted land subsidies, exactly as the United States
did, and subject to forfeit unless the contracting party completed
his contract exactly as he entered into it.
Mr. THOMSON. Yes. Well, these lands I understood should have
been confiscated because the original contract was not followed out
in Lower California.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they been confiscated by the Carranza Government?
Mr. THomsoN. I don't think they have.
The CHAIRMAN. Were they confiscated by the Madero Government?
Mr. THOMSON. I don't believe so.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, don't you think that they should have commenced the confiscation or the forfeit of lands, where they were
subject to forfeit before they attacked the property of particular
individuals whose title they recognized
Mr. THoMson. Well, that is one of the things there. I claim they
were afraid to do that because they thought the United States Government would not stand for it.
The CHAIRMAN. No; but the United States Government has stood
for their attempted confiscation of the property of its private citizens until patience ceased to be a virtue, and then they have protested.
Now, Mr. Thomson, do you know anything about the economic
development of Mexico at all?
Mr. TnOMsoN. Well, in a general way I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Now I will ask you, co you know who own the
taxpaying properties and who pay the internal revenues in Mexico?
Mr. THOMSOx. Well I understand that the large landowners
didn't pay but very little taxes.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I didn't ask you that. Do you know
whether Mexican citizens or foreigners of other countries support
the internal government of Mexico, State, municipal and national, by
taxes?
Mr. TIIosoN,. Everybody, I believe.
The CHAIRMAx. Down to what person, do you know ?
Mr. Tluosox. I don't know that.
The C,.AIRMAn . No; I supposed you did not. How many factories
are there in Mexico, do you know?
Mr. THoMsoN. I couldn't say.
The Cu.%ItAIAN. Do you know how many shoe factories there are
there?
Mr. To3ouso.. I couldn't say.
The CHAIRMANs. You never investigated that?
Mr. TuHosox. Well, I was nbt interested in that part. That
booklet has nothing to do with that at all.
The CHAIRMAN. No; and nothing to do with much of anything
else. except a repetition of something that John Kenneth Turner or
De Lara or some one else has published, and a comparison of the
Mexicau constitution with the soviet government, and an attack upon
the policy of the President of the United States and other officials.
You are not interested in what is going on, then, in Mexico as to its
actual conditions, and so forth?
Mr. Tluo tsoN. Oh, yes; I am.
The CIAIRMAntx. Well, then, let me ask you: Have you ever read
or seen or heard anything about the City of Mexico?
Mr. TiioIsox. I have seen lots of pictures, that is all.
The CHAIRMAN . Do you know what the principal street in the City
of Mexico is?

Mr. Tnoutsox. I have heard it, but I don't recall it.
The CHAIRMAN. Calle Francisco Madero?
Mr. Tnio.tsox. Something like that.

The CHAmIRAN. Do you know how many business houses there are
on that street?
Mr. Tuousox. 1 do not.
The CHAInMAN. Would you be surprised to know that there are
none
Mr. THOmson. Is that so?
The CHAIRMAN. Not one.

Mr. THOMSON. Is that so0
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I say, would it surprise you to know I
Mr. THo.MsoN. Oh, I don't think it would surprise me very much.
The CHAIRMAN. You say you don't know anything about shoe factories in Mexico ?
Mr. THOMSON. No, sir.
The CIIAIRMAN. You don't know whether there is a Mexican shoe
factory in the entire Republic of Mexico?
Mr.'Titousox. I don't know that.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything about the cigarette and
tobacco and cigar business of Mexico, which is quite an extensive
business?
Mr. Tnosow. Just in a general way.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether there isa Mexicanownedconducted by Mexicans-cigarette or cigar factory in Mexico?
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Mr. TzIousoN. No. I understand those sort of businesses are conducted mostly by foreigners.
The CHAIRMAN. DO you know whether the Mexicans themselves
ever developed an oil well in Mexicol
Mr. THoson. Quite likely not.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether Mexico has granted a concession on both sides of the Tamesi River to Japanese citizens
recently, for oil, an exclusive concession?
Mr. TnousoN. I don't know, 'ir.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know where that river is, do you ?
Mr. THoMwN. No I do not.
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Thomson there is another reference or two
showing your ideas as to the Mexican constitution and the soviet
form of government in Mexico, and other possibly interesting paragraphs that we might refer to if we had plenty of time, but the
committee has other matters to attend to. We have been very glad
to give you the opportunity of coming before the committee. I can
say to you, if you want my impressions-and I am going to say it
whether you want them or not-that you possibly are sincere in
what you have had to say, and in your interference, and unwarranted interference in my judgment, by a man who has applied for
his first papers in the United States to become an American citizen
under our form of Government. with the tense situation existing
between the peoples and the governments of the two countries, where
your ignorance is so absolutely colossal that you have hardly been
able to answer a question which may have been propounded to you
or has been propounded to you by the committee. While you have
answered, I think, honestly, and given the sources of your information you have yourself admitted that you knew nothing about it.
And still you have stepped in where there is a tense situation, where
you claim there has been an attempt and is an attempt on the part of
certain interests to cause, possibly, a war with Mexico, and for the
purpose, as you say of avoiding the war you have stepped in here
with a lot of stuff such as you have put in this pamphlet, which was
so satisfactory to Mexicans that they have purchased it and secretly
circulated it here in the United States. Giving you full credit for
absolute honesty and integrity and sincerity of purpose, I must say
that the impression which is made upon my mind is that you have
been engaged in a very dangerous and a very ignorant experiment.
Mr. THOMSON. Well, that is your view of it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is my view.
Mr. Tnof3son. But, then, that can be explained, too. I did itI thought it was the right thing to do. I thought we were headed
right straight for war, and I thought I would get in and try to
prevent it or do what I could to prevent it. The American people
were told by Mr. Wilson and others that this was a war to end war.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't,get into it. did you?
Mr. THOMSON. Noi I didn't get into it. I was exempted for industrial and alien citizenship.
The CHAIRMAN. You took advantage of the fact that you were
not an American citizen. You offered that when you were drafted,
did you?
Mr. THoMsoN. Yes; I was exempted industrially, first of all, and
then I decided to claim the other exemption.
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The CIKAIRMAN.

Yes.
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Mr. THoMsoN. Of course, I didn't believe a great deal in the war,
anyhow. I think the war was caused more by England thnn by
Germany. That is, by England I mean the english ruling class.
Even though I am, I suppose, still legally a British subject in the
interests of truth I am compelled to state that. And tihe facts of
the case prove that. That has been proven byThe ClIIAIrMAN. Oh, well, I don't care for you to go into a disquisition on the cause and results of the European war.
Mr. TuIIo son. Well, I just say that incidentally.
IThe ('HAIRMAN. Yes. I think your actions speak as loudly as
your words could. That is all, sir.
Mr. TJuozsoN. All right.
The CHAIRM AN. Unless you have something further on Mexico.
(An adjournment was thereupon taken until Saturday, March 20,
1920, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)

."

,,a

SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1920.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SuncOMMIrTTEE OF THE COMMIfTTEE ON FOREON RELATIONS,

Los Angeles, Calif.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Senator Albert B. Fall, chairman; Senator Mark A.
Smith; Maj. Dan AM.
Jackson, secretary.
TESTIMONY OF MR. D. W. CHUROH.
(Witness sworn by the secretary.)
The SECRETARY. Your full name?
Mr. CHURCH. D. W. Church.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Church, are you a citizen of the United
States?
Mr. CHURCH. Yes, sir; I was born at Pomeroy, Ohio, in November, 1847.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you living in 1011?
Mr. ChuRcH. I was in Lower California, at the mining camp of
Alamo.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the condition of the country around

Alamo, in Lower California, in the middle of the year 1911
Mr. CHURCH. That was in June. Well, it was the time the insurrectionists came--no; they had gone. The Government troops came
in June. In February the insurrectionists came again and took
possession of the town. Along in March some time, I don't remember
just when, but it was pretty well toward the 1st of April when
they left; and then in the course of two or three weeks after they
left, the governor of Lower California, at that time Col. Celso Vega,
sent a detachment of Federal troops out there, and they came in,
and they were the ones that murdered those Americans and then
left. While they had me under arrest I asked their commander,
Capt. Gonzales--I said, "Captain will you please tell me who is
responsible for these arrests?'
Well, he had not learned at that
time that I could speak Spanish, and he started a little, and then
he said, " Yes, sir; it is done by order of Col. Celso Vega." I knew
at that time from hearing them talk among themselves, though they
pretended they were going to take us to Ensenada as prisonersI knew they did not intend to let us get anywhere alive. That is
why I asked that question.
The CHAIRMAN. Among other matters which this committee is
directed to inquire into and report to the United States Senate upon
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is dlanage or injury done to Americans in Mexico from 1910 down
to the p)relent time, and to report the names of the Americans.
AMr. Curcli . Yes.
The CnIAntmNx. Now, you say that you were under arrest at that
time?
Mr. Ciucl. Yes.
The CHrlnrAx. What was finally lone with you ?
Mr. Civunci. I escaped when they shot the others. The. shot four
of them right there in the street.
The CIAIIIMAN, Who was shot?
Mlr. CIutaclI. John Carroll, merchant; Patrick G(lennon, merchant;

Dr. Foster, physician and surgeon; and a miner, Constantine Duboise.
The ClAIR.iAx. Do you know whether Dr. Foster was a citizen of
the United States?
Mr. CHurcIu. Nothing, only just what he claimed himself. He
claimed to have been born and raised in Boston, Mass.
The CHAIR3IAN. Pat Glennon' do you know where he was born?
Mr. CIIunci. He was born in Ireland, but was a United States citizen by naturalization. I saw his papers, so that I know that.
The CUIAIlnUAN. And John Carroll?
Mr. CIURch. He was born, as he told me himself, in New York

City.

'lihe
CHAIRMAN. And Constantine Duboise?
Mr. CH Rci. He was born in France.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't know whether he was naturalized or

not?

Ar. Cnncir. I do not. His parents moved to Canada when he was
a child, and then they moved from there down to California, and
from California into Lower California-the family.
The CI1AIR.N. Was there any trial given you Americans?
Mr. Cnvncrr. No trial whatever.
The CHA.IRMAN. You were not even brought up before a courtmartial?
Mr. CHUcRen. Oh, no; nothing of the kind.
Tile CHuAIRMAN. Never confronted by witnesses?
Mr. CuIuRcIr. Nothing. Just simply took them out and shot them
in the street. They left me at the time because they discovered that
I could talk to Mrs. Foster and keep her quiet, and I gave them the
slip right then and there. They left guards over the house; but as
soon as the shooting commenced those guards made a little rush over
there to get a better view, and I threw the door open on the other
side of the house and told the two women, my housekeeper and Mrs.
Foster, to get out and run for their lives, and I followed and closed
the door after me, and when the guards got back we were out of sight.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you go?
Mr. CHURCH. My house was about a quarter of a mile out of town,
and we took right down the road toward my house; and just as the
guards were getting back we had come to a little sink in the road
that partially hid us, and there were some oak bushes there, and I
said to them to stand behind those bushes so that they couldn't see
us; and we stood there until the whole crowd came b6ck, and they
ransacked the house, rode up and down the street, and raised quite
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u disturbance generally; and they didn't find us, and it was getting
Jate in the afternoon and they were in a hurry to get on to Ensenada,
and went on and left us.
The C mHAIRMAN.
And those were the regular forces of the Mexican
* Government?
Mr. CHURCH. The regular troops of the Mexican Government.
The CIAInMAN. Now, why did they shoot these Americans? Why
did they have you arrested?
Mr. CnuRoc. My opinion is that it wvas pure spite work of Col.
Celso Vega, then governor of Lower California. I don't think the
Madero administration knew anything about it until afterwards.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he have any reason to have anyMr. CHCHon. Nothing, only that he had been wounded in a skirmish with the insurrectos some little time before that.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you Americans been taking sides on either
side in the difficulties there?
Mr. CHuRcH. Nothing whatever. In fact the insurrectos had me
up twice, because I would not take sides with them.
The CHIRMAN. Had you declined to take any part in their internal
disturbances?
Mr. CHURCH. I declined to take any part in any way, shape, or
manner. I told them it was not my country and not my. business.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the insurrectos have any Americans under
arrest besides yourself at any time?
Mr. CHnRcH. They had a list"of those they intended to arrest,
but the principal one, Meyers, a particular friend of mine, they did
not find. He happened to be out that day somewhere.
The CHAIRMAN. I speak now of the insurrectos. Did they do any
damage to any of the other Americans?
Mr. CHURCH. No; the insurrectos didn't do any damage to the
Americans that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. But they did arrest you ?
Mr. CHURCH. It was the federal troops that arrested me. But

they called on me twice. You could hardly call it an arrest.
The CHAIRMAN. What did they want with you?
Mr. CHURCH. Well, in the first place, they had a man that had been
chief of police in Alamo, and they had arrested him for a spy, and
the fellow couldn't talk any English, and I came up there just as they
were talking about executing him, and I got in and spoke for him,
and did the very level best I could, and finally Mosby, one of the
leading men, says, '.
Well, turn the brute loose; I don't think he
amounts to anything anyway." And he proved to be a spy, all right
enough, and that got me into trouble with the insurrectos as soon
as they discovered it.
The CHaIRMAN. Did you leave Alamo at that time or later?
Mr. CHORCH. I left Alamo at the time the Government troops
came, although they had me arrested. When I escaped them I
knew that all I could do was to get out of the country.
The CHAIRMAN. And you got out of the country, did you?
Mr. CHURCH. I got out of the country under great disabilities.
In getting out in the nighttime I fell in an old mining shaft and
broke an ankle. I traveled over a hundred miles, over the roughest
kind of mountains, with that broken ankle.
4766-20--voL 2--
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The CHAIRMAN. And you finally made your way to the United
States?

Mr. ClUaRci. Finally got through. And they had telephoned to
Ensenada that I had escaped and they telephoned right back to
Alamo to send the best Indian trailer they could find after me, ani '
they sent out scouts from Ensenada to head me off, but I knew the
country pretty thoroughly and beat them off.
The CHAIRMAN. What became of Mrs. Foster and your housekeeper?
AIr. Civn cl. My old housekeeper is now in San Diego, and Mrs
Foster went to Winslow, Ariz., and I have never heard from her
since. She had some relatives there.
The C Hr.InMAx. How did she get out; do you know?
MIr. CI'InCH. Sithe came out from Alamo with a man by the name
of Weber, who brought her to Ensenada, and then she took a steamer
and came up to San Diego.
The CHAIRMAN. You say two of these Americans that were killed
were merchants?
Mr. CiIURCH. Yes.
The CHAiRMAN. What became of their stocks of goods?
Mir. CHvnch. I really don't know what became of any of them,
because I had to get out of the country.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether any representations were
made, either by yourself or any other persons, to the State Department of the United States concerning these murders?
Mr. CHURCH. I made the statement myself to the district attorney
in San Diego, and they sent out Secret Service men from Washington
to interview me. I sent them on to Ensenada to get evidence of my
statement. They came back and told me they had not only discovered my statement was absolutely correct but they had discovered
more evidence that I had not reported at all, and notified me to be
ready to go to Washington any minute that I should be called, but I
was never called.
The CHAIRMAN. What district attorney was it you made your
statement to?
Dr. CHURCH. Mr. Utley. And lie played the meanest trick on
me that one white man ever played on another. He called a Mexican secret service man in to hear my statement in order to get me
into trouble with the administration in Mexico. It happened in
my statement-I didn't accuse the administration of anything, because I didn't think they were guilty, and I attributed it all to spite
work of Col. Celso Vega. That Mexican secret service man I met
afterwards in Mexico, and he told me, he says. "Church, if that
district attorney of yours in San Diego could have known how he
lowered himself in my estimation by that trick, he would have
thought twice before he did it."
The CHAIRMAN. You have filed a claim with the State Department of the United States, have you?
Mir. CHURCH. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What was your business at Alamo?
Mir. CHURCH. Mining and milling ore, and I had also a general

repair shop-wagons and such things. •
The CHAIRMAN. You were a workingman, were you?
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Mr. Ciit'- c. Yes sir.
ThIe CHAIRMANS. Y ou were not a capitalist?
MAr. Cnvacu. I was not a capitalist, no; but a mine owner.
CIIAImI AN,. You were not a capitalist down there exploiting
':The
the Mexican people?
Mir. Citnclr. Oh,not by any means. I had a deal on at the time
with a Boston syndicate who were taking an interest in my property
and were paying me $20,000 cash and were going to develop the
property for me, but the revolution came up just in time to break up
the arrangement.
The ('CHna AN. Now, you have never gotten anything out of your
property
Not a dollar. I spent a good many thousand dolCiurnc.
tr.
lars there, besides a lot of time and labor, in the country.
The CHAIIMAN. Was this money you had inherited or worked for?
Mr. CHuncii. Money that I worked for.
Tile CHAIRMAN. What was your trade?
Mr. Ciiunctt. The trade I was brought up to from a boy was carpenter, but I have been a mining man for a great many years.
The CHAIIaIAN. Tool sharpener, etc.?

Ir. CHIURci. Yes; I understand tool-sharpening thoroughly,

among other things. I followed the mines ever since 1876.
The CAIRai.~x. Mr. Church, the committee is under obligations to
you for 'our evidence, and we will try and see whether the Governinent of 'the United States will take the matter up for you further.
I will ask that the reporter copy this communication into the record
at the end of Mr. Church's testimony and as a part thereof.
(The document last above mentioned is as follows:)
PALMDALE, CALIF., Auiuslt .1,1911.
To whom ft may concern:
I, Carl IJ. COrlson, anm 38 years of age, was born in Sweden, 1881. and am a
naturalized citizen of the United States since 1008, I was engaged in prospectlig aind mining business in Lower California. Mexico, from March, 1910, until
June, 1911, and in that time I spent more than a year in Alamo. While there
I was well acquainted with Mr. Church and knew him to be the owner of different
properties mentioned in his statement. For nine months or more I worked
together with and for Mr. Church on his various mining claims and at his
quarts mill, also while there I occupied, together with my partner, Mr. A. Cratz,
the smaller one of his houses, and I feel that Mr. Church has made a conservative
estimate as to the value of his properties at Alamo.
I was also personally acquainted with Dr. Arthur L. Foster, Patrick Olennon.
JohnlCarroll, and Constntine Dubolse, who, in my estimation, were all law.
nliding men nutId ending their own business.
During the occupation of Alamo by the Insurrectos Mr. Olennon had an Ameri.
can flag hoisted over his store with the Mexican colors on top to show that he
was an American citizen.
On June 8 or 9,1911, Juan Rivera under command of Capt. Gonzales, came to
Mr. Glennon's store with a squad of men and demanded that the flag be pulled
down, and when Mr. Olennon refused to do so Rivera sent one of his men up
and tore it down and also shot Mr. Olennon's dog.
On June 11, 1911, Mr. Myers and I were standing talking together near our
place, about a quarter of a mile from town, when Seflor Sanchez, a Mexican living
at Alamo, came riding by. He seemed very much excited, and told us that they
had been out in the surrounding country and had shot 11 Indians and that now
they were going to get Mr. Glennon and some other Americans.
In an hour or so we heard several shots fired and climbed up on a ridge overlooking the town. We could see a squad of mounted men, but from that distance I could not distinguish who were with them, but afterwards learned that
the four Americans above mentioned were all shot and killed.
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Fearing that they would come back for the rest of us, D. W. Church, Dan
Barr, O. L. Myers, and myself decided it best for us to try and reach the United
States boundary. Leaving all our personal property and belongings behind, we
started out in the night and succeeded in getting, unobserved, out of town.
The first night out Mr. Church fell down an abandoned mining shaft and
severely injured his ankle and leg. He begged the rest of us to leave him
behind and seek safely for ourselves, which we would not do without him, and

after eight days and nights, during which time we suffered severe privations
from lack of food, water, loss of sleep, and from exposure, we reached the United
States boundary at Campo, Calif., June 21, 1911.
OAaL L. CABLSON.

The CHAiMAN. Mr. Secretary, please swear this witness without
using his name.
TESTIMONY OF MR. HARRY 0. DONOHO.
Witness sworn by the secretary.)
The CHAIaMAN. The record will, of course show the name of the
witness but he prefers not to give his name for certain reasons. Of
what Sate are you a resident
Mr. DoxoHo. California.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you born?
Mr. DoNoo. Kansas.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a citizen of the United States, then
Mr. DONOHO. I am.
The CHAmI AN. Do you speak the Spanish language
Mr. DoNoHo. I do.
The CarI As. Have you been in the Republic of Mexico at any
time?
Mr. DoNOHO. Yes.
The CHAmmAN. When did you go there last?
Mr. Doxoao. I think it was in July or August of 1918.
The Cwmxma
. When did you come outt
Mr. DoNono. About October, 1919; this past October.
The CHnaramA. You remained there something over a year
Mr. DoNoHo. About 15 or 16 months, I think; something of that
sort.
The CHARMAN. In what State were you principally; in what portion of Mexico?
Mr. DONOHO. I was about six or seven months in Mexico City;
perhaps a month in Puebla, and around in the Federal district'
and the rest of the time I was in the States of Tamaulipas and

Vera Cruz.

The CHAIRMAN. What were you doing in Tamaulipas and Vera

Cruz?

Mr. Doxoo. I was doing several things. In the first place, I was
gathering material with the thought in mind of doing some writing
after I had learned what the real conditions in Mexico were; but in
order to get that material in order to inform myself personally and
at first hand as to just what the conditions were, I took a position
with one of the oil companies-I hardly know what to call myselfI was supposed to be attorney and paymaster for the oil company,
although there was not very much legal work in connection with it
excepting the perfecting of titles and making of contracts and
leases and the payment of rentals to the Mexican land owners from
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whom the company was leasing oil lands. Those oil lands were scattered throughout the two States of Tamaulipas and Vera Cruz.
x. Did your business require you to visit the interior
The CAmnuIAW
or to go from one point to another in those States throughout the
oil districts and in the adjacent territory?
ir. Doxonlo. Almost constantly. I would be perhaps at our headquarters at Tuxpam, or near there, perhaps a week, translating leases
to send back to the States, and then anywhere from two weeks to
six weeks I would be riding on horseback out through the interior.
The CHAIRMAK. While you were there did you become acquainted
with Col. Cardenas?
Mr. DONOno. I did.
The CHA1R.nIA. What is his official position? Is he a military
man?
Mr. Doxono. lie is a Carrancista colonel in charge of the garrison at the city of Tuxpam in the State of Vera Cruz, or he was, at
any rte, at the time I left.
The uHAIRMAN. Did you have occasion to make a report to him
at any time with reference to actions of his subordinate officers or
soldiers?
Mr. Do.xono. I did.
Concerning any matter in which the Americans
The CIHAIRMAI.
were interested?
Mr. Doxono. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please state the circumstance and relate
what occurred?
Mr. Doxonio. About 9 miles from'the city of Tuxpam, in the State
of Vera Cruz, were the headquarters of the company for which I
was working. One night in-let's see-that was in this past either
July or August, I don't recall the exact date now; there was a bunch
of fellows playing poker in a rear room of the signal station.
The CHAnRAN. Of course you were not playing?
Mir. Doxono. Oh, absolutely not-much. And it was about 12 or
1 o'clock in the morning, and the room next to where we werethere were four Americans and a couple of Mexicans in the roomthe room next to where we were at that time was used as a telephone
headquarters for the company-a telephone central. The little
Mexican boy who slept in that room and who attended to the telephones came creeping into the room apparently very much frightened. I asked him what was the trouble. He said that about 20
minutes to half an hour before that a man had opened the door and
came into the room, pointed a pistol at him and told him if he made
any noise he would kill him. He said he was a Villista, and he proceeded to cut the wires and destroy the telephones. He told the
boy to stay there and not make any report.
'The CHAIRMAN. Did the boy describe the man?
Mr. DoxoHo. Yes. I asked him what sort of a man he was and
lie said he was a "militar "-- a military man. And if I might digress
just a little bit rumors were constantly coming to the camps in the
interior to the effect that the garrisons at Tuxpam, or at Los Naranjos, or some of the other surrounding garrisons were going to come
down and massacre the Americans. Those reports were of weekly
occurrence, and naturally we knew that something was afoot, but
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didn't know what. The rest of the Americans, with the exception of
one young fellow who was there with me, jumped out of a back
window. The headquarters is on an island; that is, the Gulf of
Mexico nn one side and a river running around the other side. and
the thick underbrush and forest is right within a hundred yards of
where the house was, so they escaped into the brush. There wasn't
any of us had any arms there. I had just come in the day before and
my guns were locked down in my office. And they" made their
escape, but we turned out all the lights, and this young fellow-I forget
his name now-Ted Osterwitz. I believe it is-a young manl from New
York-we went up into the tower of the signal station with some
night glasses; we saw that in the office. whicl was about 200 vards
from the building in which we were, they were beginning to light up
the office. We could see with the glasses. They lighted up every
office in the building, and we watched while they went to the houses
near by and got the officers of the company and'l brought thel down.
The CIl.nRMA.. That is, the officers of the American oil company?
Mr. Doxono. The officers of the oil company; yes. And they
marched them down to the office of the.company.' They didn't even
give them time to put on shoes or trousers or anything else. but just
simply brought them along. We could see sullfficiently with the night
glasses when they were in the room to distinguish their features. As
each man was brought up, for instance, we recognized immediately
who it was they were bringing. We could see very distinctly the
features of the men-that is, of the Mexicans who were doing this.
There wre e three of them. And, in addition to this young American
man of whom I spoke. there was also a Mexican with us in the tower.
All three of us recognized the three Mexicans who were collecting thile
crowd at the office as Carrancista soldiers from the garrison at Tuxpam. One of them was the lieutenant colonel. I sent this young man
up to the pump station, which was up in the opposite direction.
We, of course, didn't have any means of knowing how many of
these men were on the island; but I saw there were only three of
them working, and I sent this young man up to the pump station to
see if he could get a gun. In the meantime they brought over--I
forget his name now, the auditor of the company-they brought him
in first and told him to open the safe. I learned part of this afterwards, as to what they said to him-or asked him, rather, if he could
open the safe; and about the only Spanish he knew was " si ," so he
said "Si." They brought him in and told him to open the safe.
Well, he didn't have the combination of the safe and couldn't open
it; and one of the Mexicans thought he was simply stubborn and
took out a knife and shoved the knife up against him and told him
if he didn't open the safe immediately he would kill him; but another
employee of the company, a Frenchman who had been garnered in
with the rest of them, spoke up then and explained to the Carrancista soldiers that this man didn't speak Spanish. They then went
and got the treasurer of tile company, brought him down, and he
opened the safe and they took $40,000. Incidentally, they took a
sack containing 200 pesos in 5-cent pieces, and as they took them out
of the safe they put these various sacks on a table, and there was
a pile of papers at one end of the table, and one sack got shoved
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over under one of these papers and they carried off this sack with
200 pesos in nickels in it and went off and left $10,000 in American
gold in the sack that got shoved under the papers.
As soon as this young man returned, he came back with a gun, and
I didn't know what men might be posted between the signal station and the office so instead of going straight there I ran down
to the beach with the thought that I could run down and head these
fellows off, and if there were only three of them I thought we might
have a chance to break even with them. By the time I got down
to the wharf, which was only a comparatively short distance from
the office, however, the men "had left. They had taken one of the
boys
power launches belonging to the company and made the launch
go with them to take them up the river. I called a couple of launch
boys-our general manager at that time was in the United States,
so'I more or less had charge of things-and jumped into a power
launch and started after them up the river. I had been told by some
of the men there at the wharf that there were only five of them.
Two of them had been left on guard down at the wharf. We met
the other launch, though, coming back in about 20 minutes. and they
said these men had disembarked within about four or five miles of
Tuxpam. We continued on up to Tuxpam, and I went in and awoke
or, rather, caused Col. Cardenas to be awakened. He came out, and
His first statement was, " I suppose
I explained what had occurred.
they were Villistas." " W ell " I said, " They said, Colonel, they were
Villistas, but as a matter of fact they were men belonging to your
own company." And that was just at the time that a sharp note
had been sent by our Government to the Mexican Government, and
Cardenas appeared anxious to make some sort of a showing, so he
said if that were true, if they were his men, he would throw a cordon
of guards around the city and catch them as they came in, which he
proceeded to do. The following day I received a telephone message
from him asking me to come to Tuxpam.
When I arrived there he said that two of the men had confessed,
that two of his soldiers had confessed to their participation in the
robbery. and he wanted to know if I wanted to take a walk with him.
I didn t know why he wanted me to take a walk, but anyway I went
along, and we walked up on the main street of Tuxpam to a big stone
church, and there was a firing squad with these two men standing up
against the church, and they shot them right on the principal streetI might mention, in connection with that, that when
executed them.
I came out of Mexico here-I think this was in the early part of OctoIber-I picked up a paper, the Snn Antonio Light. as I now recall it,
and there was a Washington dispatch in which they said that Juan
Barragan, the chief of staff of the Carranza army, was credited with
making a statement that it was now discovered that the persons who
had committed this robber" were employees of the company, and they
had already executed two of their own soldiers for it.
The CIr.uin'ax. What became of the lieutenant colonel?

Was he

arrested?
Mr. Doxono. The lieutenant colonel and two of the men were still
in jail, being held there when I left. I never heard what became of
them.
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The CHAIRMAN. But the two men who had confessedMr. Doxolo. They confessed not only to their own participation in
it but also implicated the lieutenant colonel. They said he was the
man in charge.
The CIIAIRMAN. And their mouths were closed by the firing squad?
Mr. Dorollo. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned the name of Juan Barragan. He
was chief of staff of the Mexican Army?
Mr. Doxono. Yes; I know him personally.
The CHAIRMAN. DO you have occasion to remember seeing him particularly?
Mr. Doono. Why, I have several reasons for remembering Juan
Barragan-one in particular. While I was in Mexico City I was
in an American cafd one night-incidentally, the same caf6 in which
the Jack Johnson episode occurred-when Barragan came in with
two other Carrancista officers, sat down at a table, and there were
perhaps 150 persons in the caf6 at the time, men and women, and
the waitresses were exceedingly busy, and he didn't get waited upon
quite as quickly as he evidently thought he should, and he took his
riding crop and pounded it on the table until he attracted the attention of everyone in the room, and called to one of the waitresses who
was at that time waiting on a table where there were four ladies seated,
right next to him, and he called out " Don't you know who I am? "
The girl looked over at him, and said, yes; she knew who he was, and
that she would wait on him just as soon as she served these ladies.
He then took his fist and pounded it on the table and said, "When I
come in here to this ' Gringo ' "-it was not a Gringo joint, but that
is what he meant--" When I come in here and ask for service," he
"I don't expect you to wait on anybody until you wait on me."
"says
Well
the girl, although she was a Mexican, was a little bit spunky
about it, and she said, " General, I will wait on you just as soon as I
serve these ladies." And she brought the ice cream, or whatever it
was she was serving the women, and a moment later came up and took
his order. He ordered some ice cream, as did the other two officers
with him and sat there frowning and tapping his riding crop on the
table, and a moment later this girl brought the ice cream to him, and
he reached over and took hold of the back of her neck like that [illustrating] and picked the ice cream up and just slammed the dish of ice
cream in her face in the presence of all these people.
The CHAIRMAN. There are occasionally pleasant trade excursions
from this country into the Republic of Mexico along the railroads,
are there not?
Mr. DoNOHo. Yes. There were three such parties came to Mexico
City while I was there.
The CHAIRMsAN. Did you have any reason to observe the preiparations made for the reception of the committees before they reached
the city
Mr. DoNoHO. I did; yes. It was a matter of common knowledge
by the Mexicans that the Carrancista Government was putting forth
every effort to create the impression among the American visitors,
and especially the delegations from Chambers of Commerce and
other civic organizations who came to Mexico City, that the Car-

ranza forces were absolutely in charge of everything and that while
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there might be a few scattering bands of rebels out through the country everything was going along fine. On the three occasions of
which I speak that the chamber-I don't recall now from whence
they came-but they always were met at Laredo, Tex., by a delegation of Carrancista officers, and with an armored train in front-that is, an engine with a box car with sheet iron over it-were
brought straight through to Mexico City. Then they went up the
street, either in automobiles or walking, literally thousands of beggars that one sees on the streets of Mexico City at.the present timethe police always went about two blocks in advance, or three, and
herded these beggars all off the street, so that one wouldn't get a
bad impression. Moreover, during the six or seven months that I
was there, and when these various committees or excursionists, or
whatever you might call them, were there, they never were taken,
to my knowledge, off of-well, they were brought up the principal
street of Mexico City, and usually taken out to the Castle of Chapultepee, but aside from that they were not taken about the city.
h'lat is absolutely the only street in Mexico City that one can travel
with any degree of comfort. They, however, managed to keep
Avenida Juarez and Calle Francisco I. Madero up pretty well, but
the other streets, you might say, are almost impassable. Then these
men were taken, after they were banqueted and surrounded by Carrancista officers always, and sent right straight back down the line
again to the United States, and they didn't know any more about
Mexico after they left than they would if they stayed in San Antonio
as to the real conditions of Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee, through its official investigators,
has been receiving telegrams and letters reporting the exodus of Mexican workingmen from the Republic of Mexico, particularly from the
States of Jalisco, Michoacan, San Luis Potosi, Aguascalientes, as
well as the border States, the Mexicans coming over now, ait the
present time, from day to day, clandestinely as well as through the
ports, not by the hundred but by the thousands. The investigators
of the committee and the officers of the United States Government
along the border, at the request of the committee, have been taking the affidavits of these Mexicans as to the cause of their leaving Mexico at the present time. This exodus has taken place since
this committee held its meetings alog the border of San Antonio and
other places in Texas. It has grown to such exceedingly great proportions within the last few days that it has been the cause of telegraphic reports from the sources which I have mentioned. The purport of the statement which is made by practically all of these Mexican citizens, workingmen, to our officials and to the investigators of
this committee, is to this effect: They had very little work; only received from 25 to 50 cents a day, and had only a few days' work in a
month; thatt the hacendados could not plant, for the reason that they
had been cleaned out by the Carrancistas and Villistas, and had no
oxen, horses, or mules left; that if they had money it would do them
no good to produce crops, for either the rebels or the Carrancistas
would take them as soon as they were ready to gather; that it was the
general opinion of everyone that another revolution about election
time was pending and that to escape it, and for the other reasons
given they concluded to come here, where they had heard good prices
were being paid for their work and where they would have guaranties.
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Tncidlentally, there has also been called to the attention of the com.
mittee a decree of President Carranza directed to the governors of the
States warning them that unless they were able to prevent the exodus
of workingmen from Mexico he would prevent it with military forces.
Now, from your knowledge of Mexico and your travels through
the interior, necessarily, insome portions of the agricultural district
of Tanmaulipas and \iera Cruz, can you give the committee any
information throwing light upon the true conditions there as to
whether these Mexican workingmen are telling the truth now about
those conditions?
Mr. I)oxsono. I know nothing as to the conditions in Jalisco and
the other States you mentioned; that is, virtually nothing, except
from hearsay. I did know, personally, however, of conditions in the
States of Vera\('ruz and 'l anaulipns. I may ramble a little bit
in this statement.
The C. u.~natIN. Well, describe, for instance, some one trip you
have made and what you observed.
I)oxono. I could describe many trips, Senator. But just take
one instance: I rode a two-day trip on horseback from the San
Fernando district to Tuxpam. That is the richest agricultural district in the whole of southern Mexico. Although I had never made
that particular trip before, I knew from my investigation and study
of the State that that wvas true, that it was a rich agricultural district.
I knew that many of the persons from whom we leased lands had
prosperous farms in that particular district. This trip of which
I speak was taken--well, I have been over there three times, but the
first trip of which I speak was taken along in this last June, 1919.
The CHAIRMAN. Which would be, ordinarily, I suppose, about the
height of the crop season I
Mr. DoxoHo. Just about. I took a Mexican guide from San
Iernndo to show me the trail. He suggested that it would be well
for us to take some provisions. I said, " We don't want to carry any
provisions along with us. We will just stop, as I always do, out in
the country and stay with the people, and eat right with tile people."
"Well," he says, ' Senor, you will not find any people." And I
rather laughed at it. It seemed so absolutely incredible to me. But
nevertheless we did take some provisions; I'left that matter to him.
And I want to make this statement without any qualification, that
we rode for two days through absolutely the richest agricultural
district in Mexico, with the prettiest little farms that one could inm,gine, and passed village after village, and passed cornfields where
everything had been burned, and every time we would come to a
little farmhouse or to a little village I would go up and try to
arouse some one, and during that whole two days ride we didn't
see a single solitary living soul.
Now, the same conditions obtained, virtually, in the Anona district. The city of Anona is a very pretty little plac up on the
mountain, but in tile valleys about Anona it is a rich agricultural
district. But on the four occasions that I was in Anona-I would
go there and pay rentals, or on business connected with the company; I would know the people that I wanted to find-I found the
natives-if you would go and inquire for a man, where lhe was,
why was he not on his farm. why, they simply said that they didn't

,Mr.
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know: and sometimes I would have to spend as much as a week at
a tinei just staying there until I could will the confidence of those
people to find out where those people were hiding, with the result
that I found that virtually all the owners of these rich agricultural
lands had simply nbaiidoied their farms and had gone to hiding in
the mountains. "After I found out where they were and iuanaged
to find them. I talked with them and found that they were sitndip
hiding in fear of their lives, and their constant complaint was that
"in thie first place, we are afraid that the Government troops will
come into the district and kill us: and. in the second place, those of
us who have been so foolhardy as to go allhead and raise crops, the
Government troops have come in and taken what of the crops
they wanted and have burned the rest. and there was no incentive
in 'the world." In the Balncazar district. over near Taunhuijo, I
fotlnd the Governtment had posted notices, adopting the plan that
was adopted in Cilhai hy Weyler. of a concentration camp, and they
had lnd' IneBlcrizar a concentn tion camp. Ilalcazar is also in a
rich agricultural district. But in that. beautiful city-nndl it is a
hautifuil city-there were anywhere from one to a ilozen families
crowded into every house in the village. There was no chance to
get a room, and I slept out in the rain, as I quite well recall-just
lay down under a tree. There
was no chance in the world to get
a room. Now. this edict that had been issued by the military governor of that particuhular district did not even permit the men--it
simply said that if any of these men were found outside the confines of Balcazar they" wbuld be hunted down and shot. as rebels,
and it didn't even permit them in the daytime to go out to their
surrounding cornfields and plant their corn, and the people were
absolutely on the verge of starvation. There was nothing coming
in: the Government was not furnishing any food for them. I stayed
there three lays, and during that time I managed to get a few tortillas and frijoles; that is all. There was no meat; they had eaten
up all the chickens, and there were no eggs; there were no cows-there was absolutely nothing.
The CHAIRMAN. Now you have very interestingly described what
you have seen in going through the country in the way of devastation,
destruction of crops, houses, and so forth. Did you ever witness
the entrance of any Carranza government soldiers into any of those
little towns yourself I
Mr. Doxonio. I did, on two occasions; one at the city of Anona,
of which I speak, and the other at a place away ip on the Panuco
River, called El Higo. I happened to be present when attacks were
made on both of those places.
The CH .tlMAN.
What occurred at Anona, for instance?
Mr. Doxono. I had been there for something over two weeks.
Two days before the attack occurred a Scandinavian, I think he
was-I can't recall his name-it seems to me it was Jensen-that
was the first time I met him-he was working for one of the oil
companies. He had come in and we were stopping at the home of
Juan Cobas-or rather, the home of his widow, for Juan had been
killed. Now that, Senator, is supposed to be in a rebel district.
What I mean is that the Carrancistas have no garrison there. On
the other hand, Manuel Pelaez's men were very strong in that
district.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did they have a garrison there?
Mr. DoNoHo. No, not at Anona. Col. Rebate, who was under

Manuel Pelaez--that was his district.

The CHAIRMAN. But he had no garrison there?
Mr. DONOHO. He had no garrison there. Absolutely none.

The

nearest garrison he maintained was 17 miles from there. The Carrancistas never venture into that district unless they come in in
considerable forces. This man Jensen--I might mention, however,
that there were two boys, the sons of Cobas, one of whom was 14
and the other 16--just boys in years and boys in appearance. In
back of their home there was a little cornfield down in the valley.
As I told you, Anona is up in the mountains, but there is a little
flat space there where they worked a little cornfield. During the
two weeks or more I was there these boys had worked every day
in the cornfield. They were supporting their mother and one younger
brother 2 or 3 years old, and three sisters. I had never seen any
of the boys with a gun. I had never seen any armed men in the
city, excepting on Friday which was market day, when people
would come from all over the country. I did on two occasions there
during that three weeks meet and had occasion to talk at some length
with Col. Rebate. He came in with some of his troops, about 60
and stayed virtually all day Friday, on market day. He invited
me to a ball, incidentally, and I attended the ball, about 17 miles
from there. On this day of which I speak Jensen and myself were
sitting on the front porch, it was about 8 o'clock in the afternoon,
on the front porch of this house, right on one of the principal streets,
when he heard a firing, and Carrancista troops, about 300 in number,
came in from three sides. They attacked from three sides. If
there were any rebels in town I didn't know it. There may have
been, but at any rate there were not a great number of young men
in the town. What few young men and middle aged men there were,
however, beat it for the brush as fast as they could, and some 12
or 14 men were killed by the Carrancistas. They came in firing indiscri. 'nately, and the colonel rode up with about 12 or 15 officers
and stopped on this particular corner. He saw us sitting over on
the porch, and spurred his horse over to within just a few feet of
us, and there was a kind of shadow cast there; I judged at the time
that he rode over close enough to see that we were foreigners, and
the firing was still going on all over town, and I spoke to him, and
he didn't answer at all, and just then these two boys came out of
the house onto the front porch. The colonel turned to one of his
officers and pointed with his riding crop to these two boys and he says,
" Hang those two rebels," and the boys stood as though they were
stupefied, and a couple of men jumped off their horses and came in
onto the porch and grabbed these two boys.
I walked out into the road and introduced myself to the colonel.
I says, " Colonel, I am a stranger; I have no intention and no desire
to interfere in your affairs, but," I said, "I thought perhaps yot
would welcome some information about this matter." I said, "It
was dark in there, and maybe you didn't see that those were just
boys." I says, "Those are not. rebels." And I called his attention
to the fact that I had been there for something over two weeks, and
that during the whole of that time these boys had been working
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in the cornfield, supporting their mother and sisters, excepting the
days that they rode with me out into the mountains hunting some
people I was trying to find"; and he used a little complimentary
language toward me, as a Gringo, and turned to one of his officers-by the way, though, Jensen came out and joined me just about that
time, and hlie said, "Yes, Colonel; I have been here two days, and,"
he said, "there haven't been any rebels in town since I have been
here." He said, "These two boys are just kids, just working here.
supporting their family." And the colonel's face flushed up, and
he jerked his horse around and leaned his head over sideways and
called back as he started away-lie called back to the lieutenant that
he had left in charge. He says, "Hang those two rebels, and if
those tw Gringos have any more to say about it, hang them to the
saune pole." Well, we didn't have any more to say about it. Thee
hung the younger boy first, and they botched the job pretty badly;
they didn't make a hangman's noose at all just threw a rope around
his neck, and the way they hanged him it took quite a little while
before he died.
The CHAIRMAN. He died of strangulation?
Mr. Doxoino. Yes. And the older brother, 16 years old, stood there
and watched him, and then he walked up to this group of six or seven
men, and commenced cursing then and called them butchers, and he
said, "You can't even hang a man decently," and he took the rope
and made a hangman's noose and put it around his own neck, and
they jerked him up on the pole, and hanged him.
I didn't see anything of that kind at El Higo. I saw three women
killed at El Higo when the Carrancistas came in there. Oh, I was
about to overlook something at Anona. They gathered all the old
women and the little children and told them to leave the city and
not come back, to go off into the mountains or any place they wanted
to, but that they were going to burn the city, and not to come back,
under penalty of being illed. They gathered the young women and
girls up in a group; I didn't count them, but I judge perhaps there
were 120 or 130 of them, and on four different buildings in the citythey set fire then to all the buildings in the city. Of course the only
thing that would burn was the roof. They set fire to every building,
and on the walls of four buildings they posted a placard addressed
to the rebels of the Anona district in which they said that "We have
driven your old men, women, and children into the mountains and
we are taking your young women and girls to turn over to the Carrancista garrison at Los Naranjos." Whether they did that or not
I am not in position to say, although when I got back to headquarters some two weeks later and went up to Tuxpam, I heard from
a dozen different sources that the report was all over Tuxpam that
Anona had been attacked and burned-they didn't know, of course,
that I had been there-and that the women had been turned over to
the Carrancista garrison at Los Naranjos. That was the only instance of that kind that came under my personal observation. I saw
those things, and I saw those posters, and I was very strongly tempted
to tear down one and bring it with me, but I thought it would-be a
little dangerous, and didn't attempt to do it. On two occasions
aside from that that same report came from other districts, that that
had been done, but as to whether there was any truth in it I am not
in position to say.
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The CHAIR3SAN. What was the date of this occurrence at Anona,
aplproximately ?

Mr. Doxoo. .My best judgment would be that it was some time
Inst .August, 1010;.perhaps along the first part of August.
The CHAIRRMAN. Then the condition that you found the agricultural district in there, and the want and scarcity of foodstuffs t and
so forth, would indicate that the statement issued by the Mexicans
who are now coming into the United States at this immediate time,
with reference to similar conditions existing in their own districts
may be, and likely is, true
AMr. Doxono. That would be my impression, Senator. And may
I make a. statement, Senator? I don't know that it is at all pert.
nent, but I want to say, or to go on record as saying, that I have
not a cent's worth of interest in Mexico. The Mexican people as a
whole, as I met them out in the interior, the .Mexican farmers the
small shopownes, the Mexicans in general. side from the military
people that I have met, the Government people-I have never met
a kindlier, more lovable people in my life than they are. I have
.had Mexican boys and grown men, when I have gone into a district
where I didn't know the way where I wanted to go, who have vol.unteered to go with me, and have ridden one or two days on horseback with me, and when I would ask them, " How much do I owe
you for it?" they would say " Pues, nada, Senfor."
The CHAIRMAN. " Nothing"?
Mr. Doxono. "Nothing. " I don't want anybody to get the impression that I am interested. I was simply working for an oil
company; that is true; but I had absolutely no interest in it, I have
no interest now, and did not have at that tune. I wa.s simply working for them, and was trying to learn what real conditions were,
for my own benefit.
The CHAIRMAN. With reference to the statement you have made
concerning the Mexican people, the committee are glad to have you
go on record in that way, and the chairman is very glad to be able,
after 85 years living among those people and in very intimate association with them, to say that he can corroborate, from his own judgment,everything you have said with reference to the Mexican people
themselves, and possibly might corroborate some things with reference to the Carranza military officers.
Mr. DoxoHo. I venture to say that I have had as many as-well,
just to be conservative I will venture to say that I have had 200
Mexicans, men and women, in various parts of the country say to
me with reference to existing conditions in Mexico, " Senlor Donoho,
we are ignorant people; we don't know very muce. about what your
country intends to do,but you folks have had a thousand times more
reason to come into Mfexico and afford us some sort of relief than
you did have to go into Cuba, and yet you don't do it." Now, some
of those are Spaniards. A great many of the storekeepers in the
small towns in Mexico are Spaniards. Both Spaniards and Mexicans have said that to me, many, many times.
The CHAIRMAN. If the very enterprising newspaper men who are
present happen to get your name, you will be aware of the fact that
it was not the committee that mentioned it.'
Mr. DoxoHo. Well, being a newspaper man myself, and having
been a. newspaper man for a good many years, I'would like to ask
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as a courtesy that the newspaper men--I told the Senator that I
was perfectly willing to come here to Los Angeles and testify concerming mat tes, and instead of testifying in executive session, as I
had intended in the first place I was perfectly willing to testify
so that all of you could hear what I had to say; but I do ask that
if any of you happen to know my name you will refrain from
using it.
The CHAI MAN. It was by inadvertence that the witness, in repeating a statement made to him, used possibly the Mexican pronunciation of his name. The committee request the newspaper men
present not to publish the name. We have a pretty fair suspicion
that there are secret service men of the Mexican Government present and they can exercise their own discretion, as we have nothing
to do with them.
I ask this particularly, as the newspaper men of Los Angeles are
so exceedingly lively, industrious, and anxious for news that my colleague has called my attention to one evidence of their enterprise
as appearing in the Daily Times of Saturday morning in connection with the story published as given by a :Mr. Collins.
ccording to this report, Mr. Collins was heard by a committee yesterday
afternoon, and "Senators Fall and Smith listened to MIr. Collins
with great interest, and said they were not surprised at his state.
ments because they had learned that Mexico had gone the limit to
avail herself of military equipment at about the time this country
went into the war," and so forth. If this committee had a meeting
yesterday afternoon, Senator Smith and myself must have been
dreaming, because we did not know it. If 'ir. Collins appeared
at that time or at any time before this committee, we must have
been still in a daze, because we have no recollection of it and the
record does not show it. I merely mention this in connection with
the request just made.
Senator SMnTH. I do not know whether Senator Fall knew about
this meeting. I know I did not. I don't know Mr. Collins; I don't
know who made the report; but I know that the committee was
not in session on yesterday afternoon, and no such testimony as reported has been heard by the committee from any source, so far
as I know.
The CI
aIRIAx. It is immaterial, but interesting as showing the
enterprise of the newspapers.
Mr. Doxono. I just want to volunteer a statement, that as between the so-called rebels and the government troops in Mexico
to-day, I think I know personally virtually every American in the
oil fields, and I never yet have met any Amercan, any Englishman or Qerman or any other foreigner in Mexico who from
time to time has had occasion to travel out through the interior
where it was part of their duty to do so but what have told me that
their observation has been the same as mine, and that although I
have sometimes carried as high as $17,000 in gold out in the interior
I never have felt any hesitancy whatever in going into a district or
into a town that I knew to be held by the so-called rebels. I have had
the personal assurance of Glen. Manuel Pelaez, Col. Rebate, and
a host of so-called leaders in the south that they would issue instructions that no American was to be bothered either as to their life or
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property, and with the exception of the one instance of which I
speak, when a half-drunken man violated that order, with me they
never bothered. On the other hand, we have ridden one or two or
three days out of our way in order to go around a town that we
knew to be held government troops.
The CHAIRMAN'. Well, sir, we are under obligations to you for
the statement which you have made, and thank you very much.
There is a witness who desires to be heard in executive session. The
committee will go into executive session, and you will kindly let
us have the room.
(Room cleared, with exception of committee, staff, and witness.)

PBIDAY, MAROH 19, 1920.

FEDERAL BUImWINo,
San Antonio, Tex.
Oral testimony and depositions of Melquiades Ortiz, S. E. Rix,
Roscoe C. Burbank, Thomas Hart, M. L. Osborn, O. Campa, V. V.
Bryant, W. J. Lewis, witnesses appearing before W. M. Hanson, Esq.,
duly authorized by the subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign
Relations, United States Senate, to take testimony in the investigation
of Mexican affairs, the following testimony being taken in the office
of the Immigration Service, in the Federal building, San Antonio,
Tex.
The witnesses were sworn by Henry L. Oazley, a notary public in
and for Bexar County, Tex., acting in said capacity and as shorthand reporter.
TESTIMONY OF MR. MELQUIADES ORTIZ.
(The witness was duly sworn by the notary public.)
Capt. HANsON. What is your name?
Mr. ORTIz. Melquiades Ortiz.

Capt. HANsoN. What nationality are you, Mexican or American
citizen?
Mr. Owrrz. I am an American citizen born and raised in Texas.
Capt. HANSON. What is your occupation?
Mr. Owniz. I run a labor agency.
Capt. HANsoN. Are you engaged in-shipping Mexican labor to
the interior?
Mr. Owrz. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANSON. How many have you shipped during the last month,
more or less?
Mr. Ornz. I don't know.
(The witness displayed inability to comprehend English sufficiently
to testify without an interpreter, and therefore Mr. F. B. Parker was
sworn by the notary to well and truly interpretquestions propounded
into Spanish and the answers of the witness into English, and thereupon the witness testified through the interpreter as follows:)
Capt. HANsoN. How many Mexicans have you shipped during the
last month, more or less?
Mr. OrrTz. About 150 men; that is all I sent.
Capt. HANSON. What per cent of those handled by you have you
talked to as to why they came to this country?
47 6--20-vOL 2---22
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Mr. OaTiz. About 20 or 30. They said they haven't got anything
to do in Mexico,
Capt. HANsoN. It has been stated by, certain people and through a
portion of the press that certain Americans in Mexico and along the
border have been engaged in inducing these people to come to this
country for the purpose of exploiting them, and have led them to
believe that they would receive high wages, etc. Now, I will ask you
to make a statement as to just what reason these people you have
handled came here, and whether they claim or stated that anyone importuned them to come, or assistel them in any way, and in substance just what they told you with reference to' this matter.
Mr. OI1TZ. I don't know nothing about that. All I do is to go
from my office outside to get these men up and send them out to work.
They have never said to me that big wages would be paid to them if
they would come here or not. They have no work in their own country and they came here to get work: nobody has induced them to
come.
(Capt. lANso. Well, now, what did they state to you were the conditions in their States that caused them to come to this country?
Mr. Onriz. They told me that they came here because there was no
i6rk nd they couldn't make a living; and there are a great many
that I send off without collecting from because they haven't got the
money; they are destitute.
Capt. HANso. Did they tell you anything about a great many
children of the poor people being naked, having no clothes?
Mir. ORTIz. No; they haven't.
Capt. HANSON. How did they cross the river?
Ornzs. I don't know.
Capt. HANsoN. Did they state to you that anyone from this side
of the river assisted them to cross or had anything to do with their
coming to this country?
Mr. ORTiZ. NO.
Capt. HANSON. Have you any agents in Mexico soliciting these
people to come to this side?
Mr. Onrrz. No, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. Do you do any advertising in Mexico to bring them
to this side?
Mr. Owriz. No, sir; only here in San Antonio.
Calit. HANSON. What are the general conditions in the section of
the country, in Mexico, from which these people come?
Mr. Osriz. What they have told me is that they have.come to look
for work here because they can not get anything to do in Mexico.
I don't know how the general conditions are in Mexico.
Capt. HANSON. What, if any, information did you obtain from
these people as to why they were unable to obtain work in Mexico?
Mr. Orriz. They have told me that Mexico is no good, because
they can not get work, and if they do get work they get such small
wages that they can not live on it or buy their grub with it.

M'r.

TESTIMONY OF MR. S. E. RIX.
(The witness was duly sworn by the notary public.)
Capt. HANsoN. What is your name
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Mr. RIx. S. E. Rix.
('apt. Ilaxsox. What is your nationality?

MAr. Rix. Irish.

Capt. HANsoN. Well, you are an American?

Mr. Rix, Yes, sir.
('apt. HANsoN. Where were you born, Mr. Rix?
Mr. Rix. Down here in Live Oak County, Tex., about 90 miles be:
low here.
Capt. HANsON. What is your occupation?
MIr. RIx. I run a labor agency here.
('apt. HANsoN. Have you any employees in Mexico?
3Mr. Rix. No, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. Are you engaged in shipping Mexican labor to the
interior?
Rix. No, sir; only in the State.
(apt. ANsox. VWell. that is what I mean.
1r. Rix. Yes, sir.
(apt. HlANso . IHow many have you shipped since, for instance,
the 1st of February, more or less?
Mr. Rix. Oh, I don't know; some two or three hundred I guess.
('apt. HANsox. Can you furnish a list of those shipped out and
those on file to ship out I

.Mr.

Ir. Rix. Yes, sir.

(apt. ITANsox. Have you it with you?
Mr. Rix. I haven't it with me: no, sir.
('apt. II.xsos. You can get it?
Mills, and I
Mr. Rix. Yes, sir; I can show it. The inspector, IMr.
were looking at it yesterday evening.
Calit. tl.aNsox. What per cent of those ,you handled have yolu
talked to as to why they came to this country?
Mr. Rix. Quite a few of them, sir.
Capt. Ha.xsox. It has been said by certain people and through
the press that certain Americans in Mexico and along the border
have been engaged in inducing these people to come to this country
for the purpose of exploiting them. and have led them to believe they
,omild receive fabulous prices for their work. Now, I will ask you
to make a statement as to about just what reason these people gave
.ou for coining here, and whether they claimed or stated that anyone
had importuned them to come and, in substance, just what they
told you with reference to this matter?
MI'. R:.,. Why, there was none of them told me that anyone induced then to come here at all. They said that they had come here.
hunting work, that there wasn't anything in Mexico for them to do,
and whlit they did do there they only got 25 cents a day for, and they
couldn't live on it, and that was the reason they came helre-hunting
work.

Capt. HANSON. Did they tell you anything about the general conditions in their State?
Mr. Rix. Why, yes, sir. They would lead a person to believe that
it is bad; they can get absolutely nothing to do over there; what
little they could get to do they only paid them-they told me that
the rich 'people over there, the rich Mexicans, only paid them 25
cents a day, and they would have to live on it. That is lust the state-
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ment as they gave it to me, that the rich ones over there only paid
them 25 cents a day and they couldn't live over there.
Capt. HIssox. Well, those rich people, did they state whether they
were officials of the Government?
Ar.lRx. They did not; no, sir.
Capt. HANso.. Did any of them state to you the condition of their
families with reference to clothing, and food, etc.?
Mr. RIx. Why, no sir-only sometimes when they get here. and I
handled them when they get here, they have absolutely nothing at all,
or anything to eat and no clothing only just what they are dressed in,
and they just haven't got anything and they say that is all they
have got.
Capt. HAIso,. 1Well, now, what did they tell you with reference to
how they crossed the rlver?
Mr. Rix. Well, I have asked several of them-I asked one in particular. I think there were five or six ina bunch, they were signing the
other morning to go to the railroad, and I asked them, I says to one
of them in particular-are your feet wet, did you get your feet wet ?
He says, " No; I got wet all over."
Capt, IHANsoN. Your understanding is, though, that the skiff men
at Laredo bring them over instead of them coming over on the bridge.
isn't it. from their statements?
Mr.
No, sir. I understand that they infer by that that they
swim the river. I have had some of them tell me that they were held
up on the other side by guards.
Capt. HAssox. Government guards?
Mr. RIx. I suppose so; they didn't say Government guards"i uardas mochos," and they would take about half of the money they
had from them and would turn them down and turn them over to
somebody else, and he would turn them over to somebody else, and
they would cross the river, and then when they got on this side somebody else would run into them and take everything else they had-I
have had two or three of them tell me that they absolutely would take
these Mexican blankets away from them.
Capt. Hassox. Was that on this side or the other side?
Mr. Rix. Both sides. When they didn't have the money to pay
them, or anything like that they would take their blankets, some of
them would come here-one came here with a cap on, and he said
they had taken his hat off, taken it for part pay.
Capt. HANSON. For crossing them over?
Mr. Rtx. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. Where did they claim they were depredated on--on
this side of the river, in Laredo, Tex., before they left there coming
this way?
Mr.Rlx. No; I couldn't answer that; I didn't ask them that; but
I suppose either above or below Laredo, I don't know; but laughing
with them and running on, talking to them, that is what they would
say.
Capt. HANsoN. Well, did anyone state to you that anyone on this
side of thq river assisted them in crossing the river.or had anything
to do with their coming into this country?
Mr. RIx. Not sir; I asked that question two or three times; and
there are some in the office now that are going to leave to-night, and

Raix.
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they told me they just came hunting work, and that was all; that
nobody advertised for them; they came just because they wanted toI asked some of them I had in the office last night and this morning.
Capt. HANON. What portion of Mexico are these men from that
you talked with?
MIr. Rix. Well, sir, I couldn't tell you; they are from all parts of
Mexico.
Capt. HANSOx. Now, can you mention what States any of them
are from?
Mr. Rix. No, sir; I couldn't; I didn't ask them.
Capt. HANsoN. kMost of them came from the interior, did they?
Mir. Rix. Yes, sir; they are from the interior. I never asked
them anything like that.
Capt. HANson. In your conversation with these people coming out
of .Mexico, what, if any, statements have they made indicating that
there was an unsettled political condition which influenced the industrial conditions or their ability to get employment?
Mr. Rix. They say they can't do anything over there; if one side
doesn't take it away from them the others will, and they don't know
one from the other; sometimes they don't know the Carranza people
from the Villa people; they can have nothing; it is taken away from
them-if they get a few dollars and clothing or anything, a bunch
of those bandits will come along and take it away from them-they
told me that the Carranza people are worse than the Villa people.
I have had several of them tell me that the Villa people would leave
them something to eat, but the Carranza people will take it all. I
have had them tell me that-they said the Villa people would divide
with them, but the Carranza people wouldn't; they, would take it all.
Capt. HANsoN. From the statements you have just made I infer
that the property owners themselves have given up any attempts to

farm-

Mir. Rix. To do anything.
Capt. HANsoN. Their properties or to raise crops, for the reason
that when they get these crops to the point of harvesting that they
are taken away from them by some one or other of the armed factions
in Mexico?
Mr. Rix. Yes, sir; that is just exactly what these poor working peopie who come here say; several of them I have talked with, some of
them I haven't talked to, but they say they couldn't raise anything;
when the corn got up to roasting ears or anything like that, they
would come along and cut it down and take it away; take it off.
Capt. HANsoN. And for that reason the big landowners themselves
have abandoned any attempts to raise crops?
Mir. Rix. "Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsON. And for that reason these people have been thrown
out of employment?
Mr. Rix. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANSON. And can not get employment?
Mr. Rlx. Yes, sir; and for that reason they have come over here.
Capt. HANsON. Do you know approximately how many of these
people have come from Mexico during the last 50 or 60 days?
Mr. Rix. I don't know how many; I couldn't guess at that; goodne.s, there have been so many; there have been several thousand, I
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know; I suppose there are something like a thousand or fifteen hundred in the city now; last night the street and alley places there were
crowded; you couldn't get up or down the street at all.
Capt. HANSON. Now, from what they have told you, do you anticipate there will be more to come?
Mr. Rix. Oh, yes. You can go from here to Laredo and you will
find every fifty to a hundred yards 5 and 10 in bunches coming afoot,
besides what are coming in trucks and have money to pay their fares.
Capt. HANSON. And the same thing exists, I suppose, on all the
roads leading into San Antonio from the border?
Mr. Rix. Yes, sir. Now, I had a friend who went from here to
Laredo the other day; he came back and stopped at the office as he
came in-a boy that was raised with the family-and he says, "I
never saw so many," he says; "there will be 500 in here to-night,"
he says; "every 100 yards I say 15, 15 or 20 in a bunch," he says;
"they have a trail beat out that deep along the railroad track"
[indicating].
Capt. HANsoN. Now, what is the general character of these people?
Mr. RIx. What do you mean?
Capt. HANsoN. Well, as to being peaceable and law abiding, as to
whether they have come here for a well-meaning purpose or otherwise?
Mr. Rux. Well, I couldn't answer that at all; I suppose the majority
of them come here for honest purposes, to work and to make a
living; but still, at the same time, you couldn't overlook the fact that
there is a lot of them liable to come here for anything-this low
class of people you can not guess them at all, they can't write their
own name and don't know a thing in the world, and there are some
pretty well-educated people, there are some right down at the office
right now that are well-educated people, and I can't do nothing for
them there.
Capt. HANSON. Well, in times past these people that you speak of
as well-educated and high-class must have been prosperous and well
to do people in Mexico?
Mr. Rix. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANSON. And have lost their property through heavy
charges placed on them by taxation and otherwise by the officials
of Mexico?
Mr. RIx. Yes, sir.- Some of them might come up here and talk
to you-one of them is a stenographer and well educated, you may
get a whole lot of information from them.
Capt. HANsoN. He is here?
Mr. Rix. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANSON. Seeking a position?
Mr. Rix. Well, he is just fooling around the office there, he asked
for a position, and he didn't know where to go.
Capt. HANSON. Is he from the interior?
Mr. Rix. I don't know. I never asked him.
TESTIMONY OF MR. ROSCOE 0. BMRBANK.
(Witness was duly sworn by the notary public.)
Capt. HANSON. What is your name?
Mr. BURBANK. Roscoe C. Burbank.
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Capt.HANsoN. You are a member of the firm of the Garza Labor
AMr. BUBANK. Yes, sir.

Capt. HANSON. What is your nationality?
Mr. BURBANK. American.
Capt. HANsON. Where were you born?
Mr. BURBANK. Laredo, Tex.
Capt. HANsoN. And your occupation?
Mr. BuetiANK. Railroad conductor.
Capt. HANSOM. No; but your occupation is labor agent now,
isn't it?
Mr. BURBANK. Yes, sir; labor agent.

Capt. HANSON. Are you engaged in shipping Mexican labor to the
interior?
Mr. BURBANK. Interior, where?
Capt. HANsoN. Well, out of San Antonio?
Mr. BURBANK. Yes, sir.

Capt. HANSON. Have you any employees in Mexico?

Mr. BURBANK.
Capt. HANSON.
Mr. BURBANK.
Capt. HANsoN.

I have not.
Do you do any advertising in Mexico?
I do not.
About how many laborers have you shipped out

Capt.HANsOn.
Mr. IBURBANK.
Capt. HANsON.
Mr. BURBANK.
Capt. HANsoN.
Mr. BURBANK.

From this place?
From this place; yes, sir.
How many did you ship from Laredo?
I don't know sir.
How many did you ship from Houston?

since February 1, say?
Mr. BuEn.BK. Let's see-I shipped the month of February 1,200,
including men, women, and children.

I couldn't say, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. But you have labor agencies, branches in each one
of those cities?
Mr. BURBANK. Yes, sir; branches in Laredo, and one in Houston.
Capt. HANSON. How many did you ship in March?

Mr. BURBANK. In March? I haven't figured it up, Captain.

Capt. HANSON. Well, approximately, how many?
Mr. .BURBANK. Well, I have shipped about 500--450 or 500, some-

where along there.
Capt. HANSON. How did you get in touch with these people-you
say you employ no people in Mexico to line them up?
1r. BURBANK.

o, sir.

Capt. HANsON. Or advertise for them?
Mr. BURBANK. NO, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. How did they get to your office here, how did you
get in touch with them?
Mr. BURBANK. Well Captain they make the rounds of the different offices in San Anonio ana wherever you offer them the best
proposition, and they think you are telling the truth in regard to
wages and where they are going, and so on, they will stay right there.
They make the rounds of every office in San Antonio, you can see
them in bunches, they have what they call a leader a man who has
been in this country before, and he is the one that brings them oversometimes they come in bunches of 15, 16, 18, and 20; there is just
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one man as the leader, a labor agent can pick out the leader, they
are just like a bunch of sheep, if you can get the leader they will
follow him right on.
Capt. HANsoN. And these leaders are the ones who have been in
this country before?
Mr. BURANK. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANSON. And they are the ones that are piloting these men
to your office?
Mr. BURBANK. Yes, isr.
Capt. HANSON. Seeking employment?
Mr. BURBANK. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsON. Do they bring them from Mexico?
Mr. BURBANK. They bring them right over from Mexico, right
from their own pueblo-their own town-like if you see bunches of
16 or 18 they don't want to separate, they want to go together, and
if you can't send them together they don't want to go.
Capt. HANSON. These people, the leaders, are they employed by
any one?
Mfr. BURBANK. NO, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. They just assist their friends to get work?
Ir. BURBANK. Yes, sir.

Capt. HANSON. Do these people get a rake off?
Mr. BURBANK. NO, sir.
Capt. HANSON. Or do they charge anything?
Mr. BURBANK. Well, I don't know; I couldn't say.
Capt. HANsoN. Not to your knowledge
Mr. BURBANK. Not to my knowledge.
Capt. HANSON. Well, what per cent of those handled by you have
you talked to as to why they came to this country?
Mr. BURBANK. Well, I don't know, I never asked them.
Capt. HANsoN. You did not talk to them?
Mr. BRBANK. No, sir.
Capt. HANSON. It has been stated by certain people and through
a portion of the press that certain Americans in Mexico and along
the border have been engaged in inducing these people to come to
this country for the purpose of exploiting them, have led them to
believe that they would receive fabulous wages etc., for their work.
Now, I will ask you to make a statement as to what these people gave
you for coming here, and whether they claimed or stated that any one
importuned them to come, and, in substance, just what they told
you in reference to this matter
Mr. BURBANK. I haven't asked them, Captain; I don't know.
Capt. HANsoN. You did not ask them anything about the conditionst
Mr. BURBANK. I never have; no, sir; never have.
Capt. HANsoN. You did not ask them where they came from?
Mr. BURBANK. NO, sir.
Capt. HANSON. Do you know how they crossed the river?
Mr. BURBANK. No, sir; I don't.
Capt. HANsoN. They made no statement to youth
Mr. BRBANK. No. I never asked them.
Capt. HANsoN. How many do you think have come to San Antonio since the 1st of February up to the present time?
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Mr. BURBANK. Well, I have shipped about 1,600 or 1,700. I
couldn't say how many the other offices have shipped.
You
Capt. HANSON. Well, you can approximate It, can't you
how
about
know
you
here;
been
have
many
how
idea
general
a
have
1
February
of
1st
the
since
hero
in
the business is run how many was
Mr. BIiBANK. It is hard to say, Captain.
Capt. HANsoN. How many are here now, of Mlexicans recently arrived from Mexico?
Mr. BU1IDANK. Well, I only have 20 on my list to send out to.day.
Capt. HANSON. Well, you have your men out around?
Mr. BURBANK. No, sir. I hardly ever leave the office. I have only
one man working for me and he works in the office.
TESTIMONY OF MR. THOMAS HART.
(Witness was duly sworn by the notary public.)
Capt. HANson. What is your name?
Mr. HArr. Thomas Hart.
Capt. HANSON. What is your nationality?
Mr. HART. My nationality? I am an American citizen.
Capt. HANSON. What is your occupation?
Mr. HART. Chauffeur.
Capt. HANsoN. For whom?
Mr. HART. Service car. I am driving a car for Mr. Reyna.
Capt. HANsON. Do you work for Mr. Ortiz, as chauffeur for him,
of the labor aagency?
Mr. HART. Why, he hires my car in the evenings to go up to the
station and deliver eo le.
these MexiCapt. HANsoN. You have talked to a great many of
sending
are
agencies
labor
these
that
Mexico,
of
out
cans coming
to the interior?
Mr.HART. Whnr yes, sir; I have been talking to some of them.
many of them?
Capt. HANsON. Well, to lust a few or a great
Mr. HART. WVell, a few of them; sometimes I sit in the car there
and they go and talk to me, have conversations with me.
and
Capt. HANsoN. You know it has been said by certain people and
through a portion of the press that the Americans in Mexico
Texas
along the border have been inducing these people to come to
led
have
and
them,
exploiting
of
purpose
to this country, for the
them to believe that tby would receive fabulous wages for their
work. Now, I will ask you to make a statement as to just what reason these people that you have talked to gave you for coming here,
and whether they claimed or said that anyone brought them over
here or even induced them to come.
Mr. HAr. Why, this is the way they came here: Some of these
go back
people that came from Mexico to work here, why they they tell
and
work
their
in
money
good
there, and they get pretty
them they make good money here, and that is the way they comepaid
they tell them that they are making good wages out here, are talk;
way these people
good wages, and everything and that is the work
out here, because
why, they are lea . Mexico to come to
Carranza people
the
either
crop
a
up
raise
e
y
they say over there t
or the Villa people will take the crop away from them, and their
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money and everything and don't leave nothing to them; that is
the way it is.
Capt. HANsoN. They state to you then that the conditions where
they came from are very bad and it is impossible for them to make
a living?
Mr. HAR. Yes, sir.

Capt. HANsoN. So that they come to this country to get guaranties
for their life and property?
Mr. HAwr. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. For better wages?
Mr. HART. Yes, sir; because they don't treat them right over there,
they say they don't get work enough to make their living and dress
themselves up.
Capt. HANsoN. Well isn't it a fact that they have said to you on
many occasions that the children of the poor people were naked,"
they didn't even have clothes to wear?
Mr. HART. Yes, sir; I have heard that several times, several of
them told me that.
Capt. HANsoN. That the children didn't have anyMr. HAwr. Didn't have any clothes.
Capt. HANsoN. That they were naked. Just like they came into
the worldY
DMr. HART. Yes, sir; some naked-not all of them, but several
of them.
Capt. HANSON. Do you have any idea as to the number of Mexicans
that have come into this country?
Mr. HARTr. No, sir; I don't know.
Capt. HAssox. Well, are there a great many or quite a few?
iMr. HART. Oh, there are a good many all riglit-there are a good
many have been in here already.
Capt. HANsoN. Would you suppose that there had been as many
as 8,000 or 10 000 who have come from BIexico, out of all the different
points along the border, during the last 60 days?
Mr. HART. Why, there have been a great many, but I don't exactly
know how many, and never paid much attention-but there has been
over 5,000 I think, something like that.
Capt. HANsoN. The city of San Antonio is full of them isn't it?
Mr. HaRT. Oh, yes; there are lots of them here.
Capt. HaNsoN. And there has been for several weeks?
Mr. HAwT. And there has been for several weeks, yes, sir; they
have been looking for jobs, for work, they have sent them out.
Capt. HANSON. Well, from your conversations with them, would
you conclude that there were a great many more coming?
Mr. HART. Yes, sir; that is what they tell me, they tell me some are
coming on the road, walking.
Capt. HANSON. Do they tell you how they cross the river?
Mr. HART. No; they never did tell me.
Capt. HANsoN. Did you hear any of them say that any one from
this side of the river had gotten across or had anything to do with
bringing them into this country?
Mr. Hawr. No, sir; they never did tell me anything.

Capt. HANSON. You did not ask them that question?
Mr. Haw. No, sir; I never did ask them anything like that.
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Capt. HlA.sox. Did you hear them express an opinion or a fear
that there was going to be another revolution down there over the
presidential election, or anything like that?
Mr. HART. Why, sir, I never heard them; they never did say anything about that; they just told me they came here to make their
living better and work, because they can't make their living over
there.
Capt. HANsoN. What reason did they give as to why they believed
they could get better wages and more work here than in Mexico?
Mr. HART. On account of some fellows that go over there from
here-they have money in their pockets and dress themselves better.
Capt. HANsoN. That is, their own people who have been over here
and gone back?
Mr. HAtr. Yes, sir; their own people who have been over here and
gone back there; yes, sir.
TESTIMONY OF MR. M. L. OSBORN.

(The witness was duly sworn by the notary public.)
Capt. HANsoN. What' is your name?
Mr. OsBORN. M. L. Osborn.
Capt. HANsoX. What is your nationality, Mr. Osborn?
Mr. OsBonN. I am an American.
Capt. HANsoN. Where were you born?
Mr. OsBonR. Down here in Oakville, Live Oak County.
Capt. HANsoN. What is your occupation?
Mr. OSBORn.
Labor agent.
Capt. HANSON. You are engaged in shipping Mexican labor.to the
interior?
Mr. OsBoaR. Yes, sir; Mexican labor exclusively, you may say;
very few Americans I ship.
Capt. HANsoN. About how many have you shipped since February 1?
Mr. OSBORN. Why, I don' know.
Capt. HArsoN. Approximately?
Mr. OsnoRN. Oh, about three or four hundred, I guess.
Capt. HAhsoN. Would it be convenient for you to furnish us a
list of those men?
Mr. OsoN. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANson. And the States they are from?
Mr. OssoRN. Yes, sir I can get that book; I don't know whether
I could get the States they are from or not, but more than likely I
can; I will send you a list of it. Do you want the women and children, too?
Capt. HArsON. Yes, sir; all of them.
Mr. OsBonN. All of them? Yes, sir; I will get it out.
Capt. HANsoN. Have you any employees in Mexico looking for
these laborers?
Mr. OsoRN. No, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. Do you do any advertising in Mexico?
Mr. OsBoax. No, sir. No, sir.
Capt. HANSoN. You have nothing to do with those laborers until
after they get to San Antonio, or until after they have crossed the
river?
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Mr. OSBoRN. After they get here to San Antonio, that is all; I
have no one working with me except Garza there in the office; that
is all.
Capt. HANsoN. Well, now, what percentage of those that have
been handled by you and others, that have been around your office,
have you talked to as to why they came to this country?
Mr. OsBoRN. Well, for the last two or three weeks I have talked
to all of them-nearly all of them.
Capt. HANsoN. It has been reported through the press and by
others that certain Americans and others were engaged in bringing
them in here to exploit them. What do you know about that?
Mr. OsBORN. Not a thing in the world.
Capt. HANSON. They have not said anything to you?
Mr. OSORN. No sir. They state right the opposite.
Capt. HANSON. What did they state with reference to that matter?
Mr. OsnoRN. About why they came here?
Capt. HANSON. Yes.
Mr. OsBORN. Well, nearly all the same; they have heard about the
work in the United States in several different ways; that during
these war times we shipped something like aix or seven thousand to
Pennsylvania Railroad Co.; that is, I did myself, to the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.; they went to New York, finally to Philadelphia;
they went to different parts in the North; they made good wages;
they went back to Mexico; they told their people about it; they
came back and I shipped them again-I have shipped the same man
three or four times, that made visits to Mexico, and he came back
and we sent him. i have also made shipments to Michigan Sugar
Co.-San Antonio to Michigan- nd, just to illustrate, there was a
man in my office last week who lives here with his family, and he
said it was the most money that he thought he would ever se; why,
they paid him one time 00 for his work, for him and his family,
and the next time it was 00, and he came back here with $900 clear
money; well, he takes that and goes to Mexico, comes back and
brings some of his comrades and friends, and they take it them.
selves; and it has gotten to be regular talk to come to the United
States and getting good wages. Of course, they don't know but
what this war is still going on, I guess, and labor is going to be
very scarce, thdy think.
Capt. HANsoN. What do they state to you with reference to conditions from whence they comet
Mr. OsBonN. Well, I talked to a good many; they say it is awful
bad.
Capt. HANSON. Well, explain more or less what they have told
you with reference to conditions?
Mr. OssoRN. Well, now, when they lived in the little communities
over there-it seems like a great many of them lived in a small
community-and in these places beans and corn are very high; I
think one of them told me they paid 60 cents a kilo; about that was
the price of beans over there, and they are very high, and there it
takes about $1 a day, and a man with a family, he says it is impossible to get any meat, and they just have to live the very best they
can and starve with hunger, and they live in any manner they can.
One man told me-well, I know this to be a fact, because I read his
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letter-he came over here; lie stole two burros that they loaned him
over there in the State of Guanajuato to do a little hauling; he
stole those two burros and gets to Laredo and then gets to San
Antonio, and when he gets to San Antonio he writes the woman
who owns the burros a letter, asking her to please stop the prosecution. us lie is going to send the money to pay for them, as his family
was starving and lie had to take these burros in order to get to
Laredo and get here, and I mailed that letter for him back to her.
Capt. HLxNsox. Did you hear any of them state anything about
being naked or no clothes to wear ?
3ir. OsnoRn. Oh, yes. A fellow yesterday we asked about that.
lie said you could go into a house there any place and you could
see the children with paper around-them, and some of them without
any paper around them, and some without any clothes at all, but
just rags; that is their tale. I heard a good deal of what the newspapers state, the San Antonio Express and Evening News, but I
never paid any attention to it; I know more about it than they, I
think, and I didn't reply to any of it.
Capt. HANsoN. Well, then, is it a fact from what they tell you
that they came here because they are nearly starved to death?
Mr. Osnoax. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsox. And because economic conditions in that country
were unbearable?
Mr. OsnoR~. Yes, sir; that is what they tell now.
Capt. H. .sox. Well, who do they say depredates on them there?
Mr. OssoN. Why, I have talked to some, more or less; they
stated that some of those big haciendas there, they let them plant a
crop of corn and if they will plant 8 or 10 acres and get it up in
roasting ears a bunch of Carranza soldiers would come along and
just take it all and give them a piece of paper, and just tell them
that Col. So-and-So took it, and they would chop it down and feed
it to their horses and leave them in that condition, and they are
very glad to get off with their lives; they say they can't say anything back to them at all.
Capt. HANsoN. If they do, do they kill them?
Mr. OssoRN. Sure.
Capt. HANsoN. Can you approximate how many people have entered the United States from Mexico during the last 60 days-just
a rough guess from what you have seen and heard I
Mr. OsnoRN. Well, it would only be a guess, Captain; I don't
know I couldn't hardly say, but I wouldn't be surprised if it
wouldn't go up to about 5i,000.
Capt. HANsoN. Seventy-Ave thousand?
Mr. OsoRN. Yes, sir; I think so-oh, I don't know, it would be
just an approximate guess, you know.
Capt. HANFSOx. What class of people are these laborers that have
come in here from Mexico, with reference as to why they came, and
as to whether they are peaceful, law-abiding citizens that have come
here for work or come here for other purposes?
Mr. OsnoRN. Oh, these people that we have here now, they are a
harmless class of people; they could have no other purpose.
Capt. HANSON. They are ignorant
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Mr. Oanoaw. They are ignorant; they could have no other purpose; they couldn't harm us, the first money that they get they send
it right back home to their wives.
Capt. HANSON. Is it their intention to bring their families here
as soon as they get money to send for them?
Mr. OsBonm. A good many of them; yes, sir. In picking out a
good bunch of laborers for a man I make it a purpose to ask them
if they are married or single; if he is a married man and has a
family at home in Mexico I an confident that he is in need-that
his family is in need, and this man will go and stall with this man in
order to send money back; I make it a habit of taking those with
families, that have the families back at home hungry, because they
will undertake or naturally want to do some good service for the
man I am furnishing them to.
Capt. HANSON. What did they tell you with reference to crossing
the river into this country; what are their statements with reference

to that?
Mr. OsBonN. Well, I have been told by some of them that they
wade the river.
Capt. HlANSON. Wade the river?

Mr. O$aORN. Yes, sir; that they get across without paying their
$8; I have been told by others that they have to pay a man in Mexico
$4, and I have been told by others that they paid a man in Mexico
$4 to show them how to get across the river, and when they get to
the river on the other side another man told them--a Mexican-told
them lie had to have a dollar, and if they didn't have it, lie would
have to collect what he could.
Capt. IA SONs.Were they officials?

Mr. OsloRN. Well, I don't know; somebody with a gun on; they
didn't know anything but that he has a gun on; it might not be
an official, I don't know: they call him an official, and they get him
across the river that way. I have been told also by some of them
that it cost them more to get across the river that way than it does
to pay $8 head tax, but they had been told by people on the other
side that they can not get across the river, because they can not read
and write, or there is some defect in the eve, and they tell them it
would cost them more to swim the river than it would to come across
on the bridge, but this is done on the other side of the river.
('apt. HAxsox. Done by Mexican citizens
fr. OsnoRN. Yes, sir.
Capt. II. so . And not by Americans?
Mr. Osnoaxi. No. no: they pay the Americans as soon as they get
here; not an American tries to rob any Mexican here, or even skin
him here; it is done by Mexicans from Mexico; no Americanized
Mlexican will try to do that.
Capt. Il.,ssx. What class are they, as a rule; what age people
are they?
Mr. Csnons. Some are old; some of them are 55 or 60 years old:
but on the average I should say they are about 30 or 35; there are
some of them over the middle age, and middle-aged people; you
might say on an average about the middle age.
C'apt. HANsoN. But as a rule they are able-bodied workmen
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Mr. OsnoN-. Yes, sir; all of these latest people coming over are
nearly all single men, those coming alone and leaving their families
there.
Capt. HANsoN. Have you talked with any of them as to the political conditions in Mexico, their belief in and fear of another revolu.
tion there as the result of the pending presidential election? '
MIr. OsnonN. Yes, sir; I tried to find out something about that.
but they wouldn't talk on the subject, and we asked them-they
didn't know who the President of Mexico was, they didn't seem to
know-this class that. is here now don't seem to know about how it
is: it seems like they don't know. I asked them who the judge was
where they lived anl they didn't know his name.
Capt. IANsox. What State are these people mostly from?
Mr. O()sv0
SN. The States of Michoacan and Jalisco and Guanajuato, the most of them.
C(apt. IIA-soN. And very few from the border States?
Mr. Osnoux. Yes, sir; very few from the border States. They
come and go all the time. You mean now what these people that are
here lately are?
('apt. IANsoN. Yes, sir; that is, the recent influx?
Mr. Osihnonx. Yes, sir; from the States of (Guanajuato and Jalisco
and Michoacan.
Capt. HANSONx. And you never heard any of them say that they
were brought over here by.propaganda put out by Americans or
people on this side of the river?
Mr. Osion x.No, sir; they say they were not.
TESTIMONY OF MR. 0. CAMPA.
(The witness was duly sworn by the notary public and testified
through the interpreter, Mr. F. B. Parker.)
('Capt. IAxsox. What is your name?
Mir. CAMIA. C. Canmpa.
C('apt. HAssoN. What is your nationality?
Mr. CAMPA. Mexican.
C(apt. HANsoN. Where were you born?
Mr. CA3sPA. In Guadalajara.
Capt. HIIAxso. What is your occupation?
Mr. CAMP.A. Labor office, and also exchange money.
Capt. IANxsox. Are you engaged in shipping Mexican labor to
the interior?
Air. CArPA. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. How many have you shipped since Febtuary 1I
Mir. CAsPA, About 000 since the 1st day of February.
Capt. HANsox. Where were these people from mostly-what
States?
Mr. CAMPA. Guanajuato, Jalisco, and Michoacan.
Capt. HANsoN. There was very few of them from the border
States
Mr. CAMPA. Very few.
Capt. HANSON. It has been stated by certain people, and through
the press and otherwise, that Americans and Mexicans from this
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side of the river have been bringing these people across to exploit
them.
Mr.

CAMPA.

It is not true.

Capt. HANSON. What percentage of the people that you have
shipped out of here have you talked to?
Mr. CAMPA. Mighty near all of them.
Capt. HANsoN. What did they state to you were the conditions in
Mexico?
Mr. CA3IPA. Very bad; because the people pay them wages of 20
cents a day and gi-e them a peck of corn.
Capt. HANSON. Did they state the condition of their families as
to clothing, or the condition of the poor people as to clothing
MIr. CAWIPA. In those small villages everyone has left there-the
workingmen-on account of the authorities abusing them.
Capt. HANsON. Abusing their families.
AMr. CA3PrA. Yes sir.

Capt. HAsox. Isit a fact that a great many children of the poor
people in Mexico, in that country from which these people came, are
naked, without clothes?
iMr.

CAMPA. Yes,

sir.

Capt. HANSON. Has the political situation in Mexico anything to

do with their coming here?
Mr. CAMPA. Yes; because those people are against Carranza's government.
Capt. HANsoN. Well, do you understand from that that the Carranza Government has made it so unbearable for them to live there
that they will have to get outt

Mr. CASPA. Yes; because his own officers abuse them-the Car-

ranza officers abuse them.
Capt. HANsoN. What party, in your opinion, do these people favor
in Mexico?
Mir. CAMPA. Obregon.
Capt. HAso. Do these people that have come to this country
fear a revolution, a new revolution, from the elections that are
pending

Mr.CAmPA. That is the rumor in Mexico.
Capt. HANsox. And that is one of the' reasons that they come
here?
Mr. CAPA. That is the reason they come.
Capt. HANSON. An another is that they are badly treated there
Mr. CA3PA. The soldiers abuse them.

Capt. HANsoN. Do the soldiers abuse their women folks?
Mr. CAMPA. They certainly do; they all abuse the families.
Capt. HANsoM. And these people have no recourse; they are afraid
to say anything or do anything?
Ar. CAJIPA. If they do make a complaint, they don't listen to them.
I know people have pawned what little they have to come here, to
get money to come to the United States.
Capt. IANSON. Have you any employees in Mexico?
Mr.

CAMPA, No sir.

Capt. HANsON. Do you do any advertising iri Mexico?
AMr. CAMPA. No, sir.
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Capt. HANSON. And you have nothing to do with the people until
they get to this side of tile river?
Ir. CAMPA. I don't have anything to do with them until they get
here to San Antonio.
Cal 1. H.Nsox. It is not true that you have people in Mexico sendIng people over here to exploit them I
Mr. CAP,. . No, sir; it is not true.
Capt. I. -x. From your intercourse with people from Mexico
of all classes during the last several months, does about the same
condition exist over the interior points of Mexico as these people
state?
Mr. CA.JPA. Those are the sufferers, those in the interior of Mexico
are the ones that suffer on account of abuses.
Capt. IhANsox. Do you believe that the Carranza Government
can ever bring law and order and peace and prosperity to Mexico?
MJr. CAIPA. No, sir; it can not.
Capt. IHAxso. Have you any information as to how these people
cross the river into the United States from Mexico?
MIr. CA 3.I . They bring money, when they get to the other side of
Laredo, for instance the Carranza officers over there take it away
from them, get it from them, they tell them over there on the other
side, they get them off on the side and tell them if they don't give
them what they have got they will put them in the army in Laredothe Mexicans tell them that.
Capt. HANSoN. You are positive that Carranza officers and officials
are doing that on the other side of the river?
Mr. CA3IPA. Yes, sir; that is what they do with the poor people
that have a little money; most of them are ignorant; they scare them
up into giving what they have got, they will take everything,
blankets and everything else-if they have a fine blanket why they
take that away from them; when they get to the office here they
are broke and tell their stories of how they got broke and who takes
their money, then I give them something to eat.
Capt. HANsox. Generally speaking, what are the conditions with
reference to law and order in Mexico and in the entire Republic in
the portions of the Republic that Carranza is in charge of, is it safe
or is it otherwise
lMr. CAIPA. These people get about 50 cents a day and then after
they get their pay, why, these soldiers will get hold of them and
take it away from them; they get work and get paid about 50 cents.
Capt. HANso". Then we are to understand that in your opinion
there is very little law and order in the interior of the Republic of
AMexico?
Mir. CAMPA. Yes, sir; that is the reason they come to the United
States, because they get $2 a day and get enough to eat and something to put on themselves-clothes-and have guarantees.
TESTIMONY OF MR. V. V. BRYANT.
Witness was duly sworn by the notary public.
Capt. HAnsoN. W hat is your name?
Mr. BRYANT. V. V. Bryant.
4766-20--voL 2-2
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Capt. HANSON. What is your nationality?
Mr. IBRYANT. American.
Capt. IANsox. Where were you born?
Mr. BRnYANT. I was born in Alabama.
Capt. HANsoN". What is your occupation?
Mr. BRYANT. \WIell, I nm in the employ of the llutt Contrat ting
Co. and local manager in San Antonio.
Capt. IIAxSO
. Where are their headquarters?
Mr. BRYANT. Kansas City.
Capt. HIAtsON. Have you or this construction company any employees in ,Mexico?
Mr. BRYANT. No, sir; we have not.
Capt. IAxsoN. You are engaged in shipping Mexican labor to the
interior, to your company?
Mr. BInANT. Yes, sir.
Capt. HAs". Mr. Bryan!, you do no advertising in Mexicoal
Mr. BRYANT. None whatever.
Capt. HAxsox. About how many laborers have you handled since
the 1st of Fehruary, say?
Mr. BIlnuT. Since PIebruary 1, the last month, we shipped 1,214
from San Antonio.
Capt. HANsoN. And this month?
Mir. BRYANT. This month, why. we have shipped about 800.
Capt. I1ANsox. Can you furnish lists of those shipped out and
those on file?
Mr. BRnYANT. Yes, sir.
Capt. H.asoN. Ydu will do that, will you?
Mr. BRYANT. Yes, sir. We supplied ,Mr. Jennings, at Austin, State
Labor Commissioner.
Capt. HANsoN. You speak Spanish?
Mr. BRYANT. Not fluently.
Capt. IHANsox. But enough to understand it and get along with
them?
Mr. BRYANT. Yes, sir.
Capt. HIANsoN. Now, what percentage of those that you have been
handling have you talked to as to why they came to this country?
Mr. BRYANT. We have talked with the' majority of them.
Capt. H. NsoN.
It has been said by certain people and through
the press that Americans in Mexico and along the border have been
engaged in inducing these people to come to this country for the
purpose of exploiting them, and have led them to believe they would
receive fabulous wages, etc. Now, I will ask you to make a statement
just as to what these people give as their reasons as to why they came
here, and whether they claim or state that anyone importuned them
to come, and in substance, just what they told you in reference to
this matter?
Mr. BRYANT. Well, it might be summed up this way: The intolerable conditions in 'Mexico, that they were starved, and that they
came to the United States to better themselves.
Capt. HANSON. What do they say as to conditions in the State?
Mr. BRYANT. Very bad.
Capt. HANsox. In what way, Mr. Bryant?

h
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fMr.
BRYANT. That they could not make a living; that they were
starving.

Capt. HANSON. Well, why?
MIr. BRYANT. They were underpaid, their wages, their wage rate
was very low; they are paid 30 to 60 cents a day, and they were not

able to live on that amount.
Capt. HANsoN. Did they state to you who depredated on them;
what class of people, or who was to blame for the bad conditions
there?
Mir. BRYANT. In the majority of cases they never said, they just
told me the general conditions of the country. WVe have talked with
a great many men, and we have asked them in particular to compare
present conditions with the conditions under Diaz. and in the niajority of instances they have stated that under the Diaz regime they
were paid an average of about 30 cents a day. but their living conditions were better; and even now they are paid more in proportion,
but still they are unable to make a living.
Capt. HAso.. They seemed to be satisfied with the Diaz rgihne
and with the treatment that they received at that time?
Mr. BRY'AT. It seems so; yes, sir.

Capt. IIH~soN. And, now, under the present conditions they are
very much dissatisfied?
'ir. BRYANT. In the majority of cases, in talking with these men,
they have stated that conditions have grown worse, and are growing
worse all the time, and they had hoped that conditions would settle
down to where it would bI possible for them to make a living and
to remain in the country, but that conditions are steadily growing
worse, and that they are leaving Mexico because they want to make
a living. You might say that is a summary of our talk with the
laborers every day.
Capt. HANsoN. Have they made any statements to you with referunce to the mistreatment of their woman folks or their families over
there?
Mr. BnYANT. Some of them; yes, sir.
Capt. IAsNsos. And who do they claim were depredating on their
women folks and families?
Mr. BurY.xT. Well, some claimed it was soldiers-Government soldiers.
Capt. HANSON. Carranza soldiers?
Mr. BRYANT. Carranza soldiers; some by various bandits and outlaws, they didn't know just what faction they belonged to, all they
knew was they were bandits depredating the country.
Capt. lANsoN. Would you gather from what they told you that
conditions, economically and in every other way, were very bad where
they came from?
fir. BRYANT. Yes, sir; very bad; and they have stated, a great
many have, that the women folks and children were practically
naked, they had no clothing--the small amount of wages that they
had made was not sufficient to buy the necessary clothing, and some
of the men themselves show very plainly that their own condition is
not very much better.
Capt. HAN-SON. What class of people are these; are they good, lawatbidine class and able-bodied?
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Mr. BRYAT. They seem to be, more so than usual-that is, compared with previous years.
Capt. HANxsoN. They are a better class of laborers than have been
coming out during the last few years?
Ir. BrYANxT. I es, sir; we consider them so.
Capt. IIANoN.. Did they make any statement to you as to how they
crossed the river into the United States?
Mr. BnrY.%T. Some of them; some claimed that they paid their
head tax, others claimed that they waded the river, some claimed that
they paid the Mexican runners, they call them, oil the other side of
the border to move them across the river-that is, some of them told
is they paid $2 to $. in order to get across the river.
Capt. HANsoN". Did any of them make a statement in regard to being held up across on the other side of the river?
Mr.Inr.xYAT. Some of them on the other side of the river.
Yes, sir; on the other side of the river?
Capt. IIAxNS.
Mir. 3LY.NT. polme of them, and stated they had been turned
back. but this was in a very few instances; the majority of them
stated that they were not wlested.
Capt. If1.ss . Did) any of them make any' statement to von that
\meri ans or Mlexicans
they were assisted to cross the river b nyany
on this side .
Mr. IRYANT. On this side; no, sir. We have talked with them;
we have asked them particularly on this point, just from one standpoint: We wanted to know, and not that we thought that would
justify it, or anything like that, but just for our own satisfaction, we
asked them that question. None whatever has stated that he was
assisted on this side.
Capt. HANsoN". And the statement made by certain interested
people and a portion of the press that .\mericans have been engaged
in this unlawful business is untrue to the best of your knowledge and
belief?
Mr. Bnv.avT. Yes. sir.
Capt. H.lAsox. What are the railroads paving these laborers?
Mr. BRYANT. Thirty-seven cents an hour, eight-hour day, $2.00 a
"apt. IAxsox. Do they furnish transportation from San Antonio
to wherever you send thernm, or is that deducted from their wages?
Mr. BRYANYT. Nothing is deducted from their wages; transportation is furnished from San Antonio to the point of work and a return pass within four months to San Antonio, after a laborer has
worked four months.
Capt. HANsoN. Do you furnish them their box cars to live in, too,
on top of that.
Yes, sir. Now, that is not clear, that $2.00; they are
MIr. BRnYA.
charged 00 cents a day for board: that includes their board, their
bed and their quarters; they clear $2.00 a day.
TESTIMONY OF MR. W. J. LEWIS.
The witness was duly sworn by the notary public.
Capt. HANsoN. What is your name?
Mr. LEwIs. 1V. J. Lewis.
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Capt. HANsoN'. Where were you born?
Mr. LEWls. Brownsville, Tex.
Capt. HAXsoN. Do you speak Spanish?
Mr. Lwis. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. Fluently?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes sir.
Capt. IIl.xsox. \W'hat is your occupation?
Mir. LEwls. I am labor agent.
Capt. HANso,.
Have you any employees in Mexico?
M3r. LEWIs. No, sir.
Capt. hANsoN. Do you do any advertising in AMexico?
Air. L,:ws. No, sir.
Capt. IANsoN;. How many laborers have you shipped since Feb.ruary 1, to interior points?
AMr. LEwis. Well, it is between 250 and 300.
Capt. HiANSON. Can you furnish a list of those shipped out and
those on file?
AMr. LEWIS. I can this evening, Mr. Hanson.
Capt. HANsoN. Well, all right.
31r. L.wis. I have got a man working on it now.
Capt. HANSON. What percentage of those handled by you have
yvo talked to as to why they came to this country?
SAr. LEWIs. Well, not very many of them, only what I hear them
say; I didn't hardly ever ask them why they came here.
Capt. HANsoN. You hear them talking around the place?
AMr. LE is. Yes, sir.
Capt. HANSON. In handling them?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes, sir.
Capt. Ha.NSON. Well, it has been stated by certain people and
through the press that certain Americans in Mexico nnd along the
boarder have been active in induCing these people to come to this
country for the purpose of exploiting them, robbing them, and have
led them to believe that they would receive fabulous wages, etc. I
will now ask you to make a statement as to what reason these people
give for coming here, and whether they claim or state that anyone
brought them over or importuned them to come, and, in substance,
state what they told you in reference to this matter.
Ar. LEWIS. Well, I have hear them say that conditions were bad
down there; they don't make any wages. I have heard them talkthey make 2 bits a day and 3 pecks of corn, those are the only
wages they got, and half the time they don't give them any meat
or hardly anything to eat, and the conditions are so they couldn't
plant; ift they did raise a crop, why, somebody would come and take it
from them.
Capt. HANsON. Well, who would take it away from them?
Mr. Lrwis. Well, they didn't say who, but some one would come
around and knock them out of it; they couldn't make anything,
couldn't make a living.
Capt. HANsoN. Did you hear them state as to the condition of their
families and children and the condition of the poor people in their
country, as to clothing?
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Mr. LEwIs. Vell, they said clothing was very hard to get, couldn't
hardly get any clothing.
Capt.HANSON. And their children are naked?

Mr. LEwIS. Weli. some are naked that I have seen come from
there--that is, that I have seen here in San Antonio.
Capt. HANSON. Did they tell you how they got over the river?
Mr. LEws. No, sir.
Capt. HANsoN. You don't know anything about that
Mr. LWns. No, sir.
Capt. HANSON. You never did hear any of them claim that they

were brought over here by Americans or Mexicans from this side
of the river, did you?
Mr. LEwrs. No, sir.

THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 19920.
UNIT.I) STATE
SENA'ATE,
SUBcosarrrTTEE ON FOREIGN R;ELfATIONS,

ltashinqton, D). (.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., April 8 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF WILIAM STRAUBE.
(The witness was sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KF.AR IL. What is your name?
Mr. STRAUBE. William Straubo.
Mr. KEAbFvL. Where do you livet
Mr. STRAUBE. Downers Grove, Ill.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you an American citizen?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Native born?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUIc. What is your occupation I
Mr. STRAUBE. I call myself a constructive pioneer; primarily a
farmer.
Mr. KEARFUL. To what extent have you been engaged in business
in Mexico?
Mr. STRAUBE. I went there first in 1898 on a tour of inspection. I
was in business at that time manufacturing the Straube pianos. I
subsequently sold that out in March, 1902, and went down there to
make investments.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did you happen to go to Mexico?
Mr. STRAUBE. It is a long story. It starts back when I was going
to Catholic school when a Catholic priest told us some fairy stories
about Mexico, and the pictures I saw in my geography always had a
sort of alluring effect on me, and I remembered it, and.when I was
at leisure I took the notion to go to Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. You went down there and found thosd alluring pictures were not overdrawn?
Mr. STRAUBE. No, sir; the ones the Catholic priest told us of, yes;
but the ones in the geography, no.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you do in Mexico then?
I..
Mr. STRAUBE. Invested in lands.
Mr. KEARFU. To what extent and where
Mr. STRAuBE. Myself and two others first bought the Pacheco estate at Motogrongo, in the State of Vera Cruz. We bought the
Pacieco estate, which consisted of 165,000 acres, and we paid.$300,000
in gold for it.
1865
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Mr. KA^nruFL. What else did you buy t
Mr. STRAUvR. I bought the Cerro Majarro plantation.

I (lid that
individually and paid $275,000 Meox. I afterward bought San
Pablo at Omealto from Juan Sentias. I paid 107,000 pesos for that.
I developed that and lived on it for about nine years.
Mr. KEAuFRI,. Have you been pretty much over the whole country
of Mexico?
Mr. STRAUnE. Not thoroughly; only passing through it in that
particular section.
Mr. KEARFUL. In what state wore the-e places located?
Mr. STRAt'BE. Two of them were in the State of Vera Cruz, and

Corro Majarro was in the State of Oaxaca.
Mr. KF:Anvtl. You lived in the city of Vera Cruzi
Mr. STRAUBE. Yo, sir.
AMr. K.AnvFL. Did you in the course of your operations come in
contact with Mexican officials and Mexican people generally?
Mr. S1RAUnE. Yo;, sir.
Mr. KF:Anvlr.
How were you treated by them while you were
there?
Mr. STRIRR. Absolutely fair.
Mr. KEARct3,. That was between what dates?
Mr. SiR t'nv.. From 1002 until June, 1011.

Mr. KEARY,'nv.
place;?

What sort of operations did you conduct in those

AMr. STRABE. I started the planting of sugar cane for the Motogrongo Co., and stayed there about six months. Then I moved over
to San Pablo and lived there the rest of the time.
Mr. KEABFL'L. What sort of operations did you conduct there?
Mr. STRAUB,. I would call it a general hacienda business. It consisted of planting and renting and loaning money and buying crops
from my tenants.

Mr. REARnvw.. Did you have any concesions from the Mexican

Government under which you were operating?
Mlr. S%-RunB. No, sir.
Mr. KF:ARFUl,. Do you know of any other American citizens who

were operating in Mexico during the time you were there?
Mr. STRAUB. Yes, sir.
Mr. KPARVFI.. Did they operate under concessions that gave them
special privileges there over other foreigners or natives?
Mr. STRAUDE. Not that I ever heard of.
Mr. KEARFU'L. Perhaps you have heard stated as we have often,
that American citizens in Mexico were engaged in exploiting the
Mexican people under special concessions which they obtained by
fraud from the Mexican Government ?
Mr. STRAUBVE. I have heard so.
Mr. KEArvFI,. Is there any truth in that at all?

Mr. STnAIB,. Not to my knowledge.
Mr..KEARFUL. What kind of people were the American citizens
with whom you came in contact in ioexico? Were they law-abiding
and peaceful and decent people, or otherwise ?
Mr. STRAUBE. The fact is I did not moot very many Americans.
I was in rather an isolated place most of the time. In the towns of
Orizaba and Cordoba there were very few Americans. The Americans I did meet I considered representative American citizens.
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Mr. KEARFUL. High class people, were they?
Mr. STRAUBE. Fairly so.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they compare favorably with citizens whom
you met in this country?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yes sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe the effect upon Mexicans and
upon their modo of living by the operations of the Americans or
other foreigners in Mexico?
Mir. STRAUBE. Only in those who were under my jurisdiction.
Mr. KEARFUL. HOW were they' affected there?
Mr. STRAUBE. They would buy better clothing. They would buy
shoes. In fact, they would buy anything that they could buy on
credit from me. They wore better clothes.
Mr. KEARFUL. What about wages? Were the wages increased or
diminished by reason of the foreign operations?
Mr. STRAUBE. In Motogronlgo they were increased. In my place
I made them conform with thoss of my neighbors, who were Mexicans.
Air. KEARFUL. VWhat wages were prevailing at that time
Mr. STRAURE. Five reals.
Mir. KEARFUL. That would be how much ?
Mr. STRAUBE. Sixty-two cents Mexican.
Mr. KEARFUL. So that the prevailing wage throughout the entire
period while you were thero was about that ?
Mr. STRAUBE. Pretty much, yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any troubles at all before you left
Mexico ?

Mr. STRAUBE. Never.

Mr. KEAnFUL. You were not there under the Huerta government?
Mr. STRAUBE. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any interests in Mexico now?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yes, sir. I have a mortgage due me from a Mexican
who bought my plantation.
Mr KEARFUL. That is the only interest you have ?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yoe, sir.
Mr. K.ARFrJ.. You are not operating at all in Mexico
Mr. STRAUBE. No, sir.
Mr. KEAnvut.. And you have not since 1011?
Mr. STRAUBE. No, sir.
Mr. K.ARFUL. Have you heoen there since that time?
Mr. STRAUBE. I was thero in 1912.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the condition of the country then compared with what it had been during the years you were there?
Mr. STRAUBE. It was more unsettled.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any information now as to conditions

since that time?
Mr. STRAUBE. I have. Occasionally I hear from my repro:eontative there who has my power of attorney and acts for me.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is the nature of the reports you got from him
about the conditions in the country
Mr. STRAUBE. At time he stator that business eeoms to he improving, and other times it, eooms to he demoralize.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you keep in touch with it becau o of your
mortgage interest in the place you sold ?
Mr.

STRAUBE.

And friendshii as well.
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Mr. KEARt'I,.. To what is those demoralization due that you hear
about ?
Mir. STRA.UBV.
I hear that so far as it affects the man who bought
my plantation, they tell me he has had a great deal of trouble with
the constant chango of authorities and that he is obliged to pay
tribute for cafo conduct of his products, so that he is not able to
pay me any monov, either principal or interest, that is duo me. The
government taxo; his output so that his profits are very small.
Mir. KARVITLr. When did you cease receiving interest upon your
mortgage?
Mr. STRAUB,. January, 1912.
Mr. Ke.ARFrL. Since that time the reasons given for not paying
intorot have boon the unsettled condition of the country 1
Mr. STRAUBE. That and the moratorium.
Mr. KEAURFr
. What do you mean by that?
Mir. STRAUBE. The law protects them: that is, to the extent that it
would he imposihle to foreclose or force collection.
Mr. KEAR.vmL. Do you think that the debtor is taking advantage
of that and failing to pay although he is able to do so?
ir. STRAUBE. ,No; I would hardly say that.
Mr. KEARFUL. You think then that he isnot able to.pay because of
the unsettled conditions?
Mir. STRAUBE. Yes, sir.
Mir. KEAnFUWL. Have you made investigations so as to be able to
state whether those reports are true or not?
Mir. STRAUBE. Yes; from hearsay.
Mr. KEARFUL. You are satisfied then that conditions are such that
he is unable to pay the interest?
Mir. STRAUBE. That and the fact that I could not compel him to
because of the moratorium, although he tendered payment for the
entire indebtednes; and interest in 1915 whein the currency was almost
worthless.
Mir. KEARFUL. That is the paper money which was issued by Carranzal
Mir. STRAUtBE. Yes; but the fact that my document was dated
previous to 1913 was the saving clause and'I was not compelled to
accept it.
Mr. KEARFt'. The debt was payable in the money current at the
l
time it was created
Mir. STRAUBE. At the time the document was dated.
Mir. KEARFUL. In connection with your interests in Mexico have
you satisfied yourself as to whether the conditions are improving or
not?
ir. STRAUBE. No, sir; I have not.
DMr. KEARFUL. You have not investigated that enough to say?
Mir. STRAUBE. Only what I read and know through letters that I
received from my friends down there makes me believe they are
unsettled.
Air. KEARFUL. Are the letters that you receive optimistic as to the
future of Mexico?
Mir. STRAUBE. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is the general tenor of them
Mr. STRAUBE. Some of them state that unless the United States
intervenes in some form or other, they never will improve?
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Mr. KEARM'r.. What is your own opinion about that
Do you
believe that?
.Mr. STRAUDE. Yes, sir; I do.
Mr. KFARFUL. Did you see enough of the disorders while ,you were
still there on which you coul( base an opinion that the Mexcans are
unable to control the situation themselves?
Mr. STRAUIRE. I would think so.
Mr. KEARF-t'.
What was it that induced that belief in your mind. I
Mr. STRAUInE. The way Madero handled affairs from the time he

became President until the time I left, ad the different decrees that
he issued. They did not seem to he for the benefit of the people, but
more for the benefit of Madero and his immediate friends.

Mr. KEARFI.. What was the feeling of the people generally after

Madero had been in office awhile as to whether he was a success or
not?
Mr. STRAURE. There was a lack of confidence.
Mr. KEARFCL.. A general lack of confidence in Madero?

Mfr. STRAUBE. Yes, sir.
Mir. KEARFUL. Did that constantly grow ?

Mr. STRAURE. It seemed to.
Mr. KEARFUL. IT that the reason you sold I
Mr. STRAURE. No, sir.
AMr. KEARFUL. You think intervention is the only solution?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. What form do you think that ought to take?
Mr. STRAUrP. My idea would be about the same as in Cuba, to
stabilize the government for them and let them run it the same as
we did in Cuba.
AMr. KEARFUL. Keeping a fatherly hand on it?
Mr. STRAUBE. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Is there any fu-ther statement you wish to make in
regard to the matter?
Mfr. STRAUBE. Nothing that I can think of.
Mr. KEARFUL. Very well; thank you. That is all.
(Witness excused.)
TESTIMONY OF CHARLES X. BURNETT.
(The witness was sworn by AMr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARFUL. Will you state your full name?
Mr. BRNE'rr. Charles M. Burnett.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where do you live?
AMr. BURNErr. Trilbv, Fla.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your business?
Mr. BURNE~r. I am a farmer-preacher. I have a little farm down
there, but I am a Baptist pastor.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you a native-born lmerican citizen ?

Mr. BURsNEr.
Mr. KEARFUL.
in Mexico?
Mr. BURNETr.
Mr. KEARFUL.
Mr. BURExTT.
nearly six years.

Yes, sir.
Have you ever been engaged int business or lived
I was farming there and fruit raising for six years. .
During what period?

From the fall Of 1908 to the spring of 1914, very

P
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Mr. KEARFC.. At what place?
Mr. lltn'virr. At Mediia.
Mr. KenAFlrI.. That is the name of a colony of IAnmricans ?
Mr. B'rtsrr. Yes, sir.
Mr. KvARnvrI.. Ii what State ?
Mfr. BvRntrr. Oaxaca.
Mr. KEARVeI.. Were you there at the beginning of this colony ?
Mfr. BURN.Tr. No, sir, ) was not there until perhaps two years
after this company took charge of the land, but we were the first
family there: ) was the first man with a family to go there. There
were some bachelors there who had been there for two years when
we went there.

Mfr. KEARFiU,. About how many acres were embraced in the lands
of this colony ?
Mfr. Bn.RNETT. About .59,000,i believe, in the three tracts that
they had, lot 1,lot 2, and lot 3. There were the two agricultural
lanl companies, of Peoria, '11.I,and Norman, Okla.
Mfr. KEARFUL. About how many American colonists finally settled
in this place?
Bt'axrr. During the six years after the first few months we
AfMi
had about an average of 80 in the colony, old and young, 15 to '0
families. 't was during four years of revolution so there were some
people coming and going, but it was an average of about s0.
Mfr. KEARFL'L. What kind of people were those colonists ?
Mr. BUR"NETT. They were nearly all foreigners from almost all the
States. Principally ''exas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and .llinois were the
States very largely represented, although there were some from
Oregon and Washington, and one from Idaho.
Mr. KEAnRF'L. Were they a fair class of American citizens ?
dfr. BURNETF. Yes, sir.
M1r.

KEARFU'.. Of the farming class

?

Mr. BuRvnTrr. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFn'L. Did they own their own lilaces ?
Mfr. BtRNFETT. Yes, sir, they had not a renter. One man rented a
little while, but he had his own place before very long. They all
owned their own places and had them improved.
Mr. KE..RFUL. They had their wives and children there ?
Mfr. BvRNETr. Yes, sir. We considered that they would average
with the people in almost any place we ever lived, not so many,
but putting the company together they were a good average of any
place we ever lived before or since, in intelligence and soc ability and
all that.
Mr. KEARFLt'. Were they law-abiding and peaceable?
Mr. BURNETTrr. Yes, sir. There never wrs a person in the colony
that I can remember of that had any trouble there among themselves or with the natives.
Mfr. KEARFUL. Did they buy and pay for the land and receive the
title?
3fr. BURNETT.
AMr. KEARFUL.
Mr. BURNETT.
Mr.KEARvIrU.

Yes, sir.
Did they pay their taxes?
Yes, sir.
And their debts ?

Mr. BURNETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they have a schoolI
Mr. BURNETrr. Yes, sir.
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Mr. KEARFIL.. B whom was it maintained I
Mr. Brnx.rr. B,1 the American people themselves.

We built our

INVESTIGATION OF

own1 schoolhouse.

Mr. KE..uruL. Without assistance from the Mexican authorities?
Mr. BL'IIN;FFT. Yes, sir; without any assistance whatever.
Mr. KEARFu'L. D)id you hire your own teacher i
Mr. Bvl xETF. Yes, sir. I h'ad Suntlay school at that time every
Sullda. which was voluntary on my part of course.
M. "KF:AIn.. Were you the pastor?
Mr. BuitErr. We hu11 no organization. I did preach andi superintend the Sunday school. We lnad Sunday school every Sunday and
preaching every Sunday night, always fairly well attendtecd.
Mr. Kt:.~FrL.. What agricultural products were raised on those
places e
Mr. IBru.elr:T. First of all we raised corn. That was the first
thing to plant after clearing the land. Everybody on their first
clearing put out corn.
Mr. K E:,Amlr . What was

the condition of the land whieil you first
went there?
Mr. BItnsxrr. A thick jungle, mostly of banmboo brush, that you
could not go through a rod without cutting your way through.
Mr. KI:AlrUL. What was done by way of improvements by the
colonists?
Mr. B Rxi-nrr. Every one had built his own house and had made
his own clearing and was working his place to improve it, just like
he would in this country.
In nnswer to that other question, if you want it more fully, we
were not dependent on our corn for principal crop. Ttat is the
first thing we planted. Then our para grass, our money crop, was
the primary crop. That was proven to be a great success. We
knew what we were doing with that. We all had our citrus fruits;
everybody had his orchard, but we did not try to find any market.
We had proven what we could do, but nobody tried to market
anything.
Mr. KEARFUL. About what size farms did the colonists have?
Mr. BUtNE'rr. That depended on what a man was starting to do.
Some of them, like Dr. Manly, who will testify for himself, had the
object of establishing a ranch. His first crop was corn, like ours,
so he had two or three hundred acres sowed to para grass. Those of
us that were going to raise pineapples needed a smaller acreage for
that. A few acres of that went a good ways.
Mr. KEARFn'L. How large was your place
AIr. BUnx.'trr. I had 10 acres up near town that I had bought and
set to citrus fruit, and between that was putting out pineapples on
my larger tract 6 miles out where I had 40 acres that had been planted
to corn and then set to para grass.
Mr. KEARFuLi.. Did those colonists have agricultural implements
and stock of all kinds'?
Mr. BURxNEI. Yes, sir; all of our implements came from the
United States, and our harness came from the United States. We
bought native horses and mules and broke theli: and taught our
Mexican help how to harness them. lie turned the collar the wrong
way on a mulo: they never saw one harnessed before. We had to
get all the implements from the United States. They did not have
them there.
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Mr. CKEARFUL. Were you in any wise engaged in exploiting the

Mexican people, or oppressing the Mexican people, or did you hear
it stated that Americans were doing so in Meloxico I
Mr. BvRiE rr. Only in this way, that we paid them double what
they would pay one another. We had men working for us that we
paid double what they would pay the other fellow if they worked
for them, and they were very, very glad to work for us. If they did
not want to work there was no way of forcing them and we never
tried to. We always had all the labor we wanted. We paid labor
just the same that'tho railroad did when it was put through their
several years before, and from the very beginning we paid. the same
wages that they were paying, which was double what the Mexicans
paid one another for work.
Mr. KEARMIv.. VWhat effect did the American operations have upon
the Mexicans and their mode of living?
Mr. BURNETT. AMen that had never seen a horse or a plow used in
the field, before we left were borrowing our plows and putting some
of our harness on their horses and were plowing their corn. They
never had clone the like before. At least three Mfexicans had bought
American wagons, which were a novelty in that country before our
colony started. We hitched two horses to them, and they had
bought three of those, and that was a good deal for them to be long.
Some of them had bought land of the company and had really their
own home, which was a new thing. They never had known what it
was to have a small tract of land, and they had put out their own
fruit and they had a pride that no Mexican had who had not owned
his own home. It made better citizens of them in every way.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU say they learned that from t'ho American
colonists?
Mr. BURNETT. Yes, sir; some of the voung men that worked for
our people learned how to do things like American citizens, and
learned to talk English, and very good, very proud of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the relations between the American
colonists and the native Mexicans?
r. BURNErrTT.

I can illustrate that better by telling the closing

scene when we left the neighborhood. It will be in order to tell it
right now. When we were lined up ready to leave, our Mexican
women shed more tears over our women going than I ever saw shed
when families were being divided here. They threw their arms
around their necks and cried. As their head men were shaking hands
with us, tears were running down their cheeks. They felt that friends
were leaving, and there was not one of them but what was a friend
of ours, even after Vera Cruz had been occupied. We had nothing
to fear from the Mexicans that lived in our community. All we
feared then was straggling people and bandits, but our immediate
Mexican neighbors that we lived among were friends right up to the
very last.
'Mr. KEARFUL. You went there first in the time of Porfirio Diaz ?
Mr. BURNETr. Yes, sir; we went there when the Government was
really inviting or bidding for Americans to come. On my first trip,
I brought Fitzgerald's Guide to Mexico, in which the president was
really throwing out inducements and inviting Americans to come
and invest. It was part of his policy.
Mr. KEARFUL. To develop the resources of the country ?
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Mr. BURxETF. Yes, sir.
Sir. KEARFUL. D)id you hear of any objections made by this Government to American citizens going there to develop Mexico ?
Mr. BURNE'rr. I never heard any objection to it whatever in ally
way.
Mr. KEARFL.. Was there ever any intimation that Americans
would not receive protection there ?
Mr. BtIRxmET. No, sir. We really had every reason to suppose,
up until the very last, that we would be protected in case any protection was needed. We never suspicioned but what we would he
protected.
In passing from the other answer, do you care for any proof about
the feeling of the administration at the time I went there regarding
the Americans going there ?
Alr. KEARFC'L. I should like to have a statement from you about
that.

ir. BURNErr. Here is a publication gotten out by Fitzgerald. In
that they were trying to get Americans to go there by showing up
the natural resources and possibilities of the country and bidding for
Americans to go there and settle. I read that on my first trip down,
and alo I met Fitzgerald.
AMr. KEARFTL. Who was Fitzgerald I
Mir. BURNErr. He was an American, and he was living in Mexico
City. I do not know how long he had been there. ile published
three editions of that book. In looking through that you will find

that it is bidding in as strong language as anybody could for Americans to develop the resources of that tropical country.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you understand that this book was gotten out
under the auspices of the Mexican Government ?
AMr. BURNETr. Yes, sir. You will find on the first leaf that that
was started by them-that is, while the first edition was not printed
by the Government, the Government was furnishing expenses of

having it published.
Mr. KEARFUL. The title page states that it is published by the
Mexican Government under the direction of Hlon. E. Aldesoro, acting
secretary of Fomento, by order of Gen. Porfirio Diaz, Presidlent of
the Republic of Mexico. Was this book pretty generally circulated
in the United States?
AMr. BURnErr. Yes, sir; and especially among any one that was
going. down with any view of domg anything. I had one on my
first trip, and there were three editions alreadfv put out.
Mr. iEARFUL. This seems to have been published in 1906 ?
MIr. BURNETT. Yes, sir. The first trip down was in the very
close of 1906. The book holds out every inducement possible and
every encouragement possible for Americans to invest in land in
Mexico and develop the resources. That had more to do in deciding me than anything else. Just at present I can not turn to the
particular pages there because I have not read the book for a good
while, but I read it over carefully when it was first put out.
I do not want to be understood that there was any concession or
anything like that from the President of Mexico or the Government
of Mexico. There was nothing like that. Our people bought their
land right out and paid for it just like they would pay for it here.
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Mr. KEARFUL. You and your neighbors had no concessions from
the Mexican authorities thit gave you special privileges over other
people?
Mr. Btrnserr. No, sir; not in any way, and we never had any
clash or any trouble in any way with the authorities and they had
no reason to complain of our Iceing there during the six years.
AMr. KEAnrUL. Do you know whether or not this publication was
approved by the authorities of this Government?
Mr. Bun'RNETT. Of course, I do not know about that, but I never
heard any hint whatever to the contrary. I had read that and
owned my land two years before I went to it. I was living in
Oklahoma the rest of tile time, and other people were going down
and buying, and I never heard a word of any protest whatever.
I talked occasionally with the American consul at Vera Cruz, and
I never had any hints from him that there was any objection from
this country regarding our being there at all.
Mr. I(ARnFUL. Whlen was the first intimation you had from the
authorities in this country that you had no business there?
Mr. BuvxErr. We did not know much about that until we were
going out and after we got out, but some things that did not sound
just right to us were statements that we had heard to the effect that
while American lives abroad would be protected, yet' not a life
would be sacrificed to protect property in foreign countries, or something to that effect. We heard of statements like that being made.
Then when we were leaving we had a conviction that we were not
being protected as weU as subjects of other countries were being
protected.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for that?

Mr. BuIrNr'r. We realized that the Mexican people were not
having the respect for this Government that they had for others.

Mir. K
I ARFeL. What grounds had they for that feeling?
Mr. Brinxt"rr. The watchful waiting police.
Mr. KE..RFt'I.. You hoard them talk abort it, I suppose What
did they halve to say about the actionti of this Government toward
them and their country ?
Mr. BunJarrT . The papers that we read, the lMexican papers, seemed

to feel it was a little bit of a joke. 'Things that this country were
stating they did not like, beat so we were hearing occasionally" that

if the Mexican Government would do certain things it would be

displeasing to this country, and they would go on and do them and
that was the last of it. After awhile there would be another state-

ment that certain other things world be displeasing to this country,

and then they would go on and do them again, so that it became
rather a staniling joke that they could do as they pleased with this
country; that this country would not call them to time for it.
AIr. Ku.nFUr. Before y*ou left Mexico did you have any troubles
with the Mexicans I
Mr. BuxtFrr. None whatever, until after the landing of the troops

at Vera Cruz. We lived there throughout four years of revolution,

and it was very common to hear of notices saying Y ou have notlhini to fear; you Americans have nothing to fear." They were afraid
of being forced into the Federal army, if the Federal army was in
control, or into the rebel ranks if theo'rebels were incontrol, but we
being foreigners were not supposed t)he bothered either way, and we
were not bothered until the landing of the troops at Vera ruz.
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Mr. KE.A1 Fj., You e-poke nho!t. the revel'Itin. 'lThat was the
be'ilnnitgt of the MAder,, revolution, and Iup t, tl:e time f thc landing,
of the troops in \'era ('Crrz
Mr. BuiN
arr. Yes, :sir: fao.r years. We lived there during that
fo'r years of revel, ti,ll.
IMr:
KI .PIrI'..
Prior to that time and in the time of I)ian what
was the condition as to security for life and property ?
Mr. BUnsx'Tr. It was a ,c.mmoino saving that if ia man wanted to
commit any crime, he had better coinmit it in the t'nited States
than commit it in Mexico: that he was sure of punishment there and
severe punilihmenlt.

We had

nothing to fear.

We never even

looked our houses. We never had anl'thin stolen. so fillr as I know
AMr. KEARFUL. What was the condition of travel?
MIr. BURnNETr. They hardly know what roads were. There was
not a wagon road in that part of the country. They would go horseback. Weo had roads all over our colony, but we could not go out
of the colony in a wagon.
Mr. KEARFUL. I meant as to feeling secure in travel.
Mr. Bunwirr. Until a way along in the war a person could travel
anywhere and be perfectly sfe. We had nothing to fear in traveling
and going among strangers.
Air. KEARFUl,. Wer there any districts infested with bandits during the time of Diaz that you know of
fr. BUnn'ET. I think not.
MAr. KEARFUI,. Did any of that sort of thing occur before you left
there?
MAr. BU
RNETr. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. To what extent?
Mr. BURNETr. To a very large extent. Of course, during the
Madero revolution we were'not in the part that was having so much
fighting. We were more in the district that Zapata's rebels were
occupying, and yet they would only be in our part of the country to
gather up recruits, and we had nothing special to fear from them
They came to our town occasionally.
One morning our people got up and found something like 100 men
on horses in the streets watching for people to get up, and they robbed
the depot and two or three trams that came in that day. They consideredl that as government property and they had the right to it;
but Americans, members of our colony, stood back and saw what they
were doing. They also allowed the Americans to take kodak pietures of them, pictures showing some of our Americans in their picture also. They paid no attention to anything of that sort. There
was no trouble between them and our Americans at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. Those were Zapatistas, you say?
Mr. BURNxTT. Yes, sir; more especially, but all of them at that
time were claiming to be looking to Aladero, all the revolutionists
then, and that was before Madero was at. the head. While he was
really at the head of the revolution, yet Zapata was the leader.
,Mr. KEARFUL. Those people claimed to be followers of Madero and
rebels against Diaz?
AIr. BURNET. Yes, sir. That was at the beginning of 1910.
Mr. KEARFUL. When did your first troubles begin?
Mr. BURNErr. Really'we did not have any trouble until the landing
of the American troops at Vera Cruz. We stayed at our homes and
4706--20--vo 2-24
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went on with our work just as we always had. Some of our Americans
had saddle horses taken from them, and they would ride them until
they got tired anti then turn them loose, and in some cases send them
word where they had turned them loose. There never was but one
horse that stayed away, and an officer took that. It was a good
horso and lie kept it. A few lost their guns, but that was all. They
were the only losses Americans had until the time of our leaving.
Mr. KEAtvUL. What happened at the time you left the country?
Mr. BrUmBNTr. In how much detail co you want that?
Mr. KEARFUL. Just as it occurs to you as it was impressed upon
your mind, so we can get a picture of it.
Mr. BuINErr. The superintendent of the company received word
from his wife and son, who were at Vera Cruz of the serious condition
and the insulting of the flng at Tampico and the fleet that was coming.
Of course news was being kept down, and if it had not been for that
we would not have known about it.
We called the colony together Sunday afternoon. That wasthe
20th of April. Weo said we had no right to keep those facts secret
and not lot the people know the condition and we read the letter
that had come and told them just how conditions stood.
Mrs. Miles was urging us all to come. We said a woman might
not realize like a man what it would mean for us all to leave our
homes, and every one decided to stay until they ha(d additional
word. Mr. Miles went down on Monday. Sunday was the 19th and
lie went down on Monday the 20th. Ho was to notify us of the
condition.
Mr. K.ARFUL. That is, he went down to Vera Cruz?
Mr. BURNETT. Yes, where his wife and son were. He wrote a
letter back, and if you wanted it it could be put in as a part of my
testimony, but the substance was that he gave us conditions that
you people here all knew about, that we had not been hearing, but
the consul at the time the train left, which was eight something,
refused to give any order to us to leave until after lie had opened his
morning mail wliich was 8 or 8.30 or something like that. That
was at that hour in the morning before the troops landed about
10.30, and yet the consul would not give any instructions for us to
come out.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for that ?
Mir. BUR rr. IHe knew of no special reason at that time for giving that order.
ir. KEARFUL. Do you mean that he did not know that troops
were going to be landed?
Mr. Bumn-Er. No; he know nothing about that at about 8 or 8.30
in the morning before they landed at ten something.
Air. KEARFUL. What notice did you get to get out of the country
before that time
Mr. ButNrTTr. Along in the fall, perhaps October before this, we
had the notice that was given to the consuls for them to deliver to the
Americans for us all to leave our property in the hands of the consuls and to leave the country at once. That was it in substance. I
have not a copy of it hero. I did have a copy of that order.
AMr. KEARFUL. lhat was the reason given for the order, if any?
Mr. BuRNTTr. The reason was not given. We considered that the
order that was given like that ought to have meant that intervention
was going to follow. That is what everybody really considered.
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fMr. KEARFI'L. There was no interpretation you could put upon it?

Mr. B'I!.T'rr. That is about the only one. I have a statement,
here that was sent at the time we were leaving. I do not think I
have the notice. I am sure that it could he procured.
Mr. KEAHRCI.. This notice you say was given in the fall of 1913?
Mr. BtrNETPr. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. And the impression created was that intervention
was imminent?
Mr. BURNETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. You could find no other reason for such a notice
being given
Mr. BURNEr. We could find no reason for our leaving unless intervention was coming. We (lid not leave, and something like 10

days or two weeks afterwards we had the statement sent out that the
Government did not mean by that for us to abandon all we had at
a sacrifice, but the interpretation was that as soon as it was convenient to do so, as soon as we could straighten our affairs, we
should get to a safer place. That was not the way we interpreted
the message when we received it.
Mfr. KEARFUL. That was inconsistent with the first message?
Mr. BURNETT. It was entirely opposite, and to be plain about it,
that caused some of us to snile when we read it, and others as well.
Mr. KEARFUL,. SoIne of them did more than smile, did they not?
,Mr. BURNTr. They might have dcone more if they had had an
opportunity, but that is all we could do.
Mr. KEARFvL. You wore a minister and perhaps they did not swear

in your presence?
.fr. BrtR rw. Our people were not all swearing people anyway,
but we were not real well pleased, and that is putting it mildly.

Mr. KFARFUL. What events were happening in Mexico at the time
this first order was received that seemed to be a ground for interforonco in Mexico by this Government?
Mr. BvUwRrr. The conditions wo:re getting pretty had, and our
Government was taking a stand against what we Americans that
lived in Mexico thought was the last chance of the Mexican people to
over bring about a stable government. We believed that Huerta
government was the last chance Mexico had, and this Government was
taking a positive stand against the Huerta government.
Mr. KEARYUL. Did you receive protection to life and property
under Huerta?
Mr. BunCET.rr Yeo sir. At one time they had about 20 soldfers
stationed there simply to give us protection, and they did everything we asked them to do to give us protection.
Mr. KEABFUL. Was there any looting or robbing of your property
during the time of Huerta, up to the landing of troops at Vera Cruz ?
Mr. BURNETr. We never lost anything. Usually the corn pens
were out of sight of every house and unlocked, and never could we
see that any corn was missing. We never lost any horse or cattle.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the policy of the American Government
in regard to Huerta as it was understood by you?
Mr. BURNEsm. It was that they had positively refused to recognize
him, and it seemed to us that they were determined to put him down.
That is the way it seemed to us at that distance. It looked that way,
that they were taking a positive stand against the Huorta govern-
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ment, hut we considered it was the last chance that Mexico had to
bring about a settlement of their troubles.
Mr. KE .nFLvr.Do you mean the American Government was losing
a chance
Mr. BtxwrrTT.

No, sir; the Huerta Government was to lose the

chance. As a man we did not consider that he was anywhere near
an angel, but we considered that Mexico needed a good strong hand
at that time, and it seemed that Huerta was that kind, and as far as
we could see was respecting the rights of the people, and we felt that
we had had, just as the people in general had had, justice from him.
AMr. KEARFU'L. What was the general feeling in Mexico as to the
probability of Huerta being successful except for the attitude of this
Government i
Mr. BLTHNET. We felt lie would have brought about peace even if
this country had remained neutral and taken no stand. With their
help, there is no question in my mind that he would have brought
about peace. So far as I over heard, that was the opinion of every
American in Mexico that I heard express themselves.

Mr. KEAAFuL. What was the opinion of Mexicans generally, in-

telligent Mexicans, who were capable of having opinions
AMr. BURNETT. That is hard to answer. At the time Huerta went
in he had a very strong influence on his side. Of course, Carranza
was up in the north and Zapata we always had with us; he was in
the south, but neither one had any strength at the beginning, and I
think that, recognizing Huerta, they never would have gained much
strength.
Mr. KEAnFUv.. Do you think they would have had any strength if
they had not been supported in this country ?
Mr. BURNETT. Without saying how much support they were getting, cutting off the financial support of the established government
under Huerta was helping the side, and if they had been left entirely
alone I believe Huerta would have handled the situation without
any outside help if he could have been left free to do it without having his resources curtailed by other people.
Mr. KEARFUL. The taking of Vera Cruz had some effect?
Mr. BURNETT. That was the onlyv reason for taking Vera Cruz.
It was Huerta's greatest source of'revenue. They had refused to
loan money and all that, which they had a right to do, but the legitimate income from Vera Cruz was keeping him going, and the taking
of Vera Cruz was cutting that off. That was the final blow, as we
thought.
Mr. KEAtRFUI,. Will you proceed now and relate your further ex-

perience at that time?

Mr. BURNETr. On this Tuesday morning, the 21st, before we had

our letters-of course, there was an operator there at our station
giving the news all the time from Vera Cruz. We had a man that
was a telegraph operator, who understood Mexican, that sat right
by the operator all day long. We had all the news that was going
over the wire. It was not all truthful news but we realized the
condition before we got any word through from our man in Vera
Cruz that our troops had landed at Vera Cruz, and there had been
firing-exaggerated reports of course. .It is not necessary to tell
the rumors that were broadcast. This country perhaps would have
exaggerated, too, when they had a two fold object. The Mexicans
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exaggerated to arouse their people so they would enlist under the
banner of their country to meet the enemy, and so they exaggerated

conditions at Vera Cruz, but we knew they were very critical before
we had heard.
The first word was that the consul refused to givo any orders until
he opened his mail, and in that hour and a half or two hours troops
had landed and we had a dispatch that made it necessary to leave.
We got that late in the evening of Tuesday, and we planned to leave
Wednesday morning.
We spent the night packing our trunks and grips, ready to take
the train for Vera Cruz. Then we heard Wednesday morning, just
about starting time, that the track had been torn up out of Vera
Cruz, and that we could not reach Vera Cruz, and we preferred staying among Mexicans whom we know, rather than to leave home and
he among strange Mexicans. So we stayed there until Friday.. Most
of our people had gone into the hotel, and were staying there. Two,
or three families of us, mine among them, stayed in their homes
until Friday.
We were expecting that the American army would rebuild that
track and come out for us. 'hey knew wher
were we were, and wo supposed they were coming immediately to the interior. All those days
troop train after troop train went through, going to the mountains.
They had taken most of them out of three or four States south of us
and' were taking them toward Mexico City, really abandoning all
those tropical States, thinking that American troops would soon he
coming in, and they were turning that country over to them.
On Friday I was out at my place and my wife was in town, and
when I came in I found a number of men there and found that they
had taken charge of the Americans that were there at the station, hall
taken their guns and kind of herded them there together, and as
different ones of us came in they would take our guns and put us over
there with the others. We had better judgment than to show any
fight. There were 30 of them, and we were coming in 1 or 2 at a
time, and we had no way of knowing what was going on. We had
appealed to the Mexiean Government to send us a guard to protect
us from bandits. We did not know hut what the Mexican Government had sent them, and we did not know whether they were bandits.
They wore no uniform at all.
After we came in, all except a few, they sent men out to bring them
in, and then they had all our guns. They opened all of our trunks.
and grips to see whether we had any more guns or ammunition that
was

1ut away.

After our women had cooked a good meal and offered dinner to the
soldiers, they said they did not need anything. We saw by that that
they were afraid there was some poison in the food, and then we began
to wonder what kind of people they were that thought we wanted to
poison them. So we sat down and ate a very hearty meal, with
about 12 men standing over the table with rifles watching us.
Up to that time they had been very quiet. As we came out on the
porch they were through searching the trunks, and the leader gave
Instructions to line up. One of his men did not move quickly enough
and lihe slapped him in the face. lie jerked our men into line. He
lined us up in the street and took us from the hotel and lined us up in
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such a way that when we faced the street our hacks were to a garden.
Heo took one nman and shoved him up against my back, and then followed suit with two more men. Putting us about four or five steps
apart, he would take otne of his men I- the shoulder and straighten
him around so he was in good line with myself and the man behind
me, and then another one in front of the next two. In this way he
had one soldier with a rifle in front of every pair of men, and then he
ordered the rest of the men to stald off at one side. lie stood up
there then and stated that he was going to shoot us down like (logs.
We coull not tell how long it was. It seemed a long time. It might
have been a minute or it might have been 10 minutes. It seemed,
though,quito a while. Then we were ordered to line up aindl march
back. T'le men went single handed. We did not carry a thing.
After half an hour our women, who had collected the grips, gathered
the grips together and their little packages so if they had any chance
to leave they could carry them.
't(nIer another escort they were
marched over to the station and all that we took out of Mexico w as
carried by the women and children on that one trip to the depot.

Our trunks are still in .Mexico, with their contents andl
else.

Our teams were left there tied to the hitching rack.

everything

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you mean your trunks are left in some safe

place?
Mr. BUnnr'r. They were left at the hotel, part of them, and part
of them were left at the depot. Months later, when our first people
went back, the trunks were still there, but when they later had to
leave and go to Vera Cruz the trunks had been looted of everything
of any value. We never got any of them or anything that was in
them.
We were put on a flat car-the men were. The women were put
in a coal car on a wrecking train, and then we were all taken up the
line. The men were first unloaded and, midst the jeers of a great
crowd, we were marched through the streets and taken to a guardhouse. About half or three-quarters of an hour later we heard the
women and children coming. We supposed perhaps the train was
going to take them on to some other station. They brought them in
and put them in another room and we were just sitting there and
expecting every moment that they were going to give us some kind
of a trial. They did not even inform us that we would stay there all
night. We stayed there all night and we stayed there the next day
and the next night and until the following day.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have food and accommodations
Mr. BURNETr. We had food when we paid for it. They allowed
some Mexican women to come to the windows and we would order
some food and pay for it. We had plenty up until Sunday.
Before our dinner came we were ordered to line up and were
marched to the train, and then sent up to Cordova to the military
prison and were put in the military prison. We had nothing to eat
from Sunday morning until in the afternoon of Monday in the military
prison. We left there Monday night.
At that time they had found that it wis not intervention that the
United States was talking with the Mexican Government with a
view of settling their differences. Then the authorities agreed to
send us to Vera Cruz. We, with Americans that lived in the town
made a company of over 200 that were crowded into one coach and
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started off toward Vera Cruz. We went as far as the place the
Mexican troops sought that were driven out of Vera CruzMr. KEARFUI. Soledad ?
Mr. BURNENr. Yes. We were left in the car all night.

The next

morning we were told that we could get out on the sidewalk, and the
next thing we knew they had filled the coach with soldiers and had
reversed the engine and were riding straight hack up the mountains.
We asked what he meant. lie said it was not safe to go any further.
That was 25 miles from Vera Cruz.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you given accommodations in Vera Cruz?
MIr. BURNETr. Only as we would find Mexicans that would bring
us something. We still had some money. We had accommodations.
When the officials found they were charging us too much, they put a
stop to it and caused the natives to sell us food reasonably.
We were just there until a little after noon. The agent said that
it would be necessary to send us to Mexico City. IHe had no instructions about us. We were left without' instructions, and they had
sent them to Mexico City. We told him we wanted to go the other
way and he said he coulil not send us the other way.
About 11 or 12 o'clock, unexpectedly a train came in from Mexico
Citv and there were two British officers and two British marines in
the car. They had been to Mexico City to try to get permission
from Huerta to guard that strip of line where the track was torn up,
so that refugees could go, and they refused to grant permission and
refused to let him take any Americans out of the city, but he took
us all in and took us to the end of the track.
MIr. KEARFUL. Did he represent that you were British subjects in
order to get that permission ?
Mr. BURNETr. No, sir* he did not At all, and we did not deny our

nationality. We were known to be Americans. I do not know
what he did. Ho said he would see what he could do for us, but it
was not half an hour until he took us on. Perhaps he got permission from the agent, because they wanted to get us off their hands
after they found it was not a matter of intervention.

We found later that we had been prisoners of war, but we did not
know what we were until that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the name of the Huerta military commander at Soledad ?
Mr. BURNETr. I do not know.

The main- part of the army had

moved the day before. It was only a remnant there, so there was
really no officer in charge at Soledad.
When we reached the end of the track, the marine went ahead
with a white flag, behind him 100 yards was a British officer with a
British flag,.then 200 people strung out along the torn-up railroad,
with an officer behind with a British flag. We traveled the 2 miles
we were supposed to travel, and found no train at the end of the track
and we walked 4 miles farther, which was 6 miles we walked in
the heat of the day in a tropical sun in the hottest month of the year
in that country. Then we came in sight of the outposts of the
American Army and saw the United States flag. If we had had a
flag before that we would have hidden it or burned it to get it out of
sight, but it looked mighty good when we saw it over on that side of
no man's land.
ir. KEARFUL. Did you think it looked good in Vera Cruz ?
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Mr. BLVRNE'T. Splendid. It looked fine up on top of those grand
sand dunes, too.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did it occur to you at the time that all your
troubles were caused by the bringing of the flag into Vera Cruz
Mr. BvURa.Tr. They could not feel about it just then like we did
afterwards, because we felt afterwards that it would go on and do
what we considered it ought to do. We did not know at that time
what it was going to do.
Mr. KEtrrFu..
You did not know at that time that it was going
to stop at Vera Cruz?
Mr. BmixErr. It was being suspicioned, and we actually heard
soldiers say that if it did tlhey would be ashamed, and would be
ashamed to look ot;ier nationalities in the face if it went back.
Mr. KFAItFI.. Was that generally thie feeling among Americans
and American soldiers?
Mr. BURErTT. Pretty generally.
Mr.KEARUI.. Tne soldiers themselves felt that way, did they?
Mr. B'RN~TTr. Surely; but to us it looked pretty good. It meant
safety, and our troubles were seemingly at an end. We had everything we wanted to eat just in a little w':ile after we came up to theo
outposts. They fed us, and they had already signaled the city for a
train. We were tarou; eating by the time it came, and we actually
were picked up and put on the train by the marines that were acting
around tiere like bees. Tcey led
as porters and that were swarminZ
us on to the end, and we were well cared for from that time on and
had no complaint waatever.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did you get out. of Vera Cruz?
Mr. BnNEiTT. Before we. reached the city we h1ad all signed cards,
giving our names, where we were from, andi where we wanted to go
in the States. Wnen we reached \era Cruz, we stepped off the train,
and the first thing we heard was the Mexican newsboys calling out
ile depot man was an
t i Mexico City herald in good English.
Americann post-office man, and the American flag was on almost every
building. Tuere were American mules hitched to American wagons,
and everything like that all over town.
We were taken immediately to the ship that was to take us across
and were given our quarters and well caredl for from that time on.
About the Ist or 2d of May we started for New Orleans, and then
were sent to our destination in the United States after we reached
there.
'Mr.KEARnFUr. Did you have good accommodations on the ship ?
.Ir. BuRxn.t:rr. Good enough; yes, sir; plenty to eat; and, if no
other place, a good place on the deck to hlie down and sleep, and we
enjoyed it.
'fr.
KEnRFUi
. Were you well received at New Orleans?
Mr. BURETTrr. Yes, sir.
Mr.KEARFUL. And y3ou then went to your own homes?
Mr. BURnETr. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEAHFUL. Was your passage paid I
Mir. Buxnarr. Yes, sir; our passage was paid and as we passed
from one desk to another we stated the amount of money that we
had and without asking any other questions if they saw we had
plenty to pay for our meals to destination we just received the
passage. If thoy saw that we had not enough we were given enough
money to give us our meals until we reached destination.

-
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Mr. KEARFrl. Did you receive first-class passage on the ship from
Vera Ritztz
AMr. BURNETr. There was no first and no second.
AMr. KEARFUr,. It was all ono?
Mr. BURNETT. One thing we enjoyed, some of us, was when people
would throw out their money and say, "Here, I want so and so,"
they would reply, "'The Unied States is running this vessel. 'ips
don't go here.' We were all treated the same. We all had the same
food. Some ate up in the (lining room that had line furniture and
fine dishes, but they had exactly the same food that we had at our
long table where it was put on farmer style. Soon the first-class
fellows were down eating with us. We had every reason to be
proud of the way the Government treated us in bringing us across,
anti every one was cared for alike. There was no complaint, and no
complaint about treatment when we reached the United States.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever go back?
Mr. BURSETT. 'o Mexico ?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes.
Mr. BulNxETr. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Why not ?
Mr. BUIRNErr. I was ready to go back for about three or four years
just whenever conditions were in any wise safe at all, and a few
times was ready to go until something else would break out down
there worse than it was before. To us that was home. We liked to
live there, we enjoyed living there, and everything we had in the
world was there.
Mr. KEAIRFUI. In October, 1915, this Government recognized
Carranza as head of the de facto government. Did you receive any
assurance then that you would be protected if you went back, or
were you invited to go back at that time ?
Air. BURNETT. No, sir; I do not think we were ever invited. Some
of our people that had no families went down in the fall of 1914 and
stayed awhile there, part of the time at 'era Cruz, and we kept
hearing regularly from them, but the rebels were pretty active all
through that time down there and finally they had to leave again.
The conditions were very bad and have been ever since and are yet
in that part of the country.
M3r. KIEAIFt:L. I-ave they been getting worse or better ?
fr. BRnxETrr. it'is difficult to tell. ;f you are to jud e by what
you read-i am taking a paper that is published in Englis in Mexico
City that would indicate that perfect peace prevails all over Mexico
and that it is perfectly safe to go into any part of the country; but
information from other sources would indicate that it is not at all
safe to be in that part of the country yet.
Mir. KEARFUL. : f you thought it was safe, would you go back there?
Air. BunxErr. Yes, sir; because the savings of a lifetime are all
there.
*
Mr. KEARFUL. Do many of your neighbors feel the same way, and
are they in the same condition ?
Mr. BUNETT. Yes, sir. i only t now of possibly two or three
families in our colony that had anything left in the Lnited States at
all. Everything they had was down there.
Mr. KEARFUIL. Are any of them there now ?
Mfr. BURNET'r. NO, sir.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Have they all gone?
Mr. Bnitwrr. Every one left. We all had to leave.
'Mr.KAHFUL',. What became of their property?
Mr. BUIxtrTT. When we were leaving, the man that had charge,
that took us away, said our property was all right and they would
take care of it and look out for it.
.Mr.KARFe.
That was a Mexican officer ?
IMr. Bi'iT-rr. Yes: that was a Mexican officer. We did not
know whether he was an outlaw or an official, but he turned us over
to the Federal authorities, and later we were sent by him to the
headquarters of the Mexican army at Cordova.
in response to what he said, they took charge, and about two days
after we left, so we heart afterwards, they sent, soldiers there to take
charge of our houses and our property, and they shipped out all of
our horses and cattle and wagons and everything that the army or the
Government coull make any use of. Tliey stationed men there to
take care of our crops and ship them out when they ripened.
Mr. K.mi'rrt. Did you get pay for any of those things?
Mr. BUnitErr. Not a cent. We estimated that we had at least
75 acres of pineapples that were just beginning to ripen and we
would have about 100 acres the next year. It takes two years for
them to ripen, and we would have had 75 acres the first year and
100 acres the next year. We never had a cent from that or from
any of our stock or anything that we left there at all.
'4r. KEAWrHUL. What efforts have you made to recover your
property or to receive compensation for'it ?
ir. 13tiNETTr. This Government instructed us before we left
there, through the American concul at Vera Cruz, to make out an
invoice of the property that we were leaving and have it signed
by two or three witnesses and to leave it with the consul at Vera
Cruz, I think four copies, so that he could send one copy to Washington, keep one, send one copy to Mexico City, whenever a government was established there, and one to the governor of the State.
I think that is where the fourth one went. That is all that we did
until along in the fall or really in January. In following out the
instructions of the Secretary of State a number of us filled out
blanks like lie instructed us to fill out, and have filed them with the
Secretary of State.
Mr. IREARFUL. That is the ordinary blank form provided for
claims against a foreign Government ?
Mr. BUiNETrr. Yes; showing our reason for being in Mexico and
our right there and what we had and what we abandoned, and the
reason for abandoning it, and all the proof that it was possible for
us to give. You have seen the form and know about what it is.
We were to fix up three copies, and send two to the Secretary of
State and keep one. This is the one copy that I have here.
Mr. KEAItFUL. The only reason you could give for abandoning
your property was that you were ordered out by the American
authorities?
Mr. BUnXETT. Well hardly that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or the taking of Vera Cruzi
Mr. BURN Err. We (lid not leave because of any order. We left
when we were led out by the Mexican authorities.
Mr. KEARFUL. Because American forces had taken Vera Cruz?
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Mr. BuR.Err. Surely that was the reason, when they thought it
was intervention. Three (lays later I believe the American authorities would have let us remain in our homes, but when we reached
Vera Cruz some of us were perfectly willing to stay there, hoping
we could go back, but we had no choice in the matter at all.
Mr. KEARRF'L. The American authorities made you gb?
Mr. I~'rsErr. All except a few of our number that they enlisted
in their service and kept there, that they could use as stenographers
or guides. The rest of us had no choice. We had to go to the ships
and leave, as the easiest nav for them to handle us.
Mr. KE.,tur'.. You do know, do you not, that Americans in other
parts of Mexico did go back to their properties, and were protected
hy luerta as long as he held control?
'Mr. BI'uxiTrr. lie did not have control for so very ling: in fact,
conditions kept getting worse and worse. They were worse all over
the country when the United States troops left \Vera Cruz than they
were when they landed, or worse than they ever had been before
they landed.
Mr. KliEAtuI
t. Vera ('ruz was taken in April, and Iluerta left in

July ?

Mfr. lBu'Txs'r. That was not very long, and we had no. choice in
the matter. We had to leave. Even our wives were perfectly willing
and wanted to stay at Vera Cruz, so we could go home in a few days,
but we had no choice in the matter.
We were under instructions from this country, aml were taken to
the rescue ship and brought across, and had no permission to go
back. Some of our people went hack that fall, men that had no
families, and even then they later said it was monotonous to have
the train fired on every, time they wanted to go anywhere, fired on
by men in the bush,
that that Nas continually happening. It
never has been safe in that neighborhood so far as we know, and
Carranza has not had charge of that part of the country for a good
long while. The rehels are holding that part of the country.
Mr. KAIIFULL. The State of Oaxaca has throughout the revolution
maintained its independence, and has not recognized Carranza ?
Mr. BRNETT. I d(o not think they recognizeIrhim. They did not
at the start. Then that is the home of Felix Diaz. lie is somewhere
in that State now. Our part of the country, it has been my understandiing, has been in the hands of the rebels for a good long while.
Mr. KEARFUL. In that part of the country Carranza has no control ?
Mr. BLuvSErr. That was the case as long as any of our people were
going hack and forth down there.
Afr. KEAR1t'L. Have you definite information as to the conditions
of those farms now?
M.r. BURnErr. I have not heard anything for two or three years,
but for a time, as long as any of our people stayed at Vera Cruz,
sonic single men, and men whose families were back here, and especially those that worked for the government--while they were there,
they made their homes in Vera Cruz, but would go out occasionally,
and the last I heard was that a Mexican whom they did not know at
all was living in my house. No one n as out to my place where my
stock was left, and I do not know whether my stock was ever shipped
out or was left in the jungle. They said, regarding the furniture and
the implements-Mr. Miles, who was superintendent for the com-

fand
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pany, wrote me that there was just rarely enough that they could
gather un from every source to kind of "hiach" with while they were
there. They had no way of knowing who any of it belonged to. It
had been sacked until there was just enough for four or file of those

fellows to have enough to "bach" and get along with. Even in the
hotel the furniture had been taken out, and everything that was of
any value was taken; just enough hero and there that by putting it
all together

they coull

kind

of

keep house

and

"1)ach" while

they

were there.
Mr. KE snFvrJ.. Havo any of the colonists received any rovenuo

from their places?

Mr. BtmN'rrTT. Not a cent. There was no revenue over had.
Mr. KEA FUtLI. The places are not rented out?
Mr. lhmsN.r'r. No, sir.
AMr. KEAR FUI.. Aro they occupied and worked a t all by theo Moexicans ?
Mr. BUtnv rr. The hos9, whore they were fit to live in, the last, we
hoard, were being occupied. I asked \vho it was that was living in

my house, and the party wroto me that hoe did not know who it was;

that it. was someone that had come in. Most of the Mexicans that
lived in that. community when we were there were driven out hvby
soldiers when they came. Thov did not care to have anybody thleor
that had heen very friendly to the Americans, and that, mado it hard
for us to hoar anything, and I have not had anything directly or
indirectly for two or throo ears.
Afr. I(EAIIRFL. Do you know what the condition of the fields is
to-day?
Mr. BUNETTrr. Yes, sir; by what I observed before I loft. My 10
acres, that was all set to oithor citrus fruit or mangoes, is los than
a quarter from the railroad. In a year's time it would be grown up
to weeds and vines and brush, anid the first time the section men
burn the right of way, if it.was a dry spring, the fire would run right
through it. That. would mean death to theo trees. If no fire wont
through, even thon it woul be crowded out by brush 10 foot hiah.
and triero would he nothing loft of any value, hooeause the grounris
very fertile and they would grow in tllat way, but, I am sure the firo
has destroyed all ie tooees before now. There is no hope of anything else there.
Mr. KEARFUL. iloen did you file that. statement. with the Stato
Department to which you referred awhile ago?
Mr. BURNETTrr. That statement was filed ln Janiuary, 1020. When
I wrote the Socretary of Stato he looked over his records and said

that hoe had the invoico of my property, which is the same as the

invoice that I havo hero, which was filed with him, and he gavo tho
date, in 1914, just. about as soon as the consul could send it. It had
boon in his office all the time, but. he said it was not a claim for
danmgo, but would be looked upon more as an invoice of abandoned
property, but suggested the filling out of this blank as soon as he
had it proparod. jWe waited two or three months before it was out
and just as soon as I received it I filled it out and filed it with him.
Mr. KEI.RFIUL 1iat efforts did you make to get any componsation from the statement that you filed ? Iavo you mado any inquiries as to what was going to be done to componsato you for your
property that you loft thoro?
Ar. IIURNETT. Make inquiry of whom?
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Mr. KE.nFvtL. Of the State Department.
1Mr.
11U:NErTTr. No. 'lihey simp ly stated, as nearly as I can remnemher now-1 have not brought the letter with me. I think this application states that this does not say that the State department has
passed upon it or would give any insurance or assurance that thi
claim would he paid, but they woul consider thi matter, andl at the
first. opportunity, or something to that effect, they would present
thie claim. I do not know when it is going to be done. I have no
idea.
Mr. I(E.AItrU:L. What was your understanding as to what the effect
of this claim or inventory would be at some time? It was supposed
to be the basis for something,

was it"not.'?

Mr. B'NETxFr. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFULV. What did you understand it to lie?
Mr. B'rSxErr. It was the understanding with us that the State

Department was going to assist us. Let me read the action by the
State Department. I think this covers the ground:
This application form has been prepared for the assistance and guidance of prof.
pective claimants, and it is not to he understood frcm its contents as cemmittivg teo
Department of State to take any action with respect to claims filed in accordance
with its re luircments. The department will, however, consider the claims on their

merits and will take such action, ifany, as may be deemed appropriate and opporture

considering the foreign relations of the United States and the circumstances of t) e
case.

Assistance of the State Department with respect to claims I as been withheld

or refused in particular cases on account of speculative. exaggerated, or exorbitant
nature of claims or on discovery of fraud.

There are a number of other things. These were made out for
everything, and they were selling the ground on which they had
refused some of the claims. My final application was returned for
some changes, and I have not heard since they passed upon it, if
they have. After receiving the last copy they said at their earliest
convenience they would consider it, and they have not told me
whether they thought it was complete or not.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOu lost everything you had at that time in
Mexico ?
Mr. BuRs'fTr. Well, hardly. I had $9 in cash when I reached
home and the clothes that I had slept in in jail and a few things
that were-in those grips that my wife and daughter carried. That
is everything on earth we had, and we have ipver had one penny
from there since. It was everything we had in the world.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the value of your investment in Mexico
Mr. BuRNETr. I had nearly a thousand acres of land and as you
know the Government there raised the valuation a couple of years
ago with the understanding that if any one could prove that they
had given the proper valuation in their deed, it would be restored.
Mine was restored. The valuation was $4,466.32 on the thousand
acres. I am paying taxes on that basis.
Mr. KEi.RFUI.. You are still paying taxes on that, are you ?
Mr. JrHxnrTT. Yes, sir. Those taxes were paid in l)ecember, 1916.
T'hey were 264 pesos, paying from the middle of 1913.to 1916. Since
then I have paid the taxes up to July 1 of the year 1920. Of col:rse,
in this application, I am not putting in any claim for land, any more
than for the citrus growth, of course, and the land that we had
cleared and the crop that was growing up in brush and jungle like
that tropical land does. That is all that is claimed for the land, but
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legitimate, for about $11,000 and I can give
I hiavo claimed, which i.s
you sO(me' of the price that vyou crn see that it is not exorbitant.
Mr. KE:.AmiFri.. The committee does not care to go into the items
for the purpose

Of passing uIlpon your claim.

Mr. BRuIurT. Anyway, these items are really the actual value,
and much cheaper than any of those things could be replaced for now.
The principal Inss was the pineapple, crop, and the 10 acres of citrus
fruit that was beginning to bear, and a nursery of about 7,000 trees
that had been budded to citrus fruit.
Mr. KI.FRve,. Your loss was 81 1,000 ?
Mr. BvniNETT. Yes. sir; besides my land. My land I am still holding in the hope of some day getting something out of it, and the Government there still recognizes my right.
Mr. KEARF'L,. Is that in terms of American money?
Mr. BURNE rTT. Yes: in American gold.
Mi. KEAnF'r. It has been nearly six years since your loss
occurred?(
Mr. Bunvx:'rr. Yes, sir: and not one cent of interest or anything
like that iscounted in,and no war-time price. Every figure that I
have given is the same as the Ste'retary of State will have that was
filed with him six years ago. It is items like $25 for a native horse,
and 825 for n milk'cow, antlsuch prices as that. I am out the use of
atll.
the money all this time, and am not making any note of tha at
Air. K1,Etrti.. In the statement by the State D)epartment which
yc. ~ead a while ago there was something to the effect that in substance action would he taken at some time that would be approprinto
andl opportune.
Mr. BrnsErry. Yes: nnd I have had no hint when that time was
coming.
Mr. KEARFvUL. During the six years that have passed, have you
made any inquiry as to whether the opportune time has arrived" for
appropriate action?
Mr. lBURNETT. YOU see, this was just out this year, but. I do not
consider that there was any opportune time and that is why I have
not taken the matter up. Really I was under the impression and
the consul gave us to understand that that was a damage claim that
this Government would look after, and the Secretary of State last
the light of invoices
summer wrote me that it would be considered ir.
and inventory of abndoned property and not as a damage claim.
AMr. KEARFUL. What did he mean by abandoned property ?
Mr. BURNErr. Secretary Bryan at an early date, when he was
ordering us out, instructed us then to leave all our property in the
hands of the American consul and that they would look after it, and
some people understood that it meant that it would be perfectly
reasonable that our Government was going to see that everything
was cared for, and yet we did not abandon it. We stayed until we
were taken away by force.
Air. KEARFUL. Your claim is against this Government alid not
against the Mexican Government I s that the idea ?
Air. BUvnET. No, sir, but we do feel that this Government should
see that the Mexican Government would fulfill the pledge that Carranza made to this country a week or two before they recognized
him as president. lie made four pledges. The first was giving
religious liberty to the people. The second was to make good all
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damage to American property that was destroyed during the revolution, and on that, and the other pledges this country recognized him
as president of Mexico. We feel that they ought to see that the
Mexican Government keeps that particular pledge. It was the
Mexican Government that took us from our homes, and when we
reached Vera Cruz this Government took their own course and did
not permit us to stay to look after our things, but told us to leave an
inventory with the consul and that theyov would be looked after.
Mr. KEARFI'L. f you are right in your supposition that. Iluerta
and his government were the only hope of Mexico and that Iluerta
was driven out because of the policy of this Government and that,
you were forced to leave and were taken away by the American
authorities, how do you avoid the conclusion that this Government
is responsible to you and not the Mexican Government?
Mr. BtuRNMNrr. If we would accept the statements that were first
made and the feeling that existed among the people, this country was
taking the responsibility of caring for our interests and it was supposed that they were going to do it.
AMr. KEARFITT,. Would not you go still further? .Would not you
hold this Government responsible for conditions in Mexico generally,
for interference with the only hope that Mexico had, and removed
the chance that Mexico had and imposed upon Mexico a Goverinment
that can not perform its obligations?
Mr. BIt'rrr. We all feel that that was the ease, and although it
would have made us remain there as prisoners of war almost to a man,
when the troops landed they ought to have gone on and brought about

order in the republic.

It would have meant that we would have been

taken to to
the mountains and kept as prisoners of war and perhaps
would have starved to death. However, that is what ought to have
been done when they landed at. all; that is, they ought to have gone
on and taken the country.
Mr. K~nvAr 4 . Was not the difficulty in the landing of the troops
in the first place?
Mr. B1nrrF.TT. That is all that caused the trouble, the landing"of
the troops. There was a friendly feeling in that part of the Replldic
toward Americans up until that time.
Mr. KEAnrFUL. You are naturally very much interested in what
happens in Mexico and have talked with your friends who, like you,
have been driven out or taken out of Mexico?
Mr. BtIRNxi'r. Yes. sir.
MIr. Ke.ARIII . What is the general opinion among the American
refugees from Mexico as to what ought to have been done to protect
them and their Mexican rights?
Mr. BuRNF'IT-. When we came out there were about 700 on the
vessel, 715 I believe. Some of them had been many years in Mexico.
It was the unanimous opinion that there never would he peace ii
Mexico and our interests never would he cared for until the United
States or some other country came in and brought about peace, after
the city was taken. It was claimed that the Huerta Government
was gone. We had no hope of any other Government bringing about
peace. So far as I have ever heard, we are still strongly of that
opinion. We do not feel Carranza has the situation under lis thumb
!it all.
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Mr. Kg.tIru,l,. What Course do you and others in your condition
think that that action should take
Mr. 13ni.xiror. I hardly know. I have been separated.from the
rest of the people and have not had much of a chance to talk with
them for the last four years at least. In the first place, we do not
feel in our part of the country like they ever ought to have meddled
and if they had not done soiMexico, I believe, would have looked
after herself. But after they did meddle there was no question in
our minds but that they ought to have gone on while they were
there and brought about peace.
If the Mexicans had a little more respect for us and our influence
and our power and our word, it might not take intervention. They
might he willing to do the right thing and settle down rather thnh
have any trouble. But as it is they will pay no attention to anything we say. Ihey do not believO and they have no regard for our
wishes as a government in their affairs at all.
Mr. KEAHtiu'Lr.
What would he necessary to do in your opinion
in order to make them respect us i
Mr. BIt'1xRETTr. Of course it is hard for one to say what they would
do if they were at the head of things, but whatever it would lead to,
this GOoernmlent ouelht to take some kind of a stand and say to
Mexico that certain things had to be, and then follow it up and not
back down. They used to he told that it was never followed up,
and there is where we were not respected b3 them.
Mr. Ke:A UFU.. Following it up would mean, of course, entering
that country with an armed force?
ultimate result if the right thing
Mr. BuRnETT. That would )0 the1
were not done. There is no question that this Government ought
to see that our people that have lost the property there must be
protected and their losses made good, and the people that are there
should he protected, just like a school-teacher that would lay down
rules to govern his schiool-there ought to be some way of enforcing
them.
ioecould say beforehand what woul he done if certain
things were not done, but if he has the respect of his school and
desires to keep it, he must stand hby his proposition.
Mr. Ka:.lWLr.. Suppose our new Secretary of State, under the
direction of President Wilson, should make such a declaration to
the Mexican people, what do you think they would do at the present
time?
Mr. Brt'IxErr. Smile.
Mr. KEIIIFLrL. Then inorder to make them feel that it was serious
something drastic would be inorder?
Mr. BvuSxrrr. Yes; or else know that a different one was stating
it or that it was coming from a different source than the other statements heretofore made. As a school boy, I know some teachers
said things that I did not respect very much, and later statements I
did not respect; but when another one took charge, perhaps those snap
of the eye was all that was wanted even if he did not do anything
very drastic. I know that conditions had changed. I believe Mexico
must know that conditions have changed if they expect anything of
an administration, but under certain conditions that might not be
true at all. If they really felt we meant it, things might 1o done in
the right way.
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I am not just stating some convictions that have just come into
my mind. While there we read the Mexico City Herald, which gave
in English quotations from the Spanish papers of the city, and when
I say the Mexicans would smile at certain things, they would tell the
statements of those papers regarding things that this country would
he displeased with, and it was a standing joke. They did not mind
expressing it at all. That much is a fact that is generally known.
Mr, KEARFUvL. That is not news to the committee.
Mr. BURnaTrr. Probably not; it ought not to be. It is generally
known to be news.
Mr. KEAIFUL. Is there any further statement that you care to
make about anything that has not been covered up to this time?
Mr. BuRNE'rr. Just now I do not think of anything; no.
Mr. KEARFUL. Perhaps between now and the time we convene tomorrow morning something else may occur to you. If so, you will

be given an opportunity at that time to present it.
Mr. BURNEmr. Thank you very much.
(Thereupon, at 8.30 o'clock p. m., the hearing was adjourned until
to-morrow, Friday, April 9, 1920, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., April 9, 1920, by Francis J.
Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the Subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF OHABLES M. BURNETT--Resumed.
Mr. KJARFUL. Mr. Burnett, I believe you have a further statement
that you wish to make this morning?
Mr. BURNETr. Regarding the people of the colony, I desired to
adld the fact that more than 200 people owned land and were only
waiting for suitable conditions to come down and make their homes
there, but were debarred on account of the revolution.
Mr. KEARFUL. Those were in addition to the ones who were at
that time living there?
,Mr. BURNETT. Yes. Two hundred above the ones who were
already there.
Regarding my answer as to my holdings, I would like to say that
while I owned a little less than a thousand acres, 950 acres to be exact,
I took this land with the understanding that others were to take a
part of it. They held contracts from me and intended long before I
left to come down, to make their homes there and got their deeds, so
that instead of holding the whole amount myself there would have
been eight of us holding the 950 acres. It is mine, as I answered,
from the fact that they were not willing in 1910 to pay three years
taxes. They said it looked as though we would lose it all and they
were willing to throw up the job, and as it is in my name I answered
that I had that much land. That is the way I happened to have that
much.
Mr. KEARFU,. They were prevented from going there to establish
their homes by the conditions which you have described
Mr. BURNETr. Yes, sir. Regarding the question as to the amount
of land being developed, our Ideal there was small farms for the
settlers. The majority of the actual settlers were living on 10-acre
tracts, sot to citrus fruit and pineapples, and the intention of all
except a few of the ranchmen was to subdivide the larger tracts,
and they had their men ready to come any time that it had been
safe for them to cross the border.
fAr.KEARFUL. We have heard about the agrarian problem in
Mexico, which is a project to subdivide large holdings into small
tracts, but it has never beeoon put into operation to any largo extent.
What was the condition in the locality of the Medina colony in regard
to that project?
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Mr. BvUNErr. I know of no Mexican owning loss than 4,000
acres, and no tract of loss than that amount could bo bought by any

individual; that is, until it was suhdivided by Americans.
Mr. KEARrvt,. The first suldivision into small tracts in your
locality occurred in connection with your colony?
Mr.'BRNErrT. Yos, sir. I would like to add"something regarding
the subdivision of land. Mexicans could not appreciate what that

meant as they never had known what it was to have small homes and
live in them. None of their ancestors had owned land. Thoso who
observed it commenced to want homes. Until they saw it demonstrated and knew what it meant, they could not realize the benefit
of it, but they were already wanting and some were getting their
homes, buying them from the Amoricans.
Mr. KEARFUL. 'rho you and your neighbors by your Oxample
educated those people toward the ambition of small homos which
they could own and improve themselves?
Mir. BURNETr. Yes, sir; and several of them had been sold land.
The tract adjoining oaurs under a few months' favorable condition
would have been planted with the express purpose of selling it to
Mexicans on easy terms in small tracts, because of the fact that there
was going to be public sentiment in favor of that. They could see
what it meant, and that tract in a short time would havo been
planted and sold to Mexicans for homes adjoining ours.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did those Mexicans appear to be capable o_ taking
advantage of the opportunity as to homes upon small tracts and
operating them, after seeing the example of the Americans'
Mr. BURNETT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEAR'UL. And some of them did do so I
Mr. BURN:-lT. Yes, sir; at that time, andl had their own fruit
fixed up their homes beautifully, and were prouder and respected
themselves mote than any of flio people that had no homes, but
they knew not how to go at it until they saw how the Amoricans did.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is there anything further that you desire to state I
Mr. BU NETT. I do not tllhlk of anything further at this time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Thank you very much; you are excused.
TESTIMONY OF DR. PAUL

G. MANLEY.

(The witness was sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your full name?
Dr. MANLEY. Paul G. Manley.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where do you live?
Dr. MANLEY. Mount Carmel, Ill.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your business?
Dr. MANLEY. Physician.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you a native-born American citizen ?
Dr. MANLEY. I amn.
Mr. KEARFUL. From what State?
Dr. MANLEY. Illinois.
Mr. KEARFUL. How long were you in Mexico in business ?
Dr. MANLEY. I W~f not there very long at any one time. I never
lived there in a regular way. I was there frequently for periods of a
month to three months over the period that I was operating down
there.
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Mr. KEARFt'L. VWhat period was that
Dr. ,MA.jLY. It began in the fall of 1000 when I sent my first man
down there to take charge, and continued until the time when this
same man was brought out at 'ho time of the Vera Cruz incident.
Mr. KEAnFUI. Talit was April 21, 19014
Dr. MAN LEY. I believe so.
MIr. Ky:AnFur.. What interest did you have in Mexico 1
l)r. MAnLEY. I had nearly 6,000 acres of land at. the time that
Mr. Peter, representative,
came out of there.
IMr.
KEARnu . Where was this located?
Dr. 3MANLEY. It was located near Medina, Agun Fria tract of land.
Mr. KEARFUL. In the State of Oaxaca?
l)r. MANIr.Y. Yes.
Mr. KEAUr.,.
What were you doing with this tract of land?
Dr. MAbInF. I sent a man flown there in the fall of 1006 on a twoyear contract. Prior to that I had.acquired three or four hundred
acres of this land through the Mexican Agricultural Land to. Mr.
Peter, this man I had snit down took charge and went ahead and
cleared up more land until I had something like 800 acres of land
clear that had been put to grass and cattle. I imported a couple of
carloads of registered thoroughbred white faces.
.Mr. KEARFUI,. Herefords?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes, a thoroughbred Percheron anti a ('lydesdalo
stallion and a Kentucky stallion, and a large black Spanish jack and
a good start of thoroughbred Duroc lied Jersey hogs, and O. J. C.
white thoroughbred hogs, thoroughbred chickens, etc., household
furniture and agricultural implements.
Mfr. KIEARFUL. Did you buy your land and pay for it?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUl. Have you paid taxes on it ever since to the Mexican Government?
I)r. MANLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KCEARFUL. Did you have any special concession from the
Mexican government that gave you advantage over anybody elso
in the country?
Dr. MANLEY. NO, sir. They have been unjustly raising my assessments, that is raising my assessments without raising the assessments
of others around me. I have been paying more taxes proportionately than others.
Mr.KIC-iRFur.. Do you mean other Americans?
D)r. MANLEY. Even other Americans, yes.
Mr. KE.~rFUL.. What do you know about raising the taxes of
Americans as compared with the taxation of the Mexicans? Has
there been any discrimination in that respect?
l)r. MANLEY. I could not really tell you about that. I have left
the matter of payment of taxes mostly to my representative down
there during the time that he was there, and it hras been partly in
fMr. Kerr's hands since that, up to the time of his death, and since
that time in dMr. (.rigsby's hands, and I have not paid much attention
to it. I supposed ) had the taxes to pay and I just paid them without question, but Mir. Kerr did get a reduction of my assessment at
one time and Mr. Griigsby is now refusing to pay my taxes until they
correct the matter of overcharges, which he hopes to get done very

1
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soon. That is about all T know about the taxes. I do not know as
to the assessments of the Mexicans around me, but I have been told
that there is a great difference in my assessment at least and probably
other Americans also.
Mr. KARFUL. Can you state now much money you had invested
in these operations ?
Dr. 3IANLEY. I spent $20,000 in Mexico that is lost-lost from the
fact that my clearing has grown up into the original tropical jungle,
my home has been burned, my citrus fruit orchards have been
burned over, my fencing has been burned, and I suppose the wire,
etc., hauled away. I have nothing of my investment down there.
The white face cattle that were left there when Mr. Peter and my
son came away, they being the men who managed my affairs down
there during this period of my ownership, have all been taken away.
There were none of them left in three or six months after leaving
there. I have nothing left there of all my improvements, excepting
the land.
Mr. KEARFUL. When you went there did you anticipate that.these
things might happen to you and (lid you not realize that you were
taking chances with the prospect of making great profits ?
Dr. MANLEY. When I first went down to Miexico I went not with
any intention of buying at all. I had not thought of such a thing.
I went down there to Mexico City for my health more particularly
than anything else. I had had a railroad accident in which a southern
train ran through my buggy one night and gave me a gentle toss of a
couple hundred feet, andI suffered from headaches. I went down to
Mexico City thinking the altitude might benefit me. I had been
greatly interested in Mexican history and I went down on a kind of
pleasure trip.
On the way down I got accidentally in association with Mr. Grib.y
and the company that he represented, the Mexican Agricultural Land
Co. at Laredo, and luckily got into their private car and went on
down to Mexico City in that way. Of course, not being able to talk
Spanish, we were lucky in that respect. When they got ready to
leave Mexico City we did not feel like being left behind, so we went
on down with them to the Tropics. I was so charmed with the
beauties and the richness of the country and its prospects that I
invested in this land, only part of it at first, and then gradually m;y
enthusiasm and my further knowledge of the situation and the
encouragement of tho Mexican Government, as shown particularly
in Mr. Fitzgerald's book which was published by the country, and
being assured of the favorable attitude of the Government toward
American investors, I kept on buying until I got the amount which I
now have.
This book of Fitzgrald's I understood to have been published and
it was published, I think, or at least the money furnished to publish
it by the Mexican Government. I took that to be a guarantee of the
friendliness of tha Mexican Government to American investors and
I bought my land largely upon that assurance. Then, too, I knew
that they had had peace in Iexico for 20 or more years prior to that
time, and It was generally believed by everybody, as well as myself,
that the Mexican Government was quite stable, and I had no fears
at that time of any interference on tbohe part of the Government whatever. I had faith in their ability to control the country. In fact, I
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think the first five or six years of my holdings down there I felt as
vocuro and safe as I did iii the United States, and I think we were
absolutelyv secure.
Mir. KEARFUL. You are not one of those speculators that we have
heard about who went down to the revolutionary region of the
country operating under a concession from the authorities?
Dr. MANtLEY. No, indeed. I sought nor had any concession of
any kind. Mine was an individual proposition. Nobody had any
interest excepting myself. There was no company or organization
or anything of the kind. I began there legitimateoly ad earnestly
to develop my own proposition for my own purpose.
Mr. KEAR.UL. Did you have any reason to believe that in case
you wore persecuted by the Mexican authorities you would be abandoned by your own Governmentl
Dr. MANLEY. Not at all. I believe in the sovereignty of the Stars
and Stripes and supposed I would be protected by that flag any.
where on earth.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you subsequently have any reason to change
that opinion I
Dr. MANLEY. I have thought that the attitude of the Government
toward Mexican affairs has not entirely justified my former faith.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened to you that diminished your faith
in the constitutional right of American citizens to protection of their
lives and property in foreign countries?
Dr. MANLEY. Personally, nothing. Mly representative, Mr. Peter,
suffered I suppose about as much as any of the parties who were
brought out m 1914. He was one of them.
hMr. KEARFUL.. You refer to the personal hardships of your representative. What about your own property interest? What happened to you with respect to them?
Dr. MANLEY. My property interest?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes; with especial reference to the attitude and
policy of the American Government?
Dr. MANLEY. I hardly know how to answer that question.
Mr. KEARFUL. When did your first troubles begin down there
You say your property has all been taken away and destroyed.
When did your first troubles begin ?
Dr. MANLEY. I might say that my son and his young wife went
down there at the expiration of Mir. Peter's first two year contract,
the man I first sent down there. Then my son and his wife went
down there and they were there about five years. During the latter
year probably of the time that my son and his wife lived there,
bandits or bands of bandits would come along past there once in a
while and not conduct themselves just properly. They did not do
anything very bad, but they were always in rather a threatening
attitude and my son began to appreciate the fact that there was
going to be trouble and he thought it best to get his wife out of the

country.

Mr. KEARFUL. What year did that begin
Dr. MANLEY. I really can not tell you.
Mr. KEaRFU,. During whose rule in Mexicol
Dr. MANLEY. Just about the time I think of the end of the Huerta
regime. I am not really positive about that.
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Mr. KEARFU'L. Hluerta abdicated in July, 1014. Was it prior to
that time?
Dr. MANLEY. It. was a little earlier than that I think.
Mir. KEARFUL. Was it during the time of Porfirio Diaz?
Dr. MANLEY. NO.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or of Madero?

Dr. MANLEY. No; I think it was in Huerta's time.
Mr. KEARFUL. You had no trouble prior to that time?
Dr. MAN-LEY. NO.

Mr. KEARFUL. Just visits from marauding bands, which were not
very serious ?
D)r. MANLSY. No; they had not done anything very bad up to that
time, but were threatening all the time. A man had been killed very
near my place before that, but that I think had nothing to do with it.
I think that was a little personal matter.
Mr. KtAR1rIL. When did your worst troubles begin ?
Dr. MANLEY. It was just about the time the trouble that all the
rest of the colony began there.
Mr. KEARUL. At the landing of the American forces in Vera Cruz?
Dr. MANLEY. That was the most serious; yes. I do not think they
had much trouble up to that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you there at that time?
Dr. MANLEY. No; and my son was not there just at that time.

He
had come to the States. In the first place he sent his wife out, or came
out and brought his wife out. Then he went back and stayed a
period of time. Then he came home again to see her, and it was along
about that time that this happened. He left the case in the care of
Mr. Peter, the man who had had charge of it theth and who owned
land there. He bought land at the end of his first two years with me,
between me and town, and the place was left in his care. They were
brought out, as you know, at the time of the Vera Cruz incident.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was done with your property when they were
brought out?
Dr. MANLEY. Mr. Peter left it there and left it in the care of a Mexican caretaker, I think, as nearly as he could.
I might say that prior to the time my son came out the last time, he
sold off-but I am getting ahead of my story. I bought about 250
native breeding cows in addition to the importation of my white
faces. I bought also about 40 or 50 Mexican mares to breed to my
thoroughbred stallions. Prior to his coming out the last time my
son sacrificed or sold, at a very great sacrifice the cows, to get rid of
thoroughbred white
them, foreseeing what was coming. Then ethe
faces that wo had there we did not care to sacrifice but thought we
could leave them with my half-breed horse animals in the care of
others, so they were.left in Peter's care, and he turned what was left
of them over to theMexican caretaker, and they were all taken away in
a little while. I do not know what became of them.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of your thoroughbred hogs and
chickens?
Dr. M NLEY. They disappeared the same as the other things that
were left there.
Mr. KEARFUI,. You do not know who took them?

Dr. MANLEY. I do not know anything about it. I think that there
were some of the animals that were taken away by the authorities, but
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really I do not know. I was not there at the time and I could make no.
definite statement regarding that.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for your representative leaving
the country in 1914 and leaving the property in the hands of the
Mexicans?
Dr. MANLEY. It, was an order from the Mexican Government to
board a train and come to Vera Cruz or rather they were taken out,
as I understand it, by the Federal authorities.
Mr. KEARFUL. Vhat order or notice was given by the American
authorities in regard to getting out
Dr. MANLEY . I know nothing about that, only as I have heard
others talk about it. I remember Mr. Bryan s instructions to get out
at one time and later on his changing his interpretation of what that
Innguage meant. We were advised to get out of Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUjL. That was the year before the taking of \'era ('ruz,
was it not
Dr. MANEY. I think so.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or at least some months before?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Then at the time of the taking of Vera Cruz did you
know about the instructions that were first given by Mr. Bryan inregard to getting out of the country?
Dr. MANLEY. I do not remember.
Mr. KEARFUL. Since that time has it been possible to return to.
your property and continue operations?
Dr. MANLEY. No.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or to recover any of it?
I)r. MANLP.Y. No; not with an: safety. I certainly should have.
done so if I felt that it was at all permissible or safe.
Mr. KEARFUL. In your Mexican experience, did you have occasion
to observe the attitude of the natives toward the American settlers
and the treatment that the American settlers gave to the natives?
Dr. MANLIEY. Yes. During nearly all the period that we were
there, up to near the last, the attitude of the Mexicans was very
polite and genteel. They were very serviceable to us, pleasant and
agreeable, good laborers; easily managed. We had no trouble withour labor and the Mexicans seemed to appreciate us from the fact
that we would give them about four or five times as much wages as.
they had received before we came there. We were paying our mel
$1.25 a d(lay and they had been accustomed to taking about 25 cents
a day prior to the time of the American colonization there. We
liked them and they seemed to like us very well, and we got alongsplendidly up to about the last year or so. Then the clouds began
to spread over and difficulties began to arise.
Mr. KEARFUL. What other benefits to the Mexican natives did you:
observe beside the raising of their wages, by way of education and
improvement in living?
Dr. MANLEY. There seemed to be quite an improvement. The
Mexicans were picking up our methods of doing things and had a
tendency to use our implements and methods of farming.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of implements had they used prior to
that time?
Dr. MA.LFeY. The very simplest-a sharpened stick and a piece
of steel on the end of a stick to shore along, instead of a hoe. They
used oxen once in a while.
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Mr. KEARFUL. With a wooden plow I
Dr. MANLEY. Yes; entirely primitive.

Mr. KEARFUL,. Did they readily adopt American methods when
they saw how beneficial they were?
Dr. MAXLEY. Oh, yes. Of course they were a little slow about it
at first, but they were catching on and seemed to he glad of the
chance.
Mr. KEAnRUL. Did you notice any change in the good feeling of
the Mexicans toward the Americans while you were there?
Dr. MANLE . Not until along about the time of the Vera Cruz
incident.
Mr. KEARFUL. Up to that time ' they were friendly and good
feeling existed
Dr. MANLEY. Oh, yes. I saw no sign of any trouble whatever
until possibly six months or so prior to the Vera Cruz incident, when
there seemed to be a little feeling of enmity that grew up to the time
of the Vera Cruz incident, and when that affair occurred, of course
they were inflamed by that and were rather hostile.
Mir. KEARVFL. Have you made any effort to recover your property
or get any compensation for it?
Dr. MANLEY. I have filed a claim against the Government for
damages.
Mir. KEARFUL. Did you file it with our State Department 1,Dr. MANLEY. Mr. Grigsby is managing it. I have here a copy of
the claims that I have made. Of course that does not represent
my damages at all but I have made this claim.
. KEARFUL. This appears to be a statement of losses of personal
property and improvements ?
Dr. MANLEY. 'eS.
Mr. KEARFUL. If you have no objection we will insert that in the
record.
Dr. MANLEY. That is all right.
(The statement referred to Is as follows:)
MARCH 29, 1919.
Mico.
Statement of loues in
450 acres of clearing and grass (home place), at $20 ......................... $9,000
00 acres of clearing and grass (La Prvidenca), at $10.................... 6,000
6 miles strand fence (home place) and 2 miles 2-strand fence (Providencla),
at 40 cents per rod .........................................
896
Home and outbuildinge.................................................... 1,000
Oitrus fruits ..............................................................
600
18 head regiterd Hereods, at $176 ..................................
2,800
23-year-old mules, tt$150.............................................
300
12 native mares, at $26...................................................
300
4 half-breed horses, at $100 ............................... ...............
400
Farm implements, tools, etc .............................................
800
20,696
Total...........................................
Mr. KEARFUL. What, if any, encouragement have you received
dn regard to the settlement of your claims
Dr. MANLEY. Nothing whatever.

Mr. KEARFUL. Have you made any efforts subsequent to the filing
.of your claim
Dr. MANLEY.

NO.
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Mr. KEARFUtL. Have you received any information as to when it
will be acted upon?

Dr. MANLEY. No.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any idea at all as to when you will be

able to get compensation for the injuries which you suffered ?
Dr. MANLEY. None.
Mfr. KEARFUL. Do you expect this Government or the Mexican
Government to settle this claim?
Dr. MANLEY. I thought possibly this Government might persuade
the Mexican Government to pay it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you known of any effort being made in the
last six years by this Government to persuade the Mexican Government to do anything of that kind 1
Dr.

MANLEY.

I do not know of anything.

I have been rather

patiently waiting for them to do something.
Mr. 2EARFUiL. How much longer do you expect to wait ?
Dr. MANLEY. As long as we have to. I do not know how long it
will be.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU are very naturally interested in how long you
will have to wait?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes, indeed.
Mr. KEARpUL. And when the appropriate time may come for some

action?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes, indeed.
JMr. KEARFUL. Have you any definite idea as to what action ought
to be taken?
Dr. 'MANLEY. Nothing definite; no.
dMr. KEARFUL. Do you think there is any chance of your receiving
justice under the present Government of Mexico
Dr. MANLEY. It does not appear to me so just now.
Mfr. KEARFUL. DO you have any opinion that you care to express
as to what ought to be done with respect to yourself and other Americans similarly situated
Dr. MANLEY. It has appeared to me that we could not hope for
very much until a change of administration occurs in the affairs of
the United States. I think that Mexico will have to be'brought to
terms by a change in attitude on the part of the United States
Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you have faith that a new administration of a
different character will entertain a different policy toward Mexico
and one that will result in settlement of your claim and claims of
others like you I
Dr. MANLEY. We have hoped so. There does not seem to be much
chance under the present administration.
Mr. KEARFL. Is there anything that has been done in pursuance
of the present policy that leads you to believe that the American
Government is under any duty to American citizens who have been
robbed and driven out of Mexico?
Dr. MANLEY. NO.
Sir. KEARFUL. In reference to the policy of eliminating Huerta and
the taking of Vera Cruz for that purpose and the consequent necessity for you and others similarly situated to leave Mexico, does that
indicate to you that there is any duty to repair the result of that
action ?
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Dr. MANLEY. Yes; there surely is a duty to repair it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have occasion to observe other Americans
who were located and operating in Mexico?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe what they were doing and the
kind of people they were

Dr. MANLEY. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was the character of American citizens with
whom you came in contact?
Dr. MANLEY. In our colony ?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes; or in'other parts of Mexico. What kind of
people were they in the colonies?
Dr. MAf.ltlY. Thi were individual farmers who were consciontiously operating thoir own farms for their own good and the good of
their families and the good of their surrounding neighbors, both
American and Mexican, who were making an honest endeavor to
establish homes in Mexico and earn an honest living.
Mr. KEARFI,L. Were they people of small neanus as a rule?
Dr. MANL .Y. Yes: as a rulo nearly all of them. In fact I was the
largest individual holder in the colony. It was not my intention to
have such largo holdings as I had, bui it was rather hV accident that
I got as much land as I did get.
Mr. KEARvUL. Did theos colonists, as a rule, have invested there
all that they had in the world ?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes; as a rule that is a fact, I think, almost to a man.
Mr. KEARFUL. And they had purchased land and were building
homes upon the small tracts of land which they were developing?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. How (lid these colonists in character compare with
farmers of the same class in the United States?
Dr. MANLEY. Very favorably.
AMr. KEARFUL. They were all good citizens and paid their taxes
and obeyed the laws?"
Dr. MANLEY. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. And paid their debts?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes, indeed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether they maintained schools at
those place?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. At their own expense?
Dr. MANLEY. Yes, sir; also a church and religious services.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think the influence of their operations upon
the Mfexicans was good in every respect?
Dr. MANLEY. I think so; it certainly was.
Mr. KEARFtr.. Do you think that their leaving the locality was a
benefit to the Moxican natives?
Dr. MANLEY. It was a detriment.
Mr. KEARF U,. Is there anything further, Dr. Manley, that has not
already been covered that you would like to state?
Dr. MANLEY. Not that f think of at this time.
fr. KEARFUL. The committee are very.much obliged to you.
(Witness excused.)
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TESTIMONY OF MR. SLOAN W. EMERY.
(Tho witness was sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mir. KARFr,.. What is voiur full name e
Mr. EMERY. Sloan W. lmery.
Mr. l i.\nvl,.. Where do you reside ?
Mlr. MrERv. 'Tibhbee Statioin, Miss.
Mr. KE.It'uI.. W hat is your business?
Mr. E.MERY. l)airyman at the present time, and I amrn still pr idenllt
of the Vista Hermosa Sugar & Mercantile Co.
MaI. KFARFU'l. Are von a native-horn Ameri.an citizen ?
Mir. EIEnv. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ke:.nv.i,. Of what State ?
Mr. IEMERY. TexaR.

Mr. KHanrIl.. When did you lirst go to Mexico?

Mr. EMny. In 1900.
Mr. KEA.RFVUL. How long were you in Mexico ?
Mr. Ei,iYv. I visited Mexico in 1000 and was there for several
weeks. In 1001, in December, I returned there as manager of the
Vista Hlermosa Sugar & Mercantile Co. and was there in that capacity
until April 27, 1914. I believe, when we were deported by the Hluerta

troops.
Mr. KARPI.'.
What were the properties of this company that
you were managing ?
Mr. sEMERY. We bought originally 7,000 acres of land for which
we paid $80,000 gold. When we camo to make a survey of those
lands, we found that there were less than 2,500 acres instead of 7,000.
That is as near as we came to robbing the Mexicans. We had a
straight deed carrying 7,000 acres of land, and it came through a
prominent Moxican, JoseMaria Ortiz, of Mexico City, a very prominent
man in those days, and is yet, I guessQ. We put the matter to him so
strongly that he had to make up the shortage of this land.
Our lands bordered on the Rio Tonto. There were no other
lands on our side of the river available. This Tonto River is quite
a considerable stream. It is about 500 to 800 feet wide in front of
our property and perhaps 12 feet deep. There were no lands suitable
for our business on the same side of the river on which we were,
However, there was a large tract of land on the opposite bank of the
river consisting of some 43,000 acres, and by a compromise between
Mr. Ortiz and our directors we paid 854,000 for enough land to make
up the shortage and some 15,000 acres more, making our investment
down there in lands something like $134,000 gold, and we had between
24,000 and 25,000 acres in all.
Those lands were devoted to the production of sugar cane mainly,
sugar cane, rubber coffee, and bananas.
Mr. KEARFUL. W*hat was the principal character of your operations1
Mr. EstERY. Sugar was our principal crop.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have a sugar plant?
Mr. EsMERY. We had one of the best ini
Mexico. We had an investment of $250,000 in machinery alone. It was conceded to have been

the finest distillery in Mexico.

We had made and used in our con-

struction work 4,000,000 bricks. We had very fine brick clay, and
we made our own brick. Everything that we used there was for

keeps, so to speak, a permanent investment.
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Mr. KEARFUL. What was the total amount of your investment ?
Mr. EMERY. $1,250,000.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of labor did you employ
Mr. EMERY. Native labor entirely.
Mr. KEARFUL. How many men did you employ?
Mr. EMERY. We had, dependent on the season of the year, from
300 to 700 hands. I would like to say that I would never want to
have better labor under the system we employed.
Mr. KEARFU. Were the laborers peaceful and industriousI
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir.

In the 15 years that I was there we never

had but one fatality from quarrels among themselves. We worked
entirely with what were known as contract people. I should not say
that either. We had perhaps 100 men who were regular volunteer
labor, but the great bulk of our labor was derived from two sources.
One was from the villages about. A peon would drop in there and
become accelerated and get into trouble and be put in the juzgado,
and our agents would pay their fines and advance them a certain
amount of money, usually about $30, and those people would come
to us under a six months contract. As soon as they were received,
they were examined by the physician, and if their physical condition
was such that they could work, they were kept. They were searched
for anything in tho line of weapons. If they had any weapons that
were at all dangerous, those were taken away from them until their
term was up, because we knew their character so well that if they
had anything of that sort there might be trouble and there might not.
We were so careful that we had only one case. In that case a man
had an opportunity to get hold of a file and in a controversy over a
woman he drove this file into his companion's side, and although we
sent him immediately to headquarters, as were our instructions in
those cases, blood poison ensued and this man died. That is the only
case we had on our place of anything arising from trouble with the
people.
:Mr. KEARFUL. How were the laborers treated by you and your
people? Were they oppressed in any way or were they well treated ?
Mr. EMERY. We had frequent visits from the authorities who had
charge of this business. I would like to state one little occurrence
that happened that opened my eyes.
Soon after we went down there we had three men who ran away
from us. They were Indians that were contracted, and for some
reason or other they left us in that way. By the way, our loss from
that source was about 3 per cent of our entire work. Year by year
it would run until it was about 3 per cent out of 100 that we would
employ that for some reason or other would get out and go.Those people were brought back. We wire making excavations
for our sugar mills, which weighed 10 or 12 tons apiece in the rolls,
and they required very solid foundations, and we had a pit perhaps
15 feet deep. I said to my mayordomo, "Put those three men
down in that pit. They can not get out of there without being helped
out, and we will be pretty sure of finding them there when we want
them through the day." I had had some leg irons made, or rather
bought them, and I put leg irons on those people.
After doing it, I got to thinking the matter over, and I wrote to the
local official in the town what I had done. He did not make a
reply to that letter, but he sent a private message to me to tell me
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that I had done what the governor of Oaxaca would not do, and he
would advise us to never do anything of that sort, never put anything in the line of irons on aMexican. He said, "If you have occasion
to control any of these people you are at liberty to tie them and you
are at liberty to put them in the carcel (jail)." We had a carcel that
we used if a man made us trouble, where we locked him up for a day
or two. We used that as a place of confinement, and by little fines
that were imposed-and that was done very seldom-we kept the
whole business so that we could move them about. The favorite
expression of our foreman was that the men were "very contented."
We never had any trouble with our help and we tried to get our
people to feel that it was a good place for them to labor, and labor
was just as much of a want there as it is anywhere, and you had to
treat people right in order to get them.
Mr. KEARFVL. With whom were these contracts made?
Mr. EMERY. We had agents; we had two or three different agents
at various points, who were instructed to pick up all the labor they
could at any time and to take them before the proper officials ani
to draw the papers and have them sign and everything executed
properly, and then to deliver those people to us.
Mr. lRARFUL. Was that done in accordance with the Mexican
law?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, indeed.
Mr. KEARFU. That was during the time of Diaz?
Mr. EtMERY. During the Diaz administration; in fact, clear up
through the Madero as well.
Mr. KEARIM. Were any changes made in that system of operation
by Madero?
Mr. EtMERY. Only that I think the inspectors were a little more
attentive to their business. They came around to see if the people
were being treated right, and of course they always had the right of
way and could to talk to anyone they wanted to and find out.
We had a very elaborate system of accounts with those people.
Every man when he came there was given what we called a boleta, a
ticket for wages. It was a statement ruled for six months' time in
weekly periods, and the man's name headed that and the amount
he owed us to begin with. Then there was a column for his weekly
earnings, and those weekly earnings were extended each week.
If he bought anything from the tienda, or store, it was charged against
him, and the balance carried so that everybody know exactly week
by week where he stood. Ifthere was any dispute about the time
the man had given or about amounts, it was fixed up right then and
there.
Mr. KEARFUL. What, if anything, was provided by which the
company looked after the welfare of the Mexican workmen?
ifr.
EMERY. We kept a general stock of goods. We sold the goods
at the prices that were common in the country. We fed our people
and saw that they were suitably clothed and had medical attention.
Mr. KEARFU. Did you have a hospital?
Mr. EMERY. Oh, yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have a school?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARrW,. Were the workmen assessed to support the hospital
and school?
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Mr. EMERY. NO, sir.
bir. KEARFUL. That was done as a company expense?

fMr. EMERY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that voluntary?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; we felt that with our property it was useless
without labor and that we could afford to treat labor right in order
to have a good standing with the Mexican laborers.
Mir. KEARFUL. How did you treat them as compared with the treatmeont they received from the Meoxican operators?
MLr. ESIERY. There were very few of those. There is a singular
thing. I do not know that that fact has over been brought out before
you conunittee. The Mexicans do not do big things. When a
property gets so large that a Mexican and his immediate family can
not handlo it, they either stop progress right there or else sell it to
some one else. If you will stop and look over the record you will
find that the big business in Mexico is not handled by fMexicans.
It is handled by English, French, German, Spanish, or American
business men.
The Mexicans 1o not trust each other. There is the source of all
this political trouble down there. These revolutionists do not dare
put their lives in the hands of the present Mexican Government or
former ones outside of the Diaz Government, because they might
make all the promises in the world to a man, but once they get him
into their power, they take him out and stand him up against the
wall for the "good of the people."
Mr. KEARFUL. What has become of all this property you have
described that you say represented an investment of $1,250,000
Mr. EM ERY. It stands there idle, dismantled, the copper stolen
out of it, the machinery going to wreck, the cane fields practically
grown up to monte-that is, to young timber. The property has
been headquarters for bands of bandits for three or four years past,
so we are informed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have live stock and supplies of all kinds?
Mr. EMERY. Oh, yes. We had 125 head of mules, 250 oxen, we
had, I think, 12 or 15 head of horses, and 8 or 10 head of milch cows.
We had a going concern.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have a stock of supplies in your store?
)fr. EMERY. Yes, sir, we carried about $12,000 worth of stock in
our store.
Mr. KEARFUL. And you had buildings of various sorts?
Mr. EMERY. Oh, yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. What has become of your horses and implements
and supplies?
MIr. EMERY. They were stolen. The oxen were killed and eaten,
DMr. KEARFUL. Were the horses and mules driven off?
I suppose.
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was the amount of your production at the
time your trouble first began?
Mr. EMERY. We were making about 000 tons of sugar a year. We
were making about 50 barrels of aguardiente daily.
Mir. KEARFUL. That is alcohol derived from the cane?
Mr. EMERY. Yes; that is to say, it is not alcohol until it has been
refined. We redistilled. We sold it usually or sometimes as aguardiente and again we rectified it and sold it as alcohol. At one time
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I sent 5 gallons of alcohol to the United States gauger at Peoria,
and our 5 gallons tested out 8.35 gallons under thle United States
test. We made a very superior article of alcohol and that in large
part went across to France to be used in the manufacture of fine
liquors.
Of course we did some retail business. A Mexican who did not
drink was as much of an anomaly down there as an American here
who got drunk.
Dr. KEARFUL. You are familiar with the very high price of sugar
in this country, are you?
DMr. EMERY. I am.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you think would be the effect upon that
of the continued operation of the sugar plantations in Mexico under
the old conditions ?
Mr. EMERY. They never would have seen sugar at 19 cents a
pound, as I saw it advertised the other day. We made sugar for
1I cents a pound and we made money at that price. Of course, we
had our alcohol. These people have the same thing here. It is
true that they do not make it in the alcohol, but they get just as
much out of the molasses, which will not crystalize in manufaeturing various feeds and other uses that they are putting molasses
to. They are not throwing any molasses out nowadays. They are
getting a good price for their molasses.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know how the sugar industry in Mexico
compares with that of Louisiana?
Mr. EMERY. It is about the same-it was at that time, with
capacity for very great development.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Were those developments in progress or in prospect?
Mr. EMERY. In Mexico?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes.
Mr. EMERY. I should say not. I do not know of a single sugar
property operating in Mexico to-day.
Mr. KEARFUL. I mean during the good times were further developments in prospect?
Mr. EMERY. Oh, yes, indeed. We were clearing land every year
and adding to our acreage.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was this a profitable operation of yours ?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; it was going to be very profitable.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any concessions from the Mexican
authorities that gave you advantages over other people operating
in the country ?
Mr. EMERY. No, sir; and never asked for any. We knew it
would be useless.
Mr. KEARFuL. Did you know of any other Americans operating
down there who had concessions that gave them specialprivileges?
Mr. EMERY. No sir; I do not. The only people that had any
concessions from tie Government that I know of are the concessions
given to Cubans who have cut our throats.
Mr. KERRFUL. When did that occur?
Mr. EMERY. When Cuba was specified. They were given an
advantage in the matter of the introduction of their sugar here, I
think, amounting to about 25 per cent perhaps of the customs
duties. It was something like that, enough to make quite a considerable difference in their profits.
47668-20--voL 2 -- 2
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Mr. KEARFUL. So that it was difficult for American citizens operating in Mexico in sugar to compete with them?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir. One of the most iniquitous things that was
done was when our sugar came here it was not tested by the polariscope. The polariscopic test is a scientific test. It tells exactly
what sugar is worth and the amount of saccharine that exists in
the raw sugars. They judged solely by the looks of the thing. You
can imagine how difficult it is to glance at an article and tell what
there is to it, when you could have a scientific test that could tell
absolutely, beyond what you might term the vagaries of the eye.
I made a desperate effort to get that matter changed so the polariscopic test would rule, and finally succeeded in getting it about the
time the trouble came up in Mexico. They took the polariscopic
test hero in the United States. We were not able to ship sugar
into the United States on account of the risk that we ran of having
our sugar rated so high that the duty would take up the value of
the sugar. Our sugars were sent entirely to England.
Mr. KEARFUL. When did your first troubles begin in Mexico?
Mr. EMERY. We never had any trouble until 1914, the night that
we ourselves were taken out.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that the occasion of the landing of American
troops at Vera Cruz?
Mr. EMER . Yes.
Mr. REARFUL. What became of your property at that time?
Mr. EM ERY. It was confiscated by the Mexican Government. The
officials were sent over one morning, an inventory taken, and the
property taken into the hands of the~Mexican Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of it subsequently ?
They operated the property for about 12 months, and
Mr. Etnr.
then we made representations that enabed us to recover the property, and the property was jointly put into the hands of my cashier
and my mayordomo, two men who had been with me for many years
and were very responsible and reliable people-my right hands, you
may say, in our work down there.
Mr. KIEARFUIL. Were they Mexicans?
Mr. EMERY. One was a Mexican, and the other was a Cuban.
They held the property together. The railroads were disorganized,
and they could not get material in which to ship, they could not get
cans for the alcohol, they could not get sacks for sacking the sugar,
and their instructions were to keep the cane fields alive and to do
enough cultivation to keep a good stock of cane, so that when it was
possible to resume operations there we would have plenty of seed
cane.

It requires about 5 tons of cane to plant an acre, and it is a very
important matter to have cane of the right quality in order to secure
a good stand in your cane fields.
Mr. KEARFUr.. Were they able to follow out those instructions?
Mr. EMIERY. For a time Theyo were until the operations of the
bandits became so rank that their lives were both threatened and
they did not dare stay, and they were forced to leave the property.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who were the bandits you speak of 1
Mr. EMERY. Little, isolated groups who lived by plundering and
robbing and murdering.
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I said we had no trouble at first. The Madero difliculty began
about 1910. There never was ai greater fake in the world than the
raising of the Madero revolution. The Madero family had nmado
$15.000,000 from the handling of the very peons that they claimed
as being the cause for their revolution. They got into power and
found $52,000,000 in the treasury in Mexico City, and an uncle of
Francisco Mandero was put in cluhrge of the finances of that country,
and at about the time Madero was killed there wais not a dollar in the
treasury. Every dollar lhad been expended.
The 'brother of Francisco Madero organized the Zupata raids in
the State of Morelos. The State of Morelos was called the Sugar
Bowl of Mexico. It was devoted almost entirely to sugar. It was
his idea and his hope to get control of those properties in that state,
and lie conceived the idea that if lie could scare out the people who
were in there by some hocus-pocus, the Madero family would get
control of that state.
Mr. KEARFUL. This was Gustavo Madero you are speaking of nowl
Mr. EMarER. Yes. I omitted something.' At the uprising of the
Maderq business we had a little settler over in a neighboring village
by the name of Penuncio Martinez. lie had gotten into some trouble
:ith the government. They had given orders to arrest him, and he
had been in an unhappy state for some little time with the Diaz
government for his peccadillos-this I found out months afterwards-and he came to my foreman and begged him to let him have a rifle,
and after a certain length of time he gave him this rifle. That was
the initial step toward one of these bunches.
This man gathered together three or four others with him and they
began circulating around the country, going into plantations and
getting what they could and living off the country, so to speak.
Their force kept augmenting, and finally he began sending me word
that I need not wolTy at all, that we were not going to be disturbed
by them. After this thing had come to me half a dozen times I
began to take some little stock in the idea that Penuncio Martinez
was acting in a small way much as Pelaez was doing in the Tampico
district.
The thing went along for a couple of years, with Penuncio making
headquarters there. We were a little way off from the main road and
I think he came to see us only once. Toward the latter part of that
time it seemed to me that it was a bad state of affairs to have this
man operating and I suggested to him why not fall in with the
Madero government. He said lie would if lie thought he could do
it safely. I went to Mexico City and arranged matters so that he
could become a good Indian, so to speak, and come in on the reservation and resume relations with the government, and this was done.
It went along until shortly after the time that we left there.
Penuncio was the last man I saw on leaving Cordoba. lie came in
and was very regretful to see the condition we were in and promised
to do all he could to look after our property, and he did a's long as he
was alive. I think finally they killed him I heard they had, but
I think we owed in some small measure a debt of gratitude to him.
At one time he came to me and wanted $500, not as forced loan,
but simply as one business man would borrow from another. I let
him have the $500 and perhaps 60 days after that lie returned the
money. He always seemed to be very friendly and very grateful.

t
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I think we owed in large part our immunity from any trouble there
to his actions.
Mr. KEARFUL. He was a free lance up to the time you arranged
for him to join MaderoI
'Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; and he operated with the Madero government for, I think, several months after we left the country, and for
some reason or other something came up that displeased him and
he went out again. I have heard since that he was killed, but it
has never been confirmed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Don't you mean that he operated with the Carranza
government after you left
Mr. EIERY. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU said he operated with the Madero government.
Mr. EMERY. I mean the Carranza government, but he fell out with
that government and resumed his old tactics later, I believe.
I recollect at one time there was a very large movement of perhaps
1,500 revolutionists-two separate bands-that passed down through
our property. When they approached the highway leading into our
works, which was some three-quarters of a mile from the highway,
this other man was in the lead and they started to come in. Penuncio
rode up to the head of the column ani said, "Where are you going?"
He said, "This is an American compnaly. We are going in there and
see what we can do." Penuncio said, "No, you must not go in there."
They insisted, and he told them no. He lihad some people whom lie
knew were straight, and he said, "There is only one way you can go
in there. They are friends of mine, and you shall not molest them.
If you get in there you will have to do it after disposing of us." He
had that sort of feeling for us.
Mr. KEARFUL. He did protect you then?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; there is no question about it. They passed
on and there was no further trouble about it.
Mr. KEAaFUL. What happened to you at the time of the occupation
of Vera Cruz?
Mr. EMERY. We had been urged by our bankers in Mexico City
and by our attorney, Mr. Robert J. Kerr, who at that time was in
Mexico, to leave; we had been very urgently advised to get away
from the plantation. We were off to one side; we were some distance
from the railroad and ratherin a remote inaccessible section in a way.
I went to Vera Cruz and arranged to get a place to move my family.
I disliked leaving until it really seemed a case of haye-to. I arranged
with Consul Canada to send me a telegram if the sit nation ever got
dangerous, to wire me that my presence was needed at the Aduana in
Vera Cruz, that he had a consignment of goods that needed my attention. That telegram was sent the day before the invasion of Vera
Cruz by our troops. I did not receive it for 48 hours after it was sent.
I never knew why.
Immediately on getting that telegram we threw together our
personal belongings that we had had already packed, and started to
the train. We had a little stream to cross about midway between
the plantation and the railway, which was about 6 miles distant. We
were met at this stream by some of the prominent citizens of the little
towns-there were two little towns that we had to pass through-and
they told us that there was no rise in trying to go on, that the bridges
had been destroyed and the Americans had attempted to take Vera
r
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Cruz and that they had killed hundreds of women and children and
that they had been driven back to the vessels with great loss, and that
hell was popping generally. We thought we would take our chances
right at the plantation, and so we returned to the place.
-Mr. KEARFUL. That was the first notice you had of the taking of
Vera CruzI
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir. We returned to the plantation, getting back
about noon. We went about our ordinary vocations until about
sundown, when a captain of the Huerta troops came up to the place,
hitched his horse outside of the yard, started in, laid his rifle down on
the grass, and extended his hand and was pleased to resume his
acquaintance with me, which had been very pleasant. He came to
tell me that the commander at Tierra Blanca was very anxious to
have a conference with me. I told him I would be very much pleased
to meet the commander and would go the first thing in the morning.
He said, "That will not do. You had better go to-night." I said,
"It is too late," and I assigned various reasons. My cashier came
along and joined the conversation and tried to show that it would bebetter to go in the morning, but finally the captain became rather
provoked, and said, "We can not waste any more time over this
proposition. If you do not choose to go with me willingly I will have
to take you."
Meanwhile 50 of his men had appeared. Ho had come alone at the
start. My wife had joined the group by that time, and she said, "If
you are going I am going, too. ' She wvas English, and she had a
hunch that maybe all was not as it ought to be, and she insisted on
accompanying me. They made no real objection, although they said
there was no use in her going.
I and two other American men started. We had no means of
conveyance. There was a lady there, an American who had been
with us a great many years down there, who had charge of our store.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who was that?
Mr. EMERY. Mrs. Wetherell. I do not know whether she has been
before your committee.
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes; she has been.
Mr. EatERY. We of course never would have left her if we had
dreamed of the outcome of the proposition. As we started away
they gave orders to turn loose all of our people and to give them
full liberty in every sense of the word, and they took it. I suppose
a white woman never underwent such a night without absolutely
having been abused personally. The physician and the mayordomo
were able to shift her around from place to place-she told you all
of that, however-to protect her through the night. The next
morning they got her over to the station and she rejoined us in
Cordoba.
We reaclfed Tierra Blanca at 2 o'clock in the morning, and were
shoved into an empty room with no bedding and no convenience
whatever and were told we could remain there. The next morning
we started out to look around and one of the troops returned and:
said to me, "'You had better not show yourselves. There is a very
bitter feeling here against Americans." We were told that the
night before the Mexicans had assembled and had held a joint
meeting-there were 11 Americans in and about Tierra Blanca. It
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was railroad headquarters for that part of the country, and they
put it to a vote as to whether those 11 people and ourselves should
be executed then and there. That was decided by one ballot.
Mr. KEARFUL. In favor of not executing you?
Mr. EMERY. That they would not resort to extreme measures.
We were put on the train and started for Cordoba, I should say
about 9 o'clock the following morning. Midway between Cordoba
and Tierra Blanca, one of the officials from Tierra Blanca, together
with this same captain who had arrested us, came to us and said,
"We have a proposition to make to you." He said, "We can do
one of two things with this company." There were about 15 or 16
in our party. He said, "We can take you down to the front and
leave you with the Mexican troops, or we can take you to Cordoba.
Which would you rather have?"
We said of course that we would prefer going to Cordoba. We
did not think it would be a very pleasant place for my wife and
little child down where the fighting was likely to be and where there
was a great deal of smallpox. They said, 'You will have to give
us a thousahd pesos to take you to Cordoba."
We debated a little while over that and finally consented to do
it, and paid that money to those people. When we reached Cordoba
we were mot by a file of 50 cavalrymen. The train was drawn up
to the regular station in Cordoba and stayed there until the usual
passengers and mail were unloaded and then the train was reversed
and we were run back about two blocks. This captain came to us
and said, "The minute this train starts you want to get off of it as
quickly as you can." We knew enough to obey orders, and we got
off the train. We were then, I should-say, perhaps 2 miles from the
center of town. We were taken that distance on the double quick.
We were taken all the way through back streets and we did not
reach any evidence of any excitement until we got almost to the
municipal building. Then we found a tremendous crowd there and
we wore ushered up through the guard of 25 soldiers and put into
this room. I suppose that room was perhaps 30 by 50 foot, a bare
room, with no provisions of any kind in it, a tile floor. We were
kept there for six days and nights.
When Mr. Grigsb 's party came it was necessary to shift us down
into the cells, and the following morning we were told by a resident
of Cordoba that there had been 50 peons' corpses taken out of
those cells 30 days before, dead from the smallpox. There was not
any use saying anything to anybody about it. I talked with my
wife, who had had the smallpox, and I had been vaccinated and our
little boy had been vaccinated. Eleven days later in quarantine in
the Mississippi River my little child had a very high fever and I was
certain then that this smallpox had broken out, but it developed into
something else.
I speak of that to show the lack of foresight or forethought. There
were six days and nights there that I think our lives just hung by a
hair.
Mr.KEARFUL. What was the attitude of the Mexican populace.
Mr. EsMERY. The municipal building fronted a plaza that contained
perhaps three acres, a beautiful place. That plaza would be filled up
with peons at night, and about the only thing that wold satisfy
them was to turn us over to them. That was their attitude. They
wanted the blood of the Gringos.
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Mr. KEARFUL. How long were you kept prisoners there?
Mr. EMERY. Six days and nights.
Mr. KFARFUL. How many of you were there in the party,

eventually
Mr. EMERY. I think there were 85 altogether.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did you got away?
Mr. EMIERY. We were trying to got away for several days. We
could got no information from anywhere. We would canvass the
situation with the colonel commanding and with the jefo politics of
the district, and they all seemed to be in the dark.
Finally on Monday-I think we were landed there on Wednesdaythey told us we could got out that night. We were marshaled out
between sundown and dark. We had a guard that day and there was
no opposition to our going. They were quiet and civil. We found
no trouble until we got down to a point called Paso del Macho. That
is about 15 kilometers below Cordoba.
There the train stopped.
It seems the train people were in the habit of taking luncheon there,

and there was a very large delegation of Mexicans there, and they
bombarded the car with rocks and everything else they could get hold
of. One lady was sitting by a window and a peon stepped up and
spat in her face. They showed in various ways their animosity.
If they really believed what I honestly think they did believe, 1
do not blame them. If they thought their women and children had
been shot down in the streets of Vera Cruz by the hundred, as they
were made to believe, I can not question very much their attitude
toward Americans.
Mr. KEARFUL. You think that their feeling was justified according
to reports?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, I do. I would have felt much the same way.
SMr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether any Mexican women and
children were killed in Vera Cruz?
Mr. ESMERY. I have been led to believe there were. I would not
attempt to state the number, but I am under the impression there
were one or two children and perhaps three Mexican women that
were accidentally killed by the fire of American marines. They were
quite outraged at the landing of those troops.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where were you taken then?
Mr. EMERY. We were put on the train. The train was at Paso del
Macho perhaps for 30 minutes, perhaps an hour-it seemed like a
lifetime to us while those cars were being bombarded with rocks
and everything else. We saved ourselves by piling our valises and
anything we could get against the windows.
We were then taken down to a station that was some 15 miles
below to Soledad. We were landed there about daylight and we
were held there. The train immediately was returned to Cordoba
and we were left there stranded.
There was quite a large collection of Mexican troops there and
nobody seemed to know anything about it and we could not get
any advice from anywhere. We did not know whether we were
going to be allowed to go on or not, and the troops were not feeling
very friendly. There was a very well-defined feeling among a good
many people that there would have been very serious trouble there
if we had been held there another 24 hours. 'But meanwhile a train
came bearing a commander of the English fleet, who was afterwards
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killed in the Pacific. He was sent up to Mexico City to see if he
could not persuade Gen. Huerta to resign. He went to Mexico
City on a special train. Of course his attempt was futile, and when
his train returned about 2 o'clock in the afternoon a committee from
our people went over and made a very strong plea to him to allow
us to board his train and we were taken to Vera Cruz on board his
train. We were rescued really by the British Navy. They had a
flag of truce. The column was headed and followed by a white
Ir. KEARFUL. Did you meet Consul Canada and Admiral Fletcher
in Vera Cruz 4
Mr. EMEnY. On arrival at Vera Ciuz I knew the shortcuts to
American headquarters there and my wife and I slipped out of the
rear of the coach, which was very well filled. By the way, we
traveled 9 miles afoot the worst walk I ever experienced, over a tornup railway to a point about 4 kilometers from Vera Cruz, to Boca del
Rio, and we were there given a train and taken into Vera Cruz. As
I say, I made my way to Consul Canada's office and I opened the
door and he grasped my hand and he said, "Old man we sweat
blood over you." They could not get word from us and could not
get any advice as to where we were or what had happended to us
or why we were held. Our own thought was that if the American
troops had continued to march toward Mexico City, that we were
held there as a sort of hostage to get terms.
Mr. KEARFt,. Were you released upon information that the
Americans were not going in any farther ?
Mr. EMIERY. I imagine so. We never did get any information one
way or the other. There was a very singular occurrence. In entering the minicipal building where we were kept, a miscount was made
of our party and my wife was not counted with the number. For
example, we perhaps went in there with 15 people and they only
took tally of 14. There was a hotel right across the street, the hIotel
Diligenc[a. We attempted to get Mrs. Emery out of the building.
It was not pleasant for women there by themselves, but nothing was
doing. We understood the leading Spanish merchants in the town
with whom we did business, and we got word to them and they would
say, "We will do what we can," and they would come back to us
again, but she was held there until the very last and she was held
there simply because the colonel commanding felt she was safer
there than mn the hotel.
I am satisfied that but for the position of the leading Spanish and
Mexican merchants of Cordoba there would have been one of the
most horrible slaughters there. I was told that perhaps the first
night after we reached there--by the way, the day before we came
there a little party was brought in that was attacked, and they were
from the first plantation out of Vera Cruz. At any rate they were
stoned and one of the party had quite a severe wound on his head.
That is the reason why they were so insistent on getting us up by the
side passages, so as to avoid knowledge of the populace.
Mr. KEArFm,. Did you have any conversation with Consul Canada
or Admiral Fletcher in reference to plans that had been made for the
Vera Cruz landing?
Mr. EMERY. The following morning after our arrival in Vera Cruz,
I paid my respects to the consul and to Admiral Fletcher, who hap-
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pened to be in his office, having been entertained on Admiral Fletcher's
ship previously and he having been at the plantation. Of course my
relations with Mr. Canada were almost as a brother. I had the very
deepest respect and feeling for Mr. Canada. They talked very freely
to me. I do not know that this matter has ever come out. They
told me this that they had perfected this sort of an arrangement.
They knew that the steamer Ypiranga the Spanish steamer, was due
to arrive in Vera Cruz, in fact was in the offing then.
Mr. KEARFUL. A German steamer, was she notl
Mr. EMERY. A Spanish steamer, I thought. At any rate, it does
not matter whose steamer it was, it had a large consignment of arms
for the Huerta government, and it was desirable from the standpoint
of the United States at that time to prevent the arrival of those arms
and their going into the hands of the Huerta government. They did
not care to lock horns with the vessel. That would have been an act
of war, of course against that nation which owned the vessel. They
conceived the idea of arranging with the colonel commanding the
Mexican troops that he would withdraw his troops--I think lie had
something like 1,000 men there-and that in the early morning before
daylight a detachment of marines would enter the city by rowboat
or motorboat, and would occupy the customhouse, the post office,
and the telegraph office, and that when the vessel did come in our
people would receive the arms and would see that they did not reach
Mr. Huerta.
After perfecting this plan they submitted it to Washington for
confirmation. In place of receiving a prompt reply from Washington, as they had a right to expect they received the order the following morning about 7 o'clock telling them to go ahead and carry
out their plan. They did so, and by some oversight a little handful
of boys-they were nothing but lads down in the naval academy
there-when they saw this foreign invasion, not knowing that the
Mexican troops had been withdrawn, jumped in the breach and
turned loose on the marines and killed a few of our people, and that
was the trouble. Had our people gone in thereo--they should never
have gone in in the first place; it was a horrible outrage; I do not
care who authorized it-had they gone in there as was planned, I am
satisfied there would never have been a gun fired.
(Thereupon at 12.30 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2
o'clock p. m., at which time the heanng was continued as follows:)
AFTER REOESS.

TESTIMONY OF MR. SLOAN W. EMERY-Resumed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you acquainted with Mr. John Lind, who was
sent by President Wilson to Mexico to eliminate Huerta from the
Presidency of Mexico I
Mr. EMERY. Are you a mind reader? I was just going to tell you
the pains I went to with John Lind to show him the manner of treatment that the Mexican peon received at the hands of the American
hacendados. Yes, sir; I knew John Lind in Minnesota. I lived in
Minnesota 25 years and thought a great deal of John Lind and watched
his course in Congress with a great deal of interest-helped to elect
him, in fact--and felt he was an old friend and one to whom an
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appeal could be made and that, perhaps, he would take some stock
in the observations that I might offer.
Mr. KEARFU:. After John Lind presented his proposition to
Huerta and had been unsuccessful in his mission at Mexico City, he
went to Vera Cruz. While he was there did you have occasion to
take him out to your plantation?
Mr. EMsERY. I visited him in Vera Cruz immediately when I heard
he was there. I had great hope that his coming would bring beneficial results with our Government, because I thought that representations could be made to him by people whose opinions he ought
to have respected and might have some influence upon his actions.
We had a great deal of business in Vera Cruz and r frequently was
there.
Finally I received a letter that John and the admiral were coming
with a little escort, and they did arrive. They spent a day with us.
As I remember it, they spent a couple of nights at the finca, and we
went all over the ground with them. I showed them the manner we
had of handling our help and how they were treated. I took him
out in the field and introduced him on our farm to one of the old
caciques. He had a very good interpreter with him and he carried
on quite a conversation with this man.
AMr. KEARFUL. Djd John Lind know any $panish?
Mr. EsIERY. No. There is Mr. Wilson's great fault. I was taught
as a boy a mighty homely old saw, never to measure another man's
oats in your half bushel. Mr. Wilson's whole treatment of this
affair down there, or rather this Government--I do not know that I
should specify Mr. Wilson-has been that they could be handled as
Americans could be handled. One has to have some insight into
their character and into their disposition. You have to know the
genesis of such people before you can measure them up or outline
any line of action for them.
Mr. KIEARFUL. Do you know the national origin of John Lind?
Mr. EMERY. I know he is a Scandinavian.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is there anything more different that you can
imagine than the temperament of a Scandinavian and a Mexican?
Mr. EMERY. No, indeed. I might add that within, I think, 60 days,
or possibly 90 days, I addressed a letter to John Lind to this effect,
that "I trust by this time you and President Wilson have had your
bellies full of the Carranza m:gime," and signed myself "Very respectfully," but I never had a reply to that.
Mr. KEAnFU. What impression were you able to make upon him
at that time?
Mr. ESERY. None whatever. I could not get anything. We
talked about Carranza and what was being done up in the northwest.
At that time the operations wore confined mainly to the northwestern part of Mexico. He said he thought something could be
done, etc., but I gathered my impressions from our resident Afoxicans who wore men of affairs, who were loaders and who studied the
situation.
Mr. KEARFUL. And with whom you could talk?
Mr. EmERnv. Yes; and whom I could sound out to got their ideas
and their impression.
Do you know of any other trip into the interior
Mr. KE.An 'r,.
that John Lind over made I
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Mr. EMERY. I do not think he over made any to a plantation
except to ours.
Mr. KEARFUI,. How far is your plantation from Vera Cruz ?
Mfr. EMEmny. About 45 mils--106 kilometers.
JMr. K.anFvur,. Did Lind expound to you any of his theories in regard to what should be done about Moxico?
Mr. Es.nRv. The only thing that I could gather was that he thought
Carranza would be able to pull out and make good; that Carranza
and Villa between them would pass by the country, anti it was a
longer shot and a better one than to attempt to place any dependence
in uorta.
Mir. KFA1lu!r,. Had you been receiving protection to life and property and did you have all security under Huerta?
SMr. IEssn:. Yes, sir; and not only that but we had obtained permission to import arms into Mexico for the protection of our property
from bandits and it would often happen that a company of perhaps
100 men would come through and we would entertain them, we would
provide them with quarters for the night and feed them, and they
would move on to the next point. We enjoyed the very kindest
relations with the Huorta government.
Mr. KEARFr.. Did you ever receive any concessions from Huertal
Mr. EstMERY. Never.
AMr. KEARPCr,. Any special favors?
>Mr. EMEnY. No, 8sir; none except I might say the permission to
bring arms into our plantation. We brought in 10 Winchester rifles
and had our own police force that patrolol the grounds for months.
Mr. KEARPVUI. That was merely for your protection ?
Mr. EstERY. Yes sir.
;Mr. KEARFUL. Wlat was Lind's idea about pacifying the country
that was not in need of pacification? Was there any need to pacify
the country that was safe and secure under Huerta?
Mr. EMERY. He knew there was a good deal of objection, that
Huerta was putting up a very strong fight against Carranza. They
seemed to have held Huerta responsible for the death of Madero.
Nothing that you could say to the contrary seemed to alter that
impression, that such a man was not fit, that no man that had the
remotest association with such work should have the right to rule
Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUl,.
That was the American administration idea?
Mr. EsmERi. Yes.
Mir. KEARV t 4. Was that the Mexican idea?
Mr. EmERY. Oh, no, indeed. I think had a poll been taken as
between Carranza and Huerta at the time, say, six months after the
assassination of Madero, that Gen. Huerta would have hird practically
the support of the American people by a very big majority.
Ar. KEARFUL. Lind thought it was the function of the American
Government to supervise the political morals of the Mexicans and
to put in any man that they might be satisfied with even if he was not
acceptable to us?
Mir. EMERY. Yes, sir; we were the people to be satisfied and not
they. That was apparently the position he took.
Mr. KEIARUL. Did he expound to you an idea which he subsequontly published in a book about the pacification of Mexico depending upon the good Mexicans of the north defeating the bad Mexicans
of the south?
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Mr. EMERY. No; he did not. We had very few bad Mexicans in
the south.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is'the truth about the difference between the
Mexicans of the north and the Mexicans of the south?
Mr. EMERY. There is no comparison between them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Which are the better?
Mr. EMERY. The southern Mexicans. Here is a point that I question whether it is generally known in the United States. What is
your idea of a Mexican ?
Mr. KEARFUL. I would rather have you tell the committee your
idea.
Mr.. EMERY. A Mexican is the result of the crossing of the Spanish
blood with the native Indian. You know what they used to say about
the northwestern Indian half-breed that he inherited the vices. of
both and the virtues of neither. The old conquistadores-I expect
you might scratch all hell and never find a tougher lot than those
conquistadores that came into Mexico. We see what the Germans do
and what they are doing everywhere they colonize. They are insisting on their people cohabiting or living with the native women in
order to infuse their blood as largely as possible into the native races.
As for the Indian the pure Indian, the pure Aztec, he is a noble
character. He is just as different from the American Indian as day
is from night. The American Indian is a meat eater, he is a loafer,
he is a tough, he is a roustabout, a good for nothing, prior to that time
this Government had undertaken to starve them into something like
making a living for themselves; but to the contrary the Mexican
Indian is one of the finest original forces that this continent has ever
known. He has been steady, law-abiding, peaceable, and industrious.
He is not industrious in a way that we consider men industrious
because he can take 5 acres of land and can have a pig or two and
his 5 acres of land will grow all the corn and beans he wants, and it
will enable him to buy the very small outfit of clothing that is necessary and pay his taxes, and when you have done that what more does
a man need to-day if you get right down to it? What is the use of
worrying and fretting over the future and over life? Those people
are the salt of the earth so far as the aborigines are concerned. They
are the people we have in the south.
Mr. KEPARFUJ. They are the natives of the State of Oaxaca?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir. By the way, I stated this morning that we
recruited our labor largely from those natives of the State of Oaxaca.
We had an association with two brothers whose grounds were almost
in sight of the Pacific Ocean, and when the cano-grinding season
came on we used to send there and say, "We need 200 or 300 or 400
people and would like to have them about such a time." We would
send money that would enable them to make arrangements for the
people to live, and they would come down there under a six months'
contract, which was written up by their own officials and we would
pay their taxes in advance for them, and those people would march
across the isthmus, an eight days' Journey, and come in there and
settle right into their work. We pald those people a dollar a tarea
(task) for cutting cane, and oftentimes they would out two or three
tareas (tasks) a day. They were not locked up or anything of that
sort. They were treated just as you would treat laborers in the
United States. We had that relation with those people. They
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trusted us and would do anything in the world for us that we could
ask them to do. There was never any trouble with them.
Mr. KEARFUL. In the history of Mexico two great men stand out
with prominence, Bonito Juarez and Porfirio Diaz. From what part
of Mexico did those two men come?
Mr. EF.nRY. From the State of Oaxaca. I have said that when the
true history was known Porfirio Diaz would rate with Abraham
Lincoln. Ie was one of the finest characters I ever know.
Mr. KEARFUL. In that opinion you are corroborated by Mr.
William Jonnings Bryan in an article published in 1003 in the Commoner.
Mr. E~IPyR. I had the pleasure of knowing Porfirio Diaz personally.
Before going to Mexico I had been a director of the Montana Experimeont Station for seven years, and when I got down there I saw a
good many things that did not look right to me, and I volunteered
and wroto the President of Mexico that if I could be of any service to
his agricultural department in fostering the cause of agriculture
down there I hoped he would command my services at any time
without remuneration. It was money in our pockets to have better
agriculture there. We were doing exactly what the cotton planter
e'o
were making a specialty
does down in Mississippi and the South.
of cane, while they are making a specialty of cotton. We needed
things that could be produced outside of our plantation, and we
needed them in abundance with the forces we had.
I received a nice letter from the President on the subject and some
months later he offered me a position at one of the principal experiment stations, but, of course, could not leave my own business there
and undertake that. That was the nature of my relation with Gen.
Diaz. I had nothing but the very highest respect for him. He did
things that would be shocking to people up here, but he did them
because they ought to be done.
I remember whon I interviewed Gen. Funston, and he wanted to
know my opinion, as to whether they would have trouble in going to
Mexico City with the force then in Vera Cruz. 1 said, "If you handle
this proposition right, Gen. Funston, there need never be a gun fired
on your trip. If I were handling a campaign like that, I would pick
out half a dozen responsible men who were well known to the next, one
or two towns on your journey. I would send those men ahead of me
and have them call together the settlers and explain the situation,
that you are going up to Mexico City to see if you can not get order,
and that if they have anything to sell you will gladly buy it and pay
for it.
"Then from town to town I would pick out and send runners ahead
in that way, that would pave the way for them, and that they could
go to the capital without having a shot fired." I said, "You are
going to find when you go into the country this sort of thing: Men
will say to you, 'Here is So-and-so, nothing but a notorious cattle thief
and murderer; he is a bad man and he may make trouble.' " I said
to Admiral Fletcher, "If you catch any of those people and want to
make a good .impression on the settlers, the law-abiding settlers,
just shoot a few of them." He threw his hands up and said that
would never do in the world* that those people would have to be
tried. But they did not understand that sort of thing; they did
not know anything about the slow movement of the law, which is a
farce in many cases in this country.
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I recall an incident where a family of people went out to a station
a day's trip with some fat pigs. They sold those pigs and made
their way back home. They reached home Saturday night. They
were a day's journey from the station. Their little houses were
scattered hero and there, perhaps two or three hundred yards apart,
a little settlement, of which there are many in Mexico. There is no
motion seen around that property the next morning, so the neighbors went over to inquire and found that the eight people were
lying around scattered through their little shacks with their throats
cut and heads caved in. We had a contractor working for us and
he happened to be on the ground, a very intelligent fellow, and'ho
had foresight enough to note the tracks leading from the houses in
the direction of an adjacent property. They immediately sent
messengers down to the Atlixco advising of the situation, aild the
following day the jefo politico, together with hids secretary, the
judge of the district with his secretary, and a file of six gendarmes,
came up to the vicinity by rail. They rode into this little settlement
and rounded up everybody in the country and inquired into this
business and looked into it thoroughly, and finally they located this
family to whose house the tracks led, and they secured a confession.
I think there were five of them, two boys and three men. There
were three entrances to these houses. They put these boys at the
entrances, and these other men went in there and did up the whole
outfit.
They secured thoir confession, and they did this between Tuesday
and Friday. Friday morning those five men were taken out, and they
dug their graves and were stood up against he buildings and shot and
buried, and that is all there was to it. It was that sort of dispensation
of law that made that country safe for anybody and everybody.
There was a funny thing about that. That occurrence was on the
same stream on which we were. That party came to our plantation
and reached there between 2 and 3 o'clock in the afternoon. They
had had nothing to eat, and we were very glad to see them. We were
always glad to see the officers and we entertained them. They procur3d a conveyance to take them to the next town. There was never
a lisp about this occurrence. We knew nothing about it until some
hours afterwards. The contractor followed them down the river and
told us what had happened. That is the sort of thing that Mexicans
have been accustomed to and that they expect. They expect justice
swift and sure, and it is this. that makes good Mexicans.
Mr. KEAiFUL. Did John Lind express to you his idea about the
iniquitous operations of the church in Mexico and the necessity to take
some drastic action to eliminate that influence from the MexicansI
Mr. EMERY. No. He.talked very little. You may observe that
when a man's head is set, when his "eves are sot," so to speak, you
can not get much of an argument out of him. The burden of his idea
seemed to be that if we could just get rid bf Huerta, everything
would be serene and peaceable.
Mi. KEARFUL. He thought Carranza and Villa were the men to do
that?
Mr.EMERY. Yes.
Mr.KEARFUI.. Nothing else seemed to have impressed his mind 1
Mr.ESIERY. No, sir.
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Mr. KEARFUL. What do you know about the influence of the church
upon the Mexicans as to whether it is bad for them or not and whether
it is one of the things that constitutes the problem in MexicoI
Mr. ESIERY. To the extent of the ends justifying the moans, I am
not prepared to say that the church works along the right lines, and
yet you have to consider this. There are people that if you deprive
them of the Catholio religion there is nothing that will take its place.
Mr. KPARFUL. That is the only religion that the large body of the
natives have in Mexico, is it not?
Mr. IMERY. Yes, sir; it is the only religion.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you observe as to their being very
religiously inclined those who professed religion?
Mr. EMERY. We had a friend come down to visit us in the early
years of my being down there. loe was a particularly Iine-looking
young man. He happened to have on a clerical looking shirt and
sack coat. He rode in to a Scotch plantation near there and the
people rushed out and proceeded to take his hand and kiss it. le did
not know what to make of it. They thought he was a priest. All of
them were good Catholics, as good Catholics as I ever knew anything
about.
Mr. KEARFUL.. Were they devoted in their religious exercises?
Mr. EMIERY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What character of men were the priests?
Mr. EMERY. I think you might say that the Mexican is very much
more faithful about his religion than the Protestants are about theirs.
Mr. KEARFUL. What character of men were the priests?
Mi:. E-MERY. In the main they were very good. We had of course,
the black sheep. There was a priest killed in a little village 4 kilometers from us by a prostitute woman he had been living with.
There were some little trouble between them and she stuck a knife
in him and killed him.. There was nothing said about that. The
church shut it up, and there was no scandal about it. They have
some queer ideas.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe that the priests made improperuse of their influence over the lower classes for the purpose of extoriting money from them
Mr. EMERY. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did the priests seem to be really conscientious in
the exercise of their functions?
Mr. EMERY. I have known first and last a great many ministers
of the Gospel. I never know one that enjoyed a higher place in my
estimation than Father Miley of Cordoba. He was an Irish priest
who in times of yellow fever established his own private hospital and
went out and gathered by himself persons stricken with this disease
and carried them in and did everything in his power that he could
for the sick and distressed always. He was a wonderful man. We
had a resident priest in the village 4 kilometers from us that was a
splendid character, always counseling and advising good living and
upright actions on the part of his people. You have to stop and
consider this, that those people have the influence. If they told a
man to do right it would go a long way further in the direction of
causing
him to do right than if one of us told him.
Mr. KARFUt,. Did you observe whether oM not that influence was
exerted for good?
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Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; always. If there was any suggestion that
we had that would be better for the people, he always fell in with it
and was anxious to do all he could to help along for the betterment
of his people. I attributed in no small degree our success, if it may
be called a success-because I think it was up to the time we were
forcibly deprived of the opportunity to go further-to the fact that
we recognized their rights to enjoy whatever religion they pleased,
and we did not attempt to force any other ideas upon them. We
took it as a matter of fact that anybody that belonged in that country
was Catholic by nature and by birth and by practice. There was a
little church in that village said to be 200 years old.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where do you place the blame for the present disturbed conditions in Mexico? Upon whom do you mostly place the
blame?
Mr. EMERY. I think the lack of .confidence that one Mexican has
in another has a great deal to do with the situation. There are no
big men, when you get right down to it, in these revolutionary movemonts. I think there was one man down there, Gen. Alvarez. It
was a great pity that he was killed, for there was a very fine man.
Felix Diaz was another. Those people were above graft, they were
above petty malicious looting or plundering. They believed in
Mexico and wanted to see it come out in the open and be a strong
nation.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think the interference of the American
administration in Mexican affairs in the time of Huerta had anything
to do with the subsequent trouble?
Mr. EMERY. I think it has all to do with it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who do you think was responsible for that ?
Mr. EMERY. I have felt that Mr. Bryan was originally to blame
and that he headed the Government in that direction, and that they
thought perhaps the better things to do was to try to make good on
those lines.
There is no question in my mind whatever that had Gen. Huerta
been recognized by this Government, as he was by nearly every other
government of importance, that the troubles would have been over
in Mexico long ago. Huerta wanted to do right and that is more
than some of these other people have been doing. Do you know the
primary cause of this trouble?
Mr. K ARFUL. What are your ideas about it?
Mr. EMERY. A brother of my cashier saw among the first checks
-drawn by the Madero Government a check for $685 000 to the WatersPierce Oil Co. We were paying $8 a case for kerosene oil under
the Waters-Pierce administration. Cowdiay came down there and
-opened up those oil wells and immediately began to attempt to get
into a standing with the people there that could not be done, and they
began striking back and forth until oil was worth $2.75. Of course,
that was Mexican money. Eight pesos a case was $4 American
money or 40 cents a gallon for kerosene. That is a pretty good price,
you know in those days when we were selling oil here for about 10
cents a gallon.
Pierce and his people have their concessions on all that oil territory
from Mr. Diaz,
e was a very strong man. He did a great deal in
Mexico. I know that Pearson, both in Salina Cruz and in Vera Cruz,
:spent a great deal of government money in fitting that region up to
-do business. They had great confidence in him.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Who was this man ?
Mr. EMERY. He is now Lord Cowdray. The Standard Oil Co. had
done nothing except put in a vast refinery or two, and these other
people had been exploiting these mixed oil products down there, and
it has always been my opinion that that was the original source of the
attempt to break down the Diaz government. They knew there was
no use trying to handle that Government as long as the Diaz people
were on earth.
Mr. KEARFUL. What to your mind is the significance of the payment of this large check you speak of?
Mr. EMEiRY. Moneys they had advanced the Maderos to carry on
that revolution. They were friendly to anything that should upset
the Diaz Government and were willing to show their friendship by
advancing funds.
Mr. KEARFUL. After Madero had been in power for some time and
the effects of his rule were felt, what was the prevailing opinion among
intelligent Mexicans as to whether his rule was a success?
Mr. EsEaRY. I think they realized it was an utter failure.
Mr. KEARFUL. When Madero fell and Huerta came into power,
what was the general feeling among intelligent Mexicans as to the
prospects of improvement
Mr. EMERY. We received our mail about 5 o'clock in the evening.
My people usually came around the office about that time to get their
mail and to talk over the doings of the day and plan the work for
the morrow. I shall never forget the incident. We had four or five
very bright Mexicans in our employ, and when the paper came in
there narrating the facts of Madero's assassination and the occupancy
of the position by Huerta, I could see those people all sit back with
a satisfied look and "Thank God" on their faces. That was the expression on their faces that the farce was ended of the Madero administration of the Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. They received it with equanimity, or with satisfactionI
Mr. EMERY. With the greatest satisfaction. The result had been
so disappointing to them and so unsatisfactory, the administration
of affairs under Madero, that they received this news with the greatest satisfaction.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you know about the feeling of substantial
Mexicans in regard to Carranza and the prospect of successful government by himI
Mr. EMERY. I have had very little intercourse with Mexicans since
leaving there, and I am not prepared to say but I think the majority
of them would welcome something of a change-that. is, the right
change. I wrote a great many letters in the early days of trouble
down there, I would say perhaps three or four letters, to Mr. Bryan,
calling attention to the fact of what would be the result of intervention and the position Americans would be in down there, and urged
that everything be done to prevent that catastrophe. Very little
attention was ever paid to this. Sometimes I would get an acknowledgment of a letter, but that would be about all.
I have quite changed my mind, very much. I think if we ever
wanted to do anything with Mexico or in Mexico that it could not be
done by our going down there as an armed body and compelling those
people. The better read Mexicans have never forgotten the separa476688--20--v
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tion of so much of their territory from them by the United States.
There is a constant fear and dread that is in the minds of Mexicans
that sooner or later the Americans expect to take Mexico the same
as they have territory that they already have acquired formerly from
Mexico.
Mr, KEARFUI,. What do you think this country ought to do, if
anything?
Mr. ItERY. I think we ought to tread on the toes of the Monroe
doctrine enough to ask England and France to join us in issuil,g an
ultimatum to the Carranza government to get down and out and get
out of the way of people that would be selected by a suitable committee or body that would be put in charge of the business of Mexico
in the various States and the Republic at largo, and that due provision he made for the payment of damages that have resulted from
all this horrible work, and that when the things were in shape so
that they could be turned back to the Mexicans, that they would be
given the right of way in the matter.
I have thought that on this account, that with the feeling already
so bitter against Americans, if we attempt to do it ourselves it will
make an unending source of bitterness with tht American people,
whereas if these parties are jointly interested with us quite as much
or more than we are, were to join with us, they would not dare buck
such a combination.
Mr. KEARFUI,. They would not have the feeling then towards
Americans?
Mr. EMIERY. If the French and English join with us in a matter of
that sort, I do not think there would over he a harsh word or thought
toward anybody. They would feel that here are these three great.
nations through whom our only hope lies, that this thing is the best
thing for us. and we are going to submit peaceably whereas if any
one undertakes to do it, we will again find that tliey are a cocky
race. Gen. Huerta was hoard to say one day with 80,000 men he
could take Washington.
Mr. KEARFUL. He believed it, too, did he not?
Mr. EMERY. I think so. I think he was perfectly honest about it.
A friend of mine sat at the adjoining table and heard him make that
statement. You can not conceive of the ignorance and of the lack
of information that those people have. There is no means of passing
information back and forth. They have no public press outside of
the cities. They used to take fresh fish to the old tiendas (stores) in
Mexico City, a delay's run from Vera Cruz. a 10-mile jaunt, and they
get their information about the same way to-day.
Mr. KEARVUL. A great majority of the people are not able to read
to-day even if they had papers, are they?
Mr. EMERY. No sir, but I want to say one thing. In the 15
years we have had a 8100 000 of business with one firm and we had
an extended business relation, you might say, from the City of Mexico
down in many different places. I do not klnow that it is any more
peculiar than the United States. The various industries seem to be
ocated in centers. Puebla is a great center for everything in the
line of earthenware, and they make just as fine china as you ever
saw come from France or from any of those places. The various
industries are scattered around. We would have our dealings
wherever we would find we could buy those things first hand. I
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never vet have found an error in a Mexicmn invoice. They were
iancuraie, they were correct. If you bought a bill of goods from those
people you got what you bought. You did not have to go through
and examine it and fall up and see whether weights and quality
were right and whether yg,,
were getting things you paid for or not.
'rhey were good people to do business with." In other words, the
people who are educated are better educated by far than the business
men of this country.
fr. KEARFiTI..

What did you find to be the character of the igno-

rant Mexicans with reference to honesty and responsibility before the
3Madero revolution ?
Mr. EMERY. We were there for 10 years before the Madero revolution broke out. For a good part of that time we lived a mile from
anybody-that is, any of our forces. They were off (cownin the other
Jart of the plantation, and we were up by ourselves in a frame building screened with wire. We had no locks for the doors. We did
not dream of ever locking anything. The doors were open day and
night, and in 10 years there t lost a pocketknife and a pair of glasses.
We could take a barefooted peon and give him a draft for $r00 or
8800 and send him to the railway, and he would trot out there, and
we did not any more doubt his getting that money back than if 7
sent 10 men down here to the bank with a like draft and asked them
to bring the money to this office.
Mr. KARFUr,. You found them to be thoroughly trustworthy?

Mr.EMERY. Yes, sir; when i went down there we were quite a

distance from our source of supply financially. It cost us 80 per
$1,000 express rates to ,het currency down into that country. I
began canvassing with the little traders around through the country
there for 10 or 15 or 20 miles about us. There were a great many
little tiendas (stores), all of them doing more or less business. Ittook
me four years to say to those people," You are paying $o per 81,000 to
send money out, and we are paying $6 per $1,000 to bring it back.
Bring your money to us, and let us give you drafts on Mexico City."
The point is that after we got the confidence of those people we never
had to bring a dollar in by express. As fast as they would get $100
or $200 they would come right in to us and turn over the money and
say, " would like to have a check for $100 or $200 for so-and-so."
That was all there was to it. That relation existed up to the very
last. it showed that once we secured the confidence of those people there was no further trouble.
Mfr. KEARFUL. Do you think that the native character of the large
majority of the people of Mexico is such that they are capable of
being a great people and of having a good government?
Mr.EMIERY. With the right rulers i believe they would. They
would be law abiding.
Mr.KEARFUL. Do you think that that condition has been impaired
by recent revolutions
Mr.EsMERY. Yes,sir; itwill take a long while to recover the equilibrium that they enjoyed before, because they have been able to get
so much for nothing during these years of trouble.
Mr.KEARFUL. Do you believe if this Covernment had not interfered to eliminate Huerta and impose Villa and Carranza on Mexico,
that the conditions would have remained as they were and improvement would have gone onI
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Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; T(have not the least question of it. i have
not any doubt of it whatever.
Mr. I(EARFUL. Do you know whether or not it is true that in addi.
tion to the sufferings of foreigners in Mexico, that the Mexican lower
classes have suffered infinitely more on account of the revolutions t
Mr. EMERY. The fexicans themselves
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes.
Mr. EMERY. Oh, Lord, yes. The mortality there has been terrible.
There is one thing to remember. If you have read your Prescott, as
doubtless you have, you know that they 'used to sacrifice 25,000
people a year--at least, they were said to; and we have every reason
to believe, whether there were that many or not, more or less were
made away with. The blood is in their veins and in their minds,
and you have to take that into account when you come to consider
any of these revolutionary problems.
Mr. KEARFUL. The point I was getting at was this: Ifthe American administration interfered in such wise as to injure this great
nation of people as you have described, is not this country under a
duty to right that wrong?
Mr. EMERY. They certainly are.
Mr. KEARFUL. Irrespective of the rights of foreigners ?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or of American citizens?
Mr. EiMERY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. In other words, if this country imposed upon the
Mexican people a predatory hand from the north led by Villa and
Carranza, it is the duty of this Government to take some action to
correct that mistake?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir: absolutely.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think that as a matter of good policy we
ought tb invite some of the other great nations to join us in that
workI
Mr. EMERY. I think there would be a great deal less bloodshed and
a great deal less loss of property and life if that were done. They
would realize the fact that it was hopeless to resist.
There has been a great deal said, and it has been said mainly by
the Madero crowd, "Can the cientificos"-I do not know whether
that expression was ever used as a mark of opprobrium, because I
knew a great many of those people and they were the people that
made Mexico. They were the people that put their currency on a
50 per cent basis, and that built those railroads and that made it
possible for Mexico to make the progress she did make, and yet there
is scarcely one of those people in that Republic to-day.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is there anything further that you desire to say
that you have not already covered; anything that you would like to
state to the committee, Mr. Emery?
Mr. EMERY. I do not know that there is anything further than this,
that as an American and a man that is proud of his country I would
like to see something done to restore respect for Americans and for
the United States. So far as our property down there is concerned we
have practically kissed it good-bye, although we have a claim for
$200,000.
We have a bond issue of $200,000 and they have not all been disposed of, but a large percentage of them have, perhaps 75 per cent.
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The trustee for our bonds filed a claim on the $200,000 for the loss
of our first crop with the Mexican Government, through the Brazilian
minister, who was then acting for us down there, and also here in
Washington. We feel that the action of thief Government has damaged us personally, not only in the loss of our property that stands
us over a million dollars, but that we could have made very easily a
million dollars since the time we were dispossessed down there owing
to this action. We had not the remotest question in our minds that
this Government will have to stand the shock on a lot of this stuff.
When it comes to establishing the exact blame for the situation
down there I think it will be found by right-thinking people and by
the Supreme Court of the United States that the. United States is
back of the trouble and the loss that has been sustained by people
who were down there honestly trying to make a living.
In the early days of our being down there personally Gen. Diaz has
told everybody that ever called or him, and our people always called
on him whenever they were pass Ig through, that anything in the
world he could do to help us he wanted to do, and if there was anything ever arose that demanded attention from the Government just
let him know and he would see that the business was seen to. He
bad every reason to be satisfied with our being there. He was glad
we were there.
Mr. KEARFUL,. You spoke of the possibility of your making a
million dollars profits if you had been allowed to proceed?
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Would that profit have been a detriment to anybody ? Would you have been taking any money away from anybody?
Mr. EMERY. On the contrary, we would have been clothing and
feeding thousands of people, hterally thousands who have suffered
since.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU would have been taking nothing out of the
country?
Mr. PMERY. Nothing.
Mr. KEARFUL. On the contrary, you would have been doing good
there
Mr. EMERY. We had 1,200 investors in our company, many of them
people who could ill afford the loss of thatproperty down there. We
would have been able to do the right thiag by those people. We were
just getting to the position where we could go right ahead.
Mr. KEARFUL. For every dollar of profit that you made the
country itself would have been correspondingly benefited 1
Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir. We had a little family trouble down there
that I night relate. A family row in our certificate company resulted
in an investigation of the affairs of the Vista Hermosa Sugar & Mer.
cantile Co. in Mexico through chartered accountants, who spent five
weeks in investigating the books and records of the company. The
closing sentence of their report to the parties who had sent them
there was that they discovered nothing reflecting on the honesty of
the administration of the affairs of that company, but on the contrary they had observed every effort made to be economical and
careful in the management of the property.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did your company ever have any difficulty with the
Mexican authorities?
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Mr. Es mERY. No sir. I have heard a great deal of the disposition
of Mexicans to graft, to cinch people. I recollect we had a cuadrilla
that came in there through the contratista the first and only deal
that we ever had with him. He went off and fixed up a lot of people,
some 200, without making any contracts with them. He gave them
a verbal talk to the effect that we were going to have them come up
there and work as long as they wanted to and when they got through
they could quit. That did notsuit us at all. We could not depend on
that sort of labor. When he turned these people over to us he said
he had left the contracts on the train and would go back and get them.
He went back to see if he could recover his little file of papers, but
he never showed up again. He had our money and we had the people.
We undertook to reason with them and to have them see that they
could not do business in that way. Finally they became rather
obstreperous and were determined to quit. The clerk of the jefe
politico up in the district in which we belonged happened to come
through one Sunday afternoon and we explained the situation to him.
He was then making his way to Vera Cruz but he stopped and went
down to where these people were and spent the entire afternoon with
them, reasoning with them and talking with them, and urging them
to stay and fulfill the contract; that while they no doubt had been
abused in the matter, that we had been abused also, and if they would
go ahead and work their contract as we expected and had been
promised, everything would he all right.
He came back after spending two or three hours with those people
and had them pacified and good natured. I said, "What do we owe
you?" "Oh, nothing at all, Senor: nothing." "Oh," I said, "That
is not fair. You are down here on your own business and you have
done us a very great service and I would be glad to pay you for it."
But I could not get that man to take a cent for his trouble. Finally
I said, "I want you to buy your wife a little present," and I put a
$10 bill in his pocket.
That is the kind of graft we suffered from. A similar case in this
country with a man of like authority, taking his life in his hands to
go among people like that and persuade them to do something they
did not want to do, would probably have cost us anywhere from 850
to $100 to fix the matter up with him.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was in the time of.Porfirio Diaz
Mr. EMERY. Yef sir. .
Mr. KEARFUL. You are not familiar with conditions in regard to
graft since the Carranzistas came into power?
Mr. EMERY. Only as I get correspondence from the people down
there who are looking after our business. They deplore the sitOation.
I noted in Miss Wetherell's report that in one letter the statement was
made that if President Wilson had not interfered with Huerta everyvthing would have been all right. That is the opinion of people down
there who really desire the good of Mexico.
Mr. KEARFIL. I believe that is all I care to ask, Mr. Emery. Is
there anything further you desire to say?

Mr. EMERY. I do not think of anything further; no.
Mr. KEARFUL. Thank you very much, then; you are excused.
(Witness excused.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
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Washington, b. C.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., April 10 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq. in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF LEROY H. AULT.
(The witness was sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your full name?
Mr. AULT. LeRoy H. Ault.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where do you live?
Mr. AULT. No. 1408 Oregon Avenue, Steubenville, Ohio.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you a native-born American citizen?
Mr. AULT. I am.
hMr. KEARFUL. From what State?
Mr. AULT. The State of Ohio.
Mr. KEARFUL. How long were you in Mexico ?
Mr. AULT. From 1906 until 1914, with the exception of the year
1913 when I was detained at home on account of sickness in the
family.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was your business in Mexico?
Mr. AuLT. First as a bookkeeper on a plantation of which I was
subsequently the manager.
Mbr.'KJARFUL. What plantation
Mr. AULT. La Esmeralda, located on the Tesechoacan River, above
Perez Station, on the Vera Cruz & Isthmus Railroad.
Mr. KEARFUL. In what State?
Mr. AUL. In the State of Vera Cruz.
Mr. KEARvUL. What was the extent of this plantation and what
.
was the purpose of it"t
Mr. AULr. The property consisted of 3,614 acres and was originally
purchased by an American company for the purpose of developing
a rubber property.
Mr. KEARFUL. What improvements were placed on it?
Mr. AVLT. The original company, comprised of Ohio people as
stockholders largely, started into rubber raising, but realizing that
it would be a number of years before they could receive a return
upon which they might pay dividends, decided on the raising of short
crops and the erection of a sugar and aguardiente mill. This company erected a sugar and aguardiente plant which cost about $44,000
American gold, erected a large dwelling house, store and office buildings, and various other buildings, but after a period of some three
years became financially embarrassed and was forced into the hands
of a receiver.
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The proposition was taken over by the stockholders in 1906, at
which time further developments were resumed. This company,
being limited in capital, were closed out by the maturity of the preferred stock about 1910 and a new company was organized under
the laws of Arizona and funds were furnished to continue the development.
Mr. KEARFUt,. Approximately what amount of money was invested in this plantation ?
Mr. AUI.T. The original company claimed to have expended about
8185,000 American money; the second company some $10,000 or
$15,000; and the company which now owns the property expended
in the neighborhood of $20,000 American money.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of labor was employed I
Mr. AvUIT. Mexican labor exclusively.
Mr. KEARFUL. How many employees were there
Mr. AUI.T. In the dull or rainy season the number on the pay
roll would generally be reduced to 15 to 25, and in the busy season,
from December until May or June, would run from 100 to 150 or 180.
Mr. KEARFUL. I judge from your statement that the operations
of the plantation were never profitable?
Mr. AULT. Oh, yes; there were.
Mr. KEARFUJ,. At what point did they become profitable
Mr. AULT. To the extent that after 1011 we were not only selfsupporting-that is, we were able to carry our own overhead-but we
were able to further our development work. When I first reached
the property in 1906 the cleared area would not exceed 175 acres.
When I left in 1914 we had approximately 1,100 acres cleared, 1,400
acres fenced on the boundary, with the necessary field fences between, had increased our main acreage by some 75 acres and replanted all of the original 105 acres.
We had an official survey made of our property, repaired 'all our
own buildings, added additional buildings both of yellow pine and
native lumbers, built concrete buildings and bridges, and increased
our holdings of cattle from about 20 head to 150, of course taking care
of repairs and improvements to our mill, with the addition of machinery and the natural increment that would be attendant upon such
development work.
We also planted fruit trees, citrus trees, cedars, and were beginning a large planting of cacao or cocoa.
Mir. KEARFUL. Was the plantation in 1914 fully equipped for
thorough operation I
Mr. AULT. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was the prospect for profits at that time?
Mir. AULT. By reason of the fact that we had some 500 acres of
pasture upon which we could place the cattle, had the conditions
warranted the expenditure, we would have been in a position to
have paid a very considerable dividend within the next year or two.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any trouble at all during the time of
Porfirio Diaz 4
Mr. AULT. Never.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have every protection and feel entirely

secure?

Mr. AULT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. How was it during the time of MaderoI
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Mr. AULT. It was somewhat turbulent. We were visited by
bandit groups on at least three occasions. At one of those times 00
alleged Maderistas dropped in upon us and spent three days as our
guests, appropriated or enlisted a number of our contract laborers
to their ranks, and requested donations of cash and merchandise
and clothing and food to equip their men, but caused no other
damage. The damage in that case amounted, as we subsequently
figured, to close to 1,000 pesos.
Mr. KEARFUI.. That was during the Madero revolution?
Mr. AULT. That was in the month of March or April of 1011.
Mr. KEARFUL. 3Before the accession of Madero to the presidency?
Mr. AULT. As a matter of fact, the Mexico City papers that were
received on the evening of the second day after we had these distinguished visitors stated that Madero had signed an armistice and
that all fighting would cease, but nevertheless this same group, of
bandits proceeded up the river and captured a couple of little towns
up there almost without the exchange of a shot. .Thoey proceeded to.
possess themselves of such movable property in mercantile establishments as appealed to their desires. From there they proceeded
to Cosamoloapam, the head of that canton, where they entered, as I
recall, in the latter days of June f that year.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive protection during the presidency of
De la Barra prior to the accession of Madero?
Mr. AULT. I could not say we received the protection, but we did
not have any molestations during that period, as I believe it was
rather short.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the condition of affairs after Madero
became president until he fell, in February, 1013?
Mr. AULT. in thelatter part of April 1912, I was obliged to make
two trips to Vera Cruz, the first extending over a period of 10 days
and the second 16 days, in order to be absent from the property at
the time of the expected and subsequently consummated visits of
rebel groups that came from Oaxaca Mountains. They appropriated
some animals and men, but did not do our property any damage.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the condition under Huerta from February, 1013, to July, 19141
Mr. AULT. During the year 1013 I was not in Mexico, but after
my return there the latter part of January, 1014, and until we were
instructed by the American consul in April to leave, we had no visits
from any disturbing elements.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive any notices from the American
State Department, through the consul, in 1013, to get out of the
country'?
Mr. AULT. I presume that we did. 1 know that there were occasions when certain manifestoes went out that all Americans that considered that they were not in protected places or were in any immediate danger, should leave Mexico forthwith. As we did not con
eider that we were in a really turbulent region of the country there
was no occasion for us abandoning our properties and allowing
everything to go to pot.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened when you were notified to get out
in 1914
Mr. AULT. Do you want the conditions attendant or how we came
to be advised ?
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Mr. KFARFUL. Just tell the story in your own way.

Mr. AULT. On Saturday evening, the 18th of April 1914, I believe,
a neighbor from an American plantation farther up the river came in
with another American and Informed me of a cable that he had received from San Francisco that day, in which he was instructed to
"ship cattle at once," which was a code that was prearranged with
the people in the States, meaning to leave the country at once o.r
"boat it."
We had noticed in the Mexican Herald of some two or three days
previous that the Ward Line steamer Espera.nz. had canceled her
sailing of that week and had discharged all freight. So the following
morning early wrote a letter to the American consul, Canada, at
Vera Cruz, and sent it in for the morning train, so it would reach
Vera Cruz that evening; that is, the evening of the 10th.
Mr. KEARFUrL. Lot that letter go in the record.
Mr. Ar.T. I will read it:
JLARESMERAIDA, VERA CRUZ,

April 19, 1914.
W. W.
W. W. CASAA,F8q..
American Consul, Iera Crus, l'era Crus.
MY DEAR SIR: Mr. Charles McKim came in last night and advised that he had

gotten awire from his people in San Franciscoto "ship the cattle at once," which was
to mean "beat it." We saw in the Herald that the Esperanza sailing was canceled,

and can not help but think there is something on foot, so am writing you to ask what
you know about things.

I might remind you that your clerk arranged a code with me in case we should go,
and we will gladly reimburse you for any expenses incurred in wiring us, only don't
fail. Everything is quiet about here and we feel that there was some improvement

of conditions, but these circumstances are disquieting, so please let me hear from you
by return mail or wire if you consider it necessary.

Very sincerely, yours.

LRoY 11. AULT.

. What answer did you receive from that letter?
Mfr. AULT. On April 21, 1914 about 1 p. m., I received from a messenger of our own, that we had making morning and afternoon trips
to the railroad station some 13 miles distant, a telegram as follows:
Mr. KEARPUr

To LEROY II. AvLT,

VERA CRUZ, April

t0.

Los Esmeralda.
Ship your cattle with McKim.
(Received in Cordoba at 7.45 a. m.)
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you

understand to be the significance of
that telegram?
Mr. AULT. That we should immediately take steps to reach Vera
Cruz, that we might secure protection.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you then do Mr. ArLT. I immediately sent messengers to advise all my American neighbors of its contents and advising them that I considered it
advisable to take the morning train for Vera Cruz on the following day.
Mr. KEARFUL. Please proceed and relate your experiences following
that.
Mr. AULT. On the following morning five of us left our property
on horseback, with a very limited amount of handgrips and proceeded to Perez Station to await the arrival of the train. There we
were informed by the station agent, who was also the telegraph
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operator, that the Americans going north on the train the day before
had been taken from the train at Tierra Blanca and thrown into jail,
and it was reported that they had been ordered executed. -We felt
that we did not care to get on the train and ride into a proposition
of that kind, and decided then that we would await such developments as the station agent, who was a good friend of ours and was
of a great deal of assistance, as was subsequently proved, might
inform us of the possibilities of taking the afternoon train in an
endeavor to reach Puerto Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUvi. That is a port, south of Vera Cruz on another
railroad ?
Mr. AULT. On the Pan-American Railroad at its Gulf terminal.
After the suggestion of the station agent, who informed us that a
troop train was approaching, we rode back into the woods about a
mile from the depot and staved there until after the troop train had
pulled up, taken water, and'departed.
When the passenger train was due we also went back to the woods,
as we had given up any idea of taking passage on it. After that we
returned to the station and learned from the agent that the employees
of a large sugar plantation on the river south had taken an engine
and some cars and had set out on their own accord presumably
to go to Santa Lucrecia and transfer to the Tehuantepeo National
and go to Puerto Mexico.
At about 11 o'clock we were informed by the operator that the
telegraph line south had been cut and the dispatcher had been unable
to get any advice of the whereabouts or probable whereabouts of this
train of refugees from that sugar property. We then decided, as communications were cut south, there was nothing for us to do except to
follow out the understanding that we had had for some two years
previously with the American consul at Vera Cruz, that in the event
of rail communication being cut, we would proceed down the river
from that point to the coast at Alvarado, where we would await
rescue from Vera Cruz which he might be able to instigate.
While we were discussing whether or not to follow that advice
or go to the Oaxaca Mountains and secrete ourselves until we could
determine whether or not this was the first step of American intervention in Mexico, dinner was ready at the hotel and we went in. As we
were finishing the meal, one of my employees who was accompanying
us came in and informed me that a former station agent at that place
was attempting to enlist a number of the natives of the village to rob
us and disarm us before we got out of town. I immediately gave
orders that the horses be saddled and made hasty arrangements
to proceed down the river to the municipal seat of that municipality
f Tesechoacan, where o understood that we might secure a boat
with a couple of native oarsmen to conduct us clown the river to the
coast.
I had taken the precaution to secure a number of letters of reference
to merchants in Tlacotalnam a town of considerable size, about 8
miles from the mouth of the river. I found that my finances were in
such condition that it was necessary for me to effect a loan of 500
pesos to guarantee me sufficient funds to reach Vera Cruz. Similar
financial assistance w as secured by two other members of the party.
Mr. KEARFUL. They secured this assistance from Mexicans?

i
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Mr. AULT. From Spanish merchants who operated mercantile
business there. As soon as all arrangements were completed we left
town very hurriedly reaching Tesechoacan before 4 o clock, where
through the good offices of a partner in the firm from whom we had
received financial assistance at the railroad station, a boat and two
Mexicans were secured for our passage down the river. Our horses
were returned with our employees to our respective plantations.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mexican employees
Mr. Amvr. Yes, sir; we proceeded down the river, traveling all that
night and the next day and toward evening approached the town of
Tlacotalpam. Not knowing what developments or what action on
the part of the American troops or American Government might have
been carried on since we left the railroad the day previously, we
deemed it advisable to write a note to one of the mercantile firms at
Tlacotalpam to whom I had a letter of reference, stating that we were
merely peaceful American planters who were attempting to reach
safety at Vera Cruz, asking this firm that they advise us by the
bearer, who was one of our boatmen, if it was safe for us to go to their
town and if there was any possibility or probability of our being able
to arrange for a fishing smack to conduct us to Vera Cruz.
After a wait of some two hours the messenger returned with a typewritten letter on plain paper unsigned, stating that they would be
very pleased to meet us and he of any assistance possible. They
told the messenger by word of mouth that there was considerable
feeling in the town by reason of the American occupation of Vera
Cruz and that no other armed action had been taken by the American g overnment, but advised us to call upon an American who lived
a short distance below where we had tied up our boat to the bank
awaiting the return of our messenger.
Two of us immediately proceeded to this American house, stated
who we were and whence we came, and were very royally received
by him and his family. He of course expressed his opinion as to the
American interferference in Vera Cruz but stated that he felt there
would be no personal danger attending our going to Tlacotalpam.
As we had been subsisting during our trip on dry bread and chocolate,
he insisted that we come in and partake of such food as they were
able to furnish.
About 9 o'clock that night we left his place in our boat, armed with
a letter: from him to the-hotel keeper in Tlacotalpam, ordering him
to take us in and see that we were well taken care of.
We went to this town, two of the members of our party went to
the betel, where they were at first refused admission, being told that
they had no room. They then showed the letter from this American,
and he said that he would take care of us then. They returned to
the boat, and we unloaded our few belongings, told our boatman that
we had learned that it was a matter of life and death with them that
if they were found in the vicinity and it was learned that they had
assisted any Americans to escape it would mean serious trouble for
them, and urged them to make all haste to get as far back up the
river before daylight as their strength might allow. We proceeded
to the hotel and were taken in, cautioned to be very quiet, assigned
to rooms, and very soon were peacefully sleeping.
The next morning, as my room mate and I went out in the patio
of the hotel, the hotel keeper asked if we had heard any disturbance
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during the night, to which we replied negatively, whereupon he
stated that our entrance into the town had been noted, and that the
stot had gone out that a number of American soldiers, heavily
armed, with large baskets of money, were stopping in the hotel. A
small mob was formed and went to the hotel and demanded admittance. The hotel keeper refused, and they were on the point of
making threats to break open the door and take us out and deal
summarily with us, when the small police force of two or three men
alTived, and were able to prevail upon them to wait until morning,
until the mayor might investigate the matter. He said the mayor
had sent up at daybreak that morning to inquire who we were and
what he knew of us, and that he had sent word back inviting the
mayor to come up and conduct an investigation for himself.
As we were finishing breakfast the mayor came in, and was introduced to us, and we made known to him who we were and what we
were endeavoring to accomplish. It developed in this interview
that he was a brother of a very particular Mexican friend of mine in
Vera Cruz, one of whose boys was at that time in my employ, and
another one had been previously for a number of years. As we
concluded the meal we took him to our room and showed him through
our baggage, and convinced him from letters that our statements
were true, showing him at the same time a number of letters that I
had received from his brother at Vera Cruz, which seemed to satisfy
him as to our good intentions.
LHe stated to us that as the Mexican gun boat Progreso upon its
return to Vera Cruz from a trip down the coast after the American
invasion had been refused anchorage at Vera Cruz, they had come
down the coast, and anchored at the mouth of the Papaloapam River,
and the commander had issued orders that no boats carrying passengers or foodstuffs would be permitted to go to sea bound for Vera
Cruz; therefore, that until that order could be lifted it would be
impossible for us to go out by water.
We then asked him it he knew of any reason why we might not stay
at the hotel until such arrangement could be perfected, and he said
he did not, but that he wold have to order us, in view of the feeling
of the populace toward all Americans, not to go out on the street or
be seen in front of the hotel, and that in order to enable him to assure
the people of the town that we were not American soldiers heavily
armed, as it had been reported, that we turn over to him our pistols
and ammunition for safe-keeping so that he might tell them all that
we were defenseless, promising that when arrangements were made
for our leaving there that our pistols and ammunition would be
returned to us.
While he was still with us, chatting very sociably, the American
at whose place we had stopped the night before came in and asked
me for a letter of reference to another business man in town that he
might go and see this wealthy merchant, who was very infuential,
and a large property owner in town, and who he felt sure would be
able to make the arrangements for us to get to Vera Cruz without any
delay. He returned shortly with this gentleman and while we were
discussing the possibilities of making arrangements for our leaving,
the mayor excused himself-that is, the Alcalde-saying that it was
time to hold court.
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We wore chatting very congenially with the Mexican and American
gentlemen when of a sudden the mayor reappeared, somewhat pale,
very much excited, and asked, "What are you going to do? ' I
replied, "We are going to stay right hero." He said, "Oh, my God,
you can not do that.' I asked him why and he said he had oobeen
waited on by a delegation of citizens when he returned to his office
and had been informed that it had always been a peaceful community
and no foreigners had over been mistreated there, but that things had
come to such a pass and the populace was so incited that they were
certain that it would be almost suicide for us to consider remaining
there and that we would have to take steps to leave immediately.
I stated to him that we had sent our boats back by the river the
night before and had no means of exit other than by foot. Not knowing the country and it being quite densely populated for a rural district we felt that nothing more could happen to us in the town than
would on the road, and therefore we felt it was up to him to afford
us some protection. I suggested to him that he might put us in jail
for safo-keeping, to which- he promptly replied that he could not do
that because they might tear the jail down.
He then requested the Mexican gentleman present to offer a solution for the situation. The gentleman replied that he would attempt
to secure a boat and a couple of oarsmen to take us back up the river
as far as we might want to go and if we deemed necessary, to returnus
to the railroad station from which we had set out three days before.
We suggested to the mayor that it would be necessary, in view of
the feeling of the populace to afford us a safe conduct to the river
where we might embark in the boat-in other words, to see us safely
off. He became very much annoyed and stated that that was his
busy day and that he would like to help us, but he was so situated
that he could not devote the time to it, but said "This gentleman
here has been a life-long resident and is the most respected man in
the town, and no better conduct could be afforded you than to have
him accompany you personally." The gentleman agreed that after
making ar',agements for the boat he would return to the hotel and
conduct us to the river, but that we might remain until after the
noon day meal.
Both the mayor and the Mexican gentleman referred to left at
once and within a very short period the actual lessee, whose brother
had been in charge of the hotel during his absence to Vera Cruz where
he had gone to bring back a daughter that was in school there, came
in and manifested consternation to find that he had five Americans
in his hotel. He immediately informed us that we would have to
leave at once.
We stated that arrangements were being made to secure a boat
and that the gentleman would return to take us out to the boat after
lunch. He stated that we could not wait that long, that we would
have to leave at once. We told him that he need not have any fear
on that score, that we were not going to do him any harm. He
said he did not fear from us but from the people of the town, stating
that the building was merely leased or rented by him, and that should
the property be damaged in any way it might take him the remainder
of his life to earn enough to reimburse the owner, and that he felt
in view of the situation that we would excuse his urgency in the
matter.
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We asked him for time to get some of our effects together to make
an endeavor to secure our arms. He said that our arms were still
in the building and that he would certainly guarantee that they
would be turned over to us as soon as we were ready to leave town,
adding that he would personally conduct us to the river and there
await the arrival of the boat to take us out.
As soon as he could make the necessary arrangements, we were
conducted out the back door into the alley, through the back streets
and avenues, headed for a point at the very outside of the village.
A crowd of men and the usual complement of dogs soon formed and
followed in our wake, hooting and jeering at us. However, we reached
the river front without mishap, and there we were enclosed in a salt
warehouse to await the arrival of the promised transportation.
Within a few minutes the gentleman who had gone out in search
of a boat and oarsmen came in very much out of breath, pulled off
his hat, mopped his brow and exclaimed, "Thank God you are here."
He said "Iheard you had been taken out of the hotel, but I did not
know whether by friends or foes." Hle stated that he had been able
to secure but one man, but he felt we would be safe there and that
the people who were outside, that he talked to before he came in,
would not harm us, and that he would make another attempt to
secure another man. The one he had arranged for accompanied
him into the building, but within a few minutes after the departure
of this gentleman in search of a companion for the one who was there,
this latter man stepped outside for a few moments after which he
returned and informed us that his neighbors outside had informed
him that if he took a hand in assisting us to leave the town, that they
would make things very uncomfortable for him upon his return,
and therefore that he found himself obliged to withdraw from the
undertaking.
About a half hour afterwards the Mexican gentleman returned
with the unwelcome news that he had not been able to secure another
boatman or launch either, and that he did not know what we could
do. As all of us had had some experience in handling boats, we
stated to him that if he would furnish us a boat and one largo paddle
and enough small paddles for the other four to operate, that we would
undertake to effect our own escape. He said we might take any of
the boats in front of the building, as he was the owner of the building
and the boats as well, and take them and make such use of them as
necessary, and when we were through with them to turn them loose
and sometime they would come back to him.
The necessary oar was secured and pieces of board and clothes
props, and we made ready to leave. All this time the crowd had
remained outside, hooting and jeering and raking threats, and we
felt that there were possiblities of some untimely action on their
part, but our guns had then been turned over to us and we arranged
our party so that each know his place in the boat and at a given
signal we all made a rush, got in and started out. It is needless to
say that we put every ounce of energy behind those paddles. A
number ot stones and other missiles were thrown at us and jeers and
promises that we would he followed up came floating to us, but no
harm developed.
We crossed the river, undecided where to go, the river at that
point being very wide and having the tide backing up in it and mak-
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ing the water brackish and unfit to drink, but we finally decided to
return to this American's place and make a request for fresh water
and such food as they might have at hand to carry us through that
afternoon and night. The wife came to the boat landing and we
told her our tale in a very few words, but she said that she would
not furnish us with any food until she had talked the matter over
with her husband and she felt that there was no occasion for us to
go back up the river; that we would be perfectly sate to stay there
with them, reminding us, as we had been informed the day before,
that she was a native-horn Mexican, speaking excellent English, having been educated at a Methodist mission in Puebla and being one of
the aristocratic families of the city of Puebla, and that she felt that
we would be perfectly safe there.
She went and called her husband from the field and he came down
and she outlined the situation. He reached in the heat and took
the chain out and said, "Men, you are going to settle right here"
We said, "No; we do not want to imperil the safety and possibly the
lives of you and your wife and two young children, and aged mother
who is visiting here," but he said he had no fear of any such consequences; that he had lived there for 14 years and was very eminently
respected and could assure us that we would be in perfect safety
and arrangements could be perfected whereby we could be fairly
well taken care of until such time as arrangements might be made to
get us transported by water to Vera Cruz. This being the course of
least resistance, was very readily accepted.
That evening about dark a Mexican came in, stating that he was
a fisherman,. the owner of a fishing smack and that he had been
called in by this Mexican gentleman who had assisted us to leave
town that morning and was told that we would probably be at this
American's place, and that conditions had developed in the town
during the day that made him feel that it would not he safe for us
to stay in that community, and that if he was willing to accept a
risky undertaking, that he felt that arrangements could be made
with us whereby we would be willing to pay him quite liberally to
undertake to smuggle us down the Aver and out past the Mexican
gunboat in the mouth of the river that night, it being the dark of
the moon, and put us on board an American gunboat that was reported to be lying off the bar, but in the event that it might-have
departed prior to our arrival, that he would undertake to take us
up the coast to Vera Cruz; that he had three brothers and a nephew
who were willing to undertake the trip If it was made worth their
while.
He stated that this Mexican gentleman had informed him that the
populace had made its demands on the authorities of the town that
day for arms and ammunition to set out to hunt us, and the authorities had agreed that at midnight they would furnish them with a
certain amount of arms, thinking by the delay to give us time to get
sufficiently far away that they would not be able to overtake us.
The story sounded very nice. We, of course, commenced to be
fearful of what might transpire. We asked this fisherman what his
price was. He said 2,000 pesos. We discussed the matter amongst
ourselves in English and decided that it was better, if there was a
chance of getting out that way, to pay these men their price and take
the chance of getting into Vera Cruz and not await rescue from the
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American Government through what we then supposed the good
offices of the consular service, than to take a risk of what might happen to us were we to remain in that locality. So we agreed.,
After arrangements were all made and the hour sot for his arrival,
he asked if we were armed. We grow suspicious and asked him
why. We said that we were and asked why. He said, " I merely
asked that because we have no arms whatever. As you know, the
Government has taken all arms from individuals, and just against
the possibility that somebody might attempt from the river bank to
stop our exit." We told him he need not fear from that score, that
we felt able to protect the party.
The Mexican at whose house we were staying, being better acuainted with the Mexican fishermen than we from the Interior, followed the man out into the yard and stated to him that he was not
acquainted with him, that he did not know whether he had brought
the correct information'or not or whether his intentions were good,
and stated to him that he wanted to make a remark to him to the
effect that he know the American spirit and temperament well
enough that if he was going into this expedition with good intentions,
he knew every promise of ours would be faithfully carried out; but,
on the other hand if he was attempting to frame us an ambuscade
that he would not see the sun come up the following morning, it
having been previously agreed amongst ourselves that there being
five boatmen and five of us, that the first man that entered the boat
would be a Mexican, followed by an American with drawn gun, and
so on down the line, and that would keep each one of those men coy.
ered until we reached his place of safety, so that in the event they
undertook any uprising, they would be dead before they know it, or
at least hours do combat. He assured the American that his intentions were of the best, as the sum of money which was promised to
them was a fortune, and they were willing to take the risk. So he
told them well and good.
Not being satisfied with this he sent one of his own employees, a
trusted man down to the town to make inquiries of this Mexican gentleman if such a feeling was existent among the people and if a
demand had been made on the authorities and if any promise had
been made by the authorities. In due time his man returned with
the verbal information that while there was considerable feeling and
talk, that the gentleman did not know of any demand having been
made on the authorities of or any promise of arms or offer of arms
having been made by the authorities, but suggested that we sleep In
the woods. We then decided that some of us would have to get sick
in order to furnish a plausible alibi in the event that this fisherman
showed up at the hour recommended. But he did not arrive, so we
went to the woods and spent the night. The next morning we were
joined at this place by four other Americans from a point farther
up the river than any of us, to whom the word of the occupation oif
Vera Cruz had not come as soon as it had to us, but having met our
boatmen returning up the river, they were advised by them to stop
at this American's place and that they could probably be informed
of our whereabouts. This increased the number of our party to nine.
We felt that we should not stay and impose on the good offices of
this American and his family, who insisted that we would be just
as safe, and if we could put up with the food they could supply us
4766-20--v0L 2 -- 2
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there and with the sleeping arrangements as we probably would
not want a building to sleep in, that we had better stay there. We
stayed there for several days, hoping against hope as afterwards
developed when we saw naval launches of the British fleet, one
launch carrying the Swiss flag we took it to be, passing up the river to
points on the next river north of ours, the two rivers meeting above
the town of Cosamoloapam, going into the State of Oaxaca, in the
neighborhood of Tuxtepec, in care of a squad of certain foreigners,
as we presumed, that remained in that territory, but none called for
us. We made a standing offer of 50 pesos to any one who would
carry a letter to the Vera Cruz Railroad, communication over the
Alvarado Railroad having been cut off at the Mexican outpost, but
no one would carry a letter to the American consul in Vera Cruz or
to any reputable business house and bring back a signed receipt
stating that the letter had been received, so that thereby our whereabouts might be learned. We had no takerS.
We tried to figure out some way that we might get into Vera Cruz.
We learned by reason of the salt marshes going back from the coast
that it would be impossible for us to undertake to go overland from
there and the only way would be to go clear back almost to the
railroad. But by sleeping in the woods and sleeping around in the
boat on the river at night when tramfle along the road was frequent,
we passed 11 days and nights before arrangements were finally
made by the manager of a large American sugar plantation farther
up the river, through a Mexican major of rurales in charge of a
detachment located on his property, to smuggle us out to Vera
Cruz in a small fishing boat as employees of his company. In that
manner we reached Vera Cruz on the 6th of May.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of your plantation when you left it?
Mr. AULT. I had no communication or any word from our plantation for some three weeks afterwards, although I mailed letters and
sent letters back part way by messengers to be mailed at interior
points, but did not learn until some two months afterwards of the
happenings on the property subsequent to my leaving.
Mr. KEARFUL. When you got to Vera Cruz did you go on to the

States?
Mr. AULT. No, sir. We found that all Americans were being
deported as fast as boats could be secured, but as our property was
still in operation I felt that I did not want to be taken so far away
where I would be out of touch with it, and found that it would be
possible, could I secure employment with the Government, to remain
in Vera Cruz. Having had some postal experience in the States, I
was moved to apply to the postal agent at the Vera Cruz post office
for employment, which I secured.
Mr. IEARFUL. How long did you remain in Vera Cruz?
Mr. AULT. Until the 23d day of November when the American
troops were withdrawn, returning to the States on a transport with
marines to Philadelphia.
Mr. KEARUL. Were you able to get back to the plantation?
Mr. ArT. I was, in October.
Mr. KEARFUL. In what condition did you find it then
Mr. AULT. Very desolate. A number of our cattle had been
stolen, aU the merchandise in the store had been appropriated, and
clothing, furniture and household effects had to a great extent, in
fact entirely, been removed with the exception of some pieces of
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furniture. Beds had been taken, oxen, carts, farming utensils and
things of that kind were all gone.
M r. KFAnFITL. Were you alo to operate your property after that

Mr. AUvT. No, sir.
Mr. KFARFUL. For what reason1
Mr. AULT. By reason of not feeling that it was safe to be there

and for the reason, as we learned there, that the Mexican civil authoritioe had intervened after the military authorities had first intervened,
and assumed full charge of the property, and it was during their stay
and their holding the poswossion that this property wa' destroyed or
carried away.
Mr. KEARUIv. Did they make any effort to reimburse you for it
or return the property in any way?
Mr. AvlT. The Mexican caretaker wont to the alcaldo and wanted
to turn the property over, said he had grown tired of it and was not
receiving any emolument, and that his private intoereots required his
attention in other lines, and that he did not fool able to continue.
That is the statement that was made to me by the alcaldo. I told
him I had no instructions from our people to receive the property and
in the condition that I found it I was not willing to do so. I spoko
to him about certain article; and things that had disappeared, which
he said wore in that condition wheol he took charge on the 4th of 5th
day of May, but I learned from other people there that the military
authorities had come in on the 27th of April and had dismissed the
employees whom I had authorized by legal documents appropriately
stamped-powers of attorney, you might say-to remain there.
They had beeoon removed by the military authorities, and a local civil
authority placed in charg with orders to report to the commander of
the military down at Tierra Blanca, and about five days subsequently
the civil authorities came in and ordered the military authority repre entatives to turn the property and keys over to them, at which
time they annulled the document which had boon made out by the
man incharge of the ruraloe, placing their stamp and seal on the back
of it. Photographic copies of the original document are in our possession and can he fu-nished if occasion require;.
Then the civil authorities romai ed at the property for some two
days, during which time they busied themelvos in ransacking the
premises and removing such articles as I promume they desired to
remove for their own homes, as they employed men to take them to
the river and take them down to down-river points.
Mr. KEARVUL. Was the property in such condition that you could

continue its operation?

Mr. AULT. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you make the effort to regain possession of the

things that had been taken away?

Mr. AULT. We asked him if he know the whereabouts of any of

them and he said with the exception of a couple of yoke3 of oxen and
carts that he had loaned to friends of his, and one of our boats that
was being used by employees of his, and some farming implements
that had also been loaned to other friends, and a typewriter that he
had allowed to go out of his custody to a friend of his, that things
were just the same as when he had received the place.
M.r. KEARFUL. Did you get back there articles that he mentioned I
Mr. AULT. No, sir. My stay at the property at that time was only
about two days.
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Mr. KrEAnRFu. What became of the property then? What did
you do with it?
Mr. Av'or. I just left t iin
his charge. I made no attempt to take
it away. I took the proposition up with the American consul at
Vera (ru, and asked his advice in the matter, and he agreed that
there was not any occasion for us to try to reoccupy it,
that heo felt
there was not anything to do to protect our interests any more than
had boon done inthe past,
AMr. KEAnFi'r.. What happened to the property after that ?
Mr. AurT. I received a letter from a friend of mine in that locality.,
dated October 19, 1010, in which ho informed me that immediate
locality has been the hangout for a hand of bandits for the last three
years continuously, and previous to that it was not safe for anybody
outside of the natives living there to pass through that locality; that
the floors, doors, windows, and roofs of our buildings had hoon
removed: that all the copper in the tanks and about the mill, the
brass in the machinery, and that the agricultural implements and the
cattle and the wire from the fences and everything that any Moexican might hope to possess, had long since boon removed; that the
pastures were grown up, that some cattle were running on itof the
natives, hut he understood there were none of our cattle remaining;
that the cane fields were entirely lost and the place was being overrun in all directions by anybod. or anything that happened to pass
that way.
Mr.KEARFUL. Did you make any appeal to the American Government for redress for these injuries?
Mr. ArT.We made a claim, I believe, about 1916 and filed it with
the State Department. We found in the fall of 1919 that it would
be necessary to make out a more full and a more complete statement
or claim.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you mean that after three years you were
notified that you would'havo to make a further showing?
AMr. AUvr. Yes, sir. We then prepared a complete amended
claim, which we empowered attorneys in Washington to prosecute
for us.

Mr. KEARFUL. What satisfaction have you ever received in regard
to the prosecution of your claim?
Mr. Atur. None whatsoever. Our attorneys informed us that
they have hopes that there may be a settlement within the course of
the next few months. They first said they understood that steps
wore being taken by Congress to make an appropriation to partially
reimburse Mexican claimants in order that they might be allowed
to go back and operate their properties as soon as it was safe for
them to do so.
Mr.KEARFUL. The American Congress or the Mexican Congress?
Mr.Avr. The American Congress, yes.
Mr. KF.ARFUL. Do you know of any such bill over having been
introduced in Congress ?
Mr. AvTr. I took up the matter with our Congressman and he
said it was news to him. He did not even know of any such matter
being under consideration.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you make any inquiries as to the prospect of
such a bill being passed ?
Mr. Avr. I did.
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Mr. KRA1ur,. What did you learn?
Mr. Avir. He said he did not think there was any hope until the
Mexican question was finally settled.
Mr. KEARFUL. What hopes did heo hold out to you about the
prospects of the Mexican question being finally settled ?
Mr. AULT. I do not recall that he stated in any particular. My

recollection is that he agreed that the proper manner to handle it
would be to have a board appointed to go over the claims and decide
on a just amount, and that some arrangement, either international
or otherwise, be made whereby the claimants could be paid such
damages as were decided to be fair and equitable, in order that they
might return to the country and with their money bring about a now
era of prosperity, once safety of life and property was guaranteed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was it the idea that some arrangement would be
made for the investigation of claims and payment of those claims by
the Mexican Government or by this Government?
Mr. AUIT. By this Government that there was not any hope of
the Mexican Government over taking any stop along that line, as it
has long since acknowledged to be bankrupt.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the proposition that you would have to wait
for adjustment of your claim until the whole Meoxican problem
should be settled in some way ?
Mr. AULr. Yes, sir. He felt that there was no hope in the present
American administration taking any action whatsoever looking to a
settlement of the Mexican condition.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you make any inquiry to ascertain whether or
not the t is the general feeling among American Congressmen
Mr. AULT. No, sir; I have not any acquaintance with atly others

than our own representatives,.
Mr. KEAFPUL. Did he undertake to state the feeling among Con.
gressmon as to what the sentiment was?
Mr. AurLT No, sir; I can not recall that he made any statement
along that line.
JMr. KEARFUL. You have lived in Mexico a long time and have substantial interests there. What do you understand to be the trouble
with Mexico?
Mr. AvrlT. I consider that the basic trouble with Mexico was
brought about by American interference.
Mr. KEARFUL. To what interference do you refer?
Mr. Avu:r. The policy of dictating to the Mexican Government
what they should and should not do beginningg at the close of the
Taft administration and very considerably enlarged upon by the
Wilson administration.
Mir. K.ARFuI,. To what do you refer when you say "telling the
Mexicans what they should and should not do"
a
Mr. AvrT. By the frequent exchange--no, I will not say exchange
of notes, because many times the Mexicans did not reply to notes
that were addressed to them from the Whito Iouse in Washington.
I say the White House. I have reason to believe that the State Department had very little to do with it, the matter having been largely
taken over by the Chief Executive himself in that he opposed the
candidacy of certain persons; in the case of Mr. Ihuerta that he seemed
to be very bitterly opposed to him being the representative official
of the Mexican Government.
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I have talked with many Mexicans on the subject during the time
Huerta was in power, and I feel that it was generally believed that
had lHuerta even been allowed to carry ou this own polfey un hampered
by the limitations that were placed uponl him by the American Government, and had received no encouragement from the United States,
that he would have been able to pacifyl
Mexico: but when the attit'do
of the American Government was not neutral, but aggressively for his
removal, they were in a position to and did bring about conditions
that no man could have combated and put down the civil strife and
banditry that was rapidly enveloping the country.
Mr. I LEAFU,. To what aggressive action do you refer for the
removal of Huerta1
Mr. AtiuT. Their embarrassing him by refusing him the privilege of
purchasing arms and ammunition in the0 ITnited States for his forces,
and then by what I consider the Tampico frame-up of the early days
of April, 1914, and their intervention at Vera Oruiz with some one "of
three or four excuses that were given to the public at various times.
Mr. KEARnvtU. What do you think was the real reason for seizing
Vera Cruz?
Mr. At~riT. I never could conceive that there was any.
Mr. K.tuiret.. There was motive for it.

What do you conceive to

have been the motive for seizing Vera Cruz--tho real motive?
Mr. AvTr. I have understood that the real motive was to prevent
the shipment of arms on the German steamer Ypiranga from being
unloaded in Vera Cruz and transported to Mexico City.
Mr. KEArVt'L. I think the motive may be judged from the result.
What was the main effect of the seizuro'of Vera Cruz upon Huerta's
administration ?
Mr. AUvT. Hlanldicapping it from a military standpoint, cutting off
the revenues from-that port which was the principal port of entry in
Mexico; to belittle his administration.
Mr. KEARFUfL. Huerta was soon after that forced out, was he not?
Mr. AUL.r, I believe in July of that year. IIo was, I think, induced, to resign on the purported pledge of the American Government that a neutral successor would be appointed 'or chosen that
would receive the support of the American Government, but which
subsequently was not done.
Mr. KEAFLUL. You are referring now to what happened at the
Niagara conference?
Mr. AUlT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARnFUL. Your

idea is'that having been induced to resign
on that pledge that he then lost prestige with his own people?
Mr. ALT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFuWL . And it was necessary then for him to go?

Mr.AiT. He had no chance to recover the respect of the Mexican
people, becarso they considered that he had probably very good
and just reasons for wishing for the welfare of Mexico through a
noe'tral representative.
Mr. KEA1nUIr. What do you mean by a neutral representative?
Mr. AuLTr. One that had not taken part in the administration
under Diaz or gender Madero and had not been a participant in either
the Carranza or Villa factions or Zapata, which were then the dominant revolutionary factions of the country.
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Mr. KnEAUUL. What conditions do you understand to exist under
the rule of Carranza that are necessary to he removed in order to
stabilize Mexico ?
Mr. AvhT. 1 feel that the Carranza government has very conclusively proven that they were unable to pacify the country when
they have declared a suspension of guaranties and placed the country
under military law; when they made the state government and laws
subordinate to executive orders of the president himself; when all
public utilities are under government control: when the moratorium
law is in effect and the feilderal constitution only partially operative;
when the customs and internal revenue and a number of tax laws
have been arbitrarily fixed to furnish funds to canry on the alleged
government: when ihov have defaulted in the payment of interest
and meeting the maturity of their internal and foreign indebtedness:
when they have absolute control of the banks, finance exchange,
coinage, and issues of paper money, and when these conditions have
brought about the stoppage or natural influx of foreign capital
and credit, as well as support, by reason of the nationalization of
oil wells and laws prohibiting the purchase of property by any but
actual citizens, and the protection of those who did hiav property
in the country.
Mr. Ki.AnFic.. What do you mean by moratorium law?
Mr. AvU.T. That is a law making it impossible for obligations to
be pushed to a forced closure, such as mortgages and other obligations of individuals or firms.
Mr. KEARnFUI. You say the government has control of the banks.
What, if you know, has happened to the banks under that control?
Mr. Avtr.. They were just ordered to turn everything over to the
federal government and were put out of business and banking
institutions.
Mr. KEARFUI.. The metallic reserves were taken over, were they
not, and appropriated ?
Mir. Avuie. 1 es, sir.
Mr. KF.ARFUI,. Have you an opinion that you would care to express

as to what ought to be done to put Mexico right?

Mr. AuLr. I feel that if the present American administration bas

really the interests of Mexico at heart and are still determined in
upholding Carranza as the head of that country, that they would
compel him or oblige him to reinstate the constitution of a
decade ago, repeal the consistory laws, guarantee the safety of life
and property and the payment of indebtedness and indemnities.
They would also have to make overtures for foreign capital and
others, and assist to teach. the people to direct their energies along
right lines' toward the uplift and advancement of the masses rather
than the classes; that they would have to eliminate special privileges
and the rule of might making right. They must equalize taxes to
encourage development and realize the necessity of the people
migrating to foreign lands to earn a livelihood, and if it is not their
intention to give the present Mexican administration their support,

I do not see that there is any hope of being able to establish in Mexico
by Meoxican a government that would be capable of bringing about
the peace conditions that existed for some 30 years prior to 1010.
Mr. KEARFUL. Suppose that this Government makes Carranza the

proposition that you have outlined and he should be willing to under.
take it, do you think it would be possible for him to carry it out?
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Mr. AvLT. For Carranza to carry it out?
Mr. KEAnFUI.

Yes.

Mr. AULT. No, I (to not think so. I do not have sufficient confidence in his ability as a statesman and a man of such resources.
Mr. KAIFUL. Suppose that he should be either unable or unwilling
to carry out such a proposition, what then would you advise should
be done?
Mr. AvI,T. I feel that in view of the policy of the Mexican Government to pacify the country and protect the people and their interests,
that the United States should enforce and make operative for the
protection of the universally recognized Monroe doctrine to prevent
the intervention in Mexican affairs of foreign powers, whom I have
every reason to believe will insist that the interests of their people
in Mexico be guaranteed, protected, safeguarded, and claims settled
and if the United States is to keep them from doing it that they must
take some definite action and assume absolute control of the Mexican
Government, either peaceably through a protectorate for a period of
years, or by armed agge3sion if necessary with the penalty previously stated to the Mexlcans that it would be under the penalty
of the loss of their national entity; that they should establish peace
and safety, assume all self-indebtedness, investigate and allow and
pay all bona fide damages and claims arising from the revolutionary
period, and issue 30 to 50 year bonds to make immediate settlement
therefor, thereby enabling claimants to resume their operations forthwith and this at the same time would guarantee the prosperity and
development of the country and the peace and contentment of its
inhabitants, and that they should effect the passage and enforcement
of the basic and modern laws of all civilized nations which would
guarantee the enjoyment by all of peace, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is that the sort of solution your Congressman
referred to when he expressed the belief that there could be no settlement of your claim until the Mexican problem was settled ?
Mr. AULT. I think what he probably referred to was that with the
present American administration there was no hope of them ever
taking any step or any stand on the Mexican situation.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he anticipate that there would be a change
shortly in the American Government that would be an improvement?
Mr. AULT. I do not think he made any statement to that effect.
Mr. KEARFU,. Is there anything further that you desire to state
to the committee in this connection ?
Mr. AULT. I would like to state that I differ with a great many
with reference to the opposition that might he expected from the
Mexican populace in the ovent that the "Colossus of the 'orth"
(the editorially popular term applied to the United States) should at
some time decide to energetically suppress the Mexican disorders by
armed intervention. My opinion is that while there would be stern
opposition on the partof the Government and certain foreign factions,
it would be carried out as a guerrila warfare and v:'ith the methods
employed in the Philippines; but that the masses termed by President
Wilson as the "submerged 80 rer cent,'" would scarcely tale any
part except as.they might be compelled to by the authorities. For
despite whatever feeling they might have toward the American
Go" ernment for its hunglesome interference in their internal affairs,
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the greater portion with the exception of the mass of mountain
Indians have had ample opportunity to satisfy themselves that the
American people individually and colletively are worthy of their
continued respect and admiration, as it Ias largely due to the
American industry, development, and standards that they have seen
their country rise to a point of prominence in world affairs, while
they themselves have directly or indirectly 1 rofited in rosjierity,
usefulness and ambition, and that "mafanna" is not the dlay to hope
to do what through indolence is not done to-day. But rather that
"madana" is another day for other things. I am sure they have
the kindliest of feeling for us, and will welcome the dcay when they
can see peace and quiet for the everlasting future. and say "maftana"
is a new day, with new conditions, now hojes and guarantees. And I
am certain that a war would he of hut short duration. I am not a
militarist, but I believe the cancerous sore needs a sharp knife in a
steady, kindly hand.
Mr. KF:anvi'r.. If that is all, the committee are very much obliged
to you.

(Witness excused.)
(Thereupon. at 11.50 o'clock a. m., the hearing.wans closed.)

FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE
SuBcoMMITTEE ON FOREION RELATIONS,

1'ashington, D. o.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., April 16 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the Subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF HENRY LANE WILSON.
(The witness was sworn by Mr. Kearful.)

Mr. KEARFUL. Please state your full name

Mr. WILsON. Henry Lane Wilson.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your present post-office address?
Mr. WILSON. 2712 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your profession?
Mr. WILsoN. Lawyer, I suppose, although I do not practice.

Mr. KEARFUL. You have been in the Diplomatic Service?
Mr. WLsoN. Seventeen years.
Mr. KEARFUL. What has been your experience in the diplomatic

service?
Mr. Wilson. I was appointed minister to Chile in 1897 by President
McKinley; minister to Greece and Belgium in 1005 by President
Roosevelt; and ambassador to Turkey and Mexico in 1909 by President
Taft.

Mir. KEARFUL. Has your diplomatic service been continuous from

the time of your appointment as minister to Chile in 18971
Mr. WILsoN. Until December, 1913, under President Wilson.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the period of your service as ambassador
to Mexico?
Mr. WIlsoN. I was appointed in November, 1909, and my term
extended from that time until November, 1913.
Mr. KEARFUL. How long were

you

minister to Chile?

Mr. WIlsoN. Eight years; five in Belgium and four in Mexico.
My diplomatic service, I believe, is the longest continuous service
as chief of a mission in the history of this Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. When was it that President Diaz abdicated and
left Mexico
Mr. Wi soN. In June, 1911, as I remember.
Air. KEARFUL. You had then been ambassador to Meoxico for about
a year and a half? Is that correct?
Mr. WLsoN. Yes.
Mir. KEARFUL. Will you please describe for the benefit of the committee the conditions of business and the situation as to law and

order under President Diazl
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Mr. WuLsoN. When I arrived in Mexico, and for probably a year
thereafter, the government was in full control of thile
situation in
Mexico in the remotest parts, and life was as safe upon a Mioxican
highway as upon one of the great thoroughfares of Noew York City.
The Government's finances were in a highly flourishing condition,
with one hundred millions in the treasury. Immigration was increasing rapidly, especially from the United States and American
capital during that year was seeking investment in Mexico to a
greater extent than ever before. Everything indicated a highly
prosperous future for Mexico.
Mr. KeARFUL. What were the inducements for the investment of
capital inMexico?
Mr. WaLson. American capital as it went with Mexico took the
form of investment in mines, in farms in public utilities, and in oil.
Mr. KEARFUL. What, if any, special inducements were offered by
the Government for the investment of capital?
Mr. WLsoN. Land was purchased at extremely low valuations, a
policy that was encouraged by the Government for the purpose of
enlarging the taxable resources of the country. The Government
pursued the same policy with reference to investments in the oil
country and in mines and public utilities, it being the well settled
principle of the Diaz Government that the investment of foreign
capital in Mexico led constantly to the creation of taxable resources.
Mr. KARFvL. And how was that policy realized ?
Mr. Wnlson. It was realized very successfully.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU spoke of land'being sold at low valuation. Was
that exclusively to Americans, or was it open to anyone who wanted
to purchase?

Mr.WVLsoN. Oh, it was open to all the world.
Mr. KEARFUL. Under general law
Mr. WLSON. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL,. What have you observed to be the effect upon the
development of Mexico of the operation of American capital there?
Mr. WILsoN. Practically all of the material development of Mexico
is due to American enterprise, initiative, and capital. I perhaps put
that a little strongly. - perhaps should say the preponderating
development because it is always necessary to take into consideration
the British, rench, and Spanish investments.
M'r. KEARFUL. You think that the development Mexico up to the
time of the downfall of Porfirio Diaz was due to foreign capital and
enterprise, of which the American preponderated ?

)f

Mr. WILsON. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. What do you believe would have been the condition
of Mexico without the operation of foreign capital and enterprise?
Mr. WILSON. She would have remained practically an uncivilized
State, as she was during the period extending from the revolution
against Spain down to the advent of Porfirio Diaz.
Mfr. KEARFUL. At the time of the downfall of Porflrio Diaz, how
many Americans, if you know, were operating in Mexico?
Mr. WLso. Seventy-five thousand. This figure I reached by
careful estimate by the embassy and after correspondence with all the
consulates.
Mr. KEARFUL. In your capacity as ambassador, did you come into
close contact with many of these Americans?

I
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Mr. Wn.sox. Oh, yes; a very considerable number. The American Embassy in Mexico City '~~a realty a workshop. The demands
for advice anid assistance were constant, beginning at.Oo'clock in the
morning and extending very frequently if not generally until 1 or 2
o'clock at night.. During the troubled period--which deseribthes
pretty nearly the entire period of my service n Mexico-we did in the
embassy 33 per cent of the correspondence of the Department of State
hero in Washington. This, added to the circumstance that there
were always anywhere from 50 to a half dozen people in the embassy
asking for interviews, made the business of the embassy tremendously large.
Mr. KEARFUL. Rlat can you say in reference to the charge that
has been circulated industriously in this country that the Americans
operating in Mexico were a class of speculators engaged in plundering
the Mexican people?
Mr. Wirsox. I regard it as a very malicious and wicked falsehood.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the character of the Americans generally
operating there?

Mr. WiLton. Very high. I have had occasion to come in contact

with them as much perhaps as anyone, perhaps more than anyone,
and I regard the standard of Americanism in Mexico as very high.
I have never known, in apy part of the world, such conspicuous
examples of real Americanism and courage, and the exercise of all
those qualities that we call peculiarly American, as I found among
the 75,000 people of American origin in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. What class of people were they, in reference to

their occupations?

Mr. WmSox. They were in all occupations. There were about
2,000 in the railways; there were probably 5 000 farmers; there were
probably 5,000 engaged in mining; and probably as many as 8,000
engaged in educational work and residing in the country for reasons
of health, diversion, or investigation.
Mr. KEARFUL. How were the professions represented by Americans?
Mr. WILsoN. There were very many American doctors in the
country, a great many American teachers, a reasonable number of
lawyersMr. KEARFUL. Engineers?
Mr. WiLsoN. Yes; a very large number of engineers, a great many
dentists some very excellent ministers and pastors.
Mr. I~EARFUL. Was there any large number of the class that is
found in the large cities of this country belonging to the lower order
of society?
Mr, WaLSON. None. This element was almost nonexistent.
Mr. KEARFUL. It has also been charged against Americans operating in Mexico that through-raud and bribery they obtained special
concessions from the Mexican authorities which enabled them to exploit the country to their own advantage over the Mexican people.
Is there any truth in that?
Mr. WILSON. No. No case of that kind ever came under my observation while I was in charge of the embassy.
Mr. KEARFUL. What can you say as to the nature of the concessions, if any, for the development of new enterprises?
Mr. WILSON. All that I am familiar with were granted for fair
consideration and obtained honestly. During the entire four years
I
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I was in charge of the American Embassy in Mexico City no American
representing vested interests in Mexico ever asked any aid from the
embassy, except in the matter of physical protection. There were
instances, of course, where I was called upon to represent some important interests before the Mexican Government, but that was
almost without exception under Instructions from the Department of
State.
Mr. KEARFUL. The concessions that were granted were by a de-

partment of the Government under a general law, were they not?
Mr. WiLsoN. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. And

the terms of the concession required the concossionnairo to expend certain sums of money toward development?
Mr. Wisox. Yes.
Mr. KEARFvL. And for the performance of which lie was required

?
lir. WLsox. Yes.

to give bond

Mr. KEArvuL.. And as an inducement, lihe was allowed to import
the materials necessary for his operations free of duty ?
Mr. WILsox. Free of duty; yes.
And in some cases for a limited period the products
Mr. KEARL,.
would he exempt from taxation?
Mr. Wus\iox. Yes: that is a correct statement of the general
Mexican poliv with reference to concessions. It was a very excellent
policy in Mexico. It could not be applied with equal bonofit in this
country, but in Mexico it worked very admirably.
Mr. KEARru'L. You are acquainted with the policy in this country

of municipalities granting street railroad and gas and power franchises?
Mr. Wjsox. Yes.
Mr. KEARFtL. And exempting the grantees from taxation and
giving them special privileges for the purpose of inducing them to
invest their capital?
.
Mr. Wusox. It is the same thing, only we call them privileges and
in Mexico they call them concessions.
Mr. KEARFUL. We call them franchises here. You are also familiar
with the policy of the American Congress in making large land grants
for the construction of railroads, and guaranteeing the indebtedness
of certain of the railroads?
Mr. WuLsox. Yes. The difference is that the Mexican concessions
are usually granted to foreigners. Our concessions, so called, if you
can call them that, are never granted to foreigners.
Mr. KEARFUL. It was necessary to grant them to foreigners in
Mexico because they furnished the only available capital?
Mr. Wnasox. It was necessary in the case of Mexico, because not
only was the foreigner the only source 'from which the capital could
be procured, but the Mexican who had wealth would not invest his
money in that way.
Mr. KEARFt,%. tan you give an estimate of the amount of American
money that was invested in Mexico at the close of the rule of Porfirlo
Diazf

Mr. WILson. My estimate while in charge of the embassy was that
there was a billion two hundred million dollars of American capital
invested in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. Can you give an estimate of the amount of other
foreign capital invested in Mexico?
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Mr. Wirsox. My estimate of the combined investments of all the
other countries amounted to about the same as the American investmont. In other words, the American investment was equal to that
of all other countries combined.
Mr. KEAnRFU. Can you give a statement of the other foreign populations in .Mexico? You stated that there were about 15,000
Americans.
Mr. Wasox. The next in order nuinoerically were the Spanish. I
believe the Spanish population of Mexico was nearly as large as the
American.
Mr. KAr..nFrL,. How about the other nationalities?

Mr. Wirsox. The French population was very considerable, the
German population was 'verylargo, and the Italian population was
considerable.
.Mr. KeARFrF,,. And the British?

Mr. WL.o. My impression is that there were about 8,000 British
in ,Mexico, nearly all of whom were in Mexico City.
Mr. KRAIrt',.. What was the American population of Mexico City
at that time?
Mr. Wi.sox. About to,000.

:Mr. KEARFUTL. Ilow were the railways of Mexico owned and managed at that time?
Mr. WV.rsox. I think perhaps it would be better to state the thing
in a different way.
Air. lt:unvr.. State it in your own way.
AMr. \Vi.sox. Originally, the railways of Mexico were owned
entirely by foreign investors, made up from American and European
sources. 'Under Mr. Limantour, when he was minister of finance,
the Mexican Government adopted a policy of securing control of
these different systems. This policy finally resulted in the union of
the Mexican Central with the Meoxican National Railways, which
union carried with it all the branch lines and dependoncies, concentrating practically everything under government control except the
line from Mexico City to Vera Crus, which remained the property of
British investors, and independent. This consolidation of thi railway system was brought about by the very simple process of a continuous guarantee of the interest on the bonds of the railways by the
Mfoexican Government. The Mexican Government guaranteed a rate
of interest of 4 per cent to the bondholders in return for the privilege
of voting their stock, but the Mexican Government put practically
no money into the railways of Mexico. The money came from the
United 'States and Europe. T do not know whether ! have made
that, clear or not.
Air. KEARFUL. ). think so. i understand that the Government
control of the railways was effected by means of the guarantee by the
Government of the railroad bonds at a certain rate of interest, in
consideration of which the control of the stock was turned over to the
Mexican Government.
Mr. WI sox. Yes.

- is h very great mistake

to suppose that the

Mexican Government ever owned any part of the railways of Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL,. What class of people managed the railways of
Mexico 1
Mr. WiLsoxN. The general management was in the hands of
Americans, and in addition to this general management there were
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about 2,000 American employees in active railway service. There
was considerable hostility against those American railway employees,
which usually cropped out in some drastic regulations 'by the Uovernment which affected American employees only. During the time
of Mr. Madoro there was a very concerted effort made to dislodge the
American employees, and I remonstrated with the president, and he
promised that the regulations would not be put into effect; but they
were put into effect, and this apparent not of bad faith led to some
very unpleasant passages between the president and myself. ,made
an effort. to protect those men, most of whom had lived in Mexico for
a great many years and raised their families there. Thoy were
finally all driven off the railways and not even furnished railway
transportation to the United States. President Taft interested himself in their behalf, and obtained employment for a large number of
them on the American railways.
Mr. KEAnRFUL. Are you l)repared to state the causes of the downfall of Pr'ofirio Diaz?
Mr. Witsox. Yes; " think so.
Diaz had two great domestic policies. The first was the development of the material resources of the country. That part of his
policy he carried out with marvelous success. He invited foreign
capital into Mexico, and along with the investment of capital came
large foreign immigration, usually of younger men full of enthusiasm,
initiative, and organizing genius. With theo aid of these foreign elements which he invited into Mexico and with the aid of the capital
which they represented, Diaz developed Mexico in material ways.
He covered the country with a network of railways, developed her
agricultural, mining, and commercial resources, and over all of his
work of his creation he maintained a system of law and order unsurpassed in any country in the world.
The second branch of his policy was the awakening of the national
consciousness and morale. This policy he did not successfully carry
out because of the undermining influences of advancing years. lie
said to me upon one occasion: 'Ihoped during my time to develop
Mexico materially and spiritually. I have developed her materially,
but I must leave the task of her spiritual development by evolution
to my successors."
During the last 10 years of the Diaz regime the Government was
maintained by the legend which Diaz had created, but had fallen off

materially in vigor and efficiency. During the last 10 years the cabinet was made up very largely of extremely old men, some of them
These men naturally
over 80 and none of them younger than o0.
had passed their years of active usefulness, and they were, moreover,
totally out of touch with such currents of public opinion as existed in
Mexico. During these last 10 years Diaz grew infirm and lost some
of the quick penetration of public men and watchful care over public
interests, and the evils resulting from the President's notable decline
especially in the last five years, were accentuated by the circumstance that nearly all of his advisers were in the same class with him.
These conditions led to the causes which brought on the revolution.
The actual causes were, first, the government of the country by a
close circle of so-called Cientificos, together.with the probability that
this type of government would be continued under the generally
accepted and selected successor of Diaz, Ramon Corral. The Cien-
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tificos were really a very excellent body of men in so far as they had
any real corporate existence, and if their subordinates had exercised
equal intelligence and probity in the management of public affairs
the consequences which followed might have been avoided. Ramon
Corral, Limantour, and Oligarlo Molino directed the affairs of the
country. I believe all of tlheom were honest men, but there were a
large number of men serving under them who were not honset.
That is the first cause. Second was the race question. Every
Indian in Mexico who is in touch with the traditions of his race
believes and hopes that eventually the white race will be expelled
from Mexico and a now empire of the Montezumas set up in the palace
of Chapultepec. He carries this belief into all his transactions. To
it may be attributed in a very largo measure the excessive barbarities
which have been committed by the Indian races during this revolution.
Mr. KAR'UL. Is that your conception of the present Carranza
doctrine of "Mexico for the Mexicans'
Mr. Wiisox. That is whatit amounts to, although Carranza himself
is a white man. "Mexico for the Mexicans" under the rule of democratic institutions means Mexico for the Indians, because if the
majority rules the Indian will rule in Mexico.
Mr. IEARFUL. And " the property of the foreigner for the natives"I
Mr. Witsox. Yes; and, of course, you understand that that means
not only an Indian rule in Mexico, but it means the rule of a population'80 noer cent of which is unable to read or write.
The third cause was hatred of the foreigner. You must distinguish
between the race hatred and hatred of the foreigner, because hatred
of the foreigner was shared equally by the whites and the Indians, and
the word "foreigner" there applies to the newcomers. From the race
standpoint it applies equally to the Spaniards who came in with
lHernando Cortez.
The invitation of the Diaz government brought into Mexico a vast
army of foreigners, most of them from the United States. These
foreigners converted Mexico from a desert into a paradise. They
reaped generous profits from the situation. They were a thrifty lot.
They accumulated fortunes as a result of industry and perseverance
and ingenuity, and they immediately became the objects of envy and
suspicion and dislike on the part of the Mexicans who had not availed
themselves of the opportunities that lay all about them and were
quite content to let the riches of the soil slumber on without interruption. Practically all of the railways belonged to foreigners; practically all the mines. Practically all of the banks and all of the
factories were owned by the French. A very considerable part of
the soil of M0xico, probably over a third, was in the hands of foreignborn elements, and practically all the public utilities were in the
hands of Americans or British. Naturally, this foreign ownership
excited hostility, which was not lessened by the circumstance that
these interests, or whatever they may have been, had been honestly
acquired.
The foregoing constitute the causes of the revolution against Diaz.
They would not ordinarily constitute cause for revolution. We have
endured much more in this country, for instance; but they did constitute the causes for the revolution in this instance, and no other
causes can be shown by anyone competent to discuss the history of
the revolution.
4766-3--vYoL2-,-
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Mr. KEARFUL. You are, of course acquainted with the principal
business street of Mexico City, Avenida San Francisco I
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. KEAR'UL. Have you observed the nature of the businesses
along that avenue, as to whether they were in the hands of foreigners
or Mexicans?
Mr. WILsON. They were almost wholly foreign owned. The merchandizing business of Mexico City is almost wholly foreign. I do
not suppose it is necessary to indicate the branches in which they are
engaged. It is of no importance, I imagine here; but the most interesting and best improved part of Mexico ity is what they call the
Colonias, which have been built very largely by the foreigners.
Mr. KEARFUL. Will you proceed to describe the beginning and the
progress of the Madero revolution which resulted in the downfall of
Portiro Diaz i
Mr. WLsoN. Yes. When Madero first attracted my attention he
was engaged in the business of making incendiary speeches, usually of
very hlttle intellectual merit, before audiences in remote parts of
Mexico. These meetings were usually interrupted by the soldiers,
and generally Madero was put in jail, his release following some days
afterwards. HIe never appealed to popular sympathy in Mexico.
He ws a practically unknown person in public affairs who appeared
at the psychological moment.
Heo was regarded by those who knew him, and especially by his
own family, as a man of unsound mind and of dangerous tendencies.
He was insignificant in appearance, halting and spasmodic in physical
characteristics, stammering in speech, and unable to state any circumstance or opinion lucidly and clearly.
He was a man of absolute personal honesty, of excellent morals,
and I believe of sincere patriotism, but easily misled and easily made
the victim of more audacious and clever intelligences.
Madero in no sense overthrew the government of Diaz. The government of Diaz collapsed by.reason of the desertion of friends, and
a tide of anarchy which broke out and surged all about the capital
city. Madero rode into power over the ruins of the Diaz government.
In the month of June Madero entered Mexico City as a private
citizen, after Diaz had resigned the presidency and left the country.
I do not know, but I think if you are afforded an opportunity to
consult the records which we have here, but which I prefer to not
place in the hands of the committee unless they are demanded you
will find that on the very day of his entrance into Mexico City I sent
a dispatch to our Department of State predicting the continuance
of the revolution and the probable final overthrow of Madero.
My reasons for making this prediction were, first the natural tendency of the Mexican people to anarchy and revolution, a tendency
now given full range; second the utter inadequacy Qf the announced
Madero platform, policy, and personnel in dealing with the situation
thus created.
This prediction was amply fulfilled, because the revolution never
ceased. The revolution begun against Diaz continued without any
interruption whatever through the time of Madero, and in the midst
of all the terrors of thib revolution, which swept from all over Mexico
right up to the gates of the capital city, Madero was. elected to the
presidency by a total vote of 10,089 in a population of 15,000,000;
Reyee, the only other candidate for the presidency, being prevented.
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by violence from prosecuting his campaign, the violence being
organized and directed by Gustavo Madero.
Mr. K~.eAFrI.L The brother of the Preside'nt?
Mr. WLqON. The brother of the president. The lRoyes meetings
were interrupted and dispersed. His meetings were interrupted and,
he was driven from the platform and organized crowds of lower
classes asaultdd him with rocks, etc. The same methods are being
employed in Mexico City to-day by Carranza against Obregon. This,
is not relevant to this part of the testimony, but it is a circumstance;
that it might be well to note.
Madero entered into the government undoubtedly with patriotic,
resolutions and with good intentions, but his cabinet
was composed'
of radicals on the one hand and conservatives on the other, and the
resolution of one day was revoked upon the next. Whatever resolution was taken was hysterical and spasmodic, advancing and retreating in accordance with the preponderance of this or that clement
in the cabinet.
All of this was duo to the character of the president, who was one
day the friend of the rich and the next day the friend of the poor,
and he vacillated between the rich and the poor until there were
neither rich nor poor for him. He was finally left absolutely alone,
with no support except the public office holders and his family, 100
of whom were stated to be holding public office.
During this period the anti-Americanism in Mexico first became
general. It had existed hitherto under all governments to a certain
extent. It was noticeable in the last stages of the Diaz regime,
when Rodriguez, a Mexican, was hung, or boiled or something, by a
mob in Texas.
Mr. K ARFUL. Lynched.

Mr. WILsox. There are lots of ways of lynching. I think lie was
boiled. It resulted in a widespread protest in Mexico. In the City
of Mexico mobs invaded the streets and burned the American flag,
assaulting Americans everywhere, and in a number of cities of the
Mexican Republic Americans were obliged to defend themselves in
their homes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were there exaggerated accounts of this treatment
of Rodriguez by way of pretext for the outbreak of anti-American
expressions

Mr. WILSON. My opinion was at the time that these anti-American
outbreaks had been encouraged secretly by the Diaz people for the'
purpose of distracting public attention from the revolutionary tendencies which existed at that time in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. There was an effort to unite the Mexican natives
through their sentiment against the "Colossus of the North"l
Mr. WLsoN. Yes. That was my theory about it borne out by
some evidence which I had, although it must always to remembered
that Diaz and his government were not anti-American, but, on the'
contrary, very pro-American.
Mr. KEARFUL. You spoke of Madero having been considered as of

unsound mind. Did you personally see any evidences of that?
Mr. Wtson. Yes.

.
Mr. KEARFULr. Will you please state them
Mr. WILsoN. I have known such qualities to be possessed by other.

men who have escaped the charge of insanity, but in my own esti-
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mate the existence of those qualities indicates at least incipient
lunacy.

Madoro was incoherent and illogical in speech, physically in a state
of continual contortion, unable to elucidate clearly any opinion which
he entertained, easily impressed by fakers and international confideonce men. In the beginning hlie believed that thie Mexican people
should be governed by kindness and love, which, in my judgment,
showed a deficient mental grasp of the situation. 1Hebelieved in
the spectral appearance of the spirits of deceased people.
lMr. ]KECHA
iv T. Did you have any personal manifestations of this
tendency to consult the spirits and to see visions?
Mr. Wjl.soN. Yes. Upon one occasion lihe said to me, "Goorge
Washington is sitting right there hoside you, listening to every word
that you say." That is one personal experience, but there were
inunumerblo others with other people.
It has booeen shown also that in publio affairs he instructed his
ambassador in Washington to deliberately misrepsont the situation
which existed in Mfoxico and also that he endeavored at the same
time to discredit me with my own government for reporting to
Washington the facts as I found them in Mexico.. I regard this as
evidence that his mind was rapidly yielding to the strain of executive
responsibility.
rn actual conclusions Ambassador Calero in Washington was in
full accord with me in Mexico as to what was happening in Mexico.
Mir. K(E,IMnu,.. What evidence have you that Ambassador Claoro
was instructed to misrepresent the conditions in Mexico?
Mr. Wissox. eloquoted his instructions in the Mexican Sonate
and stated at. the same time that he had resigned because he could
not take the position of further misrepresenting the actual situation
to the American Government.
AMr. KI:AnvFr. llhat if any changes occurred with respect to
conditions of security of life and property and the transaction of
business with the advent of Madero?
Mr. WIJisox. During the entire period of Madoro's administration
the disorders and anarchy increased both in number and in extent,
and during the entire time those disorders and this anarchy wore
accompanied by a steadily falling barometer of public opinion.
The character of the war, of the disorders, was barbarous in the
extreme. Whole cities were destroyed and their populations, men
women and children put to the sword. Trains were derailed and
their passengers massacred to a man. Men were mutiliated and
women wore violated under circumstances and in ways for which
there is no adequate description in the English language.
Those disorders extended all the way from Guatemala to .the
Rio Grando, and camp firts of the revolutionists could always be
seen at night from the front veranda of the embassy in Mexico City.
Naturally there wore at certain periods crises, or attempts to.
overthrow the government, always growing more marked in force,
and indicating also the increasing weakness of the government in
dealing with them.
Thero was hardly a week passed that did not witness a turmoil or
panic in Mexico City, and as for the interior, the disorder was
nivoersal.
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,Mytolograms to the Department of State at that time indicate a
general anarchy throughout Meoxico during the entire time of Madoro's
administration.
Mfr. KE.%urFL. Toward the close of the Madoro administration
what was the sentiment among the thinking people of Mexico, both
Mexicans and foreigners, with reference to whether Madoro was
success or not?
Mr. Wuisox. Of course the sentiment of the foreigners and what,
you might call the intellectual class of Mexico was that the govern.mont of Madoro could not endure, because Madoro posses ed complete
lack of knowledge of the character of the people he was attempting to

it

govern.

He did not understand their psychology any more than

President Wilson understood their psychology, andt he endeavored in
the first. da of his administration to govern according to the precepts
of the Gospel; but before he had boon inpower very long he found out
that those Christian methods, while excellent in principle, could not
he put into practice in Mexico. IHe wasted one-half of the time he
was in power in finding this out, and the remaining half represented
his reversal to the Diaz typ'o of government.. During this period the
government of Madoro was an exact reproduction of tile government
of Diaz, with this modification, that it lacked the courage and practi.
cal common sense and the logical procedure which cliaracterized the
government of Diaz.
During the last days of the Mfadero r6gimo his government was more
despotic than the government of Diaz had over heen. In other
words, it became the despotism of a weak man, whereas the despotism
of Diaz, if it can he called a despotism, was that of a strong man.
In the end, the government of Madero was absolutely 'inablo to
carry out its program. It failed in every particular of its political
platform.
The prominent features of Madero's political platform were free
education, free lands, free elections, free press, and free speech.
Not a dollar was voted by the Mexican congress for additional
educational purposes. Not an acre of land was distributed to the
Mexican peon. The Government interfered in every election from
the Rio Grande to Guatemala.
Mr. KeARFUL. What about the freedom of the press?
Mr. Wnjsox. In the metropolitan city of Mexico the Government
purchased two of the great newspapers, suppressed two, and the
editors of three were in jail at the time Madero was overthrown.
In the matter of free speech, no man's house was his castle, and
through the activities of the secret society organized by Gustavo
Madero called the "Porra," an atmosphere of suspicion and dread
was created which rested over the entire country.
Then came the revolution against Madero.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the Porra and what were its operations
Mr. Wisox. What its principles were I never was able to discover, but its active 'ractico was todiscourage anannti-adcroexpressions by physical repression. In other words, they would attack a
favor on the street with a club and pound his head off,
man not min
and then disappear, having left a note of warning.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the Porra composed of the rabble of the
community I
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SMr. WILSOn. Oh, no; it was composed of hired bullies and cutthroats hired especially for that purpose, who created an absolute
reign of terror inMexico City.
Mr. KARFUrL. Will you proceed now to- describe the revolution
against Madero, and his overthrow
Mr. WiLsoN. How much detail do you want me to use in describing that?
4fr. KEARFUL. Just as much as you think is necessary to give a

picture of the situation.
Mr. WVLsoN. I have the story hero in every detail, but it would
be a tremendous task to repeat all of that story at this time, and
I doubt whether it would be of any great benefit. I think perhaps
I may be able to outline it in such a way as may make it possible
to handle it within reasonable limits.
Mr. KEAnFU,.. If you will proceed to state the outstanding facts,
any additional points which may be thought desirable can be
brought out.
Mr. WmsoN. On the night of the 8th of February Felix Diaz and
Gen. Reyes, who were under arrest, imprisoned in the military
penitentiary in Mexico City, were released by revolting soldiers of
one of the crack regiments of the Mexican army. At the same time
the cadets stationed at Tlalpam rose in rebellion and marched to
thA city, whore they Joined forces with the revolting regulars.
This force was then divided into two divisions, one under Gen.
Reyes and one under Gen. Felix Diaz. The force under Gen. Royes
was ordered to attack the Government palace and in the engagement which followed Gen. Royes was killed and the attacking forces
were beaten off.
The force led by Felix Diaz was successful and after about an
hour of bombardment they captured the Ciudadela, which is situated
almost in the center of the city, and which contained at that time
all the Government arms and ammunition or practically all.
From this point Diaz steadily advanced his lines, gaining every
day upon those Madero forces.

In the struggle which followed about a third of the city was badly
disfigured and8,000 people were killed.
Without going into unnecessary details I may say that by virtue
of the situation which was created by the revolutionary outbreaks
the American Embassy became the center of all the noncombatant
activities during the Decena Tragica--tho Tragio Ten Days.
Mr. K
_ARFUL.
What was the nature of the responsibilities that
were put upon you t
Mr. WaLsoN. Most of the diplomatic establishments were in the
line of fire. The American Embassy was just on the edge of the
firing line.
During the bombardment which ensued the Cuban minister was
driven out of his legation, and our embassy automobiles rescued the
Portuguese minister from his legation. The American consulate
was shot to pieces. The French charge d'affaires and the British
minister were so surrounded that they could not escape, except at
certain intervals, from their houses.
Immediately with the breaking out of hostilities we organized in
the embassy an automobile service. With this automobile service
we brought 2,600 Americans from the firing line and we housed and
fed them in theo vicinity of the embassy for ten days.
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We also maintained telegraph communication, a bank, post office
and a newspaper all of which things were at that time nonexistent
elsewhere in Mexico City.
Naturally, with these instrumentalities for service, the embassy
became a center of all the activities, and the entire diplomatic corps
remained there for the purposes of guidance and advice. I am telling
this story in order that what follows later may be understood.
To pass over the details about the procurement of an armistice
and the procurement of a general agreement to distribute bread and
milk to the poorer classes who were starving, and many other matters
of that kind, which resulted from the wor of the embassy, I come
to the seventh day when, as a result of a discussion in the embassy,
the diplomatic corps decided that the representatives of the four
nations having the great colonies, the United States, Great Britain,
France and Spain, should go to President Madero and endeavor to
exert their influence for the procurement of some change in the
abominable situation which existed.
We carried out the resolution of the diplomatic corps under circumstances of a good deal of danger, but finally reached the president,
and he informed us,-during the interview, at which Gen. Huerta was
present, that on the following day he expected Gen. Blanquet to
arrive, and that with his arrival he expected to put down the revolution.
We were skeptical both as to Blanquet's attitude and the suppression of the revolution, but as no other course was available we
accepted his explanations.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mentioned (en. Huerta. What was his
position I
Mr. WiLoS . He was general in chief of Madero's army.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the opinion of the members of the
diplomatic corps as to the prospect of a successful suppression of the
revolution at that time?
Mr. WILSON. I will come to that just a little bit later.
Mr. KEARFUL. Very well.
Mr. WILsON. On the next day Gen. Blanquet arrived on the outskirts of the city, but halted his troops for a considerable period then
dispatched a detachment to the palace, replacing the guard in charge
of the palace with the now sold[ors of his own command, thus overthrowing the government of Madero. Immediately after this
occurred, the guns of Blanquet were turned toward the palace at
Chapultepeo, indicating that he was in sympathy with Felix Diaz
and not with Madero. Gen. Blanquet therefore, was the actual over.
thrower of Madero, not Huerta. luorta accepted the situation
created b$ Blanquet and took advantage of it.
Immediately after ascertaining this attitude of Blanquet I called
the diplomatic corps together for consultation with reference to the
situation.
At that time the military attach6 of the American Embassy, then
captain, now Col. Burnside; stationed in this city, reported to me that
the revolution could not be suppressed, and that any further fighting
would simply involve the sacrifice of human life without accomplishing any good. I should like to have that report incorporated as an

exhibit.
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(The document referred to is as follows:)
AMERIOAN EMBASSY,

OrFInc or maH MIrrarY ATrACt,
. LANE, June 5, 1918,

Hon. IIRsnY LANe Wruo,
AmTerfan Ambasador, Amerdan Embauu, MeAlfoo, D. F.
DEAR MR. AUBASsADOR: Replying to your letter of June 2, 1913, the following is
submitted:
Some months previous to the outbreak of revolutionary troubles in Mexico City, I
had formed the opinion and so reported in official dispatches that it was only a queetion of time as to how long the Federal army would as a whole remain loyal to the
administration of President Madero, Through the promotion of revolutionary leaders
of the Madero revolution over the officers of the regular army, a resentful feeling had
been created in the minds of many officers of the regular forces through the belief that
the army was being needlessly sacrificed for the support of visionary and impracticable
ideas, and that there was little chance for appreciation or reward of faithful service
under the existing administration. However, signs of the discipline that had bee
developed in the regular army during the administration of President Porfirlo Diaz
continued to prevail, but in view of the repeated circumstances which tended to dis.
credit the regular army, it was my belief that it was only a question of time wh'rn
patience would be exhausted and the regular force would give its support to a change
of administration, believing, outside of possible personal advantage, this to be the
only means of avoiding the complete demoralization of Mexico.
I was absent from the City of Mexico when the outbreak of February 9 occnrred
but upon returning at 10 a. m. on the morning of February 11 it was learned that
previous opinions as to the doubtful loyalty of the regular army had been confirmed
by the fact that numerous organizations in the Federal District had already revolted
and of ned the revolutionists. During the remainderof this day, and until about noon
of February 12, I spent most of the time in the vicinity of the Alameda. I arrived
at this location about the time that the loyal troops made their first effort to advance
on the Cludadela. The Alameda and the side streets in its vicinity were used as a
base of operations, and while here I had an opportunity to observe the manner in which
the first attempt a were being made to advance on the Cudadela. This consisted in
sending comparatively small detachments up the streets leading from the Alameda
and its vicinity toward the Cludadela. There detachments attempted to advance
without concerted action, and in every case they were met by a fairly well regulated
machine-gun and artillery fire from tbe vicinity of the Cindadela and driven back
demoralized.
On subsequent days similar advances were attempted on the Cludadela from other
directions and a/n simultaneous advances were attempted from several directions at
the same time. Fresh troops arrived in Sfexico City from the country. The field artillery arriving took up positions from which it could be expected to do little damage to
the Ciudadesa on account of the high buildings surrounding this place. In addition,
this feld artillery had only such ammunition as had been brought with It--shrapneland which was suitable only for use against troops in extended order. The supply
of ammunition in the bands of the loyal troops was very limited qnd no more available,
since the reserve supply of Mexico was in possession of the rebels in the Cludadela.
All of the attempts to advance on the Cludadela from February to February 18
resulted unfavorably for the Federals, and generally resulted in their falling back to
positions more distant from the Cudadela. The revolutionists became more certain
of their strength and occasionally sent out exploring parties to some distance from
the Cludadels. These exploring parties were generally successful in obtaining the
Information they desired, but afterwards withdrew to their former posts in the vicinity
of the Cludadela as the plans of the revolutionists were apparently to keep their men
together and under the immediate control of the leaders.
On February 16 I visited the Ciudadels and found the revolutionists well supplied
with food, arms and ammunition, and feeling confident of success. On the same
date Ueneral Iuerta personally stated to me that in case the ludadela was ever
captured, the fighting which had previously taken place would be as nothing com.
pared to that which would accompany the fall of the Cludadela.
I do not now recall the exact date on which I stated to you that the Government
would be unable to take the Ciudadelas, but such was my opinion at all times after
the evening of February 13. Subsequent events only. strengthened this opinion and
made me feel more certain that it was correct.
Sincerely,

31

W. W.

BURNSIDE,

Captain United 8tatef Infantry, Military Ataheo,
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Mr. Wtilson. The Diplomatic Corps agreed that Blanquet had come
to the assistance of Felix Diaz and not fadero; that the chiefs of tile
Mexican Army were deserting Madero and that the revolution could
not be put down. So we then determined to advise Madero, not
officially hut unofficially, that the wise course for him was to resign
and turn his powers over to the Congress.
In order to make the procedure unofficial we selected the Spanish
minister, Mr. Cologan, for the mission, and the next day he went to
see the president and to convey our unofficial opinion.
On entering the palace he was met by the Mexican Senate, who had
been to Madero for the purpose of giving him precisely the same advice which we were giving him, but having knowledge of what their
intention was Madero refused to see them, and they departed without
accomplishing their purpose. Madero saw Mr. Cologan but assumed
a hostile attitude toward our envoy and toward our advice, and immediately sent a telegram to Washington instructing the Mexican
Embassy to say to our Government that I was controlling and directing the attitude of the Diplomatic Corps, and that I would
probably try to land troops at Vera Cruz. This telegram he afterward withdrew with an apology to me and with an expression-of
doubtful sincerity-of admiration and respect.
The next day-I do not want to take the responsibility of saying
precisely the day or hour, but as nearly as I can remember, the next
day-the Mexican supreme court went to Madero to make a similar
request, and they were very badly received. On the same day-I am
not sure of the chronology; it is all in the dispatches, however-tho

army sent two colonels, Col. Riverol and Col. Izquierdo, with four
privates to Madero, stating that this revolution had now gone on for
10 days, and that 8,000 of their brethren had been slain without accomplishing any good, and that they besought him to make peace
and turn his powers over to the Congress. His reply to this was to
take a revolver from his pocket and shoot both of these colonels and
two, if not three, of the privates in rapid succession. lie then escaped from the audience chamber where this occurred, and in the
corridors of the palace was captured by Gen. Blanquet and placed in
the palace prison.
Six hours after the overthrow of Madero, and after lihe had been'incarcerated in jail, I determined that a very great responsibility rested
upon my shoulders. The diplomatic corps had accepted my leadership, not only in a titular way but actually and the foreign colonies,
as you perhaps remember, were practically doing the same thing.
Plhis bombardment had continued for eight days. Eight thousand
soldiers and noncombatants lay dead in he streets, spreading pestilence everywhere. Thousands of people were hemmed up in Ttouses,
from which they could not escape, starving. Little children were
dying for want of milk. I had 2,600 people dependent upon me for
their daily bread and their protection. The bombardment had continued already for eight days, and there was a prospect of its contintinuing indefinitely. Our lights had been cut off, our water had been
cut off, one end of the embassy had been badly shot in. With this
dreadful situation confronting me, there was the further one that the
Government was in jail.
I therefore determined on my own responsibility to take the step
which I subsequently took. I sent for these rival generals--Diaz,
Blanquet, and Iluert-to come to the American embassy six hours
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after the overthrow of Madero, under the protection of the American
flag, to discuss methods for bringing about peace. These generals
came to the embassy one hour after the receipt of the request. They
remained in the embassy four hours, during which time a vast crowd
surrounded the building, anxiously waiting for the decision. There
were three actual breaks, but by persuasion and by threat they were
finally brought to agree, and they signed an agreement and a proclamation turning over their powers to Congress. This was deposited
in the embassy safe; the news was given out from the embassy
veranda to the assembled crowds; and that night a crowd estimated
to have been over 50,000 filled the streets of Mexico, giving thanks to
the American Government for having made peace in ~Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you act with the advice and cooperation of the
other members of the diplomatic corps I
Mr. Wirsox. No; but they approved of it very heartily afterwards.
There was no time for consultation. One could not get them out of
their houses at times, you know. There were times when you could
get them easily, and other times when they could not be gotten at all.
This was a situation that required immediate action, and I realized
that the entire responsibility would ultimately rest upon me anyhow,
and so I just acted.
Mr. KFARFUL. What reason have you to believe that your action
was approved by the members of the diplomatic corps ?
Mr. Wlso.. They all called at the embassy afterwards to express
their approval of what had been done. My four chief colleagues,
those who represented the Governments having large colonies in
Mexico City, sent letters to me, which I should like to have inserted in
the record.
Mr. KEARFUL. They will be inserted at this point.
(The letters referred too are as follows:)
BRITISH LEGOAION.

t.2,
lMexio, February

1913.

Mi DEAR MR, Wit.soN: I wish to express to you my most cordial thanks for the aid
rendered to British subjects during the recent disturbances by your excellency, as well
as by the members of your embassy and their gallant assistants of the American colony.
The British legation was difficult of access owing to its exposed position and its re.
moteness from the principal residential quarter, and the help afforded by the United
States embassy and those who worked with it was therefore of special value.
I remain, dear Mr. Wilson,
Yours, very sincerely,

FaAc8T

StROS.O

KtISERLtCN DEUTSCHE OGESA. DUCArr,

Meato, March 8, 1913.
DEAR 'MR. AuBABADOR: It is with profound satisfaction that I read in this mor.

ning's paper the praises duly bestowed on you by the State Department. As an eyenition of your merits. May I add a word for my part? That is to say that I want to
thank you most heartily for your excellent advice and practical help proffered this
legation through your kIndness and readiness during a rather trying situation. I was
so delighted w en reading the morning paper that I wanted to get up to congratulate
you in person but the doctor won't have it as this intestinal hemorrhage has repeated
itself last Wdnesday.
witness of lait February's events. I wish to congratulate you upon the official recog-

Believe me, dear Mr. Ambassador,
Yours very sincerely and devotedly,

Vo. IItsnTZ.
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LEOATO.v OF FRANCE,

Hezfeo, Marca I1,1913.
SIR. AmASsAnon: At the moment of terminating my duties as charg6 d'affaires,
following the return to Mexico of the minister of France, I make it my duly to express
to your excellency the profound gratitude for the very cordial consideration you have
been pleased to extend to me, in the course of the two months I have had charge.of
the legation of France and notably during the tragic days of the revolution of last
February.
I shall always remember all the personal attentions you have been pleased to show
me and I congratulate myself that my duties, at that difRicult time, brought me into
intimate relations with the very eminent dean of the diplomatic corpe.
le pleased to a(cept. Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my very high consideration
and devoted sentiments.
Ills Excellency. Mr. LANE W'L,.ox.
*
ambassador (f the Unitd .qStas of Anuria.

VTOR. AYOUEsPARSU.

.LEOGAIO.' OF SPAIN,

.elrico, .tarch 12, 1913.
Ills Excellency Sir. I(ENRY LA.E WILSON,
Ambanuador of the United Stoates.
MY DEAR AMBA&s.ADnnR: Oecause8of my interminable occupations I have not complied with my duty to give you my most sincere thanks for the visit which, in your
name, Mr. O'. haughnessy made me, to show me the telegram which you sent to the
Secretary of State and his favorable reply, apropos of the one I received from the
Spaniards residing in Pledras Negras, informing me they had asked protection of the
American consul in the distressing circumstances occasioned by the threats and de.
mands of the rebels.
I avail myself of this occasion to say to you I can never forget the daily and con*
stant communication maintained during the tragic days, gratefully remembering the
always ellicacious assistance and cooperation which I found in you, and being at the
same time an intimate witness of your valuable efforts to meet the problems and
responsibilities of those distressful moments, and at the same time promote the pacifi.cation of this country, which was of so much interest to us mutually for every reason,
and because of the preeminent importance of our respective colonies.
With all consideration, I repeat myself, your very attentive, obedient servant and
friend,
B. J. D C6LOOAN.
PORTUOUEs

LEGOATION,

Maim"o, May 16, 191.1

EXCEt.LExsY: Ills excellency the minister for foreign affairs, Dr. Antonio Macldera,
to whom I communicated the help and good offices tendered by your excellency to
the Portuguese Legation on the 15th of February, during the bombardment within
the City of .Mexio.In putting at my disposition the means to depart with Madame
d'Arenas de Lima from such a dangerous position as that occupied by the Legation of
Portugal on that horrible occasion, has Instructed me to give myself the honor of
thanking your excellency in the name of the Government of Portugal for the very
obliging and delicate action of your excellency as well as to Mr. Montgomery Schuyler,
at that time first secretary of the embassy, who in a very amiable and careful manner
contributed to the prompt carrying out of the action ordered by your excellency,
when our rehnaining at the Portuguese Legation had become absolutely insupportable
because of the lack of food during several days and because bullets broke all the win.
dows,disIguring the escutcheon of the Arms of Portugal. A grenade of shrapnel even
exploded in the interior of my apartments at the time when UGen. Angeles ordered the
shooting of inoffensive passers-by against the wall of the Hlotel Imperial vis-a-vis the'
Portuguese L.egation.
It is with the greatest satisfaction, Mr. Ambassador, that I carry out the orders of
his excellency the minister for foreign affairs, to thank your excell ency, begging to be
permitted at the same time to add to the thanks of the Government of the Republic
also the expressions of my most sincere personal attachment, and to renew to your
excellency the assurances of my most high consideration.
L.D'ARnAre DE I.wA.
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Mr. KEARFUL. What was the feeling of the American colony, in
Mexico?
Mr. WILSOn. Immediately after the peace was made the American
colony met in public meeting and passed resolutions of a very complimentary character approving my course, and also deciding to
send a committee to Washington to have the true facts put before the

President.

Mr. KEARFUL. Have you a copy of those resolutions I

Mr. WILSON. Yea. I should like to have them inserted in the
record.
iMr.KEARFUL. They will be inserted at this point.
Mr. WiLsoN. I will insert the telegrams and the resolutions and

the memorial to the President.
(The matter above referred to is as follows )

REsoLUrIoxS Or MAss MerrNo or AMERICAN CGOLOY PASSED ON FEBRUARY 28,

1913.

Whereas during the 10 days from February 9 to 18 this city was the theater of a bitter
strife between centeading forces, the lives and property of Americans and other
foreigners, as well as of lfexican residents, ware gravely imperiled by shot and shell,
several Americans being killed and wounded. Under the existing cindithns
Americans naturally looked to their natlnal representative for aid and protection,
and they were not disapp-inted. Our ambassador, the lion. Henry Lane Wilsoncaused headquarters for the colony to be established at the American Embassy. and
in concert with his staff of faithful assistants was untiring in his devotion to the heat
interests of not only his own c )untrymen but of the many foreigners of other natimnse
who came to the em mssv for aid and comfort. In recognition of those efforts, which
undoubtedly saved the lives of many defenseless Americans: Be it
Rusolre, That the Amrican 0alony rec gnlzes the fact that to the American amlas.
sador, Hon. Henry Line Willsn, it owes a de't of gratitido, the magnitude of which
can not be expressed in wirds, but which will be retained as a cherished memory of
the noble and patrbtic services rendered under mrst trying conditions which stamp
him as an American of whom his cvntrymen may well feel proud. and to whom the
American colony extends this humble token of its apprelatibn; and be'it further
Resolved, That a copy of these res lotions be engrossed and presented to lion. Henry
Lane Wilson, ambassador of the United States, and that a copy also be sent to the
State Department at Washington.
iTelegram.1

Mnxico, March 4, 1918.

The PRESIDENT,
Washington, D. 0.:
The undersigned committee representing the American Colony of the City of 1Mexlco
and virtually all Americans throughout this Republic urgently request Your Excel.
lency to retain the Hon. Henry Lane Wilson in his present poet as ambassador to
Mexico for the following reasons:
The situation here resulting from the sudden and violent overthrow of the Madero
government continues to be exceedingly critical. The invaluable services rendered
by Ambassador Wilson to all foreigners during the recent crisis by aiding them in the
preservation of their lives and properties and the importantpersonal service which he
rendered Gens. Huerta and Diaz after the fall of Madero, place him in a position to
contribute powerfully to the prompt and proper working out of the present situation
in a manner satisfactory to all interests and specially useful to the present needs and
to the future welfare of American interests inthis country. It is a matter of common
knowledge that after Madero's fall Huerta and Dias were not in accord and a conflict
between them threatened, which had it occurred, would have been most disastrous.
It was through the personal mediation of Ambassador. Wiloon that their differences
were adjusted and harmony between them established. In consequence of this
service he gained and continues to have the implicit confidence of both parties and is
daily, at their solicitation, rendering them useful aid looking to the immediate pacification of the country and the prompt reestablishment of a permanent Government.
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Ambassador Wilson has been in Mexico since before the inception of the Madero
revolution of 1910 and has served our nation and our nationals here with ability and
success. In view of the foregoing facts we unhesitatingly but respectfully submit the
opinion that Ambaesador Wilson is in a position to render a service to Mexico and all
foreign interests which a new man, however competent, could hardly be expected to
accomplish.
The gravity of the present situation from the standpoint of the future of American
Interests in Mexico can not be overstated. It is not too much to say that under the
complicated and delicate conditions which obtain here, the announcement of a change
in our diplomatic representation would be viewed by all elements of this community,
both Mexican and foreign, with serious apprehension and alarm.
A committee representing this colony desires to call on you at an early date and
with your permission will lay before you at greater length the facts in connection with
this situation and our reasons for making this request.

(Confidential.)

0. II.)M. y Agramonte, president American Colony; G. W. Cook, chairman
committee- E. N. Brown George J. McCarty W. F. Layer, J. N. Gal.
braith, 0. F. de Oanahl, Burton W. Wilson, . E. Long, T. J. Ryder,
H. Walker, L. R. Wilfley, Paul Hudson, Fred Tackaberry.
CASE SDMITr D.

EMzxco, D. F., April80, 1918.
Merlco,
D.
F.
Amerian Ambassdor,
DEAR SIR: At a recent meeting of the executive committee of the Society of the
American Colony of Mexico City, I was directed to inform your excellency of certain
steps which have been taken by the Americans redding in this city and throughout
the Republic, looking to your retention at your present post of ambassador to Mexico.
Prior to the presidential election in the United States, the Americans domiciled in
Mexico generally entertained the hope that your excellency might be retained in your
present portion, even though the political complexion of the administration in Wash.
Ington should be changed.
After the revolt which resulted in the overthrow of the Madero government, our
nationals here became convinced that it was not only desirable but essential, to the
interests of our Nation and our people in Mexico, and to the conservation of existing
cordial international relations, that no change be made in the diplomatic representa.
tion of our government to this country.
Acting upon this conviction the American citizens here resolved to take action with
view to the accomplishment of this end.
The first step taken was to send a cablegram to President Wilson, on the 5th of March,
apprising him of the conditions obtaining here, with the sugestion that your excellence
be retained here, together with our reasons therefor. This-cable was signed by a com*
mittee of the leading American citizens in this city, as will be shown by the copy .
which is transmitted herewith.
Thereafter it was deemed advisable that a committee be sent to Washington to call
upon the President and the Secretary of State with view to laying before them more
fully than could he done by cable, the factsin regard to this situation. This committee
proceeded to Washin ton called upon the President and the Secretary of State, and
explained to them fully the conditions prevailing in this country at the present time,
and suggested that in view of your excellency's long experience in the diplomatic
service, your ample knowledge of the Mexican situation as a result of your three years'
servib in this country, and especially in view of your knowledge of the conditions
arising out of the overthrow of the Madere government, no change be made at this

on.

HENRY

LANE

W on.

post at the present time.

At the request of the President and of the Secretary of State, the committee filed a
memorandum with these gentlemen covering the salient points brought out in the
interviews of the committee with them, a copy of which i transmitted herewith.
Trusting that the action taken by your nationals in the Republic will meet with
your approval and assuring your excellency of my high respect and esteem, I am,
Very sincerely, yours,
Gaoom o W. Coo
Chirma of th Executie Committee.
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Before the lion. William J. Bryan, Secretary of State, presented April 2, 1013, by a
delegation sent by the American citizens of the city of Mexico to request of the
Washington Government the retention of the lion. Henry Lane Wilson as American
ambassador to Mexico. This memorandum was afterward left with the President.
The chairman of the delegation addressed Mr. Secretary Bryan, as follows:
"Mr. Secretary, the delegation which has the honor to address you for tho purpose
of requesting the retention of the lion. Henry Lane Wilson in the post which he now
occupies as American ambassador to Mexico, is.composed of professional and business
men who have been sent here for this specific purpose by the American citizens of the
City of Mexico, as per our credentials which have already been laid before you. The
mere fact that these gentlemen have been willing to undertake a journey of over 3,000
miles, occupying seven days and seven nights, and have sacrificed their business
interests and time to undertake this mission, is a substantial evidence of the sincerity
of purpose and depth of conviction which has induced them to come on this errand.
"If we request at your hands the retention of Ambassador Wilson, notwithstanding
the recent change in the political administration at Washington, we realize that we
must present to you sufficient and convincing reasons for our request, and must explain
to you why we believe that no other American, be he ever so able and patriotic can
hope to exercise the same beneficent influence in connection with the existing critical
state of affairs in Mexico, as can our present ambassador, Mr. Wilson. That sufficient
'and convincing reasons exist, no American citizen who passed through the horrors
of the recent bombardment and who was cognizant of the events which were transpiring
and the frightful possibilities of their tragic issue, will deny.
"For the nine days priorto the last day of the bombardment the ambassador dedicated
and limited his activities to efforts to ameliorate the horrible conditions prevailing in
the Mexican capital; to rescuing Americans and other foreigners whose homes were
within the zone of the heaviest firing; to providing succor and refuge for such American
citizens as found themselves in want of food or shelter, owing to the sudden and unexpected outbreak of hostilities; to organizing a guard to patrol the district inhabited
by Americans, and to be ready to offer assistance and protection in case of attack;
to providing a suitable hospital with the requisite medical and nursing facilities for
any who might be wounded; to establishing banking facilities In the embassy for such
Americans as might find themselves in need of funds; to organizing a corps of intrepid
messengers for the carrying of cablegrams and letters from the embassy to the cable
and post-offices in the heart of the city, which service was open to all Americans and
foreigners and for the transmission of messages from the diplomatic corps to the
Mexican government authorities and the leaders of the two hostile capsp; to allaying
the feared and anxieties of his countrymen and giving them wise counsel as they gathered
in large numbers day after day at the embassy* and the keeping in constant touch and
communication with the other members of the diplomatic corps in the Mexican capital,
who naturally looked to him as their dean for leadership.
"The last day of the 'bloody 10 days,' as the period of the bombardment is now desig.
nated by the Mexicans was the critical day which saw the arrestand imprisonment of
President Madero and his cabinet an event which created a situation giving rise to
intense anxiety and well grounded fear for its results. The Mexican nation suddenly
found itself practically without a government. A part of the Federal army under the
control of G'en. Huerta was in poseeesion of the palace and the greater part of the
Mexican capital. Another part of the Federal army, headed by Gen. Felix Dias,
was still in possession of the arsenal with its guns and large reserve stores of ammuni.
tion. The residents of Mexico with direst forebodings breathlessly awaited the outcome. Would Gen. Huerta and Gen. Dias come to a clash, continue their bom.
bardment and fight out the battle to its bitter end thus accentuating the dangermand
prolonging the horrible situation already existing n the capital? Or could these two
contending generals, up to this time embroiled in a fierce and bloody fight, be induced
to come together to compose their differences and to arrive at an agreement which
would put an end to the wretched spectacle of a battle in the heart of a capital city,
begun without notice to noncombatants and continued without giving them a definite
opportunity to withdraw from the city to points of safety? Conditions in the city
were'becoming unbearable. The dead were unburied, and in some instances were
burned in the streets. Provisions had soared skyward in price, and in many places
could not be obtained at any price. Milk for the children, medical attention for the
sick, religious consolation for the dying, all were difficult to be obtained. The city
was absolutely without police protection water had been cut off in certain parts of the
city' the sewers were blocked for lack of flushing; the streets at night were dark, owing io the cutting and destruction of the electric wires; the working men were out of
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employment and had not been paid; hunger riots were in prospect: looting had already
begun; and in the absence of police protection the uprising of the mob with all its
attendant horrors seemed inevitable.
"The cry on all sides among foreigners at,Mexicans alike was, what can be done
to save the situation? It was at this juncture that our American ambassador rose
nobly to the demands of the occasion, demonstrated his great efficiency and ability
and brought the two contending generals together in a conference at the American
Embassy, the place designated by them both as the only place in which they gere
willing to meet for conference. This conference lasted for several hours, and at various
critical points in the discussion it seemed inevitable that it was destined to break up
without reaching the agreement so necessary for putting an end to a situation replete
with horrors. Itis a Tact of common knowledge that the skillful mediation of our
ambassador during these long hours of conference when everything hung in the bal.
ance and the personal confidence which he inspired in both the oping generals
final brought about the agreement between them which was then and there reduced
to writing, read before witneesee summoned for that purpose, signed by Gens. Huerta
and Diaz and delivered to the ambassador for safe keeping.
"This consummation so devoutly wished for by all the inhabitants of Mexico
constituted a diplomatic triumph of the first order for our ambassador not only by
reason of the immediate results obtained, which were the cessation of the combat,
the immediate renewal of the policing and municipal service of the city, the giving
of an opportunity to the inhabitants who had left the city to return thereto and take
up their peaceful occupations, the opening up of ways and means to obtain food for
the suffering people, the opportunity for the burial of the dead which had accumulated in such numbers as to threaten a pestilence, and the alleviation of all the horrors
resultant upon the long continued hostilities, but over and above all, because the
effective mediation of our ambassador, and the confidence which he inspired in Gens.
HIuerta and Dias during the conduct of these negotiations place him In a unique
position in connection with the solution of all these ditlicutles and enable him, more
than any other man possibly could to exercise a strong moral influence upon all the
parties to this agreement to carry it out in all its expressed and implied terms.
If we are
right in our deduction as above expressed, the prestige which our ambassador in Mexico now enjoys with the parties in actual power and his personal
acceptability to them and influence upon them render him indispensable to the satisfactory solution of the Mexican situation and the maintenance of peace so long as
the present critical conditions in Mexico prevail.
"It isa well-known fact in connection with the Mexican character that it is extremely slow to give its confidence to an individual but that once an individual has
obtained that confidence, it is given to him in full
measure, and carries with it a
power to exercise influence which can not be transferred to a third party and is more
potent in its effect than any authority or power which may be behind the personality.
In other words, the personality and the personal equation are of the greatest importance in dealing successfully with the Mexican people.
"The fact that Mr. Wilson has for over three years discharged the duties of American
ambassador in Mexico gives him an experience that is invaluable under the existing
circumstances, and which entirely differentiates him from any new man, however
able, who might succeed him at the present time. The great value of this experience
is too patent to require further comment.
"We pass with a word the facts of the ambassador's long experience of over 16 years
in the American Diplomatic Service; his recognized ability and his fidelity and assiduity in the discharge of his duties, amply attested by his dispatches to the State
Department; his character as a cultivated gentleman of broad sympathies; and his
accessibility to all his countrymen; the refined and elevating atmosphere of the
embassy in Mexico; and the charming tact and social accomplishments of Mr. Wilson.
"The facts above set forth and our deductions from them constitute the basis of our
sincere and earnest belief that the retention of Mr. Henry Ianp Wilson as American
ambassador in Mexico, pending a satisfactory solution of the Mexican situation, will
prove a miost important factor not only in the protection of the lives and property of
Americans and other foreigners in Mexico, but also in the continuance of the friendly
international relations now existing between the two countries and the avoidance of
any sudden and unfortunate event which might cause those relations to be strained
or even ruptured, a contingency.which would Involve both countries in difllculties too
painful to contemplate.
"Since our arrival in Washington our attention has been called to certain charges
against Ambassador Wilson published in the public press. In Exhibit 0, attached
to this memorandum, we set forth these charges and our replies thereto.
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1"Mr. Secretary, in conclusion, permit ut to lay that as American citizens resident
in the Republic of Mexico we highly appreciate the hospitality and good will of the
Mexican people toward our fellow countrymen and ourselves personally, and recognize to the fullest extent the impropriety of our making any comment upon Mexican
politics; and should anything we have said to you herein be susceptible of a constiucflon contrary to such a view of the proprieties of the cares, we expressly disclaim any
intention to that end.
"Permit us to convey to you our thanks for your kindreception and attentive
hearing."
The facts in connection with the rebellion of February, 1913, which resulted in the
overthrown of the government of President Madero by Gen. Felix Diaz are now
historical, and are set forth in Exhibit A hereto attached.
The conduct of the American ambassador, the ifon. Henry Lane Wilson, throughout the period of these revolutionary troubles was such as to win for him the highest
praise not only from the Americans in Mexico, but also from the nationals of other
foreign countries resident in Mfexico and the Mexicans themselves.
The universal appreciation of the undoubted fact that Ambassador Wilson, by his
skillful and efficient handling of a most difficult situation, had been instrumental in
bringing about a termination of the bombardment in the City of Mexico, thereby
savin life and avoiding a continuation of the destruction of property, resulted in a
call, issued by the president of the American colony, for a mass meeting of American
citizens in Mexico. This mass meeting was the largest and most enthusiastic of any
similar meeting ever held by Americans in Mexico, and after many eulogies upon the
conduct of affairs by the ambassador during the bloody 10 days of the bombardment,
appropriate and laudatory resolutions were unanimously passed, as set forth in Exhibit
B hereto attached.
In harmony with the same spirit which led to the call for the mass meeting another
call was issued to over 50 of the leading American citizens in Mexico City asking them
to meet for a conference with a view to determining what action should be taken by
them for the purpose of conserving the interests of the Americans in Mexico and the
mutual welfare of that good feeling between both peoples (Americans and Mexicans).
See Exhibit 0 hereto attached.
In pursuance to this call, some 50 American citizens met for conference, and after
a prolonged discussion it was the unanimous opinion of this conference that it would
be "highly conducive to the interests of Americans in Mexico and to the continuance
of the extremely cordial relations now existing between the American and Mexican
nations if the lion. Henry Lane Wilson were to be continued in the position of Amerian ambassador near the Mexican Government, which position he has filled with
such marked efficiency and with such great honor to his country." This opinion
was embodied in a resolution which was unanimously adopted. See Exhibit D
hereto attached.
For the purpose of giving effect to the wishes of this conference, an executive com.
mittee of 18 wasappointed with power and with instructions to proceed in such manner
as it might deem best to accomplish the object desired. See names of committee in
Exhibit E, hereto attached.
This executive committee at once prepared and sent the President of the United
States a cablegram setting forth the views and wishes of the American citizens in
Mexico in regard to the retention of the present ambassador, and likewise named a
special delegation to proceed to Washington and lay before President Wilson and
Secretary of State Bryan the view of the American citizens in Mexico on this subject,
and their reasons therefor. The names of the delegation which came to Washington
are set forth in Exhibit F, hereto attached.
Respectfully submitted.

EORoE W. c000o,Chairman.
Mr. WILSON. Also, all the ministers of Mexico City, Protestant and
Catholio, and the British Colony, passed a resolution of thanks, and

asked to have a copy of it sent to the President, and the Y. 11.0. A.

I should like to have those inserted.

Mr. KEARFU'L. They will be inserted.
(The matter above referred to is as flows:)

;s -
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biexlco, February tl, 191S.

F
His Excellency H NaY LANE W so,
United States Ambausador, Mtzico:
The undersigned, members of the British Colony in .Mexico. beg to express their appreciation for the able manner in which Mr. Wilson, United States ambasalor, handled the
delicate situation created by the recent disturbances in the City of Mexico, and to
thank him most sincerely for the help afforded to all foreigners by the embassy, with.
out distinction of nationality, and more especially to all Britishers:
A. W. Donly, J. S. Campbell, Robert A. II. Watson. O. R. Shapp. W. S.
Crombie, C. N. Mowag, II. Ilensy, S. W. Goddard, R. P. Easton,
Harwood II. Simpson, A. II. lHowet, Mr. Turner, ('. B. Knocker,
W. Jlogg, A. J. Stuart, I.. Voupy, Syd. J. Smith. A. Chermside, C. 11.
Lloyd, F. Woodcock, D. Banhart, D. Muirhead, P. G. Proveny,
R. Rymer, II. J. Alexander, W. 11. Gleadell, R. V. Gray. Huibert
Earle, I,. M. B. Bullock, Jas. F. Macnabb, Sebbon D. Baker, IW.Chase.
Price, F. W. Green, Arthur Williams, Jas. McKinlay, W. S. Brooks,
E. G. Ally, HLarmer C. Sandifer, E. Wankeger, O. 11. Harrison, J. W. S.
Turner.
LETTER FROM AMERICAN CLEROYMEN OP MEXICO CITY.

Hon. HENRY LANE WILSON,

MhExtco

Crry, March IS, 1913.

United States Ambassador, JIexico City.

DEAR SIR: At a meeting of American clergymen of the City of Mexico, held this
day, our attention was called by different members of the body to articles recently
appearing in certain American newspapers. which very seriously and unjustly reflected upon your character and official conduct during the trying and tragic ordeal
through which we all passed in the month of February.
Therefore we, ts m-derr gned, desire to express our surprise and indignation at
the tenor of such unnti tifiable attacks, since it was known to us that you put forth
extraordinary efforts to save the lives of the late unfortunate president and vice president of this Republic; that you offered your own home as a place of refuge to several
branches of their respective families; that within four hours after the fall of the Madero
government you summoned to the embassy Gens. Iluerta and Diaz, chiefs of the forces
contending in the city, and succeeded in bringing them to an agreement which produced an immediate cessation of hostilities and the speedy restoration of guarantees
of life and property in the city; that during the combat you used your best influences
to secure the establishment of a neutral zone and the cessation of hostilities within
the city limits; that you, with the aid of the dip!omatle corps, secured an armistice
of 12 hours; and furthermore, that you established within the embassy a bureau for
the assistance of refugees, an automobile service fr,r the removal of noncombatants
from the most dangerous sections of the city, branches of the cable and post office, a
temporary bank, an emergency hospital, a bureau of supplies for your own country
people, which good offices greatly alleviated the sufferings not only of Americans,
but many other foreigners, and not a few Mexican;: and that in all this humanitarian
and Christ-like work you were patiently and efficiently aided by Mrs. Wilson.
We are also aware that your conduct in all these matters has won for you the general
and high appreciation of the American colony at largo, to which we particularly
desire to hereby add our expression of sincere gratitude and highest esteem.
We are sending copies of this letter to the President of the United States, the Sun
Bureau, Hearst papers, the Associated Press, and the Mexican Herald.
Faithfully yours,
Johi \V. Butler, district superintendent Methodist Episcopal Church;
R. O. Elliot, presiding elder Methodist Episcopal Church S6uth;
R. A. Carhart, missionary, Methrdit Episcopal Church; Gee. II.
Brewer. superintendent Baptist Mission; Rev. John A. Reis. pastor
San Lorenzo Catholic Church; J. P. HIauser, district superintendent
Methodist Episcopal Church; Sidney H. Conger, pastor Union Evangelistic Church, member of the Presbytery of Otsego: Rev. Edmund A.
Neville. M. A. (Oxon), rector Christ Church; Rev. F. E. McGuire,
pastor Trinity .Methodist Episcopal Church.
4766-20-vo 2 --0

.
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Resolution adopted by the board of directors of the Young Menu's Christian Asoclatlon

of the City of Mexico, at their regular meeting on Thursday, April 10, and recorded
in their minutes.

Whereas it is the sense of this meeting that the attitude of the lion. Henry Lane
Wilson, ambassador of the United States to this Republic of Mexico, always con*
eistently maintained and especially during the recent period of keen and critical
tension in this city, has been wise, patriotic and unselfish and has been such in our

judgment as to belie certain uncharitable and unfair attacks of which he has been,

and is being, made the victim, be itunanimously
Resolrrd, That the members of this board cordially sympathize with the ambassador
in the premises and that an expression of their renewed confidence be extended to him.
Resolrd, also, That copies of this resolution be sent to Hlis
Excellency, the Presi.
dent of the United States, to lion. Henry Lane Wilson and to the press.

Thomas Philips. president; Guilllermo B. Puga, vice president; Luis
Alvares Leon. Sec. de actas; S. W. Rider, J. E. Dennison, R. Nt. Ray
mond, W. A. Price treasurer; P. IIf. L. King, R. Williamson. W. W.
Blake, Dr. Antonio Orozco, 0. J. Babcock, general secretary; A.
Aldasoro.

Mr. KEARFUL. Was there any dissenting voice from any quarter?
Mr. Witsox. None; absolutely none.
Mr. KEARFUL. What then occurred with reference to the organization of the Government I
Mr. WLSON. Immediately after the general agreement between
Diaz and Huerta-which was approved by Blanquet, or otherwise it
could not have been successful-a formal procedure was taken to
carry out the agreement which had been reached in the embassy,
which was to seat Huerta in the presidency with a Felix Diaz cabinet.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the provisions of the Mexican constitution as to the procedure?
Mr. WLSON. The Mexican constitution provides that in the event
of the death of the President or his inability tp discharge the duties
of the office, or his resignation, the minister of foreign affairs shall
assume the office, and that in the event of his death, inability, or
resignation the minister of gobernacion shall fill the office. )nthis
instance Lascurain was minister of foreign affairs, anrd, as Madero
resigned the presidency in writing and his resignation was submitted
to Congress, which accepted it, Lascurain became, by the operation
of the Mexican constitution, President. He assumed the office of
President, going through the formula usual upon such occasions, and
then appointed Huerta his minister of gobernacion. Then he re"igned, and Huerta came into the presidency through the regular
operation of the Mexican constitution, and later his elevation to the
presidential chair was approved by the unanimous vote of Congress,
without a dissenting voice.
Mr.KEARFUL. You spoke of the resignation of the President.
Did you intend to include also theVice President?
Mr. WjLsoN. Yes; both of them resigned.
Mr. KEARFUL. At the time that Huerta became President in the
manner you have described, where were IMadero and Pino Suarez,
the President and Vice President?
Mr. WILsoN. In prison.
Mr. KEARFUL. They were alive at that time?
Mr. WSON. Oh, yes' they were alive. They were alive four or
five days afterwards. I may say here that when Madero was first
incarcerated in prison I immediately sent a card through one of the
embassy messengers, Harry Berliner, to Huerta, in which I urged
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him to do everything that was necessary to protect the lives of
Madero and Suarez. This request I made repeatedly, once under
instructions from Washington, but much oftener on my motion.
Mr. KEAnFUL.. What assurances did you have that they would
receive protectionI
Mr. WiasoN. Absolute. After one of these visits to Iluerta I
returned to the embassy with the German minister. Upon my
arrival there Mrs. M adero, who was in the embassy with her brother
asked me to send a telegram to Washington requesting the good
offices of the American Government in saving the life of Madero.
Although I believed this telegram to be addressed to me and not to
the American Government, 1 did forward it to Washington. At the
same time Mrs. Madero asked our good offices in obtaining the transfer of the ex-President from the palace prison to some prison where
he would have more comfortable quarters. I had already remonstrated against the treatment accorded him in keeping him impris.
oned in this small cell. We had just seen Gen. Huerta and had urged
upon him with insistence, and hlie had given us a positive guaranty
that the life of Madero would be protected-that is, his personal
guaranty-at the same time saying to us that there were men about
him who wanted the life of Madero from motives of revenge, these
men and their families having suffered at the hands of the Madero
family during Madero's presidency. He said however, that he had
no grievance whatever against Madero, that he never received anything but kindness at his hands, and that his great problem was to
get him out of the country and get him out of the situation entirely.
He then showed us telegrams which had been exchanged between
members of the Madero family and Gen. Velasco, I think at Orizaba-it was one of those places between Mfexico City and Vern Cruz-urging this general to rise when a train which Huerta had agreed to
give the entire Madero faiilily and .Madero himself for the purpose
of leaving Mexico, should pass through. This train was actually
lighted and standing at the station with the Madero family in it
awaiting the arrival of the president, when they discovered these
telegrams. Then the whole thing was revoked.
Mr. KEAnFL. The .telegrams showed that there was projected
uprising to rescue Madero?
Mr. WIlsox. Yes; to liberate him on the line through which the
train was to pass. Is that made clear by what I have said
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes, sir.
Mr. WitsoN. Then Huerta said: "What can I do with him? He
is loco"--meaning, he is crazy-"and he is under the control of
other dangerous persons." When we went back to him, at the request of Mrs. Madero, he gladly accepted our recommendation to
remove Madero to the military prison, and on that night he was
taken out of prison along with Pino Suarez, the vice president, and
while the automobile was en route to the military prison it was
attacked, whether by friends or enemies of Madero I have never
been able to establish; but, in the skirmish which resulted, the officer
in charge of Madero shot him and Pino Suarez, the vice president.
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FROM ADMIRAL VON IlINTZE, OERMAN MINISTER TO CHINA,
LANE WILSON.

TO MR.

HENRY

IPKINO, CIINAJ, Janu ry R, 1916.

MY I)AR MsR.AMnAssAnoR: Ily a lucky chance, your letter dated from the $th

of November dropped on my desk. I was rather surrised, as generally "my friend
the enemy" is trying his very het toi get hold of my correspondence, and succeeds
extremely well. I wonder whether he simply enjoys reading letters meant for me
or whether lie answers them as well. It's a strange we ld nowadays, and though, as
rou know, not in the slightest sentimental, I can not help sometimes sighing a little
blit when thinking of my Fnglish friends of former days. Do they condemn such
questionable proceedings as ,moe of their countrymen are indnlging in-as undoubt.
'ell,
cIl they would have dine in former days -or do they ydell with the mob?

wl, I shall stop asking questions and take to sighing again; it hels digestion. We
have had a jelly good time in Mexico, my dear 11r. Ambeasdor, anlyou are inistaken
in recommend ing me to walk the more priueic, if less exciting, paths of diplomacy.
Di llomacy. that dear vld lady, does but little apleal to me and I dare say, confidentially, I take her for as old and mrcay as 1lelthusala's done. We have outgrown
the old-fashioned diplomacy of the teacup and the petticeat and the hack stairs, and
1 fervently hope we shall tread upon another sort (f international intercourse whose
Irineiple may Ire "straightforward, plain, and live and let live." I plunged here
into another revolution and enjoy it. One'day they will cut my thrat-the enemy
is deadly set against me -and 1 hope I shall bear it with the accustomed satirical
grn. Now, then, here too they are out to chase a president. I try to hell) han as
best I can, which is not much, but very little less and sometimes more than the honorable colleagues can or will do. I remember the time of poor Madero, an idealist
reforner and a courageous man. I remember very well Thursday, the 10th of Vlebruary, 1913, when early in the morning I called on you and found you and Mrs. W'ilson,
after a short dialogue, enthusiastic over the necessity (. saving the life of unfortunate
lMadero. We went tloether to the palace and saw G(en, lwu-rta and we got from him
his word of hon(.r as a caballero and a soldier to protect tlhe life of his abated opponent.
We got some more prrom es. Do you remember that I told you when we reached your
embassv: "In future days you will realize that bI to-day's action you have added
a laurel wreath t' the crown of the United tates '? You have, and I am sure you
and every American is proud of it. My warmest and kindest regards to Mrs. Wilion.
How good and sweet and calm she was in all those exciting days.
lleliove me, my (lear Mr. Amnli ador.
Yours, very sincerely,

VoN IItsrE.

(Thereupon, at 12.20 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2
o'clock p. m.)
AtIER RECESS.

Mr. KEARFtUL. What were the relations between President Madoro
and Francisco Villa?
Mr. WtLsox. Of the exact character of the relations I have no
definite knowledge, but they were friendly. After Madero had been
installed in power, and at the time Orozco arose against him in robollion on the northern border after the battle of Escalon, which resulted
wh believed that he was defeated, and the
in the retreat of Orozco, 1
retreat of the other side believing that they were defeated and the
suicide of Sallas, the federal general, Madero, dispatched Huerta to
take command of the forces in the north, and when Huerta proceeded
north his army was joined by Villa who had boon a notorious bandit
up to that time, but who had received a commission either as colonel

or general in the Mexican army from Madero.

Immediately after identifying himself with the army of Huerta,
Villa separated from the command with his forces, and began plundering estates and mines wherever he could reach them. Most of those
mines and estates in the northern part of Mexico are American and
my attention, of course, was immediately called to what was being
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done by urgent messages from consuls and from individuals. I took
up the matter with Madoro who expressed grave doubts as to the
reliability of my information, stating that Villa was a patriotand that
these stories were invented.
I made a second investigation upon this suggestion, and confirmed
entirely the opinion I had received in the first instance. When I
laid tliis before the president, he again expressed doubt, and I intimated to him that he was assuming a very serious responsibility,
because if our American people in northern Mexico found it impossible to obtain protection from the Mexican Government, they would
resort to their own Government, and I would be obliged to recommend
favorable consideration of their petition for protection from our own
Government, at the same time insisting again that Villa should be
arrested and tried by a court-martial
The president was greatly perturbed by my attitude in the matter,
but finally said he would have him tried by court-martial, and instructions were sent at once to Huerta. Ituerta presided over the
court-martial which tried Villa, and found him guilty and sentenced
him to be shot at daybreak. Madero then intoriered and commuted
his sentence to imprisonment in the military penitentiary of Mexico
City, and he was sent there, and remained there for a year and escaping just prior to the overthrow of Madero, in point of fact, was It
rebellion against Madoro when Madero was overthrown, and then
immediately changed the character of his revolt to one of protest
against Huerta. That is the story.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the character of your relations with Madero, as to their being satisfactory or otherwise, when you were under
the necessity of making representations to him I
Mr. WiLoS . When the Madero administration came into power
my attitude toward the administration was as it should have been,
entirely sympathetic and friendly, and during the time Mr. Calero
was in charge of the foreign office I gave very frequent evidences of
my sympathy and desires of assisting the Government to meet the
difficult problems with which it had to contend. For instance, I
think I had a very great deal of influence in securing the legislation
necessary to bring about a change in our neutrality laws, which had'
hampered our Government for some time in discharging its obligations toward the Mexican Government through the protection of theo
border. I exchanged quite a voluminous correspondence with Members of the Senate and with th'e Department of State, and I think I
had quite a considerable influence in bringing about the necessary
change in our neutrality laws which enabled the President to prevent
the organization of an armed rebellion on our border against Madero.
Mr. KEARFUL. His action was very favorable to the Madero Government
Mr. W 0SON.
Yes. In addition to that I assisted very materially
in obtaining the transfer of troops over American soil, a privilege
which I disapproved of but which I thought was necessary to save
the Madero Government, as, if they had been obliged to move solely
on the soil of Mexico, railway transportation could not have been
obtained. Mr. Calero and Mr. Lascurain, who were ministers of foreign affairs during the time of Madero, know that my attitude was.
friendly and that- desired to assist them always; the record shows.
that and their letters to m6 show that.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever take any action, in your official capacity or otherwise, to hamper the government of Madero in any way I

Mr. WiLsoN. Never.

During the latter stage of the Madero gov-

ernment I became very much dissatisfied with the attitude of the

administration with reference to the interests of Americans in Mexico
and with reference to the protection of American rights, and I was
obliged to take a very firm and very positive attitude.
Mr.KEARFUL. What were the facts that justified that attitude on
your part?

Mr. WILsoN. The enormous destruction of American property

throughout the confines of the Republic, and the very great destruc-

tion of American life in every part of the Republic. The incident
which brought about the direct coolness between the Madero administration and the embassy came from the discharge of the American

railway employees by the Madero Government. In that matter the
administration of Madero acted in distinctly bad faith with me, as I
had a direct promise that the language regulations which were injurious to the American railway employees would not be enforced.
This was a fact that was fully known to the railway employees and

to the National Railway Association in the United States, which
afterwards passed resolutions of a very complimentary character
approving what I had done for the railway employees in Mexico. I
asked to have a copy of these regulations inserted here.
Whereas the Hion. Henry Lane Wilson. ambassador of the United States to MSexico,
has, since his incumbency of that office, shown splendid ability and great patriotism
in his work in behalf of citizens of the United Statee, man of whom are conductors,
and has in all proper ways possible given his earnest and efficient help to them, with
the result that the citizens of the United States now residing in that country are
receiving that consideration and protection which they shouldhave: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the American conductors of Meoxico and of the Thirty-third Grand
Division of the Order of Railway Conductors do hereby thank the HIon. Henry Lane
Wilson for his prompt and able labors in their behalf; and be it further
Resolred, That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to the President of the
United States IHon. W. H. Taft; the Secretary of State, Ion. Philander C. Knox;
and to the United States ambassador to Mexico, Ilon. Henry Lane Wilson.
A. B. GARRETSON.
Preident Order of Railway Conductors.
W. J. MAXWELL

Grand Secretary and Treasurer Order of Railway Condueora
ORDER OP RAILWAY CONDUCTORS,

HONT.BRY DIvISroN No. 432,
Monterey, N. F. Mexico, April 80, 1911.

Meets every Saturday 3 p. m.
HIon. WzLLuAM H. TAFr
President United States, T ashingon, D. 0.
lion. PHILANDER O. KSox,
Secretary of/State, United Staten, Washington, D. C.
lion. HENRY LANE WVIsoNx,
Ambauador United States, Mexico, D. F.
GENTLEMEN: The following resolution from Guadalajara Division No. 640 of the
Order of Railway Conductors is the reason for this communication to you Jointly:
" Whereas it has been reported in the press of Mexico and the United States that the
Hon. Henry Lane Wilson, ambassador of the United States to Mexico, contemplates resigning his position and leaving the Republic; and
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"Whereas the lon. Henry Lane Wilson has shown himself admirably fitted for the
position he now holds, inthat he has exerted every effort to protect the rights
and property of American citizens residing in Mexico and has splendidly main.
talned tho dignity of the United States, therefore be it,
" Reolred, by Dirfdon 540. Order Raffiray Conductors, That we most respectfully

ask the lion. Henry Lane Wilson to reconsider any intention of resigning the poet of
ambassador of the United States in Mexico. and that we earnestly urge the ion.

Philander C. Knox that every effort be used to retain Mr. Wilson in the position he

now occupies."

A. W. EARNEST,
Sretary and Treasurer.
At a regular meeting of Monterey Division N'o. 432, Order Railway Conductors, the
above roslution was unanimously approved and I was Instructed to forward copies
of this approval and endorsement to the honorable gentlemen to whom this communication is addressed.
Assuring you of our best wishes, I am,
Yours, truly,

C. P. BEzANSON,
StcrelaryTreaurer Monterey Dirsfon No. 43?.

Mr. KEARFUL. It s880so
ordered. What further attitude of Mader o
and his Government caused dissatisfaction in your mind?
Mr. WILSON. With reference to me?
Mr. KEARFUI,. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. I do not know of anything.
Mr. KEARFUL. You stated that during the close of the period of
Madero's government you were dissatisfied with the treatment that
you received.
Mr. WILson. The only things that caused dissatisfaction was the
sharp character of the notes which I addressed the Government.
Those were very sharp, but they were made necessary by the situation
which existed.
Mr. KEARPUL. Were you satisfied with the action taken in response
to your recommendations of various sorts?
Mr WiLson. No.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were some of the actions that illustrated the
attitude of Madero and his government?
Mr. WILsoN. Well, Americans were very frequently thrown into
prison. I think during the time (of Madero] I was ther6, 175 Americans
were thrown into prison, from motives of greed or revenge, and each
case I made a very careful examination and was unable to find that
there was any justification for their arrest and their imprisonment.
In consequence I asked insistently that they might be released on
bond, and not be kept in prison during the long periods which exist
between arrest and trial under the Mexican law. I was not very
successful in making any impression or accomplishing any results in
this direction, and the feeling that Americans were being unjustly
imprisoned in filthy jails and-kept there without any reason whatsoever naturally occasioned the vigor of statement contained in the
notes which I addressed to the Mexican Government, and which on
that account was not pleasing to the Government. Some of these
notes were addressed under direct instructions from Washington, and
some of them were addressed without instructions. The Washington
Government, under President Taft, fully understood the situation in
Mexico and was moving rapidly into direction of its solution by
vigorous methods, but the brevity of the life of the administration of
President Taft after the situation became really serious made it im-
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possible for the President to carry out the intentions which he had
with reference to the situation there.
Mr. KEARnFU. What was the feeling in Mexico among the thinking
classes with reference to the death of Madero?
Mr. WILSON. The death of Madero made no impression whatsoever
in Mexico. It was taken by Mexican public opinion as a necessary
and usual consequence of an overthrow.
Mr. KEARFUL. You have spoken of Calero, who was the first minister of foreign relations under Madero, and later ambassador to
Washington, and, after his resignation, senator in the Mexican
Congress.
bMr. WILSON. Always a senator.
Mr. KEARFUL. And his name was Manuel Calero
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. He wrote a book?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; entitled, "The Mexican Policy of President
Woodrow Wilson, as it appears to a Mexican," and on page 11 he says:
The men who killed Madero did not aassinate any president, but a man who h.Id
ceased to be such. Assassinations of a political character are only a natural fruit of the
turbulent latin.American politics.

As the governments of these countries subsist

only on condition of not having active enemies, Latin-American presidents often
resort to assassinations as a means to maintain peace and conserve their power. It
would be easy to cite the names of actual presidents in Central and South American
States who have used and are using homicide as a moans of ridding themselves of their
enemies. Mr. Carranza, the protg6 of President Wilson, employs this means with
astonishing frequency, in the guise of punishment for alleged treason, or of military
necessity.

Mr. KEARFUL. Is that in accordance with your understanding of
politics in Latin-American countries, including Mexico?
Mr. WILsoN. With some modification. Mr. Calero's statement
would not apply in the case of Chile, the Argentine, Brazil, Costa
Rica, and possibly Salvador. In the case of Mexico, no man has
ever been elected President since the revolution against Spain.
Every President there has been shot in or shot out of power. A
revolution is an election.
As to the death of Madero, which has been a subject of a good deal
of controversy, it was not, in my judgment, brought about by Huerta,
but by two, and perhaps three, individuals closely connected with
his official family. The names of these individuals I do not mention
because my evidence is wholly circumstantial, and because I have
no desire to involve these gentlemen on more circumstantial suspicib:n.
To my distinct knowledge, Huerta did not desire the death of NMadero.
I am further cognizant of the circumstance that he -was deeply
shocked and surprised by his death. The inside facts with regard
to the death of Maderowere put in my possession by Francisco do la
Barra, former provisional President of Mexico and minister of foreign
affairs under Diaz and Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. And ambassador to WashingtonI
Mr. WILSON. And ambassador to Washington, a very highly
cultivated and very humane man, whose opinion I would accept upon
almost any matter of fact. But whosoever is guilty of the death of
Madero, that guilt extends only to responsibility for an homicide,
and an homicide only, because at the time Madero was murdered or
killed he was not President of Mexico, but simply a Mexican citizen.
His death, therefore, however repugnant to all codes of civilization,
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should have concerned us from a political standpoint no more than
the death of any other Mexican citizen, especially at a time when we
were overlooking the death by murder of hundreds of American
citizens in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Calero gives his conception of the fouulation
of the Latin-American colonies on page 10 of his book, as follows,
with reference to Huerta:
The proceeding followed by Hluerta was not of his invention; it is one which has
prevailed in the countries that are found south of the Rio Orande and which is still
applied and will continue to be applied for many long years in the greater part of
them. The temperament, the economic factors, the potical traditions, the want of
preparation for self.government and, more than all, the decisive influence which is
exercised by the mass of Indians, completely ignorant and illiterate, who form the
overwhelming majority of the population-all this explains the difference in political
methods between those countries and the more favored ones of this continent.

*Further on he says:
Was not the proceeding of TIuerta the same as that which, a few davs oftetwards,
was applied in Peru when a military chief headed an uprisng of his soldiers and took
potesiosn of the person of President lillin hunvt and imprisoned him in the penlt
tentLir ? The new Peruvian Government, born in this manner out of betrayal and
of military revolt, has been nevertheless, recognized by all-including President
Wil.on.

Is that, in your judgment, a correct statement of the basis of
Latin-American politics, and an accurate statement of what occurred
in Peru?
Mr. WILsoN. It is an accurate statement of what occurred in
Peru, with the addition that the minister of war was murdered,
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you agree with Mr. Calero's conception of the
basis of Latin-American politics
Mr. WILsoN. Yes; when it is applied to certain States, but the
grading of Latin-American States is very different. Chile and the
Argentines are very high types of the evolution of Latin-American
popular government. This may also be said of Brazil, of Costa Rica,
and very largely of Salvador. Wherever the Indian element predominates, as it does in nearly all of the Latin-American States, the
tendency to anarchy and revolution is very marked. In strict
justice, it is always necessary to accept certain States rather than to
include them in a general and sweeping statement. In the case of
Mexico, Mr. Calero s description is accurate. In no other place else
in the world has there been more turbulence and more violent overturnings of government. Every man who obtained power obtained
it by violence and finished his career in exile, by the dagger, or in the
dungeon. This has been true from the time of the revolution against
Spain passing down through a motley crew of vulgar tyrants, including Santa Ana and the presidents who have ruled since Diaz was

overthrown.

Mr. KEARFUL. What action was taken by you to cooperate with
Huerta
lMr. WILsOx. You will have to make that question a little clearer.
Mr. KEARFnUL. Looking toward the recognition of Huerta as the
head of a de facto government with which you would have to dealt
Mr. WiLson. With reference to his recognition?

MDr. KeARFUL. Yes.

Mr. Wison. I might state, in order to make this point clear, that
I never had any acquaintance with Huorta, and never had seen him
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until I met him in the presence of the president during the Decena
Tragica, and I had never known Felix Diaz or Gen. Blanquot, or
seen him prior to the Decena Tragica. During the bombardment of
the city, through the medium of messengers, I made an attempt
twice to see Huerta for the purpose of .gettmg the benefit of his
influence with the president to abate the horrible situation which
existed in the city, but, as a matter of fact, I never saw him and never
was able to discuss the matter with him at all. After Madero was
overthrown and Huerta assumed office, I think 14 days were left to
the Republican administration of President Taft. 1 think I am
right.

Air. KEARFUL, From the 18th of February to the 4th of March?
Mr. WILSON. Yes. The disposition of the Washington administration under President Taft and Secretary Knox was to accept
my recommendations upon all questions. In other words, they
followed the embassy. As soon as Huerta had come into power
and assumed the presidency, in accordance with the formula of the
Mexican constitution, I recommended a reasonable delay in his
recognition, for specific reasons. At that time there had been before
the chancelleries of the United States and Mexico for years five or
six questions which we were endeavoring to have settled, but with
very little success. All of our representations with reference to the
justice of the claims were interpreted by the Mexican Government
as attempts to infringe on their sovereignty which, of course, is a
very easy method of escaping responsibility. This was true of the
administration of Gen. Diaz as well as of the administration of
Madero.
These five questions related, first, to the Chamizal question,
which concerned the title to a large part of the city of El Faso, which
had been thrown on to the American side by a change in the bed of
the Rio Grande River.
Another was the Colorado River question, a question which related
to the right of Americans to protect themselves from the Mexican
side against inundations, a very important question, as you perhaps
know, affecting all the people, all through that section. A third was
the Tlahunlilo cotton estates question wherein an American corporation operating .the largest cotton estate in the world had been deprived illegally of its water rights.
The fourth was the question of damages growing out of the revolution, for which the hMexican Government was responsible under a
strict interpretation of international law.
The fifth was the question of damages growing out of the revolution
for which the Mexican Government was not responsible under a
strict interpretation of international law, but which had the character
of claims usually settled upon the ground of international amity.
I suggested to the Government at Washington that I thought it
would be convenient to withhold recognition, although assuming it
would be eventually accorded, until I could get these five questions
settled to the satisfaction of our Government. I got a settlement
in principle of the Tlahualilo case, the Chamizal case, the Colorado
River case, the question of damages growing out of the revolution
for which the Government of Mexico was responsible under a strict
interpretation of international law, but I failed in the fifth, which
was the question of damages which are usually settled upon the
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ground of international amity. These were to be adjudicated
through an international court to hbe created by the joint action of
the Uinited States and Mexico, and perhaps other States. The Mexican Government was very reluctant to agree to this although I was
joined in the demand by the representatives of all the powers accredited to Mexico.
Mifr. KEARFUL. You moan the Iiuorta government?
Mr. WALsoN. Yes, the Huerta government. I was joined in this
request by representatives of all thle powers. The lack of disposition
on the part of the lHuerta governmlont to accord this demand grew
primarily out of the circumstance that it would have had to accord
the same privileges to Mexican citizens, and it was thought the
Government would he swamped. Later oil they began to believe
that they would get more lenient treatment from the incoming
Wilson administration than they had received from the old one.
Mr. KEAInFUL. You mean the Wilson administration, as compared
with the Taft administration?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; and therefore they did not move as rapidly on
that question as they might have done, had they known what was
coming. I may say hero that the Department of State, under Mr.
Knox, recognized--and that recognition is of iecord-the legal character of the installation of the Huorta government. That is of
record in the confidential dispatches of theirDepartment of State.
Beyond this circumstance, Mr. Knox said to me in a personal conversation that if all these questions had been settled, if the program
which I had myself made theo basis for recognition had been carried
out, he would have recommended the recognition of Huerta to
President Taft even as late as 10 o'clock on the morning of March 4.
Further than that, Mr. Taft has stated, in an address before the
National Bar Association, I think, that a great blunder had been
committed when the recognition of Huerta was not accorded, and
there is not the slightest doubt in the world that the Taft administration would have recognized Huerta. It had already recognized the
legality of the installation of his government, and by logical sequence
it would have been obliged to eventually accord recognition.
That was the situation when Mr. Wilson's administrationcame into
power.
Mr. KEARFUL. You say

you

were successful in obtaining agreement

upon four of the principal points. You moan that there was a tentative agreement which never resulted in a treaty?
Mr. WILson. An agreement in principle. The details were never
worked out, but they agreed without exception that the principles
upon which we had based our contention were right.
Mr. KEARFUL. But that agreement was not made effective
Mr. WILsoN. It was in the Tlahualilo case, I think. Of course,
when the Wilson administration came in it immediately assumed the
position that everything that had been done by the prior administration was wicked, and as this attitude involved the settlement of
those questions, the excellent results which had been achieved were
lost. The different positions which had been secured by diplomatic
action should have been rigidly maintained by the incoming Wilson
administration, but I beholieve our entire position was abandoned until
Mr. I.ansing rover.,ed the position which had boon taken by Mr.
Bryan and assumed. I believe, with some vigor the position that this
matter was ros ndjudicata.
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Mr. KEARFUL. What, if any, steps did you take to strengthen
Huorta's power in order to assist him in pacifying the country
Mr. WIlaox. It seemed to me that aside from any doubts I might
have had, or any one else might have had, as to the character of
Huerta, that the maintenance of his position as chief executive of
the nation was absolutely essontial to the peace of the country. My
view was that if his government fell chaos would result, and I accordingly, on my own initiative, not under instructions of the Departmont of State, by telegrams to our consuls, endeavored to secure
acquiescence in the change of government, simply by unofficial
advice through the consuls in different parts of Mexico. These facts
were all reported to Washington, and afterwards approved fully by
the Taft administration, which considered them as humanitarian
transactions, and in the interests of peace.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was actually done with reference to recognition of President Huerta on your part and by the American Government?
Mr. WILsoN. During Mr. Taft's administration nothing but do
facto recognition existed. HIo was there, and that made do facto
recognition essential.
DMr. KEARFUL. You were authorized to deal with him as the do
facto head of the government?
Mr. W soxN. I was not instructed to deal with him either in a do
facto or do jure character, but simply instructed, and that instruction went on after Mr. Bryan took charge of foreign affairs.
Mr. KEARFUL. That appears in the documents of the State Department?
Mr. WILSON. Oh, yes: I was instructed very day, almost every
hour, to demand protection for American citizens and Americans'
interest from a government which the Wilson administration refused
to recognize. Of course, the whole policy of the administration
with reference to Mexico was founded upon the President's announcement of doctrine that "governments founded upon violence would
not be recognized." Having announced that doctrine, to maintain
consistency, it was necessary for the administration to attempt the
overthrow of Huerta, and following the principle enjoined by this
doctrine they were led deeper and deeper into tho.mire, and in the
end became responsible for the chaos which existed in Mexico.
AMr. KEARFUL. What was the action of the other principal governments of the world with reference to the recognition of Huerta?
Mr. WtLsoN. They all recognized the government of Huerta,.
with the exception of Brazil and Chile. These Governments withhold their recognition out of deference to me, as I so requested them,
and not to take precedence of us. At that time I thought ourGovernment would follow the example of European powers. Great
Britain, France, Germany, and all of the States of Europe recognized
the government of Huerta. Our Government and the two Governments named were the only exceptions. Further than that, I ought.
to say that the diplomatic corps in Mexico City held a meeting, without my knowledge-that is to say, they advised me they were going
to meet, and invited me to be present. I refused on the ground that
I had not the confidence of my own Government. And at this.
meeting they took up the matter of the international court, and
approved my_ position, but they went further and drew up identic
telegrams to be sent to their different Governments, urging them to,
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instruct their representatives in Washington to say to our Government either to recognize Huerta or come down and make that peace
which they refused to allow Huerta to make. This correspondence
was, of course, couched in diplomatic language.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were not in Mexico City at the time they did
that, were you I
Mr. WLSON. No; I was not in Mexico City. I was in Vera Cruz.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the occasion of your going to Vera Cruz?
Mr. WiLsoN. The celebration of the Fourth of July in Mexico is
always a very important event and all of the diplomatic corps are
invited, and the President and his cabinet. The celebration continues the entire day and evening. I usually upon those occasions,
as ambassador, represented the colony and the President represented Mexico, and complimentary speeches were exchanged, about
our countries. Mr. Bryan seemed concerned about this situation
and thought that my joining in this ceremony would be equivalent
to a recognition of 1Iuerta and he sent me down to Vera Cruz to
celebrate the Fourth of July on a battleship. luring my absence
the celebration went on just the same, and at the same time the
diplomatic corps held this meeting and determined on the course of
sending identic dispatches to their Governments.
At that time President Wilson had in Mexico a confidential representative by the name of William Bayard Halo, who was conducting
some sort of a detective work there. I do not know the exact character of it. At any rate, when I reported to Washington the meeting
of the diplomatic corps and the action that had been taken by it, the
Washington Government immediately telegraphed, as I have been
told by members of the American colony-I do not know this-to
William Bayard Hale to investigate the facts, and he reported to
Washington, as I have been told by members of the American colony
who have talked with him, that the meeting of the diplomatic corps
and its action on this occasion had been instigated by me.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that the truth?
Mr. Wirsox. It was absolutely untrue. Not only was it untrue,
but the action taken was very distasteful to me as it was done without
my knowledge. I was in favor of recognition, but I did not approve
the action of the diplomatic corps in a matter as vital as that, and
which concerned me so closely, without advising me of it. Mr.
William Bayard Hale reported as I have been told that I had instigated this thing. I do not make this as an absolute statement. As
the result of this telegram to the Government at Washington, the
President called me north, as the telegram said, "for consultation
with reference to the Mexican situation."
Mr. KEARFUL. Let us go back a little. What was the disposition
of President -Huerta with reference to furnishing protection to
foreigners and their lives and property and maintaining order?
Mr.WILSON. Excellent.
Mir. KEAnFUL. What success did lie have in that line?
Mr. WImsoN. I have no complaint to make of the action of the
Huerta Government while I was there. The action of the government, in response to remonstrances or complaints of any kind, was
instantaneous, energetic, and even better than that of the Diaz
government.
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Afr. KEARFUL.AWhat was the feeooling---Mr. WILsoN. The attitude of Huerta toward the United States was
very friendly. He was very pro-American at the beginning. At the
beginning of his presidency ho made a very special effort to indicate
his friendly attitude toward the Government of the United States.
He was a disciple of the Diaz school and believed in Diaz methods, in
addition to tlus, hlie had a very strong personal feeling and affection
toward the United States, and if he lad been loft in power Meoxico,
during the late war in Europe, would have been a source of help to
this country rather than a continuous menace and annoyance.
i r. KEARFUL. What Was the feeling in Mexico among the substantial farmers and thinking Mexicans in reference to the methods used
by Huerta as to whether those methods were the correct ones or not,
and whether le was likely to be successful?
Afr. WiLsoN. Of course, I left Mexico before Huerta's downfall.
While I was there I think the general feeling was one of confidence.
At any rate, his elevation to power was absolutely acceptable to the
groat mass of the Mexican people, and was received with general
approval everywhere because, having had weakness they wanted
strength.
AMr. KEARFUL. When did Huerta's attitude toward the American
Government changeI
Mr. WILSON . It changed after it became evident to him that he
would not receive recognition, and especially after Mfr. John Lind had
been sent to Mexico.
AMr. KEARFUL. What cooperation did you receive from the American Government, if any, while you were attempting to perform your
functions as ambassador, during Huerta's time?
Mr. WILSOn. From the Washington Government?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes.
Mir. WmsoN. None whatever.
Mr. KEARFUL. What instances of failure to cooperate do you
recallI
Mr. WILsoN. Well, primarily there was the question of recognition,
in which there was an absolute failure. After that there was the
absolute refusal to give me any instructions of any kind of a political
character. In addition to this, my position as ambassador, and my
prestige there were lessened by the apparent indifference, or sympathy of the Department of State with the press reports with reference to its supposed hostile attitude toward me. As these reports
were weakening my prestige and, in consequence, my ability to serve
American interests in Mexico, I finally protested very energetically
to Mr. Bryan relative to the position of the Department of State.
I received no answer to my protest for about 10 days. I then tendered my resignation for the third time, and in very emphatic terms.
This brought about a reply from Mr. Bryan of a very satisfactory
character, in which he expressed regret and said he had been absent.
He then gave out a statement to the press, rebuking it for its publication of embarrassing reports, which was very gratifying to me.
Mr. KEARFUL. I want to call' your attention to a statement made
in the book written by Samuel Guy Inman, entitled, "Intervention
in Mexico," on page 134, as follows:
InFebruary, 1913, Felix Diaz and Bernardo Rveys broke

fail in

fMexico Cite, where

they had been imprisoned a-leaders of a revolution agydint M adero and places themselves at the head of the rebel forces representing the old Diaz group. liuerta was
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intrsted with the command of the Madero troops. In crder to stop the filhling,
which continued for 10 days, a conference was held in the American emiba~y with the
American amrnbssador present, and Illuerts agreed to turn traitor to Miader wlho was
made prisoner and who was afterwards shot. For his part in this dia olical affair
Henry Iane Wilson was recalled and the United States did not appoint until 1918 a
.Mexican ambassador, the efficient Mr. Fletcher, who ia still at his post.

Mr. Inman was tls first witness called by the committee, but he
was unable to give any facts for the language quoted, or to refer to
any information that he had received from any source to justify it,
but lihe said he would stand by the statement made in his book. Is
there any truth whatever in the statement that you wore implicated
in the treason of Huerta against Madero or in the imprisonment or
death of Madero, or that you were recalled for any part in this diabolical affair "
Mr. WILson. There is absolutely no truth in any of those statements. I will state very briefly the facts. In the first place, I
want to call attention to a very nuschievous error in the statement of
Mr. Inman, and that is that a meeting was held at the embassy, to
which Huerta was invited and at which he promised to turn traitor
to Madero. No such meeting was ever held in the embassy. The
only meeting that was held in the embassy was held after the overthrow of Madero, not before. The relations of Huerta with Madero
were never discussed by me with any living human being outside of
the diplomatic corps.
Mr.-KEARFUL. The meeting that was held there, as I understand it,

was for the purpose of effecting an arrangement between the opposing
forces of Huerta and Blanquet on the one side, and Diaz and Gen.
Mondragon on the other
Mr. jWILsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFuL. After the overthrow of Madero ?

Mr. WiLson. Yes; it was inevitable after the overthrow of Madero,
and it really became absolutely necessary for some one to do something to stop the terrible carnage that was going on in the streets
of the city. All of my actions at this time and at this crisis were
purely humanitarian in purpose. They have been so regarded by all
Americans resident in Mexico at that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Has your attention been called to other publica-

tions of a similar characterI
Mr. WiLsox. There was something else in your question which I
have lost count of now.

MAr. KEARFUL. That Madero was made prisoner and afterwards

shot in consequence of this arrangement that was made at the
American Embassy
Mr. WILSON. Yes; of course, that is a most infamous falsehood.
There is no other way to characterize it. Such an action as that is
utterly foreign to my character and the general opinion of my
character held by others. I can only say here that at this time that
charge is disproved by the records of the Department of State, with
which I was in constant communication by telegraph and which
received reports of everything as they occurred,, from day to day.
These reports finally united in a harmonious conclusion. It is disproved again by the testimony of over a thousand witnesses, all
Americans or English. It is disproved by the unanimous reports of
the American colony which met m a pubhc meeting and dispatched a
committee to Washington for the purpose of laying a memorial
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before the President. It is disproved by the unanimous testimony
of all the American clergymen Roman Catholio and Protestant, in
Mexico City. It is disproved by the resolutions of the Y. M. C. A.
organization, by the testimony of the Spanish and German ministers.
Itis disapproved by these sworn affidavits of the embassy staff, all of
whom were fully cognizant of each step taken.
I would like to have all of this data that I have referred to inserted
in the record.
Mr. KEARFUL. It has already been inserted.
Wo. the undersigned members of the staff of the embassy of the United States of
America at Mexico City, do hereby certify that one of our number was constantly
on duty, both night and day, at the embassy during the bombardment within the
city, which lasted from Febrlary 0 to February 18. 1013, and also thereafter until
the fall of President Madero's administration and the establishment of the present
provisional government; that one of our number was present at all interviews between
ihoe ambassador and messengers from President Madero and later, at interviews be.
tween him and len. Iluterta and Felix Diaz; that all correspondence and notes of
every kind were either dictated directly to one of us, or when dictated to volunteer
clerks, passed under our observation; that there was never the slightest indication
of any understanding between Ambassador Wilson and (lens. Iluerta and Felix Diaz.
excepting in regard to matters pertinent to the safety of the Americans and other
foreign colonies within the City of Mexico; and that Ambassador Wilson's energies
were directed throughout the bombardment to the saving of human life. to the bringing about of a cessation of hostilities, and after the fall of President Madero, to the
restoration of order and peace within the City of Mexico and throughout the Republic.
We would also add that we have knowledge of the active efforts of the ambaador
to render aid to various members of the Madero family, and especially to the deceased
ex-president.
We voluntarily make this statement in view o fthe unjust attacks upon Ambasador
Wils n by certain American newspapers and by some Mexicans of the late administration, whose characters in this Republic are not above reproach.
IIENRY F. TENNANT.
Second Secretary of Embassy.
A. BtURNSIDE,
Military Attache.
L.OUIS D'ANrTi-,
First Clerk of Embassy.
CHARLES 1. PARKER,
Second Clerk of Embassy.

WV.

EMBASSY

or 'e

UNITED STATES or AMERICA,

.lexico City, April 14, 191..
I, Nelson O'Shaughnessy. secretary of the embassy of the United States at Mexico
City, lexico, do hereby certify that teo signaturesof Henry Tennant, Lollisd'Antin,
Charles 11. Parker, and W. A. hlurnside, above annexed, are their tnto and genuine
signatures. made and acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Henry F.
Tennant, I.ouis d'Antin. Charles iB. Parker, and W. A. Burnside, are known to me
to be the persons they claim to be.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the embassy
of the United States at Mexico City, the day and year next above written, and of the
Independence of the United States the one hundred and thirty-seventh.

F.

NELSON O'SAiOINErASY,

8tcretary of the Embassy of the United States, .erico

City.

Mr. W .sox. It is disproved by letters from members of Madero's
family in my possession, and which are among my papers. The
whole story was an invention of an offended newspaper correspondent.

It never had the slightest basis in fact. On the contrary, thero was
all the evidence in the world for those who wanted evidence that very
effort that any human

leing could make in the promises had boon

madeo to save the life of this unfortunate demented man.

Mr. KEArMUL. Who was the newspaper correspondent to whom
you refer

?
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Mr. Wir.so.. The inventor of the story was an American newspaper
correspondent by the name of Murray.
Mr. KEAtFUL. Robert I. hiMurray i
Mr. Wmaso. I think those are his initials. lio published articles
in Harper's Weekly attacking me, under the head of "The Two
Wilsons," and the entire paper was given up to those articles for four
weeks. Immediately after they had published the last article, the
magazin suspondld.

having no recourse, then, Murray being an utterly worthless man
with no moral or financial standing, I brought suit against Norman
Hlapgood, the editor, in the District of Columbia, and finally obtained
a judgment by confession. I took similar stops with referonco to
three or four other papers and mnanzines, in each case receiving a
disavowal and apology. ''This was the only case in which I went to
court.

Mr. Ki
'rrt. l)id JTohn Lind over make any similar statements
of that kind?
Mr. Wsox. Yes; but disavowed it. WVhen brought face to face
with the necessity of meeting the charge in court, ]theo
disavowed it.
It is simply the loose talk of people who very largely wore actuated
by political considerations, but entirely overlooked the circumstances
that in making charges of that kind they were not only assuming a
certain risk themselves, but they were doing a great injustice to
another.
Mr. KIEAnr.. Hlow do you account for the state of mind of this

newspaper correspondent?
Mr. Wntsox. He was a man of enormous vanity, and I put him
out of the embassy. One thing brought on another.
Mr. KEARIFUL. What was the occasion of your ejecting him from
the embassy?
Mr. Wi sox. lie was guilty of frightening the ladies of the American
colony by spreading the report, upon a night when there was an
uprising and firing that the Amorican Embassy had boon attae ked.
IHe seemed to do this with mischievous and malicious intent, and it
brought on a very hysterical condition among the ladies of the
American colony. iFor this performance I ordered him out of the
embassy, and he left with the statonent that he would get oven.
Ir. KAKrUL. What was the feeling of the Americans in Mexico

Cit at that time with reference to this gentleman?
Mr. Wilsox. One of entire disapproval. I do not think there was
a dissenting voice in Mexico City amniong the Americans with reference.
to the embassy and the way in which I had discharged its obligations
and met its responsibilities, except this one man who invented this
story. I do not think there was another one.
Mir. I(EARFUL. I was there at the time, and I can answer for the

truth of that myself. Was it a fact that this gentleman was socially
ostracised by the American colony in Mexico City at that time?

Mr. WVILsox. I believe so.
Mr. KEA RFUL. Did you take any steps to assist him, notwithstand-

ing the treatment that you had received in that situation?
Mr. W\\ sox. Yes.
Mr. KE ARUL.. What was that?

,Mr. Wjisox. I am rather disinclined to give this man so much
importance. lIe is having rather more than I want him to have.
4T1~G-20--OL 2---31
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Mr. KEARFUL. It is important because he has addressed himself to,
the committee, which you perhaps do not know.
DMr. Wisox. Well, I may say that as a result of friendly correspondence and the friendly offlces of Mr. Whifan, an Associated Press
correspondent, I endeavored to remove the prejudice against him in
the American colony, and while he apparently accepted my attitude
with a great deal of gratitude, hQ nevertheless secretly crossed over to
IHavana and wrote this story, dispatching it by telegram to the New
York World, and then afterwards denied that he had sent it.
Mr. KRARFu,. ave you any reason to believe that he received
cooperation in his efforts in attacking your character in the department at Washington.
Mr. WLVso.. I am unable to understand where lie could got the
materials, unless he got them from the Department of State, and my
belief in that is the more confirmed by the confidential files which'I
have here. These are mutilated to correspond precisely with the
articles in IIarpers Weekly. This volume was sent to me by Secretary Bryan. I do not believe he knows anything about it, but lihe
sent it to me.
Mr. KFAAnvt'I. Just explain what that volume is.
Mr. Wi.sox. This volume is a confidential print of the dispatches
of the Department of State.
Mr. KRARFUL. Relating to Mexico?

Mr. WiLsox. Relating to Mexico: yes. It includes all of my dispatches and all of my telegrams, and all of the department's to me.
Mr. KE.RFnv L,.It is marked "Confidential "
Mr. Wi.sox. It is marked "Confidential," and therefore I am now
retaining it. in my possession. Of course, it is a difficult matter to
carry this matter into testimony, but you can see here, if you take
the trouble to compare it with a perfectly unmutilated copy, that out
of this copy has been cut precisely the same things that were used in
this paper.
vr.: By Robert II. Murray
Mr. K
Mr. Wtsox. By Robert HI.Murray, which was distorted, in some
cases transposed, and in all cases misinterpreted.
Mr. KEARFUL. Garbled.
Mr. Wai.sox. Garbled for the purpose of giving a false impression.
This was so manifest that no paper in the Unite( States would touch
it. It never was copied into a single paper. Here are the mutilations in the secret documents of the Department of State, cut out,
almost clear through, transposed, and put before the printer in that
way.

Mir. KEARFULt. How did you happen to get possession of that
confidential book?
Mr. WILson. Mr. Jenkinson, who was one of the very useful clerks
in the Department of State, and who went up and down between
Washington and .Mexico several times, obtained them for me in a
perfectly regular way. I was very anxious to have these volumes in
addition to the regular ones in the Embassy at Mexico City, because I
wanted an accurate history of the entire transaction for any possible
future contingencies. These volumes were very voluminous, very
interesting historically, and very valuable from a personal standpoint.
After some difficulty Mr. Jenkins obtained an order from Mr. Bryan
for these two volumes and brought them to me.
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Afterwards, on going into the volumes and trying to account for
the absence of some of my dispatches, I found these mutilated dispatches. I did not know at the time what those meant, but after
these quotations came out in print, I found they corresponded procisely with the mutilations. Of course, you understand that the
record department of the Department of State is a holy of holies,
with no one except those in charge ever being permitted to touch any
volume. I never placed my hand on a volume in that department
as long as I was in the service of the Government of the United
States.
Mr. KEARFUL. Through what process do you imagine a newspaper
correspondent could gain such access to these documents, to be able
to clip them?
Mr. WiLson. I do not know.
Mr. KEAnrvFU. IWould he not have to have an order from the
Secretary of State himself?
Mr. WiLson. )luring the time of the gentleman-I can not recall
his name-who was for many years in charge of the records there
he would not have accepted an order from thlie Secretary of State to
touch these documents. lie considered himself directly responsible
to the President for the safekeeping of these records and for their
absolute secrecy.
Mr. KEARFVL. You think that nothing less than an order from
President Wilson would have enabled Mir. Murray to get at these
documents?
Mr. WILSON. Anybody might have secured them, but not during
the last administration, during this. Of course, you know that Mr.
Bryan ran the Department of State like the back kitchen of a
restaurant.
Mr. KEAnFULr.
While you were ambassador to Mexico, after the
accession of MIr. Bryan to the office of Secretary of State, did you
have any instances of incompetency or inattention to business?
Mr. WILson. There was not very much else.
Mr. KEAnrit'. Did you receive'telegrams uncoded, undated, and
iml)roperly addressed..
fMr.
WILsox. Yes. This proceeded to such an extent that I finally
declined to accept them as official, notifying AMr. Bryan that telegrams must be coded, must bo properly addressed, must be sent from
tihe Department of State before I could accept them as official.
Mr. KEAR1'UL. Do you remember the instructions that you received in regard to asking Mexico to join in the recognition of the
Relublic of China ?
Mir. WILsoN. Yes; Mr. Bryan instructed me to ask the Government
of Mexico, which he had not recognized, to join with the United
States in the recognitionof the new Republic of China, and ihe
also
instructed me to extend an invitation upon several occasions to the
Government of Mexico to associate itself with the United States in
conferences.
Mr. KEARFU'L. To join in a universal peace movement ?
Mr. WILsox. Yes; in a universal peace movement.
Mr. KEARFVL. It was the government of Huerta?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; the government of Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were there occasions when secret, special representatives were sent by the State Department or by the President to
Mexico, without your knowledge ?

VA
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Mr. Wi.ox. Of course if it was without my knowledge I would
not know it now.
Mr. KEARFUL. Without notice to you at the time?
Mr. WlnsoN. Yes; two were sent while I was still in Mexico, one
Mr. William Bayard iale, who was sent there by the President, so
far as I could ascertain and evidently to make a report to the President. 'l'hoe other person was Mr. del Valle of California, who was
sent there by Mr. Bryan to watch aMr. William Bayard HIale. I
assumed that Mr. hBryan wanted to get his own views of the Mexican
situation through other channels than those furnished by Mr. William
Bayard Hanle, for whom he had very little respect. 'Tlhis sentiment
was fully reciprocated by Mr. IIale. Mr. William Bavard Hale, I
imagine-although he has since fallen out with the President-sent
a report which entirely suited the President. Mr. del Valle's report
evidently did not please the President. le sent a report which was
not at all satisfactory, in which le described the Madero administration as it actually was, and the Hluerta administration as it was, and
the conduct of tlie embassy as it. had been. I did not understand
that Mr. del Valle's purpose was to state the exact truth and therefore I treated him with some lack of consideration which, however,
did not affect -his attitude, as I heard his report read myself in the
I)epartmnnt of State. I was not intended to hear it, but I heard it.
Mfr. KE.AtIw'i,. Were the missions of these gentlemen generally
known in Mexico?
Mr. WtVlsox. Yes; and especially that of Mr. William Bayard laloe,
who had conferences with the Government officials down there.
Mr. KEIFLtnl,. What effect did these conferences have on your

prestige as ambassador?
Mr. Wiso.x. Nothing could have been worse.

AMr. K:EArVI,. Did it tend to discredit you with the Mexicans?
Mr. Wii.sox. Yes.
Mr. KEAR'UL,. Did you make any protest to the State Department in regard to it?
Mr. WiLSON. Yes, to the Department of State and to the President.
Mr. KEAtFUi,. With what result

Mr. WV.soN. None.
Mr. KEAnvUL. You got no response?
fr. Wu.sox. In a letter to the President I expressed some views
of the character of William Balyard Halo, and I think the President
afterwards shared theo same views which I expressed at that time,
I mean, after we got into the war with Germany. Do you want
this letter in the record?
Mr. KPARFvLL. Just as you like.
Mr. WiLsoN. I)o you want me to read it?
Mr. KV,ARFUL. Yes, if you like.
Mr. WiLSo (reading):
MEXIco, July 1, 1918.

DEAa Mn. Pnso NT: I send you herewith, for your private and confidential
information, a copy of an interviewhad with i)r. William layard haloe by the political
secretary to Gen. Diaz, who is also an American and correspondent of the Now York
Sun.
This report was furnished to me by Gen. Diaz, who informed me at the same time

that he had received other reports of a similar character and that both he and the
Government had taken note of Dr. HIalo's antagonistic attitude toward me and toward

the present Government from the very moment of his arrival, and before he had any
opportunity to make proper investigation.

II
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lie had his report ready the moment he got to Mexico.
not have to wait, until he got to Mexico City.

IIo did

I have assumed that Dr. lale has no official mission in Mexico and that he is not
charged with the making of any report to you concerning conditions in Mexico, but
in the event that information holdd hbeoffered you from this source I deem it my
duty, as your personal representative hero, to say to you that this person is by temperament and habit entirely unfit to form a just and clear idea of the situation here.
Hils mind appears to me. from the conversations which I have had with him, to he
unevenly balanced, and the questions which he asks relative to events which have
occurred hero indicate a complete failure to grasp the underlying causes of the unrest
in Mexico and absolute ignorance, or rather, misinformation as to the true history
and chronology lying behind the scenes of the Meoxican drama.
I know there is a disposition at this time in the United States to make of :Madero a
martyr to democratic Ideals. Whatever may have been the history of hisl
taking off,
and I am not prepared to accept without reserve the opinion that the governmentt
was privy therto, the fact remains that the Madero family despoiled and corrupted
every avenue of government and business in Mexico: that they talked glibly of liberty
and human rights but gave none to the people: that they ro led the (lovernments
seized without proce. of law the property of foreigners and Mexicans: dolrauched,
silenced, and censored the press: established secret political societies which main.
tainted a reign of terror: and mado liberal arrests without warrant of law. All of the
true and secret history of their brief rale in Mexico and prior thereto is known to no
one but me. Others may have it in part but I have it all, and eventually I shall place
it Before the world toeflther with clear demonstrations not only of the anti-American
policy of theso people but of their deliberate and almost organized efforts to attack
almost every American interest in tlhe country by legal conspiracies in collusion
with the courts, and of the absolute inability of this embasv to arcllre the punishment of the murderers of Americans or of thoso who have deprived them of their
property bhvviolence or by stealth.
I feetl, ual dear .Mr. lrrdeat.
that whatever may be vnur final attitude toward
this Mexican admintratin, and it has it.,
lad points as well as its good poi] ts, that it
i4 lmy duty to youvt) ee that you are in no wiho misled either by the reports of sentil
mental leali't, or by those ;vho are endeavoring to bring about conditions which
will force intervention , as to the real character of the Madero administration.
I do not expect t.be iit
charge of this p( t very long. I have served nmy overnment in the )iplomatic Service honorably and usefully for 17 years. I had the
absolute confidence of l'resilents McKinley, Roosevelt, and Taft, and the last named
has placed in my hands a letter relative to my work at this pit up to andlnehluding
thle last day of h1is adnistation,which would appear to justify my hope of receiving
vour conlilence during such peri
as I may have the honor to serve under you.
ivcyonl having the truth made known I care nothing.
I beg t remain, my dear Mr.
President,
Very sincerely, yours,
1l1FSllv

The PHS 1IntrT

O'

TIlE

IASh

WILSON.

'NITD STATE.

Mr. KEt lure.. What response did you get to that letter?
Mr. WIt.sox. None. I did not expect any.
Mr. K1Aurt'.. Why not?

Mr. WiLsox. I hladl
not heen able to get anything from the Secretary of State, and there was no reason to SUPI)OSe tIl-at I would get it

out of the President, but I intended to nmake a record. I intended
that it should never be :said that I had not advised everybody con-

nected with the Wilson administration.
Mr. KeAnrvl.. You spoke of your being called to Washington,
following a report made by Dr. Willinm Bayard Hale in reference to
your having instigated the action of the l)iplomatic. Corps.
Mr. Wi,.sox. 1 es.
Mr. KEARFU. What occurred then ?
Mr. W'tIsox. Immediately after Mr. William Bayard Hale sent

his report, I received a telegram from Secretary Bryan instructing
me to come to Washington, "for a consultation relative to the
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Mexican situation " That is the exact language of the telegram. I
had assumed for some time that I would he relieved in Mexico, and
expected it, and wanted it, but I doubted whether the administration would assume tile responsibility of removing me or accepting
mny resignation at that very critical period. This seemed incredible
so when I had this telegram from the Secretary of State, I departed
on the same day, leaving all my household goods and everything
intact in Mexico City, supposing that I would a
stleast
have the
privilege of returning to Mexico and arranging my affairs. When I
arrived in the United States I was met by quite n lot of enterprising
newspaper men, and I gave some very strong interviews as to conditions prevailing in Mexico at that time,

trying to make it clear to

the American people that I[uerta was restoring peace in Mexico. I
did that deliberately because it seemed to me that if public opinion
were guided right *in this country, the administration would go
right.. I recounted the circumstances that at that time Iuerta had
restored peace in every part of Mexico, and such peace as had never
existed in tihe time of Madero: in every part of Mexico except in a
small district in the State of Sonora where Carranza had gone as a
fugitive. I gave these facts to thlpress. In conversations with
members of the press I was asked a lot of questions which I did not
answer, with reference to Bryan and the President. These questions
suggested some thing, which afterwards appeared as having been
answered by me. Ijney had transferred the questions around into
answers.

As i matter of fact, I did not criticize either the President or the
Secretary of State, and the New York limes correspondent or re

porter who was present afterwards made a statement to that newspaper that I had been completely misrepresented in that instance.
I suppose this circumstat'e had some influence upon the adininistration.

When I arrived in Washington Mr. Bryan tolli me that the Presi-

dent was very anxious to see me, and asked me to prepare a memo-

randlum of the Mexican situation, a request which seemed to me
rather peculiar, as all of the facts were in the records of the Department of State. However, I went to the Department of State and
inquired from some of the employees there how much information
the President had obtained through the records of the I)epartment
of State. I asked this simply to 1e guided in the formation of my
memoranda. I was told that he had never read anything but the
last volume of the confidential reports of 1913, and that therefore
his knowledge of the Mexican situation was entirely confined to the
events which occurred at the time of the overthrow of Madero. All
of the events leading up to that of over two years, he know nothing
about.
Mr. KEARFL'L. Did you prepare a memorandum as requested.
Mr. Wmsox. Yes, I prepared a memorandum. I do not think it
was a peculiarly happy memorandum, but it was sufficient for the
occasion. The really important features about it were the recoinmnendations made at the conclusion, and those I will ask to have
inserted in the record.
(Recommendations concerning Mexico submitted by Ambassador
Wilson to the President, in August, 1913, and afterwards to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the Senate. Placed by Senate in Congressional Record:)
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RECOONITION,
lri-o nition tinder thu present circumstances, can nit be made with the same
e 'tet nd same results ls nnedlately after the assumnption of power by the now
adlminitrnatilon. It would be misconstrued, now, as a yielding to pressure and force
anti would result in the lowlof great prestige.
If recognition is accorded, it. should Ie done in the following way:
First. Bly a preambnle recopgniing theuremarkable and lullpreced rented situation in
Mexico, the desire of the 'Unit'edStates to conitrlhulte to the reetoration of order in a
nehlhbor and friendly state, and the nece ity, on account of the important matters
daily I ending betwe( n the two governmentt , to establish full official relations with
all (of the hbnefits and obligations resulting therefrom.
Second. No rc niion should be accorded unless the inmp rtant international
questions liki the ('hamioal, the Coloradlo River, and thle el ecific clamns falling lutlder
a clear rile of international law, shall be immediately closed, upon the bass presented
hb the (Government of the United Nfatee and aQree to by the governmentt of Mexico
in correslpondence with the ambassador ant verbally.

Third. ltecognltion should not l

accorded unless an international claihns com*

mlision having jurisiclin over all kinds and claies of claimsn arising out of the
revolutionary movements during tihe last three years, shall iw admitted in princlplu
by the Mexicaun (overnliunt.
f1,iurth. Itecognition should not Im acorde(l unless omleo I uitrantee fPr the holding
of a constitutlonal presidential election, duirilng thie month ofotobalwr, shall begiven ;
and this shoilld involve the removal of tile present minister of (Iolernacnn who is a
pure creature of Iluerta and the sulltitution, therefor, of a Mexican cf force and
lJ)wer, say ('alero, who is thoroughly colunilttedt to thu principle of constitutional
government.

Fifth. irnenitin should not lbuaccorded unless the federal G(overlnment is able
Iandl
order to the twenty-sixth
tI furnish evidence( of its ability to restore lleace
parallel.
call be made
Sixth, ilecognition should not be accorded unless an array nstoment
whereby, t1he Amerlean (Governlnent, in cooperation with thll. Mexican (iovermnuent,
restoration of
border
and
aidl
the
Iederal
authorities
in
the
will lw alle to cross tile
order down to the twenty-sixth pnarllol, always giving ample stiliulation for the
retirement of our troops, whe nnver order and peace have been established, in the
iAmerlean
and Merleian commissioners duly apljrinted.
judlmolent of tlie
Recognition accorded in this manner will restore our last prestige, impress foreign

ansld native opinion in Mexico, and undoubtedly restore peace anti nVoi( further
bloodshed.

INTERYENTION.

If recognition is not accorded in some form or other our duty as a civilized nation,
pledged to the world to preserve the peace and order in this hemisphere, points

directly to immediate and effective Intervention.

This should be done in the following way:
First. Bly discreetly removing the already decimated and ruined American popu.
lation of Mexico.
Second. By the transfer of the charge of our diplomatic and consular establishments
to the representatives of other powers.

Third. By the massing of our.fleet in overwhelming proportions, aided by effective

marine reserves at every Mexican port on the AtlatIc and Pacific.

Fourth. 13y the massing of our Army, fully equipped for iavaston at every strategic

point lying on the border States, and calling out the reserves in all the border States

Fifth.

By the appointment of commissieloners,

one of whom should be the ambassas

dor, another the Reneral in chief of the Army, another the ranking officer of the in.

vesting fleet, and another a member of the foreign Affairs Commitee of the Senate.

The ditty of this commission would he to seek by a preliminary action, a reconciliation
of all the contending forces in Mlexico, with the understanding that their dity should

be urgent, expeditions and not detained by any dilatory methods and with a further
understanding that they should follow in the path of invasion, reestablishiug the
rule of law and dispensing justice and order in the name of the United States.
An invasion should be accompanied by a public statement that our purpose is not
one of aggression, but that we are acting in the discharge of a duty to humanity and
cilvlilation and that when once constitutional methods and practices are reestablished
and a firm government installed o' r troops will retire to the United States

---
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Mr. Wirtsox. These recommendations were made to the President
and were afterwards made to the Committee on Foreign Relations of
the Senate. I am quite sure I am not exaggerating when I say that
they were very favorably received by the Committee on Foreign
Relations of the Senate.
Mr. KEARFUrL. You judge that from expressions of members of the
committee?
Mr. Wlsox. From their expressions and their attitude and from
what members of the committee told me. This testimony, however
was interrupted by the President, who said to Senator Bacon and
Mr. Flood, who was at that time chairman of the House Committee
on Foreign Relations, that he did not care for "any further exploitation of my viows." I consider this testimony which I am giving
now as a resumption of the testimony which I gave about five years
ago to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, which was interrupted by the President.
Mr. KEAIFUL'I.. Were you called before the committee to testify
Mr. WusQox. Yes.
Mr. KARFUL. You were called by the committee?
Mr. W LSON. I was called before the committee, and received permission from the Department of State to testify. That is the case.
Senator Bacon, who was at that time chairman of the committee
obtained the permission; Mr. Bryan furnished Senator Bacon all of
the records, and I was allowed to produce in the testimony before
the Committee on Foreign Relations all of the documents emanating
from the embassy but none emanating from the Department of
State.
Mr. KEARFUL. You say that the President interrupted that testimony by making the request of the chairman that he did not desire
that you should testify further?
'Mr. WILsox. Yes; he used the phrase that he did not care for any
further exploitation of my views.
Mr. KEARFUL. But his order, if you may call it such, was obeyed
by the committee?
Mr. Wason. Yes; qvite so. Obeyed is the word.
Mr. KEARFUL. The testimony that you gave at that time, as far
as you went, was not published O
Mr. WiLsou. Oh, no; it was not intended to be published. It was
entirely confidential to the Committee on Foreign Relations of the
Senate.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the political construction of the committee at that time?
Mr. WILSON. Democratic.
Mr. KEARFUL. You know at least by reputation, Mr. Venustiano

Carranza, the President of Mexico?
Mr. WILsON. I do not know him personally at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. You know him by reputation
Mr. WILsoN. He was not a person prominent in public life when I
was in Mexico. He was a Senator but one of those inconspicuous
Senators, whom among a large number are passed by without notice.
I do not know him.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Calero in his book before mentioned, says on
page 68, 6f Carranza:
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Carranza, the nominal chief, has the record of an obscure and servile politician of
the dictatorship of Porfirlo Diaz. He, who had arrived at old age without revealing
any aptitude as a stateean, notwithstanding the opportunities which'he had had,
appeared the least able to place himself at the front of a country so difficult to govern
as Mexico.

Is that a fair statement in regard to CarranzaI
Mr. WrLsoN. I think so.
Mr. KEARPUL. Had he ever distinguished himself as a member of

the Diaz government?
Mr. WILsoN. No. You may infer that from the circumstance that
I never even heard of him, and it was my business to know everybody
in Mexico who had any measure of prominence.
Mr. KEARFUt. When did you first hear of him?
Mr. WILsO.
I first heard of him after he was appointed governor
of Coahuila by the Madero administration, and later on, during the
Madero administration, a number of the State governments got into
financial difficulties and were unable to meet their obligations. To
meet this situation the Federal Government made loans to these
States to finance them through the difficult periods. Among other
States the State of Coahuila, of which Carranza was governor, was
extended financial aid. Later on, in the settlement of these transactions, or the attempt to settle them, there was a very decided difference of opinion between the Maderos and Carranza culminating
finally in a demand from the Madero government that Carranza
should make a clear and explicit statement of the disposition of these
funds that had been placed in his hands. Mr. Erneato Madero
minister of hacienda (the treasury), and the President himself told
me of the difficulties existing between Carranza and the Government,
and indicated that they intended to take some very energetic action.
While this was pending the Madero government fell, and at that time
Carranza was not a Maderista; he belonged to an association of
northern governors who were preparing a secession movement against
Madero. Immediately, however, with the downfall of Madero, he,
like Villa and a lot of those men, became a Maderista.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was at the time of the revolution that he
became a Maderista,
Mr. WisLox. Yes. After Huerta became installed in power, thb
rapidity of the submission to his government throughout Mexico was
astonishing. All over Mexico in every direction men who had been
in constant rebellion ever since early in 1910 were submitting to
Huerta daily and every hour. Carranza was In the State of Chihuahua and, as I understand-I do not say this positively because I
do not know it-but, as was generally said at the time, he was quite

willing to submit to Huerta iT'his official transactions were not investigated, and 'our consul-I think it was Mr. Holland, but I am not
sure----

Mr. KEARmUL. That is at Saltillo-"
Mr. WiLsoN. Initiated telegraphic correspondence with me at the
request of Carranzafor the purpose of extracting some sort of attitude
out of the Huerta government of a friendly character that would
enable him to submit with good grace to the Huerta government.
Mr. KEARFUL. To enable Carranza to submit
Mr. WILSoN. Yes; and as I was very busy trying to accomplish a
state of things exactly in line with what he wanted, I readily lent
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myself to the attempt and went to Mondragon, secretary of war for
Huerta, and showed him these telegrams, urging him not to dispatch
any more troops into Coahuila, but to await the development of the
situation, and to give this man a chance to save his face and to make
an arrangement. They quite agreed with me, apparently, but I think
only apparently. I think they started a troop movement. I communicated the replies to the consul, the consul communicated them to
Carranza, and Carranza made his reply. I went again, but finally
found that I could not trust either side- that I was just simply
exerting myself, getting red in the face, and accomplishing nothing at
all, so dropped the matter, and in the meantime Huerta did invade
the State of Coahuila and drove Carranza out. He became a fugitive
and finally took refuge in the State of Sonora with Obregon, who is
fighting him at this moment with the power of the State of Sonora.
At that time he did not have 500 troops altogether and was not an
object of any consideration either to Villa or Zapata or Huerta, or
anybody who was in power in Mexico.
Just at this moment our Government began to express an interest
in the Mexican situation and announced the peculiar doctrine, that
"Governments founded upon violence would not be recognized."
This was contrary to all the precedence of this Government from its
foundation. Our Government began inquiring actively into the
situation, through consuls through private agents of all sorts in
Mexico, and finally the elements which had submitted and were
apparently thoroughly subdued and prepared to return to peaceful
activities, began to look up and pay attention and say, "Here is the
Government of the United States interested in having Huerta overthrown." The consequence was that thousands and thousands of
men began to leave their peaceful pursuits and go back into the business of revolutionizing Mexico.
Our Government then enlarged its activities by sending John Lind
down to Mexico as an unofficial representative, and by dispatching
envoys to represent us in a movement against a friendly Government,
and then lifted the embargo on arms and ammunition and permitting
them to go across the border, to be used for the purpose of murder.
By natural sequence, it became finally involved in the seizure of the
port of Vera Cruz and the landing of troops for the real purpose of
overthrowing the government of Huerta. The landing of troops
there had no purpose in the world except to overthrow Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUI. You think, then, this flag incident was merely a
pretext t''
Mr. WIlsoN. Absolutely so. The purpose was to seize the customhouse with its revenues. They had already destroyed his credit,
through our diplomatic establishment in Europe, so that he could not
get any money and was obliged to dispatch his troops to the north and
fight Villa and Carranza without arms and without ammunition.
Thousands of men went into the engagement without any ammunition, because of the circumstance that Huerta could not make supply
purchases.
This incident, followed by the Tampico incident, and then by the
massacre of Santa Ysabel, and the invasion of American soil at Columbus and other points followed eventually by the dispatch of the
so-called punitive expedition. This expedition invaded Mexico for
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the purpose of punishing Villa and never caught him, but was finally
attacked by the army of CarranzaMr. KEARFUL. With American guns and ammunitionI
Mr. WiisoN. With American arms and ammunition, in which
attacks altogether something like 30 American soldiers were killed, at
Carrazal, Parral, and other places. This situation became so tense
and these abuses became so gross, and these barbarities so repugnant
to civilized concepts, that the Secretary of State, Mr. Lansing, who
was endeavoring to carry out the policy of the administration as best
he could, was finally obliged to write an indictment of the Mexican
Government which was rather inconsistent with the policy which the
administration had pursued and is pursuing.
Mr. KEARFUL. You refer to the note of June 20, 1916?
Mr. WILson. Yes. During this time or, rather, during the troubled
period, 665 Americans have been murdered on Mexican soil and on
the border, without a single Mexican ever having been brought to
justice. If there is any Mexican who has been brought to justice, I
have been unable to ascertain the fact.
During this time it has cost this Government very close to half a
billion dollars to carry out this particular policy; that is to say, to
prevent the Carranza government from being overturned by movements from our borders. You possibly know there is about a million
of the best Mexicans in the United States to-day. These would cross
the border any day if the bars were let down.
About 300,600 Mexicans have been killed and about 100,000 more
have died from pestilence and starvation; the $100,000,000 which
Diaz left in the treasury has disappeared, and in its place there is a
deficit of something like $350,000,000; 3,600 churches have been
desecrated-I am giving these statistics from memory; I have them
all in my papers-1,500 clergymen have been expelled from the
country 364 religious institutions; that is to say, nunneries and
places where womlen areMr. KIARFUL. Parochial schools?
Mr. WtIsoN. Have been desecrated under circumstances that are
not fit for print. At the present moment we have 80,000 troops on
the border-f am using the figures of perhaps a month ago, but
these are estimates of people in military circles-which aye costing
the people of the United States $100,000,000 a year.
This border force is maintained not for the purpose of protecting
American citizens in Mexico or for the purpose of influencing conditions there. Their presence on the border may be of some Incidental
importance, but their presene is reallyrmade necessary by the policy
of the present administration, which Is bound to maintain Carranza
in power, to prevent invasions of Mexico, and thus maintain the
legend that there is peace and order across the border. Any failure
of the administration to protect the Carranza administration or any
hostile act by this Covernment which would bring about the downfall
of Carranza would be equivalent to a confession by the Wilson administration that its whole policy toward Mexico is a mistake.
My statistics on the matter of the number of Americans killed in
Mexico have been made up from three sources. One is the Government's reports, one is my own record made while in charge of the
embassy in Mexico-that is to say, "made the record up to that time-and the third is private letters and newspaper telegraphic reports.
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For instance, a month ago the number of Americans who had been

murdered in Mexico was 053.

To-day it is

005.

Mr. KEARFUL. There is another passage in DMr. Calero's book that
I want to read to you. He says, on page 34, in reference to Carranza:
lie had passed 25 years of his life serving with humility the man whom to-day he
calls with disdain "the tyrant of Mexico," Porfirio Diaz. C'arranza was a senator
under the government of Diaz and never did anything else in the senate except to
approve, without the slightest protest, the recommendations of that tyrant whom
to-day he denies. In the two years in which he was the governor of the State of
Coahuila, Carranza prom-,ted nothing which would reveal him as the reformer which
he aw pretends t be. nir did he do anything for the political, mral, or economic
advancement of the peple.
Not only this, but arranza. enemy of progresive innwations. was the only governor
who opposed having sch-vls established in the State under the auspices of the Federal
Government when President Madero, in execution of a law initiated in the time of
Diaz. was trying to diffuse elementary Instruction in a country in which 85 per cent
of the p-)pulation does not knew how to,read or write.
This is the true arranza, the man who. t either with Villa, received the aid of the
United States in seizing the Government of Mexico.

Do you think Mfr. Calero is a man who could be regarded as an
authority to speak upon that subject?
Mr. lWirhsox. Absolutely.
Mr. KFARFUL.. Do you believe this statement is correct?
Mr. Wnsox. It is. 1 have a very high opinion of Mr. Calero, both
of his moral character and his intellectual attainments.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Calero is one of the Mexican exiles to whom
you referred?
AMr. WLsox. Yes.

Mr. KEARFv. Is it not such men as Calero and the other .Mexicans
who are unable to live in their own country that it is necessary to
depend upon for government in Mexico?
Mr. Wua.sox. Yes. Mr. Calero belongs to the whites. He has no
Indian blood. He is of pure Spanish blood, and there is a vast
number of Mexicans of that class in the United States now; and also
of the industrial class, who are spreading all over the western part of
the United States at this particular moment seeking simply to live.
They want to got on in the world, and they have crossed the border
and have come clear up as far north as Kansas City and they are

invading the hotel service and the public automobile service and
everything of that sort, thousands of them, and I must say that they

work very faithfully and render good service.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Calero also speaks of the agrarian problem,
so-called, in Mexico, and the revolutionary pretext of dividing up the
lands for the peonu. He says on page 81:
As experience has amply demonstrated, it will serve for nothing to divide up the
land among the Indians, for the latter for want of resources and because of their igno.
ance, are not capable of keeping it. Nor is it possible to establish a country of small
rproprietors wherein there are no institutions of rural credit or ways of communication
or the other elements and facilities which exist in countries where agrarian property
is subdivided among numerous cultivators.
To accompalish the realization of all this, which is the labor of years a constitutional
government is required, which will subject its proceedings to the laws, and which
will enjoy a firm credit: that is to say, a government precisely different from that
of from which Carranza is the head.

Do you agree with that statement in regard to that feature t
Mr. WsoN. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUVI. You say you sent in your resignation more than
once.
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Mr. WILs N. Yes.
Mr. KEAnFW.. Apart from the formal resignation that would naturally be submitted at the time of the change of administration, what
were the reasons that actuated you in desiring to resign?
Mr. WLso.. Well, I had been carrying a very heavy burden of
responsibility there, a responsibility that had almost broken me down,
with a friendly administration inWashington. It seemed to me that
it would be very difficult and very harmful to American interests for
me to attempt to carry on the representation of the American Governmont, with an administration in Washington that had no confidence
in me. I therefore dispatched a letter to the President, which he
received a few clays after his inaugural, through a very intimate
Democratic friend, very high in the counsels of the party, itwhich I
tendered my resignation, attr explaining the very difficult situation
which existed, and the necessity for selecting as mny successor a man
with the qualities that were exactly needed for that delicate task
I offered to come to Washington and assist him for a reasonable period
in adjusting the situation. This was read to him, or lihe
read it, I am
not sure which. I think it was road to him, and then destroyed in
his presence. However, I have no copy of it.
Again I tendered my formal resignation, which is quite enough,
if any hody wanted to act on it. The other two were not necessary.
Then, when the Department of State permitted these stories about
the attitude of the administration toward me to be circulated day
after dlay, without any denial, and I called upon Mr. Bryan for a
denial, and that denial was not accorded, I again resigned in language
that was very forceful. That resignation was not accepted. Finally
my resignation was accepted by the President actually because of
absolute disagreement as to the recognition of the government of
Huerta, after I had placed before him a memorandum covering the
situation, and the recommendations by -which recognition should
be carried out had been handed to him.
After my resignation was accepted, when the terms in which the
President made the announcement to the press were read to me, I
dissented very strongly from it, and said to Mr. Bryan that I had been
17 years in the Diplomatic Service of the United States; that I had
rendered faithful and honorable service during the terms of three
Presidents, in addition to Mr. Wilson; and that I thought it would
not lower the dignity of the administration at all to say so; that with
that statement I would be entirely satisfied and would leave the
service in a spirit of perfect content. Mr. Bryan seemed to be very
anxious to do this-and I must say he was always extremely kind.
He seemed very anxious to do it, and he took the statement over to
the President, who replied that he "had an open mind"-I am using
his exact words, because you have heard them since-he had an
open mind with reference to my record, but that he had not had
time to investigate and did not know and he was therefore not
prepared to make a statement of that 1ind. "Well," I said, "Mr.
Secretary, Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. McKinley have both given utterance to very emphatic expressions about my record, which have
been published and which are matters of record, and Mr. Taft has
just placed in my hands one of the handsomest testimonials any
public officer ever had, which I intend to give to the press when I
leave this room, and I see no reason why the President of the United
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States should not give me the simple recognition of the value of the

services which I have performed under his three predecessors."
Ho said, "I have given you my final answer, Mr. Ambassador. I
am sorry nothing can be done." I said, "Very good."
That was in August, and my resignation did not take effect until
the month of November following. I then remained in Washington
for something like a month, helping with the difficult situation in
Mexico in the Department of State, and to a very considerable
extent directing the action of our representatives in Mexico, under
the supervision, of course, of Mr. Bryan. While I was engaged
there in this business for the department, at its request, and also
because I felt deeply concerned about the fate of a great many of our
Americans in Mexico, the newspapers published a dispatch or news
telegram from London, in which it was said that the British Government had been induced to recognize Huerta's government because
of the circumstance that the American ambassador had delivered a
speech to Huerta which amounted to recognition. This was published in the papers, and Mr. Bryan and the President, when seen by
the press representatives, expressed great gratification that the
British Government had made a statement which was equivalent to
impeaching the correct procedure of their own representative.
I immediately turned my attention to this matter, and I found
this circumstance: First, that the British Government well knows
that no diplomatic officer can ever recognize a chief executive in any
country. I do not know whether Mr. Bryan knew it or not, but, as
a matter of fact, every diplomat knows it.
Mr. KeAnFUL. Every diplomat knows it?
Mr. Wli.sox. Every diplomat knows it. Second, that the British
Government never expresses its views through the press. It expresses itself in Parliament always. It has a different system. It
does not have to go to the-press.
Armed with this understanding, I gave an interview to the presswhich I wrote, not entirely without feeling, because I was indignant-in which I said that I doubted very much whether the British
Government ever made any such statement through its authorized
representatives; that it was impossible for me to conceive of the
British Government ever making such a statement, well acquainted
as I was with its methods of procedure and with the methods of
British public men; and that I felt I was called upon to tell the
real circumstances, these were that the brief remarks made to
Huerta by me on behalf of the Diplomatic Corps were written by
the British minister and the Spanish minister, and I had nothing
to do with it. I declined to draw the paper because I was conscious of a delicate situation, so I simply followed instructions and
delivered the words as prepared by the Diplomatic Corps.
Mr. KArBFUL. And you (lid that because you were the dean of
the corps?
Mr. WiLsox. Yes; I did that because I was dean of the corps.
I gave this explanatory statement out to the press of the country,
and it created quite a lot of newspaper comment. Tne President
was reported by the press to be very angry about it, and was study'ing what he would do about it-what kind of punishment could be
indicted. He had not gotten his war powers then.
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Their agents rushed about and tried to find out whether the
British Government had made this statement, but no one could be
found. They tried to get hold of the British ambassador, who was
up somewhere in the North, near Mansfield, Conn., I think, but
they could not find him quickly, and they were so anxious to get
this note out that they did not wait. So they wrote a note to the
British Government, and gave it to the press, reprimanding me for
undiplomatic remarks about Great Britain and another to the
British Government.
Mr. KE.Anv'.. Apologizing to Great Britain?

Mr. Wisox. Apologizing to Great Britain. This was immediately published in Great Britain, and the British foreign office
announced, through the New York Times, that they did not know
what the American Government was apologizing for; then when their
attention was called to the exact words used, they said there was
nothing irregular or undiplomatic in the statements made. So our
Government was placed in the attitude of apologizing for an utterance of its representative, provoked by its own utterances, and which
were declared by the Government about which they had been made
as being of no importance whatever.
After that I tendered my resignation again and insisted upon
being immediately relieved, hut it was not acted on, and I remained
in the service until the month of November.
Mr. KEARFt'L. Did you go back to Mexico to wind up your affairs?
Mr. Wimsox. No; Mr. Bryan asked me not to go back. Of course,
I understood the reason.
Mr. KEARFL. Do you know the name of your successor as ambassador to Mexico I
Mr. WtLsox. Henry P. Fletcher.

Mr. KF.AtF'L. Mr. Fletcher, for whom Mr. Inman vouches as
efficient, was called before the Rules Committee of the House on
July 22, 1919, to testify about Mexico, and he testified, among

other thing, that "the Carranza government, controls all of Mexico;
that the C-arranza government is "fulfilling its mission as a government toward the people of Mexico." Asked as to the general attitude of the Mexican people toward the Government and people of
the United States, he answered: "They have committed as a government no act that I know of that would be considered inimical."
Asked as to the situation between the two governments, he answered: "I think it has improved in the last three years."
Subsequently, as shown by the testimony of the witness Oliver,
Mr. Fletcher prevented the shipment of arms and ammunition to
the Carranza. government, after a permit had boon issued by the
State Department, at that time ridiculing the ability of the Carranza
forces to protect the population from the rebels, and stating that
the munitions were apt to be used against Americans.
Later, in December, as shown by the ad iterim report of the chairman of this committee, Mr. Fletcher was in sympathy with and approved the resolution introduced in the Senate by the chairman of
this committee on December 2, requesting the President to withdraw
recognition from Carranza, which resolution, as shown by the same
report was very strongly disapproved by the President, on the
ground that the Congress had n)o institutional function to act upon
it,
shortly after which Mr. Fletcher resigned.
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Mr. WirsoN. No; he had resigned long before that.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Shortly after that, or some time after that, he left
the office of ambassador.
Mr. Wn so. Yes; that is a correct statement. He had resigned a
long time before.
Dr. KEARFUL. The committee was desirous of procuring the testimony of Mr. Fletcher with reference to what his attitude really was,
and what his exporienco in Mexico actually had been, but our informntion is that hoe has gone to Europe. Do you know what the ground
of his resignation was?
Mr. Wiisox. Fairly well. I assume that Mr. Fletcher's statements
while he was on the witness stand were made vary largely in a spirit
of deference to the administration. I assume that he took the position that while he was in the service it was necessary for him to
state the inatters the way the administration wanted them stated.
I do not intend by this to endeavor to describe Mr. Fletcher's opinions or character or morals. That is not my intention at all. I
assume that his purpose was to maintain loyalty and consistency,
even at the expense of veracity. Nor do I moan to say that he was
not voracious. I am simply trying to analyze the situation, because,
as a matter of fact, when he resigned his resignation was an indictment of the administration for its lack of policy and for the failure
of power which this lack of policy had brought about, in procuring
satisfactory results for American interests. The latter was couched
in diplomatic language, and was courteous, but it left no room for
doubt as to its moaning. I see no reason for criticism of Mr. Fletcher;
his position was difficult.
Mr. KEARFUL. You know of Mr. George A. Chamberlain, who was
consul general at Mexico City after you loft there, and during the
Carranza regimo ?
Mr. W.Lsox. No.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know why he resigned ?
Mr. WTILSO. Only from his own statements in the papers.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for his resignation, as thus
stated?
Mr. WILsoN. Absolute disapproval of the administration's attitude
in Mexican affairs. Ho has written a number of articles in the
magazines here.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know John Bassett Moore, who was counsel
of the State Department under Secretary Bryan?
Mr. Wimesox. Very well.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know why he resigned
Mr. WILsoN. I do not know. I was told at the time that he resigned very largely because of dissatisfaction with the administration's attitude in Meoxican affairs. I was told this in the Department
of State.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that a matter of common knowledge in the
department?
Mr. Wuasox. It was at that time.
(Whereupon the further examination of the witness was adjourned
until Saturday, April 17, 1020, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 1920.
UNITrED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

-Wa8hington, D. C.

Testimony taken at Washington, D. C. April 17, 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF MR. HENRY LANE WILSON-Resumed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Wilson, you stated that in 1910 there were
about 75,000 Americans operating in Mexico and about 10,000 in
Mexico City. What information have you as to those Americans in
Mexico since that time?
Mr. WILSON. During the time I was in charge of the embassy
especially during the latter stages of the Madero administration and
markedly so during the latter stages of the Huerta administration
when it became evident that recognition was not to be accorded to
Huei ta, the American emigration was very heavy from every part of
Mexico to the United States. In the City of Mexico probably 50 per
cent of the Americans apprehensive of the results which might follow
the failure of the Washington administration to recognize the government of Huerta, left for the United States either to await the final
outcome or remain permanently.
Correspondence with the consulates throughout Mexico and advices
brought from other sources indicated to me that at the time I left
Mexico about 20,000 Americans had left. Information which has
come into my possession from various sources since my departure
and during the disturbed conditions preceding and following the
Presidency of Carranza is that from 25,000 to 30,000 Americans have
left Mexico and are now in this country. This would make a total
of about 65,000 Americans who have returned to the United States.
.Whether there has been any counterflow or not I am unable to say.
At the same time my estimate of the number of Mexicans who have
left Mexico on account of the disturbed conditions and who are now
living in the United States awaiting the restoration of normal conditions amounts to about 1,000,000 people. These emigrants, or rather
fugitives, come from the landowning intellectual middle classes in
Mexico to a very large extent, but there is also a very large percentage from the laboring class in Mexico, who find it impossible to contimue peaceful pursuits during the present regime there.
Mr.KEARFUL. Do you know what the attitude of this Government
has been with respect to the Americans living and having business
in Mexico remaining there?
4766--20--vo.
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Mr. WUmsoN. During the administration of IHuerta the Americans
were ordered out of Mexico by the Department of State and I believe
by proclamation, but I am not sure.
Air. KEARFUL. Did you ever have occasion to ascertain by conversation with Secretary Bryan or President Wilson what their
attitude was in regard to the Americans in Mexico?
Mr. WILSON. I believe you will have to put that question some
other way. i know pretty well what their policy toward Mexico
was but their attitude toward Americans was another thing.
dr. KEARFUL. Apart from the various orders that were given for
Americans to leave.Mexico, what was the attitude, if you know, in
regard to the Americans there?
Mr. WILoN. Personally, neither the President nor Mir. Bryan
expressed to me any opinion upon the subject of the Americans in
Mfexico. From various sources, from Americans who had had interviews with Dir. Bryan and the President and from the position taken
by the President and AMr. Bryan in receiving the American delegation representing the American colony, it appeared to be quite
evident that any testimony from American sources was regarded
with suspicion, and that persons who were interested in Mexico were
regarded as prejudiced witnesses.
Mr. KEABFUL. I understand that your principal concern was with
reference to the life and interests of American citizens in Mexico.
Was not that matter discussed between you and the President when
you saw him here on returning from Mexco?
Mr. WiLson. I had only one interview with the President, which
covered not to exceed two hours of time. Prior to that interview I
went to the Department of State and inquired from some of the
subordinates what papers and documents the President had called
for, for the purpose of informing himself on the Mexican question.
I was told by subordinates that he had only called for the last confidential report-that is to say, for the report made from the embassy
covering the revolution against Madero-and that he had not asked
to be furnished with any of the preceding reports. I made this
inquiry for the purpose of being able to discuss with the President
the situation in an intelligent way.
AMr. KEARFUL. 'n your conversation with the President did he
express any concern for the lives or properties or interests of Americans in Mexico?
AMr. WiLsox. No. The entire conversation was confined to the
question of the recognition of Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. With respect to Americans who had established
themselves in business and in homes in Mexico, what was the effect
upon them of their being told to leave that country?
Mr. Wrison. Thousands of them have been absolutely ruined.
Perhaps I would better say that in the interview with the I'resident
he maintained a very reserved attitude with reference to the situation in Mexico and that by the very force of the circumstances I was
compelled to do most of the talking. The basis of my representations to the President was the recognition of Huerta and i submitted
to him a memorandum which is elsewhere. inserted, outlining precisely how recognition ought to be accorded and what reserves ought
to be insisted upon. I also recommended that in the event that
recognition was not accorded that, in compliance with what would
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be our apparent duty in the situation which would result, intervention would probably become necessary and i indicated how that
intervention could be carried jnto effect.
Mr. KEARF'Iv. Did the President seem to be impressed with your
recommendations ?
Mr. Wln.sox. go. Ilis only comment was that Huerta wovld not
carry them out. At the time he made this statement I had the
verhfl assurances of luerta that he would expect, in the event of
the firm installation of his government, ta, have the moral assistance
and advice of the Government of the United States in procuring by
evol'itionarv practice the gradual establishment of real democratic
methods in the government of ,Mexico.
Mr. KEARFr'L. Was there any notice given to American citizens to
leave Mexico during the administration of President Taft?
Mr. Wmlsox. None. Drring the administration of President
Madero conditions in Mexico became, especially toward the last,
practically intolerable in certain parts of Mexico. It was very
difficult to sect re protection for Americans in these districts. "I
therefore recommended to the Department of State that cons*'Ls
within these especially dangerous zoi.n he instructed through the
embassy to advis-o-not order, but to advise--.Americas to change
their residences to urban' centers where protection could he accorded.
But no Americans were ever ordered out of Mexico during the Taft
administration. On the border some of the consuls probably ordered
Americans to go into the United States as that was the safest and
easiest place of procuring safety.
Mr. KRARFt'L. These advice. related only to certain restricted and
dangerous districts ?
Mr. Wn.sox. Yes; and they are defined in the statement which
was issued.
Mr. KEARFUl.. Those were districts ill which there were roevol.tionary or bandit activities?
Mr. WILSON. Yes: and there was no protection at all. Those
localities were named.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know what became of the Maderos and the
property of the Madero family under the role of Carranza ?
Mr. Wsox.
L For a lng, time the Maderos were not permitted to
enter Mexico and- their estates-were seized by the Carrauza government. Whether that condition still exists or not I am unable to say.
Mr. KE..RFL'L. Did Carranza start his revolution as a Maderista
and as a protest against the assassination of Madero?
Mr. Wu.sox. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Do you think that that was the real motive or
merely an ohbstensible one
Mr. WILsoN. That was the popular and sentimental slogan suited
to the situation.
Mr. KEARFUiL. How do you account for the state of mind of President Wilson in adopting and following out the policy that he has
adopted and followed in reference to Mexico and the American citizens in Mexico?
Mr. Wutrsox. It is of course impossible for me to fathom the President's mind or to analyze accurately the motives which impelled him
to the adoption of the peculiar policy or lack of policy which has
been pursued with reference to Mexico during the last seven years.
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From close observation and study of the President's character in
connection with other policies of the administration, I am inclined
to think that his policy toward Mexico was the result of a mental
obsession that all knowledge and all power rest in the Executive. It
is impossible to believe that the motives of the President were not
good, but as to the inspiration of these motives I think we may obtain
a fairly clear idea from his course at other critical periods in the history of the last seven years.
I believe the President came into office obsessed with the idea that
he held a mandate from the American people not only to reverse all
the policies of his predecessors, but with the determination to enlarge
and perhaps exaggerate the power of the Executive beyond all
precedent m our history. To this idea he has risen mentally, but
certain weaknesses in his character have usually brought about inconsistent and hesitating performance. To illustrate, one of the first
acts of President Wilson after assuming office was to destroy what is
generally known as the Six-Powers Agreement which had been constitulted by the great powers of Europe in conjunction with the United
States not only for the purpose of the development and evolution of
China, but likewise for the purpose of holding Japan in check.
The result of the President's precipitate action was that all semblance of European and American control over Asiatic conditions
was sacrificed, and the great prestige and influence which this Government demanded and obtained under the administration of the
Department of State by Mr. John Hay was lost. Following the collapse of the six-power agreement Japan asserted a practical sovereignty over China. With the outbreak of the European war she
advanced her position and became practically the overlord of all
far eastern countries. Here at this point was recorded the direct
result of the precipitate and unwise action of President Wilson in
foreign affairs. He was immediately brought face to face with the
unfortunate results which were made quite evident in the LansingIshii treaty, by which the Government of the United States recognized the predominance and overlordship of Japan in the Far East,
a predominance and overlordship which had been brought about very
largely by the weakness of this administration and by its precipitate
action. The Lansing-Ishii treaty affords a very fair illustration of
the logical but unpleasant consequences of precipitate haste in
adventurous diplomacy too often expressed in grandiloquent phraseology.
The evil results of this hasty step did not, unfortunately, end there,
for when President Wilson engaged in the discussions of the peace conference at Paris he was again confronted with the fruits of his unfortunate diplomacy in the form of demands made by Japan before the
conference, accompanied by subtle threats, that actual lordship over
the Peninsula of Shantung should be accorded to her, and the peace
conference, which at that moment was beset by the urgent demands
of Italy, along with other vexatious problems rather than add to its
difficulties, admitted the claims of Japan, which are in direct contravention with the principles enunciated by the President in his
Mount Vernon speech.
In other words, in tb~ announcement and definition of a foreign
policy which the President seems to consider his special province,
we have precipitate announcement of doctrine, but there is usually
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absolute failure of performance, because between announcement and
conclusion, the fruit of unwisdom is borne.
The same quality of mind is illustrated in the discussion of article
10 of the peace treaty. Article 10 is an important article in the
treaty, but there are other articles which are fully as important and
vital. However, the President wrote article 10, -and that was his
sole contribution to the treaty of peace. Confronted with the American opposition to article 10, which had been precipitately and adventurously injected into the treaty by the President himself, the President shows a preference to sacrifice the interests of the bleeding
world rather than sacrifice his pride of authorship and opinion.
Therefore, the treaty falls because article 10 is modified and changed
contrary to his wishes.
The attitude of the President in Mexican affairs has been, from the
origin of the difficulties there, that he understood the situation and
that no one else did. To this mental obsession he has clung in spite
of an absolute collapse of his policy and of widespread and disastrous
consequences, and in my opinion he will continue to maintain the
attitude which he has assumed, as I am informed he has written the
plank on Mexico for the Democratic national convention, in which
it is declared that a state of peace reigns in Mexico and that his policy
has been vindicated.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your present information in regard to the
state of peace that reigns in Sonora, perhaps the largest State of the
Republic of Mexico I
Mr. WILso.. My information is that the State of Sonora and the
State of Sinaloa are both in revolution against the central government. I have heard that there were other States, but I have no positive information about that. The population of the States of Sonora
and Sinaloa is made up very largely of white Mexicans who emigrated
50 or 75 years ago from Texas. It is quite distinct from the other
border population.
Mr. KEARFUL. Sonora is the State in which Carranza's revolution
was started, with the assistance of Gen. Alvaro Obregon, is it not?
Mr. WiLsox. No; hardly that. The revolution of Carranza started
in the State of Coahuila, but he was driven out of Coahuila by Huerta
and became a fugitive. He finally went to Hermosillo, in the State
of Sonora, and was received and protected by Obregon. At that
time he had no soldiers at all, but was an absolute fugitive from the
Federal Government.
lMr. KEARFUL. What I meant was that his first successes began
under protection of Obregon
Mr. WuLsox. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. In order to illustrate what you have just been
saying about President Wilson's strange misconception of Mexico,
I refer to Mr. Calero's book again. On page 77 he said, quoting Mr.
Wilson:
"My passion is for the submerged 85 per cent of the people of that Republic, who
are now struggling toward liberty," said Mr. Wilson in Iay, 1914, referring to the

revolution, whose most conspicuous figure was then Francisco Villa.

(Interview in

the Saturday Evening Poet.)
Who composes that 85 per cent? Mr. Wilson himself undertakes to say: "The
present revolution, like all preceding revolutions is primarily a revolution by the

peons, who want to regain their land;" and he adds that the revolution was "a fight

for the land, just that and nothing more."
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On page 68, Calero gives his conception of the motives of the
revolution as follows:
No one could have confidence in the revolution, because in this there dominated
that which dominates in all Latin-American revolutions: The personal ambition of
one, or various men to possess themselves of the Government.. Only Mr. Wilson, who
appears ignorant of the psychology of this kind cf revolts, could believe that it was the
conscientious movement of a people struggling for liberty; but for those who are
acquainted with that psychology, the confidence or want of confidence which the
revolution inspired, was measured by the confidence or want of confidence which its
leaders inspired.

Particularizing as to the acts of the revolutionists at that time, he

said on page 61:

The struggle between the Carranzistas and the Conventionists (of which latter
group Villa was the head) assumed a character of terrible cruelty. Those combatants
did not appear to fight against their enemies, but against the immeAne pacific population. Everyone who may have followed the changes of this drama, knows the
infinite number of attacks dpon the honor of women, upon religion, upon property
and upon life. A savage struggle in which the Yaquis, barbarous and ranguirary,
who formed a part of the hosts of Carranza, the criminals taken from all the prisons
the Mexican Indian, ignorant and avid for blood and rapine, who formed the bulk of
the combatants, satisfied their instincts for bestial ferocity at the expense of fifteen
millions of human beings.
Hunger and pestilence increased the ravages of war. The military chiefs made
saandalois fortunes, and what they did not appropriate to themselves was sent to the
United States to the voracious speculators, who were paid with the bread and tears
of the Mexican people for the arms and ammunition which sustained that infernal
conflict.
Read the reports of the Red Cross; examine the ofirtal data with which the Departmnt of Ftat is st,,fTed, and it will be seen that while thor sands of women and children
wre dying for lack of food, cargoes of corn. beans, live stock, and all that could satisfy
hunger, went out of the Mexican ports and of the frontier cities to be converted into
Miles and cartridges, into instruments of destruction.

Which do you think is correct, President Wilson or Mr. CaleroI
Mr. WILSOn. Mr. Calero's is a very accurate description. It is
practically and precisely, except as to the words, the position I have
taken in numbers of addresses and numbers of magazine articles.
Mr. KEARFUL. How does this statement of Mr. Calero accord with
the note that you mentioned yesterday that was sent by Secretary
Lansing in June, 1916, to President CarranzaI
Mr. WuLson. The conclusions are the same.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you conceive that it is possible for the Demo-

cratic convention at San Francisco to adopt a plank approving and
sustaining the policy of President Wilson under those conditions and

upon those facts?
Mr. WIlsoN. It is hardly possible for me to analyze the Democratic

convention or the attitude it may take upon any public question.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you believe that any patriotic body of men
could approve that policy in the light of those facts

Mr. Wusox. A resolution approving the policy of the President
toward Mexico in view of what has happened toward the Americans
there would be equivalent to a resolution passed by any body of
Americans in this country, after the blowing up of the Lusitania,
indicating Germap sympathy. There is not a particle of difference
except that the one thing occurred on land and the crimes and the
tragedies were scatterred over a considerable period of time, and the
other occurred on the sea and the tragedy occurred at once. There is
no difference whatever. From my standpoint any man--assuming
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that he is fairly well informed-who supports the Mexican policy
of President Wilson is unpatriotic and un-American.
Mr. KEARUL. You have come in contact with the Mexican people.
Can you give a statement as to the character and potentialities of the
Mexican people
Mr. WILsoN. Are you referriiig now to the so-called higher classes
or lower classes?
Mr. KEARFUL. My question is general and you may particularize
as youplease.
Mr. WILsoN. Of course you must understand that 80 per cent of the
population of Mexico is Indian and unable to read or write.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is the submerged 85 per cent?
Mr. WrLson. The submerged. 80 or 85 per cent, that President
Wilson refers to, is Indian and unable to read or write. That 80 per
cent has widely different elements. The Indian of the north is a
distinctly different person from the Indian of the south in habits,
in blood, in traditions, in all that goes to make up a unit in the body
politic.
The Indian of the north is a descendant of the Aztec. He is as a
rule grossly ignorant, intemperate, uncleanly. Brigandage is his real
occupation. His other pursuits are merely nominal.
Tho Indian of the south of Mexico is n descendant of the Maya race
of Indians, sometimes called the white Indians with admixture in
some instances and in some localities with the Toltecs who preceded
the Aztecs in the invasion of Mexico. The Mayas, the original
Mexican race, who inhabit the States of Yucatan, Tabasco, Campeche,
and Chiapas are almost entirely of the pure Maya race, cleanly,
industrious, handsome, and law abiding.
In the section immediately to the north of these States there is a
mixture of the Maya and the Toltec which makes the prevailing type
in the States of Vera Cruz Puebla, Oaxaca, and Morelos. These are
also industrious and orderly people. There never has been a marked
tendency to anarchy and revolution among the Mexicans south of a
line running through San Luis Potosi.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is abopt the center of Mexico?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; south of that line there would have been no
revolution and no disturbances of any kind if the country had not
been invaded by the revolutionary elements, upsetting order, bringing
about confusion and plundering the people. Through all this section
the government of Gen. Diaz was very popular and very strong.
A very large part of it never accepted the government of Madero and
a very considerable part of it has not accepted the government of
Carranza. The great and prosperous State of Oaxaca, for instance,
is now absolutely independent, and with it goes its dependent States
of Tabasco and CamDeche.
The southern Mexlcan Indian, who is a man who labors upon the
soil, if treated firmly and kindly and justly, does well.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think he has potentialities of a good citizen I
Mr. WILsoN. The southern Mexican; yes. They have no understanding whatever of finespun or altruistic political theories. They
do understand justice when accompanied by firmness, but the word
"justice" has no meaning to them unless it is reinforced by power
and vigor of executive action. The Americans in Mexico were very
successful in dealing with this class of Mexicans. They paid them
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better and looked more closely after their physical welfare than'the
Mexican employers. The American always dealt firmly with them,
understanding their character generally much better than the white
Mexican employers.
With good government, civilized conditions, education, and the
wise supervision of a semiautocratic government, these people can
be gradually brought to a comprehension of the practices of real
democracy; but they never can be brought to that state of mind or
to the practice of democracy by revolution.
Mr. KEARFUL. What have you observed to be the effect socially,

morally, and educationally upon the Mexican natives of the operation
of American enterprises in Mexico
Mr. WILSON. On the railways, which were wholly the creation of
American enterprise and capital, a very distinct type of Mexican was
evolved, fully equal in some branches of railway work to the American employees. They made good engineers, good trainmen, good
switchmen or yardmen, but not good conductors. In the oil regions
the results achieved through the employment of Mexican labor were
and are, I believe, very satisfactory. I once visited the oil regions
in the State of Tamaulpas, near Tampico, and made a very complete
investigation of the conditions prevailing upon the properties of the
Huasteco Oil' Co., which is the mother property of the Mexican
Petroleum Co.
Mr. KEARFUL. It was also the pioneer oil enterprise in MexicoI
Mr. WILSON. Yes; and I found there conditions prevailing under
the administration of Mr. Doheny, who is president of the Mexican
Petroleum Co., which were a great credit to the company-schools,
hospitals, churches, good roads, all the usual arrangements pertaining to the good health and moral well being and happiness of the
people. I was quite impressed with what had been done in this
direction. I made inquiry at the time and was told that the conditions prevailing upon other oil properties, which had been largely
modeled upon the Huasteco, were not in any instance very far behind
conditions prevailing on the Huasteco Oil Co.'s property.
I have also, from time to time during my residence in Mexico,
visited American sugar estates, cotton estates, coffee estates, rubber
estates, and mines, and in every instance I have found working conditions better than those prevailing in similar properties owned by
Mexicans, and invariably the wage scale was higher and workmen
better contented and more industrious than in Mexican owned property.
The city of Tampico at that'time was being transformed from an
aggregation of adobe houses into a modern municipality, with all the
conveniences of modern life. All this, or most of-it, was being done
through American initiative and by American capital.
Mr. KEARFUL. I had intended asking you abdut the character of
Porfirlo Diaz. Mr. William Jennings Bryan, in an issue of the Commoner, which he owns, on January 30, 1903, had this to say:
The third great mad produced by the Mexican Republic is the present President.
With the exception of one term, he has been President since 1878, during which tine

he has shown wonderful ability, and it is doubtful if-there is in the world to-day a
chief executive of greater capacity or devotion to his people. Certainly no people
have made greater relative progreeJ than the Mexican people have made under the
administration of Porfrilo Dias.

Education has been promoted, law and order estab.
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Iashed, agriculture developed, commerce stimulated. and nearly every section of the
country connected by railroad with the capital. While there are many able and
strong men upon whom the mantle of Preildent might worthily fall, he has been so
remarkably successful and has such a hold upon all classes of the people that he will

doubtless remain at the head of the Government as long as he lives. The people

would hardly consent to his withdrawal, even if he desired to lay down the respond.
abilities of the position.

How does that statement compare with your observation of Diaz
and his work?
Mr. WmlsoN. In so far as it relates to his work I agree entirely
with Mr. Bryan's statement. As to his expressions relative to the
firmness of the government of Diaz, I am inclined to think that Mr.
Bryan does not understand Latin-American psychology, for in Latin.
America it is "hallelujah" one day and anathema the next.
Mr. KEARFVL. Was Porfirio Diaz the character of man who will
have to be relied upon to govern Mexico if it is to be governed by a
fMexicanI
Mr. WLoS
. Yes; Mexico can not be governed in strict accordance
with republican or democratic principles, because the people have
not boon educated to understand what those principles are. We
ought to be satisfied to have Mexico preserve the form of republican government under an- administration which will gradually
through the processes of evolution, bring about the practices of real
democracy.
Mir. KEARFUL. You are familiar with the history of Mexico. Has
there ever been any period in Mexican history in which there was law
and order and protection to life and property except during the administration of Porfirio Diaz
Mr. Wu.sox. None.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was Gen. Huerta the character of man that might
have been relied upon to govern Mexico as it must be governed ?
Mr. WIr.soN. Yes; I should have said in answering your previous
question that under Huerta conditions were very rapidly moving in

the direction of absolute peace and order.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was Huerta ossontially the same character of man
that Porfirio Diaz waste
Mr. WiLsoN. He had some of the characteristics of Diaz, but was
not as high-grade man as Diaz. Diaz was not only a firm ruler; he
was a statesman of vision and looked ahead into the future. Huerta
was anxious to follow in the footsteps of Diaz,.being in entire sym.
pathy with the Diaz type of government, and also being in complete
sympathy with the Diaz foreign policy of maintaining absolutely
friendly relations with the Government of the United States. He
lacked the moral poise of Diaz. He lacked the power of restraint.
He was somewhat hasty in his decisions and with a tendency, which
he constantly held in check, to extreme action. It is to be noted
that during the time of Huerta Americans were everywhere protected
in Mexico--that is to say, until the last.
Mr. K tRFUL. Until the occupation of Vera CruzI
Mr. WILsox. Yes; until the occupation of Vera Cruz-and that
during his administration only two Mexicans were killed outside of
legal procedure.
Mr. K.ARFUL. Is that an unusual thing in Mexico?
Mr. WILsoN. Very. One of the persons executed by order of
Huerta was one of his own relatives who had brutally murdered a
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The other one was a member of Congress who endeavored

to incite a revolt in Congress against the President.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever have any conversations with President

Huerta in regard to the American policy and his own attitude towards

the United States?
Mr. Wuisox. Many.

Mr. KEARFUL. Are you at liberty to give the committee the benefit

of those interviews?

Mr. Wmisox. Of course, these all related to the pressing urgency of
the situation in Mexico and also as to the probable attitude of the
Government at Washington.
In the beginning of those discussions Huerta was pliable, diplomatio, gracious, and ready to concede practically any thing demanded.
After the final interview which I had with him on this subject, his
attitude changed completely, and whereas prior to that time there
had been an excess of willuigness to grant everything I demanded
officially, after this interview there was a complete change of front,
and the deliberate policy seems to have been adopted of illustrating,
through their treatment of me, their resentment of the attitude of the
administration at Washington.
From the time of.this interview, a memorandum of which, made
at the time, I will ask to have inserted in the record, I was given very
scant courtesy by the Mexican foreign office.
MEMORANDUM

OP TIER AMBASSADOR'S INTERVIEW WITH PRESIDENT IHUERTA

MExtco, .fay 7. 1913.
I saw the President to-day at his request. lie said that he had been wanting to
have a consultation with me for some time relative to the delayed recognition of this
Government by the Government of the United States. I said to him that, believing
that the interests of our own country as well as those of Mexico were involved in the
early recognition of the latter by the former, I had made repeated representations to
Washinglon urging the resumption of full and cordial officials relations. but that
neither the Department of State nor the President had given expression to any views
on the question, and that I was without any guidance as to the views entertained at
Yashington except those furnished by conjecture., I said to him that possibly immediate recognition might be brought about by the immediate and unreserved settlement
of all the great questions pending bewteen the two Governments at the present time.
and which had formed the basis of my letter of February 24. 1913, to him. 1 said to
him that I could only conjecture that this might be the reason for withholding reco.
nition, and that, on the other hand, the government mieht, in deference to a certain
section of public opinion, be delaying its action so as to follow other nations in making
official recognition; and that, also, the question probably might be influenced by the
complete reestablishment of peace throughout the country.
The President then asked me if he might talk to me unreservedly as a friend of
Mexico and a personal friend of his. I saMd that he might, but that he must understand that I could have no secrets from my Government concerning political matters.
He then went on to say, speaking with much earnestness, eloquence, and some bitterness, that the Mexican nation was solvent and independent, and that this administration which, though not elected, had been as legally constituted as any government could possibly be, had entered upon the task of reestablishing peace with a
bankrupt treasury left by the Madero administration, which had plundered the nation and with no army; that by a careful administration and skillful direction of
public funds a new army had been built up and equipped and was about to take
the field for active operations against the rebels. This recruiting he said was now
going on at the rate of 800 sldrrs a day; that peace was being rapidly established
throughout the Republic except in certain district on or neat the border and in the
dtate of Morelos. All other outbreaks, he said were purely brigandage; and that by
the end of June he expected to have practical peace reestablished throughout the
Republic. He stated that the loan which the Government had been negotiating for
some time was alout to be closed, and that the Governments of Germany France,
and Italy were about to follow England and Spain in recognizing this Republic.
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In view of all of these facts, the President said he felt that the attitude of the Gov-

eminment of the United States in refusing to accord recognition to this administration
was unwise, unfriendly, and that, in the event that this Government should fail to
sustain itself the opinin of the world was certain to place the responsibility upon the
administration at Washington for whatever disasters might follow, lie said in view
of this situation, that this Government did not feel that it would be Justified, in view
of the hostile public opinion and in view of the undignified position in which it would
be placed by sj doing, in concluding the questions at present pending between the

two Governments. That is to say, the Chamizal, the C'olorado River case, the special.
claims cases. and the general claims cases. He added that the Washinat(n Govern.

ment's view in these cases, t gether with the Tlahualilo case, which had been entirely
concluded, had been accepted in principle by this Government, and that whenever
the Government of the United tates would place this Government in the position
of settling the questions as matters between two friendly and sovereign, if not two
equally powerful countries, their prompt s elution could be expected, but nit before.
Hle aided same words of appreciation of the personal services which I had rendered ti the country and said that my attitude was fully understood and that all

classes hero were profoundly grateful for what I had done, and that in the event of
my departure expression of public approval of a most unique and unprecedented

character would be paid me.

A little bit later, when there were anti-American outbreaks in
Mexico City, evidently inspired by the Government, I sent a very
sharp note to the minister of foreign affairs, in which I demanded
immediate action by the Government for the procurement of absolute
cessation of these attacks. This note was couched in very vigorous
language and was very strongly resented by the Huerta administration. IFrom that time on the embassy was absolutely isolated, and
I found myself without the confidence of the Government I was representing or any influence with the Government to which I was
accredited.
This unfortunate situation continued until my departure; and
whereas it will be seen in the memorandum attached that it was the
intention of the Mexicah Government to accord me unusual and
unique expressions of appreciation on the occasion of my departure,
inrecognition of the work which I had done in bringing about peace,
as a matter of fact when I left Mexico City the usual courtesies
accorded by the Mexican Government to departing diplomatic representatives were not given me. On the other hand, when Mrs. Wilson
left, the courtesies were extremely marked showing that they intended
in this way to mark their disapproval of the attitude of the Washington Government.
AMr. KEARFUL. But, nevertheless, to show their personal appreciation1
Mr,WiLsoN. Yes. The attitude of the people at that tine, as
long as I remained in Mexico, and of the Government, aside from this
evident purpose to express their resentment at the attitude of the
Washington Government, was one of deep gratitude and kindness.
The memorandum of this last interview with Huerta is very interesting, in that it reveals something of his character. There
had been a very persistent effort made m the United States to produce the impression that Huerta was an ignorant, rough, and
intemperate soldier. On the contrary, he was a highly educated
man, and possessed wonderful gifts of eloquence and oratory, was
persuasive, diplomatic, and courteous. He was provincial in dress
and in knowledge of social conventions, but not o.herwise.
Mr.KEARFUL. DO you know of the existence now of any able and
strong man in Mexico upon whom the mantle of President might
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worthily fall--such a man as Poi3irio Diaz as he was described by
Mr. Bryan in 1903
Mr. WILsoN. No. If there are ;any Mexicans approximating to the
character of Diaz, they are in this country or in Europe.
Mr. KEARFUL. It Was testified here by a prominent Mexican that
approximately 80 per cent of the intelligent class of Mexicans were
exled from Mexico and unable to return there. What is your opinion
about the prospect of establishing a government in Mexico without
the assistance of this intelligent class of Mexicans now exiled from
Mexico ?
Mr. WILsoN. It is an impossibility.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you opinions that you can give for the benefit
of the committee in regard to what should be done to establish peace
and stable government in Mexico?
Mr. WILso. At the present time Mexico is burned out. All of the
intelligence and most of the patriotism of the country are in exile.
Nothing can be done in the direction of setting up a different government in Mexico so long as the Washington administration maintains
a force on the border for the purpose of maintaining the present
Carranza government. An illustration of the extremes to which our
Executive goes in maintaining the Carranza administration probably
will be furnished to-day or to-morrow in the granting of permission
to Carranza to pass troops over American soil for the purpose of
fighting the Obregon forces in the State of Sonora. I shall be very
much surprised if this permission is not granted, and yet it constitutes
an act of absolute interference in the political affairs of Mexico,
granted at the request of an administration that has taken an attitude
of deep hostility toward the Government of the United States, and
which has instituted intrigue after intrigueagainst the Government
of the United States, and has apparently with deliberation refused to
give protection to American citizens in fexico.
All of the natural leaders of a new movement in Mexico are in the
United States or Europe. It would be extremely difficult, except
under the direction of the Government of the United States and with
its cooperation, to bring these people together under any definite
leadership. It may perhaps be done and probably will be done if the
next President of the United States is prepared to carry out the
declarations of the platform upon which Mr. Wilson was first elected.
To cure the situation in Mexico to-day there are only three remedies which can be employed:
First, abandonment of the country officially and the recall of the
American population, with the consequent relapse of the country
into barbarism.
Second, the installation there by this Government of a government
friendly to this, and willing to work in harmony with it; the firm
establishment and maintenance of this government by the financial
and moral assistance of the Government of the United States, enabling
it to restore peace and order and meet its international obligations.
Third, intervention by the armed forces of the United States down
to the twenty-second parallel, which covers the area within which
most of the revolutions originate, and which is the most sparsely
inhabited part of Mexico; the establishment and recognition of an
independent republic within this territory, its stability to be maintained by the protection and financial and moral aid of this Govern-
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ment, and the inducement of immigration from all countries. This
would constitute a buffer State, and therefore the destinies of Mexico
* would be controlled by the peaceful population south of San Luis
Potosi and the Mexican question would cease to have any importance,
or at least not more importance than the affairs of any other LatinAmerican question.
I do not recommend any one of these three courses.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any objection to stating which one of
them you prefer?
Mr.'WILsoN. I think it would be rather difficult to say that. Of
course, one prefers to see Mexico restored to peaceful conditions and
the practice of law and order with her territories intact if that can
be accomplished through the method which I have suggested under
No. 2. I very much doubt whether that plan can be successfully
carried out, and I am coming reluctantly to the conclusion that in
the ultimate analysis we shall be forced to recognize and to assume the
duty of putting Mexico in order by some method closely connected
with the third recommendation. Of course we can not continue in
the business of talking about making the world a decent place to live
in with our own back yard in a filthy condition. If we are to engage
in the business of evangelizing the world, we must begin our moral
and altruistic program within what really might be called our own
household.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think we owe any duty to anybody, and if
so, whom, to step in and set Mexico right?
Mr. WILsoN.. I should say that the immediate proximity of a great
civilized power to a nation of anarchistic tendencies, where law and
order do not prevail furnishes in itself abundant reasons for such
action on the part of the great power as will produce peaceful conditions within the borders of its weaker neighbor. In this case there
is the additional reason that our Government is in a very large
measure responsible for the conditions which prevail in Mexico, as
we dispossessed a legally constituted government for the solo reason
that we did not like it, and after a long period of chaos set up there
a pure military autocracy which never has had any semblance of
authority from the Mexican people, which never has had control
over more than one-half of the territories of Mexico-a government
weak where it should be strong and strong where it should be conciliatory; a government which has involved Mexico in a mountain of
debt, which has utterly destroyed the works created by years of
diligent statesmanship under Diaz, and which were in part-maintained by Madero, and which to-day represents, not a nation, but an
aggregation of feudal brigands.
-Mr. KEARFUL. You think that the anarchistic condition of Mexico,
lying at our back door, constitutes a menace to us, and that we therefore owe a duty to ourselves to correct that condition for our protection1
Mr. WILSON. The Mexican question has ceased to be a borderquestion. It has become a national question. During the recent European war the Mexican Government had in its employ a number of
German officers, usually estimated at something like 110, training
the Mexican army for assault on our borders m conjunction with
Japan. It therefore becomes evident that we are always open to
attack from the south. The ocean is our protection on the Atlantic
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and the Pacific, and we have a peaceful neighbor to the north, but from
the south we are always open to attack, and, while I am entirely
sure that the advances of the Carranza government to Japan at this
time were not even considered, the fact that such offers were made
ought to constitute a warning to the American people.
Mr. KEARFUL. You think, in the second pIlac, that because we
interposed to overthrow the government of liuerta and impose upon
Mexico the government of Carranza we owe ra duty to the Mexican

people?

Mr. WILSOx. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Not to go over again the duties that this Government may owe to its citizens living and having interests in Mexico,
do you believe that this Government, by reason of the peculiarities
of the situation, owes any duty to other countries whose nationals
are affected by the Mexican situation?
Mr. WILsoN. Oh, yes. We have directly assumed that obligation
by refusing to recognize the government of Huerta, which was recognized by all European Governments. By insisting upon our own
policy contrary to the views of all European Governments we have
. made ourselves responsible for what followed, and now we are in the
situation that these same Governments have refused to recognize the
government of Carranza, maintaining their perfectly legal position
which they took in the time of Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether or not there was any agreement entered into by this Government with the European Governments interested in efoxico to the effect that if we should be allowed
a free hand in Mexico we would be responsible to them for the consequences?
AMr. WiLsox. Only as I have read it in the newAspapers. I have
seen references to it but I know nothing about that.
Mr. KEARFUL. I believe that is all I care to ask that I have any
notes upon, Mr. Wilson. Is there anything further that has not been
covered that you would like to say
Mr. WILSON. I rather think not. Of course, I could talk to you
some days here, but I do not know that I would add anything if I
did. I believe there is nothing else.
Mr. KEARFUL. The committee is very much obliged to you.
(Thereupon, at 12.15 o'clock p. m., the subcommittee adjourned
until Monday, April 19, 1920, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

I

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washingtn, D. O.
The following testimony was taken at Washington, D. C., April 27,
1920, by Francis J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the
subcommittee of the Committee of Foreign Relations of the Senate:
'TESTIMONY OF JOHN LIND.
(The witness was sworn by Mr. Kearful.)

AMr. KEARFUL. Please state your full name.

Mr. LIND. John Lind.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your present address I
Mr. LIND. Minneapolis, M1inn.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your profession ?
Mr. LIND. Lawyer.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU are a native-born American citizen?
Mr. LIND. No; I am not. I was born in Sweden, but I have lived
in the United States over 60 years.
Mr. KEARFUL. You are a naturalized citizen?
Mr. LIND. I became naturalized by reason of my father's naturalization.
Mr. KEARFUL. While you were a minor?
Mr. LIND. Yes; I was a child when my. parents came here.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were subpoenaed to give the committee the
benefit of your views in regard to conditions in Mexico, based upon
your knowledge and experience. The members of the committee,
being otherwise engaged,- have authorized me to proceed, with the
examination.
What has been your opportunity to observe conditions in Mexico I
Mr. LIND. Since I left Mexico min the early spring of 1914 I have
had no opportunity; I have not been there, and I have had no correspondence. For a long time I received the Mexico City papers.
Later I asked that they be sent direct to our university. During the
war I read the Mexican papers pretty carefully, but had absolutely
no correspondence either with Americans or Mexicans since 1915.
So my knowledge of Mexican conditions, if I have any at all, is simply based on the impressions that I have received from the press,
Mexican and American.
Mr. KEARFU,. When did you first go to Mexico
Mr. LIND. In July 1913.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any knowledge of conditions in Mexico before you went there?
2317
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Mr. LIND. Only the general knowledge that an American would
have who has been in public life to some extent, as I had, and general
reading. I had never been in Mexico prior to that time.
Mr. KEARFtL. Had you made any special investigation of Mexican
conditions before you went?
Mr. LIND. I had not.

Mr. KEARFUL. Briefly, what was your mission to Mexico?
Mr. LIND. That is best explained by the President's communication to Congress, to which I will call your attention.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you have the particular portion to which you
wish to refer?
Mr. LIND. The letter which I carried. It is given in full.
Mr. KEARFUL,. This is an address by President Wilson to Congress,
delivered August 27, 1913, in which he sets out a letter of instructions that was given to you?

Mr. LIND. Yes. If I may interruptat this point to explain, I had
no knowledge previous to the receipt of a telegram from Mexico that
the President or the administration had any step of this character
in view. I think it has been stated at the hearing or somewhere that
I was a candidate for office. I never held an appointive office in my
life. The President had had the kindness to offer me an appointive
office without my solicitation previous to this, which I declined.
The telegram simply requested me to come to Waslhington immediately. I was busy in court at the time and had to ask the postponement of the trip for a few days, and then I came on. The first I
knew about what the President had in view was when I reached
Washington. Then this memorandum to which I have called attention was given to me and its purpose explained in a general way. It
was regarded as a mere temporary employment. I expected, and I
think that was the thought of all concerned, that I would return in
the course of two or three weeks, so I did not leave with any preparation to remain any length of time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Briefly stated, did you understand your mission to

Mexico to be the elimination of President Huerta from the Presidency
of Mexico?
Mr. LIND. Not at all, except as suggested in the memorandum.
That was all the guide and all the instructions that I had.
Mr. KEARFUL . You accepted the mission
Mr. LIND. I did.

Mr. KEARFUL. If it was not to eliminate President Huerta, what
did you understand it to bet
Mr. LIND. I had no other view of the purpose of my mission than
as explained in the memorandum.
Mr. KEARFUL. In carrying out your mission to Mexico you did
present to President Huerta, on behalf of President Wilson, a proposition that he should remove himself from the position that he
occupied, did you not?
Mr. LIND. I prefer not to give any version of my own of what I
presented. I presented the paper which you have before you and
which the President charged me to communicate. I did not present
it to Mr. Huerta in person. I presented it to his then secretary of
state, as he was called, Mr. Calero, although later I had interviews
with Huerta.
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Mr. KEARFUL. You went to Mexico accepting the mission set forth
in your instructions, expecting to accomplish it and return in two or
three weeks?
Mr. LisD. I had no expectation in regard to the accomplishment.
I did not know and I do not know that any one know what action
would result from the mission, but I expected, as I said, to return
in two or three weeks.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the letter of instructions that you carried
delivered to you before you left?
Mr. LIAD. "Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or was it sent to you .
Mr. LiND. It was delivered to me; handed to me by the President.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any conversation with Mr. Bryan or
President Wilson before you left, as to the object of your mission ?
Mr. LIN. Yes; I had.
Mr. KEARFUL. I will ask you whether or not it was the purport of
that object that Huerta must go ?
Mr. LJND. I will answer that question by saying that I do not
recall any conversation with either of them that was not exactly in
line with the plan outlined in my memorandum, but I would not feel
justified in assuming to disclose, if I remembered, or give any version
of conversations that I had with either of them, because they were
and are confidential so far as I am concerned.
Mr. K(ARuvUL. ])o you have now plainly in mind a conception of
the object of your mission to Mexico ?
Mr. LIND. The object of my mission to Mexico was to bring about,
as I understood it, an adjustment between the contending parties.
You will note there is a suggestion that Huerta agree to an armistice.
The rebels, as they were then called, were in arms in the northern part
of the country, and that was the prime object, to induce them, if possible, to adjust their affairs so that the country might have peace and
a government so constituted that it could receive the recognition
of our Government.
Mr. KEARFIUL. Did that adjustment involve the elimination of
Huerta from the position which he assumed and held as President of
Mexico?
Mr. LIND. I did not so understand. The object was to have an
elation at the earliest possible date and in.the meantime an armistice
and an adjustment of their contentions until an election could be held.
Mr. KEARFUL. At which election Huerta would not stand as a
candidate?
Mr. LIND. He would not stand as a candidate. You know there
was an agreement negotiated by the ambassador by which Huerta had
pledged himself not to be a candidate at the election to be held after
the count d'etat.
Mr. KEARFUL. After the organization of the government under the
agreement made between Huerta and Felix Diaz?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was there any proposition or arrangement for
Huerta to remain as president of Mexico until the election could be
held, under your instructions?
Mr. LIND. No- but I do not recall that that question was ever
raised or mooted.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did Huerta receive the proposition?
4766-20-vo 2----88
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Mr. LIND. This best is explained by Gamboa's answer, which is
annexed to the document which you have there He refused absolutely the armistice.
Mr KEARFUL. He refused all the propositions presented, did he
not?
Mr. IND. Yes.
IMr. KEARFUL. D)id either he or Gen. Huerta ever indicate that any
of the propositions were satisfactory to them apart from their written
communication ?
Mr. LIND. They made several communications later, all of which
I transmitted to the department, and I made some-that is, I answered some of their communications on my own initiative in some
instances, that is where i felt that my understanding of the attitude
of that department was clear, but usually under instructions.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember making the proposition that if
Huerta would agree to hold elections within the territory controlled
by him at which he would not stand as a candidate, that the man
elected would be recognized by this country and that the then de
facto government would be aided in getting financial assistance?
Mr. LIND. i submitted a suggestion that embraced some of the
features to which you refer, but i would not undertake, after the
lapse of nearly seven years, to discuss it in detail. 1 think that has
been published. it is a matter of common knowledge and public
property.
r. ItARFUL. Do you remember submitting this proposition to
the Huerta government in a note dated August 25, 1913:
"The President authorizes me to submit to the consideration of the
de facto Government of Mexico the following propositions:
1. That the elections convoked for October 26, 1913, be carried into effect in accordance with the constitution and laws of Mexico.
2. That President Huerta, in the manner indicated in the beginning by the President (Mr. Wilson) give the assurance referred to in paragraph C of the first Instructions
(that is that Huerta should not be a candidate).
The President further authorizes me to say that if the government de facto acts
immediately and in conformity with the indications mentioned, then the President
will assure the American bankers and their associates that the Government of the
United States would view with pleasure the contracting of an immediate loan in
sufficient amount to cover the necessities of the moment of the de facto Government

of Mexico.
The hope is sincerely entertained that the Government of your excellency will
consider it in keeping with the best and highest interests of Mexico to accept immediately these propositions, which are submitted with the same spirit and the same
objects as the first ones, but in this more restricted form, with the object that the Government of Mexico may act with regard to them, without the necessity of the coopera-

tion or aid in the present circumstances of any factor foreign to the situation.
Do you remember presenting that
Mr. LIND. I do.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you have in mind now what was meant by the
expression "without the necessity of the cooperation or aid in the
present circumstances of any factor foreign to the situation?"
Mr. LIND. Yes. You will observe by Gamboa's answer to the
President's memorandum that I carried down and delivered to the
Mexican Government that the memorandum contained the armistice
suggestion which that referred to, and Gamboa took the position
that it was absolutely contrary to the policy of the Huerta Government, and that he would not in any circumstances either consent
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to or consider any armistice proposition with the Carranza forces;
that they were rebels, and would only be treated as such.
Mr. KEARFU.. The meaning, then, would be that the action proposed
should be taken by the IHuerta Government without consulting the
rebels of the north?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
dMr. KEARFUI. By Carranza and Villn2
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KARFUL. In other words, that it would relate only to tvn
territory under his control
Mr. LIND. The territory which he controlled, yes.. The sole object
of my efforts and of my trip, as I understood It, was to secure peace
under a constitutional, orderly form of government.
,Mr. KEARFUL. You conceived that it was essential to that, did you
not, that Huerta should eliminate himself at the earliest moment, in
accordance with the constitutional forms?
Mr. LIND. No; but that there should be an election at which, under
his own contract with Diaz he should not be a candidate; that there
should be a free and fair election without being embarrassed by his
own candidacy, which of course would in itself, in view of the contract that he had entered into with Diaz and the others, prevent an
adjustment.
Mr. KEARFVL. How did you expect that there would be a free
and fair election in the territory controlled by Huertal
Mr. LIND. Well, those were the assurances that the Huerta government put forward right along, that theie would be a free and
fair election.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you or did President Wilson understand that
it was possible to hold a free and fair election under the supervision
of Huerta and his government?
Mr. LIND. I do not know what the President understood. I had
misgivings, but for the time being I assumed that they prohahl~
meant to carry out what they professed.
Mir. KEARFUL. You know that subsequently an election was held
Mr. LIND.* Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. In the territory controlled by Huerta?
LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFu,. Do you know the result of that election ?
.Mr. LIND. There was not any result
Mr. KEARFUL. As I remember it, Huerta announced that he would
not be a candidate.
Mr. LIND. Yes.

.Mr.

Mr.

KEARFUL. But, nevertheless,

the returns overwhelmingly

elected Huerta, so far as any returns were published. Is not tiat
correct?
Mr. LIND. I do not recall whether any returns were published,
but I remember Consul Canada and myself took a walk around Vera
Cruz on the day of the election. It is seven years ago and my memory is not very accurate, but it is my best recollection that at one
poll which we visited, and I think that is the only one we found,
over at the Diligencia, at that restaurant, there was one of Huerta's
officials with a cigar box in which he was collecting ballots, and
either while we were there or previously, he had put in a bunch of
150 or 200 ballots, and so far as we could discover those were the
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only ballots cast in that precinct and possibly in Vera Cruz. Consul
Canada's recollection is probably more accurate than mine, but, of
course, the election was the merest farce.
Mr. KEARFUL. The ballot boxes were open boxes, were they, as
you remember it?
Mr. LIND. I think so, and there were put in, either while we were
there or there were already in the open box, a bundle about 4 or 5
inches thick, as I recall, of ballots tied together.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were there present at this election any of the ordinary things occurring at an election in this country?
Mr. LIND. No; and in no other country?
Mr. KEARFUL. There was no line of voters waiting to vote?
Mr. LIND. No. There was no voter in sight.
Mr. KEARFUL. There was no secrecy of voting?

Mr. LIND. No. I say there was not a voter in sight while we wore
there, and we sat down on the porch and had a cigar and watched It
for a while, and then left. It was a ridiculous farce. You were in
Mexico at the time.
Mr. KEARFUL. I was in Mexico City and noticed the same thing
occurring there.
Mr. LIND. As I recall it, Gamboa came out ostensibly as a candidate of the administration. He was the nominee of the Catholico
party and expected the support of that party, but a few days before
election it was given out that Huerta and Blanquet would be candidates. I do not know whether it was published in the papers or not.
Mr. KEARFUL. You did not understand that it was given out by
Huerta and Blanquet that they would be candidates?
Mr. LIND. Yes-well, I can not say, but that was the understanding.
Mr. KEARFUL. You remember, do you not, that after it was

determined that Huerta and Blanquet had been overwhelmingly
elected according to the returns as President and Vice President,
that Huerta declared that the election was null because he was not
constitutionally eligible for election and that therefore there having
been no election, he would retain the provisional presidency?
Mr. LIND. I recall faintly that the election was declared null and
void, but what the reasons assigned were I do not recall.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOu understood that, it having been declared null
and void, Huerta would, of course, retain his position?
Mr. LIND. Well he did. He was there and he continued.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was your understanding of the precautions
that would be taken to have a real free and fair election as you proposed? Was it understood that the American forces or American
officials would supervise the election?
Mr. LIND. Not at all. There was not a suggestion of that. The
understanding was that it would be a free and fTair and open election
in harmony with Mexican law, and held and conducted by Mexican
officials. The report was current that the Madero election had been
a very fair and free election for Mexico, and the general assumption
was, so far as I was concerned, that it would be conducted in the
same manner and by the properly constituted authorities, the same
as the previous presidential election had been conducted.
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Mr. KEArFUL. Did you understand that the previous presidential
election had been any different from the customary method of condueting elections in Mfexico?

Mr. IsnD. Yes; I dlid, clot that it would in any measure compare
with our elections, because oven in that election, if.I recall it, a very
small proportion of the legal voters of Mexico actually appeared at the
polls and voted. Nevertheless I understood in a general way that
the election was fairly conducted.
Mr. KAnvuL. Do yiou know whether or not the election of Madoro
was conducted in any different mariner from the one you have
described at Vera Cruz ?
Mr. LIND. I do not, except, as I say, that my information was
that it was.
AMr. KEARFUL. Do you remember where you got the information ?

Mr. LIND. In various ways.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or was that just a general impression which you
got from newspaper reporters?
Mr. LAND. No; it was from Americans that I talked with and
Mexicans. I remained at Mexico City some weeks after my arrival
in Mexico and then went to Vera Cruz, where I stayed with Consul
Canada. I venture to say that 90 per cent of the Americans and
perhaps 90 per cent of the foreigners called on me there in Mexico
City or Vera Cruz--that is, during my stay. Of course I made
diligent inquiry in regard to conditions past and present, and a great
many Mexicans called on me that I conferred with and questioned.
AMr. KEARFUL. Mr. Hentry Late Wilson, American Ambassador to
Mexico, was in Mexico at the time of the holding of the Madero
election, and he testified in regard to it some days ago. Have you
read his testimony ?
Mr. IAND. I have not. I have read no reports of any of the
testimony taken before this committee.
Mr. KnRFvUL. You did not go to Mexico with the idea of making an
investigation for the purpose of basing action upon the result of tho
investigation, but went there to take definite action?
Mr. lAND. I went there under the circumstances and with the
object that I have called to your attention, but after I was there
I devoted my time to iiuiiry"and investigation of the actual situa-

tion, political and economical.

Mr. KEARPUL. Do you know William Bayard Hale?
AMr. LIND. Yes.

Mr. KEARFcL. Did you meet him in Vera Cruz upon your arrival
in Mexico?
Mr. LIND. I think not, but I am not sure. Mr. Canada will remember. My impression is that I dlid not meet him until I reached
Mexico City.
Mr. CANADA. lie was there when you arrived at \era Cruz?
Mr. LiAD. Was he at Vera Cruz?

Mr.

CANADA.

Yes.

Mr. ANvD. Then I was mistaken.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember conferring with him on board
ship and going with im to Mexic City in company with Consul
Canada?

Mr. LIND. Yes. I had forgotten that he met me at Vera Cruz
but of course Consul Canada 8 memory is correct. The individual
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that I remember most distinctly in connection with the trip from
Vera Cruz to Mexico City was Consul Canada, because he guided me
and virtually took charge.
Mr. KAF.IRFUL. Were you advised of the mission of William Bayard
Hale to Mexico at that'timo?
Mr. Llso.
I wws not. I never heard anything about Mr. iale
until my arrival in Mexico, but he explained to me that he had been
down there to investigate the situation.
Mr. KEARFtVL. Did he offer you any advice in regard to it?
Mr. Ll n. He advised me, as I recall, to be very careful. He was
exceedingly nervous, under very high nervous tension, so much so
that I urged very strongly upon him, and I think I conveyed the view
to others, that it would be well for him to return to the inlted States
as quickly as he could. There had been a murder a few days previously. (Addressing Consul Canada) What is the name of that
senator who was assassinated ?
Mr. CANADA. Whose tongue they cut out?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. CANADA. I do not remember that senator's name.
Mr. LIND. I can not recall. Perhaps. Judge Kearful, you remeniber the senator who was assassinated.
Mr. KEARFUL. In Mexico City ?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Dominquez?
Mr. LIND. Yes; and there was one other. That seemed to have
affected Mr. Hale very seriously. He was very much worked up
about the situation.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you consult with the ministers of other foreign
governments in Mexico?
Mr. LIND. Oh yes. I did not solicit any consultation, but they
called on me and I called on them and we discussed the situation very
generally.
Mr. iEARFUL. With what ministers did you have the most conferences?
Mr. LIND. With the English minister, the Scotchman who carried
the parrot on his shoulder, and who, by the way, was a very wise
canny old Scotchman. I became very fond of him and I do not
hesitate to say that I profited very much by information that he gave
me in regard to the situaion. Then later I got in touch with the
German minister and found him the best informed of any man in
Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was Von Hintze?
Mr. LIND. Yes. He had the situation down to at, as we say. He
had an accurate estimate of the revolutionary forces and their capacity, and he also had a very accurate conception of the Huertista
forces and their weakness. He was the one foreigner in Mexico who
was convinced that Huerta could not win or maintain himself.
But I will say this for Von Hintze-ho never made a suggestion or
assumed directly or indirectly to influence my views but in a confidential way he talked very freely about the actual situation, and he
possessed the information.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did the views which you finally adopted coincide
with his in regard to the weakness of Huerta and the strength of the
revolutionists
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Mr. LIND. When I met him I already had come to that conclusion

in my own mind, but he confirmed it.
Mr. KEAnFUL. That conclusion was opposed to the opinions of
most of the Americans in Mexico, was it not?
Mr. I. ND. Most of the Americans in Mexico City thought that
Huerta ought to be recognized, and when they expressed that opinion
to me I would ask this question: "In the event of Huerta being recognized, how long do you suppose he will be able to maintain himself
or how long will the country have peace? " They all shook their
heads. I do not recall exactly, but I think I put the same question
to you when I met you the first time. No Amerlcan in Mexico ventured to predict that there would be peace for a period longer than
18 months or a couple of years at the best.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was their opinion as to what should be done
to put Mexico on a basis of permanent peace?
Mr. LIND. They differed. Of course those who had oil interests
and who had the misfortune to buy those tropical plantations that
were exploited and stock sold in the north, all wanted intervention,
to come down and
They wanted Uncle Sam, as they usually put it,'
clean up Mexico and protect them and their purchases or concessions
that they had obtained. The mining interests, to the extent that I
came in contact with them-of course I did not come in contact with
the mining interests of the far north to any great extent, but the
mining interests through Guadalajara and south of Torreon did not
urge intervention like some ot the others did.
Mr. KEAnFUL. Upon what facts, briefly stated, did you arrive at
the views which you say you entertained before you spoke to Von
Hintze?
Mr. LIND. I devoted a good deal of time to the study of the land
situation and the grievances of the peons, and those who sympathized
with them urged and I became thoroughly satisfied in my own mind
that the trouble in Mexico was primarily economic and social- that
the attitude of many of the Americans that it was simply a political
controversy between rival aspirants for power, as they put it in
Mexico, was only partially true.
There is no question that the rivalry between ambitious politicians
is the cause of a great deal of trouble in the Latin countries and in
Mexico, but back of it all were the economic and social conditions
which make it impossible for any. permanent adjustment any tolerhat is the
able adjustment, until those conditions are corrected.
conclusion that I came to.
Now, for instance, I went with Admiral Fletcher, who was at Vera
Cruz, and we took a trip to a hacienda owned by a man by the name
of Emery, a former Minnesotan, from 80 to 100 miles south of Vera
Cruz. fle had-I say he, I do not know that, but some one had
bought one of those old feudal estates that they have in Mexico and
sold stock and organized a company, and Mr. Emery, who at one time
was a member of the board of regents of our university in Minnesota,
was in charge as manager of that estate or hacienda. • We spent a
couple of days there, Admiral Fletcher and myself, and the observations I made convinced me beyond peradventure that it was impossible to look for peace or orderly social conditions in Mexico until the
evils that I saw on that trip were removed. Here was a very large
tract of land operated as a sugar estate, and I presume that it was as
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humanely operated as any estate of that character in Mexico. I do
not wish to insinuate that Mr. Emery was not a kindly honorable,
and humane man. Still he had in his employ and under his management some 150 to 200 enganchados-what do you call them?
Mr. KEARFUL. Contract laborers?
Mr. LiND. They were contract laborers who were virtually prisoners
and had been sent there by the Government. Admiral Fletcher and
I saw this remarkable situation in the twentieth century of men
being scattered through the corn fields in little groups of 8 or 10,
accompanied by a driver, a Cacique, an Indian from the coast, a
great big, burly fellow, with a couple of revolvers strapped to a belt
and a blacksnake that would measure 8 or 10 feet, right after the
group that were digging, and then at the farther end of the row a
man with a sawed-off shotgun. These men were put out in the
morning, worked under these overseers in that manner, and locked
up at night in a large shed with shelves to sleep on. Each had a
blanket. They were slaves to all intents and purposes. Both Admiral Fletcher and I marveled that such conditions could exist, but
they did exist.
Unfortunately I came to the conclusion that it is not practicable to
operate those estates by Americans without such labor conditions, or
labor conditions that are almost as bad, so I regard it as a very great
misfortune to our Nation and to our people that they have become
involved in those tropical estates.
Mining can be carried on and is carried on in a very different way,
and commercial enterprises, of course, can be carried on, but the
tropical farming is a very unfortunate undertaking for Americans
and only begets strife and ill-feeling and revolutions, in my judgment.
By the way, in this connection it may be interesting to relate this.
On the second morning of our stay at this hacienda I was on the
porch of the living house, which is located in the river bottom, and I
saw some sugar fields on the other side of the river which we had not
visited. I asked Mr. Emery whether they belonged to his estate.
Yes; he said they did. I said, "How are they operated " He
said, "That is a very peculiar situation. You will notice in the hills
beyond there is quite a collection of huts. That is an ancient Indian
village which was never conquered by the Spaniards." This was in
the State of Oaxaca. "The Oaxacans are living there like their
fathers did before them hundreds and hundreds of years ago." I
said, "Do they work?" "Yes," he said; "they are splendid workmen." He had told me previously that it was impossible to conduct
a sugar estate except by the employment of this contract labor, or
rather forced labor. It is not contract labor in the sense that we
understand the term.
Mr. KEARFUL. Convict labor, is it not?
Mr. LIND. Yes; convict labor-conscripted labor rather than convict labor. I said "How do they work?" He said, "They live
under their old village regime. They elect a foreman and he goes
out to take contracts. I make contracts with him to keep so many
acres of sugar cane in order and to harvest and ship it to the mill.'
I asked whether those contracts were carried out, and he said,
"Invariably."
So that under a proper Mexican land system, work could be done
without resorting to the methods that have been invoked.
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Mr. KEARFUL. That was in the State of Oaxaca I
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember whether it was near a village
called Tierra Blanca
Mr. LIND. It is below Tierra Blanca.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Did you visit any other hacienda at that 'time or any
other time while you were there
Mr. LIND. Yes; I saw them. I spent more time on that one than
I did on any other. There is a hacienda up there some place-I do
not know the name of it-that was operated by an American Jew,
as I recall. That is on the line of the railway toward Mexico City.
He had a better system. He was not an employer of conscript labor.
He had contracted with the villagers to produce cane there for him,
and he collected the cane and paid them so much, and appeared to be
getting along fairly well; but that is an exception.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. William Jennings Bryan, who was Secretary of
State during the time you mention, made quite an extended vi:;it
to Mexico, and when he returnedhe wrote about it, and his experiences
in Mexico were published in The Commoner, owned and published by
him at Lincoln, Nebr. This was published on January 30, 1903.
He had this to say as an illustration of what Americans were doing
on the plantation in that region.
West of the village of Tierra Blanca, just across the Amapa River, in the State of
Oaxaca, we visited a rubber-tree plantation. It as projected by Alfred Bishop
Mason, a Chicago business man, but the work cf development has fallen to his nephews,
Ramonnd Willis and James Trowbridge, the former a graduate of the Boston Poly-

techic and the latter of Yale. These young men began about three years ago the
clearing of about 400 acres of tropical forest, so dense that it was difficult to secure any
accurate idea of the lay of the land.

They now have abolit 300,000 rubber trees growing, the oldest 21 years old.

It will

be four or five years before the plantation begins to yield a return, but there is at this
time every promise of success. If the ex eriment realizes the hopes of the young men

they will ileservethe reward that they will secure, for they will not cnly make a fortune
out'of mother earth hut they will show others what can he accomplished in the
development of this industry and thus become public henefactor. T his well illustrates the difference bte.tece wealth created by the establishment of some new induetry
and wealth absorbed by trading or speculation.
For two years Willis and Trowbridge lived in a hut that thatched with palm leaves,but
last spring they began the erection of a commodious stone house. with wide and airy
porches, and to this newly completed residence the former has recently brought his
bride, a Wellesloy graduate, to preside over this now center of American chilizatio(n.

In connection with that I want to ask whether you think the
precepts and example of American enterprise in Mexico had anything to do with removing or alleviating the conditions of the laborers
which you mentioned?
Mr. LtIN. I would answer that by saving the example and precept
of Americans in the South had, in my judgment, no beneficial itfluonce-speaking generally. There were undoubtedly exceptions.
If I may offer this suggestion in respect of the'article jrst road,
unfortunately the rosy expectations outlined were not realized.
The labor plantations were a failure and have been. I do not think
any of them have been profitable.

'The greatest help to the Mexicans, in my judgment, has been from
the contact with American conditions in the United States. At
Vera Cruz there were upward of 300 men employed in the terminal
yards. The shop and railroad work was carried on under the auspices
of one corporation. They were all Mexicans. An American by the
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name of Elliott was superintendent of the yard. Through him and
by experiences sometimes and through Consul Canada and by my
own inquiries and efforts, I came in touch with a great many of the
men employed in that yard. Many of them speak English fluently.
They were good Mexicans, intelligent men. All the work was done
by MIexicaris. Many of them had been in Texas and in the United
States. I quizzed ihem very closely and very carefully about their
impressions, what they had gained and what they thought about
the future and what they should do. They said that the treatment
that they got in Texas sometimes was very'humiliating to them, and
that they were called "niggers" and "greasers," but nevertheless
they got good pay. One of the men in particular I remember said,
"I was able to live in my own house and to send my children to
school, and I had enough money to marry my wife so we could live
decently.". He said, "Ever since I returned from the United States
I have had good employment and had good wages."
I think that more has been gained to Mexico by the workmenI mean, so far as the masses are concerned-inspiring them with ideals
for better things and creating larger wants and a larger horizon by
being employed in the United States and returning to Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUI,. A large number of witnesses have testified before
the committee, men who have been engaged in enterprises in Mexico
for many years, and their testimony has been unanimous to the effect
that the result of American enterprise in Mexico has educated and
lifted the Mexican laborers to a higher plane and that their ability
as mechanics and superior workmen has been brought about through
their employment in the enterprises in Mexico. Not one of them has
testified or intimated that many thousands of Mexicans who have
thus been benefited gained their education in the United States.
How do you account for thatI
Mr. LIND. I can not account for it. If you understood me to
convey the idea that the Mexicans had not benefited by American
activity in Mexico, I did not succeed in making myself understood.
I said that in my judgment the benefits had not occurred on the
plantations, but on the railroads and in the mines. There can be no
question about it. For instance, this is true to-day, that the Mexican
railroads on the whole are very efficiently operated, even now, as I
understand it, under very troubled conditions and are operated
wholly by Mexicans.
For instance, the general superintendent under Mr. Brown, Mr.
Clark; I spent a great deal of time with Mr. Clark, and he was very
enthusiastic about Mexican laborers. He had devoted years to
training them, and he told me, and it is a notorious fact, that American railroad men who went to Mexico to take positions originally-1
mean the workmen, the brakemen and employees, and I am not
referring to those who went down to take official or office positions-were a very indifferent class. Many of them had been blacklisted in
the United States and were drunken and unreliable. They said they
were a hard lot to get along with; but he was hopeful from the start
that he would be able to educate the Mexicans to do this work. He
was very proad of the success, and he had certainly been successful.
He said that their repair shops and car-construction shops were as
efficiently managed and the work as carefully done as could be done
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I noticed that in the yards at Vern ('ruz,

'hihev were wonderfully efficient and they were all Mexicans.
Mfr. KFl'ItaU . They"were educated ini Mexico, were they not ?
Mr. Lix. They were educated on the Mexican railroads.
Mr. KEAIFUIL. In Mexico
Mr. Lix, . In Mexico, not wholly, but largely. The same is trite of
mining. The American mining ellterpriso in Mexico has undoubtedly
helped very largely in developing not only industrial improvement
but social betterment among Moxieans.
What I meant to convey by what I said was that the field of American enterprise in Mexico- and I think the same would be true of any
tropical country-is less desirable in attempting to carry on tropical
plantations. financially they have been a failure and socially and
economically they have not been a success in my judgment. ' here
may be exceptions, of course.
KEARFUL. You have not read the testimony of the men who
have been enengaged in those enterprises as given before the committee?
Mr. IinD. I have not. I have not rend any of the testimony.
Mr. KEAUFUL. You thought that the conditions which you saw in
this plantation of Mr. Emery were such that something should be
done to remedy those conditions?
Mr. Lixi. That is hardly the way I felt. I did not suggest any
remedy, but I felt that there could'jnever be peace in Mexico, there
could never be progress, there could never be a step into the day of
the twentieth century until conditions of that character were elminated, however it might be-accomplished.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did you think those conditions could be eliminated ?
Mr. LIND. I thought then that the revolution, that movement
which, as I said a moment ago, was essentially social and economic,
would tend to eliminate those conditions, and I think it has.
Mr. KEARFUL. You thought that the success of the revolution of
the north, under Carranza and Villa, would result in eliminating those
conditions?
Mr. LIND. In betterment-not in eliminating. It would take
decades and generations to eliminate the conditions of poverty and
ignorance of the population that has been deprived of the land and
deprived of education, and everything else that tends to human
development.
Mr. KEAUFUIL. Was it the basis of your view that the Mexican
people of the north had advanced much further in the way of civilized progress than those of the south?
Mr. LIND. No. I am of the opinion, and always have been, that
the Mexicans of the south-I am speaking now of the peon population, the Indian peon-are more capable, brighter people than the
people of the north, but they are less efficient by reason of the larger
contact of the Mexicans of the north with the American people
across the border. They have gained some of the efficiency that we
possess, so that when it came to fighting, the northern troops and the
northern leadership would be more efficient than that of the south.
Mr. KEAR'UL. Was it your opinion that the rehabilitation of
Mexico depended upon the domination of Mexico by the northern
Mexicanst

kMr.
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Mr. LINI . Well, in a measure. I felt that the northern Mexicans
would dominate politically, and I felt also and feel now that their
ideas on the whole are more progressive, more in line with modern
ideals, than those of the people of the south. They have had a wider
horizon and many of them are much better school and educated.
Mr. KEAnFu.. Where did you get your information that the Mexican railroads are now efficiently operated I
Mr. LIND. Efficiently, of course is a relative term. Compared to
one of our lines I would not say effiently, but the fact that they are
operated at all, considering that they have had no rolling stock and
no locomotives from the outside ever since we entered the war or at
any time since I was in Mexico, and that they have had two or three
years previously the destruction of railway property and pulling up
the track and burning the bridges, I say it is almost phenomenal that
they are operated at all.
Mr. KEARlt'i,. Did you meet Mr. E. "N. Brown, president of the
International Railways?
Mr. Lirs. I did.
Mr. KEAIII'tL. Do you think he is a reliable man?
Mr. Lisn. I certaitily do.
Mr. KEARFUI,. AWould you depend upon statements of fact that he
would make?
Mr. LINn. I would, particularly relating to the railroads. Certainly I would, and any other statement of fact. He and I
probably differ very materially in regard to certain questions of
policy, but he is a man of broad experience and unquestioned reliability. My judgment is that he and Mr. Clark differed very serioulsy
on questions of policy.
Mr. KEARFrI.. You would not for a moment question statements
of fact in regard to railroad conditions in Mexico made by Mr. Brown
under oath, would you?
Mr. LINP. Why, certainly not.
Mr. KEARPUL. Mr. Brown testified about the efficiency of the railroads in Mexico and if you are interested in getting the truth about
whether the railroads are efficiently operated, I would advise you to
read his testimony
Mr. LIND. If you will hand it to me I will be glad to read it, but
I explained to you that when I used the word "efficiency" I did
not mean in the sense that we use the word with reference to American railroads. I meant efficiently operated in that peculiar situation where they have had no rolling stock and no motive power for
some 10 years and still succeeded in patching up the old stuff and
repairing the roadways and building bridges so they could operate
at all, and they are operating because I get the papers that have
been coming regularly. They are operating the line from the border
to Mexico City.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether or not the Mexican Government has operated all of the proceeds or receipts?
Mr. LIND. I know absolutely nothing about it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether it has accounted to the
owners of the railroads for any of the receipts or paid any interest
on its obligations?
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Mr. LIND. I do not know anything about it, but my general
understanding is that those things remain in statu quo and that there
have been no payments That I goet from financial publications.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know that a very large percentage, perhaps
00 per cent of all of the freight trains operating min Mexico are owned
by private parties, mostly American operators?
Mr. LIND. I do not know anything about it.
Mr. KFARFUL. And that they are maintained and equipped by

private capital
Mr. LIND. I do not know anything about it. My comment on
the railroad situation was rather directed to the point of calling
attention to the fact that the Mexican people in the course of a
generation have become able and efficient in operating railroads and
such instrumentalities as they have-not with reference to the
efficiency of the railroads as railroads.
Mr. EEARFUL. And the efficiency which you mention was acquired,

was it not, under American operation and American instruction
over a long period of years under Mr. E. M. Brown and Mr. Clark
Mr. LIND. In part. If you will pardon me, I wish to make a
little statement at this point so as to make clear what I sought to
convey.
When I became satisfied after reaching Mexico that I would have
to remain some little time, my first solicitude was to arrive at a
clear judgment in my own mind with regard to the Mexican peons,
whether there was any hope that they would, with proper opportunities and in a proper environment, make progress and become
efficient, valuable human beings in the sense of general efficiency
and citizenship. There were a great many American missionaries
in Mexico, people who called themselves missionaries, but they
devoted most of their time to the establishment and maintenance
of schools and churches. The Presbyterian Church of the South
was very active; the Methodist Church was active. There is a man
by the name of Vanderbilt, I think, in charge of the Presbyterian
work a very intelligent man. I had many interviews with him.
Nearly all of these missionaries called on me, I think all of them. A
man by the name of Wallace and his wife were much interested in
the work and I had repeated conferences with them.
When these Americans engaged in work of that character, educational work, called on me, I would invariably with reference to the
work in the South, ask whether or not they had had experience in
the education of negroes in the South. Many of them had, and I
would ask this question: "Has it been your observation, as it has
been mine, that a negro'child will be very alert and quick to learn
until they reach a certain age, 12 to 16 years, when they seem to
reach the limit of their mental development, in a measmre?" They
invariably said that that had been their observation. I would ask,
"What has been your experience with these peons?" I would ask,
"Do they seem to have a cut-off in their mental growth and development?" They invariably answered "No." That while many of
them were slower than American children would be in their development, they all seemed to progress and develop as long as they continued in school.
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So I became satisfied in my own mind that potentially the Mexican
peon and the Mexican people have a great future if they have the
opportunity of education and development that a people needs to
make the most of its capacities.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you conclude that those opportunities would
be afforded for educational work by the churches that you have
mentioned?
Mr. LIND. They had done great work.
Mr. KEARFUI. Did you have any conferences with officials of the
Catholic Church in Mexico?
Mr. LND. Yes, many.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was your opinion in regard to the effect of
the operations of the Catholic Church upon the natives of the country?
Mr. LINs. The policy of that church has not been to foster popular
education of the masses; I mean in the same sense. I will not say
that, either, but I am not assuming to say what its policy has been,
but It has not been done that is all there is to it. Outside of the towns
there was not a schoolhouse to be found in Mexico at that time.
There are some, now, a great many, as I understand it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think the education has increased and more
schools been established under the Carranza Government than had
existed before?
Mr. Lsn. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Where did you get that information 1
Mr. Iasv. The official reports have been sent to me of the department of education, and I know that in 1015 the Carranza Government
sent a great many teachers, Mexican young women and young men
to be trained in the normal schools in some of the New England
States. I met the superintendent of public education, a very intelligent man. I met him in Washington three or four years ago and had
a long talk with him and he explained what had been done. There
has been a great deal of work done along those lines, as I understand it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he say anything to you about the large number
of schools, that had been in operation up to the time of the success
of the Carranza revolution, having been suspended ?
Mr. L
.ND
No.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did lie explain to you anything about the fact that
a large number of those schools had been closed on account of inability
or disinclination to pay the teachers?
Mr. LIND. No.
Me. KEARFUL. You do not know anything about the fact, if it is a
fact, that a large number of schools formerly in operation in Mexico
City have been closed?
Mr. LI.D. I do not know anything about the situation in Mexico

City.

ifr. KEARFUL. Except as was told you by this official of the
Carranza Governnt?
Mr. LIND. Yes; and what I have seen in reports and publications
from time to time.
Mr. KEARFUL. But you have not seen any of the testimony that
has been given here on that subject.?
Mr. LIND. No; and I have not been in Mexico, as I told you, since
my return.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Did you think that the operations of the Catholic
Church inl Mexico were for the good or to the injury of the Mexican
people?
1Mr. LIND. That is a controversial question that I think would be
very unfair and very unprofitable to discuss.
Mr. KEARFUL. I am asking only for what your opinion was.
Mr. Li.xn. I may not agree with some of the policies of the Catholic
Church or any other church, but for me to undertake to condemn its
work in toto would be an absurdity that no sane man, no levelheaded man could be guilty of.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was it one of the bases of your matured views that
one of the difficulties in Mexico was the operations of the Catholic
Church?
Mr. LIND. No sir. I have said and have felt that a state church in
politics is a misfortune to any country. I have always felt that way
and feel that way now, and I think, when those were the conditions
in Mexico, that Mexico was no exception.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU did not find those conditions existent when you
were there, did you?
Mr. LND. What conditions?
Mr. KEARFLL. This interference in politics on the part of the
church?
Mr. LIND. I do not know, but they had a Catholic party, a church
party, and always have had, as I understand it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember the so-called laws of reform
instituted by Bonita Juarez following the constitution of 1857?
Mr. LiND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. IS it not your understanding that ever since that
time the church has had no influence in state affairs?
Mr. LIND. Theoretically, no.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was not the church property all taken away by the
Government and held as Government property?
Mr. LIND. I could not discuss those questions with any degree of
accuracy.
Mr. IEARFUL. Were you of the opinion, at the time you formulated your views, that it was necessary to do something to eliminate
the influence of the Catholic Church in Mexico?
Mr. LIND. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you learn anything about the operations of
the revolutionists of the north in reference to the persecution of
priests and nuns and the descration of churches?
Mr. LiJ . Only what I have seen reported, and I have also seen
claims and since my return I have talked with men, both Americans
and Mexicans, in regard to those reports and have been told that
they were some of them false and very many greatly exaggerated.
That some things occurred there is no doubt. I never heard of
orderly warfare anywhere. I think Mexican outrages rather paled
into insignificance compared with what has transpired in the highly
civilized countries of Europe since that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever express an opinion that the Catholic
Church was responsible for the bad conditions in Mexico?

Mr. LIND. No, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. You never expressed that opinion to Nelson
O'Shauglmessy ?
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Mr. liND. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or to Mr. Bernard Frisbio?
Mr. Lixs. Who is he? I do not remember.
Mr. KEARFUI,. YOU do not recall expressing such an opinion to
Mr. O'Shaughnesssy and Mr. Frisbio on board a Ward Line steamer ?
Mr. Li. . I certainly have not. I might have said that it was
very unfortunate that the Catholic Church, with its hold on the
people and its power, has not devoted more efforts to education of
the masses of the Mexican people. That I may have said, and I
say that now.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Where did you get that information that the
Catholic Church has not performed its proper functions in regard to
the matters?
Mr. Lix. I did not say it had not performed its proper functions.
Whether an institution had performed its proper functions depends
upon the time, place, and the circumstances. But I say now that I
think it very unfortunate that a larger effort by those in position to
exercise power has not been made to establish and maintain popular
education. For instance I do not agree with the opposition in the
United States to our public school system and our public schools.
I have never concealed that fact.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did Secretary of State Bryan ever suggest to you
that the Catholic Churchwas responsible for the conditions in Mexico ?
Mr. LIND. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he over express himself to you on that subject?
Mr. LIND. Not that I recall.
DMr. KEARFUL. Do you remember having a conversation with
Nelson O'Shaughnessy in Mexico City in which he stated that it had
been reported that a number of priests had been killed; and did you
at that conversation express your satisfaction that such had been the
case
Mr. LIND. No, sir. If any statement of that character has been
made it is absolutely and unqualifiedly false.
Mr. KE, IFUL. Did you get your information in regard to the
operations of the Catholic Church from the Protestant missionaries
in Mexico ?
Mr. LIND. I can not say that I got it from any particular source.
It was my aim and effort to study the activities of all the institutions,
all instrumentalities that operated among" the Mexican people. I
sought to obtain information from all sources.
Mr. KEARFUL. After you returned from Mexico, you delivered
some lectures which were subsequently embodied in a booklet published by The Bellman, Minneapolis, Minn., entitled "The Mexican
People, by John Lind, formerly personal representative of President
Wilson in Mexico." Does that booklet embody your views about
MexicoI
Mr. LIND. You premised by saying that I delivered some lectures.
I did not deliver any lectures. I received an invitation from the
Traffic Club of Chicago shortly after my return, a very urgent invitation to be their guest and speak on the Mexican situation. I. accepted
and delivered an address. I have not delivered it anywhere else.
Mr. Edgar of the Northwestern Miller, who was impressed with the
situation, heard of the address; it had been commented on to him;
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and he called on me and asked to see it, and I gave him the manuscript to read. Afterwards he asked to publish it. i said, "Go
ahead." Unfortunately, he did not state in The Bellman that it
was delivered as an address on the occasion that I referred to. He
published it rather as an original article. Of course, it was not prepared with the care that I would exercise in writing an article for
publication. You can see by the latter part of it that it is not constructed as one would prepare an article for publication. But ! did
deliver that speech as printed by him.
Mr. KEARFUL. Wh0en did you prepare that address t
Mr. LIND. A couple of days before it was delivered.
Mr. KEAAFU.. The booklet does not show when it was delivered.
Mr. LaND. It was in the latter part of 114--probably in October or
November of 1014.
Mr. KEARFUL. 1 notice, on page 10 of the booklet, this statement:
Northern Mexico was settled by killing and driving out the Indians who originally
roved over the country much in the same manner as our 'Westwas settled.

Do you believe that to be a correct statement?
Mr. LinD. I think the settlement of Chihuahua and northern
Mexico was accomplished very much like the settlement of Arizona
and the territory in our country north from the line. As I read
Mexican history, they had Indian fights the same as we had in early
days, though not to the same extent that we had.
Mr. KEARFUL, Have you traveled over Chihuahua and Sonora?
Mr. LIND. No; I have not.
Mr. KeARFUL. You have observed the conditions there with reference to the Indian settlements which are still there by way of contrast
with the Indian settlements in the northern part of Mexico?
Mr. LIND. You must bear in mind that the indian population in
those parts is very different from the Indian population that we had
on our side of the line. Many of the ndians of Sonora, as well as the
Indians south of a line drawn roughly from Tampico to Mazatlan
were settled, industrial, agricultural people with developed industries
and a settled social and economic development. They were not
blanket Indians, like many of the Indians toward the border and
north of the border.
Mr. KEARFUl. Do you think that the present Indian population of
Chihuahua and Sonora are similar to the blanket Indians that you
are familiar with in Minnesota and other parts of the West of the
United States?
Mr. LIND. I could not answer that question by "yes" or "no."
There is no peculiar feature about the Indian population from the
northern part of our State and the Indian as far south as I have been
in Mexico. There is a general similarity in physiognomy and appearance. In fact, I have seen peons walking around the plaza at Vera
Cruz of an evening who to me looked very much like the Chippewas
that I am familiar with in the northern part of the State so far as
facial appearance was concerned, but the differences are cultural
rather than physical.
Mr. KEARFUL. From whom do you understand that the Indians
received their cultural development? Was it not from the Spanish
priests and friars that settled among them?
4766--20-voL 2----84
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Mr. LND. That is probably true in the northern part so far as
there is any cultural development. In the south, if Spanish writers
and historians are to be believed, the cultural stage of the Mexican
people was very nearly as high at the time of the conquest as it is
o-day--I mean, the purely Mexican people, the indigenous race.
Mr. KEARFUr.. Where did you get that information ?
Mr. Linv. I got it from Sols, the royal historian of the Indies, as
the Americas were called in those days, under Charles II. He wrote
along about 1665, within a century of the conquest, and his language
is very specific and very interestingly complete in describing the
institutions, the courts, the schools, the general development of the
Indians among the Aztecs.
Mr. KEARFUL. You refer to some of those things in this booklet.
Have you, since the publication of this booklet read a pamphlet
issued by Rev. Francis C. Kelly, entitled "A Book of Red and
Yellow"' in which he refers to the statements made by you?
Mr. Lti". Yes; but I do not care to discuss the book or pamphlet.
I do not want any controversy with any Jesuit or anyone else.
Mr. KEARFUL. He points out in that book .that the statements
which you made were taken from the works of historians which had
been subsequently shown to be imaginary. Have you since investigated to ascertain whether he is correct in that criticism?
Mr. LIND. I think the histories that I consulted are as reliable as
any there are, The historical r6sum6 that I have in that address
I quoted almost literally from Solis, the Spanish historian, and I
shall be very glad to get the volume and call your attention to it.
Prescott and all the writers and the investigations published by the
Smithsonian Institution and our department of ethnology all concur
that the Mexicans had reached a high stage of civilization. For
instance, their astronomical computations previous to the conquest
were more accurate than any made in Europe up to that time. In
view of the fact that you brought this out, Tshall ask leave to bring
in that volume if you desire to call me after luncheon.
Mr. KEARFUL. Very well.
On page 12 of your booklet I find this statement
The better circumstanced of the northern Mexicans invariably learn English and
educate their children in the United States. It is these facts that make them rebels

against the conditions of the south and of the old Mexico.

Mr. LIND. I think that is true.
Mr. KEARFUL. And elaborating that somewhat on page 25 I find
the following statement
The people of the north know us. They like us as well as any foreign people can

like another. They are willing to be spoiled by contact with us-yes, they are willing

to trade with us and to deal with us. They are trying to keep step with the march
of our people politically. They are going to dominate the future of Mexico.
have the physical power, they have the brains, they have the energy.

They

Is that a correct statement according to your understanding?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. As contrasted with the Mexicans of the south?
Mr. LIND. Well, they are more efficient, they are more determined;
there is no question about that; but in point of potential brain
power capacity, I really think that the Mexican people of the south,
particularly the Oaxacans, are the superior people of Mexico. I am
speaking now of the indigenous element as a whole.
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Mr. KEARFUL. You recall that two of the greatest men outstanding
in Mexico history, Benito Juarez and Porfirio Diaz, came from the
State of Oaxaca I
Mr. LIND. Yes. That is not the only reason, but I have seen a
great many of the Oaxancans and talked with Iheni. Foru instance,
Luis Cabrera, whom I know very well, is only part of Indian blood,
but he is a remarkable man intellectually.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think that he likes the American people,
and wants the American people in Mexico and wants them to trade
with Mexico?
Mr. LIND. Not as interventionists or conquerors, he does not. As
business men he certainly does, in my judgment.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you ever talked to him about his feelings in
regard to Americans operating in Mexico?
M3r. LIND. I have.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his expression of sentiment in regard to
-Americansoperating in Mexico?
Mr. LIND. I never heard him express himself adversely at all, but,
like all M1exicans, he undoubtedly feels that any foreigner operating
in Mexico should conform to Mexican laws and help bear theolurdens
of taxation and the maintenance of their institutions.
Mr. KEAIFUI,. It has been testified here by more than one apparently credible witness that Luis Cabrera stated upon several
occasions that the Americans had been exploiting the Mexicans long
enough, and that they ought to be driven out of the country and their
property taken from them. Did he ever express any such sentiments to you?
Mr. JAND. Not at all; not at all. We discussed the oil situation on
several occasions, and I never heard him express a sentiment that
was not entirely cordial to enterprise, and welcomed investment and
development, but he always insisted that foreigners operating in
Mexico should not seek to avoid taxes and the performance of their
duties the same as was required of Mexican citizens.
Now speaking about the oil situationMr. KEARFUL. Just a moment; I want to ask you a question right
there. Did he take the position that it was the custom of Americans
to avoid their obligations in regard to paying taxes and other requiremonts of the laws of Mexico?
Mr. Ll D. No; but to protest and object to any regulation, and to
appeal to the Government and to the State Department. I have
heard him object to that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you in sympathy with that expression of
sentiment on his part?
Mr. LIND. I think that when the citizens of any country go into
a foreign country whether for trade, commerce, or industrial development, it is incumbent upon them to observe the laws of that country,
and to carry the burdens that are properly, imposed for the maintenance of Government, the same as the citizens of that country;
not to call upon his Government, the Government of his former
allegiance, frivolously for the purpose of annoying or protesting
against action that does not do violence to ouir accepted notions of
right and wrong.
Mr. KEAIFUI. Did you understand that Americans operating in
Mexico had been in the habit of making frivolous protests to their
own Government in regard to the way they were treated?
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Mr. LimN. When you say, "Americans," that is broad. I have
heard complaints that individual Americans caused the Government
and the authorities a great deal of embarrassment and annoyance by
objections to reasonable things, and complaints to their own Government. *It caused friction and bad feeling.
The oil situation is very peculiar. We have exactly the same situation in our State of Minnesota. I am referring to the psychology of it,
not for the purpose of either condemning one side or upholding the
other; but here the Steel Corporation owns nearly all the iron mines in
our Stateo--that is, it has leases on them-and that is the bulk of the
iron ore in the United States. They pay taxes, and they pay very
large taxes in the aggregate, but there is constant agitation in our
State for higher taxes. Our people say, "Why, the Steel Corporation
is taking away the iron ore, of which we only have one crop; when it is
gone, that is the last of it; and they are leaving us an unsightly, ugly
hole in the ground, and why should they not contribute liberally
toward the support of our schools and to create a permanent fund "
Now, I am riot saying that that attitude on the part of our people
is always reasonable-not by any means-and, mind you, the Steel
Corporation is composed of Americans, our own citizens, and still
there is that prejudice. Now, I imagine that the Mexicans feel the
same way: "Here, the foreigners are taking the oil out of our soil,
and they are leaving us the surface destroyed, black holes in

the

ground, and if we do not get a revenue for the support of our schools
and for our development, where are we?"
I am not either commending or condemning; I am just speaking of
the natural psychology of the situation, that it is only human nature
that the Mexicans should seek to exact some revenue and taxes, just
the same' as our people endeavor to do, and that the oil corporations
should seek to evade or reduce the taxes just as much as is possible,
the same as they do in our State.
There is the situation.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you believe that the oil companies operating in
Mexico have sought to evade taxes I
Mr. LiND. Yes- because they have come to me and solicited my
cooperation. When I say "evade," I do not mean to evade all the
taxes, but to escape the additional taxes that were required. When I
was in Mexico, that is a matter that they took up with me frequently,
Mr. KEAnFUL. Do you know the extent of the taxation and
whether it amounted to confiscation I
Mr. LIND. Well, I guess there have been no confiscatory taxes.
Whether the taxes exacted have been excessive or not, I do not know,
and express no judgment. I am just speaking of the psychology of the
situation. That is one that inevitably, so long as human nature remains where it is, will cause contention and differences of opinion.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you familiar with article 27 of the new constitution of 1917 in reference to the nationalization of the subsoil?
Mr. LaND. Yes; I am.
Mr. KEAnRFUL. Do you think that the oil companies have any just
ground of complaint on that score? .
Mlr. LND. It depends on how it is administered and how you look
at it. In Mexico the same as with us, originally the State owned all
the minerals. You know, the Government of the United States
owned all of the minerals, I think, until in the forties Congress released.
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the minerals. We have recently resumed the oil and coal and minerals of that character in the public lands. The State in Mexico owned
the oil until some time during Diaz's administration, when Lord
Cowdray discovered oil. Then they secured an act of the Mexican
Congress relinquishing the State's claim to the oil anid real property.
Of course, Lord Cowdray and his organization in Mexico, under Diaz,
were in position to virtually dictate, and they did dictate to the
Mexican Government what they wanted, and they got what they
wanted.
For instance, I am very sure that I sent to the State Department a
photographic copy of the stock ledger of the Aguila Oil Co. when it
was organized. I think the capitalization was some 1 300,000 pesos.
Cowdray and his associates had the bulk of it, but the Mexican secretary of state, the Mexican secretary of the treasury, and Disa's son
had, I think, 400,000 pesos of the stock of the Mexican Aguila Oil Co.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you mean when you say that the oil belonged to the State up to the time of Diaz ? Do you mean that where
private property had been granted, nevertheless the oil was reserved
to the State as its property?
Mr. LIND. Yes; just the same as other minerals. You know, on
any land in Mexico, privately owned, anyone can go and condemn-denounce, as they call it--minerals rights. I am correct in that,
am I not?
Mr. KEAFUL. I am asking you for your information.
Mr. LIND. My understanding is that in Mexico to-day, and it
always has been the law in Mexico, the owner of real property does
not own the minerals, that they are subject to denunciation by anyone
who discovered them. Denunciation is what they call the process,
as I recall. That was true of oil until Cowdray secured that amendment of the law. Now, as I understand the constitutional provision
to which you refer simply reinstates the old law with this provision,
that it shall not apply to land acquired by foreigners during the
period that the law was in operation, or to lands where oil had been
developed. That is my understanding, but that may be imperfect
in detail.
M:r. KEARPUL. Whore did you get your information that the law
of Mexico was that the oil below the surface belonging to private
owners belonged to the Government
Mr. LIND. Why, that is the Latin law; that is the Code Napoleon;
and then I have often seen the act quoted by which the Government
relinquished it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever hear of a distinction being made
between oil and coal on the one part and metalliferous minerals on
the other, as to the reservation of rights to the Government
Mr. LIND. Under operation of that law relinquishing-Mr. KEARFUL. I mean, prior to that law, did it ever come to your
attention that the reservations that were made'in the grants of the
original titles were purely of certain specified metalliferous minerals
and that nothing but those specified were reserved ? Was that ever
brought to your attention
ir. LIND. NO.

(Thereupon, at 12.20 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 6
o'clock p. m.)
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The hearing was resumed at 6 o'clock p. m. on Tuesday, April 27.
1920, pursuant to the recess taken at 12.20 o'clock p. m. to-day.
TESTIMONY OF JOHN LIND-Resumed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you wish to say something before I resume
questioning you I
Mr. LIND. The volume of history that I referred to this morning
was "Historia do la Conquista de Mejico, by Don Antonio de Solis,
printed in Paris in 1844. I call your attention to Chapter XV[.
The first two or three pages of this chapter call attention to the lald
system, the system of taxation that prevails in the Mexican Empire
under the Montezumas; the different ministers; their sessions from
time to time resolving questions of peace and war; the organization
of the nobility and the army; the organization of the courts; the
administration of justice appealed from the inferior courts to the
higher courts.
Then it takes up the system of education that prevailed, three
classes of schools, public schools for the common people, where they
were taught to read the characters and hieroglyphics which constituted their writing, and were taught manners and politeness, and
others were taught trades, and the children of the nobility were fitted
for public office and for the army, and some women for vestal virgins,
and so on.
I should be very glad if you would let your translator-

Mr. KEARFUL. Is that book in SpanishI
Mr. LIND. It is in Spanish; yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you read it in the original?
Mr. LIND. Yes; certainly.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you take the material that you used from the
original Spanish I
Mr. LIND. I did.
Mr. KEARFUL. Translate it? Did you translate it yourself
Mr. LIND. Yes; I can translate this freely, offhand, only it takes
time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you know any Spanish when you went to
Mexico?
Mr. LIND. Very little. I had read some Italian and of course had
Latin at school but the Spanish that I got-and it is only speaking
broadly, a reading knowledge of Spanish-I acquired in Mexico, and
I have kept up my reading since.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Emery, about whom you testified as having a
plantation that you visited, was a witness here and he told about the
trip that you made and said that you were not able to converse with
the natives, but that you had to have an interpreter.
Mr. LIND. That is true. Later, if a person spoke Spanish to me
slowly I could follow him or her and very many Mexicans can understand English itf it is spoken slowly and distinctly; but now I can not
carry on and would not attempt to carry on a conversation, though I
can get 'along traveling and, as I say, read readily. Of course in
reading, particularly old literature like this, there are idiomatic
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phrases that I sometimes have to reflect on and perhaps consult the
dictionary.
Mr. KEARPUL. In your booklet before referred to, you say in one
place that you mingled with the people a great deal?
Mr. LiND. I did.
Mr. KEARFUL. You do not mean that you conversed with the
natives in their own language?
Mr.' LIND. In a way I did, and still you could not call it conversation. Now that you have asked me that question, I wish to say
that I used to take walks around Vera Cruz every afternoon about
this time of day. You know how the little houses in the outskirts
are located. Everybody knew me. I am well marked to start with,
and my mission had been discussed inthe press, and the men and the
women and the children would come up and look at me and bow. I
would step into the houses, up in the direction of Los Cocos and all
around. They would come very politely and usually the women of the
cabin would ask me if I would like coffee, and I always responded
that it would be very agreeable to have a cup of coffee, and talked a
little, but not what you could call conversation.
I used to play with the children a good deal and I pitched pennies
with the boys sometimes. I just wanted to see how the peop lived
and be on relations of sufficient intimacy so that they would not run
at the sight of me.
The consul Mr. Canada, was my eyes and ears, too, in many
instances. We occasionally walked out together and met the people.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you find that your mission caused some hostility among the people of Mexico
Mr. LIND. Yes, and no. Among the official class, the Huertistas
class, which is the only official class of course that I met there, was
undoubtedly a feeling of hostility; but I must say that even those
who are deemed the most hostile politically always treated me with
courtesy. I never had more kindly or more pleasant treatment
than I received at the hands of many Mexicans. There were very
few exceptions.
The common people, for some reason or other that I can not
comprehend, simply went out of their way to make it pleasant for
me. For instance if you will pardon me-it is illustrative of the
character and attitude of the people-they would grab my hand
and sometimes kiss it. That is what I take to be the old sympath~'ers of Madero, the liberal element would do that.
As Consul Canada remembers, Huerta sent down spies, as we
called them. Whether they were sent down to spy on me or to
guard me against any accident or any incident that might cause
riction, I can' not say; but those men, when I went about town,
usually followed me or very often followed me, 40 or 50 rods back
and when we got out a ways I would pull out my handkerchief and
wave to them and they would come up, and sometimes we had a
glass of beer or a cigar.
Mr. KFARFUL. Your mingling with the people that you mention
in your book was confined to the suburbs of Vera Cruz I
Mr. LND, Of course I met a great many in Mexico City. Thousands called on me in the aggregate, and those were passed through
VeraCruz. Therewas not a day,Iventure to say, during the month
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that ) remained at Vera Crux that I did not have from 15 to 25 or
50 callers. May I ask Consul Canada how my estimate is on that t
Consul CANADA. There were several every day, Cov. Lind, while
you were there, that would come to the office. ' could not say
how many.
Mr. LIND. No; neither can TI,but a great many.
Mr. KEARFUL. On page 25 of your booklet is this statement:
You have heard a great deal about the hostility of the Mexicans against everything American. I found no such hostility, except among the class who supported
Huerta. They hated us. What there is left of them hate usnow. They do not
hate us as individuals. They hate and dread the Infuence of our institutions. They
say contact with the United States, and even with individual Americans, spoils
the peons-Mr. LIND. That is true.
Mr. KEARFUL (reading):
and makes rebels of them. Their eyes turn to Europe for trade, for finance, and
for all Intercourse.
Do you know whether or not the class of people of whom you
were speaking there were the same class that supported Porfirio
Diaz I
Mr. LIND. I can not say how their earlier alignments existed.
Mr. KEARFUL. You are not able to say that that same condition
existed in the time of Porfirlo Dia ?
Mr. LIND; No; I say I can not speak of that time. I was not in
Mexico then.
Mr. KIEARFUL. Did you observe that Huerta failed in any respect
in his duties and in the protection of American property rights and
personal rights ?
Mr. LIND. Oh, outside of the City of Mexico there was no safety
for property or property rights or individuals in Mexico, generally
speaking.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were not outside of Mexico City except to go
to Vera Crus and this one hacienda, were you I
Mr. LIND. Oh, yes. I was around on the railroad but I got my
reports every day scores of letters; for instance, delegations came
to me from all directions, and the Americans, of course, suffered
and were leaving, a great many of them.
Mr. KEARFUL. You also say on page 25 of the booklet:
The elimination of Huerta wab demanded by the interests of the Mexican people.
How did you ascertain that?
Mr. LIND. The whole attitude of the Huertista government as I
judged of the situation, was one of force and repression, and [ felt
confident then, as I do now and as I expressed myself this morning,
that the new ideas of the'twentieth century had reached Mexico.
The people had begun to see, or at least to feel, the injustice that
had prevailed; the conditions under which they had lived. They
looked for better things, such as they had seen across the line in the
United States. There was a sort of French revolution brewing.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mean the ideals that were represented by the
revolutionistss of the north headed by Villa and CarranzaI
Mr. LIND. Well, the revolutionary movement in general, north and
south. It was very strong in Mexico City; it was very strong all
over, and very active in the north.
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Mr. KE.AnFtl. Witnesses before the committee have testified
with practical unanimity that within the territory controlled by
Huorta life and property were secure. Are you prepared to say
that they are incorrect?
Mr. LIND. If you limit it to the City of Mexico and the portion of
the territory toward the Gulf, that i probably tr'o; but within 25
miles of Mexico City, in the whole State of Moreolos and in Oaxaca,
neither life nor property were safe, nor when you got up to Torreon or
half way to Torreon. It is the same condition of affairs there, and in
the great region between Tampico, Mexico, and the Huastica region.
We had a great deal of trouble, as Consul Canada will remember,
with respect to the condition of affairs in the Texas land and mining
district.
Mr. KEAFUvL. The testimony I referred to covers the States of
Yucatan, Campeche, Chiapas, Oaxaca, Vera Ciuz, and all of the
States up to the northern territory which has been overrun by the
revolutionists. Were you in any of those States?
Mr. LIND. Certainly I was.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were?

Mr. LIND. I was, and all I can say is that my views differ from the

testimony you state. I will not undertake to argue it. For instance,
you spoke about Yucatan. Yucatan was in trouble all the time
Huerta had sent down there some of his troops to capture volunteers
for his army-that is the way they got volunteers for Huerta's army,
by capturing them-and the little gunboats that they had would
bring them up to Vera Cruz and there they would come in strings.
I have counted, from Consul Canada's window, I think with him at
my side, a string of volunteers for Huorta's army who were walking
in line with a long rope or cable with loops in it and a loop thrown
around the neck of each one in a row, about 2 feet apart. That is
the way they were marched through the city.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who were those people?
Mr. LIND. They were volunteers for Huerta's army to fight the
rebels of the north.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where and how did he get them?
Mr. LIND. He got them by capturing them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where did you get your information in regard to
them? Who told you that?
Mr. LIND. It is common knowledge. I saw them landed and the
apers wore full of it. My attention, I think, was first called to it

Consul Canada, who said, "Governor, come here." Ho was
standing at the window. "Come here and see some of the volunteers
for the Mexican army." There was a string of these fellows with

this rope around their necks, as I have described.
Mr. KEARFUL. Consul Canada told you that they were volunteers
that Huerta had taken from peaceful pursuits? Is that your information ?
Mr. LIND. I will not say to what extent of detail he went into,
but he called my attention to them, and then I made further inquiry
and verified it, of course.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you know of any instance where Huerta failed
to protect the lives and property of Americans in any part of the territory that was not controlled by the revolutionists of the north?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
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Mr. KEAnFvt.
What instances?
Mr. IND. In Oaxaca, toward the Isthmus near Ciuernavaca.
They were streaming through Mexico to Vera Cruz every day.
Mr. KFARFUI.. I think the committee would like to have specific.
instances, because we never heard of that before.
Mr. LIND. This was six or seven years ago, and I can not give you
names or the dates. These things are reported pretty fully in my
official reports. I kept no record except the reports that I made to
the department from day to day.
Mr. KFARFUL. Did you come to the conclusion upon the information that you obtained that the salvation of Mexico depended upon
the success of the revolutionary movement instituted by Carranzal
Mr. LIND. No. I came to the conclusion that the only salvation
of Mexico depended upon a new regime, in which some of the existing
abuses would be eradicated, in which the people would be afforded an
opportunity to attend schools, and in which some of the blessings
that other peoples enjoyed would be given them to enjoy. I did not
feel that Carranza or any individual or any group of individuals could
bring a millennium in Mexico, nor do I feel now that any man or set
of men can restore--they can not restore any good conditions because
the conditions have always been bad, but I do not feel now that any
individual or any set of men can give the Mexican people ideal conditions,.ideal government, or absolute peace and plenty as the people
might enjoy in a country as rich as that. It will take decades and
generations for the people to develop into self-governing, intelligent
citizens.
Mr. KEARFUL. But in the existing condition as you found it, did
you believe that that movement of Carranza was the first step
toward that result?
Mr. LIND. I did, and I do now.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was it your belief that if that revolutionary movement failed, that intervention by this country in Mexico would be
inevitable ?
Mr. LIND. I think I had that fear, but my conviction was that if
that revolutionary movement failed it would be followed by another
until the conditions that inevitably caused revolutions were cured or
removed at least in part.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you not often expressed it as your firm conviction and have you not stated it to me that it was Carranza or
intervention?
Mr. LIND. I think I have-I think I have--not Carranza as an
individual, but heMr. KEARFUL. As typifying a cause?
Mr. LIND. As typifying a cause, the movement.
Mr. KFARFUL. In reference to the proposition of recognizing Carranza as the head of the de facto government of Mexico, did you not
take the position that unless Carranza were recognized intervention
would be inevitable?
Mr. LIND. I .think so. I was anxious to see Carranza recognized
as soon as there was tolerable peace in Mexico as there was at the
time he was recognized, for two reasons: I felt that that was the only
hope in the situation at that time, and I felt also that in view of the
European war, which had begun, and in which I felt certain we would
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be involved sooner or later-and I expected it about as early as it
came-that it was an impending absolute national necessity that we
should have our flank at peace or as nearly at peace as possible.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were those the views of the President
Mr. LIND. I do not know.
Mr. KEAFUL. Upon the basis of Carranza or intervention, if

Carranza were now thrown out by the counter revolution would you
believe that intervention is the only solution
Mr. LIND. No. Whatever happens in Mexico--I am no prophet
and I am not sufficiently informed to discuss the present situation
intelligently. In regard to the reports that I see in the papers, I can
not help being reminded of what Mark Twain said when his attention
was called to the fact that lihe was reported dead. He said that the
report of his death was very much exaggerated. That is what I
think of these reports. Still, one can not say what may happen in
Mexico, but whatever happens I should look upon intervention as a
most unfortunate step for the United States as well as for the Moican
people.
Mr. KEARFUL. I can say personally that I very heartily agree with
you on that point. I wish to ask this question: Your faith in Carranza and the other leaders of his revolution was founded, was it not,
upon his acts and the acts of his leaders in the progress of the victorious march through Mexico and on to Mexico City?
Mr. LIND. I wish you would divide that question. You assume
that I had faith in Villa.
Mr. KEARFUL. No, I said Carranza.
Mr. LIND. I never had any faith in Villa as a possibility even for
any executive or administrative position. Villa is essentially an
intelligent savage. That is the best and the worst you can say of
him. Carranza as I knew him by reputation and as a result of much
inquiry at that time, and as better acquaintance since has confirmed
me, I regard him as a very able, and, I think, patriotic man. He is
strong-minded, opinionated, and, as I said in one of my dispatches,
pig-headed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Villa was Carranza's principal general in the beginning of the operations in the north, was he notP
Mr. LIND. I do not know. I do not think there were any principal
generals. I think they all fought together by common consent.
Mr. KEARFUL. I mean the main successes in the early stages of the
revolution were gained by Villa were they notI
Mr. LIND. I think many of the military successes were.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you not regard the turning point of the revolution to be the taking of Torreon by Villa?
Mr. LIND. Well, I think so. I think that is what virtually was the
beginning of the end.
Mr. KEARFUL. I will return to the previous question. Was your
faith in the revolutionary movement headed by Carranza founded
upon the action of the army as it marched through Mexico and in its
triumphal entry into Mexico City?
Mr. LIND. My faith in the revolutionary movement was founded
upon the economic and social necessity for the revolutionary movemoent. The movements of the army were only evidence of that necessity for a change in Mexico.
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Mr. Ke nruL. In the fall of 1914 when you wrote the address
which is published in the booklet referred previously, Mexico City had
then been in the hands of the constitutionalists for several months.
Carranza entered Mexico City early in August, 1914. Previously
other important towns had been taken. On page 22 of the booklet
you make this statement:
Mexico has not enjoyed more than eight years of real self-,overnment in the whole
life of the nation. But here also the indications are promising.

Mr. LiN. Yes.
Mr. KeARFUL (reading): "The discipline and restraint shown by
the victorious constitutional armies and their chiefs were most
creditable and encouraging."
Were you present in any of the cities that were taken by the
victorious constitutional army ?
Mr. LIND. No, I was not.
Mr. KEARFUL. You had no opportunity personally to observe their
actions so as to judge whether they exercised discipline and restraint
and whether that was creditable and encouraging?
Mr. LiNo. No, but I still would use that same language when you
reflect on what occurred by people very much more cultured and
disciplined, as we supposed, in the late European war. You must
bear in mind that in the 3!exican armies perhaps 00 per cent of the
soldiers are utterly illiterate and without any civilizing antecedents
or discipline. When they enter victoriously into a city the size of
Mexico City or any of the other large cities in the Mexican nation,
one would naturally expect very great and very flagrant excesses and
outrages. I have no doubt that thero were excesses.
Mr. K AFUL. Would you expect that those excesses would be
committed by the leaders of the army as an example to the men
Mr. LIND. No; e would not expect it, and still those things happened in the war, if the reports that we had from the occupation of
Belgium and northern France are to be believed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know Manuel Calero, who was foreign minister under Madero and afterwards ambassador?
Mr. LIND. I only know of him. I never met him, but I am familiar
with his name.
Mr. KeARFUL. Do you know his reputation as a Mexican of standIng or not

Mr. LIND. I do not recall very distinctly, but I have no recollection
that I heard him spoken of as a vicious man.
Mr. KEARFuL. He was one of the ardent supporters of Madero and
is now exiled from the country.
Mr. LIND. I recall him. He passed through Vera Cruz and was
conducted to Vera Cruz. I recall him now. No; I never heard him
spoken of except highly.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever read a book written by him in 1916
entitled "The Mexican policy of President Woodrow Wilson as it
appears to a Mexican "
Mr. LAND. I have not road it.
Mr. KARFUL. In that book he refers to what occurred in Mexico

City at the time of the entry of the victorious constitutionalist's
army there.
Mr.LND. But he was not there. He was not an eyewitness.
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Mr. KEAitnuL. On page 31 of that book he said:
What happened then is something that the American Government has not dared
to publish. The few honorable constitutionalists shudder to recall it. The Department of State has in its archives the ofiletal information of the outrages committed
by the s-calle.l cnltitutionalists in the great capital of fMexico. Never had the
city suffered such indignities, not even in the blackest days of our revolutionary life.
Even the diplomatic representatives of the foreign Governments were robbed by
the Carranza "generals" and by the mob of ravenous pltticlaris that followed. Even
the lirstilian minister, ofclal representative of the United States, was robbed.

Again, on page 78, speaking of the same subject, Mr. Oaloro says:
The revolutionists entered a place, and the inhabitants, terrorized, shut them.
selves up in their houses, concealed their wives and their daughters to save them
from the lust of those ferocious beasts, and concealed their properties to save them
from pillage. In the great cities there were customarily acclamations and friendly
receptions for the victors, inspired more by fear of being considered unfriendly than
by a legitimate enthusiasm, but nowhere was seen the popular effort to draw from
that triumph any advantages for the effectiveness of the public liberties. Martial
law was the form in which the revolutionary authority was exercised. The military
tribunal, without law and arbitrary substituted the civil tribunal; the military
commander took the place of the municipal council; the military governor that of the
civil governor of the State and the "first chief" substituted the president of the
Republic, the Congress, andi the Federal courts of justice.
On pagnI 62 he gives an account of what occurred after the break

between Villa and-Carranza, as follows:
Those combatants did not appear to fight against their enemies, but against the
immense pacific population. Everyone who may have followed the changes of this
drama knows the infinite number of attacks upon the honor of women, upon religion,
upon property, and upon life. A savage struggle in which the Yaquis, barbarous
and sanguinary, who formed a part of the hosts of Oarranza the criminals, taken from
all the prisons, the Mexican Indian, ignorant and avid for blood and rapine, who
formed the bulk of the combatants, satisfied their instincts of bestial ferocity at the
expense of 165000,000 of human beings.
IHunger and pestilence increased the ravages of war. The military chiefs made
scandalous fortunes, and what they did not appropriate to themselves was sent to the
United States to the voracious speculators, who were paid with the bread and tears
of the Mexican people for the arms and ammunition which sustained that internal
conflict.
Read the reports of the Red Cross; examine the official data with which the Department of State is stuffed, and it will be seen that while thousands of women and children
were dying for lack of food cargoes of earn, beans, of live stock, and all that could
satisfy hunger went out of tie Bexican parts and of the frontier cities to be converted
into rifles and cartridges, into instruments of destruction.

Did you ever hear any of those accountsI
Mr. LiND. There are undoubtedly instances or occurrences that
justify an indictment; not such as that. I think that is a very
extreme, partisan statement even of the excesses that are always
incident to the advance of a victorious army of that character.
Mr. KEARFtTL. You can not say that of your own personal
knowledge
Mr. LIND. No; and neither could he, because he was not there
any more than I was.
Mr. KEARFUL. Witnesses who have heretofore testified before the
committee were there and substantiated the statement. Are you
prepared to say they are mistakenI
Mr. LaND. No, but I think many of them are prejudiced.
Mr. KEARFUL. Or that they have testified falsely?
Mr. LIND. I would not say that they have tetfied

falsely, but
the main difference was in the construction that they put upon the
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incidents happening in times of stress. For instance, Mr. Murray,
whom-you know very well, who had been a reporter for the Newv York
World in Mexico City for ears and years, one of the most intelligent
M
told me some three or four years
men that I have known i' iexico,
ago, when I met, li here in the city of Washington, that what
astounded him more than anything else was the discretion exercised
by these victorious armies that occupied Mexico City from time to
time. He said even Zapata and his followers did not cause the dovastation nor the hardships that were anticipated. Everybody expected that if Zapata and his followers entered Mexico City the whole
population would be robbed. He said there were instances of that
character, but on the wholo the entry and the occupation was much
more orderly than he had ever anticipated. He spoke the same way
about the entrance of the Constitutionalists.
Mr. KEAtnFUL. It is undoubtedly true that Zapata, when he on'tered Mexico City, surprised everybody and kept order and undertook to and did return to the owners of property such articles as
could be found that had boon stolen from them by the forces of
Carranza previous to his evacuation, but I was speaking of the
Constitutionalist armies.
Mr. LIND. He was speaking of them also. He was an eyewitness
to all occurrences, and he expressed great surprise that the excesses
were not greater and worse than they were.
Mr. KHARVEUL. Did you ever hear about the occupation of houses
in Mexico City by Carranza's generals and the looting of those houses?
Mr. LIND. I heard about houses being commandeered for the use
of the officers in the army.
Mr. KRARFUL. You understand, as a lawyer, that the word "commandeer" means to take property and pay for it, do you not?
Mr. LIND. Not at the time, not payment at the time. I never
knew a government or an army to do that except, possibly, out in
the field where generals sometimes have cash. But our Government,
when it commandeered (luring the last war, took possession of such
houses, and such ships, and such instrumentalities as it required, and
has not paid for them to-day.
Mr. KAnFruL. Do you understand that was the process followed
by Carranza and his generals in Mexico City and other places?
Mr. LanD. Not in the same orderly way, I do not imagine. You
can not judge of the Mexicans by our standards and do them justice.
You can not expect that they will carry on a Government or carry
on activities of any kind in as orderly a way as we would and do.
That is what I mean.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the creditable and encouraging acts
that you had in mind when you wrote the statement referred to?
Mr. LIND. I can not recall now just what I had in mind when I
used that language, but the whole situation to me looked promising
and it has continued to do so until this present unfortunate electioneering contest that is in progress.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you mean that it was creditable a:id encouraging
to you that they did not commit any greater excesses than were
actually committed? You expected them toMr, LIND (interrupting). No; I did not okpect, but I feared that
there would be greater excesses than any committed, and I often
discussed that with Consul Canada. I will say here that is the fear
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of the possibility of excesses from any of the armies, I counseled
with the naval oftlcers and the Army officers, not under instructions.
from Wasidngton but on my own and their initiative, to take precautionary steps if anything should happen while I was there to
p'rovent any Aerious conflagration.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you over hear about a Mexican historian
named Francisco Bulnes?
Mr. LIND. I think not. I am not familiar with his wrTitings anyway, whether I ever heard of him or not.
Mr. KEARFUL. Heis quite a celebrated historian. He wrote several
very illuminating books on Mexican history and his last book is
entitled, "The Whole Truth about Mexico." On page 205 of that
book he refers to the agrarian problem and the insincerity of the
revolutionists in promising to the peons division of land. He said:
And the land holdings, the great land holdings. what of them? Thoe greatest among
them passed into the hands of the constitutionalists chiefs, to be enjoyed with the
rights of absolute ownership. What had constituted the great offense against the poor
had become the great plum of the conquest. All the personal property of the wealthy
was appropriated by the constitutionalists. Handsome residences, automobiles,
jewelry. furniture, money, clothes, everything possessed by the aristocrats, and even

those who were not aristocrats, was taken by the revolutionists.

Do you think there is any truth in that statement?
Mr. LIND. I do not know.
Mr. KEARFUL. That statement was called to the attention of a
Mexican who has testified before the committee, a man of very high
standing in Mexico, who is exiled from that country.
Mr. LIND. Who was the man?
Mr. KEARFUL. He is now engaged in business in New York, and
his name is Viecente Sanchez Gavito.
Mr. LIND. I do not know him.
Mr. KEARFUL. And he confirmed that as well as the statements
previously made from the book of Manuel Calero.
Mr. LIND. Did he give any incidents, dates, haciendas, or houses
taken? Did he give any data or just mere denunciation?
Mr. KEARFUL. The date has been given by various individual
witnesses from all parts of Mexico, who have testified before the
committee.
Mr. LIND. Understand me; I can not either affirm or deny the
truth of alleged indiscretions or trespasses committed by anyone
in Mexico since the time I was there.
Mr. KEARFUL. This relates to the time of the march of the revolution, and what was done upon the taking of cities by the
constitutionalists.
Mr. LxD. The language and tenor of the language indicates that
it was written in a controversial, denunciatory spirit, to say the
least, and while there may be some basis of truth for it, I would
want to know the fact.
Mr. KPARFUL, As I said before, many witnesses from all parts of
Mexico have testified in detail, giving dates, names of individual,
description of property, etc., fully substantiating the general statement. Are you prepared to say that testimony is mistaken or false?
Mr. LND. I am not saying that anyone's testimony that I have
not heard and that purports to be about facts of which I have no
knowledge is either true or false. I am not here to prosecute or
persecute or defend anybody.
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Mr. KEARFUL. This booklet of yours containing statements re-

.ferred to was published in Minneapolfs, as I remember, late in the
year 1914 and at that time was quite widely distributed. I know
I got a copy.
Mr. lim;n. No, it was not widely distributed. It has never been
distributed.
Mfr. KEAwRV.'L. You say it has never been distributed I

Mr. Lax)n. No, sir. Individuals have written to Mr. Edgar for
co pies. There were only 300 printed in all.

Mr. KAnrl,.. For your information I will state that a telegram

was sent to Tnoe Bellman at Minneapolis requesting two copies to
be sent to a certain gentleman, and also that the bill be sent with
them. The copies were immediately sent, together with a letter
stating that there was no charge. "This occurred within the last
few days.
Mr. Lisu. Mr. Edgar is a very prominent publisher and a friend

of mine, a personal friend of mine. Hie printed this without my
knowledge and without any request on my part that it be printed.
He used the same typo aRd print that was used in The Bellman, and
struck off these copies, I think 300. lie sent 50 or 75 or possibly
more to my office and they are there yet in my office except occasionally people who have read The Bellman or heard about the address
wrote to me and asked for a copy and I have sent it out. It has
never been distributed and never circulated except as I have explained.
Mr. KEARFUL. The publication and distribution of this pamphlet
was done at the expense of the gentleman you mentioned ?
Mr. Lsxn. Wholly.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you do while you were in Vera Cruz
by way of aiding the revolutionists of the north to triumph over
Huerta?

Mr. LINu. Not a thing, not a thing. I never corresponded with
one. I refused to correspond with any except my official correspondence in regard to political matters.
Mr. KEARFrL. Did you have any correspondence with any representatives of Zapata in the city of DMoreles
.
Mr. LIND. No; except one rather ludicrous incident which annoyed
me quite a little and I think Consul Canada more. That occurred
a week or so before I left Vera Cruz.
A gentleman by the name of Hall who had been at Cuernavaca
for a good many years, a New England man originally, but a Mormon,
who had gone to Cuernavaca from Utah, brought to me at Vera
Cruz a letter from Consul General Shanklin, commending to me in
very positive terms a Col. Martinez, who was very much interested
in the Zapatista movement and purported to represent Zapata.
I asked Mr. Hall about the matter. I said, "I can not see this man
if he wants anything that I could not grant him or that would be
embarrassing to our Government." He insisted that he was a very,
very able man, and very discreet, and that he wanted help for the
Zapatistas.
Then Mr. Hall told the most heartrending story about the condition of the poor Zapatistas in the neighborhood of Cuernavaca and
west.. He said they were starving, many of them had been wounded,
they were actually rotting, as lie put it. There was the most horrible
condition that he had over seen or that anyone had known, he said.
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They had been at war with the Huerta soldiers and I guess with the
Madero soldiers earlier for three or four years. They were a helpless,
ignorant mass of people.
He told me the most heartrending story that I ever listened to
about their condition and said this colonel was coming with a communication from Shanklin for their relief.
Mr. KEARFUL. This was Arnold Shanklin, the consul general at
Mexico City?
Mr. LiND. Yes, in whom I had implicit confidence and had known
and always have had. Whether the colonel came before I left Vera
Cruz I do not recall now. May I ask Consul Canada? I think his
recollection is more accurate.
Had he arrived at Vera Cruz before I left or did he arrive the
same day
Mr.

UANADA.

He arrived in the evening after you had gone on

board ship.
Mr. LIND. And did I not come ashoreol
Mr. CANADA. He g6t out there the next morning and saw you on
the ship.
Mr. LTxr. That was it. He said he brought a power of attorney
from Zapata and showed it to me and I think I have it yet. I said
"What do you want"
He wanted help. I said "What kind of
help do you wantS" He wanted $50,000. I said, "Sir, that is
absurd. FMr. Hall told me about the deplorable condition of those
people and if there is anything I can do, especially now since I am
goilg to Washington, I shall call on the Red Cross authorities in
Washington just the minute I reach the city, and if any relief can be
given you in any way of medicine or supplies, bandages, or food, if
it can be conveyed to you, I will do everything in my power."
He wanted money. I said, "It is absurd. If I had it at my disposal I would not give it to you and could not give it to you, and I
am very sure that our Government would not pay out a penny.
But as a matter of humanity and charity, if these supplies can be
conveyed to the unfortunate Zapatistas, that will be done."
Mr. Hall came with me to Washington and then I turned him over
to Senator Smoot. I called on Senator Smoot to find out whether
Hall was a reputable, reliable man, because if I secured supplies and
relief for him it was expected that he might be able to convey it to
them. I went to see the Red Cross and got a promise of supplies
and medicine and I was told that an order mightbe issued on one of
the ship's commissaries for supplies if we could be satisfied that they
would be conveyed to the poor people.
Then this man Col. Martinez commenced to cable for money. I
simply cabled to him that it was absurd, and I either wrote or cabled
to Consul Canada to get rid of him and I guess he did and with
some trouble, just how I do not recall. That is that incident.
Mr. KEARFUI.. Of what was this Col. Martinez, a colonel--in whose
army?

Mr. IfND. I do not know what he was colonel of.
Mr. KEARFUI. Was it not understood that he was a colonel in
Huerta's army?
Mr. LiND. No; that was nQt my understanding. My understanding was so far as I had any understanding or have any recollection, was that he was a lawyer in Mexico City, who had had some
47?6-20-m2--8
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matters for Zapata and had his confidence. Since then or shortly
after this incident I came to the conclusion that he was a spy sent
by Blanquet to Vera Cruz--I do not know what for, but for some
purpose of his. That is simply a supposition on my part. I do not
know.

Mr. KEARFUL. If lh was an officer in Huerta's army you did not
know it?
Mr. Lss. I did not know it.
Mr. KEARFU. Do you remember that Arnold Shanklin sent to
you a secret code to be used, in which this man Martinez was to be
known as Brady, and Hall was to be known as Clark, and Shanklin
was to be known as Paz, and Zapata as Dix, and yourself as Juarez?
Mr. Lxno. Now that you speak of it, I think that there was a note
of that character sent to me. I had forgotten all about it.
Mr. K.AnPFUL. What was your understanding for the necessity for
that secrecy I
Mr. LIND. None of this occurred at my suggestion and with my
knowledge, and I could not comprehend it, and of course when a
man suggested money then I suspected at once that he was a fa.e,
and I think I told Mr. Canada before I left that that fellow was a
fake but I would look into it and verify it further through Mr. Hall.
What deceived me was that Mr. Hall himself impressed me as a
kind-hearted, honest man, and he is certainly a plausible man and
I have no reason now to say that he was not all of that, but then
Senator Smoot spoke highly of the man. But of course when I
found that it was money that he wanted, that ended it.
Mr. KEARFUL. In a letter signed by Arnold Shanklin and sent to
you inclosing this code k 3yMr. LIND (interrupting). Let me correct that. I have no memory
now whether any code was suggested by Mr. Shanklin, whether that
was his suggestion or Hall's suggestion, or what source it came, but
your speaking about it reminds me that there was something of
that character.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember receiving a letter from Arnold
Shanklin inclosing this code or key to the code, and containing this
statement:
From most reliable sources I learn that the apatistas have taken other principal

places in the south, and that they are attacking Cuernavaca almost daily. One day
last week they came so close to Cuernavaca and in such numbers that the Federase

had to use rapid firing guns and cannon. I might have put it better by saying that
they were close enough for the Federals to use to advantage such means of defense.

Mr. LIND. I have no recollection of that letter, not the slightest.
I doubt very much whether it came to me. But the coming of this
man, whatever may have been the object of Hall's coming never had
any military significance from my standpoint. The only thought
that I had m my mind, aside from the desire to alleviate the terrible
human suffering that he detailed, was that if we could get in touch
with some of those rude warring elements in that section in this
manner, perhaps, when the time came it might be possible for our
Government to exercise a persuasive influence for peace and recon-.
ciliation with the rest of the Mexican people. That did run through
my mind, and was a consideration on my part, I think, in addition
to the response to the humanitarian call.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Perhaps this may refresh your recollectionaMr. LIND (interrupting). Pardon me for asking the question, but
have you anything that I wrote? I think I wrote Shanklin a note
in regard to the matter.

Mr. KEARFUL. I have not any communication from you to Shank-

lin, but I was going to call your attention to another paragraph in

Shanklin's letter to you.
Referring to the person who delivered the letter he said:

Further he will bring to you a piece of paper on which I have written the figures
1 2, 3, 4, and the letters A B
the letters being under the figures. I have torn
the paper across so that the tear is across the figure 2 and the letter 0.
Mr. LIND. I never saw that letter.
Mr. KEARFUL. He says further:
I send herewith the other part of that paper.
Mr. LIND. I never saw that letter. If that letter was written for
me, it must have arrived at Vera Cruz after I left. I never saw that.
My memory is pretty distinct. If I had ever seen that communication I would recall it.
Mr. KPARFUL. Further he said:
I also inclose a new code prepared by Hall. As it gives a new code name for each,
Hall and Zapata, we will hereafter use the names for them as they appear on this
new code.

Mr. LIND. That indicates that my recollection is correct. I never
saw that letter, and it never came to my knowledge or reached me,
but. when you spoke about code, I know there was a suggestion from

some source about the use of code words.

Mr. KEARFUL. iHe speal-s here of a new code, as if there had been

a code in use before.

Mr. LIND. A code had been suggested, and I told you a moment
ago, but that communication I never saw.
Mr. KEARFUL. TO refresh your recollection in that respect, I will
ask if you remember a letter signed by you, directed to Consul

Canada, in which you said:
I hand you herewith-

AMr. LIND. May I see it or are you reading the whole of it?
Mr. KEARFUL. I am reading this part of it.

Mir. LIND. Twould like to see the whole of it.
Mr. KEARFUL (reading):
I give you herewith the key, of which I have duplicates. In any communications
with Mr. Shanklin or myself, use the code words indicated. Mr. 8.Brady will-

Mr. LIND. Which was the code name for Col. Martinezwill leave on the train to.nigbt. He must be received at the consulate as a fugitive
ifhe desires and it ismy wish that be he provided accommodations on one of the
warships at the earliest moment so as to relieve the consulate. He desires to go to the
UnitedStates. If heisshort of funds the consul mayadvance him $150gold and charge
to my account. It is very important that he be kept safely as he would undoubtedly
be executed if caught. His identification is given in the letter from Mr. Shanklin,
which I have herewith. Also he will present the other half of the slip attached to the
key.

Does that indicate to you that the letter previously called to your
attention had been received by you?
Mr. LIND. As 1Isaid before, I have no recollection of that, but 1 do
do recollect some,
recollect-may Y see the balance of that letter-
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thing about code words suggested by Shanklin. [After examining
letter:]That is not what you read before.
Mr. KP ARFUL. "I give you herewith the key"?
This is a letter or purports to be a copy of a letter signed by you.
1cides.
Mr. LIND. But yOU read us some letter of mine something
this, did you not?
Mr. KAnRFUIL.

No, sir.

Mr. LIND. Tthink there is no question but that I wroto a letter like
this to Mr. Canada. As I said, the whole thing came up in a hurry
and I was leaving. This letter reads:
The Mr. fall referred to in the key is a Mormon elder, who called on me a week or
.10 days ago, and is a thoroughly trustworthy man.

to-night.

If not, thee directions will suffice.

I expect that Brady will arrive

'then I add here:
Generally, during my absence or until you hear from me to the contrary, 1 would
surest the following:
nhat Consul Canada forward to the State Department, under his signature, such
information from time to time as to him seems proper. Any confidential matter that
be thinks might be handled through me to better advantage than to go on the files
of the State Department he can forward in code to me addressed in care of the Department of State. I will then have the message decoded for my use. This is merely
by way of suggestion, as I know ,Mr. Canada agood judgment will dictate the proper
action to be taken in all cases.

Mr. KEARFUL. Governor, you have a distinct recollection have
you, that your own dealings with Hall and Martinez were in reference
to supplying food and provisions for suffering Zapatjstas ?
Mr. LAND. No. I did not know what they wanted. I wanted to
learn what they had to suggest. I was willing, the men having come
so highly recommended or vouched for rather by Shanklin, and I
wanted to find out. You see, when T.wrote this I had not seen the
man, I had not been in touch with him, and when I did learn what
his mission was, that was the end of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any dealings with this gentleman
looking to assistance for the Zapatistas to enter Mexico City and
overthrow Huerta?
Mr. LIND. No, sir; ever.

Mr. KEARFUL. I will call your attention to what purports to be a
copy of a telegram sent by you to the State Department on April 0,
1914.

Mr. LIND. I will not discuss any telegram that I may have sent to
the State Department. The original of every telegram that I sent
to the State Department is undoubtedly there, and I will join with
you in calling for any telegrams or communications of mine that you
may wish to see.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is very good of you, and we will take advantage of that. But I wish to call your attention to this, in order to refresh your recollection, if possible, in regard to the dealings you had
with Arnold Shanklin and Hall and Martinez.
Since cabling last niht I have received additional information and feel absolutely

certain in my own mind that it is vital to the situation in the South and to the pactf
cation of that section that the gentleman now in tht consulate be taken care of. I
earnestly tire that it be done and that specific directions be given for the admiral in

the premises. The people represented by this man are giving full protection to all
foreigners.
There Is a fight on at Tampico. An attack in force was made last night. Mr. Hall,
whom I mentioned in my last night's telegram and who came down from Mexico
City yesterday, reports a regular reign of terror.
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Does that bring to your mind any other relationship than that of
supplying the Zapatistas with provisions
Mr. LIND. There was no other, and no other in view. I say there
it is for the pacification. There were excesses reported from all
sides, Tampico and elsewhere, and of course my hope, in so far as I
I have reflected upon it, as I said a moment aego, was that if we
could get in touch with the Zapatistas and possibly restrain or
exercise an influence to restrain their excesses it would be desirable.
Mr. KEARFUL. Yeu regarded the exercise of something to restrain
Huerta as being most desirable, did you not
Air. IND. What do you mean?
Mr. KEARFUL. I mean to put Huerta out of the presidency of
Mexico.
Mr. LIND. No, qir-oh, at that time I had become satisfied that it
was only a matter of weeks, hardly months, that he would be eliminated, not that I was attempting to do anything to bring it about, but
I knew it was inevitable and i -dd want to take any precautions that
we could so that when the collapse came we could exercise some
ameliorating influence. I felt that if we could get in touch with the
Zapatistas along the lines that I indicated a month ago-and i think
I discussed it with Consul Canada-it would be very desirable.
Mr. KEARFUL. You thought that Zapati and his forces would be
the important factor in bringing about the downfall of Huerta?
Mr. IaND. Not at all. What ? feared was that they would be a
firebrand and perhaps when the thing broke indulge in excesses that
would be savage and brutal. i. confess that I was as much surprised
as anyone when I heard about their comparatively peaceful entry
into Mexico City. is apprehended more menace to lifo and property,
and everything that calls for possession from the Zapatistas when
the break came than from any other source, and it was with that in
view that I had discussed the matter with our military attach6 and
with Consul Canada, and with naval officers, what we might and
could do to protect Mexico City in that emergency.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were aware that Martinez was a colonel in
Huerta's army, if he was?
Mr. LIND. 1 was not.
Mr. KEARFUl,. In order to refresh your recollection on that point,
I will refer to what purports to be a copy of a telegram sent by you
to Secretary Bryan in explanation of the previous one to which I
have just referred:
The Mexican referred to in my recent letter and telegrams sought asylum in the

consulate to-night.

He did not come at my suggestion or with my knowledge.

is undoubtedly in imminent danger.

Hall came with him.

lie

I am informed that he

holds an honorary commission of colonel in the army but not under pay. Admiral
Fletcher Is of opinion that the facts do not justify asylum. What do you direct?

Does that refresh your recollection as to the point about him being
a colonel in Iluerta's army?
Mr. LIND. No; but I have no recollection that I ever looked upon
him as--I know nothing about the man. That evidently is a copy
of a dispatch that I sent because it is my language, but that is
absolutely all the recollection that I have. I had never heard of
the man until the last day or two that I was in Vera Cruz, when this
man lall came to me and detailed the terrible situation of the
Zapatistas.
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Mr. KEARFULr. Who was Halli What was his mission in Mexico?
Mr. LIND. I have not seen him since that period. My recollection is that he lived in Mexico a great many years. As I said, he
was a Morman elder, and I think there was a Mormon settlement at
Cuernavaca at one time, of which he was a member. Anyway, he
kept a hotel that had been frequented by Americans and the Mlexicans
at Cuernavaca for a great many years. lie was an honest-looking
prepossessing, kindly old man and impressed me as very sincere and
very desirous to help the poor Zapatistas.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he present to you any credential from Secre.
tary Bryan?
Mr. LIND. NO.
Mr. KEARFUIL. He did not claim to be a representative of the State
Department ?
Mr. LND. Not at all. The only thing he presented to me was the
letter from Shanklin, the letter of introduction. The contents of
that letter I do not recall. Oh, no; he never purported to know or
represent Mr. Bryan, and I do not recall that he ever spoke of Mr.
Bryan as knowing him.

Mr. KEARFUL. fir. George S. Carothers, whom you know, testified
before the committee that this same man Hall claimed to be a representative of the State Department assigned to Zapata in the same
manner that he, Carothers, was assigned to Villa and Silliman to
Carranza. Do you know anything about that?
Mr. LIND. No; I am free to say that I take any statement that
that gentleman makes with a grain of salt.
Mr. KEARFUL. You referred- to Mr. Murray as having given you
some facts about what has occurred in Mexico. Do you mean
Robert H. Murray?
Mr. LIND. I do-no, not detailed facts but I remember very distinctly asking him about what occurred and he expressed to me
great surprise at the excesses and disturbances that were in existence.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember that this same Robert H. Murray
wrote a series of articles which were published in Harper's Weekly
in which he very bitterly attacked the character and official acts of
Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson ?
Mr. LND. I never saw those articles. I saw one of them, I think,
but I never read or saw them. You see, I was West at home when
they were published. I heard about them later and tried to get a
copy at one time, but did not succeed.
Mr. KARFUL. In those articles Robert H. Murray charged Ambassador Wilson with having been in the conspiracy with Huerta to
overthrow Madero and that the assassination of Madero was with his
knowledge and approval. That was it in substance. Do you
remember something about that ?
Mr. LIND. No) I do not.
Mr. KEARFUI.. Do you remember that immediately after the last
Installment of this article was printed, Harper's Weekly suspended
and that Henry Lane Wilson brought suit for libel against Norman
Ha good

Mr. LIND. I do not know anything aboutit. I did hear about that
libel suit having been brought.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you hear the result of it?
Mr. LIND. No; I did not.
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Mr. KEARFUL. You never heard that Norman Hapgood confessed

judgment?

Mr. LIND. No; I never heard it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever have occasion to make similar charges
against Ambassador Wilson?
Mr. LND. No, sir; I never did.
Mr. KEARFVIL. You do have knowledge that you were reported in
the newspapers to have made such charges against him?
Mr. LIND. No; not similar charges to that. I do not recall what
the newspaper report was, but it was not such as you have read.
But really, what has that to do with this inquiry, Mr. Kearful.
I mean any possible controversy that may have existed between
Mr. Wilson and myself? It is not my purpose to comment on anything that he has done, and newspaper reports of what I may have
said about him or he may have said about me are really immaterial
to this inquiry and I would very much prefer that you would not
question me about those things.
Mr. KARFUL. The charge against our ambassador to Mexico
was that he was concerned in the overthrow of the existing Government and had knowledge and consented to the assassination of the
president of the country, bears very strongly upon the attitude
perhaps of the administration and strongly upon the position taken
by the administration toward Ambassador Wilson and his reports
of the situation, ultimately bearing upon the policy that was adopted
and followed in Mexico.
Mr. LIND. I do not care to discuss Mr. Wilson or his official acts
or to pafs judgment upon anything that he may have said or done.
I must respectfully decline.
Mr. KEARFUL. If Was reported in the newspapers of Minneapolis
or a newspaper of Minneapolis, on November 21, 1915, that you had
made a speech in which you were quoted as saying that "Madero was
murdered by Huerta with the knowledge and consent of IHenry Lane
Wilson the United States Ambassador.' Do you remember that?
Mr. LIND. I told you I remembered that and that the report was
inaccurate. I made no such statement. But I do not care to discuss.
that question, and out of justice to Mr. Wilson, who is not here, and
myself I must decline, because I do not think it pertinent to anything that the committee is investigating.
Mr. KEARPUL. Mr. Wilson testified before the committee that you
were reported to have made such a statement and that you disavowed it, that you gave him a letter of disavowal under threat of a
lawsuit.
Mr. LIND. Noo

I did not disavow the statement that I made, but

I disavowed making a statement as reported. Really I do not see
how that throws any light upon the subject, what MAr. Wilson may
think of me or what views I may have of him or might have had in
regard to him.
Mr. KEARFU,. Did you believe Henry Lane Wilson was in any way
concerned with the plot to overthrow Madero or had any knowledge
of or consented to his assassination ?
Mr. LAND. I prefer not to discuss that.
Mr. KEARFUL. It has been reported that that was very firmly fixed
as a fact in the mind of President Wilson, and if so it would be a very
unfortunate thing, if not true, I therefore ask you whether you believed
that report
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Mr. LIND. Would it not he better to ask the President as to his
opinions than to try to got at his opinions by asking me
Mr. KEARFUL. I am asking your opinion because-Mr. ,IND (interrupting). My opinion is utterly immaterial.
Mr. KEARFUL. You are a witness before the committee and President Wilson can not be summoned.
Mr. LIND. I shall decline to discuss Ambassador Wilson or his
official acts. They are a matter of record in the State Department.
They speak for themselves. I have never made a statement concerning Ambassador Wilson that was not based upon his own language
and his own reports, and do not intend to.
Mr. KEARFUL. In the Minneapolis paper of March 10, 1916, you
were reported to have declared that the Columbus raid by Villa was
"undoubtedly inspired and financed by interests" in the United
States. Did you make any such statement as that?
Mr. I io.When
V
was that statement?
Mr. KEAnrUI. March 10 1916.
Mr. LND. I have no recollection of it. What paper does it purport
to have appeared in ?
Mr. KEARFUL. I have only a memorandum of the dispatch from
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mr. LIND. I have no recollection of making any such statement.
Mr. KEARFUL. You remember the Columbus raid by Villa?
Mr. IND. Oh, yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. You never did think, did you that it was inspired

and financed by interests in the United States
Mr. LiND. Not the raid as such but I do think that a great deal of
activity hostile to the Mexican Government has been inspired and
financed directly and indirectly from this side.
Mr. KEARFUL. The hostility toward the Mexican Government represented by Huerta was inspired also from this side, was it not?
Mr. LIND. Probably.
Mr. KEARFUL. It was assisted from this side, was it not?
Mr. LIND. Not that I have ever heard of.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was it not officially assisted from this side
Mr. LIND. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember what is known as the Niagara
conference?
Mr. LIND. I knew nothing about that conference.
Mr. KEARFUL. I simply call that to your memory as an historical
event.
Mr. LmxD. Yes, I remember it.
Mr. KEAwtUL. Do you remember the incident of the ship known
as the Antillao, which sailed from this country for Tamnpico with
munitions of war for the constitutionalists at that time
Mr. Lsxn. I do not. I never heard of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. I)O you renemler the circumstance that while the

Niagara conference was in progress, which was a conference between
representatives of Huertn and representatives of this Government, it
was agreed by our administration that no arms or ammunition would
be sent or allowed to be sent from this country to the enemies of
Huerta while the negotiations were in progress? Do you remember
that circumstance ?
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Mr. LIaxn. No, sir; I do not. I do not recall that I ever heard of
it. if it was a fact.
Mr. KFARFUnL. Do you recall the fact that an embargo was i),llced
upon the shipment of arms and ammunition to Mexico under nuthority of Congress I
Mr. LAIn. There' were embargoes placed, but when or for what
length of time I have no recollection. I think the document to
which I called your attention this morning indicates that the President proposed to take that action, but when that emhbrgo was
actually announced and whether or when it went into effect, or
whether or when it. was vacated, I have no knowledge.
Mr. KATIIFtL. In tl'e President's address to whie you have just
referred he said:
I deem it my duty to exercise the authority conferred upon me by the law of March
14. 1912, to see to it that neither side to the strugRlo now going on n Meoxico receive
any assistance from this side of the border. I shall follow the best practices of nations
in the matter of neutrality by forbidding the exportation of arms or munitkne of
war of any kind from the Unifed States to any part of the Republic of Mexico, a police
*
*
suggested by several interesting precedents.
Do you know whether that declaration was scrupulously followed t

Mr. Lix.
execution.

I do not. I have no knowledge of the embargo or of its

Mr. K nvFU I,.Did you personally give any assurance to the constitutionalists or advise them how to evede the embargo that was

laid by the President?
Mr. l,.xa. I did not.
AMr. KEARFtL'I. Do you rememl)er that this Ningara conference was
after June, 1914

Mr. isxN. About that time. I do not remember the date.
Mr. KEARFPli. 1)o you remember that in June, 1014, the New
York Herald publisl:ed a series of articles beginning with what was
known as the Ilopkins letters?
Mr. LIsx. No; I do not.
Mr. KeARvL.. In the New York Herald of June 30 1914, was
published a facsimile letter addressed to Carranza by M'r. Hopkins,

in which he makes this statement, his letter being dated May 8,
1014:

Mr. Lind told me recently, and as he has subsequently intimated to Mr. Villareal,
that in case it was found impracticable to permit the exportation of war material that

you should arrange to export such as was needed from some port on the Gulf. preferably

Mobile or Pensacola, in small vessels to Cuba, which upon their arrival at some port
on that bland might alter their course to the mouth of the Rio Bravo. I have discussed the matter with Mr. Santiago Winfleld, who knows the country in that locality
and who informs me that large schooners or steamers of moderate size can approach
within half a mile of a place called "'larril "a few miles south of the mouth of the
river. where the cargo could be easily landed n lauunches. Mir. Lind assured me very
positively that there would be no interference whatsoever with shipments made in
this way. and in case Tampico is not taken I respecifu lly Invite your special attention

to the matter.

Mr. Lsn. I never had any such conversation with the gentleman.
I wish to say further that the first days after my arrival in Washington
on my return from Mexico Mr. Bryan cautioned me that 1 should
have no intercourse with this gentleman, that he had been superseded
as representing the constitutionalists' cause in the city of Washington
and stating that he had refused to have any intercourse with him and
the department, and I scrupulously observed that suggestion.
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Mr. KEAIWtTL. lHe had been superseded by Mr. Charles A. Douglas?

Mr. Lixn. Yes, that is my understanding, g.
Mr. K.AltlUL. Mr. Bryan was having intercourse with thIo representative of Carranza aiind
expected you to do the same. Is that
true?
Mr. LiN). No. lie suggested to me that if I had any information
that could be of service to Afr. Douglas, ifI could make any suggestions
to Mr. Douglas that would induce the Carrancistas element to participate in the conference he would be glad if I would cooperate with
Douglas in that behalf, and he fixed a time, as I recall it, for Mr.
Douglas to call on me and I had several conferences with Mr. Douglas
and we strove to induce all the constitutionalists, as they were
represented here, to IarticilatO in that conference.
Mr. K:.Aiur t. But Mr. [opkins's statement in the letter just referred to with reference to your suggestion and advice was absolutely
untrue?

Air. Lan. It is untrue.

Mr. KE AIt l,. Do you know Mr. W. F.Buckley?
Mr. lamn. Your former partner in New. Meoxico
Mr. KmEAIIFtr. No. I was associated with him, but he was not my
partner.
Mr. LIND. I think I met him once, possibly more times, but I have
no distinct recollection of him. I recollcct the name.
Mr. KEARFvL. Ite testified before the committee and related the
incident of the boat Antilla that I referred to a moment ago. Do you
remember meeting him here at the time of the Niagara conference?
Mr. LasN. I can not say.
Mr. KEARIFUL. You were here at that time?
Mr. Lixu. I was there at that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. In consultation with Mr. Douglas and Mr. Bryant
Mr. Lsn. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. lie said on page 703 of his testimony:
Mir. Lind stated generally that while no more Antilla Incidents would occur, the

revoluntionarles had arranged to get all the arms and ammunition they wanted; that
this would be accomplished by having ships take out their papers to Ilabana and then

go to Tampico; and that the American Government had consented to the evasion.
I immediately called on Mr. Bryan and asked him if this were true, and he stated
that it was. Mr. Bryan stated that these ships would take out papers to IIabana,
and that the American Government would have no official knowledge that they were

going to Tampico: that if. after they got out in the Gull, they diverted their course,
the American Government would have nothing to do with it, or,as ir. Bryan insisted,
the American Government would have no official knowledge.

Mr. LIND. Of course I can not say what Mr. Bryan said.

Mr. KEARnFUl. Can you say about what you said I
Mr. LINn. I certainly never made any such suggestion myself.

I
recall that there was talk, whether by Mlr. Buckley or some one else,
and my attention about that time was called to a scheme of that
character. I recall that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether that scheme was carried out?
Mr. LIND. I do not.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Buckley goes on further to testify as follows:
Mr. Lind's and Mr. Bryan's words were made good. On June 8 a million cartridges
were shipped on the steamship Sunshine from Galveston to Tampico. Thereafter the

schooners

8unshine, mampus and 8 uan made six trips from Galveston to Tampico

each time carnryn

shipment of war materials to the Carranza revolutionaries:

all

these boats, acecrdin to the speech of Representative Rogers, previously referred to
were consigned to Ifabana, but "by tress of weather they were blown to Tampico.'l
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Mr. ItjND. I have absolutely no knowledge of any of that.
Mr. KEARFUL. NO knowledge of any of t his matter?
Mr. LI D. No, sir; but I do not deny that I heard rumors, either
about that time or afterwards, that some such scheme had been
worked or planned by the constitutionalists.
Mr. KEARFUL.. Do you know an attorney who formerly was located
in Mexco City named Burton W. Wilson?'
Mr. LIND. I know a Wilson but I do not recall his initials. He is
a gentleman who was pretty closely associated with that Jew banker,
whose name I do not recall.
Mr. KEARFULn . Do you mean Emil Beck ?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is the same man. I did not know that Beck
was a Jew, however.
Mr. LtND. That is the understanding that I had. It may be that
I am mistaken.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember meeting this lawyer, Burton
Wilson, in Washington t
Mr. I4tND. I remember meeting him, I think, in the Willard Hotel;
but the time I can not fix.
Mr. KEAnFIUL. Was it about the time that the question of the
recognition of Carranza was being agitated t
Mr. LIND. I should not be surprised.
Mr. KEARFUL. About the time that the Pan-American conference
was sitting?
Mr. IsND. I can not say, but I recollect very distinctly meeting
Mr. Wilson. I knew him rather pleasantly in Mexico--slightly, of
course.

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember that there was a conference
called by this Government in conjunction with six South American
countries, called the A, B, C, and B, U, 0, conference
Mr. IlND. Certainly.
Mr. KEARFUL. That shortly following the close of that conference
or at the close of that conference Carranza was recognized as de
facto head of the Mexican Government?
Mr. LIND. I do not remember the date now, but I know that he was
recognized subsequent to that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. You do remember having a conversation with
Burton Wilson at the Willard Hotel about that time?
Mr. LIND. I remember meeting him. I do not remember the
topio of our conversation. I remember very distinctly meeting
Wilson because I was glad to see him.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you meet Mr. Buckley at the same time that
you met Mr. 'Wilson?
Mr. LIND. I can not say. I do not recall Mr. Buckley at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. He tcstifled furtherMr. LIND (interrupting). Who, Wilson or Buckleyl
Mr. KEAtFLi. Buckley, at page 812 of the printed hearings of the
committee:
In Washington, in a conversation that took place during the Pan American confer.
once, when it was reported that the United States would not recognize Caran", Mr.
Lind exclaimed to the chairman of the International Committee of Mexico CityThat was Burton WilsonMy God, poor Mexico will fall back into the clutches of the Catholic Church.

i
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Do you remember any such conversation?
Mr. Lsxn. No, sir.
Mr. KArvl',. Did you give expression to any such sentiment?
Mr. IlIND. No, sir.
Mr. KEAu1r'.
Did you ever give expression to any such sentiment?
Mr. lmn. No, sir.
Mr. KArntri.. Were you ever at all apprehensive about the influence of the church upon Mexican affairs
Mr. Lir, . Only as I stated this morning. What poor Mexico
needs is education schools, and to the extent that the church in
Mexico opposes public schools I think it is very unfortunate policy,
and I think the same policy in the United States very unfortunate.
I think it is the only salvation of our institutions and our Government, the maintenance and furtherance and the equipment of our
public schools.
Mr. KEAlMtvL. Do you think that the influence of the Catholic
Church in Mexico is such as to prevent the establishment of public
schools?
Mr. LINu. As to that, I have no opinion as to the extent of its
influence, but I think in so far as it can exercise any influence it is
not in the direction of either establishing or sustaining public schools.
To that extent I differ with the policy of the church, or any other
church or any other institution.
Mr. KszARvui.. But you never made that statement?
Mr. IND. I never made that statement.
Mr. KEARFUL. You did not?
Mr. LIND. I absolutely did not.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Buckley further testified, on the same page:
In private conversation Mr. Lind attributed all the ills of Mexico to the influence
of the Catholic Church and argued that this Institution in Mexico must be destroyed.
Is there any truth in that?
. No, sir; there is not. There is no truth in it.
Mr. LAMN
Mr. KEARFUL. You never entertained such sentiments and never
expressed them I
Mr. LIN. That the Catholic Church in Mexico or any other place
should be destroyed? No; I never entertained any such sentiment
and never expressed it.
Mr. KF.ARFJ.. You never attributed the ills of Mexico to the
influence of the Catholic Church ?
Mr. Lir. No, sir. I have said, and I believe now that if the
church had been better disposed toward popular education, the education of the masses, it would have been better for Mexico and better
for the church.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any knowledge of the treatment accorded the priests and nuns and to church property by the victorious
Constitutionalists armies?
Mr. LIND. No. I have seen reports in the papers, but I have no
knowledge. I have seen the claims and the denials of both sides,
but I have no information on which I can express any opinion.
Mr. KFARFurL. What was the date of your leaving Vera Cruz the
last time?
Mr. LiaN. I do not recall the date. It was about this time of the
year.
Mr. CANADA. I think it was in May, but I am not sure.
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Mr. LaxiN. It was a little later than this, I think about the 1st of
May, but I am not prepared to say.
Mr. KIRAIr1L. You were not there at any time when refugee priests
and nuns came through Vera Cruz?

Mr. LnI. I never saw them that I recall.
Mr. KEAnFUI. You were there after the taking of Vera Cruz by
our forces, were you not?
Mr. LIND. No, sir. That occurred very shortly after I arrived in
Washington.
Mr. CANADA. They took Vera Cruz on the 21st. day of April.
Mr. LIND. Then it was earlier than this that I left Vera Cruz.
It must have been about the middle of April. I recall that the
season was advanced about the same as it is now.
Mr. KEARFUL. What, if you know, was the reason for the President's order to take Vera Cnlz?
Mr. LIND. I do not know the reason. I do not know that he
issued any such order and I can not discuss that question.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were in Washington at the time, were you not?
Mr. LIND. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were called in consultation about it, were you
not?
Mr. LIND. Not about the taking of Vora Cruz. I never had heard
a suggestion made in regard to taking Vera Cruz until I read it in
the press.
AMr. KEARvFUI. Did vou over make a report to President Wilson
to the effect that the inhabitants of Vera Cruz would welcome the
landing of American forces for the purpose of ousting the usurper?
Mr. Llnv. No, sir; I did not.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Did you entertain that feeling or that sentiment?
Mr. Liu. I did not.
Mr. KEARFvI.

You did not believe that the American forces

would be welcomed by the Mexicans?
Mr. LINm. I never made any such report. That thing never
occurred to me that I have any recollection of but I do not propose
to discuss what may have reported to the State Department, for
two reasons. My reports so far as I am concerned, were confidoential, and, in the second place, they were in writing and the reports
upeak for themselves. But I answered offhand and said that I have
no recollection of over making any such report to any one.
Mr. KEAnFUL. Apart from your reports, did you believe that the
Mexicans would welcome the taking of Vera Crusz
Mlr. LINv. I did not. I believed that all Mexicans saw the possibility of intervention, and they do now. If there is any feeling in
Mexico against Americans, as it has been suggested here, of which I
saw very little, except possibly individual instances, it is because
the Mexican people live in the dread and fear of a possibility of
intervention and absorbing of their country and blotting out their
nationality.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you regard the taking of Vera Cruz as Intervention ?
Mr. LIND. No, I do not.

r

Mr. KEARFUL. Why not, since it was the landing of American

forces on Mexican soil ?
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Mr. LIND. How or why Vera Cruz came to be taken, whether
there were orders to that effect or what the circumstances were. I
do not know. I do know that it was reported and understood that
Huorta's offlelabi had insulted the American flag, and I do know
that tluerta had refused to make amends. In that situation under
the law of nations it wgs perfectly competent for our Government
to take such action as it deemed commensurate with the indignity,
the offense.
Mr. KEARFUI,. The apology demanded was a sal'-to to the American flag, was it not?
Mr. LND. I do not recall what the apology was.
Mr. KEARFUL. You do not recall whether the taking of Vera Cruz
resulted in a salute of the flag, do you?
Mr. IIN. I do not.
Mr. KEARFUI.. It did operate as a very great factor in the elimination of tHuerta, did it not?
AMr. IAsN. I can not say. I was not there.
Mr. KEARFUI.. Vera Cruz was one of the principal ports of Mexico I
Mr. TlIND. Yes.
Mr. KARFUL. The cut off of receipts from that port and the husiness flowing through that port would naturally have some effect on
Huerta's ability to maintain himself, would it not?
Mr. IlsN. Oh, undoubtedly.
Mr. KARFUI.. Do you think that that had anything to do with the
decision to take Vera Cruz I
Mr. IND.. I do not.
Mr. KEAnRUL. You were in Washington and in frequent consultation with Judge Douglas. the attorney for Carranza, for some
time before the recognition of Carranza in'October. 1015, were you
not?
Mr. Lin). Yes. On several occasions I came down here.
Mr. KEAR UL. What was your interest in the matter of the recognition of Carranza at that time?
Mr. IND.. Not the slightest, except as I told you this moning.
I was anxious that the Mexican situation should be settled, as a matter
of personal pride for one thing; that is. I would like to see peace in
Mexico. Then I was very anxious on account of the tendency of the
European war to see that sore spot out of the way.
Mr. KE.AnRU.. Had your relations with President Wilson in reference to your mission to Mexico then terminated?
Mr. IdN. Oh, yes: it had terminated in June, 1914. I continued
to stay at Mr. Britan's request until, I think, about the 18th of June,
and then I told hin that I could not remain nny longer or did not
wish to; that I must get back home, and he said h'e would confer with
the President, which hlie did, and reported to me in a day or two, I
think the next day, that it would he all right.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you employed by Carranza to assist in his
recognition?
Mr. LID. Never.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you see Carranza after the termination of your
relations with President Wilson?
AMr. LIN . 1 saw Carranza. Whether it w 4s in the fall of 1014 or
1915 I do not remember-I think it was in the fall of 1915.
Mr. KEARFUL. Some time prior to the recognition of Carranza,
was it not?
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Mr. lax)n. I think it was afterwards. It was after the recognition
I am very sure.
It waslate in the fall, and I can tell you the circumstances and how

I came to see him.
Mr. KEAllFUI. Very well, will you kindly do so I
Mr. LNDu. What was the name of the first Mexican ambassador here?
Mr. KEARFUL. Arredondo
Mr. LxnD. Yes. I met Arredondo and rather liked hint. I was up
in the northern part of my State shooting with my son in the fi ll and
got a long telegram forHwarded to me out in the woods from Mr.
Arredondo requesting me without fail to meet him at Piedras Xegrm
on the border. I wired him that I could not come. Then he asked
me as a personal favor to come and offered to pay my railroad fare
and expenses. lIe sent a second telegram, so I went on and met
him on the American side. lIe told me in the second telegram that
Mr. ('arranza was to be there and he was very anxious to meet me.
So I went. down and Mr. Arredondo made arrangements for
me to go across the river and see Carranza the next. day, which I did.
On the way down I had read in the papers in the holadlines that
there had been trouble between Obregon and Carranza, that one had
caused the arrest of the other, and I remember when I was ushored
into the room where the two gentlemen were, they were standing at
the table, I could not help laughing. I greeted them and asked them
laughingly Which one of them was under arrest, and they both laughed.
lhad a long talk with Mr. Carranza on that occasion, the only time
that I have seen him. What he was particularly anxious to see me
about was to learn whether the American papers represented the real
sentiment of the American people toward Mexico, whether it was
true-I am trying to quoto his language now-''"Whether it was true
that the people of the United States wore as hostile in fact against
Mexico and foxican matters in general as the press would indicate."
I assured them no, that "It is my judgment that on the part of the
masses of the people of the United States there is nothing but.the friendliest feeling, a feeling of a neighbor and a real disposition if they knew
you to be of service to their Mexican neighbors." I deplored the
matter of acquaintance and suggested that it would be well for the
future of the two nations if there could be better acquaintance, better
mingling of the people, business and professional men, international
visits back and forth and exchanges of students.
Mr. KEArLI.. In your connection with the Mexican situation, did
you over have occassion to learn anything about the operations in
Yucatan 1
Mr. LIND. Very little.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you become acquainted with an institution

over there called the Reguladora I

Mr. LIND. NO.
Mr. KEARFUL. Which was a company formed for the purpose of
stabilizing by means of manipulating the market in sisal hemp, which
is used by the farmers for binding twine?
Mr. LIND. I had never heard about it while I was in Mexico and
knew absolutely nothing about it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you had any connection with that company?
Mr. LIND. Never in he slightest degree. My son, who lives in

New York, through his acquaintance with a gentleman whose name
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I can not recall, did some work for the gentleman in charge of the
Reguladora business in Now York, but- know nothing about lis
undertaking that work until some two or three weeks after he had
entered upon it. He collected statistics of consumption of binder
twine and whore it was manufactured and of the useof sisal in the
United States.
Mr. KEA11FUL. Do you know by whom he was employed?
Mr. LIx,. Ho was employed by a doctorMr. KEARFUL. Dr. Rondon?
Mr. Litx. Yes, Dr. eondbn of Now York.
Mr. KEARFUL. When was this?
Mr. LIs .I can not give you the date now. It might have been
in 1917.
Mr. KEARFUL. It was as late as that?
Mr. LIND. I think so, and possibly in 1916--1916 or 1917.
Mr. KEARFUL. It Was while Gen. Salvador Alvarado was operating
in Yucatan?
Mr. Lixn. That I can not tell you. Dr. Rendon, in some connection, after he had collected statistics here, wanted him to go to the
Philppines and make a careful report on the production of manila
and fibers of that country which he did.
Mr. KEARFUL. About the time of those period when you were hero
in Washington before the recognition of Carranza in 1915, a number
of newspapers reported that you were here working for Carranza, and
more or less broadly intimated that you were being paid by Carranza. You state you were never employed and never received any
pay from him?
Mr. LIND. No, sir. Mr. Douglas asked me to join with him. But
I did not think that I would under any circumstances feel justified
in accepting a retainer, just the same as scores of people came to me
who had claims against the Meoxican Government. I refused in every
instance to become identified with them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Douglas offered you a retainer and you refused
him ?
Mr. LINDS No; I can not say that he offered me a retainer, but he
wanted me formally to assist them for compensation.
Mr. KEAnFUL. You did assist him, but received no compensation ?
Mr. LIND. I received no compensation. I assisted him. Later, in
1015 heo paid my expenses on some trips when I came clown, two or
three times, just the same as Mr. Arredondo paid my expenses, or my
railroad fare only on my trip to the border.
Mir. KEARFUL. It has also been stated by a member of the United
States Senate that a copy of what purported to be a pay roll of the
Mexican Embassy, at the timo Arredondo was here, was shown to
him which contained your name as being on the pay roll.
Mr. LIND. That was an error.
Mr. KEARFUL. If your name did appear on such a pay roll, it was
improperly placed there? Is that true?
Mr.LIND. Except as I told you that Mr. Douglas paid my expenses.
Mr. KEARFUL,. It may possibly have appeared in that connection?
Mr. LIND. In that connection. I can not say.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU do not remember the amounts that you received ?
Mr. LIND. No; I do not.
Mr. KEARFUL. I will ask you if you have any opinion which you
care to express in reference to what the policy of this Government
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ought to he or what ought to be done by this Government in reference to Mexico in the present situation I
Mr.'Liaxn. I do not know what the present situation is. Tle only
well-defined opinion I have is that it behooves us, a great powerful
neighbor of a weak nation, to he patient and to not judge them by
the same standards or measure that we judge England or France or
Canada in regard to not complying with the conditions and demands
of international intercourse. As [ said, we ought to be patient and
aid and assist them wherever we can anl as much as possible.
Mr. Ka:.trFL,. Do youl think that policy of patience should extend
to refraining from insistence upon the rights of Amerieans in Mexico
for protection for their property and for their lives?
Mr. LIND. No; I do not; of course I do not; but I do not think that
the best protection can be afforded by intervention nor by warlike
action on our part at any time.

Mr. KEARFtUL. SuJppose that during a series of years-say, five
years-acts of atrocity, murders, robbery, arson, persecution in every
conceivable form, have gone on to the ruin of 30,000 or more of our
citizens in Mexico; that protests have frequently been made in the
strongest sort of language and have been disregarded time after time
and those thins are getting worse; what would you do eventually,
and where would you do it?

Mr. LIND. I have not reflected on that. It is not for meMr. KEARFUL. That is what the testimony shows.
Mr. LIND. I think that statement, Mr. 'Kearful, is exaggerated.
While conditions are bad and while many individuals have suffered
in life and property, much of that is owing to'like conditions of crime
and violence in our own country. You can not take up a paper without reading about criminality and bank robbers and hold-ups at
night and in broad daylight. These unfortunate incidents are occurring more frequently the world over just at this time than they have
within my memory.
Mr. KEARFUL. You do not ever read of those things occurring at
the hands of generals in our Army or high officials of the Government,
do you?
Mr. LINI. Oh, no; certainly I do not.
Mr. KEARFUL. How would you insist upon the protection of
American rights in Mexico if your strongest representations were disregarded? What would you then do?
Mr. LuND. It is a very different problem to solve by any hard and
fast rule or any theoretical course of conduct. We can defend the
people along the border and in the seaport towns.without any difficulty, but if the individual American is in the center of Mexico or in
the miiddlo of the continent, for us in every instance to send military
protection for him and his property means the occupation of that
country, and I think that the occupation of Mexico by American
troops at this time or at any time, but more particularly at this time,
would be as disastrous to us as it would to Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. This committee has been enjoined by resolution of
the Senate unanimously adopted to investigate and recommend what
should be done to avoid the recurrence of the outrages that have been
committed in Mexico, and the testimony shows that these outrages
have extended over a period of at least six years, and they have
47060-20--vorL 2 -- 80
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grown; that Americans have no rights at all except what they pay
for by way of graft, and that repeated representations by this Government have been entirely disregarded to such an extent that a
representation was made now by an official in Mexico with levity.
That is the testimony.
Mr. LIND. I believe that testimony is exaggerated. Conditions are
bad but I do not think that testimony is true.
Mr. KEARFUL. Assuming that the testimony is trueMr. LIND. That is a condition of affairs that I have not reflected
on and would not assume to answer.
Mr. KEARFUL. If this Government is going to insist that the rights
of its citizens in Mexico should receive protection and it can not get
protection by diplomatic representation and repeatedly during a
series of years those representations are disregarded, do you see anything to dco but to resort to force?
Mr. Ix D. There may come a time that that is inevitable, but I
do not think we can alord to ignore the unfortunate situation that
has confronted the Mexican people in the last 8 or 10 years that we
have been discussing.
Mr. KEARFU. 1Whvat did you mean when you expressed the alternative that unless Carranza is recognized, intervention is inevitable?
Mr. LIND. I felt that there would be absolute chaos in Mexico
there would be no government, no authority, no organized form of
society at all.
Mr. KEARFUL.. Do you think there is now I

Mr. LIND. Yes; I d1o. It may be crude, it may be inefficient in
places, hut people are traveling back and forth.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know how they are traveling on the rail-

wayst
Mar. LIND. No; I have not been over the railways, but a friend of
mine, an old neighbor of mine, went to Mexico City short time ago
with his wife and wrote to his family. I saw the letters. He spoke
of it as a very delightful journey. He stopped at Monterey and spent
a couple of days there and then went on to Mexico City. Then they
planned to go from Mexico City to Vera Cruz and back to New York
by steamer.
Mr. KEARFUL. You have not heard any accounts about travel on
any other lines except those from Laredo to Mexico and from Mexico
City to Vera Cruz?
Mr. LIND. No; I have not. I have not interested myself at all in
Mexican matters. All I know about the situation in Mexico is what
is common knowledge and what appears in the papers and general
conversations.
SMr. KEARFUL. I hope that the testimony that has been taken by
this committee may become a matter of common knowledge, so that
if there is any general idea that there is a real government in Mexico
that is maintaining peaceful conditions, that idea will be corrected,
and I hope you will read the testimony.
Mr. LIND. I shall be grateful to you for sending me a copy of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is there anything further that you would like to
state to the committee?
Mr. LIND. I do not know of anything. Mr. KEARFUL. The committee is obliged to you.
Mr. LIND. Thank you.

(Thereupon, at 7.30 o'clock p. m. the committee adjourned.)

MONDAY, MAY 10, 1920.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
Sunco3sIiTrrEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

WVashington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 11 o'clock a. m., in
room 128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B. Fall, presiding.
The CI.uua.3.N. The committee will be in order.
TESTIMONY OF HON. FRANKLIN K. LANE.
(The witnes was
was duly sworn by the chairman.)
N Will you please give your full name to the reThe CAIIA MAN.
porter?
Mr. LANE. Franklin K. Lane.
The ClA1m 1AN.. Mr. Secretary, what official position with the
United States Government have you held during the last few years
until a recent date?
Mr. LANE. Recently, until the last couple of months, I was Secretary of the Interior.
'the CIAInSMAN. As Secretary of the Interior have you been and
are vou now familiar with the laws of the United States relating
to the public domain?
AMr. LANE. Yes, sir.
The C. IannaAN. Have you had anything to do with shaping the
policy of the United States with reference to its public domain
during your incumbency of that office?
Mr. LANE. I have made recommendations to committees of Congress and to the President with respect to that policy.
. Following your recommendations, has legislaThe CII.tn[r.
tion been enacted along the lines suggested by you and along other
lines?
Mr. LANNE. There has been legislation along those lines.
The ClHAIRIMAN. Has your attention at any time been called to
the testimony of AMr. Jolmn Lind, taken before this committee at a
recent hearing?
Mr. LANE. I saw his testimony as stated in the papers.
AN. In answer to questions Mr. Lind testified as
The CHIrAMr
follows, the question leading up to it being:
D(sviu think tlhat tho oil comitinls have any just ground of complaint on
tht score?

That is, of the President's decrees with reference to the exploitation of oil lands in Mexico.
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To which MIr. Lind answered:
In Met,,xlei.
1 sle t Ius w it us, oruigtllully ti0' SXti1t iwulIet l
til' 1t1r1d.
You know, h'
tilvearll lltt of the uite
ulll
tl
s oStt
oilid ll tll
f 1th Iuliitrals, I
thllk, until i I

teI forltes

('outgr .. a 'l.

-

el the

iitrlials.

Vt, hIate rt'l'tlll--

'lThat is, in the United States-\W eU lliVe Itevittl i rt't.slieti lilt fil tl

it vo.1
Iti11 iilutril1
of i1 1h l tIlr1a4tetr ill
t11' lllhlte r lutls. 'flil 8etliit i1
llMxlil owtuu liht' oll uiil
~inae thin ltduring
)|llZs's ilitillll'11 1loll, whenl'oIrd
w rn " iiisc4vertl oil.
Tlt, ihcy -44.111141
11IotI
of ilt' .1ext'aiI
(.lgreit'.s relluiatlshll
lite
ilt,'
cI;ailu
l n
I, 1hi 1oil ttl
the reIl prolwrlty.

'1Th committee W'llits to direct your Iattenltiotn to 31r. Liid's stUtemeat, practically to the effect that the United States in resuming

control or ownership of a claim of the oil ill the public domain on
this country was not only following the exanm)le of .Mexico but was
resuming the control of property which it had theretofore exercise!
control or ownership of, ardl( a plarently which it had not exercised
such control of for some period of time. Wthat has been the loli(v
of the United States with reference to oil upllon priviate lands ill this
country a1nd oil upon public lands?
iMr.LANE. The policy of the United States with respect to oil
upon private lands is that the oil goes with the surfltee. As to
public lands, there has been no other policy until recently, %whelt
the Congress has seen fit to pass a law under which the (,verinment will directly lease oil lands. It was only within the last month
11tr
lttl
t
that that law has gone into effect, although it has ,te ld
for some seven or eillt years.
The CHAIRM.AN. Te United States Government, to your Kmlowledge, has not attempted by legislation, executive or administrative order, or action in any other way, to assume control as t"iftinst
the individual owners of the subsurface products of privately oi neel
land?
Mr. LANE. Never.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Is that true also of thie oil on the Ililnds of
the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma?
Mr. LANE. Yes.
Senator BRANDEOEE. The same policy?

Mr. LANE. The same policy. The Indians own the oil. All that
the Government does is make leases as trustee for the Indi:tits.
The CIn3ARMAN. Even upon the Indian lands, if the United States
desired to acquire the subsurface product-that is, the oil--it co.:ll
only do so as any other purchaser?
Mr. LANE. Precisely.
The CHAIRMAN. Then Mr. Lind's statement is not accurate
reference to the policy or the law, is it?
Mr. LANE. No; Mr. Lind evidently was mistaken.
The CHAIRMAN. So far as the laws of the United States are concerned or in so far as the policy is concerned?
Mr. LANE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with the laws of Mexico and
the old Spanish laws?
Mr. LA.NE. In a very rough and generate way.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that we have a witness here who
is thoroughly familiar with that subject.

with
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What, in your judgment, air. Secretary, would be the effect of
allowing to go out to the public unchallenged a statement suchi as
made by Mr. Lind, as to informing o misinforming the people of
the United States concerning the oil question, as we general ly under!tand it between this country and Mexico?
Mr. LANE
Oh, I think the people of the United States are so
generally familiar with the law as to public lands and private lands
that much attention would not be paid to it.
The CilinsmN. The people are not generally familiar with Mexican law, though, are they?
MIr. LANE. No, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. So that when he undertakes to say that the
Mexican creeds or laws are along the lines of the laws and police
of the United States such a statement, if allowed to go unchallenged,
would create a false impression, would it not?
.Mr. TiAn. That statement might have that effect in Mexico, but
not in the United States.
The CIn.uImaAN. Might it not affect the public sentiment in the
United States, as to feelings with Mexico, by creating an erroneous
impression with reference to law, practice, and procedure in Mexico?
Mr. LANE. Yes.
Senator BRANDE0EE. It would produce the impression, would it
not, that if Mexico, by its decrees in relation to oil, was confiscating American rights that this Government would do the same?
"Mr. LANPn. Yes; it certainly would. I think this point ought to
be clearly understood, Senator, that there never has been any protest mrde by anybody, so far as I ever heard, against Mexico or any
other country following the policy that the United States is now
pursuing, which is a policy of leasing its own national lands upon
a royalty basis. There is an impression in the United States that
the land held by American corporations has been obtained by grants
similar to our large railroad grants in this country; that they have
been given the lands by Mexico; whereas the fact is that Americans
went to Mexico and bought their land from the private owners and
the title that they got carried with it the right to drill for oil. That
is exactly as it has been and as it is in the United States.
Senator BRANDEOEE. You say there is a prevalent impression in
this country that Americans got their oil rights in Mexico by a
grant. The word ordinarily used instead of 'grant" is "concession " is it not?
Mr. LANE. Yes; that is a word that has been misconstrued in
this country.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Yes.
Mr. LANE. Because " concession," as we understand it, means something granted by the Government in the way of land, whereas the
concessions that are made by the Mexican Government are simply
an agreement that for a certain period those who introduced a new
industry into Mexico would be relieved of taxation upon what they
brought in or took out. That period, so far as we are concerned,
long ago expired and there was no land whatever obtained by concession or grant from the Mexican Government to the oil companies.
Senator BRANDE.oEE. I have read quite a number of articles from
time to time in magazines and newspapers to the general effect
that those American citizens who went into the oil business in
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Mexico had, by corruption or other improper means, secured from
the Mexican Government concessions for these oil rights which
they claimed to own, and that, having secured them corruptly, they
are now engaged in an attempt to make the United States G overnment guarantee them in the peaceful possession of corruptly obtained rights. Have you read articles to that effect?
Mr. LANE. I have.
Senator BRAANDOE:E. So the situation is, as you describe it, that
Americans- engaged in the oil business in Mexico went there and
bought their oil rights from individual proprietors, just as they
have done in this country, and are simply demanding that their
rights as Americans be protected against confiscation by the Mexican
Government. That places a different face upon the question with
reference to these attacks to which I have referred, it seems to me.
Does it not to y oul
Mr. LANE. It does. The Americans who have gone into Mexico
and have been complained of as you describe have done just as they
would have done if they had gone into California; just as if a Pennsylvania oil driller had gone into California and bought a ranch
and drilled his well. Under the laws of Mexico lie had precisely the
same title to the petroleum that is discovered upon that land as he
would have in California.
Senator BRANDE .E. Possibly I was mistaken, but I understood
you to say there had been no protest made on account of violations
by the Government of Mexico of these American oil rights. Did
you mean there had been no protest made by the owners of those
rights to the department, or no protest made by the State Department to the Mexican Government? I do not know whether I understood you correctly or not, but you did say something about protests,
and I would like to have that made clear'
Mr. LANE. The point I was making was this: That we ought to
be consistent'in the United States, and that we are thoroughly consistent. We have no objection whatever to a law being enacted in
Mexico or any other country by which they would take the lands
that are still in public ownership, held by the Government, and lease
those upon terms to the citizens or to any others; that that is the
policy adopted in the United States as to the lands that still remain
in the hands of the Government. And there was no protest whatever on the part of the oil men of the United States against such a
policy being adopted by Mexico or any other country? but there was
a serious protest against a policy being adopted by which the Amer.
ican owners, who had gone to Mexico, under Mexican laws, and obtained property, for which they had paid cash, from the individuals
who owned the land, to having that property taken from them.
You said something a moment or two ago as to certain propaganda being presented to the country on this matter, and one of
your points was that it was given out to the public that Americans
had gone down there and obtained concessions of land from the
Government, and that it was the policy of the Mexican Government
itself to resume possession. Now, the fact is that the law under
which these lands were obtained--remembbr always that these lands
were purchased from private individuals-was a law passed by
Mexico before there had been any discovery of petroleum in Mexico.
recognizing the general principle that these lands, such as coal and
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asphalt and clay lands, were the exclusive property of their private
owners. There was a more positive declaration in the Mexican law
than there was at that time I believe in our own law that the
petroleum lands were the exclusive property of the man who had
the title.
Senator JB'ANDEOEE. My suggestion was also based to a certain
extent upon what I had heard had been substantially the state.
ments of Mr. Bryan, when he was Secretary of State, to American
citizens who protested to the State Department against the lack of
protection accorded to them and their property in Mexico, although
it was stated that he had told parties making such protests that

they had gone there voluntarily for the purpose of making money,
had simply gone there to exploit the resources of Mexico, and as

such were entitled to no protection by this Government; if they did
not like the treatment, their business was to come back here.
I was trying to get at whether it was your notion that American
citizens who went there and bought property, as you have described
as you have stated these oil men uve lone, from private people, and
who are developing their own private property, were entitled to any
protection from our Government?
Mir. I
. Yes; they are entitled to protection; not only because
of their own interests but because of our interests and the interests
of the world in the development of those resources.
Senator BRnANjPE.EoE. I do not know what line Senator Fall is going
to inquire about, but this may be as good a place as any to ask this
question:
'Whatimportance do you think the development of the 3Mexicar
oil fields has to this Government and to the necessities of our people?
By that I mean the development of those oil fields by our citizens.
and in our interests, rather than the development by some foreign
interests.
Mr. LANE. Foreign interests other than Mexican, perhaps you
mean?

Senator BRANDEOEE. Yes.
Mr. LANE. Of course, I would not contend for a moment that AMexico did not have the first claim on her own resources. She undoubt-

edl has, and there is no contention to the contrary so far as this
Nation is concerned or our people; but we-who have gone in there
and developed that property, discovered the oil there, found that
.Mexico had a resource of which she had no knowledge herself, and
had invested our money in the development of that resource under
the smile and approval of the Mexican Government-certainly will
contend that she should allow that that product shall be used for the
benefit of the United States, if that did not conflict with Mexican
interests.
Now. we must have more oil in this country. Last year we produced 1.600.000 automobiles. We have got over 8,000,000 interiorcombustion engines upon the lands of the United States. We have
got to use oil in our merchant marine. What that demand will be
two or three years hence is impossible to say, but an estimate has been
made within the Shipping Board of a requirement of 100,000.000
barrels within four years. Our Navy has come to rely upon it. We
are using 400,000,000 barrels a year in the United States; increasing rapidly. Last year we used between thirty and forty million
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barrels more than we produced. All of which means there has got

to he an increase in the supply. We do not know where that is com.

ing from within this country, although it is regarded as so serious a
matter that congress s has hastened legislation to meet our need.
There is tgreat supply long the Caribbean Sea and the (Gulf of
Mexico. It is needed for the industries of this country. It is near
to us. The geologists who have made a study of the maps of the
world indicate there are two great bodies of oil; one near the eastern
end of the Mediterranean t running from the (iducnsus to the Persian
Gulf and back to the Mediterranean; the other around the Caribbean
and the Gulf of Mexico.
If we are to have a supply of oil immediately, and we have a
great need arising immediately, we must get our supply from either
one of those two sources. One is at hand, and is one in which
-American capital is interested. The other is distant, and no American capital, except to a very small extent, is interested. So that, if
we are in a petroleum period in our power history, it is essential to
us that the flow of oil from Mexico and other countries to the United
States shall continue, for the development of our foreign trade and
building up of our merchant marine, the upbuilding of our Navy and
the development of our industries.
Senator BnANDEo B.s
When you say you recognize the right of the
first claim by Mexico to her own resources, I do not suppose you
mean they have a right to confiscate that American capital that has
been invested down there in oil enterprises without compensation?
Mr. LANE. No; hardly.
Senator BRANDEEE. You mean, of course, that they have that right
as to what they own, their public lands

yea

Mr. LANE. Yes; but I was talking generally of the product. They

have undoubtedly the ri ht to that.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Oh, yes.
Mr. LANE. And they have the right, I think, to protect themselves
in the matter of seeing that their industries would have a sufficient

supply.
ulThe CIArMAN. By an embargo, or otherwise, if their national

interests demanded.
Mr. LANs. Certainly.
Senator BRANDEOEE. I have seen a statement in the last few weeks,
and it has been referred to on the floor of the Senate, as having been
made by, I think, some Member of the British House of Commons,
stating if not boasting of the fact, in reference to the oil fields that
some of their companies had acquired in Mesopotamia and Syria and
around the Mediterranean, and stating that we would soon have to
call upon them for an enormous quantity of oil, and stating practically that they controlled the oil supply.
Mr. LANE. I have seen that statement.
Senator BRANDEOF.E. It made me apprehensive, and upon the floor
of the Senate, Senators commented upon the fact. I think Senator
Jones, of Washington. in relation to the merchant marine shipping
bill, referred to it, calling the attention of .the country to the danger
of that situation, and unless we get our own supply from the Gulf
of Mexico base.
Mr. LANE. Our people in the United States, who are the pioneer;
in the oil business, who know how to drill oil wells and handle such
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Property better than any other people alive-our people who are
capable and who hlve the money are able and are willing to protect
the U'nited States in that respAet. We can get the oil we need provided our people can be assured that in going to another country.
where they acquire property under the laws of that country and in
strict conformnty with then, they will be protected. Protection of
our rights is all we need. I do not know what statement you refer
to, but I have seen various statements made by English authorities
on that question of British control of the petroleunl supply. 1 hope
those statements are not true. I do not believe there is any reason
why they should be true.
They have got possession pIrtty generally of the whole Persian
field and the field extending from Persia to the Mediterranean, but
there is a vast amount of territory that can be had to the south of
the United States, upon terms perfectlyy fair to those people and
agreeable to them, which will give us nall the oil that we need, and
we can get it if it is undelrstoodl that the United States is sufficiently
interested to see that no unfair thing is clone to those people there,
and that no unfair thing is done
l
to its here.
Senator Bn.nXDEuo . I think the Democratic platform, either four
or eight years ago, pledged the protection of the United States to
its citizens and their property everywhere. and our platform did also.
Mr. LANE. No oil property has been actually taken from anyAmeri.
can citizen that I know of, although efforts have been made in that
direction, I believe.
Senator BRANDE}iE. I think the testimony before this committee
shows that, whether property has been taken or not, the Gomvrnment has forbidden those whlo have obtained the right to drill oil
fields from drilling them.
Mr. IAr,. That is true.
Senator BRANDOanRE., The use of the property, or the prevention
of its proper use, is the equivalent to its confiscation.
Mr. LANP. Very true.
Senator BRANDEmEE. This has been more or less of a diversion. I
think Senator Fall desired to examine on another branch.
The CHAIRMAN. NO; I had concluded the examination. I have
been very much interested in the examination as it proceeded.
You speak of the claims of Great Britain. This oil field, as far as
it is developed around the Gulf and the Caribbean Sea, is known to
extend to the Island of Trinidad, off the coast of Venezuela in South
America, is it not?
Mr. LANE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. TO whom does the Island of Trinidad belong
Mr. LANE. I understand it belongs to Great Britain.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether any American, can acquire
oil lands or permits or drilling rights to develop oil in the Island of
Trinidad under the British lawt
Mr. LANE. I understand not, and I think it goes still further, that
the general policy of Great Britain is that no foreigner shall be in
possession or control of an oil property that is on their soil.
The CHAIRMAN. As far back as 1882, by order from the council or
legislature, or executive order the Standard Oil Co. of the United
States was prohibited from going into India.
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Mr. LANE,. I am not familiar with that fact, but England undoubtedly has seen for some time that this is a new source of power, and
has been forehanded and foresighted.
The ClAIRSmAN. England has pursued a policy of encouraging her
citizens in every way in the acquisition by such citizens of oil rights
all over the world, has she not?
Mr. LANE. Undoubtedly. Of course, we have never recognized ourselves as promoters of commerce.
The CIAIRMAN. No. During this war, within the last few years,
have the English gone further than they had before, to this extent:
That the English Government itself has acquired a majority interest
in a great oil development company or its subsidiaries?
Mr. LANE. I understand that is true. I made a report when I was
Secretary of the Interior, which came eventually to the Senate, upon
that question.
The CHAIRMANa . That policy is being developed through what is
known as the Dutch Shell Co.
Mr. LAw.. Yes,
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether that company is interested
in oil development in Mexico?
Mr. LANE. I understand it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether it is interested in the field
in Colombia?
Mr. LANE. I understand it is also there.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything about the American syndicate, the Tropical Oil Co., and other American companies doing
business in South or Latin America?
Mr. LANE. I understand there are two American companies in
Colombia doing business of a very large character and having
producing wells.
The CHAIRmAN. Do you know whether or not those companies
which have acquired that interest have transferred the majority to
the Dutch Shell and its subsidiary company?
Mr. LANE. I do not. I think that is not true.
The CHAIRMAN. I am afraid it is true, that a three-fourth interest

in a large concession for a tract of oil land obtained by American
companies has been transferred recently to the Dutch Shell syndicate.
Mr. LANE. That is a menace to the United States in that we must
get an outside supply of oil, and if it continues something like what
Senator Brandegee says may come true, that we may be compelled
to buy from them.
The CHAIRMAN. And yet there is an enormous amount of ready
capital in the United States which could be employed in the development of these American properties. Then there must be some reason
to induce American companies to part with majority interests in
their property to an Enghlish company.
Mr. LANE. I think, perhaps, I can say one of the reasons is the
uncertainty as to the security-the sureness or safety of the investment in the other country.
The C AIRMAN. Do you understand that the English in their
developments entertain the same apprehension
Mr. LANE. They evidently have not to the same extent.
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Senator BRIAANDEOEE. You spoke about the number of barrels of
oil. How many gallons are there in a barrel of oil?
Ar. LANE. Iorty.two.
Senator BRANDEGEE. I ask permission to put in with my remarks
an excerpt read by Senator Jones of Washington describing the

statement of this Englishman as to this oil situation.
The CAIarMAN. Certainly, that may go in.

(The exhibit referred to is as follows, being from the Congressional

Record of April 28, 1020, pp. 0719, 6720:)

Mr. J.Tox
of Washington. I have here nacliping from the Public I~tAger of
I'illadelphla under date of April 0, dated tt I.onon. n special cable llpateh:
"Writing In the Tines, Sir E. Macknly Edgar, in explaining (ireat lirlnin's
control of the oil resources of the world, uys that within at few years the
Uniltled States will be paying BIritlsh o'I Illtlets $1,000.000,000 annually for oil
for the American Navy and for Amterican home consumption.
"With the exception of Mexico and to a h.sser extent of Central American,
the outer world is securely harricanded tllaist in American Invasion in force,
lie said. There nmay be small, isolated sillles. but there can never by ia
inassed
nltack. The British position is Impregnable."
If our administrative ofilers, if our State Department, who should know
more about this situation than we can know or than anyone els, in the country
can know, are satisfleed that the only way we can protect our Interests in the
nacquirement of oil concessions anti in securing oil to meet our future needs, is
through a corporation or company, as suggested by the Senator from California.
it seems to me that it is the duty of those administrative officers to say so, and
to recommend to Congress legislation long those lines. If they will come to
Congress and do that. I, for one, will stand by then,.
Ar. KINo. Will the Senator permit an Interruption right there?
Mr. Joxrs of Wanshington. Yes: although I had not expected to take so much
time.
Mr.KING. I will wait until the Senator includes the article andti
then I will
propound the question.
Mr. .To*ss of Washington. It is rather lengthy, andll
the Senator can pro.
ceed.
Mr. Ktxo. Very well. I hove thought for some time, particularly in view of the
Infornatlon whth the Senator front California IMr. I'lPhelan furnished to the
Senate several months ago, that it is the duty of the Navy Department of the
Government to acquire oil lands for naval purposes and uses in remote parts
of the earth where our fleet will be called, and I should be glad to see nn appropriation made, to be placed in the hands of the President. for the purpose of
acquiring oil lands in those countries to which our fleet may go and when oil
might le needed for our Navy.
I should be very glad if the Conlnittee oil Naval .Affahir would

consider

that

question, or if some other committee of the Senate would take up the matter.
If It is naot done I shall offer an amendment to the pending bill or Introduce an
Independent bill, so that the whole subject may be considered by the Senate.
Mr. .ToNEs of Wnshington. I would welcome something along that line, but I
want to emnphasizo the statement I made. I am not criticizing the administrathon or the department, but It seems to me that. they being more familiar with
the details of the needs and the difficulties that they face. It Is their duty to
rconmnend to Congress what they think ought to bhedone. We enn not know
thee facts and the details except as we got them In a general way. They run
right up against them in the conduct of their affairs.
Just as the Senator from Utah IMr. Kingl has said. the Secretary of tl;e Navy
nndl the oilleianls
of the Navy know exactly what are the needs of the Navy;
they know the difficulties that they have in supplying those needs; they know
the factls at the different points of the compass in the world that we do not
know, nit nbout the only way that we can get the information is that they
call them to our attention and make recommendations to us. based upon their
knowledge of the situation and the facts.
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lHeadling flrthelr from this artlele:
n ill likely or prolblle 4oil
" lr Aaekay thdhires that till known ill fielis ai
l l, V'niiled Slates are iin British lhItlis or under lBritish manI gellehtis outslhf
ment or cmlllol or tllatlned by Britrsh capital.
"' We .shill haIve to wlit ii few years befor e theIifull aduillig'es of ihe Astualie said, but that that harvest eventually will
lmti l1l1 II ^il to be real)e(l,'
l
great one theretalt I i no mallnner of doubt. To thle tti e of mamny millions
lit'
of lmilUds a year Allieriea before very long will have to purchase froml British
ctspaniiies 114 tio layv for Ii dollar curreny inI progresilively Itcreasing proportion the ml silte icall not do without and Is no longer ible to furnish front her
if their present curve of conlsullllltloli, eslwpeltlly of
own store. I estilmlate tht,
hllgh-grttdle Iproduct, s llllltnlled. Atlerlcans in 10 years will he Idller the
nitemssl y of Imilirtig 500,(M),000 barrels of oil yearly at $2 i Ibarrel, ai very
low flgll'., aId flint nltllas lit annual payment of $1.000,000,000 ler nillnum,
way Into British ilnrkets. If there are
which will id its
most, If inot all..f
I-esillsis left iIn itheltnited Kingdolm, I conlfidlently llvlte them to pu that it
their lilltes and smoke it.'"
connection I desire to suggest that ilow is the
An.\. .Ir. President, IIthis
tint for us to begin to liy our plins to meet any such situation its that. There
are different ways bry which we can meet it.
tIhalt the Mexicanl
Mr. I'resldent, dioes the Senator unlderstalll
MIr. W.vrso.
oil Ilelds are in control of the llBritish?
that they arel entiFrely so.
Mr. Jo.m of Washington. No; I do niot undlllerstanl
il tlilt iilnlilor Iles reail womlil leail
l
3i1. W.Tmso. 'Tile ill-swvlitt ell'cliiat
one to cei0itd'lihat stt'li wits le ei'.se.
Mr. JoNS of 'l1ushliiiglitoi. No; Jllt ipretLlliIg thlllnt stattllieit--'rolllhilly tIhe
think lie sily Ithlit, olls tlt of Mrexlte
nolt iotlit it-I
Selllntor f ion luilsahtia111
rilltsh lirnltlilly conitreil tli' toill o all the wlorh.
lt'
Illd one either fiel. the
for uIs to Uiihli;eklt
hnowvel-tr, whliat I willit ii suggest Is this: Tlils Is the fie
in do whnalever we think long dllfflYreit lines will libe fur
-rselvesso Ilthat wt
thllie
in i few ,wears hbe ilepeniltitipnlo
11:- lipro'titllll of our llntersts. We iyi'
British Empire for oil, its Sir .1lllcky 'digar says but, Ir. Preshldent, they
m1, in this (iiitry for iminy things, 1ani wt ought tit pretlenl iltiin
are dephn
lit'els to seltiIre Just t(reattu tel t in the
pire oullrs lve so Ihiat wt tcalli lii their
lly inl thIese letters
satisfaction of our ilct mls. 'iThere ougllht to be someit rei.ll
a
s might not to go always
to our dviitagt- Its well ts 1i6 thi rs. C(onesslotl n
itItry tIo other pl'Pilt'l auiet we i i i i Ilt.ithllo, ill lily juilgillent.
frloml tills
oar
lor.
whenii
Iles.,
lg
to iiislt that whleni we make ucessionis Ilonli
les Ililtit be sutiipllite from other ountrhii'is, hallt w' shall a1Ilso el-iI n.essios
ii
because of needs f theirs whrlh we must Illl't.
Tihtre i're treaties now that lirev'nt .u from doinglg what we 1iglit 4 t dol for
oultlght tI) lbe aIlrogllted,
ourselves ianil for our owi Intel'rests. Tho'sl,!e tiltie
sitlii to Iiok after oir owii interests. Our ndimunils.
,it
so that we shall lbe ill
1I am nolt saying thilt they art' inlt 4oiig it--mllght to see
tratlve ollivers-aln
to it when nllvantlages aind confess ons are securdl Iby oilier tiutlllries., espeitlly
t e("trs onls iand adilvaitiges for ou011
along Viilnertlal lines, thiit we also gel
benefit.
Y r.M~r. President, will thec Senatior allow lilt to ilnteirupilit hli?
1'r
ir. Pir.
The V'icE I'RESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wailtshingto yield to tolh Semaltor
from California?
Mr. Jo S of WVashington. I ylel.
. The Senator liha observed that the Ut'itet Siates hals been
Mr. PItt
asked to take the manldihate for Armenia?
Ir. Jo:tss of Wuaslhiligton. I hoe we shluill not get tIe Leagullti of Nultions Ilup
to-dtry.
Mr. PIuIt.a . I will spare the Senator, bec use I was about to olber-e tlhnt if

we htld a rtpreisetntlive In thlllt Iclhdylwt, might illake terils, hiult niow-

aIr.JoNEs of Washilgton . We do not have to have such a representative. I
can not yield to the Senator for that, because I do not want to go into Its dliscus on. However, Mr. President, we have admlnlstrative representatives and
dlplonmatle agents nbroad who can look after the interests of this country, and
it is not necessary to make the excuse that we need some representative on the
council of the League of Nations to deal with inandatorles or anything like that
to look after the interests of this country, and the Senator from California
knows that as well as I do.
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" That this view Is lot exaggerated is indicated by the fact that four departIlle11ts of lithe A\llerlieiin
(Goverinment-W r, Navy, State, alnd Commerce--have
instruct IIr representatives throughout tie world to watch nill oil developInents with the greatest care and report to Washington fully."
Mr. Plresitent. 1 aitn glad thlnt
flint
has hi'n done. What use Is being made
of these reports? This Is right In Ihne with wllat I suggested awhile ago, that
they get information which we cman not get lnhss they give It to us. If there
Is Information which they have secured or that they shall secure, that shows the
lnledl
of nlliolln
by Congress, it Is their duty to come to Congress and tell us what
tlihey wanlt ii(nd then nsk us to enacnet tile legislation.
Mr. S MOOT. We tire lockllng the stable door after tile
horse is stolen.
M~. JosEs of Washington. Thl quotation continues:

" lurnllig the lst leek several lilIpc)rtllut conferences have taken place both in
o.tlltoln. hitweeni Amllericanll
ollelals, when tileoil situation waits disullss'dl
hietlus-e of the persistent reports that British Interests are about to close
Iig oil deals In Mexie :tilll
l'ern witlh companies now operating there or owning
I'laris HMll

Mr. Plresidenlt. If thlleree companies and corporations, for instune, in Peru,
that hold great oilI colItcesslons there, why Is not our Government trying to get
simlllnIr cn.I('slIon i,r
to yeiIli
an terest in them? If they ne l authority, if they
need leg.ismlation that is important to enable them to do so, let them iusk Congress
mand th e n:.ltority will be granted.
" If ilk deal .~es through, lrltaln's control of the oil resources of tihe worlm
will le equal to n strangle hold.
"'Aa\li't
from cMexico,' Sir Mackey Edgar continues, ' t is almost a case of
the British first flind
tile
rest of the world nowhere. I should say (lint two-thirds
of th11
improved fields of Central aind South America are in British hands. In
(.uatealnnn,
honduras, Nicaraguna, Costa Itlcn, Pallanlmo, Coloimbia, Venezuela,
iul Eci:lidor a tlr
de sive aul really overwhelming majority of tile
petroleum concessions are held by British subjects. They will be developed Iby British
na ltal.'"
Why is it, .1Mr. I'l'resldt'll
. tIIn11 Amierhi'i
citizens
nl not get oil concessions
In South Amerlican counllr~
1
In
y julldgillent,
they can if our Covernlllment
will take lite pruolr steps, dilimatl :11id otherwise, with thn.s e itlllries.
Qulotin further:
"

TENT OF IRITISIl CONTROL.

"The Alves group, whose holdings encir0ele practically two-thirds of the
Caribbean Sea, is wholly British, working under arrangements which ilsure
that Iprpetunl control of its ulertakings
m
shall remain in hIritish hands. No
Anmerloin citizenll
ind no Amlle lean group has acquiredl or evier could ntequire
any such position iIn('eit'tral Anerlem :s thlit which enterprise and persoimality
have secured for Mr. Alves."
I believe, Mr. residentn. thflint we have imen In this country who have just as
line personality and just as much enterprise as hais any British subject or citizen,
andl.
with the en. ouragrmlenlct that our Government ought to give them, I believe
we could accomplish just as Intich as the British citizens have necomplislhed.
oil organizations, the Shell group. It
"()r, ike aain that grea.st of till
owns exclusive or colttrols lnttrests In every important oil field it the world,
including the United States, Itlisshi. Mexico, the Dutch East Indles. Itounmilin,
Egypt, Venezuela. Trinidad, IndliI, Ceylon, time Malay States, North atd South
Straits Setlriclents, and the Philippines."
Chin,u Shin, tilhe
It looks to iite ns thollhmrll we(ought to be able to have some little control at
United States there.
least over the l'hilipine.- amnd the Interests of tihe

Mr. LANE. You will find in the New York World some extracts

from those statements. One of them was from Walter Long, I
think, and another by Jepson Smith.
Senator BRANDEEE. Do you remember what proportion of the

oil that is produced in the United States is produced in California?
Mr. LANE. Two or three years ago it was about one-third, about
100.000,000 barrels out of 300.000.000. I think there is a larger yield

aLla
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now from Texas than from California. Probably Californina yields
now about one-quarter.
Senator BRANDE EE. Do you not think that, in view of what you
have intimated as to the needs of our proposed merchant marine
and of our naval vessels, both of which are governmental and both
of which may involve the protection of this country and of its outlying possessions. the governmentt itself has an interest, irrespective
of the commercial use of oil in this country, to at least, whether it
promotes or not, protect private citizens who are trying to promote
an adequate supply of oil to this country?
Mr.
N
Undoubtedly so, Senator. I made specific recommendations upon that proposition in my last annual report, and in a
report which I approved, which was sent to Congress over a year ago.
Senator BRANI)EOEE. I amn glad to refer to that. Thnt is all I care
to ask.
The Cntlc.r.
x. We thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK R. KELLOGG.
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
CxAInun x. Please state your full name.
Mr. KELwro. Frederick R. Kellogg.
The CI nlr..x. What is your business?
Mr. K:ELrAMO. I lIt a lawyer, sir.
The CItIlIRMANx. Where is your place of business?
MIr. KIELIAO. In New York (City,at 52 Broadway.
'he CnIIA11x. In the practice of your profession have you had
reason to investigate and to familiarize yourself with the laws of
Mexico, with reference to mineral rights, lands, etc.
IMr.
KELmAGo. I have, for the last 15 ,ears.
'The'IAul1~x. Do you speak the Spanish language?

Th'Ie

Mr.

KELAGO. I (do.

The CHAInM.Ax. IIns your attention been called to the testimony
of Mr. John Lind, to which reference has been made in the examination of Secretary Lane, such testimony having been given before this
committee on a recent hearing?
Mr. KELLOCO. It has.
Thie Cu~niliJr. x. Have you read the statement of Mir. Lind?
IMr. KEIz.oo. I have read several pages of Mr. Lind's testimony,
which was directed specifically to the American oil companies and to
the laws of Mexico with relation to petroleum.
The CARAlnAx. In the statement made by Mr. Lind appears a
comparison or attempted comparison between the laws of the United
States and Mexico, and he uses this language:
In Mexico, the same as with us, originally, the State owned nil the minerals.

Is there any difference in the Mexican law and the Spanish laws
between their method or treatment of minerals of different classes?
Mr. KEI,:Cac. Yes; there is and has been always since the early
days after the discovery of this continent by Spain, and of the conquest of Mexico by Cortez.
T he CHAIRMAN. What is that difference?
Mr. KEI:L G.. They draw a distinction between metalliferous minerals on the one hand, and nonmetalliferous minerals on the other, and
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that distinction has been very clearly applied in the early decrees,
orders, and ordillces, commIencing even before the discovery of this
continent, but especially clear in the first law decreed by Philip II in
1659, and in the subsequent laws and edicts, which continued until
1793, which is the last I know of.
The CrAlnThIAN. Have you prepared a memorandum or brief upon
this subject which you are now referring to, with the authorities-you have referred to the edict of Philip the Second and the law of
1793--and the subsequent legislation of the Mexican Goverunent
along these lines?
AMr. KELLOGO. I have prepared a partially complete memorandum,
but owing to the lateness of my information that I should be called
here to-(ay I have not got it in such shape to be able to hand it to
you now, but it can readily be completed if a few days' time can be
allowed.
The CAIMJIMAN. Would it suit you now to refer to that memorandum, or from your memory, to give the specific decrees and orders
and laws?
A r. KE.LOGO. Whichever is most agreeable to you, Mr. Chairman.
'1The CIAI lMAN. I would like to have you do it now, in as short a
way as possible, and take your time then in furnishing the committee
with the memorandum or brief which you speak of, which will also
be printed by the committee in your testimony.
Mr. KELLOGO. I should be very happy to do so, Mir. Chairman.
The first law to which I refer is that of Philip the Second, dated
January 10, 1559, and the object of that law is set forth in the introduction to it-that is, as intending to refer to mines and the mineral
deposits of gold, silver, quicksilver, and other metals. The word
"metals" is specifically used. The law then proceeds to incorporate
into the royal patrimony mines of the description just given, and
which are included in the public lands or in private ownership.
It is a curious and interesting feature of that law that even the
despotic monarch Philip the Second especially provided for full
compensation in the case of any mine thus taken over into the royal
patrimony which at the date of that edict had passed into private
ownership.
The CHAInMAN. May I not interrupt you right there to ask you if
it is not true that in 1375 Spain had adopted a mineral law with
reference to royal or Crown lands by which in each grant thereafter
made there was reserved to the Crown the Crown minerals--that is,
gold, silver, and quicksilver-and that that edict was for the purpose
of assuring the property of the Crown in the particular minerals
mentioned, known as metalliferous minerals, within the lands, the
surface of which had been granted by the Crown theretofore to
private individuals, the Crown being the source of title?
Mr. I(ELTOo. It covers that situation, sir.
The CIIAi 1AN. After the discovery of minerals in this country,
when it was evident that there was a great treasure house here, the
Spanish Crown having theretofore made grants in Spanish-America
of lands to individuals in reward for services, etc., adopted this law
of 1559, restricting the ownership of the minerals within those lands
or at least establishing the policy of the Crown with reference to
the metalliferous minerals; that is, that it shoudl not be understood
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by this grant that metalliferous minerals were parted with by the
Crown, but that they were retained by the Crown.
Mir. KELIoKIO. I think your analysis is entirely correct, Mr. Chairman.

Perhaps it is not wholly out of place to compare the provision
which I have just referred to as to compensation to individual owners, in this decree of 1559, with the absolutely confiscatory provisions
of Mr. Carranza'sconvention-of 1017.
The CuiAuIa x, I will be glad to have you do so.
Mr. KEr,uco. I have done it in that one sentence. There is no
such provision in the constitution of 1017, and there was one 400
years before in the decree I have referred to.
Shall I proceed?
The CHAI MAN. Continue in your own language.
Mr. K .LLroo.With reference to these various decrees?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KLLOcO. There were subsequent decrees and orders and
edicts, which continued until 1703. I do not know of any after that
time, although I believe there was one of comparative unimportance
after the end of the century. All of these relate to the same general
matter and, I take it, must be construed together; because, taken to.
gether, they show a complete policy of the Crown of Spain with
reference to nonmetalliferous minerals and metalliferous minerals.
At the time of the early decrees hydrocarbons were not generally
known or considered to be of commercial importance, but subsequently coal did become of importance, and prior to the independence
of Mexico the question arose as to whether this hydrocarbon came
within the purport and intent of the preceding decrees and ordinances. That doubt was resolved, as it seems to me, very clearly by,
first, the decree or edict of 1780, from which a little quotation can
properly be read, I think. That was the 26th of December, 17809. It
commences by referring to the difficulties which were said to have
occurred in the use of coal, and by a declaration that it is desired
to remove these difficulties and simplify the subject, and then the following language is used:
mSt
nhllllllil|, oir
o1 lll
r
Conl not lWoig 1a iueltil
lieltlil
\wihhi thO IAws or OIrdiianmet,: whleh
prolwity of Ihit, royal parilliiony.

"

oti
Or ifthe lthinjg Colprt'ohtrlnre thlnt mnlites are the

.\nd then it goes on and makes provision for its free extraction
and its free use. even for its exportation to any part of the world.
These decrees in various places clearly recognized the point to
which I have alluded, that such things as hydrocarbons are the
property of the owner of the soil, whether that owner be a municipal council or private individual; and the same principle seems
to govern the case of any other hydrocarbon, such as petroleum,
which was not then enumerated specifically.
Tihe Cirsmmi.-x. In reference to that law of 1789, under which

difficulties had arisen, was it not your understanding that these
questions which had arisen were along this line: That the law having provided, by order of the Crown, that upon public lands these
minerals could he acquired, by location or denouncement, that it
was found or thought there was no provision by which coal upon
such public lands could be denounced or used, nld the law of 1789
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was passed, making the distinction between the law governing metalliferous minerals and the law governing the ownership of tile soil,
and establishing hoe principles not only that the subsoil products
of subsoil property, the nonmetalliferous minerals, were the property of the owner of the soil, but also provided that even upon the
Crown lands there should be a distinction as to the use of coal: that
it must be obtained by direct grant instead of under the ordinary
mineral law?
Mr. KELLvca. I think that is correct. The law to which I have
just referred, of 1789, shows the solicitude of the Crown to provide
for the extraction and actual dedication to public use of coal that
may he on anybody's ground, but wherever that thought is worked
out and the plan of getting the coal out is provided for it is always
accompanied by a provision recognizing the right of the owner, the
private ownership.
Tihe CHAIRMAN. The title?
Mr. KELTAGo. The title, and providing especially for full compensation for the coal thus extracted. It is in effect a provision for
just compensation, as in all eminent domain statutes.
Shall I pass now to the law of 1702?
The CHAIRMIAN. You may proceed in your own way.
Mr. KELIT GO. In 1792 there was another decree relating to this
general subject, from which it appears clearly that doubt had arisen
as to the interpretation or meaning or effect of the preceding laws,
and the Crown legislated upon that subject again as follows:
Despite any interpretation which might have been given or may be given
to the laws anl ordinances to the effect that every kind of mines, although not
.expresly named in those laws, belong to the Crown, mines of coal shall be
of free availability an are by ntllent custom mines of iron and other substances
which are extracted from the bosom of the earth.

That is section 1. Section 2 of that law reads as follows:
Nevcrthelesm, the Crown shall preserve the supreme right of incorporating to
Itself such mine or mines as it may require or as may be convenient for the

use of the royal navy, fnetorhs. machines. or other objects whatsoever and
public service.

The next sentence seems to me to be of distinct importance.
Such mines as may be found in unclaimed or public lands may be thus in.
corpornted without recompense, but if they belong to local council, communities, or individual owners, there shall be paid to them their just value.

The obvious comment is that that establishes the clearest possible
express recognition of the private ownership of that particular kind
of mineral, to wit, coal, which was then the only important hydrocarbon, by either a public or private owner of the land, and an express
provision for just compensation.
The CHAIRMiAN. Just exactly as if the Crown needed the surface
soil, it would have to compensate, but it could, under the power of
the Crown, take the surface?
Mr. KELLOG. Absolutely analogous. Clause 3 reads as follows:
The direct owners who are the proprietors of the lands where mines of coal
exist, whether they are councils, communities, or individuals, may discover
tlhemlwork them, and enjoy them for themselves alone, or permit others to do
so, or may rent them or sell them, as they see fit, without any license or fornmality other than that which may be required to enjoy, rent, or sell the land
which contains them.
4786-20-voL 2--
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The comment being that that seems to emphasize the thought which
I have just expressed, AMr. Chairman, that they treat a substance of
that nature exactly as they treat the surface, in express language.
That is one of the latest, if not the latest of the utterances of the
Crown of Spain upon the subject, although I think there were decrees
after the beginning of the century and before the independence of
Mexico was established which related to it, but which certainly did
not atfect the principle which has been laid down.
'1The ( uinllti.x. lhat was embraced in the ordinances governing
the sanitation and working of mines, and protection of miners, etc.,
but did not make a now distinction or undertake to set up a new
title or a new claim to the nonmetalliferous minerals.
Mr. l(KE,rAtno. My recollection is that your statement is entirely
correct. And it will be observed that these later interpretative decrees, as I might call them, although they are of necessity also construct(ive decrees, are connected with and must be construed as fixing
the meaning of all the preexisting laws upon the general subject,
beginning with 1387 and continuing through the laws of 1559. the
ordinances of 1783, and the other decrees above mentioned.
h'e CiAtlmu.~a. 'lThose laws were by general decrees and executive orders continued in force after the Mexican revolution of 1821,
as tilhe laws of Mexico, and by the decrees of Bolivar and Pedro in
1820 the law as it was established in Mexico was made the law of the
Republic of Colombia, of Venezuela, and Ecuador.
fMr.KELt.LOo. Yes. I believe there was also a treaty between
Mexico and Spain under which whatever rights the Crown had
passed to the newly organized Republic of Mexico.
The CIIAIMAN. Exactly.
Mr. KELAico. But which did not purport, of course, to change the
nature or extent of those rights.
Shall I proceed?
The ChAinuaAN. Proceed.
Mr. IK1Eroo. After the establishment of the Government of the
Mexican Republic, there appears to have been no Federal legislation
relating to mining matters-that is, none which related to the title
of these particular substances-until after the amendment of the
Constitution of 1857. That amendment took place in the early
eighties. I have forgotten the exact year, but I think it was 1883.
Those amendment expressly authorized the Federal Government to
establish mining codes. 'Up to that time there had been no such
express authority in the Constitution of 1857. Very shortly following the adoption of this constitutional amendment the first definite
nuning code of the Republic of Mexico was adopted. I think it is in
the code of 1884. Shall I read that part into the record'I
The CHu IRm3AN. I will be glad to have it in the record.
Mr. KErjLLoo. These are excerpts from the mining law of November 22, 1884, reading as follows:
ART. 0.

Foreigners

uerty
imay lnellllire tluniihig prol

,ui .oluch tt'erms

alid

with

Itpublic grant hin, 11he ipeCity to acquire,
such illltatlonnsas the law s of th lle
own, and transfer ordinary property. * * *
AnT. 10. The following substances are the exclusive property of the owner of
the land, who may therefore develop and enjoy them without the formality of
denouncement or special adjudication.

Then follows Subsection IV. which reads as follows:

g-g
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Mr. hind, if I may comment on the part I have read of his testimiolly--

X.. I will be very glad to have you do so.
Tfie (.ui.
Mr. hlEI:.Oxu. Mr. Lind referriei specifically to this,flnd commented

Ulpon this law as follows:

4
g 1hl))i' ndllllithistri 1111I(
lllr
xiexio owited lit' oil1 a11U F)Iome th
:1'11i' SInll Ill
Then they s'e1llre1l Iiii lot of lhe Mt'xli
11,0I. wllli l.rd Cowdnly discovered ol.
an;ll('clgret'ss r'l'lllqlllsh g t111'Stlle 'hli to the oil lnlll real plroplerly. Of
411i1l lh4is orgii tllIn in .Mehxle. unaler Phiz, were in
N'.,s. L.ord 4 'iwldroy
55
Il,.sulion to vlrlulllly dictlite. a11d they11,ld dictate to the M SexClill overimenllt
what they wianited, nlldl they got whalt they wnlited.

I was especially struck, Mr. ('Chairman, by that statement, because
it was positive; it is not stated as being on information and belief,

would( Eive to anyone who reads it the impression that ,ir.
Lind was testifying fronm personal knowledge. Now. analyzing it
foer a moment, it is obvious that the pivotal part of that statement is
that Lord ('owdrav discovered oil in Mexico and then dictated the
kind of law he wanted and got it passed. The fact is, to my personal
knowledge, not information and belief, but my personal knowledge
is, that Lord Cowdray never entered the oil field until at least 18
years after the passage of this law of 1884. That is, as far as Mexico
is concerned. I do not know what lie was doing in other parts of the
world. There was no commercial exploitation or development of
petroleum in Mexico existing at the time this law of 1884 was passed,
iand it was not until 10 years later, in 1900, that Mr. Doheny and Mr.
Canield first went to Mexico. first discovered what they thought was
a commercial proposition in petroleum, and acquired their first interest there. And it was not until at least two and I think three
va.rs later that Lord (owdray. being attracted by the results of
Mr. Doheny's and Mr. Canfleld's efforts, commenced for the very
first time to take an interest in the petroleum proposition in Mexico.
He got his first information on the matter from Mr. Doheny and Mr.
'anfield; lie got his first tools from Mr. Doheny and Mr. Canfleld;
and they endeavored to assist him as a friendly competitor will endleavor to assist another.
Mr. Doheniy and Mr. Canfield never had turned their attention the
least degree to Mexico until about 1900, so far as petroleum was concerned, although Mr. Doheny had been prospecting in the early
stages of his career. Neither 'he or Mr. Canfleld had the least thing
to do, directly or indirectly, with the passage of the law of 1884, and
they would not have gone into Mexico in 1900, as they have both
frequently told me, except for their reliance on the assurance that
the law gave them that the ownership of petroleum would follow the
Iwnershllip of the land and they would be fully protected by the laws
of Mexico in their intended development.
and it

The CnHAIRMAN. It is also a fact that in 1883, when that constitu-

tional provision was adopted under which the legislation of 1884
was adopted, Diaz was not President of Mexico, but Gonzales was
President of Mexico, is it not?
Mr. KELRO
oIO.Mr. Gonzales was president at that time. That statement is entirely correct, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Lind's testimony, therefore, on that point would seem to indicate that he has accepted, with
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complete trust and confidence, the statements which are so frequently
made by certain Carranza propagandists in this country on that subject i that he did not take the time or the trouble to even make a superficial examination as to the facts, for the merest superficial examlnation would show the facts and he was willing to go before thee American public, with his prestige and reputation, as the father of a state.
men which is so seriously wrong that it can not be allowed to pass
without the most complete demonstration of its inaccuracy.
My attention is called to another development which bears upon the
statement of Mr. Lind. lie stated that Lord Cowdray wanted the
law of 1884 passed, which I have shown to be a very serious Lrror.
As a matter of fact, Lord Cowdray in the year 1905 was sponsor for
an attempt to have petroleum nationalized in Mexico, which, owing
to Mr. Doheny's operations, he must have thought would be more
beneficial to Lord Cowdray and his interests than the private ownership of petroleum which then prevailed.
This resulted in a special convocation of the members of the
Academy of Jurisprudence in Mexico, which corresponds in a rough
way to our American Bar Association here, and at that time was comprised of the leading members of the Mexican bar. The question pre.
sented to the academy by the person who represented the interest desiring nationalization of petroleum was as to whether the title to petroleum beneath the surface of privately owned lands then belonged
or did not belong to the Mexican Government; and second, whether,
if it did not belong to the Mexican Government that government had
the right to take it from the private owners of those lands. A notable
discussion followed the announcement of these propositions. The
matter was discussed under the leadership of the greatest Mexican
lawyer of his time, Don Luis Mendez. The old and new laws were
nialyzed and traced back to the foundation of the Roman law, which
pIrceded all these royal decrees and the vote of the academy was
unanimous with the exception oi the man who submitted the proposition, to the effect, first, that the Mexican Government did not own
the petroleum beneath the surface of privately owned lands; and
second, that it had no right whatsoever to take it away from the
private owners of the surface.
Mr. Lind also stated in it rather casual way that:
In Mexico, the same as with us originally, the State owned all the minerals.

Mr. Lind is in error in respect to that proposition, as to what we
owned, and in Mexico an examination of prior jurisprudence will

show he was equally Inaccurate in regard to familiar stipulations in
the law of that country. I quote from a further statement Mr. Lind
made upon the same topic. Counsel asked him:
What do you inclan when you say that the oil belonged to the State lup to the
time of Din? Do you mean that where private property hald hIen grantdl,
nevertheless the oil was reserved to the State nas Its property?

Mr. Lind answered:
Yes; just the same as other minerals. You know, on any land in Mexico.
privately owned, anyone can go and condemn-denounce, as they call It-minerals rights. My understanding Is that in Mexico to-day, and it always has
been the law In Mexico, the owner of real property does not own the minerals.

From that very explicit statement of Mr. Lind's it will be apparent
that he has perhaps not been informed about and certainly has given
no attention to the well-established distinction in the former laws to
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which I have already alluded between metalliferous minerals and
nonmetalliferous minerals.
The CHAIRMAN. The Spanish word d :ribing metal is " met al ss"
Mr. KE.LLOAO. "Metale s "; that Is correct.
The CIIR
liAN. And "minerals " is generally known as "m i n erales "
Mr. KELLOa0. That is correct. Those two words have a perfectly
clear distinction of meaning.
Continuing further with- r. Lind's testimony, as to land ownership and the ownership of minerals, he says:
That was true of oil until Cowdray secured that nnenudment of the law.
There is no foundation in legal history or in fact for either the
conclusion of law which Mir. Lind draws or his statement as to Lord
Cowdray's activities.
Continuing, he says:
Now, as I understand the constitutional provision-

The witness, referring to the constitution of 101-to which you refer simply reinstates the old law with this provision, that it shall
not apply to land acquired by foreigners during the period that the law was In
operation, or to hlnds where oil had been developed.

I am particularly anxious to have that quotation noted, Mr. Chairman, because it illustrates again the trust and confidence which Mr.
Lind has evidently placed in the statements of others, without giving
them his own personal investigation. Ile says that the constitution
of 1917 contains the same provisions as the old law, except that it
does not apply in its confiscatory provisions to land acquired by
foreigners during the period that the law of 1884 was in operation.
As a matter of fact, the constitution of 1917 entirely omits the pro.
vision which Mfr. Lind is convinced that it contains and it is owing
to its omission that this strenuous conflict has existed for the last two
years between the oil companies who did acquire lands under the
statutes of 1884, 1892, and 1009, and the Oovernment of Mexico, that
has been continually seeking to take away from them the petroleum
contained in those lands thus acquired and held; and acquired, I
should have said, not from public ownership, but, from private ownership, in every case, as far as our companies-and I mean the Mexican
petroleum group--are concerned.
I am also well within the markl when I state that although I have
not been counsel of all other oil companies in Mexico, that there
never has been a concession g ranting oil lands in Mexico to any
American company since the beginning of the development of the
oil industry. There was a concession to the Lord C(owdray Co. of
certain rights in respect to certain public lands. That has nothing
whatever to do with the position of the American oil companies, and,
as a matter of physical fact, I nnderstnnd there never has been a
barrel of oil developed from the lands covered by this concession.
even by Lord Cowdray.
Another feature of Mr. Lind's statement to which I have alluded
is that he states that the constitution of 1017 does not apply to aInnds
where oil has been developed. Again he is absolutely mistaken, because there is no such provision in the constitution of 1017, and one
of the great contentions of the American oil companies has been that
such a provision. oir one which would be somewhat broader in its
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scope, should have been inserted into the body of

Meoxicnn

juris-

prudlencle.

lie said, significantly. atthe end of that statement:
7Iit t. Iliny
tillllls
alnlli1g., buil
11ml win- IewImiwerflect IIdeifll.

T'ihat is tihe only sentellnce of his statement which I flild myself
heartily and silncerely able to agree with.
'The (,iu1unta.x.
Is it not rather important in foundation,. than in
detail?
Mir. Krl.11,cA. In every detail conunencing with the first word to
tliell st word, in sulstanice and detail as well.
Anotliher very definite statement showing the source ns well as the
inancuracv of :1Mr. lind's information is contained in the following

'The question was asked of him:

sentence .
Who'll'' sli y
,ilI im1

iu
J
g
e s11r.rle

Mr. .1xIl. W hy. tlha

oul
lli
frorimii tii h intI ol Inw of .lexh'iwas that the
I -o
lollgi )ly
inlriville +iV lo4.
11itlll0+
g l I,s ( 1hflove'n. rltnlit?

l,1ti1
1 lilt,

h1w.

In other words, Mr. Lind seeks to trace the subject juridically
Iack to the days of the Ilomnan law; but nothing was plainer under
the l1oi(tlan
law than that the owner of the surface had everything lup
to the sky an11dl
down to the center of the earth, and the ellct of the
decree of'Philip the Second, in 1559, was simply to take away rights
which the Roman law gave to every surface owner-such rights as anll
absolutee monarch desired to reserve for himself, and by reason of
his absolutisml was able to thus reserve-and even thee lie l did it
with the express reservation as to just compensation to any private
individual who might be injured by the arbitraryact of the sovereign.
The Cul.tal.x. Reference is made in Mir. Lnd's testimony to the
Code Napoleon.
Mr. KEIJCGO. My attention is just called to that. lie says "That
is the ('ode Napoleon." I suppose that might be interpreted as meaning that lie takes the Code Napoleon as being in force in Mexico, and
as being the last word in tile Roman law. In the absence of definite
knowledge as to what lie really meant, the statement is difficult to
criticize, but the Code Napoleon has never been in force in Mexico and
it probably never will be.
I have taken the liberty, .Mr. Chairman, of indulging in some comments upon Mr. Lind's statement, certainly not because of any desire to enter into a personal controversy with DIr. Lind, but because
lie has uttered statements which, if generally disseminated, will cause
the most serious harm to those of us who for the last two years have
been fighting day and night, not for the purpose of getting something
from Mexico that we are inot entitled to and ought not to have, but
for the purpose of j)rotecting the rights which, by the laws of Mexico
and the Government of Mexico, we were invited to come in and require, and upon the faith of which invitations our companies have
expended hundreds of millions of dollars since the beginning of the
oil development in 1900.
Before passing to another subject, I would like to comment, while
the point is in my mind, on ons little matter which should not be lost
sight of. I think that one of the statements which have been made
was to the effect that Mexico had not yet taken any lands from any of
the holders who acquired under these subsequent laws. They actually have deprived one company of the possession of one of its most
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valuable allotments. That happens to be a company for which I
occasionally act.as counsel, so I am familiar with the facts. It was
organized under the laws of Great Britain, but is controlled by a
holding company, the majority of whose stock is held by Americans,

so that aside from technicalities it is an American affair very largely.
They have also tried to take an extremely valuable slice, or slices,

if I may use that term, from lands which are absolutely privately

,wned iby various other American oil companies, in this particular:
That within the Inst eight months Mr. Carranza's government has
granted a nunlber of concessions-and these are real concessions, in

which the ('arranza government, which his professed to abhor "concessions," purports to turn over titles which it purports to own to
private individmls---ti, develop oil upon the lieds of streams inavigalile and not navigable and located in the oil region.
Inasmiuch as the law of Mexico to-day is that the private owner of
the bank owns to the center of those streams (subject to the natural
right of the water to flow over those beds and subject to an easement
which the law of Mexico created many years ago granting landing
privileges to those who navigate those waters), with those exceptions,
the land underneath those streams and rivers are just as much privately owned by these companies as the lands in the uplands are privately owned by them; and it follows that these drilling concessions
actually have taken from the owners of those lands a physical part of
the bed thus owned.
w
Tlh C.,iunmn.t\
. And without compensation?
Mr. IKEfLco. Without any form or pretense, sir, of compensation.
Under these concessions thus granted wells are to-day being drilled
or they were before the present revolution assumed form: several
wells, one in particular between the two banks of the Panuco River, in
what is called the Panuco oil district, and another well, or wells-I
am not sure how many there are-just a little above or below the first
well, which is already quite well along in its development.
No attention has been paid in any publication or public statement
I have read to this very menacing and entirely unwarranted confiscatory act but it is purely an arbitrary act, as confiscatory in its effect
and perimps even more so, as results will show, and in its injury and
damage to Americans owning land, as it would be if some part of the
uplands themselves had been thus granted to favorites of the existing
government.

The law of 1884, which has been read into the record continued in
force and without change until June 4, 1802, at which date a revised
mining code appears containing these provisions:
Ant. 4. The owner of the land-Meaning the surface of the land--

In any case whatsoever the followmay freely work without a special franuhiaeo
ing mineral substances: Mineral fuels, oils, and mineral waters.
At. 5. All mining prolwrty legally acquired and such ns hereafter tay be
noluiredl In pulrstuancct of thi law shall be irrevcable anId Iprpetual, so long as
the federal property tax be paid in pursunece of the provisions of the law

creating the said tax.

That law was revised in 1909 by the mining code of November 25

of that year, which contains the following express provision on that
subject:

An'. 2. The fillowllig sulistnnces are the exclusive property of the owner of
the soil:
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I, Ore bodies or deposits of mineral fuels, of whatever form or variety.
II. Ore bodies or deposits of bituminous substances.

That is the last of the mining codes, and of the provisions of law
which purport to regulate title to petroleum or hydrocarbon rights,
until the constitution of 1917 was adopted, and the series of Carranza decrees which began in 1918 was promulgated.
One point of special importance, it seems to me, should be noted
as to all of these three mining codes which have been quoted. None
of them purport to make any grant by the nation of something that
was not hitherto the right and property of the individual owner.
They declare expressly that the situation is thus and so, and do not
purport to change it. They are, therefore, in every way corroborative of the conclusions which I have expressed as to the preexisting
laws, and are conclusive interpretations of those laws which were in
force up to the time of the first of these codes in 1884, in which
petroleum rights were expressly declared to be the property of the
owner of the surface; and the same is true in the subsequently enacted
codes.
The CAIRMANx. And are simply declaratory of the old Spanish law
dating back to the decree of 1559
Mr. KE.rooo. That is precisely the point which I should like to
emphasize, and which I aim very lad you have emphasized.
One further remark in conclusion is as to the inconceivable moral
and juridical injury which will exist if foreigners who, in the best of
good faith, have gone into that country in reliance upon those specific
and express statements in the law, and who have invested several hundred millions of dollars in such reliance, shall be deprived of their
property thus acquired by them from private owners by a retroactive
interpretation of what purports to be a constitution adopted by the
Carranza government.
That completes my statement, I believe, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRMAN. The provisions of the constitution of 1917 to which

you have referred do not exclude the Congress of the Republic of
Mexico, provided for under that constitution, from powers of enacting legislation?
Mr. Ir LOoo. NO. And I should like to make one comment, as
an addendum to what I have just said, because a false impression
might otherwise be created. The constitution pf 1917, despite the
language of article 27, when construed in its entirety-and that involves the consideration of other clauses that I have in mind, Mr.
Chairman--does not deprive the owner of the surface of the petroleum rights, because it confirms not only article 27 but articles 14
ard 126 and article 14 says that no law shall be given a retroactive
effect. Primarily that word "law" might be taken to refer to sub.
sequent enactments of Congress, but in article 120 that very constitution was enumerated as being one of the "laws" of Mexico.
Therefore article 14 and article 126, taken together with article 27,
lay the ground for what would seem to be an entirely reasonable
argument that the constitution itself does not actually deprive the
private individual of his subsurface right. But every one of the
Carranza decrees, commencing with tho decree of February, 1918,
interpret the constitution as absolutely eliminating private ownership in petroleum lying beneath the surface of land which has al-'" _ _L[
III1 ... _e "' ..
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ready gone out of the public domain and become the property of
individual owners.
The CHAIRMAN. It not only interprets the constitution but declares
that the constitution as thus interpreted by Mr. Carranza's decree
shall become operative?
Mr. KELIA.co. That is precisely what it does.
The CHAIRMAN. NO direct action has been taken by the legislative
body, which is supposed to have been created for the purpose of
enacting legislation to put the constitution in effect, to enact legislation under the constitution?
Mr. KELtAOco. That is entirely correct.
The CTAn r.N. Tile Congress has been functioning in Mexico,
has it not?
Mr. KELLOGo. It has.
The CIRAIA AN. iNs the Congress ever passed Iny laws with reference to the petroleum industry?
Mr. KELWIOon. No sucl law hIts been passed. Tlhe Senate passed a
bill at the last session which, however, never was acted upon by
the house, and that is the present condition of that legislntion,which
the constitution doubtless contemplated.
Tile CHAIRMAN. The so-called laws with reference to the petroleum
industry, under the constitution of 1917, are merely decrees of Mr.
Carranza, the President of Mexico, are they notl
Mr. KELLo0o. That is what they are, except as to such force which
might be sought to have been given to those decrees by the general
resolution which Congress always adopts at the end of its session
ratifying whatever the President has done.
The CHa^rlrr
. As a matter of fact, Carranza issued the first
decree against which we have been protesting two years prior to
the decree of the constitution in 1910, with reference to oil lands,
etc.?
Mr. KELLOGo. There were a number of regulations that were issued,
you know, requiring permits for drilling, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. And under the old constitution, which was then
in force

Mr. KELLOao. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And which he had organized a revolution against
the then existing Government for the purpose of retaining in force,
going back to the constitution
Mr. KE ooo. That was his declared purpose at the time of his
original pronouncement.
The CHAIRMAN. And this Government in 1916 was compelled to
protest against his arbitrarydecrees affecting the oil industry
Mr. IKEL o.. Yes,. sir. In that same connection the written
promise given by Mr. Arredondo, on October 9 1015, I think it was,
contained the most explicit possible pledge of Mr. Carranza for the
protection of the rights, lives, and property of foreigners in accordance with international law. That has not been made good by him
in any particular,so far as the petroleum industry is concerned.
I should like to add one other point about the extent to which
the confiscatory program has actually gone, because these various
points should all be taken into consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. I shall be very glad to have you do so.
Mr. KIELLUC . In 1919, in the early summer, Mr. Carranza's government finding that they were not making the progress they had
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hoped with regard to their dealings with the oil companies pursuant
to their decrees, formed a plan of accomplishing indirectly what they
had not been able to do directly, and they took advantage of one of
tlose early decrees to which you have just alluded, Mr. Chairman-these so-called preconstitutional decrees-requiring permits to be
given to the owners of lands before they were permitted to drill
for oil on those lands; and taking advantage of that clause or decree
they refused to permit a man from drilling his lands, wholly irrespective of the excellence of his title, unless in his application for
the permit, he would agree to accept not merely the laws then existing but all laws that might at any time thereafter be promulgated
either by Mr. Carranza himself in his capacity as dictator or by
Congress, with reference to petroleum lands, titles, rights, operations, etc.
So that we found ourselves required to give Mr. Carranza a blank
check on our future as a condition precedent to exercising the fundamental right of ownership, to enjoy the thing which you own.
That campaign was car led on by the Carranza government until
the latter part of the year 1910, the companies standing firm and
refusing to sign away their rights in any such manner. In the meantime, naturally, some of the older oil districts had ceased to produce,
anl drilling in new districts became absolutely imperative, not
only to keep up the oil supply of the world but to enable Mr.
Carranza to collect the volume of taxes which he had been previously accustomed to receive from the industry. Finally, intimations were conveyed to us that if the matter was presented directly to the proper authorities of Mexico the decree as to prohibition of drilling would be loosened and made more practical, and
that was done after a hiatus of probably six months, during which
time an enormous number of opportunities were lost, and the industry received a very serious temporary setback in Mexico.
Those three things, the actual taking of title from one company,
the granting of rights under the beds of streams which he had no
power to grant, and the indirect effort at confiscation through the
operation of the drilling decrees, include the principal efforts at
physical confiscation which Mr. Carranza's government has made
since the beginning of its series of decrees.
The CIARlsAN. Speaking of these so-called preconstitutional decrees of Carranza, Mr. Carranza himself first issued a decree, did
he not, vesting in himself the right to issue other decreed, and under
that authority given by Carranza to himself he issued these decrees
of 1915 to which you have referred
Mr. KELLoo. He placed the crown upon his own brows
The CtamMAN. He distinctly vested himself as -first chief, with
authority to issue decrees, and then proceeded to issue decrees, one
among them being this so-called precnstitutional decree, on which
he afterwards based that order subsequent to what he called the
constitutional development and he made it constitutional by issuing
a decree after the constitution was adopted, based upon his so-called
constitutional decree which he himself had vested himself with power
to make.
Mr. KELLouo. And pursued the same system of evolution from his
inner consciousness. Every one of the postconstitutional decrees as
to petroleum was made by him pursuant to a supposed grant of
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power by Congress, which grant did not begin to relat( to or touch
upon the field in which he was then personally legislating.
One of the powers which were given to him by the first Congress
of Mexico was a power to legislate in matters relating to the treasury
department, finance, to cover possible emergencies existing as to the
necessity for money end the means of raising it. He saw fit to
interpretthat as giving him power to legislate on any subject toward
which attention was directed, and it is the unanimous opinion of all
Mexican attorneys with whom I have consulted on this matter that
no shadow of excuse, from the standpoint of the jurisprudence of
Mexico, existed for the twisting of that power granted by Congress
relative to financial matters into a power to settle the question of the
rights of individual owners to the petroleum underlying the surface
of the land.
Is it permissible for me to add another statement?
The Cr1mr
t..s.. Certainly.
Mr. Ki,rAo. Mr. Lind nmad another statement which can not be
allowed to pass without comment. The statement is one of those
indirect statements which produce the effect or naturally tend to
produce the effect of a direct statement in the public mind. It is
this:
lie nlhwiys Insilsltel 111tt fol'eIgiers opernfllng In Mexlro should n1ot seek to
avolo taxes

l tin

rierfornlll

of their duties the same as was rlured

of

He was referring to Luis Cabrera, a member of the Carranza
Cabinet. The obvious inference is that the oil companies were within
the class that had sought to avoid taxation and the proper performance of their duties. I would like to make as emphatically as
possible the statement that there never has been a time when any oil
company in Mexico of which I have had knowledge and I have been
either directly or indirectly connected with all of them, has tried to
avoid the payment of any taxes ever levied upon them by the Government of Mexico.

I would also like to make it plain that, taking advantage of the
attitude which the companies have always maintained in that regard,
Mr. Carranza's Government has during the last two years adopted a
system of evading their own laws by taxing us 200 per cent of the
amount which their own laws required us to pay, and they have done
it in this way: The tax has been an ad valorem tax on petroleum or
petroleum products exported, and the value of the oil or product
which was the basis of that tax was fixed every two months by administration officials, who, without the shadow of any pretense of
right, fixed the oil valuations at double the actual values. In Tampico, for instance, its valuation was fixed on a basis which represented
more than its value after it had been hauled 2,000 miles to north
Atlantic ports.
One of the last orders of the Carranza government, issued within
the last few days, was to fix a new basis of valuation, which still
further increased the tax by doubling the already doubled basis of
valuation. So that itf we had been compelled or should be compelled
at any time to pay a tax pursuant to that new method, we should
be paying on oif worth, we will say, a dollar a barrel, but taxed upoft
a valuation of $2, which, of course, is a mere evasion of the law and
is a duplication of taxes. That Is an illustration of the difficulties
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with which we have had to contend and the more than willingness
which it seems to me we have displayed to do our duty, as those who
are temporarily or permanently in Mexico should do their duty, and
to try to avoid the imputation of being tax dodgers in any way,

shape, or form.

In this connection it is frequently published in the American
papers that the oil contest between the American oil companies and
the Carranza government relating to these post-constitutional decrees
has been one of taxation. That is absolutely untrue.
It is a fact that we have refused to pay certain sums of money
which these post-constitutional decrees sought to make us pay as
rentals and royalties. Our refusal was made because by paying those
sums under the terms of those decrees we must conclusively admit
that somebody other than ourselves owned the property in respect to
which the payments were made--for one can not pay rent on property
which he owns himself, if he owns it.
That is the entire basis of the allegations that the American oil
companies have been and are tax dodgers, and no allegation has been
more frequently made by the Carranza propagandists in the United
States than that.
The CHARMAN. The advice of the State Department of the United
States Government had been sought prior to your action in refusing
to pay these sums of money, had it not?
Mr. KErMooo. That is true, and I would like to add that we have
tried at every stage of this controversy, and it has had many different
phases, to keep in constant touch with the State Department, and do
nothing which they thought might be reprehensible to the interests of
not only ourselves, but the interests of the United States as a Nation,
and we have faithfully and fully carried out that program to the
present moment. We have never suborned a rebel chief, never contributed to any rebel fund. We have behaved ourselves as decent
men ought to behave themselves, going into a foreign country to
attempt to do business. Our record Is absolutelyy that of clean, decent
American citizens prosecuting a clean, decent business in a foreign
country, endeavoring to conduct their own affairs in a proper way
and insisting on being allowed to keep what they bought and paid
for and continue to conduct their own affairs..
The CHAsRMAN. In the last protest of the United States Government to Carranza, based upon the oil decrees and his proposed action
with reference to oil, the United States Government, through its State
Department, has stated definitely that they still maintain the position they have maintained with reference to all the different protests
they have theretofore made against the enforcement of these decrees
from 1915 down to the present time.
Mr. KEuaooo. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIua AN. Does that conclude your statement?
Mr. KEUoo. That is all I have in mind.
The CamMxiN. The statement you have given us has been exceedingly clear and very interesting, and we thank you very much. If
u will be kind enough to have that memorandum prepared, I will
very lad.
Mr.7RL
f
oo. I shall be very happy to do so Mr. Chairman.
The CHAmmAN. It may be incorporated in the record.
Mr. Kzuuoo. Thank you.
(The memorandum referred to will be printed in a subsequent part.)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28, 1920.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBcOMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

Wiashington, b. C
The following testimony was taken at Washington, D. C., Wednesday, April 28, 1920, by Francis J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an
order of the subcomnttee of the Committee on Foreign Relations
of the Senate:
TESTIMONY OF JAMES D. 8HEAKAN.
The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.

Mfr. KEARFUL. Will you state your full name?

Mr. SHBAHIJAN. James D. Sheahan.
Mr. Katrr,.. What is your present place of residence?
Mr. SnAAIHAN. Richmond, Va.

Sir. KEARFUL. Are you a native-born American citizen?
Mr. SHEAllA.. No, 8ir. I was born in Toronto, Canada.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Are you an American citizen by naturalization?

Mr. SHEAHAX. Yes, sir. My parents were American citizens.
Mr. KEARFUI,. In what business are you engaged?
Mr. SIIEAIIAN. Manufacturing farm tractors in Chicago.
Mr. KEARFUL. What business have you had in Mexico?

Mr. SIIEMIAN. I was one of four others that became the owners

of a large hacienda there in the fall of 1903, consisting of 362,000
acres.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you and your associates buy that tract of

land ?

* Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. How much did you pay for it?
Mr. SIIEAIIA.. 8350,000 gold.

Mr. KEARFU. Did you get titles that were regarded as good ?
Mr. SHEAHIAN. Yes, sir; up to the present time, so far as we know.

Mr. KEARFVI. What business did you conduct on this plantation ?

Mr. SHIEAUAN. The valley lands which are on the Ague Fria
River for a distance of about 28 miles passing through our property
are divided about one-third of them for the raising of cereals of
various kinds, and we developed the water sufficiently to irrigate
those lands. 'he balance of the land we have fenced for pastures
for our blooded, registered stock.
Mr. Kr.aiaU. In what part of Mexico is this place located ?
Mr. SEanaN. In Jimenez. Our boundary line comes within
4 miles of Jimenez.
239
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Mr. KEARFUL. In what State l
Mr. SHWAAN. In the State of Chihuahua, very close to the
border of Durango, about 8 miles.
Mr. KEARFUL. What products did you raise on this place?
Mr. SilEAlruA. Wheat, corn, cotton, barley, and beans were the
orops, and we had 500 acres of alfalfa. Wo started with 15 acres
that was on the premises of alfalfa when weo bought it, which was in
bad condition, and we afterwards plowed it up and increased that
up to 500 acres.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you do in reference. to stock raising?
Mr. SuIeAnAx. We increased our stock raising about 150 per cent
within six years from the time we purchased the property. When
we bought it the water facilities on the range were quite limited.
The cattle had to go a long ways for water. In that way there was a
great deal of the lands whore grazing was goods but there was no water
on them; but we developed the water facilities on different parts of
the range. In six years we had spent in the neighborhood of $300,000
in development work.
Mr. KEA'RFUL. In developing the water supply?
Mr. SIs:AIA.N. The water supply, and for new machinery and
increased buildings.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you have to do to develop the water
supply ?
Aur. SItAIIAx. In a greater portion of it we were able to build
dams and operate reservoirs backing the water up for a long distance.
Mr. KEARFUL. What kind of live stock did you have on the place
Mr. SUEAAN.v. Herefords, principally. We brought in breeding
stock by the carload, sometimes as high as five carloads at a shipment,
and kept them separately as much as possible from the native cattle
thatwe had on the place when we purchased it. We built fences and
cross fences so as to make large pastures and keep the better grade of
stock by themselves.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have blooded stock brought from the
United StatesI
Mr. SHAIIAx,. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. In addition to the cattle, did you have horses and
jacks and hogs and sheep I
Mr. SuEAlUAN. We had Spanish jacks that were imported. We
had one German coach that we sent down there from Wisconsiti;
also a Perche:on.
Mr. KEARFUL. Hogs and sheep?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes; and Angora goats. We had a large flock of
Angora goats.
Mr. KEARFUL. Can you estimate the total amount of money
invested in land and improvements and live stock?
Mr. SrEAUAN. In the neighborhood of between $600,000 and
$700,000. If I may state it here, we had to build one year 40 miles
of boundary-line fence, four barbed wire, shipping in the red cedar
posts from the State of Texas. The next year we built 75 miles.
Our boundary was a fence of four barbed wires on the entire boundary
line with the exception of about 30 miles. That was a sort of mountainous country that very few cattle would attempt to go over or
come in and encroach upon us.
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Mr. KEARFUI.. About how many people did you employ on this
plantation?
Mr. SHEAnAN. As an estimate, I would say that we had in the
neighborhood of 350, or between that and 400. We had built houses
sumicient to house 100 families at headquarters, and I think those
would average almost twvo to the house.
Mr. KE.ARFUL. Were your employees Mexicans?
Mr. SHEAIIAN. Entirely so; poons.

Mr. KEARFUL. Were those peons forced to work for you I
Mr. SiJAIILx. No, sir.
Mir. KEARFUL. How did you employ them ?
Mr. SIIEAIIA. We established a system when we first became the
owners of this property of letting the peons have a small acreage to
work on shares for themselves. If a slgnlo man did not care to work
his land, we did not hind ourselves to give him steady work, but the
men who were working the land, if they were the kind of men that
we wanted, we gave them the preference of working the time that
they were not required to till their own crops--of working for us.
In that way their entire time was well occupied.
Mr. KEARFUL Did you hear John Lind testify yesterday about the
American operators of plantations in Mexico
Mr. SHEAHAN. I did, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What have you to say about his statement that the

operations of Americans on plantations in Mexico were not for the
benefit of the natives ?
Mr. SHEABAN. I was surprised to hear such a statement. It certainly did not hold good in our section, not only on our property, but
also on the adjoining property which was owned by a Scotch syndicate. It was most as large as our own, and afterwards sold to the
Terrazar. It do not think there was an institution or large agricultural interest in this country that was better conducted than the San
Isidro, the adjoining property to us.
Mr. KEARFUL. You heard what John Lind said about what he
called conscript labor. Did you know anything about that in your
locality?
Mr. SHEAHAN. We certainly did not. I do not think it existed
in our section of the State or anywhere in the State of Chihuahua,
I might say, because I was familiar with conditions there.
Mr. KEARFUL. You employed your workmen by voluntary con.
tract with them?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. How did you treat them

Mr. SHEAJAN. We considered that they were better treated by

ourselves after we became owners of that property-in fact, that was
their own statement. That was largely on account of housing conditions that we furnished for them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you charge them anything for the houses?
Mr. SHEArAN. No, sir.

Mr. KEARFpL. Did you have any schools or churches on your
place
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir. We had a church there that was in bad
condition, the roof had fallen in on it and the walls were in bad condition. We restored that. It was a Catholic church. There had been
no services held there for, I would say, perhaps 40 or 50 years before
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we bec me owners of the place. We also started a school in one of
our buildings and were so well pleased with the attendance that we
built a new two-room schoolhouse in a very desirable place right on
top of the hill. We leveled it off and made a nice playground for the
children there.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did the children of your employees generally

attend this school?
Mr. Sn:AIIAN. Very fully. In fact, it developed so that we found
it was oven necessary for us to build an addition to this or build
another one at a separate location.
Mr. KEArvUL. Were the Mexicans assessed for the maintenance of
the school or the church?
Mr. SnF.AnAWN. No, sir. We paid that ourselves out of our own
funds.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive any aid from the Mexican Government for this school?
Mr. SBEAHAN. We did not ask for it and we did not receive it.
We would have been entitled to compensation for them, but it was
an experiment with us.
Mr. KEARFUL. What benefits, if any, have you observed to result
from the operation of American and other foreign capital in that
section of Mexico?
Mr. SIIEAIIAN. If I could say that from the knowledge that I have
of San Isidro and Salaices-San Isidro was the adjoining propert.
and was on the east, and Salaices was on the west, with nearly the
same acreage as our own. It was a great benefit, I say.
Mr. KEARFUL. In what ways?
Mr. SuleAIAs. In increasing the wage, not by giving them any
less work on our own place. The Mexican peons would say, if they
had occasion to express themselves, that they worked harder for us
than they ever did previous to the time we became owners of the
property, but that they were better treated and better paid. We
paid them all once a month.
Mr. KEARVur,. They, did not object to working harder, did they ?
Mr. SIEAAN. No, sir.,sir.
We found this: For the fist four years I
might say, there was perhaps 60 per cent of our work that was de- .
velopment work. We made a distinction as to the wage that we
paid men for working in the development work as against those
who were working on the land in the usual way, because it was much
harder work and longer hours in the development work and we made
that distinction.
Mr. KEARFUL. In regard to the method of living, did the operations of foreigners result in any improvement for the natives
Mr. SUEAILAN. Decidedly so, sir.
Mr. KEAItFUI,.

In what respect?

Mr. SIEAHAN. They were better fed. Mexicans that wo had on
development work we paid 121 cents more a day and furnished them
rations free, while they boarded themselves when they worked on
the hacienda in the agricultural part of it. After we were working
the first year on that, it became very .pparent that the men whom
we had on the development work were particularly anxious to be
kept there for the reason that they were.better fed, better cared for,
while working them harder and longer hours, but they had better
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pay. We used to pick out the very best class of the help and put it
on the development work.
Mr. KEARvut,. What concessions. if any, did you have from the
Mexican Government?
AMr. SrurAHAx. None whatever.
Mir. KV.AuFV'I. You had no special privileges over anybody else
SMr. SHEA1IAN. None whatever, sir. We were offered, by the
ministro do fomento-they passed a new law by which loans could
be made for the purpose of developing water rights, and a larger
amount of water retained for irrigating purposes, and also for stock
raising. They urged us to become members and take advantage of
that. We did not do so at any time. We financed our own proposition all the way through. The ministro do fomento also used to
write us letters An(d comment as to what we were doing there. Other
Americans that would go to Mexico City would be referred to us and
to our place to show what had been cdone there is such a short time.
Mir. K.EArltr. Is tile country in that region of such character that
it can he divided up Into small tracts and operated advantageously
in small tracts under individual ownership?
Mr. SunEAn.rx. Possibly there might he parts of the valley land
that could be utilized in'that way, but the question would be what
would be done with the grazing lands when you separated the one
from the other.
Mr. KRAIvuI.. Is irrigation necessary in that region?
'Mr. SnEIIAtx. It is. We have about 60,000 acres where the
Mexican Central Railroad runs for 52 miles through our property.
On the east side of the railroad we have 30,000 acro skirting on the
base of a low mountain. That land we have tested for sugar beeti
and we found that it contains of sugar from 3 to 5 per cent greater
than the sugar beet that is grown in Colorado and also around I)eming. N. Mex., but there was no market for it.
Mr. KEAIFUL. Did you observe among the natives any demand for
division of large tracts among them
Mr. SuEAIuN. No, sir; not at that time. That was not thought
of then.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you believe it to be practicable to divide up
any large regions of that country into small tracts for individual
operations by the peons?
Mr. SHEAIAx. I do not.
Mr. KEARFU . VWhat were the conditions as to security for life and
property and protection of business operations from 1003, when you
went there, until the fall of Porlrio Diaz, in 1011?
MAr. SnrAntN. They were good. We never had any trouble. On
the other hand, I usedl to send a peon into Jimenez when I was dihg
development.work out on the ranch. He would bring me out $2,000
or $2,500 of money to pay off at the end of the month. He never
had any fear of being held up by bandits or anything of that kind,
nor had we.
Mr. KEAHYtUL. There are no bandits in that region?
Mr. SsEAsmN. There were not at that time; no, sir. There were
some cattle thieves in the valley, but they were severely handled by
the rurales.
Mr. KEAREvU. The rurales were an organization of mounted police
maintained by the Government?
4760-20-voL 2--8
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Mr. SIEAiAN. Yeq, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. WVhen was there a change in that condition of security if at all?
Mr. SHtEAl AN. After the death of Madero.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened then?
Mr. SIIEAIAN. Then we began to have our real trouble.
Mr. KEARFUL. You did not have any trouble during the time of
the revolution of Madero against Diaz?
Mr. SillEAlAN. We 19st some live stock, and also they would come
and get goods out of our store, and provisions and everything of that
kind, and grain, but we got receipts for everything that Madero's
forces over took from us that we know of. We would find animals
killed on the range and the meat partly carried off and the balance
of the carcass left on the range. That was very slight.
Mr." KEAIneUL. Who was Madero's operating general il that region?
Mr. SIllan . I do not remember.
Mr. KARFUtL. Was he Pascual Orozco ?
Mr. Su11.max. Yes; part of the time. Then there was a change
after that, but I have forgotten who it was after that.
Mr. KEAi{FUL. What happened then, after the fall of Madero
Mr. 8JIEaIIAN. Then was about the time that our troubles commenced, and as time went on it was increased all the time.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who caused the trouble?
Mr. SIIEAHAN. Carranza's forces principally, and Villa was operating with the Carranza forces.
Mr. KEARIFUL. That began in 1913, shortly after the fall of Madero
Mr. SIEAHAN. Yes; 1914 was, perhaps, the beginning of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Please describe briefly and in a general way just
what happened from that time forth.
Mr. SHRAIAN. They would send out a force, making demand for
so many head of steers and so many horses, and we would make a
demand for receipts, and they would ignore our demand, and we
would send some of our own force out for gathering the live stock that
they required. They took at one time from an inclosed pasture
that we had, I think 171 saddle horses. We made a practice of
breaking the horses for the range and keeping them in inclosed
pastures after they were broken. They cleaned up the whole bunch
of them, about 151 of them.
These Percheron stallions that we had, that were absolutely, of no
value for military service, were taken and ridden away. We had
one valuable horse that cost us over $4,000. We found him about
5 miles from our headquarters, lying on the roadside, dead.
Mr. KEARFUL. Ridden to death?
Mr. SHEAIIAN. Yes; ridden to death.
Mr. KEARFUL. What destruction of your property occurred?
Mr. SHEAHAN. About the latter part of 1917 we had asked the
American consul here to assist us in getting protection. We had
grown crops, gradually getting acreages smaller every year, hoping
that by the time that crop would mature and be ready to harvest
that the troubles would be over and we would have something to go
on to make a start. But every time they would allow us to gather
the crop, and after it was gathered they would take it. We got no
benefit from it whatever.
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This time he interceded for us and got a pledge from the general
in charge of the Federal troops in Chihuahua that he would send 50
soldiers out to protect the crops when they were thrashing.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who was this general?
Mr. SIIEAIAN. That I can not remember. He sent the soldiers out
there and they began taking the grain from us almost as fast as it
was thrashed, taking if off by wagon loads. Finally they got liquor
somewhere and the captain of this force of 50 men that they had out
there set fire to the buildings at headquarters of this particular
hacienda. We had nine communities, you might say, in the valley
from one end to the other. We used to build a warehouse that
would accommodate all of the tenants in that community and they
would jointly have a certain space in the warehouse for their crops.
Tile grain was in there and this captain set fire to the buildings and
cleaned out the whole community. Hle gave them anl hour to get
their stuff out of the buildin . When we protested, the general
made a claim that they were aiding Villa, that they were in sympathy
with Villa, and that eras the reason why the buildings were burned.
Mr. KEARFUL. That who was in sympathy with Villa?
Mr. SHIEAHAN. These tenants.
Mr. KEARFUIL. Your tenants?
Mr. SnEAInAN. On our place. That has been one thing that
occurred all the way through that we had guarded at all times, and
that is inot to have any man or anybody else show any disposition to
aid either side.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was there any truth in this pretext, so far as you
-inow, about your men being in sympathy with Villa?
Mr. SIEAHIAN. The only thing you might say, I think, in regard
to that is that when the Villa forces were in there they were just the
same as the Carranza forces, and would come there and make demands
for feed or for whatever was on the place, and it was absolutely
necessary that it should be given up to them.
Mr. KEARFUL. When that was done, the other side would come
in and say.they were sympathizers and destroy the prop erty?
Mr. SIIHEAAN. Yes, sir. We had an instance of that kind less than
three months ago. Carranza forces came to our headquarters. There
was a man that was now nearly 50 years old, born on the place, who
has been acting as sort of foreman for us there. They went into his
house and gathered up all his blankets and bedclothes and everything
that they could find. lie protested and they turned to and very
nearly killed him. They beat him over the head--the captain or
man in charge of the soldiers beat him over the head wit his pistol,
and if it had not been for a woman that grappled with this captain
they would have killed the man.
M'r. KEARFUL. This was a Carranza captain ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes8 he was a Carranza captain, and just over the
things that were absolutely necessary for them to protect themselves.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was there ever any pretense of payment or giving
receipts for the property and things taken?
Mr. SuABAN. NO, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What would they say when they would come and
take things?
Mr. SHEAHAN. That it was a demand from such and such a general.
Mr. KEARFUL. What would be the ground of his demand?
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Mr. SIIEAHAN. That he wanted the property, that he wanted some
of the steers, that he wanted so much of the grain, or whatever it
might be.
Mr. KEARF'I.. Was there ever any promise made upon taking
these things to pay for them?
Mr. SHEAIIA.N. Never.
Mr. KEARFPUL. Did you make any protest against their being taken ?
Mr. SIIEAlIAN. Nearly every time that we had a serious loss of that
kind I reported it to the State Department as a matter of record,
but we never got- any satisfaction from it.
Mr. KEARFP't. D)o you mean the American State Department?
Mr. SIlIE.IAN. Yes. sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know of any steps having been taken by the
American State Department for your protection ?
Mr. SIlEAllA,. They would make reply to the protest that we

entered, saying that 'the matter had been referred to Mexico City
with request that they take action in the matter, and perhaps later
on we would get a letter with a copy of the protest that was made in
Mexico City, but we never had any satisfaction out of any of the
protests that we ever made.
Mr. KEARFUI,. What is the condition of that hacienda now ?
Mr. SuIEA.IIA. It is a total wreck, you may say.
Mr. KEA'tF.. What about any of the fine stock there that you
took there?
Mr. SHIE.AAX. No; there is no fine stock left there. There may he
some scattered cattle on the range which you may term as wild

cattle, but no herds, just stray cattle that would he off by themselves,
that they would overlook or something like that. We have no
record and no means of knowing whether there is one there or whether
there are 100.
Mr. KEARFtL. Are the lands being cultivated?
Mr. SIlEAIIAN. In small acreages by the peons that have lived

on the place all their lives.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Do you get rny returns from them?
*
Mr. SIEAIIAN. None whatever. Even the peons that worked this
land with the understanding that we would get a share of it, have
had the greater portions of their crops taken as iell as our own. We
have entered protests against that time and again.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Did you ever have any trouble with your workmen
or employees on the place at all ?
Mr.

SIIEAIIAN.

NO,sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Were they loyal to you ?
Mr. SHEAIIAN. Very much so; that is, up to the time of the revolu-

tion beginning. There was quite a number of the younger element
that went out principally with Villa.
In explanation of that I might make this statement. We had a
man on our property who had leased a couple of thousand acres of
land for cash rent. He subleased that to peons on shares and made
a very good profit on the transaction. His name was Chavez.
The Chavez family was quite a wealthy family at one time. They
were freighters anid had been for two or three generations. Before
the railroads were bu It through there, they freighted from the City
of Mexico or from Vera Cruz clear up to the northern boundary line.
This Joe Chavez, from the time he was 15 years old, more of a Spaniard
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than he was a Mexican, a .reat big tall Iman about 6 feet 2 inches
had been what you might adil a freight foreman. He had a train of
freighters under his charge (i.d he knew the country remarkably well.

He took quite a number of
He went out with Vill aal ig about 1t!.
younger ment with him,not only on our place, but at Reguladora,

which is 18 miles from our quarters, and also from Puebla, which is
just across the boundary line from our land oil the north. He made
up quite a following for Villa in that section. ie was afterwards
quite noted with illa. You hanve no doubt seen his name quite
often as Col. Chavez.

Mr. KEArFUL. What did yort observe about the motives of the
t revolution, judging from their acts?
young men who joined thn
Mr. SIIuuIAx. That. was after I was unable to go down to the
property. Of course I knew but very little about that. Their
parents still lived on the property and still live there now. There
heave been quite
havo

been

loyal

a number
and

are
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men
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killed,
property

but
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te
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older

people

shown
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disposition to destroy any portion of the property.
Mr. KIARFUL. Did the young men join the revolution because

they wanted the lands divided up or because they were oppressed
by the land owners?
Mr. SHEAIIAN. No, sir; it was more, I think, Chavez's personality
that induced them to go with him. lie is quite a noted character.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you think were his motives ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Simply, I suppose, that he thought--I do not know
what inducement was given by Villa. Chavez was a very valuable
man to Villa, knowing the country as he did clear down as far south
as Torreon, and perhaps farther south than that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think he was actuated by motives of patriotism to establish democracy in Mexico by eliminating the evils that
Mr. Lind told about yesterday?
Mr. SHEAHAN. I would not think so from the acquaintance that I

had with Chavez. He was one of the best men that we had on the
place and gave us every assistance that he possibly could at any time
and was very friendly to us. Mv son lived there three years after I
gave up going down there and lived on the place as manager of it,
and he always regarded Joe Chavez as one of his reliable friends. He
always said that any advice he wanted he felt he could call on Joe
Chavez to tell him how to act.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have occasion to observe the motives of the

Carrancistas with special reference to Mr. Lind's theory that the revolutionists of the north were actuated by high ideals
Mr. SHEAHAN. Perhaps there was an element of that kind from
what they gained from. Madero more than anything else, particularly
in the Reguladora Valley, because that is where Madero gathered his
first forces. What took place south of there was simply an uprising.
There were a lot of idle miners. The price of silver and copper was
so low that the mines could not operate and left the entire mining
force there without work and idle, and many of them without much
to eat. They were ready to take up anything again after they got a
little stronger. This property which had been transferred to Terrazas, which adjoined us, San Isidro, was a ground of prey for them.
They thought Terrazas was not for Madero's government, and whenever they could get anything off the property of Terrazas they were
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at liberty to take it, and they immediately commenced plundering
that before they commenced doing serious damage to anybody else.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did it appear from their acts that the opportunity
to plunder property was one of the moving causes for young men
joining the revolution
Mr. SHEAHAN. I would not think so.
Mr. KEARFUL. You would not?
Mr. SHEAHAN. NO, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. You are speaking now about the Madero revolution ?

Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. What do you say about the Carranza revolution,
judging from what they did
Mr. SHEAHAN. I would say that that was quite different. Young
men that were born and raised on our place we found were only too
ready to go out and get as much off the premises as they possibly
could. They gave information, as nearly as we could find out, of just
where the best opportunity was to get herds of cattle. For a couple
of years we shifted our stock from one place to another so as to get
them as far from the railroad as possible and at the same time keep
them within the range where we could get water.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you make any attempts to get your cattle and
other live stock out of the country when you saw it was being stolen ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. At one time we gathered 600 head of 3-year-old
steers for the purpose of shipping them out to Fort Worth, Tex.
We fed those steers, after we rounded them up. for six weeks. We
were promised at first, intending to ship them in train loads, that we
could get cars to move them. Afterwards we were finally denied cars,
and they said they could not be shipped out of the country.
Mr. IEARFUL. What became of those cattle?
Mr. SHEAHAN. We turned them loose on the range again, after hav-

ing herded them in inclosed pastures for that length of time, and we
never realized a dollar out of them.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of them?
Mr. SHEAHAN. They were stolen.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were they eventually shipped out by some one?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir.

At one time there was a lot of cattle

driven off the place, but we never could trace where they came across
the border. We had men on the border watching for them. Our
view was that they were slaughtered at different points, Torreon, and
also upon the border farther north.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was your experience with your cattle a common ex-

perience of the people in that region ?
Mr. SHEA AN. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. What happened to other plantations in that vicinity I Was it the same thing that happened to yours ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. The same thing, yes. There was another very
large ranch owned by a Russian Jew, who had a very large store at
Jiminoz. He had perhaps between 3,000 and 4,000 head of cattle.
He lost every one of them in the same manner. He lost his before we
did, because he was right on the railroad.
Mr. KEARFUI. How long has it been since you have been able to do
anything down on that plantation ?
Mr. SHEAAN. We have not done anything there within the last
four years; that is, we have done a little in the way of cropping, but
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nothing ourselves. We allow the peons to do what they can, because
all our work stopped and all our implements wore stolen.
Mr. KEARFUL. Your implements were taken, too ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Everything, even to the gasoline engines.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were any of the houses destroyed?

Mr. SHEAHAN. They burned the houses. There were six houses in
that group that were destroyed, as well as the large granary or warehouse. They would take the doors and even strip the roof off. The
roof is covered with adobe clay over heavy slats. They took the
clay off the roof and took those slats and used them for firewood.
Mr. KEARFUL. Why is it that during the last four years you have
been unable to operate there?
Mr. SHEAHAN. We have a Scotchman who was manager of the place
at one time and afterwards manager of the range of cattle, who has
lived in that country for 30 years. Until two months ago he had not
been able to get out to our headquartersin the four years. His wife is
dead, but he has a family of six small children and lives in Jiminez.
They have had him out twice to shoot him. He started on foot from
Jimnez to go to Torreon, being a British subject, to put himself under
the protection of the British consul at that place, and finally got a lift
by freight train or construction train that took him nearly half way.
One night they had him out twice during the night, insisting that he
had money belonging to the International Land & Live Stock Co.,
and they made demand upon him for that money. They took him out
once and were going to shoot him. Finally that squad decided they
would go'back to the commanding officer and get further instructions.
Another one came out about 1 o'clock in the morning and took him out
again.
Mr. KEARFUL. The International Land & Live Stock Co. is the
name of your company, is it?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was he charged with any crime?

Mr. SHEAHAN. None whatever. He married a Mexican woman and
his children were brought up in the Catholic Church, and his wife was
a Catholic.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is the prevailing religion of the natives in that
region ?
M1fr. SHEAHAN. Roman Catholic, perhaps 98 per cent.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did you observe about the influence of the
Catholic Church upon the natives as to being good or bad ?
Mr. SHEAITHA. Would say that in our section the natives would be
better off if they were not under the control of the church.
Mr. KEARFUL. For what reason do you say that ?
Mr. SnHEAHAN. For this reason: There seems to be a feeling that if
you oppose the church that you will meet with opposition, and serious
opposition at that, from the church or from the priests, and that that
will have its influence on the peons. We ourselves got along quite
well. We had little difficulties at times, but I think they always
thought that we had done more than our share to sustain a church at
the place, which they had not done for 50 years before that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe whether the priests had any influence in civil affairs?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes; they would try to. We had little experience of
that kind, nothing that was very serious, but it showed that they
were accustomed to have it.
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Mr. KEARFUL. You say they tried to. Did the church control the
civil authorities in any way I
Mr. SHEAHAN. No; I would not say that they controlled them.
Mr. KEARFUL. The influence that you observed was the influence of
the priests over the peons ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUI,. Do you think that influence was not for the benefit
of the peons
Mr. NEAHAN. No; we did not think so.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think the peons would be better off without
any religion ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. I would not be inclined to think so. I do not think
they would.
Mr. KEARFt'L. What efforts did you make to get protection from
the American Government for your properties in Mexico aside from
the protests that you spoke of
Mr. SjlEAHIAN. I can not sayv that we over made any. I have
repeatedly come before the Secretary of State, particularly during
Bryan's time when he was Sect etarty of State, but I never went away
from him that I did not feel like pulling my hair after I had had a
conversation with Bryan.
Mr. KnAnrULs.. You' did have a conversation with Bryan in regard
to the protection of Americans in Mexico, did you?
Mr. SHEA|HAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was Mr. Bryan's attitude'
Mr. SIIEAIIAN. I came to Washington at one time and brought maps

and other papers that I had that I thought would be of benefit to show
him where our property was and how it wea located and what we had
done in the way of development. After we got through, he intimated
that we belonged to the class that went into Mexico to get rich quick
and now we were coming to him and asking to have the Government
of this country ask for intervention; that, while we did not ask for it
in so many words, we were like all the others that came in the same
way. That was about the attitude that he had toward us.
When we bought this property our friends many of them, said we
had been cheated, that we had paid too much for it. It was heavily
mortgaged and the mortgage only had six months to run, and perhaps
if we had not spent a vast amount of money in developing that the
statement that we had paid too much for our property would have
been true; but with the expenditures and with the increase that we
could produce, both in the acreage in the valley and also on the range,
increasing it 160 per cent, perhaps that statement would have been
true--that we paid too much for it. But when we came to Bryan he
intimated that.we had stolen it from the poor Mexicans; that they
were now trying to get it back again; and that we were not really
entitled to very much consideration.
Mr. KEARUL. Was he interested in your maps and plans and
papers and the story of your development of that region?
Mr. SHEAHAN. T some extent he was interested. It looked as if
instead of taking into consideration what we had done in the way of
developing property, that he considered it as a property that was
worth that amount of money before we put any money into it and
that we.had gotten it for half what it was worth. That was about
the way he looked at it. It did not seem as though he took into
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consideration that we had spent nearly as much in developing it as
we had originally paid for it, and what he was looking at on the map
at that time was the property after it had been developed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did it seem to be his attitude that it was the right
of the revolutionists to take it away from you ?
Mr. SHEF.AAN. Along that line; that we were not entitled to any
consideration from this Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were put into that class that has been spoken
of by Mr. Bryan and others as speculators engaged in plundering the
Mexican people?
Mr. SI EAIIAN. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that about his attitude ?
Mr. SlEAHAN. We were classed among that class. There was no
distinction drawn between the men who had gone there and paid value
for any property that they bought, and others. Of course there were
people who were speculators, both in mining property and in timber
property and perhaps in agriculture, but less in agriculture than any
of the others, I think.
I was also instrumental at a later date, myself and Mr. Warren, of
Three Oaks, Mich., and Mr. Newman, of El JIaso in getting up a committee of 21 representing the largest interests that there were in the
State of Chihuahua, and-also in Sonora, and by appointment we had
a conference with Secretary Bryan. He immediately opened up
along the same line and did not give us an opportunity even to tell
what we came there for. He asked why we were not honest in what
we came there for; that we came there for the purpose of asking intervention and that we were not honest in saying that we had any other
purpose in view but that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that your purpose?
Mr. SIEAHAN. It was not our purpose. We came there as a matter
of securing information as to what was best for us to do to protect our
Mr. rEARFUL. What was the advice
he had to give you?
Mr. SHEAHAN. None whatever. It almost ended in a squabble.
Mr. KEARFUL. While you were operating in Mexico did you know
of advice that he did give to Americans operating there as to what
they should do
Mr. SnEAUAN. No, sir; not at that time, I did not. I have since
learned that.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the advice that he gave them?

Mr. SHEBAHAN. It Was not'very encouraging.

Mr. KEARFUL. I mean as to what they should do while he was
Secretary of Statel
Mr. SHEAHAN. I did not quite understand your question. Afterwards I had a personal interview with him and he urged me very
strongly to bring this Scotchman and his family out of Mexico. At
that time we had two other Americans there, and he urged me to
bring them out and abandon the property entirely.
Mr.
KEARFUt,. You know about notices that were given out several
times to Americans in Mexico to get out of MexicoI
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes. I met some of the Mormons that had come
over from the Mormon settlements coming out of Mexico.
Mr. KE FULn. What was the effect upon properties of Americans
in Mexico when they were forced to go out?
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Mr. SI8EAlfAN. It was just a question of abandoning them, av it
was everybody's property. It was a total loss to them all.
Mr. KEARFUL. You went to Mexico in 1903 ?
Mr. SIIHEAIAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KFAItFtL. Did you know something about an article published
by Mr. Bryan in The Commoner in January, 1903, in regard to Mexico
Mr. SEllnAN. No, sir; I did not know it at that time.
Mr. KEARIFUL. You know it now.
Mr. SHAIIAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. How does the attitude taken by him at that time

compare with the attitude taken afterwards when he was Secretary
of State?
Mr. SuIAHAN. Entirely the opposite. His statements in 1903, as
we found the situation in our section were correct. We found that
the Mexican Government was particularly anxious to get us particularly in the agricultural interests, that they wanted the valley lands
to be developed and to produce larger crops.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Bryan, in 1903, as shown by his article was
enthusiastic about the establishment of centers of American civilization in Mexico, was he not?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir; and we felt the same way for five or
six years.
Mr.KEAlvFUL. Afterwards when he became Secretary of State he
was not so enthusiastic about the centers of American civilization?
Mr. SHEAHAN. According to his attitude at that time we had no
rights at all, but we had gone there for plunder.
KEARFUL. If the committee has been instructed by resolution
Kr.
of the Senate unanimously adopted to report to the Senate what,
if any, measure should be taken to prevent the recurrence of such
outrages; what advice would you give which might enable the committee to make an intelligent report as to what if any, measitres
should be taken to prevent a recurrence of such outrages as you
have related?
Mr. SHEAHAN. My own idea, and I think it is true of my associates,
is that if some action could be taken by the Government of the
United States similar to the action that was taken in Cuba, it 'vould
be the most pleasable methods, particularly in northern Mexico, say
the five States in northern Mexico; that it could be handled in that
way at less loss of life and greater protection of property, and at
the same time it would be one of the greatest blessings I think that
the Mexican people could possibly have. With the masses I do
not believe it would meet any serious objection.
Mr. KEAIIFUL. Do you think the M'exicans themselves would
welcome such a measure?
Mr. SIEAHAN. I think so, from what I know of them.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mean that great body of people?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir; both rich and poor.
Mr. KEARFUL. Educated and illiterate
Mr. SIIEAHAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. DO you think that would be beneficial to the
Mexicans as well as opposing protection to American rights?
Mr. SHEAHAN. I know it. I am
80solutely convinced on that
point, and that it would be a blessing to them.
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Mr. KEIARF'UL. Do you believe that the Mexicans generally, after
they became convinced that the good intentions of this Government, would cooperate to establish permanent law and order under
the supervision'of this Government?
Mr. SHEvUAN. I believe they would. Yes; the masses, I think,
would do that. They have had some opportunity to learn just what
benefits they had when the Americans have gone in there, both in
the mining districts, and also in agriculture andl other lines. The
conditions have been bettered instead of being as politicians in
Mexico would have them believe. I know in our own case the
masses of our people on our place, perhaps 08 per cent of them,
would say they are far better off and fare better in every respect
under our management than they ever did before. The greatest
protests that we had after we went into Mexico were from adjoining
and other haciendas in the district, that we were giving the peon
more liberties and better pay than he had been accustomed to getting, and it was going to disturb general conditions in the Agna
Fria Valley.
Mr. KEARFVtL. This objection was on the part of Mexicans or
Mexican landholders?
Mr. SHIuAHA.. Yes; and also we met with protests from managers
of the Scotch syndicate, who were most excellent people, but they
looked upon it as a had move, and the only way that we could
explain that was that 70 per cent of our work was development
work and was not connected with the agricultural part of the work,
. and did that work that was necessary that we should put in longer
hours, anti that we were willing to pay for the services of a better
class of people that were willing to take with those conditions and
that we were also feeding them at our expense instead of them feeding themselves.
Mfr. KE.llFU.. Do you think your disposition to treat them better
than they had been treated before operated to create disturbances?
Mr. SI :.u.x. No, sir; not at all.
Mr. Kl.RFUL. How could people derive any benefits from the
revolution that you had seen?
Mr. SIHE.AxN. No. On two different occasions our store has been
stripped of everything that was in it in the way of overalls and that
class of stock that we kept for the working class of people and at
our own expense we have replenished that, giving it out to thie peons
on the place, so that they could he protected.
Mr. IKARFVLt. They have been in a condition of poverty ?.
Mr. SlInu.IAx'. Very much so.
Mr. KEARFUL. And starvation?
Mr. SHEurHAN. Nearly so; many of the older people are quite so.
That is the hard part of it, when the Mexican people themselves,
poor and old people who can work a small tract of land and raise
beans are robbed, when their own people will come along and deliberately take their stocks of supplies. The strong able-bodied soldier
that could work and earn his own living will rob the poor peon who
is old and crippled.
Mr. KEARFUL. I believe that is all I care to ask. Is there anything
further you would like to say
Mr. SHEAHAN. I do not know of anything further that I could give
any information about further than that I might say in connection
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with the schools that the school we have established was, we felt.
one of the best moves that we over made. We established, as I
said, a good school there, a two-room school, and hired a teacher at
our own expense. That met with some opposition from the Catholic
Church when we first started it. They thought that a school ought
to be under their control and provision.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the opposition on the part of the Catholic
Church sustained by the civil authorities?
Mr. SIIEAIIAN. To my knowledge, it was never referred to the civil
authorities. It was a matter between the priests and ourselves.
Mr. KEARFUL. You did establish a school under your own supervision ?
Mr. SHEAHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of the school after the revolution got
into control?
Mr. SHEAHAN. It went to pieces.

Mr. KEARFUL. There is no school there now

Mr. SHEAIIAN. No; there is no school there now, and there is no
church there now-that is, no services.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is there anything further you wish to tell the
committee
Mr. SnHEAHAN. Nothing further.

Mr. KEARFU. The committee are very much obliged to you.
(Thereupon, at 11.20 o'clock a. in., the committee adjourned.)

TU RSDAY, APRIL 29, 1920.
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STATRS SENATE,

SlUt('OMIfrrPFEF ON FORRION RRI.ATIONS,

Washington, D. C.
The following testimony was taken at Washington, D. C., April 20,
1020), by Francis J. Koarful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the
subcommittee of the Comnmittee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF SHERBURNE G. HOPKINS.
(The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KFIARFt'. Please state your name?
Mr. HOPKINs. Slherburne G. Hopkins.
Mr. KHAn tL. And your age?
Mr. HOPKtNS. Fifty'one.
Mr. K(.ARF:l,. Your occupation t
Mr. HOPKINS. Iawer.
.Mr. K1AnFt'r,. Your office is located where?
Mr. IIOPK s. 723 Fifteenth Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Mr. K.nturI.. Were you ever engaged as attorney for Venustiano
Carranza, the present President of Mexico?
Mr. HoPKInS. I was consulted by that gentleman, as chief of the
revolutionary cause, at various times between April 1, 1913, and
September 15, 1914.
Mr. KE.AtvU,. Wore you in Washington at the time of what was
known as the Niagara conference, in June, 1914?
I was.
Mr. HOPKISx.
Mr. KCEAtFUI.. That was a conference between representatives of
President Hluerta and representatives of this Government, for the
purpose of settling the difficulties that then existed between the two
governments, was it not?
Mr. HoPKINS. It was.
ther or not, in the course of
Mr. KEARFUI. Do you remember whether
that conference, there was an understanding that an embargo upon
arms and ammunition going to Mexico would be laid by this Government, and that such an embargo was laid ?
Mr. HOPKINS. Such is nmy understanding.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember whether or not it is true, as
testified by Mr. Buckley, that, in violation of the terms of that agreement and of-that embargo, a shipment of arms and ammunition went
on the Antlla from this country to Tampico?
Mr. HOPKINs. My understanding is that subsequent to the arrangement mentioned, a shipment of arms was made on the Cuban steamship A ntilla sailing from New York to 'rampico, and the ammunition
was there delivered.
Mr. KARFUL. Did you have any knowledge of the circumstance,
as testified to by Mr. Buckley, that that was d-one with the knowledge
and consent of Secretary Bryan ?
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Mr. IIOPKINs. I know that intimations were conveyed to the representatives of the revolutionatv party in the United States that they
would be permitted to ship munitions of war from ports of the United
States to Cuba, and that this Government would close its moves to the
fact that the vessels would not proceed to Cuba, but would proceed
to Tampico; that in doing that the vessels would be subject to a
nominaffine. As a result, several cargoes were shipped from Texas
ports, the vessels wore fined, and the fines subsequently remitted by
authority of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Mr. KAHFWUl,. l)o you know John Ijin1 ?
Mr. HoxKINS. I know Mr. Lind.
Mr. KF.ARF,. What was his connection with the American Government at that timo?
Mr. HOPKINS. I never met MAr. Lind but twice, on each ocension
most casually. On the first occasion I met him in the enf6 at the
Willard, when I was introduced to him by some newspaper men, I
think, shortly after the embargo to which you refer had been laid.
Mr. Lind, upon ascertaining that I occupidc the relationship to Mr.
Carrana that I did, spoke to me quite freely about the situation in
Mexico.
Mr. KEAltFUI.. Before go ilIg into that, Mr. Hopkins, the jluestion
was, what connection (di M r. Lind have at that time with this
Government?
Mr. HOPKINS. confidentialal agent of the I)epartment of State at
Mexico City.
Mr. KEA.IFvUI,. He was known as the Iperlonal relcrsenitative of
President Wilson, was he not?
Mr. HOPKI s. He was popularly so known.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Was there at that time in Washington at revolutionary junta in the interest of the Carranza revolution ?
AMr. HOPxINs. There was a confidential agency accredited here, the
head of which was Mr. Rafael Zubaran1 together with one or two
secretaries At the same time Mr. Luis Cahbrera was hero unofficially,
working more or less in harmony with Mr. Zubaran.
Mr. KEARFULL. Mr. Buckley testified, page 793 of the record:
Mr. Lind, personal representative of the President and active Carranza revolu.
tionary agent was then in Washington extremely busy as a messenger between the
Carranza revolutionary junta and the State Department
I)o you regard that as a correct statement of Mr. Lind's activities i
Mr. HoPx s. There is no doubt but what Mr. Iind circulated very
freely in revolutionary circles, according to my recollection, and myv
further understanding is that his compensation as a representative
of the Department ofState (lid not cease until a subsequent date.
Mr. KxAAnvur.. Mr. Buckley further testified, on the same page:
"i June 6 a million cartridgeswere shipped on the steamship Sunshine from Galves.
ton to Tampico. Thereafter the schooners Sunshine (rompus, and Suson made six
trips from Galveston to Tampico, each time carying eipments of war material to the
Carranza revolutionaries; all these boats, according to the speech of Representative
Rogers, previously referred to, were consigned to-Habana, but "by stress of oater
they were blown to Tampico."
Is that a fair statement of the shipments that you were referring
to a moment ago?
Mr. HOPKINS. My understanding is that if is a correct statement.
Mr. KEAR UI.. I have here from the Congressional Library a copy
of the New York Herald of Tuesday, June 30, 1014. which purports
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to contain a facsimile letter addressed bv you to Mr.rCarranza, at
that time known as the first chief of thioe constitutionalists. Will
you please state whether or not that is a correct facsimile of a letter
that you sent to Mr. Carranza ?
Mr. IIOPKINS. That is a correct facsimile of the drlftl of a letter
which I made to he sent to Mr. ('arranza, and which was subsequently
dispatched.
Mr. KEAARFUI,. 'rite letter is dated May 8, 1914, and init you make
the following statement:
Mr. Lind told me recently, and as he has subsequently intimated to Mr. Vlliareal
that in case itwas found impracticable to permit the exportation of war material, that
you should arrangetoexport such as was needed from some port on the Gulf, preferably
Mobile or Pensecola, in small vessels to Cuba, p which upon arrival at some port on that
island miaht alter their course to the mouth of the Rio Bravo. 1 have discussed this
matter with Mr. Santlago Winfleld, who knows the ,ountry in that locality and who
informs me that large schooners or steamers of moderate size can approach within
half a mile of a place called '"Barril," a few miles south of the mouth of the river,

where the cargo could lbe easily landed in launches. Mr.Lind assured me very poet-

this
tively that there would be no interference whatsoever with shipments made inl
pay, and In case Tampico is not taken I respectfully invite your special attention to

the matter.
Mr. lind testified before this committee day before yesterday
The par'arap)h just read to you was read to hii. and he \was asked
whether lie had given the adviic and made the assurances stated by
you in that paragraph, and he very positively and emphatically
denied ever having given such advice or made such assurances.
What have you to say in regard to it ?
Mr. HoPrINs. I stated in answer to a previous question, I was
the Willard hotel, I think by a newspaper
introduced to Mr. ind ait
matn, a friend of mine, during the lunch hour. In the course of the
conversation which followed, which involved ammunition supplies,
Mr. lined advised me that shipments might be made from southern
ports to the Mexican coast via liabana, all vessels leaving American
ports with ammunition to clear for a port inCuba, thereafter altering
their course and proceeding to the coast of Mexico. That, he stated,
would avoid any complications, whereas the embargo was of such
a nature that ammunition would not be permitted to go acrossthe
frontier: that is to say, across thie Rio Grande or Rio Bravo.
Mr. KEA1tI:.. ThritI, as I understand you. the statements made by
you in the paragraph just quoted, and which Mr. Lind denied, were
true?
Mr. IlorxNs. Absolutely correct, written contemporaneously with
the assurances given me by )Ir. Lind.
Mr. KrEAsrvu,. How woulfl you account for Mr. lind's denial?
Mr. Horxi.s. I have no idea, unless possibly lie has forgotten the
conversation.
Mr. KEARIIUL. He denied having any knowledge whatever of any
arrangement for the shipment of arms or ammunition to the revolttionaries in evasion of the embargo or otherwise and denied having
any knowledge or ever having Iteerd of any sueht shipments having
been made. 1Do you know whether at that time Ihe was interested in
the matter of aiding the revolution under Carrenza in this manner?
Mr. HOPKINS. The tone of the conversation was distinctly in favor
of the revolutionary cause, and I understood his suggestions to me
to have been made for the purpose of having it communicated to the
proper authorities, who would make shipments. It was for that
reason that I wrote Mr. Carranza.
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Mir. KEARFUIL. Please state whether or not the shipments referred
to in your letter as being advised by Mr. Lind were subsequently
made.
Mr. HOPKINs. Thoev were.
Mr. KEARFUI1 . And they were made by ships clearing for a Cuban
port and diverted to Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINS. They were.
Mr. KEARFUI.. And their cargoes were delivered?
Mr. HoPKINs. They were, except two, which I think were sunk
en route, subsequently salvaged, rand resold to the Carranza government.
Mr. KEAIFIL. D)o you remember another letter written by you to
Mr. Carrann on May 10, 1914, in which you state that President
Wilsonhas dikreetly permitted it to be known that in hi- opinion why you ((arranza) should
not consent to mediation in respect to the internal affair. of Mfoxico, because in the
opinion of the American Government, a+ in your own opinion, the only way to pacify

the country would be the complete triumph of the revolution

Mr. HOPKeNS, That is my understanding.
Mr. KEAIW'I.. Did you know it to be the sentiment of President
Wilson at that time t1at the only way to pacify Mexico would be by
the complete triumph of the Carranza revolution ?
Mr. HoPKIS. I think that impression was general among newspaper men who visited the White House and who gained their impressions from conversations with persons high in authority.
Mr. KEAHVurI. 1)o you remember this statement in a letter written
by you at that time'to Mr. Carranza:
In respect to the proposition for mediation for a peaceful mohltion of the present
struggle, I trlt that you will not permit yourself to be influenced in any way by Mfr.
Bryan, who in my opinion will be di-1)cd to sacrifice any great principle in the
interest of his own political career. That iK being demon-trated very day and is
well known to the maority of politil oberver..

Do you remember that?
Mr. HOPKINs. I do: and those were my sentiments then and those
are my sentiments now.
Mr. KFAnIFtU. What reason do you have to believe that Mr.
Bryan, with respect to this particular matter, would be disposed to
sacrifice principle in the interest of his own political career?
Mr. HOPKINx. My impression was that if Mr. Bryan through negotiations or other ise might bring about a situation which would
compel Carranza to enter into engagements which would limit the
objects of the revolution, that he mig+t, if it suited his purpose,
compel Cnrranza to adopt a course by which those ends would be
defeated.
Mr. KEARFUL. D)O you remember stating further in that letter
along the same line as follows:
It is for that reason that I have looked upon the offers of mediation by Argentina,
Brazil, and Chile with much apprehension, feeling that Mr. Bryan might in some
way so ally himself to their purposes as to neutralize the present dominant position
which the revolutionists enjoy. Mr. Bryan pretends to be a great apostle of peace
and because of that pretension has invariably indicated a willingness to embark on

a peace-at-any-price policy.
Do you remember making that statement?
Mr. HoPKINs. I did make such a statement.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that a true statement as to Mr. Bryan's position?
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Mr. HOPKINS. I consider it so, as demonstrated by subsequent
events.
Mr. KEARFUL. In the same letter do you remember making this
statement:
DMr.Lind is as much opposed to mediation or compromise as you yourself, enjoying
the confidence of the President, and can, I believe, speak with more authority than
Mr. Bryan.

Mr. HOPKINS. That is the impression I gained at the time.
Mr. KEARFUL. You remember making that statement, do you?
Mr. HOPKINS. I do.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you believe that to be a correct statement of
the position of confidence enjoyed by Mr. Lind?
Mr. HOPKINS. I do.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you gain that impression by reason of your
connection with the revolutionary enterprise of Carranza, as his. legal
adviser herol
Mr. HOPKINs. I gained that impression through the two conversations that I had with Mr. Lind, through conversations that I had
with others who had discussed the matter with Mr. Lind, and through
conversations with representatives of Carranza in Washington who
had also talked to Mr. Lind.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who were those representatives of Carranza?
Mr. HOPKINS. Don Felicitos Villareal, who at that time was acting
as secretary of the department of finance of the Carranza Government; Mr. Zubaran, and others whom I can not remember, including
many newspaper men.
Mr. KEARFUL. By the way, do you know what became of Felicitos
Villareal?
Mr. HOPKINS. I do.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Will you please state what became of him?
Mr. HOPKINS. He died. He was imprisoned by Carranza in the
latter part of 1915, if I recall correctly, was kept in the penitentiary
in Mexico City for about two years, and upon his release died.
Mr. KEARFUIL. What was his offense?
Mr. HOPKINS. Hostility to Carranza personally.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did it have any connection with his duty as minister
of finance and in refusing to obey the orders of Carranza in connection with the issue of paper money I
Mr. HOPKINS. That is true. He did refuse to permit his name to
be used on a certain issue of paper money ordered by Carranza during
the year 1915, as a result of wnich he abandoned Carranza and took
sides with what was known as the convention government. Subsequently he was arrested by Carranza's order and confined in the
penitentiary until shortly before his death. He was one of the best
Mexicans I ever know by the way.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did ie belong to that class of young Mexicans who
have sometimes been referred to as having joined the Carranza revolution with enthusiastic patriotism for the progress of the country
and who subsequently became disillusioned ?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir. Villareal was a man of very superior education, a very practical man. He had great hopes in the future of
his country. He became disillusioned through the selfishness of Carranza and-his great desire to center all power in himself at no matter
what cost to the country.
4766-20-voL 2 ---
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Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any knowledge of the connection, if
any, between John Lind and Carranza?
1Mr. HoPxIs. I have no personal knowledge.
Ar. KEARF't. Is it true, as testified to heretofore, that he was
very active in procuring the recognition by this Government of the
Carranza Government as the Government of Mexico?
Mr. HOPKI s. I have heard of it only. My relation to the Carranza Government ceased in September, 1914.
Air. KEARFUL. What were the circumstances attending the severance of your relation to the Carranza Government?
Mr. HOPKxIs. At the City of Mexico one day Mir. Carranza advised
me that after serious consideration he had decided that a lengthy
preconstitutional period would he essential before reestablishing a
real civil government; that is to say, before reestablishing the constitutionalorder. I had been for a long time very much opposed to
any such- idea, because I-foresaw a looting of the country in the
event the constitutional order was not immediately restored upon
the triumphant entry of the revolutionary forces into the capital.
I had endeavored in every possible way to impress upon AMr. Carranza the absolute necessity for such a course: First, in the interest
of good government; second, as a vindication of the revolutionary
cause. As a matter of fact, the revolution was initiated because of
the overthrow of government and defeat of the constitution by
Huerta. Therefore, I maintain it was the duty of the revolutionists,
after the overthrow of Huerta, to restore the constitution forthwith,
and I frequently told Mr. Carranza that was my opinion- that if he
did not follow that course, he would stultify himself. Hence, when
he advised me that in his opinion a lengthy preconstitutional period
would he essential before restoring the constitution, I asked his permission to retire and immediately returned to Washington. Since
that time I have had no correspondence or relationship with him.
Mr.

KEARFUL.

Was it the fundamental basis of the revolution by

Carranza that the constitution of 1857, as subsequently amended
during the time of Diaz, would be reestablished?
Mr. HoPKIns. It was; it was upon that basis that he gained the
adherence of the better classes.
Mr. KEARFUL. And also gained the sympathy of the American
people.
Air. HOPKINS. Most decidedly.
Mr. KEARFUL. The very name of the movement was a catchword,
indicating that as the fundamental basis of the revolution, as they
understood it, was it not?
Mr. HOPKINs. The very name adopted by the revolutionists indicated its purpose.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was that name ?
Mr. HOPKINs. The Constitutionalist Forces, Ejercito Constituclonalista. You will understand, in this connection, from the
name adopted, that Carranza evidently as far back as 1914 had the
idea of perpetuating himself in power. No one dreamed of it at the
time, but now we can see it all. He refused to establish a provisional
government, and even the paper money issued by his authority bore
no other obligation than that of the Constitutionalist Forces, of
which he was the first chief. He adopted that means in order to
avoid any semblance of conflict with the principles of "no reelection,"
which was the symbol of the previous revolution led by Madero
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against President Diaz. IHe believed that, upon the triumph of the
revolution, instead of being provisional president, by continuing his
power as first chief, he might seek election, and thereby hold office
for a further period of four years. It was with that end in view,
that upon the triumph of the cause in August, 1914, he soon thereafter assumed the powers of the government, styling himself "first
chief of the Constitutionalist Forces, uncharged with the executive
power," notwithstanding the plan of Guadalupe, which was the basic
plan of the revolution, required him to assume the provisional presidency. Subsequent events have shown his true motive.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mean the provisional presidency under the
constitution
Mr. IIOPKINS. The provisional presidency for the purpose of
calling an election.
Mr. KEARFUL. Under the constitution?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes, sir; and under the plan of Guadelupe also.
Subsequent events have shown why he adopted that policy.
Afr. KEARFUL. To what events to you refer?
Mr. HOPKINS. His actions during the last three years, looking to
his continuance in power beyond the constitutionil period, and in
violation of the spirit of the'Mexican constitution, thereby inviting
revolution.
Mr. KEARFUL. What acts have you in mind?
Mr. HOPKINS. The removal of constitutionally elected governors of
the several States: the use of the military in browbeating the people;

the naming of military governors in States whore the people were
entitled to elect them; the use of the military for electioneering purposes, and the inauguration of a generally unsettled condition from
one end of Mexico to the other, hoping thereby to bring about a
state of things that would enable him to either declare an election
impossible or to nullify such election as might be held, in order that

a subservient congress might name him as president ad interim to
compose matters.

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you regard the government of Carranza as a
success in the reestablishment of peace and order throughout Mexico.
Mr. HOPKINS. His government has been a ghastly failure. He had
every opportunity possible under the circumstances, but cast every

chance to the winds, thinking only of his own political future and
ambition for power.
Mr. KEARFUL. In what respect has it been a failure?

Mr. HOPKINs. He has neither complied with his promises, pacified
the country, or inaugurated the reforms demanded by the people.
Mr. KEARFUL. Has he complied with any of the governmental

international obligations?
Mr. HOPKINs. It is one of the greatest problems in Mexico to-day,
one of the problems that has done more to excite the people against
him than any other thing. In fact it is one of the bases of the
present revolution against his authority.
Mr. KEARFUL,. What has he done, if anything, towards the discharge of the financial obligations of Mexico ?

Mr. HOPKINS. Absolutely nothing.
Mr. KEARFUL. It is stated that the revenues under the Carranza
rule have been very much larger than they were under the rule of.
Porfirio Diaz.
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Mr. HOPKINS. I have been given to so understand.

Mr. KEARFUL. What, if you know, has been .done with those

receipts, since no international financial obligations have been discharged?
Mr. HOPKINS. NO one knows. That is one of the reasons that the
people are demanding his exit at the present time.
Mr. KEARFUL. What, if you know, has been his attitude toward
foreigners and foreign.nterests in Mexico, especially Americans and
American interests during the past three or four voars?
Mr. HoPKINs. As a general proposition his attitude has been one

of hostility.
Mir. KlnFv,. D)o you know how he has manifested that?
Mir. HOPKIN's. Ie fins failed to give adequate protection; he has
not permitted development that only foreign capital extends.

KEARFU,. Have you over hoard Luis Cabrera express his sentiKfr.

ments with respect to Americans operating in Mexico and their
property?
Ar. l*oKss. No I never have, personally.
Mr. KFAurFU. What, if you know are tle fundamental bases of
the present revolution in Mexico, which originated in the State of
Sonora some time ago?
Mr. HOPKINs. The people of Mexico generally have been in a great
state of unrest for a lengthy period, duo to the administration of
public affairs by the Carranza government, which has complied with
none of its promises or obligations and which apparently has had for
its only object the vesting of power in Carranza himself and his continuation in office. The climax came when Carranza sent for Ignacio
Bonillas, his ambassador to Washington, and named him as the candidate of the Civilista party for the presidency, that party being
without membership or support of any kind, save by three or four
gentlemen of Carranza's political family.
There never was such a thing heard of in Mexico City. That
aroused a greater ill feeling than ever. And when Carranza, in order
to rivet his hold upon the situation, initiated a movement looking to
the military occupation of the State of Sonora, in order to do away
with the authority of the State government, and remove the constitutional governor, the people of the State as a body rose up in
arms, with the result that theo legislature adopted a resolution suspending relations with the Federal Government until such time as
their sovereign rights might be restored and respected.
Mir. KEAUFUL. What, if you know, is the attitude of the leaders of
that revolution toward foreign operators in Mexico, especially
Americans ?
Mr. HoPKINS. The leader of that revolution against the Carranza government is Gen. Alvaro Obregon, of the State of Sonora,
who was Carranza's principal military chief during the revolution in
1913 and 1014. He formerly commanded the army corps in the
northwest, and participated in the taking of Mexico City in August,
1914. Since he announced his candidacy in numerous speeches he
has denounced the Carranza government because of its attitude
toward foreign governments and toward foreigners, claiming that it is
the duty of Mexico to accord that same treatment to foreigners which
Mexico receives in other countries; also that it was the duty of the
Mexican Government to respect all vested rights, and that if he were
elected president he would guarantee that all rights acquired previous
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to the adoption of the 1017 constitution would be .in every way
respected. In numerous other respects Gen. Obregon has shown an
absolutely sane appreciation of the duties of the country, as well as
its international obligations, asserting that it was absolutely essential
that Mexico cultivate by all means the friendliest relations with her
neighbors, and not to be constantly annoying them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are the followers of Obregon in full accord with him
in those sentiments?
AMr. HOPKINS. Absolutely; in every respect.
Afr. KEARFUL. Do you believe that Obregon and his followers in
the new revolution are sincere in the expression of their sentiments ?
Mr. HOPKINS. 1 most assuredly do.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you arrive at that opinion from personal contact with them?
Mr. HOPKINs. I did; and I may add that Gen. Obregon's entire
career shows him to be a man of singular consistency and tenacity of
purpose. He himself can not be described as a politician. He is a
farmer, who has never been engaged in politics until comparatively
recently. He is supported by the best elements in the country, a
good many of whom have been either educated in the United States
or who have spent a good deal of time here and have been afforded
opportunity to study the science of government and industrial
development. These men are solidly behind Obregon.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are you familiar with Mexican history

AMr. Horxxxs. Reasonably so.

Mr. KrAnFUL. Can you recall any instance in the history of
Mexico where a military leader has achieved a signal victory and
turned over the results of his victory to a civilian chief?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; Obregon himself achieved a victory in 1914,
and turned the results over to Carranza.

Mhr. KEARFUL. Do you know of any other instance in Mexican
history where that has occurred ?
Mr. HOPKINS. Unless we refer to Gen. Diaz turning over the government to Gonzalez.
Afr. KEARFUL. That was generally understood to be under the
hand of 'Diaz, notwithstanding the four years of Gonzalez.

Mr. HOPKINS. Quito true. Nevertheless, he turned the government over to Gonzalez.
Mr. KEARFUL. And after four years took it himself.
Mr. HOPKINS. Again.
Mr. KEARFUL. Apart from that, is it your understanding that the
only instance in the history of Mexico where a military chief turned
over the fruits of a signal victory has been that of Obregon when he
defeated Villa in 19159
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. At that time Gen. Obregon returned to his
farm in Sonora and remained there continuously until he began to
campaign for the presidency.
Mr. EARFUL. I believe that is all I care to ask. Is there anything
further you would like to state?
br. HoPKINs. I do not think so, Judge.
Mr. KEARFUL. I am very much obliged to you.
(Thereupon, the committee adjourned for the noon recess.)
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FRIDAY, APRIL 30, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FOnEION RELATIONS,

Washington, D. 0.
The following testimony was taken at Washington, D. C., April 30,
1920, by Francis J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the
subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM WESLEY CANADA.
(The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARFUL. Will you please give your full name?
Mr. CANADA. William Wesley Canada.
Mr. KEARFUL. Where do you live now ?
Mr. CANADA. My home Is at Winchester, ncld.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your age?
Mr. CANADA.

Seventy.

Mr. KEARFUL. What experience have you had in the American
Consular Service in Mexico?
Mr. CANADA, I was in the American Consular Service in Mexico
20 years, 10 months and a few days.
Mr. KEARFUL. Between what dates?
Mr. CANADA. 1897 and 1918.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that service continuous?
Mr. CANADA. It was continuous from the time I was first appointed
up to the time I resigned.
Mr. KEARFUL. How does that length of service compare with the
service of other American consuls in Mexico?
Mr. CANADA. I served longer than any other man in Mexico, as
consul.
Mr. KEARFUL. How if you know, does that length of service compare with the length of service of other American consuls in the whole
world?
Mr. CANADA. In examining the record I think there was one who
probably served a few days longer than I did or I served a few days
longer than'he did, I do lot now just remember which. The hlist
of consuls will show.
Mr. KEARFUL. At what point in Mexico were you located ?
Mr. CANADA. Vera Cruz, Mexico, the city of Vera Cruz, in the
State of Vera Cruz. I also had for a while Fronteras, Salina Cruz,
Coatzacoalcos, now the Port of Mexico, Tiacotalpam, and a short time
I had Tuxpan, as agent, all reporting to the Vera Cruz consul. Part
of that time I was Cuban consul, if that has anything to do with it.
I served as Cuban consul until they appointed their own consul,
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the request of the Cuban Government and by the consent of the
American Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was in addition to your duties as American
consul
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir* In addition to my duties as American consul,
the first Cuban consul they ever had there.
Mr. KEARFUL. While you were consul at Vera Cruz did you come
in contact constantly with the officials of the Mexican Government?
Mr. CANADA. Daily, almost.
Mr. KEARFUL. State your relations with them in the beginning of
your work there as to cordialty.
Mr. CANADA. Very good. There was no'friction. I was able to
procure for Americans or Cubans protection in all the complaints
that would come in that were proper. Those that were not proper,
we usually settled them ourselves before we went to any officials.
I was able to get any American out of jail. If he was put in late at
night, I would get him out, on my own word. Those that were not
bailable I was able to go to the jefo politico or judge and borrow
them. I don't know just what that means. They said they would
loan. them to me, and I borrowed them, in a number of cases that
were not bailable.
Mr. KEARFUL. Under your promise to be responsible for their
appearance?
Mr. CANADA. I always promised to be responsible for them.
Mr. KEARFUL. And you never failed ?
Mr. CANADA. I never failed during the first 15 or 16 years.
Mr. KEARFUL. When if over, did those relations change between

you and the Mexican officials?
Mr. CANADA. Not until after the first chief, Carranza, 'had put
Huerta out as we called it. In the last days of Huerta I had some
trouble to have my requests complied with, in releasing one or two
prisoners whom I had asked for. Then I was told by my Government to take my own plans for it and I wont over the heads of all
officials and went direct to Gen. Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. John Lind testified the other day that the only
hostility he found in Mexico against Americansa was on the part of
the supporters of Gen. Huerta. What have you to say in regard to
that?
Mr. CANADA. I have a great deal of respect for John Lind, but my
experience was different.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was it precisely contrary?
Mr. CANADA. Huerta granted all my requests.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was. Huerta s attitude toward Americans
prior to the landing of the American forces at Vera Cruz?
Mr. CANADA. Friendly.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he afford them lawful protection and security?
Mr. CANADA. So far as my jurisdiction was concerned, he did. I
could not speak for others.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his attitude after the taking of Vera
Cruz?
Mi. CANADA. Up to the day he left his attitude toward me was
correct, but rumor had it that he was very hostile against Americans;
not so much against Americans, I think, as it was against the American Government.
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Mr. KEARFUL. In particular, against President Wilson, was it notl

Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Samuel Guy Inman, who testified before the
committee, made the statement that at the time of the taking of
Vera Cnru Gen. Huerta issued an order for the imprisonment of
Americans, and that many Americans, including American consuls
in Mexico, were imprisoned and were not released until the places
where they were imprisoned were taken by the Constitutionalist
forces. Is that correct
Mr. CANADA. I never saw that order. I had heard that some of
them were imprisoned. I used my influence for some of them, Jeff
Bruce, to get him out. That was in the northern part of Mexico
and I don't know the details or facts in the cases. In the State of
Vera Cruz there were no consuls arrested, no consuls molested. The
consul at Tlacotalpan and one or two others were held a few hours,
but upon my request they were turned loose and came on down to
the consulate.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember the circumstance that it was
reported at Mexico City to Gen. Huerta that the American forces at
Vera Cruz were holding Mexicans there, and that the order which he
gave for detaining Americans was by way of reprisal for the detention of Mexicans in Vera Cruz, and that when he found out that
Mexicans were not detained in Vera Cruz, he freely allowed the
Americans to depart
Mr. CANADA. I heard of that order but if he held anybody in
reprisal, it was people that were on the road from their homes to
Vera Cruz. There were some down on the railroad that were taken
off the train at Cordoba, but I wired direct and they were turned
loose and allowed to come down. They claimed there was some
abuse. They claimed they were abused some. But Americans
went and came freely in a short time afterwards. I am speaking of
the last days of Huerta.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember the circumstance of the imprisonment of an American physician, named Dr. Ryan, in the interior of
Mexico, and his release by Huerta?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was that?
Mr. CANADA. I got a cablegram from the State Department that
Dr. Ryan was in prison in some town in the northern part of Mexico;
I don't remember the name of it, and was to be shot the next morning
at 5 o'clock; to procure his release if possible, using my own methods.
I went over the heads of everybody and sent a telegram direct to
Gen. Huerta. He answered back that he knew nothing about it
now, but would investigate and have it prevented, and- have Dr.
Ryan brought to him and then send him to Vera Cruz. I sent
that to.the State Department, which seemed to please them, as Mr.
Bryan, the Secretary, said Ryan was his personal friend. Dr. Ryan
was brought to Mexico City; was sent down to Cordoba, then over to
Tlacotalpam, and up to Vera Cruz on a boat, and reported to the
consul's offie.
Mr. KEARFUL. To your knowledge, did Gen. Huerta even after the
taking of Vera Crus, show any hostlity toward individual Americans
or to their property interests in Mexico?
Mr. CANADA. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
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Mr. KEARFUL. What circumstances attended the beginning of at
change of relations between yourself as American consul and the
Mexican officials under First Chief Carranza?
Mr. CANADA. What was the first circumstance that happened ?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes.

Mr. CANADA. Well, Americans were complaining that they had left
their property and it was being destroyed; and I would go ilown and
make a protest, and he would promise to send protection and never
did so. That was repeated every day or two for months. I would
go down and ask that some protection be extended, and he would
promise it, but would not give It. If Americans got locked up I
would go down and try to get them out of jail or prison, and they
would promise me that to-morrow they would see to it. I had his
promises, but very few I got out. lie would cause newspaper men
to be arrested and locked-up, as well as individuals. His conduct
was that of a person that hated the Americans.
Mr. KAntF L. Do you remember a banquet that was given in
Vera Cruz to First Chief Carranza on October 26, 1014?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you and other foreign consuls attend that
banquet?
Mr. CANADA.

Yes, air.

Mr. KEARFUL. Was Carranza present throughout the proceedings?
Mr. CANADA. He was.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who was the principal speaker at that banquet?
Mr. CANADA. Luis Cabrera.
Mr. KEARFUL. What positions has Luis Cabrera hold with the Carranza Government?
Mr. CANADA. I am unable to name the different positions which he
held, but he was one of the cabinet officers.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you recollect the speech that Cabrera made at
that banquet?
Mr. CANADA. I recollect a part of it. I never will forget a part of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Can you give the substance of what he said in reference to his attitude and the attitude of the Carranza Government
toward the Americans avid their property interests in Mexico?
Mr. CANADA. My recollection is that lie said the Carranza Governmoent-ho was speaking for the Carranza Government and Carranza's
attitude. I don't remember that he said it was his personal attitude,
but he said that they were going to drive the Americans out, take
their property, were not going to allow them to buy any more, and
wanted me to tell my Government. He said somethingsimilar to the
English and Cubans, but not quite so strong, as I remember it, which
annoyed the consuls very much. The English and Cuban consuls
wanted to leave the banquet, which was about over. The Span ishconsul wanted to leave. I whispered to them to remain there until it was
over. They remained until the banquet was over and went outside
and waited for me. I shook hands with Carranza and Luis Cabrera
and congratulated him on his speech that it was pretty clear and we
understood it, and I would tellmy 6 ov6rnment, as he requested, to
the best of my ability, what the policies of the Carranza Government
were going to be. I went out and the consuls were waiting for me
outside, and we went across to the corner just around by those Mexican
hotel. In substance we agreed to write out each one for himself
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what he understood the speech to be. Then we would got together
and blue-pencil it until we got down to what we thought were the
facts. About that time somebody shot a gun off right close to us,
and the German consul adjourned. The balance of us walked away.
However, we talked the matter over the next day, and it was printed
in the papers. My recollection now is they claimed the papers gave
the substance of the speech, as well as they could. They had reporters over there. It was the next day, or the next day I;ut one.
Mr. KFARFU,.. Did the papers contain a report of the speech as
you now have stated it?
Mr. CANADA. In substance,
Mr. KEARFUI.. From your observation of the acts of the Carranza
Government since that time, have the sentiments expressed by Luis
Cabrera at that banquet been carried out?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; and then some, I think; but they were carried out.
Mr. KAnRFUL. Did you, subsequent to that time, have any transactions directly concerning Luis Cabrera, in reference to a shipment
of gold and silver to the United States .
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was thatI
Mr. CANADA. I received a telegram from the State Department to
look out for gold and silver bars. An American came to me and
reported that he had come all the way from Salina Cruz on a train
that was bringing silver bars to Vera (ruz that had been stolen from
an American mining company on the west side; I don't remember
that place; that a great number of the bars were on the train. I
followed them up and watched them put them in a certain bodega.
Thinking that might be the same, I kept watch of it and tried to
secure it, but coud not. Luis Cabrera sent in an invoice in triplicate-a consular invoice, we called it-which described, as far as
weight was concerned, the same weight, but not the exact number of
bars. After the ship left I wired the number of the invoice to the
United States Government. About two hours after the ship had
left and just after I had sent the wire an American came in and
claimed that he was hunting for gold bars taken from that same mine.
I don't remember the name, but I remember it was at the same place.
It was bars he claimed had been stolen by the Carranza people. Not
knowing him, and knowing that spies were on the track of me all the
time, I hesitated to give him any information until he about halfway
convinced me he was who he said he was. All I did for him was,
went and got the original invoice and laid it on the table where he
could see it. He took the number of it--standing off to one side, I
saw what he was doing-and some other figures from it, looked at it,
and did some writing on a piece of paper. I guess it was the numbers, and so on. He was excited and wanted to know how he could
get to New York before that ship did. I told him I didn't know; I
had no flying machine. Finally I happened to think there was a
ship going to New Orleans, and I told him about it. He went out,
and I never saw him any more, for that boat was sailing'in about
two or three hours. Afterwards I learned indirectly that the gold
bars were attached in New' York on the same number of invoice.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive any complaint from Luis Cabrera
with respect to that transaction?
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Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; after the gold bars had been attached in
New York Luis Cabrera wrote me a letter wanting to know why I
had given out such information. His letter to me will speak better
for itself. He told me then who the gold bars belonged to. I think
he said they belonged to his Government.
Mr. KEAIiFUL. Do you have that original letter?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. And a translation of it
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; February 16, 1915: that is when it was.
Mr. KnEARUL. Do you have any objection to putting the transla-

tion in the record I

Mr. CANADA. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. It may be inserted at this point.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
iTrnslatlon.l]

r.LLA

CAADA

CUZ, February , 1915.

Out,

.ferico.
Consul of the United Lite, 'em
StR: Some time ago the department of the treasury, which is under my direction,
sent to the United States some silver and gold bars which had been cast by the Mexican Government in the State of Sinaloa.
The companies who said that they were the proprietors of the mines from which
the metal came were interested in knowing the date that said bars left Mexico for
the United States, to the end of taking judicial action in that country.
As a matter of fact upon the arrival of the metal in the city of New York we found
that an action of replovin had been entered by the interested parties. This acion,
which we have reason to believe will not win in the long run, was taken, nevertheless,
with the deliberate object of politically aiding our enemies, interfering with the use
of the values which we had remitted.
Upon our making investi nation as to how it was known beforehand in New York
about the shipment of the gars we have found, through private information first,
and later through notices published in the press that it was the American consulate
who gave notice of the shipment of the merchandise to Xew York.
As this notice has caused grievous damage to this Government, I have seen fit to
lay same before you, to the end that you will kindly inform me as to what reason the
consulate had for giving the telegraphic advice to which I refer. I am,
Respectfully, yours,
LUIS CARRERA.

Mr. CANADA. I think I have a copy of my answer to it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is this a copy of your answer to Mr. Luis Cabrera?
Mr. CANADA. That is a carbon copy of my answer to Mr. Luis

Cabrera.

Mr. KEARFUL. Will you read it into the record?
Mr. CANADA (reads):
VsER CRUZ, MEBXtCO, February5, 1915.
Lie. Luis CABmERA, Vera r.
DEAR Sin: In reply to your valued letter of February 4, in which you make inquiries
regarding information said to have been given out relative to certain shipments, I have
the honor to inform you that, while I should be pleased to give you any information,
whether positive or negative, with regard to transactions taking place in this consulate,
however, as you no doubt understand, I must first be authorized by my Government
to do so.
Very sincerely, yours,
Wu. W. OANADA.

Such actions as that made me persona non grata with Carranza
officials.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Did you report the matter of Luis Cabrera's request
to Washington?
Mr. CANADA. I did, and sent a copy of the letter.
Mr. KPARFUL. Did you receive any instructions in regard to giving
him any information?
Mr. OANADA. I did not, and I never gave him the information he
asked for.
Mr. KEARFUL. And the matter was closed then, so fa.! as you were
concerned?
Mr. CANADA. I considered the matter closed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you know John R. Sillimani
Mr. CANADA. YeOS, sr.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who was he, and what was his position?
Mr. CANADA. John R. Silliman was the consular agent up in a
northern town called Saltillo. He was locked up, and we used our
good offices to get him out. However, he got out; I do not know
through what influence, but I believe that the Carranza forces let him
out.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was at the time of the taking of Vera Cruz,
was it?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. He came down to Vera Cruz, and I sent
him home; gave him money to go home on.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Saltillo was the home of Venustiano Carranza, the
then governor of Coahuila, was it not?
Mr. CANADA. I believe it was. They say that Mr. Silliman used to
sell him milk. He ran a dairy farm there, and was well acquainted
with him before the revolution. He came to Vera Cruz, and went to
the United States and finally he came back, claiming the President
had suspended all civil service arrangements and appointed him
consul of the first class, $2,000 grade. He went back up in the interior
some place. Carranza came to Vera Cruz and left him behind.
Mr. KEARFUL. He was appointed as representative to negotiate
with Carranza?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. That was before Carranza came to Vera
Cruz, and before he ever came to Vera Cruz. Carranza came to Vera
Cruz and left him behind. I saw one or two letters through which he
wanted the. United States Government to get him back down to
Carranza, that he thought he still had influence with him; and I saw
one letter where he told Carranza to watch me, that he did not think
I was a very good Carranza man-words to that effect. The Government appointed me as a go-between between the Government and
Carranza. You can call it a messenger boy or ambassador, or what
you please. I received the dispatches and presented them to Carranza under instructions. Silliman finally got down there, and then
he received those dispatches. He was the special representative to
Carranza.
Mr.KEARFUL. What was Silliman's attitude toward Carranza?
Mr.CANADA. Very friendly. He always spoke inthe highest terms
of him. He told me one day that Carranza started his revolutiongot on his horse and told him it was going to be the bloodiest revolution that country had ever seen. About that time he was notifiedwhile he was still on a horse-in the start-out it was a revolution
against Madero, and he said he got a telegram showing Madero was
assassinated, and he said he would start out to avenge the death of
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Madero. Whether Mr. Carranza ever said that to Silliman or not I
don't know, but Silliman told me that.
Mr. KEArFULJ. Was Silliman a strong advocate of the success of
Carranza?
Mr.

CANADA.

Very.

Mr. KFARFUI,. Did he appear to have a personal interest in the
success of Carranza ?
Mr. CANADA. Well, I thought so. He told me one dlay that if Carranza did not succeed he would lose his beautiful home up in Saltillo.
I think that was the town. Anyhow, he built him a fine house up on
a little hill up there, and it was mortgaged. He said if Carranza
succeeded, he would have no trouble in keeping that fine home.
Mr. KEAHVUi.. Did you have any information that led you to believe that Silliman was being paid by Carranza?
Mr. CANADA. Mr. Kelly, a clerk of mine, was detailed to get what
information he could about him, and to get the facts. HeIwas a
brother-in-law to one of Carranza's men. He was a wireless man, 1
believe. He told me, "You might go out and talk yourself black in
the face, and you could not make my brother-in-law or anyone else
believe but what he is getting more pay from Carranza than from the
Then again, after a while he saw disUnited States Government.'
patches and reports I was going to send in. He would say, "Don't
send that in now. That will displease Carranza." And all such talk
as that he would got off frequently. Finally I didn't allow him into
my room. I would allow him.in the room, but I would not let him
see anything that was going on or show him anything.
Mr. KEARFuL. What information, if any, did you have as to
whether Silliman was conveying to Carranza confidential matters
occurring in your office?
Mr. CANADA.

He was.

Mr. KEARFUL. Was that a common proceeding?
Mr. CANADA. Toward the last it was very common; that is, up to
the time I quit showing him anything, and up to the time I would
not talk to'any of the men that was around him all the time, Mr.
Weeks, and Mr. Tupper.
Mr. KEARFUL. Henry Allen Tupper?
Mr. CANADA. Henry Allen Tupper. They would come in and try
to get me to talk.
Mr.KEARFUL. Do you mean George F. Weeks?
Mr. CANADA. I am not sure of the initials. He was a large man.
Mr. KEARFUL. The testimony before the committee shows he was
a Carranza propagandist.
Mr. CANADA. 'lhatis what he was.
Mr. KEARFUI,. The testimony also shows as to Henry Allen Tupper,
that he was being plaid by Carranza.
Mr. CANADA. 1 so considered him, and did not trust him.
Mr. KEARFUL. They were the men with whom Silliman was advising, were they ?
Mr.CANADA. Every morning they were the first people in his office.
I gave him an office in the building the consulate was in, rooms that
I had control over. Mr. Silliman and I got to be very unfriendly. I
would not follow his instructions and it seemed to peeve him.
Mr. KEARFUL. About that time (lid you receive an annonyinous.
letter threatening your life?
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Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.
Mr. KPARFtrL. Did you have any reason to believe that Mr. Silli.
man knew of the sending of that letter before it was sent?
Mr. OCANADA. It might be some reason to me, but I doubt whether
it would be a reason to any one else. It occurred on the patio. I
said, "Mr. Silliman, I have got a love letter here." lie snid, "I have
been looking for you to get love letters." lie said, "Let me see it."
I showed It to him. Ife said, "I have been looking for you to get
love letters like that. I am not surprised at it." There were some
other words said. I don't remember just what they were now. I
didn't show him any more.
Mr. KEARFUL. Dil you know Charles A. Douglass, who was
employed by Carranza as his legal adviser?
Mr. CANADA. I am not personally acquainted with him. I think
I have seen Charles A. Douglass. He was there on one or two trips.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive a letter from Mr. Bryan introducing Douglass to you and commending him to-you?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; if that is the Charles A. Douglass; I got a
letter from Mr. Bryan introducing Mr. Douglass to me, and Mr.
Douglass called once or twice at the office.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is this the letter?
Mr. CANADA. That is the letter.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is the date of it?
Mr. CANADA. February 16, 1015.
Mr. KEARFUL. When was it received at the consulate?
Mr.

CANADA.

March 4, 1015.

Mr. KEARFUL. Please read it to the reporter.
Mr. CANADA (reading):
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, D. C., February 16, 1915.
DI.AR MR. CANADA: This will introduce to you Judge Charles A. Douglass, of this
city, the local attorney for Carranza representatives in this city. He is visiting
Gen. Carrana, and I am glad to make you acquainted with him. If, while he is
there, we have any matters to take up with Gen. Carranya, he will be willing as he
is anxious to assist in smoothing out difficulties. I commend him to your confiideuce

and courtesy.
W. J. BRYAN.
Very truly,
That was addressed to "W. W. Canada, American consul, Vera
Cruz " at the bottom.
I don't think Mr. Douglass ever came into my private office after
presenting that letter.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he have anything to do with the conduct of
affairs by Silliman?
Mr. CANADA. He asked me some questions, and from the fact that
he was attorney for Carranza I didn't answer his questions or show
him anything. Whether or not that conversation chilled him a
little or not I don't know. He didn't come back, but he would go
directly to Mr. Silliman.
Mr. KEARFUL. What, apparently, were the relations between him
and Silliman?
Mr. CANADA. Seeing them on the street, in an automobile together,
all that I saw was very friendly. They consulted frequently in his
office. At least I have seen him go in the office frequently.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Could you give some instances of the futility of
protests made against injurious acts committed toward Americans
during the time of CarranzaI
Mr. CANADA. By Carranza forces?
Mr. KEARFUL. Yes, sir.
Mr. CANADA. I don't believe any of the protests we entered were
ever considered. They brought no results. I would notify the
department, and they would wire me a dispatch to deliver to Carranza, and he would excuse it in some way. He never complied,
never granted any relief.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you know John Lind
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; very well, while he was there.

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you recollect the time when he was sent to
Mexico by President Wilson to deal with Gen. Huerta?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; I went with him at the request of the
department.

Mr.KEARFUL. Do you recollect the circumstance, which is a
matter of common knowledge that he presented certain representations to Huerta to the effect that Huerta should eliminate himself by
holding an election, at which Huerta would not stand as a candidate
and that Huerta rejected those representations, and then John Lind
returned to Vera Cruz?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; I remember that was common conversation.
Mr. KEARFUL. And was reported in the newspapers at the time?
Mr. CANADA. It was reported in the newspapers at the time. I
know he came back to Vera Cruz.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he have his office in the consulate?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; most of the time. He stopped at the
hotel a little while, but had his office there all the time. Then lie
and hds wife and family lived in the consulate with me.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have occasion to confer with him frequently in regard to the Mexican situation?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. We talked frequently about it in an
offhand way, and I heard him talk frequently to others.
Mr. KEARFUL. From your conversations with him what did you
conclude as to his conception of his mission to Mexico?
Mr. CANADA. Well, while I have got alot of confidence in Gov. Lind
I didn't understand it quite as he did the other day. I understood
at the time, from the conversations and what printed matter I saw,
and what dispatches I read and sent in, that his mission there wasI think I can express best my thought by telling what I heard him
say, when he threw his arm up, "Huerta must get out or another
revolution." I know it was talked that he must call an election, at
which he would not be a candidate. I don't remember that he was
to resign and remain there to call an election, but I got it in my head
that he was to call an election while he was acting as President, but
he should not be a candidate; that he must call an election at once.
That was the impression I got from what I heard and read.- I never
had any other until the other day. I may be wrong about it, but
that was the impression it made irpon me.
Mr.KEARFUL. After Lind's negotiations with Huerta were broken
off, and he was in Vera Cruz with you, what then was his attitude
with regard to what should be done in Mexico?
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Mr. CANADA. Well, I think his attitude was that of Gen. Huerta
getting out or intervention.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his attitude with respect to Carranza's
success?
Mr: CANADA. IIe beliOved that Carranza would succeed
Mr. KEARFUL. Was he a strong advocate of CarranzaI
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; as I understood it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember whether heo took the position
that it was "Carranza or American interventions"
Mr. CANADA. I think I heard him say that. If he would deny it,
I would be in doubt about it, but I think I heard him say it.
Mr. KEARFuL. IIe a(lmitted on the witness stand here the other
day that lie had often said that.
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. It was said so often I think I could not
forget it. I think that is correct.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he ever state to you the reasons that induced
him to believe that the only salvation for Mexico was in the success
of Carranza ?
. Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; I think he did. I think heo was trying to
put representatives along with Villa and Carranza, so they would
work in harmony.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were his reasons for believing that the salvation of Mexico depended upon the success of the Carranza revolution ?
Mr. CANADA. never know what his reason were, what he based his
reasons on, unless it was instructions for him to do certain things
and he was going to do it without any particular reason.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you get the impression that he went there with
instructions to do certain things regardless of conditions?
Mr. CANADA. I got that impression.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he over expound to you his theories in regard
to the good Mexicans of the north and the bad Mexicans of the south,
and that it was desirable that the good Mexicans of the north should
conquer the bad ones in the south?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your own opinion about that theory?
Mr. CANADA. Well, my opinion was that the better Mexicans were
in the south, a good many of them. They were not all in the
north. Probably there were some bad ones there and some good
ones in the north, but the good ones in the south predominated, and
in the north the bad ones predominated, to my mind.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you come in contact very largely with the
Mexican people in the southern part of Mexico?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; naturally.
Mr. KEARFUL. What opinion did you gain as to the character and
quality of those people?
Mr. CANADA. The men in the south that I came in contact with
were very peaceable and submissive, industrious, trying to cultivate
a little corn, tobacco, and such as they needed, but not very ambitious to accumulate; but they were law-abiding and there was very
little crime. Up to the time Carranza came in, I am speaking of.
Mr. KRARFUL. Up to the time he came in with his men from the
north?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.
4786-20--vo 2---40
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Mr. KEARFUL. John Lind testified the other day that, in his
opinion, the influence of American operations in the southern part
of Mexico was not beneficial to the natives of the country. What
were your observations during your 20 years there
Mr. CANADA. I could not agree with him. My observation was
and I believe that the Americans had a beneficial influence over those
of the South: that every time an American came in, it was a benefit
to some of the Mexicans; that every plantation they opened up, it
was a benefit to the Mexicans; and some of them up to the time they
were destroyed were very beneficial to the owners. Some of those
plantations might have been a detriment to the people of the North,
but every American that went in there benefited the Mexicans in
the South. Thosc stock companies in the United States, selling
their stock to school ma'arms, barbers, clerks, poor people up here
some of them lost it all, but the Mexicans got the benefit of it. And
the American colonists would come down. They would come down
there with their small colonies. There was one between there and
Tierra Blanca. I forget the name of it. They opened up a hbg
tract of land in small ranches ind commenced to grow vegetables
and use scientific methods, use American implements for agriculture.
I know in many cases especially the one next to Tierra Blanca, the
Mexicans followed suit, and would go to them for advice. They
would raise their stuff and then some one of the colonists would
come to town and sell it for all of them and divide up the money.
I know Mexicans were very well pleased that lived in those little
places. I was out there a shprt time; stayed one day on account of
a train being late. What was true there, I think, was true of
everyone.
Mr. KEAlFUL. Were there many such settlements in the southern
part of MexicoI
Mr. CANADA. I only know two like. that, but there were many

settlements where there were small ranches and where they raised
cattle and sugar cane. I think the Americans taught the Mexicans
how to r;e tools; taught them how to work; but there was very
little amubtion in them to save something. I think everyone of
those Americans that came down there benefited the Mexicans,
especially in that neighborhood, even the tourists.
1Mr. KIEARFUL. Notwithstanding some of those tourists were very

uncouth in their manners?
Mr. CANADA. Some of them would do things I couldn't understand.
For instance, they would take their kodak, walk into the governor's
house, and kodak his dining table. They wouldn't think of doing
that at home. I talked to some of them about it. "Oh, well, we are
out for a good time. You fellows pay 25 cents to move a trunk, and
we give them a dollar. We got our money changed on the border
and what is it " They would do things like that; things they would
never think of doing at home; people who were perfect ladies and
gentlemen at home. There was a few like that, not many.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever hear of any instances of Americans

mistreating Mexicans, or oppressing them, or exploiting them?
Mr. CANADA. I never heard of anything of that kind. The only
case I was ever called on to investigate. by the Government was
what they called the La Junta Plantation, Sanborn's plantation. I
think Sanborn lived in Chicago. They probably mistreated some
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Americans there. They came in there and brought some American
colored people and took them down there, and that was the only
mistreatment I was ever called on to investigate, and the only
complaint that was ever made to me, that I remember.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was that the only mistreatment you ever saw by
Americans ?
Mr. CANADA. Well, where Americans would mistreat Americans
there; that was the only mistreatment I ever saw by Americans.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever see any mistreatment of Mexicans
by Americans ?
Mr. CANADA.

NO, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Lind related the other day an instance of the
method of getting volunteers which was employed by Huerta, and
stated that you called his attention to it at the time. What was
thatI
Mr. CANADA. The first day he was over there he saw some prisoners on a flatboat, taking them over to San Juan de Uloa. He
asked me who they were, and I said they were "volunteers." That
was a general expression down there. When a man was arrested
for stealing a chicken or something of that kind, they called them
"volunteers." I think I have a recollection of what he was speaking about. Probably he stated it correctly, and probably I used
the term "volunteers," but I was not talking seriously about it, and
my recollection is they were Yaqui Indians that had been taken
over to Yucatan in the henequen fields, and were bringing some of
them back. I don't know who was bringing them back, whether
it was Madero or whether it was Huerta, but I remember that
transaction.

Mr. KEARFUL. He stated that the prisoners passed through at the
time he was there, and you called his attention to them.
Mr. CANADA. I don't remember anything about that, only what
he said, and I couldn't remember it just as he put it, but I have
seen them come through more or less under such circumstances.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether or not it has always been a
common custom in Mexico to draft men who have been convicted
of crime into the army
Mr. CANADA. I understood when they were convicted of stealing
something that they gave them their choice, whether they would
go to prison or join the army. But that was under Porfirio Diaz's
time. After that and under Carranza's time, it seems as though
any excuse they could find they would draft them and put them into
the army.
Mr. KEARFUL. That same system was employed by Huerta, was
it not
Mr. CANADA. I believe it was.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the incident that Mr. Lind mentioned an
illustration of that system?
Mr. CANADA. I kind of think so.
Mr. KEARFUL. And that term "volunteer" was used by Americans
as a sort of witticism
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. I never saw them with a rope around their
neck. I have seen them where I think they were tied by the arms,
one to another, but I never saw them go through unless it was that
party Gov. Lind saw, and I don't remember any rope around their
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necks. But they were taken through very frequently in the streets
under guard, without any manacles of any kind,
Mr. K AnFUL. What methods were employed by Carranza and
his people to get recruits ?
Mr. CANADA. Just wherever they could pick them up. They
would find out somebody that didn't have anybody to defend him
very much any parents or father, and accuse him of crime whether
he was guilty or not, and put him inprison and start to drilling him,
drill him in prison two days, and then send him out, and put him
in a uniform and give him a gun. I have heard follows claim they
would even start some kind of a racket to get them together in a

bunch and then Carranza soldiers would get a pot shot at them and
take charge of the bunch.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever hear of the system of going onto the
plantations and gathering up the young men promising them opportunities to loot and rob if they would join the army ?
Mr. CANADA. The manager of the Forman plantation came to

me frequently with that kind of. a complaint, and I have no doubt
but what that was true. The manager of the Yale plantation,
when Dennis left it, said they conmeo and took all of his help. That
was close to Tierra Blanca. He couldn't do anything, and he wanted
to know what I could do. I said, "I am helpless. I can't do anything with this Government. I try to do all I can, but I am powerless
to do anything."
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you mean the Yale plantation?
Mr. CANADA. I don't mean the Yale plantation; I mean the Joliet
plantation, from Joliet, Ill. Old man Dennis was the manager.
They drove him out. He come in the office. Ho took a kodak picture of it. I have got itsome place. His daughter took it, I believe.
Mr. KEARFUL. The Yale plantation was the one described by Mr.
Bryan in his article in the Commoner in 1003 as one of the centers
of American civilization in Mexico.
Mr. CANADA. He described it pretty well. I read that, but I
didn't see why he didn't describe the Joliet, why he didn't describe
the Emery, the Gould, and the plantation of a man from California.
'They were more or less the same kind of plantations, but they were
ruined just the same as the Yale. In fact, I don't know of but two
plantations that are doing any good. One of them is the McLane
sugar plantation close to Vera Cruz. He is going on and making
money. But he had to pay graft every Saturday night to the
bandits outside, on the north and on the south. He told me that
sometimes he believed they were some of the Carranza soldiers, but
he went on and made money. Another was the Candelaria plantation close to Tlacotalpam.
Mr. KEARFUL. Those places you think were well described by Mr.
Bryan as centers of American civilization in Mexico I
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir. I think the description would have fitted
many other plantations.
Mr. KEARFUL. And your information is, as I understand you,
that the only ones that are still in operation are so by reason of the
payment of graft to the officials?
Mr. CANADA.

Yes, sir.

Mr. KEAaPUL. From your observation up to the time you left
there in 1018 was it possible for any business enterprise to continue
operation without paying graft to the officials?
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Mr. OANADA. No, sir. If you had freight to move, you had to
pay graft to get the cars, and then you had to pay graft to these men
to move the car somewhere else, and then you had to pay graft again
to get the car to come on in. They would always have some oxcuse wlw they couldn't go, but a little graft would make the car run
all right. In trying to. et supplies for the Red Cross, I tried and
tried and tried, and finally I found out if we didn't pay the graft we
wouldn't get them, and I didn't pay the graft and I didn't got them.
Mr. KEARFU1l. The Red Cross supplies were intended for the suffering Mexicans, were they not?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. We had 40 tons of beans and 40 tons of
corn. I tried to distribute it in Vera Cruz, and got a booth ready
to distribute it the next morning. I had two sacks of beans and two
sacks of corn for each one, and Aguilar sent word around not to do
it, that they didn't need them. I let it lay in the bodega until it
spoiled. I give it out on the sly to women that would come and
children. I sneaked it out to them after night, but they only got
awa. with probably 100 bushels of each.
Mr. KEARFUL. This distribution you say you made of that, was
it to very needy persons
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. I would see them following carts around
and picking up grains of corn and oats and rice off of the street.
Mr. KEARFUL. While Mr. Lind was in Vera Cruz, did you observe
as to whether or not he was engaged in dealing with the Carranza
revolutionists ?
Mr. CANADA. I thought he was. That is, there were people coming
there that we understood were coming in the interest of Carranza,
and they would hold conversations in the room. They were the
class of people that visited him, and that was one of the reasons
why I believed that.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was during the time that Huerta was still
in power at Mexico City, and while Lind was living in Vera Cruz,
under the protection of Huerta, was it?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir. I think Mr. Lind left before Huerta was
put out.
Mr. KEARFUL. He left before the taking of Vera Cruz, did he nott
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir. Since he testified, I think he left in March
and the taking of Vera Cruz was on the 21st of April. I happened
to see a document that refreshed my memory.
Mr. KEARFUL. There was a letter referred to in his testimony with
respect to his transactions with Hall written by him about the time
he left Vera Cruz, I think April 7. boes that indicate to you about
when he left?
Mr. CANADA. The letter was dated April 71

Mr. KEAIRFUL. April 5 or 7.
Mr. CANADA. Heleft the next day. He w:z aboard the ship then,
aboard the yacht Mayflower. So that Indicates the date.
Mr. KEARFUL. He was examined at some length with reference
to his dealings with this main Hall and i Mexican colonel named
Martinez in conjunction with Consul General Arnold Shanklin,
Mexico ity, and he testified in substance that all he knew about it
was that they were there to get some supplies to relieve the sufferings
of the Zapatistas in Morales. What do you know about that
transaction?
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Mr. CANADA. The first I know there was anything of that kind,
I got a telegram from Shanklin in code, to have the consular door
open, I think he said at 9 o'clock, to receive Hall and the colonel.
That is the first I know there was any arrangement of that kind. I
made the remark to the clerk asking him how he thought they had a
right to order me to keep the office open, which was something I
didn't know anything about. Mr. Lind was standing back of me.
I didn't know it. Me spoke up and said, "I know al about it. I
will explain it to you. That is the only thing I ever kept away from
you." That is the first knowledge I had, When they arrived they
were much peeved because Lind had left the consulate and went
aboard the ship and would not come ashore to see them. They sent
out that night for him hut he wouldn't come. All I know about it
was what Hall told me the few days he stayed there, except one letter
from Lind after he had reached Washington, probably in answer to one
of mine he. told me something about it.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did Hall tell you in reference to the matter?
Mr. CANADA. May I state that Lind said they had a code, and the
letter that probably you have got explaining the code. That was
all that Lind said as I recall, personally, except in writing. Hall
told me that Lind bad promised to take him on the boat with him to
Washington. I am ony repeating what Hall said. I am not saying
I believe it, but I am repeating what Hall said. Ho said they were
going there to get $50 000.
Mr. KEARUL. Did he say that Lind had promised to get $50,000
Mr. CArADA. He said " they." He said Lind was going to take
them to Washington and "they" were going to arrange to get $50,000.
Mr. KEARIFUL. For whom and for what purpose?
Mr. CANADA. It was for Zapata brothers. The purpose of it I
never come to any definite conclusion on, what they meant to do
with it. He told me they were offered from the State Department
$50 000 worth of Red Cross supplies.
Air. KEARneU. What sort of supplies?
Mr. CANADA. I don't know what they were, but I suppose it was
bandages and medicines. That is what I understood it to be at the
time.
Mr. KIARFUL. Medical supplies?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; provided they could be gotten to Zapata.
Mr. KEAR Ut. At that time a portion of the railroad was torn up
outside of Vera Cruz, was it riot?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir. I got most of that information in a letter
Mr. Hall had fromilind. He stayed there quite a while, and they
wrote back and forth. He left Hall and the colonel there, and Hall
had confirmed what I had found in that letter,where they would send
him the supplies, which didn't suit him very well.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they get the supplies?
Mr. OaNADA. Not that I know of.
Mrt. KEARFUL. Did they refuse to take the supplies in lieu of the
money?
Mr. CANADA. They told me that they were not satisfactory, that
they needed the money. The colonel grew very abusive and offensive. He was inclined to blame me for Lind not being there, and
wanted me to get him aboard the battleship, claiming he was in
imminent danger. I was very suspicious again, and thought they
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were both spies, as far as I was concerned, and didn't treat with him
and told him he would have to get out of the consulate or I would call
the officers and let them take him. I allowed him to stay until the
correspondence went back and forth from the department, and they
wrote Afr. Hall a letter and told him he was embarrassing the consul
and might embarrass our Government, and that he had better come
on to the States, and they would pay the way of the colonel to the
States, but would not do anything for him after he got there, but the
colonel didn't want to go.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did Lind say anything to you about having an

arrangement with Mr. Shanklin regarding this matter?
Mr. CANADA. Except what he said in the letter.
Mr. KEARFUL. This Col. Martinez, was he supposed to be a colonel
in Huerta's army?
Mr. CANADA. 1e told me he was and opened his trunk and showed
me his uniform. He convinced me that he had been, and was now
off of the pay roll and was working for Zapata. He told me he had
a power of attorney from Zapata and could do anything with Zapata
he wanted to.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he show you the power of attorney?
Mr. CANADA. I don't remember that he did. I gave him until
dark to get out one day, and told him I could do anything I wanted
to with him after he got through there. That was 2 or 3 or, rather,
23 times, or something like that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you gain an understanding as to what Zapata
was going to do; what they were arranging for Zapata to do?
Mr. CANADA. fr. Hall gave me one kind of an understanding and
when I got through with the colonel he would give me another. I
never come to a definite conclusion as to what they did intend to do.
I wrote Gov. Lind that I thought the colonel was a spy. He answered
back that when we both come to the same conclusion it was usually
correct. Now, I don't know what he meant by that.
Mr. KEARFUTL. Do you know anything about the continuance of
the arrangement, whatever it was, after Lind left, between the colonel
and Arnold Shanklin t
Mr. CANADA. No, sir. I know that Hall got to the States and
came back. Before he landed I received a telegram telling him to
remain in Vera Cruz; that it was reported to the department that it
would not be safe for him to go to Zapata. I sent word to Mr. Hall
about that, and he wouldn't come after it, but sent a man after it,
who got very abusive because I hadn't treated him as well as he
thought I ought to. He got it, and he remained there a while and
finally went up to Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL . Mexico City?
Mr. CANADA. Mexico City, and there I understood he was on the
pay roll of the United States Government as a representative to
Zapata.
Mr. KEARFUL. What circumstance led you to believe that he was
employed by our Government as a representative to Zapata?
Mr. CANADA. He told me so himself when he came back. The
first I heard of it some one was speaking about him, and told me they
had seen him have a Government draft and cash it in Mexico City.
Then when he was up there, after that, he said Zapata wanted him
to go over to Oaxaca, ar.d he said I had been right and he wanted
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to apologlzo for what he had said and the way he treated me when
he was .first there. I said, "Mr. Hall, forget that. I was doing my
duty, and I guess you thought you were doing yours." He wrote
some letters to"some man in tho Treasury Department. I had a
copy of them. He said, "I am out of money." I said, "There is a
table back there where they put stuff on to eat three times a day,

and a bed." I asked permission to send him home. I told what he
had said. I was instructed to send him home. I had instructions
to buy a ticket as far as I could and to give him no more monoy'than
would buy a ticket to his home. I talked of some place in the western part of the country. I made all arrangements for him to go, and
he said that wouldn't take him to Washington. I said, "I am sending you home. I have io orders to send you to Washington." But
he got to Washington. He wanted to know why I didn't send him
there.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you know anything about secret messages be-

tween Shanklin and Lind and between Lind and Hall at the time
Lind was in Vera Cruz?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir. Some one brought letters. I didn't know
who they were. They said they were secret messages by Shanklin
to Lind and I think one come in there after Shanklin had gone
back. everal letters passed back and forth by special messengers.
When Shanklin was up there he wanted to be sending secret messages, and he did it, and we sent them for him. I don't remember
who they were to.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr.Lind presented the committee with an address
by the President, delivered to Congress on'August 27, 1913, in which
the President dealt with the negotiations between Lind and Huerta,
after they had been broken off, and used this language:

We should earnestly urge all Americans to leave Mexico at once, and should assist
them to get away in every way opnsible, not because we would mean to slacken In the

least our efforts to safeguard their lives and their interests, but because itisimperative

that they should take no unnecessary risks when it is physically esible for them to
leave the country. We should let everyone who assumes to exercise authority on the
part of Mfexlco know in the most unequivocal way that we shall vigorously watch the
fortunes of those Americans who can not get away and shall hold those responsible for
their suffering and loss to a definite reckoning. That can and will be made plain
beyond the possibility of a misunderstanding.

Following that address of the President did you receive a message

from the State Department to give a notice in substantially those
terms?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir; that they were to be held personally responsible. I was to deliver that to all officials, military or oivil officials.
If they changed their officials, I was to go and tellthe nlew ones. I
presented oopies of the telegram verbatim that was sent to me to the
officials.

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know' whether similar instructions were
given to other consuls in Mexido?
Mr. CANADA. I understood it'was given to all. It gave a lot of
hope to a lot of people there and caused them to hang on until they
lost everything. It caused a lot of people that had little homes to
remain there and try to hang on to them.
Mr. KEARFUL. That sentiment was made 'plain beyond the possibility of misunderstanding, was it?
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Mr. CANADA. TO me it was and I thought it was made plain to

everybody.

Lots of them understood it that way.

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know of any rookonin,

definite or otherwise, to which any of the Mexican oiflcials, civil or military, have
been held for the sufferings of those Americans who did not or could
not get away
Mr. CANADA. Not one. There were one or two aggravated cases
which was reported and the result was a protest from the department
to be delivered to the officials.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the advice given by Lind to Americans
who had suffered from the acts of the Mexican authorities?
Mr. CANADA. I never heard him give any definite advice. I heard
of it. He would usually pacify them by telling them such things
happened in time of war, could not be prevented, there had to be
somebody suffer. Silliman justified it on the ground that in the
South the Yankee soldiers did the same thing to the Southern people
and on those lines they seemed to justify it, both of them. I think I
heard Lind say once, "It is better to give a little graft. Probably
you willet what you want. If it will pay you to do it, you had better
give a little money than to have your property destroyed." I
remember hearing that once, I think.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember.any notice, subsequent to the
one just mentioned that was sent out to Americans in Mexico to get
out of the country
F
Mr. CANADA. we got orders two or three times. The last one was
a stampede. I think I have got it written up there.
Mr. KEARFUL. What arrangements was made by the American
Government for the passage of Americans out of the country I
Mr. CANADA. They told me to pay their way, and draw on the
department to reimburse myself. They sent a transport on one
occasion upon which seven hundred or more people went. Then
they sent a transport on another occasion. I suppose two or three
thousand people went all told, but they just kept going out on the
boats. One boat, I think, took eight hundred or more to No
Orleans. Then they filled up another one, I don't remember, I have
a record of it somewhere. Then we would get track of another boat.
I think I sent out three or four thousand people.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did those people, as a ruler have to leave their
places hurriedly and without provision for their passage
Mr. CANADA. Nearly all of them had to leave hurriedly and lost
they had. The rich people got along and made money and staid,
but the poor people lost everything they had.
Mr. KEARFUL. How was the rich man able to make money
Mr. CANADA. Like the Lawrence sugar plantation. They were
always in operation making sugar. They could pay graft and still
go on. I presume it was more or less that way with a great many
others, they could go on and make money; by paying graft they were
permitted to operate, but the little farmer could not do it.
Mr. KEARFUL. How was it in the case of the members of the American colonies? You were speaking about the ability of the rich concorns to carry on business
Mr. CANADA. They wore carrying on business, and that is the only
way they could do it. But as to the American colonies, the small
man lost everything he had and was driven out, feather beds

-il
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ripped open, furniture broken up, houses torn down, and everything
they had was destroyed. I think there were six or seven hundred
of them reported in there, and they got them out.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of transportation were you instructed to
provide for these people who were ordered out without the means of
travel?
Mr. CANADA. My instructions were to give them steerage passage
or cheaper, give them the cheapest passage possible.
Mr. KEARFU,. What class of people were these Americans for
whom that provision was made ?
Mr. CANADA. Just as good people as we have, as far as I know,
only they were poor, and I guess that is no disgrace.
Mr. KEARFUL. As a rule, were they poor until they were forced to
get out of Mexico in a hurry?
Mr. CANADA. Well, they were poor when they.came there, because
all they had they put in a few acres of ground and some implements
and household goods, and they didn't have much money left. They
were living from crop to crop. A man went down there with five
or ten or fifteen thousand dollars, and he would put most of that into
the agricultural business, and he has been ruined.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you consider it a just and humane proceeding
to force those people out of Mexico without previous notice, with
their families and children, and not provide them anything more
than the class of transportation which you said was to be "steerage
or cheaper"9
Mr. OANADA. I will have to confess that I did not. I would rather
have spent a hundred times the money than to have seen them go
out in the way they did.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the attitude of Gen. Huerta toward
sending out American in those cases
Mr. UANADA. I was embarrassed quite a good deal by his attitude.
The Americans were generally complaining about taking the treatmont they had to when they had been in the habit of riding on first.
class passage. den. Huerta sent an order down there to get them
first-class passage. The collector of the port down there offered it
to them, and some of them took it. I talked to a good many and
told them it humiliated me to see the Mexican Government paying
their way out, and I couldn't help it, and if I was them I would walk
out before I would accept it. One or two fellows didn't go. They
got a little patriotic themseleves.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you consider that they had much inducement
to feel patriotic toward the administration of the American Government?
Mr. CANADA. Well, as a member of the Government, and as they
made it, I thought they had; that is, in the past. I was not holding
any brief for the present one at that time.
Mr.KEARFUL, You did not, yourself, give expression to any
criticism of the Government.
Mr. CANADA. Oh, no. When a man, holds a public office he is
nothing but a public servant and I never criticised anybody holding
a pubhc office until I know wAat circumstances prompted them to act.
Under the circumstances I might do the same thing myself.
Mr. KEARFUL. When did you quit your post in Mexico?
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Mr. CANADA. I resigned in November, and I got up hero in April,
the Ist of April, a year ago.
Mr. KEARFUL. 19109
Mr. CANADA. 1018.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for your resignation
Mr. CANADA. Well, the humiliation. I was being asked to accomplish what I used to do there, and I couldn't get relief for Americans
like I had in the past. I couldn't get the relief under the Carranza
administration, through Col. Aguilar, that I had in the past, and I
couldn't accomplish anything. And then Silliman came down
and made it worse for me; and others came down, and it got so
humiliating I had to resign. I believed that the State Department
know of the troubles there, especially after I had seen AMr. Lansing's
indictment, some time in 1015 or 1016.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was June 20, 1916.
Mr. CANADA. That gave me to understand that our Government
know at least a part of what was going on, and the dispatches we
would get and tolograms to look after Americans, and we couldn't
do anything, and there was nothing left for me to do but get out,
because I believe I built up--I may be mistaken about it--but I
believe I built up a fair reputation, and I could see where it was olly
a question of time until I would be trapped in some way and spoiled.
XMr. KEARFUL. Trapped by whom

Mr. CANADA. The Carranza people. I know that Silliman tried
to have me removed two or three times; but I will have to say that
Lansing and the State Department--I never was treated better from
McKinley on down than 1?was by this State Department personally.
They never reprimanded me for anything, but sent me bouquets
sometimes. I tried to get Carranza and his government and officials
to comply with the requests made by the State Department, and when
I was unable to do it, I resigned.
Mr. KEARFUL. What traps were laid for you that you knew about?
Mr. CANADA. Well, they were trying to get into my personal files,
and they did succeed in getting into them sometimes; they sent
people up there that I happened to know, on account of my long
acquaintance, that were against me. They talked for me and wanted
to get me to talk. I was told by one party or another about that.
And I even heard it reported that Bonillas complained to the State
Department that I tried to blow up a battleship. That is one of the
things the State Department defended me for very strongly. Lansing
told Mr. Bonillas to furnish the proof or quit knocking Canada.
They tried many things. I was told by one man and I believed him
that a woman was to come to me with counterfeit money and good
money and get me to change the good money, and go back and tell
them 1 gave her the counterfeit mopey. That I would have done if
she had come with the money. There are lots of ways they can trap
you. They are pretty slick at that. Then I suppose they would
have made a real charge against me.
Mr. KEARFUL. Passing counterfeit money?
Mr. CANADA. Passing counterfeit money.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is the man who told you that present in this room
at this time?
Mr. CANADA. I don't know. I don't see him. I am ratherinclined
to think he is.
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Mr. KEARFUL. If you will look around, perhaps, you will see him.
Mr, CANADA. He was hero. The man that told me that never told
me a lie in his life that I ever caught him in, or misrepresented anything that I over found out, and rbolived him.
I iave many others on'the same line. Some detectives tried to got
me to go out to another place and spend 10 days' vacation; said I
needed lt and I did. Ono of them was pretty honest. There were
three of them. He said, ''Don't go. They are going to rob you and
get your files and show what you have been sending in against
Carranza." I had a groat many friends among the Mexicans.
They wouldn't hang together. Sometimes they would tell on one
another. That was told me, and I didn't go.
Mr. KEARFUL. Wore those men in the employ of Carranza, or were
they employed by the American Government?
Mr. CANADA. Two of them were employed by the American
Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. Under whom were they operating
Mr. CANADA. I suppose under the authority of the American Government. I always thought so. I don't know personally.
Mr. KEARFUL. What department?
Mr. CANADA. I thought probably the Department of Justice.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were they accredited as secret-service men?
Mr. CANADA. Not that I know of. I suspected they wore secretservice men, and afterwards I believe they said they were. My
Government never notified me anything about it.
Mr. KEARFUL. What have you had occasion to observe with
respect to the influence of the Catholio Church upon the Mexican
Mr. CANADA. It had a good influence in Vera Cruz and the surrounding vicinity. I am not acquainted beyond that.
Mr. KEARFUL. Can you elaborate that a little with respect to what
you observedI
Mr. CANADA. Well, I think it had more effect on the women than
on the men. It seemed to make the women pretty good citizens, and
they were very devoted to the church.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe whether the church had any
influence in political affairs?
Mr.

CANADA.

Not that I over saw or know of.

Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe as to whether the peons were mistreated by the church dignitariesI
Mr. CANADA. I never know of a case.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever know of their being oppressed by thepriests
Mr. CANADA. Not down in Vera Cruz I didn't. I didn't have any
personal knowledge of it anywhere. I know the Carranza soldiers
took the churches in Vera Cruz and made barracks of them. The
Catholic sisters finally some way got them to move out after a few
weeks.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have occasion to observe the attitude of
the Carranza soldiers toward the priests and the nuns?
Mr. CANADA. I didn't observe anything. I saw some priest there
I think as waiter in one of the hotels in disguise. I was told he was
a priest, and I believed it. Several of the nuns were down there..
I usually turned them over to Father Joyce.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Who was Father Joyce?
Mr. CANADA. ie was a chaplain in the Army or Navy.
Mr. KEARFL. Of the American forces?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir; as I understood it.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the nuns you say you turned over to
Chaplain Joyce
Mr. CANADA. I didn't see them. They were sent in, and I would
write a letter and tell them to take it back and go to Father Joyco
with it.Mr. KEARFUL. What wore they doing that for?
Mr. CANADA. I understood they were in hiding, but that was only
my understanding.
%Mr.KEARFUL. iHad
they come from other parts of the country t
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. As refugees?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir.

Mr. K.EAHFtL. Did you know or notice the condition of any of them

at the time?

Mr. CANADA. Only one. I am not sure she was a nun. She told
me she was.
Mr. KEARFUIL. What was that?
Mr. CANADA. Well, I think she was in the family way. I think I
saw one hero yesterday that went through Vera Cruz. I was so
impressed with the fact that I asked her, and she said, yes, she did.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was Mother Elias, who testifled yesterday?
Mr. CANADA. Yes sir. She went out through Vera (Cruz.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you think is the trouble with Meoxico?
AMr. CANADA. Well, the trouble with Mexico is rather serious. We
can't do anything to try to bring about peace. They woh't hold
together. The trouble is they all want to be jefes, or bosses. They
hang together a while, and then separate and start another revolution.
But I like the people of Mexico, those that were not in the army as
volunteers and those that were not natural born thieves and can't
help it--kleptomaniacs.
Mr. KEARFUL. Does that embrace a large majority of the people.
Mr. CANADA. I think about 80 per cent more or less are good people.
I think Meoxico is being controlled by about 2 per cent, and probably
that is what is the matter with her.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think a large majority have the potentialities
of good citizenship if they had a chance?
Mr. CANADA. I think they have. You take the children, they are
bright as a whip, until they get to be 12 or 14. Some of them I know
that have been sent to the States, that got good educations here and
it made good citizens of them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think a large majority of the Mexican people
are industrious and peacefully inclined ?
Mr. CANADA. In the southern part. I don't know anything about
them in the north.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you think ought to be done to give those
Mexicans an opportunity to become good citizens?
Mr. CANADA. Well, I don't think my opinion would be very popular.
I had better not express it. There are two or three plans that have
been proposed. Mr. Wilson had a pretty good plan.
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Henry Lane Wilson.
Mr. CANADA. Henry Lane Wilson. That is one stop in the right
direction, but I fear you will have to take another stop.
Mr. KEARFUL. His plan was to go in and pacify the northern part
of Mexico, and make an arrangement with the Mexicans whereby a
protectorate might be established?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; that was his plan, to make a buffer State
there, but that reminds me of the story of a Dutchman who had
a fine dog, apd he thought the world of it, and he wanted .a shorttailed dog, and didn't want to hurt him, so he cut off an inch every
morning. I think if you take that step you will have to take another
one and another one. Aimed intervention is the only remedy that
I can see. There may be others, but I don't claim to be able to see
through a brick wall. I don't want to see our country take
Mexico and keep it, but treat it something similar to the way we
treated Cuba, and I think that would be a Godsend to Mexico, and I
think 80 per cent of them are praying for it.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you think they would cooperate with us in
establishing good government?
Mr. CANADA. They were coming to me in Vera Cruz, because
they had confidence in me. They wanted to know why we didn't
do anything, wanted to know if we were afraid to fight. "Come on
in and we will help you." One man, who had been a commander
under Porfhllo Diaz, told me they would flop to us quicker than
they ever did to Gen. Scott. All such expressions as that. It was
the class of Mexicans that want to go on and do business and have
peace, that was not in the army, what I call the better class of
Mexicans.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mexicans of any particular blood I
Mr. CANADA. Very few of them were Indians. I only remember
one case of Indian. It was mixed blood; white Spanish blood mixed
with Indian, school ma'ams professors in colleges. One was the
mayor of the town. He told me after the troops had gone out
that when they came in he would have killed them all if he could.
The expression he used to me was "I would pull off my toe nails
and finger nails to try to hold them here, if I could do it by such a
thing. It is the first time we have ever had in Vera Cruz clean
streets or felt safe, where men who had their business would not
be robbed."
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have such expressions of sentiment from
all classes of Mexicans?
Mr. CANADA. I couldn't say that. They didn't 'all trust me,
didn't know me well enough, but pretty near all classes. That was
the expression I got.from at least 80 per cent of them. One man
had been a congressman. He lived across from the Diligencia Hotel.
He told me that he thought 90 per cent of the Mexicans would
submit right away and would not fight us; that he thought they
would fight us in the mountains, bushwack a little, some of them.
He was a man I had a lot of confidence in. Then there was a
Mexican gunboat captain told me the same thing, some time when
he was in the office.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you receive that expression of sentiment from
the intellectual class, the middle class, and the laboring class?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; and even from one that was in the army-Carranza's army.
Mr. KEARFUL.
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KEARFUL. An officer in the army?
Mr. CANADA. He was holding some kind of a position. He said,
"We can't do anything down hero. The States have got to do it;
and for God's sake why don't you come and do it, and be done with
it?" Those were the words hie used.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the conditions in Vera Cruz as to sanitation at the time of the landing of the American forces there
Mr. CANADA. It was not as good as it was shortly afterward. The
streets were filthy and in dirty condition, and outside the hotels were
in very bad condition, flies swarming all around. Our troops came in
and cleaned it up, and put it in sanitary condition. It was equal, I
think, to any city in the United States, and especially more so than
Chicago.
Mr. KEARFUL. 8as Vera Cruz before that infested with mosquitoes ?
Mr. CANADA. Mosquitoes and buzzards were the scavengers, and
after the Yankees came in you would have to get a search warrant to
find a buzzard, unless he came in trying to roost. They soon starved
them out.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was it generally understood that the buzzards were
the scavengers of the streets ?
Mr. CANADA. Yes 4 sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you ever have occasion to observe a fight between buzzards and dogs in the street over garbage?

Mr.

Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; and I have seen buzzards go up and examine

a live mule, thinking he was dead, to see whether it was time to commence. I saw a cat thrown out of the second story of one building.
It wasn't quite dead, but the buzzards came and waited until it quit
kicking and then they got busy.
Mr. kEARnUM. You say the streets were cleaned up to such an
extent by the Americans that the buzzards had to leave?
Mr. CANADA. They were scarce. They would come back to roost
on top of the church sometimes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did Vera Cruz revert to its former unsanitary condition after the. Americans left?
Mr.

CANADA.

Yes sir. They took all the screens down from tno

meat market, they didn't clean out the hotel any more, they didn't
clean the streets, they destroyed the tin cans the Americans had to
put the garbage m, and box cars and troop trains that came in there
would drive a dog off of a garbage wagon; in fact, it went back to a
worse condition than it was when old Huerta was there.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did the buzzards come back?
Mr. CANADA. Yes, sir; a few saluted me when I left.
Mr. KEARFUL. Does anything further occur to you that might be
of interest to the committee?
Mr. CANADA. NO, sir; I have no story to tell. If there are any
further questions I will try to answer them.
Mr. KEARFUL. We are very much obliged to you.
(Thereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned
until 2 p. m.)
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ARnL 28, 1920.
Senator ALBERT B. FALL,
Chainnan Subcommitte on Foreir Relations
to Inretigate Mxican Afairs. .
GENTtMBN: Pursuant to instructions from the committee, I began my investigation of affairs in Mexico about the let of October 1919, continuing the same until
leaving Mexico on the 19th of April, 1920. In taking up the matter of the relation
of American citizens to the present Government of lMexico it seems that invariably
the conversation with individuals would lead back to the Tampico incident about
which very much has already been said to the committee. Perhaps not the Tampico
incident proper, which was the so-called insult to the flag, but ratherthe mistreatment
of Americans which occurred in consequence and immediately after the so-called
flag insult. However, as that seemed upmost in the minds of nearly all the indi.
viduals whom I interviewed, it will be necessary to go into the Tampico incident
in detail as the same was presented to me by various citizens in Tampico and vicinity.
I will refer to these individuals anonymously and will furnish the committee with
a separate key which will identify each individual referred to which will be suff.
client guaranty of the authenticity of such interviews. It is needless to explain to
you that the reason for taking this course is, that the individuals could not afford to
have their names mentioned in reference to the testimony given for reasons which
are obvious. That is, that they fully understand that reprisals would be visited on
them by the Carranza Government should they be identified as having furnished
information for the committee.
The first matter will be the petition addressed to the President of the United States
and signed by a commlttte appointed by various American citizens in Tampico at the
time of the crl-is known as the "Tampico incident" beginning about April 19 1914.
This was given tile by a prominent American (whom I shall refer to as Mr. A), who was
connected with its presentation to the prolbrauthorities in lWahington about the 1st
of May, 1914.
To 111 Fxcellency the PnESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,

(Through the honorable the Secretary of State, the Secretary of War, and the
Secretary of the Navy.)
SIR: Your petitioners, protesting their loyalty as taxpaying citizens of the United
States while resident, of Tampico, Repubtlc of Mexico, respectfully be to present
on their own behalf and on behalf of those they represent the subcined petition, based
upon and due to the following facts, to wit:
I. The Government of the United States, for more than 10 months last past, has main.
tained American war vessels at the mouth of the Panuco River in the Gulf of Mexico,
or in the Painuco River fronting the city of Tampico, or in both places;
II. In December, 1913, and aain on the Ist or 3d of April, 1914, American reidents in Tampico were invited to take refuge aboard these war vessels during battles
in Tampico between opposing Mexican armiel, such citizens being returned to their
nome in Tampico when said battles terminated;
III, On or about April 0, 1014, Admiral Mayo, of the United States Navy, demanded
that the Mexican Federal force] in Tampico salute the American flag in the manner
and form specified in his demand;
IV. From and after making this demand the three United States war vessels then
lying in the Panuco li%
er in front of Tampico were held in a visible and threatening
readiness to enforce compliance with the demand named;
V. On or about April 19, 1914, Oen. Iluerta, commander in chief of the Mexican
Federal forces refused to comply with said demand; and
VI. April 20, 1914, it was stated in Tamplco that the President of the United States
had referred the fact of such refusal to Congres, which in turn was said to have referred
the said fact back to the President.
VII. At 9.30 o'clock a. m., April 21, 1914, the said three United States war vessels
theretofore lying in readiness for action in the Panuco River facing Tampico, sailed
down said river and disappeared beyond Mexican waters in the Gulf of DMexico,
depriving Americans in Tampico of the last vestige of the ample protection up to that
hour accorded them; nor did these vessels ever return or communicate again with
the Americans on shore.
VIII. At 10 o'clock a. m., April 21 1914, Gen. Zaraggza, commanding the Mexican
Federal forces in Tampico, ordered all cantinas and saloons in Tampico closed.
IX. At some hour prior to 2 o'clock p. m., April 21, 1914, the Mexican Federal
authorities in Tampico began to take away from Americans such arms as they carried
or could be made to disclose.
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X. At or about 4.15 o'clock p.m., April 21, 1914, bulletins were published by the
Mexican authorities that American marines had been landed in Vera Cruz, which was
the first intimation your petitioners had received from any quarter touching the
said event.
XI. At or about 4.30 o'clock p. m., April 21, 1914, mobs began to form inthe streets
of Tampico; these mobs were
erased about 9 o'clock p. m.; they formed again,
and about 11 p. m. began the ritous destruction of American property; they were
again dispersed about 11.30 p. m., only to reform later and again to threaten the lives
of Americans.
XII. Between the hours of midnight, April 21, and 2 o'clock a. m. April 22 1914,
officers from the German war ship Dreden, lying in the Panuco River infront of Tam.
pico, came ashore and conveyed the American women and children aboard the
Dresden; the commander of the Dresden advised the Mexican authorities that if any
furthermob violence occurred or if mobs formed again he would land his marines and
restore order. Tam ico was thereafter quiet.
XIII. At 9.30 o'clock a. m., April 22, 1914, the vice consul of the United States in
Tampico made, orally, the following statement:
"Admiral Mayo has ordered all Americans aboard the American battleships imme.
diately; a second order has been issued, joined by Gen. Zaragoza, for all noncom.
batants to withdraw from Tampico."
Vessels flying the German or the English flag took the Americans who obeyed the
admiral's order out to the American battleships.
XIV. Once aboard the battleships your petitioners, against their protest in many
cases, without their foreknowledge in any case, and without being permitted to go
back after clothing, money, or valuables, were carried to Galveston, Tex., and put
ashore there.
XV. Your petitioners, as stated above were carried from Tahpico out to the
American battleships at anchor in the GulF, on the 22d of April, and not permitted to
return for their personal effects; the process of thus carrying out Americans from
Tampico to American ships, all in vessels flying a German or an English flag, was
kept up until April 29; it would seem to have been practicable to allow your pedti
tioners to no back for their clothing, if for nothing else.
XVI. Since April 22, 1914, the property of the English, German, and Dutch residents in Tampico is said to have been unmolested England, Germany. and Holland
having each one war vessel in the Panuco River infront of Tampico. Since April
22, 1914 such American effects as clothing and personal property, as well as realty
and buildings, have been subject to constant pillage and destruction, the United
States having no war ships or other protection in Mexico water near Tampico since
such date.
In view of the foregoing facts, your petitioners respectfully request that the Ameril
cans recently carried out from Tampico be returned by the United States to their
homes in that city with the least delay practicable, and that, upon their return,
they be acccrded suitable protection such as shall seem to your Excellency ade.
quate for existing conditions; from personal knowledge of the existing conditions
your petitioners presume to suggest that this protection include the presence In
the Pnuco River of a sufficient number of war ships, under instructions which
will authorize those in command to meet any emergencies that may arise, in.
stnuctions similar to those which your petitioners have reason to believe are given
to the commanders of the war vessels of other nations who have successfully pro.
tected the lives and property of their citizens resident in Tampico and -its envi.
rons and include sulch other means of protection as to your Excellency shall seem

heat. Your petitioners respectfully protest that the recent withdrawal of protection
before ordering out the American citizens seems a reversal of the program best cal.
culated to protect life, in that the Americans might have been removed first, and no
battle having been contemplated, removed without undue haste, and the protection

withdrawn afterwards. Their hasty removal, after protection was withdrawn, not
only precluded your petitioners from taking any steps whatever to arrange for the
secturityof their property and valuables but die not even permit them to bring out
such things as necessary wearing apparel.
1Finallv, and as an additional and imperative reason for the prompt return of your
petitioners to their homes in Tampico they urge attention to the oil situation; in
their profound conviction, the impending danger is most grave that the oil wells
around Tampico may be destroyed by malice, or, if net properly cared for at once by
those experienced in such work, may overflow and destroy themselves not only to
the damage of property between such wells and the Grlf, but to the almost certain
loes of human life. Unaer the proper and adequate protection requested, this in.
valuable product so essential to the modern commercial life of the world at large
476-20--vor2 ---- 41
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will be saved from the wanton waste otherwise certain to ensue. Agricultural crops
lost may be replaced by succeeding crops; lands may withstand wars without material
damage: but oil once lost and oil fields once destroyed are never replaced or replaceable.
For more complete particulars as to the oil situation, attention is respectfully directed to the detailed statement made at his request by your petitioners to the hon.
orable the Secretary of War under even oate.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
WARRINOTON, D. C'., Slay 1?, 1914.

As a result of the above petition the Navy Department issued the following bulletin
on May 23, 1914:
While neither the State Department nor the naval officers on the spot feel justified
in advising Americans who have left Mexico to return until conditions in that country
are settled, the exceptional circumstances of the case have led the Secretary of the Navy
to grant permission to those refugees from Tampico, who claim that they were brought
to Galveston on April 22 and 23 against their will, to take passage on the transport llanock, which will leave Galveston for Tampico next Saturday. This action
was taken after conference with the Secretary of State at the request of several of the
refugees who claim that when they left Tampico they supposed they were being taken
on ships to remain only during the fighting between the Federals and the Constitutionalsts and that after the fhting was over they were to be returned to the city.
The captain of the Hanoe wt be notified that only men and trained nurses can be
accommodated on the return trip to Tampico."
I think it will be no breach of faith since the names of these Americans have often
been quoted as being members of the committee referred to above to say that the
committee consisted of W. M. Hanson, L. M. Phelps, Ir., Dr. W. If. Turner, W. E.
Lucas, J. B. Wood, and was assisted by other Amri-cans by names of A. R. Bushnell,
If. W. Dickson, Hugh O. Curran, A. Ii. Gibson, W. H. Zshnizer, Col. Timothy Spellacy, Thomas A. O'Donnell, S. B. Cochran, George Davidson.
I will Insert here the personal account of one of the members of the said committee
of the reception given them by the officials in Washington, D. C. and of the results
obtained for the relief of the Americans in whose behalf they presented the petition
above referred to:
"Begnning while President Taft was in office, Americans had been repeatedly
warned by the Washington authorities to leave places in Mexico supposed to be danger.
ous. The Americans in Mexico could not understand thewhyof suchwarnings; they
did not heed them, chiefly because they could not; leaving places deemed unsafe
meant abandoning their property which, In many instances, represented all they had
in the world and in practically all instances represented their means of earning and
getting a living; where could they go?
''.On those Americans who were in and near Tampico on the 22d day of April, 1914Vera Crus had been taken by the United States Navy April 21, 1914-the impression
was produced that they as noncombatants were requested to withdraw temporarily
from Tampico during the battle to be fought that day. Except for this belief, this in.
terpretation of the positive statements made by the American consul, who quoted
Admiral Mayo and quoted Gen. Zaragoza, not 25 per cent of those who withdrew from
Tampico would have withdrawn.
"Americans went aboard the lighters that took them out to the fleet with merely a
change or two of clothing, often with only what they had on, and with no more money
than they happened casually to have at the moment in their pockets.
"Once aboard the United states warships they were not permitted to return to Tam.
pico, but were taken without their foreknowledge or consent to Galveston. Arrived in
Galveston, about 20 per cent obtained funds from their connections in the United
States, bought themselVeI clothes, and made themselves comfortable; about 80 per
cent had no United States connections and, having left all they had behind them in *
Mexico were without clothes, without money without resources of anysort. Meetings
were held evenings: those who had, or who had obtained, shared with those who had not
and could not obtain; 20 per cent could not support the other 80 per cent very long.
Finally two committees were appointed, one a committee that was to stay and help
those needier than themselves, and the other a delegation that was to go to Washington
and try to have undone the wrong inflicted on all. The committee went straight to
Washington, arriving about May 1, 1914. This committee was instructed: ) To
ask for food and clothing for the stranded needy, whose all had been left behind in
Mexico. (2) To ask to be taken back to their homes,.where they could resume the
occupations that yielded them a living. (3) To ask that the presence of warships off
the Tampico customhouse in the Panuco River be restored. inasmt ch as the taking of
Vera Cruz would make protection necessary.

6
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" It must be recalled that a couple of warships had been kept in the Tampico Harbor
for 10 months or more; they were withdrawn April 21, the day Vera Ciru was taken;
thereafter and until event; detailed further along took place, 'United States warships
were absent from the Tampico Hlarbor.
"So much as preliminary seems necessary to the understanding of what follows.
"Once in Washington, the committee organized, and made appointments to meet,
first, Secretary Daniels, head of the department directly concerned In deporting
the Americans from Tampico, in taking from Tampico the protection of American
ships, and undoubtedly able to carry the Americans back to their homes.
"Secretary Daniels received not merely the committee, but received at the same
time a number of Americans who had associated themselves with the committee in
order to lend assistance. The first interview, this with Secretary Daniels, was dis.
tressing and unfortunate. The Secretary gave his callers his opinion of them, in terms
that were neither kind n,)r Just; this angered his callers who resented his remarks
and who, in consequence behaved somewhat discourteously in that they iterrupted
the Secretary, interrupted each other, and tried to talk all at once, showing little con.
trol of temper or tongue. The Secretary was initially to blame in that, without
waiting to hear what his callers had to say, hegave them his uncomplimentary opinion
of them, spoke of them as 'refugees ' called them adventurers who had gone to Mexico
with buccaneering intent, and said that they should have come to him with grateful
thanks for having rescued them. The rejoinders the Americans made were explicable,
natural but lacking in th respectful dignity essential to the success of the committee's
mission. The words used by the Secretary and by his callers displayed much heat.
and some anger. One incident was particularly regrettable, the facts about which
have seldom been accurately stated. In the course of his remarks the Secretary
stated that, prior to the execution of his orders to withdraw the United States war.
ships from the Tampico 'llatbor,' Admiral Mayo had made arrangements with the
commanders of English vessels lying off the Tampico customhouse to care for the
Americans in Tampico and carry them when the time came, out to the American
battleships then riding at anchor in the bulf beyond the 3-mile limit. The Secretary
had scarcely said these words when one of the Americans present, not a member of
the committee, brought the umbrella he had in his hand down on the floor with a
whack and said, 'That is not so.' The incident was passed over, though it will be
believed that the interview thereafter dragged and was soon ended.
"As an aftermath, the Secretary that same day gave to the press his account of the
interview. The reporters requested the committee to reply, calling attention to the
one-sided nature of what the Secretary had said. The committee declined to rejoin,
alleging that any answer however justified would widen a breach the committee
deasied above all things to see healed.
"Further along will be given an account of the action the Secretary of the Navy
took in the direction of the committee's petition.
"By appointment the committee the next day met Secretary Garrison, accompanied
as before by a number of associated Americans not members of the committee, but
equally interested in the committee's mission. Secretary Garrison's manner and
method were judicial, patient, inquiring. He invited his callers to state the object
of their call, and he listened with increasing attention to the very end. lie then
said, in substance, that what he had heard was as to much of it, entirely new to him
and, as to all of it, interesting; he said he would have to think out how he could help,
promising help to the extent of his ability; he invited his callers to name two or three
representatives-there were over a dozen of his callers though the committee numn
bered only five-and he invited these representatives to call again the next day, when
he would be able better to give them his views. representatives, two in number,
did call the next day, and the day after, and on sundry occasions later, always at
Secretary Garrison's Invitation; while the action to be taken, and finally taken, did
not come within his department's province, the aid he lent was of much importance
to the committee.
"Onthethird dy, by appointment, thecommittee met Secretary Bryan. Thecommittee was again accompanied by their associates who while undoubtedly desirous
of lending aid if they could, didn't want to miss anything. Their presence, helpful
in one sense, made an uunw.,dy group and it was thus less helpful than they meant.
Secretary Bryan promised the committee 15 minutes; he gave the committee more
than an hour. lie showed great tact in getting at the concrete facts, and the questions
he directed now to one and now to another of his callers showed an active and intelligent interest.
"At this first interview the Secretary of State did two things that must be set down:
"In the committee's presence he dictated and ordered sent a telegram to the State
Department's representative in Galveston, instructing such representative to honor
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at once any request made upon him by Frank Ifamerick (chairman of the committee
left in Galveston) for money,.food, clothing, or other necessities, such as medicines or
medical attention. This afforded the immediate relief the committee asked for.
"The other thing Secretary Bryan did was again asking his group of callers to name
A couple of representatives whom he invited to call again, to ask that the committee
reduce to writing, in as orderly a manner as possible, the various statements made to

him by his called at this first and general interview.

"Except the three interviews above described, one on each of the Secretaries of
Navy, War, and State, the committee as a body made no more calls, nor did the com.
mittee's associates. But the chairman of the committee, accompanied sometime. by
one sometimes by another of his fellow committeemen, was at one or the other of the
departments almost daily: lie was always-received promptly, was welcomed, and
could ask no courtesy because every courtesy was extended before he could ask it.
"Meanwhile the written statement asked for hy the Secretary of State was under.
going preparation. Every alleged fact every statement, every date, every name,
was checked, compared, established, before it was admitted into the petition. When
done, the whole was submitted to an officer of the War Department, whose suggestions were helpful, and it was at length ready for presentation.
"As to the statement requested by Secretary Bryan, it was really a 'petition.'
Courtesy seemed to demand that it he presented to tho President. Senator lore, a
friend of one of the committeemen, offered to take the chairman and one other member of the committee to the President: Secretary Garrison made the same offer. Senator Gore arranged for the call. Courtesy seemed to demand that Senator Gore, as
sponsor for those whom he introduced, should know what the committee intended
to do when introduced. The petition was shown to him--read to him--and received
his approval.
"Just why he did it is unknown, but when he went to fix the hour for the call he
handed to Mr. Tumulty a copy of the petition. The President was evidently displeased with the petition, because on no other hypothesis can his cancellation of the
appointment be explained: within an hour of 11r. Tumulty's receipt of the petition
from Senator Gore the President canceled his consent to receive the committee.
The petition was then handed,one copy to Secretary Daniels, one to Secretary Garrison, and one to Secretary Bryan.
"That the matter came up at the next meeting of the Cabinet is probable.
"The calls by the chairman at the departments continued.
"Secretar Bryan continued to send aid to the Americans stranded in Galveston.
In point of fact, he continued such aid for months and in July le was instrumental
in returadng the remaining women and children back to their homes in Mexicoback to what was then left of their homes and possessions and means of earning a
living. The first of the three objects the committee had in view in going to Washington was satisfactorily accomplished.

'One day in May, perhaps a fortnight after the first interview with him related
above Secretary DanIels sent for the committee; not all could attend, though a
majority hastened to obey the summons. The Secretary stated that he had decided
to send back to Tampico, without expense to them, such of the men as desired to
return; he put the transport llancock at the committee's disposition the date was
fixed for May 30, and word was dispatched for all to be on hand that day. The Sec.
retary stated that he was unwilling to send back-at least for the time being-any
women or children: he made exception as to a group of nurses who were returning
to their places in an American hospital situated in Tam pico.
"As to the return of protective United States war ships to the River PLnuco, near
the customhouse in what is usually designated as the Tampico 'harbor,' Secretary
Daniels stated that two war ships were being returned; he declined to agree to keep
them there or to indicate for how long they would be maintained there; he limited
himself to saying that 'two vessels were being sent there, and that there was at the
moment no intention to take them away.'
"Taking men away from their homes and business, under a pretext that was disingenuous, and then dubbing them 'refugees' did much to dull the keen edge of their
"May 30, as the returningAmericans were going aboard the Hancock the execution
by each one so returned of an affidavit was demanded, setting forth that afant was
an American citizen, that be had been brought out of Mexico against his wish, that
he was returning 'at his own sugg tion, on his own responsibility, and at his own
risk'; seemed, all of this, uncalled for--unles it was a notification that the United
States intended to give him no protection or recogtdtion while in Mexico. This
furtherdulled the keen edge of the loyalty Americanslike to feel toward their count ry.
Add to this that, under date December 31, 1914, the American consul then in Tampico,
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on the Ist of January, 1915, dunned every American for his income tax on money
earned in 1914 in Mexico, which tax the United States Government demanded
seemed to the Americans in Mexico like exacting bricks without straw. A still
further dulling of the edge of loyalty.
"The Americans in Mexico however, are still loyal. They are not buccaneers.
The vast majority of them are law-abiding, industrious, and worthy of the recognition
they ask and the protection they need. They keep loyal, and they pay taxes to the
United States Government. Has the United States Government, accepting the
taxes, met its obligations to them?"
Mr. 11. of Tampico. Mex,, relates the Tampico incident as follows:
"The launch bearing the paymaster and crew from the United States man-of-war at
Tampico, in April, 1914, had not entered the prohibited zone as defined by (len.
'7aragoza, but was en route to the Pierce Oil terminal for supplies when arrested by
Mexican Federal troops. The Marines were marched through the streets of Tampico
to the comandancia de policia, but were not incarcerated. They were only detained
about a half hour by the authorities, as tile news of their arrest had ben communicated to the American consul and he was interesting himself in regard to their ease,
so that they were soon released and allowed to return to their ship with the excusSe
that their arrest was a mistake in orders by the officer who arrested them. that there
was no intention to give the United States an affront.
'"Inthe meantime. Admiral Mayo contended that the flag of the United States had
been insulted hy this arrest and detention of the Marines and demanded an Inlmediate apology of (ien. '/aragoza and the salute of the United States flag. (ien. Zargoza
said that hlie could not render the salute nor the apology without authority fnro Mextro
(City: that is, from I'nreidentt luerta: and that owing to the interruption of the telegraph service he had no means of getting such instructions. Therefore, lie refused
to render either the apology or the salute requested in the ultimatum of Admiral
Mayo. This explanation was given to Admiral Mayo by (len. '/Aragoza at the sugRestion of Consul Clarence Miller, who offered the suggestion to save Admiral Mayo
from having to back down, as he had already issued a positive demand on (len. taragoza to render the apology and salute within a prescribed time. (lin. Zaragoza had
no intention of saluting the flag or apologizing more than he had verbally at the time
of the release of the Marines, when it was stated that their arrest had been a mistake
and not due to Intent.
"Admiral .Mayo had sent several notes to iGen. '7ragoza regarding thie incident
and each time had received an evasive or indirect answer. Finally. Admiral Mayo
said to Sir. B., "My (lod, can't I get this man to answer a direct question?' aMr. It.
asked him in turn if he expected any such thing, saying that if he did he would he
sadly disappointed. Finally, Admiral Mayo gave up hope of recti ing the desired
apology from (Gen. 'aragoza and communicated his conviction that none was to be
expected to the State Ikpartment at 'ashington, and was later directed to withdraw
his fleet from the harbor at Tampico to the Gulf of Mexico, as the Mexican inhah.
itants had become very much aroused fn their animosity toward Americans by the
concentration in Tampico of many of the colonists from interior points, who came
there seeking protection from the violence which threatened them in their homes.
''There seemed to be a mistaken idea on the afrt of Secretary of the Navy Daniels
that Tampico was located on the shore of the Gulf instead of being,. as it is, some 6
miles up the Panuco River frirn the Gulfl of Mexico. Secretary Daniels's idea seems
to have been that the boats were merely withdrawing outside the 3-mile limit and
would still be in touch with the situation. Such idea was entirely wrong in that when
the ships were located outside the 3-mile limit, as prscribed by international law,
they were over 9 miles from the city of Tampico, and the only communication which
was by communicating through the
the American consul had with Admiral IMayo
British or German gunboats which remained in the harbor, and which communicaattitude of the British at this
unfriendly
of
the
because
tion was very unsatisfactory
time toward Americans.
"At the time of the capture of Vera Cruz by the United States troops, when the situation became so critical that Consul Sillier wished to obtain shelter for the American
women and children aboard the United States ships which had withdrawn to the
Gulf of Sfexico, the commander of the British ship fHermione, Capt. Doughty, offered
his assistance in the following words: 'We can take care of part of your women and
children if you have no other place in the world to put them. Consul Miller thanked
him, but at that time refused to avail himself of the offer because of the fact that
assistance had already been offered by the German commander of the Dresden and
also had been accepted. Later, however, the British did render considerable assistance
in rescuing American citizens and transporting them from Tampice to the American
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boats lying outside the harbor in the (lull of Mexico. but throughout all they maintained such an attitudoof unfriendliness that it was very insulting to the Amnericans
who received such assistance.
"The American employees of the Aguila Co. were prevented from entering the
Aguila Building by a guard of British marines who told them that the Aguila Iluilding
was neutral property and that they could not Jeopardize the lritish interests by shelg
tering the Americans from the wrath of the Mfexicans, who were threatening to injure
them on the day of the riot at Tampico, April 21, 1914.
"On the night of April 21, 1914, when the Americans were being besieged in the
Southern Ilotel and the Hotel Victoria by mols of Infuriated Mexicans, a lieutenant
from the German cruiser DrJlden came to the Southern Hotel an asked if the Americans thought the situation sufficiently serious to demand the landing of assistance
from the cruiser Dresden. On being informed that the Americans did not feel the
need of this assistance at that time, the lieutenant told them that in case hey wihed
assistance to hoist a lantern on the flagstaff above the hotel building and that thu
commander of the Dresdn would send a landing4party to rescue them. The Americans replied that they did not deem it neceary at this tinme, which was albut 11
p.m. The erman lieutenant then proceeded to the Ilotel Victoria, where a number
of other Americans had taken refuge and then started on his return to the Dreaden.
"The lieutenant had proceeded only a few blocks when he Iecamo confined that
the mob would soon attack the Americans unless hell was furnished from some source.
This he communicated to the commander of the Dralren, who sent a messenger to
len. Zaragoza the Mexican Federal commander at Tamrpico. informing him that
unless the riotng was stopped in 15 minutes that he, the commander of the Draden,
would take such steps s were neessrry to restore peace and quiet and protect the
foreigners. Upon receipt of this message from the German commander, (ien Zaragoza
dispatched a guard of Federal soldiers to disperse the mobs and quell the rioting
which was done in a few minutes' time, and fortthe lalanc of the night the guard ol
Federal soldiers remained on duty at the hotels mentioned and no further disturbances were experienced other than insulting epithets which were given to Americans
when they withdrew to the shelter of the ships the following day.
Mr. O, a witness in Tampico on the 20th and 21st days of April, gives the following
facts relating to the withdrawal of the Government gunboats from the Panuco River:
"On the afternoon of April 201th Admiral Mayo received a dispatch from Washington ordering the removal of the three gunboats that lay in the Panuco River, within
500 feet of the city of Tampico, out into the Gulf and to send all but the Des Moines
to Vera Crus. The admiral protested acyJInst such action vigorously, sending at least
Consul Miller, when
three dispatches to Washington before the order was obeyed.
advised during the night of April 20 that the boats were ordered from the river, sent
a long dispatch to lWashington protesting, in the name of the hundreds of men, women,
and children against such action, stating that their lives would be fearfully endangered.by the removal of the boats, and that the Americans had become dependent
upon these boats for their safety, having bee given refuge on them during two rebel
attacks upon the town, the one in December and the other in the forepart of April:
"The Mlayo telegrams of protest were along the same lines, but neither were of any
avait ,ndthe gunbats finally left their strategic position for the defense of Americans
at about 9.30 o'clock on the morning of April 21.
"In spite of Secreta Daniels' statement to the contrary, no arrangement was made
with the German or English to care for Americans at the time that the battleships
left the Panuco River. At 4 o'clock on the afternoon of the 21st day of April the
Mexican officials published placards in Spanish throughout Tampico saying that the
Americans had landed forces at Vera Crus, and calling upon all patriotic Mexicans to
arm for the defense of their country, and arms and ammunition were furnished freely
by the Mexican authorities to every one who applied for same. Mfobs were formed
in different parts of the city during the hours ofdaylight, but not to any great numbers. These mobs were formed as a result of the removal of what protection the
Americans had when the warships were in the river. When the lives of American
men, women, and children were menaced by a large mob of Mexicans in the middle
of the night, the commander of the German gunboat Dresden voluntarily offered the
protection of his Government to these Americans, and sent a naval officer to the
hotel to signal from the roof of the same to his ship in case his services were needed.
Positively this was not done as a result of previous arrangement with Admiral Mayo.
Later Admiral Mayo did enter into an arrangement with the German and British
ships for the handling of refugees.
is only necessary to say that the Americans were saved by two small gunboats
belonging to the German and English Governments. which proves that it our own
three gunboats had been allowed to remain in the river, the lives of the Americans
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would have been thoroughly safeguarded. We rejoice with Secretary Daniels over
the fact that no American lives were lost, but we give glory to God and the German
and English Governments, and not Secretary Daniels in this matter.
"No blame can be attached to Admiral Mayo or the officers and men of the American
boats who have cried with shame over the fact that they were not permitted to rescue their own countrymen, and that this duty was entrusted, in their very presence,
to the battleships of other nations. The Englfsh naval officer in charge of one of the
boats used for refugees, in making a speech apologizing for having served only hard.
tack and corn beef to the refugees, stated that it was not his duty to care for us and
that he did it because humanity demanded it, and that he only did so when we had
been absolutely abandoned by our own Government."
This concluded the testimony in direct connection with the Tampico Incident.
I will now proceed to the matter of the mistreatment of American colonists by the
Carranza Government:
An American, whom I shall designate as Mr. .. gave me a statement, of which the
following is a synopsis: iowas asked by a general incommand of the (arranza forces
at Victoria if he would not like to go into a very paying bu. inies; the general stated
that he had a friend with $1,000 000 to invest in a weltl.paving business which they
would put Mr. D. in charge of and give him half interest in the busine for operating
it. This .Mr. D. declined to do. Subhequently the same general aiked him to appear
before the Subcommittee of the United States Senate Investigating Mexican Affairs
for the purpose of presenting certain facts favorable to the ('arranza governmentt.
Mr. D. laughingly replied that he could not do the Mexican Government any good by
appearing. The general asked: "Well, there are some good Mexicans; are there not?
to which rfr. D. answered: "Of course there are, but I would not make a grod witness
for the Carranza Government before the Fall committee."
Mr. D. also stated that sometime previous to this conversation bandits had stolen
1.000
100 head of cattle from him and told him he could recover the same by hbrnginine
pesos to a certain place in the mountains. lie told the t'arranz officer in charge of a
garrison near his place that the bandits had stolen hti cattle and of their offer to let
him have them back for the sum mentioned, and he asked the officer to take his troops
and recover the cattle from the bandits. This the officer declined to do. Mr. D.
then offered him 1,000 peos to go and recover the cattle, but the officer again refused,
saying that he did not care to take any part in the case and advised Mr. ).to pay the
bandits the $1,000 and secure the return of his cattle I)y that method. Mr. I). finally
arranged for the payment of the ransom as demanded by the bandit leader and recovered his cattle. lie further stated that he has poiltive knowledge that there isa working agreement between the bandits in that section and Gen. Manuel larrags of the
Carrancista forces as is evidenced by the facts that the bandits willsteal cattle, horses,
and mules and drive them to the vicinity of (Gen. larraga's headquarters and when
Irraga's men
the bandits have accumulated considerable numbers of stock (ioen.
will make an attack on the bandit forces who flee and leave the booty which is immediately confiscated by (len. Larraga who dbiposes of the stock and applies the proceeds
to his own account. In no case where the ('arranctascasptlure property by the above
methods from bandits do they res.oro it to the rightful owner unlern he iswilling to
repay a large ransom for return of the property, their contention being that everything
taken from the bandits is theirs as the spoils of war.
Mr. D.'s experiences with regard to having to ransom his stock from the bandits
and being unable to secure protection from the ('arrancsta forces in that neighborhood is typical of many instances happening to the American colonists in the vicinity
of T'mmpco.
Mr. E. made the following statement:
"I was informed by an Atherican, living in the vicinity of the property in question,
in the month of October, 1910, that a certin house, owned and located on land belong.
ing to an American citizen, was being torn down and the material being carried away
by Federal soldiers. I immediately wrote a letter to Gen. Osuna, who Isin command
of the forces at this port, calling his attention to the matter and after waiting 15 days
and failing to receive a reply called on him personally.
"Gen. Osuna informed me that he had failed to receive my letter and offered to
send a man to make an investigation. lHefirst went to the place where a squad of
Federal soldiers had used the material taken from the house, consisting of lumber and
corrugated roofing iron, for the purpose of constructing temporary quarters in which
they were living. He then went to the place where the house had been located
where we found only the foundation remaining and the frame of the roof which was
lying on the ground. The house had been occupied by a Mexican family until the
soldiers put them out and took possession and destroyed it.
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"On our return to the office of Gen. Osuna, the man informed him in my presence
that the house had been completely destroyed. Gen. Osuna said he was very sorry
this thing had occurred and that he would either have the house restored or pay for
same, hbut that he would require a little time to collect the money from the wages
of the soldiers who had destroyed the house..
"After calling at the office of Gen. Osuns a aimber of times and being informed each
time that they were not yet prepared to pay for the house I was advised by Gen.Osuna
on the first of this month that he could not make any settlement and that I would have
to file my claim against the Government and let it take the usual course.
"The value of the house which was destroyed is about $1,000."
Mr. F., a small.fruit grower near 'iampico made the following statement to me:
"I am an American citizen, born in Whitley County, Ky., January, 1850.Waived
in Oklahoma until February, 1912, Since that time I have been a resident in the
vicinity of Tampico, Mexico, where I had a small orange orchard and raised garden
truck for sale on the Tampico market. The first year and a half immediately follow.
ing my arrival in Mexico in 1912, 1 was well treated by all the Mexican people and
prospered financially.' The latter part of 1913 the revolutionary forces of arrnza
and the Federal armyv comprising Iuerta's troops, fought a battle in which my farm
and orange grove were immediately between the two contending forces, one army
using my south fence for breastworks, and the other army using my north fence the
fightn continuing from morning of the 10th of December until the morning of the
13t11
ofDecember. Mv family and myself were compelled to diga hole in the gound
tinder the house and lay therefore three days and nights, with very little food or water.
Our buildings, furniture, and household goods were riddled with bullets and every.
thing destroyed.
"(Gen. Aguliar, commanding the Carranzsea forces took my stock, consisting of
work horses and refused to return them to me. On the 18th of January 1913, Car.
ranzista soldiers dug trenches and threw up brestworks in what remained of my
orange orchard. At this time two of the soldiers met me in the road on route to town
with a load of fruit. One of them abused me and struck me with his gun, and I only
escaped from them by running flr my life. One of my neighbors, a Mexican, Ilterceded I,r me and tried to convince the soldier that I was a good man, and finally lie
went away and left mie alone.
"In 1914, myself and family left our place and proceeded to Tampico, when we
were warned by the American consul that it was unsafe for itus
to remain on our farm.
This was about the 18th of April 1914. Crowds of M exicans on the street shouted
the
Gringos.'
insults to us and hollered 'Kill
"About 8 a.mn.on April 21, we were notified by the American consul that he had
mado arrangements for us to get on oil boats that would take us out about II miles
to the American fleet. There we met Admiral Mayo, who expressed himself as being
very sorry that we had been so badly treated, and we were well taken care of on
board the United States battleships.
"I returned to Tampico the latter part of May and found that the Federal soldiers
of Gen. Iluerta had been defeated and driven away from Tampico, and the Carranra
soldiers were in posseson of that territory. They were impudent and abusive and
one group of Carransa'ssoldiers came to my houst in November, 1914 and arrested
me and put me in jail with 600 or CO0Mexican prisoners. I was held In jail three
days and then turned loose and told to go home. I was never tried and don't know
what they charged me with or why I was arrested, but I paid a MIexican lawyer 200
pa to get me out of jail.
"In June, 1916, Gen. Nafarrate, in command of the troops at Tanmpico, instructed
his soldiers to arrest all Americans and compel them to leave their property, and a
bunch of them came to my place and cut down my orange trees and destroyed my
pineapples, and also some of my buildings. I then went to 'Ianpico and was again
sister
by the American Government to reach Galveston, hoping that the trouble
in the vicinity of Tampico would quiet down and I then would be able to return to
my place. Ihave made a claim against the Mexican Government, through the Secre.
tary of State of the United States Government, and am now returning to the United
States to wait until peaceable conditions are established in Mexico. -Wedo not feel
that our lives are safe even within a few miles of Tampico and so will have to leave
our property to the possession of the natives in that vicinity until conditions are safe
for our return.
Mr. (. made the following statement to me:
"In connection with the hardships encountered by American citizens in Mexico,
especially the difficulties encountered by colonists there, it is pertinent to mention
the railroad situation.
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"In the fall
of 1917 the farmer dealing in agricultural products and shipping their
products from points on the railroad between Tampico and Monterrey found it very
difficult to obtain care. After one period of waitig for three months, after having
ordered cars to ship their products in, I went to Monterrey and interviewed the chiel
clerk in the railroad dispatcher's office ad managed to have 100 care placed at points
designated by mo by agreeing to pay the clerk 10 peeos each for every car they would
furnish for the shipment of my products. I experienced no more difficulty in obtain.
ing cars for nearly two years, as their agreement with the chief clerk in the dispatcher's
office held good until Gien. Murgia commandeered all the freight cars on this branch
of the National Railways to ship out corn and other products which he was purchasing,
either directly or through his agents, in the State of Tamaulipas.
"The farmers were unable to secure care to ship the corn to the market because
Gen. Murgia had commandeered the care for his cwn use, under the pretext that it
was a G(overnment necessity. This compelled those having agricultural products for
sale to sell them to Gen. Murgla's representatives at ruinous prices.
"I again proceeded to Monterrey and tried to make another contract with the chief
clerk in the dispatcher's office, but found that the chief clerk was unable to deliver
me any more car because (len. Mlurgia controlled that division of the railroad; but
I found that I was able to arrange for some care through anl
agent in Tamplco on payment of the slim of 10 peens per car qnd putting up a bond of 4,000 pens per car to
guarantee against Icesof the car through any acts of bandits, as it ws of frequent
occurrence that bandits raided trains and burned up the cars along this branch of the
railroad. Thus, it will he easily seen that the farmer or colonist of small means had
enormous difficulty in getting his products to the market.
"it addition to this the railroad officials forced the payment of express rates on carloads of freight wherever possible, and where the product is valued enough that the
shipper will pay such rate, which is very much higher than the commodity freight
rate on car lots.
"I also told of an Incident happening to another American, which statement is
verified, in which the general in command of the garrison at Tampico proposed to a
man who had hay to ship that if the man having the hay would give the general I car
of hay. he would furnish the cars and haul 10 cars of freight free of charge to whatever
market this man desired his hay moved, and would also furuish an armed train to see
that the hay was not molested in transit. This arrangement was made and the ]hay
delivered according to agreement, the general weing able to move 10 care of freight
as a military necessity because he could gain I car of hay for his personal profit.
"The members of one freight train crew told me that they had been engaged for
almost two months in hauling corn for Gen. 3Murgia, during which time they had
hauled six trainloads of corn over the railroad between Tampico and Monterrey, which
was exclusively for Gen. Murgla's account, but which was handled as Government
business In the railroad otlice.
Mr. II. is an American citizen owning a small farm in the vicinity of Tampico,
Mexico. On July 13th he received a letter from a bandit leader who signed himself
Col. Fabian Aguliar. This letter was in Spanish; a copy follows, also the English
translation.
Los Ma.Qurrxt, Va., Julo t7 de 1919.
8SRO1 II, Colutmbe,, Tamps.
Mur 8szroR Mto: Reflrindome a Ia oforts quo se sfrve Ud. hacerme per conducto
del Sargento Mateo laro, me permito suplicarle enviarme $3,000.00 tree mil pesos,
que me son muy necesarios para el sostenimiento de la fuera de ml mando. En aesso
de quo no ie sea a Ud. possible ayudarme con todo eldinero, e estimar6 avisarme per
eecrto la cantidad que mando. Adjunto le remito el salvo conducto que solicits pars
que no vuelva Ud. a ser molestado en sus interests. Asi mismo le suplico enviarme
aviso del comportamiento de mis soldadoe de shora on adelante pars correjr cualquier
irregularidad. Sin otro particular soy su afmo amigo y 8. 8.

(Firmado)

CORoNs?F. Aoui.an.

[Transmlaton of the above letter.]
QllrUITs, VaR., July t7, 1919.
areo,
I take the liberty to ask you to send me $3,000 (pesos), which 1 very much need for
to
not
be
able
you
should
In
case
command.
forces
at
my
of
the
the maintenance
help me out for the full amount, I will thank you to advise me by letter the sum you
are sending.
Los M

DEAR SIm: Referring to the offer you so kindly made through Sergt. Mateo
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Inclosed find the safe-conduct you requested in order that you may not be further
troubled. I will also ask you to report the behavior of my soldiers in the future, in
order to enable me to correct any irregularity on their part.
Yours, very truly,
SCooL

)Nt PF.AoILan.

Mr. II. had made the colonel no offer. The letter is written in a very smooth and
courteous manner, the rough demands being left to the armed band who delivered
the message.
Mr. II. continues:
"In response to this demand for 3,000 pesos, I told the bearer of the note which
demanded the payment to say to his leader that I could not pay them that amount
and ask him to tell me in writing the least amount that he would exact from mo, and
in response he sent me another demand in which he doubled the amount requested
inthe first letter. There were three men in the party demanding this payment of
ransom, and they said I could have until the 16th of August to make the payment
that I had a carload of corn I could ship in the meantime and get the money out of
that with which to pay them. They said that if I did not pay them by that time they
would take end destroy everything that they could not move from the place and burn
the rest of it, and that they also had authorityjrom the leader to kill me as a part of
the penalty for not making the payment.
"SMyfarm islocated near a town where there is a garrison of 30 Carranzista soldiers.
I immediately notified the commander of the Carranzistagarrison of the visit of these
bandits to my place and of the demand they had made, and told them the direction
in which the men had gone and asked him to arrest them but they said they could
do nothing as their orders were to guard the town at which they were stationed.
"The bandits who demanded the 3,000 pesos from me also told me that they were
going to compel every foreigner in that part of the country to pay according to the
property that he had, and they named a number of Americans whom they had listed
to force indemnities from.
"I informed the general in command of the Carrancista forces at Tampico of the first
visit of those bandits and he promised to give me protection but he has made no move
to fulfill his promise. I also made a statement to the American consul, and his advice
was for me to leave my farm and seek safety elsewhere, unless I could afford to pay
the ransom demanded, and, as I do not have the means to pay this ransom, I have
decided to abandon my property rather than to pay the penalty threatened me if I
remained on it."
It isinteresting to note in connection with this statement that the letter demanding
38,000 pesos from 3fr. II. was delivered to him by one Sergt. Mateo Ilaro and that the
demand was signed Col. F. Aguilar and that on August 24 this bandit leader, who
signs himself Col. F. Agular, surrendered to the general incommand of the Carranesta

garrison at Tamplco and was guaranteed full amnesty for himself and his forces for all

unlawful acts committed by them, and he was then commissioned colonel in the
Carrancista forces.
It isalso of interest to note that the Sergt. ,Mateo Iaro has since been arrested and
charged with the crimeof assassinatingMr. John Il.
Correll and of beingthe leaderof the
assault on Mrs. Correll. It is also true that Mateo IHareconfessed to his part in the
crime butif he or any of his accomplices have suffered any penalty for the commission
of their crimes I have been unable to discover that fact.
The following is a brief statement of the hardships encountered by an American
colonist in Mexico, whom I shall designate as Mr. I.:
"You ask me to tell you of the hardships and trials that we had in Mexico, and
to repeat all of them would make a nice sized book. After one trip, I went back again
to look after my property in Nlovember, 1913, and then the Carranstastook Victoria
and took some of my cattle and horses when they were battling around Victoria and
destroyed my henequen plantation and cut all my fences around my land and took a
lot of my corn and fodder, and I only had one mule left and a crowd of us decided
that it would be a good plan to come to the States, so we bundled up what little stuff
we could carry and started and it took us over 10 days to core outby horseback and
wagon, as the road was bad at times. When we got to the bridge I let a Mexican
ride my mule and when he got to the bridge they took the mule, Mfexican, and all, and
that was the last I ever saw of the mule. I complained to Gen. Pablo Gonzales and
he told me to get the mule, and had given an order. But when I took the order down
to the jefe they took the order, but I did not get my mule.
"After I was out of Mexico the Mexicans used the fiber plantation to graze goats and
burros, and I ivas offered $22,000 ingold for the plantation in 1912; they run fire through
the plantation several times and burned nearly all of the plants, and as the Mexicans
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stole the fiber and young plants, and also cut the hearts out of the old plants, aad
could not protect the same, so I sold the plantation and all for i,000 toget ridof the
same. The plantation was worth not lees than $30,000, and I would not have sold
for less than that when I was offered the $22,000. I put 16 head of thoroughbred
cattle over the mountains, ptre-bred IHolsteins and Jerseys, and put these on the
Ilausacana ranch, and they took all of these cattle.
"When Caballero was governor of Tamaulipas he offered us some fiber for sale,
Mr. Jones and myself, and we bought two cars from him and he was to load the same
at a certain time and turn over this fiber to us; but the price went up to such a high
value that he took it away from us and sold the same himself, and when the priceof
fiber dropped to the normal times, then he gave us what fiber was dro us, and we lost
not less than $2,00 in the transaction. and I have the papers of the same and also
his receipts of the purchase and the offer of the firm wanting to buy at the time when
he took it away from us. I have paid taxes time after time on land and have sold some
land since the Carranza Government is in and have had to pay more taxes than what
I should have paid. I also bought some money when the fiat money cameout and sold
some and took 20,000 pesos over across the river, and the Jefe across the river here
informed me that the money was good, and to buy all of it at the price I wanted, and I
sold the same, and then about a week after they stated that the money was no good
and I had to make all the money good and lost over $5,000 in gold in this transaction.
Then they barred me from Mexico, and I had all the receipts of the people that I
bought from, and then to get a permit to return into Mexico I had to send all of these
in and they canceled all charges that they had against me and notified all the judges
not to molest me.
"I also had two mines denounced up at Charcos and spent about $4,000 in gold
on these and the denouncements, and the Carranrza Government canceled these titles
as they were given to us during the Iluerta regime. The property was denounced
during the Madero times."
The following isa statement of a mining engineer residing at San .LuisPotosi, Mexico,
of 20 years experience in .Mexico, regarding general conditions there:
"I have spent the greater portion of the last 20 years in the mountains of Mexico,
because I am free from rheumatism here; consequently, I believe I know the country
as a whole, and the people better than most other Americans. I have traveled over
every county in the-Republic, and have come in contact with every grade of people
from pure.lood Indians to the Presidents; I will state at the beginning that I am a
friend of the Ilexican people, th'tIs, the law abiding class, and the country in general.
If possible to adjust conditions here without armed intervention, I certainly would
prefer it, but how it is or can he done I am unable to say. Maybe you people can work
it out some way. I have suffered the loss of property which I asure you has hurt me
a great deal, but Ihave not made any claims for damages, and do not intend to, because
if Ihad not found this country when I did I would not be on earth to write you this
letter. In my opinion Mexico has arrived at the point where it can not save itself
for the following reasons:
"At the present time the government holds the larger towns and the greater portion
of the railroads. The bandits, so-called, control about all of the country between
the railroads, which is 90 per cent of it, and practically all the small towns. Every
passenger train carries an armed escort of soldiers, from 20 to 76; they go ahead of the
trains in armed cars and when some importantpersons are on the trains they generally
run an escort train both behind and ahead.
"Carranrais dominated by hisgenerals. They in turn do not wish to end the ban.
ditism because they are allowed todo as they please, have all become wealthy and are
growing richer al) the time. It is well known that they draw pay for paying from
two to five times the soldiers they have under arms. ilteldes this the commandeer
horse feed, horses, and other supplies from the citizens and never pay for them. Yet
they draw mbney from the Government for the purpose. Its believed by the majority
of Mexicans that Carrana is letting his generals do as they please, and rob the government for the purpose of keeping in with them so that when the election comes on he
can claim that a lawful one can not be held, which will allow him to stay in. Person.
ally, I believe this is true. It is well known that not one of the several generals had
anything when the Carranza revolution started but at the present time they are trying
and have bought large tracts of land, and stocked them and keep a guard of govern.
ment soldiers on them for the protection of their individual interest. Some months
ago Pablo Gonzales gave one of his friends, Antonio Acosta, $50,000 for buying a
mine.
"le has publicly stated that he would spend $2 000,000 to defeat Obregon for the
presidency. It is known that he did not have 5,000 peeos when he became general.
Francisco Murgua has recently bought a large ranch in (oahuila and he has property
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in San Antonio that brings him over $6,000 rental per month. A few months ago
Gen. Hase took $2,200 worth of merchandise from a mercantile company of this
place, and refused to even give them a voucher for it. lie also took 20 of the beet
horses there were fijm the San Jose ranch, about 20 miles south of here, and refused
a voucher. Both have written time and again to the government about it, but have
never received any reply.
"Gen. Isidro C'ardona took over a mine belonging to a widow woman worked it,
taking out 35 carloads of ore, sold it, leaving the mine in very had condition-never
gave her one cent. le killed a Spaniard who had several houses here, took possession
of the houses, and is collecting rent on them to this day.
"This thing is going on all over the country and is well known, but I am giving you
facts that came under my personal observation.
"Carran7. is robbing the people by high taxation in order to get money for his
generals. lie knows they are robbing, but is helpless to prevent it if he so desires.
Taxes to-day on low-grade ores are about 20 per cent of their value, consequently the
mine owners can not work them at a profit, and they are shut down while thousands of
men are idle almost starving for the want of work. The mercantile houses are being
taxed so high that they must sell at high prices in order to pay them. The people,
in turn, have to pay the prices which in the majority of cases they are not able to do,
and are in a semstarving condition.
"hen Felipe Pescador was general manager of railroads, he gave the management
of all divisions to some of his personal friends. At every divion point the friend
had his private supply store in the town, in which he carried a general supply of rail.
road supplies--supplies that were taken from the railroad shops. lWhen a mechanic
applied at the shops for something to repair the care, he was told it was not in stock,
but he might find itat a certain store up town. Ile would go and get It,give a voucher
for same. The voucher would be sent to Mexico City. I escador would honor it and
remit his friend, the owner, one half and kept the other half. Pescador was a second.
rate operator (telegraph) before he was made general manager.
"People wonder whore the bandits get their arms and ammunition. They get them
in two ways, one by attacking trains, killing the escorts, taking their ans and am*

munition. Anothermeansof getting them is: The Carranzasoldiers. And I may say

some of the petty officers sell Government ammunition to the smaller stores, and they,
in turn, sell it to rebel agents. The more ammunition the (overnment gets the more

the rebels will get. The following facts 1 took from Mexican newspapers; some came
Sunder my personal knowledge. During the 20 months I have been here, 62 trains
have been dynamited, robbed, all the passengers robbed, the escorts killed, and the
young girls In most instances taken away to the mountains to life worse than death.
In most instances those girls were of the better-familie, because the poorer class
were net able to travel on railroads.
"VWithin 30 miles of -- , which isgarrisoned, there are five separate bunches of
bandits. Benito Zapeda, with 40 men, has been camped 12 miles east of -for
three months, yet no effort has been made to get rid of him. On the 26th of July
Ygancio Uonzales, Francisco Trevino, and three other men of the town went for a
ride about 6 miles out. All were captured by the Zapeda bunch, theirhorses taken part
of their clothing, four of them were held, and Ygnacio Gonzalez was sent ba for
a ransom of $5M each, with a threat that ilthe money was not forthcoming by the
next morning the four would be shot, and he would be shot as soon as they could get
their hands on him. During a conversation with him I asked him ifhe had reported
it. Ile said no; that they had no guaranties, and that If they reported it they would
be killed. Two weeks ago a bunch took the manager of the AUa Dulco ranch to the
mountains for $30,000 ransom, and he is still there not being able to raise the money.
"About a month ago one Gen. Garcia captured a town 12 miles west, killed the
colonel and his aid, robbed several stores, and left without being molested.
"On the 22d of August a band robbed all four stores at the ranch of Santa Tirbucio.

"An old man, and a good one by the name of Feliciano Gonzales, who had 6 cows,
about 50 goats, and 5 horses. during the last two months they have taken every.
thin he had and left him so poor he can hardly live.
"At the station of La Ventura there lives a man by the name of Constandco Acosta.

le is a one-legged man and has to keep himself and five in family on peseo per day
which he ets by looking after the railroad puipp. With the help of his wife and
small children he planted some wheat and about the time it was grown a bunch of
several hundred came along, turned their horses in on it, with the result that next
morning there was no wheat lie had nine cows and of those gave seven of them for
some wheat that was cut and in bundles. Before he could thrash it another bunch
came along, threw the wheat to their horses, leaving him with nothing but two cows
and his peso per day.
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"During the last few months three trains were burned near Saltillo, on the Cos.
hulla & Zacatecas Railroad, a line 65 miles long, and since that time about a dozen
bridges have been burned on the same line.
"In order to show what poverty exists outside of the mining camps I will cite two
cases that came under personal observation: I was at a little ranch about 10 miles
. We rode tip to two little houses (jacals) and
south.of hero by the name of called for some water. The women answered that they had some water but had no
clothes and could not bring it out to us. During the same trip we saw a dozen people
waiting around a sick cow until she died, and the owner skinned her then they cut
up and ate the meat. I asked them if they were not afraid to eat it, and they answered .
that they had as well to die from bad meat as to starve to death. The people away
from minlnR camps eat lizzards, toads, burro meat, and anything they can get.
"The railroad officials are robbing the rads of aboutone.half the fares. For instance,
the ticket agents will sell about half the berths on the Pullmans then tell the pas.
singers there are no more. This was done with me then after the train leaves the
conductor sends his aide into the day c..aches, plcks out his friends, brings them
back, and sAlle them berths. Then he and the agent that had no more divides 50-50,
The greater p',rtion of passengers will buy a ticket to the first or second station which
gets them through the gates, then the conductor will carry them through Ior half
fare and pockets the whole.
"It is known that there aro 180 bandit heads in the Republic and no-queslion
there are more. Every State has esmo general for governor, and he is seeing to it
that he does not go hungry.
"Formerly there were millions of horses and cattle, now it is a rare thing to see
one. Every property owner lives in some gRarisnd city and never leaves t+ see his
prolprty. Every man who has anything at all is afraid to leave the town.
"Iam sonling you several clippings taken from Mexican papers. Among them is
heffer, an American. I see the governor ha
an account of thie murder of Adm j.
advised the Vedernl Government that the bandit head, Albino (initan, was killed.
I was informed by a Mexican by the name of ---- , to-day that (iiltan was at this
, that he saw him last night. No
moment camped about 25 miles west of -doubt but that you have seen the account of the death of Villa and Martin Lopes
several times. Yes; well this is about the way they all turn out. The account of
the death was evidently sent out for certain effects.
".Mexico is a very rich country, and if it could have an honest government honestly
governed, it could soon recuperate, but, it has not and I don't thnok ever will through
these people. So many bandits all over the country, if they are bandits, and the
heads of the country acting like they are, how are they to ever put it in good shape?
See if you can work it out; I can't.
"Remember also that I am here, and it might be unpleasant to have my name
hex
following statement was made by Mr. Barnes at the time
he left his property
in 1914, and he has not been able to return to the farm since because of the dangers
to life and property in that vicinity.
U. 8. 8. "Dsa Morxse," April 80, 1914.
By ,B.BArruse,
en;r
Macram,
Two hundred acres of land in Atascador colony District of Valles, San Luis Potosi,
and 15 miles north of Rodriguez station, valued at $40 per acre; household goods;
farm implements and wagon; 4 head of mules (taken at station at Ebano); 1 wagon
and contents (taken at station at Ebano); 8 acres of sugar cane, at $200 per acre; cane
mill and evaporator.
R
R, E.BAInas.
He states that about April 23, 1914, he and his neighbor Mr. L. M. Moorehead, and
sons of the latter were en route to Panuco from their farms on the Atascador, in wagons,
and Mr. Barnes had four mules and a wagon, Mr. Moorehead had eight mules and a
wagon--all intending to work on the now railway under construction at Panuco.
When they entered the town of Ebano, the Iiuertita commander there took their
teams, wagons, and harness, camping outfit etc., from them and they came to Tampico on a troop train and were advised by tie American consul to leave the country
which they did in company with many other Americans.

Mr. K. relates the following story:

"Writing my experiences especially during the revolution here in Mexico, I am
glad to do so if it possibly can help to untangle things. I have lived in Mexco 20
years.
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"During the first year you could call it revolution, but soon it grew to fire, murder
of innocent people in order to rolb.
"We had a nice foreign colony, mostly Americans, in San Diegu to and also in
Rasco, ,Mics, C'rucitoe, and San Mateo, and stations on the railroad between Tampico
and San Luis Potcsi. about 200 kilometers southwest from first-named city. Horse
and cattle were taken away from us, fences broken down time and again, and crops
destroyed.
"As soon as a crop of corn was ready it was taken away from us. All these things
commenced after Carranza got in power, because little groups of so-called soldiers
sprung up everywhere, not being contented with the new boss, and papers given us
by generals and other officials were not respected at all.
"One afternoon. year 1914, just after dinner as I was still sitting round the table with
my family, suddenly appeared four armed men and entered the house and demanded
from me $1,000, arms, etc. Money I did not have more than about $100 which, of
course, I gave, likewise a shot gun, pistol, three or four dozen new yuto sacks,
'machetes, etc., and if it had not been because I manage the language good, I was
saved from further trouble.
"When the Americans entered Vera Cruz, all the Americans in licoes were gathered
up like cattle, even ladles, and shut up in the American grocery store for three days
and insulted in various ways, and the next day they all left on horseback, except me,
as my wife was sick. Some of them got through to Tampico in three days after many
hardships, and two men were stopped, Mr. Speedy, English, and Cavan, American,
to be shot, but happened to escape. This was all done by ('arranzistas.
"A little while after this one Sunday afternoon, I was sitting in my house with my
fatally, when up came a Carranza captain with four soldiers, took a horse I had tied
up and commenced to insult me for Gringo, etc., one of them a youth about 14 years
old, pointing his rifle against me. They were all drunk. I had a part of a bottle of
Mexlcan brandy in the house and I told the captain to step inside, offered him a chair
and a drink. another, and talking to him until he got reasonable and left, and even
told the soldiers to tie up the horse where it was before. It was not the first time that
a drink saved a life here in Mexico.
"During all this time everything was taken away little by little until nothing was
left, no animals to work with, etc.
"Three years ago in month of January, I was woke up one night at 10 o'clock. In
came a bunch of armed men, about 20 of them. They demanded $1000, rifles, etc.,
and when I told them that I did not have it, the captain told one of his men to get a
rope and string me up.
'Again I talked him out of it when 1 told him he could have the corn, about 40
bushels, which I had on the second story.
"While we were up loading, some of the men had cleaned up my bedroom. as I
had only put on a pair of pants when I left bed, sheets, pillows. atockings, boots,
blankets shirts, and coal.. All 1 got back was my boots, pants, and an undershirt.
I did not like to see a rope so near a second time.
"Afterwards they burned the house.
"For the last four years or five, not a month, sometimes not a week, has passed
without wrecking a train, robbing the passengers, and carrying the young girls away.
"Where you before could not travel on a train or horseback, you would not now
even an old burro, dog or a chicken. People in the ranches live hidden in the
mountains, their houses being burnt down by Government soldiers, this being especially true in the oil fields, even big towns gone."
The following is the statement of DIr. NM.
I,. McCrocklen. now deceased:
"This is to advise you that on the morning of November 15, 1913, at my hacienda
'Espiritu Sant).' MfI&s, aMexico, about 6 o'clock of said morning, I was s'irroundod
by a Mexican Army consisting of Oens. ('arranza and \'lla forces, to number of 200
well-armed soldiers, while I was working at my sugar mill. They demanded me to
proceed to the house at once, which I did at the pint of Winchesters. They then,
on reaching the house, demanded 3,000 peoss of me. I was unable to produce more
than 600, which they took, and immediately calling for a rope and tying it around
my neck and hanging me to a tree and began tirturing me, my toes just t,ucbing the
ground. I begged permission to allow my foreman and clerk to witness the execution
so that they could tell my family what had becolne of me. They ranted the re uest,
explaining that they would execute all of the Americans immedlaely after my death.
As a last report I plead with them that I was an old man, being 71 years old at the
time, and had only a few more years to live, and had always been good to their people,
and asked them to call my employees up and carefully ask them, which they did
and after conferring with all of my captains, they granted my pleadings, provided I
would place in the hands of the leader 3,000 pesos at a lonely spot designated in the
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mountains, and said that if this amount was not deplted in the place designated
at the stated time they would return and hurn my entire hacienda and kill me. After
promising t meet their demands they finally released me. taking me to my house
again, together with my other American entploes, at the point of their guns, and
held us for five hours while they were looting and sacking my house, store, and bodegas of their entire contents. After loading the same and carrying it all away, together with all my mules. horses, and saddles, then they robbed my foreman and
clerk of all clothing and per mal effects. I fled for my life t,a seap art and remained
at Tampic . Sometinte in December, 1913, I met Ilon. John Lind, United States
representative of President Wils m, and discussed the whole matter with him, and he
directed that I should file a claim for my lJss. but should mike every eff.brt ti save
my crop of sugar cane. and if I succeeded in saving it, should send in a credit of same
to Washington. 1).(1., Ot be Indrseed on my claim., le did n t think I should go
on the hacienda, but might remain along the railway and watch it, but this finally
became of no tuse and the crop was a ttal l ss."
The following is the statement of Mr. Iliram Catron, related to me on October 25,
1919:
"My name is Hiram Catron, American citizen, born in Hawkins County, Tenn.,
March 9,1850. Came to Tampico, Mfoxico, January 28, 1907. Located on my ranch
at Ias Patinmas February 1, 1907 and have resided there until August 1, 1919, when
conditions became so bad that I left
and have been staying in Tampico or vicinity
since, because there is reason to believe that 1 would be murdered if I remained on
my property owing to the fact that my son. Peter Catron, was assassinated June 7, 1919.
My ranch of about 1,400 acres is named hacienda Las Puentes, near the station of
Las Plms, San Luis Potosi, and I resided there continuously until the let of August,
1919, with the exception of 40 days-from Juno 24, 1916, until August, 1916-during
which time myself and family took refuge in the mountains to escape a marauding
band of Carranzista soldiers, who were terrorizing that part of the country in which I
lived. My son and myself returned to the ranch from our hiding place in the mountains, and were fired upon by the (arranzista soldiers, when we again took refuge in
the mountains until notified by friendly Mexicans that the Carranzista soldiers had
left the vicinity of my ranch. The Carranzista soldiers had looted my ranch during
my absence of 32,000 pesos (Mexican paper money) and $100 (American money),
10,000 pesos worth of sugar, 800 pesos worth of coffee, 4,000 pesos worth of corn, 10,000
pesos worth of household gOS, 40 head of cattle, 3 mules and 1 mare, ? sets of harness,
I farm wagon, and several plows. This was the total loss during this one raid of June
24, 1910, and since returning to my ranch August 6, 1910, up to the time of my leaving
it, Augat 1,1919,1Ilost about 350 head of cattle 10 head of horses, and 6 head of mules.
On June 7, 1919, my son, Peter Catron, had taken a small canoe from the much
house to the Tamesi River about noon, and about 8 p.m. the team returned without
any driver. Search was at once begun and continued until the second day, when my
son's body was found floating in the river, the wounds in his body showing that he
had been murdered. One shot from a 30-30 rifle had entered the back of his neck
and come out under his chin, causing instant death. Subsequent investigation has
developed the fact that two Mexican cattle thieves, one by name of Isabel Valderis
and Elenzo Zeuira had committed the murder. This was told by an eye witness by
name of Luterio Cedillo, who lives near the scene of the murder and who had followed
the Mexicans and saw them shoot Peter (atron. The'reason for the murder was that
these two Mexicans had been stealing cattle from my ranch, as well as from other
Americans in the country, and my son Peter had caught them in the act and had
complained to the authorities, which resulted in their being arrested and placed in
Jail charged with stealing cattle. Owing to the influence of Gen. Manuel laraga, who
is a Carranzista general atOuerrero, and who exerted his influence in behalf of these
two thieves, they were given their liberty; and in order to intimidate other Americans,
they committed this cold-blooded murder.
My son, Peter Catron, who was murdered as aforesaid, was born in Berry County,
Mo., December 19, 1881, and came to Mexico in March 1908. lie lived with me on
my ranch until the time of his murder, being sober and industrious, and well liked by
both Americans and Mexicans, lie was my principal help in managing my ranch as
he spoke Spanish very fluently, and for the reason that I was so dependent on him I
deemed it unsafe for me to stay there on the ranch after his murder.
"My losses and the mistreatment I have received have been caused by Carranzista
soldiers or bandits operating under their protection, as is evidenced by the following
incidents:
"During the year 1913, I had 300 bushels of corn taken by the troops of Gen. Manuel
Iarraga- and in February, 1914, Gen. Nafarrate camped with about 1 600 soldiers on
my ranch They destroyed about 6,000 poes worth of sugar and corn, besides cutting
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down 60 acres of sugar cane, which was a total loss for two years following. Sugar cane
produced about 200 pesos worth of sugar per acre each year, so that my loes for the 60
acres was in the neighborhood of 24,000 pesos.
"The colonists have been systematically robbed and some of them murdered for*
the sole purpose of intimidating those who remained, and to compel them to desert
their property, which is then confiscated or destroyed by the Mexicans under the
protection of the Oarrancista troops. All of the territory in the vicinity of my ranch
is controlled by Carranclsta troops under Gen. Manuel Larraga, whose brother,
Leopoldo Llrraga, has purchased many head of live stock at a fraction of their value
from the theives operating in that territory. The ranch of Gen. Manuel Larraga at
Ouerro isstocked with the beet cattle selected from the former colonists of the Atascador
and other colonies on the Sau Luis Potosi Railway. Also a number of the farm simple.
ments in use on his ranch are known to be those stolen from American colonists, who
have been driven from their homes, and whose farms are now either grown up in brush
or occupied by Mexican squatters.
"It is in vain that appeal has been made to the Government of the United States
through the medium of its consular representatives, as they have invariably taken the
matter up through the State Department at Washington with the Mexican Govern.
ment,who in turn report the matter to the local authorities and the American who has
so complained to his own Government has then been much worse abused than before."
The following is the translated testimony of two eye witne~es to the murder of
Peter Catron as taken from the Primary Court, City of Valles, State of San Luis Potosi,
Mexico:
Statement of Virginia Villasana: August 25, 1919, having been summoned, Virginia
Villasana appeared. She was informed of the penalty for false testimony, and having
been questioned regarding herself, she said:- "My name is as written, 38 years of age,
a widow, a native of Tula, Tamaulipas, and living on the ranch Las Puentee, in the
municipality of Villa de Guerrero." On due examination she replied: "On the 7th
of July, which was Mondayy and about 12 o'clock, Eleno Zequera, Isabel and Pedro
balderas, and a boy about 12 ,ears of age, a brother of the Balderas, came to my house
which is at La Cuaya, and which belongs to the ranch Las Puentes, the property of
the Americans Monty and Pedro H. Citron, situated in the municipality of Villa de
Guerrero, my house being about 60 paces from the river. Said parties were a little
intoxicated, Isabel Balderas being more so than the others, as he laid down to go to
sleep and the others stayed there, Zequera carrying a gun, the others not having arms,
for, as I knew, they were going to stay n the country. About 1 in the afternoon
Don Pedro Catron came, alone and on foot and unarmed, to get a hammer a hatchet,
and a bottle of whiskey, telling me that he was going to put a boat in the river to fish,
and after he had left the house with those things, and was a short distance away, Eleno
Zequera talked to him, regarding some cattle which Zequera had on the Las Puentes
ranch, and said: 'Listen, Don Pedro, you told me to take the cattle away.' Don
Pedro replied: 'Ys, take it away.' Then Eleno said to him: 'No; why should I
take it away, and now that I think of it I won't take it away.' Don Pedro replied:
'Yes man: take it away.' Eleno then said: 'Now, another thing. I know that you
say that I take away cattle, that I am a cow thief; that I even steal cattle from my employer.' Don Pedro replied: 'Yes, man, why not?' Eleno asked him if he had
proofs of this, to which Don Pedro replied that he had proofs.
"To this Ze.uers asked what proofs he had. And then Zeq uera said: 'Prove it,'
and immediately fired a shot from a gun on the addle in the direction of Don Pedro,
and without raising it to take aim he fired, the shot taking effect in his throat or neck
and came out behind at the nape of the neck, and at a distance of about 2 meters.
Immediately Don Pedro foll dead, without making a motion. Then Zequera tried
to carry the body of Don Pedro to throw it into the river, and demanded the assistance
of Pedro and Isabel Balderas, and as the latter was asleep he was awakened by Pedro
to help Zequera to throw the body, and as these refused to help Zeguera threatened
them with the firearm, making them help him, and the lalderas, Zoquera, and the
boy who was with them, threw the body into the rivtr Zelera telling everybody in
the house that they should not say anything about what had happened or the same
would happen to them as to Don Pedro. In my house at that time were my two
daughters, Francisca Sanchez and Eustacia ('edillo, and my nephew Eleutero Cedillo,
who witnessed the deeds which I have narrated as they happened at a short distance
fwrm the house and on the nearby highway. 'i want to state that the disagreement
which arose between Zequera and Catron was because of the matter of the cattle which
Zenr had on C(atron estate, for which he did not pay pasturage, and because he stole
cattle from ('atron, as shown in the conversation which they had, and which was the
cause of his death. Afterwards, and only once, and while I was away from the house,
Zequera came and asked if I had said anything about what had happened, and when
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I said I had not he threatened to harm them if they should do so, promised to pay
their lhing expenses.
oeasked if anyone had been searching for him, .and hoped
that they a ould, and that Monty would come that he could kill him also." The abovo
has been read, was certified to and was not signed as she could not write.
Statement of Franclsca Sanchez: Inthe Citvof alles, on the 1?th day of the month
,f September, 1919, after being summoned, Irancisca Sanchez appeared; she swore
to tell the truth, and on being questioned regarding her history aid: "My name isas
written; am 19 years of age, unmarried a native Fatacion de Las Palmas, and live at
the ranch La Cuaya In the municipality of the Villa de Guerrero." Having been
examined in accordance with the summons she replied! "It is true that on the 7th
day of July last in the morning, and before 12 o'clock, Eleno Zequera, Isabel, and Pedro
Ialderas, and Amandco Balderas their brother, about 12 years old, came to the house,
Eleno being armed with a gun, the Balderas not carring arms, and all on horseback.
I do not know why they came to the house, where my mother, Virginia Villa ana,
Eustacla Cedillo, my mother's niece, and Eleuterlo of the same name, a brother of the
former and I live, and as Isabel IBalderas was a little drunk he laid down to sleep in
the kitchen of the house. Shortly afterwards the North American, Pedro H.(atron,
arrived, to get a bottle of whisky and an axe to take to some place where he had a
wagon; I did not see any arms on his person. After he left the house Eleno Zequera
caught up with him a short distance down the road, and I could not hear what they
were talking about because of the distance, but from the signs they were making it was
seen they were disputing, but my mother, Virginia, who was near, must have hear.
They were talking in this way when Eleno Zequera who had gone after 'atron on
horseback, fired a shot from the gun he was carrying. bon Pedro falling dead immediately. Just at that moment Eustacia went to awaken IEabel lalderas, who was asleep,
and then Eleno Zequera threatened my mother and us not to tell what had happened,
and made Pedro and Isabel lIalderas help him to carry the body of Don Pedro to
throw it in the river, ano Isabel Balderas hit Pedro with the handle of an axe, telling
him togo to the road and see if anyone was coming, Amanclo afterwards going away
with a horse, and I, having Feen the body of Don Pedro, saw that he had a bullet hole
in his throat. After this Zequera as well as the Balderas went away, the former alone,
taking the road to Santa Elena, and the others toward the ranch where they live.
About 15 dave afterwards Eleno Zequera came back to the house in company with
Guadalupe del Angel and a boy called Eleuterio whose family name I do not know,
on horseback and armed; they remained only a short time, and only asked about the
other Americans. and then went away." She certified to the foregoing after it had
been read, and did not sign as she can not write. I attest.
Mr. L. told me the following story:
'On or about November 27, 1917, Mr. L. L.Wieder an American citizen, one of
the colonists of the Atasador, went to the town of Guerrero, S. L. P., Mexico to
complain to Gen. Manuel Larraga, who was at that time, and still is a Carrancista
officer in charge of Government troops in that district, his complaint being that
cattle thieves had robbed him and other Americans in that settlement. On his
way returningwhen about 2 miles from his home he was shot and killed by Mexicans
whose names are Alalio Nava, Domacio Nava, Inez Barron, Camilo Martinez, and
another whose first name IsNicholas. After robbing him his body was left lying in
the public road. lie received one shot in the heart,b two through the head, and one
through the leg and one through the hand. The a ove-named murderers are now
living on the Atascador and have never been tried for their crime for the reason
that (ten. Larraga controls the court absolutely and prevents their giving justice as
has been demonstrated in other cases.
"Shortly after the murder of Mr. Wieder, 275 head of his cattle were taken by
the above-named murderers and Cecillo Roque, Antonio Castillo, Emillo Sanches,
Nieves Barren (a brother of the Inez Barron mentioned), and Juan Crus to the town
of Guerrero and sold to Col. Leopoldo Larraga, brother pf Gen. Manuel Larraga, for
the sum of $11 per head. His household goods, the sheet-iron roof of his house, his
farm wagons and plows were also taken to uerrero and sold to the same lrty. The
farm wagons and plows were sold by Julian Reyes and Alberto Rodrguez. The
wagons are in use in Guerrero to-day and can be identified. All fences and b ildings
on the farm belonging to Mr. Wieder have been carried away or destroyed.
"Another American colonist of the Ataecador had 300 head of Durham cattle
taken by Camilleo Martinez, Inez Barron, Alberto Rodriguez, Alatio and Damacto
, and sold to Col. Leo.
Nava, Antonio Castillo Cecilio Roque, and Nicholas poldo Larraga and Ma . Pedro Zamudio-one team of American mules, one Per.
cheron mare, wagons, horses, farm implements, and other movable property were
taken and the buildings and fences all destroyed or taken away. One of the thieves,
A on the Hlarnback farm, which is called La Providenria.
Camillo Martinez, now li.
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"From Mr. F. S. Dunn the same band of thieves took 50 head of very fine dairy
cattle, household goods, implements, etc.- all fences and buildings are gone and
the purchasers were the same two men, Col. Larraga and Pedro Zamudio; the fatter
is now mayor of the town of Guerreto.
"From Mrs. 1). :. IDuff 40 head of fine dairy cattle were taken, as well as all farm
Implements, buildings, and fences destroyed or stolen, by the same band of thieves
named

above,

and

by

orders

of Maj. Pedro

Zamudio.

''At the present time there isnot one American settler left in the Atarcador colony,
nor is there one .American house left except in ruins.
''it is useless and it would be foolish to ask any further redress of the courts or
Mexican authorities, as their lives as well as their positions are absolutely dependent
upon the military authorities, and these last mentioned are aiding and abetting in
the crimes of murder, robbery, and terrorism which has been systematically carried
out to dispossess the Americans of their property.
"A very creditable witness told me yesterday, October 25, 1919, that within the
last month he had seen one of the Jersey cows stolen front Mrs. D. E. Duff in the
possession of (len. Manuel Larraga, at his home, which trifling bit of evidence goes
to prove that he was interested in getting the best of the loot.
"Therefore it is worse than useless to ook toward the Carianza officials as they
are constituted at present for redress. It will merely put them on guard and they
get their henchmen together and nicely whitewash all of the black spots in their
records.
"Protest is hereby made against the confiscatory decree of article 27, constitution
of 1917, which attempts to confiscate the subsoil rights of our property. Protest
also is made against the abridgment of our rights to sell our properties to anyone
but Mexicans, unless the purchasers agree to consider themselves Mexicans with
respect to such properties, and therefore not to invoke the aid or protection of their
governments in connection therewith. (Art. 27, clause 1, Constitution of 1917.)
"When the Americans began to colonize the tract known as Atascador it was
entirely unpopulated, and semiwild long-horned cattle roamed over it; the opportunity to purchase was open then and had been for years, but the Mexicans had not
developed 1 acre of the rich farming land there. But when the Americans had cleared
aartdeveloped the land from jungle to well improved farms, they are murdered,
robbed, their women ravished, and a general campaign of terrorism inaugurated for
the sole purpose of enriching a few Carrancleta officials who coveted the fruit of the
labor of the American colonist."
Mr. N. makes the following statement:
" For 25 years I have lived inone community in the SFtte of Tamaulipas on a plantation purchased and developed by myself from its virgin condition of young-timber
land. Sixteen of these years were passed under the administration of'Porfirio IDiaz
and the different governors of the ,tate during that period, with all of whom I had the
most intimate relations, and received front them every consideration and kindness,
as well as from the local authorities. During all that time I had but one legal con.
troversy with anyone. 1 was received as a friend by all of the Mexican people with
whom I came in contact and the same consideration that they extended to all the
other foreigners who show a disposition to help them develop theircountry by working
their lands or mines upon modern lines without any special effort to exploit them.
These years were uneventful, the most of my time being devoted to the improvement
of the propert .
"The year 1913 was the first year of revolutionary activity that we felt in this sec.
tion of Mexico, On April 18 of that year I was awakened at about 12 o'clock at night
by a summons from some armed men accompanied by my maordomo,who, after I
had admitted them, said that they were scouts of the forces of .ieut. Col. Nafarate, a
revolutionary chief who had revolted against the Iluerta regime near the City of
Mexico and had come overland from the city toward Victoria. Tamaulipas, with the
intention of executing vengeance on the people of Victoria for a rather summary dismissal that they had received from these people.
"The message that these scouts brought to me was that they had taken the town of
Llera that afternoon at 4 o'clock and proposed to make me a visit within a dw or two,
assuring me that they were familiar with my kindness to the people of that district.
and would therefore give me all protection. It of course, realized that this visit meant
something besides that and I asked them whatit W'as that they really wanted. They
replied that they wanted a can of coal oil and a bucket of crude petroleum, whioh I
immediately ordered the mayordomo to deliver to them and then dismissed them.
"During the next few days this revolutionary party went recruiting among the
people of the municipality, and on the 20th they called upon me in force, being introduced by an old friend of mine who had been the candidate for the . aderista party
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for the year before for president municipal, but had been defeated by the efforts of
the clergy and landowners, the ticket representing them being victorious, as alleged
by their opponents. fraudulently.
"Lieut. Col. Nafarate and M.iaj.
Navarrete were the leaders of about 75 veterans of
the Mfadero revolution, who had made this long trip of approximately 700 miles from
They assured me that they required nothing of me. but
.Mexico (ity in 20 days.
would appreciate It if would give them the rifles and ammunition which they knew
that I had. I thought it the better part of discretion to surrender the arms as they
had respected all of my (,other property. Tlhey immediately"passed n to my neighbor a
hacienda, where tley spent the ni h. the owners having fled at their approach. The
otcclpied the main dwelling. oli ging the foreman to surrender 20 or :30horses and
otherwise disixsing (ofthe property as though they were the owners.
" I)ring the two days that this force had held the town of Ilers, capturing the
municipal officers who were alleged to have been fraudulently seated, and made them
sign an agreement not to exercise the duties of their oflicesany further, and left other
officers of their own choosing who were principally those officers who Ihad been defeated
at the preceding election. 1Early in the morning of the 22d tif April this force, after
traveling .15 miles during the day of the 21st. appeared before Vict,ra. the capital of
Tamaulipas. and demanded the surrender of the town, which was refused by lthe thech
the Tenth
governr..Matias G(uerra. The t.,wn was garrisoned by a detachment (,f
Regiment of Ilurales under Ctapt. Navor T rres. assisted by,the l)efena Social, a
n of citizens. The.rebels were defeated and by evening were
voluntary (,ranitzalt,
in flight in tie dlirectiln of .fatamores.
" I was afterwards told by friends in Vietoria that the rifles which Ihe relel. received
from me were really tlie only ann. they had that caused any dangeroiL~ situation, as
the other arms tlies hail were not important.
"' Within a few days the former ollcials of the mnlelipality of llera, who had signed
under duress the agreement trot
to exerits thie (ldutes of their otlices again, returned
to theiroflices- were indaily dil charge of their duties. Nothing further was heard from
srprised two
Liellt. Col. Nafarate alid his; ban until May 13 of theamne year, when hlo
freight trains and a pav.enger train at a switch near San Franclco. :Vl miles ldue south
Monterev and Gulf division of the National Lines of Mexico. They
of Victorla, on th(e
caused the pa senagers to alight, taking prisoner two)of them, a Spaniard name. licas
Ilaces and a Mexican named IHarberena. who were at once aecuved of being enemies
of the revolution and sentenced to death. Itarberena was Anally reprieved hy some
pwerfl friends of the revolution who happened to Iw on the train, but .ucas Ilacem,
recent fight at Vict ria, was taken
accused of being a foreigner andl taking Im rt in lit(
a short distance below Forlon Station and executed. IlisI ylremained there exprel several days and was literally devoured by wiled animals.
"The leader of thll Iand of revolaltinits was (Col. Jesus Augitsline ('atro, lofer
wards sulsecretary of war for two yeaps inder the ('arranza admiiii+tration. lis record
has Iben a notable one. From tK.ing a conductorr on the electric line Wetween (iomne
Palacio and Torreon at the Ieinning of lteMadero revolution, he had organized what
was called the Twenty-first Ilegimentof Rurales, and it was a remnant of thle rutales
with their Maj. Navarette, who hall attaseked Victnria, and after iing defeated had
l Texas border, a:nd had regone to receive more arms and ammunition from across tihe
turned. On this occai,)n they numbereil with their new recniite snnie2-0 well armed
and well mounted men.
shooting of the Spaniard near our station
" Up3n receiving advice of the affair of thlie
at Forlon, 3 miles from olur plantation, and the presence of ('ol. 'astro's troops at said
station, I drove over there with a clerk, and for the first time leeameac quainted with
Col. Castro and renewed my acquaintance with Maj. Navarette. I found the colonel
affable, and heasured me that his desire was toprotect all foreigners against molestation
by his troop.
' ie then left the railroad, proceeding to Xicunteneatl, where he continued his
propaganda, and of course received daily acquisitions of recruits to his troops. Ieo
made a wlle detour toward th(lie west to the mouintainis and then returned to the railway
station passing our plantation at 5 o'clock in the evening of tie 16th of May, where lie
paid his troop front money obtained from merchants of the towns passed, having
surprised the old officials of the town of Ilera performing tedut ies of their ofli, wlich
they had agreed not to, and executed two of them and pardoned the presidente, Alberto Mluniz, on account of his son-in-law having joined his forces, after giving him a
good beating.
havingg paid off his troops at our plantation, Castro proceeded to another hacienda
for the night and early in the morning his routs were surprised by inning upon
railroad at
Federal scouts protecting thle flank of the Federal forces repairing thie
Ysasi Station, which were going north to meet another force coming south frcm Vic-
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0tria also repairing the railroad. During the morning Castro captured an unfortunate
lineman, who was c-ming ahead of the Federal troops repairing the telegraph wires
and hung him. le organized his forces at Forlon Station and during the day gave
battle first to one of the forces gpng south and then to the force coming north, retreating
at nightfall with about 300 men During the night he buried his dead, and bright and
eirly in the morning he retreated westward toward the mountains.
" In the meantime the cnductor of the pl=senger train that had been captured by
Castro had found refuge at my house. Upmn the retreat of Caitro toward the mountains, this conductor made his way to join the Federal forces and gave the officers all
the Information thev required to put them on their guard.
"On the 18th of May the Federal forces reappeared under command of Capt. Torres,
and I went to meet them. I was immediately accused of being in league with the
revolutionists, but after some discussion, in which I proved that it would be impossible
to take any other stand than what I took I was released and advised to be very discreet in any relations I might have with them, as I was under suspicion of being one
of their sympathizers. The railroad was fully repaired the next day and Sunday,
which was the 20th of May, I was surprised by a Federal force of cavalry and infantry
at my plantation, who commenced imprein my laborers into the service of the
IFedrals. After demonstrating my entire sympathy with the Diar government my
men were fin lly released, the Itderals ong on their way to Victoria. Nothing
further happened in the immediate neighoho
until the combined attack against
Victoria on the 10th of November of the same year. They were successful after two
days' fighting, the Federals retreating southwestward through the mountains toward
the railroad from Tampico to San Lus Potoel. During this attack the rebel forces
under command of Col. Sartos came to our station, burned that station, and destroyed
a car of corn that I had loaded the day before, visiting me shortly afterwards at the
plantation, where he obliged me to give him food for his men and horses, remaining
in that vicity about four days during which time he informed me that his orders
were not explicit, but he thought he would destroy the pumping station and water
tank, and fuel oil deposit and pump at Ysasi Station, which I beed him not to do,
showing him that if his party was successful they would need a I of these supplies
and machinery He agreed that I was right, and finally returned to Victoria.
"On November 25 Col. Viviano Sadivar came through from Victoria with 150 men,
arriving at dusk. I met him upon his arrival, and he assured me that his chief, Gen.
Luis Caballero, had sent him in advance to assure me that he was friendly to foreigners
and would give me'all protection, both to me personally and to my prorty; but
having outstripped his commissary train, he would appreciate it if I would give him
corn and fodder for his stock, as well as two fat cows with which to feed his troops,
promising me to return the same in the morning upon the arrival of Ids commissary
train which he did.
"ie spent the next five days scouting around Jhe country, taking possession of the
stocks of goods of the merchants and the cattle and horses of the ranchero who were
known enemies of the revolutionists, returning to Victoria with a large quantity of
loot which he had thus obtained. This officer always treated me with the greatest
of kindness and consideration.
"Within a few days the advance upon Tampico began. Several hundred troops
passed during the week all of whom I was obliged to feed without recompense; howevertin some cases I obtained receipts.
"The attack upno Tampico occurred December 5 and lasted two days the revolus
tionists being defeated. A permanent force was left at Los Esteros Station, 28 miles
north of Tampico under the command of Col. E. P. Nafarete. He remained there
with occasional skirmishes with the Federal troops stationed at Altamira, 15 miles
north of Tampico, through the winter.
"I was obliged to transport my vegetables for export to the United States through
the lines of both the rebels and Federals, and my relations with both continued
friendly during all that time, but especially with the revolutionary leaders, who were
at that time very desirous of being recognized by the United States. On May 13,
1914 after driving in the Federal outposts, a determined attack was made on Tampico
by the rebels under Gen. Pablo Gonzales, and the town was taken. The Federals
under Gen. Morelos Zaragoa went in the direction of Mexico City.
"Previous to this in April an acute crisis beccurred for foreigners, when the United
States forces attacked and captured Vera Orus. During that period 1 consulted Gen.
Caballero, in charge of the forces beeelgingTampico at the request of several American
colonists, and asked him what would be his attitude toward foreigners should the
rebels and Federals unite against the American forces. He assured us of his protetion, and said that in case of hostilities he would send us under safe conduct to the
nearest United States forces.
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"The casualties of the rebels in attacking Tampico at the different times during
the winter of 1913-14 were approximately I,00,as I was informed by the adjutant of
Gen. Caballero's brieade. .At no time were foreigners seriously molested during this
period. Their losees consisted principally in having to feed large numbers of rebel
troope who happened to he in their neighborhood.
". bout thi lime I joined an American, who was manager cf another hacienda. In
a telegram to President Wilson, urging him to recognize the ('arrana revolutionists
as being the faction of the revolutionists most numerous and homogeneous. We
received no direct reply.
"One of the instances of the capture of Victoria in November, 19)3, by the revolu.
tionists' troops was the capture of the president of Llera and various other local authorities, who were immediately hung. In fact, within a few months not one of the
nine members of the municipality survived. Since then a strange mortality has overtaken almost every succeesve municipal administration of Ilera. At least three
presidents have been executed by first one side and then the other, the fourth having
been saved by me upon his plea to me to furnish a payment to the Villists commander
of 1,000 peae., which I did, and which, by the way, still remains unpaid. The his.
tory of this municipality, I think, is typical of those of a great many others in Mexico
during the past six years.
"First one partido would come along and find some incriminating evidence against
officials or clilians, and they would be arrested and sooner or later executed. For
instance, the town of Xicotencatl in 1915 was occupied by the Villistas, who obliged
several of the prominent citizens to contribute to their cause. When they, were
driven out by the 'Carranzaforces these lists of contributions by these citizens were
found, and they were immediately arrested by Gen. Luis Caballero and placed in
the penitentiary In Victoria, with instructions to the commandant that should the
Villistas be on the point of victory these political prisoners should be executed.
The signal for the execution should be an explosion at the Government palace. The
explosion occurred, but it was a machine gun and not what the jailer supposed it was
a signal for the execution of these unfortunate people. He immediately executed
them by firing on them through the bars of their cage. Thus the best citizens of
southern Tamaulipas were executed and buried in one common grave. Only one
escaped. Being well supplied with funds, he bought his way out. However, personally, I have no complaint to offer concerning my treatment by the revolutionary

leaders.

"They never looted or destroyed my property, but they did occasionally take
horses, mules, and saddles. I have fed thousands of them and their horses, of which
I have little record. I have receipts for some, but oftener they refused to sign receipts,
and I, of course, was glad to get off so cheaply in comparison to my Mexican neigh.
bore, against whom the revolution was really directed.
"The% have not lived on their properties for six years, and there are in a very
lamentably ruined condition, producing hardly 60 per cent of their prerevolutionary
production.
"I have never left our property for more than a few weeks or a month at a time,
and then it was only once a year for a visit to the United States. Even when the
danger of armed interventionby the United States wro most acute I refused to lease
our home at the command of the United States Government, preferring to take
chances of personal danger to abandoning my home, which meant ruin after so many
years of hard work.
"Aside from the feeding of so many trool and their horses, my real losses would
not exceed $7,600 in value of corn burned at station and work animals taken and
cattle and hogs killed for meat. A rough estimate of the feed consumed would add.
$10,000 to this estimate.
"It was not until April 9of this year that a band of bandits, who have been hovering
around the valley in the western mountains 20 or 40 miles away, made a raid on
our property during the temporary absence of the garrison. On this day, being in
the store, I heard shots and cries in our village of laborers' houses, and on looking
out I saw a bunch of armed men riding toward us firing as they came. I took protection from the bullets. Firing soon ceased, and J was the first prisoner taken. The
man who captured me took me at once to the leader, Elario Medina, who received
me rather coldly. lie had formerly been one of my employees, but committing
some petty crime had fled to the mountains and gathered a bunch of thieves and
ssahsins. They had killed all of our elected municipal officials one after another
for three years, so I hardly knew what to expect. 13ut 1 protested against the looting
of my store and house and the houses of my employees.
"'they said they were Peleasistast a real revolutionist of the oil country south of
us. They had adopted this leadership in order to get rifles and ammunition, but they
were simon pure bandits.
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"They treated me well personally. but exacted a written promise from me to pay
them 300 pesos monthly under the veiled threat of taking me with them to the moun.
tains for ransom.
"The losseson account of this raid were approximately 7,000 peaos in merchandise
and money and work animals taken from my store and 2,000 peace in clothes and
money taken from tenant farmers, who were left in a very pitiable condition,
although none of them were personally abused.
"I reported the facts to the governor, ' ho expressed his regret and promised protection. lut, on 'Yay0, just 30 days after the first raid, the bandits came again to
collect the m,,lahly tribute, and took value of two and a half months' tribute. ,.r
760 pesos. I have not made any effort to locate them to pay them th lbalaneo duo
to date.
" I again protested to the governor in person and have had a strong garrison of troops
ever since. The expense of feeding the horses of these troops devolves upon us,
which, besides their everlasting thieving. make a heavy charge on me.
"The present situation in northwestern Mexico. hounded by the Ilo (;rande on
the north, the Gulf of 'exico on the east. to Tampico on the aouth. the railroad line
to van I olla, and north to Iaredo., is that production in a great measure has ceased.
except in the large tow ns or plantations that are garrisoned. Outside of these limited
numbers, those, who are, actually working have to pay tribute in one form or another
to roving hands of bandits. amne of them having more or les revolutionary titles.
but the effect being the same.
"The railroad situation is typical. The administration of the railroads has suffered
such losses on account of the burning of trains, both care and engines, that the rolling
stock is not sufficient to take care of the freight, so that ofmisi sell the cars fer the
trip at prices ranging from 100 to 150 pesns per car, all freight Ieing at the revilar
ocal
express rates for car lots, v which makes it a heavy charge on low.valued freight.
freight in less than carload lots is unknown. There is at present, piled up,in the
freight warehouses at Victoria, freight that has been there for the last live months.
of course. now worthless.
Where that freight is corn or semiperishable stuff. it is,
"The military situation is another terrible scandal. I am assured by friends of
mine who hold commissions in the ('arran7a Army that the captains are allowed to
pad their pay rolls, sometimes to the extent of 50 per cent. receiving of course the
corresponding pay of 1.25 pesos per man per day, plus the feed for his horse, which
is 40 cents per day. All cavalry commanders receive this item of forage for their
horses. This forage comes from the farmers where they are billeted, but the farmer
gets not 1 cent of pay for it.
"I have been requed by different commanders to make invoices for feed furnished,
even receipting them, but have never received a cent.
"In return the captain must pay his regimental commander an average of 500 pesos
per month. The regimental commander pays his brigade commander correspondingly, etc. It is fair to say that at least one-half of the Federal army budget is

graft.

"The condition of the poorer people outside of the towns as a result of the bandit
activities is pitiable. In most instances they have lost their blankets and other
articles of clothing to such an extent that they are suffering severely in the winter
weather, and I feel that I am rendering them a great assistance in stating these facts
with the hope that some remedy may he found for such a terrible situation. In
fact, my neighbors constantly appeal to me, asking how long can this situation last."
Mr. 0. made the following statement to me:
"This information concerned my abuses and property lose at the hands of the
various classes of Mexican handits: All these people who carry arms are bandits and
in this section of country it is controlled by the Carrancistas. Just a little south the
country is controlled by Manuel Pelae:. Ifut it will be noticed that 80 or 90 per cent
of the robbing has been done in territory controlled by the ('arraneistas and in a
majority of the cases there was absolutely no attempt to punish the guilty parties;
therefore it became useless to make any complaint to the authorities.
"My first loss was one horse stolen in June, 1913, by thieves. Next in May, 1914,
the American people in my settlement were advised to pack our traps and go; this
advice came to me from a captain on an English man-of-war lying in Tampico; I sent
my wife out, she went out on the Connoetict, and five days later I received a notice
from a lexican judge, delivered to me by two 'merican negroes, who had agreed to
help fight the Oringoes; this notice informed me that I must surrender all my guns and
ammunition and horses and myseelf to him (the judge) at once. I refused to surrender
and went to see some more Americans who lived nedr me and found that one had
already fallen into the hands of the Mexicans (Federats). Well, I,together with the
others, provided ourselves with some grub and guns and ammunition and made our
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way throuh the brush to Tampico, or rather the mouth of the Panuco River: there we
were picked up by a launch from an Engliih gun boat the same day. The same
English people picked up about 125 other American people: they fed us that night
and next day they took us to sea and put us aboard the S. S. C(,cln * and took us to
New Orleans. I came hark to Mexico in August, three months after we had been
driven away, only to find that I had lost eight head of work horse worth $1 200,
United States currency, and one stallion worth $500, and three large hogs worth i225,
and 190 chickens worth $50, and household goods and guns and carpenter tools worth
$500, and four head of American cattle worth $200 and growing crops worth $1,000. At
this time I had 21 acres planted to citrus fruits, lust commencing to bear. At once I
set about to buy horses to get my land cultivated, but only succeeded temporarily, for
in June in 1916 we had to beat it again and was away three'months, again returning
October 1, 1910, and immediately commenced to cultivate my land again. But ever
since I have not been able to keep stock suilhient to keep my land cultivated, so
therefore, I have lost 75 per cent of my fruit grove, worth $5.000. In Marh, 1916, on
one occasion, I wa.s beaten and punched in the stomach with guns by Carranclstas.
In May, 1917, my wife was at my home with a Mexican servant woman and two Mexican workmen; there came three bandits at midnight and robbed the house of everything of value, clothing and bedding and $15 cash. In June, 1917, the thieves took
three American cows worth $300. At the time they robbed my house my wife escaped
and went Into the woods anil stayed the rest of the night. 'they abused the servant
woman trying to make her tell where more money was hid.
"In October 1918, there came to my house at night a Mexican who lived near me
but believed him to be my friend. lie commenced to break the windows and when I
opened the door to see who it was I simply poked my face against the muzzle of a
large American pistol. Of course i did not lose any lime getting my head back, but
none too soon for at the same time there was a blast from the pistol almost burned my
eye., the bali tearing splintered from the door just past my head. Well, of course, I
reported the case to the judge at Pueblo, V\ieo. lie had the man to appear before him,
and I also appeared as witness and gave the judge the facts and the judge assured me
that I might go home, rest at ease, as he, the judge, would send the man away where
he could not give me any more trouble. When I got home the man was already there.
waiting for me, armed with a nice letter from the Judge telling me the man was a good
man hbut had only been drinking bad whbikey and if 1 would only be kind and nice to
the man he thought the man would lot me alone.
"Please notice that in telling this I only wish to make it clear that the American
people can not get any protection from the authorities. At another time a Mexican
who was known to be in with the Villistas and Tampico, although being occupied
with Carrancistas and this man, wanting to get on good terms with this Carrancista
colonel, stole from me a very fine American mare worth $200 and made the Carrancista
colonel a present of the mare. At another time in April, 1918, 1 had bought seven
head of work horses, and my wife was living at my home and I was working 11 miles
away from home, The Villistas came to my house and took six head of hores. My
wife and I walked 18 miles trying to get our horses back and Gen. Valducero told us
that if he had not needed the horses he would not have taken them. Three days later,
as soon as the Villistas were well gone, the Carrancistas from Tampico went to my
house looking for the Villistas and got the one mule the Villistas had left. At another
time some bandits stole one of my cows, and my Mexican man who was working for
me reported to the judge at Tampico Alto, and the judge went and got part of the meat
and hide of the cow, but made no attempt to punish the thieves.
"At another time some thieves stole five head of my cows and had butchered one.
I was away from home; a Mexican told my wife where she could find her cow's hide
in a tanning vat. She went to the judge at Tampico Alto and asked the judge to arrest
the man who killed the cow and get the hide from the tanning vat, and the judge
-refused to do anything for her.
"Please remember I am not trying to tell of my losecs, but only wish to show that
the American people can'tget any protection from the authorities, and it is well to note
that in a very great many cases where men representing different oil companies have
been held up and relieved of pay rolls that the bandits always knew just how much
money there was in the pay roll and demanded just that much and there was absolutely no other way for that information to get through other than through the Carrancistas. At another time there was a bunch of bandits went into a camp of one of
the oil companies and cleaned the camp of all jewelry and clothing and bedding and
about $10,000 cash. Next day the Carrancistas came to this same camp looking for
the bandits and immediately the Americans recognized the Carrancistas' horses as
being the same horses the bandits rode the day before.
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"Only a short time ago, just 11 miles from here, the superintendent of the pipeline department of the Mexican Pete Co., together with another American and one
Mexican, was shot, not held up (but shot first), and then robbed of a pay roll of 18,000
"Most of the civilian population in this section of the country knows who those
bandits are and where they live; I myself know most of them and we all know that
the authorities know yet there is no real attempt made to punish them.
"I have lost altogether 24 horses and 9 cows, together with growing crop and household goods, hogse,and chickens. But my greatest less is in being deprived of the
privilege of living at home and farming my land."
The following is a synopsisof a statement made to me by Mr. P., an American
citizen born at Waring,'Tex., who has lii ed in Mexico over.three years, most of the
time farming.
Tamaulipas. There are several thou.
For thepast three years has farmed near foulas,
sand acres in the hacienda 600acresof which are in cultivation and under irrigation.
Crope have been very good during most of the time Mir. P. has farmed the hacienda
and he has raised an average of five carloads of corn for the market over the amount
required to feed the stock on the ranch; in addition to which he had been raising a
few hogs and cattle.
On October 29, 1918, bandits numbering about 40 came to the ranch and robbed
Mr. P. of 812 pesos in money, took all household goods and provisions-even taking
the blankets covering three corpses of Mexicans on the ranch who had died of the "flu
- took the clothing away from those sick at that time, took 21 mules and 1 horse,
some corn. These bandits were led by Francisco MAedrano and lilario Medina.
At other times Mr. P. has lost small amounts of corn by Mexican tenants of ad.
Joining ranches coming boldly into his field in daylight and loading his corn on burros
and carrying it away. On his complaining to the local authorities in one instance
four of these thieves were arrested and taken to Victoria, Tamaulipas, for trial, but
the man whose tenants they were happened to be a friend of Gov. Osuna, and he had
them released and they came back to the ranch and have openly threatened revenge
for his having them arrested. Mr. P. is one of the Americans between Tampico and
Victoria, Tamaulipas, where at the beginning of the revolution there were several
prosperous colonies of Americans. Mr. P. ays that it is impossible to get cars to
ship produce in by freight but the Government will furnish the cars if ordered at
express rates. It costs 160 pesoe to ship by freight as against 300 peeos for express to
Tampico, from Isaa.
Mr. P. states that the Carrancista soldiers will not tender the Americans any protection against bandits for when appealed to, they say that their duty is to guard the
railway stations. And occasionally when the'Carrancitss hear of the bandits having
a lot of cattle and horses which they have stolen of the various ranchers both foreign
and Mexican, they will make up an expedition against the bandits who are usually
easily separated from their booty, which then becomes the property of the Carrancistas as the spoils of war they call it. If the rightful owner demands his mule or
horse or cow be may have the same by buying it'back from the Carrancielas.
Owing to the bandits making threats against the farmers that they will be made
to suffer if they complain to the authorities, and if they do not furnish money in many
Instances when it has been demanded of them, Mr. P. said that he thought he would
leave the hacienda at once.
Mr. Q. made the following statement to me:
"I was born in West Vrginia, and am an American citizen, 68 yearsof age. Have
been in Mexicosince 1901, and with the exception of a few months have lived on my
farm of about 65 acres, one.half of which ls
in oranges. Some of my Mexican employees
have been in my employ for many years, which indicates that my treatment of them
has been kind and just and satisfactory to them. On December 20, while returning
from town in my buggy to my ranch at about 4 p.m., I was halted by a Mexican,
armed with a revolver and a knife. The bandit surprised me by appearing suddenly
out of the brush which fringes the road, and halted me with the word 'Expedite.'
I stopped the mule and inquired what he wanted. He replied, 'Your money,'
which demand I complied with as quickly as ppeible because of the fact that he had
his revolver pointed at me and was so close that he could reach his hand out and
receive the money which I tendered him. I never argued the question of giving up
my money or gave him the least cause for injuring me. Nevertheless he threatened
me with his knife repeatedly and appeared about to stab me. While I was being
robbed the mule had entangled one of the lines, and as soon as the Mexican stepped
away from the buggy and ordered me to drive on I stepped

from the buggy; the bandit

fired one shot at me, while my back was turned from him, the bullet striking me in
the fleshy part of the calf of my leg. I judged the revolver to be of .38 caliber, and
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as the bullet did not disable me at once, I scrambled into the buggy as the bandit
ordered me, to drive on toward home.
"When I had driven about 25 yards I noticed that the wound was bleeding so freely
that I turned across the road and looked back to where the bandit was standing and
called to him, saying in Spanish, 'lan, you have killed me. Permit me to go back
to town to see a doctor.' lie ran toward me calling me vile names and brandishing
his knife at the same time, threatening to kill me 11I did not go on toward home. I
made haste to comply before he reached the buggy again and drove slowly up the road
for about 300 yards until I felt sure that the bandit had left the road for the brush
which grows heavily on both sides. As soon as I estimated that he had returned far
enough into the brush to make it reasonably sure that I could pass without being
mistreated I turned the mule back toward town and drove as quicklyaspossible to
secure medical attention. As soon as I reached town I took a launch for Tampico,
and arriving at the fiscal wharf at Tamplco I was carried ashore by two United States
sailors by the name of Floyd and Elmore from the United States ship Niagara which
is stationed in the Panuco River. The sailors carried me to a carriage, asmy leghad
become so stiff from the wound that I could not use it. I drove to the hotel where I
summoned a doctor who gave me treatment and made me as comfortable as possible.
"About two hours after my arrival at the hotel, at about 8o'clock, to be exact the
judge of the first instance and his secretary came and asked me for a detailed slate.
meant of the robbery, which I gave him, with the request that no mention be made of
it by the newspapers and he assured me that my wishes would be respected. It is
here noted that the detailed account of tho holdup was published in the local press
the following day, which article placed the blame on me by saying that I should have
been armed which as all Americans know is not possible unless you secure special
permit, wh ch special permit is not always recognized by the Carranza soldiers, as
they frequently disarm foreigners who have permits to carry weapons. The paper
went on to say that I was to blame in that I should have had a revolver and should
have fired it twice in the air to frighten the bandit so he would not have robbed me.
The press did not charge any blame to the bandit nor to the Carranza soldiers, who
made no effort to apprehend him. In response to my request the American consul,
Claude I. Dawson sent a young man from his offio to get a statement of my adven.
ture. In conclusion, I would say that the suffering and indignities we American
colonists are enduring is far harder to bear than the loss of property. The amount of
money secured fIom me by the bandit was only about $30 We have enough property,
if we were unmolested, to support us very comfortably here in MBexico; butowingto
the troublesome state of affaire we would not be able to dispose of our property for
anything near its value, pnd if we return to the States to live we feel sure that our
property would soon be entirely destroyed1 as it is only by constant effort that we have
prevented it from being de%astated so far.'
Mr. Don D. Morehead made the following statement to me:
"I was born in Boise Idaho, October 20, I895, and came to Mexico in 1908, and have
been in Mexico ever since except for two trips to the United States. The first five
years in Mexico weae in peace and we were getting along finely and we were respected
and thought well of by the Mexicans, but in 1914, when the revolution was at its worst,
the Mexican Federals treated us Just as usual, but the Carranclsta soldiers were robbing houses and stealing our property so we decided to go to Panuco to work with
our mules on the new railroad whnic was being built there. We reached Ebano on
the day that the United States troops captured Vera Cruz. There the Federal troops
confiscated our outfit and we went by train from Ebano to Tampico, being shanghaied
out of Tampico with other Americans and landed at Galveston.
"We returned to Mexico after three months and found our ranch of the Atascador
in very bad shape, owing to the depredations committed by the Carrancistas in our
absence. Through many difficulties we remained on our ranch until the Pershing
expedition entered Mexico when we were told by friendly natives that the United
States was at war with Mexico and that all Americans would be killed. We organized
a force of Americans from the colony and hid out in the mountains for about six weeks
during which time the Carranestas robbed the property of the Americans of all that
they desired. Several times we were fired upon by the Carrancistas when we were
passing back and forth from the settlement to the mountains. We were told by
friendly Mexicans that the object of Carranclsta soldiers was to run all of the Amerl
cans out of Mexico and confiscate their property. In this they were very successful
for a great many of the colonists had been so robbed and mistreated that they haed
returned to the United States, deserting all their property to the Mexicans.
"Oen.Manuel Lrrga has been the commander of the Carrancist forces at Ouerrero,
State of San Luis Potosi, for several years and, while not actively participating in
the robberies of the Americans in the colonies between San Luta Potos and ampco,
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has been responsible for the execution of the majority of the deeds of violence which
havo been committed on the colonists in that vicinity. Men under his command
would steal cattle from the colonists on the Atascador and sell then to Oen. Larraga,
who in turn would ship them to market, knowing all the time that they were the cattie of the colonists in the Atascador and other American settlements. IHe was also
responsible for the murderof Lincoln Welder and Peter Catron, for the men who committed these murders were under his protection and it was due to his influence that
they were not apprehended and punished for their crimes. One night in November
1917, Lincoln elder was returning from Guerrero to his ranch and he was killed
from ambush as was also a Mexican employee with him. Both were shot in the
back and theirepersons robbed of all valuables. The primary object f the murder
of Lincoln Weld r was to put him out of the way, so that they could steal his cattle.
We found the bodies of Welder and his Mexican employee the day after they were
murdered and gave them burial. We found out later that the murder was committed
by cow.punchere, in the employee of Manuel Larraga, whose names are Cecilo Roque,
Inez Baron, Camilo Martinez, Alberto Rodriguez, Masema Nava, and IEulallo Nava.
They were the employees of Manuel Larreaga, and had made repeated threat that
they were going to kill all the Americans on the Atascador.
'At that time, November, 1917, a few American friends and I were about the only
Americans left on the Atascador and we gathered what cattle belonging to us that we
could find and left them in charge of a iexican by the name of Torivio Ordones who
was very trustworthy. Torivio Ordones had lived on our place about six months
when the same bunch of bandits aforementioned as having killed Lincoln Welder
came and took our cattle by order of General Larrgo, they said, and then returned

again about two weeks later and executed the Slexlean whom we had left In charge
of our stock, also robbing the place of everything we had left in charge of our employee.
Our property is now being occupied by 1 arranza soldiers under orders of SMaj. Pedlro

Sumideo, who is said to have ordered the killing of our Mexican employee, Torivio
Ordones.
"After leaving our property in 1917, a friend and myself went to work for Jones and
Cowan, American ranchers of San Luis Potosi, working on their sugar plantation.
Here we were unmolested for a time, but in 1918, bandits under Cedil[o Brothers
came and robbed the place. The first occasion they did not commit many outrages.
but on the second event they killed seven Mexican workmen and one woman, and
outraged many of the Mexican women on the plantation. They burned the houses
and stripped the clothes from the dead as well as the living. They also took every
other article of property which could be carried away with them and burned many of
the houses and Improvements. My friend and I were shot at several times but luck.
ily escaped to the mountains. The situation had become so perilous here that we
went to'Tampico and sought employment.
"Since taking employment in the oil fields at Tepetate I have experienced very
good treatment from the forces of Manuel Pelaez, the revolutionist who controls part
of the country In which the oil wells are located. I have worked two years in the
Tepetate and Chinampa fields and find that the forces of Pelaez treat foreigners very
well, while the C'arranzasoldiers who are stationed in and about the fields in the same
place, are very impudent and insulting. The officers of the Carranclsta soldiers often
get drunk and commit many offenses against Americans and other foreigners, and there
is no power to restrain their unlawful acts. I still own property in the Atascador
colony but the land itself is practically all that is left, most of the improvements hays

log been burned and all the personal property carried away."

Since making this statement Mr. bfoorehead died of typhoid fever and is therefore
safe from reprisal.
Mr. R. made the following statement to me:
"I am an American citizen; born in Coryell County, Tex., May 27, 1888; come to
Mexico in December, 1904; locating in the Chamal Colony, Sate of Tamaulipas.
From 1901 until 1912 the colony lived in a state of peace and grew very prosperous
until the revolution broke out in the State of Tamaulipas, as it had already been raging
in other parts of Mexico. After the United States entered Vera (Cruz a number of
American women and children were taken to the mountains and bidden by the men
of Chamal Colony to protect them from the hordes of Carrancista soldiers who were
pillaging the settlements in our vicinity and committing many atrocities on Mexicans
and foreigners alike.
"I was among others of the American colonists who did not have time to reach the
United States alter conditions became bad, so about the midd le of May, 1914, a number
of us hid out in the mountains for about 20 days, until the American consul sent a
messenger to locate us and insist that we bring the women and children to Tampico to
be removed from Mexico or get them out of danger of execution by the Mexicans.
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Foreigners were being arrested by the ('arrancistas wherever they could be found and
their property confiscated, and inmany aases the Americans were threatened with
death in order to make them give up their property willingly.
"After most of the other American colonists had left Chamal Colony I went to work
In Tamaulipas. During the time I worked the above ranch it was raided by bandits,
who looted the property and robbed us of all clothing and other valuables which they
could carry away. These same bandits surrendered to the C(arranza forces at Tampico
shortly after the robbery and looting of the above property and their chief, Fabfon
Aguilar, was granted amnesty for the entire band by the c arranza Government and
Aguilar was commissioned a colonel in the Carran cata arniv and is now lotrited at
Tampico, where he Is In posseesion of many cattle, horses, and mules, and other prop.
erty stolen from the colonists of (Chamal Polony and other colonies in that vicinity.
When asked for the return of the property stolen by him the ('arancista general in
charge at Tampico has told several Americans that the property In question could not
be returned because Aguilar had been granted amnesty for all of his acts. Therefore
they could not prosecute him or get the property returned.
"inAugust, 1919, I was taken prisoner by a bunch of bandits about three miles from
the ranch and held pr:aoner for about half a day, during which time the bandits stood
me up to shoot me several times, and once selected a tree from which to hang me.
They robbed me of my horse and forced me to lead them to the ranch so they could
enter the property without giving alarm to the other employees there. They then
robbed the property of all provisions and clothing, harness, and saddles, and took five
horses to carry away their loot.
"In October, 1919, I was sent to Vjctoria, Tamaulipas, to receive a bunch of mules.
In the road we met a number of Carranciata soldiers, who intercepted some of my
.Mexican helpers, beat them with their guns and lariat ropes and scattered the mules
into the woods. One of them also attempted to beat mewith his rope, but I told him
not to, and caught his rope when he struck at me and pulled it away front him. The
Carrancista officer, for this is what he proved to be, then drew his swrord to strike me.
I caught his hand holding the sword and dragged him from his horse and finally
dropped him on the ground and, spurring my mule, escaped from him. When I
encountered the balance of the band of soldiers, who were a little farther along the
road, I asked for their commanding officer and they told me that this was a bad place
for an American and that I had better go. We escaped from their hands, gathered up
the mules again, and finally arrived safely at the ranch, but the above incident shows
how much illtreated Americanssuffer at the hands of th Carranza soldiers even though
they give no offense and are going about their business peaceably and lawfully.
Owing to having been through so many scrape like the one recited on the ranch I
have finally decided to quit working as I find It too dangerous to remain longer in
that part of the country. Conditions since 1913 have been such that I have risked
my lfe many times at the hands of both the Carranza soldiers and other bandits not
operating directly under their command."
Mr. 8. made the following statement to me:
"In writing this article on the taking and looting of the city of Valles, State of San
Luis I'oto.l, and the horrible deeds which were perpetrated on that day and for several
months thereafter, nothing that occurred will he exaggerated or set down in malice.
The incidents that will be narrated parsed under the personal observation oL the
writer, or were related to him by reliable v witnesses.
"The conditions deseribod herein are not peculiar to the District of Valls. being
in fact general all over the Republic, for almost every hamlet, town, and city has
passed and is passing through the came experience, many villages having a population
of several hundred people having been entirely blotted from the face of the earth
during the past six years,
"The writer ha, left Mexico with the Intention of not returning until the reign of
anarchy now prevalent over practically the whole of Mexico isa thing of the past.
"In order to net the right perspective it is necessary to state that Valles is one of
the oldest established towns in Mexico, existing lonj before the Spanish conquest,
for it is a matter of record that when the Spaniards arrived there they found an Indian
town of considerable Importance, and when D)on Joseph de Escandon. described in
the old recordsas 'Count of the Sierra Gords, Knight of the Ordqrof St. James, Colonel
of the Regiment. of Queretaro. Lieutenant of the Captain General of the Sierra (lorda,'
arrived there in 174 he established a mission and had constructed there a church
in order to convert the Indians from their pagan gods to the Christian religion.
"At the outbreak of the Madero revolution in 1010 the city had about2..)0 people
and had the distinction of containing on its tax list the largest number of names of
American property hollers of any city In the Republic of Mlexico, there being located
within its limits the American colonies of Atascador, San Dieguito, and Is Platanos.
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"LAnds in this district, with but few exceptions, were not held in large tracts, and
it w~va
indeed a rarity to find in the city itself
anyone living in a house not owned by
the occupant.
"Thu people werelaw.abidingand prosperous. Politlse did not trouble them and
the authoritle+ were elected annually front among the hbet people in the town and
surrounding country. the only difl.lulty experienced being the reluctance of the
best men to take office.
"The Madero revolution attracted but little attention, and did no damage to the
city or any of the outlying villages.
InFebruary.1013:, over oarvide. a well-to-do cattleman, while traveling on
the public highway accomnpaniea by Roman .arragea. encountered one .Manuel lar.
razs, nephew of the aforementioned Roman, and in a shooting scrape whkh occurred
Oyarvide was killed and Roman Larraga wounded. This quarrel had its origin in
politic,. Manuel larraga having been an adherent of Madero during the political
campaign of 1910, and the other two favoring the reelection of Porfirio Diaz. After
the killing of Oyarilde, Manuel larraga hid out in the 1orush, end the downfall of the
Madero government occurrlpg a few days afterwards. he was enabled to collect together a few adherents, and in order to as old standing trial for the killing of Oyarvide,
rose in arms against the goi ernment of lluerta. ilis
following, however, was oscant
that outside 6f making traveling hazardous some 20 miles from the city and compelling
the payment of tribute from a few sugar plantations, no danae was done until late
in the year, when the burning of ranches belonging to those of other political faiths
became general.
"Political conditions in the surrounding country in the early part of 1914 became
unsettled, largely on account of the work of propagandists of the Carraneista revolu.
tionists among the liuasteo Indians, of whom several thousand lived in the mountains
some distance from the city.
"In March, 1914, the town was alarmed by reports that a large body of revolutionists
were within a few miles of the city, but the citizens were reassured in a day or two
by the news that they had paed going towards the North.
"On Easter Sunday, April 12, at 4 o'clock in the morning, the city was rudely
awakened by the firing of thousands of rifles, the rattle of machine guns and by yells
bursting from thousands of throats of Viva Oarranza, Viva Villa, Viva Zapata, Viva le
Revolucon, and the alarmed citizens Jumped from their beds and saw with horror
in flame.
that the outskirts of the town
"The small garrison consistug of some 30 Federal troops, put up some resistance,
but seeing that they were outnumbered 100 to 1, sought safety in flight.
"The everadvancing path of the revolutionists was plainly evidenced by the burning
of more and more houses, the occupants in most, cases having taken to the ghrdons
surrounding their houses.
"The dismay of these industrious citizens as lying on the ground surrounded by
screaming women and crying children and momentarily expecting death, they saw
the destruction of their homes, built by the toil of many years, and in many cases
the houses laboriously erected by their own hands, may be better imagined than
described.
"By daylight the Carrancistas were in undisputed possession of the city, the only
point held by the Federals being the railroad station, some 2 miles from the city
proper. Here there were some 20 Jucheteco Indians from the State of Oaxaca, who
had been stationed there to protect the buildin and neighboring bridges. These 20
Indians defended the station from 4 o'clock until 10 o'clock in the morning and then
retired in good order, their ammunition having become exhausted. This was the
only place where the revolutionists suffered any casualties. As soon as the Indians
retired the Carrancistas set fire to the station and all surrounding houses, including
the cottage built in modern style and owned by an American, the owner barely
eecal ng being shot on account of having been accused of giving one of the Indian
soldiers a glass of water a few days previously.
"In the meantime the city of Valles had been given up to pillage. Stores, large
and small, Irrespective of the political affiliations of the owners, were broken into and
the shelves left bare.
"Neither were private residences respected, for orders had been given to the soldiers
to burst open the doors of any residence found closed, and anything found therein
was to be considered common property.
"The working classes of the city were invited to take part inthe looting, refusal to
do so being considered as evidence of nonsympathy with the revolution.
"The Judg of the county court, lawyer Etevan Ituz,was taken from his home,
marched to the church uare, and shot without any semblance of trial. This man
had a wife and four children, who followed him to the place of execution, begging
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and pleading for the life of their husband and father. But all in vain. Just before
the execution the wife broke through the cordon of soldiers, and threw herself into
the arms of her husband for a last embrace, but a voice of command rang out: 'Take
away that woman;' then a brief silence broken by a volley, a woman's scream, and
again silence for the newly made widow had fainted. Then again a voice rang out:
'There lies a man who lived like a pig and has died like a hog. He served the usurper.
.When IHuerta, the man he loved to serve, killed Madero, his widow wept over the dead
body. Let this widow now weep over the corpse of her husband.'
"A few hours afterwards two boys, neither of whom had passed the are of 18 years,
were marched to the same spot and executed. Their offense was that they had been
policemen in Valles.
"When the town was attacked several citizens attempted to escape to the sar
rounding country. some succeeding and others not. Among the latter was a man
of the name of :Manuel Rodriquez, who owned a small ranch in the neighborhood.

This man a few days previous had written a letter to his nephew in Tampio, stating
that it was nlmored that an attack would soon be made on Valles, but that he did not
believe it would take place, as he doubted that the Carrancistas had the courage.
This letter was found in his possession when captured, and he was thrown into prison.
Some of his friends learning of his plight went to see Gens. Milan and Galindo, com.
manding the Carrancista herds, and were told that Rodriquez would he shot at sun.
down, but on their plea for clemency it was finally decided that he should be tried
by corrt.martlal the next day. 'he next morning after several of his friends had
interceded for him, testifying to his good character, his aloofness from politics, and
the fact that he was the principal support of two widowed sisters and of a nephew of
tender ago, it was decreed that his life should be spared if he would join the Car.
rancista forces. This man was physically unfit to be a soldier, being almost blind,
but the so-called military judges were inexorable, and Rodriquez signified his assent
as the only alternative to save his life.
"The sheriff of the county, an old man of over GOyears of age, was discovered in
hiding on Mfonday, and his case was tried immediately after that of Rodriquez,. This
man had several witnesses to prove that he had often befriended men of well-known
Carranclsta tendencies and had in effect often done so to his own detriment. Hie was
given the same alternative as Ilodriquez--join the revolutionists or be shot. He
also signified his assent to impressment into the ranks.
"These two men were taken next day to the town of Ouerrero, some 20 miles dis.
tent, and both shot, it having been discovered that the one was too blind, and the
other too old, to be soldiers. Thlir graves are on the banks of the River Tamuin, the
man ordering their execution, Gen. Augustin Milan, is now governor of the State
of Mexico.
"One of the first acts of the Carrancistas after the capture of the town was setting
free the prisoners found in the jail. This was the settled polley of these people, as
thereby they gained many adherents among the criminal class, as thugs, murderers,
and thieves were valuable adjuncts and especially suited for the work in hand.
"At this time there was a man in jail of the name of Venuatiano Gonzalez. This
man in his early manhood had been sentenced to death for robbing and murdering
a messenger carrying money from Vallee to Tancanhult., but his sentence had been
commuted to seven years' hard labor in the penitentiary, which he had served.
In 1910 he had been accused of the murder of an old man, who opposed his marrying
his daughter. When the Madero revolution triumphed Gonuez had been set at
liberty by the Maderistas, but the case had never been definitely tried and legally
was still pending. This man having friends in the Madero government decided
that it was a good time to bring the case up and consequently came to Valies from
San Lula Potsi where he had been set at liberty, and with a good deal of bragadoclo ,
asked to be tried. But the plans of men and mice aft gang a-.lee, for before the trial
ain in jail, with an
came off the Madero government fell, and he found himsel
excellent prospect of justice being done, which of course was rue last thing h desired,
there being no doubt of his guilt, in fact one of his accomplices before the act having
turned State's evidence. This man, upon the taking of the town, was set at liberty
and was very insistent upon the necessity of the execution of the judge. He was
made a captain In recognition of his zeal for the cause.
"Lieut. Defoe, of the Federal army, was wounded during the attack on the town,
but managed to get Into the brush, where he stayed all that day and the following
night, but being delirious with fever from his wound, on Monday he crawled out
upon the roadway, and was discovered by Capt. Lucto Blanco of the Carrandts
army, who challenged him with-the usua cry of "Quien Vive?" The young lieutenant, in his delirium, answered Huerta, and without more ado Blanco placed his
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revolver against Defoe's temple and scattered his brains over the greensward.
Bllanco afterwards boasted of this act as a great deed. The fact that he did so shoot

Defoe was corroborated by an American who happened to be present when the murder

was committed.

"On Alonday the Carrancista officials ordered all records of the courthore, including criminal and civil cases, records of deeds, etc., brought out in front of the court

and burned.
"While the town was being looted the generals In command called a meeting of the
most prominent citizens, and told them ihey had to deliver to him by 4 o'clock that
afternoon 10,000 pesos, as their contribution for the furtherance of the cause, Ily 2
o'clock that afternoon 10,000 pesos had been collected, and the committee then
waited upon Gen. Galindo who had charge of this particular branch, to inform him
that they could not collect any more. L(en. Galindo replied that before taking the
town he had been under the impression it was a much larger place than it really was,
and he had thought of levying a forced loan of 100,000 pesos, and he considered he
was doing the town a special favor by only deman(ling li,000 pesos.
"Ile had secured a list of all the well.to-do people, and asked why a certain widow
lady whose name was on his list had not subscribed. Upon being told that she had
not been solicited on account of her widowed state he replied, 'Put her down for 1,000
pesos, and tell her that if she does not pay by 4 o'clock I will turn her over to my
soldiers.' The widow paid, thus saving herself from a fate which would have been
worse than death. lie also informed the committee that if the whole sum was not
delivered by the specified time, those private residences which had escaped looting
would no longer be exempted. The 10,000 pesos were collected and delivered.
"One of the things that struck observers was the utter lack of discipline among
the officers and the soldiers. The officers, on their arrival in town, had ordered the
doors of the courthouse broken down, and had brought from the looted stores cases
of wine and boxes of beer, which were plied four or five cases high in front of the court
building, and held high revel therein. The soldiers soon broke up into small groups
each one having a bottle in his hand which, when half emptied, was dashed to the
ground and a fresh one tried. Soldiers clasping each other around the necks and
maintaining their equilibrium by leaning against each other were a common sight.
Others would fire indiscriminately in the air, and yell their war whoops.
"Another thing that attracted attention was the fact that nearly all the soldiers had

brand new rifles.

"The church, the schoolhouses, and in many cases, private residences were con.
verted into stables or something worse.
"The shrubbery on the Plaza which for years had been well cared for, was trampled
under the feet of men and horses, the streets of the city were literally covered with
corn, as there was plenty of it, and it was shoveled out on the sidewalks and streets
for the horses to eat and tramplo on. Fields planted near town with corn were entered
into, the corn cut down and fed to horses, the owners, in many cases poor men, being
afraid to make any remonstrance. Wanton destruction, in fact was the order of the day.
"The forces of Larraga, mentioned in the first part of this article, had not taken
part in the attack, but arrived in the afternoon, It is not the policy of revolutionists
to allow an officer well known in a town to capture it because having many friends
and possibly relatives therein, he is liable to use his influence or at least be requested
to, to save them from having their property looted or to aid them in contributing
heavily to a forced loan. Such an officer is allowed his opportunity in another region
where he is unknown.
"Who then were these men who had come as their leader stated, over the body of
the murdered judge, to bring justice (sic) to V\alles?
"They were the same party, augmented by new recruits, who had passed a few
miles distant from the town a month previous. They had gone to Matamoros, on the
Texas-.exican frontier, which was in the hands of the Oarrancistas, where they had
been supplied with brand new rifles from the United States, and were now on their
way back to the State of V\era Cruz, from whence they came, looting every village
and ranch on their way back.
"The town remained in the hands of the Carrancistas for three'days and the revelry
of drinking and looting continued, when suddenly an outpost came into town shouting the Federals are coming, and in a few minutes the whistle of an engine was heard,
and then the booming of cannon.
"Then pandemonium broke out among the officers and soldiers of the Carrancista
forces, and each man made for his horse, but not to meet and defeat the Federals.
Oh no; only for the purpose of getting away without firing a shot, each man for himself, but each one carrying on his person and strapped on his horse all the loot that
he could carry. A great many found that they were overloaded, and for miles out of
town, in every direction except that along which the Federals were advancing, the
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roads were littered with bolts of calico, silks t canned goods, etc., discarded by the
'patriots' who had come to give justice to Valles. Theo town of Valle was like a
sucked orange, why attempt to retain it, while other towns only a few miles away
were still unscathed and had not yet been 'redeemed'?
"The FIederals only stayed a few days, having been called to Tampico on account
of the famous 'Tampico incident,' which led to the taking of Vera Cruz by the
American forces on April 21, 1914.
"Upon the retirement of th Federatels the forces of Manuel Larraa took possession,
they having only retreated to their old lairs about 20 miles from tho city.
"One of the first acts of this general was to order the arrest of llerniinio Perez, a
young man of about 25 years of age, his offense being that he had run for the State
legislature under the lluerta rgime, although not successful in the campaign. Ile
was delivered to the Indians and was tortured for several days before he was put to
death by hanging.
"A brother of this infortunrte man, who was a stockman in a small way, fearing for
his life, left town and joined another hand of (rraneista who were operating a few
miles away. After a few months' service with this land, he applied for and obtained
a passport from his commanding oPccer to visit Monterey, but on his way ho was
detained by forces of (ten.tarraga, brought to Valle , an also turned over to the
Indians, and suffered the same fate as his brother. This man, Fortunato Perez
was married and had tour little children, whom they left doitute. This man had
never had anything to do with politics.
"Another brother. Santos Perez, and the only remaining one, escaped from the town,
and reachtl the United States, but having learned of the terrible fate that had overtaken his brothers, on the otbhreak of hostilities between Iarranza and Villa, returned
to
texico,and joined the 'illista forces, and %henthe Villiisa wave swept town to
Ebano, he was in the force that occupied Walles on the retirement of the troops of
larrga. The (arrancists
olers bcame aware that autos Perez was with the
Villistas. and on their retirement, left several letters whre they were bound to be
found, purporting to e in answer to letters received fr t him offering to betray the
Villista forces. UIpl the discovery of these ogus let tears Perez was taken to the grve.
yard and there put to death.
"Pedro ('astilloi was delivered to the Indians to lIoetortured and killed, his offense
being that lie as tax eMI!ector of ni neighboring town.
"Aug ustin L.ucenr, a poor boy, who earned his living as a peddler, suffered the same
fate. Ilis offense being that he was considered lukewarm toward the revolutionary
causo.
"ticardo Palenzleuk lived in the town of Taneanlilitz which also fell under the
sway of (ien. Larraga. Ihis man Palenzuelrs had tile misfortune of having a good
horse, which the commander ofthe Federal troops stationed there some few mn months
previously, wished to hbuy. Palenziiel a refused to sell, but upon the c mnmander
Insisting, stated that, while lie would not sell the horse, as it was a gift from a friend,
he, in his turn, would give it to the commander, which lie did. Upon the occupation
of the town of Taneanhuitz, Palenzneles lhad een asseFcn 1,00 petos as his quota
to the forced loan placed upon the town by the Carratcta force. This lie paid, but
it having arrived to the knowledge of (ien.Lairaga that lie had given his horse to
the Federal commander, the former sent soldiers to arrest him. Palenzuelos was
brought to the presence of thle general and accused of his offense, which he admitted. stating tie circumstances. ltie was ordered taken to the village of Tanlajas.
Upo hearing this, Palen uelos, who knew it meant death, pleaded with the general
to allow him to remain with his wife, who was laohring in child birth, and who had
been in terrible pain for several days, being unable to deliver the child, until his wife
should le relieved, oruntil shdied, ast mwasonlya matter ofa ewhours. Thegeneral
r affairs, and ordered
replied that lie had nothing to do with his Palenzuelos family
him taken away by force. fie was shot the same cay and hris wife died that afternoon."
The accepted principles of law and justice not only of Mexico hut of the entire
civilized world, have been inverted by the revolutionists of that country. The
people of Mexico had been taught that stealing was wrong, but we have seen in the
above narrative that the lower classes were invited, and in many cases, forced to take
from stores and private residences, anything they could lay hands upon. They had
been taught that the taking of human life was a heinous crime, they saw defenseless
men, innocent of crime, shot without compassion, whilo murderers, thugs, and thieves
were set at liberty andi honored they had been taught to respect the sanctity of
churches irrespective of creeds; they saw the old church; hoary with age, turned into
a stable and a brothel. They had been taught to construct; the revolutionists showed

them how to destroy.
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Isit then any wonder that five years after the events above related, the country is
still being ravaged from the Qulf to the Pacific, from the Rio Orande to the Guatemalan border, by bands of more or less strength, largely composed of offshoots from
their own organization? Can the leopard change his spats?
These dissolvent groups, having only one object in common, that of loot, succeeded
in establishing themselves in the seat of power, and with its tentacles reaching out
to every State capital, and from there again to every municipality in the country,
the monstrmsity, which is known as the Government, has devoted itself to the problem
of devising means of sucking the last drop of blood from industry, while other tentacles
severed from'the main body but animated by the sine unworthy motives prey
upon the same industries, each in its own peculiar way demanding its
pound of flesh.
The Government, by the enactment of unjust and arbitrary and retroactive laws,
attempts to throttle by confiscation, and exorbitant taxes, the revolutionists with
arms in their hands, take what they find, anl levy tribute. The parentage of both
branches is the same, having their common origin in anarchy, communism, disorder,
class hatred, atheism, and assassination, which of late years we have come to know
under the general term of bolshevism.
What a pity that this unnatural prod ucti m was no)t allowed to die aborning, as it
would have, but for the slicitous t ro of the man who acted as accoucheur, and who
afterwards stoodl sons for it at the baptismal fount--President W'ilson.
This concludes the statement of atrocities and outrages on colonists, and I will now
take up the outrages and robberies directly connected with the operation of the oil
companies in the vicinity of Tampico. lor the years,1917 and 1018 1 will merely
give the date, name of company, location and nature of the event, and the summing up
of the situation as given me by a man prominent in the oil business in Tampico who
has been intimately convenrant with the situation for the past several years.
"During the last year or more the conditions in the Tampico district have become
steadily worse, due to the state of lawlessness and lack of authority.
During the
second half of 1917 the oil companies operating in this district suffered considerable
monetary losses, due to robberies, but only one Moexilan employee was wounded.
During the first six months of the present year, however five Americans and three
Mexican employees were brutally and cowardly murdered; six Americans and three
Mexicans similarly wounded, and one Ifollander abducted by an armed force and
held for ransom. All of this has resulted from the banditry and brigandage due to
the entire absence of efficient and proper police or other protection and the absolutely
uncontrolled condition of affairs now existing. Comparison of the events for the
periods mentioned indicates clearly the progressiveness and malignancy of the situ.
ation. Many, if not a majority, of these occurrences have taken place within 25
miles of Tampico, and the most notable and outrageous, viz, the robbing and killing
of the Texas lo.'s paymaster, with the wounding of his companions; the robbing of
the Mexican Gulf Terminal, with the killing of the assistant cashier and four others
and the wounding of several; and the abduction of the superintendent of the Corona,
occurred within a few miles of this city, the first two being just outside of the city
limits. These occurrences, together with innumerable instances of insult, abuse,
robbery and mistreatment of individual employees in the various camps of these
companies or while going to and fro, have already caused many American employees
to leave the country during the last three months and to dissatisfy and disturb the
field operatives and there is among them a strong and growing conviction that they
are entirely without protection or guaranty of any character and that the conditions
under which they work are unjustifiably and inexcusably dangerous. The occurrences mentioned are in no way connected with or incident to armed conflict or
military compaign, but result wholly from lack of order and control of a protective
character and prosecution and punishment of a curative nature.
"We are convinced that if this condition of affairs continues and that if protection of
some character is not speedily furnished, more Americens and other foreign employees
will either individually or en masse decline to further unnecessarily Imperil their
lives and persons and will seek a livelihood elsewhere, and this will probably curtail
operations and in time interfere with the movement of oil as under present conditions
it is extremely difficult to replace the employees leaving.
"In consequence, the representatives of the companies mentioned, after full conference, have agreed to lay this situation before the respective home offices and to
strongly urge that those home offices jointly request the State Department to secure
such remedy as may be proper and effective through such channels as it may deem
wise, and to do this with all possible dispatch.
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An oil company which I shall designate as A B suffered the following losses during
the year of 1010:
On March 2 armed forces robbed our camp at Tierra Amarilla of all the personal

belongings of the employees and camping material to the value of $4,000.
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On .March 4 ono of our employees was held up and robbed of $8,300, ora nacional,
by four armed men near Tumbadero.
March 11 our pump station at I a Cerba was robbed of stores to the value of $34.
Armed forces on nMarch 13 commandeered two horses and one mule near Tempoal.
March 24 armed forces entered our camp at Tanquilar demanding 2,000 pesos and
all arms. As neither could be furnished, they threatened the engineer, looted the
employees' quarters of what personal belongings and food they could carry off.
On March 25 the armed forces entered l.as Lomas camp and commandeered one
horse.
On March 27 armed forces entered the same camp and demanded arms and 500 pesos.
Failing to get what they demanded, they robbed the men and the employees of their
personal belongings.
March 22 our camp superintendent near Palma Sola was held rip and robbed by six
armed men, the robbery netting them 3,169 pesos.
On April 3 armed forces commandeered provisions to the extent of $552 from
Naranfos camp.
On M ay 20 the armed forces visited our camp at Tempoal and commandeered a
horse.
On Juno Oour paymaster from Tanhuijo was robbed of 1,200 pesos.
On Juno 30 armed forces visited our Tumbadero camp and commandeered supplies
worth $96.
On June 28 armed forces entered our Tanhuijo camp and commandeered provisions
and animals to the value of $2,000.
On July 5 armed forces entered our camp at Tempoal and took material to the
value of 210 pesos.
On July 7 armed forces visited our Minatitlan camp and robbed it of supplies to
the value of $20,000, besides stealing personal belongings of employees to the value
of about $800.
On July 0 armed forces entered our camp at Tempoal and commandeered supplies
valued at $135.
On the 6th of September our paymaster was robbed by bandits near Naranjos

camp of 72,000 pesos.

The company which I shall designate as ' D suffered during the months of November and December, 1918, and the year of 1919 as follows:
During the month of November, 1018, soldiers of ('arranzista forces stationed at
Palo Bllanco consumed meals at our mess house to the value of 4 500 pesos. A captain
of the Carranzista forces stationed at Palo Blanco abused and threatened our camp
superintendent on several occasions, and It is believed, but for the intervention of
some of our Mexican employees, this captain would have murdered our superintend.
ent. After this trouble, complaint was iade to Oen. L.opez Do Lam the Carranzista
commander in that district, who had the troublesome captain removed to another post.
During the month of November and December one of our launches was held for 28
days by Gen. Lopez Do Lara for his exclusive service, costing us, as expense for
labor, gasoline, and repairs 3,000 pesos without counting the los to the company
through not having the service of the launch.
During the month of January Carranzista soldiers consumed meals at our mess
house at Palo Blanco to the value of $964.
On the 4th of December, 1918, our Tepetate camp was robbed of 4,175 pesos.
On March 21 our towboat was commandeered by a Carracista colonel for transport.
ing his troops to Tampico from San Geronimo and kept in his service until March 29,
costing us a total of 1,325 pesos. A second barge was commandeered for the same
length of time which cost us about 1,000 psos.
On April 1 the Carrancista forces commandeered our barges for a few days for move.
ment of troop, costing us 788 pesos.
On August 16 three armed bandits robbed our paymaster of $4,000 while en routo
from Tampico to Tepetate.' Gen, Pablo Gonzales, whose headquarters were then at
Juan Casiano, was immediately notified and lie gave assurance that the bandits
would be apprehended if possible.
On July 4 the six armed men attempted to hold up our paymaster near Soledad,
but he escaped without being injured or without losing the pay roll.
In the latter part of August one of our fast launches was commandeered by a paymaster of the Carraneista army, who loaded the craft with tortilla and beer and used
the boat for over 10 days during which time it was greatly damaged, in addition to
depriving us of the use of our own property.
On September 23 our Comales camp was visited by several hundred Carranzista
soldiers who entered the camp, in spite of the protests of our boys, and carried off
nearly all of the clothing and personal belongings of our employee, in addition to
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which they gave our employees orders to cut all of the rush around the camp, which
we teared to do because the Villista forces had threatened our employees with theft
should they cut the brush as ordered by the 'arrancista forces.
A company, referred to as H. P., made the following tatemeitl:
During the month of December, 1018, Carralcilsta ollicer commandeered launcvheos
from our marine department, returning them in a damaged condilti,n, causing a re-.
of $750.
On the evening of January 15, 1911,
bandits visited our camp at P'atuco and hung
nue watchman until he was almost dead, roblig the Chinaman, who was the only
either person there, causing us to abandon the camp temporarily.
During the month of .April, the Carmranlsta forces commanleer I su ppli(e and transp rtation to tile
value of $,588.
During the month of May, ('arranelsta forces conarnldeered food and suppliea and transportation of troops to the extent oif ,10o.
I)urring the month of June, C.'arranita forces commandeered material supplies
and f+ooi to the amount of $3,sti9, inaddition to which our camp at Zupatan was Mehl
utp on AumgLt I and our camp superintendent threatened with d death unless he gave
the bandits .$5000. lie gave them all the money he had, which inmoulnted to .x200,
after which they left him, threatening him with death if ltereported to the authuortie .
On A.gust 14, a group of armed men-seven, as near as.we can ascertain-entered
the company's property at Alvarez and. after sacking the hnoute occupied by the
cashier and others, in search for money and valuables, they forced the superintendent
to accompany them to the omice building, where, by threatening his life, they forced
him to,open the company's safe, from which they obtained 23, 111
pe'cs. In addition
to the cash taken, personal effects taken from the employees amountlt
to about
• O,United States currency. The bandits were heavily armed with Mausers, pistols.,
and carrying ammunition belts, having very much the appearance of the ordinary
Mexiean soldier. They ,ommandeered the company's launch and compelled tho
launchman to take them some lditance uip the Tuxpan River where they disembarked.
Complaint was immediately made to the Carrancista military authorities at Tuxpan.
who showed the disposition to apprehend the guilty parties, and soon afterwards three
suspects were arrested who confessed to the crime, and two of them were executed
on August 17. The confession of the lirst three captured also implicated Lieut. Col.
Ilarnehe Roslriguez, of the Carranbta army. HIe was also detainee. Four of the
prineipil offenders are still at large. The amount of money recovered is about !",000.
The military authorities advise us that the persons remainingon their hands, together
with the record of their investigation, will lie delivered to tile civill authorities for
future action.
A company which I shall designate as G(. II. reports as follows:
A bunch of soldiers belonging to (len. .araga's troops killed a man living at our
camp without any provocation and carried his daughter away.
Another man living just across the river was killed by (arrancita soldiers without
any semblance of trial in the month of leliruary, 1910.
At San Jose do las Rusias, Carrancista soldiers to the number of 120 visited camp
and asked for food and fodder for their horses. Also one of our barges was conmmnandeered by (len. Lopez de Lara for a period of six days, transporting government
troops.
On the 14th of March bandits attacked camp at Cameloto which was defended
byhv
Carranzbtasoldiers and five of the soldiers were killed and all of the stores in camp
robbed. Our work was greatly delayed because of the refusal of the Carranzista forces
to allow our peons to leave camp for some dave following this attack.
During the month of March, camp at Pan Jose do las Iusias was visited by a band
of V'illistas who robbed the camp of 200 pesos, and returned again in a week, when
they demanded and received 200 pesos more. Also, our wagons were encountered on
the road and robbed of corn to feed the animals the bandits were riding.
On the 14th of SMarch a party of bandits robbed the Panuco railroad station of 200
Lesos, also dest roving the track and telegraph line for a short distance. Following this,
Carrancists soldiers were sent to the scene of the trouble and communication was
restored.
On the 30th of April, 20 bandits attacked our camp at Topila and robbed it of $217
in cash, besides destroying the telegraph and telephone apparatus before they wero
driven away by an armed guard front a nearby camp.
On May 28 one of our geologists was held up by drunken soldiers on the Tanresi
River who robed him of his money and supplies even taking his clothing and shoes:.
lie is not positive whether they were Carrancista soldiers or bandits.
Another of our geologits reports the following incident which occurred near Zacaunixtlo on July 20. "I was doing some geological work in the canton of Ozuluama,
Vera Cruz. At about Io'clock July 20, 1 saw two soldiers wearing the uniform of the
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Carrancista army standing on the railroad about 75 or 100 meters north of where I
emerged from the brush on the Zacamixtle Tan Coco road, They signalled to me
spreading out their arms horizontally. Not understanding the meaning of this I
halted and remained standing In the middle of the railroad, facing the soldiers who
drew back the bolts of their riles making ready to shoot, and one of them signalled
again as before. I now thought perhaps they wanted me to put up my hands to show
that I was unarmed so I raised my hands. The next instant they fired two shots at
me, fortunately without hitting me. I am not quite sure whether they fired while I
was still standing with my hands up, or a fraction of a second later, but I jumped
back into the
s
acamixtle ran Coco ruin and ran as soon as I realized that they were
firing at me. I ran back along the Zacamixtle road as fast as I could without looking
back, and I do not know if the soldiers ran after me or not. I could not have seen this
anyway, as the road iswinding and leads through thick jungle and I had a-start of
nearly 100 meters of which I made the most. I suppose that they followed, however,
as no more shots were fired and, if the soldiers had not been running, trying to catch
me, they would very probably have fired more shots after me into the brush. Knowing
the trails around Zacamixtie very well, I soon switched off from the road into a small
brooklet which I followed for a while making a detour through the brush and got safely
back in Zacamixtle. The next day I went to see the major who commanded the troops
in that vicinity and told him the above-mentioned facts. lie seemed to consider the
occurrence as rather a good practical joke and laughed when I told him of it, but said
the soldiers could not belong to his command, as none of his men had left camp on the
previous day. He said the soldiers must have come from Juan Casiano. I must make
mention of the fact that I carried no arms and, in my opinion, at so short a distance the
soldiers could not possibly have mistaken me for a rebel. Neither did they challenge
me with the usual, Quien viene?
"I am told that on the morning of the same day a band of soldiers robbed one of
the camps near the IIausteca railroad and threatened to shoot the superintendent,
according to the story given me by our peons, and again, a week before these events
happened a band of soldiers murdered some peaceful Indians, not rebels, going from
Monte Grande to the market in Anono.
"This is the second time the Carrancista soldiers have shot at me without warning
or reason. The first shooting occurred in December, 1918, in the San Jose do las
Rusias. I was accompanied by another geologist and on that occasion, we were stand.
ing in the middle of the road observing a band of soldiers who were coming toward
us, when suddenly, without any warning, they started to shoot at us. We sprang back
into the brush where they sent about 20 shots after us, some of the bullets striking the
sand quite near.
"It would therefore appear that the Carrancista soldiers had acquired the habit and
considered it a regular pastime to shoot a peaceful stranger without any apparent
reason, and so I offer to bring these happenings to the knowledge of our consular
representatives."
On September 12 the camp at Panuco was robbed during the night. The doors
and windows were broken open and contents of the storehouse were in disorder.
Seventy.two dollars in gold had been taken from the safe, which was not locked at
night because it is very hard to open, and, in case they are visited by bandits they
prefer to have it open easily rather than suffer bad treatment for not being able to
open the same. On September 20 the pump maln at thi r nump station was kidnapped by three armed horsemen and did not return. They did not even givo him
time to stop the pumps he had been attending. Ilis body was found nIear
1'anuco
a few days later.
The camp at San Jose do las liusias has been visited several times during the month
of September: each time they commandeered supplies for the men and fodder for
their animals.
The company referred to as "1. J." sustained the following losses and injuries to
employees during the year 1919:
On the night of July 19 three bandits entered the samp at Topila and robbed our
foreman of peronal effects and money to the value of $163.
On the night of January 24 three bandits robbed our Topila camp of automobile
supplies valued at $100. The next morning our watchman tracked the bandits to a
house near Topila, captured one of them and turned him over to the civil authorities
who promised to have him punished.
On March 14, about noon, 100 armed men, claiming to be of the Pelae forces, came
into our camp at Panuco and required our Chinaman.to give them food for themselves and horses and they commandeered supplies to the extent of $50 worth. They
also demanded that we send 2,000 pesos next day to Tantoyuca and 2,000 pesos per
month thereafter for protection.
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the company referred to as "IL. 1." states:
Our launch was held up in the Chi ol Canal on the 8th of April by five armed men,
the leader armed with automatic pistol and the others with Mauser rifles. They
demanded the pay roll and when told that there was none they thoroughly searched
the boat. They took #20 and a watch from one of our employees and $12 from another
employee and allowed the boat to proceed.
On
morning one of our employees, while taking 6,000 pesos gold to Tepetate, was held up and robbed about 10 miles from I.as Matillas. Our employee was
in an automobile, and after giving up the pay roll way allowed to proceed uninjured.
On ~ayv 2 two of our employees were held up by armed men about 10 miles from
Tas Matillas and robbed of all their money and personal effects, approximately $50

Saturday

in cash.

On the morning of August 11 our launch was held up in the Chijol Canal. The
handits asked if there was any money on hoard and on being answered In the negative
they examined the mail and after opening one or two letters returned the mail to
the launch and allowed the boat to proceed.
On the morning of August 11 one of our employees at Tepetate was attacked by a
Mexican peon, a former employee, who wounded him severely with a knife. The
attacking .Mexican escaped. The attack was caused by a refusal on the part of our
foreman to pay the \foxican extra wages demanded.
The company referred to as "N. O." states that three of their employees were held
up by bandits on April 10, 1019, near Garrapatas. Two of the employees were severely
wounded by being shot. The bandits secured about $9,000 in money and left the
wounded men lying in the road. These men afterwards recovered.
On August 1lltwo bandits with riflesentered the camp near El Tigro and after killing
the bees carpenter robbed the camp of everything of value. As near as can be determined, the landits secured about 200 pesos in addition to personal belongings taken
from the camp. Authorities at Ozuluama were notified of the robbery as soon as
possible.
August 19, three bandits armed with rifles entered Garrapatas. They demanded
5,000 pesos. They made a search of this house and took whatever they fancied, but
only took such small articles as could be easily carried on their person. The value of
the personal property taken amounts to about $t0'00 United States currency.
The comrpany which I shall designate as "P. Q." report the following incidents:
"On fay lone ofouremployeesen route to Topetate in an automobile was held up
and seareldC by tandits. 1lb wasquestioned as to whether he had any money,and to
which he replied in the negative, and was also questioned as to what cars lad gone
ahead of hin. When he told the leader that a car belonging to another company had
gone out albut daylight, the leader cursed his men fortheir negligence, saying to our
employee that the car they were after (ua they understood that it carried a pay roll) was
the one which had gone out earlier in the day. They then permitted him to continue
his journey.
"On Mliay 10 our mail car on route to Tepetate was held up by six armed bandits.
They searched the car and driver, opening all mail packages, lbut finding no money
permitted the mail carrier to proceld.
"On the morning of June ' t1
1019, one of our oflico employees was attacked by a
Mexican with a macheteo and seriously wounded in defending himself. The empl)lovee
stated that he did nothing to provoke the acault and Ihad no idea as to how he had
incurred the enmity of the Mexi+an. The eloxican was only prevented from murdering him by being overpowered and disarmed.
brutally murdered without
'(11 July I, 1011, one of our employees at Tepetato -was
any provocation whatsoever by a bandl of live armed men who came to our camp for the
pureo of robbery. (This incident is very fully covered elsewhere, so it is unnecessary to go into details.)
'On June. 24, 1010, one of our employees was robbed of the coinpanv's pay roll by
armed bandits, the bandits securing 11,000 pesos and also $1,500 Ulnited States cur'reiCompany referred to as '11. S." report that on May 15. their launch was held
up by eight armed bandits who suspected it of having a large umni
of money destined
for )paying employees at one of the camps. Thov took the paymaster ashore and
searched and threatened him, robbing him of all his clothing and $31.50 in money,
after which they permitted the launch to proceed.
On July 7 one of their employees was stopped by six armed men near the village of
Tampeche and roblbed of 2.200 pesos oro national, and alxut $500 United States
currency. These bandits were dress ed in the uniform of the 'arrancista soldiers and
were armed with 30-30 rifles and Mausers.
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On June 30 an employee was halted by three armed men who appeared to IhCur.
rancista soldiers and who robbed him of his money and personal effects and then
allowed him to proceed. This robbery occurred near the village of Ls Milpas.
On September 7. (ten. (Gerozabiof the Villista forces with about 100 men entered
our camp south of Tampico and searched the camp for a Carrancsta officer on whom
they wished to wreak vengeance, but not finding him after a thorough search of the
camp they were furnished with food and supplies from our commissary depot. without
doing any serious injury
'The company which I will refer to as "T.U." reports that on July 17, 1919, their
camplat Paloe lanco was held up and robbed by six Mexicansarmed with rifles. The
amount secured by the bandits was about 1P.,060 pesos. The company states that the
Iandits were with 'urrancsta
soldiers (or ex-soldfers for certainty) Inasmuch as they
were frequently seen in company with Carrancista officers previous to the robbery and
were known to sonie of the employees of the company who recognized them on the
occasion of the robbery.
On July 1,t'arrneista soldiers conuandeered an automobile from the smnto coin.
pin' which they showed no intentions of returning: also supplies amounting to about
I will attach hereto the story of the hold tip of an individual employee of oe of the
oil companies in the field at Tepetato
vears, and have resided for
"3Iy name is - --. I am an American citizen, ago 2-4
the past three years in Mexico, during which time I have een in the employ of different oil comnnies.
1019, at 10 p. mi., I was at the t'hinampa Plaza, which, is about half
'On July :30,
a mile from camp at Tepetafe, State of Vera Cruz, Mexico. I was then in the employ
of a company, and inreturning to their camp in comp any with another crplovye at a
dark place in the road, we were suddenly confronted ylive armed men, whIo accted
us in parishh and at the same time threatened us with their riles. 1 had a revolver
on my person at the time, but the attack was so sudden I had no opportunity to use it
mto
uoro
and hstily throw it into the brush as I feared it would cause them to handlle
roughly if they found that I was armed. The robbers demanded our money and
emphasized their demands byv strilktn us about the head and shoulders with their
zes of their guns in our stomachs and threatening to shoot
rifles and by poking the Intu
tie. I gave them all the money I had on mry person, which was about $25. They also
took my gold watch and what little change ---- had. This was not as much money
as they expected to get from us and the- became more threatening and abusive, one
of them striking mne on the head back of my left ear, cutting a gash in my spwlp and
almost rendering me unconscious.
".Meantime - ---- was begging then not to injure us and offering as inducement
for them not to injure us further that if they would conduct us to the plaza, we would
for them. They hesitated about returning with us to thlplaza, sai ug
get more moneyio
that they were going to kill us right there, because they feared that we had recognized
them, and that if we returned to the playa it might comlplicateo matters for them in the
future. After miuch pleading on our part, they returned with us to the playa, where
I procured $.0 more and gave it to the leader, who proved to be a captain of the
Carrancista army stationed at the camp Juan t'asiano, which is near Tepetate. The
other four members were soldiers stationed at the same place. After threatening our
lives if we ever attempted to identify them, they left us at the plaza and we m1ade
our way back to the Metropolitan tcamp at about 2 a. in. the following morning.
.'At about 10 o'clock the morning after the robbery, we went to the Juan (tasiano
camp of the ('arrancista soldiers and told (Gen. Pablo G(onzales, who was in command
the night previous. llo asked us if we
there, that some of his soldiers had robbed tus
could identify them and if we were positive that it was thrraielsta soldiers who had
robbed us. We told him that we were pshtivo as to identity of the robbers because
we had seen the same soldiers and the captain, who led them in the robbery, at the
Chinampa Plaza on several occasions proious to the robbery.
elothen caused the
soldiers to be lined up and told us to pick ,outthe ones who had robbed us. This we
had no difficulty in doing and on searching the captain, whom I had identified as the
leader of the robbers, Gen. Gonzales found my watch and about $25 of the money
taken from me. The watch and money were restored to me by Gen. (ionzales, who
said he would place both the captain and soldiers under arrest and send them to
Mexico City, where he assured us they would be properly punished. (len. Gonzales
said he would put a stop to the trouble his men were raising around the camp, and he
said he know they committed many abuses during his absence, I have no means of
knowing what punishment if any, was given the robber in question, but I do know
that my life was greatly endangered when they were holding me up because of the fact
that they knew I recognized them as being Carrancista soldiers and night make complaint against them if they did not put me permanently out of the way.
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I wish to say in conclusion reading the relation of the oil companies to the Mexican
Government, that report of drilling operations for the latter part of November. 1019,
showed that the Mexican Eagle Oil Co,, an English company, had nine wells drilling,
none of which were closed because of no permit.
The Mexican Gulf Oil Co. had three wells being drilled, two of which were stopped
by the (arranlsta authorities because of no drilling permit.
The Trans-continental Petroleum Co. had two wells being drilled both of which
were stopped because of no drilling permit,
The Texas Co. had two wells drilling both of which drilling had been stopped because
of no permit.
The CIa Pet. ILa Aztecs had one well keing drilled which was stopped because of
having no permit.
Mexican.Sinclair Petroleum Corporation had one well being drilled which was
stopped because of no permit.
IInasteca Petroleum Co. had two wells projected and two located., two of which were
stopped because of no permit.
Cortes Oil Corporation had three wells being drilled two of which were stopped for
reason of no permit.
Union Oil Co, had two wells being drilled both of which were stopped because of no
permit.
Empire Gas and Fuel ('o.--ono well in progress which was stopped because of no
permit.
a Atlantis hid one well beinq drilled which was stopped Iecause of no permit.
The Segura .Miguel had one well drilling which was stopped drilling temporarily.
The National Oil Co.-one well; drilling stopped because of no permit.
At this time (the Ist of )December)it was reported to the managers of oil companies
at Tampico that legal representatives of the Carranelst Government were prelring
to bring suit in Tuxpam against all managers who had attempted to drill without
permits. Penalties, according to competent legal authorities, Involved a maximum
of two years in priou, and, at the court s discretion, lines ranging from 1,000 to 100,000
pesos, or, in the case of foreigners, the option, in the case of conviction, of article 33.
Respectfully submitted.
8. D. LEaT ,EN.
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Senator A. 11.PAALl,
Chairman Subconmitt.iee of/he ('omitllc on Poreign lIrlnlionis
Inrcaslignati .lfxion AfTairs,

II'4sfgton, Il. (C.
DEAR S1: I beg to subtnit a report on Inv negotiations looking toward having

Americans living in the vicinity of Tampico, Mexico, appear as witnesses before your
comnuit tee.
About October 1 of last year I proceeddl
to Tampico, Mexico, with credentials from
your committee, for the purpso of making a preltninary investigation of conditions
there with a view to ascertaining the names of witnesses who had a first-hand knowledge of such conditions and of events that had transpired in that vicinity within the
last few years. In a separate report, which I havo submitted to-day, I endeavored
to give to the committee an accurate account of conditions in that district, and have
incorporated therein statements of men who would have made most va luablo witnesses,
but who, unfortunately, could not be induced to testify under the circumstances.
I spent over three monthsin Tanpicoand worked most industriously in interviewing
Americans; and altogether interviewed between two and three hum
udred men, making
full notes of what they were in a position to testify, and then selected from this number
about 60 employees of oil companies and about 10 colonists and business men, mostly
of small means, who I thought would be able to give the conmitteo information of
value. You have undoubtedly noted from the report in question that the personal
testimony of these witnesses would have been most instructive.
I take great pleasure in recording in the beginning that the Americans I called on
were uniformly courteous to me and most anxious that information depicting the real
conditions reach the committee, and that, with the exception of the managers of the
oil companies, they did everything in their power to aid me in my efforts to secure
witnesses for the committee. I found the employees of oil companies and colonists
and business men almost universally desirous of testifying, but possessed of a strong
conviction that they would nt bbe justified in giving isolated testimony before the
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committee owing partly to the manner in which they had been neglected by the
American government, and to the fact that in some instances the complaints they had
made to the State Department had been communicated to Mexican oflicials who had
visited reprisals on them; in addition the employees of the oil companies were of the
opinion that it was the fixed policy of their companies not to do anything that might
displease the Carranza Government, and felt that if they should testify they would
be disloyal to the Interests of their employers, Almost without exception these men
stated that they would willingly testify if the managers of the companies approved
of their doing so. The independent Americans-that is, Americans not employed
by oil corpan ies-wero willing to testify if it could be arranged. for a number of
Americans to come to the States for that purpose, and especially if arrangements could
be made for the employees of oil companies to testify, for they felt that not only would
the Carranza Government refrain from persecuting 40 or 50 men who testified, but also,
that the oil companies would Intervene to protect their employees from reprisals by
that Governmen, and in so doing would protect the men of independent means.
Upon completing the preliminary investigation above referred to, I interceded with
the managers of several oil companies in Tampico, and was informed that they were
in no way opposed to their men giving testimony before the committee but that they
they had no discretion in such matters, and if instructed to do so by their principal
in t1le States, they would not only cooperate in having their men testify, but would
also gladly testify themselves. With this assurance, I communicated the facts to
Judge P. J. Kearul, counsel for your committee and not hearing from him within a
reasonable time, and realizing that nothing could be clone until such arrangements
suggested by the managers were completed, I returned to New York about the 6th
day of January and reported personally to Judge Kearful.
I was informed by Judgo Kearful that he and Mr. W. F. Buckley had conferred
with the executive committee of the Oil Association about the 20th of December, and
that these gentlemen had concurred unanimously in the su~ stlon of Judge Kearful
and Mr. Buckloy that they advise the managers of the oil companies in Tampico
individual y or the managers' association in that city that the offlitals of these com.
pan es woulpay their expenses in excess of those paid by the American Government
and would do all in their power to return these men to Mexico to their positions and,
in the event of failing to do so would give them employment in the States or other.
wise compensate them for their sacrifice. fessrs. Kearful and Buckley stated that
since the executive committee of the oil association had promised to immediately
telegraph instructions to this effect to Tampico, they were under the impression that
the managers in Tampico had communicated with me and for this reason had not
communicated directly with me.
Since nothing had been heard from the managers of the oil companies in Tampico,
it was deemed advisable to take the matter up again with their principals in the
States, and for this purpose Mr. Buckley attended a meeting of the Oil Association
held in New York on the 10th day of last January. Mr. Buckley reported to Judge
Keartul and to me that he advised these gentlemen that it would be useless for me to
return to Mexico unless the oil companies took the position that their men would be
permitted and encouraged to testify, and that a definite decision should he reached
at once. Mr. Buckley stated that he asked the association to advise the managers
in Tampico not only of the decision that the executive committee had made in De.
cember, which was now ratified by the association, but also that a tanker or tankers
would ble furnished to transportthose men in a body to the States and take them hack
in a body to Tampico, and that the association would endeavor to have the State
Department instruct the American consul at Tampico to give these men emergency
passports. Mr. Buckley further stated that he laid particular emphasis on the fact
that the oil association must leave nothing to the discretion of the managers in Tamplco, and that the latter gentlemen should be given definite instructions. Mr. Buck.
y reported to us that the oil association had agreed to all of these proposal. lie
explained to the association that the reason he suggested that the men he brought up
in a body and returned in a body to Tampico was prompted by the general feeling
and current reports that the Carranza government would endeavor to tlrevent these
men from returning to Mexico: it was thought that this Government would hardly
stop 50 or 60 men wiho might endeavor to return.
While at this meeting fir. Buckley advised me by telephone that the Oil Association
desired to see me for the purpose of hearing a synopis of the testimony that their
employees and colonists would give and of learning the names of their employee
who were to be called. I went down immediately to the meetingof the Oil Associa.
tion and explained the entire matter in detail to these gentlemen. At the request of
the members of the association I gave them the names of the employees who were to
serve as witnesses, and each member made a note of the names of those employees
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working for his particular company., These gentlemen agreed that they would trans.
mit the names of these men to their respective managers and instructed Mr. Pat
Longan the manager in Tampico of the International Petroleum Co., who was preWent at the meeting, to convey the decision of the oil association to the next meeting
of the managers' association in Tampico.
In view of the agreement set out above, I left New York for Tamplco a day or two
later for the urpos of arranging, in conjunction with the manager to bring the
witnesses to Washington to testify. On my return to Tampico I found that two dr.
cumstances had intervened which undoubtedly bad some influence on the situation.
The Carranza Government had published a notice in the press to the effect that it
had Ineructed its consuls in the United States not tovied the passports of Americans
testifying before the committee and the oil companies had begun negotiations with
the Carranza Government whltc resulted later in the issuance of temporary pe mits
by the Government to the oil companies to drill their own properties but without
proeludice tothe contention of the G government that title to these properties now rested
In the Government, and not in the oil companies. In this connection, one must not
lose eight of the fact that it had been known generally for many weeks that the Car.
ranza Government would endeavor to prevent any American who told the truth
about conditions in Mexico to the committee from returning to that country, and
also that the oil companies had been most active in urging tha your committee pro.
ceed vigorously with its investigation in conducting an extensive propaganda in the
American papers with regard to Mexico, and in protesting that their Interest in ccn.
ditions in Mexico was not limited to the oil situation, but that, in so far as their in.
terest was centered in this situation it arose from a determination based on principle
not to permit the confiscation of their properties.
I wish you would also bear in mind that neither of these matters was over referred
to by the managers of the oil companies in their conferences with me.
On January 27 1 attended a meeting of the Managers' Association in Tampico, in
which Mr. Longan advised these gentlemen of the agreement that had been made in
New York ny the Oil Association, and of the instructIons that he had neen charged to
deliver to them, whereupon the managers appointed a committee of Amelean attor.
nreys representing the oil companies to cooperate with me in arranging the details
for bringing witnesses to the States. On the following day, January 2g, 1 met this
committee but when I suggested a consideration of the details of bringing witnesses
to the States, these gentlemen advised me that they had not been instructed iust
ho.v far to cooperate with me. I immediately reported this development to Ir.
Longan, who offered to take the matter up again at the next meeting of the ainnag re'
Assoc nation to tlo held on February 3. After this meeting I was advised by Mir.
Longan that he felt sure that something had transpired to modlifvthe determination
of the oil companies, but that he was unable to ascertain just 'ihat had happened.
In this connection I will state, ptarenthetically, that Mr. Longan gave me his hearty
cooperation in this matter, nd.dlid everything in his power to carry' through the
agreement that the Oil Astoelation had entered into with the representatives of your
committee. I continued to call on the managers and their attoreys, but while nero
of these gentlemen volunteered to inform me that their determination had been
modified and although they all continued to assure me of their desire to cooperate
they laid streess on o.itacles and extraneous matters, and I soon perceived that it
would be a loss of time to expect any aid frc m them, and left Tampco for the States
on February 0.
I still felt that if the men in question were actually subpoenaed they would be
able to induce the oil companies to agree to their testifying before the committee
and being averse to losirg the fruits of work engaged in for a period of several months,
I returned to Tampico on April 3 for the purpose of summoning managers and employees of oil companies and independent Americans not connected with these com.
pansies. When 1 returned to Tam pco 1 bore the following letter from you, dated in
Los Angeles, Calif., March 17, 1920:
DEAR SIn: 1 beg to ad lso you that I have listened with great interest to yoir report
on the investigation you male in the Tomph o district for this committee, and entirely
approve of the manner in which you have carried out your mission. I have no doubt
that the witnesses whnse names appear in the list you have compiled will be nble to
,
give testimony that will be most valuable to the committee in its work.
You are hereby directed and authorized to proceed to Tampico and summon Ameri.
can citizens to appear before the Senate subcommittee in Washington; and you are
further authorized, where witnesses are for any reason unable to appear in washingg .
ton, to taketheir testimony, assuring such wituees as desire it that their names will
not be divulged in connection with their testimony.
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You will please bear In mind that the committee desires the testimony of only
such witnesses as are entirely willing to testify, and that no measures of coercion
will be employed by the committee, and you will please so advise those whom you
summon.
Yours very truly,
.Lnr.nT 1
I. I.'.AL,
Chairman.
I proceeded to nmmon .merlcans in Tampnlico and road to each person the above
letter as my authority, and regret to relort to oull
that, witl the exceplilon of Mfr. Pat
Lon an and Ifon. Claude I. 1)awron, all of these gentlemen felt impelled to decline to

teo
liy. In order that my report to youl might be as aCeurate as elrcimstnnea would
permit, I made it my practice invariably, after summnonin a man, to write in my notebook his comments. I will now proceed to give you a li-t
of the gentlemen I rnmmoned, together with a record of their latements on heilha
summoned:
Erbh E. Swift, recretarv of the American Chamber of commerce e in Tampeo, Fum.
moied on April 9,1920, at 11.30 a. m. In reply to histstummon.s, he stahltl: "I would
like to give my testitnicy if sure that It would never he made public."
1920, at 11.10 a mn.. ,ked.
13. 1..Aot;, prop'ertv owner, smrmmoned on April I.7,
"llavo ve, anyone to go from hero?"
I,:Merrem, c lonit,summoned .pril 9, 1920, at 1.M p. in. it answer to his
sumnILon+, he replied, "If mny country needed me I would o. but it does not, atd it
would be useless?
for Illm(
to jeopardivo myself here whei, either right or wrong, my
collntry has. rmitted others of rmy countrynIen to suffer." (.1r. .ierreirn referred to
the fact that the Amerl an governmentt had pernmtted the ('trrrnza goverlnlenlt to
refuse entry to other Amnerivans who had telielel before your onmmitter.)
Ed Williams, banker, summoned on April 0, 1920. at 3.t.1 p. . In reply to
sumimoll , hertfalted, "I amn going to Mexico City in the morning, andI will let you
Will lie back before you leave."
know what I didelo.
AE.. (Grahamn, colonlist, summonled on .\%prl 0. 1920, ut 2.15 p. in. fIn reply to his
Pnnlnima lie stated that he felt that, since the 'UnitedState., hins not and can not do
anything to relieve those who have suffered more than hlie,or even gRuarantee the
return to this country of those who (tetify,he could not feel justflied in going before
the conlnitee, as lie received very much hIltter treatment than even the Mexican
citizens in the nelhgiorhoode n w
he is
ihh lcated. In view of these fact, he said
that he would he very ungrteful to the Government if he took any other course.
Mlr. Jones., of Cowan & Jones, owners of a sugar llantaliln near M ikos, San Luis
Potosi summntied ,April 9, 1920, at 1 p. mn. In answer to his sumlnnons Mr. Jones
ropllie
that i,martlner, JMr. C'owan. would be in the latter p-rt of the week, and they
would undou1btily have sone information to give me,since th!ey had recently beeit

H.

1li

raided again.

m, In answer
Alec Snlith, pro perty owner, summoned on April 9, 1920, at I1.10 p).
to his sumrnlons Mfr. Smith replied, after he.sitaling a long time, "'lExcu.eme, I am
going to F.o the Texas Co."
at 1.15 p. m. In reply
John I. Neowell, property owner, summoned on April 9, 192),
to his summonll,
he stated, "I can not go. I am Just now getting in a I.oilion to make
my own interests
hieoiate
to
;crflce
1
would
not
ay
my
debts.
nionoey
to
a little
that,
if my country ne edeme,but allthat Ican tell has alrently hbin told. I am urtro
in view of the fact that we are given no protectionl if we fall under the ban of dis.
pleasiuro of this Government, whether.right or wrong, we are left by the ilted State.
to work out our own salvation, and so I must decline at this time."
Claude I. 1)ithron, United States consul, summoned on .\Apil 10, 1920, at 11.15 a. in.
I1 answer to his sulnmons, Mr. lawon replied, "I

know of no reasonll why I should

not go, except that as arn official I am entirely at the orders of the State l)el+;rtment
anid can not appear except with their approval."
Prank I.nglo, colonist, summoned on April 10, 192. at 5.20 p. m. In answer to
hls summons, lhe
stated, "Thoro is nothing I could say to the committee. Of course
I have heeon robbed, jut as have many other Americans, but niot to such an extent
that I could not continue on. If I cdld have anr' asstrarnco that by going before the
committee I could (doany real good I would do so."
J. I:. Ilarron teaser, surnmonod oil April 12, 1920, at 11 a. m. In reply to his sum.n
mons ho stated, "Tiero is a great deal I ought to tell the committee, for I have eeoon
hero lo:g otough to know of mua'y events, but unless assured of absolute secrecy 1
you again."
could not go. I will seeoo
.,.W. Doekloy, colonist, summoned April 12, 1920, at 12 m. In reply to his sum.
mous,he stated, "Tno thing that keeps mno from going before the commintteo is that
the .foxicans have always boont so much smarter than the Americans in these things.
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I cotdd not go up there and oxpe't to return here, and it is vital to my interests now
that I be able to come down hero and look after my property."
A. 0. Mason, medrhant, summonedtApril 12, 1920, at 0 p. m., In answer to his
summons. he replied, "It is imposslble for me to go. I am too busey and also there
is risk of loopar dix.ing my huinomss If it should become known."
A. It. Bushnell, independe:,t oil operator, summoned April 19, 1920, at 4.05 p. m.
In alner to his summons, he reple:l. "What are the points the committee wishes
to bring out? I do not think it pnioihlo to get away at Ihis time to go up there, lnut
I do think it would lie important to have some oie give the committee the reason
why the uInr st is so widespread' here anld why the disorder grows."
St. (. Mooree a. colofust, siminnted .April 14 1920, at 1.16 p. m. In answer to
his summons, lie statedl. "A man who has lost all Ite hay in the world but his job has
to guard aga inst hloing that. I have a farm on the Atia ador which I do not dare
even go to soe. I'itraiza m l r. have posieuion of it and are running cattle on it."
W. V'. Ilopps. hardware merchant. summoned April 15. 1920, at 11.15 a. mi. In
answer to his sumnmons. Imstated that while the (Itrmtistas were what everybody
said the" wero, still he had some friends among them.
R;. J.'Kimball, mining man from Sfoxi 'o City, summoned April 1), 1920, at 10
p. m. In answer to his sitmmons. he stated. 'I I thought they would keep my name
out of the ro -ord. I would appear."
Janms .A.('arpenter, broker, stlinmonedi on April 17, 1120, at 0 a. m. In answer
to his summons, lie inqiredl. "Will they pay my expenses?"
P. Mt. Iongav,, manager of thoe Interiatiotnal Petroleum (Co., summoned on April
10, 1120, at 0.30 a. to. In answer to his smnmmons, he replied, " I a.ce t the summons."
Barrett Jones, a.istant manager of the International Petroleum t o., summoned on
April 13.:1920, at :3.15 p. n. It answer to his sutmnons, lie stated, "It is up to my
thief. I think lhvintends going, so that ties me here."
Winm... Stnrk, with the International Petroleum t'o.. summonedI oil April 15 1920,
at 7.15 p. m. In answer to his summons, thestated, "Well, you know how it is. It
soon developed that if a man went before the committee ho ould not come back
hero. and while Pat lngan was perfe.tly willing that I should go, I ilguro that I
could not mnak a living ill the .lates. so I hangedd my mind ohout going."
J.A.A. Itrownt, manager Trans ontinental 'oetroloum ('0., summoned on April 10,
l-20, at .30 p. nm. In answer to his summons. he stated. "There is nothing I know
of that would he of litelit to the committee."
I,. Ii. I)unean, attorney. Traus continental Petroleum t'o., summoned oft April 10,
at 12 noon. In answer to his satatmons, he .,lated, "I have no information of sutiicient vahuo to the committee to justify me in going before them."
J. II, s. Menlnett. with island Oil0C'orporaton, summoned on April It,. 1920, at
10 a. m. In a~iswer to his sumnnons, hel stated, "It is possile that I may find time
and wounll I entirely willing if mny testimony could heo etirely confidential, but 1
do not fool that I 0111h
o addI anytthig that Is it already at their disposal in the
re ords of tho state )Department."
W\'illiam Nuenhoefer, manager, Richmond Levering Co., summoned on April 10
1920, at 10 a. m. In answer to his summons, Ihe stated, "I haven't time."
Chatles W. Ilanmlton, manager. Meoxican Gulf Oil Co.. summoned on April 10,
1920, at 2.30 p. n,. In answer to his summons lihe
stated, "There is nothing that I can
say that I know of my own experience, as most of my infonnation is from reports coming
second and even third hand. If I were a rich manlike Mr. Iltckley I might do so, but
my livelihood is dependent on my position hero which I can not afford to Jeopardire."
P. J. Oliver head of the transportation department, Mexican Gulf Oil .o,,sum.
moned April 1i, 1920, at 3 p. m.
. O. reor, pipe line superintendent, summoned at
same time. These two gentlemen did not say a word, but appeared to look to t elr
chief, Mr. Hamilton, who was present, for instructions.
Mr. -[name not given for obvious reasons), official of the ,MexicanGulf Oil Co.,
summoned on April 10, 1920, at 2.15 p. m. In answer to his summons he stated
"I would have no objection to testifying before the committee if I could be assured
of absolute secrecy, hut yell understand that if it became known to the Carranza
Government, my fob would be at an end. I could not remain here and my means of
livelihood would stop. I am perfectly willing, and in fact have been very active
in giving confidential information to the United States consul for years, and have
submitted a stack of evidence to him. Wait until I consult Mr. Hamilton and Mr.
Lee" (manager and attorney respectively for the Mexican Gulf). "I am just as
anxious to have the matter succeed as you, but feel like I owe a duty to the company
declined to testify.
also." After consulting these gentlemen, Mr, Oscar it. Ranks, accounting department, Mexican Gulf Oil Co., summoned on
April 12, 1920, at 7.30 a. m. In answer to my statement that I summoned him to
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appear before the committee he said, "No; you don't." Upon my assurance that I

did and was authorized to summon him, he said, "Oh, yes; I know you can, but I
won't go."
Thomas J. Lee, attorney, Mexican Gulf Oil Co., summoned on April 12, 1920,
at 10 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "I am disposed to accept all regular
summons." Mr. Lee was evidently inclined to interpose technical objections to the
summons, and since there was no disposition to compel involuntary witnesses to come,
I did not press the point.
N. D. Jeffries, with Mexican Gulf Oil Co., summoned on April 14, 1920, at 1.10 p. m.
In answer to his summons he stated, "I will go and see the company at once and see
if I can get off. I asked them when you were here before, and they said it would be
at least 10 days before they could get a man to take my place, and that is the only
answer I ever got from them." He continued, referring to a demand for 3,000 pesos
made on him by the banditleader Aguilar in August, 1919. "When I told the American consul last August about the demand for the money, he said, 'Tho only thing
yof can do is to pay it or leave (that is, leave your farm). If you can afford to pay,
all right. Ifnot, get off.' I had 300 acres of land plowed for crop, and rented it to
a Mexican, but later he refused to pay any rent. I went to see the president municipal. He said they had ordersfrom the Government that they could occupy. rent free,
any vacant property of foreigners. I protested, but he refused to show me his authority, and I had to submit, since the consulsaid he could do nothing for me. I asked
the man who occupied my land if he would even pay the taxes and this he refused to
do. I have wanted all the time to go before the committee, but my company would
not make any arrangement to release me. I will go at once to see the manager again
and if they will let me off I will go before the committee at once." Mr. Jeffries did
not return.
Pete Wilson, with Mexican Gulf Oil Co. summoned on April 15, 1920, at 2 p. m.
In answer to his summons he stated, "I will go see the manager and if he says tha'
my job holds good and my expenses and salary will be paid I will go. They told me
that they would do that before, but they also said that the Mexicans were watching
and no one who went before the committee would be able to return, so I backed out."
Mr. WVilson did not return.
Mordelo Vincent, assistant manager, Igwii Petroleum Co., summoned on April 12,
1920, at 10.15 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "I don't wish to appear as
a slacker pr one who does not do his duty to his country but I feel that there is nothing
I can tell the committee which would justify the sacrifice I should have to make In
view of the attitude of the Mexican Government."
F. X. Anglin, manager Agwii Petroleum Co., summoned on April 14, 1920, at
10 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "It is up to Mr.Vincent as I have only
been here about six weeks and have been very busy during that time.'
William B. Green, general superintendent Huaasteca (Mexican) Petroleum Co.,
summoned on April 10, 1920, at 4 p. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "Come
in Monday about 9 or 10 a. m., and I will talk with you. Iam so busy with comany
affairs that I do not know what to do. Such a large company as this, and only one
man to handle the work." On Monday, April 14, 1920 I went to see him at 9.40 a. m.,
and he stated, "I do not know of a thing I could toil you. We have had so little
trouble. Only two of our men have had anything out of the ordinary happen to them
that would be of inte: st to the committee, and they can not come.
M. H. Willis, engineering department, Huasteca Petroleum Co., summoned at
Tampico on April 19, 1920, at 9.15 a. m. In answer to his summons he first stated
"1 have no passport and Dr. Paddleford and William Green told me that any man
who went before the committee was a fool. They also told me that any man who
went must consider his trip as his annual vacation. Mr. Green and Dr. Paddleford
further told me that the man who had been there in January had misrepresented
them (instating that the company was willing that their employees testify], and that
they opposed any man going because it would destroy his usefulness to the company
and that the company had too much money at stake here to risk the reprisal that
would surely be their lot ifitwere known that their employees testified against the
Mexican Government."
I. B. Flick field superintendent Huasteca Petroleum Co. summoned at Tampico
on April 13 1920, at 9.30 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "Of course, I
would not object to going if I knew It would be absolutely secret, but at present it is
Impossible on account of having too much work on hand."
George de Hay, pipe-line superintendent Huasteca Petroleum Co. summoned on
April 15, 1920, at 11.30 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "I could not give
you any answer without consulting Mr. Green, as that is a matter which involves the
company, and If they approve I am sure I know some things which the committee
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ought to know. I will let you know later." The next day, at 2 p. m. he stated to
me, "I am going down to the office now to see Bill Green and if he will agree I am
going to give what I know to the committee." Mr. de Hay did not return.
Win. L. Steed, field manager uasteca Petroleum Co., summoned on April 16, 1920
his summons he stated, "That last clause lets me out. I
at 5 p. m. In answer
am an unwilling witnesee. The United States has never done anything for me and
when we were run out of here in 1914 we had to go on German and English boats
owing to the country we belong to failing us In our hour of need."
1. F. Taylor, station superintendent Huateca Petroleum Co., Esperanza Camp

;,o

summoned on April 12, 1920, at 9 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated
should like to go if I can get leave from the company, and I will go Immediately to
see ii I can arrange for a leave. Having been diplomatIc agent for the company in
many of its dealings I have some interesting things I could relate to the committee."
Mr. Taylor did not return.
W. H. Livingstone, manager PennMex Fuel Oil Co., summoned at Tampico on
April 13, 1920, at 6 p. m,. I summoned Mr. Livingstonein the presence of the attorney
of the company, Mr. Llpscomb, and his reply, addressed partly to me and partly to
the attorney, was, "I don't know; we might take a vacation.
J. A. Lipsecomb, attorney Penn-Mex Fuel Oil Co., summoned on April 10, 19c0, at
6.20 p. m. In answer to his summons, he stated, "I would not object to doing all I can
for the general good. Perhaps I may be able to get to the States in time to appear

before the committee."

Harry Kipp, representing an oil company whose name I do not remember, sum.
moned on April 10,1920, at 12.30 p. m. In answer to his summons, he stated, "I could

not do any good by appearing before the committee."
Dan Moran, manager The Texas Co. of Mexico, summoned on April 12, 1920,
at 10.45 a. m. In answer to his summons, he stated, "I am not as bitter as some

toward the Mexicans. Too many Americans come down here and invite trouble by
their attitude and by misunderstanding the Latin mind. Bonillas is a very highly
educated engineer, much smarter than the average American." lie added that he
thought Bontilas would be the next president and that conditions would be all right
under him. Referring back to the matter in hand again, he said, "I thought Bill
Buckley told the committee all they wanted to know."
I. S. Broun, agent Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, summoned on April 12, 1920 at
3.30 p. m. In answer to his summons, he stated, "Our activities here are confined to
a small refinery and so our own experiences are not worth mentioning. Although I
have been here eight years, my knowledge is all second-hand regarding affairs in

general."

H. A. Ellis, manager Atlantic Refining Co., summoned at Tampico on April 12
1920, at 5 p. m. In answer to hissummons he stated, "I do not think anything I could
tell the committee would be of any consequence, but I want to assure you that my
inclination is to wish that I could. My company has suffered very little compared
with some."
H. M. Wilson, manager of the Interocean Oil Co., summoned on April 14, 1920, at
10.30 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "I have been here 2j years but have
experienced nothing worth mentioning."
O. 0. Hasbrouck, manager Pierce Oil Corporation, summoned on April 14, 1920,
at 11.45 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "I have been in this country
about 21 years, 2 years in the vicinity of Tepetate, and I should like to appear before
the committee if I can get away. My sympathy and inclination are for the cause."
George O. Hunt, manager of the Union Oil Co. summoned on April 14, 1920, at
4.45 p.m. In answer to his summons he stated, 'I don't think there is one of the
Americans connected with the oil industry here who would not be pleased and im*
mensely gratified if they could assist in every way possible, but we have to consult
the interests of our principals, and the moral duty we owe them, and keep up the work
which guarantees against loss large sums of money invested in plants, and the entire
fabric of the industry would be destroyed itf we deserted, as we surely would if we
knowingly exiled ourselves from our work by appearing before the committee."
H. J. Kidder superintendent Pierce Oil Corporation, summoned on April 14, 1920,
at 5.15 p. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "There is nothing our company
would care to lay before the committee, as we have very little to relate."
W. H. Sharp, manager of the Freeport Mexican Fuel Oil Co., summoned on April 15,
1920 at 10 a.m. In answer to his summons he stated, "Am very busy and do not
think it will be possible for me to get away, but will be glad to appear before the
committee if it is possible."
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Walter Techuden, assistant manager, Freeport Mexican Fuel Oil Co., summoned
on April 15, 1920 at 9.45 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "No, don't
subpoena me; I don't know anything."
Benjamin Buchanan, National Petroleum Corporation summoned on April 15
1920, at 11.30 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, Ouroperations in the field
are very limited and as a consequence we have very little of interest to relate. I have
teen reading the reports of the findings of the committee and think they are doing
great work."
Mfr. Posey, with Continental-Mfexican Petroleum Co., summoned on April 1561920,
at 11 a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "We have no information of importance. Have bten held up and robbed, but that might have happened anywhere.
What I know would appear very trivial."
R. B. Keys, assistant manager, National Oil Co. summoned on April 15, 1920, at
1.45 p. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "It is not a case of unwillingness to
appear but rather we are too busy to attend to any matters outside of our company."
William Stevens field mperintendent, New England Fuel Oil Co., summoned on
April 18 1920. at 11 a. m. Inanswer to his summons he stated, "I am prfectly willing
to if apt Blackmon gets back in time. He is away for a month."
W. O. Fitch, with New England Fuel Oil Co., summoned on April 10, 1920, at 9.30
a. m. In answer to his summons he stated, "I would like to appear before the committee if it is possible to do so."
You will perceive from the above answers that almost without exception the subordinate employees of the oil companies and independent Americans of small means
were desirous of testifying, but that, in view of the threat of the (arranza government
not to permit them to return to Mexico if they should tell the truth about conditions
in that country, and the attitude of the oil companies in not only refusing to protect
such men as might testify but also inactively opposing the desire of their employees
to appear before the committee they felt that they were not justified in making the
individual sacrifice involved in testifying; they bad longago lost faith in their Government and when the only hope that remained-the influence of the oil companies-was denied them, they declined to testify.
During my last trip to Tampico I received the impression from a number of sources
that while I was negotiating with the managers during the latter part of January a
definite decision had been reached not to cooperate with your committee. In order
to ascertain the truth I applied to the secretary of the \anagers' Association,Mr.J.A.
Brown but was unable to receive any satisfaction. I also called on Mr. Thomas J.
Lee, ?dr. D. 0. McCuen and Mr. H. B. Duncan, the attorneys constituting the committee to cooperate with me, who insisted-that the companies were most anxious to
cooperate with me. I arrived in New York on the 26th of this month, and yesterday
the 27th, called on Mr. Cheater O.Swain, the president of the Oil Aassociation, and asked
aim for copies of the telegrams which I understood had been exchanged between him
and the secretary of the managers association in Tampico. Mr. Swain gave me these
copies. In this connection I wish again to call your attention to the fact that the meeting of the managers' association that Mr. Longan and I attended occurred on the 27th
of January; that my meeting with the committee appointed by that association to
cooperate with me occurred on the 28th of January,and that Mr. Longan's subsequent
meeting with the managers' association occurred on the 3d day of February.
From the copies handed to me by Mr. Swain, it develops that on January 13, three
days after I attended the meeting of the oil association in New York, Mr. Swain sent
Mr. Brown the following telegram:
"Pat returning Tampico important mescge. All managers authorized to cooperate
fully in matter."

On January 28, the day after I met with the Managers' .Asociation in Tampico.
and the same day I met with the committee of attorneys appointed by that association
for the purpose of cooperating with me, the secretary of this association. Mr. J. A.
Brown, wired Mr. Chester O.Swain as follows:
"Referring to special message brought by Pat we find individual who talked with
you In New York wants to make sensational publicity by taking nearly 120 (7) employees of oil companies and colonists from here to testify. He asks for three landmen and
a camp cashier from the Transcontinental Oil Co. We think his methods are sensational, political, advertising, and will hurt relation of oil.comanies to Government
of this countryat a time when this is particularly undesirable. Records of occurrences
in oil country are on file and can be obtained by committee by request to Department
of State. If you approve and instruct us to give to him everything required will do
so. Please wire."
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On January 31, three days before Mr. Longan again met the Managers' Association,
and seven days before I left Tampico. Mr. Swain telegraphed Mr. Brown as follows:
"Replying your telegram January 28, association accepts judgment of local managers
in matter and withdraws instructions sent through Pat.
Comments on these interesting telegrams would be superfluous. Although the
decision not to cooperate was made on January 31, three months ago, the oil companies
had not communicated this decision to Judge Kearful. Mr. Iluckley, or myself.

I wish to call your attention to the statement in the telegram of the 28th of January
that "the individual who talked with you wants to make sensational publicity by
taking nearly 120 employees of oil companies and colonists from here to testify," and
the further statement that "'we think his methods are sensational, political, advertising, and will hurt relations of oil companies to Government of this country at a
time when this is particularly undesirable, and that "records of occurrences in the oil
country are on file and can be obtained by the committee by request to Department
of State." The Oil Association had been apprised by Mr. Buckley and by me of the
object in bringing a large group of witnesses at one time, since it was thought that
such action would preclude the possibility of political persecution, and certainly
the object of bringing witnesses was to inform your committee and the American
people of conditions in Mexico-there could be no other object--and the more pub.
licity given to the truth, the more desirable it would seem that these witnesses come.
The oil companies had been engaged for many months in extensive propaganda
having for its ostensible purpose the giving of publicity to conditionsin Mexico; but
from the above telegrams, it would seem that while they desire such publicity they
shrink from accepting the responsibility for the same. I presume that the relations of
the oil companies with the Carranza government which might he affected at this
time referred to the fact that the oil companies were about to secure provisional permits to do temporary drilling, and that they feared that further publicity adverse to
the Carranza Government might injure their prospects. As to the allegation that the
records of such occurrences could be found in the files of the State Department it
certainly could not have escaped the observation of the managers that, in the firet
place, these files are not available, and in the second place, if this were the objection
to cooperating, it should have been alleged in the beginning.
In view of the above, it is with great regret that I have to report to you that my
mission to Tampico has failed to result in testimony before your committee of the most
vital nature with regard to the critical situation in the oil fields, due to the refusal of
the oil companies to cooperate with your committee, and that my mission was rendered
more difficult and the time and money expended were in excess of what they should
have been because of the unfortunate breach of faith on the partof the oil companies.
It had been my understanding that the oil companies were desirous of having the facts
with regard to Mexico, and especially with regard to their persecution and the maltreatment and assassination of their own men, presented to the committee, and I
had proceeded on this theory. I found that the managers were anxious to shift
responsibility to their principals in the States, and that the latter were equally deter.
mined to shift the responsibility to the managers and that all desired to profit by the
endeavors of your committee without assuming the risk of cooperation in so far as my
work was concerned.
The failure of the oil companies to present their case to the American people and to
inform the legislative branch of their government of a situation concerning which
they have complained so bitterly for the last few years, was so incomprehensible to
me thatI endeavored to ascertain if there were any motives that prompted this unusual
conduct outside of their unfortunate timidity, and developed the opinion of several
managers that may to some extent explain this attitude, and which I believe will be
interesting to the committee. Several of these gentlemen charged that the work of
this committee was purely political and that the committee was not endeavoring in
good faith to alleviate conditions in Mexico. This impression was confirmed in a
conversation recently with a high official of the Oil Association,in which this gentleman stated that he had never had much confidence that the investigation would accom.
plish any ultimate good, since he believed that certain members of the committee
were actuated by personal, political motives instead of a desire for the amelioration
of conditions in Mexico.
Respectfully yours,
8. D, TLreTBn,

r.

t
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FRIDAY, MAY 14, 1020.
UNITED STATES SENATE,

SUBcoMIrrrDEE

ON FOREION RELATIONS

&a8hington,b. C.
The subcommittee met pursuant to the call of the chairman, at 11
o'clock a. m., in room 19A, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B.
Fall presiding.
Present: Senators Fall (chairman) and Brandegee.
The CIIAIRM3AN. The committee will come to order.
The chairman made the following statement:
Under Senate resolution 335 Sixty-second Congress, second session, a subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee of the
United States Senate was directed to make an investigation of Mexican affairs. The subcommittee was composed of the following Senators: William Alden Smith, Michigan, chairman; Porter J. McCumber North Dakota* William E. Borah, Idaho; Benjamin F. Shively,
Indiana; Gilbert I. Hitchcock, Nebraska.

Later, by the adoption of a resolution to that effect, offered by

Senator Cullom, the then chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, Albert B. Fall, of New Mexico, was designated as a member of
said committee.

The resolution under which the committee was constituted and di-

rected to act is as follows:

Resolved, That the Committee on Foreign Relations or a subcommittee thereof
Is hereby authorized and directed to inquire, Investigate, ascertain, and report
whether any persons, associations, or corporations, domiciled in or owing alie.
glance to the United States, have heretofore been or are now engaged in fomenting, inciting, encouraging, or financing rebellion, Insurrection, or other flagrant
disorder in Cuba or Mexico against the lawful, organized Governments of those
countries.
Resolved further, That said committee or a subcommittee thereof is hereby
administer
empowered to summon witnesses, to send for persons and papers, to be
required
oaths, and to take and secure whatever testimony and evidence may
or a
committee
said
and
to ascertain and report upon the matters aforesaid;
tq sit
subcommittee thereof is hereby authorized for the purposes aforesaidwhen
in
wherever necessary and act as well when Congress is not in session as
session.
Resolved further,That the said committee is hereby directed to report the result of its said investigation and inquiry to the Senate during the first month
of the next session of Congress; and the expenses Incurred by such investigation
and inquiry shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers
to be approved by the chairman of the committee.

The committee opened its hearings on September 1, 1912, .at El
Paso, Tex. and continued same at various points along the border
and in the United States until the latter part of December, 1912.
4768-20--vo
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The evidence, documentary and otherwise, taken by this committee
was printed for the use of the Committee on Foreign Relations, but
no report of the committee upon the subject of its investigations was
ever filed either with the Foreign Relations Committee or with the
Senate.
Senator Fall, chairman of the subcommittee conducting the present
hearings, prepared a report upon certain phases of the investigation* that is to say, particularly upon the question as to funds used
by the Madero and other revolutionary factions in the overthrow
of the Diaz government. This typewritten report was prepared
about March 1, 1013, and submitted to Senator Smith, chairman of
the subcommittee conducting the 1912 hearings.
Later, that is to say, on or about June 1, 1913, having ascertained
that this report had not been presented to the Foreign Relations
Committee, Senator Fall presented a copy of the typewritten report
to the then chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of the
United States Senate, Augustus O. Bacon, of Georgia.
This report apparently was never considered by the Foreign Relations Committee, nor by the Senate, nor was same printed for the
use of the Senate or otherwise.
In conducting the present hearings this committee would have
sought and taken testimony in addition to that which it has secured
had some portions of such testimony not been covered by the work
of the committee in 1912, and had it not been for the fact that such
testimony is embraced in the printed report of hearings of 1912, a
copy of which printed report, consisting of 918 pages of printed
matter, is in the possession of the present committee, the greater
portion of the evidence, documentary and otherwise, embraced in
the report referred to having been taken by or in the presence of
Mr. Fall, chairman of the present committee.
Certain portions of the evidence taken in the 1012 hearings and
included or set forth in the printed document referred to are, in the
opinion of this committee, material in the present hearings, and same
are ordered printed and will be considered as a portion of the hearings and evidence taken in the present proceedings. Such portions
will be printed as the hearings and as of the proceedings of this day,
and follow this statement.
The report submitted by the chairman of this committee to the
Foreign Relations Committee in June, 1913, will also be printed,
following the evidence now submitted.
EVIDENCE TAKEN BY THE SUERCOMMITTEE OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONs
ComimrrrT E oF TIn UNITED STATES SENATE IN 1912 UNDER SENATE
RESOLUTION 335, SIXTrr-scoNn CONORESS, SECOND SESSION.

Los ANGELES, CALIF., September 18, 191i.
The committee met at 2 o'clock p. m.
Present: Senator Smith of Michigan (chairman) and Senator Fall.
Present also: Mr. A. I. McCormick, Uniter! States attorney for
the southern district of California, and Mr. Dudley W. Robinson, assistant United States attorney for the southern district of California.
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STATEMENTS OF DUDLEY W. ROBINSON AND A. I. McCORMICK.
Mr. RoBINsoN. I am the assistant United States attorney for the
southern district of California. I first became interested in any way
in the Mexican situation when preparing to prosecute the case of the
United States against Ricardo Flores Magon and others upon a charge
of violating the neutrality law by forming a conspiracy to enlist men
to go to Mexico to fight as soldiers against the Mexican Government.
In the inception of the case our officers seized the plant of a paper
known as El Regeneracion, which was the official organ of the socalled Mexican Liberal Paty and of the Mexican junta of which
Ricardo Flores Magon was the head in Los Angeles and which was
conducted at the headquarters of the Mexican junta in Los Angeles.
At the same time we seized all the correspondence we could find,
both of the junta and the newspaper.
In looking through this correspondence we found that the junta
had sent broadcast throughout the countrySenator FALL. Throughout which country.
Mr. RonINsoN. Throughout the United States copies of this paper:
sent them out freely whenever anyone requested that they be sent
to any place where they might be distributed.
In answer to the pamphlets and papers and articles in this newspaper the junta and the Magons individually received replies from
all over the United States.
From my acquaintance with the localities in New York City and
elsewhere from which a great many of these replies came, and from
my acquaintance with some of the families, and I might say also
that from responses that they received from some people in Los
Angeles and vicinity, I became convinced that a great many very
respectable people and a great many respectable women were responding to their requests for assistance in furthering the cause of
the Mexican Liberal Party. These donations or subscriptions were
very smallSenator FALL. You mean the individual subscriptions
Mr. RoniNsoN. The individual subscriptions were very trifling
amounts, none running to more than $25 that I can remember and
most of them being in amounts of $2, $3, or $5 apiece; but there were
apparently a great number of them, from the number that we found
copering the limited period of the correspondence which we seized.
Senator SmITH. Can you give an estimate of the total amount of
money that they took in
Mr. RonBNsoN. It would be practicable impossible to do that. We
never did set them out or attempt to tabulate them.
Senator SrrH. Do you think they would run into the thousands
of dollars?
Mr. ROBINsON. I should say probably up to $1,000 a month anyway and sometimes possibly more than that. There were subscriptions sent from various socialists throughout the country and there
were contributions sent from socialistic and anarchistic organizations.
Apparently small bodies would hold receptions or entertainments or
take collections among themselves and send them in to the Magons for
the purpose of helping along their work.
The correspondence also disclosed the fact that the Magons had
agents whom they sent around to make speeches to groups of their
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friends, either of their own nationality or of the socialistic persuasion, and to get up receptions and entertainments and make collections for the cause.
We had a large amount of their correspondence, and a few specimens of it, selected at random, will show its character. Here are

some of them:

CHICAGO, March 81, 1911.
Mr. ANSELMO L. FIOUEBOA,
Los Alngeles, Calif.
DEAR Sil: I have distributed many of the copies of Regeneraclon which you
have sent me, and shah distribute more. I Inclose a letter from a teacher of
Spanish in this city to whom I sent a bundle of the papers. My custom is to
watch the ads. of teachers In the " Instruction " column of the Sunday Tribune,
and, if the names and addresses are given of Spanish teachers, to send them
bundles of your paper. I am also studying Spanish, and a Mr. R. IL.
Terwilliger,
of the Hayes Hotel, Sixty-third Street and Lexington Avenue, this city, who is
In my class and to whoni I gave a copy of Itegeneraclon, said he should subscribe
for it. If he has not done so, you might send him a sample copy or two and Jog
his memory. I find, however, that I have more papers sometimes than I can
distribute, and thought perhaps you had better cut down my allowance, sending
me a huidtle once a month, or at most twice a month.
I do not think there ire many Spanish people here and few who are studying
the language.
With be-st wishes for your success. I am.
Very truly, yours,
IDA CRoss,
6242 lWoodlailon Arenue, Chicago, 111.

CHICAGO, Norember 19, 1010.
Mir. ANSELMO L. FIOUEROA, Ed.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
DEAR COMRADE: I see your appeal in the Dally Socialist and herewith inclose
check for $10. I should like $2 of it to apply on a year's subscription for me,
although If the money Is worth more to you as a donation you are welcome to all
of It without a subscription to myself. Also, If you desire to give me sub cards
for the rest or any part of It, I will give to Spanish people, in which way you
may increase your circulation. Of course, I presume three or six month subs.
are better than a year's as In that way the paper becomes more extensively
known. However, please do as you wish, as I desire it as a gift to do with as
you think hest to advance the Interests of your paper.
Fraternally,
IDA CROSS.
P. S.-Please send correspondence to my business address, care of The Public,
room 205,No. 857 Dearhorn Street, Chicago, Ill., but send the paper to me at 0242
Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, third flat, as papers get mixed with exchanges
when they come to this office.
Check Central Trust Co. of Illinois, No. 192, $10.
CHICAGO, June

8, 1911.

DEAR COMRADE MAGON: To-day St. John spoke to me of a man that can give
any general representing Madero a grand reception providing they cross the
border to attack Lower California. I understand he can also get help to contsummate his work.
This may interest you. I am writing it therefore, that you may If you wish
avail yourself of his service. He likewise is being notified of this and may
be of some assistance to you.
Trusting that the boys in Lower California will be aided much more in the
future than in the past,
I remain yours sincerely, for the revolution,.
J. MENKE.
P. S.-This man's address In Dan Dawson, 606 and 608 Second Street, El
Paso, Tex.
If I can be of more service to you in Los Angeles than here please let me
know.
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SAN DIEGO, OAT.Ir., June 5, 1911.
II. F. |MAcoN, Esq.,
Los Angeles.
COMRADE: You will remember me as I had several lengthy talk with Comrade Figueroa in regard to the establishment of a grocery among the Mexicans
about Los Angeles. But I don't want to talk about that. Yesterday noon
when I arrived here from "Los" I went into Kaspar Bauer's curlo store to
have a little talk with him. He showed me a letter which he had just finished
writing you, and In which he resigned as member of the local junta. He said
war in Lower California ought to be discontinued and Madero be given a chance
as to show what he would do for the people of Mexico. I talked against this
policy and he in its favor. We had quite an argument. I did not tell him
all I thought though, but I will tell you. Bauer has been bought off, and so
has Pryce It he does not return. The former told me that Turner also was for
quitting. I don't know whether this is true or not, but if It is true then he
also has been bought off.
Better appoint some of your own countrymen as members of the junta, and
on with the revolution.
Yours, fraternally,
OTro KAPPLIN,

Rural Delirery No. 8.
We, undersigned old soldiers. having fought 50 years ago against slavery,
send this as an encouragement for the Mexicans who now fight against beaurocrat-capitalist tyranny.

Cents.

J. C. Cole....------..............................................--------------------------------.

3. C. Cole----------------------------------------

25

25

D. W. Lndsday----..........----------------------------------------....................
25
R. A. Kennedy---------------------------------------------......................................................
2
II. T. Engle-----.............--...---.....--------------------------------...................................
25
A. T. Helmuth------.............................-------------------.........................
25
SOLDIER's HOuE, CALIF., MarTCh 19, 1911.
CHICAGO, ILL., February 13, 1911.
420 WEST FOURTH STREET,

Los Angeles, Calif.
OGENTLEMEN : Since I should like to offer to the Mexican insurgents the serv-

ices of a friend and myself. I herewith beg of you to kindly inform me how
to do so.
I nm a European by birth, and have received my education In n military
academy of one of the world powers, and have seen actual Army service in the
same country.
My friend, Mr. Thurber, of Chicago, Ill., also has seen service.
We are both of the sane age--023 years--and both of good health.
I understand there is a special demand for men who understand how to operate machine guns, and both of us are fully competent to do so.
Please inform us also as to what outfit we should need and the pay we may
expect and under what conditions.
In the hope that you will have the kindness to answer at your earliest possible convenience nnd give us the desired information,
We are, respectfully yours,
OEo. A. RODEF,
558

lWest

ToM E.

THURBER,

'Van lu ren Street, Chicago, Ill.

HOPE, N. MEx., February 7, 1911.
ANSELXO

Is. FIOUEROA,

Los Angeles, CaNl.
DEAR SIB: I see by the daily papers that there is a lack of surgical care for
the wounded revolutionists. If such be the case, kindly put me In commuication with the proper ones. that I may get into their hospital service, where
I can be of assistance to them.
Respectfully,
H.A.
E s.

H. A. OCEUs.
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KNNITI1 or
EDITH Is. TURNER,

IIOPE, N. MIE., February 7, 10911.

10os Angeles.
DEAR COMRADES: A physician inud surgeon of this town, Dr. Crncellus, alged
about 30 and trained In New York, Is willing to give hospital service to the
cause. Write him or us as to his usefulness and where most needed.
Yours, an appeal for liberty,
8. PARKS.
Lista de gastos del dinero reclbido del Sr. F. Frezieres:
Para Viage A el Cajon, Cal (Costo de Viages redondos) :
De Los Angeles At San Diego------------------------------................
$5.00
De San Diego t el Cajon----------------------------------. 75
De el Cajon A Flores Ranch----------------------------------6.00
De San Diego A Lake Side---------..............----------------------800
Para pager Hotel desde el 27 de Marzo fl 30 de Abrll ($3 diarlos).... 110.75
Reclbldo del Sr. Flezieres...........................................
120.00
Resto ------...........------------------------...
Los Angeles, Calif., 5/1 de 1012.

-------- 00025
JULIO MANCILLAS.

SEA'TTL, WAS., May I9, 1911.
R. FrLOn MAGON,
Organ of the Me.rlean Libural Party, Los Angeles, Callf.
DEAR SIR: Inclosed you will find $1, contributed in the cause of human liberty.
Yours, truly,
SADIE LI.BERNRTEN.

Sottoscrizlone pro-rivoluzionarl Messlcanl :
0. Anbrostti---------------------------------------------$0.15
0. Zanollis-----------------------------------------.........................50
L. Rossl------------..................-----------------.......................----------------------.....
.15
E. Bettnl------------------------------------------------...............
25
N. Caputi--------------------------------------------------.......................
.25
f. Caputl------------------------------------------------..---.-.25
A. Scarpenti--------------------------------------------------.50
P. Ouerrieri-------------------... - ------------.....
................
25
F. Cordin-...............------------------------------------------------.15
T. Minettl --------------------------..-------------.25
0. Marasco..........---..............................................------------------------1.00
A. Bellettini.............---------------------.----------..............-----....
.20
P. Toce.........................------------------------------------------------.15
15
0. Bo-ghl.............---............................................-------------------------------------....
.20
. Franculll----------------................------------------------------15
S. Mlann....-----------------------------------------.......---------..........
B. Lambert .--..
---------------------------------------.20
A. Lapento----......---------------------------------------.15
R. Bagnasehl--------------------------------------------.2........
I,. Zamberlettl..........----------------------------------------------.............................
10
A. Sabatelll---............--------------------------------------------...........................
10
P. Montan--...........--------------------------------------.. 10
A. Glullan......--------------.......--------------------------------.
10
Totale------.........---------------------------------------.
Deolotto spese postal----------------------------------------------.....................

5.55
10

Totale netto---.......----------------------------------.
45
Per la ses. soc. Ital. di Torrington Ct.
ANTONIO GrIANI,
(o
Segretart.
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SAN FsANclscO, April 18, 1011.
Mr. TURNER, Los Angeles, Calif.
DEAR SIR: I got your nddres. fronl the Liberal Legion of S. . and want to
know if you can put me In comununication with Francisco Madero, Jr., or what
you can do about it. I am in possession of a secret to manufacture smokeless
powder at a cost of 7 to 10 cents per pound, ready for use in 30 hours. Can be
used in guns, rifles, and made stronger for blasting purposes. Can make it
anywhere, on the desert, mountain, and on ships. By Inquiry here the cost Is 80
to 40 cents per pound. As yoh will not be here in two weeks, I send this letter
for a speedy reply. It would be a good idea to go into Mexico and manufacture
It right on the spot, but I have no knowledge how to make cartridges, only the
powder. This is reliable information; no American humbug.
M. A. REDDING,
Yours, respectfully,
ll? MAoAllister Street, City.
Los ANGELES, CALIF., Mayo
16, 1911.
Received from Messrs. A. P. Cherback and P. H. Leifferts, members of the
International committee, Mexican Liberal Party, junta, the amount of $16.10
(sixteen dollars and ten cents). This money has been used for the purchase
of one rifle and cartridges and rail passage from Los Angeles to San Diego for
one Russian fellow.
JOHN KOLODY.
OFFICES OF THE JUNTA OF THE MEXICAN" ILIB.RAL PARTY,
519 EAST FOURTH STREET,
Los Angeles, Calif., May 10, 1911.
FELLOW WORKERS: The Mexican revolution is labor's revolution, for the
Mexicans have been stripped to the bone by the very powers which labor is
organized to fight. It Is a war of men versus money, the workers versus alien
landlords and financial leeches, the people versus Wall Street.
The profits wrung from American labor have been taken across the Mexican
border and used to grind out even vaster fortunes by slavery of the grossest
type and the fraudulent appropriation of huge landed estates, literally given
away to foreign millionaires and corporations by the corrupt finnnclal ring that
has ruled Mexico.
Forced from the land, driven Into exile, and compelled to work at starvation
wages, the Mexicans have been used by capital as a club. Now the Mexicans
have revolted and the club is turned against the oppressor. Help us to use it
effectively, striking off our chains and yours.
Help the Mexican revolution I It is your revolution, and its triumphant Issue
will mean your redemption, for American labor will not remain enslaved when
Mexicans, just across the border, have won their economic freedom.
Help the Mexicans to win I Help them with your dollars, as they, less fortunately situated, are helping you by giving up their lives-their all.
Don't let Wall Street plunge your country Into civil war by forcing on it
armed intervention. Don't be Wail Street's cat's-paw. It is not Wall Street,
but you, that will have to pay the awful bill. Not the Morgans and the Rockefellers, but you will be the food for powder.
Capital Is straining every nerve to win this fight. Defeat it; score a victory
for labor that will be decisive throughout the world.
We Mexican revolutionists have suffered everything--exile, imprisonment, the
gallows. We have not flinched; we are not flinching. We are fighting, laying
down our lives, living as only those who have a great cause at stake can live.
Every cent you contribute will be used, and used economically, to win this fight.
If wewished It, we should not dare to be false to our financial trust.
We send you copies of our manifesto, since we wish you to know where we
stand. You can assist greatly by urging your trade and labor papers to publish
or comment on it, for publicity is the life of every movement. We have nothing
to conceal. Moreover, we beg you to correspond with us that we may give you
information on any points respecting which you may be In doubt.
Unless requested not to do so, we shall publish In our official organ, Regenera.
cl6n. the names of contributors, with the amounts contributed or pledged.
OROANIZINO JUNTA, MEXICAN LIBERAL PARTY,

Per R. FLOrE. MAoN.
(Stamped:) Junta Organizadora del Partido Liberal Mexicano.
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Subscription Itst.

O. H. Axelson, 2839 Grand Avenue, Minneapolis (amount pledged weekly,
25 cents) -----------------------------------------$1.00
0. A. Miller, 27 North Eighth Street, Minneapolis----------------......
1.00
Sam Tobin ---------------------------------------25
A. IIon----------------------------------------------------.25
Geo. Pish--------------------------------------------------.25
Social Science Club---------------------- ---------------------------1.00
Weekly pledges by Axelson, two weeks--- -------------------------.....

8.75
50

4.25
P. S.-If you can, drop me a line about what is going on on the battle field.
Send me one more list and I will do what I can.
O. H. A.
Name of celrculator of petition and receiver of money, O. H. Axelson, 2839
Grand Avenue, Minneapolls, Minn.
Los ANoELEs, CaLIF., June 4, 1911.
Mr. R. F. MACON.
DEAR COMRADE: I was at the meeting to-day of the international committee
of the Liberal junta.
I wrote J. Af. Barnes, national secretary of the Socialist Party, to come to
your rescue with $500 at once.
If, however, all your efforts seem destined to failure In raising money, allow
me to suggest that you might be able to make a pretense of selling out the
Lower California movement to Dick Ferris and the plutes that are after it.
Then turn right around and use their own money against all of the plutocracy
for the Mexican cause.
All is fair In war, and I would do anything to defeat the capitalist class.
Yours, fraternally,
ALEz. T. WILSON.
LIBERAL CLUB,

1876 3I1ssioN STREET,
San Francisco.
J. K. TURNER AND EDITORS OF REOENERACION.

FRIENDs: As secretary of the Liberal Club, which was organized here last
night, it is my duty to Inform you that our object Is to aid the revolution in
every way that the laws allow us.
Boone and Morris are here from Mexlcall, and are with us. We have arranged a big meeting for Friday, March 17, in conjunction with the Socialist
Party and the unions.
We want you to communicate with us so that we may be able to act Intelligently and effectively. We have several attorneys in our membership, and they
keep us on the right side of the law.
We are getting In touch with Ifberal-minded people all over the country, and
we will have a nation-wide protest with the aid of the Socialist Party and the
unions. The people of San Francisco are waking up to the real significance of
the revolution. You people want to get after the State ofilce of the Socialist
Party, and get them to start agitation. If the American people are aroused,
Taft will keep his hands off. The Bulletin, local evening paper here, is btrong
for the revolution. Fremont Older is the editor's name.
Send 800 copies of Regeneraclon at once, as we want them for Friday's
meeting.
Inclosed find $10; we will have a substantial sum to send you soon. More
news later.
Yours, for the cause,
Jos. MooB,
Secretary pro tern.
M. H. Months.
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OACMEL, OALIF., June 18, 1911.
OOEN,

Los Angcles, Calif.
DEAa MD.OwI.N: Last night I wrote Magon a letter in regard to your criticlsm, or rather your condemnation-as you put It that way-of my latest Pacific
Monthly article. I thought first of writing only to you, but reflected that prob.
ably he had not read my article himself, and perhaps not even your criticism,
so that he might be deceived both as to what I said and what you said.
As I said to DMagon, I do not object to honest criticism from the best of
friends. However, I can not see how you could have read into my article
praise of Madero. I have just gone over the article again and sincerely believe
that, instead of being impressed favorably, the average reader will decidedly
get an unfavorable impression of Madero from what I wrote. Of course, I did
not strongly condemn him, as you would have done under the same circumstances. But that does not mean that I praised him. I wish you would go
over the article again and see if you can find anything that can fairly be called
praise. I said that Madero had (the article was written over two months ago)
so far been a great strength to the revolution; but I immediately went on to
point out that it was his money that had been the strength rather than he;
that he was a prominent figure in the revolution rather because of his money
than because of his personality or his program. Certainly this is far from
praise.
This seems important to me, because I know there will be a good many
readers of Regeneracton who will not read my article, people who will misunderstand what I said by reading what you said, who will think I have written
an Endorsement of Madero. Some of these will feel less friendly to me; some,
perhaps, will feel less friendly to Magon-believing that I have written against
Mtagon. This I have not done. I have tried to do a work that need not take
sides between any party fighting against Diaz, but you can not but agree with
ne that in my writings I have given the Liberal Party more than a shade the
betterr of It, and in what other things I have done all has been done for the
Liberal Party.
I have never attempted or desired to make friends with Madero. I do not
ilshi to be thought of as having praised Madero. I have not praised him. I
will therefore ask you, in all fairness to me, in your next issue either to print
an article in which you say on a second reading you went too far in saying
that I praised Madero or print all that I said about Madero and the Liberal
Party-there is not much of it-or at least print such a part as will cause no
misunderstanding of me in the minds of your readers.
Trusting that you will set me right in this, I remain,
Very sincerely, yours,
JOHN KENNETH TURNER.

Los ANGELES, June 1, 1911.
Point Lonto.
DEAR FRIEND: I am writing these few lines to give you the facts of my case.
I was unable to call on you when I passed through San Diego. I just received
your letter the last evening in Tijuana. Pryce and I left there to confer with the
junta. The officers all knew that Pryce was coming up. We did not think it
advisable to Inform the boys. I decided to come at the last minute. Neither one
of us took a cent from the funds. I had a few dollars which I made by selling
a plant of curios, etc., which I had discovered. On account of the junta not
assisting us, we have had a hard time to get ammunition, etc. We raked in
about $850 from license fees, etc., and were holding it with the intention of
getting fieldpieces and machine guns, expecting the junta to come through with
rs. and amm. They have been receiving contributions right along and never
came through with a gun or a cartridge. But that was not the worst. They did
not send anyone down to transact the official business of the town, excepting
toward the last they sent one down to handle the customs. All they ever did
was to write letters of congratulation. Mayol got away from us on account of
lack of ammunition. When we marched from Little's ranch Pryce sent a letter
to the junta asking that 20000 rounds be sent to Tijuana to be ready for us
when we arrived. They did not do this, nor did they even reply to the letter.
If this had been sent we could have marched directly on Ensenada before Mayol
could have started from Bee River. To make a long story short, it disgusted us
so much that we decided to quit. Even after Madero had won out and declared
JAMES DUNN,
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us to be filibusters, etc., the junta did not visit us. Only through the papers we
learned of their intentions. J.K. T. visited us while at the fort and said that we
could not fight both the feds. and Maderists, as the junta wanted us to do. We
had a meeting of the officers when we got back and practically decided to throw
it up. We were leary of the Mexicans and did not know how to go about it for
the best. We were afraid that on account of the junta still ordering us to coutinue the fight that if we had a meeting of the boys and declared it all off the
Mexs, would call us all filibusters, etc., and start a young civil war amongst us.
On the other hand, we figured that If Pryce blew, the bunch would disappear.
Your gun was stolen by some one. It was in Schmidt's company, and I showed
him your letter, but he did not appear to be very eager to return It; next I
heard it was gone. He was out of town when I left or I would have seen him
about Nolan, though he would not have moved in the matter, I know. He was
all for B Company. He caused lots of Ill feeling amongst the boys. Ifa saddle
or horse was stolen, B Company had It. Pryce had already sent $10 up to you
when I spoke to him about your letter. I wanted to send you another 20, but it
was too late.
June 8.
Just saw James; hietells me you are down there. I did not think you were
ready to leave the hospital so soon. I was hoping that this letter would reach
you intime to prevent you from going down. As far as I can see, the game is
up-that is, the financial end of it-and I do not feel like risking my life for
nothing. However, you may look at it in a different light. Would like to see
you and have a long talk with you. My next move will be either South America
or the South Seas. James says you are all right except for the bullet in the
shoulder. Hope you get it out soon.
Well, this is all now. If you wish to keep In touch with me, address me care
of Dick Ferris; he Is a good fellow and can be trusted. Am looking forward to
a letter from you. Au revoir.
Ever, your friend,.
M

BOUBN.

Address: C. W. Hopkins, care of Dick Ferris, U. S. Grant Hotel, San Diego.
P. S.-When you have read this, burn it.
PP..8.-Will write further when I receive an answer from you. Am work.
Ing on the "Pearl" proposition.
1876 MssroN STREr, Apri 6,1911.
It. F. MAOON :
Yours of 4th and night letter just received. All Is ready here. Araujo wrote
a few days ago saying that he could not bring slides and that Turner could not
come. That made things bad for a while, but we will do the best we can, and
all will be well.
I appreciate the harsh conditions under which you work in the office. The
some is true of the situation here. Lots of froth and sympathy, but dam little
actual work.
After I see Turner and A. I may be able to do something in regard to helping
you in the office. I have been working hard on the unions but have had to
carry the fight practically alone. I succeeded in getting the hall free for the
meeting-a matter of $25-and may secure other support.
Let me assure you once more of the sincere friendship and high esteem in
which I hold such men and women as yourself and the others who are giving
your lives for humanity.
Yours, for the cause,
Jo MooN,
eecretarV Liberal League.
BsAwEY,
CAtLF., Juno 7, 1911.
Calif.LEYCA
Angeles,
EDITOR REOENERACION, LoS

DEAR SrI: A number of young men of this place, principally members of the
Industrial Workers of the World, are ready end willing to give their services
and lives, if necessary, to the cause of the liberals and to freedom in Lower
California. Should we go at once to Tijuana, Is the general in command in a
position to equip us for duty in the field? Hoping to hear from you immediately
in regard to this matter.
I remain yours, for industrial freedom,
Teos.M. DODSON,
Care of I. W.W. Local,
Boz 485, Braoley, Calif.
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Money order 5492T0, $1.50.
SACRAMENTO, April 28, 1911.
Mr. A. L. FIouROA,
Los Angeles, Calif.
DEAR SIR: Inclosed will find money order to amount of $1.50, for which send
50 kcoptes of Regenerc lon. This will be a standing order every week until
further notice. The paper goes very well, and the 25 I received from you last
week sold like hot cakes. It is the real dope all right.
Yours, for the revolution,
0. O KBAAL,
Secretary, Independent Workers of the World,
820 M Street, Sacramento, Calif.

Check, branch of Bank of Arizona, No. 1008, $8.
Reclb. y Anotado.
JEroME, ABIE., April 20, 1911.
REENERACION: Kindly send us four copies of your paper, for which I am
herewith sending you a check for $8, and kindly send me a receipt for same.
Respectfully,
JEROMu MINEs' UNION (box '88).
WoLF HoLu, Seoretary.
Re 1 mandlnn,
l
4 Ej del, No.34.
American lExprvss COo. money order 2168928, $8. Pd.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., June 1, 1911.

MEXICAN LIBERAL PARTY
RICARDO FIRES MAcON,

Secretary,
Los Angeles, Calif.

COMRADE: In reply to your appeal for assistance, I am glad to inform you

that the Socialist Party of Marlon County heartily indorses the attempt of
the workers of Mexico to at least wrest concessions from the new ruler,
and we pledge ourselves to give every aid possible, although we have no large
treasury to draw from. The total amount on hand at last meeting was voted
to your assistance, amounting to $8. [Anotado.] This amount will be added to
on further appeal if possible. All the requests asked for in your communica
tion were complied with.
Best wishes for the successful conclusion of our cause.
I am, fraternally, yours,
MAR C O. REUMiNo,
2541 Base Fifteenth Street, Indianapolis.
Money order 631795, $5.

Rds.
CLEVELAND, Onro, 89/V/1911.

CARO CaOMPOANO FIGUEROA,

Los Angeles, Catif.:
Spedisco $5.00 a pr6 rivoluzione Mexicana $1.00 da L. Martino ed $4.00 da
is sattoscritto (Anotados).
To qui potret avere del fuclli del governo, a buon marcato ossia da $1.50 a
$2.00, per la prossima volta ti pare plsl conveniente che tl mando del fuelli
ossia 6 megllio I danarl?
To sono da pocco tempo in quest Clttt percl6 non he nessuna conoscenza,
ma con tutto c16 qual' cossa prametto dl fare. Desidererel avere it glornale
" Regeneration."
Per ora tl salute, tuo.

P. CHlrEEoo, Gen. Del., Oleveland, Ohio.

Mr. RoIomsox. The literature, of which I have one specimen here

in Spanish and English, a manifesto to the Workers of the World,
shows by its composition that these people are of superior intelligence.
Senator SMrrH. Will you give us a copy of that manifesto?
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Mr. RoBINsON. Yes; the copy of it printed in English is as follows:
MANIFESTO TO THll WORKERS OF THE WORLD.
COMRADES: For more than four months the red flag has flamed on the battle
fields of Mexico, carried aloft by emancipated workers, whose aspirations are
epitomized in this sublime war cry, "Land and Liberty."
The people of Mexico are right now in open rebellion against their oppressors, and taking part in the general Insurrection are found the supporters of
modern ideas, those convinced of the fallacy of political panaceas in the redemption of the proletarian from economic slavery, those who do not believe
in the goodness of paternal governments nor In the impartiality of laws fashioned by the bourgeoisie, those who know that the emancipation of the workers
ought to be accomplished by the workers themselves, those convinced of direct
action, those who deny the "sacred" right of property, those who do not take
up arms for the purpose of raising any master to power, but to destroy the
chains of wage slavery. Those revolutionists are represented by the organizing
junta of the Mexican Liberal Party (519) East Fourth Street, Los Angeles,
Calif., U. S. A.), whose official organ, Regeneraclon, clearly explains its tendencies.
The Merlcan Liberal Party Is not fighting to destroy the dictator, Porfirfo
Diaz, in order to put in his place a nete tyrant. The AMeican Liberal Party
is taking part in the actual Insurrection with the deliberate and firm purpose
of ceproprlating the land and the means of production and handing then oert
to the people--that is,to each and every one of the inhabitants of Merloo,
without dl tinclton of ser. This act ice consider essential to open the gates
for the effect(re enancipaton of the Mertan people.
There is also another party in arms, the antl.Iteelectionist Party, whose
leader, Francisco I. Madero, is a millionaire, who has seen his fabulous fortune
grow with the sweat and the tears of the peons of his haciendas. This party Is
fighting to make "effective" the right to vote, and to found, in short, a bourgeois republic like that of the United States. This purely political and capitalist party is naturally an enemy of the Mexican Liberal Party, because it
sees in the activity.of the Liberals a menace to the survival of the bourgeois
republic, which guarantees to politicians, to seekers for jobs, to the rich, to
all the ambitious, those who would like to live at the cost of the suffering and
the slavery of the proletarian, the continuance of social Inequality, the capital.
ist system, the division of the human family Into two classes-that of the
exploiters and that of the exploited.
The dictatorship of Porflrlo Diaz is about to fall; but the revolution will not
end by this act alone. Upon the tomb of this infamous dictatorship there will
stand, face to face, with arms in the hand, two social classes, that of the well
fed and that of the hungry, the first upholding the interests of its caste and
the second the abolition of those privileges by means of the installation of a
system which guarantees to every human being bread, land, and liberty.
This formidable fight of the two social classes in Mexico is the first act of the
great universal tragedy which will soon have for its stage the surface of the
whole planet, and whose final act will be the triumph of the noble formula,
liberty. equality, and fraternity, that the political revolutions of the bourgeoisie
have not been able to crystallize into fact because they have not dared to break
the backbone of tyranny, capitalism, and authority.
Comrades of all the world, the solution of the social problem is in the hands
of the disinherited of the whole earth, for they only require the practice of one
great virtue, solidarity. Your brothers in Mexico have had the courage to raise
on high the red flag, but not to make a puerile boast with it In inoffensive mant
festations through streets and plazas, which almost always terminate with the
arrest and the wounding of the participators by the cossacks of the tyrant, but
to sustain it firmly in the battle fields as a spirited challenge to the old society
which It is trying to crush in order to build on the solid earth the new society
of justice and of love.
Comrades, comply with your duty,
Signed by the Organizing Junta of the Mexican Liberal Party in the city of
Los Angeles, Cal., U. S. A., on April 8,1911.
Roano Franzs MAooN.
AasaLuxo L. FIOtrEBOA
ANTONO DInP. AAUJo.
LIBaauO RIVERA.

EIaImQ

Fwtns MAoN.
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Mr. RoBrNsoN. The general tone of their literature is that which
is adopted by two classes of people with whom we have had a great
deal to do in this section of country. One class is what is known as
the Socialist Party of the more radical type and the other class is
known as the I. W. W., or Industrial Workers of the World. Both
of those, the radical Socialists and the I. V. W.'s, make a particular
point of the contention that political action is no longer of any use
to the working classes, and that direct action is the only thing which
will bring about the condition which they desire; that is, that the
workingman shall own and control the machinery of manufacture
and the product of his labor, and also have the benefits of the profits
of the industry.
Senator SMITH. I heard a woman talking that on the street corner

here the other night.
Mr. McCo imcK. Mr. Robinson might call attention to the positive,
unequivocal statement in their constitution and by-laws to the effect
that the only thing they recognize as in any matter whatever deterring them from accomplishing their object is the power to accomplish it. In other words, they say, " We will use force if we can.
The only thing that will prevent us using force is overpowering force
against us.
You will notice in that manifesto to the Workers of the World in
the second paragraph it says:
The people of Mexico are right now in open rebellion against their oppressors,
and taking part in the general insurrection are found the supporters of modern
ideas., those convinced of the fallacy of political panaceas in the redemption of
the proletarian from economic slavery, those who do not believe in the goodness
of paternal governments nor in the impartiality of laws fashioned by the bourgeoise, those who know that the emancipation of the workers ought to be accomplished by the workers themselves. those convinced of DIREOT ACTION--

Those words " direct action" are printed in capitals.

Senator SITH. That is revolution?
Mr. RonimsoN. Yes; in this case it means revolution.
It continues:

Those who deny the "sacred" right of property, those who do not take up
arms for the purpose of raising any master to power, but to destroy the chains
of wage slavery.

In other words, in this part of their propaganda they put their
revolutionary movement upon the basis of a movement for what Mr.
McCreary defined yesterday in our talk as a socialistic Utopia.
Senator FALL. To be brought about by force?
Mr. RoBINsoN. Yes; to be brought about by force, and to find its
base in Lower California; in Mexico if they could accomplish it
throughout Mexico, but in Lower California if they could not get
the main body of the country.
Senator FALL As a matter of interest I call attention to the fact
that during the Madero revolution Ricardo Flores Magon had a
party of armed men in the State of Chihuahua, numbering, as nearly
as I could ascertain, approximately 100, who were taking part in
the revolution, and who refused to acknowledge Mr. Madero or any
other one man as a leader, and who were driven out of Orozco's camp
because they were purely socialists. Orozco finally ran them out of

4
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Chihuahua and was denonunced by Ricardo Flores Magon for not
being a true socialist and patriot.
Senator SurlH. When wasthis?
Senator FALL. This was before the capture of Juarez in the original
revolution. Those Magonistas, as they were called, were driven out
of the State of Chihuahua by the insurrectos in that State and were
not allowed to affiliate with them at all, and the Magonistas in turn
denounced the revolution as it was being carried on there because it
did not meet with their approval, and they were trying to carry it
into Lower California.
Mr. RoBi soN: The manifesto to which I have referred is worth
reading on account of the clear exposition of exactly the same sort
of doctrines as are contended for by the Socialists, and which find
place in the literature of the Industrial Workers of the World.
Mr. Romi-oN. The appeal made by the Magons to the men in Mexico ind the appeal to those who were sent from the United States to
fight in Mexico was placed upon another basis. The men who were
enlisted were not always exactly volunteers. Of course, they went
voluntarily, but they were persuaded by agents of the Magons.
These volunteers were given their bore expenses to get to the Mexican
line. There was no money consideration given to them.
Senator FALL. They were armed, were they?
Mr. RonuNoN. No; not always here. They were told where they
could go and get the arms on the other side.
Mr. McCoRnirCK. The difficult thing in our prosecution was to
prove that the expedition was of a military character, and in that
connection I may state that the Magonistas were constantly advised
by the best attorneys, who posted them on the neutrality laws, and
for that season they kept everything absolutely secret which had
anything of a military character attached to it at all. In other
words, their idea was, 'You go down to the Mexican line and do not
be a soldier or indicate in any way that you are a soldier until after
you get across the line. Then you will find so and so and will immediately receive your gun and ammunition." That is correct, is it
not, Mr.ARobinson?
Mr. RomBisoN. Yes. They clearly thought in their operations
since the trial at Tombstone three or four years ago, that they had
now found a way to get around the law, so that if they sent these
told them, " G o
men down there and did not give them arms but
down there, if you will and we will pay your fare, because it is a
favor to you; you are friends of humanity," they thought it would
be all right; and they. had a form of enlistment blank which appeared upon its face to be merely a certificate of membership in the
Mexican Liberal Party, a political organization, but which really
enrolled them as a part of their.army down there.
Senator SMITH. -What proportion of these volunteers were Mexicans?
Mr. RoBiNsox. I should say something over half of those who went
down there, probably, were Mexicans.
Senator Surrn. Were there any other nationalities represented besides Americans and Mexicanst
Mr. RonsNsoN. There was every nationality. We had a Russian
who was a star witness for the Government and a very intelligent

just
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man but he had evidently had nihilistic or anarchistic principles
instilled into him. Ile went down there and they found him very
useful in the hospital on account of his intelligence, and he was made
a sort of superior nurse. There were Germans, One of their gen.
erals was Gen. Pryce, formerly of the South African mounted police.
I believe they called it, who served in the Boer War.
Senator SMIIT. On the British side or on the Boer side?
Mr. RomINsox. On the British side. He became a general there:
but according to his story, and I believe he told the truth, he went of
his own accord and was not sent there by the Magons.
Senator SMITH. A soldier of fortune'
Mr. RomB~soN. lie was purely a soldier of fortune.
Mr. McCo~tilcK. There was an attempt made to extradite him by
the Mexican Government for alleged crimes of arson, robbery, and
murder, involving his operations at Tina Juana. He was in command
of the rebel army which took Tia Juana, in charge of the customhouse, and I believe the evidence in the extradition case showed that
he took charge of the various stores and attempted to sell off the
goods and everything else. They charged him also with killing a
number of people. They charged him with the murder of those
individual people who were killed in the fight, and also charged that
his actions in taking the goods from those stores was robbery or
larceny or whatever it may be under the treaty.
But the point I desire to bring out is that lie being a British subject, the British Government took an active interest in this case. The
Secretary of State wrote me a personal letter about it, informing me
or instructing me, through the Attorney General, to keep them advised right along, and not to let him be finally extradited until I
told them of it.
Senator SrrITH. Was this an expedition which started from the
United States?
Mr. McConR rc. It started from the United States. They denied
the extradition on the ground that the evidence showed that everything was political in character, and that is not extraditable.
Senator FALL. The British Government interfered in his behalf
Senator SMITH. Was he ever extradited
Mr. McCoRriIcK. He was not.
Senator FALL. Our State Department did not interfere with reference to the extradition of the American citizens, did it?
Mr. McConRmcK. No.
Senator SMrrTH. Go ahead.
Mr. RowNsoN. The main part of their promise to these enlisted
men was that on the successful termination of the war each man
would receive 100 acres of land in Mexico and probably in Lower
California, but at any rate in whatever part of Mexico the army of
the Mexican Liberal Party could succeed in acquiring.
Some of the volunteers of other nationalities were promised more
than that. One colored man who was a valiant fighter said he was
promised two horses and a couple of guns and some revolvers, and he
was given the privilege of always carrying two revolvers. He was
formerly a soldier in the American Army.
Senator SurrH. He was not very high priced at that, was he9
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Mr. ROBINsoN. That was a part of their arrangement with the

volunteers.
Now, I will try to get back to the question of how they got the
money to send them down there, and where the money came from,
as far as I can state it, and connect that with the use of the money
by the junta--by the Magons.

In their manifesto, as well as in articles in their newspaper, and
in the teaching of their prophets who went about and addressed the
people here and in San Diego and along the Mexican border, in fact
all over this part of the country, they sent out the same message that
is found in the manifesto to the Workers of the World, in this language:
Agitation- That Is the supreme recourse of the present time. Individual agitation of the class-conscious workers; collective agitation of labor organizations
and of groups organized for liberal propaganda; systematic agitation of the labor
press and of free thought; agitation in the street, in the theater, in the street
cars, In meetings, In the bosom of the home, in every place where you can find
ears disposed to listen, consciences capable of Indignation, hearts which are not
calloused by the injustice and brutality of their environment; agitation by means
of letters, manifestos, leaflets, of conferences, of meetings, by whatever means
it may be possible, making clear the necessity of working at once and with
vigor in favor of the redlcal revolutionists of Mexico, who need three Important
things: A world-wide protest against the interference of the powers in Mexican
affairs, class-conscious workers determined to propagate the doctrines of social
emancipation among those not class conscious, and money, money, and more
money for the support of the social revolution in Mexlco.

Then it goes on to say:
Comrades, reprint this manifesto, translate it into every language, and circulate it in every corner of the world. Ask the labor press to insert it in its
columns. Read Regeneracion, and send your piece of money to the organizing
junta of the Mexlcan Liberal Party, 519) East Fourth Street, Los Angeles,
Cal., United States of America.

So that their story came down to a question of money-contributions, small or large, any kind that they could get-but they spent
very little of that money in the fight, in supplying anything to the
army in Mexico or in Lower California. They spent almost nothing
for ammunition. They were niggardly when they were asked to
send hospital supplies. Here is a letter which illustrates that:
CALEXICO, CALIF., Moay 12, 1911.
Sr. FLoBE s MACON,
Pres. Junta Liberal, Los Angeles, Calif.
SIR: Some time ago I wrote to you on the subject of payment for medical
services to wounded insurrectos at Mlexicali, but as yet I have received no reply.
Allow me to repeat that each and every leader of the troops there, Berthold,
Leyna, and Salinas, and also Capt. McDonald, whose leg I was able to save,
gave me their personal guarantee that I would be paid. You know the value of
these guaranttes as well as I do. My attendance included several night calls
and much time, and In addition there was a sum of several dollars for surgical
dressings and medicines which I paid out. At that time there was absolutely
nothing In the way of supplies for wounded. It seems to me grossly unjust to

expect such service from a stranger and not pay him, and I therefore request

to be Informed if there is any responsible authority to whom I can apply for
settlement of a just claim. The amount of my bill Is $31.50.
Yours, respectfully,
Wm. IAWCErr Surfr, M. D.

Senator SMrrH. Proceed.
Mr. RosNsoN. Money was collected from the spoils taken by various of the men down there. The foreign legion, as you might call
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them, were sent up here for the purpose of buying a machine gun, and
there was quite a dispute between the generals in Lower California
and the Magons up here as to what became of the money for the
machine gun, because the machine gun never materialized, and yet
the money went into the treasury. So they spent practically nothing
down there. On the other hand, as soon as the town of Mexicali was
taken by their forces and as soon as Tia Juana was taken by their
forces, and two or three other small places were taken, the junta
immediately sent one of its representatives down to become collector
of customs, and he promptly sent the money that lie collected, and
whatever he could get out of it, up here to the junta.
Senator SsrrTH. Have you any idea how much that aggregated
Mr. RomINsoN. No; it would be hard to say exactly, but we did
have a figure given on the trial of from $300 to $500 or more a month
being taken at Tia Juana. Of course there is not very much trafflo
across there.
Mr. RoBiNxN. On that same point, in the supplying of arms and
ammunition, there was a very illuminating incident. It was brought
out during the testimony of a man named A. 0G. Rogers, a printer,
who printed socialistic papers at that time in Los Angeles and who
is now engaged in printing Socialist papers in San Diego and who
was there during the I. W W.V,
free-speech campaign. He told how
John Kenneth Turner the author of Barbarous .Mexico, gave him
some money to go and buy a lot of old guns. I think they were condemned United States Army Springfield rifles. The big dry-goods
store of Hamburger had them and was evidently selling them as cozycorner ornaments, and Turner had the idea that he wanted to get
them, and he sent Rogers down there and Rogers bought them, something like 50 of them, for $1.98 apiece. Those were sent down to
Lower California as equipment for the army of the Mexican Liberal
Party.
Senator SMrTH. Those were probably the guns.that the ammunition would not fit.
Mr. RoBINsoN. That seems to me to show that they did not have
any great source of supply, and it also shows the lavishness of their
own contributions to the cause in Mexico.
Senator FALL. I do not think these people over here had any particular backing, but they were picking up subscriptions and calling
on the Industrial Workers of the World and the radical, militant
Socialists for help to establish a purely communistic commonwealth,
and they declare in their manifesto against Madero and against
anyone else for President of Mexico.
Mr. MCCORMICK. Right after Madero had been victorious they
came out with a long article in El Regeneracion to the effect that they
did not recognize Madero at all.
Senator SMrrH. Did they select that territory as the base of their
propaganda because of its general chaotic condition
Mr. McCORMICK. I think that undoubtedly had something to do
with it.
Senator FALL. And, further, its geographical position.
Mr. McCORsacK. And the further fact that there was no Mexican
army or navy to interfere with them. The Government once in a
4766-20--vo, 2 --- 45
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while ran a gunboat up and down the coast to protect the former
fishing concessions, but there was practically nobody on the peninsula of Lower California to protect the Mexican interests, and never
has been.
Senator FALL. This literature which they were using in this particular revolution is the same as that which Ricardo Flores Magon
and his associates have been disseminating industriously in Mexico
for a great many years. I think they had a paper in San Antonio
at one time, but their headquarters were here and have been in St.
Louis, Mo., where they published this paper. We received copies of
practically the same manifestos at Cananea over four years ago. We
found there they were calling for people to join the Socialist Party
and to unite themselves with it. In fact, the Western Federation
of Miners sent some men down there, and they asked them to cooperate. One of the Western Federation of Miners took part in the
riots and was finally killed. These people were working all over
Mexico, and the effect of their work has been very much more far.
reaching than anyone would imagine. Then this revolution occurred
in Mexico, with which they had nothing to do directly, so far as it
was captained by Madero and Orozco. They took for their part
Lower California, which they imagined could be more easily overcome, and where they thought they could go in and establish their
government without any difculty. That is the way I understand it.
Senator SMrrH. Have you found any connection between any
leading revolutionists in Mexico and these people
Mr. RornssoN. Not in the main part of Mexico.
Senator SurrH. Or in any one of these Statest
Mr. RomNsoN. None except Bahan, Cal., and I was going to explain
about what is going on there at the present time.
We were on the question of the extent of their propaganda work
throughout Mexico as well as throughout the United States. In the
extradition case we obtained the statement of Ricardo Flores Magon,
who, under the impression that he was safe in doing it, went upon
the stand and explained how they were maintaining this army in
Mexico. Later on in the trial of the case we made his statement
Exhibit 1 and quoted Ricardo against himself, and in that statement
he tells how the organization began in St. Louis-I think it was in
about 1903 or 1904. It gives the officers.
I have a translation of it, as follows (in part) :
49. To establish bonds of union with the Latin-American countries.

50. Upon the Liberal Party becoming victorious the properties of the enrich-

ened functionaries under the dictatorship shall be confiscated and the proceed

shall be applied to the compliance of the dispositions pertaining to lands, espeidaily to restitute the Yaquis, Minyas, and other tribes, communities, or Indt-

viduals, the lands which were taken away from them, and to the amortization
of the national debt.
61. The first national congress to function after the fall of the dictatorship
shall annul all the modficationsmade to our constitution by the government of
Porfrlo Dias; shall reform our "Carta Magna" as may be necessary to make
this program effective, creating the necessary laws for this purpose; shall regulate such articles of the constitution and other laws as may be required, and
shall study all such'questions as may be considered of interest for the country,
whether announced in this program or not, strengthening the points herein set
forth, especially with regard to labor and lands.
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62. It remains, on the part of the organizing committee'of the Liberal Party,
to notify the foreign Governments at the earliest possible moment and in the
name of the party that the lexican people do not want any more debts on
the nation, and therefore they will not recognize any new debt which, under
any form or pretext, the dictatorship mny throw upon the nation, whether by
contracting any new loans or by recognizing past obligations of no legal value.
Iteformn, liberty, and justice.
St. Louis, Mo., July 1, 1906.
RICARDo FIAREs MAoON, President.

JUAN SABAIA, Vice Pralfde..t.
ANTONIO I. VILLAtREAL, Sccrctarly.
ENRIQUE FrSES MACON, Treaurcr.
Prof. ItBRADO RIVERA, First Vocal.
MANUEL SARABIA,
Ocnd4 'ocal.

Senator SMrrn. Do you find that there is sufficient strength to this
movement which you have been describing for it to have been re.
sponsible for that chaotic and revolutionary movement that exists in
Mexicol
Mr. RoBINmsoN. I think that undoubtedly the propagation of that
bunch of ideas throughout practically all of Mexico for a number
of years, most of it coming from the United States, has placed the
Mexicans in such a state of mind, considering their mental develop.
ment and the peculiar appeal of the one note that these propagandists
constantly strike-of ease and personal profit-that undoubtedly the
great mass of them will continue to revolt until they get to the point
where there are a large enough class of intelligent people there to
support a strong Government, or until some arrangement is made
by which they divide up the land and go through a period when they
realize that they can not hold on to it.
Senator SuMTrr. Do you share that view, Mr. McCormick?
Mr. MCCoRMIoK. I think so. That is my opinion.
Senator FALL. In connection with the question that Senator Smith
has asked, I call attention to a translation into English of the mani.
festo of this junta, a part of which reads as follows:
The Mexican Liberal Party is not fighting to destroy the dictator, Porfirlo
Diaz, in order to put In his place a new tyrant. The Mexican Liberal Party is

taking part in the actual insurrection with the deliberate and firm purpose
of expropriating the land and the means of production and handing them over
to the people; that is, to each and every one of the inhabitants of Mexico, without distinction of sex. This act we consider essential to open the gates for the
effective emancipation of the Mexican people.
Then it goes on to say:
There is also another party in arms, the Antlreelectionist Party, whose leader,
Francesco I. Madero, is a millionaire, who has seen his fabulous fortune grow

with the sweat' and the tears of the peons of-his haciendas. This party is fightIng to make "effective" the right to vote and to found, in short, a bourgeois
republic like that of the United States. This purely political and capitalist
party is,naturally, an enemy of the Mexican Liberal Party, because It sees in
the activity of the Liberals a menace to the survival of the bourgeois republic,
which guarantees to politicians, to seekers for Jobs, to the rich, to all the amhbi

tions,.to those who would like to live at the cost of the suffering and the slavery
of the proletarian, the continuance of social inequality, the capitalist system
the division of the human family into two classes-that of the exploiters ano

that of the exploited.
Mr. MOCoMrIOK. You notice that they do not hold up the Amer.
ican Government as a model.
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Senator FALL. They say that the Madero party is endeavorhl. to
establish such a government as that of the United States, which they
are absolutely against.
Mr. McCounicK. A statement was made in one copy of El Regeti.
was
eracion to the effect that Roosevelt, who was then President.finish
standing in with Diaz, protecting him, and that they would
Diaz and then take care of Roosevelt afterwards.
Senator FIAl,. I have among my papers a letter from an American
who was present at one of the Mormon colonies, stating that Salazar.
who was just leaving Chihuahua, was going through the colonies on
his way to Sonora, where he now is, and stating that he and Rojas
and others were coming west for the reason that they were going
to receive all the assistance they needed from the Socialists of the
United States; that they were themselves Socialists, and that they
was
would get all the assistance they needed over here; that therewhich
in the United States itself
going to be a socialistic revolution
would be contemporaneous with theirs.
Mr. RoBiNsoN. It. appears by this statement of Ricardo Flores
Louis
Mason that the Mexican Liberal junta was organized in St.
on the 28th of September, 1905. In answer to the question, " Who is
" My brother Enrique,
helping you-what other men 1" he answered )Rivera,
Rosalio BustaJuan Serabia, Antonio Villareal, Librado
between ouragreed
We
"
says:
he
and
Serabia,"
Manuel
and
mente,
that I
companions,
our
of
some
from
selves by suggestions received
president of
should be the president of the junta, Juan Serabia viceMagon
presiit, Antonia I.Villareal secretary, and Enrique Flores
Serabia
Manuel
and
Bustamente,
dent, and Librado Rivera, Rosalio
members of the junta." He was asked in his examination:
Issued concessions
How many iivisons of men In the Mexican Army have you

to commanders?

of the country?
Answer. In Lower California or n nall
Question. All over the country.
Answer. I don't remember how many.
Question. In what States were those divisions?
San
Answer. Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahulla, Tamaulipas, Sinaloa, Durango,
and Jallsco.
Luls Potosi, La Honda, Tlazcala, Vera Cruz, Yucatan, Tabasco,

Senator FALL.That was his statement in the extradition case of
Prycee
Mr. RoBiNson. Yes. It served as Exhibit 1 in our prosecution of
Magon and the others.
you about.
Now, there is another matter that I think I ought to tell
There was a set of people whom their activities touched, whom I
mentioned before, the Industrial Workers of the World. A great
took up colto the cause, where they irresponsible
many of them have contributedApparently
an
are
they
themselves.
among
lections
and find
lot of people, but they manage to gather small sums together
of
number
great
a
and
leaders,
their
for
it
need
they
money when
indijoined
them
of
number
A
California.
Lower
to
them went
vidually at Mexicali, and then quite a crowd of them went to Packard
Station and formed a separate division under a man named Stanley,
called Gen. Stanley.
Senator FAIL. Did they not go through Arizonal
Mr. RossioN. Yes; they went through Arizona from Calexico,
and through to Mexicali, and then deserted or withdrew from the
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main body, which was under G(en. Leyva and Berthold and Salinms
at Mexicali. These three men and some others alternated in command under instructions.from the junta which designated who should
be in command at Mexicali. This body of men, consisting of white
men and negroes, many of them Industrial Workers of the World,
went to Packard Station and formed a separate battalion. Later
on that battalion was under the leadership of Rhys Pryce. He became known as Gen. Pryce, and he was in command at Tin Juana at
the time of the first battle of Tia Juana. Later on a greater number of the I. W. W. slipped over the line from San Diego.
Senator SMITH. What was the date of that battle?
Mr. RossIoN. I think about the 8th or 9th of May, 1910, two years
ago.
Senator FALl. That was fought in the Madero revolution against
Diaz?
Mr. RosmoN. Yes. I think it was along about the 8th or 9th of
Along toward the early or middle part of July of that same year
there was another battle at Tia Juana, and in the meantime the
I. W. W. had gathered a great force there and. oined the army, and
they chose a commander by ballot. The I.W. W. outvoted the fighting men, and put the so-called Gen. Jack Mosby, who was an I. W. W.
and a ne'er-do-well, in command. He'was a deserter from the United
States Navy, and he told me he was a soldier of fortune by profession. I think he learned his soldiering out of yellow-backed dime
novels.
Senator FAL,. They deposed Pryce in favor of Mosby?
Mr. Ro musoN. Yes; and Pryce and several of the real fighting
men withdrew and came over to the United States.
Senator SMITH. Did they ally themselves with either Diaz or
Madero?
Mr. RoamesoN. No; they were distinctly under Magon.
Senator SIuTH. And they have no connection at all with either of
the others?
Mr. ROINsN. No; because by the time the second battle of Tia
Juana took place Madero was m control, and his forces came up
and fought these men and whipped them, and drove them out of
Lower California.
Mr. McCoRmouK. In fact, it is the Madero government that has
insisted on this vigorous prosecution that we have had here.
Senator FAL. They were against Diaz, but they refused to affiliate
with Maderof
Mr. ROomNsoN. They were against the Government.
Senator SMrITR. They had a propaganda of ideas of their own t
Mr. RostNsoN. Yes. Then there was a great deal of activity of
the I. W. W. back of them there and that has continued since the
cessation of actual fighting around San Diego right up to the present
time and the I. W W. have cast languishing glances at Lower
California, and in their ostensible fight for free speech, which the
private communications of their own leaders have indicated to us
was not a real free-speech fight at all, they have really been fighting
to establish a center for some sort of a revolution--either to take
place in this country, if an outbreak could be brought about through
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the outcome of the Lawrence strike, and the troubles north in the
lumber regions, and the troubles in San Diego-to break out in a
general uprising of the unemployed and the laboring classes of the
United States or else they would make their own sally into Lower
California and there establish a separate government of their own.
With the defeat of this army at Tia Juana, the Mexican junta here
had practically nothing left to fight with, and they were almost immediately arrested on this charge, on which we have recently convicted them.
Senator FALL. Magon and how many others were convicted of a
violation of the neutrality laws?
Mr. ROBINsoN. Four altogether--the two Magons, Librado Rivera
and Anselmo L. Figueroa. They were convicted in June, 1912, in
the United States district court, on the charge of conspiracy to
violate the neutrality law and were sentenced to 23 months each at
McNeils Island.
Mr. McCoRMICK. There was another man indicted, but we were
unable to apprehend him. He was Antonio de P. Araujo. He had
served a term at Leavenworth Penitentiary upon a similar charge,
and he was the secretary of the junta. He acted as collector of cus"
toms at Tia Juana and other places wherever the opportunity of.
fered, and he disappeared. He has lately been reported in Canada,
and sometimes reported in various other parts of the continent;
sometimes in this country; but we have not been able to get him.
Mr. RomiNson. We have now got down to the point where the
army of the Magons was defeated, and shortly before the date of
their arrest, when there was a new general came into the field. His
name is Tirzo or Tirza de la Toba. Tirza de la Toba received a
commission as general from the Magons and a letter was written to
him, which we obtained, signed by R. Flores Magon, and I think
it would be very valuable for your records. I have obtained the
letter from our court files and will have to return it, but I can read
it. This is the letter:
Los ANoErzs, OALIF., June 80,1911.

Esteemed companion Tona: Greetings.
I received your esteemed letter of the 23d instant. The companion who
brought

it

Informed

me

of the

situation

in

which you

are

In.

We

believe

that the best thing you can do at this time Is not to think of recovering Tin
Juana, but to march toward the southern peninsula, where there are rich
towns which can give us good food and in quantity.
Your number is very small, but you can raise people In your march toward

the south, and when you arrive at Santa Rosalia you will have a large num.
ber. Everything rests on the fact that you do not make an attack before you
are of sufficient force. Keep yourselves out of sight as much as possible and
only attack small forts.

In your march to the south, tell the brother Indians that if they unite with

us they will be given lands. Take everything necessary and Invite the poor
to supply themselves from the granaries and warehouses of the rich. Do not

molest the poor; tell them that you are fighting for the benefit of the poor
class. Invite the populace to take all they need from the stores and warehouses; In this manner you will have all the poor people In your favor, who
will see clearly that this fight is in their favor and against the landow ners.

Invite the laborers to possess themselves of the lands and work them on
their own 'account without recognizing the right of the rich. It the owners
of the land wlaish to eat, let them work as the poor do. The movement continues all over the country. The press of the United States is 'silent on all

that occurs in the Interior and In the south of Mexico and tries to cause the
belief that there is only revolutionary activity In Lower California. But the
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press In the City of Mexico speaks very clearly of the actual situation of the
country. Everywhere there are zmutin es; everywhere the Madero fortcs anr
disgusted, because Madero does not wish to give land. They are separating
ini small groups and making companies of skirmishers vhich very soon will
he quite strong.

The important thing is not to fight superior forces for the present; and if
you undertake the march by the south, we will hope that you will make a good
Warlt.

The assembly is in a desperate condition financially at this time. Unfortunately, l'ryce has not sent money to this city for the support of the
revolution, and, as you know, he went with the funds. If It were not for
this, we would aid the assembly. However, you can secure protection so
that you will lack nothing.

Do not be discouraged We hope that soon we will have the news that
you have captured a place of importance. You are a very small number, hut
on your road you con go raising lights until you reach Santa Rosalia, which
Is the most Important place.
I am your esteemed companion in social revolution,
R. FILoRE5 MAooN.

I neglected to say that the members of the Junta were arrested.
I went in liberty under caution, however. They want to take the
rest of the companies, but the persecutions are of no importance
to us as long as there are always brave companions who are ready
to continue the fight.
That is the translation of his letter to de la Toba,.
De la Toba went into the mountains along the border of the neighborhood of El Campo, and has been dodging back and forth across
the line. Sometimes he has been reported in the neighborhood of El
Cajon, San Diego County, Calif. and at other times has been reported
tis liaiviri gone back across the Mexican line. Recently we have been
informed that the forces of de la Toba, which were originally only
bout a dozen or so more men, have increased to somewhere between
100 and 200 men. Within a month an arrest was made and a prose.
cution started in our office on a charge against seven men of con.
piracy to violate the joint resolution of Congress passed on March
14, 1912, and the President's proclamation following that joint resolution, forbidding the exportation of arms and ammunition to
Mexico.
These seven men were apprehended in the neighborhood" of El
Cajon near the city of San Diego, with rifles and ammunition and
several empty dynamite-bomb cases in their possession. The bomb
cases were pipes fixed and formed for use as dynamite bombs, with a
place for a fuse, but not loaded with dynamite. These men were
traveling toward the Mexican line under pretense of being engineers
and surveyors. But on their way they stopped and saw a Mexican
who has always ben known to us to be pretty closely associated with
these revolutionary movements and who lives at El Cajon, and he
furnished them with a map of the water holes in that vicinity, and
one of their number has confessed that they were on their way to meet
de la Toba and that this map was given to them so that they could
subsist while they were hunting for de la Toba.
Senator FatL. Did that map show the water holes in Mexicot
Mr. RonmNso. Yes; along the border and in Mexico. Also it
showed the small towns along there, and the settlements, houses, and
so on.

I have stated about the situation that we have here.. I think that
covers pretty nearly all of it. The paper El Regeneracion still lives
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and is being published. We still have the propagandist who stand
in the plaza or in the street and preach on antipatriotism and the
folly of obeying law.
Mr. McCORMICK. Did you tell the committee about the demonstration that took place the other day
Mr. ROBINSON. No; I did not tell them that.

Mr. McCoRaIoCK. I think you ought to tell them that, because they
want to know about the action of any corporation or association in
America in connection with the revolution. The I. W. W.'s were
responsible for that demonstration which occurred at the time of the
sentence. In view of the sentence, and what occurred during the
trial, connecting the two propositions together; I wish you would
tell them about it.
Mr. ROBINsoN. During the trial of the Magon case, which lasted

about three weeks, the court room, or that part of it set aside for
spectators, was constantly filled at first by followers of the Mexican
Liberal Party.
Senator FALL. Principally Mexicanst
Mr. RoBINsoN. Mostly Mexicans. In fact, at first they apparently
were all Mexicans, the men and women alike wearing the red badge
of the Mexican Liberal Party in the court room. Every morning as
we began the trial we would turn around toward the back of the
room and face a solid phalanx of the wearers of the red.
As the trial progressed, the corridors in the morning and at the
noon intermission, and as we came out in the afternoon, became more
and more crowded, and known members of the I. W. W. were seen
mingling with the crowd-numerous men who were identified by our
officers and investigators as having participated in the rioting at San
Diego. Some of them were men who had been in Lower California
in the revolution and one whom I personally recognized was a member of the gang that was prosecuted here for an attempt to dynamite
the Hall of Records, and among them were more dangerous labor
union agitators, the

'wrecking

crew" of the lhibor union gang here

in Los Angeles. The I. W. W.'s and the labor union men became
more and more numerous, and toward the end of the trial they just
about equally balanced the Mexicans who were in the court room and
in the corridors.
E PAso, TEx., Tteesday, October8,191.
The committee met at 11 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senator Fall.
STATEMENT OF BRAULIO HERBNANDEZ.
Authoritatively and in unmistakable terms I state the following:
The political campaign against Gen. Diaz was expensed by the
leader and the Vazquez uomez brothers, but in Chihuahua we did the
campaigning without their aid.
From Mr. Madero we got only $100 tor stock sold to him by the
printing company, publisher of The Cry of the People,official organ
of the party in the State of Chihuahua.
In October, 1910, I went to San Antonio to tell the leader that if
he was not going to proclaim the war that we would. He gave me
$100 to start the revolution.
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The money that I left to my family when we went to the front
($100) was from a collection that Mr. Abraham Gonzalez had raised
in Chihuahua from among some wealthy men. Said collection
amounted to not over $400, $200 being from Don Alberto Madero
who, after having promised that help, had to be hunted up all
around for four days to collect the money.
In November, the 14th, Alfonso Madero sent to Mr. Perfecto Lomelin the amount of $2,500, plus $1,600 two days afterwards.
The 20th of the last-named month I received from Mr. Alfonso
Madero's hands $1,800. I had to wait four days for the money,
which was sent from New York. I knew, for about that time that
Alfonso had to pawn his ring to send a party away with a message.
In January, the first week, Mr. Gonzalez obtained a few hundred
dollars from the Maderos, but very soon we were again in dire need,
and Jose de la Luz Sota went to see Madero, sr., to plead for some
money; succeeding in moving his heart; he gave $2,000.
Mfr. Gonzalez again wrote to the leader, and he sent us $200. That
we did not dare to use, because he said that they were of his particular
and private expenses.
When the leader came to El Paso from Dallas he had to exchange
one of two golden pieces that his mother had presented him as a
memento when he undertook to enter into Mexico at the beginning
of the revolution.
The provisional President and his brother were hidden in my
home here in El Paso during 22 days. The treasurer of the junta
gave me only $10 for the maintenance of my illustrious guests. When
they left, Raul promised my wife to send her, "when their fortune
would turn," the money to pay their wash bill. Undoubtedly their
fortune has not changed yet, neither mine, as Gustavo Madero has
refused to pay-me a bill owed ever since November 4, 1910.
The provisional governor of Chihuahua, to cross the line into
Mexico (with Mr. Madero), borrowed from a friend $30; of them,
$5 were for me.
When Lie. Gonzalez Garza, at present governor of the federal district, came to take my place as chief of the junta, as the Maderos saw
the possibilities of a near triumph, Gustavo opened a little more the
purse, but I am sure that he never sent him, altogether, $10,000. The
salary of $60 was assigned to me. From it once I used $35 to pay for
some balls I ordered to have made for the "blue whistler." For three
or four days I refused to attend to the junta in order to compel
Garza to pay me back the money employed in the balls.
I believe that the 20th of January the insurrectos under Orozco
received ' first remittance of cartridges from the junta, and he
could no.
anymore for quite a period of time.
The Mat,ros had brought to Barnes from New York $50,000 worth
of arimunition, and very often Gustavo was unable to send some
because he lacked the money to pay the express or freight of the
cargo.
The firm " Shelton & Payne Arms Co.," of this city, were handling
for us the arms and ammunition sent by Gustavo; they did not charge
any commission, and even several times lent us the money to pay
the express or the freight bills. I wish to add herewith that Mr.
Payne could not, long after the triumph of the Madero family, obtain
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permission to cross the border line with his shotgun in a hunting
expedition. That may be strange, but not so much as this: 'he
Madero government has not yet paid the rent of the rooms that the
"Confidential agency of the national revolutionary government"
had in the Caples Building of El Paso.
During the armistices in Juarez the insurrectos under Madero
were fed with voluntary contributions afforded by Messrs. Francesco Madero, sr., Thomas Braniff, and Ernesto Madero, the uncle
of the leader, and who, as minister of finances under de la Barra,
paid Gustavo over $300 000 for the expenses of the revolution.
The only foreign help--material assistance to the revolution-1
.
received arms and cartridges worth $480.
The truth of God is that the revolution was fought with the abnegation and hunger of the Mexicans, with no more.
United States Senators: The error which hais its gala day before
it is ripe for destruction is now tottering to fall headlong to its
doom. Orozco is now either hidden in American territory or seeking, with a handful of insurrectos, refuge in the mountains; his
fiilofobia scared away his followers. Darkness represents evil, and
Lie. Robelo is the worthy representative of the multitraitor Orozco,
but not of the revolution.
Senior Didapp, who has been pretending to represent in Washington and Vasquistas, must necessarily be known already in that city
as an impure liar, an insane sower of darnel.
Peace, peace I The first step to have it is the recognition of belligerent rights to the revolution.
BRaVto HERNNNDEZ.
Er. PASO, TEX., September 20, 1912.
TESTIMONY OF SHERBURNE G. HOPKINS.
Sherburne G. Hopkins, being first duly sworn by the chairman,
testified as follows:
Senator SMrrn. Mr. Hopkins, the resolution under which this
inquiry is being conducted provides that we are authorized and
directed to inquire, investigate, ascertain, and report whether any
persons, associations, or corporations, domiciled in or owing alle-.
glance to the United States, have heretofore been or are now engaged
in fomenting, inciting, encouraging, or financing rebellion, insurrection, or other flagrant disorder in Mexico against the lawful,
organized Government of that country.
Mr. HOPINs. I ain familiar with the resolution.
Senator Surr. You reside in Washington?
Mr. HOPIINs. Washington, D. C.
Senator SMITH. And have an office in the Hibbs Building?
Mr. HOPrINs. Yes.
Senator SMrrn. What is your business?
Mr. HOPIINs. Lawyer.
Senator Srru. How old are youth
Mr. Hodwms. Forty-five.
Senator Smrm. How long have you been engaged in the practice
of law?
Mr. HoPrxis. Since I was 91 years of age.
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Senator SMITH. In, your capacity as a lawyer have you found it
necessary or convenient to become familiar with the affairs of the
Mexica Republic?
Mr. HoPKINS. Yes, sir; I have.
Senator S3uTH. For how long a time have you been familair with
Mexican affairs?
Mr. HorKiNs. About 15 years.
Senator SIITH. In what manner were you brought in contact
with Mexican affairs, especially?
Mr. HOPrI s. I have been concerned since my boyhood with affairs
in Latin America, and in this connection became familiar with the
affairs of Mexico.
Senator SMaTl. Did you have occasion to visit Mexico during the
so-called Madero revolution against Diaz?
Mr. HOPKINs. No sir.
Senator SMrrTH. dr after?
Mr. HOPKtNS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. How soon after?

Mr. HOPKINs. The 1st of June, 1911. after the fall of Juarez.
Senator S MITn. Immediately after the fall of Juarez?
Mr. HorKINS. Yes.
Senator SMrru. What was the occasion of your going there?
Mr. HOPKINS. I was called there.
Senator SMITH. By whom?
Mr. HoPKINS. By representatives of Mr. Francisco I. Madero.
Senator SMITH. The revolutionary leader who afterwards became
President of Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator SMTH. By whnm were you summoned?
Mr. lOPKINS. My recollection is that I was summoned by Gustavo Madero, the brother of the President, or by Juan Sanchez
Azcona, his secretary.
Senator SMITH. Did Gustavo Madero afterwards become secretary
of the treasury?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; Gustavo Madero has never held public
office. Ernesto Madero is minister of finance. He is an uncle of the
President.
Senator SMITH. Do you know him?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; I know him very well.
Senator SarTH. What was their purpose in summoning you
there?
Mr. HOPKINS. To confer with me relative I should say to the settlement of certain affairs.
Senator SMITH. Pecuniary affairs?
Mr. HOPKINS. There were a great many claims outstanding and

a great many obligations which had been incurred, some of which I
was familiar with, and I presume they desired to consult with me
for that reason.
Senator SMITH. What part of the financial affairs of Mexico were
you familiar with?

Mr. HOPKINS. I was familiar with raiload affairs.
Senator SMITH.

What railroad?

Mr. HOPKINS. The Nacional Railways of Mexico.
Senator SMITH. By whom were the national railways owned?
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Mr. HortPKs. By the Mexican Government..
Senator SMITH. Did they call you there for that purpose?
Mr. HoPKINs. That was possibly one of the purposes.
Senator StrrH. What else?
Mr. HoPKNs. They desired to consult me, as I recall, relative to
certain claims.
Senator SMITH. Did they consult you regarding any loans?
Mr. HorPiNs. No, sir; not at that time.
Senator S3IITH, Did they afterwards?
Mr. HopKiNs. I was interrogated on the subject.
Senator SrrTH. By whom?
Mr. HOPKINS. By Mr. Francisco I. Madero and Gustavo Madero.
Senator SaITH. To what effect?
Mr. HOPKINS. Relative to the best manner of placing loans.
Senator Mc.Cu(nM R. That was after he became President?
Mr. HoPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMITH. A few months intervened between the fall of
Juarez and his assumption of the Presidency. In fact, he had indicated a disposition to permit Diaz to remain, even after his election,
had he not, some weeks?
Mr. HOPKINs. No sir; but I can explain if you desire.
Senator SMITH. do right along and explain it in your own way.
Mr. HOPxINs. Do you wish me to explain it under oath?
Senator SMITH. Yes. I want to make this record complete.
Mr. HOPxINs. When President Diaz manifested his purposes to
leave Mexico-Senator SMITH. Give that time, if you can.
Mr. HOPKINs. That was in May, 1911; he thereupon summoned
Francisco de la Barra, then ambassador of Mexico at this Capital--Senator SMrrITH. Washington?
Mr. HOPKINs. Washington; and appointed him minister of foreign
relations.
Senator McCUMBER. Who did that?
Mr. HOPKINs. President Diaz, in order that upon his retirement or
resignation from the presidency de la Barra might succeed him, appointed him minister of foreign relations, and, as provided by the
constitution, the latter succeeded him in the executive chair.
Senator SMITH. Pending the election?
Mr. HOPRINs. As President ad interim. That was agreed to by
Mr. Madero. De la Barra succeeded President Diaz and was provisional President on the arrival of Mr. Madero at the capital.
Meantime, Mr. de la Barra, recognizing the new order of things and
the demands of the public, appointed a cabinet, a majority of whom
were Maderistas, or in favor of the principles advocated by Mr.
Madero. Among those was Mr. Ernesto Madero, a graduate of an
American college, a banker of Monterey, and a large property owner,
who was, as I have said, an uncle of the President, and who was made
minister of finance. I should describe him.as tjie strong man of that
cabinet.
Senator SMITH. When you speak of him as uncle of the President,
you mean an uncle of Madero?
Mr. HOPKINs. An uncle of Madero. That was the situation down
to the time when Mr. Madero was elected and inaugurated. That
was the form of government at the time.
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You have spoken of Gustavo Madero.

A r. HoPKINS. Yes.

Senator SrrIT. Where did you first know him?
MIr. HOPKINS. In Washington, D. C.
Senator SMITH. Had he been living in this country?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.
Senator SrITn. Temporarily?
Mr. HOPKINS. He had lived in this country; yes. He had been
partly educated here, and had been living in exile in San Antonio,
Tex., with his father Francisco Madero.
Senator SMITH. Did you have frequent occasion to meet him here?
Mr. HoPKINs. He came here to consult with me, I believe, the
latter part of October, 1910.
Senator S.MITHl. Do you know at whose instance?
Mr. HOPKINS. I can not say.
Senator SMrTH. Do you mean you do not remember?
Mr. HoPKINs. I do not know. I do not recall, but I presume it
was at the instance of some of the leading members of the revolutionary party.
Senator SMiTH. Did you have anything to do with him prior to
the fall of Juarez?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SurITH. How long prior?
iMr. HOPKINS. Continuously.
Senator S mITH. During the revolution?
Mr. HOPKINS. Almost daily.
Senator SMITH. And did le make his headquarters here at that
time?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes* here and in San Antonio.
Senator S3rITH. When did you visit Mexico City after the fall of
Junrez?
Mr. HOPKINS. The first part of June.
Senator SHITH. You went for the purpose of conferring with
those people?
Mr. HOPrINS. Yes.

Senator SMITiH. Did you go at the instance of any American
client?
AMr. HOPKINS. NO, sir.
Senator HITCHCOCK. You spoke of being consulted about claims,
but you did not state against whom the claims were or in whose
favor.
Mr. HOPKINS. As I understand it, those claims related to obligations incurred by the revolutionary group-not claims against the
Mexican Government
Senator SrITH. Just tell the committee what those claims were,
and who held them as far as you are able to do so.
They were pecuniary claims arising out of services
Mr. HOPKINs.
rendered and matters of that sort.
Senator SMrr. Money loaned?
Mr. HOPKINS. No; there was no money loaned.
Senator McCUMBER. Materials furnished?
Mr. HOPKINS. NO sir; there were no materials furnished.
Senator SmnTH. What kind of services?
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Mr. HoPKINs. Secret services, for instance. There was a very
large item outstanding for secret service.
Senator SMITH. Did you advise with Madero and his associates
there regarding those matters?
Mr. HoPxiNs. I advised with Gustavo Madero and others;yes, sir.
Senator SaMrT. With the present President?
Mr. HoPKINS. No, sir; I did not advise with him in regard to those
matters.
Senator SMITH. With his private secretary?
Mr. HOPKINS. Not with regard to those matters.
Senator SMITH. With regard to any matters?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. What?
Mr. HOPKINS. Railroad matters.
Senator SMITH. Concerning any other than the Nacional Railways?
Mr. HoPKiNs. No, sir.
Senator HITCHcocK. I should like to have the nature of those
claims made a little clearer.. Were you retained on behalf of the
claimants?
AMr. HOPKINs. No sir.

Senator S Irrii. You were consulted on behalf of the Madero faction?
Mr. HOPKINS. To be frank, I was the legal adviser of the revolutionary party in Washington.
Senator SMITH. For how long a period?
Mr. HOPKINS. From the beginning until the end.
Senator SITH. Can you explain why they desired to consult you
concerning claims for service?
SMr. HOPKINS. Yes sir; because I had charge of their secret service.
Senator Smr. Did you employ the men?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir.
Senator SMuTH. In that capacity were you thrown in contact with
Mr. Sommerfeld at all?
Mr. HOPKINS. I know Mr. Sommerfeld, but I never saw him until
after the revolution.
Senator McCUIER. Who is he?
Senator SMuTH. He is the personal representative of President
Madero, with his headquarters at El Paso, Tex. Mr. Hopkins, you
say you were their principal counsel here?
fMr.
HOPING. Yes.
Senator S3ITH. And they came to you with all matters that concerned that Republic?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes,.sir: all matters that pertained to the revolution and in connection with which my services were deemed essential.
Senator SMITH. You were also the counsel of the Standard Oil

Co. ?

Mr. HoPKixs. I never was and am not-now, sir.
Senator SIITH. You have been?

Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.
.
Senator SMiTH. And riever have been in their employ?
Mr. HOPKINS. Never.
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Senator SMITH. Or of the Waters-Pierce Co.?
ir. HloPKINS. I have had relations with the Waters-Pierce Co.;

yes sir.
Senator

SMITH.

Are you their counsel now?

Mr. HOPKINS. NO sir.
Senator SMITH. 1'hat relation have you had with them?
AMr. IHOPKINS. I was once employed by the Waters-Pierce Co. to

get evidence against the Standard Oil Co. in Mexico.
Senator SITH. At what time?
Mr. HoPKINS. In January, 1919, and thereafter.
Senator SmTH. At any time prior to that?
Mr. HoPKINS. Do ou mean in Mexico or the United States?
Senator SMITH. Either.
Air. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. How long prior?
Ar. HoPKINs. I think about six months on one occasion.
Senator SMITH. Did you at any time make any attempt to get any
concessions from the Miexican Government for the Waters-Pierce
people ?
Ir. HOPKINS. Never.
Senator SMITH. Did you obtain any personal concessions from the
Mexican Government?
Mr. HOPKINS. Never. I am not interested in any concession. I
never applied for a concession, have never owned any, have never
had the slightest interest in one in my life.
Senator SITH. Was there any attempt made to get any oil concession down there by you?
Mr. HOiKINS. Never.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Do I understand you to say that the WatersPierce Oil Co. had not attempted to get any concession?
Mr. HoPKImNs. Never. The Waters-Pierce Oil Co. has never asked
for any concession that I am aware of, and I have understood it to be
a fa t that the Waters-Perce Oil Co. has never owned a concession,
and it is inclined to be proud of that fact.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Have they any interests in Mexico?
Mr. HoPKxNS. Very large interests.
Senator HrrTCHoc. What is the nature of their interests?
Mr. HOPKINs. Oil interests.
Senator HITC oCK. Oil lands?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; refineries only and distributing facilities.
Senator HITCHcOCK. Could they operate advantageously without
havin any special privileges from the Mexican Government?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes; just the same as they could here.
Senator HITCHOOCK. Had they any interest in the revolution?
DMr. HoPKINs. Absolutely none.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Had they any interest against it?
Mr. HOPKINs. Absolutely none. 'They remained absolutely neutral.
Senator HIrrHxooCK. Were their properties affected by the revolution?
Mr. HOPKINS. I know that they suffered a great loss in profits by
the revolution.
Senator HITCHCOCK. From the operations of the revolutionists?
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MIr. IIoPKI1xs. From the general stagnation in business, I presume.
I never heard that they suffered any loss at the hands of the revolutionists. To inake matters perfectly clear I should state that I had
no relations with the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. during the revolution,
klewi nobody connected with the company,and I can further assert
that tile Waiters-Pierce Oil Co. had no relation whatsoever to the
events that took place during the years 1910 and 1911.
Senator lITCUCocK. How can you state that without having had
any relations with them at that time?
Mr. IloPKixs. My relations with the revolutionary party were so
close that I think I can affirm that as a fact.
Senator S~JIITu. Mr. Hopkins, do you know whether the Official
Diary of Mexico, along in July, 1010, contained an announcement
that important concessions had been made to Sherburne G. Hopkins
by the Government of Mexico I
Mr. HovKINs. No, sir; I do not. I do not believe it. In fact, I
know that no such an announcement exists.
Senator S.IT1h. If the Official Diary does show that fact, would it
be true or untrue?
Mr. HOPKI.s. Absolutely untrue. It would be a very simple matter to verify that. The copies of that publication can be found at the
office of the Pan American Union.
Senator SuTII. Do you know anything about steps being taken to
dissolve the company La Aguila Mexicana?
iMr.HlorPKas. I presume you refer to El Aguila Oil Co. (The
Eagle Oil Co.), owned by Lord Cowdray.
Senator SaTtn. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; I do not. I never heard of any dissolution
or other proceedings.
Senator S11T. Did you have any part in that?
Mr. HOPKINs. I tried to make it as hot as I could for Lord Cowdray and the Eagle Oil Co.
Senator SI3TH. Why?
Mr. HOPKiNs. Because I thought they were dishonest; that they
had previously debauched officia s of the Mexican Government; and
I had proof of it.
Senator SMITH. Was that the concern of which Mr. Pearson was
the head?
Mr. HOPKINs. Sir Weetman Pearson, afterwards Lord Cowdray,
was at the head of it; yes, sir.
Senator SMaTH. Were you, or was anybody representing you, paid
any money by the Mexican Government through either of the Maderos for the purpose of discharging the obligations of a loan?
Mr. HOPKIN. NO,sir.
Senator Susrr. A loan to the revolutionary leaders?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMrrH. At the time you were in Mexico did you go there
for the purpose of making a settlement of any loan?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMITH. bid you at any time represent Speyer & Co., of
New York?
Mr. HOPINs. No, sir. Speyer & Co. ate friends of mine, but I
never represented them.

.=.
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Senator SrrH. You never were their counsel
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir. Pardon me one moment, Senator. I should
not say that. In one instance I represented Speyer & Co. indirectly
in connection with a transaction which had no relation to Mexico
at all.
Senator SurrIn. To what did that relate?
Mr. HOPKINs. That related to the funding of the debt of Nicaragua. I said "indirectly." I did not represent them directly, but
because they were associated with some other bankers for whom my
firm were counsel. I never represented Speyer & Co., in Mexico
either directly or indirectly.
Senator SrrTH. Do you know of the repayment by the Mexican
Government to Mr. Madero of revolutionary expenses aggregating
upward of $600,000 shortly after the Madero government assumed
authority in Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINS. I understand that the de la Barra government reimbursed Gustavo Madero for advances made by him in a sum
amounting to $600,000, more or less, Mexican currency, which would
amount to about $300,000 American currency.
Senator SIrrH. Did you have any part in that transactions
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.
Senator Szrrn. And you got none of the money?
Mr. HOPKINS. I do not know whether I was compensated out of
those funds or not.
Senator SurrH. What is your best impression about it?
Mr. HOPKINS. Well, to be frank, I believe that I was.
Senator SmrrH. To what extent?
Mr. HOPKINs. I was paid a fee of $50,000.
Senator SurrH. Mexican money or American money?
Mr. HOPKINS. American money; which covered the expenses I had
incurred by their authority from November 1, 1910, to June 1,1911.
Senator SurrH. About eight months?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator SMrrr. During that time did you assist the Government
or any representative of the Government of Mexico in placing any
loans
•
Mr. HOPKINS. I presume you refer to the period following the fall
of Juarez?
Senator SIrr. I do.
Mr. HoPKINs. I did not.
Senator SMrrH. Did you after that time?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMrrn. Have you at any time?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMrrTH. Are you cognizant of any money having been
loaned by American companies, corporations or individuals to Mr.
Madero or either of his brothers, or any of his family, for revolutionary purposes by Americans, companies or corporations?
Mr. HOPKINs. I know of no such loans.

Senator SMrrH. Have you heard of anyl
Mr. HOPKINS. No. I think if such loans had been made I world
have known of them.
Senator SMITH. Would they have been apt to have been made by
you?
4766-20--voL

---- 4
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Mr. HOPKINs. I would have at least been consulted with regard to
the matter, I am sure.
Senator SMITH. You must have done something to have gotten
this large fee of $50,000 American money for eight months' services.
What did you do?
Mr. HOPKIS. As I said, I was the legal adviser of the revolutionary party in Washington. I spent the most of my time for eight
months in giving them tle best advice I knew how to give in regard
to the best manner of deposing the Diaz government.
Senator SIThI. At whose instance did you give that advice
Mr. HOPKINs. At the instance of Gustavo Madero, who came to
me first. He was followed by others.
Senator SmITH. Did you during this employment have anything to
do with or comein contact with Mr. Limantour?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMITH. And you want the committee to understand that
you were not acting in a dual capacity at that time-I do not want
to use this term disrespectfully-as a go-between between certain
financial interests in the United States and their people?
Mr. HOPINsS. Absolutely not.
Senator BORAH. The way that question is asked and the answer
made you are asked if you want the committee to understand that
you were not acting in a dual capacity, and you said absolutely not.
Mr. HoPKiNs. I absolutely did not act in such capacity. I thank
you, Senator for the suggestion.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Can you explain what sort of legal advice a
revolutionary party needs, when they have a revolution inprogress
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. They need, first, to keep clear of the neutrality laws. To give you another idea, as a mere incident among a
thousand others. In the first part of November Mr. Sanchez Azcona,
whom I regard as one of the most cultured gentlemen in Mexico,
who had been with Mr. Madero as a political lieutenant and afterwards as his private secretary, and now, by the way, chairman of the
committee on foreign relations of the Mexican House of Representatives, was at a luncheon in this city at a hotel with Gustavo
Madero and Mr. Ernesto Fernandez, who is now the Mexican minister to Honduras when Mr. Azcona was suddenly arrested by a
detective assigned to duty with the United States attorney for this
district, was taken before the local courts and, at the request of the
Dian government, held for extradition. After the lapse of 40 days,
during which he was held in confinement, because in extradition
proceedings the courts will not admit to bail, he found out that the
Mexican Government charged him with embezzlement of $100, more
or less while managing editor of the paper called the DiarIo, the
crime being alleged to have taken place six years before. He was,
at the request of the Mexcan Government, held 15 days longer, when
the latter filed the necessary evidence and documents, which were
rather voluminous and all in Spanish. It became the duty of my
firm to get that man out. To make a long story short, we succeeded.
He was Immediately discharged by Chief Justice Clabaugh upon a
proper showing. There was a peculiar political significance attached to this case.
Senator HITrOHOOK. What interest had the revolutionary party

ingetting Mr. Azcona out of jail?
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Mr. HOPKINs. Because he was the secretary of the mission to
Washington and was one of the leaders of the revolutionary party.
Senator HITcHcocK. Engaged in assisting the revolutionary party
in the United States?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; lie was one of the leaders of the revolutionary
party, and the Diaz government, to use a common phrase, simply
framed up these charges against him. and for some reason conceived
that they had sufficient pull with this (Government to obtain custody
of that man, whom they wanted very badly.
Senator McCUM3nF.n.
In what way was this man assisting the revolutionary movement here?
Mr. HoPKINs. He was one of the committee.
Senator McCUInER. In what way was lie assisting?
Mr. HOPKINs. He was, I suppose, in correspondence with his
friends it San Antonio and along the frontier and elsewhere, and
with his friends in Mexico, endeavoring by this means or by personal contact with the people whom he would meet-influential
people whom he met here and in New York and other places--to
convince them of the uprightness of the revolutionary cause, and
so forth.
Senator McCUMinER. How would that affect them, just merely convincing them of the uprightness of the cause?
Mr. H6PKINS. To awaken public sentiment by explaining the
truth.
Senator McCuin>En. And back of the public sentiment, to get any.
thing in the shape of assistance, financial or otherwise?
Mr. HoPKINs. No, sir; there was no attempt made to get assistance
at that time.
Senator McCUMBER. He was here simply to create public sentiment?
Mr. HOPKINs. Simply to create public sentiment and to expose
the shortcomings of the old Government.
Senator McCGrMBER. And that was what you referred to when you
say that he was here to assist?
lfr. HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator HITCHCOCK. And your legal services were employed for

the purpose of protecting those revolutionary agents in this country
who were engaged in that way.
Mr. HIoPRINs. In protecting them, among other things, and guiding them as far as I could in a modest way.
Senator SMITH. Where were you paid this $50,000?
Mr. HOPKINs. In Mexico City.
Senator S'.rrn. Did you go there for that purpose?
Mr. HOPINS. No sir.
Senator SMITH. Your visit was coincident with the payment of
this money, was it not?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITrI. And of the $300,000 American money that was
paid over by the Mexican Government to Gustavo Madero you got
$50,000.?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SI1TH. Do you know what became of the balance of it?

Mr. HOPKINS. NO, sir,
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Senator SIITHI. Have you any idea?
Mr. HorPINS. No sir.
Senator SITH. Was any of it turned over to you for delivery to
certain persons in the United States?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir.
Senator SMITH. Companies or corporations?
Mr. HoixINs. No, sir.

Senator SMITH. And you did not return with any money, or draft
or other evidence of credit, for the purpose of making a delivery of
that kind?
Mr. HorPKis. No, sir.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Have you any knowledge where Madero and
his friends and supporters borrowed the necessary money?
Mr. HoPiKINs. I do not think they borrowed it. I think they had it.
Senator HITcHcocK. They did not have the money to .pay you
until they secured It from the Mexican Government, evidently.
Mr. HoPKINS. They had advanced huge sums out of their own
pockets, of which I have personal knowledge. I would not have
thought of even suggesting that they should pay me, or even reim.
burse for my expenses, until the cause in which they were engaged
had resulted successfully.
Senator SMITH. As a matter of fact Mr. Hopkins, suits had hee
begun against the Maderos, and their banking and other inte
were seriously jeopardized.
Mr. HOPKINS. In Mexico?
Senator SMITH. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINS. I know all about that; yes, sir.

Senator SMITH. So that they were not in good financial condition?
Mr. HOPKINS. I know what you mean, but there are other things to
be taken into consideration in connection with those suits, because
they simply represented the purpose of the Diaz government, which
was trying to ruin them and to ruin their credit.
Senator SmrTH. You considered yourself against Mr. Diaz?
Mr. H KRINS. Yes.
Senator SlITir. You represented the revolutionary party here?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SiTIr. I want to ask you again whether any officer, director, stockholder, or other person identified with the Standard Oil
Co. or any of its constituent companies, or with the Waters-Pierce
Co. or any of its constituent companies, at any time, through you or
to your knowledge, advanced any money to the Madero people, or
anyone representing them, for revolutionary or other purposes in
Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINS. Most decidedly, no.
Senator SMITr. You were frequently in consultation with Mr.
Madero in New York, were you not?
Mr. HOPKINS. Which one?
Senator SiIrrH. Was it Ernesto?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; Ernesto was and is the minister of finance,
as I have already explained.
Senator SMITH. Gustavo?
Mr. HOPINs. Gustavo and his father, Francis .
Senator SmrrH. And where did you make you headquarters over
Here?
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Mr. HoPKINs. At that time I stopped at the Hotel Astor and at
the St. Regis.
Senator SMITH. Did he stop with you?
Mr. HoPKINs. He stopped at the Hotel Astor; yes, sir.
Senator SIITnI. The fact that you had been and were at that time
the legal adviser, or one of the legal advisers, of the Standard Oil
Co. and of the Waters-Pierce people had no relation whatever to
that?
Mr. IIolPHINs. I had never been in the employ of the Standard Oil
Co. or of the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. at that time, and I have heretofore so stated in my deposition.
Senator SIITH. Or anyone connected with those companies?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; nor anyone connected with those comrnpanies. To be more specific: I did not know anyone connected with
the Standard Oil Co. or the Waters-Pierce Oil Co.
Senator S SITIL Have you not held yourself out here to others as
the representative of the Standard Oil people?
Mr.IHorPKINs. Most decidedly, no. On the contrary, I have always
been opposed to them. Everybody knows that in Mexico.
Senator S31lITr.Who employed you to represent the Waters-Pierce
people?
Mr. HoPKINS. Henry Clay Pierce.
Senator SMITH. Where did this employment take place?
Mr. HOPKINS. In Mexico.
Senator SMITH. At what time?
Mr. HOPKIN. It must have been about July, I suppose.
Senator SmITH. What year?
Mr. HoPKINs. 1911; and subsequently, again in January, 1912.
Senator SMITH. Were you consulted by Mr. Pierce prior to the
fall of Juarez?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.
Senator SrITH. Immediately thereafter?
Mr. HOPKINS. Some time thereafter.
Senator SMITH. How long?
Mr. HOPKINS. Oh, I presume I was employed or consulted by $him
one month after.
Senator SMITH. And that was prior to the provisional Presidency
of De la Barra?
Mir. HoPKINs. No, sir; during the provisional Presidency of De
la Barra.
Senator SMrTH. That was prior to the abdication of Diaz, was it
not?
Mr. HoPKINs. No, sir; subsequent to the abdication of Diaz-long
after.
Senator SrrTH. Diaz did not quit the Presidency until after the
fall of Juarez?
Mr. HOPKINS. Contemporaneously
Senator SMITH. It was a number of days after that.
Mr. HorKiNs. Well, more or less, Senator. I am not specifying
days and dates. I am speaking generally.
Senator SMITH. Within a month?
AMr. HOPKINs. I mean to say this, that it was some time after the
revolution had been successful and Diaz had gone t the old regime
had gone out. the cientificos had fled. and the new regime had come in.
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Senator SITH. What were the circumstances under which Mr.
Henry Clay Pierce em loyed you
Mr. HOPKINS. DMr. Henry Clay Pierce found out that I was after
some men who had been engaged in crooked practices there, and he
conceived that they should be exposed.
Senator SMrTH. What were they?
Mr. HOPKINS. They were the so-called cientificos, who had been
juggling with the national railways, engaged in getting graft from
various sources.
Senator SMrTH. Doing what?
Mr. HoPKINS. Engaged in getting graft from various sources.
Senator SurTH. W hat sources?
Mr. HoyiUNs. Concessions, and from various sources.
Senator 83ITH. From whom?
Mr. HOPKINS. From the Government:
Senator SMuTH. And running to whom?
Mr. HorKINs. There were the so-called Pearson oil concessions, for
instance.
Senator HITCIcoCK. Was that the oil concern that was in possession of the Waters-Pierce Co.?
Mr. Horxts. No. There are two oil concerns down there. One
is the Aguila Oil Co., also known as the Eagle Oil Co., which deals
in the refined products of oil. The other is known as the Pearson
oil concession, belonging to Lord Cowdray, which produces crude oil
from the national and other lands. Those are the two interests, both
dominated by the tame man-Lord Cowdray.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Were they doing business in competition or
rivalry with the Waters-Pierce Co.?
Mr. HOPKIN. Yes; one of them is English and the other is
American.
Senator HITCHCOCK. They were active competitors?
Mr. HoPKINS. Yes.

Senator McCUMB.R. And the corporation you represented wanted
to get rid of the concession of the other corporation?
Mr. HOPKINs. The American corporation, the Waters-Pierce Oil
Co.. was operating under a great disadvantage, for the simple reason
that the Diaz Government had granted these vast oil concessions to
Lord Cowdray, and Lord Cowdray was taking advantage of it;
and, of course, having such a great concession was a great disad.
vantage to the American competitors.
Senator JITCHCOCK. Had that been going on for some time?
Mr. HoPKtN$. Yes.
Senator McCUMBER. Lord Cowdray had the concession?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; Lord Cowdray had the concession, and that
operated against the American competitor, the Waters-Pierce Oil
Co., which had no concession and wanted none.
Senator SmaTH. What was the name of that oil company
Mr. HoPKINS. El Aguila.
Senator SMITH. Do you know who a'e the members of that corpo-

ration--the Aguila Oil Co.?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; at that time or the present?

Senator SMrTH. At that time, who were they?
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Mr. HOPKINS. Among them there were Mr. Landa y Escandon,
Mr. Enrique Creel, who has just retired from the office of minister
of foreign relations--Senator STrrHi. Is he the son-in-law of Luis Terrazas?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; the son-in-law of Luis Terrazas.
Senator SMITH. Mr. Iimantour?
Mr. HOPKINS. No; Mr. Limantour was not in it.
Senator SMuTH. President Dianz?
Mr. HOPKINS. Porfirio Diaz, jr., Luls RibaSenator SmITI. Anyone else you can recall?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; Pablo Maceo, Luis Elguera.
Senator SrrTI. Was that regarded as a strong company?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; with the Diaz Government.
Senator SmT. Did they have important concessions?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; as I have stated.
Senator SMITI. Concessions which they had been working for
some years?
Mr. HOPKINs. No only about 2 or 8 years.
Senator SMITH. lHad there been any negotiatIons between your
client and this company for this concession ?
Mr. HoPKINs. No sir.
Senator SMITH. Was it understood that in the event that Diaz was
overthrown, these concessions would be recalled?
Mr. HOPINS. No, sir.
Senator McCMBER. Were they recalled?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir.
Senator McCraMBE.. Or interfered with in any way?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; unless it should be subsequently shown that
they were granted in violation of law.
Senator HrrCHOOCK. Did the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. get any concessionst
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir.
Senator HITCHCOOK. And it has not been benefited, then, by the
revolution?
Mr. HOPKINS. Absolutely not.
Senator McCUiMnER. Their status has not been changed?
Mr. HOPKINS. It is absolutely unchanged.
Senator HIrrCHOCK. You say you were employed to bring about

some restraint against certain of these people who were grafting?
Mr. HOPKINS. I was consulted with a view to exposing the graft
by means of which Lord Cowdray had attained the degree of influence which he wielded with the Diaz administration.
Senator McCUMBER. But there was something besides that to be
obtained; something to follow that, was there not?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; never.
Senator McCuMBER. Why should the company be simply interested
in exposing the others, if it was not to affect them in any way or
they did not expect any future benefits to arise from that?
Mr. HOPKINS. Because, as I understand it Mr. Pierce conceived
that it would be eminently proper that the public should understand
how Lord Cowdrav got these concessions and how he had exercised
the control which he had exercised over the Mexican Government.
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Senator McCuMBER. How was it to affect his company?
Mr. HOPKINs. Incidentally, I was able to prove the number of
shares in the Aguila Oil Co. which Lord Cowdray had given to the
persons whose names I have mentioned as well as to others.
Senator HITCHCocK. What good did that do?
Mr. HoPINs. Because it exposed them to the people of Mexico.

Senator McCuIBER. I know; but did that exposure benefit the
Waters-Pierce Co. in any way?
Mr. HoPKINS. I do not see how it could possibly.
Senator McCUMBER. Why should the company itself then, em-

ploy an attorney to ferret public offenses--a task which is generally
left to the Government itself-when no benefit was expected to the
company therefrom?
Mr. HOPINS. I do not believe Mr. Pierce conceived that the Gov-

ernment would do it, and it would require to be done by a person
outside of the Government.

Senator McCUMBER. Was it just because of his sense that justice

ought to be done that he employed and paid counsel himself
Mr. HorpmNs. That I do not know; sir. The only thing I do
know is that I was consulted in regard to the matter, and I advised
as to the methods that appeared to me most effective. It is fair to
presume that Mr. Pierce desired decent business methods to prevail.
Senator McCUMBER. You really think he expected to follow that
up by some kind of action to secure some beneficial legislation or
otherwise, do you not?
Mr. HOPKINs. The best proof is that he has not.
Senator McCUMBER. Yes; but do you not think that that was the

expectation at the time?
Mr. HOPKIN. I can not say what his expectation was but I do
not believe it, as I understood all that Mr. Pierce wished was fair
competition.

Senator McCUMBER. Let me ask you one question right here, Mr.

Hopkins, so that I may understand your position here. Is your confidential relation, either with this company or with Madero or any
of the revolutionary forces, your professional relation, such that
you do not desire to disclose all matters?
* Mr. HoPKrNs. No, sir; I am perfectly willing to disclose anything
within my knowledge.

Senator HrrceHCOK. Your employment was not by Mr. Pierce

personally, but was a corporate employment by the company that
was operating down there?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes, sir; that is the idea.
Senator HrrHoocx. So it could not have been for any idealistic
purpose, or purpose of public benefaction. It must have been for
some business reason.
Mr. HOPKINS. Of course not altogether, Senator. It was, among
other things, to even up conditions.
Senator HrrcHcoOC. You did not get even then?
Mr. HoPKINs. Well, I do not know anything about their business

affairs.

Senator HrronCocK. You say they have not' been benefited?
Mr. HOPKINs. I mean in respect to Government protection, assist-

ance, aid, and so forth.
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Senator HITOHOOCK. Do you think they may have been benefited?
Mr. HOPKINS. No; I say, not that I know of. There have been no
benefits that I know of.
Senator SMITH. Were there to be?
Mr. HoPKINS. Not that I know of. No, sir; I know that there were
not to be.
Senator SMrrH. How were you compensated by Mr. Pierce for that
service?
Mr. HOPKINS. I was given a check for it some six or seven months
afterwards.
Senator SMrrH. How much?
Mfr. HOPKINs. I really do not know, Senator. I think it was perhaps a thousand dollars or something like that. I really do not recollect the amount.
Senator SMITH. Have you been under regular retainer from him
since?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.

Senator McCuMBER. You stated that part of your advice to the
revolutionary forces was in reference to the best method of disposing
of the Diaz government, or substantially that. Have you any objection to informing us what that advice was, as to the best method of
disposing of the Diaz government?
Mr. HoPKrIs. That would be a pretty long story, Senator. It
would cover the entire period of the revolution.
Senator MCCUMBER. It is rather. a long story, anyway, that we are
investigating.
Mr. HoIPIs. Yes. I can only say, generally speaking, that my
advice to them was to get all the arms and ammunition and mumtions of war that they could and, with due regard to the neutrality
laws, to get them across the border and organize their movement on
the most approved military lines. Then, of course, I saw very
plainly that the Diaz government was becoming more unpopular
every day, that it was steadily weakening, and I pointed out to
them as best I could the lines of least resistance, both in a military
and a political sense.
Senator McCUMDEI3.
But the first advice was to get their war
material ready?

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator McCunERn. And get it across the line?
Mr. HOPIKINs. Yes. Not necessarily across the line, but to get it
into Mexico, always with due regard for the neutrality laws.
Senator MCCUMBER. Where did most of this war material come
from?
Mr. HOPKINs. The United States.
Senator MCCvMBER. Perhaps this is already in the record?
Senator SMITH. No, sir; I am very glad to have this brought out.
Senator McCUMBER. You say most of it come from the United
States?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. From what firms?
Mr. HOPKINS. I do not know.
Senator McCvUMBER. Do you know from what part of the country
it came?
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Mr. HOPKINs. I have understood that it came mostly from New
York and St. Louis originally.
Senator McCUvInER. Were those claims that you speak of partly
made up of claims for this material?
Mr. HOIPKINs. No, sir.
Senator McCumr.R. You say most of the material came from
where?
Mr. HOPKINs. There were small amounts. Most of it was for
secret-service advances, etc.
Senator McCUMBER. Perhaps you do not understand me. I say
most of the war material, the ammunition, guns, etc., came from
where?
Mr. HoPKiNs. I could not say from personal knowledge, but I
have understood that they came from New York and St. Louis.
Senator McCUMBER. Do you know what firms furnished them?
Mr. HOPKINs. I know one firm from whom material ywas purchased.
Senator McCUMBER. What firm was that?
Mr. HOPKINS. Bannerman.
Senator McCuMnER. At what place?
Mr. HOPKiNS. Broadway, New York City.
Senator McCUM1nER. What did they furnish?
Mr. HOPKINs. Rifles, cartridges, and machine guns.
Senator McCUM ER. They are not manufacturers, are they?
Mr. HOPKINS. They are the largest dealers, I suppose, in war materials on this hemisphere.
Senator McCUMBER. They are simply dealers and not manufacturers?
Mr. HOPKINS. Dealers and not manufacturers. They do a very
large business.
Senator McCUMrBER. And their dealing is generally with foreign
Governments and not the home Government? They deal on a large
scale do they not with foreign Governments?
Mr. HoPKINS. Yes.
Senator McCUMBER. And in large quantities?

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator McCUMnBER. And such quantities as necessarily must be
sold to Governments rather than to individuals?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator McCUMBER. They therefore had an interest in creating a
demand for their material, had they not?
Mr. HOPKINS. NO, sir; I do not think so. I think you will find
that Alfred Bannerman keeps entirely outside of anything of that
sort. In all the experience I have had in such matters I have never
known any such thing to be done by Mr. Bannerman.
Senator McCUMBER. Do you know whether they have furnished
war material for other Central and South American States?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; I know that they have.
Senator McCuIMBER. They have been engaged in that business?
Mr. HOPKINS. They are engaged in the traffic of munitions of war;
yes, sir.
Senator HrrcHCOCK. When did these sales to the Madero party

begin?
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Mr. HoPmIs. They simply bought one very large lot.
Senator IHITccocK. When was that
Mr. IIoPKINS. At the beginning of the revolution.
Senator HITCICOCK. Can you give the date?
Mr. IIOPRKIN. No, sir; I can not give the date offhand; the last
of October or somewhere along there.
Senator McCu3vW . Who bought it?
Mr. HOPKINs. Gustavo Madero.
Senator MCCUMBER. Where did they get the money advanced?
Mr. HOPKINS. They had the money.
Senator M4cCUMvnER. Did they have the money themselves?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes; they had the money themselves.
Senator HITcHCeOK. Can you tell how much that purchase
amounted to?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; I can not.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Approximately?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; I can not.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Either in money or arms?

Mr. HOPKINS. I could not do it; it would be impossible.
Senator HITCHCOCK. You say it was a large lotf
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir; about three carloads.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Enough for 5,000 men?

Mr. HOPKIN. No; that would not be enough for 5,000 men.
Senator McCustnEn. Do you know what the entire cost of this
revolution waste
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir. I do not think anyone will ever know.
Senator McCUMBER. Can you give an estimate of the financial
obligations that were incurred by reason of it?
Mr. HOPKINS. Obligations of the Maderost
Senator McCUMBER. By reason of the revolution. I suppose there
was an organization. That organization had to raise money, and the
money had to be paid to carry on this revolution.
Mr. HoPKINs. So far as I know, the revolutionary party in the
United States borrowed no money at all from any American interests.
Senator McCUM BER. That is, not here. You think it was advanced
entirely from Mexicot
Mr. HOPKINs. I think it was advanced entirely from Mexico.
Senator McCUMBER. And within the Mexican border
DMr. HOPKINS. Possibly there may have been some Mexicans in the
United States who contributed, but I meant to say that that revolution was not financed by any American interests. I know that.
Senator SMITH. Do you know Mr. DidappI
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator

SMITH.

He formerly represented the Mexican Republic in

Spain and Turkey.
Mr. HOPKINS. He was a consul at Santander, Spain, and afterwards was consul in Turkey. He is a Syrian.
Senator SurTH. When he was introduced to you in Washington he
had four or five talks with youth
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SMITH. And during one of those conversations did you
say to him, " G et next to the secretary of the Standard Oil Co. You
would have the help of the Standard Oil Co. to overthrow Diaz."
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" I told him I did ont know anyone in the Standard Oil Co., and he
told me, ' Well, I know the secretary, and I am going to New York
and I will talk the matter over with the secretary of the Standard
Oil Co. Then you try and see him.' This was just before the
Madero revolution in September, 1910."
Mr. HoPKINs. I never had any such conversation with Mr- Didapp;
never mentioned the Standard Oil Co. to him in my life. Mr. Didapp
once came to me some time before the revolution and spoke to me
voluntarily. He was not introduced to me. He came to me and
asked my assistance in procuring the publication of a book that he
was to write attacking the government of Diaz. I declined, and
told him I could not be interested in any such thing. He came to
see me at my office four or five times, and finally I had to dismiss
him rather abruptly.
Senator McCUMBER. Did you have any confidential talk with him
at all?
Mr. HOPKINS. Absolutely not. I would not talk confidentially
with a man like that. He is a crazy man.
Senator SMITH. Did you ever talk to him about the State Department?
Mr. HOPKINS. Never. In the first place, he is a very, very indiscreet man.
Senator SMITH. But he has represented the Mexican Government
in a number of capacities?
Mr. HoPKINS. He has also been dismissed twice for indiscretion.
I may say that I saw him again in Mexico City, and he told me he
was going to get back into their consular service, and I believed Mr.
de la Barra did put him back, but he could not stand prosperity, and
he was dismissed within three or four months.
Senator Sirrn. He was dismissed by the Madero government?
Mr. HOPKINS. He was put into office again after the Madero revolution had been successful.
Senator McCUMBER. Dismissed by the same power that put him in?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator McCuMBER. By Mr. de la Barra?
Mr. HOPKINS. I think he was dismissed subsequently by Mr.
Calero, who became minister of foreign relations.
Senator McCUMBER. As a matter of fact he was dismissed by the
Madero people
.t

fIPKINS. Yes.

Senator McCU. BER. And he had been known as a Diaz man?
Mr. HOPKINS. He had been known as both, Senator.
Senator Satim. He had been appointed to various positions by
the Diaz government?
Mr. HoPKINs. Only one, that I know of.
Senator Srrm. And his last appointment came from Mr. de la
Barra, the provisional president?
Mr. HoPKINs. Because he had been a.gret advocate of the revolution.
Senator SuIrrH. Of the Madero revolution?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; although he subsequently turned, and had, as I
recall, written a number of articles against Mr. Madero.
Senator SmrT. In order to meet that situation squarely, you say
that you had no talk with him about the Standard Oil Co.1
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Mr. HoPKiNs. I never mentioned the Standard Oil Co. to him in
my life, and never had any conversation with him on the subject.
The only conversation I did have was relative to the publication of
this book, which he said he wished to have published.
Senator SMaTH. Did you tell him you were close to the State De.
partment and were watching matters there?
Mr. HoPKINs. Never.
Senator SMTIn. As a matter of fact, have you been watching
Mexican matters with the State department?
Mr. HOPKINS. No. sir; never.
Senator SMITH. Have you ever had any conversation with the

Secretary about it?
Mr. HOPKINS. NO, sir; never.

Senator SrrTH. Or any assistant secretary?
Mr. HOPKINS. I did have some conversation frequently with Mr.
Dawson, who at that time was resident diplomatic officer of the
Department of State, and who was an old friend of mine.
Senator z83ITIn. You were frequently in conference with him
about it?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; I was not frequently in conference. I
suppose I spoke to him about the matter three or four times. Mr.
Dawson was a gentleman who liked to be accurately informed on
both sides of matters, and he used sometimes to ask me privately
about the real situation, and I never hesitated to give him any information he desired.
Senator SMITH. That was during the time you represented the
Mexican revolution?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes, sir.
Senator S31iTH. Now, coming back to this fee, what did you do
with that money when you brought it back?
Mr. HoPKINs. I forwarded it to my firm.
Senator SMITH. What is the firm?
Mr. HoPKxNS. Hopkins & Hopkins?
Senator SMITH. Washingtonf
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator SMrTH. What was done with it then?

Mr. HOPKINS. It was deposited to the credit of the firm in the
Union Trust Co., as I recall. I was not here at the time. I was in
Mexico.
Senator S3mITII. Was any part of it paid out to any others for
assistance?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; it was divided in the firm as usual.
Senator SmITH. Had you made any expenditures of money for the
revolution?.
Mr. HOPRINS. Only minor advances.
Senator SmaTH. Of traveling expenses?
M3r. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator Ss ITr. Were you thrown in contact with Mr. Llorente,
the Mexican consul at El Paso?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SusTII. You say you know Mr. Sommerfeldt
Mlr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SIuTH. How recently have you seen him?
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Mr. HorPKNs. I have not seen Sommerfeld since last January.
Senator SMITh. A year ago?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SMTII. The repayment of this money by the Mexican
Government for revolutionary expenses, $600,000 and odd, was made
while you were in Mexico, was it not?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator Sm1TlH. And you were present at that settlement ?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir. The only way I know of it is that Mr.
Gustavo Madero came to me and said lie wondered in which bank he
had better deposit this. I suggested'to him that he deposit it in a
branch of the International Banking Corporation there.
Senator HITrcCOCK. In Mexico City?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes. I happened to be acquainted with the manager
of that bank.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Where did Madero keep his funds? You say
he and his family had large sums of money at the time the revolution
began?
&Mr.HOPKINS. Yes; in San Antonio and New York.
Senator SMITH. Was this money deposited in accordance with your
recommendation?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator ST.
As a matter of fact the Maderos knew as much
about the banking facilities of Mexico City as you did, did they not?
Mr. HoPKINs. There was just one reason. We were standing in
front of the Banco Nacional, and he said that he would not deposit
the money there, because it would take him two hours to make the
deposit. He said he thought he would go to a bank where they did
banking business in an up-to-date manner.
Senator SMITH. Did he have the money with him at the time?
Mr. HOPKINS. He had the draft with him.
Senator SMITH. Where did you meet him that morning?
Mr. HOPKINS. I think he came to my hotel and got me.
Senator SuTH. After he received this draft?
Mr. HOPKINS. We used to go down town together every morning.
Senator SMITH. This was a particular morning when lie had this
amount of money?
Mr. HOPKINS. No; it was just the usual morning meeting. This
matter had been up before the cabinet for quite a long time, and it
had been approved.
Senator SMrTH. That is, the return or the repayment of these
advances?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; and with the accompanying vouchers it had
been before the officials of the treasury department, and I suppose
the accounting officers of that department, and had been approved
by the minister of finance. It had been submitted to the cabinet,
approved by the cabinet, and was then approved by President de la
Barra.
Senator HITCHcocK. You say, "With the accompanying vouchers." Was your voucher among those?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; my voucher was subsequently attached. I
gave a receipt in duplicate.
Senator SMITH. So that the Mexican Government approved what
he paid to you?
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Mir. HOPKINs. Yes.

Senator SmTH. They paid the money before it was divided?
Mr. HoPKINs. Oh, the Mexican Government knew about it.
Senator SmaITII. They made a voucher to Mr. Madero for this
money?

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator S3IITH. How much?
Mr. HOPKINs. About six hundred and odd thousand dollars.
Senator SmITu. About $050,000, and that amount of money was
taken by Mr. Madero and yourself to the International Banking
Corporation?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator S3IITH. And upon your recommendation was deposited?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. To whose credit?
Mr. HoPKINS. To his credit.
Senator SmITH. Then what occurred?
Mr. HorPINs. Nothing that I know of.
Senator SirrH. Did he give you a check?
DMr. HoPKINs. Yes; he gave me a check.
Senator SMITH. On that bank?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SIrrH. Did he make any other check at that time
Mr. HOPKINS. NO, sir.
Senator SMITn. And you wish to be understood as saying you do
not know what disposition was made of the balance of that fund
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir.
Senator SIrrTH. Had you and he come to a settlement regarding
your charges?

Mr. HOPKINs. Long before that.
Senator SMrru. How long before
Mr. HoPKINS. I do not know, Senator. They had expressed their
purpose to pay me. They seemed to be very grateful for what they
fancied I had accomplished for them, and indicated their purpose to
pay me a fee of this amount.
Senator SMITH. Had you loaned them any money?
Mr. HOPKIN. No sir.
Senator SMITH. As a matter of fact do you not know that they
were offering as high as 40 per cent bonus for loans at that time?
Mr. HOPKINS. Never heard of it; I do know that.along during
the last days of the revolution, when their funds were running very
low, some conferences took place relative to obtaining a loan.
Senator SMITH. What conferences?

Mr. HOPKINS. I had a conference with one French banker.
Senator SMITrrH. Where?
Mr. HoPKINs. In New York, at that time.
Senator SMITH. In New York?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; and he absolutely turned the proposition
down.
Senator SMrrTH. What did you ask him?
Mr. HOPKINS. I ask him upon what terms he would make an
advance, say of $100 000.
Senator SMrrH. What was his reply?
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Mr. HOPKINS. He said he would consider the matter; but on the
following day, upon some adverse news from Juarez, he informed
me that he would not entertain the proposition.
Senator SMrTH. Did you see anyone else with a similar purpose?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes, I did.
Senator SMrrn. Who?
Mr. HOPKINS. I discussed the matter with Mr. Charles R. Flint.
Senator SMITH. Who is he?
MIr. HoPKINs. A well-known merchant and banker in New York.
Senator SMITH. Did you ask him to subscribe to this fund?
Mr. HOPKINS. I asked his advice in regard to the matter.
Senator SIrrTH. Did you make him any tender?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir. He was of the opinion that no loan could
be procured.
Senator SmITH. Whom else did you talk with?
Mr. HOPKINs. I discussed the matter generally with Mr. William
M. Ivins, of New York.
Senator SMITH. Who is he?
Mr. HOPKINs. Quite a distinguished lawyer of that city.
Senator SMITH. Is his office in Wall Street or lower Broadway?
Mr. HOPKINS. His office is in Lords Court Building on William
Street, New York City. He was of the same opinion.
Senator SMITH. As a matter of fact, he had some financial transactions with the Government, had he not?
Mr. HoPKINs. No, sir.

Senator HrrITHCOCK. What date was this?
Mr. HoPKINS. I believe this was in April or May.
Senator HrrITCHCOCK. Of what year?
Mr. HoPKINs. 1911.
Senator SMITH. You do not know whether he afterwards advanced
any money, and certain drafts were made on him?
Mr. HOPKINs. I know he did not. The only draft that I know of
that was ever made which Mr. Ivins's firm had any connection with
was a draft for $100 which I authorized to be cashed, and which was
drawn against Gustavo Madero at El Paso, which was for a fine
that I was paying for one of our men, who had been arrested and
pleaded guilty, for transporting cartridges without labeling them as
such.
Senator SIrrH. Did you make any drafts on Madero through the
National City Bank of New York?
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir; never.
Senator SMITH. Io you know of any one else who did?
Mr. HOPKINs. No sir.
Senator SMITH. 'Tlis draft you refer to was made on Madero personally?
Mr. HOPKINs. On Gustavo Madero; yes.
* Senator SMITH. And through a bank at El Paso?
Mr. HOPKINS. I presume so; yes, sir. I was not in New York at
the time.
Senator SrIrnT. Was it the Rio Gran'de Valley National Bank?
Mr. HoPKINS. I was not in New York myself at the time. It was

only for $100.

Senator SMrr. Whom else did you see regarding a loan?
Mr. HoPKINS. That is all.
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Senator SMITH. Did you have any occasion to see any of the firm
of Speyer & Co.
oMr. HoPxINs. No, sir; never about loans. Messrs. Speyer & Co.
were at that time the bankers for the Mexican Government.
Senator McCUMBER. You stated that you were fairly familiar with
some of the financial transactions of the Madero government. Can
you give us anything of an idea of what the entire cost of financing
this revolution has been?
Mr. HOPmKIN. My idea is that it was about 10 per cent of what
most people think it was.
Senator McCUMBER. What do most people think it is, then?
Mr. HOPKINS. I do not believe that the entire revolution cost the
Maderos-that is, I do not believe that they spent more than $400,000
gold.
Senator McCUMBER. Not more than about half as much as it takes
to nominate an American President?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; just about.
Senator McCUMBER. If they got $600,000, they must have come out
with profit.
Mr. HOPKINs. That was $600,000 Mexican currency.
Senator McCUMBER. $300,000 American?

Mr. HoPkINS. Yes.

Senator McCUMBER. You do not mean to say that would cover the
entire expense of carrying on that revolution?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; not at all.
Senator McCuMBE. You mean that is what the Madero family

furnished?

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. There were lots of other men who took money
out of their own pockets and spent it to buy arms and munitions of
war.

Senator McCuMBER. And I suppose the revolutionists helped themselves to money once in awhile, as well as to provisions, and so forth?
Mr. HOPINs. Oh, yes; I have no doubt they did.
Senator McCUMBER. But, taking simply the financial part, that
must have cost at least several million dollars, did it not?
Mr. HoPKINs. I do not believe in the aggregate there was more
than $1,500,000 spent in actual money.
Senator McC MBER. Altogether?
Mr. HOPMINS. Yes.
Senator SMrrn. American money?
Mr. HOPKINS. I mean that much gold-American money.
Senator HrronocK. And the Maderos put up about one-quarter
of that.
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. That was considerable money contributed
from all the cities in Mexico.
Senator McCUnBER. What is the population of Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINS. About 18,000,000 people.
Senator MCCUMBER. And you think you can finance a successful
revolution in a country of that size for less than a million dollars
Mr. HoPKins. Yes.

Senator SMrr,. As a matter of fact do you not know that the
Orozco revolutionists have spent over $,000,0001
Mr. HoPKINs. I have heard so.
4766-20-voL
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Senator SrfTH. They got $1,000,000 from the city of Chihuahua
alone, did they not, through the chamber of commerce, and they
have been administering the customs down there and have received
at least $100,000 a month, and yet that is not supposed to be a revolution at all.
Senator BORAH. Perhaps its organiaztion was expensive.
Senator HrrHCOCK. Did this firm on Broadway in New York

City, which you say sold three or four carloads of war material,
require cash in advance?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; always.

Senator SMrrH. Mr. Hopkins, are you familiar with the reported
statements that upon the return of Mr. Limantour, and his statement to President Diaz that large financial interests in New York
had agreed to advance the necessary money to make the Madero revo.
lution successful, Diaz resolved to make no further resistance?
Mr. HoPINs. No, sir. I do not believe Mr. Limantour ever made

such a report, because Mr. Limantour knew better.
Senator SMITrrH. He had been in New York, had he not, with Mr.
Creel
Mr. HOPINs. No sir; he had not.

Senator SMTH. With Mr. Hernandez?
Mr. HOPKIN. No, sir; not that I am aware of. Which Mr. Hernandez do you mean?
Senator SMIrrr. The one who was afterwards secretary of the
interior.
Mr. HOPKINS. No sir; most decidedly not.
Senator SMrrITH. Would you have known about those matters?
Mr. HOPKINS. I was in the Hotel Astor at the same time Mr.
Limantour was there, and I know exact what took place.
Senator SMITH. Did you have any interview with him?
Mr. HOPKINs. No sir.

Senator SMrrn. do you know of anyone who did?
Mr. HoPKINS. Yes.

Senator SMrrITH. Who did?
Mr. HOPKINS. Mr. Francisco Madero, the father of the President,
and Dr. Francisco Vasquez Gomez, of the revolutionary committee.
Senator SMrrH. Do you know of anyone else who had any interview with him?
Mr.

HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SIrrTH. Who?

Mr. HOPKINS. I understand he had a conference with Mr. Speyer.
Senator SMITH. Speyer & Co.?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. Speyer & Co. were his bankers, the bankers

of the Mexican Government at that time.
Senator SMIrrTH. Do you know whether he had any conference with
president of the National City Bank?
Mr. HOPKINS. Do you mean Mr. Stillman?
Senator SMrrn. Or with Mr. Vanderlip.
Mr. HoPrINs. Mr. Vanderlip is the vice president. No, sir; I
am not aware of it. It would not surprise me at all.
Senator SMITH. Do you know whether he had any conversation
with anyone else while he was there?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; no personal knowledge.
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Senator SMITH. But you do know about these interviews with
Speyer & Co.1
Air. HoPKlxs. Y~es; that one took place with Mr. Spever.

Senator SMITH. And these other people you have spoken of?
Mr. IloPrKNs. Yes.
Senator SMIT. Did Mr. Madero inform you as to the nature of
those conversations?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes; he mentioned them.
Senator SMrnT. What did he say about them?
Mr. IloPKINS. Mr. Madero was very anxious to see the revolution

terminated, and I think he tried to persuade Mr. Limantour to sea
the light of day.
Senator Strrn. Do you know whether he told him that financial
arrangements had been made in New York?
Mr. HOPKINs. I do not know, but I am morally certain that he
(lid not.
Senator SmaTH. How are you certain that he did not?
Mr. HOPRINS. Because I have never heard of any such thing.
Senator SMITH. I have heard of it a great many times.
Mr. HoPKiNs. I have never heard of it, Senator and I have been
right in the midst of it all the time. I have never heard of any such
thing.
Senator SMITH. No threats were made, to your knowledge, to Mr.
Limantourl
Mr. HoPKINS. No sir.
Senator SMTH. Did you accompany Mr. Madero at the time of
his interview with Mr. Limantour?
Mr. HoPKIns. No sir.

Senator Satrrr. Or at the time of these interviews with those
bankers?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.

Senator SMTH. I have been rather impressed with the amount of
money you received down there for the service you have described.
Mr. HoPKrrs. Perhaps they overpaid me.

Senator SMrrH. Do you think they did?
Mr. HoPKIns. Well, they were the best judges of that.
Senator SMITH. No; you are the man who rendered the service.
Senator HrrcHCOOK. Was that for eight months' service?

Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator BoLsu. They did not object to the bill, did they?
Mr. HoPmN s. No, sir. In fact, Inever rendered any bill. It was a
voluntary payment upon their part.
Senator SMITH. But you had agreed upon it some time before this
money was.repaid
Mr. HoPRINs. $50,000 was mentioned. Gustavo Madero and the
rest of them had voluntarily mentioned it to me, that when the revolution was successful as they were sure it was going to be, they in.
tended to pay me a lee of $50,000. I said I would be very glad to
get it.
Senator MCCUMBER. You did not protest against it?

Mr. HOPKINs. No sir.
Senator SMrrH. When was that conversation?
Afr. HOPKINS. I suppose it was along in January or February.
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Senator HITCHCOCK. Let me recapitulate. That $50,000 fee was
for services rendered during eight months for keeping the revolutionary agents in the United States out of prison or getting them
out after they got in-Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator HITrccocK. For advising them to ship arms into the
Mexican Republic before the war began, as far as possible, and to get
ready for the wart
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator HrrcocxK. And for what else?
* Senator McCUMBER. The neutrality laws
Mr. HoPKINS. And for advising them as to the methods that they
should pursue, and also so as not to come in conflict with the neutrality laws.
Senator HIToHcocx. This revolutionary party in Mexico was not

afraid to come in conflict with the neutrality laws. That was the
very thing they wanted to do, was it not? What had they to fear?
Mr. HoPKINs. They had the fear of getting into jail.
Senator HrroncooK. Those in this country?

Mr. HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator HITnHcooK. But I am speakingof the people in Mexico.
Mr. HOPKINS. That is quite tlifferent. I was advising them not to
run counter to the neutrality laws. When I say that, I am referring
to those Mexicans who were in exile here in the United States.
Senator Hrrcircocx. You have only told us of one or two Mexicans in this country who did get into jail.
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; but perhaps it was due to my efforts that others
did not.
Senator HrrcncooK. It was to keep them out of jail, and that was
all the service you rendered for $50,000.
Mr. HoPKINs. Generally speaking, and taking into consideration
my previous statements, yes.
Senator BoruA. I suppose, occupying the relation which you did
to the movement, your general advice and counsel was sought at all
times on these matters, was it not
Mr. HOPxlNs. Every day and sometimes all night.
Senator BORAH. And that covered the whole field of the revolutionary movement
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes; covered the whole business, including my expenses, which were quite hlrge.
Senator BoRAw. But what I mean is, your advice and your counsel
were sought upon the whole field of revolutionary action?
Mr. HoPKINs.

Yes; every feature of it.

Senator SITrru. They had other counsel?
Mr. HOPRINs. No; not here.
" Senator SIrra. In the United States?

Mr. HoPKiNs. I think they had in San Antonio and El Paso.

Senator SMrrm. Now, I want to go back a little and to ask you
if you know anything about the payment of large interest, or the
prepayment of large interest, as high as 40 per cent, for the use of
money?
Mr. HorKINs. NO sir; I do not.
Senator SMITH. or the use of money to aid the revolution?
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Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.

Senator SrrTH. Did you ever hear of such a thing?
Mr. IIHOPKINS. O, sir.
Senator SMITH. Would it surprise you if they were called upon
to pay large rates of interest?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; it would.
Senator HrrCHOOCK. Did this fee of yours also include your efforts
to secure loans for them in New York?
Mr. HPKINSe. That was hardly very serious. I had very little to
do with that. I simply mentioned it to the gentlemen whose names
I have mentioned. Of course, it did include that, naturally.
Senator HICricocK. Did they expend any money with anyone else
that you know of to procure loansT
Mr. HOPKIN. Not that I am aware of; no, sir.
Senator SIrrH. Have you heard of any payment of that kind?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.
Senator SMrrH. To anyone else?
Mr. HoPKINS. I never heard of any such payment.
Senator SUITH. You were very familiar with the neutrality laws.
Did you render any service in connection with the legislation to
amend the neutrality laws?
Mr. HOPKINs. No sir.
Senator SMrrH. Do you know anything about that legislation
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SIrrH. When did you first know about it?
Mr. HOPKINS. I think it was on the 10th day of March, 1912.
Senator SrrTH. How did you happen to know about it?
Mr. HOPKINS. I received a telegram.
Senator SrrTIL From whom?
Mr. HOPKINS. From my firm.
Senator SrrH. Where were you?
Mr. HOPKINs. At Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Senator SMITu. To what effect?
Mr. HOPKINs. That the passage of a resolution which had been
or was to be offered, I think by Senator Root, was imminent. I
think it was based upon a message from the President, but I do not
remember with certainty about that. I do recall that I received a
telegram, I think in Vera Cruz, informing me about the resolution
which was afterwards passed; I think on Mfarch 12 or 14 was about

to be passed.

Senator SrIITr. Have you that telegram?
Mr. HOPKINS. I doubt It very much.
Senator SMITR. Will you try to find it?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; I will take great pleasure in doing so. I was
subsequently notified, I think either at Key West or Palm Beach,
that the resolution had been passed. I probably have that telegram.
Senator HITOIRCOCK. Was that after the iMader government had
been established?
Mr. HOPKINs. Oh, yes; long after.
Senator HHrrcocK. Your firm undoubtedly have a copy of the
telegram that they sent to you?
DMr. HoPKINS. I presume I have the original.
Senator Srrm. Will you try and get that?
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Mr. HoPKxNs. Yes.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Both of them
MIr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. It has been suggested that that legislation originally had its birth in your brain.
Mr. HOPKINs. Why, Senator, I was not in the country at that
time.
Senator SMITH. Or of your firm.
Mr. HOPKINS. I was not in the country. I left the United States

on the 27th of January. I had to go to Guatemala.
Senator SMITH. You considered it advantageous, of course, to the
Madero government?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; I not only considered it advantageous to the
Madero government, but I considered it, you might say, obligatory
legislation on the part of the United States if it desired to perform
its duty toward the Government of Mexico.
Senator McCusomE. What legislation was that
Senator SMITH. That was an amendment of the neutrality laws
which somewhat radically tightened the regulations regarding the
exportation of arms.
Senator MCCUMBER. That was the provision which authorized the

President to take possession of any arms that were being shipped
across the line
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator McCUMBER. How was that advantageous
Senator HITcHcocK. This was after the Madero were in.
Senator SMrrH. After they were in the lines were drawn very
tight, and I think Mr. Hopkins will admit that that was very help
fu to the Madero government.

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; very.

Senator Surrn. And rather hostile to the Orozco revolutionistsV

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator McCuMBER. This was after the second revolution was
being hatched
Mr. HoPKINs. It had already started.
Senator SMITn. It started, in fact, before they got in.
Senator BORnn. Do you still occupy and hold the relation of attorney to client with these people yet
Mr. HOPKINS. I should sa that I do, but in r personal way only.
Senator SMrrH. I should like to have you produce that telegram--

the first one you got.

Mr. HPKINS. I will endeavor to do so.

Senator SMrrITH. While you were at Vera Cruz you got notice from
your office that an important change was to be made in the neutrality laws t
Mr. HoPKINs. I think it was while I was at Vera Cruz.
Senator SMrrH. But just what that message said you are unable
to state
Mr. HOPKINS. I am unable to state at'the present time.

Senator SuIT.
yet?

And you have not been able to find the message

Mr. HOPrIN& I have not, yet.

Senator SMITrrH. But you are going to try to find it?
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Mr. HoPKINs. I ani; yes, sir.

Senator HITCHCOCK. iVould not the telegraph office be able to

produce a copy?

Senator SMITH. I think, perhaps, they would.

Mr. HOPKINS. As I understand, they destroy their messages every
six months. I will be very glad to write them a letter and ask them.
Senator SurrH. Now, recurring to what was said this morning
with reference to your employment by Henry Clay Pierce, you said
that when he found you had some information which showed graft
on the part of certain people who held an oil concession in Mexico,
he employed you to exploit that information?
Mr. HoPImNs. He requested me to see that all p6ssible publicity
was given to the wrongful acts of these people.
Senator SMITH. And those wrongful acts consisted in what?

I

think you said certain stock was given.

DMr. HoPrINS. In accepting shares of stock amounting to more

than a million dollars in value--a million and a half in value-while
certain of them held public office.
Senator SrTH. And this stock was given by-Mr. HOPraiN. Lord Cowdray.
Senator SMITH. And the people to whom the stock was given you
enumerated this morning?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; and there are others whose names escape me
for the moment.
Senator SMITH.n And that included the son of President Diaz?
Mr. HOPRINs. It did; yes, sir; 200 shares at $1,000 per share, 8 per
cent guaranteed preferred stock.
Senator SMITr. Do you know the nature of that company's business in Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINs. I think I do; yes, sir.

Senator Szrr. What is it
Mr. HOPKINs. I understand they are engaged in the refining and
the sale of oil and its products.
Senator SMrrIT. In that country
Mr. HoPmINs. Yes.
Senator SMITH. In the United Statest
Mr. HorINS. No, sir; although the Pearson interests are engages
in the sale of oil in very large quantities. In fact, I have reason to
believe that the Standard Oi Co. at the present time has a contract
under the terms of which they practically control the Pearson interests
and take the entire Pearson output of crude oil.
Senator SMurrITH. The Pearson Co. is not the same company as the
Pierson Co. of Boston
Mr. Horans. No, sir. Lord Cowdray was formerly Sir Weetman
Pearson.
Senator SMITH. They were also interested in the Northwestern
Railroad
Mr. HOPraIN No, sir.
Senator Srra I thought you said so this morning .
Mr. HorPKis. No sir; on tie directorate of the National Railways.
Senator Smurr. You say you have reason to believe they sell large
quantities of oil to the Standard Oil Co. t
Mr. HorPmNs. I know they do; in fact, it is understood that the

Standard now owns the Cowdray or Pearson oil interests.
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Senator SMITH. How do you know that?
Mr. HOPKINs. From papers that I have seen and statements that
have been made.
Senator SMITH. Where did you see them?
Mr. HOPKINS. In Mexico.
Senator SMITL. By whom were they exhibited?
Mr. HovrINs. They were exhibited to me by a representative of
the Waters-Pierce Oil Co.
Senator Surrn. What is his name?
Mr. HOPKINs. I think they were shown to me by J. N. Galbraith.
Senator SmUrw. What office does he hold in that company?
Mr. HoPKrNs. I think he is general manager.

Senator 8311T. Did you have any conference with him and Mr.
Pierce there?
Mr. HOPKINS. I bad many conferences with Mr. Galbraith.
Senator SMrr,. None with Mr. Pierce
Mr. HorPKIN. No, sir; I have only seldom conferred with Mr.
Pierce in regard to this matter. Most of my conferences have been
with Mr. Galbraith.
Senator SMITH. You stated this morning that Mr. Pierce employed you I
lr. HoPKINs. Yes; exactly.
Senator SMrrn. And that yol were paid a thousand dollars for
that
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes, sir; something like that; by Mr. Galbraith.
Senator SMrrH. Is that company a competitor with the WaersPierce Co.?
Mr. HOPKINs. Do you mean Cowdray's company?
Senaor STrrH. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.

Senator SMIrrH. Then, in your capacity as counsel for the revolutionary party, the Madero house, including all of them, and in your
capacity as counsel for the Waters-Pierce Co., you want to be understood as saying that, so far as you know, neither of these people
contributed any money toward the revolution?
Most positively. That is to say, I mean to assert
Mr. IIoPKINs.
that I know positively that the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. contributed
absolutely nothing toward the revolution; and, as I said before, I
do not believe that any other American interests contributed toward
the Madero revolution.
Senator HrroncocK. What leads you to that belief?
Mr. HoPKINs. Because my relations with them at that time were

so close and my knowledge of their finances was such that I certainly would have'known it had there been any.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Then could you give the committee a little
better idea of their finances? I have not got it clear.
Mr. HOPKINS. That is a little difficult. It has been some time ago,
and things were going on a little hastily.then. I told you this morning I knew about the amount of money expended, and I know that
toward the last they were near the end of their rope.
Senator HrrcHcocK. That was about $400,000?
Mr. HOPKINS. More or less.
Senator HrrcncocK. And the whole cost of the revolution was a
million and a half?
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Mr. HOPRKNs. Probably.

Senator HrroncooK. And the $400,000 they put in was in cash,
without borrowing anything?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator HrroHcooK. Where did the other $900,000 come from?
Mr. HoPaINs. That is impossible for any human being to say, because it came a few hundred dollars here and a few hundred dollars
there; a few hundred dollars contributed by this person and that
person-all Mexicans.
Senator HrroooK. Why are you positive in saying that they
were all Mexicanst
Mr. HoPINs. Merely because of my very close association with,
you might say, the leaders of the revolution, and being in daily correspondence with them and knowing their wants, and knowing their
inability to get things that they did want.
Senator HITCHcoCK. Were there regular lists of the contributors
kept?
Mr. HOPKINS. That I do not know.
Senator HrrcHcoK. How could you say positively that $100,000

had not been borrowed in the United States?
Mr. HOPsIsN. I can not say positively, but I am sure that if it
had been I would have known it.
Senator Hrroooox. Was any borrowed?
Mr. HOPKINS. Not that I know of. I am positive that there was
not any.
Senator Srrn. You tried to make a loan with this French
banker?
Mr. HopasN. Yes; I sounded him-that is to say. There were
never any negotiations. I suggested it.
Senator SirrH. What did you offer him for that
Mr. HOPKINs. I do not know of anything offered, Senator. There
was no security suggested, of course, except the good faith of the
revolutionary party.
Senator SmTH. An obligation on the part of the leaders?
Mr. HoPKINs. Oh, of course there would be an obligation. The
revolutionary government was represented by what was termed a
provisional government.
Senator Surr. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINs. The headquarters of that government were in
Madero's camp.
Senator SMrru. And those were the people that you represented
Mr. HOPKINS. Those were the people who were to be responsible.
Senator Surnr. For this loan, if you had made itt
Mr. Ho wams. For that loan, had any loan been made; but my
mission was to sound; not to negotiate for or to conclude a loan.
Senator SMrrI.
You spoke this morning of only going to two other
persons for this loan; one was Charles R, Flint and the other was
Mr. Ivins?
Mr. HoPxNs. Yes.
Senator Smrra. How did it happen that you did not go to the
Waters-Pierce people
Mr. HOPINS. I did not know them.
Senator SMrrx. You knew of them?
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Mr. HOPKINs. Oht yes; but I did not know them. It would have
been very impudent in me to have gone to a corporation of that kind
when I had nothing to do with them; was not acquainted with them.
Senator StIrrn. You did not know this French banker, did you?
Mr. HOPKINS. Oh yes; I knew him intimately.
Senator SMITH* How long had you known him?
Mr. HOPmIN. Four or five years. In fact, he had been a client of
mine.
Senator Srr. Had Mr. Flint been closely connected with you?
Mr. HoPKINs. All my life, and my father before me.
Senator SMrTH. And Mr. Ivins?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator Ssrrn. And those were the only people that you attempted
to make any loan with?
Mr. HOPKINs. I did not attempt to make loans with them. I
simply sounded them to ascertain if in the future a loan could be
made. When I mentioned it to this French banker, I simply mentioned $100,000 as a figure.
Senator SMrra. Now, in fact, you were acting for the Madero
party in that?
Mr. HOPrKINs Yes.

Senator SMITH. And was that a part of the services for which you
were paid $50,000
Mr. HOPKIN. I presume so; yes. Of course I was paid $50,000
for my entire services as counsel, covering eight months.
Senator SMITH. In gold ?
Mr. HoPKiNs. In gold.
Senator FALL. Excuse me just a moment. Was this Mexican oil
company you are speaking of the Aguila?
Mr. HOPKINs. That is Cowdray's company.
Senator FAiL. And the other?
Mr. HOPRNS. Is the Waters-Pierce Oil Co.

Senator FALL. Do you know anything about the Mexican Petroleum Co.?
Mr. HOPRINs. No, sir. I know there is such a company.
Senator FALL. In addition to this $50,000 that you received for
your services, did you receive an interest in any concession?
Mr. HoPKIrs. No, sir.

Senator FALL. No land or anything like that, no concession?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.

Senator FALL. You are not interested now in any concession in
(hiapas?
Mr. HoPINs. No, sir. May I made a remark there?
Senator FALL. Certainly.
Mr. HOPRINS. I heard through a friend of mine that an article
had been published in one of the Mexico City newspapers in which
it was stated that Gustavo Madero and some others and myself were
interested in a concession in Chiapas. So far as I am concerned, I
never heard of such a thing until after my return to the United
States, and the statement is absolutely and unqualifiedly untrue. I
have absolutely no interest, direct or indirect, in any concession in
Mexico or anywhere else.
Senator SMITH. Nor have you had?
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Mr. Ilorixtxs. Nor have I had nor any member of my family.
Senator S.ITu. Nor any other person, to your knowledge?

Mr. loKIxss. Neither directly nor indirectly in any way, shape,
or form, contingent or otherwise. I want to make that as emphatic
as possible.
Senator SMIT. Now, what is the real title of this national railway?
Mlr. lHorixls. The National Railways of Mexico-the Ferrocarriles
Nacionales do MAxico.
Senator SunTH. That does not include the Mexican Central, does it?
Mr. HOPKINS. Oh, yes, sir. It is a consolidation of the old Na.

tional Railway and the Central and one or two other small roads.
They were nationalized about 1907 and consolidated by the Govern.
ment.
Senator SMITH. You were interested in the railroad aspect of that
situation?
Mr. HOPRINs. Yes; I was.
Senator Surrn. How?
Mr. HOPKINs. The leading cientificos had had themselves ap.
pointed directors of the National Railways and of course were controlling the policy of that road to suit their own ends; and I had
always thought, and Gustavo Madero always thought, and others
always thought, that those gentlemen should be gotten rid of as expeditiously as possible; and having the information that I had, they
were very anxious to get it and use that in forcing them out, which
they did.
Senator HrroHooK. In forcing whom out?
Mr. HoPRINs. In forcing them out.
Senator HrrICHooK. Out of what?

Senator STrrH. Out of the railways.
AMr. HOPKINS. Forcing the cientificos out of the control of the
National Railways. They had previously had themselves elected di.
rectors.

Senator StrrH. Now, the Government of Mexico owns the stock in
those companies, does it not?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SurrH. Where are the securities held?
Mr. HOPKINS. Principally in the United States and in Europe.

Senator SMrrI. Are there not some held in New Yorkt
Mr. HOPKINS. Oh, yes.

Senator SMrrIT. Who holds them
Mr. HoPINs. I suppose Speyer & Co. hold a great many. I sup.

pose Ladenburg, Thaiman & Co. and Halgarten & Co. hold a great
many. I suppose Mr. Pierce owns some. In fact, he is said to be the
largest individual holder.
Senator Fau.. He was practically at the head of that road for
years, was he not?
Mr. HoPKINs. At the head of the Central.

Senator Srrm. That is Henry Clay Pierce
Mr. HOPKIN. Henry Clay Pierce; yes.

I suppose that Kuhn,

Loeb & Co. are also holders. Of course the French and English
banks, too, are very large holders.
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Senator Surra. This course that you outlined with reference to
those railroads-the policy of Gustavo Madero and yourself-was
known to the security holders of these properties?
Mr. HoPuINrs. No, sir.
Senator SMITH. It was known to Henry Clay Piercel
Mr. HoPgINs. Yes; it was afterwards known to him. Pardon me
one moment. You asked me if it was known to the bankers Yes;
it became known to them.
Senator SrrTH. Yes.
Mr. HoPmSNs. Through our acts.
Senator Surr. That constituted part of the plan to change the
management and direction of those roads
Mr. HOPKINs. Not the management; the directorate.
Senator Smrrn. The directorate of those roads?
Mr. HOPINs. Yes.
Senator Surm. Of those Mexican roads. And who took that
matter up with you first!
Mr. HOPxINs. I think it was Gustavo Madero who first spoke to
me about it.
Senator SMrrT. When
Mr. HoPKINs. Here in Washington.
Senator Surm. How long ago u
Mr. HoPRINs. During the revolution.
Senator SMurr. At about what stage
Mr. HOPKINs. Probably about the middle of it. We talked it over
at great length.
Senator Sirrm. Did you have any conferences in New York
about itt
Mr. HOPINs. No sir.
Senator Sxir. Or anywhere else
Mr. HOPKIms. No sir.

Senator Sxrm. And was the plan outlined between you and him
Mr. HorPms. No, sir; there was no plan outlined at that time,
except that he made the declaration, and it was my understanding
that his declaration had the approval of all the other leaders, that
the cientificos ought not only to be ousted from the directorate of the
Mexican National Railways,.but ousted from all other positions held
by them. That was a mere incident.
Senator SrrIT. What was to become of those railroads; was any
plan discussed 9
Mr. HOPKINs. No; except they were to be operated more for the
benefit of the Government than heretofore.
Senator Srm.I. Was there any plan that ever came to your attention that calculated to turn those roads over to the security holders
Mr. HOPINs. Never.
Senator SMrrn. You simply wanted to change the directorate and
control of the properties
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMrrH. And that met with the approval of practically
everyone
Mr. HoPKS us. Of practically everyone.

Senator Surrn. Of your clients
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
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Senator SMITH. Both Henry Clay Pierce and Madero?
Mr. HOPKINS. I discussed the matter with Gustavo Madero at the
time. I never discussed the matter with Mr. Henry Clay Pierce until
after the revolution was over.
Senator SMrTH. Then what did you say?
Mr. HOPKINS. I advised him as to what was on foot, and he was
very heartily in favor of it.
Senator HrrcHOOCK. What was his interest in the matter?
Mr. HoPrINs. A shareholder.
Senator SMrrH. Security holder, was he not?
DMr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senaor HITCHCOCK. DO you mean he was the owner of stocks or
bonds?
Mr. HOPKINS. Both stocks and bonds.
Senator HrITcrOCK. Both stocks and bonds?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir. He had a very vital interat in the management of the National Railways.
Senator HrIcucocic. Had the policy of the Mexican Government
under Diaz and these cientificos been such as to impair the value of
his holdings?
Mr. HOPKINS. I should say that they threatened to impair the value
of everybody's holdings.
Senator Sairr. How?
Mr. HoPKINs. By mismanagement in many respects.
Senator HrrCHoCK. Had it occurred?
Mr. HOPKINS. I said it was imminent;- the danger was imminent.
Senator HITORCOCK. What indicated itt
Mr. HOPKINS. We go back to the Tehuantepec National Railway,
which was constructed, or reconstructed, by Lord Cowdray-or,
rather, by Sir Weetman Pierson, as he was then. The construction
of that railway cost the Mexican Government about twice what it
was really worth. Lord Cowdray had a contract with the Mexican
Government for the management of that railroad as managing partner with the Government, and it has always cost to operate that
road probably one-third more than it would have had it been operated otherwise. That is the reason.
Senator HrrorooK. That was not one of these railroads?
Mr. HoPKINS. That is not one of the roads in the National Railways of Mexico.
Senator HrroHcooK. You are referring to these roads that you are
speaking of. What was there actually to show that the securities
were being impaired?
Mr. HOPINS. I will show you. It was the case of the National
Tehuantepeo Railroad. All Cowdra's directors in his Aguila Oil
Co. were made directors in the National Railways of Mexico, and
certain of the leaders, so I was informed, conceived the idea that
objectionable conditions which prevailed in connection with the
maintenance and operation of the National Tehuantepec Railway
might be applied to the National Railways of Mexico.
Senator FALL. I would like to see if I can get that straightened
out so that I can understand it. The National Railway of Mexico
for many years was not identical with the National Railways of
Mexico as they now stand The Mexican Central Railway was
under the direction of Mr. Henry Clay Pierce for many years
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AMr. HOPKINS. He was chairman of the board of directors, as I
understand.
Senator FAU,. And a large stockholders
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator FALL. Who ran the National Railway of Mexico, properly
speaking
Mr. hOPKINs. Who was in charge
Senator FALL. At that time, of the consolidation.
Mr. HOPKINS. Well, I do not know, Senator.
Senator FALL. It was an American, was it not?
Mr. HOPKINs. I do not know.
Senator FALL. After the National Railways of Mexico were acquired by the Mexican Government through this revolutionary party,
Madero and others, who was the general manager and the president
of the road?1
Mr. HoPKINs. I think Mr. Brown was afterwards made president.
Senator FALL. Who is the general manager and president of that
road?
Mr. HOPKINS. He is president of the road.
Senator FALL. He is, although it is under the Mexican Railwayst
Mr. HoPnmse. Yes.
Senator FALL. Has there been any change in the management of
the road that you know of since the time the National Railways took
it over and Mr. Brown being president of it at that time?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; so far as I know there has been no change
in the management.
Senator FALL. Then Gustavo Madero must have been mistaken
about the impairment.
Mr. HOPKINS. Senator, I referred to the menace.
Senator FALL. They ran it for some time?
Mr.HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator FALL. In fact, Mr. Hopkins, the only change that has been
made is that every American in Mexico has been run off the National
Railways-every employee?
Mr. HoPRINs. Yes.
Senator FALL. And that incompetent Mexicans have been employed, and it has been almost impossible, even where they have not
been interfered with by the rebels, for them to keep the trains running; and President Madero a short time ago issued a proclamation
to the Mexican employees to the effect that ifthey did not take more
pains in running-these railways he was going to take some steps to
find competent employees
Mr. ITHoPms. I have heard that there were a great many complaints on account of new employees, Mexican employees, who were
not properly trained; that is quite true.
Senator FAu.. The general management of the roads has remained
just the same as it wasi
Mr. Hoirtss. Absolutely the same.
Senator FALL.. Uhder the centiflose'method
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes. I think that the consolidated roads were
started along right lines. I do not think there is any doubt about
that. But, as I repeat, it was the menace of this board of directors.
Senator Hrr oxoca. You were starting to outline what this
menace consisted of. I did not quite get that.
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Mr. HoPxixs. I say I have to go back to the Tehuantepec National Railway matter, in which it is charged, openly and publicly,
and figures have been introduced to prove the statement, that the
railroad was constructed for just twice what it was worth.
Senator SMITH. That is a question of construction, and not of
management.
Mr. HoPKINs. Well, and it has also been managed from year to
year for one-third more than should have been paid for the management; and, of course, by Lord Cowdray. And now Lord Cowdray's
directors in his Aguila Co. his supporters, and his business associates,
were put as directors on the National Rallways of Mexico, in which
Lord Cowdray did not own a share, and, of course, many persons
feared that the same methods that were applied to the Tehuantepec
National Railway would be applied to the National Railways of
Mexico.
Senator FALL. Now, for years and years before the National Railways of Mexico had been organized, the railways had been run by this
management and for years and years prior to the acquisition by the
Mexican Railways of the Mexican Central?
Mir. HOPKINs. That is right as far as the minor officials are concerned.
Senator FALL. And no change was made even after the National
Railways were acquired by the Madero people? Since they were
ousted no change has been made in the management?
Mr. HOPKINs. There has been a complete change in the directorate.
Senator FALL. Yes; but the management?
Mr. HoPKINs. The personnel and policy management has been the
same.
Senator FAu.. Yes.
Mr. HOPKIN8. The executive heads of the railroad are identical;
most of them are Americans.
Senator SMITH. There was a well-defined plan, according to your
testimony, originated either by yourself or some one else, by which
Henry Clay Pierce and Gustavob adero were to reform the National
Railways?
Mr. HoPrINs. No, sir; not reform the Nation Railways, but simply to change the board of directors; to put in better men.
Senator SMrru. To get the other fellows out?
Mr. HoPlNxs. Yes.
Senator SMITH. To get the Diaz people out?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes; and to remove the Cowdray menace.
Senator SMurT. And was that at the bottom of your interest in
the matter?
Mr. HoPKirNs. In what matter?
Senator Surlr. In this railway matter?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
You spoke of that early this morning.
.Senator SMrIT.
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
. Senator SMITH. That was at the bottom of your plan?
Mr. HoPJrNs. Yes.
Senator SMrrH. And that had the approval of Mr. Pierce?
Mr. HoPraxs. No, sir.
Senator Surra. And Mr. Madero?
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Mr. lIoKINxS. No, sir. This matter was a matter between Gustavo Madero, some others, and myself. Mr. Pierce I did not even
know' at that time. I never knew Mr. Pierce until after the revolution was over.
Senator HrrcncocK. Then, to find out what was Madero's interest
in it: Was he a stockholders
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir- he was a Mexican.
Senator HrroCOcOK. *hat was his interest?
Mr. HoPKINs. He had simply a patriotic interest in it.
Senator HrrcHCOCK. It was pure patriotism?
Mr. HOPnINs. Yes.
Senator Sumrr. Was there ever any intention, or did you hear any
talk that these railroads were to be turned over to the security
holders!
Mr. HoPmus. Oh, yes- I read charge after charge in the sensational Mexican papers down there opposed to President Madero
that there were schemes on foot of that nature, but I do not think
anybody ever paid any attention to them.
Senator SurrH. What do you think of itf
AMr. HoPKINs. I think it is absolutely absurd.
Senator Sirrn. You think they are satisfied to get in on the
directorate?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes; to get the objectionable ones off the board.
Senator SurrH. And let the matter rest there?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. The bankers are also so well represented on
that directorate that I think there would be little chance of a mishap.
Senator FFau. Are any of these security holders interested with
the American Fruit Co.?
Mr. HOPINs. You mean the United Fruit Co.1
Senator FAuL. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINs. Senator, the only person that I know of that might
have associated between the two would be Mr. Bradley W. Palmer,
who is general counsel of the United Fruit Co., and who, I believe,
represented some large Boston interests in connection with the consolidation. He was once a director. I do not think, however, that
Mr. Palmer has any present interests in the National Railways of
Mexico. If he has, I do not know it. Of course, he probably has
some interest in the Northwestern Railroad and an indirect interest
in the Pan American road which they are building through Chiapas
down into Guatemala, because his client, Mr. Keith, has purchased
the Northern Guatemala and the Guatemala Central, with which the
Pan American is to connect. That is all.
Senator FA&Z Do you know whether those people have any idea
of connecting the Mexican national lines with those Central Ameri.
can lines
Mr. HOPINss. 1 suppose they will have to be connected, Senator.
I do not see any other way than that.
Senator FAL. Do you know whether Mr. Van Horne or Mr. Pear.
Sson are interested with them
.
Mr. HoPKISe. I do not know, Senator.
Senator FAu.. Do you know whether they are interested with
them
Mr. Hopxms. I understand so. I happen to have been in Guate.
mala, and I happen to know that the Northern Railway of Guatemala, as you perhaps know, is owned by Mr. Keith, Gen. Hubbard,

I
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and Sir William Van Horne jointly, and they and certain of their
associates have recently purchased the road that runs from the capital down to the west coast, which will connect with the Pan American.

Senator FALL. And Sir William Van Horne was interested in
the Pearson-Farquhar syndicates and electric light plant in the City
of Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINA. Yes I think so.
Senator FaL,. AnA they also owned the Mexican Northwesternt
Mr. HOPKIN. Yes.
Senator FAUL. And he is one of the directors of the Pacific Central9

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator FALL. And is it not generally understood that there will
be a railroad line extending from Panama to Canada when it is
opened upI
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes. You can go by rail to-day from Montreal,
Canada, to Guatemala City.
Senator HrrCHCocK. Was D. E. Thompson connected with this
Mexican Railroad?
Mr. HOPKINs. Do you refer to the ex-ambassadort
Senator HrrcRcocK. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; I think he simply acted as an intermediary
in the matter of the purchase of one of them.
Senator HrroHCOCK. That is, its sale to the Mexican Government
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; to the national railways, under the cientifico
rime, and he made a very substantial profit by the transactions.
Senator FAu,. Let me ask you again: Do you not think it was
really the desire of Gustavo Madero to possibly assist persons who
were kind to him, or with whom he was acting, to get rid of the
directors of Cowdmry's railway-that is, the Pearson syndicate-who
were also directors in El Aguila Some of those were directors also
of the Mexican National.
Mr. HoPKine. Luis Riba, Pablo Macedo, Landa y Escandon, Porfrio Diaz, jr., and other of this group were all Cowdray's friends
and supporters; and when through his influence and through their
own they were put, you might say, in command of the National Railways, some of the stockholders began to sit up and take notice, as
they feared that the same methods that had been applied to the
Tehuantepec National Railway would be applied to the National
Railways of Mexico and thereby very seriously interfere with the
dividends.
Senator FAIL. Afterwards the Mexican Central was acquired by
the Mexican Railways and Pearson was perfectly satisfied with that
arrangements
Mr. HOPKINs. He had nothing to do with it; that consolidation
was made possible and effected through Mr. Pierce.
Senator FPA u As a matter of fact, the Mexican Central Railroad
had been paying only a very low price when that arrangement was
made
Mr. HoPmNS Yes.
Senator FALL. And, in fact, after it became a part of the Mexican
Railways, it became a paying institution I
4766-20-voL 2--48
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Mr. HoPniNs. Undoubtedly
Senator FALL. So that at the time Gustavo Madero was patriot.
ically wanting to get rid of its directorate the railway was a paying
institution, which had not been a paying institution in the pastI
Mr. HorKINs. Yes; thanks to the New York board. It was the
menace that stirred the shareholders.
Senator FAmL. And Pierce still retained some interest in that road?
Mr. HoPHxis. Oh, yes. I do not think that Mr. Pierce, who was
chairman of the New York board, was so alarmed as some others.
Senator FAL+. And Mr. Pierce was formerly interested in other
business in Mexico?
MIr. HIOPKINS. Very materially.
Senator FALL. And Cowdray was interested
Mir. HOPKINS. Was his competitor.
Senator FALL. Was his competitor; yes.
Mr. HoPRKNd. He was.
SenatorFau,. As a matter of fact, Cowdray was considered to be
the one partner that Diaz had ever had in Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator FAU. And as a part of Pierce's scheme to down Cowdray
thoroughly he was getting rid of Diaz's friends in the Cowdray
properties and in the oil company, which was a competitor of Pierce I
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes, sir. He desired, I suppose, to get rid of Cow
dray's directors in the National Railways, in which Cowdray did
not own a share and in which he, Pierce, was the largest individual
security holder. It was a case of protecting himself against piracy.
Senator FAL,. And Pierce had sold a road which was not paying to the Cowdray associates, and they had brought it up at that
time, and Madero wanted to take the control away from himn
Mr. HoPKINs. That is true only to a limited extent. When Mr.
Pierce sold the Central to the Mexican Government his dealings
were with Mr. Limantour, and not with Cowdray's associates. At
that time the road was, I have understood, on a prosperous basis,
and its stock worth four or five times as much as when MIr. Pierce
bought it. Cowdray had no interest as a shareholder in this business.
Senator FALL. Then I do not see where his patriotism came in.
That is a matter of judgment, of course.
Mr. HOPKINS. This was not alone the view of Gustavo Madero,
but it was the view of everyone connected with the revolutionary
movement.
Senator Surrn. What was the motive?
Mr. HOPKINs. The motive was to get rid of the cientificos on the
board of directors, who were also political reactionaries and enemies
of the revolution.
Senator SMrrI.
Was not the motive-one of the motives of the
revolution--to get control of these properties
Mr. HOPKINs. No. The proof of it is that they have not taken
any special control, except to remove opportunity for graft; they
have not taken, certainly, as much control as the Diaz government
exercised.
Senator Smrrn. That does not quite answer the question.
Mr. HOPINS. I should say no. I should not say that that was a
special motive.
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Senator Smrrn. It all works out in the wash?
Mr. HoPKINs. I should say that was a mere house-cleaning incident.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Were the directors allowed to remain?
Ir. HOPKINS. No, sir; they were forced out.
Senator HITCHCoCK. They were forced out?
Mr. HOPKIN. Yes.
Senator HIrrcHocK. And new directors were put in satisfactory
to Pierce and Madero?
Mir. HoPKIns. No, sir; not satisfactory to Pierce, but satisfactory
to President Madero. Mr. Pierce was not consulted. I do not
understand that he cared who the new directors were, so long as
they were square.
Senator HITCcocCK. I understood you to say Madero and Pierce
were operating together?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; I said that their views were harmonious
about getting rid of objectionable characters.
Senator HirncIwocK. And Madero was actuated by patriotism?
Mr. HOPKINs. Absolutely and entirely, and I can tell you that
it is susceptible of proof that the Government of which Mr. Madero
is president did not consult Mr. Pierce when the new directorate
was selected. Furthermore, the bulk of changes were not made until
the annual meeting of stockholders in October, 1911, and then in
the manner prescribed by law.
Senator HrrclcocK. You say that Madero and Pierce operated
together?
Mr. HOPrINs. No, sir; I repeat that their views were harmonious.
There was absolutely no connection. I also repeat that I did not
even know Mr. Pierce; I did not know anyone connected with him,
and I had never spoken with anyone acting for him until the revolution was over.
Senator HrrciCocK. You spoke of being retained by. him.
Mr. HOPKINS. Not long after the revolution, but after the revolu.
tion had ceased.
Senator HITrcCocK. To assist in getting them out?
Mr. HOPiNS. To assist in giving due publicitySenator HITCHCOCK. In getting out those directors that Madero

wanted to get out?
Mr. HoPKINS. Yes; only AMr. Madero did not have to cooperate.
Senator HIrr cocK. So that both Pierce and Madero were cooperating, and you were acting for both of them ?
Mr. HOPKINS. They had ideas in common. But Mr. Madero as
president could have removed any director whenever he wished, but
refrained from such a radical course. I was not acting for Mr.
Madero naturally at this time.
Senator SrrnH. That was the first connection .that you admitted
this morning, was the railway aspect of it?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITu. As a matter of fact, it is rather an incident, if
you may treat it as suchMr. HOPKINS. Yes. It is an incident.
Senator SMrrH (continuing). Of the revolution. This evolution
of the railroad properties down there is all an incident to the revo.'
lution, of course. It could not have occurred if Diaz had remained?
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Mr. HOPKINS. You mean the directors would not have been forced

out if Diaz had remained?
Senator SMITH. I mean these changes would not have taken place?
Mr. HOPKINS. No; probably not.
Senator SMITH. But you went down there to bring these weaknesses to the attention of the Mexican people?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator SrTIH. With a view to bringing about just what has taken
place, did you not?

Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator Surrlr. That has been a part of your service?
Mr. HOPKINS. Ye5,
Senator FALL. Mr. Hopkins, of course, you were here, I presume,
and not at Juarez, when the attack was made at Juarez which was
finally successful?
Mr. HOPKINS. I was in Washington.
Senator FALL. But you are very familiar, of course, with what was
done there?
Mr. HOPINS. Yes; very familiar.
Senator FALL. Why was it that Madero did not want Juarez
attacked at the time it was attacked, and why was it he ordered his
troops out?
Mr. HOPKINs. There have been many explanations made of that.
Senator FALL. Do you know his father?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir" very well, indeed.
Senator FALL. His father, who was on here and in New York and
in Washington?
Mr. HoPKINS. Yes.
Senator FALL. His father was not originally in favor of the Madero
revolution, was he?
Mr. HOPKINS. That is true, sir, as I have understood it.
Senator FALL. That he was not?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir; his sympathies, I have heard, were very
doubtful before the outbreak.
Senator FALL. He came on here. Were you with him in New York?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes. I saw him there.
Senator FALL. At the Belmont Hotel?
Mr. HojKINS. At the Belmont and at the Astor.
Senator FALL. Was Josh Y. Limantour with him at the Belmont
at the time?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; he came to the Astor afterwards, where a
special suite of rooms had been prepared.
Senator FAL,. Mr. Limantour was at that time what we know as
the secretary of the treasury, was he not?
Mr. HOPKINS. The minister of finance.
Senator FALL. And he was also a director in this oil company, was
he not, of Cowdray?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; he was one Qf the few men among the
cientificos whose skirts were clean.
Senator FALL. Was lie not a director in the Mexican National
Railways?
Mr. HOPKINS. As minister of finance he was, ex officio, a director,
Senator FALL. And was a special appointment made, and was there
a conference between Madero, sr., and Mr. Limantour?
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Air. I oPxlNs. And also Dr. Francisco Vasquez Gomez.
Senator FALLt. That was immediately upon Limantour's return
from France, was it not
Mr. JlOxKINS. Yes; a little prior to going to 5Mexico.
Senator AU.. Do you remember a newspaper report of an interview with M1r. Limantour, just as he was leaving France?
AMr. HIOPKINS. Yes; ery well.
Senator FALL. With reference to Mexican affairs?
MIr. llOPKINs. Very well.
Senator FAL. Do you remember that Mr. Creel issued a denial
from Mexico City that any such report could have any authenticity
MIr. IloKINs. Very well.
Senator FALL. In that interview AMr. Limantour practically stated
ought to get out of the presidency.
that Diaz
Mr. I1 opxiNs. Quite true.
Senator FALL. And then Limantour went to New York and had
there a conference with Francesco.
Mr. IIOPKINs. Yes.
Senator FAU,. Don Francesco, sr., then went down to San An.
tonio and afterwards followed his son in the field with Orozco, followe(i his son down into the camp, and came back with him a portion
of the way, at least, up to Juarez. Now, do you know whether the
negotiations then pending between Jos6 Limantour and Francisco,
sr.e
had anything to do with the orders issued by Madero, now Presiof Mexico, to Orozco and others, not to attack Juarez~
Mr. IIOPKINS. Yes,
Senator FAIL. May I ask the source of your information?
Mr. lol cINs. From the very first I have not fallen back at all on
my right to decline to answer.

Senator SMITH. No; you have been very good.
AMr. HoPKINs. And I am not going to do it now. My source of
information was Dr. Francisco Vasquez Gomez and Jos6 Vasconcelos.
Senator FALL. Do you know what the purport of those negotiations
had been between Limantour and the elder Madero, news of which
was carried to Francisco Madero, now president and which pending
negotiations caused him, or were purported to have caused him, to
order Orozco not to make an attack on JuarezI
Mr. HOPKINs. Let me answer that. I want to answer it a little
more in exte~so.
Senator FALL. Yes.
Mr. HoPKINS. Those negotiations, the pendency of those negotiations, and the apprehension with which Francisco Madero was inspired that any attack by him on Juarez, and which might lead to
casualties on the American side, might be followed by intervention
on the part of the United States.
Senator FALL. Well, these negotiations which occurred in New
York, and a report of which was taken by Francisco AMadero, sr., to
Francisco Madero, jr., had nothing to do with the fear of casualties
on this side.
Mr. HorPINs. No sir; they were two separate and distinct points.
Senator FALL. What were those negotiations?
Mr. HOPKINs. They were negotiations looking to a compromise.
Senator FALL. Was any money offered?
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Mir. IHorKixs, Not that I know of.
Senator SMuIn. Did you hear of any?
Mr. HoIIC.s. No, sir. Of course, 1 read the usual rumors in the
newspapers, but that is all I ever heard.
Senator P.%u,. Now, you got your own knowledge from these parties either of them we have been.talking about, these revolutionists,
or from Mr. Limantour, and of your own knowledge, then, you do
not know whether Limantour at that time offered certain financial
inducements which caused Mir. Francisco I. Madero to order a retreat of his forces from Junrez?
DMr. HoPKINs. No, sir.
Senator Ft.IL. Did you ever, from any source of information,
learn what reports if any, Limantour made to President Diaz in the
City of Mexico, with reference to the revolution?
Mfr. tHo'KpIs. No, sir; I never learned.
Senator FALL. Do you know whether any information was conveyed by himself or by any representative of President Diaz with
the knowledge of any of the revolutionists or of yourself, to President Diai, as to what might occur in the event the revolution went
on, with reference to the possibility of American intervention?
Mr. HOPK INs. I can not say that I have any such knowledge, personally.
Senator FALL. Do von know anything about the financial condition of the house of Madero at the time of the outbreak of this revolution?
Mir. HoPKIx. NO, sir.
Senator F.ALL. Do you know anything about any judgments which
were of record in various cities in Mexico against the house of
Madero and individual members of the familyI
MIr. HOPKtxs. Do you mean judgments which were rendered by
the courts subsequent to the outbreak of the revolution?
Senator FA T,. Well, at the time, andMir. Horss. I have understood that parties were encouraged to
bring suits against them, and that various judgments were rendered
against individual members of the family, and that the Government
sought to intervene in the affairs of the Bank of Nueva Leon for the
Purpose of injuring them as much as possible, and that agents of the
Government were sent down to Nueva Leon for the purpose of taking
charge of their affairs.
Senator Sa.rrr. Do you mean these claims were fictitious?
Mr. HoiPRINs. Not necessarily fictitious.
Senator S3,IT. Annoying?
Mr. HOPRINS. Yes.
Senator S3rITnI. Do you mean that the whole power of the Government was being exerted to enforce the collection of those claims
in a very onerous way?
Mr. HOPKRIN. Yes.
Senator FALL. You do not know, of yourself, as to whether those
judgments were obtained upon genuine claims, or, as some of them
claim, upon fictitious claims
Mr. IHorPxs. No, sir; I do not; though I heard that they were
framed up like the case against Mr. Sanchez Azcona.
Senator F.ALT. Do you know Mr. Moir?
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Mr. HIIomis. No, sir.
Senator FALL. Do you kirow Inythlig llaut the rubber business
of the Madero family?
Mr. HOPKINS. Only in it general way.

Senator FALL. You had nothing to do with financing their affairs?
Mr. HopRmNs. I had absolutely nothing whatever to do with their
affairs at all.
Senator FAu. I did not know whether you had been their financial agent in any way.
Mr. HoPKINs. No, sir; nothing of that sort.

Senator FALL. Do you know whether Gustavo Madero, in the city

of El Paso, received money from the Continental Rubber Co.t
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; I do not; and I doubt it very much, for the
reason that I know that Gustavo was about at the end of his bank
account at that time and that the capture of Juarez and the consequent
ability of the revolutionists to enjoy the receipts of the customhouse
rendered his official position much easier.
Senator FALL. Do you know whether, immediately upon the capture of Juarez, Gustavo Madero made and secured the cashing of
drafts on banks in the City of Mexico to the amount of $150,0001
Mr. HOPmINS. No; I do not know anything about those operations
at all.
Senator FALL. Do you know where Gustavo Madero is now t
Mr. HOPmINs. He was in Mexico City the last that I knew.
Senator FALL. Did you have anything to do with the purchase of
any arms or ammunition here for the revolutionists?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, sir; I never purchased any. Except during the
Spanish War when I was concerned in the purchase of some materials of war for our own Government, I never purchased a gun in
my life-that is, personally.
Senator SMITrrH. You knew they were purchased here?
Mr. HOPRiNs. Yes.
Senator FALL. You knew who purchased them, did you not
Mr. HOPxINs. Yes.
Senator FALL. I do not want to appear to be contentious. Certainly I am not asking anything that I intend to be in any objectionable way; but you, as a matter of fact, have had a good deal to do with
revolutions, have you nott
AMr. HorPsNs. I have had, Senator, something to do with them;
yes sir; also in maintaining certain constituted governments.
Senator SMITH. You knew that Zelaya was going to be put out of

the Presidency of Nicaragua some time before he waste
Mr. HOPxINs. Yes, sir.
Senator SMrrITH. And you imparted your knowledge to people in
Europe, did you not
Mr. HoPmINs. Yes. I imparted the information to a friend of
mine named Otto Fuerth, whom I had known for a number of years
and who had vital interests in that Republic, and I did not want to
see him make a loss, and I gave him a little quiet information.
Senator

SMITH.

Your information was in the nature of rather

positive information, coming direct, as to what was going to happen?
Mr. HOPKINs. I knew exactly what was going to happen. I knew
that nothing could save Zelayn.
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Senator S1rITh. Tllhat came directly from our Government?
Mir. lIOPKINS. I should not say ilirectly from our Government.
Senator. I knew what was going to happen before our Government
did, and stopped Zelaya's loan from going through. I am also free
to say that I received a great many hints that things were going to
happen. I knew the sentiment in the Department of State and elsewhere, and felt that if a revolution once started on the east coast of
Nicaragua Zelaya was lost.
Senator FALLa. A copy of that letter, Pr what purports to be a
copy, of that letter, is in the hands of this committee by a very peculiar incident.
Mr. HOPKINS. I do not believe there is anything in the letter that
I should be ashamed of.
Senator FALL. I do not mean that to be assumed at all. I have
not a transcript of the matter here before me, but it showed you were
familiar with revolutions.
Mr. HorKINs. I was. I am free to admit that I did everything
1 could to drive both Zelaya and bladriz out of Nicaragua. I do
not think I ever worked any harder in my life than I did on that
case. This pair both sought the hospitality of the cientificos in
Mexico upon their overthrow.
Senator FALL. And you say you do not know the Mexican Petroleum Co.?
Mir. HOPxINS. I know the name of the Mexican Petroleum Co. I
think there is a Mexican Oil Co. and a Mexican Petroleum Co., but
1 do not identify them particularly.
Senator FALL. Do you know Ed Doheney?
Mr. HOPKINs. I know who he is.
Senator FAL.. And Mr. Canfield, his partner?
MIr. HoPKINS. Now, if you will pardon me, the Mexican Petroleum
Co. is Doheney's company, which is, I think, a very large exporter
of oili and the understanding is that they have arrived at an understanding or something more with the Standard.
Senator FALL. That the Mexican Government have certain con.
cessions?
Mr. HOPKiNS. I do not know anything about that.
Senator FALl. Do you know about what is known as the Adler
concession, a pipe-line concession in Vera Cruz?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes. I can assure you that the Adler concession is
not worth the paper it is written on, and Mr. Madero has so indi.
cated. As soon as he found out what--Senator FALL. But DMr. Madero himself made a personal request
of the Congress that the pipe-line concession should be granted.
Mr. HOPKINS. It could not have been that pipe-line concession.
I do not think Mr. Madero ever made such a personal request. I
think your information is in error in that respect. The Adler pipeline concession was first obtained from the Legislature of the State
of Vera Cruz, and was subsequently confirmed by the Federal Government and as soon as the matter was brought to the attention of
Mr. Maaero, I think the word went out that the concession would
not be worth much.
Senator FALL. It was, however, confirmed after his accession?
Mr. HoPKINs. Oh, yes.
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Senator HITCl cocK. How could the word go out that it would not
be worth anything?
Mr. HOPaKNS.
I understood that the declaration was made by a
member of the cabinet, which indicated to all persons-Senator SMITH. A member of the cabinet of the Mexican Government?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes. That indicated to all persons interested in the
shipment of oil that this concession would never be of much value
to anyone.
Senator HrITccocK. What did that mean s
Mr. HoPKINs. Exactly what the language implied.
Senator HITrrCOCK. That the Government would repudiate it?
Abr. HoPKINS. Not that the Government would repudiate it, but
that the Government would not regard with favor its carrying out.
Senator HiTcncocK. What is the difference
Mr. HOPKINs. Almost any construction can be placed upon it. I
do not think it is President Madero's idea and I do not think it is
the idea of the present administration of Mexico, to issue any con.
cession which could be called monopolistic. I do not think it is the
idea of Mr. Aladero's Government to invite into Mexico any corporations who have any such ideas or principles; and I think it was in
harmony with that policy that this hint was given out. I am giving
you this information purely by hearsay.
Senator SMITIr. They granted it in the first instance right after
they came into power?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes. It was granted under a misapprehension.
Senator SMrlTn. They granted it after they came into power?
Mr. HoPYINs. The State of Vera Cruz granted that concession as
one of our States would grant a permit or franchise, and then it had
to be confirmed by the Federal Government, and it was confirmed by
publication in the Diario Official.
Senator FALL. El Aguila was the Cowdray Oil Co.?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.

Senator FALL. Madero went to work to do all he could to break
down the Cowdray influence in Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINx
. He has followed the law, and I have heard of none
of the Cowdray concessions having been forfeited or repudiated.
Senator FALL. Then the Mexican Petroleum Co. did get very valuable pipe-line concessions, exclusive concessions?
Mr. HOPKINs. No, ir; the Mexican Petroleum Co. did not get the
Adler concessions, although it may have obtained one to pipe its oil
from its wells to tidewater.
Senator FALLr. Well, allied interests?
Mr. HoPKINs. As I understand it, the Adler pipe-line concession
was the only large concession granted for piping oil down there. As
I understand it, that concession has never been transferred; and as I
further understand it, it has practically lapsed by limitation and
about ceased to exist.
Senator FALL. The Mexican Petroleum Co., at any rate, is now
doing a large business in Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINs.
Yes; very large with the Standard.
Senator FALL. You keep fairly posted with reference to the stock
market, and things of that kind, in Mexico?
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Mr. HOPKINS. I do in regard to some of the very large companies.
Senator FALL. Do you know what the shares of the Mexican Pe.
troleum Co. were worth before the Madero revolution became successful?
Mir. HOPKINS. No, sir; I do not.
Senator FA.L,. Do you know what they are worth now?
Mr. HorP IS. The last I saw, they were worth seventy-odd.
Senator FALL. I think 85 was the last quotation. There has been a
very large increase from what they were?
Mr. HOPKINs. A very large increase. That increase has taken
place since the Mexican Petroleum Co. arrived at an understanding
with the Standard Oil Co.
Senator FALL. Yes.

Mr. HOPKINs. And, as I understand it is the Standard Oil Co.

money that has enabled the Mexican Petroleum Co. to strengthen
itself there.
Senator FALL. Yes; and do you know whether Doheney and Canfield are interested in the Mexican Petroleum Co., or whether it is
practically owned by the Standard Oil Co.?
Mr. HOPIsts. They still manage it, I may say. According to common report however this company is controlled, if not owned, by the
Standard il Co. i know on one occasion they were a little hard
up for money, and all they had to do was to go to No. 26 Broadway,
where they_ got $400,000 within a few minutes.
Senator SMrrH. To the Standard Oil Co.'s offices?
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes. Will you permit me to insert something in
the record?
Senator SMITH. Yes.

Mr. HOPKINs. I should like it to be distinctly understood since
my name has been mentioned in connection with the Waters-Pierce
Oil Co., that that company is not a Standard Oil Company, and has
used every endeavor at its command to divorce any interests which it
might have had in common from the Standard- that the WatersPierce Oil Co. has done more than anyone else to keep the Standard
out of Mexico, and has been and is its greatest enemy in that coun.
try. I just want to get that in the record.
Senator HIToHcocK. Will you state when that divorce began?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes.
Senator FALL. And state how long that fight has been going on?
Mr. HOPKINs. I can tell the whole story.
Senator HITcHooK. Just state its beginning.
Mr. HoPKINs. I do not know that I can state the date of its be-

ginning with absolute accuracy, but it was long before the revolu.
tion broke out.
Senator Smrru. How long?

Mr. HOPKINS. At least two or three years.

Senator SMrrn. Yes.
Senator HrrcHooCK. At that time did not the Standard Oil. Co.
control a majority interest in the Waters-Pierce Co.?
Mr. HOPKINS. The Standard Oil Co. obtained, surreptitiously, some
outstanding stock in the Waters-Pierce Oil Co., which gave it a control. Then it attempted to exercise that control; but, as I understand it, Mr. Henry Clay Pierce was enabled to balk the Standard,
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not only in Mlissouri but in Texas, anti as the result the Standalrd
was driven from Texas as well as from Missouri. At the present
time MIr. Pierce has all the stock of the Waters-Pierce Co. The
Standard Oil Co. has none.
Senator IhTCJcoCxK. I thought the Standard Oil Co. controlled the
Waters-Pierce Co.?
Mr. llopK. s. Mr. Pierce has compelled the Standard Oil Co. to
sell its stock, and he owns it outright now; he and his friends, of
course. The Standard Oil Co. owns nothing in the Waters-Pierce
Co.
Senator HITcrcOK. Did not the Standard Oil Co. own a controlling interest of the Waters-Pierce Co. at the time the Mexican
revolution broke out?
Mr. HoPKi-NS. Yes; and under a decree of the Supreme Court of
the State of Missouri the Standard Oil Co. was enjoined from exercising any control over the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. or its business, or
doing any business with the Waters-Pierce Oil Co., or doing any
business in the State of Missouri.
Senator IITcrrcocix. Yes; but this is the point: If the Standard
Oil Co. controlled the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. at the time the revolution broke out, does it not then follow that anything done by the
Waters-Pierce Oil Co. at that time was practically done by the
Standard Oil Co.?
Mr. HorPKNs. No, sir;.because the Standard Oil Co. did not control the Waters-Pierce Oil Co.
Senator FALL. You mean, did not control the management, do you
nott
fMr. HlorKxis. Did not control the management, business, or policy. The only connection that the Standard Oil Co. had with the
Waters-Pierce Oil Co. was that it owned stock in it. It had absolutely nothing to do with the Waters-Pierce Co. That was the great
bone of contention.
Senator FALL. It controlled the stock but not the management?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator FALL. And, as a matter of fact, the fight between the two
companies in Mexico was a fight between the parent and child?
Henry Clay Pierce wanted to keep control of that territory in which
his company had been organized
Mr. HoPmrNs. Yes; and as a result the Standard Oil Co. has what
we may call an arrangement with the Cowdray interests and with the
Dohenev interests, and has made contracts with them, as a result of
which the Standard Oil Co. to-day practically controls the entire
output of crude oil in Mexico, a very serious thing, that will doubtless, in due course, receive proper consideration.
Senator FAL. Pierce then, was not successful in his fight with
them down there since the revolution?
Mr. HoPKINs. Not yet. Furthermore, I think, since this subject
has been touched upon, I may add that the Standard Oil Co.-that is,
John D. Archbold, Teagle, Folger, and the crowd at 26 Broadwayorganized in Texas some time ago, keeping their interest secret, of
course, a company called the Magnolia Petroleum Co., as the result of
which they are now under indictment by a Federal grand jury for
violation of the Sherman Act, and, according to Attorney General
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Wickersham, will be reindicted next month and tried in February.
About four months ago--of course this was before they were found
out-that company purchased some 400 acres of land, surreptitiously.
at Tampico, and the Standard Oil Co. sent down its own men to go
over the land and survey it and purchase it for the Magnolia Co., all
the while denying they had any interest in it. They were to erect,
and will erect, on that land an immense refinery, and with that as a
base and with the possible consolidation with the Aguila Oil Co. they
will endeavor to monopolize the oil business in Mexico precisely as
they did in this country until recently * all of which I think will be
very bitterly opposed by the Madero administration and the Federal
Government of Mexico.
Senator SMITH. You speak of their going to the Standard office
.00,000.
and getting a check for
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; Mr. Doheney whose Mexican petroleum company is now controlled by the Standard.
Senator SMrra. How did you know about that?
Mr. HoPKINs. I was informed of it the same day.
Senator SMITrrH. By whom
Mr. HOPKINs. The information came from a man in the office of
the Standard Oil Co., and was communicated to a gentleman who
informed me. I really do not think it is proper that I should mention his name, unless there is some urgent necessity for it.
Senator SurrH. Was it Mr. Pierce
Mr. HoPKINs. No sir.
Senator SMITH. Was it Gustavo Madero
Mr. HoPKINs. No, sir. This was in the summer of 1911-in August or September I think.
Senator SrrTH. It was not the secretary of the president?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir. This was in New York; this took place in
New York, while I was in New York myself.
Senator SMIrrH. I understand.
Mr. HOPKINS. On the same day that it happened.
Senator SMITH. I was just wondering how you happened to get
that information so promptly.
Mr. HOPKINS. That was the way.
Senator SurrH. I suppose others wondered at the same thing.
Mr. HoPKINs. Yes.
Senator FALL. There is a little information that I might like on
behalf of the committee from Mr. Hopkins later. I do not know of
anything just now but I have some documents I want to look over
for some names. If the committee will send for him in future, at
some time that suits his convenience, I would like to reserve the
right to ask him a few questions at that time.
7ir. HOPKINS. Any time, Senator, I am at your service.
Senator SrrnH. Senator Hitchcock, do you want to ask any questionst

Senator HITCHCOOK. NO; I do not think so.
Senator SMITH. Judging from all you have said, Mr. Hopkins,
your familiarity with the Waters-Pierce interests and the fight they
have been making in Mexico and your intimate relations with Mr.
Madero, you have not been paid any very large sum for what you
have done for them
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Mr. IIOPKINa. I was paid a fair fee by the Government for what
I did during the revolution.
Senator su3ITiI. Yes; and that was not supposed to cover your services to Mr. Henry Clay Pierce, was it?
Mr. IIOPKINS. Oh, of course not.
Senator SSiTH. Are you receiving a salary now?
Mir. HlOPKINS. No, sir.
Senator SSIITII. Are you from the Mexican Government?
Mr. IoPKINs. No, sir.
Senator SnurT. That has been stated. That is the reason that I
asked you the question.
Mr.'llorPINs. No sir; I am not.
Senator Stn.
Going back to the question of your original employment, I think you said to Senator Iitchcock that at the time this
revolution began the Standard Oil Co. had a very large interest in the
Waters-Pierce Co.?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.

Senator SuITHn. And practically acquired control of its stock-a
majority?
Mr. IOPKRINs. They had a majority holding.
Senator SmITH. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINs. But they did not control the company.
Senator SaIrTH. Through any agency of the Waters-Pierce Co., or
anyone else, did you ever perform any service for the Standard
Oil Co. I
Mr. HOPKINS. Under no circumstances whatsoever. I have never
had a thing to do with the Standard Oil Co., either directly or
indirectly.
Senator SS11TH. That is knowingly?
Mr. HoPKINs. Knowingly. I know positively that I have not.
Senator SurTH. Then what you did for the Waters-Pierce Co.
would not inure to their benefits
Mr. HOPINS. On the contrary, everything that I did for the
Waters-Pierce Co. was against the interests of the Standard.
Senator HIToaCOCK. The Standard had stock in it?
Mr. HOPKINS. It had stock in it; but it was quite willing to sacrifice its stock interest to destroy the Waters-Pierce Oil Co., because
they saw what was coming and that the Waters-Pierce Oil Co. would
be able to so establish itself that it could withstand any attack.
Senator SMITH. In Mexico?
Mr. HoPKINe. Everywhere; in Mexico and in the Middle West.
Senator FALL. How could they do it in Mexico unless they could
get some such law, some such decision, as was obtained in Missouri
and Texast
Mr. HOPKINS. That is what they have obtained now.
Senator FALL. But they had to get something of the same kind in
Mexico in order to succeed?
Mr. HOPKINS. NO; they organized under the laws of the State of
Missouri, and they are doing business under that charter in Mexico.
Senator FAIL. That is, Mexico has recognized their charter as it
does a Mexican charter?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; and, as I say, the Standard Oil Co. is out of it.
They do not own a share of stock in the Waters-Pierce Co.
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Senator FALL. That is, now; but at the time they did own it and
were doing business in Mexico, the Standard Oil Co. actually owned
it?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; the stock.
Senator FALL. And the only way that they could be compelled to
divorce themselves in Mexico would have been by some such decision
as that in Missouri and Texas, rendered in Mexico?
Mr. HOPKINs. That is quite true; but the Standard Oil Co. was
not keen to meddle in Mexico until they began to have this relationship with Cowdray & Doheny.
Senator HITCHcocK. Do the Cowdray companies still enjoy the
benefits of their concessions there?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes, sir.

Senator HITCHCOcK. And the Standard Oil Co. is simply a purchaser of their products?
Mr. HOPKINS, No one knows, Senator, exactly the nature of the
interest that the Standard Oil Co. has in the Cowdray properties;
but we all know that they do have an interest, and control them, because the Standard Oil Co. steamers are there at Tampico every day
getting oil from the Cowdray & Doheney companies.
Senator FALL. A half ownership of the Cowdray company, of that
scheme, of that whole business, was in the Mexican Government?
Mr. HOPKRIN. No, sir.
Senator FALL. Practically so?
Mr. HOPKINS. NO.

Senator FALL. And in the Aguila, what we call the Aguila down
there?
AMr. HoIKINs. There were vast personal holdings of some of the
leading men of the Mexican Government.
Senator FALL. Was it not a Government property?
Ar. HOPKINS. Not of the Government.
Senator FALL. Was it not?
Ar. HOPKINS. That is true of the Tehuantepec Railway across
Tehuantepcc, which Cowdray operates for the Government.
Senator FAL. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINs. That is also true of the interest which the Mexican
Government has in the American-Hawaiian Steamship Co.
Senator FALL. But it is not true of the oil business?
Mr. HOPKINS. No; but it is true of the land concessions.
Senator FALL. I am speakingnow of the oil business.
Mr. HoPKirN. The Mexican Government participates in that only
to the extent of receiving a royalty from oil taken from the National lands over and above a certain number of barrels.
Senator FAL., Cowdra y was interested in getting rid of the Cienitifico directors, and putting his own directors in there, the Government still enjoying its rights?
Mr. HOPKINS. The Government has no directors in Cowdray's
company.
Senator FALL. I understood you to say that the Cientificos crowd,
who were partners or directors with Cowdray, Madero wanted to get
rid of
Mr. HOPKINS. No; I was speaking of wanting to get rid of them
in the National Railways.
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Senator FALL. How about El Aguila; as a matter of fact, were they
not forced out of El Aguila
AMr.. HOPKINS. No, sir; that is a corporation entirely separate and
independent of the Government. The Government has no control
over it any more than over any other corporation.
Senator FALL. And the same directors who were directors before
Madero took charge there, are they now the directors
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir; most of them have fled.
Senator FALL. And Madero has his own directors
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir. Mr. Madero has nothing to do with it;
that is for Lord Cowdray alone. It is a corporation distinct from
Government control.
Senator HrroHCOOK. Do you know whether the Cowdray Co. named
the new directors
Mr. HoPKINs. That is an oil company that is owned by Lord
Cowdray and associates. Naturally they name the directors in their
own company.
Senator HITCHoK. I thought you were speaking of the railroad.
Mr. HoPKINs. No, sir.

Senator FALL. I may be entirely wrong. I engaged in operations
in Mexico sometime ago, in a turpentine company. I had relations
with the oil companies, because they were largely purchasers of my
product, and I had personal relations with men who were directors
after the El Aguila was formed. I must say that my understanding
was that El Aguila was a governmental concern, Lord Cowdray putting in certain properties and holding his interest, and the Government enjoying, the general understanding was, one-half of the profits.
Mr. HoPKINs. No; I can assure you that your understanding was
wrong.
Senator FALL. I may be wrong.
Mr. HOPKINS. Because I have read the articles of incorporation
very carefully; I know perfectly well the conditions.
Senator FALL. Mr. Creel was a director of El Aguila
Mr. HOPKINS. Mr. Creel is now president of the El Aguila Oil Co.
Senator SMrrH. Did you ever have any dealings with that bank
that you spoke of this morning, where Gustavo Madero deposited
six hundred and odd thousand dollars?
Mr. HOPKINs. The International Banking Corporation?
Senator Surrn. Yes.
Mr. HOPKINS. I have only had to deal with them in a friendly
way, because my firm are counsel for the two great banks of the
Far East; that is, the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Chartered-Bank of India, Australia, and China. The
International Banking Corporation was organized originally to enter
the far eastern field, and in that connection I have been brought
frequently in contact with a good many of their officials.
Senator SaIITH. Is that the reason you suggested that the money
be deposited there?
Mr. HOPKINs. Yes; I knew it to be a very solid institution.
Senator SM1TH. Had you ever had any money deposited with them
there?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.

Senator S3rri. Dave you since?
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Mr. HoPKrxIN.

Never.
Senator SMITH. It seemed to be perfectly agreeable to Mr. Madero
to put it there?
Mr. HorKINs. Yes; lie knew the stability of the institution.
Senator Srrln. It gives you rather an intimate acquaintance with
the financial operations of Mr. Madero?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes; I had opportunity to learn a good deal. I did
not learn as much as I might have, however, if I had been a little
more inquisitive.
Senator FAL,. The two great banks in the City of Mexico are the
Banco Nacional and the Banco de Londres?
Mr. HOPKINS. Yes.
Senator FALL. The Banco Nacional is practically a Government
institution, is it not?
Mr. HIoPKINS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. Is this International Bank a private institution?
Mr. HOPKINS. Organized, I believe, under the laws of the State
of New York.
Senator HITCHCOCK. Where does it do business?
Mr. HOPKINS. All over the world.
Senator HITCHCOCK. It has branch offices in Washington?
Mr. HOPKINS. Its head office is in New York.
Senator HITCHCOCK. It has an office in Washington?
Mr. HOPKINS. No, sir.
Senator HITCHCOCK. It did have?
Mr. HOPKINS,. Yes; it did have.
Senator HITCHCOCK. And one in Mexico City?

SMir. HOPKINS. It has one in Mexico City and one in Panama, and,
of course, all the cities of the Far East.
TESTIMONY OF JUNIUS ROMNE.
Junius Romney, being first duly sworn by the chairman, testified
as follows:
Senator SMITH. Where do you live?
Mr. ROMNEY. I live at Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
Senator SurrH. Are you an American citizen?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes.
Senator SMITH. Where is your American home; in what State?
Mr. ROMNEY. I have been in Mexico so long that I really have
no home here. I was born in St. George, Washington County, Utah.
I have lived also in St. John, Ariz.
Senator S1rrTH. How old are you?
Mr. ROMINEY. I am 34 years old.
Senator SMITH. What is your business?
Mr. RoaINEY. I am at present the legal and ecclesiastical representative of the Mormon colonies in Mexico. I am a bookkeeper
by rrof ssion.
~enator SMITH. You speak of being the ecclesiastical representative. What function does that indicate?
Mr. RoNErY. I am president of the stake. The church organization is divided into districts. The country where the people live
is divided into districts or sections, and each section is called a
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stake. I am presiding officer in that stake. In this instance it comprises all the localities where our people are located in Mexico.
Senator SMITH. Are they Mormons?
Mr. Ro3INEY. Yes.
Senator SrrTH. How many Mormons are under your jurisdiction?
Mr. ROM3NEY. Approximately 4,000. I think the last census
showed 4,030, as I remember it. In round numbers it is 4,000.
Senator SMITI. Have they gone into Mexico for the purpose of
residing there permanently?
Mr. Ro3xNEY. Yes; that was our intention.
Senator S~3ITI. Are they landowners there?

Mr. ROMNEY. Yes.

Senator STIIH. Cultivating the soil?
Mir. RoB1NEY. Yes.
Senator SMTIH. Are they engaged in trade and commerce in any
way ?
Mr.ROMNEY. Yes.
Senator SITrrn. Do they have stores?
Mr. Ros.NEY. We have stores, gristmills, and sawmills.
Senator SMITH. Any factories?
Mr. Rousmxr. Yes; a shoe, harness. and saddle factory and a can-.
ning factory, not on an extensive scale, however.
Senator .MITII. When did this exodus occur?
Mr. Rou xfEr. I am not able to give the latee of the exodus of the
women and children without reference to my notes, but it was in
the neighborhood of a week prior to the exodus of the men, and that
occurred on the 2d day of August, 1912. It was the 28th of July
when the exodus began. It consumed several days before we could
get transportation, and some of the colonies farther from the railroad
were two or three days in reaching the railroad.
Senator S311TI. Ifow long had these people been in Mexico before
they took their leave?
1'Mr. Ro'xny. As I remember it, we began the establishment of
those colonies in 1885. I am not entirely positive as to the exact
(late of the first entrance into Mexico, but it was about 1885.
Senator 831IT11. Was that about the time of the passage of the
Edlmnnds law?
Mr. Ro rxF:r. I am not conversant with those facts.
Senator S.JITII. You were not taking an active part at that time?
Mr. Ro x:v. No, sir; I was a snmal boy.
Senator S311T. And they have been colonizing in Mexico since
that time?
Mri. Ro.MNEY. Yes.
Senator S31T rT. Until they now represent about 4,000 people?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes.

Senator SMITh. Do they practice polygamy there?
Mr. 1Ro3xEY. They do not practice it at present, except as in the
United States. The same conditions prevail there as in the United
States.
Senator SuMITh. There are no plural marriages being solemnized at
present?
DMr. Ro.r EY. No, sir.
4
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Senator SIrrT. But those that were previously performeddMr. ROMNEY. They are supporting their families; yes, sir.
Senator S ITr. IBut you do not know of any polygamous marriages being soleninized now ?
AIr. ROSINYF.. I'here are none. I am in a position to know that there
are no such marriages being performed.
Senator S.iITH. Did most of these Mormons come from Utah I
Mr. RoIxi:Y. The majority came from Utah and Arizona, some
from Idaho, and from any localities where there are Latter Day
Saints.
Senator SmTrI. How did they happen to go there I
Mr. RoMxNE.
We have a good country there at present, and. we
have established a most excellent school system. The climate can
hardly be beaten, and they have gone there because, on account of
the climate and other conditions, they thought it a desirable place to
live. The social conditions were very excellent in our colonies and
financial opportunities were good. It is a new country, and land is
very cheap compared with thle same quality of land in the United
States.
Senator SMITH. Is there any more latitude in Mexico than in the

United States for the views entertained by the Mormons?
Mr. ROMNEY. We have never had any restrictions there. All the
restrictions have come from our presiding officers in the church.
Senator SaITH. Voluntarily?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes; voluntarily on the part of our leaders. Any
restrictions in that regard have come from them. The Mexican
Government has never interfered in our social conditions in any way.
Senator SMITxh. In that respect they are much easier with you than
they are in Utah?
Mr. ROrlNEY. I do not know that it has been called to their attention. I do not know that their laws would be any different than
they are in the United States. I do not know how that would be,
but I am only speaking of ouir experiences.
Senator SMITH. How many people are under your direction in
El Paso at the present time?
Mr. ROM1NEY. I am not as well qualified to answer questions of
that kind as some of my assistants would be who have been in direct
charge here. You understand I remained with the people at home
until the last ones came out, and since then I have been back there
to investigate conditions; but I think that in the neighborhood of
perhaps 1,500 people are at present hero in El Paso. I should like
to have you bear in mind, however, that I am not in a position to
give you exact statistics. In a general way I should say about 1,500
from what I have heard my assistants say and the knowledge that I
have of those who are with me.
Senator SmrrH. Do you have any part in administering the funds
for their entertainment?
Mr. ROMNEY. Nothing, except that when I was here recently a
small amount of money was placed to my credit by Mr. A. W. Ivans,
who was here representing the people, in order that I might have
funds to defray my personal traveling expenses and to render limited
aid in some extreme cases. Do you mean in regard to the fund so
far as their food supply is concerned, and so on?
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Senator SMITH. Yes; the Government fund?

Mr. RoNEY. I have no direct part in that. They recognize me
as the head, but there are other men appointed who have direct
charge of that business and also of the transportation.
Senator SaITII. Is it your understanding that these Mormon colonists who have been driven out of Mexico are being maintained and
supported in El Paso out of the (Government fund
Mr. ROMNEY. It is my understanding that the Government furnished them tents, in which to live, and that they made an appropriation for food for them.
Senator SMITH. And transportation!
Mr. RO3INEY. And that something was placed at their disposal
for transportation; yes.
Senator SMJIT. Are these people, as far as you know, availing
themselves of that privilege?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes; I think they are.
Senator SrrITU. Have they any other sources of supply?
Mr. ROMaNEY. None other except purely charitable means. Do
you mean whether they have any other sources of support?
Senator SMITH. From having brought means with them or anything of that kind?
Mir. Ro3oNEY. Absolutely none.
Their property is all in Mexico?
Senator S rITn.
Mr. RoInNrE. Every dollar. 'They came here practically penniless. In fact, everything that we have is in Mexico. We went to
Mexico poor people, and every dollar we have has been applied there.
We believe in public improvements and good schools and homes;
and, not supposing we would be disturbed in this way, we have built
good homes and bridges and school buildings and public improvements of that kind, besides planting good trees and getting improved
breeds of stock arid horses into the country. We had no bank accounts and no other interests in the United States.
Senator SMrIT. All of your interests were in Mexico?
Mr. RoIONEY. All of them.
Senator SMaITI. And all of these improvements to which you refer
are permanent in their character ?
Mr. RoDINEY. Yes. They are there to show for themselves.
Senator SITII. So that these people have brought no money out
with them?
Mr. IRo NEY. None at all, with the exception of a few dollars that
some of them may have had.
Senator SMITh. In your capacity as the general representative of
the church-I suppose I am correct insaying that youi represent the
church, am I not?
Mr. ROiNEY. Yes; that is correct.
Senator SMITH. You made it your business to go among these colonists and advise them what to do?
Mr. Ro.INEr. Do you mean when they were in Mexicot
Senator SMITH. In Mexico.

AMr. ROMNEY. Yes; I advised them.
Senator SMITHT. Was it upon your advice that they came out of

Mexico?

Mr. ROMNEY. Yes; it was on my advice-not my advice alone,
however: T did not assume all the responsibility. It was in keeping
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with my advice, and I viewed it as necessary, if that is what you
mean.

Senator SuMITH. In the exercise of your office you took the responsihility, wherever necessary, of advising them that they get out of Mexico and come to the United States?
Air. RoarsEY. Yes; I assumed the part of the responsibility that
belonged to me. Of course, it does not all fall on me.
',r. SMITH. I suppose most of the people are in the same general
,mntlition as yourself-they have left everything down there, so that
thev have no other homes?
ihr.
RHOIMNE. That is the condition; yes. They have lived down
etere so long that they have no other homes.
.iPnator SMITH. Did you ever exercise the right of voting in Mexico
yourselff?

-iri.
lHo iMaE.

No sir.
In local affairs?

senatorr SMITI.

:.fr. lwlNv:. We have never had any elections in which I voted. I
nave expressed opinions regarding local officials who had immediate
jurisdiction over us.
Senator SmTIT. Some of your people voted, I suppose?
Mr. ROMN EY. I should explain to you that all officers who have
presided over us have been appointed. We have had opportunity at
times to express a choice, or perhaps not a choice, but to make a
recommendation, and it has been listened to. We have had some
views in that respect, and the person of our choice has at times been
appointed to office where he had jurisdiction over us.
Senator SMITH. Do most of your Mormon people live in a limited
area in the Republic of Mexico?
Mr. RoaMNEY. Yes.
Senator SmTH. In what Statest
Mir. RolxSEY. In the State of Chihuahua we have seven colonies,
and the State of Sonora we have three.
Senator SMITH. Have you any colonies in any other Mexican
State?
Mr. ROMINEY. No, sir.
Senator Su1TLr. You have 10 colonies altogether in Mexico?
AMr. Ro.NExv. That is all in the way of any organization. Of

course there are a few people who have gone on their own responsibility into other sections in a speculative way, but they have no or-

ganization.

Senator STrIITr. How many people are represented in a colony?

Mr. ROMINEY. They vary in their population from, I should say,
250 to 1,100 people in a colony. There is one colony smaller than
250.
Senator S.1n1TI. What is the future of these colonies now? What
is going to become of these people?
Mr. ROMNEY'. If you want an opinion from me, I think I could tell
better a year from now. I would hardly dare to guess at this time.
Senator S.IrITn. Do they expect to go back to Mexico?
. Yes. We have our home there. Everything on earth
Mr. ROMNEYaar
that we own is there. That is the reason- why the people have lingered here. If the conditions were stable, so that they would permit
of their going back, they would go back immediately to their homes.
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Senator S31THn. Have these colonies passed out from under tnm
control or direction of the Mormon Church of America?
Mr. RO3MNEY. No sir.
Senator SuTJ. 'Theystill adhere to that organization?
Mr. RO3INEY. Yes.
Senator SsITIrr. Is that the dominant organization in these co!onies?
MIr. RO
.NEY.In an ecclesiastical sense it is. Of course it does
not supersede the Government, either in this country or in Mexico.
It exercises no functions of that character. It is merely ecclesiastical,
but in that sense they adhere to the same organization.
Senator SMITl. lave you received any advice from the head of
the Mormon Church as to what course you ought to pursue?
DMr. RoMNmEY. Yes: to this effect, to attend strictly to our own
affairs and not to be mixed with either side of the controversy-not
to take sides with either party in the controversy.
Senator SMrITl. Was the head of the church consulted as to the
movement of these refugees?
Ir. ROMNEY. No sir; there was not time to consult anyone.
Senator SnT1. They acted upon their own initiative?
Mr. RO.MNEY. AWe had to act upon our own initiative. If you desire an explanation of the conditions that made it necessary, I can
give it to you.
Senator 8S.3TH. I should like to have you do it.
Mr. ROMNEY. Do you want me to go back a little and explain the
conditions during the revolution prior to the latter part of July?
Senator S.MITH. Yes; I should like to have that.
Mr. RoxE:Y. During the latter revolutions, as during the Madero
revolution, our attitude has been one of strict neutrality.
Senator SrrITh. You are speaking from personal knowledge?
IMr. Ro 1xi:Y. Yes; from personal knowledge, because I was in
charge of affairs and know what I am talking about. Our position
was one of strict neutrality. Our relationships with the Mexican
people had always been friendly with all parties and factions of the
people. We hacd taken no part in their politics, and our desire was
to benefit them; and when the revolution began it was our policy to
be strictly neutral, to take no part. During the other revolution
some efforts were made by local officers to draw us into the federal
ranks. They made some requests that we help them, but we made
known our position and maintained it, and it was not long until they
respected our position. In fact, developments showed them that it
was the wiser course for us to keep out of it, and they seemed to appreciate that; and we also made known out attitude to the revolutionary faction, and they approved of it.
Wheien this last revolution was hatched( and developed in our immediate section we thought it wise to continue the same policy that
so, when it was necessary, we announced
we had puisued before, land(
our attitude to both parties and appealed to them in every instance
to give us protection, explained to them that all we asked was to be
left alone in our I)usiness, not to have our property rights interfered
with. and we stated that we would keep strictly out of it, that we
would not render an y assistance to either party, but would attend to
our own business anil not mix in it. We also received a suggestion
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from the United States to that effect--that is, I mean frm our people
in tile United States.
SInator SlmITI.

From1

the church?

Mr. Ro.%it:Y. Yes; and I think perhaps there had been some suggestion given to them-perhaps I had better say nothing about that,
though, because that would be a supposition and not my own knowledge. I will say that we had received from our ecclesiastical leaders a suggestion to continue that same policy.
Senator SaITH. A policy of neutrality?
M1r. Ro
Y. A policy of strict neutrality. I will explain that
when we went into Mexico it was a wild country, and we had taken
firearms with us. :Almost every man took some sort of firearms with
him for the defense of his family. The Apaches inhabited that country when we first went in there. 'The Mexicans did not dare go where
,iir colony was established because of the presence there of the
Apache Ihdians. We took along firearms when we went in there and
we acquired them gradually until we had quite a number of firearms
which were the personal Irolperty of the individuals. We had no
military organization. hut we hall them in our homes for our protcetion, and. as I said before, we were in perfect harmony with the
people there. We received kind treatment from both the revolutionary party and the Federal Government, with the exception of the
that was done byv the revolutionary party and their followstcalin
ers antfsvmpathizers.
Of course, matters gradually girew worse, because of the unstable
conditions in the coulltry, and people who were that way inclined
took advantage of the situation and cut pasture fences and stole
horses wherever they could get them, and stole cattle for beef; and
then a habit grew up among the revolutionary people of exacting
from us things that they claimed to need in the way of horses.
Senator S.cIThr. You are speaking now of the Orozco revolution?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes; both of them. It had also been more or less the
custom in the Madero revolution to make exactions upon us, and for
leather goods and things of that kind, but they had always given us
receipts, and our attitude in regard to that was that we would not
fight them. We would protest and use every peaceable and pacific
means of avoiding giving anything to them; but when they would
come and make demands and threats if we did not give them certain
things, our policy was to give them as little as possible and get them
to give us a receipt. In a few instances we got those receipts applied
on our taxes, but a good many of the people hold those receipts at
present and have never realized anything on them.
Senator SrlTr. Were those receipts agreements to reimburse you?
Mr. RoMNEYv. In case the revolution triumphed; that was about
the way of it.
Senator SITl. 'Wasthe form of receipt about the same on both
sides?
Mr. ROMNEY. The Federal Goverpmnent never exacted anything
from us. It was only the revolutionary party that made any exactions.
Senator ShmTr. I mean both the Madeto and the Orozco revolutions.
Mr. RO3INEY. Yes; just about the same. We had these friendly
relations with them-even with Orozco and Salazar.
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I will say that conditions finally grew a little more strained, and
shortly after this last revolution began they made up their minds to
disarm us, and they sent atforce of 35 men in Colonia Juarez, under
the leadership of Enrlque Portillo. Salazar had taken possession of
Casas Grandes, and had demanded our arms end ammunition. There
were not a great number of them then, and we did not feel justified in '
giving up our arms; and, in fact, the American consul, Mr. Edwards,
has approved of our refusing to give them up. So we told them they
could not have any of our guns, and that if it came to a matter of
choice between using our guns or giving them up to them we would
use them, and that was our determination, because we felt we were
not justified in giving them up to that small number of men. They
arrested one man because he refused to give up his gun, prior to this.
Before we gave them this ultimatum they had already arrested one
man, and had written out a receipt for another gun and pistol, and
then an armed body went to the houses where a Mexican had told
them there was a gun and a pistol. The owner had slipped away. So
then we gave them the ultimatum, and Portillo went back to Casas
Grandes. I followed them up next morning to see Salazar and tell
him the same thing. I took two or three men with me. We went
clown there to talk it over with them and have an understanding with
them, and they decided to leave us alone, and not to interfere with our
guns; said they did not want any trouble with us, and as long as we
continued to be neutral they would respect our rights and would not
interfere with us. Conditions continued that way. We have many
written guaranties from Salazar and from Orozco and from various
other, given at various times; hut conditions kept getting worse,
until finally, 'ust two or three weeks before this final trouble caine on
two of their federal went down to Colonia Dinz and made a demand
for the guns there, and I went myself in the night to tell Salazar of
the trouble at Colonia Diaz, and ask him to forestall it. lThey had
given them until 10 o'clock the next morning to send in their aims.
Salazar complied with my request, but in our conversation he let
,dropa remark that gave me to understand that lie intended to make
a demand a little later. Of course, he did not say so directly, but
in his conversation he said they had no business to deviate from their
written orders-" not vet." ZThen lie seemed to catch himself up,
as though lie
he ad let slip something he did not want to, and went on
discussing the situation; but we secured the order and forestalled
that trouble.
Later I came out to 'El
Paso with Salazar. IlHe happened to be on
the same train. Hie wanted me to take the matter up with the United
Slates Government and let them import arms and ammunition. He
told me that the people of the United States were the ones that were
killing them off by taking sides with Madero. He said they were supposed to be neutral, but that they had taken sides with dMadero, and
because of their attitude and because of his being unable in consequence to get ammunition the United States were killing them of
without taking any risks; and he said he intended to force the issue.
to force the United States to get out and flht. Ibeiause they could not
kill them any oorse than they were doing, and then the United
States would be taking their chances along with them.
I went back to Casas Grandes and back to my home in Colonia
Junrez. and I should judge along about the 25th or 27th of July, in
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the latter days of July, Salazar sent for me at Colonia Juarez to
come over the next day and see him. I went over with Mr. Bowman.
Senator SasrTH.i Who is Mr. Bowman?
Mir. ROSINEY. He is one of our colonists who resides at Colonia
Dublan. He is manager of the largest mercantile institution there.
He had come over to Colonia Juarez during the night to bring the
message that Salazar wanted to see me. When we called out Salazar
he was very much wrought up and told me that he had sent for me
to tell me that they had withdrawn all kinds of guaranties from our
people; that they would not give us any kind of protection, either
for our lives or our property. I called his attention to the fact that
he had given me written guaranties and verbal guaranties and that
I had always felt that they were good, that we had relied on him to
make good on them, and lie replied in Spanish, saying. "Those are
wordss" and intimated that they could be changed at any time he
wanted to.
He then told me that they had made up their minds in consultation with Orozco to take from us all our guns and ammunition. I
told him that we did not feel justified in giving them up, but lie insisted that we must do it. I asked him then for sufficient time to
bring our women and children out. There were then approximately
about 2,000 rebels right there in the neighborhood of Casas Grandes
and they had five of six cannon. They were in the outskirts of
Dublan, at the stockyards near Dublnn. They had several rapid-fire
guns. I asked him for time to-remove our women and children before giving him a reply. He refused to grant that request. Ile said
we would be a menace to them if we got our women and children out
first, and that there was just one thing to do, that we must deliver
those guns and ammunition immediately.
After arguing with him in every possible way that I could. we discussed the situation; and when he seemed to be a little convinced in
his own mind, he and Demetrio Ponce would go out and talk a little
while about it in another room, and then he would come back and
say, "Anyhow, it is just a superior order that I have got from Orozco,
and I have no authority except to comply with my orders." Then I
asked him to give me time to see Orozco, and he said. " No; we have
been acting the fool by giving guaranties to you people as long as we
have. This thing has got to be done right now. Anyhow, we can not
permit Americans to have arms in our territory, because intervention
is now an established fact." Ile said that in Spanish. I am giving
you his words as nearly as I can give them to you in English.
Senator SMTH. DiO lie not recognizeryour'Mexican citizenship?
Mr. ROM.NEY. I did not have any Mexican citizenship.
Senator SMuITir. I mean the Mexican citizenship of the people.
Mr. ROMN.EY. There were not very many who were Mexican citi-

zens. There were very few who had ever become naturalized in
Mexico. Ile repeated what he had said to me before, that the United
States had taken sides with Madero, and he said if we wanted any
protection to apply to Madero or to the United States Government.
When I could not get any permission to get away the women and
children before we replied, I said, " Well, I will go and consult with
the people and see what they say about giving up their guns." He
said, "No; you can not leave here until that order is complied with.
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You remain right here until that is complied with." I said, "Then
that means that we are prisoners, does it?" He said " Yes* you can
not leave here until that order is complied with." Y said "Then, I
will be with you a long time, because I do not think it will be complied with. I could not give any order to the colonists to bring in
their guns and deliver them. We have no military organization.
What few guns there are belong to the individuals. They have
brought them in and paid for them themselves. They are their own
property. I have no authority to order them to bring them in."
Then they went out and discussed it a little longer, and Demetrio
Ponce said," Well, you can make a suggestion to them to do it, and
if you do that, they will bring in the guns. That is what we want
them to do." I said, "I will not make any such suggestion and I will
not issue any such order from Casas Grandes, because ifI did my
people would regard me as a traitor. They would think I had been
in league with you, and I have told them all the time of these guaranties you have given. When you have demanded a list of the guns,
I have told them that you have given your word of honor that you
would not interfere with the guns; and I can not issue any such order
and do not intend to. I will stay with you, and you can do as you
please with me." I happened to tell him in that conversation that I
was not afraid of him and was not afraid of what he could do to me,
and it made him angry, and he said, " Well, you can go home to the
colonists; neither am I afraid of you. I will come and get the guns,
no matter where I have to go for them."
I said, " Do you mean to say you would invade our homes and
take our guns by force ?" lie said," We will take the guns wherever
we have to go to get them. If you want to deliver the guns as gentlemen, you can do it, but if you do not, we will proceed against you
just as we do against the federals. We will consider you our enemies
and we will declare war on you immediately."
You couhl-not just thoroughly understand our situation unless you
were down there and saw our houses. You can understand something about it when you think of the AmeriTan style of buildings.
Our houses are of inflammable material. They are built of brick and
lumber, and some of them are rustic buildings, and they are very scattered, one on a city lot or two on a:city lot, and so on. Of course.
our families were in these various colonies, and we had no opportunity
to do any fortifying. We had been pursuing a course to maintain
peace with them and friendly relations, and to have made any preparations for war would have been equivalent to a declaration of war,
and, of course, they would have immediately taken issue with us,
so we were in a very delicate position. We could not make a hostile
demonstration of any kind. We could not even throw up a wall
of dirt to get behindl'or anything. Then when tlley came on us suddenly there we were. men at work in the fields wiith their guns in
theii homes. Our wives and daughters were there exposed to that
mob.
So I went down to Dublan and discussed the matter. They sent
50 armed men right along with us; never left us at all without armed
men in reach. When we got lown to Dublan there were three or
four hundred of them just across the river at San Jlose: and there
were a large number of them-I should say a hundred of them-who
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were just helping themselves to the merchandise in the Union Mercantile right in tlhe town. These 50 came right along and surrounded
the house where we were. I called in a number of colonists to discuss the situation. They surrounded the house almost immediately.
We asked them to wait just a few minutes while we discussed it, and
they did, and we decided that the only thing that we could do was
to deliver our guns.
We sent out word to the colonists of what we had decided, and we
got permission to bring our guns and deliver them at a certain place
in the town which they designated so that they would not go into
our homes. Of course, men used their own judgment somewhat. We
just told them the situantion-told them we could not see anything
else to do. Of course, under those conditions, knowing that we
could not get our families out, they reluctantly gave up their guns.
Some brought them and some did not. Some who had more than one
gun brought one. They brought the poorer class. of guns.
They collected quite a number of guns and quite a considerable
amount of ammunition, but only a small part of what we had at
Dublan. Then they sent these same 50 men over to Colonia Juarez
next. We had consulted over the matter there. .ind had decided that
we could not do anything else except the same way, and we delivered
to them some guns. They did not get all there were at Colonia
Juarez, not as large a percentage as they had gotten at. Dublan. We
had a little more time to consider it, individuals did, and they did
tnot give them up as freely at Juarez as they had clone at Dublan.
Then they went on in a few clays to Colonia Pacheco. We began
immediately to ship our women anld children out. We felt as though
we were in imminent danger. The women and children thought it
was no place for them.
Senator Srr Tn. You acted upon your own initiative?
Mr. om~Ey. Yes; because we
we ad no time to consult anybody.
The demand was made for the guns, and they went right along, as
I have explained to you; and having retired all guaranties in such
a way as he did, we did not feel that Salazar's guaranties were worth
much. Ile said, " You (didnot need to take your women and children out. We will not bother them."
I told him, "Mr. Salazar, we have had your written guaranties,
and we have had your verbal guaranties, liut you have withdrawn
then.
What security do you think the people will feel if I go and
tell them now that you say you will not bother the women and
children? " Before we had gi\en up the guns I asked him if they
would permit us to take the women and children out immediately
and he said, yes, if we wanted to we could take them out. " But,'
he said, "you do not need to go "; but lie said afterwards, " Well,
you had just as well go if you want to. It is probable that the exit
of that many people in a body will bring about intervention any.
how, and that is what we want." So we began immediately to send
the women and children. We got transportation the best we could
and sent them out here, and enough men to take care of them and
organize them, so that they would not come without any kind of
direction. We sent out the older men andl a few able-bodied men
to look after them. hut kept most of the men there to look after the
property.
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From then on they began making things a little tighter and a
little tighter, and they began looting 'n
Dublan.
A few guns were given to them at Pacheco and at Garcia, but by
the time they had gotten over to Chuichupa the people there had
decided not to give them any guns. I will say right there that by
the time they got to Colonia Junrez they had added a condition to
their previous order for guns and ammunition, and they demanded
every horse anal saddle in the colonies.

Of course, they had stolen

hundreds of horses from us already, nnd I talked them out of taking
the horses at Colonia Junrez until they should return from the

mountains.
Senator SJITI. Did they Imake tiny demand for men?
Mr. Ro.axr-.No sir.
Senator SLrIITI. Or any

draft for men?

Mr. RIo.
iY. No, sir. When they reached Chuichupn the men
there htrd decided not to give up their guns and ammunition, and

they moved out of their town into the mountains west with their
horses. They learned of tle approach of these rebels, so that when
the rebels reached Chuichulp the men had vacated the town and
gone into the mountains. At Dublan they went clown there en masse
and looted, I should judge, some dozen homes at Dublan with the
men present and pleading for them to spare their property and to
respect their rights. 'lhey looted the home of Ammon Tenney.
They looted the home of "Alexander Jamison while we were still
there, and I think it was on the evening of August 1, after having
previously taken different amounts from the stores at Dublnn, for
which tlihe
had given receipts, they took between $30,000 and $40,000
from

the Union Mercantile, the soldiers helping themselves in some

instances, and for this they refused to give a receipt.
Senator 8MITir.

Under whose personal direction was that taken?
but Salazar, of course,

ir.RoaIMNEY. Demetrio Polince was there,

was the man in charge.

lie was in general charge, but I do not know
whether he was there in person during the time of this raid on the
colony or not..
I want to say that during this looting of the homes they would poke
the owners an:ound with the points of their guns-with their guns
cocked-and they held pistols in the faces of the men, and made
threats that if they even did not cease their pleadings for their
property, they would shoot then. They told Mir. Tenney that.
Senator STIt. Did they make any demonstration of that kind
againstyou
ROMNEY. No, sir; not against me personally. I have Mr.
Tenney's affidavit, if you care to see that. I have several affidavits,
if they are of interest to you, showing those conditions to have existed. Right while they were disarming us and saying they would
protect us, there were other soldiers from different commands that
were about the towns then, holding up people on the streets, and
especially was this the case at Colonia Juarez.
Senator S3Trr. Did they hold any individuals for ransom?
Mr. RODMNEY. Not at that time.
Senator SMITr.
Men, women, or children?
Mr. ROMNEY. No, sir. While they were taking our arms at Colonia
Juarez there were three Mexicans who came tp from Pearson to

.Mr.
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Colonia Juarez, and on the road they held up each outfit that they
met going out with the women and children, and they stole the
money that they had, en route to Pearson, to ship the women and
children out.
Senator SMITH. Tne money with which they intended to ship
them to El Paso?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes. Then they came up to Colonia Juarez, and
while they were taking our guns they went to the home of an aged
widow there, about 84 years old, and they ransacked her house
completely in search of money, found money in two places aggregating about $40, and this they took. It happened that as these bandits went down the street they met some of the native residents who
had come in. One of them had on a new hat, and one of these rebels
rode up to him and took his hat off and put his old one on, and
slapped him in the face with it and insulted him. The name of this
man was Juan Tredizo. He went and complained to Llano. Ponce,
who was in charge of the party collecting the guns; and thinking
it was one of Ponce's soldiers, Ponce asked him if he could identify
the man. He told him he could, and hlie -waited a while until this
soldier came along, and then he pointed him out to Mr. Ponce, who
had the man arrested, and having punished him and disarmed him.
they were holding him there, and these accounts began to come in of
the robberies that had been commtted.
Senator SMIrrTH. Do you know of any cases where the women and
children in your colony were insulted or asaulted I
Mr. ROMaNEY. No, sir; not by these rebels at that time. I know of
other earlier cases of rape.
Senator S rITH. By banditti, or by others?
Mr. ROJmNEY. By banditti. These evidences began to come inl
until it was fully established that this man had been carrying on a
regular campaign of loot, and they finally executed him.
Senator Saui 1r. Where?
.-. AMr. ROM.NEY. Near Colonia Juarez.
Senator SMIrrT. By shooting him?
Air. Ro INEY. They shot him; yes sir.
Senator Smr11T. Was that execution unusual?
Mr. ROMNEY. That is the only case of an execution that we know
of in our neighborhood.
Senator S TH. Was he executed by the rebel soldiers?
Mr. RoMINEY. Yes; lie was executed by the rebel soldiers. Tlhe
reason I am telling this is that about the 1st day of August the band
to which this soldier who was exected belonged came into Colonia
Juarez, about 75 in all, and asked if the Mormons had executed any
more of their soldiers, or if the guard had executed any nlore of
their soldiers, and the guard replied that they had not. 'The rebels
said that it was a good thing they had not, that they were not satisfied
with the execution of that man. He said that whenever the Mormons
wanted to get a man executed, they just worked up a charge against
him and brought about his execution, and they were going to get
even with them, they were going to get revenge on the Mormnon people for the execution of this rebel. That was one of the things that
led up to this exodus. They took possession of our town and demanded feed for their horses.
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We took into consideration the different developments in Dublan,
and the looting, and the threats that had been made against our
lives, and the continued less favorable attitude of the rebels, and the
fact that they had required all kinds of guaranties and had taken our
arms, and this new develop nent in Colonia Juarez, showing how absolutely prejudiced they were against us, and Salazar's oft-repeated
threat that -he would bring intervention at any cost, and we concluded that it would be impossible for our people to remain in the
colonies and witness the wholesale destruction of their property,
which was the accumulation of years. We fully expected an attack
to be made upon us, and reprisals to be made for the execution of
that man, which had been done by another faction of their own
party without our having had anything to do with it, other than
to bring the evidence before them of the criminality of the man.
So on the morning of the 2d of August we evacuated the colonies.
We left Colonia Juarez on the night of the 1st of August, and I sent
couriers to Dublan telling them of the conditions prevailing at
Colonia Juarez, and suggesting that they meet us at a designated
point in the mountains, and also sent couriers to the mountain settlements to do the same thing.
Senator SmTH. Have you had any special instructions from any
official or member of the church in Itah regarding your moves?
MAr. ROMN.EY. No, sir; not to vacate. I have had no instructions
to do that.
Senator S.I1TIH. Have you had any other instructions of a character that would be interesting for us to know?
Mr. Ro 1.Er. Only in the way I have indicated--to do the very
best we could, but by all means to take no part in the controversy,
maintaining a strict neutrality, and to avoid anything that would
bring about international complicatioi.s. That seemed to be the
thing they were moat interested in.
Senator SI mr . 'Was there any money tribute demanded of you as
a consideration for exemption?
Mr. Ro3InSY. Yes; there were demands made upon us. One written order that was sent to nie by a colonel in the army demanded
money, as I remember it.
Senator SMrTII. Did it fix any amount?
Mr. RO. NEr. No; no specified amount; any amount that we had;
money, merchandise, horses, saddles, guns, and ammunition. That
was prior to my consultation with Salazar.
Senator S\IITII. Has there been any demand made upon the parent
church in Utah for money?
Mr. Ro l :r. None that I know of.
Senator SaITH. Or for ransom of any kind?
Mr. Ro INEY. Not that I know of.
Senator SMITH. Has there been any correspondence or talk be-

tween yourself and the general officers of the church regarding that
matter?
Mr. Ro3INEY. No, sir; only in this way: That it was suggested that
rather than fight we make peace with them, and take receipts for our
property and give them whatever we had, in order to prevent a crisis
of this kind or anything that would bring on international complications. That was the burden of our instructions-to find a way to get
through it without doing that.
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Senator SumTH. Can you say With perfect candor that the Mormon
colonies did not take part in the revolution against Dia~z?
Mr. Ro3t -Y. Yes; I can say with perfect candor that they took
part in neither revolution.
Senator SumTH. And that they have taken no part and are takitng
none against Maderof
Mr. RoMiNEy. And they are taking absolutely no part.
Senator SMITh. Do you know of any American sources or foreign
sources of encouragement or support of any kind for the revolution?
Mr. ROMNEY. Nothing except rumors and newspaper talk. All I
know in regard to that is what I have heard.
Senator SMuITH. Do you mean rum6r passing from the mouth of
Sone person to another?
Mr. Ro.tMNEY. Yes; I heard a rumor some time ago.
Senator StITrn. How long ago?
Mr. ROMNEY. I do not klow whether I can recall the period. I
think it was during-the Mndero revolution. I am not certain. It was
either the latter part of the Madero revolution or early in this revolution that I heard a rumor. I guess you would call it a rumor. An
individual who had been down in the interior over this way and
told me it was understood that some corporation in the United
States were backing the revolution, but I regarded it simply as a
rumor. I do not know anything about it.
Senator SrrTn. Did he mention the name of the corporations
MIr. RorNEY. He mentioned the Standard Oil Co.
Senator SIMTH. Any other?

Mr. RoitNYr. No, sir. That is the only one I have heard mentioned, and T would like it distinctly understood. that that was
simply a rumor. I do not know anything about it, further than the
newspaper talk I have read.
Senator Salrr. Were any sums of money mentioned?
Mr. RoutNmr. No, sir just the mere statement that that was the
reason the revolution had been able to be carried on.
Senator Smrr. Do you know any corporation in Mexico owned
by American citizens that have been exempt from attack or destruction because of the payment of money?
Mr. Rour No sir.
Senator SMuHr. Or any transportation company
Mr. RoutNw . I do not know of any that have been exempt at all. I
know that the property of the Northwestern people has been attacked, and values have been extorted from them, as they have from
us. That is, I know that by hearsay. I have never been present when
it was done but I have understood that.
Senator SurrN. Have you had any talk with Orozco or Madero in
person t
Mr. ROMIIY. I have never met either one of them. I have met
nearly all of the other leaders, but I have never met either of them.
Senator Sraf.You have never been in conference with anybody
with reference to the plans of the revolutionists?
Mr. Ronm r. No, sir. As far as possible we avoided any discusslon of them, because of otir position of neutrality, other than to
inquire for information that would affect our welfare in the way of
the movement of their troops.

a
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Senator SMITH. Have you ever been invited to any conference
with them?
Mr. Ros31EPY No sir; never.
Senator S1aTU. ho you know of any other people in your colonies
who have?
Mr. ROMNEY. No, sir* I do not think there is anyone who has had
any part with them. There may have been people who were unwise,
individual cases, as there always are, unofficial acts that were not
as wise as they ought to be, but there has been no authorized action
of that kind.
Senator Szrr. I assume from what you say that you are yourself
a member of the Mormon Church?
Mr. ROMNEY. Yes.
Senator S1iTH. And a man of family?
Mr. RoMNEY. Yes.

Senator SrITrn. Have you more than one wife?
Mr. ROMNEY. No sir.
Senator SsITur. Is your office a salaried office?

Mr. RouNEr. No sir.

Senator SMITH. What compensation do you receive?
Mr. Ro3ti'EY. I get some assistance, but not any salary. We are
not paid a salary.
Senator Smrra. A commission?
Mr. RoMNEY. No; not a commission. Some help has been extended
to me in the discharge of my duties. I have expenses that I am assisted in defraying.
Senator Suiir. You seem to have considerable responsibility.
Mr. RoM~uY. Yes sir.
Senator SMrrn. That is the result of your devotion to the church,
I surpose?

RouneY. Yes; absolutely.
Senator SurIT. Can you think of anything else, that would throw
any light on our inquiry to ascertain whether or not this revolution
has been fomented, aided, or encouraged by Americans, companies,
or corporations, or people resident in our country?
Mr. ROMINEY. No, sir. There is just one thing I would like to ask,
with-your permission, in case this is considered a statement of our
attitude. I should just like It understood why we came to the border without any fight. We went into the Sierra Madre for our own
protection. The revolutionists claimed they supposed that we had
given up all our guns. As soon as the people left Colonia Dublan
they fired on them. They pursued them toward the mountains and
opened fire on them. Finally a spent bullet struck one of the boys on
the leg, and the bullets were striking all around in their ranks, and
they detailed a number of the boys to stay behind and stop the advance.
Senator Srru. Were there women and children?
Mr. RoNEYr. No, sir; these were the men.
Senator Surru. And these men were headed toward the Sierra
Madre Mountains?
Mr. RouINE. These men were headed toward the Sierra Madre
Mountains. So they fired a volley or two at the revolutionists who
were firing at them, and the revolutionists afterwards told some of
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our colonists that they now considered us as their enemies, that we
had taken up arms against them. They said we had gone to join
Blanco, who was then at Ojitas.
Senator Sarrn. Who is Blanco?
Mr. Roilw~. He is a federal officer, and he and Sanjinez were stationed at Ojitas with federal troops making an advance on these
rebels; and as we retired to the Sierra Madre Mountains to the west
they said we had gone to join the federals and that while we pretended to be neutral we were not; and they said they found out that
we had guns. They seemed to blame us considerably that we had not
given up all our guns under those condtlons, and they said they were
our enemies and they would wreak vengeance on us because we haid
joined the Federal Government. We had declared ourselves as being
neutral, and we had understood thatthat was the desire of the United
States, that-we should remain neutral, and it had been the expressed
will of the ecclesiastical authorities, and we felt that we wanted to
avoid any kind of a fight with these people. They said they had discovered when they fired on Dublan that we had gins, and long-range
guns, too, because of the volley that our men had shot at them.
Senator SnItTH. When you speak of the United States, what information have you about that?
Mr. ROMNeY. We had talked with Consul Edwards. Of course, we
have always kept in touch with him.
Senator SMITH. He is the American consul at what point?
Mr. Ro3 NEY. At Ciudad Juarez; and we understood it was agreeable to the United States that we should not mix up in that thing or
do anything to bring on any kind of complications. Afterwards,
when they declared that we had gone to join the federals, they moved
their own force up into our mountain colonies, right up in the vicinity
of where we were and we knew that to remain there meant to fight;
and we thought tl1 t to fight meant to bring on other complications
that were not desirable, and we decided that the only thing to do to
establish their error in saying that we had gone to join the federals
was to come out here and show that we were not taking sides with
either party and bring the guns that we had to the border and not
use them. We remained there until our colonists could get together
and we could defend our lives. Then we marched direct to the
United States border. We felt that was the proper course to pursue,
and we acted according to our best judgment of what our duties were.
Senator S31aTn. Is there anything further you care to say, to
throw any light on the purposes of our inquiry?
Mr. RosNEr. I do not think so, Senator. I think that is about
as much as I know about it. If there is any other information you
think I have that you would like to have, I shall be glad to tell you.
TESTIMONY 0F ADOLPH KRAwAVER.

Adolph Krakauer, being first duly sworn by the chairman, testified
as follows:
Mr. KR&AuRE. It may have no particular'reference to the investigation, but it may serve some purpose I want to be understood that
I personally have always been a Diaz man. All our people in Chihuahua have been. We have nothing but good to say of the Dias
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Government. They have protected us at all times. The country,
as you know, has prospered under the Diaz administration. We
have paid our taxes. We are not Mexican citizens. We have paid
our taxes, and whenever we have been called on to pay any extra
contributions, we have paid them. We were protected in our business and we thought that we owed allegiance to the existing government, whichever it was.
I was very much surprised that the Madero revolution was successful; never believed that it could be. I do not believe it could
have been except for some wild dare-devils who came around here.
and joined the Madero army. But for that I do riot believe they
ever would have succeeded in taking Juarez. I do not believe Madero would have been known but for that.
Furthermore, if the United States Government had adopted the
same stringent measures last year, during the Diaz regime, as they
adopt now, I do not believe Madero would have been heard of; and
the world at large, the United States especially, and various places
in the Republic of Mexico, would have been better off. That is my
opinion.
Senator SMhTr. That is very interesting.
*

*

*
S

S

*

Mr. KRAKAUER. I have heard on good authority-the trouble was

just this: That the sympathies of the people in the Madero revolltion were with Madero, especially on thilus frontier. The people
in the interior of the United States, in the East and West, they do
not care. They do not know anything about this revolution now,
so far as that is concerned. But the sympathies of the Texas people
on the Mexican border were with Madero, there is no question about
that; and I am reliably informed, by people who were very near
Diaz when the Madero revolution started, that Diaz asked " How do
the people of the United States feel about this" and that ment old
him that the sympathies of the Texas people were with Madero, and
right then and there he said " I am gone. If Madero can get all the
arms and ammunition he wants, smuggled over, I am gone. I can
not hold out "; and that he made up his mind at that time.
As far as that is concerned, I suppose you know that this revolution was started by Orozco and a few of his men in the mountains of
Chihuahua. That was a local grievance against the Chihuahua State
government conducted by Creel, who was at one time ambassador
from Mexico to Washington and a very nice man. It was a grievance against the Terrazas family, of which Creel was a member.
These mountain people undoubtedly had grievances against that
government. They were oppressed, and their crops failed. They
did not want to pay the taxes. They wanted to get time and it was
not granted, and they had all sorts of grievances. The revolution
was started against the Creel and Terraias regime. When that revolution assumed larger proportions, then Madero thought "Here is
my chance to get in,' and he did.
AFFIDAVIT or INEZ 8ALAZA8.

TaH STATE Or TsXAS, County of Bi Paso:

Before me, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared Ines.
Salazar, who. upon oath first duly made, deposes and says: That he is a native
and citizen of the Republic of Mexico, having been born 84 years ago in the
470 --20-vor,2---0
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town of Sabinal, anti State of Chiluahuan, and Republic of Mexico; that he is
at present temporarily in the city of El Iaso, El Paso County, Tex.; that he held
the position of commandant in the revolutionary army of Francisco I. Madero,
having enlisted in said army on the 4th day of December, A. D.1910, and having
retired from same In April, 1911; that during the period of time between said
dates he was In command of revolutionary troops operating In the State of
Chihuahua and Republic of Mexico in the Interests of the revolutionary party
and in opposition to the Federal or Diaz regime; that be had from 85 to 400
men in his immediate command; that his command operated in various portions
of the said State, and that in so operating it was necessary for he and those
under his command to seize and forcibly take possession of property belonging to
.various individuals, American citizens as well as citizens of Mexico, for the
commissary of his soldiers; that In pursuance of the directions received by him
from his superior officers he did from time to time seize and possess himself of
articles of nmerclhandise necessary for his said command.
That on the 26th day of December, A. D. 1010. at the town of Sabinal, in the
State of Chihuahua and the Republic of Mexico, he seized goods, wares, and
merchandise belonging to and being the property of D. O.Sutton, said property
being of the value of $7,000 Mextan currency, alnd having been taken by altant,
as commandant in saint army and under his; direction, from the store or said
Sutton.
That on the 8th day of March, A. D. 1911, In. the town of Sabinal, the State
of Chihuahua and the Republic of Mexico, amflant, as commandanto of said
file of revolutionary soldiers, did seize and ossess himself of goods, wares, and
merchandise of the value of $6,05.50 Mexican currency front the possession of
D. O.Sutton and from the store of the said D. C. Sutton nt sald place and at
said time.
That on the 231 tinay
of January, A. D. 1911, your aitlant, acting in the said
capacity of commandante in the revolutionary army, did seize and possess
himself of certain goods, wares, and merchandise of the value of $8.070 Mexican
currency, said property being taken from the possession of D. O.Sutton and from
the store of said D.O. Sutton at said place and at said time.
That your afliant seized said property belonging to tihe said Sutton, amounting
in the aggregate to $21,105.50 Mexican money. That he seized same and used
same for the benefit of the revolutionary army under Francisco I. Madero; that
said property was utilized for the benefit of said revolutionary army in sustainIng the soldiers actually engaged in operating actively in the field; that aflant,
upon seizing said property, gave to the said Sutton his receipts for same.
signed by afflant as commnandante; that in so seizing and possessing himself of
said property said afflant was acting under the orders and directions of
his superior officers, and especially so of the chief of the revolution, Francisco
I. Madero.
That afflant has no interest In the claim to which the above testimony relates,
and that he is not the attorney or agent of any person having such claim, or in
any way connected therewith; that aftlant Is voluntarily giving this testimony for
the purpose of doing Justice to Mr. D. O. Sutton in the loss sustained by him,
the said Sutton, because of the operation of the said column of revolutionary
soldiers in the vicinity of Sabnal, Mexico.
Wherefore afflant verifies.
INEE SALAJIA
THn STATE of TExAs, County of Bi Paso:
I, 19. M. Marteeny, a notary public In and for El Paso County, Tex., do
hereby certify that the above and foregoing intrument was subscribed and
sworn to before me by Inez Salazar, the aflant, on this the 4th day of October,
A. D. 1911.
I further certify that I am a notary public in and for the county of El Paso
and the. State of Texas, and am authorized by law to take depositions and
administer oaths; and that I have no interest in the claim to which the above
testimony relates; and that I am not the agent or attorney of any such person
having such a-claim, or In any way connected. therewith.
I further certify that I am personally acquainted with Mr. Inez Salazar, the

afflant.

I further certify that the above and foregoing. instrument was reduced to
writing in my presence, by myself as a stenographer and that the same was
carefully read to the afflant by me before belag signed by him.
Witness my band and seal of office this the 4th day of October, A. D.1911.
rmrU.1
M. a MtIr,
Notary Pubtlo , and fort Paso County, 'ee.
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STATEMENT OF MAROARET CARIN.
Senator FALu. I introduce the following affidavit of Margaret
Carlin for the purpose of showing that even the revolutionists in
Chihuahua have made statements corroborative of the evidence of
Mr. McCormick, the United States attorney, and of Mr. Robinson,
his assistant at os Angeles, concerning the socialistic doctrines
which have been promulgated among the Mexicans:
STATE oF TEXAS,

County of BI Paso, ss:
Margaret Carlin, being duly sworn, on oath says that both she and her husband are citizens of the United States, she being a native of Wisconsino and her
husband having been born in Canada, but a resident of Wisconsin since he was
a Ill i

oy.

That allhiat

enId her huslcind have three chlliren. and that

her husband has been residing in Mexico for six years, In the employ of the
Pearson Co. and In business for himself, having for the last year been engaged
in raising cattle and in farming.
That for the past year they have made their home about 2 miles from

Colonia Dublan, In the State of Chihuahua, but though living in proximity to

the Mormon colony at that place they are not Mormons, and have at all times
since their residence in Mexico claimed their American citizenship, lived and
conducted their lives according to the best standard of their home people;
that they have taken no part In the troubles in Mexico, afltant remaining
at home with her children and husband, taking care of the same, and the
husband taking care of his farming business and keeping aloof from both sides
of the revolutionary trouble.
Ailant says that about the middle of last July their home was visited by
three Mexicans. claiming to belong to the revolutionary bands in that vicinity,
at a time when amliant's husband was away and she was alone with her two
children. At such time three of these so-called soldiers drove Into the yard
around the house and demanded to be admitted to the house; that afflant
protested, and thereupon one of them leveled his gun upon afflant and threatened her if she did not permit them to come into the house without resistance,
but that afllialt had her son tell them that she had locked the door and that
she was armed, and that they could not get in without meeting with resistance.
At this time they cursed afflant and abused her greatly and threatened her
with bodily harm, and that they would break into the house, but that afflant
had secured arms on the inside and was determined to resist their coming in,
atnd so they finally concluded they had better not attempt It and went away.
About two weeks after the occurrence above stated, a large number of such
soldiers came to afflant's house when afllant was again alone with her two
boys, her husband being away at work on the ditches. and demanded admission.
And afilant here continuing this narrative in the first person says:
After the occurrence above stated we padlocked the gate, and about the
27th of July a large body of soldiers, about 150 In all, passed the -place, 40
or 60 stopping and demanding that if I did not unlock the gate they would
break it open. I had the little boy then tell them Mr. Carlin had the key
and as soon as he came he would unlock it. Mr. Carlin saw them and came
down as quickly as possible and went to the gate, trying to talk them out
of coming in, telling them that we had nothing, but at this they leveled their
guns at him, telling him they would kill him if he did not open the gate.
This frightened me and I told Mr. Carlin he had better let them in. He
unlocked the gate and they all came In* that is, between 40 and 50 of them.
I then locked our living-room door and they demanded to enter there and
threatened to kill DMr. arlin on the outside, pounding him against the door.
He said to me, "Ma be you had better open the door," and I opened it, and
they all rushed In the living room and I had put the two rifles under the
bed clothes as they came In, and the first thing they made a rush for the rites.
Mr. Carlin protested when they took the second rifle and they cursed him
and said they would kill him, and one raised his gun and with the heavy end
of the gun tried to strike him across the head, and in warding oft the blow
Mr. Carlin threw his hand up and they struck him across the wrist with a
severe blow. Then they searched the house for money and ammunition, but
they did not find any ammunition. Then they went to my wardrobe looking
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for money. They tore my clothes out of the wardrobe and threw them on the
floor and trampled on them. They took our field glasses and one of the
common soldiers slung them across his shoulder. When I protested about
trampling my clothes they shoved me across the room cursing me at the same
time. Then they picked up bridles, etc., and everything they saw which took
their fancy. At the time they struck my husband I tried to ward off the blow
and threw my hand up and got a portion of the blow across my hand.
After having taken all they could they finally left. cursing the Americans as
they went. After this band left others came, two of them demanding to enter,
but when we told them that the others had taken all we had they were quite
decent and one man talked very good English. He said the reason they were
treating Americans this way was because the United States allowed Madero to
go over and get all the ammunition and guns he wanted and would not let them.
He said they were going to treat the Americans as mean as they could and with
as much contempt, so that it would bring on a revolution, which they very much
desredl. One of them also said that they were going to go Into the United
States and anil the socialists of the United States were going to join them and
they were going to have a socialistic revolution in the United States-the poor
against the rich.
He also said: Why should they care anything about protecting the American
colonists In Mexico, as your own people in the United States do not Intend to
protect you?
This band went away and several others came, and when they found out the
others had taken everything they also went on. On the 28th I abandoned every.
thing and left on the first refugee train for El Paso, where I am now. Mfr.
Carlin stayed at the colony, and I expect him out In a day or two with the rest
of the colonists.
MAROARET CARLIN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of August, A. D. 1012.
W. M. JonIISTON, Notary Public.
[SEAL.]

Senator FALL. I introduce a number of other affidavits which are
cumulative testimony as to the conditions in Mexico. We have had a
great deal of testimony on this point, but still I introduce these:
AFFIDAVIT OF NIELS LARSBN.
STATE or TEXAS, County of El Paso, as:

Niels Larsen, being duly sworn, on his oath says that he Is a citizen of the
United States, but has been residing in Mexico temporarily for the past year,
and last October, together with his partner, Mr. Bowman, under the firm name
of Bowman & Larsen, engaged as grade contractor for the construction of the
railroad grade with Mr. I,. . Booker, who at that time commenced to build a
railroad from Pearson to Pacheco, In the State of Chihuahua, and as such con.
tractor has been actively in charge on the ground of the teams and employees
used by the firm of Bowman & Larsen in performing such contract; such firm
having themselves about 200 employees, and having control over the employees
of subcontractors under them to the number of about 200.
That in performing such work it was necessary that aflant and his partner
should, and they did, obtain and use on such work large numbers of work
animals in teams and otherwise, and wagons, plows, scrapers, and other machine.
ery and property usual to that class of work, and that they also kept a largt
commissary supply on 'such work for the furnishing of their own and the em.
ployees of their subcontractors, so that the said Bowman and aftlant had an investment in all such property of the cost to them of more than seventy thousand
($70,000) dollars, representing actual cash by them laid out and expended;
that alflant and his partner were tendered and accepted such work at a time
when they had no reason to believe that It was dwn-gerous or risky to be in that
part of Mexico, but subsequent to the Madero revolution and when all was
peaceful; that they were assured of every protection and of the right to proceed
with the work peacefully, and rested upon that assurance at the time of commencing the same. Aflant says that they were not interfered with to any
appreciable extent In the prosecution of their work until the month of February.
1012, when the rebel forces under Orosco came into their camps and demanded
arms and ammunition in such a way as to compel afflant and his employees to
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furnish the same to such defendants; that about the lot of July, 1012, that see.
tlon of country was overrun by the rebel soldiers under Orozco's general control,
he being represented by a superior officer who styled himself Gen. Salazar.
This general made his headquarters at Casas Grandes, about 25 miles from
affilant's principal camp, and the soldiers of Gen. Salazar commenced imme.
diately to overrun that section of country from its general headquarters; that
the lirst visit that these soldiers made resulted In their taking forcibly some
commIssary supplies from afitant, amounting, perhaps, to about $200, and a.few
days afterwards about 40 of them came and compelled affliant to turn his firm's
horses out of the corral for them and put the rebels' horses In their place and
feed them well, which demand afflant complied with, because of the evident
danger he would be in If he refused to do so. They also compelled afflant to
have supper provided for some of their officers and went into the commissary
and took about $150 worth of supplies for their men without pay therefore, and
the next morning they seized five head of afliant's horses and took them away
without any pay therefor, by force, and from that day forward nearly every
day these rebel soldiers were on the line of work taking from afflant whatever
they wanted, whether it was commissary supplies or horses or personal property
belonging to aftiant or his employees, which they were able to do by threat of
danger to the lives of aullant and such employees if any resistance was made to
their demands, and this went on from day to day, gradually becoming worse
each day, and more dangerous to tile lives of all the Americans, until afflant
and the other Americans were compelled to abandon the camp and flee for their
lives, which they did on the 31st of July.
That previous to thle 30th of July these outrages had becotbe such that It was
perfectly apparent that no American's life was safe, Gen. Salazar having told
all tile Americans that their lives would be taken if It was necessary to take the
same, and that all their property would be taken which the rebels desired to
take without any protection being given to them. Tis information was given
by Gen. Salazar to representatives of the Americans, and, among others, to
affiant's partner, Mr. Bowman, who went to Gen. Salazar in their own names
and as representatives of tihe other Americans to protest, and they returned
with directions from Gen. Salizar to scatter tihe news amongst tihe Americans
that tills was the way they were going to be treated, and after this information
was brought to alliant, amongst others, it was apparently evident that it was
genuine and represented the true Intent of such rebel commander anti his
soldiers.
On July 30, previous to the Americans concluding it.best to abandon the work
and get away as soon us possible, visits were made to tile camp by various
bodies of rebel soldiers, who seized afliant and other twople in such camp and
compelled them to pay money for their liberty, afllant being arrested and compelled to pay over one hundred ($100) dollars in order to be released, and that
and other amounts being secured from otlier lersons undler nallilnt's employ or
contracting for afllant In the same way; that the news was brought to afllant
on the night of July 80; that on the following day another rald of a similar
kind was going to be mallde, and that all the Americanls from whom the money
could be extorted were going to be subjected to the same process, and that they
would not get off as easily the second t(nie as they had tihe first time. Not only
was afflant and the other Americans In fear (of their lives by the conduct of
these soldiers, but the attitude of some of the Mexican employees changed to
one antagonistic to the life of Americans engaged on such work, without any
cause whatever, except the general hatred which had become Instilled In these
people through what was said was President Taft's policy in opposition to the
revolution, and almost dlily in camp It became apparently evident that bitter
hatred of Americans was being Inspired by all who were In sympathy with the
Orozco movejuent, and Insults to the face of afflant and other Americans and
personal threats of bodily danger and destruction of property had become a
daily event and was expected and feared whenever afflant came Into the presence
of that class of people In that vicinity.
That afflant and all of the Americans tried to avoid all trouble, behaved
themselves in an entirely peaceable and conciliatory way, and did everything
possible to prevent tilu necessity of abandoning their property, and tried to
secure justice and protection, until It became dangerous to remain. This was
amply proven by the fact that at the time afflant escaped he had to give up his
horse and make his way from the Immediate vicinity of the camp with his
loaded weapons In hand and ready for Instantaneous ituse, a large party of
rebels being in the camp, seizing all horses and other material belonging to
.,
ai
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attiant which they desired sit the time of alliant's escape, and antlant being compelled to hide behind iI tree to protect himself from capture at such moment.
Aillunt says that he left camp on the afternoon of July 31 und joined a party
of about a dozen, Including Mr. Atwood, chief engineer for L. E. Booker, upon
such work, all of the party escaping through the mountains and taking circuitous
anid unknown trInil. aind routes in order to escape observation, and riding for
live days, a distance of about 175 miles, being at one time in the saddle for 38
hours, ultil they reached the United States at a remote boundary point, and
that if they Ilad not left at the very time they did it would have been lmpossible for then to have escaped.
AflIant says that Iln leaving tile camp and the work being constructed they
had to abandon nil of tile supplies and property to whatever wreckage and
looting thereof such rebel soldiers and tihe other antagonistic elements chose to
make of such property; that much of it had already been taken before afflant's
flight, and much of it was being taken at the time afflant left, and afilant has
no idea but what all of it that they can use in any way, and especially all of the
teams and commissary supplies, were taken within the day of or a very short
time after such flight, although affiant Is as yet not actually Informed, as he
has not Ibeen able to get any word up to the present as to the condition of
affairs in that vicinity.
Aftilant says that in leaving such property he did not act precipitately, but
as a man would act who has had much border experience and who is not afraid
to face such difficulties wherever there was a possibility of being able to preserve his life and hold on to his property; that the whole situation was such
that it was clearly Imminent that the Americans who did not leave would be
killed or subject to great danger, and that It was simply foolhardy to stay or
try to protect himself or his property an hour longer.
Aftiant further says that there were Included in the property which he was
compelled to so abandon, including what was taken by such rebels a few days
before his escape, the following list of property and tile value thereof, as near
as afllant can approximate the same:
000
6.00
1,000
0,000
8, 00
2, 000
1, e00
0
00
5,000
1, 406
900
1, 000
2, 500
750
, 000

Commissary supplies--------........----------------------..............
700 sacks of corn-------------------------------------20 tons of lfalfl...-----.-----.----------------------------------300 boxes dynamite-------....-----------------------...............----------.......
000 kegs black powder--------------------------------------Ollce, commisa-nry blhllllimgs. shop , harns, and corrals......------...-------....
130 small tents.....-----------------------------------.......
(ook .tent and kitchen outfit-------------------------------.............
3 wagons..........................-----------------------..........---------------------.....
35 carts
------------------------------------------385 sets cart harness----------------................................................
18 sets harness--.....------------..
----------------------..
8 B. 8. outfits-.....--..----........
------------------3 tons steel...-------..............------------------------------..............................-500 shovels.............-----..........--------.......-----------------------650 picks----.......................------------.....--------------------------..............................
260 wheelbarrows................................................
-2,
5 fresnos........................----------------------------------------------------8 slips-------........---------------------------...............................
1 railway plow....---..........-----.......------......------.....---....................
00 horses and mules..........------..............----------------------

200
100
100
12, 000

Total.......................----.....--------------------------

70, 650

r00

And further afflant saith not.
NIEt8 LA. 8Et.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of August, A. D. 1912.
W. M. JoHNTroN,
Notary Publte.
AFIDAVIT OF BABNerT BMITH.
STATE oF Texas, County of El Pao0, a,:

My name is Barnett Smith, and 1 was born in Alaculsey, Ga., In 1850, and
was raised in Ocoee, Tenn. My father and mother reside there now. In Sep-.
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tember, 1lW0, I mnovied to Mlexieo and bought farnling land near Colonia Dublan,
in the State of Cblihualun, and settled upon tihe sauce nnll conlnenced business
of farming. ('olonin Dubllin is the Ilheadquarters town for a lot of Mormons,
but tLere re oilther Americisu Iin tllhat vicinity also who are not Mormons. I am
not n Moronlltl.

I have plursueil

the occupation of farming onl

that land and of

hulidItng up lsay place since tat thnle, having 05 acres of land in cultivation
and having lith ownership of a good lot of farmlog nlninals, a farmhouse,
where niy wife lit s with nie oil the place. Site Is an American also, a native
, where shle has been for about six months. On July 20, 1000,
of IPenllsylvanllll
while I was at the office for mail a rebel soldier came to may place and took
,,ne of my horses. I followed his trail for 2 miles and found my horse tied
in a nlman'it yard. I asked why mny horse had been taken, and he replied that
:t rebel soldier ha;d brought tile horse there; and when I asked that my horse
he delivered to me, lie untied him, and I took tile rope In hand, and the rebel
soldier cuinle out and seized n sword and Insulted me with many abusive words,
drew tihe sword and said lihe would kill tme; but I led the horse away, when he
said that he would visit nme that night with a company of men and they would
lake mly life, but I was not molested again until the 27th of July, when a large
number of rebel soldiers came to my place and asked for water and food, which
I freely gave. They bid me good-by without molesting me, but a few minutes
later about 40 more entered my yard, demanded the keys to unlock my horses,
hut I refused to grant their request, stating that they were my form horses
tand that I could not do the work of farming without them. They then took a
pick and sledge hammer, broke the locks and chains with which my horses were
confined, and led them into the yard and demanded the key of my house, which
I also refused to give. Then they heaped indignitles upon me, threatening to
kill me, stating that they would drive all Americans out; that Mexico was for
Mexicans, and, If necessary, they would raise a revolution against Americans
and drive them out. They still demanded 'entrance into my house, and when I
refused to open the door they thrust me twice In the abdomen and struck me
three heavy blows across my back with a saber. They drew a gun and threatthe possession
ened to shoot me, but a question which arose among them over
of my horses attracted their attention, anti when they turned from me I walked
thereaway, leaving them to break Into my house, which they did, and took
from practically all valuable articles, leaving me absolutely helpless so far as
on the
my business was concerned. I went to Colonla Dublan, leaving there
30th of July when I came to El Paso, and am still hero with other refugees
from the community in which I lived.
BARNrETr

SnMITl.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of August; A. D. 1912.
W. It. JOHNS ON, Notary Publio.
AFFIDAVIT OF H.

- BOwMAN.

STA t or TEXAS, County of El Paso, as:
II. E. Bowman, on his oath, say that: I am 54 years of age; a citizen of the
United States; and have resided for the past 10 years in Colonia Dublan, Chihuahua, Mexico, under the guarantee given to all colonists in that section;
for
that during such time I have Iell engaged In general merchandising, and
Mercantile, a
thie past eight years have been general manager of the Union
owned
corporation engaged In general merchandising; that said corporation
a stock of genreal estate to the value of forty thousand ($40,000) and carriedadditional
stock
eral merchandise in Colonla Dublan of about $160,000 and an
of about $30,000 In our branch store at Colonla Dias.
an excelThat since the close of the Madero revolution we have been doing
until about the
lent business anti have enjoyed full protection in our property
at
headquarters
his
made
Salazar
Gen.
1st of February, 1012. At this time
under the general direction
Cosas Orandes, recruiting troops, which later came
Calas Grandes we
of Pascual Orozto; that during the soourn of Salazar at $1,500, which .en.
were compelled to furnish supplies amounting to about
left our neighbor.
Salazar promised to pay for, but never did. The rebel troops
until they re
hood, and we again enJoed peace and a prosperous business
on we were
turned from their defeat at Bachimba, about Julay 1. From thenorderly
manIn-n
compelled to contribute supplies almost daily, but always for
they took,
what
netr, we consenting to their demands and receiving receipts
always, however, protesting and furnishing as little as possible.
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During this time Gen. Snlazar gave me a written guaranty of protection
and prohibiting any of his troops from molesting us or taking any property
without a direct order from himself. Gen. Salazar repeatedly, on various
occasions, assured me that they would take as little merchandise as possible
from our store and that they would not molest our horses or other property,
and especially would allow us to retain our arms to protect our families from
disorganized and irresponsible parties. This promise and assurance was made
not only to myself, but to others of our leading men, and especially Junlus
Romney, in my presence.
On July 20, 1912, I was present In Gen. Salazar's headquarters in Casas
Orandes when L. P. Atwood requested the return of horses and other property
which had been taken from his camp, and heard what Salazar said to AIr.
Atwood. At the same time Salazar Informed me that-he desired the presence
of Junius Romney and myself at his headquarters the following day at 10 a. m.
We went there and were Informed by Salazar that he had just returned from
a conference with Pascual Orozco. and, acting under orders from him, required
us to come there to Inform us that all promises and guaranties formerly given
were withdrawn; that they proposed to take our horses, saddles, merchandise,
and all property whenever and wherever they wished; and, further, that we
must surrender all of our arms and ammunition. Our conference with Salazar
lasted about one hour, during which we.argued the question over from every
standpoint and tried to make terms with him by the surrendering of property
on condition we would be allowed to retain our arms. He absolutely refused
to consider any of our propositions, or to let us remove our families before surrendering our arms. In fact, stated that we could consider ourselves prisoners
until the arms were forthcoming, and demanded that we send out an order to
our fellow colonists to bring in their arms. We stated that the arms were per.
sonnal property of each Individual; that we had no military organization, and
no authority to give orders to anyone, but each person must act for himself.
During the course of our conference Salazar was very bitter in his denunciation of what he called the Taft government, stating that they had had to fight
two governments and would have overcome the Madero government long ago
had they received the same treatment at the hands of the Taft government
that had been accorded the Madero government. He claimed that not only had
they been prevented from obtaining arms and ammunitlo,, but that Madero
had been allowed to recruit troops on American soil. We explained to him
that we were not responsible for the policy of Taft's administration, but that
we ourselves had been neutral, had made our homes among them, and had done
much for the betterment of their people. He replied that we must either repudinte the Taft government and join them or be responsible for what the Taft
administration had done and take the consequences.
He stated while it was not their purpose to take our lives if we conceded all
their demands, still he had no guaranty of protection to offer, and we must look
to Taft or to Madero for protection. He finally stated that if we would give
up our arms we could remove our families In peace, and Itf we would do so at
once could go ourselves if we desired.
We left Casas Grandes about 11 n. in. and went direct to Colonla Dublan and
Informed our fellow colonists there of what had happened. After a consultation of about 20 men, in the presence of a large body of Salazar's troops,
who were surrounding us, we decided to recommend that the colonists surrender their arms, as a result of which about 100 rifles and ammunition were
turned over at Colonia Dublan. During this time, and commencing at about
10.30 a. m. on this date, July 27, a large force of Salazar's men were helping
themselves to merchandise in the Union Mercantile store. I was requested by
the principal citizens of liublan to go to El Paso and arrange for transportation
for our women and children to El Paso, and that In the meantime runners
would be sent to Colonlas Dlaz, Juarez, Pacheco, Garcla, and Chulchufa to
recommend them to do the same, Salazar having already dispatched his troops
to disarm them also.
I reached El Paso at midnight. The next morning I made arrangements with
officers of the Northwestern to put all of their available rolling stock at our
disposal, and I at once made the best arrangements possible to provide temporary quarters for women and children when they arrived. The first train
reached El Paso at 1 a. m. July 29, and one to two trains daily arrived until
about 2,000 womqn and chlldrep reached El Paso, and I am Informed about 500
reached Hachlta, N. Mex., going overland in wagons. Since that time I have
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been busy as chairman of the committee, with headquarters in the American
National Bank Bullding, caring for these refugees.
On leaving Colonia Dublan I left three of my sons and other parties in charge
of our store and home. According to authentic Information the Union Mercan.
tile store was looted dailly, and on August 1 two box cars were stopped in
front of the store and entirely filled with dry goods and other merchandise which
was of no value to the troops; that these cars were run to Casas Orandes and
Pearson and the merchandise distributed among the common people. According
to information the condition became so tense on August 2 that the men left to
charge of property in all the aforementioned colonies were compelled to flee
for their safety, and are still somewhere in the mountains trying to make their
way to the American border.
Since that date our homes and all property have been at the mercy of not only
the soldiers but the surrounding population without any caretakers whatever.
In addition to our mercantile business above mentioned the Union Mercantile
owned a large blacksmith and repair shop, with gasolene engine and machinery,
and a large stock of material worth about $20,000. I personally left a home
worth $25,000, with 5 acres of orchard and garden heavily loaded with fruit
and all kinds of vegetables, also one other city block with orchard and growing
crops, and 20 acres of alfalfa.
During the 10 years I have lived in Mexico I have broken no law, have always
been a law-abiding and industrious citizen, and have paid large sums to the
Mexican Government in taxes. I have not taken any part in their political
affairs and have always been subject to their officers. All I have desired or
contended for Is the peaceable possession of my property andm the protection
guaranteed by the civilized nations. I have abandoned everything I possess In
the world in Mexico, am Indebted to various firms and banks in the United
States and elsewhere for large sums of money borrowed and for merchandise
not paid for. It is my purpose and desire to return and save what Is left of
my property and occupy my home In Mexico just as soon as it is safe to do so.
And further affiant salth not.
H,. F. BoWMr AN.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of August, A. D. 1912.
[sEA.L)
W. 1I. JonNstotN,
Notary Publio.
AFFIDAVIT OF L. P. ATWOOD.

STATE OF TEXAS,

COtIuy of El Paao, as:

L. P. Atwood, on hIls oath, being duly sworn, says that he Is 39 years of age,
n citizen of the United States, and resident of El Paso. Tex.; that since October,
1011, lie has been employed as chief engineer in the construction of a railroad
by L. E. Booker, from a connection with the Mexico & Northwestern at Pearson,
In the State of Chihuahnua, Iepublic of Mexico, to Pacheco, In such State, about
30 mihes from Pearson, and during such period of time has had under his
superintendence and direction a large number of native laborers and 15 or 20
Americans. mainly engineers, tile grading work being under the charge of
Messrs. Bowman & Larsen, American contractors.
Alant says that the enterprise referred to was owned by I,. E. Booker and
his associates In the United States, Mr. Booker himself personally being a resl.
dent of El Paso, Tex., and a citizen of the United States; that at the time of
the coumnencement of such enterprise, in October, 1911, the Madero revolution
had triumphed, there had been a peaceful election of Mr. Madero as the successor
of President Dias, and there was no military trouble or outlawry of any kind
in the general section of country around Pearson and the enterprise was Innugurated and commenced under entirely peaceful conditions, was welcomed
by the people in that section, who all flocked in to get work, which conditions
continued until in February, 1912, at which time the Orozco revolution started.
That almost from tlhe time of the start of the Orozco revolution the situation
in and around Pearson and Pacheco more or less became embarrassing with
reference to the prosecution of the work, but it had progressed so far at that
time and it seemed so probable that the troubles might be overcome and the
loss would have been so great if the work stopped that it was thought conserva.
tive to continue the same, and the said Booker and atfant and all of the men
under afflant's general direction and control, particularly all the Amerlcans,
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were charged with the duty of being careful and politic, so as not to excite any
enmity or to enrage any of the people that were in authority or to stir up
trouble, and the enterprise worked along on this plan during the entire time
that it progress ed; hittsubsequent to last February affiant and all other men
in authority on such work from time to time were annoyed and their rights more
or less violated by the Orozco soldiers and officers in that they could never hold
tany tennms or saddles or personal property or goods in stores provided any of
the troops desired the same, and since about the 1st of July, A. D. 1912, when
the Orozeo troops retreated into that section, this course of conduct has been
almost continuous and more aggravated conduct indulged in toward such Americans and such enterprise.
That beginning along about that date the soldiers have almost continuously
been in and upon the work being prosecuted, and each day, more or less, one
or more bands did some riding up and down the line, taking whatever they
wanted, whether of work animals, commissary supplies, or other property;
that beginning about such date, too, their conduct became of a more violent
character with a constant threat of personal violence in their attitude toward
the Americans, including afflant and toward the enterprise.
That on the 20th day of July, 1912, shortly after a raid had been made by
some of Salazar's soldiers and several horses taken away from camp, belonging
to the said Booker and to the subcontractors, afflant went in person, accompanied
by Mr. II. F. Bowman, to Casas Orandes, which was Salazar's headquarters,
for the purpose of protesting against such robbery and general course of conduct,
and demanding the return of such horses and other property, afltant stating
that such property had been taken to Casas Grandes, and was then at such
place.
That aflant was granted on interview by the said Salazar, at which the said
Bowman was present, the room being full of soldiers at the time.
Upon affant stating the course of conduct which had Iwen pursued by Salazar's
soldiers and asking for return of the property and for guaranty against such
conduct, lie was promptly informed by said ialazar that all gurantles which
formerly the said Salazar had iprondsed to aflllnt aid other Amlericans were
withdrawn, to take effect the next day, and that thereafter nall the Americans
would have to protect themselves. Hle gave as his reasons for tlis.that president
Taft's administration had been favoring Madero in the revolutionary troubles
and had been opposing him and the Orozeo revolutiotsts, anld because of this the
.ntierktans in the country would have to take care of themselves, and they would
not hesitate to take anything which belonged to them when they wanter to do so,
and that they would take everything from afltant's enterprise that they wanted,
and would take life it there was opposition. He sneeringly tohl afliant that he,
afllant, might take his rifle and protect himself if he could, and thereupon afflant
said substantially, " I brought no rifle Into this country with me. I did not come
here to fight, but to work and prosecute this enterprise, and incnmning I depended
upon the protection of the authorities here, and I shall still rely on my right to
that protection," hbut Salazar concluded Ills Interview with afilant in the same
way, that afllant or any other American should receive no protection whatever
from their hands, but must look to President Talft or Gen. Huerta, of the
Mexican Army, or get out of the country. and the interview ended in this same
spirit on his part. During the course of the Interview Salazar constantly brought
tp the policy of the present administration of the United States as being one
directly In opposition to the Orozco followers, and that their attitude in persecuting the Americans in Mexico was due to resentment over that policy, andl
afllant was given to understand straight out that the Oroco people would take
out their resentment against President Taft's policy on the Americans In that
section of Mexico.
AMlant further says that. as stated above, there were I large number of textcan
soldiers in the room where this interview occurred and a considerable nintber
standing around the doors and outside of the doors listening to what was said.
ndiIt was very evident that Gen. Calazar was making n opportunity out of the
interview and what he should state therein for tile
purpose of impressing all of
these soldiers as to what the spirit of the revolution was to be with reference
to Americans, and they all listened intently to what was said. The Interview
lasted between 10 and 15 minutes, and throughout the same Gen. Salazar spoke
In a loud and offensive tone, and the atmosphere changed during the interview
so that it became on the part of G(en. Salazar and the listeners a very offensive
and antagonistic one toward Americans.
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hw that
iOll of the , llel
i the
lell.h!l
took his life i1 his hatli.4 Iand left the
to
vwhlre
way
ba;ck
make
his
to
mtuld
utlllertook
interview with that tiol"nlolnn
Allinlnt fully rt lizil airldl;t llir'lildl

every Amtericln whj longer reitilnedl

tlhe .ol strucllu work was going o1n, Iln doitg wvhlilh he staye i all llght iu
('olonlia lDublat, at whihh plaie oti the folrhwlng day a large bunch of Oratco's
soldiers surrounded the .store of Mr. ltowlmn, allitnt b ing in the same at such
time, and looted the :nie, takhtig from lite sEniU all that each olle of then hullvidually wanted and without leaving any necount of it or IlKng lI ,ilide to take
ilny account thereof.
Afllant understands that It was aifterwairs estimated that about $" .)00 worth
of stuff was taken by these soldilers. At '. t these looters came in in little
lnulches under the control of officers, who compelled the clerks to give them
whatever they desired, but in the course of an hour all pretendedl control wias
relinquished by the oflcers and the looters swarmed in in numbers without any
discipline or control.
Aflant returned that day to the work that lie was engaged in prostcuting and
conferred with solme of the American contractors with reference to tie situation
and learned that the same had been growing very Intense on tile work, due not
alone to the soldier, but to the untagonllistle sentiments which had been spread
igailnst the Anieri-lns, so that some of the Mexican employees themselves had
liecome ugly and ii a threatening attitude. and such things lhad occurred in the
way of robbery and Interference with the Americans tllhat it seemed to be the
conservative conclusion of ill that it was either abandon ll work and get out
in a day or two or take greit risk of their lives and that there was no hope but
that all of their pIrolerty wais going to be conflsca:ted, but it was thought best
to hold onl for a tl)y or two hlger, which they conlludePd to do, anltd the followug
day they tried to prosecute their work thle same as usual; that by nightfall.
however. It was edvdent that any Amerlhan from whole inmoney could be procured
by threat or violence

would ullldoubtedly be taken in

charge or their iimoney

extorted, anl Iltt night nflint wls ccsilwlhdyl, in order to pmrtect his own safety.
to sleep out in thetou
llains.
which lie did. there being a bunch of soldiers in
liossessionl of the camnip that night; that tile next dlay aflant left his horse and
saddle in thelnountaius and prepared in person to escape from that section
of the country, which he did on the next night by riding out, abondoning his
work entirely, going out with a party of nine, being practicall all the Americans
left, riding overland from cannp to Hachltn, N. Mex.. n distance of nbout 175 miles
across the mountains.
Affiant says that ill of the A.llmerll ais in such party found it necessary to
conceal their Intentionl
alnd their nets in leaving: that the whole atmosphere
was one of insult and threats of danger from both the soldiers and a part of
the Mexican enployees on the work for several days before this party left:
alld the da;y Ibefore it left Ithe Mexican soldiers had commenced extorting money
from the Amerleans on the work; alliant giving out that one gentleman, Mr.
Larsen, had been held up, tnd being well aware thet it was true that he was
to be treated in the same manner, nffinnt being informed that It was talked
around through the camp that afilant was considered a representative of big
interests and tIltl he w is to be compelled to pay several thousand dollars for
his Ilberty. Alitlllt further states that this party was compelled to travel over
the llountullls in tis wiay lin order to get out, because it would not have been
tafe for them to have gone through the regular avenues of travel to the rallread about 15 miles away.
Altiant says that il leaving at such Junctulre he was compelled to abandon to
such people, entirely free from any protection of care, property of the company
which he represeented of great value, and that while e h has not been able to
hear from there since, the situation is such that it is highly probable that practically all of it had been seized, taken, or destroyed, antl that such property
was of general description as follows:
Approximate value.
1 sawmill. complete, with blitcksmnith shop and 9 or 10 logging wagons., P10,000
Lumber on yards--------------...........------------.....................------------- 150,000
4,000
Headquarters camenp equipment, houses, bedding. furnishings, etc-----.....
5,000
Stock of commissary supplies---------------.....................................
700
Corn and hay-.................................-------------------------------------------....................
5,000
18 freight wagons.....................----------------------------------..........-------------...
6000
60 sets of harness..................------------------------..................-----------18,000
00 head of nmutes and horses----...........................--------------..--..........
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Approximate value.

Saddles
--------------------------------------------------2 cows with cales-------------------------------..................
8 hogs and 0 small pigs..............-----------------.........----------------------.....................
Bridge camp equipment, commissary supplies, with tools and equipment
and rigging
--------------------------------------------4 engineering instruments, with tools and equipment, tents, and commissary supplies
-----------------------------------------

P7150
150
800
4, 000
4, 000

Total
--------------------------------------------207, 00
In conclusion, affiant desires to say that the attitude of the Mexican soldiers
in that section of 'Mexlco is that the Americans have no business in the claim
of ownership to property; that It doesn't make any difference what their titles
are, " Mexico belongs to Mexicans," and the Americans should be forced to get
out. This was plainly stated to afllant at one time by one of the Mexican officers,
Maj. Uullerren, to whom afflant had complained of the outrages of some of his
troops, such oftlcer stating in so many words to affiant that Mr. Booker had no
right to cldm any titles or property, that he was an American, and that all lands
lu Mexico belonged to Mexicans.
And further affiant salth not,
L. P. ATWOOD.

TESTIMONY OF ELLA STEVENS.
Ella Stevens, being first duly sworn by the chairman, testified as
follows:
Senator Su3TIT. Where do you live?
Mliss STEvENS. Colonia Pacheco, Chihuahua, Mexico.
Senator SSuI. Do you consider yourself a citizen of the United
States?
Miss STEVENS. Yes, sir.

Senator SmT.T. Where did you live before you went to Mexicol
Miss STEVENS. At Holden, Miller County, Utah.
Senator SMrlT. I want you to tell where you were and what you
were doing at the time you were interfered with by the revolutionists.
I assume they were revolutionists:
Miss STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Senator SJiiTH. Tell it in your own way, and do not omit anything
important.
Miss STEVE'a. We were picking berries above our orchard. We
heard a dog bark, and looked up and saw a man standing there.
Senator SmaITH. What day was this?
Miss STEVENS. It was August 26, 1912.
Senator SIn.
Who was this man you saw standing there?
Miss STEVENS. lie was a Mexican. He was standing at the foot
of the blackberry patch. We went on picking, and in a moment
looked up again and saw another one coming up out of the brush behind the first one. When the second one came up to the first one
they stood as though they were counseling over something. Of
course we could not hear what they were saying.
They went on down toward the foot of the patch and down toward
the main road, and we supposed they were going farther on down
toward our home. The place where we were picking the berries is
just over a low ridge, and the men passed along a lower part of the
ground, where they were out of our si ht. We were looking for them
to come up again into sight over a little rise. Instead of seeing them
there we saw them creeping up in the bushes toward us, and when
they were nearly to us they stood up and looked over the bushes.
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Senator S~rTr. Did they motion to you?
Miss STEVENS. No; one of the men spoke in English, and said
'fCome here." He went around to head us off from our main road
but we went through some brush by a roundabout way and escaped
them. They were in the bushes and did not see us when we escaped
them, for we went around them into the main road. We looked back
and saw them and they saw us at the same time.
The blackberry patch was above the upper orchard and when we
came down to the upper orchard we decided to go down the road
in the orchard and continue picking fruit; but we saw them following
us, and so I said to my sister, " Let one of us go down and tell father.
You go and tell him and I will stay here and watch and see what
they are up to." She suggested that we both go to the house. So we

thought we would walk along toward the house and pick fruit as
we went so we would have that much more done. We looked and
saw the men coming toward us and so we went on toward the house.
When we reached the house our mother and other sister were in
the lower orchard picking fruit. We inquired for our father and
found that he hnd jone out to the field. VWhile we were waiting for
him to come-while one of the children had gone for him-we
picked fruit there in the lower orchard by the house. We heard their
dog bark again, near the bottom of the upper orchard, so we knew
the Mexicans were still following us. Just at this time we went into
the house, and our mother called out to our father and told him
what had happened.
Senator SMITH. Had anything happened up to that time more than

you have told ust
Miss STEsENs. We just told him that the Mexicans were there
and how they were heading us off and following us up, that they
had spoken to us, and that they were still following us, and that as
we had hurried they had seemed to hurry also.
Senator SMITr. How far away were they from you at the time you
first saw them at the lower end of the patch?
Miss STp.ENs. About 60 yards.
Senator SuITH. Did they get any closer to you than that when
they came to speak to you in the bushes?
Miss STEVENS. They were then about the distance of six rows of
trees. The rows are about 24 yards apart.
Senator SuITH . They were then about 15 yards away. Were they
close enough so that you knew they were trying to overtake you?
Miss STEVENs. Yes. When the second one came up he had a dagger in his hand. I omitted to state that.
Senator SMIrrTH. You said your father came to the house.
Miss STEVENs. He came in and took his shotgun and went out to

the side of the lower orchard. My sister Emma suggested that we
go up and finish the picking of the fruit while father was there. So
we two and my sister Abble started up there. As we were up at the
top of the lower orchard we saw father at the upper orchard, going
on the north side of the patch. He was about 80 yards up the row.
The two Mexicans were ambushed there and came out as he was go.
ing between the rows. They came out onto him. He went out
behind them and we saw them coming down in front of him, and
my sister said, "It looks like father is driving them." They walked
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it few steps ahead of him and then one of them turned quickly and
stabbed him. We heard him call, but could not tell what he said.
We hurried up there to him as fast as we could run, and while we
were running up we heard two shots.
Senator SMITH. Was there any shooting before he was stabbed?
Miss STEvENs. No sir.

Senator SMITIu. How far were you from your father when he was
stabbed?
Miss ST1vENs. He was in one orchard and we were at the top of the
other, about 100 yards away.
Senator SITH. Had lie overtaken the two men or had they circled
around him?
Miss STEVENS. He was going up through the orchard and they
came out of the bushes.
Senator SrITH. You say they were "ambushed." What do you
mean by that
Miss ST.VENS. They were hidden in the bushes.

Senator 53IITIH. After you saw your father was stabbed, then what
occurred?
Miss STEVENS. The rows of trees hid them from our view when we
were running. We heard two shots while we were running.
Senator S Tll. Then what happened?
Miss STEVENS. Next, we saw the fellow that was running, with his
left hand over his right side. At the end of the third row of trees
we saw father and the other Mexican the length of their guns apart,
and they went into the ditch and went out of our view. As soon as
we came to them, the Mexican was lying in the ditch, and father was
trying to take the knife from him. The Mexican was across the gun
and father was sitting on him, and hold of the hand that held the
knife. The Mexican was trying to stab him again, and father was
holding the knife and trying to take it from the Mexican when we
came up. We both went toward the Mexican and I took hold of
father's hands, and my sister took hold of the blade of the knife, and
we both arose at the same instant. While we we going up there I
picked up an oak stick about 4 feet long. I laid this down just
before going to take hold of the hand to help take the knife away.
I stepped around on the other side of them and took hold of the gun
and worked it out from under them, and my sister picked up this
stick and hit the Mexican in the face with the stick. At this he
made an extra move and father at this moment fainted from loss of"
blood and fell over on the ground. The Mexican arose and came at
my sister. I pulled her back, and picked up the gun, and he thought
I might shoot.
Senator SMrrH. Didyou put it to your shoulder.
Miss STEVENS. No;

held it in my hand. It was quite muddy

and I was trying to work it and he, seeing that I was getting it
ready, began to go away. I followed- him a few steps, and watched
him until he went out of sight around the next row of trees, and then
we paid our attention to our father, who was lying on the ground,
and we did not see either of the Mexicans after this.
Senator Sumr. Was the first Mexican apparently wounded?
Miss STEVENS. Yes.
Senator SarrT. When he went away?
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Miss STEVENS. Yes.

Senator Smrru. You never saw him again?
Miss STEVENS. No sir.
Senator SmITH. Had the second one been shot-the one that you
saw there with your father?
Miss STEVENS. We do not know. He walked away slowly. We
do not know whether he was wounded or whether lie did not know
whether to go on or to come back. We wondered why he left so
slowly, as if he was afraid, or waiting to see what we would do.
Senator SJITr. Did you take your father to the house?
Miss STEVENS. While I was walking a few steps toward the Mex-

ican my sister went to my father, and he was on his elbows and knees,
with his head bowed, and he soon lay down on the ground. She took
his head in her lip, and she was sitting there when I came back to
them. She went after some water and bathed his face, and while
we were moving him a step or two he gave a faint groan, and that
was the last.
Senator Sa~ITh. He died?
Miss STEVENs. Yes; lihe died at that time; and we carried him into

the house and laid him on the bed.
Senator SiTIn. Did either of these Mexicans lay hands on you or
your sister?

Miss STEVENS. No, sir. He came within 2 feet of her with the

knife, but I pulled her back in time to keep her from being stabbed
with the knife.
Senator S irr. Do you think that is what he intended to do?
Miss STEVFNs. Yes; he came at her with his knife ready.
Senator S3I1TH. If you had not held the gun, you think he would

have stabbed her?
Miss STEVEN. Yes. Just as I took the gun up and pulled her back,
he hesitated an instant and then he decided to take a step backward,
and he then turned and walked away.
Senator SMITH. You say this Mexican and your father both went

into the ditch?

Miss STEVENS. Yes.

Senator SMrTH. Was there any water in the ditch?
Miss STEVENS. No sir.
Senator SMITH. Your father was on top of him?
Miss STEVENS. Yes.
Senator SMITH. Sitting on him, holding him down?

Miss STEVENs. Yes.
Senator SMITH. By force, or was the man apparently injured?

Miss

STEVENS.

We do not know whether he was injured or not.

Senator SMiTh. But your father was evidently able to master him
in that situation, even after he had been stabbed?
Miss STEVE s. Yes; until father fainted. When we saw them, it
appeared that the Mexican had rushed upon him to stab him again,
and he was trying to protect himself. It looked as if they both went
down on the ground and he had managed to get on top.
Senator STrrH. Your father had?
Miss STEVENS. Yes.

Senator SMITrr.

Where did this Mexican stab him?
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Bliss STEVENS. In the right side.
Senator SMITH. Was this the first time you had ever been mo.
lested?
Miss STEVENs. Yes.

Senator SMITH. State where your place is located, with reference
to some town or village.
Miss STEVENS. It is located about three-quarters of a mile north
of Colonia Pacheco.
Senator SIlrrH. Was either of these Mexicans in uniform?
Miss STE;ENs. No, sir.
Senator SrrTH. In your opinion was either of them a soldier?
Miss STEVENs. The insurrecto soldiers are never in uniform.
Senator SMITH. Were there any soldiers in the vicinity of your
house at that time?
Miss STEVENS. Yes; there were a few rebels around there that we
know had deserted from the bunch. They passed right by us as they
came back. The army had gone by.
Senator SIrITn. Were these a part of that band?

Miss STEVENS.. We could not say whether they were a part of that
band or whether they were some that were following the rebels and
stealing what they could. After the rebels got what they wanted
these other men would come and get what was left.
Senator SIITH. Have you told everything that transpired from
the time you saw these men until they went away? Did they make
any physical attack on you other than you have stated?
Miss STEVEN. No, sir.
Senator SMlTH. Did they grab you by the arms or attempt to drag

you away?
iss

TEENS. No sir.

Senator SMITH. From the time you first saw them until you went
to the ditch where the Mexican and your father were you were some
little distance from them?
Miss STEVENS. Yes.
Senator SuITH. And the only overtures they made to you were
from the bushes when they called to you?
lMiss STEVENS. Yes. They were quite near us then.
Senator SMITH. How near? As near as across this room?
Miss STEVENs. A little farther than that.
Senator SMITH. Fifty feet away?
Miss STEVENS. About 15 yards away.
Senator SJITH. Have they attempted any harm either to yourself
or your brother or your mother since then?
Miss STEVENS. No .sir.
Senator SsIrrn. Had they before?
Miss STVENS. No, sir.
Senator SmITH. What happened after that?
Miss STEVENS. We left the next day. There were two other men
in Colonia Pacheco, and they were sent for, and the next morning
we came down to Juarez, and we have-not been back there since.
Senator SMrrH. What is your sister's name
bMiss STEVENs. Her name is Emma.
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TESTIMONY OF EMMA STEVENS.
Emma Stevens, being first duly sworn by the chairman, testified
as follows:
Senator SI1T11. Is your version of this matter the same as your
sister's ?
Miss STEVENs. Yes.
Senator SusTr. Entirely?
Miss STEVENS. Yes.

Senator S rTI. When you struck this Mexican with that stick,
was he lying on his back or his side?
Miss STEVENS. lie was lying on his back, with his hand holding the
knife toward father's face. -He was trying to strike father in the
face with the knife. When I struck him, he fell back in the ditch.
His head was raised from the ground. He fell back, and that prevented him from striking father again.
Senator SMITH. You finally got the knife away from him?
Miss STEVENS. No, sir; we tried to get it, but we did not succeed.
Senator SMIT. Did he take it away with him?
Miss STEVENS. Yes.

Senator SuIJTH. Do you know whether he struck your father more
than once with the knife?
Miss STEVENs. I think not. Father only had one wound, with the
exception of cut fingers.
Senator 83ITH. And in all respects your statement would be the
same as the one which your sister has made?

Miss

STEVENs. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF WALTER J. STEVENS.
Walter J. Stevens, being first duly sworn by the chairman, testified
as follows:
Senator SmITH. Where were you the day your father was killed?

Mr. STEVENS. I went out to look after cattle and horses in the

mountains. We had been hiding out some of our horses, and I went
to look after the horses.
Senator Surr. So that you were not there at the time this hap.
pened?
Mr. STEVENs. No sir.
Senator SurrH. You did not see these men at all?
Mr. STEVENS. No, sir; I saw the Mexican that was killed. We
found him in the orchard dead, afterwards.
Senator Szrra. On your place there?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes* about 150 yards from where father was killed.
Senator Srr'I. Ie had been shot by your father?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes. he was shot with a load of buckshot. He was
so close that the buckshot all went in at one hole in his right breast
at about the same place where father was stabbed. The shot did not
scatter at all.
Senator SMITH. Miss Stevens, did you see the body of the Mexican ?
Miss EL.A STEVENS. No, sir; we left the next morning.
Mr. WAvrmn J. STEVENS. We did not find the body until the next

day, and our attention was attracted by the fact that their dogs did
4686--20--vorL 2 --- it
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not go away, but stayed there. Part of the time they would be by
this man's hat, and part of the time they were up there at the body.
We noticed that they stayed right there in the field, and two of the
boys went up to see if they could find anything, and they found this
Mexican's body about 150 yards from where the trouble occurred.
Senator SnTH. Was there anything on the body to show who the
man was, to identify him?
Mr. STEvENs. I never examined his body myself. There were
officers sent up from Pearson, and they examined his body. He had
a belt and a knife scabbard, but no knife.
Senator SMITn. Any cartridges?
Mr. STEvENs. No cartridges. IHe was dressed in a yellow suit,
with a pair of calf half boots.
Senator SIrITH. Is that all you know about it?
Mr. STEVENS. That is all I know about it.
Senator SMaTII. Was any attempt made to collect any money from
you?
Mr. STEVENs. No, sir.
Senator SS3TH. Or from your father, to your knowledge?
Mr. STEVENs. No sir.
Senator S3ITH. by either the revolutionists or the federals?
Mr. STEENS, No sir. Four rebels came there and got three guns.
Senator SMITH. Took them out of your house?
Mr. STEENs. I was not there. I was out with the horses. I would
go about twice a week and look after the horses. We had to keep
them down in a deep canyon, to keep the rebels from running onto
them, and I would go about twice a week and look after the horses.
The time before this, while I was out there, the four rebels came
there and demanded our guns. We gave them three guns. One of
them belonged to them and one of them a Mexican left there in
our charge, and the other was one of our own guns. They demanded the shotgun, and we said they could not have that, that we
were not going to be left there with a family without something for
our protection.
Senator SMITH. Did you see any Americans among these revolutionists?
Ar. STEvENS. No sir,
Senator SarMT. Have you ever seen Americans among the revolutionists, in either party?
Mr. STErVEN. Do you mean in the Madero revolution?
Senator SMITH.

~

es.

Mr. STEvENs. I do not think I ever saw an American with them at
all at any time. I have seen men with them, just as I have been
with them myself, as I happened along with them at times, and
talked with them for a little while, but I never saw any Americans
who were following them.
Senator Shirrni. -When was it that they took the guns?
Mr. STEVENS. It was the 21st of August so my sister says.
Miss E1MA STEVENs. It was the 21st.of August.
Senator Sr1MT. About what time of day was it?
Miss EMA STEvENs. About 1 o'clock.
Senator SMITa. You are here now in El Paso with this colony?
Miss Eu. STEVENs. Yes.
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Senator SMITn. You are being cared for out of the United States
Government funds?
Miss ELLA STEVENS. Yes.
Mr. WAurER J. STrVE s.We left two brothers down in Colonia
Pacheco to look after things, to see if they could save anything down
there. Our crop had not been disturbed this year.
Senator SMIITI. When was this?
Mr. STEVENS. The 26th of August, 1912.
Senator S31ITH. I would like to ask Miss Stevens this question:
Did you feel that these Mexicans were intending to do you bodily
harm when you first saw them?
Miss Essa STEVYEv
. Not when ve sow the first one.
Senator SrTII. After they spoke to you?
Miss EMIA STEVENS. Yes; then we did.
Senator S1uTH. And you moved away from them because you
feared them?
Miss EsMMA STEVENS. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF H. 0. HARRIS.
11. O. Harris, being first duly sworn by Senator Fall, testified as
follows:
Senator FALL. What is your business?
AMr. HARnus. I am a raitway conductor.
Senator FALL. On what road are you running?
Mr. HARRIs. On the Mexico Northwestern.
Senator FALL. In the ltepublic of Mexico?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes.
Senator FALL. Where were you about August of thisyear?
Mr. HARRIs. I was working in the district between Pearson and
Madera.
Senator FAL.. Were the principal points along on that road occupied by the federal troops or by rebels?
Mr. HARRIS. The federal troops came in and took charge in that
month and were supposed to be in charge of it?
Senator FALL. 11 here were they?
Mr. HARRIS. They were stationed at Aguaje and Madera and
Pearson.
Senator FALL. You did not run up as far as Casas Orandest
Mr. HARRIS. I was up at Casas Grandes during that time, but not
regularly.
Senator FALL. Were the federals also at Casas Grandest
Mr. HaRRIs. Yes, sir.
Senator FAL. How far is Cumbre from Madera or from Pearson?
Mr. HARRIs. It is 77 kilometers south of Pearson toward Madero.
Senator FALL. How many kilometers is it from Ifadera?
AMr. HARReS. It is 168 kilometers.
Senator FA L. I know all the trails in that country, but I have not
been there since you have completed the road. Was there any par.
ticular incident that occurred in connection with yourself or your
train in August, after the federals had occupied theso places you
mentioned
.
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Mr. HARRIS. Yes. As I was coming north with a mixed train between Madera and Pearson they began firing on the train on the
south side of the continental tunnel, which is at Cumbre. They fired
several shots on the train on the south side. As we came out on the
north side of the tunnel they began firing again. We had merchandise and passengers for Cumbre. It was a mixed train. We
did not stop, as it is a very dangerous hill. We pulled out of Cumbre and stopped on a curve so that they could not see us from Cumbre and made the train safe and came down the hill with retainers
and hand brakes.
When we got to Aguaje the Federal troops that were there could
examine the train and see how it was, but instead of that they cut the
train all to pieces; pulled all the pins in the train, so that we were
delayed quite awhile. We found that the caboose was lit once. Tlhe
coach next to the caboose was hit six times or seven times, and the
car next to the coach was hit twice. The engine was hit four times.
Then we came on into Pearson with the same train.
The next day we started out of Pearson south with a mixed train,
six cars of coke, a coach, and a caboose. We got to Aguaje. The
general there began to load his women, dogs, and chickens, and all
such stuff as that for fighting, and his artillery, to go to Cumbre
and fight. He was going to take myself and the engineer as prisoners hack with him to Cumbre to go within 2 kilometers of Cumbre
and cut the engine off and go up to Cumbre with the engine and
train crew to see if it was safe to take his ariny to Cumbre. That
was the Federal general.
Senator FALL. Who was that?
ir. HARRIS. His name was Pina. Instead of doing this I made a
stand on him. I think if he had been a rebel he would have shot me.
I do not know whether he would or not. I made a stand on him,
pulled up and set out the cars of coke I had on the sidetrack. I intended to get away from him with the coach and caboose, and as we
had a chance we backed away from him, backed down the track
about 4 kilometers, put up a telephone and got train orders and came
back into Pearson and left him up there with his artillery loaded.
Senator FALL. You speak of his artillery. Did he carry any
artillery?
r. HARRIS. Oh, yes; they had plenty of artillery. They had
plenty of guns and ammunition, but they took more pains to load
the chickens and dogs and squaws than they did the g.ns and
ammunition.
I went on into Pearson and reported this to Gen. Blanco, and he
took it up with Supt. Marcello, and he thought we did a very rotten
piece of business by not taking the company to Cumbre.
Senator FAI. And then going ahead and scouting for them?
Air. HARRIs. Yes. I have handled rebels considerably, and have
been out with them as much as three weeks at a time, without handling anybody but rebel soldiers, but I can say on oath that I have
never been mistreated a particle by ~ebels. I have had them hold
us up, and tell us what to do, and what they wanted, and we have
never resisted; but there was never anyone of them who wanted us
to do any scouting for them:
I was getting stuff out of Juarez here a few days ago. It was the
same day that the Arroyo Seco Bridge was burned. At the time that
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was burned I went as far as Guzman, and we stopped at Guzman.
There was a work train came in from San Pedro, and they told us
there was trouble on the line, and they had come in to get away from
the trouble. They understood that the rebels had held up the passenger train near Arroyo Secco, and we came north with the equipment. Guzman is filled with federal soldiers. I had a train of three
cars of merchandise and some coal and coke. So I went and set out
my coal and coke and hung onto the three cars of merchandise. The
brakemen and train crew were up on watch all night. The federal
soldiers at Guzman went and hid their guns and crawled into all the
corners, wrapped up in their blankets, for fear tie rebels were
coming. They had no intention of fighting at all. I got very little
sleep that night. I got up and looked around for their guns. If
Lhad found them, I was going to load them up and get away with
them.
Senator FALL. They were so well hidden you could not find them?
Mr. HARRIS. If I had had moonlight I would have found them,
but I would not run around with a lantern looking for them. Those
were the brave federal soldiers.
Senator FALL. Just go back for a moment, you say that on this
occasion when you were fired into at Cumbre you went on and found
the federals at Aguaje?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes.
Senator FALL. How far is Aguaje from Cumbre?
Mr. HARRIS. Twenty kilometers by rail, but only 'about 12 kilometers across country.
Senator FALL. So that if the federal soldiers there had desired
to catch the rebels at Cumbre, they could have gone over the trails
12 kilometers?
Mir. HARRIS. Yes; in about four hours.
Senator FALL. Or they could have commandeered your train and
gotten on that and gone back to Cumbre. How long iould that have
taken?
Mr. HAnts. I could have put them back to Cumbre in three hours
from the time I was shot at. I tried to take them back there when I
got out to Aguaje.
Senator FALT. You tried to take them back?
Mr. HARRIn
. I told them I would take their cars behind the engine
and shove them utp the hill.
Senator FALL. What dlid thAy rIty
Mr. HAnirs. They would not go. They did not want to leave
Ag aje.
Senator FALL. Have you noticed the federal soldiers who have
been out on'this Northwestern Road, as to their method of traveling,
and what encumbrances they have in traveling, and also in the towns
and camps where they are stationed |
Mr. HARRIS. Yes; considerably.
Senator FALL. What is their custom in reference to carrying other
people animals, and various articles along with them ?
Mr. HARRIS. They carry everything that they can make a pet out
of, it does not make any difference what it is, anything that can
crawl, climb or jump.
Senator FALL. Did they have women and children along with
them?
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Mr. HARrs. Yes; all the time. They are never without them.
They take everything that they can get into the cars with the exception of cattle. I have never seen any cows along with them, but they
have pigs, sheep, chickens, dlogs, pet crows, poll parrots, and all such
stuff as that. If you ever start out of a station and leave one of
those creatures, you have got to stop and back up and get it. I have
had them stop me snd back me up to get them after they had started
out of a station.
Senator FALL. And their women and children?
Mr. IIARRIs. Yes.

Ser.tor FALL. Have you ever observed how they are fed and who
does the cooking? Do they have a regular commissary where they
all go and eat?
Mir. HAnms. No, sir; when they stop-just as soon as you stop the
train anywhere, it makes no difference whether for one minute or an
hour, they will unload and start cooking right there, and when you
get ready to go you have got to wait until they load up again. They
will unload and build a fire right by the side of the car and start
cooking.
Senator FALL. Who does the cooking?
Mr. HanRRs. They generally have their squaw out there with a
pot of beans.
Senator FALL. You mean the women?

Mir. HlARRIs. Yes; the Yaqui Indians are the only ones who do not
take their women along with them.
Senator FALL. The women start to cooking beans?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes. They are already cooked, but they make them
hot again, and if you stop along where there are Mexican camps they
will run to the camp to get tortillas or whatever else they need in the
way of cooking supplies, or will run to the commissary car that they
have on the train to buy supplies.
Senator FALL. They carry a commissary car along with them and
sell the food from that car to the soldiers?
Mr. HARnRIS. Yes. Almost every train of soldiers has a commis-

sary car.

*

Senator FALL. And then the soldiers have their own women, whom
they carry along with them everywhere to do the cooking?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes, sir.
When the Yaqui Indians went to Cumbre they met up with the
same gang that did the shooting at Cumbre and had'a fight with them
at Los Pomas, and the Yaquls followed the rebels six hours after
they were called back that day. They have been picking up dead
rebels down in the canyon ever since. Nobody knows how many were
killed, but all the Yaquis came back. Instead of waiting for the
train, the Yaquis waded in the water all night.
Senator FALL. Do the Yaquis carry any women with them?
Mr. HARRIS. NO; they carry nothing but Mausers and belts of ammunition, and when they get hungry they shoot the first thing they
see and eat it. The Yaquis are soldiers.
I was with the train that was burned the other night, on which
Mr. Rupert was the engineer. The bunch of rebels in between Sabinal and Casas Grandes told us not to come back; that they were
going to kill everybody who did come back.
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Senator FALL. Was that the train -that was stopped by the four

men?

fr. HARRIS. Yes; there were only four there, but there were others
close by.
Senator FALL. Who was the man who was doing the talking?
Was he a major?
Mr. HAmrs. No; he was in charge of a little gang. I suppose
you might call him a major. He was one of the Mlascerefins family.
Ifascerelias was the provisional governor of Sonora, and this was one
of the same family, a younger man. I had seen him several times.
Senator FIALL. Do von believe you had better stay out of Mexico?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes: I have that much confidence in him, the way he
talked to me and told me to inform the others.
Senator FALL. Alascerefias is a gentleman?
MIr. HARRIs. I believe he is. lie was in the caboose with us, and
he did not interfere with a thing that we had there. As far as
guns and ammunition were concerned, I had a mighty good gun
myself, and lie dick not ask me a question about it. f he had, I
would have given it to him.
STATEMENT OF LEWIS E. BOOKER.
Senator FALL. Mr. Booker, where do you live?
Mr. BOOKER. I live in El Paso.
Senator FALL. Have you interests in the Republic of Mexico?
Mr. BooKER. I have.
Senator FALL. How long have you been interested there?
AMr. BOOKER. For 12 years.
Senator FALL. Have you devoted much of your personal attention
to business in Mexico?
Mr. BOOKEn. Almost exclusively.
Senator FAIL. Of what do your interests there consist?
Mr. BoorEn. Ranches, live stock, and timberlands. And just at
the present time we are constructing a little railroad.
Senator FALL. Your interests lie principally in the western part of
Chihuahua, do they nott
Mr. BOOKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Particularly along the line of the Northwestern
Road, and west and south?
Mr. BOOKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. What generally are the conditions -existing in the
portion of Mexico with which you are familiar with reference to
investments and property rights of foreigners at this time?
Mr. BooKER. There is no protection whatever to foreign interests,
especially Americans, and I consider that the property of Americans
in northwestern Chihuahua is absolutely in the hands of the revolting
Mexicans.
Senator FAL. Are there federal troops in that neighborhood?
Mr. BOOKER. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Are they attempting to protect American and foreign interests there?
Mr. BooiKER. They seem to be inactive.
Senator FALL. Have you lost any stock or horses from your ranches
there recently?
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Mr. IBOOKER. They rode up to our hacienda there and shot down

about 35 milch cows. Outside of that we have not lost anything that

I know of, except what they killed for meat.
Senator FIA.L,. How about saddle horses, mules, and harness?
Mr. BooKrEn. Where I am building the railroad, west of Pearson
they came in and took about 200 horses and mules, about 80 sets of
harness, and about $5,000 worth of commissary supplies. They also
took quite a number of wagons, but we got most of the wagons back.
Senator FALL. Have you ever discovered any of your stock since
they were taken? Do you know into whose hands any of them have
fallen?
Mr. BOOKER. We have found some of them in the hands of the
federals.
Senator FALL. Have you been able to secure the return of your
stock from the federals?
AMr. BOOKER. I have not. Their requirements are such that I can
not comply with them to get them.
Senator IFALt. You have offered proof of ownership such as has
always been recognized in Mexico? •

ir. BOOjKER.

Yes.

Senator FALL. And they refused to recognize it and to restore your
property that you found in their hands?
Mr. BOOKER. Yes, sir.

Senator F.LL. Do you remember the recent occasion when the
federal Mexican troops were allowed to go through the United States
from El Paso to Douglas?
Mr. BOOKER. Yea, sir.
Senator FALL. Did they have any horses with them at that time?
Mr. BooKER. I was informed that they had four or five of my
horses with them at that time.
Senator FALL. Do you know where they got these horses or any
other horses which they brought?
Mr. BOOKER. They brought them from the vicinity of Casas
Grandes.
Senator FALL. Had you heard that the federals themselves had
rounded up horses down there and taken them?
Mr. BOOKER. Yes.

Senator FALL. And you were told by some one who knew your
horses or horse brands that these federals had at least some four or
five of your horses with them when they went through the United
States?
Mr. BOOKER. Yes; and confiscated horses belonging to other settlers down there.
Senator FALL. In your opinion are the conditions, since the fed-

erals have taken charge of the different places which they have garrisoned along on the Mexico Northwestern, better now, and is
property better protected than it was when the federals were not in
that country, or are the conditions worse?
Mr. BOOKER. They are worse.

The rebels operate right around

the camps of the federals.
Senator FALL. Practically with impunity, or do the federals undertake to capture and punish them?
Mr. BOOKER. With impunity. At Sabinal we have a.little mine
called the Central mine. Salazar personally came in there with
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three men and held up our superintendent, and told him he wanted
him to pay $4,000. He said he could not do it. Salazar put him on
a horse and said to him "How much money can you get me by going
to El Paso?" He said, "I can get you one month s wages gold.
He said, " You go to El Paso and get it." The superintendent went
from there 3 miles to the federal troops and told them about his
experience. Salazar was over there, and was supposed to have 300
or 400 troops, and the federals had 700 to 900. "When the superintendent told the federals about it, they told him that they knew that
Salazar was over there.
Senator FALL. Did they go after him?
Mr. BOOKER. No, sir.
Senator FAL.. Prior to the Madero revolution, how were Americans and foreigners in Mexico treated by the Mexicans, both of the
lower and the higher orders, with whom they came in contact?
With the greatest, respect and consideration.
Mr. BooKEi.
Senator FALL. How are they treated nowt
Mr. BOOKER. They are treated with contempt.
Senator FAtLL. Do you recall any instance which will illustrate
the difference?
Mr. BOOKER. One of the men in the engineering camp down
on the road told me that when the rebels came in there one of them
stepped up to one of the engineering corps who had a new Stetson
hat. The Mexican took off his old slouch hat, with holes in the top
and the rim torn, and put it on the head of this member of the engineering corps and pulled it downSenator FALL. Pitt it on the American's head?
Mr. BOOKER. He pulled it down on the American's head and said,
"Say thank you."
Senator FALL. Did he keep the Stetson hat himself?
Mr. BOOKER. Yes. It simply shows that they have lost all respect
for Americans, and they feel that they can treat them as they please
with impunity.
Senator FALL. Did the proclamation of the President of the
United States, which was construed generally as ordering the Americans out of Mexico, affect the conditions there as to the treatment of
Americans at all; and if so, why?
Ar. BOOKER. Personally I felt that that order said to me, "Sacrifice your property and get out." That is the way I felt about it.
That order seemed to be issued without respect to the fact that there
were thousands and thousands of Americans who had lived in the
Republic of Mexico for years, and had accumulated property and
made homes, and were comfortable there, and the order meant
" Leave your earnings for 25 years and get out of the country and
sacrifice everything you have there."
Senator FALL. Have you any opinion or information as to the
effect of that order upon Mexicans in exicot
Mr. BOOKER. I do not know at that particular time, but subsequently it had its effect. I have not been living in Mexico myself
since then.
At 12 o'clock noon the committee adjourned until Saturday, October 12, 1912, at 11 o'clock a. m.
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EL PAso, TEx., Saturday, October 1I,
The committee met at 11 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senator Fall.

1910.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES SMITH.
Senator FALL. Of what country are you a citizen?
Mr. SmT.II Of the United States.
Senator FALL. Where are you residing now?
3Ir. S311TH. At Trinidad, in the district of Sahuaripa, State of
Sonora, Republic of Mexico.
Senator FALL,. low long have you been in Mexico?
Mr. SMITH. I have been in Mexico off and on for 32 years.
Senator FALL. Do you speak the Spanish language?
Mr. S3uITH. Yes, sir.
Senator FALL. Are you familiar with the Mexican people?
Mr. SuTr. Yes, sir.
Sehator F,Ir, What has been your business in Mexico?
MIr. SMITH. Principally mining.
Senator FALL. Where have you lived in the United States?
Mr. SMITr. I have lived in Wyoming. I came to Wyoming in
1873, to California in 1870, and to Arizona in 1880.
Senator FALL. What has been your business principally in the
United States?
M[r. S I1Tr. Mining; and I have also been in the Government
service.
Senator FALL. What positions have you occuplied in the Govern.
ment service?
Mr. S3ITIr. I was inspector of customs during Harrison's administration in Nogales, Ariz. When Cleveland was elected of course we
had to pack our duds and get.
Senator FALL. How long have you been at Trinidadt
Mr. SrITn. Next month it will be five years that I have been
there.
Senator FALL. What is Trinidad
Ir. SrrTH. It is a'mining camp.
Senator FALL. What position have you had there?
Mir. S83ITn. I have charge of the Trinidad property.
Senator FALL. Also the Trinidad ranch property?
Mr. SMITH. Also the 50,000 acres of land belonging to it.
Senator FALL. Remaining there in charge of the ranch and prop.

erty?

MIr.

S1rrn. Yes sir.
far is the camp of Trinidad from the line of
Senator -FAL.
Chihuahua?
Mr. SMITH. Do you mean directly in an air line?
Senator FALL. Yes; approximately.
Mr. SMITn. Perhaps about 40 miles.
Senator FALL. How far approximately from the line of the next
State south
Mr. SMITH. I will say about 100 miles from Sinaloa. It is farther
than that the way you go around.
Senator FALL,. Iow far is Trinidad from any line of railroad?

Aow
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MIr. S.i31rn. About 65 or 50 miles. It is 18 or 19 leagues.
Senator FALL. What is the station on the railroad to which you
come in coming out from Trinidad?
MIr. 8 3iTr. La L ra and Tonochi. They are both about the same
distance.

Senator FALL. What is La Dural
Mr. SurTH. La Dura is a mining town and a kind of distribution
station for freight into the mountains.
Senator FALL. Have you been in Mexico, at Trinidad or in that
neighborhood, during the last two rebellions in Mexico?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator FALL. That is to say. first the Madero rebellion against
Diaz, and later on the so-called Orozco and Zapata rebellion against
Madero?
Mr. SMTH. Yes, sir.

Senator FALL. What has been the general condition of the country
down there in that neighborhood? Have business conditions been
disturbed or has everything been quiet and peaceful?
Mr. SMIITH. It has been very much disturbed, especially under this
latest revolution.
Senator FALL. Have you see any Federal soldiers there lately in
your neighborhood?
DMr. SIITM. No, sir.
Senator FALL. When did you see or know of any Federal soldiers
being in that neighborhood ?
Mr. SaITH. We are talking about regular soldiers now. There
have not been any there for over two years. There has only been one
party there, and that was under Col. Matthews during the Madero
revolution.

Senator FALL,. Do you know anything about the recent movements
of the rebel army, the soldiers or bands under Rojas, El Toro, Fernandez Cheche Campos, and others?
Mr. SImTH. Yes, sr I do.
Senator FALL. Did they or any of them pass through your country?
Mr. Surru. Yes; they all passed.
Senator FAL. Recently?
Mr. SMTH. A force passed through there on the 28th of July under
Escandon and Dr. Huerta.
Senator FALL, About how many did they have?
Mr. Sizrra. They had about 40 when they came through.
Senator FALL,. Did they cause you any trouble at Trinidad?
Mr. SlrrH. No; they passed through, but they did not cause me
any trouble personally. They took away our guns and provisions
and everything they could get from the people around there.
Senator FALL. Since that time have there been any rebels through
there?
Mir. SMITH. Yea. sir
Senator FALL. Go ahead and state what you know about the rebels
in there recently, in the last two months.
Mr. SMITH. There are towns near me, where they commit a great
many depredations. When Escandoii's party struck Jecodi, which is
15 miles from Trinidad, east of there they committed a great many
depredations there, stealing mules, breaking up the houses, stealing
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grain and money and clothing, and, in fact, every thing they could
get hold of.
Senator FALL. Go right ahead as to their movements there and
what occurred, whether there was any attempt on the part of the
authorities to stop them or not.
Mr. SI1T. No; there was no authorities there to stop them.
Then the next outfit that came through was that of IFernandez. He
had perhaps a few more than 500 men with him. I think they came
through on the 8d of August. They also came in from the Jecori
country.
Senator FALL,. In which direction did they got
Mr. S3rrTH. They went west toward La Dura. They were a tough
outfit. I ought to state how they got away. They did a whole lot of
depredations around the Jecori country, and then they struck Mr.
Harding, a consulting engineer of the Republique mine. When they
struck Jecori they met Mr. Gordon Harding and four or five other
men, including the foreman of the mine and the pump man, and they
took away all their runs and ammunition, and were going to take
away their riding animals, but they finally persuaded them to allow
them to keep the riding animals.
I talked to Mr. Harding when he passed through Trinidad from
Jecori, and he told me this Fernandez was coming and to look out for
him, that his men had taken everything he had.
Senator FALL. I wish to state here that Mr. Gordon Harding, who
is mentioned by the witness, called on me in Washington and stated
that he had communicated to the State Department at Washington
the facts which this witness has just stated.
Mr. S rITH.
I went up to the house then. I had a little bag of
what they call pinole, or parched corn cracked, with a little salt, and
a little provisions fixed up in a sack, and I got on my horse and hit
the road in high places, but when I got to the house they commenced
coming down. That was about half.past 10 o'clock in the morning.
They stopped me and asked me if I had any guns. I had my guns
hidden, all except the shot gun. They wanted to take it. I stood
and argued with them for quite awhile expecting some of the officers
would come along. Finally the officers came along. One of them was
Col. Herrera, who used to work for the Corralitos Co. when I
worked there, and he helped me out, so they did not take my arms.
Afterwards Fernandez and a number of other officials, among them
the secretary, stopped there with me for three or four hours, and I
fed them. They had some women with them that they put in the
kitchen to cook. The women that the rebels were carrying with them
told the American women at the house that if it was not for them
the rebels would ravish the American women that they found there.
As I say, they stayed at the house three or four hours, and they
had chickens cooked and had a fine meal there. Finally they left.
Of course in the meantime the soldiers searched the house everywhere
and took everything they could broke down fruit trees, killed
chickens and dogs, and anything that they could find. Along about
8 o'clock the officers left for Santa Rosa, 5 miles from Trinidad
where they were going to make their camp that night. If there had
been any Federals there I could have taken 25 meln and destroyed
the whole outfit. They camped in bunches of 5, 8, 10, 20, and so on
scattered along.
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Senator FALL. This was a part of the same outfit?
Mr. S3trrH. Yes.
Senator FALL. That was a part of the same band who had left
Madera or Pearson and that portion of Chihuahua when Gen.
Huerta's Federal troops came into Pearson?
.fr.SmITn. Yes.
Senator FALL. And into Maderal
Mr. SMTIh. Yes. The last bunch that came hero started from
Trinidad about 7 o'clock in the evening. It was quite dark. When
they got down below Trinidad about half a mile they came to where
there are two Mexican families living. I had let these families have
a little piece of land to plant a little bit of corn, perhaps covering
as much ground as two of these city buildings, and they were living
in a little jacal above the creek on a'little'mesa. When t'he last bunch
got down there one of them said, "We must go up and kill them
fellows up there."
Jose Rubiana was one of the men who lived there, and he said to
his wife, "Get the children and run for the mountains." So the
woman took one baby in her arms, a little thing about 9 months
old, and rushed off in the brush, and one of the larger boys took the
other kid and ran off. It was pitch dark. There was no moon.
There was a dog that barked, and they shot and broke the dog's leg
and fired three or four shots at Rubiana. He had nothing with which
to defend himself, and he ran out in the brush. There was a captain
among these rebels, because the women that were with him said,
"Captain, don't disturb them poor people"; but he said he was
going up and kill them anyway.
There was another man living about 100 yards from there and
his name was Alberto Encinas. He had a little patch of corn. They
shot three shots at his house. It was too dark to see the man, but
they shot through the house, and his wife and he picked up the children and ran for the mountains, and stayed there all night, up in
the mountains.
Senator FALL. These were Mexican people that they were shooting at?
Mr. SruTH. They were poor Mexican people. I am the only
American in there. You can see how they treat the poor Mexicans.
Then they went into the little jacals and took what poor little clothes
they could find there, that the kids had, rags that I would not wipe
my gun with, but it was all they had, and they had about 25 or 80
pounds of corn and about a pound of coffee, and they took that and
threw it out on the ground. Then they went down into the little
cornfield and turned their horses loose in the little cornfield, and
s~ven of the rebels slept there all night. In the morning they left
for Santa Rosa, where the other parties were. There was nothing
more left for them to destroy. Then they went on in the direction
of La Dura.
A couple of days afterwards I went down to Santa Rosa. There is
one American living there, an old man by the name of Francisco
Carlton. He is a man about 70 years old. About 40 years ago he
used to have charge of the Trinidad mines. I had just got down to
Santa Rosa and chatted a few minute with Francisco Carlton when
a messenger came in and said there were a lot of " Colorados," or
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Reds, coming. I got on my horse immeditely and started back for
Trinidad, thinking perhaps it was Fernandez's outfit that possibly
had run across some federals, as there were federals at that time in
Sahuaripa, 60 miles from there, which is the capital of the district.
I had got about a quarter of a mile from Santa Rosa, just got
over a hill, when I saw them coming down into Santa Rosa like apts,
and it was the outfits of Cheche Unmpos, Emilio Campa, and El
Toro.
Senator FALL. Do you know the name of that leader whom they
call El Toro?
Mr. SMITH. I do not know his name. " El Toro" means " the
Bull." And there were also Antonio Rojas and Col. Ramon
Valenzuela.
I started back toward Trinidad, as I stated before, to notify the
people that there were some rebels coming. In going up the canyon
toward Trinidad I did not expect to meet any rebels, but Escandon
and Huerta had made a circle and come back between Jecori and
Trinidad, and I met them about a mile from Trinidad, in a very
narrow canyon, and did not see them until they were within 30 feet
of me. There was no show either to run or to fight, so I rode right
in among them. They wanted to take my horse, saddle, gun, and
pistol.
The bunch that I first met had a jefe, or officer, Jesus Ramirez,
and I talked to him, and argued with them until finally they let me
keep my horse and saddle, but wanted me to give up my gun and sixshooter and belt. I told them that of course there were too many
of them for me, that I could not resist them, but that I would not
give them up--that they would have to disarm me themselves. So
they took my Winchester and my six-shooter and unbuckled my belt,
and in a few minutes Escandon and Huerta came along. I had met
Escandon before. He told me to come back with him and ho would
get me my arms. We overtook them, and they returned my rifle and
my belt, but would not give up my six-shooter. They joined the
forces of Cheche Campos and those various jefes that I mentioned
before, at Santa Rosa, and with them they went through the different little tons, and robbed and destroyed as they went.
In the neighborhood of La Dura they separated. Cheche and El
Toro and Fernandez went in the direction of Nuri, where they robbed
all the stores. There are two grist mills there, and there is a great
deal of wheat farming. They took all the wheat and started the
people to grinding flour, and in the meantime killed the cattle, and
In fact committed all kinds of depredations. From there they went
on to Alamos and to Cedros. At Cedros they took 600 head of mules
and horses and all kinds of provisions.
En route from Trinidad to La Dura the rebels stopped the mail
carrier and destroyed the mail and cut up the mail sacks.
Antonio Rojas and Emilio Camps left this band that went to
Alamos and went to a town called Onavas, situated about 7 or 8 miles
from La Dura, up the river. There they crossed the Yaqul River to
the west side. The river was very high. They had to cross in a small
boat, a few at a time, and the animals had to swim the river. It took
them from 3 o'clock in the afternoon until the next day abcut 12
o'clock to pass over. That bunch had about 800 men with there. In
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the meantime there were in the neighborhood of 1,000 federal, or
rather nacionals or federal militia, at La Dilra, Col. Kosterlitzhi
among them. They knew that this party of rebels were crossing at
Onavas. It was reported to me that they wanted to start after them,
that Kosterlitzki wanted to go and take them, but the general in command would not let him.
They were also 400 or more federals near Onavas in sight of them
when they crossed and they never attacked them. I get this right
from the men who lost the mules. Emilio Campa gave them 020
apiece for every mule and the men said the federal soldiers were up
on a hill in sight of them.
Senator FALL. It was reported in the newspapers about that time
and given out, I believe from El Paso, Tex., that there had been
severe fighting there at La Dura and Onavas, and in that section of
country, that the federals had attacked the rebels as they crossed
through that country, and that there was fighting for, two or three
days. Was there any fighting there?
Mr. SOuTH. That was a little scrap there. There was 50 of them
went into La Dura, and they started to rob the company's store of
some saddles and a little stuff and the federals fired at them from the
other side of the river, and these 50 went away and joined the other
bunch, but there was no fighting to speak of.
Senator FALL. The federals made no attempt to catch them or surround them and take them prisoners?
Mr. SurTI . Twenty-five men could have kept them from passing
that river. Just think of it for yourself. The Yaqui River was
over 100 meters wide there, and it was high flood, and they had a
little boat in which you could not put over 8, 10 or 12 men at a time.
I could have kept them from crossing myself. I could have knocked
them over as fast as they got into the boat.
Senator FALL. Emilio Campa and Roijas are the men who have been
up in Sonora since that time, burning bridges on the Southern Pacific Railroad?
Mr. SUrrT. Escandon was with them also at the time, along with
that outfit.
Senator FALL. Burning bridges and destroying the Southern Pacific Railroad property and committing other depredations in thu
State of Sonora?
dir. SMITH. Yes.

Senator FALL. Those were the same men?
Mr. SMrTH. Yes; Emilio Campsa and Rojas. Then on the road
Ramon Valenzuela burned some bridges also between La Dura and
Corral.
Senator FALL. What class of troops and from whence recruited are
the so-called federal troops who were in that neighborhood, at La
Dura and Sahuraipa, when these rebels were crossing there
Mr. SiTrr.H They are mostly recruited from the penitentiaries, a
great majority of them. That is a noted fact everywhere. They are
given their choice either to serve in the penitentiary or in the army;
of course, not all of them; there are probably some of them who
are not, but the great majority of them are recruited from Belem
and from the different big cities and they are not used to the moun-
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tains. A man raised in the city would have a nice time climbing the
hills.
Senator FALL. The rebels move slowly backward and forward
through that country.
Mr. SMlTH. Yes.
Senator FALL. And the federals stay in Sahuaripa for days at a
time?
Mr. SMaITH. Yes; and let the rebels go its they please, without
going after them. They were scattered around there for miles. If
I could have done it, I would have left the federals in town and taken
the Nacionals, who can ride horseback and climb the hills. The
majority of these poor federals can not ride horseback.
Senator FALL. Are there any rebels in that neighborhood now, or
were there when you came out?
MIr. S 1Th. The only ones that were there were a few with Ramon
Valenzuela. 'They were petty well scattered.
Senator FALL,. Were there any federals there when you left?
MIr. S rmTn.
No; there were no federals. The nearest place where
there were any federals was at Tonichi, about 60 miles from there.
Senator FALL. From your knowledge of Mexico and of the people
and the conditions there, gained by thirty-odd years of experience and
knowledge of the language, and so forth, what i your judgment of
the possibility of the present Government being able to restore peace,
order, and law in Mexico?
Mr. SMITH. I do not think they ever will.

Senator FAu. In your business there you are in the habit of paying taxes on mining property and the land and the municipal taxes
to the State and Federal Governments and to the municipal authorities are you not?
ir. SmrTH. Yes; I have some receipts with me, too-the last ones.
Senator FALL. In your business there, and particularly at Trinidad, in charge of the property, you have had dealings with the courts
and the*State officials and district officials and municipal officials,
have you?
h,'. S31THu. Yes.

Senator FAL. What is the condition there now in that country,
in the Sahuaripa district, and in that entire country of which you
have personal knowledge, with reference to the enforcement of law
through the courts, through the officials, or otherwise?
Mr. Sma1TH. In my neighborhood it is very bad. They sell mescal

everywhere nearly. Everybody who wants to can sell mescal. There
is no restriction. They do not pay any' license. It is very much
a go-as-you-please.
Senator FALL. Are there frequent changes in the personnel of the.
State, district, and municipal officials and federal officials there?
Mr. SMITH. No; about the same. They have been there for some
time.
Senator FALL. Are they able to enforce their orders or the orders
of the court or the orders of the State,.federal, and municipal officials?
Mr. SurrH. If they are able, they do not do it, anyway. That is
one thing certain. They seem to let things go until this trouble gets
over in some way or other. Of course, to come right down to it,
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they could do it, but they do not. There are no schools there. Ever
since Diaz resigned there has not been a school.
Senator FALL. Prior to the resignation of Diaz were the schools
er.t8u TH. Yes; there were schools in Trinidad, in Santa Rosa,

and in all the little villages.
Senator F.aI.,. Were the laws enforced?
Mr. 853TI. Yes.
Senator ALLu. Did peace and order reign "and were life and prop.
erty secure?
Mr. S3IITI. Yes; just as secure as they were in the United States.
The criminals were prosecuted and the laws were obeyed, and if
they were not, the offenders were punished.
Senator FALL,. Then from your knowledge and information, the
rebels in that neighborhood appear to have no regard for the property of Mexican citizens or any other citizens?
1Mr. SrITH. No; and less for American citizens that for any others.
Senator FAL.. Less for Americans?
Mr. S TIrn. They even told me ,themselves, the officers to whom I
talked--and I know how to talk to them--they told me to hide my.

self, thnt they did not respect the Americans. I said to them,
"Why?" The reply was, "They will not let us bring over ammu*
nition and guns. They let Madero bring over ammunition and guns,
and why should they not let us? We are fighting against Madero
because he did not comply with the program, or whatever arrangements they had made " and the United States Government is helping
him." I told them, ' That is none of my fault or of those of us who
are here in this country. We have nothing to do with the actions of
the United States Government." This man said they knew that, but
that they could not control the soldiers. In a general way they
have got it put down that the Americans and the American Govern.
ment outside of Texas will not fight. The lower classes in Mexico
do not consider that Texas belongs to the United States. They will
say, " He is not an American, he is a Texan." Of course they re.
spect a Texan, because he knows how to handle a gun. They respect
anybody who knows how to handle a gun. They do not bother the
English so much. There is an English ranch about 80 miles from
Trinidad, owned by a family by the name of Walker. They never
went there at all, never disturbed them, although through a mistake
they took away 11 mules belonging to them when the forces went
through there. They happened to be in town when they went
through, and took 11 mules. Three of their mules came back. They
are still out eight.
AFFIDAVIT OF P. It. CARLIN.

STATE OF TEXAS, Counttl of RI Paso. 88s:
" P. H. Carlln, being duly sworn on his oath, says: I am a citizen of the
United States and my formir home was in Wisconsin, but I have been living

for the last five or six years in the State of Chihunhua, In Mexico, where I

have been working in the capacity, first, as general manager of the Murphy
Interests, then later I was general woodsman for the Madero Co. For the
last year or so 1 have been engeged in stock raising and farming for myself
near Colonta Dtlblnn, which is a Mormon colony. I am not a Mormon. My

wife and family resided with me on my farm near Dublan at the time of the
Mexican troubles breaking out. There was considerable trouble and danger in
476-20--v20--v
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the vicinity of my farm for several weeks before we finally deserted it. My
house nhad
been visit
two or three thnes aind robbed and looted by what wals
They did this by breaking into the yard
generally called the Orozo soldiers.
and house In open daylight, and when I resisted to tte extent I did I was
punched in tileribs. struck and shoved from
pretty badlly used aind hlledltl,
one slde to the other of the house, and given to unlerstalnd that I would be
and threats of death were
killed if I ninade further lre~sttlice. Vile Ilalnlllage
showered on mue,loaded guns were held upon me, and I was struck over the
head with tlleuulne. \We were tohl by these colliers that they were going to
run all the Anmericns oult of the country; that they were going to make till
the Americans get out nd; if they resisted, they would kill them; that this
was done for the purl'se of briningu on intervention and for the purpose of
supplying themuiilves with wIhitever they desire-l-the talk being commnnon
and open amongst them that the Americns hnd no right in the country and
were not entitled to stay there and own property. There were very few
Aleric.lns in that secllon of the country, and we were powerless to resist, exhands. My house wits ltintaly pretty thoroughly
cept occasionally Smie smllall
roblbedl iu loottl i11open daylight on or lollut two weeks before I left there,
but shortly thereafter I managed to get my wife and smaller children out of
that section of the country. and remnaled to take care of our properly the
best I could myself in company with other Amuerican men, thlloulb il the others
did the snine as I did, nud got their women nnd children out ltbout the 28th
of July, 1012. the most of them being sent to IElI'asns
After they were sent away the situatJon became more threatening still, and
dangerous, and it was a question whenever you met any of these so-called
soldiers whether you could escape with your life.
On or about .uly 27 'these soldiers placed three rapid-fire guns, generally
called Gatling guns, at one end of the town of Dublan and two at the other,
and it wait evident thnt they had deternllned to carry out some design against
the people of that town. At that time they demanded and we halt to turn
over to them a lot of guns and ammunition. In fact, they got all except what we
hid and concealed from them. After this for two or three days It rapidly
grew worse. until finally, on the evening of August 1, they placed three bodies
of troops at about one and the same time on three different sides of the town,
so placed as to enable them to massacre the town If that was their Intention,
and that night runners came in from Colonia Juares with the Information
thnt that colony, wlt 'h was about 15 miles from Dublan, had also been surand that thp Intention was to do bodily
rounded in the same way on that lday
harm to tilepeople In the two colonies, the soldiers claiming that they In.
tendlle to demand 10 citizens, who were to be killed, besides the head of the
Mormon Church, because a rebel soldier had been executed by the authorities
at Colonin Juarez some time since, which execution they were revengeful over.
After we had succeeded In getting the women and children out of Dublan
and the other near-hy colonies, we had a general agreement or understanding
that if we were compelled to leave the country we would act together in self.
defense in getting away, and the runner above spoken of came in from Colonla
Juares because of this understanding. We determined that night that we
would desert our homes and make our escape before morning, as we heard it
everywhere, from what seemed to be- very reliable sources, that whatever
they Intendedl to do with us was going to be done the next day. So about
4.30 a. mn.on the morning of August 2, 87 of us, mounted and armed, had
managed to get together at the rendezvous agreed upon and managed to get
out of the town by going over the back ways, cutting wire fences, and passing
between rebel forces that had been so disposed as to guard the highways
that we were expected to-travel. Our escape was not observed by the soldiers
until the next morning about 8 o'clock, when they started in pursuit. There
was apparently three columns of them pursuing us, but we were In the
mountains, where the trails were very difficult, and were able to keep ahead.
of them. They fired several volleys at us at various times, but without effect,
except that a bullet struck, but did not seriously injure, one boy in the crowd.
We were able to stand them off by having a rear guard drop back when this
boy was shot, andl scared them with a volley from long-range guns. There
was no question about their Intention In that pursuit to kill us, and it was
only by taking to the difficult mountain passages and by having long-range
guns superior to theirs that we were able to get away.
The pursuit continued for several miles. We passed by Colonla Juares about
4 or 5 miles away and called a halt about 15 miles to an agreed rendezvous with
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the Junrez colony, at a place known as the "Steps" In the mountains. Dnrrig
the tiny some of the scouts from the Amnericn colony at Junrez reached this
rendezvous, and we learned from them that other people from that colony were
about halfway between this rendezvous and Juarez, endeavoring to make their
way thereto, but that J.Tuarez had been Invested with troops the (lday before in.
the same way that Dublan had been, and a great ninny of the people had not
been able to nake their way out of thie colony, but were hiding' at various places
therein. We spent that night and the next night itfgeiting all of these people
together and getting them out of this colony, nobody daring to speak or move in
the daytime. The people in this colony had been preparing for such an emergency for several days and had been "cacheIng" provisions, ammunition. stores,
etc., as they had the opportunity.
Our party from Dublan had no provisions,
and only got sufficient to exist on from the supplies which these people at Juarez
had cached. We also sent runners to P'acheco, Oarcln, Chulchupa, all of which
were colonies a few nIlles apart. Cllithlupa wa the farthest away. We stayed
In the mountains and held the places which we had occupied while our runners
worked back and forth between these mountains and the other colonies, grad.
uatly gathering in at nighttime through the mountain passes and defiles all
people from such colonies, and found when they got together that their colonies
also had been invested on the same dlay with rebel troops placed in positions
to prevent their escape, If possible, from such towns, and that in every instance
the citizens of such colonies, notling individually, had during the night after such
investment of tile town, esc ped into the hlls and mountains near by. It took
five days to get all these people from tile various colonies together, and on the
7th of August we had gotten them nil In. except the people from Chuilrnlm, but '
our runners reported that these people, they thought, had gone another route
than the one we were proposing to go, so on the lastnninae date we took up our
march toward the Untled States, which we reached about August 12 without
further mishap; but in order to get through safely, the whole country being
filled with soldiers, we kept in the dlflcult mountain passes and away fronl all
traveled roads, thus making a clrcuItous and very difficult journey, passlnt
between the federal and rebel armies, and arrived In the United States on
August 12. While we were camped at the rendezvous and were engaged in gettlng the citizens out of unarez and other colonies some of our scouts went back
at nighttime to see what destruction had been committed of our homes and what
was being done by the soldiers. They reported to us that they found all of our
homes which they had visited as having been ruthlessly robbed and pillaged and
much wanton destruction done, such as smaslhing tile windows, breaking f furniture, cutting up tilhe carpets, and simll;r conduct, and that this was very general.
When we reached the border of the Uniteal alttes we found alsut 15 United
States sol.llerti in camp at n roHk corirl. Thew took nis for Ivlil sohllers.
and were preparing to defend themselves when they nscertained that we were
Americans. They statedl that they were expecting trouble with the MexIcan
soldiers, since the latter had sent threats to them that they were coming up
there to clean out the camp and take everything that the soldiers lhad. There
were about 225 or 230 of us In this party, and by the route we traveled it was
150 nmlles. We had very scant provisions, but all of us arrived in El Paso
sa fely. .
And further affiant saith not.
P. H. CARTAN.
Snhscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of August, A. D. 1912.
JonN. D. MAsoN, Notary Public.
[s:AL.)

AFFIDAVIT OF HENRY DECKER.

TnE STATE or TEXAs, County of El Paso:
Before me, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared Henry
Becker, to me well known, who, being by me first duly s\vorn, on his oath
deposes and states as follows:
My name is Henry Becker; I am an Amerlcan citizen, having been born in
New York City on the 7th (lay of November. 1855; I have lived In the Republic
of Mexico for nearly 20 years. In about 1003 I started a general merchandise
store In Aslentos, State of Aguas Callentes, Mexlco. and I conducted that bau d
ness until May 0, 1011. On that (late a crowd of revolutionists came Into the
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town; they entered my store and demanded ~2,000 upon penalty of taking
me out and shooting nie if I refused. I told them that I could not possibly
give them the money, ns I did not have the same: thereupon they took what
money I had and looted my store. When I remonstrated and told them that
I was an American citizen they swore nnd toll me that they did not care. I
could do nothing to protect myself, as they placed a rifle at my breast when.
ever I objected to anything, and used the vilest language to me. My wife
and children, fearing for my safety, would not leave me, and they had to
share In this vile treatment.
They came into my store In twos and threes, taking whatever they wanted.
Again, about May 20, 1011, another band of rebels came to my town and again
looted and destroyed, taking from me whatever they wished. They disregarded
mny protestations that I was an American citizen, and threatened to kill me if
I said anything to them. I had to send my family to Aguas Calentos for
safety. They entered my home by force, drank and caroused therein, and
threatened to burn same. They called all Americans the vilest names.
Americans in my town in Mexico and in many other places have been flag.
rantly insulted and abused. Their citizenship is disregarded by the Mexicans
and treated with contempt. I could cite the instance of many Americans who
have been injured andl abused by Mexicans, without any protection from the
American Government.
After my store was destroyed I put in my claim with the American consul
at Aguas Calientos, and then upon his advice, with the American ambassador.
.Since then I have presented same to our State Department, but I have had no
real help that I can see, and at present I have no assurance of any settlement.
'This has been the experience of most Americans who have been injured and
whose property has been destroyed in Mexico.
I can truthfully say, from my experience and observations during 20 years'
residence in Mexico, that Americans are more the object of mistreatment and
insult In Mexico than are the citizens of any other nation on the face of the
earth. This Is particularly true of the past year or year and a half. Our Government is slow In protecting us in any way,and hence we are held In shameful
disrespect by most Mexicans, and consequently subjected to more Indignities.
HENBY BECKER.
Sworn to and subscribed before me by said Henry Becker this the 28th day
of July, 1012.
ISEAL.1

ROBT.T. NEILL,

Notary Publio In and for El Paso County, Te.

TESTIMONY OF E. L. OHARPENTIER.
Senator FALL. Please be sworn. Do you solemnly swear that the
testimony you shall give in this matter shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the whole truth, so help you God?
Mr. CHAIRPENTIER. Yes.
Senator FALL. Of what country are you a citizen?

Mr. CHARPENTIER. France.

Senator FALL. How long have you been away from France?
M$Sr. CHARPENTIER. My most recent visit was six years ago.
Senator FALL. Where have you been living?
Mr. CHARPENTIER. In different parts of the United States and Central America.
Senator FALL. You are confined in the jail in El Paso under a
charge of violating the neutrality laws,smuggling arms, or something

of that kind? What is the charge against you?

Mir. CIHARENtIER. The charge appears to be conspiracy to violate
the neutrality laws.

Senator ALL. Have you had anything to do with either of the
recent revolutions in Mexico
Mr. CHARPENTIER. I believe I took an active part in both revolu-

'tions.
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Senator FALL. Where were you at the time of the capture of the
city. of Juarez by the revolutionary forces who were in revolution
against Diaz?
Mir. CHARPENTIER. I was in command of Madero's artillery and
took an active part in the fight all the way through.
Senator FALL. Where did you get your artillery
Mr. CHARPENTIER. Such as it was, we constructed it from the axle
of a railroad engine at Madera.
Senator FALL. That is a lumber camp of the Mexico Northwestern,
or Madera Co.?

Mr. CHARPENTIERW Yes.

Senator FALL. You constructed your artillery from the axle of an
engine?
Mr. CHARPENTIER. Yes.
Senator FALL. Who did the constructing? Who made it?
Mr. CHARPENTIEn. There were several of use among them Gen.
Garibaldi, myself, and four or five other companions. We all worked
on it.
Senator FALL. What part did you take if any during the present
revolution, which commenced about March 1 of this year?
Mr. CHARPENTIER. At the time I was living in Chihuahua, and had
opened up a brokerage office intending to handle mining properties
down there, and among the drozquistas down there-that is, the men
who turned against the Government--were several companions of
mine during the former revolution. They came to me several times
with propositions to join them, to help them make cannon, and so
forth, and handle their artillery, knowing that I had had artillery
experience and was an artillery man. I refused all their offers, and
got into a violent quarrel one night about it. I was associating very
frequently with some of Gov. Gonzales's friends, and the remark was
made several times in my presence that I was a Madero spy. They
came to me again with the same proposition, offering me land and
money, and so forth, and I refused, and told them that I preferred
to remain entirely neutral in the matter; that in the former revolution it was a personal grievance with me; that I was not fighting for
money; that I could make it otherwise.
On going home that night about 7 or 7.80 o'clock I was shot at
several times. In fact one of the bullets tore the padding from my
coat. So I decided to leave. On Sunday morning
ailia
and Orozco
had had their little skirmish. On Sunday night I decided to leave,
and I procured a horse and saddle. As I was trying to go by the
outposts I had the horse shot, and I made my way back into town
by foot. That was on the 4th. On next day I met Thomas
Fountain--Senator FALL.. The same man who was afterwards shot by Salazar
at ParalI
Mr. CHARPENTIER. Yes. I had seen him quite a number of times,
but had never spoken to him, and through conversation then, speaking of the revolutionary trouble, which seemed to be the main topic
at the time there, we got into conversation, and he told me that he
had to leave, as they were watching him, and I expressed myself
the same way. So we decided to leave together, and my intentions
were to go to Torreon, going south instead of coming north. Know-
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ing so many revolutionists, I did not feel like making the ride to
border; I felt that it was safer to make the ride to the south.
We left on the night of the 6th of March-either the 5th or 6th, I
am not positive which-and we rode out, and after getting a short
way we had a skirmich with a band coming into Chihualhua, and
two days later we joined Villa. In the meantime we had had several
skirmishes.
Senator FALL. You mean Pancho Villa?

Mr. CIIARPENTIER. Yes.

Senator FALL. Did you go with him to Paral?
Mr. CHARPENTIER. We first went to La Boquilla, where we engaged

the enemy. At the time we were about 225 strong; but myself. Fountain, and 11 men practically engaged the enemy of 250. We defeated them. The other men had deserted us. Their reenforcements
came in and drove us out, and we took to the mountains. -We were
out of ammunition, and finally made our way to Paral, where Soto
opposed our entering the town, saying we were bandits. We had
then again recruited about 80 men, who composed our forces.
Senator FALL. Was Villa with you?
Mr. CIJIARPENTIER. Yes; Villa sent in messages to Soto, stating that
if he was not allowed to enter peacefully he would do so otherwise;
that he thought Soto was a traitor. We finally entered the town
about 8 o'clock in the evening.
On the following morning I expressed my wishes to Villa to continue on to Torreon, as I did not care about taking part in the fighting,
and he asked me to remain with him until some of the Federals would
arrive and see if I could not help him to make some artillery to defend
the place with so that I could remain with him. At that time I was
not receiving any money or anything of that sort from them. I was
paying my own expenses. I started to make two cannon. Fountain
was assisting me, though he knew absolutely nothing about artillery.
Senator FA ,. When you left Chihuahua with Fountain did either
of you ha\ a pass from Orozco?
Mr. CHARPENTIER. Yes; I believe Fountain did have a pass. I did
not see it, but he said he had a pass.
Senator FALL. Go ahead.
Mr. CHARPENTIER. Before the first fight at Paral I had quite a talk
with Fountain in regard to fighting. I explained to him that it was
a case of fighting until the finish-that is, we practically agreed never
to surrender, to be shot rather than surrender, knowing that we would
be executed anyway if we were caught.
Senator FAL. You spoke of a second fight.
Mr. CHARPENTIER. The second fight had not taken place yet. This
was before the first fight.
On the 2d of April Campa attacked us, and Fountain and myself
and nine men held the position known as Sierra la Cruz. I captured
a mounted gun and the tripod and one machine gun and seven prisoners. That was the part that I took in that particular fight. We
had considerable trouble with Villa to keep him from executing the
prisoners, and it was stated to him that the men were prisoners of
war and should be treated as such.' I was opposed to executing them;
so he delayed the execution, saying he would send them on to Mexico
City.
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On the afternoon of the 4th of April Salazar came and attacked
us. I used the gun against them there. The others had not been
made yet. I used the piece I had captured, and placed Fountain
with the machine gun about 200 yards from my position and instructed him not to use his gun until they were at least within 1,000
yards or closer, and when he was finally compelled to retreat, to retreat to my position, and we would pick up our horses and take to the
hills.
I stayed on the hill and fought until after dark. I have since
been informed that Villa and the majority of the men retreated
before it was dark, I should judge about 4.50 o'clock.
Finally I was compelled to retreat from the hill, as I was alone at
the time. Most of my men had either been killed or had deserted.
I had two 6-shooter shells remaining. I had been waiting for Fountain to join me. The enemy were only about 30 or 40 feet from me
when I left my position.
From there I went on down the hill to Casa Fi dhtes, to a hotel
there, and attempted five times during the night to make my escape
in woman's dress, but was unable to do so, as they fired on everything
that moved.
The next day I was on the roof of the building, and looking over I
saw Orozco's men shoot a little child about 8 years old for hollering
"Viva Madero."
I remained hidden during the day. I had a 6-shooter, with two
shells. I remained hidden in a room which was dark, expecting to
shoot anybody who came in, or as many as I could with two shells.
They had come to the house several times looking for me. As soon
as it became dark I changed my clothes to civilian clothes, went up
to the American consulate, and asked the assistance of the American
consul-not as a citizen of the United States, but as a man; explained
my predicament to him and asked him if lie could assist me in mak.
ing my escape, as it meant certain death to me if I was caught.
The American consul told me that officially he could not assist me,
but as a friend he would do what he could. He instructed me to go
to the Palmilla Mines and that I would receive assistance there.
Thanking the consul, who wished me Godspeed, I left the consulate,
passed through the sentries' lines of the rebels, and finally made my
way to the railroad tracks, which I found about 2 miles from La
Palmilla.
I was stopped by the rebel outposts who challenged me, and I
refused to answer the challenge. The challenge was " Quien vivet"
I refused to say "Viva Orozco." They approached me, threatening
me with their guns cocked, saying that it was a gringo, and to shoot
him. Knowing that my only course was to bluff them, I laughed at
them. So they began to search me for arms. After searching me
thoroughly and finding none, one of them thrust his hand in my
pocket and took out $140 Mexican money, and another one took off
my watch and chain. I objected to this, and one of them insisted
upon my identifying myself. I told them that it was impossible, and
for them to come with me to Palmilla mine. They insisted upon
taking me to the camandante. Knowing that if I went there I
would be identified by Salazar, whom I know personally, and that I
would be executed, I told them that they had already robbed me and
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insulted me, and that ifthey carried on their actions any further I
would object to the consulate, not stating which consulate I would
object to. One of them insisted upon shooting me, and his companions had considerable trouble in keeping him from shooting me.
They were all drunk. I finally walked past them and arrived at
the Palmilla z where I remained one day and two nights. I was there
furnished with a horse and saddle, for which I gave a bill to the
company, and rode to the mountains.
Approaching the top of a mountain, I noticed I was being followed by a band of 15 or 18 men, who called to me to halt. Knowing that they were rebels, I kept on. They fired upon me and killed
the horse, and in falling the horse broke three of my ribs on my
right side. I kept on going, and at the top of the hill there was a
horse saddled, with no one present. The rider evidently had just
gotten off or had been off for some timp. His rope was on the
ground. I crawled up to the horse and mounted, and rode off to the
top of other mountains, and remained there for three days and nights
without food or water, as I was unable to ride, owing to the injury
to my side.
AFFIDAVIT OF J.

S.

M'CRANIE AND J. D. KENNEDY.

EL PASO, TEx., August 8, 1919.

On May 11, 1911, we were conductor and engineer on passenger train No. 238(
between San Luis and Anguas, and were caught by a bunch of Maderistas at
Pena Blanco, and were forced to back up to Salinas. Before backing up to
Salinas the Maderistas robbed all the passengers, abusing them and poking them
with rifles, making them halloo "Viva Madero." I, the conductor, was robbed
and called all the vile names in the Spanish language, and also spit on. After
backing up to Salinas the soldiers all went over to the town of Salinas and got
drunk, sent over a bunch of from three to five men about every 15 or 20 minutes, who would call us out, punch us in the ribs with rifles, hit us with
machetes, make us halloo "Viva Madero," and then take us between horses
and run us for about 100 yards. Treated the passengers in the same way. They
also shot the train all to pieces. There were about 14 American men on this
train. We got loose on the morning of May 18 about 9.80 a. m.
On May 12 Conductor Kane was running train between Silo and Ouanata
with Engineer McFarland. A rail was taken out by a bunch of rebels; the
rebels held this train up; robbed passengers and all people on it. After Con.
ductor Kane had given them everything he had and the brakeman was begging
for his life-as Conductor Kene could not speak Spanish they shot Conductor
Kane in the mouth.and then shot the brakeman through the arm for begging
Kane's life, also beat the engineer with machetes. This I did not see, but did
see and help take Conductor Kane to the hospital on his arrival and ours. Also
was told by people coming In that there was a lady on the train that they laid
In the middle of the aisle and beat' her on her feet with machetes trying to
make her give up some diamonds and Jewelry that they supposed she had. This
was April 11, 1912.
Also Supt. Hamilton, superintendent of the Guggenhelmer mines at Sandhill,
was beat up by a bunch of rebels in May, 1911, until he couldn't sleep on his
back for a week; abusing Mrs. Krutchnlett, also Mr. Krntchnlett and the rest
of the Americans that were at the camp. This information I got from Mr.
Hamilton before his back was well from the bruises.
J.8. McCsamr,
(ondutor.
J. D. KsNNP

r

.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 8d day of August, A. D. 1912.
H., Ca rnms,
.
* (Hl
Nosary PubliC i and for Bl Pose county, Tea.,
United States of America.
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(Translation.)-

THE SAN Luis Poros PLAN.
PLAN.

First. The elections for President and Vice President of the Republic, magistrates of the supreme court of justice of the nation, and deputies and senators,
held in June and July of the current year, are declared void.
Second. The present Government of Gen. Dian Is not recognized, as well as
all the authorities whose power ought to emanate from the popular vote,
because, besides not having been elected by the people, they have lost the few
titles of legality they might have by committing and supporting with the elements the people put at their disposal for the defense of their Interests the most
scandalous electorial fraud recorded In the history of Mexico.
Third. In order to avoid, as far as possible, the upheavals inherent in every
revolutionary movement, all the laws promulgated by the present adminlstra.
tloln and their respective regulations, except those that are manifestly reptg
nant to the principles proclaimed In this plan, are declared to be In force, with
the reservation to amend, in due time, by constitutional methods, those that
require amendment. Likewise the laws, decisions of tribunals, and decrees
that approved the accounts and management of funds by the functionaries of
the Porflrst administration In all its departments, are expected; for as soon as
the revolution t'lumphs the formation of Investigating commissions will be
initiated for the purpose of reporting as to the liabilities Incurred by the functionaries of the federation, of the States, and of the municipalities.
In every case the obligations contracted by the Porflrlst administration with
foreign governments and corporations prior to the 20th proximo will be respected,
In abuse of the law on public lands numerous proprietors of small holdings,
in their greater part Indians, have been dispossessed of their lands by rulings of
the department of public development (fomento) or by decisions of the tribunals of the Republic. As it Is just to restore to their former owners the lands
of which they were dispossessed in such an arbitrary manner, such rulings and
decisions are declared subject to revision, and those who have acquired them
in such an immoral manner, or their heirs, will be required to restore them to
their former owners, to whom they shall also pay an indemnity for the damages
suffered. Solely In case those lands have passed to third persons before the
promulgation' of this plan shall the former owners receive an indemnity from
those in whose favor the dispossession was made,
Fourth. Besides the constitution and existing laws, the principle of no reelection of the President and Vice President of the Republic, governors of the
States, and municipal presidents is declared to be the supreme law of the
IRepublic until the respective constitutional amendments are made.
Fifth. I assume the character of provisional President of the United States .
of Mexico, with the necessary powers to make war on the usuiping government
of Gen. Diaz.
As soon as the capital of the Republic and more than half of the States of
the federation are In the power of the forces of the people the provisional Pres.
dent will issue a call for extraordinary general elections one month thereafter,
and shall deliver the power to the President who is elected as soon as the result
of the election is known.
Sixth. The provisional President, before delivering the power, shall make a
report to the congress of the union of the use he has made of the powers the
present plan confers upon him.
Seventh. The 20th day of the month of November, after 6 p. m., all citizens
of the Republic will take up arms to remove from power all the authorities
who now govern it. (The towns which are at distance from means of com*
munlcation will do so the day previous.)
Eighth. When the authorities offer armed resistance, they shall be compelled
by force of arms to respect the popular will, but in this case the laws of war
shall be rigorously observed, attention being especially called to the prohibition
against the use of expansive bullets, nor shall prisoners be shot. Attention is
also called to the duty of every Mexican to respect foreigners in their persons
and interests
Ninth. The authorities who offer resistance to the realization of this plan
shall be put in prison, to be tried by the tribunals of the Republic when the
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revolution is ended. AR soon as each eity or town receives its liberty the
in colmalnd shalil be recognized as the provisional legal nuthorIrin'Iwp:ll officer
Ity, with power to delegate his functions to.any other prominent citizen, who
shall be confirnied in his office or removed by the provisional governor.
One of the first Imensures of the plrovlsional government shall he to put ill
polltianl prisoners at liberty.
Tenth. The appointment of the provisional governor of each State that has
been occupied by the forces of the revolution shall be made by the provisional
President. This governor shall be under strict obllgatlon to Issue a ctlll for elecsi.ble in
he
as niy 1p
1soon
tion of the constitutlolnal governor of the( State as
the judgment of the provisional President. From this rule are excepted those
Statel.s tht have within two years lld democratic cinllnignsa fur change of
government, since In those Stalies tile person who was the candidate of the people
will he considertel as the provislonal governor, ptrovidt'd lie iltdheres actively to
this pain.
In vlse the provisional President has not made the nlpointllent of governor,
Ill.s appointmentt lins not reached its destination, or tile person appointed does
not neaept for any reason, then the governor slhll he designated by the vote of
all the commanding oflcers who operate in the territory of the respective State,
on.condlition that his appointment be ratified by the provisional President as
soon as may be possible.
Eleventh. 'The new authorities will dispose of all the funds found in the
public offices for the ordinary expenses of administration and for the expenses
of the war, keeping accounts with due scrupulousness. In case the funds are
not suflielent for the expenses of the war they shall contract for louls, either
voluntary or forced, these latter only with citizens or national Institutions. Of
these loans scrupulous account shall also be kept n:l receipts In due form shall be
given to the parties In Interest, to the end that when the revolution triunnphs the
amounts loaned nlay be returned to them,
Transtory.-(a) The officers of the volunteer forces shall assume the grade
that corresponds to the number of the forces under their command; in case
military and volunteer forces operate together, the officer of the higher grade
shall have the command of them, but In case both officers have the same grade
the command shall belong to the military officer.
Civil officers shall have said grade while the war lasts, and, once it is ended,
those appointments, on application of the parties in interest, shall be revised
by the war department, which shall ratify them In their grade or reject them,
according to their merits.
(b) All officers, civil as well as military. shall enforce the' strictest discipline
over their troops, and they shall be responsible to the provisional government
for the misdeeds committed by the forces under their command, unless they show
It was impossible for them to restrain their soldiers and that they had inflicted
on the guilty the punishment they deserved.
(o) If the forces and authorities that sustain Gen. Dinz shoot prisoners of
war, not for that reason nor by way of reprisal shall the same thing be done
with theirs who fall in our hands; but, In exchange, the civil or military
authorities in the service of Gen. Diaz who, once the revolution is started
have ordered, In any manner disposed, transmitted the order, or shot any of
our soldiers shall be shot within 24 hours and after a summary trial.
Not even the highest functionaries shall be exempted from this penalty,
The only exception shall be Gen. Dias and his ministers, on whom the same
penalty shall be inflicted in case they order said executions or permit them,
but after having been tried by the tribunals of the Republic, when the revolu.
tion has terminated.
In case Gen. Diaz orders that the laws of war be respected and that the
prisoners who fall In his hands be treated with humanity, his life shall be
spared, but In every event he must answer before the tribunals as to how he
has managed the funds of the nation and as to how he has compiled with
the law.
(d) As an indispensable requisite in the laws of war that belligerent troops
wear some uniform or distinguishing mark, and as it would be difficult to unt
form the numerous forces of the people who are going to take part in the
conflict, a tricolored ribbon on the hat or on the arm shall be adopted as the
distinguishing mark of all the liberating forces.
Fellow citizens, if I call upon you to take up arms and overthrow the gov.
ernment of Gen. Dias, it Is not only because of the unwarranted act he com.
mltted during the last elections, but to save the country from the gloomy
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future that awaits it under his dictatorship and under the government of the
nefarious scientific oligarchy which, without scruple and In great haste, are
absorbing and wasting the national resources, and, If we permit bln to continue in power, in a very short time they will have completed their work;
they will have led the.people Into ignominy and will have degraded them: they
will have sucked all their wealth and left them in the niot absolute misery;
they will have caused the bankruptcy of our finances and the dishonor of our
country which, weak, impoverished, and manacled, will find itself without anrls
to defend its frontiers, Its honor, and its Institutions.
In

so far as concerns me, I

have a

tranquil conscience,

and no one can

accuse uimeof promoting the revolution for personal ends, for it Is within the
knowledge of the nation that 1 dlid everything possible to reach a peac.able
arrangement and was disposed even to resign my candidlace, provided (len.
DIiz hmiil permltted tile nation to designate, although it be thie vice president
of the Republic; but, dominated by incomprehensible pride and unheard-of
haughtiness, lie did not heed the voice of the fatherland and preferred to
precipitate It Into a revolution rather than yield a point; rather than return
to the people an atom of their rights; rather than comply, even at the end of
his life with a part of the promises he made at Norln and Tuxtepec.
citizen Inlie himself justified the present revolution ienlllihe siud, " Le t lno
pose and per'tunte himself in the exercise of power, and this will be the last
revolution."
If the Interests of the fatherland hand had greater weight in the mind of Gen.
Dlaz than the sordhil Interests of himself and his advisers, he would have
nvolded this revolution by making some concessions to the people; but, since he
did not do so * * * so much the better; * * s the chnge will be more
rapid and more radical, since the Mlexican people, Instead of lamenting like a
coward, will accept the challenge like a brave man, and now when Gen. Dinaz pro
poses to rely on brute force to impose nn Ignominious yoke upon them, the
people will have recourse to the same force to shake off that yoke, to eject that
woeful man from power, and to recover their llberty.
FaANCISco I. MADERO.
SAN Lis Porosi, October 5, 1910.

WAsIINOTN D. C.,
TAureday, Decemier 1, 1912.
The committee met at 2 o'clock p. m.
Present: Senators Smith of Michigan (chairman) and Fall.
TESTIMONY OF H. 8.STEPHENSON.
H. S.Stephenson, a witness previously sworn, being recalled, testi-

fled as follows:
Senator Szrru. 'I want to ask you first to tell the committee about
the ransom which had been exacted since you gave your last testimony.
Mr. STEPHENSON. I can not give the exadt date.

Senator FALL. Just approximate it.
Mr.STEPHENSON. I went to Lordsburg on the 15th of October. It
was on or about the 15th of October, 1912.
Senator SBrTH. How much did you pay?
Mr. STEPHENSON. Five thousand dollars.

Senator Sirrn. For what purpose?
Mr. STEPnENSON. It was paid for the release of Arthur McCormick, our superintendent.
Senator SITrr. To whom was it paid?
Mr. STEPHENsoN. It was paid to Capt. Pedro Galvan and Lincho

Miranda. It was paid to them in gold.
Senator SurrH. Who are they?

Mr. STEPHENSON. Oalvan is a captain in the revolutionary army.
Senator SMITH. And this money was paid in the State of Chi.
huahuat
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Mr. STEPHENSON. It was paid in the State of Chihuahua, about
15 miles south of Monument 60 on the international boundary.
Senator SITHn. I believe you received a letter from Gen. Salazart
Mr. STEPHENSON. Yes. I have here the letter which I received.
Senator SMITH. I see he signs himself commander in chief.
Mr. STEPHENSON. Yes. The letter is as follows:
A translation of this letter is as follows:
ITranslation.)
EL PALUAR, N'orembcer 18, 1912.
To the 3MANAGJ

OF TIlE NOOAtE8 CO.

MY DEAR SiR: From this date on all ranches or farms, which are found to be
defended by the forces of the Autocrat Madero, shall be destroyed in accordance

with my order, and with greater reason when we take them with blood and fire.
On no account will you be permitted to continue operations without previously consulting the government emanating from the revolution.
INns SALAZAa, General in Chtel.
P. 8.-None of your employees nor you yourself may enter Mexican territory
without my permit. Farewell.

REPORT.
VWAsHINOTON, MARCH 1,19183.

To the SENATE CObrITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS:
Senate resolution 335, Sixty-second Congres, second session, provided that the Committee on Foreign Relations or a subcommittee
thereof should be authorized and directed to inquire, investigate, ascertain and report whether any persons associations, or corporations
domiciled in or owing allegience to the United States, have heretofore
been or are now engaged in fomenting, inciting, encouraging, or
financing rebellion, insurrection or other flagrant disorder in Cuba
or Mexico against the lawfully organized Government of this
country.
The committee was directed to report the result o.1 its investigation and inquiry to the Senate during the first month of the next
session of Congress.
In accordance with the directions of the Senate, Hon. William
Alden Smith, William E. Borah, Porter J. McCumber, Benjamin
F. Shively, and Gilbert M. Hitchcock were appointed a subcoImittee
to conduct the investigations directed. Later by a resolution of the
Senate, Senator Albert B. Fall was added to this subcommittee.
Upon the organization of the committee a resolution was adopted
roviding that any two members should have authority to conduct
earnings, take testimony, etc. Senators Smith of Michigan,- and
Fall" of New Mexico, proceeded to the Mexican border, and committee
hearings were opened on September 7, 1919, at El Paso Tex. Such
hearings were continued from time to time at El Paso Los Angeles,
San Diego, New Orleans, and other points on the border and in the
United States, and finally in Washington D. C.
It was never possible to secure the atndance of more than two
members of the committee, that is to say, Senators Smith and Fall,
until certain hearings were held in Washington in December, 1919.
No meeting of the committee was ever held f-or the purpose of arriv.
ing at any conclusion as to the findings of facts, or general report
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either to the Committee on Foreign Relations, or to the Senate of
the United States. Finally during the third session of the Sixty.
second Congress, the testimony taken b the committee and the
different members thereof, was printed for the information of the
Senate and this printed report of testimony contains 918 pages,
including indexes.
In the investigation of the main question at issue, it became necessary for the committee to go into conditions existing at the time of
the hearings and prior thereto, from about the commencement of the
Madero revolution against Diaz as tending to throw light upon the
sources from which was obtained the necessary funds with which to
finance that revolution, as well as the revolution against the Madero
Government. In other words, in examining witnesses the committee
proceeded to the best of its ability, to ascertain the sources from
which the different revolutionists obtained their funds, as well as to
ascertain directly whether any persons or corporations domiciled in
or owing allegiance to the United States, had contributed thereto.
It is apparent from the general tenor of all the evidence taken, that
as to the Madero revolution against Diaz while there were very many
rumors afloat throughout Mexico and on the border within the United
States as to the source of the funds with which the revolution was
being conducted, as a matter of fact, very few persons had any deft.
nite knowledge upon the subject.
The Madero family as isoften the case in Mexico, owned very large
land interests, were producers of Guayule rubber, owned Guayile
lands, were interested in banks, owned smelters, etc. The head of the
family was Don Evarlisto Madero, and the family consisted of sons
and grandsons and relatives, included among whom was Francisco
I. Madero, jr., the leader of the successful revolution against Diaz.
The Madero family generally was known as is customary in Mexico,.
and did business largely, as "the house of Madero."
Under ordinary circumstances and in ordinary times the Madero
family would have been able to raise if acting together, large sums
of money. It is claimed, and the evidence seems to show, that.other
members of the family, with the exception of Gustavo and one or
two brothers of Francisco I. Madero, Jr., did not originally take
part in inciting the revolution, and it is claimed, in fact, that matry
members of the family, including the heads, were never in sympathy
with the revolution until after the capture of the city of Juarez and
the overthrow of the Diaz administration.
It seems to be established by the evidence that a local outbreak
having occurred in the State of Chihuahua under the leadership of
Pascual Orozco jr., against the State authorities, a coalition was
made between Francisco I. Madero, jr., and Pascual Orozco jr.,
through which coalition Orozco's armed forces were to some slight
extent, at any rate, furnished with funds with which to purchase
arms and ammunition.
Zapata, in the southern part of Mexico, had through various bands,
all proclaiming him as the general leader t raised a so-called revolution about the same.time and was harassing the authorities in several different States, as were Orozco and others in the' northern
States.
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It appears that in some of the newspapers in Mexico prior to the
capture of Junrez, as well as in the camps and councils of the revo.
lutionists in the field the question of the source of funds, which
funds appear to have been limited, was discussed to a greater or less
extent. There seems to have been a rumor about tills time, more
or less discussed, to the effect that the commercial rivlry between
conflicting oil interests in Mexico was resulting beneficially to the
cause of the revolutionists from a financial standpoint.
Subsequent to the capture of Juarez and at various times during
the administration of De Ia Barra and later during the administration of Madero, and prior to March 1, 1912, the assertion was openly
made in some of the newspapers in Mexico and by numerous Mexicans
that American oil; interests hiad assisted in financing the Madero
revolution against Diaz.
Just before the Orozco revolution, which began about March 1,
1012, one Enrile undertook to have printed and circulated one or
more circulars to the Mexican people, charging among other things
that the Waters-Pierce Oil Co., had furnished the money with which
the Madero revolution was conducted.
After the outbreak of the Orozco revolution these charges were repeated and were the subject of considerable discussion in Mexico, as
it was claimed that the Madero family were favoring the WatersPierce and Standard Oil interests against those of the English syndicate headed by Sir Weetman Pierson (Lord Cowdray), and the
Mexican Oil Co., known as El Aguila, in which Lord Cowdray was
largely interested. These rumors were so persistent that very many
people in this country, as well as in Mexico, were convinced of the fact
that there was more or less truth in the statements, and many believed positively that the Madero revolution had been incited and
fomented by the American oil interests, and had, in fact, been financed
by the same interests.
As a matter of interest, I may state that long before the capture of
Juraez; in fact just after the outbreak of the Orozco revolution, as
I knew many ofithe revolutionists including Orozco himself, and was
to some extent interested in the 4Guerrero district where the revolutionists made their headquarters, I sent a confidential man to Orozco's
camp, with instructions to ascertain and report to me what his purposes were and where he was getting arms and ammunition, if it were
possible to obtain such information. This man whom I sent, was not
able at that time to meet Orozco, whom he knew personally very well,
but asked the plain question of some of his officers: Where are you
getting your money for arms and ammunitiont Who is financing
you f and while no direct reply was made, one of these officers in the
presence of others, said, "So long as the oil companies are fighting
there will be plenty of money for our purposes."
Just prior to September 7, when the committee began taking testimony, articles appeared in the newspapers in the United States, *
as well as in Mexico, reiterating the old statements as to the American
oil companies having furnished funds for Madero.
Juan Didapp, who had been a Mexican consul in Spain, and again
had worked in connection with the revolutionary junta or committee
at the outbreak of the Madero revolution, in various interviews published in the United States made the statement, as of his own personal
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knowledge, that H. Clay Pierce, of the Waters.Pierce Oil Co., and the
Standard Oil had furnished the funds through which the Madero
revolution was financed. The Waters-Pierce and Standard Oil Cos.
were spoken of generally in Mexico and until recently as the same
concern.
The testimony of Juan F. Didapp, taken by the committee under
oath, and set forth on page 458, etc., of the committee report, will
show what this statement was as made by Mr. Didapp to the papers
and repeated to the committee, and will give the general idea of the
rumors and statements which have been published and made, as I
have stated although Didapp claimed to have more personal knowledge than did any other witness who testified upon this subject.
The testimony of J. Garcia Cuadra, page 2092, and of Manuel Lujan,
page 203, etc., and that of various other witnesses, as shown in the
record, corroborate the statements made by my informant at the outbreak of the original revolution against l)ian-that the general rumor
was in circulation that the American oil companies were inciting the
Orozco-.Madero revolution against Diaz.
Shortly after the taking of the testimony by the committee began
statements were published broadcast with the press of the Unimted
States that the committee, or at least myself as one of the committee,
had declared that the evidence showed that the American oil interests had financed the Madero revolution. These statements were not
correct and the published statement in an authorized interview by
myself in the Los Angeles Examiner, received no such wide publicity
as was given to the statement which my interview endeavored to
correct. In this interview which I authorized, I stated that evidence
had been offered to the committee to show the connection of the
American oil interests with the fomenting of the Madero revolution
and more evidence to the effect that the Madero Government had
extended favors to the American oil interests, or at least had favored
these interests as against the English oil companies.
I stated further that the evidence was certainly by no means conclusive, and that even itf it were shown by conclusive evidence that
moneys had been advanced to the Madero government or members of
the Madero family after the capture of Juarez by any American in.
terest, it might well be that such moneys were furnished for the protection of existing interests in Mexico.
In addition to the testimony taken as shown by the report I con.
ducted a very thorough investigation of my own, which necessarily
was of a private nature, and through such investigation and in connection with the testimony as taken by the committee I became con.
vinced that the rumors as to the American oil companies, or Mr. H.
Clay Pierce, having furnished any funds with which to incite or
foment the Madero revolution against Diaz was concerned, that such
rumors were without foundation in fact and could not be substantiated by any credible testimony.
Imay say that some of the sources of my information were front
Mexicans thoroughly conversant with public affairs of that country
during the Diaz regime, and later during that of De La Barra and
Madero.
From one or more persons who were in thorough sympathy with
the Diaz government and close followers and personal and family
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friends of President Diaz, I became convinced that the money with
which the Madero revolution was incited and brought to a successful

conclusion came from another source entirely, that any American
interests, from subscriptions made by various parties in the Republic
of Mexico who were opposed to the Diaz government, and that the
revolutionists largely supported themselves by killing and rustling
cattle and sheep, by looting stores, and by securing forced contributions.

I have not been apd am not at liberty, even in a confidential report
to the Senate committee, to give the names of my informants, including those who were bitterly opposed to the Madero family personally
and to the Madero government.

Recently, however, a statement has been published in the public
press of Mexico, purporting to be a full disclosure of the sources
from which the funds were obtained by the Maderos with which to
conduct the preliminaries to and later the actual revolution against
the government of Diaz. This story as published in El Paes, one of
the principal papers of Mexico City, under date of Wednesday,
May 21, 1913, contains the circumstantial account of what purports
to be the true facts with relation to the financing of the Madero
revolution. The story is told by Engineer Marcelino Velasco, a

translated summary of which is as follows:

During the last years of the Dina administration an American by the name
of Cooper obtained n concession. to build a railroad from Camncho, a station on
the Mexican Central, to ,Mnzapil, passing through Bonanza, all in the State of
.acatecas. Shortly afterwards Cooper transferred his concession to Gustavo
A. Mandero, and, on April 20, 1010, at Monterey, Gustavo A. Madero, Rafael
P. Urblna, Alfonso 'Madero, and Franclsco Madero, sr., organized the "Mexico
Central Jinllroad Co.," the articles of incorporation being modified October 23,
1011, Monterey being designated as the domicile of the company, but later
changed to Mexico City.
The original federal concession was dated May 0, 1007, and was modiP.ed by
decrees of April 21, 1908, and November 20, 1009. The local concession from the
Stnte of Zacratecas was dated April 7, 1010. The federal concession was again
modified May 21, 1012, by President Madero fixing June 12, 1917, a'Jthe time
by which the road must be finished.
The capilttll
of the company was 3,000,000 pesos, divided into 30,000 shares of
100 pesos each. Of these 25,000 were nonassessable and 5,000 assessable. The
215,000 nonassessable shares were given to Gustavo Madero in payment for the
two concessions, federal anld state, and for his labors in negotiating the sale of
the provisional certificates of the mortgage bonds through the France-Spanish
]tank of Paris. The other shares were subscribed as follows: Gustavo A.
Mandero, 3,000; Francisco Mnodero, sr., 500; Alfonso Madero, 500; and Rafael
V,.
Ulrbina, 100, 10 per cent being pattd In and deposited by the treasurer, Gustavo
A. Madero, as declared by him, but in reality the 10 per cent was neither paid
in nor deposited.
The Zacntec State concession guaranteed 5 per cent Interest on 18,000 pesos
for each kilometer of road constructed, its date being April 7, 1910. In 3une
1910, the interest on 26,000 pesos per kilometer constructed was guaranteed
and authority given to Issue provisional certificates or mortgage bonds of 100

pesos each to the number of 27,000 and later 12,000 additional certificates with.
out other conditions than the subscription of 800,000 pesos for the construction
and exploitation of the road.
The provisional certificates were issued and contained the statement that they
were guaranteed by mortgage on the road. -Of these certificates 27,000 were
sold to the Franco-Spanish Bink of Paris at 721 per cent of their nominal
value, the contract being signed in Paris May 24, 1919, by Gustavo A. Madero,
representing the Mexico Central Railroad and A. Manlgne for the bank. The
12,000 additional certificates were sold to the same bank the following month.
In this way the company raised 2,872,500 pesos, which the company obligated
itself to the bank to use in building the railroad.
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April 21, 1910, Gustavo A. Mladero, Primitivo oil Vega, Francisco Beitram,
and Rafael P. Urblna organized a construction company, Gustavo A. Madero
being the principal stockholder and supervisor (comisurlo), and on April 27,
1010, Gustavo A. Medero. as manager of the railroad company, signed a con.
tract with Francisco Beltram, representing the National Construction Co. of
Mexico, . A., for the construction of the road, agreeing to pay the latter
company 2,000,000 pesos or 10,000 pesos per kilometer.
The capital of the construction company was never paid in nor even sub.
scribed.
Notwithstanding, Gustavo A. Madero and his father, Francisco Mladero, sr.,
took 700,000 pesos of the funds of the company and used them to promote the
revolution of 1010. The father withdrew the money from the Bauco de
Nuevo Leon and sent it to his son Oustavo A. Madero. This is their own
statement when the asked the Mbludero government to return the money to
them. The federal district court in Monterrey issued a warrant for their arrest
for this abstraction, but it could not be, or was not, served because the revoe
lution won with Francisco I. Madero as its head. These 700,000 pesos were
returned to them by the government, but only 850.000 pesos were restored to
the company, the balance being retained by Gustavo A. Madero as commissions
claimed by him.
There was a serious row in the Madero family over the disposition of these
700.000 pesos, and It was not until Ernesto H. Madero, then secretary of the
treasury, intervened that the 850,000 pesos were turned over to the company
October 8, 1912.
In the meantime, at the beginning of 1011, Oustavo A. Madero made a con.
tract with Carlos A. Carbonneau for half of his Interest In the railroad and
construction companies and authorized him to proceed with the construction
as he. Gustavo A. Madero, was occupied with the revolution. Carbonneau spent
459,200 pesos, how, is not known, except that a large part of this sum was
given to Gustavo A. Madero, so that the company is out 1,159,260 pesos.
The organizers and managers of both companies were all members of the
Mlndero family, and no work whatever has ever been done on the road.
Th concessions have passed to Etglneer Marcellno Velasco and he has fur.
nished the above data from the books and papers of the company, which is
trying to recover the money and also save the concession for the French stockholders.
Long prior to this publication and from the information obtained

from the private sources referred to, I became convinced of the truth
of at least the statement that Gustavo Madero had obtained and

used for revolutionary purposes the sum of something more than
700,000 pesos from the funds of a railroad company, which funds
were furnished by certain foreigners. This was the amount, or the
approximate amount, which was paid over to Gustavo Madero out

of the public treasury during the De La Barra administration,
through Ernesto Madero, the secretary of finance, and the amount
so paid over to Gustavo Madero was supposed to be for the purpose
of replacing in the treasury of this railroad company the amounts
which he had taken from such treasury to use in carrying on the

revolution.
Many rumors of the facts in this case have been in circulation for
a year or more in Mexico, but no detailed statement such as this pub.
lished in El Paiz has ever been given to the public.
I long since became convinced that while the American oil interests
in the United States might not have been at all pleased with the
favors shown by the Diaz administration to the Lord Cowdray Oil
syndicate, that yet they had not sufficient confidence in Madero's
ability to overthrow the Diaz administration to justify them in ad.
vancing money for such purpose, even had they displayed any desire,
of which I find no evidence whatsoever, to precipitate the revolution
and overthrow Diaz.
4766-20--vor 2--8
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My own conviction is that while Americans doubtless looked after
their interests in Mexico during the Madero administration, and in
long so possibly conferred favors upon members of the Madero
family at times, they did nothing more than to protect and promote
their Interests in a legitimate way, and that they should be exculpated
of the charge that they incited or promoted the revolution against
the Dinz government.
I have felt impelled to convey this conviction to the Senate by a
sense of official duty to be performed, as well as by a sense of justice
to American interests which have been attacked.
I have no method of knowing what the convictions, if any, of the
members of the committee are upon this subject but as I was appointed a member of this investigating committee by the Senate itself

and not by the Committe of Foreign Affairs, of which I am not and
have not been a member, while regretting that it was not possible for

the committee of investigation to make a report of their findings, I
have concluded to submit in this informal way my conclusions in the

premises.

Respectfully,

ALBERT B. FALL.

(8. J. Res. 127, Sixty-second congress, second session.)
In the Senate of the United States. July 29, 1912. Mr. Fall introduced the
following joint resolution; which was read the first and second times and by
unanimous consent, considered, read the third time, and passed.
JOINT RESOLUTON Authorizistng the Secretary'of war to supply tents and rations to
American citizens compelled to leave lmexico.
Rexolred by the ,enate and Hlouse of Represcntatires of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of War be, and he hereby Is.
authorized and directed to cause to be supplied, through the proper military
officers at El Paso, Texas, all necessary tents, together with temporary rations.
for the care and relief of American citizens who have been compelled to remove
and are yet removing from threatened danger In the Republic of Mexico, and
who are seeking refuge in El Paso, Texas, and adjnacent portions of the United

States.

18. J. Res. 129, Sixty-second Congress, second session.]
In the Senate of the United States. August 2. 1912. Mr. alley introduced
the following joint resolution; which was read the first and second times by
unanimous consent, considered, read the third time, and passed.
JOINT RESOLUTION To provide transportation for American citizens fleeing from
threatened danger in the Republic of Mexico.
Resoted by the Senate and Hou-se of Representatlres of the United States of
America in Congress asseinbred,That the Secretary of War be, and he hereby is,
authorized and directed to furnish transportation from El Paso, Texas, to such
place in the United States as each shall elect, those American citizens fleeing
from the Republic of Mexico who are now or who may hereafter be temporarily
supplied with shelter and sustenance, In whole or in part, by the Government of
the United States in or near El Paso, Texas.
Sze. 2. That for the purpose of carrying out-the provisions of this joint reso.
lution the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necess ary, is hereby appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury of the
United States not otherwise appropriated, to be expended under the direction
of the Secretary of War, upon vouchers to be approved by the commander of the
United States forces at Fort Bliss, Texas.
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In the Senate of the United States. August 10, 1020. Mr. Smith, of Arizona,
Introduced the following Joint resolution; which was read the first and second
times and, by unnnimous consent, considered, read the third time, and
p)ase1l.
JOINT RFSOLUTION App opriatlng the suw of twenty thousand dollars, out of money
appropriated by s ate Joint resolution o. 12, for subsistence
Aerican citizens
now io Arizoa seeing from threatened danger in the public of Mezitto.
Itesolred btl the senate and Houme of Repreentattres of the United States
of Amercla I Congress assembled, That out of the money appropriated by
Senate, joint resolution No. 120, providing transportation for American citizens
Ilflng from threatened danger Il the Itepuiblic of Mexico, the sum of $20,000
Is hereby appropriated for the subsistence of such American citizens as are
ow in Arizona, with no hoen except in the Rtepublic of Mexico and from which
they have been driven to the United States.

UNITED

STATES-31E.IxO-LAlOR-TIIEIR

IELATIONrS.

(By Samuel Gomupers.)
S*

.
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*

*

*
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Individuals In the American labor movement who had encountered either
Mexican fugitive labor organizers (so-called revolutionists) or who had been
forced to see the danger to Amuerican workers through the nmasses of Mexicau
workers--who, because of their enforced low standards and their lack of infornmatlon, were the agency by which American employers hoped to club their
workers Into submission-began to appreciate how closely the problems and
Welfare of the workers of the two countries were identified.
It was not the fault of the Mexican workers that they were pawns in the
hnuds of employers. It was their lack of opportunity and Information. That
op)portullity caine as the result of years of agitation. Many a leader on both
sides of the border haid battled In vain against organized tyranny and oppres.
ston. but there was not an effort that was without influence. Out of it all
there came the hope that freedom could be achieved.
*
*
*
*
*
t
4
TIE REVOLUTION.

*

*
*
4
*
*
*
Fr years the liberal elements in Mlexlco were generally united in the Liberal
Party, which had for its chief purpose the reestablishment of the constitution
•of 18i7. As that constitution provided rights and opportunities for the peoile, Ithose who were, seeking freedom In all lines were in sympathy with the
effort to restore It. Ilcause It had an appeal for the workingmen as well as
for other groups of cltIzens, workingmen, both in the United States and Mexico,
gawve atl and Indorsement to the lenders of tile Liberal Party, who were termed
revolutionists by the Mexican Government and persecuted as political offenders.
Often these men escaped across the border line for refuge.
The Meximlll (lovermient did not rellquish its persecution at the border line,
btut workel out methods whereby it pursued progressive Mexicans even In their
political asylum in the United States. They endeavored to secure the extradition of fugitive Mexicans on criminal charges. The Mexican Government
retained the services of detective ugencles that were to seek out fugitives.
When found the fugitives were arrested, put into Jail, where they were held
until the charges were either dismissed as groundless or evidence could be
manufactured. Just as soon as the prison doors opened for these victims they
were rearrested upon other trumped-up charges and again confined. KIdnaplng was not uncommon.
POSITION OF A. F. OF L
The persecution of these men aroused the sympathy of the members of the
orlfinIzcd labor inoranient. The Denver, 1908, convention of'the A. F. of L.
aoloptcd the followtrin rcolutlon:
Whereas Ricardo Flores Magon, Antonlo I. 'illarreat, Libraid RIrera, and
other membrrs of the Me.rlcan Liberal Party, were arrested in Los Angeles,
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Calif., August 23, 1907, at the instance of the Mexican Government, and have
since been detained in prison while extraordinary effort has been made to ectradite them; and
Whereas the Mexican government, as prosecutor, has succeeded in inducing
the American authorities to hold them on varying criminal charges, ranking
from petty larceny to that of murder; and
Whereas the screral charges, in turn and of necessity, have been abandoned
when fully refuted by legal tcstlliiony, and the one active charge remaining is
that of endeavoring to invrade Mexico with an armed force, all of.thich proves
by court records that these men are not criminals in any sense.-f offenders (t
all, political offenders only: Therefore be itt
Resolved, That the A. F. of L. extends its earnest sympathy to the aforesaid
Alagon, Villarreal, Rivera, et al., and commends to all affiliated organizations
the considerationof proper means for their defense.
WriasrtoroN, D. 0., September P, 1915.
Sia: In accord with the direction of the executive council of the American
Federation of Labor, the following is respectfully submitted to you and which
we hope will commend itself to your favorable consideration and action.
There has been going on just across our southern boundary a battle which
is part of the world-old struggle for freedom. Although that struggle may be
associated with many things that are not in accord with our ideals, yet I am
sure you recognize that these things are the first crude efforts of a people long
accustomed to despotism and denial of the rights of ftee citizens to realize
ideals of freedom. Nations, as well as individuals, as you well know, can not
at once assume wisdom In the exercise of freedom. They must learn to be
tree. They have the right to this freedom without unwarranted outside interference even from those who seek their welfare.
The revolt.of the people under the leadership of Madero against the Dias
government was an effort to realize ideals. The support given to the ideals
of Madero was a proof that national virility and resourcefulness had not been
crushed out by the rule of despotism. It was a proof that there were yet ideals
and yearnings for the opportunities that rightfully belonged to citizens under
a free government.
Under the Madero government there were beginnings of a labor movement
and an effort of the workers to organize for the realization of their ideals and
for the betterment of themselves and their fellow-workers. This hope was
overshadowed by the barbarism of Huerta, but again grew strong and steady
when Carranza asserted himself as the leader of the people.
Gen. Carranza is recognized as the friend of the working people and the real
leader of the people generally of Mexico. lie has granted to the wage earners the
right of organization and has secured them opportunities for carrying out the
legitimate purposes or organization. He has been thoroughly in sympathy with
the ideals of greater opportunity and freedom of the msses of the people. The
working people have been supporting him. They have adjourned as lodges and
trade-unions to enlist in the Carranza army, with their union officials serving
as the officers of their regiments.
The workers of Mexico have tried as best they could with the resources avail.
able to present their request and their right to be allowed to work out their own
problems. They asked you and our Government for a little more patience and a
little more time to prove that the Carranza government really represented the
people of Mexico. You granted that request, and time has proved that Gen.
Carranza is really the representative of Mexican democracy-that he represents
their efforts to establish a government of the people and fbr the people. Gen.
Carranza has demonstrated his sympathy with the ideals for which Madero gave
his life, and has refused to compromise these ideals with Mexican revolutionists
who were seeking their own personal interests. He has endeavored to secure
for the Mexican Republic the dignity and the respect that ought to be accorded
to any sovereign government.
The sympathies of the workers of the United States have been very deeply
touched by the struggles of our fellow workers of Mexico. As recent events have
drawn all of the countries of the two American continents more closely together,
so the workers of these various countries have been more thoroughly aroused to
the common Interests and the common welfare of the w-age earners who are
citizens of the countries.
It is with the desire that we Americans, who have so much liberty and so
much of opportunity, should use our influence to aid those who are less fortunate,
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that as representatives of the labor movement of America we urge upon you
recognition of Len. Carranza as the head of the Mexican Government.
The matter, we know, is receiving your most earnest and most conscientious
consideration, and we are Aure that your sympathies are very strong for any
genuine effort to secure htrger liberty for the people; therefore we wish you to
have the assurance tiatl the course we, as the representatives of the organized
labor inovement of America, urge upon you has, we are sure, the hearty approval and endorsement of the great rank and file of the citizenship of out

countr .

coery sincerely, yours,
SAMUEL COMPERS,
residentt .4nmerlcan Federation of Labor.

Ilon. WVOODROW WtSON,

Prcaldent of the United Stales,
li'hlte House, II'ashington, D. C.
On October 10, 1015, tlhe United States Government notified the representative
of the de facto Mexican Government In the United States that it would be
pleased to receive formally in Washington a diplomatic representative of the
('Constitutlontllst (Iovernment. The Corrauza government was recognized.
MfEXICO.,UNITE

STATES LABOR CONFERENCE.

The cuoncesionaries, the American trusts in Mexico and the foreign capitalists
who had invested money there became increasingly disturbed, as the Carranza
government continued its program. They were In danger of losing the privileges
tlat they had secured in devious ways. As these foreigners owned 75 per cent
of the capital and land of Mexico, they saw no benefit to be secured through
indemnities, for indemnities would be the result of taxation of Mexican property, the property to which they claimed title, consequently Indemnities meant
they themselves must pay.
Then began an effort on a gigantic scale to create "public opinion" for
American Intervention in Mexico. Nor were these efforts confined to press
publicity. President Wilson, in a public statement, declared that Interests hos.
tile to International peace were inciting trouble along the border line between
Mexico and the United States.
One of the most conspicuous of these efforts was the expedition sent from
California Into Lower California. Mexico, headed by Mr. Chandler, son-in-law
of Gen. Otis, of the Los Angeles Times. Gell. Otis owns about 64.000 acres in
Mexlco, which was virtually an extension of the great Imperial Valley of Callfornia. Gen. Otis, as all the world knows, is actuated by far from idealistic
purposes. The conditions connected with this expedition were brought to the
attention of the grand jury of California. Indictments followed, and some
of the men concerned in the expedition were sentenced to terms in the penitentiary. However, the men who planned the expedition and were to profit
by It have so far escaped punishment. This case Is known as California v.
Chandler, Abilez et al.
When conditions became critical, In the name of the workers of the United
States, the president of the American Federation of Labor sent the following
letter to the Casa del Obrero Mundlal of Mexico:
WASHINOTON, D. C., M.ay 2 , 1916.
Secretary CA A DEL OsFRo MUNDIAL,
City of Merlco.
DEAR SIR AND BBOTHEa: Permit me, on behalf of the American Federation
of Labor, to send fraternal greetings to the Casa del Obrero Mundial, to the
entire labor movement of Mexico.
The labor movement of North America has seen with what splendid courage
organized labor in Mexico has, from the time of the presidency of the late
Francisco I. Madero. demanded and obtained recognition for the cause of labor
and justice in our sister Republic.
From time to time the American Federation of Labor has received confidential reports from delegates duly accredited by your organization and others who
came to Washington in behalf of the Mexican labor movement and the Mexican
cause. From these delegates the executive council of the American Federation
of Labor has learned how deeply the spirit of International brotherhood has
guided all your struggles in Mexico. We learned with Intense Interest of the
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historic agreement between the Casa del Obrero Mundial and the Contitu*
tlonallst government and signed on behalf of that government by Itafael Zubaran Co.
We have learned with what bravery and determination the ,Mexcan miners
In the State of Arizona organized and struck work with their brother Aumerlcans of the north and won advancement for themselves and the cause of International solidarity.
All these facts point to the necessity of a still closer understanding between
the workers of all the Americas, particularly in this crisis In the world's his.
tory. To this end and to propose at practical method of mutual cooperation
between organized labor in Mexico and in the United States, I suggest that, at
a date to be agreed upon, representatives from the Casa del Obrero Mundlal
and as many other of the labor organizations in Mexico as possible meet for
a conference In El Paso, Tex., with representatives of tile American Federation
of Labor. Matters for the mutual welfare of the sister Rtepublic could then be
discussed and a future cooperative policy outlined.
With you I agree that the future peace of the worl(ld, rests in the hands of the
wage earners, and this is most cogently expressed by the organized-labor movement of each and all countries.
I hope to hear from you as soon as possible as to the actual conditions of the
Mexican-labor movement at the present time, and a reply to the suggestion I
have made herein.
Fraternally, yours,
SAUMEL CUOMPE8,
President American Federation of Labor.
Copies of this letter were sent to President Wilson and to each member of
his Cabinet and to the officers of the constitutionalist Government In Mexico,
as well as to a number of governors of Mexican States, who were in a position
and who would probably be disposed to give general publicity to the letter among
the workers of Mexico.
Within a very short time there came telegraphic response from the labor
organizations of Mexico heartily endorsing the holding of a labor conference and
suggesting an immediate date. Within brief time came further telegraphic
information stating that the labor organizations of Mexico City had elected tlelegates, who were Instructed to proceed at once to the border to hold a conference
on June 25. As June 26 was the date that had been set for the meeting of the
executive council of the American Federation of Labor In Washington and not
suficlent time was allowed for communicating with the workers of Mexico. It
was impossible to have a time mutually agreed upon for the conference before
these workers started for Eagle Pass, Tex. Immediately upon their arrival in
Eagle Pass the delegates telegraphed to Washington. There were 20 representatives of various trade organizations In this delegation. The suggestion
was made that the delegates who had come to Eagle Pass should proceed to
Washington, which was considered a better place for a conference, in addition
to affording an opportunity for the delegates to meet with the executive council
of the American Federation of Labor. Conditions on the border were such as to
nake a labor conference there Ill-advised.
The Mexican delegation elected two of their number to come to Washington.
They were Luis N. Morones, an electrical worker, of Mexico City, and Mr. Salvador Gonzales Garcla, a machinist. Both of these workers represented the
Casa del Obrero Mundlal.
In the meanwhile the Confederacion of Slndicatos Obreros had again sent
their labor representative, Edmundo E. Martinez, to the United States and comn
missioned him to bring to the executive council of the American Federation of
a gold medal expressing the appreciation of the Mexican workers for
Labor
I
what the American-labor movement had done for them in their struggle for
liberty. This medal was formally presented In the conference which the Mexl.
can delegates had with the executive council.
The State of Yucatan now has as governor Salvadore Alvarado, a man who
has some understanding of the labor movement and Is in sympathy with its
needs and purposes and has clone much to bettel- conditions In Yucatan. It must
be remembered that less than a year ago the workers of Yucatan were peons-slaves. In a brief while the revolution has given them a chance to be freemen,
and they have used that freedom as best they could under the circumstances.
What they have done at present in the way of Industrial organization is perhaps not the Iddal thing, but it represents their first efforts to bring about
changes in the oppressive conditions that have so long prevailed.
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However, democracy can not come in a year, but the people of Yucatan will
learn democracy, and will gradually supersede autocracy, whether political or
industrial. The governor of Yucatan believed so strongly in organized labor
that he .'ommissioned two representatives of the workers to come to the United
States bringing an appeal from the workers of Yucatan. This appeal was for
labor of Yucatan
the purpose of establishing better relations between organized
and the United States and all Pan American countries. These two delegates
from Yucatan participated In the Mexican conference: They are Baltazar Pages.
editor Voice of the Revolution, and Carlos ILovelelra, chief of the department
of labor. They had credentials signed by the following labor organizations of
Yucalan: The Society of Dockers; the Syndicate of Machinists, Blacksmiths,
and Boiler Makers: Union of Railway Men of Yucatan; Society of Sailors; Syn.
dicate of Waiters and Assistants of Restaurants and Saloons; Syndicate of
Carpenters: Syndicate of Mechanical Electrlclans; Clerks' Headquarters of
Yucatan; Syndicate of Bakers; Syndicate of Molders; Syndicate of Coach
Drivers; Mutual Beneficial Society of Truck Drivers; Syndicate of House
Tenants.
The representatives of the Cana del Obrero Mundial had credentials from that
organization and asserted that they represented 100,000 organized workers.
The purpose of this conference was the consideration of ways and means for
the establishment of closer relations between our respective labor movements,
In order that there might be better understanding and better cooperation. It
was in recognition of the fact that their economic Interests were identical and
that there must be permanent relationship established between the economic
organizations.
All parties to the conference agreed upon the principal of action, that the
economic movement is the fundamental agency for the warfare of the workers,
and that the economic movement must be made the Instrumentality for establish.
Ing their freedom and promoting all of their interests.
As a result of the conference held In Washington the following declaration
was formulated and signed:
WVAsHINOrON,

D. C.. Jutfy J, 1918.

The undersigned, the E. O. of the A. F. of L., and the representatives of the
con.
organized labor movement of Mexico, express our deep gratification in the basis
summation of this conference, which we hope and believe has laid the
the
together
for better understanding and has welded ties that shall bind
workers of our respective countries.
We are confident that personal conferences of the workers of the United
States and of Mexico will he a constructive force In bringing about understanding necessary for better relations between our routries and for maintaining
is our opinion that
peace founded upon a proper regard for the rights of all. It
this conference should be followed by another, in which the workers of both
countries shall be more generally represented, for the purpose of agreeing upon
plans for maintaining permanent relations and for the federation of the labor
movement of all of the countries of the two Americas.
In view of the present relations between the United States and Mexico, we
untimely,
are of the opinion that such a general conference is for the present should
be
and we express the judgment that the holding of such a conference
deferred until later in the year. However, in the event of an emergency which
would make a general conference of advantage in averting an international
crisis, such a conference could and should be called for the earliest time mutually
chosen, to
agreeable. To carry this plan into effect, a joint commission shall beWashington
consist of two members from both labor movements, to remain in
until the present crisis Is passed, the said joint commission to have the power
of calling a general conference if necessary.
We hold this to be fundamental: No relations between our countries can be
permanent that are not based upon the will of the masses of the people and In
accord with their concepts of justice.
We deem it an essential step toward democracy and Justice that there shall
be established for the masses who have hitherto been without regular agencies
for expressing their views and desires opportunities that will enable them to
have a voice In helping to determine International affairs.
The labor movements of the various countries constitute the instrumentalities
that can best accomplish this purpose and give expression to national Ideas and
convictions that have been too long Inarticulate and Impotent.of Labor and the
We direct that the president of the American Federation
oflilal representatives of organized labor of Mexico should keep in touch
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through correspondence, and that they he authorized to carry out the purposes
specified iiin this declaration.
In joint conference as the representatives of the workers the masses of our
respective countries, we urge upon our Governments to adjust existing differences without war and to establish conditions conducive to permanent peace
with Justice.
We appeal to the workers and all of the people of the United States and of
Mexico to do everything within their power to promote correct understanding of
purposes and actions, to prevent friction, to encourage good will, and to promote an Intelligent national opinion that ultimately shall direct relations
between our countries and shall be a potent humanitarian force In promoting
world progress.
It is an unavoidable conclusion that present differences between our countries are the result of misunderstanding growing out of inadequate or Incorrect
Information; that the unfortunate consequences of past relations between the
United States and Mexico have formulated a national attitude that questions
the good faith of our Governments; that existing agencies and methods of
reaching an adjustment of these differences are unsuitable for dealing with
those problems.which are fundamentally humane problems, and that the relations between our countries ought not to be directed In accord with abstract
standards of Justice, but ought to be keenly sensitive and responsive to the
human interests and moral forces. Therefore, we, the representatives of the
organized workers, having the right to speak for all of the workers and in the
Interests of all of the people, urge upon our Governments the appointment of
commission to be composed of high-minded citizens, fully representative of
our nations, to consider differences that have brought our nations to the verge
of war, and to make such recommendations for adjustment as shall fitly express the highest ideals of the great rank and file of the citizenship of our two
countries.
We direct that copies of this declaration shall be presented to the President
of the United States, Hon. Woodrow Wilson, and to the First Chief of the Con.
stitutionallist Government of Mexico, Gen. Venustiano Carranza, and that it be
given the widest publicity among the workers of our respective countries.
For tile
organized workers of the United States:
Samuel Gompers, President; James Duncan, First Vice President;
James O'Connell, Second Vice President; D. A. Hayes, Third
Vice President; Joseph F. Valentine, Fourth Vice President;
John R. Alpine, Fifth Vice President; H. B. Perham, Sixth Vice
President; Frank Duffy, Seventh Vice President; Wmin. Green,
Eighth Vice President; John B. Lennon, Treasurer; Frank
Morrison, Secretary.
For the organized workers of Mexico:
0. Lovelra: Baltazar Pages; L. N. Morones; S. Gonzalo Garcia;
Edmundo E. Martinez.

ia

LABOR'S EFFOBT8 TO PREVENT WAR.

While the conference was in progress an actual clash between the American
troops In Mexico and the Mexican Army had taken place, In which some Amerlcan soldiers were killed and some were imprisoned and held in Jail. The
President of the United States issued an ultimatum demanding the Immediate
release of the American soldiers. No word was received from the Mexican
Government as to their Intentions in the matter, public opinion was aroused
to fever heat, and it seemed as though war was inevitable.
In this great anxiety an appeal came from the Mexican governmental representatives in this country to the president qf the American Federation of
Labor, asking him to send a personal appeal to Gen. Carranza for the release
of the American soldiers.
On the afternoon of June 28, about half past 2, the following telegram was
sent:

Telegram.J

,

D. C., .I1u1 28. 1-916.
Gen. VENUSnTANO OARRANZA.
SFirt
Ohlel Constilultionalit Gorernment,
.erlco City, Jlcrko:
In the name of common justice and humanity, in the Interest of a better understanding between the peoples and the Governments of the nitled States and
WASHINXOTO,

I
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Mexico, for the purpose of giving the opportunity to manintilhn plwnce ald avoid
the hoirors of war upon the grounds of highest patriotism and love, I Ilwpal
to you to release the Amerian soldiers held by your officers in Chitinllhut.
HAMUEL, (lOMIPEH.
President Anmeri can Federatfon of Labor.

On the evening of that same day extra papers on the streets announced that
Gen. Carranza had just issued an order releasing the American soldiers.
On the following day waits received from Gen. Carranzau this:
[Telegram.]
SAMIUEr

MxTelegro, .Iune
29. 1916.

0011OMPER,

President American Federation of Labor, Washington:
In replying to your message dated yesterday, I would state that the (lovernInent In mny charge has ordered the liberty of the American soldiers whoml the
Mexlcan forces took as prisoners in Carrizal. Salute, very nffecthonately.
V. CARRANZA.
The executive council, which was at the time onshlering Mexlican uffnlrs,
authorized the sending of the following:
ITelegram.)
WARlIINSTON
G(ln.

'ENUSTIANO

).

(.... JUne 80.

1910.

CAJRANzA,

First Chief Constlfutionallat Gorernment,
Mejlco City, lMexico:
Your telegram of June 29 received and laid before executive council of the
American Federation of Labor, Il session at Washington, and we express to
you our appreciation of your order releasing the American soldiers and thus
helping to clear the way for a mutually honorable settlement of any differences
between the Governments of the United States dhd of Mexico.
SASIUEL

IOMPERs.

President American Federatton of Labor.

1

THURsDAY, APRIL 29, 19s0.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SaooMunrrrE ON FORmON RELATIONS,
Washington, D. ('.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., April 29, 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF MOTHER ELIAS DE STA SAOTO.
Mr. KI.ARFU . You may give your name.
Mother ELIAS. My name is Mother Elias de Sta Sacto. My fanm.
ily name is Maria Thierry. The Spanish name in the order is
Maria Elias del Santissimo Sacramento.
Mr. KEARUL. What is your age?
Mother ELIs. Forty-one.
Mr. KaRuar,. What is your nationality?
Mother ELIAS. Mexican.

Mr. KEARFUL. Are you a member of a religious orders
Mother ELIuS. Carmelite, Discalced Carmelite.
Mr. KEARFUL. Known in English as "Barefooted Carmelite?"
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you connected with that order in Mexico?
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir. I was living in the City of Mexico.
From there we went to Queretaro.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you there during the time of P'orflrio Dinaz?
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. And later during the time of Maderot
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir. I was in the convent when Madero came
in. I was already 15 years in the convent.
Mr. KEARFUL. WVere you there at the time of the revolution of
Carranzat
Mother EsAs. Yes, sir; until six years ago we left.
Mr. KARFvL. Did you have any trouble during the time of Porfirio Diaz or Madero
Mother ELIAS. During the time of Porflrio Diaz we really did
not have any, because his wife was a Catholic, and he did not care.
He (lid not do anything against the Catholics.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were yvou molested during the Madero rule?
Mother ELIAS. No, sir; really not. He only passed through the
place where we were. He passed through Queretaro, but he did
not trouble us.
2849
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Mr. KEARFUL. When dlid your first troubles begin?
Mother ELIAs. I think in 1914, or 1913. We had to leave the

convent, because we were sent away at that time for precaution.
We had the sisters there, and I said" Well, mother, it is better to
leave the convent and go in small houses,'' and when we left the
convent, in a few days after that they came and took possession of
the convent.
Mr. K{EARVvU,. You mean the Carranza soldiers?
Mother ELAs.The Carranza soldiers; yes, sir.
Mr. KEnrF,. What do you know about the reported desecration
of churches by the Carranza soldiers at that time?
Mother ELms. Well, at that time, I, myself, saw many things they
did. We had to go from place to place, in caring for the nuns, to
keep them from taking the nuns up in the hills with the sohliers.
Of course, we did not want to give up the nuns. We used to move
from place to place.
Mr. KEARFUI
. You were hiding from the Carranztt soldiers; moving from place to place, were you?
Mother EmAs. Moving from place to place, because they used to
come through'the roof, instead of entering through the door. I re.
member I spent 22 nights taking care of the nuns.
Mr. KEARFUL. What have you seen about the desecration of the
churches.and the holy sacrament?
Mother ELmAS. Well, I have seen several things. In the first place,
when they took possession of a city, right away they took the keys
of the churches, and they said the Government was the owner of the
churches, and that the cities, and the holy communion would belong
to the people. As soon as the Carranza soldiers entered the city they
seized the keys of the churches, so the priests could not come from
the houses and take care of the tabernacles and leave them empty.
The soldiers took the ciboria and emptied the contents, which was
the sacred Hosts, into the oats for the horses.
Mr. KF.AFR.. Please proceed with your story.
Mother ELAs. Many times the Catholic ladies used to come to me
and say, "Mother, would you mind to go out with met They have
emptied the ciboria to give to the horses." I did not believe it.
Surely, I could not believe such a thing. But I went with them, and
we tried to find out. So I saw them trying to destroy them.
Mr. KEAR'UL. What was your.purpose in entering?
Mother EL s. To save the blessed sacrament from the profanation,
you know. Of course they left them there for profanation; gave
them to the horses. We find many cases like that. They would take
the vestments and put on the horses' necks, and different profanations
like that.
Mr. KEARFUI,. You mean they used the sacred vestments for saddle
blankets?
Mother LLTAs. Yes; and shot the tabernacles in almost every
church.
Mr. KEARFu. The tabernacle is the receptacle in which the sacred
Host is ke pt
Mother ELTAs. Yes, sir. There was no place, no town, where there
was not that kind of profanation, in every place, everywhere. Then
I saw many times how they burned tip the confessional. I was going
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down to Mexico, and we had to stop many times on the way, and I
saw in a church where the blessed sacrament was exposed, and hundreds of men came and shot the ostensoria, and then disappeared.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did they do, if anything, with the chalices and
other vessels?
Mother ELIS. Several times widow women used to come to our
door, because they knew we were nuns, and used to bring the chalices
there to sell them. Many times they said, " Sister, will you buy a
chalice?" I bought it sometimes for 10 cents, because there were
places they used to drink from the chalices and the ciboria, and then
threw them (down in the street.
Mr. KEARFUL. You mean the soldiers stole the chalices from the
churches and sold them to people for what they could get?
Mother EtJse. Yes, sir; and they would drink in them.
Mr. KEARFUL. Then they would be offered to you for sale by women
on the street
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir; in the house in Mexico we have some
chalices that we bought at that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. According to the doctrine of the Cathollo Church
is it permissible for one other than a. Catholie priest to touch the

sacred Hosts

Mother ELAS. No' sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is It considered the worst crime that can be committed by any person who violates those holy things?
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir; it is sacrilege.
Mr. KEAFUL. Is that the way that the Mexican members of the
Catholic Church feel about it?
Mother ELAS. Well, you knoi%soldiers are so ignorant. They do
what they are told to do.
Mr. KEARFUL. I mean apart from the soldiers, the inhabitants of
the towns and members of the churches; is that the way they feel
about the sacredness of those thins?
Mother ELtAS. Of course, everybody thinks that way.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you know about the violation'of the sisters,
members of the order?
Mother ELIMS. When I was going down to Mexico to get my sisters-my younger sisters, Carmelite nuns-that I divided among their
own families-when I was going down to Mexico to advise them how
long I had to be absent from them-on the way I met with six or
more of women who said they were sisters, and they said, "Have mercy
on us." They said they were sisters. They said they spent two
years up in the hills with the soldiers, and they did not know where
to go; they could not find any convent or place to stay. They said
they were about to become mothers. Of course, I did not know
whether to believe it or not. I said to them, " Well, you had better
go to some place, some maternity house, and pray to God and have
more faith, -ecause it is not your own fault." I did not see them
any more. But afterward I went to the City of Mexico and saw a
big crowd on the Calle de Berlin, in the Colonia Roma. When I
saw so many people there I tried to find out what it was, and I saw
imitation nuns, sisters, and priests, some of them wearing the sacred
vestments. I never could believe they were real priests; but one of
the ladies who was there said to me, "Don't you believe them when
they say they are priests. They are just trying to make fun. That
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is the way they slander the priests, because they say the priests do
nothing but drink and dance with the nuns."

AMr. KEARFUL. Is that true'

Mother ELIAs. I saw that.
MIr. KEARFULJ. I mean is it trile that the priests do those things?

Mother ELIAS. Indeed, no. You find in every place all kinds of
people, but I can say that we have hundreds and thousands of good
priests, very holy and very clever ones. This lady told me they were
not good women, but they tried to dress in the sisters' dress to blame

the priests.
M-r. KEARUL. I unllderstand the natural disinclination you would

to relate incidents of this kind, and I will ask you if you wrote
iinhave
letter addressed to the archbishop of New Orleans, while you were
iabana, Cuba?
Mother EuAs. Yes, sir; I did.
AMr. KEARPuL. November 4, 1014?
Mother EuAs. Yes, sir.

Air. KEARaurl,. Did you write that letter in English or in Spanish?

Mother EuSe. I wrote it in Spanish.

Mr. KEARFUL. I have here what purports to be a translation in
English, and I will read that portion of it and ask you whether the
statements in that letter are correct.
Mother ELIAs. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL (reading):
taI
the 'resentday
Sliv Frnltnciso lMiidero dleklard war oil I'orllrlo lmllaI
We hIve not lil(d
it Imomenlt of lpaev.
'ollowinglr
.lalldero'example lllnlly
others
Ihave' riren, sollie worse than others, tiald have iattackeil on all sides, so that

not n single state in the Itepullle lbut
is thelt victim of horrible outrages.
The ('lthiolle
church Is IlilekC"e by the revolutionnrles. They have closed the
teliples and prolillhi
lted
the sactratents to the extent of shooting tilepriest who
dtlres to hear confess on or to administer the sacraments. The confessionals
andl some images of the saints have been burned In the public squares to the
niianllllllmenlt of balIdS of Inusle and Impilous speeches.
T'iley have profanied the churches, entering them on horseback, smashing the
iltages ,tredinug the relies under foot, throwing the Hosts about the floor and
even giving them to the horses to eat with the fodder. In some churches the
Curranelstas themselves have pretend l to say mnass and have seated them.
selves to hear the confessions of a multitude of people.

Mother EtAs. Yes, sir; the place I saw that was in the church of
I saw that myself.

Sannto Domingo, in the City of Mexico.
Mir. KEARFUL (reading):

hlres:sed as priests they have heard the confessions of sick people and then in
derision have revealed what they had heard In the confession.

Mother ELIAs. Yes sir.
Sir. K(EARFUL (reading):
All this I have seen with my own eyes.

The most beautiful temple to the

Republic, the Church of San Antonto it Agunsllente.s, hl11s heenll i-ltvetml inlto

the legislative hall.

Mother ELuAS. Yes sir; that is true.
Mr. KEARFUL (reading) :
The Church of Sian Jose in Queretaro is now a pubddl Ilhrnry.

Mother ELIAs. Yes, sir.
Mir. KARFUL (reading):
Our great convent of the Carmelites In Queretaro they seltze and ejected
the Cbristinn Brothers who had a beautiful school antd who hlt over i0,000
wtam which they had spent In alteratlons, the total loss being over

1r,0,000
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pews. The colleges of the Iteverend Jesult FathersM and many others, have
perished. The property of the church has been seized and some of the ecclesiastlcal archives have Ibeen burned. All the communities of nuns have been
expelled from the entire lepubllc, belng given but nl hat hour to leave and
not allowed to take with them a change of elotles, and in many eases not even
i breviary to pray. Many sisters have been taken to the barrack and police
stations where their vows of chastity were in great danger. The furnishings
of the Catholic schools and colleges have been stolen iand in them have been
school" with boys and girls together. from whihl'there
planted the mixed Inay
may be expected nothing but corrulptlog and evil.
Immorality has increase to such a degree that thet have profn;ied not only
virgin but have violated nuns, carrying thel away by force where they now
suffer horribly.
To the great suffering of mny soul I have seell in Mexicot the sad andl
lamentable fate of nllly sisters who have been victims of the unbridled pnasions
of the soldiers. I found many bewailing their misfortune and that were about
to become mothers, some In their own homes others In maternity hospitals.
Others unable to flee from despair have surrendered to a life of evil and, filled
with desperation and sAlinine, have complained ugaln st hod, declaring tht lie
has abandoned them.
I have seen nimany sisters of different orders, dressed In the Intest style,
showing themselves on the balconies, losing the little spirituality reinliling
it is lljeilmnlnto them, and singing and playing the piano nill day, saying thllt
tlon to hide the fact that they are Inuis for fear that they Ib carried awany
by Carranzletas. or '/npaltisnts, or Villstas, etc. Rome priests, deserving of
- (I will give you
confidence, have told me that in a hospital near the the name in confidence) there are

6o0 sisters

that

liad lInII seized

by the

to beconle mothers. ailhoug h they have religions
soldiers, of whom 45 are lbllut
vocations and are bound by vows.
In Mexico and in the Hospital de .lesu there are others In
In the the same condition. The Carrannistas deny this, saying that they went with
them voluntarily because they were held in fhe convents by force.

In (ehioyal

and In Mexlco I have seen others wheaom they have ,oipliled by force to enlist
in the Rled Cross, and under thisl.pretext holding them as slaves to serve theni
as though they were their own women, and if many look after the sick there
are also others who have lost their chastity. In general, many yoiulng girls,
after having been forced to live wilh thet, have been thrown oult, and many
have been killed In the streets as though they were aninnilus.

Do you remember that you wrote that letter?
Mother ,Eu..As. I wrote all that.
Mr. Kr~AitL, . And it is all true?
Mother EIuI, . Yes, sir. I wrote that when I was in Cuba. When

I went back to Mexico they took me prisoner. They took me off of the
train, and they said, "Are you the superior of the Varmelite Order? "
Of course, I didn't deny it. I said, I don't know what you mean."
I didn t deny it. I didn't say, " I am not," but I said, " I don't know
what you mean." lThey said, "Are yoIu a sister? How many sisters

have iyou? " "I have no sister." Of course, I meant to say my own

sister: I was dressed with a dress like a widow. I was taken in a
dark room with a novice, and we promised to each other we would not
separate from one another. At 2 o'clock in the morning they called

me and said " Now, ladies, it is your last chance. Where is the
monoy ?" " What money," I said. They said, "The dowers of the
sisters." I said, " I haven't any." " Well, how many sisters have ,you
I haven't any." "Are you the superior of the
in your house? "
convent? " " I am not." Because I resigned my office. I was not the

superior at that time. They said, " Well, would you like something
to save your life?" I said, "I would not do anything. You would
make me happy if you kill me, because my husband died long ago."
I meant our Lord Jesus Christ. "And sure I want to meet Him."
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Well, they didn't know what to do with me, because they could not
scare me.

We were left ilone without eating anything, and the next day at
12 o'clock in the evening they called again, and said, "Now ladies,
this is your last chance. I said, "I hope it will be for good. Will
you please finish now?" He said, " Well, there are some questions."
They. asked me the same questions about the money and the sisters,
and I repeated over what I said before. Then they called the soldiers
around me with their guns and told us to knell down, and we knelt
down. The novice was so scared, and I said, " Make up your tnind
to die. What is the use to get scared? It is better to die now than to
be like the other sisters," because we knew that some sisters were in
the same place. The same questions were asked, and I gave the same
answers. So the men shot like they would kill me. I was scared, but
I didn't die.
The next day they called me again, the same questions, and the
same answers.' then an Indian came to me and said, "Little sister,
do you want to be free? " I said, " Why do you call me sister " He
said, " You have a mark on your forehead like every sister has, and
you can't deny that you are a sister." Well I didn't say anything
more. He said, " Do you want to be free to-da " I said, " I don t
believe you. I don't trust anybody." He said," I will open the door
for you if you will give me some money." I said, "I have no money
to give you." I had in my clothing about $1,400 to bring the sisters,
to pay the expense of the sisters to bring them to the United States.
So he opened the door for me, and we left.
Another Indian offered me a horse in order to run away. Well, I
never did ride a horse, but I had to learn it that day. And then it
started to rain so hard we could not see the way any more, but at last
we reached the railroad, and we went into the City of Mexico about
3 o'clock in the morning. That was the last thing happened to me.
Mr. KCEARFUL. That was before you went to Habana?
Mother ELIas. After.
Mr. KEARFUL. After you wrote this letter in Habana
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU returned then to Mexico with money to bring
the other sisters out?
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFuL. Were you successful in getting them out?
Mother ELTAs. Yes, sir; I got all of them.
Mr. KEARFmr. Where are they now?
.
Mother ELIAS. In Grand Rapids, Mich. We have a house there.
Mr. KEARPUL. They have not returned to Mexico?
Mother ELIas. I had to send four about two months ago, because
they got consumption in that place, because they came from a very
hot place, and on account of the cold they got consumption, and
we sent four to Mexico. They are in a secure place.
Mr. KIEARFUI1. Are they in hiding?
Mother ELIAS. No, sir; they have a convent and a church. Right
now they don't do anything. They are afraid. There is a funny
thing that this morning I was telling to Monseigneur Kelley. The
Indians are so simple and so ignorant.
The people was on the outside would scream, and they would say,
"Kill the clergy." And the Indians said to kill them. Then they
would say, "Kill the priests." The Indians said, "No, no; don't
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kill them." They are so ignorant you know. 'They said., "Kill the
clerlty," but they would not say, "Kill the priests:"
ar. KA rum. The idea being that they were in favor of the cry
" Death to the clergy "?
Mother ELIAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. K.ARVUL. But not " Death to thlie priests "?
Mother ELIAS. No, sir 1not to the priests.
Mr. KPnArw. They did not know what "clergy" means?
Mother ELIAs. Yes t sir; that is it. I remember when Francisco
Madero was in the Clty of Mexico, in order to please the people he
brought thousands of pictures of our Lady of (nuadalupe, and made
the soldiers wear them on their hat in front, so the people would
believe in them. They were taught to persecute the rich. Once
when I was passing by I saw one of them trving to break a frame of
our Lady of Guadalupe, because it was gohl.
I said to him, "Mian
yot
what are
are you
you doing?'u
doing '
e put it on tile floor nnd stepped on it. y
"
said to him What are you doing?" lie said, "NWell, I am trying
to kill this lady." I said, " Don't you have that lady on your hat? '
He said," Yes; but that one is poor anti this one is rich. I am going
to kill this one." They dece ved the poor' Indians, because they
could not speak the Spanish language well. They speak the Mexican
or Indian language. There is only a few words they caln say. That
is what they mean, to kill all the rich. That is why they do that
Mr. KEARFUL,. That is what they are taught, to.kill the rich?
Mother ELMS. Yes, sir; to kill and pesecute the rich.
Mr. KI.nttl.. I)o you consider it safe for you to return to Mexico
now?
Mother ELAS. I have been to Mexico twice, because I disguised myself in different ways, so I am not afraid.
Mr. KEARFUL. Would you feel secure to go there openly, without
disguise?
Mother ELIAS. No. sir; we can not. We have to disguise ourselves
before crossing the river. I never take the habit. I put another dress
on. That is the way we do. Six weeks ago I was coming from Mexico
on the train with another dress on. Archbishop Orozco was on the
train, and there was about 3,000 people clapping their hands and
saying, "Viva Archbishop," and the Carranzlstas were on the train.
ThTdidn't pay any attention. They couldn't do anything with the
people. The people mean to be Catholic. They could not do anything.
My fear is this, that when the priests and archbishops are back in
their places, they will have the houses burned again, and they will
take them prisoner again and sell them as they used to do, because
they many times sold them for a hundred thousand pesos.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you mean by their being sold
Mother ELIAs. They took them prisoner and would offer to deliver them for many thousand pesos.
Mr. KEARFC L. You' mean they were holding the priests for ransom?
Mother ELtms. Yes, sir; for many thousand pesos in order to gain
their release.
Mr. KEARFUlR
. Do you think that after the nuns and sisters have
reestablished themselves there that they are likely to have the
cnme troubles that they had before
470--20-or--.
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Mother ELIAS. I am sure they will have them again, because they
have no schools now, only the public schools, and the revolution has
been going on 10 years. What will become of the boys who were
then 10 years old, who now are men of 20 years? They will get worse
and worse. That is what I think.
Mr. KEARFUL. Will you please explain more fully how the priests
were held and money was extracted from them, and how the money
was secured(l
Mother ELIAS. I was in Zacatecas, when I came in contact with a
lady who was my friend, and was a sister of one of the priests. She
said, " What do you think? My brother is in prison to-day, and he
is an old man of 65 years, and'he has got to go to-day and beg for
100,000 pesos, otherwise he will be killed. He will be killed this
afternoon, together with 14 other priests." They were sent out to
beg, and about 5 o'clock they came back with 20,000. The men said,
"It is not enough. (o an beg again." The had to go and beg
again. They came back about 8 o'clock with some more money.
That was not enough.. They told them to go and beg again. The rest
I do not know anything about, because I had to take my train to
leave, but I heard that'much.
Mr. KEARFUL. I believe that is all I wish to ask you. I am very
much obliged to you.
AFTER RECESS.

At the expiration of the recess the following further proceedings
were had:
TESTIMONY OF FRANCIS P. JOYCE.
(The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARPIL. You may state your name.
Father JoYcE. Francis P. Joyce.
Mr. KEARFOL. And your occupation
Father JOYCE. Chaplain, United States Army.
Mr. KEARFUL. To what church do you belong?

Father JOYCE. The Catholic Church, sir.
Mr. KEARFU1L. Were you chaplain in the Army with the American troops when they landed at Vera Cruz in 1914?
Father JoYCE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KE MnrL. Did you have occasion at that time to learn any-

thing about the treatment accorded the priests and nuns and sisters
in Alexico by the Carranza army?
Father JoYCE. Yes sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. VWil you please relate that
Father JOYCE. Sir at Vern Cruz, during the summer of 1914 and
immediately after the abdication of Huerta, there were between
600 and 706 sisters, refugees, in Vera Cruz, some clothed in the habit
of the religious order, others in various disguises. I sent cablegrams to the cardinals, to the board of archbishops, to the Federation of Cartholic Societies, to the Church Extension Society, and
to Mr. Flaherty, of the Knights of Columbus, asking that ald and
transportation be furnished to religious people who were then refugees in Vera Cruz. Besides the sisters there were many priests who
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were refugees also. These inen were working in various places.
Some were waiting upon tables at restaurants, others were working on the clocks, all trying to earn enough money to get out of
the country. There were also seven bishops and archbishops in Vera
(ruz at that time.
When the church authorities in the United States received my
telegram, I ualerstood that they wired Mr. Tumulty, Secretary to the
President, to know if my reports about the condition of these peo.
pie were true, and that Mlr. Tumulty informed them that there was
nothing on record in the State Department that such a condition
as I reported existed. Father Kelley, of the Church Extension Society, now monseigneur, wired me to prove dty reports by getting
affidavits from these women relative to church persecutions inaugurated by Carranza and Pancho Villa. Many of these women,
although they had been outraged, were timid to sign their names
to any history of any excesses committed by the revolutionists.
T'iheir were no notaries public who could take the affidavits, but
through the assistance of a military judge advocate, Lieut. Prosser
still in the service, we obtained flia
iavits from a great number of
these religious women, and I sent them to Father Kelley, of the
Church Extension Society, who published a good many of them,
I afterwards learned.
Father Kelley was the only one who gave any assistance financially to these people in Vera Cruz, when he sent down $800. Mr.
FlIlierty cabled me that my reports were not believed and, if true,
to give name anid history of every priest, sister, and bishop refugee
in Vera Cruz. I wired back that the American forces were about to
leave Vern Cruz; that many of these people had been scattered and
lost track of; that I was not a census taker; that it was too late
to do anything.
During this time I called on Mr. Silliman, personal representa.
tive of President. Wilson to Carranza. I visited him in the office of
Consul C(anda, and asked that lie take it up with the State Department and obtain a boat to ship these people out of the country.
He said," On what grounds?" I said to Iim, "If not on the grounds
of religion, at least on the ground of humanity. These are women.
The priests are men and will have to make shift for themselves." He
then stood up and said. "It is generally admitted by everybody that
the worst thing in Mexico. next to prostitution, is the Catholic
Church, and both must go." To prevent a fight I was hustled out
of the consul's office, and reprimanded in a military way for some
words I had with Mfr. Silliman.
During this time the poor regular soldiers organized n Holy Name
Society whose object was through that organization to secure con.tributtons from the forces then occuping Vera Cruz on each succe.ssive pay day to help defray expenses for shipping out as many
sisters as i)ossible.
Previous to the departure of the American troops the family of
Senora Saturni, on the Calle Cincode Mayo, offered gold to an
American Army officer to marry her beautiful daughter, In the hope
that as the wife of an American officer she could secure safe conduct
out of Vera Cruz.
Mr. KEARVPUs.
Was that daughter one of the women who had
been outraged?
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Father JoyCE. No, sir. She was said to be the most beautiful
woman in the State of Vera Cruz. When that marriage did not
materialize, I afterwards learned that when Candido Aguilar came
into Vera Cruz as military governor he kidnapped this girl. and
afterwards married the daughter of Gen. Carranza.
Mr. ICEARFUL. Did Silliman take any steps to give any assistance
to these refugees?
Father JOYCE. NO, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he make any representations to the Washington Government in that respect?
Father JorcE. Not that I know of, sir. Consul Cnmlda tried to
help them, I understood at that time, but was unable to do much.
Mr. KCARUL. You say there were refugees in Vera Cruz.
Vhat
was the reason for their taking refuge at that pIarticular plhce?.
Father JoYCE. Because the Americans were there.
Mr. KEARFU,. Where didc these refugees come from ?
Father JoYcE,. From various parts of Mexico.
Mr. KE.ARnFVi. What story dlid they relate as to the treatment they
had received from the Carranza Government?
Father JOYCE. That some of them had become mothers; that others
were about to become mathers; that many of them were diseased.
Mr. KEARFUL. From your observation of them at that time you
:believe that those statements were true?
Father JorCE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. You have no doubt of it?
Father JOYCE. No, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the attitude of Gen. Funston and his
staff with respect to these refugees?
Father JOYCE. Sympathetic, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he do anything to help you?
Father JOYCE. No, sir. He told me that he was unable to get
any permission from the State Department to secure a boat.
Mr. KEARFUL. It has been stated that Gen. Funston deliberately
delayed his departure from Vera Cruz in order that some of these
refugees might have an opportunity to get away. Do you know
whether that is true or not?
Father JoYCE. I do not, sir. The big mistake was made when
our Government failed to recognize Huerta, who was the hope of
Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. What knowledge have you of Mexico, besides that
which you gained as chaplain at Vera Cruz?
Father JOYCE. I was with the Pershing expedition, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know Mexico in any way apart from thole
two experiences?
Father JOYCE. Yes, sir; previous to that, but that was a long time
ago.
Mr. KEArUL. That was in the time of Porfrio Diaz, was it?
Father JoYCE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFwU. What were you doing in Mexico then?
Father JOYCE. I was sort of prospecting, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. For minerals?
Father JOYCE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. About what time was that; what year or years?
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Father JOYCE. In 1904.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the conditions of the country as to

security of life and property and travel throughout the country at
that time?
Father JOYCE. At that time It was all right, the little I saw of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was it later?
Father JOYCE. As a manl in vaudeville lately said, it turned out to
be no longer a country, but a sort of shooting gallery.
Mr. KEAnFCJI. Why did you say the great mistake was made
when this Government failed -to recognize (Gen. Huerta?
Father JOYCE. Because I knew Huerta and was his confessor.
He was, I believe, the ablest soldier Mexico ever produced. He was
scholarly, was an engineer, and for years had been in the mining.
.contracting business. He was a Catholic in a Catholic country, and
it man I learned to esteem highly. His wife was my idea of what
the Madonna might be like. She was a daily communicant, and,
ifter his death suffered intensely, and is now, I understand, in
poverty and ill health in Habana.
Mr. KEARFUL. Many statements have been made in this country
attacking the moral character of Huerta. What can you say about
that?
Father JoYcE. As far as I know, sir, like the charge that he killed
Madero much is untrue.
Mr. REARFUL. What do you think about the charge that lie killed
Mudero?
Father JOYCE. I think Huerta was innocent of the charge.
Mr. K.nrvFUL. Do you remember the circumstance of Huerta's return to this country from Spain?
Father JoYCE. Yes, sir.
ir. KEARFUL. Did you meet him here after his return?
Father JoYCE. Yes, sir. He was put in arrest in El Paso.
Mir. KEARFUL. What kind of treatment did he receive from the
American authorities on that occasion?
Father JoYcE. Very discourteous treatment, to say the least. He
was thrown into the common 'ail, with negroes drunks, and disorderly people, and left there, I think, over five days, at El Paso.
MIr. ICEARFUL. What was the charge against him?
Father JoYCE. As far as I could understand, he was charged witlf
an attempted breach of neutrality.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was done with him afterwards?
Father JoYCE. He was afterwards put under $38,000 bond, which
his wife furnished, a cash bond, and was sent out under guard of
five civilian secret-service men to Fort Bliss. His prison there was
cold and he became sick. I then wired the Department of Justice
that he had a bad cold and was a pretty sick man, and I feared he
would get pneumonia and die where he was. I asked that he be
permitted to go down town and have the care of his family at the
home which his wife had rented for herself and children on Stanton
Street. That permission was granted. A few nights later Huerta
sent for me and told me that a Mr. Dubose, whose office was in the
Federal building, had visited him and said that he wanted $5,000 or
lie would have Huerta returned to the prison at Fort Bliss.
Mr. KEARFUL. Who was Dubose?
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Father JoYcE. Dubose, I think, was chief of the civilian secret
service in that district at that time.
Mr. IKEARFUL. That secret service was under the Department of
Justice, was it?
Father JoYCE. I think so. I told Iluerta that Dubose could not
do that, and Huerta said, " I don't want to be sent back to that place,
but I haven't $5,000 to give him."
Mr. KEARFUi. You did not believe that Dubose would do such a
thing?
Father Joyc:. No, sir. The next night Iluerta sent for me again
and said Dubose had again sent word that his price had been raised
to $8,000, and if the money was not handed him the following day
by 5 o'clock. lie would send HIuerta back to the prison at Fort T3liss.
Again I told Iluerta they were just teasing him, and was surprised
the next evening to learn that Huerta had been sent back to Fort
Bliss. I visited him there and told one of his guards, a civilian
secret service man, to call up Dubose and have Huerta moved back
to his home. where his wife could give him some care, otherwise
I would endeavor to bring up charges for extortion against Dubose.
Huerta was immediately returned to his home.
nights later his wife sent for me and said that she believed
he was dying. She said the previous night at a late hour a man who
spoke excellent Spanish and had whiskers, who said he was a physi.
cian and a great admirer of Huerta, visited him, examined him, and
told him unless he underwent an operation immediately he would
be dead in 24 hours. lie alarmed Mrs. Huerta so much that she consented with IHuerta to the operation. He said he had no anesthetic, and made some abdominal incisions in lHuerta without administering any anesthetics. I went back to Fort Bliss and asked
two medical oAcers, Maj. McAndrew and Dr. Norman, to come with
me to see Huerta. That was the night after the operation. They
examined him and said that the operation had been unnecessarv: that
if it had been sewed up immediately afterward, he would have lived,
but now complications had set in and they gave him two days to live.
Mr. KEARFUL. How long did he live?
Father JoycE. About three days after the operation, sir. The last
he said was, "Hel p my wife to recover our properties in Mexico, and
if she wins, remember that everything is for the poor." The bond
that he was under has been lost to her.
MIr. KrInFUL. What was the amount of that?
Father JoYcE. Of the $38,000 which she deposited Lee, Thomason & McGrady, a firm of attorneys in El Paso, pretended that $7.500
of it was theirs; Hosen Hattner, now in New York City, whom the
banks considered a bona fide agent of the widow, secured $17,400;
and the remainder around $13,000, was lost in favor of the Government of the United States.
-MDr. K nARFUL. What became of Mrs. IHuerta?
Father JoYcE. She, with the children, is in Havana, destitute, ill,
and broken hearted. She thinks that they have been maliciously
•.
persecuted, unjustly.
Mr. KIEARFUL. Do you think she is correct in that?
Father JOYCE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFrUL. Who do you think is responsible for it?

.Some
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Father JOYCE. As a soldier, sir, I don't know.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you meet John Lind in Vera Cruz?
Father JoYce. I may have met him. I met so many there, I can
not remember.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you learn the opinion of people in Vera Cruz
as to what the attitude of John Lind was toward the Catholic
Church in Mexico?
Father JoYCE. The story was, sir that John Lind said, "The
thing wrong with Mexico is the Catholic Church, and they should
keep the Catholic schools and the Catholic churches closed for a
generation and they' will be rid of the church in Mexico."
Mr. KEARFUr. Did you have any conversation directly with John
Lind, that you remember?
Father JoYcE. I have forgotten sir. It has been a long time ago.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you think personally about the charge
that the Catholic Church is responsible for the ills of MexicoV
Father JoYcE. Nearly 70 years ago the Catholic Church was de.
spoiled by Juarez in various parts of Mexico. Sisters were for.
bidden to wear their garb in public. It was forbidden to hold
Catholic services in the open air. It was likewise forbidden for
priests to wear any sort of religious garb in public. The mysterious
hatred that crucifled Christ, that persecuted the martyrs in the
arena, that same hatred followed and still follows the Catholic
Church in Mexico.
Mr. KElnFu . You know something about the so-called reform
laws instituted under the rule of Juarez, do you?
Father JoYcE. No, sir; not much.
Mr. KP.AnrFe. What is your understanding in regard to the ex.tent of the political influence that has been exerted by the church
since the time of Juarez?
Father JoYcE. They have a Catholic party in Mexico, but I
understood that it was not powerful. I don't know much about it.
Mr. KEARFUvL. Do you think that the priests and other dignitaries
of the church in Mexico have oppressed and mistreated the Mexican peons?
Father JoYcE. I do not think so. Not to my knowledge. Rather,
it was the one influence for good left in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. Another question about those refugees. Did they
finally escape from Mexico?
Father Joycr. When the Americans evacuated Vera Cruz, I understood that more than 400 of the sisters were left behind. Afterward I was told that Carranza and Villa's army tried to have one
prostitute to every four soldiers, and that many of these sisters'
were impressed as camp followers for Carranza's army.
Mr. IrEARPUL. Do vou know Mother Elias, who testified yesterday? Did you meet her?
Pather JoYc. I don't remember, sir. I met a good many.
Mr. KttRFLv . What was the necessity to solicit funds for the
benefit of these people?
Father JoycE. To feed them and to pay their expenses on the
ship. But the Catholic Church authorities failed to give the necessarv assistance when it was most needed. Outside of $800 that
Father Kelley sent, we received no other money, and there was no
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fund in tile Catholic Church on which we could draw to pay these
expenses.
Mr. K rnFvL. The Catholic Church in Mexico has been reputed
to be quite wealthy. Did they not have enough money for those
purposes?
Father JoYCE. It was not wealthy. I had to pay out of my own
pocket transportation for the Bishop of Sinaloa and his two elderly
sisters. The church was poor, I understood, ever since the days of
Juarez. Bishop Valdespmo, of Aguascalientes, was destitute in
Vera Cruz, without a cent in his pocket. The Bishop of San Luis
Potosi, whom I assisted to Vera Cruz, got to Ilabana, and wtas
robbed there of the few pesos in his possession. Had the Knights
of Columbus been organized at that time, as they now are, in welfare work, they might have succeeded in accomplishing much that
was left undone at that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. You had your ordinary duties as chaplain to perform yourself at that time
Father JOYCE. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. You could not devote your time exclusively to that
work?
Father JOYCE. I did all I could, sir. We obtained rations from
the Red Cross for many of the sisters, took up collections from the
soldiers, and bought supplies for them. In one adobe building we
had 80 Army cots furnished by Gen. Funston, but there were more
refugees there than we could get cots to supply, and they had to take
turns sleeping on the same cot.
Mr. KEARFUL. What were the accounts given by these refugees as
to the desecration of churches and the use of sacred things in churches
by the Carranza soldiers?
Father JoycE. That Carranza at his banquet board supplied each
guest with a chalice for a wine cup; that vestments were used as
saddlecloths by the revolutionists; that churches were used for dance
halls and barracks; that statues were taken down from their high
places and nude women put there; that tabernacles were shot open
and the sacred Hosts trampled upon; and that the furnishings of
gold and silver and jewelry were stolen; that men were shot for no
other reason than that they were Catholics; that it was commonly
reported at the time that IHuerta was told if he would renounce his
Catholic faith his government would be unmolested.
Mr. KEAR U . When you were in Vera Cruz do you remember in
particular a certain train coming into Vera Cruz loaded with sisters
and what happened to the train
* Father JOYCE. Many times sisters were taken off the trains and
never reached Vera Cruz. I remember receiving a telegram from
the mother superior of the Good Shepherd Sisters, at St. Louis, asking me to meet and safely conduct eight American sisters of the Good
Shepherd Order through Vera Cruz,. I met the train frequently,
but the sisters never arrived.
Mr. KEARFUL. You say these were American sisters?
Father JoycI. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUrL Citizens of the United States?
Father Joyce. I suppose they were, sir.
Mr. KEARFUI,. Were there among the refugees that went through
Vera Cruz any Americans?
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Father JoYCE. A good many Americans, mining men, oil men.
Mr. KEIARFUi. I mean among the priests and sisters?
Father JOYCE. Oh,'were there many Americanst
Mr. KEARm. Were there any Americans?
Father JoYcE. Oh, I don't remember, sir.
AMr. KEARFUJ. They appeared to you to be Mexicans, as a rule,
did they?
Father JoYce. A good many of them spoke English. I don't know
what nationality they were. I suppose they were various nationali-

ties.

Mr. KIEARFUL. Is there anything that occurs to you along the line
of my questions that have been asked that you would care to state?
Father JOYCE. No, sir.

Mr. KEARFUI,. Then I thank you.

(Whereupon, at 83.45 p. m., the committee adjourned, to meet again
on Saturday, May 1, 1920, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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UNITrrED STATES SENATE,

SBOOMMr'rmaE o

FOREION RELATIONS

Washington, b. '.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., May 1, 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF FRANCIS 0. KEILEY.
(The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEtnrr,. Please state your name.
AMonsignor KELLEY. Francis C. Kelley.
Mir. KEARPuL. And your place of residence?
Monsignor KELLEY. Wilmette, Ill.
,Mr. IEARFeu,. Please give your office address.
Monsignor KELLEr. One hundred and eighty North Wabash Ave.
nue, Chicago.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is your profession
Monsignor KEfLJ.Y. Clergyman and journalist.
Mr. KEARrL,. To what church do you belong?
Monsignor KELLPr. Catholic.
AMr. IFEARMl,. What is your official position with the Catholic
Church
Monsignor KELLEr. President of the Catholic Church Extension
Society of the United States of America.
Mr. KEARPUL. Wh'it title do you have?
Monsignor KELLEY. Prothonotary Apostolic to His Holiness. The
common title is monsignor.
AMr. KEAnru,. What is and has been your connection with the
Mexican situation?
Monsignor KELLE:r. My first connection with the Mexican situation
was in relief work for the exiled clergy, who began to come out of
Mexico a short time after the beginning of the Carranza revolution.
I started to collet a fund for the purpose of helping these exiles, and
succeeded in getting together about .. 75,000 collected from all parts
of the United States. That money was used to clothe and feed these
exiles, send them to their destination in the United States, and take
out a number of the seminarians, who were studying for the priest.
,hood, from the seminaries that had been closed or destroyed; and
later for establishing a theological seminary in the United States,
2665
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where they might continue their education. That seminary was continued for about there years. We staffed it by using the exiled pro.
fessors who were driven out of the religious colleges and schools of
Mexico.
Mr. l:AItruL., Did you give the date of the beginning of these
activities of yours?
Monsignor KELtEY. No; because it is a long time ago and I do not
know the exact (date. I said about the time of the beginning of the
('arranza revolution.
Mr. K:.tiruci,. Very well.
Monsignor KE.tLEY. About 10) of these students were received into

the seminary, which was located at Castroville, Tex., and as a con.
sequence about 100 hundred Mexican clergymen to-day are working
in Mexico who have graduated from that Americann institution.
I then took up the work of trying to inform the American people
of the truth about church conditions in Mexico. and acted also in
some matters as the representative of the exiled Mexican bishops.
The first part of my work brought mue into contact with public men

in an effort to have them understand that all the church in ,Mexico
wanted was liberty of cons ience as it exists in the United States.
the general feeling being that the chilrch in Mexico wanted special
concessions; there being also a general idea that Mexico had had a
union of church and state. Tl'ht about covers the field.
Mr. Kr.AiL. What did you find to be the condition of those you
referred to as the refugee clergy during the Carranza revolution?
Monsignor KE.vEY. Practically every one of these priests and
religious people came into the I nited States quite penniless, some,
of them in rags and tatters. The archbishop of one of the greatest
sees in Ameria, which happened to Iw in Mexico. came across the
northern desert disguised and dressedI as a peon. Some of the
bishops came inr wearing mustaches. which is a perfect disguise
for a bishop. Some of them were in such a condition that when they
arrived in San Antonio their own schoolmates and college friends
were unable to recognize them. Two archbishops who were very
close friends were talking to one another quite a while in San
Antonio before they knew one another, they were in such a miserable
condition.
In spite of the reports that these men were rich I had to go to.
It wholesale store in San Antonio, and later to a wholesale establishment in Ilabana, and buy clothing, complete outfits for a great
number of them. In fact, most of the money in the beginning
was spent for clothing. Later on we arranged so that each of the
exiled priests would have enough money to pay his board, with a
few dollars a month extra for his little wants, and while they were
here they depended absolutely on the money that was given to,
them regularly from Chicago.
Mr. KEAiRFUL. Did you make an investigation of the reasons why
they were exiled from Mexico, and if so, what was the result of it'?
Monsignor KELLEY. Many of these men were driven out of Mfexico
by force. Some of them had come out voluntarily, but they had
left .Mexico, not because they. wanted to leave or in order to avoid
persecution, but simply because they were'being used to extort
money from the people. For example, a certain archbishop--in.
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deed, two or three archbishops-were sent from door to door, with
soldiers beside them. to tell the people that they were going to be
executed unless they raised a very great amount of money. When
the revolutionary authorities believed they had raised nll they
possibly could, they were sent out of that town and word was dispatched to the next large place to look out for them. On arriving at
that place they would be rearrested. again fined a large amount of
money, And sent out with soldiers to collect. That was a common
praictive, and after it hail been done two or three times the archbishops decided to leave, because they ldid not want the pror people
roblbed1out of pity for their chief pa stores and to save their lives.

Mr. Kt:.Anvtr,. W'hat did you learn almout the persecution of the
sisters and nunlls in Mexico?
Monsignor Kt,,
m . T'lhere were very few inus who caine to the
Ignited states. I never knew the reasoii for that until I heard Capt.
Joyce's testimony yesterday, though I suspected that they were scattered around Mexico. .\ few communities like thnt of thle Carmelite

Sisters, of which Mother Elias was the head, came to the United
States and received some help from us. Two or three communities
settled down and opened schools or other institutions in the south.
west. The Carmelites came north, and though they were absolutely
penniless, Mother Elias succeeded in securing a foundation at Grand
Rapids, Mich., where a house was given through the charity of the
bishop and priests. Her community has prospered and she has now
a number of American sisters and is opening a new house in Buffalo.
Most of the other sister, T understand, are teaching.
Mr. KEI:.nruL.. What did you learn in reference to the financial condition of the refugees who passed through Vera Cruz, and the efforts
of Capt. Joyce to assist them ?
Monsignor KEf. Y. When I got word from Capt. Joyce of the
number of priests and sisters at Vera Cruz. I started from Galveston
to go there to get a boat for that part of Mexico, but I received a
telegram, I think from Capt. Joyce himself, telling me that the
refugees were leaving and that I would probably find them in Habana. I went to labana and found those who came out of Yucatan,
and who had been expelled by Gen. Salvador Alvarado, who closed,
I understand, every church in Yucatan.
The refugees from Vera Cruz, however, went for the most part
to the United States. I began to meet them in New Orleans on my
return from Inabana. The first one I met was the bishop of Campeche. lie was penniless, and I gave him assistance right on the
street. I met a number after that. There were over 100 of these
refugees, if my memory serves me right, and I do not think there
was an average of $3 apiece among them.
Mr. KEARFUM,. Did you learn what assistance they received in Vers
Cruz?
Monsignor KELLEY. At Vera Cruz Capt. Joyce interested himself
in them. I inquired about his work there, and was informed that he
had spent all the money he had andl had gone into debt to take care
especially of the poor nuns. I understood that the American Army
officers gave them cots, that some of the clergy slept on the balcony
of some public building. I also learned that (ten. Funston was particularly kind. But everything depended upon Capt. Joyce. In
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fact the money which he mentioned my having contributed was
really returning what he himself had either spent or had borrowed.
Although we were organized for Mexican relief at that time, we knew
nothing about conditions at Vera Cruz until we got the telegrams
from Capt. Joyce, and as he was the only American priest ion the
ground, It was up to him to do the best le could, which he certainly
did.
Mr. IKE.rnvrT,,. What Io yvo know about the vicissitudes of Mother
Elins, who testified the other day. ilnd as to her financial condition
and as to those under her charge.
Monsignor KELF.r.. I met Mother Elias in Ilabana. She told me
the same story that she told under oath the day before yesterday
to this committee. She was in a Carmelite convent in Habana, where
the sisters gave her shelter. She had one companion with her. I do
not know if there were any others, but I do not think there were
The sisters of her community in Mexico were scattered. She wanted
to go back to get them. I remember trying to dissuade her from
making the attempt, but it was quite useless. She had no money and
she would be arrested and expelled on sight in Mexico.
Mr. KEArur,.. If recognized?
Monsignor KELLEY. If recognized; yes. I did not know that she
had actually been arrested until I heard her testimony here. It is
true that I gave her the money to go back to get her sisters. I did
so with some misgivings, beaense I feared for herself if she returned
to Mexico, but at the same time I felt it my duty to rescue the sisters
if I could. Mother Elias was a very brave woman, and her successful
foundations in the United States are very well deserved.
Mr. KEARFRti. Does she or her institutions have any endowment?
Monsignor KELLEY. No endowment of any kind.
Mr. I(EARFUt. Have they any money on deposit or property that
they can resort to?
Monsignor KELLY. No; not a cent.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they have in Mexico?
Monsignor KELLEY. Whatever they had in Mexico, of course, was
taken from them. Religious orders in Mexico are not supposed to
have property. In fact, religious orders are not supposed to exist
so that the Carmelites can have no property in Mexico. I understand
that Mother Elias has a house rented there for four of her sisters who
could not stand the rigors of the northern clinmnte and became con.
sumptive. She sent them back to Mexico, and as a consequence of
that and other sicknesses she is about $3,000 in debt.
Mr. Kn.RnFU. Are you prepared to give the committee the benefit
of your investigation and knowledge with reference to the basic causes
of the troubles in Mexico?
Monsignor KELLTY. My judgment as to the basic causes of the
Mexican trouble will perhaps be a surprise to.you. Most people
claim that the cause of revolution in Mexico is either social or
economic.
It is my judgment, based on a study of Mexican history and the
information that I have received from learned men from Mexico,
that the seat of Mexico's difficulty is anticlericalism, which has
resulted in a denial to the people of liberty of conscience. There
has been no liberty of conscience in Mexico since the constitution of
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1857, and particularly the laws of reform. For the constitution I
understand Jiarez was responsible; for the laws of reform, Lerao.
The reason that I believe anticlericalism is at the root of Mexico's
diflliculties is because of the dissatisfaction of the people, who have
been deprived of their religious rights. Mexico is only a democracy
and a republic in name. lhe only honest election I ever heard of in
Mexico was the one at which Francisco Madero was the successful
candidate for the presidency, and even in that election the Catholic
candidate for vice president was arbitrarily set aside, although he
had received a large majority of the votes.
Now, in at democracy religious liberty is a necessity. In a letter
written to me by Mr. Bryan, on March 20, 1015, on the Mexican
situation, a letter which I was told was really dictated, if not written, by the President himself, I find these words:
Above and beyond anl. the full Ilower of deloercy lies religious frleomi,. the
principle which the buldlers of our own republic made the crown of the whole
structure. To this freedom litlenll
freedom hues eemeil, ut funny of tlt'e most
important crises of history, to be only tihe hanndmnaden andoervant.

That is the American view. The constitution of 1857 and the laws
of reform, diametrically opposed religious liberty, suppressing re.
ligious institutions, closing religious schools, taking away even the
liberty of men and women to wear a religious dress, forbidding all
religious services of every kind outside of churches. It descended to
such pettiness that even bishops have been arrested for laying a cornerstone, and a Protestant American railroad man in Monterley told
me that a bishop there was arrested by Gov. Reyes for presiding at
a Christmas tree festival for poor children which the American had
arranged at his own expense. It appears that the bishop had worn
his house cassock and his sectoral cross. It would take a long time
to go into the consequences of this, but as a detail I may mention
that it would be against the constitution of 1857 and the laws of reform to hold religious services in graveyards, and therefore, inconstitutional for a clergyman of any denomination to wear any distinct
garb, or even in his street clothes to carry out a burial service. Of
course, the Salvation Army would have no chance whatever for a
street service in Mexico, if the constitution were inforced. Clergymen are even barred from all public institutions, thus depriving in.
mates of hospitals, asylums, barracks, and other such places, of the
consolation of religion when sick or dying. Only people of wealth
and influence could procure access to even sick for the clergy.
What is the religious sentiment of the mass of the
Mr. KE.ARFUr.
people in Mexico? Is it Roman Catholic?
Monsignor KELLEY. Luis Cabrera, who is no friend of the church,
stated himself that practically all of the people were Catholics.
Mr. KARFUL. In view of that fact, how do you account for the
persecution of the church, beginning, as you say, with the constitution of 1857 and the so-called laws of reform?
Monsignor KELLEY. The first reason for the persecution of the
church in Mexico was because of the adoption, by the politicians
of Mexico chiefly, of the principles of the French Revolution.
That revolution Ihad its effect in ever' Latin country. It was
decidedly antireligious, and as the Catholic Church was the only
church they knew anything about its sympathizers vented their
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hatred on her. Then the difficulty was helped along by a misunderstanding on the part first of Juarez and later of other upholders
of the succeeding revolutions, as to tile attitude of the people of
the United States. They looked upon the American Republic as
a consequence, not so much of the desire of the people for freedom
from G(reat Britain, as of the ideas of the French revolution. They
believed that the same principles were at the bottom of it as of the
outbreak in France. They thought that America was a i'rotestant
country, and that Protestants hated Catholics. They supposed that
anything they could do against the 'athliohic Church, even to the
extent of murdering the priests and outraging the nuns, would gain
sympathy for them in the United States. Tile fact that the United
States did help Juarez seemed to confirm the so-called Liberals of
Mexico in their error. As a matter of fact every time there has
been an anticlerical outbreak, some people in the United States have
always been careful to keep the rioters fed up with that.idea. For
example, a court of tile Guardians of Liberty down on the Texan
border passed a wonderful series of resolutions commending (en.
Villa because of what lie had done in the way of torturing priests
and nuns. Later on the general justified their confidence in him
by invading the United States and proceeding to enlarge on his
assassinations so as to include American soldiers.
Mr. KrARFUr. What motive if you know, politically or historically was behind the hatred that you speak of against the church
on tile part of politicians in Mexico?
Monsignor KELTu.Y. I am glad that you said " politicians." The
people of Mexico do not hate the church. They love the church.
The Mexican people attend church as well as any people in the world.
They are a pious people. The church has existed since 1857 on their
charity and their little offerings. The church has practically had
no real donations, never made a drive for millions of dollars. The
church has existed in reality on the pennies of the poor. When we
opened schools they were always too small. That certainly proves
that the people of Mexico do not hate the church, but the politicians
do, simply because from the beginning the church has stood out
against looting and murder and such like. The politician fears the
church. He wants to make a living through politics. He can not
keep himself in power by constitutional means, because. elections
are a joke. He intends to appeal to arms and stir up revolution.
The power that could destroy him is the power of the church, if the
church descended to his kind of tactics; so he fears the church as
the one thing that is stronger than himself, if she exerted her power
in ways she abhors.
Mr. KEAnFUL. Do you believe that if the church in Mexico were
left unhampered to pursue its course under a democratic consti
tution, that the result would be beneficial to the people anti demo.
cratlc government?
Monsignor KELLEY. I certainly do, I believe that if Mexico had
religious liberty as it exists here, and honest and fair elections,
Mexico's troubles would be at an end, and the soldier politician
would be out of a job.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think that would result in a union of church
and state, so that the church would he in control of the state?
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Monsignor KELLEr. No; because the church does not ask for such
a union. Leaving principles and theories aside, practically, unions
of church and state have not frequently been successful, except for
the state. They seem to work out in the same general way, putting
affairs of the church under the control of tie state, and thereby
injuring the church. I have spoken to all, or practically all, of the
exiled bishops of Mexico, and I have asked every one what he thought
would be the result of the adoption by Mexico of religious liberty
as it exists here. Without exception they said that the idea was so
good that they could not even hope for it. It was too much to
hope for.
Mr. KEARFUL. \We have often heard in this country that the trouble
with Mexico was it has been priest-ridden. What can you say in
reference to that
Monsignor KELLEY. The best answer to the charge that Mexico
is priest-ridden is to give the figures. Some of them were given
by Navarro y Noriega, published in the Buletin de la Sociedad
Mexicana de Geogra ia y Estadistica, 2a Edoca, volume 1, pages
290-291. He places the number of clergy in Mexico in 1810 as 7,341.
Of that number 3,112 belonged to orders devoted to teaching, hospital, and other public service. There were 2,098 sisters, most of
them teachers. Tle Mexican population in 1810 was 6,122,354. The
proportion of the clergy to the population was then 1 to 834.
Now, in 1917, according to the account of the United States Census
Bureau, the number of atholic clergymen in the United States was
20,287, and the Catholic population was 15,742,62, a proportion of
clergy to population of 1 to 770. But in the whole United States
in 1917 there were 191,722 clergymen of all denominations, and
42,044,374 church members. So that in the United States in 1917
there was a clergyman to every 219 church members, while in Mexico
in 1810 there was only one clergyman to 834 of the entire population.
If you consider only the clergy of the United States other than
Catholic. the proportion is one clergyman to every 153 church members, and in some of the non-Catholic bodies the clergy are as
numerous as 1 to 85. Of course, these latter are very small
denominations.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you later figures for Mexico than 1810f
Monsignor KELLEY. I have used-1810 because I think that year
saw the largest number of clergy in Mexico. It has diminished since
that time. The clergy were relatively more numerous then than at
any other period. The number has now declined to about 5,000,
which gives a relative proportion to population of one priest to every
3,000 people in Mexico. That is my answer to your question.
Mr. KEARFI,. We have also sometimes heard of the inordinate
wealth of the church in Mexico. What about that
Monsignor KELLEY. I saw no evidence of wealth in those priests
who came here, and I have had considerable to do with what business some of the Mexican bishops had in the United States since their
return. Although I am not authorized to speak about their business affairs, nevertheless, I feel that it is only a matter of justice
to them to say, that the church of Mexico has practically no endowment and no wealth. When charges were made that the church in
Mexico was wealthy, these charges usually hark back to Spanish
times.
4766-20--voL2---vor
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I have here in my hand part of the manuscript of an unpublished
book by Mr. Eber Cole Byam, who happens to be a non-Catholic and
a Free Mason. Mr. Byam has made a study of the religious question
in Mexico, and will shortly publish his book on that subj ect. I
would like to read a few things on that point in reference to Spanish

times into the record:

The main sources of church income were the tithes, Interest from invested
funds, and rentals from productive real estate. The productive rent estate
consisted of rented city propelrlies and farms and the funds were "laid out,"
as Humboldt says, "on farms of small cultivators." lie further says: (1822
edition, vol. 3, p. 102) "These cetpitais are usefully directed nnd increase the
productive power of the national labor." Tihese lonms drew 5 per cent and so
long as the Interest was paid there was no concern about the principal.
Dr. Morn, an apostate priest, who sought the conflsention of nall the church
property,'says of this wealth (Mexico y sus Itevolhelones, vol. 1, p. 121) that
t formed a character of loan bank which contributed greatly to the development of agriculture and the prosperity of the country.
lamos Arizpe, a radical, a York ite Mason , and Secretary of State for
Victoria, made a report to the Mextcan Congress In 1820 In which he sald of the
clergy and these funds: " lnlttcd in numbers, select in origin, and most moderate in the acquisition of large country estates, without compare they devoted
the greater part of the riches that piety had placed in their hands to the purpose, and in a manner, of public benefit for the encouragement of agriculture,
commerce, and every industry." (Boletin, etc., In Epoca, vol. 1, p. 137.)
Another writer, Jos Ouandalupe Itomero (Boletin, etc.. 2an pocna, vol. 3, p.
556), says. in 1800, regarding the church, the clergy, and the funds handled by
them: "They fornled a perennial lonn bank for agriculture and commerce.
There has not been in the Itepublic a laborer or worried capitalist who hns
not remedlMl his needs or increased his business with the capitals of the church
loaned at so moderate a charge that, while these funds existed, the loan sharks
were unable to effect a rise in the rate of interest."
,Matins Itomero tells its that "The wealth of the church was loaned out at a
moderate rate of Interes * * *, and to its credit be it
ld was not at
nt all
usurious, exacting only a fair rate of interest, and being hardly ever oppressive
In dealing with delinquent debtors." (,Mexico and the United States, p. 03.)
And this is what Juan A. Mateos had to say:
" In the days of the old rgimne, when the clergy possessed a great number
of city and country properties, year after year went by without the slmmneful
evictions to which so many poor families are the victims to-day. The sordid
clergy
avarice of the landlords of to-day has no compassion in contrast to tile
who, animated by a spirit truly Christian, overlooked and excused. The church
loaned its cnpital nt a low rate of Interest, 4 per cent, 5 per cent, or at 0 It'r
cent, which was called the legal rate, n rate unknown to-day. Very rarely was a
foreclosure notice published against a properly pledged for n loan from these
funds. For this reason I proposed, at the time of their confiscation, that a
bank for the poor be established from the millions of the clergy, but nmy
voice
was drowned In the midst of the tumult of passIons of the revolution. Because
of this, the selfish Interests and exactions of to-day have left homeless the
nmany families who formerly enjoyed the tolerance and charity of the clergy."
(From a speech by Juan A. Mateos In the Mexican Chamber of Deputies on the
20th of October, 1893.)
The Invested funds of the church amounted, in 1804, to $44,500,000 and consisted of what were known as "capellanlas" anld "obras pins." The cetpellanias \i'ere chaplaincies supported by donations amounting on the average to
about $3.000 each and returning $150 yearly in Interest. (Morn. Mex. y sus
Itev. vol. 1, p. 121.) The chaplain benefited thereby was usually employed by
some institution or by some wealthy family, which thus found a place for some
poor relation who. In many cases, acted as tutor to the children of the family.
On the death of the beneficiary the fund often passed to some plus work or
obra pia. The obra pin was a fund that accomplished any good purpose other
than the support of a chaplain.
From these funds a large number of pupils were supported
i boarding
schools, where the cost averaged nbout $100 per year. In other words, a great
many of these funds were in reality scholarship foundations.
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Tihe funds were therefore trust funds dmlinisteredl by the celery as trustees
in conformity to the wishes of the donors who had placed them in their Ihnds
to be usedl for speelfic urlposes, mostly educntloonal and cliharitable.

Taking Mr. Byan's figures, the wealth of the church at that time
was about $14,500,000.
AMr. KEAlr I,. At what time?
Monsignor KElLIE-. Thalt was about the time of the first or partial confiscation, in 1804. The confiscation by Juarez deprived the
people of their loan banks. Our own Federal farm loan arrangement is an attempt by our Government to give to the United States
what the church gave to Mexico without cost. Here in the United
States we have come to the very thing that the Mexican clergy gave
the people long years ago. The confiscation of that money gave
the loan sharks an opportunity in Mexico. So they proceeded to
gouge the natives, and that practically caused the economic ruin of
the country.
It has been ascerted by biased writers that the clergy of Mexico
exacted great fees. I again quote from Mir. Byan:
'The fees which the clergy generally were permitted to receive for umarriages,
bnapilsus. burials, and inasses were fixed, nud those accepting anything In
excess of the sunls allowed were fined double the supl accepted. These fees
varied wilth the pIomp of the ceremony desired, nothing for the simple ceremionles for the poor, and graded to suit the purses of the well-to-do. The fees
also varied with the diocese. In that part of Mexico one peso was allowed
for baptism. Marriages performed in the parish church occasioned no fees
whatever. If the priest performed the service elsewhere he was permitted to
accept 4 pesos. For burials no fees were accepted unless acconmpanled by
cremonles requiring extra services. The Indians paid no fees for any of these
services unless extra ceremonies were desired, and then the fees «ere expressly stated to be the half of those accepted from the Spaniards.
In addition to the foregoing the laws of the Mexican Church expressly pro.
hibit exacting any fee whatever from the Indians for any religions service."

Dr. Mora was as I have already pointed out, one of the enemies
of the church. In 1833 Dr. Mora estimated the wealth of the church
at as high as $10,103,754, but lihe
figured it out in a very peculiar
way. IFrom his own works we find out his method. He stated that
the amount of the tithes collected in 1820 was $2,341,152. He multiplies that by 20 and charges the product to the church as capital,
capital which, of course never existed. Then he assumes that every
parish priest collected $600 a year in fees, and charges that to an
income account. He multiplies the grand total by 20 and charges
that up to the church as capital. Then lie submits the alms received to the same process, and so on down the line, which certainly
is an original way of finding out what an institution is worth.
Imagine the figures for the United States with the small incomes of
over 100,000 clergies is figured into capital by the Mora method.
Divesting Mom's tabulation of its fictitious values we have left
less than $100,000,000 for all properties, both productive and unproductive. According to Mora, the unproductive properties amounted
to some $50,000,000. Mora gives the church income as $7,465,593.
Divesting his figure of its fictitious values, we have a remainder of
$4,782,153. Nearly half of this was the tithing. When the various
educational and other beneficient enterprises are considered it will be
seen that the :Mexican clergy accomplished remarkable results with
the money available.
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Mr. ICKERFtlr.
What became of the actual property that was confiscated?
Monsignor KELLEY. In 1860, when the confiscation was practically complete, the State recorded the receipt of property worth

$60,35,516.41.

Instead of establishing loan banks with that prop-

erty, as had been suggested by Mateos, the "patriots" were permitted
to browse in the green fields and pastures new. One great ' patriot"
bought 50 houses in bfexico City worth $525,528 for $1,832.42 in
cash, and Government due bills which had cost him $40,077.00. That
was the foundation of one of the largest fortunes in Mexico.
The only reason why I do not mention the name of that family is
because it has become so distinguished in Mexico, and there is no
particular reason for selecting one family when so many of the
members of the liberal party received fortunes through the same
dubious means.
The buildings of public benefit, such as schools, colleges, naldenies, and such like, were turned into city halls, court houses, barracks, stables, and jails. All the property of the church confiscated
in France within this generation produced nothing but a couple of
million of francs, with some prison sentences for those who handled
the confiscation. The same statement applies in Mexico.
Mr. KEAIrUL. Except as to the prison sentences?
Monsignor KELLEY.. Except as to the prison sentences.
Mr. I EARFUL. Do you desire to make a statement cottrastinu the
present wealth of the church in Mexico with similar institutions in
this country?
Monsignor KELLE.Y. I would like to do that. I have some figures
here that are very interesting, but when I select one Protestant denomination in America for the comparison I did not mean to be
at all discourteous. I had to take one prominent Protestant religious denomination, and I selected the Baptist because I happen
to have the figures from their yearbook for 1010; and the chlch
wealth in Mexico can best be appreciated by comparing it with
that of a religious body in the United States which has approximately the same number of adherents. That happens to be the Baptist. I take the figures from the yearbook mentioned.
Baptist adherents in 1916 were 0,107,080 in number, which closely
approximates the estimated population of Mexico in 1810, which
was 0,122,354. I again call your attention to the fact that I am
taking the year 1810 because at that time the clergy were most
numerous in Mexico. The Baptists in 1910, according to the figures given, had 0,107,080 adherents in the United States; Mexico,
in 1810, had a population of 0,122,354. Baptist churches, 1916, in
the United States, 51 248; Catholic churches in Mexico, taking the
figures in 1889--which were the only figures that I could get but
when the population was still greater than in 1810-10,112. baptist ministers in 1916, 3860,926; Mexican priests in 1810 7,341. Invested funds and productive Baptist property of the United States
in 1916, $98,453,844; for Mexico I have had to take the figures of
1804, six years before 1810, which are $72,873,473, and include several millions of unproductive properties the population about the
same. The annual income of the Baptist Church of the United States
in 1010, probably including everything, was $43,055.067; Mexico,
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in 1810, $7,092807. Church values, Baptists $173,705,800; Mexico,
$30,031,894. 1 he Baptist income, it should be noted, is largely
through contributions, which takes the place of the Mexican tit hes,
which are voluntary donations.
Now, it must be remembered that Baptist properties and income
accumulated us a result of a little more than 100 years of work.
In 1812 there were only 1'3,072 Baptists in the United States. Even
in 1900 the figures are only a little more than half the figures for
1916. The church in Mexico was a going and prosperous concern
when Roger Williams fled to the wilderness, and it took nearly 300
years to accumulate its property.
The exact figures to-dayu are not available, but in round unIm-

bers they will closly approximate tie following: (lergymen, Baptist, in the United States, 50.000; Mexican, 5,000. Blaptist churches,
60,000; Mexican, 10,000. Baptist income $50,000,000H); Mexican,
very small. Baptist clergymen are relatively 20) times as numerous
as the Mexican. Banptist churches belong to thel Baptists. In Mexico
the churches belong to the Government; and as for income, the
Mexican clergy are living to-day on the charity of their friends
and relatives, for the people have been bled white.
AMr. Kr:.ui:u.:l,. Does that mean the people have been bled white

by the church?
Monsignor Ki:,u:v. No: the people have heen bled white by revolutions. for the ievolutionists live on the people.
Mr. KiEAiiFUI. The same revolutionists thnt have driven the priests
and nuns out of Mexico and desecrated the churches?
Monsignor KruIE r. The same revolutionists: and the end is not
yet.
I would like also to call your attention to this fart, that iii all
these charges about the practices of the church in Mexico, the church
never dreamed of possessing the power to make a drive for over
$300,000,000, which the Protestant churches of the United States
are making right at this time. The amount of money asked by the
Protestant churches of the United States from the State of New
York alone in this drive would be considered fabulous wealth for
a period of 10 years for the church in Mexico.
Again, I would like to call your attention to the fact that the endowment of a single American church, Trinity in New York, if the
stories I hear about the wealth of that church are true, would almost,
if not quite, surpass the entire assessed valuation of the confiscated
church property in Mexico. The University of Chicago (Baptist)
is said tb have received over half that sum from one man alone.
It has ,been-held by some that the possession of even $62,000,000
endowment and other values of the entire church in 3Mexico with her
hospitals and educational work was a menace to the country. If that
is the case, what about the wealth of so many Americans who individually are worth more than $02,000,000? And what about the
Rockefeller. Sage, and Carnegie funds---far more heavily endowed
than the church in M'exico-and which are not only chartered institutions under our aInws, but very generally considered as most beneficial institutions? Yet the people who look with favor on these institutions often thoughtlessly take their cue from revolutionists in
Mexico and condemn the Catholic church for what little endowment
she had.
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Mr. IE.trvUL. Mr. John Lind, in his testimony the other dlay, denied that he had ever attributed the ills of Mexico to the iniltence
of the Catholic church, but stated that he had become convinced that
the church had not done as much as it ought to have done in the posi.
tion it occupied toward the education of the people. What can you
say about the educational work of the Catholic church in Mexicol
iMonsignor KEILEY..It mus t
r
ree
ere hat the educational
erel
question in Mexico at the beginning, aln for a good many years
after, was purely tiln Indian question. The church had to take
savages and civilize them through religion and education. In order
to fight the iotlicials of the State who
to do that, the church often nhad
did not think the Indians should be educated. It is mlid there was
once iadiscussion in Mexico as to-whether or not ait Indian had asoul. If such a discussion ever took place, it was because chulrclhmen had to rebuke sullh ideas on the part of those illh lil not care
to have the Indians educated. ]From the beginning the missionaries
of the church insisted upon instruction going with religion. and they
were suct essful.

The first university on this continent, it must he

remembered, was established in Me.ico, and there were schools of
higher education, as well as professional schools in .Mexico, before
Slarvard was born. The most beautiful architecture on the \llimltelin)
Continent is still in Mexico. Mexico was far in advance in the early
days of her northern neighbor, which is our country to-day.
Mr. K AUwFe'.. Was that due to the work and influence of the

church ?
Monsignor K :,,arj. Absolutely lle to the work and inifhene of
the church. Tlhe educators in lexicon were the priests. It is perfectlv true that then dill not teach many branches iII the little Indian
mission schools, hiut schools were attached to every mission. They
and if they
taught reading, writing, singing, religion, anid )politeness.
have lost all the rest, they have kept at least the religion aind the
lindians. It was a work
politenes. lhat was ail work tdone for
of devotion that meant many sacrihies. It was a work endowed only
These went
by the flesl and blood of tile missionaries and teaches.
out. to the Indians, whether there was money to hell) tlem or not. In
our own northern colonies little attention was paid to converting the

Indians to Christianity, none at all in the beginning. PractIcally
nothing was done inthe early days of the colonies. But when we did
get going here, i good deal of money was spent on our Indians. If
Mexico had spent in the same proportion as the United States, it
would require $100,000,000 a year, and out of that $90,000,000 would
have to go for schools. In other words, Mexico would he required to
spend a sum greater titan illits revenue, municipili, State, and
national, for tlie Indian in DMexico forms a very large majority of
the population. The colonial authorities in Me'xico never collected
more than $20,000,000 a year, and if I mistake not, DMr. Carranza is
not collecting half of $400,000,000 a year. As to the method of the
educational work, I should like to quote from Mir. Byam:
ltegarding the hlors of the missionanrles. G(rcla Ituzlmalcta, in his blographical notice on Friar Oante, has this to say: "The task was tremendously
difllcult because the means were entirely dlisproportionate to the ends. They
were confronted not with the education of the Cllh(lren as they arrived sucbut with an entire andl numerous
cessively at the proper age, as it our lday,
men and women, who nil at once were in urgent need
generation, big and little,
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of religious lsld (lvll
Itlstrucllon from the very folndaitolls, tilid without
knowing even the hingulge of their iisiters. 'rle friars were few, nld reallz-i
Ing tlmiat if they atltclnlltel everything they would actwonlli:hI nothlllng, they ie-.
'Itltl to divide their tie
between tile co version of the adults inil the eduesclill of the children. Elldeivorillg thus to take c(lre (of the emergency, leading
lhe nidIltits front thiir errors, mUd giving the children, wish were doelle and not
yet Imbued with the old beliefs, fle new religion with their edvllliclOln. They
counted, moreover, that once te litehe ones were instructedl in the faith they
would serve to bring in their elders, nilt they were not deceived in their loli's.

That shows somewhat of the difficulties the early missionary edtcators had to face. The same authority, speaking of methods, says:
sloniforles and other rmins
Thie Schlools were gs'nlerally low halls willth
tle ricl:l
Co ll'LnIveIts, and so large that
adjolilning. There were schools l il
s11nl' of the li4id a toi 1,(Nt) luil.s. Tlhe 11111it ftllllulss of all wavs lzhat of
.Mexhlo, funmrhil hy l'rior Pedro d, (fatite. As eusmoiimnlary it was behind the con-.
* In this seicsl there were
ve,lt church extendlluig toward tlie north. * '
stoom gatlhiered a I holusiaitd IndllIiIs. In the morning they were giveIn lessons in
reading, writ hg, ilud shlllsjgin. t1ll in Ihle aftIleritn'loll were given rellgious Ilistrllue

floll.

*

4

*

*

*

*

*

The friars were thlus the ldiscoverers of tihe faet that the only way to ohlitan
satisfmltctory results in the d'4lte'tloll of ih Illndinns wais 1ta catch them very
yoting tatdl piel( themi' in h|o11:lig schools whpre they would fie out oif contact
wilt
thtir palrelits.
illterwie tliey tfrius itt; hicaslmels for their old Itoimne life
aind whlen their Idluatlhon is lnlsihed they return
thalt an% Intimslhle tIlbreak,
to tlse ways of their faltleprs anunt il tlie work Is wasted. Even solme of those
who ihasi been inI Ihiutdilng
schools
relsel
and returimld to the teele.

We have had the same trouble, by the way, in the education of our
Indians.
Moffett, in referring to the Wituebagoes of Wisconsin, says"
They h:ave heen
Thei Winnelhagoe..s of Wisconin are na ba:lkwrd pole.
ale adult, hlt few of them live on their
given hloni tte.n4 s ef 40 Inems for eacl:ih
who attend the scho11 l (hi) nlot usually flllsh the course,
clil
llhtllllenllts. Ti ('Ilrei
nald
uliIn
returning to their Ikole lipse back into many of the old ways.
The friars ha(dl

to face that trouble with their Indians, too.

Now,

as to the result of all this, quoting again:
,An eloquent witlles to lithe elllctlonal laors

of the clergy andtl the happy
results therefrom is one (leronlltn Lolwz, who Iniiears to have Iseen a person of
sonte inllortomce nmid who wrote, In October, 1541, to the King, apparently at
hiss conusan1ld, bnhoutaffairs in 'Mexico. (Colech"lo. sle I)oCtunestos IPara lt Ills.
(ora
I de Mexico. vol. 2, p. 148.) LolEzv was opposed to educating the Indians
and takes occtsilon to complain bitterly of thile efforts of the friars to do this.
lie declares that the friars have taught large numbers of them to read and
that " It is a marvel to see the) "
write and that they are such excellent penenl
and that "there are so many andtsuch good serivners" that lie can not count
then). Again, lie charges that the friars have taught tihe Indians Latin so
well that they speak it like another Cicero, "and every day the number
grows."

As to the law for the education of the Indians. the laws of the
Indies (Recopilacion de Indias, Lib. VI, Tit. I, LIy XVIII) states
that " where possible schools must be established to teach them to
read and write Spanish and at no cost to them."
On the 7th of June, 1550, the King wrote a letter to the provincial
of the Dominicans char ing him to see that the Indians were taught
the Spanish language. (El Clero de Mexico Durante la Dominiacion
Espanola, Genaro Garcia, p. 106.)
The church law also takes account of schools by declaring that
every curate must " procure with all diligence" the establishment of
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schools in their towns where the children may be taught to read and
write Spanish.
Hlumboldt visited the city of Mexico in 1803 and of it he says:
(Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain, New York, 1811,
p. 150) " No city of the new continent, without even excepting those
of the United "States, can display such great and solid scientific
establishments as the capital of Mexico."
Joel Poinsett was sent to Mexico as a special agent by President
Monroe in 1822. Poinsett was an ardent partisan of the radicals who
were trying to overthrow Tturbide. Ile was also a bitter enemy of
the church and the Spaniard. lie remarks that most of the people
in the cities can read and write and that lie frequently remarked men
clothed in the garb of extreme poverty reading the gazettes in the
streets. (Poinsett. Notes on Mexico, .6ondon, 1825. p. 122.) llHe was
there only a few months, which he spent mostly in the City of
Mexico. In his joliirney to and from the coast le had occasion to
observe the Ipeasantry, whom he says (Op. cit., p. 260), are " a kind
and amiale people possessing the utmost good nature and great
natural politeness. They are, I think, a virtuous and an orderly
people. attentive to all the ceremonies of their religion and observant
of their moral-duties. Thefts are so uncommon among them that
our baggage was generally left under a shed: and assassinations are
extremely rare, and when they do occur may always be traced to

drlinkenIless."

IHe observes the effects of the then recent revolution. an(d says
(Op. cit.. . 2p.
40) : " * * * the mines have been destroyed, vilnlages and frms have been burnt, whole districts laid waste, and the
resources of the country utterly exhausted."
After such destruction it is not surprising that lihe should find
(Op. cit., p. 173) that-Tho
halbihttiu. of 1lhl I 4)ple on lthe '1a1dshh, ,are4 l lilser tle Itih-r.
li,tf rlcltYs. 1iil 11
i1t l1Ilmih Ilahetr: 1111d
ire of stniie, plhIl up l.ooely. lik
by rillnges of liupkl.cs.
11nwEtellIIInes oriut inei'lel
111e roof Is II w oodll sAhei,
" 'lh

wall;

Poinsett is caustic in his criticism of the church and clergy. It
was among the middle-las Mexicans that the revolutionaries came,
and with them he foregathered. lie says that they are " exempt "
from the influellces of the clerg.l)

but " unfortunately, too many,

who were educated in the forms of the Catholic Church, have emancipated themselves from its superstitions only to become skeptical
lndl infidels." (Op. cit., p. 104).
This judgment of Poinsett is echoed by a aInter observer, R. A.
Wilson, who visited Mexico in 1853. In speaking of the same class
lie says that they turn " to infidelity and socialism."
Coming down'to more recent times, I quote further as follows:
tller
I)1.
for oeilctiol
JuIsla Sierra was th
Ie ilulster
ayll of the clergy ant
an Ilthelst. lie was 11hitter'
u1111l

jHe was ia radical
sought to Iroxlue'

in the nuorninI schools a hody of teachers that would spread his radicalsiii andl
11thelsmii anlilog the youth of MoxicO. This . whit lie h.s to .say oif chtnllitoll
In lexic) (M1exie--t-1s Sotil levolution) :
l
e Aora,
.'
1dltlcnlollnl work was hegun In Mexheo by lanllli t Tecto, Junllll
enl s who
iSan
11udlgl, aluil I'(lero de (atlite: followed.hy the 12 Praie'l'
.Junn
tle

nlitostolate. They esthlilsed schools for the ttives, both
formed the MZexhl
chilhlrcl and adults. 'Thei tonlllllnll people jis well as the more ihpntortant motives.

were cared for. nll the chltlrenl of the chiefs were taken care of in boarding
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teelletrs ,securedthe nissalge of laws coielllllllgattend*.-

In 1522 Pedro doe(llitte foountidd a
loluil
iI Texoi4W for Ipoor lndliis , tlll
Inter that of St. Framcls in Mexlco City, which grew to numller 1,000 Ipupils.
(Op. cit., vol. 2, . 478.)
Illlshop Zumnarmga founded in the vlliges schools for
Ili 1530 he created near the convent of the i'rnliclsgirls like that of Texeoc.
clnns at Tlaltelo o, the fiUIllos College of the Holy ('ross, where religion, writJ,
dlllt
rhetoric were taught. (Op. cit., p. 470.)
ill,rellllling,

Other institutions founded were:
college e of S.tnllNM lils
lit ill'llainro by llisioli aVst de
i (lllrogai, collegee of
Su l Aliguel ait luiranJarm by Frliir ,Juande $ iiu gll
aiI. Th'',
Je.sults estilIIllshed colleges lit Viailloll
(lMorelin),
aI'ltu.lro, Itllipozotlliu,. IIulsliluiucll
,
niil nlinerollus InissionsinI tlie nIorthi uil east.
In .hteo VIty Ihey nqetinl n
school for lntives eatllhtl Silln regrlo, wihlt rllltillnel
utIt closel in tIlefirst
ihalf of IUh
lie
iitteiith
lie
clililry.
III uildilnl to the shuloli Ilnlllvi, Ihere were ail
iouiierile lnlilr of pirivite
s'li
,eHi.
.litlly,I('1liil'41 were jire ari
for colIeg' i
eir homes. ''iihe Prnisillts dlev'otiil
Ilthemselves mii sly lt iiriilmary litii'aion. The siNletliry sil uiis
.ll,
p. 413t.)
were sharcNl equally by the .leiulls ni 1,h
u Augusl.inll
ItIlp.
14hIsll.
"ter
to.1ii.
'T', Augus.ilullia l tsllll
iltiNl It college In Tirililio in IlilO, reillioveIl l
s ifor
iii 17ii,.
ichI dlhepenHllfi o+ )lli
totiloi'
; illso. St. .lohlir's (Cllege, filounicl
support.
This olltg Iis tlllllithtYl
tIy i'+11her .tfolu1x
iloe 1a ('Cix. whll ", nlllght
l li'he calist
IIllittis,
itdei osllil IiI lihe
Ithegrnilllils. dliretil IIe hillinul, fort
'olltllion
li also seil iii tfern'e i
colleg- WI)chests of biitks lIbroullght from S1pain.
oif ghlies. limas, illil
selenmifl e itI'llumenits."
(iid.)

The Jesuiits arrived in 1572. $cltenlmber 28, alnt
school

for natives.

''hlle

velleae

at once stated a

Jesullit, Pedrlio Sanchellz,

caused

Dr. Francisco Rlodriglue lie Sniutos to foutlnd, on November 10, 1573,
the ('olegio Mayor
'
de Salintai Mariia 1 todos Santos in his own house,
Also to
where ppilis we're boarded and housed. Closed inl1843:.
F. Sanilicz is dlue the College of SS. Peter alit Paul, ,lnllln
ry 10,
1573. Later, three, Saul Miguel, Sun Biernartldo, and San Gregorio,
inl1575-1576. A sccondl college of SS. Peter and Paul in 1570;
IEspiritul Santo, in Miirelin, in 1587: also colleges illYllelctan. Z 'ateens. ('oimie,

Vera (''im, and (uilalaijarn.

(Op. cit., p. 484.)

I lbl.)
nllished in 17117 Feverl colleges were closed.
Whi'nli te Jesults were
mllllllerled
528, niii their idei,lrtire
struclk it severe blow 11 (iiifloli
IThe
Jiesllls
in Mexico.

Sierra goes onil to say:
14, 1S72, ieiliiettil thl ioullfl
,iutlll
4f theIl
laws of If eclml,l er 12 aIlli
l4'
cillnltlil
I instrilll
sujtl ' i li
lilt
a'r
eil ,iItI,
e u'witmeilt
fuils.w lllh lii el
i neeIll
iml ililll
l
lit , wIli ihad
it'grTli ll'iiite flinnl
Ilois of II Idrl h il'.lll
nid 1no olters w'lere erited to
v,
w
t ll,swellt awy11
tilrough, illee centurtl te, wer
''The

Tlhe weailliy Sialtiiairilds iil been oneii of the greiti sources of
re'laet' them.i
.1re
tllhl i 182,. hitl fOuint
l itsthe Sphairls wer
those endoiivmei t flunis: Slus
weallh. til l iari,lcihunly uIion thlie
wiis tlelilltely teinsed. Tlle iltinieks uln
fur llihrilliI11ons for li' sullilhwrt
elig milly
f1h'
work of let'mllt
clergyy, icotitlll
inll iusth1 (ovenlllillit itself was It-niihs <.the
of edllctllllnl instil lois;
i
result Is obvious s. (Ilp. c t., p.rt .)
Duringig the revolution clitos that prevuilledl wiit growing Intensity, from
1810 uilillaiiost 1SSO, there was little opportunity for the extenisloin of e iicntlolnl facilities or works of public beiiefit.Thliechurch was under coiistnt
lhd establisheda charactIer of oniler It hail been
by the time )lMlz
attack ilaid
robbel of very dollar and every plece of property.
lin fact, till,
edutcailonal,
flnunilical, andl benevolent Institutions of the country, built during 300 years,
were reduced to utler ruin.

I would like also to put into this statement, tlihat in later years, under

the constitution and laws of reform, Catholics have been obliged to
be very reticent regarding the number of schools the(y had in Mexico.
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For example, oll(ially in P'uebla it was reported, at the primary educntional congress in 1011, that the clergy had '24 schools in that

State.

In the United States, however, it was not so necessary to

6300.

allow people to do guesswork, and the number was given as
The same re jort gives UD as the number of schools directed by Catholics in Michoacan. However, in the United States it was known
that there were 270. Th'Ie archdiocese of Mexico had over 2:(30 schools
with about 5),000 pupils, and there were a nnlb)er of private schools
conducted independently by the clergy,
In addition there was a large min ber of private schools conducted
by Catholic citizens employing lay teachers.
In the absence of exact data only round numbers can he given
for the whole country. 'There were several thousand schools caring,
for upwards of 30),H0 pilupils. That this number is not an exag.geration is evident by the comlllaints of some of the revolutionary
pa1l)hleteer~ , who urged the large number of (atholic schools as
one of the pretexts for revolution.
The oppressive effect of the anti-Catholic laws was particularly
apparent in the case of the professional schools. Civil engineers or
doctors eduaeted in Catholic colleges were barred practically from
practicing their profesision by reason of the numerous and exasper-

ating dilliculties laced in their way merely because they were Catholics. T'lhe purpose and effect of there hampering regulations was
to force students into the government schools where an active propaganda was carried on against religion.
I want to emphasize the fact that nil the work that was (lone
since 1857 was (lone in spite of an adverse law. I want to put it
in the record without having had the question asked, because I
want it known that what the church did since 1857 for education
it had to do by stealth and at its own risk. That covers the educational feature.
Mir. KeInFrrU,. Is it tile result of your investigation that whatever
educational work has been accomplished in Mexico prior to the confiscation of church and school property was (lone by the Catholic
Church T
Monsignor KE

'tEY.Prior to the confiscation the amount of edu-

cational work done outside of the church and its influence, I think,
was practically nil.
Mr. KurAnFur,.
And since that time your answer to the criticism
of John Lind is that the church could not, under the law, do even
what it has done in the way of education?
Monsignor KILr. y My answer is that I have been told time and
time again of Catholic schools that were selected for raiding, by the
State authorities, because complaints had been lodged with President Diaz against them, the complaints being simply Catholic religious communities were in existence and teaching. President
Diaz, knew that these schools were necessary for the people.- He

ordered the raids in accordance with the law, but somehow, in most
cases, advance information was received and there was nobody in
the school building when the officials arrived.

Mr. Lind charges that we have not done enough to promote popular
education in Mexico. It was under these conditions that we ha'-e
worked since 1857, robbed of our endowments, robbed of our build.
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ings, so that everything thnt we have done was contrary to the law.
And yet we have Iprouced, purely through Catholic education in
Mexico. an Indian race that we do not hesitate to compare with our
own Indian races in America. This country has spent millions of
dollnlrs in schools and colleges for the Nortf American Indians. I
cann not remember the name of one single North American Indian
who has come to the front in any line of endeavor. except as a mili.
tary leader, such as Sitting Thill. But the blood of the Mexican
Indian is in probably 85 per cent of the Mexican people, and they
have prodicced a governmental genius like Dini, soldiers like Mejia,
surgeons like Urrutin, philosophers like Bishop Afungin, scientists
like Carrillo y Ancona, theologians like Alarcon, poets like Altamirano, political savants like Estngnol, journalistic lights like Sanchez
Santos, artists like Panduro and Velaques, and lawyers like Jose
Verea. In every walk of life. in every profession or trade, in education. science, art, stntesmanslhip. the Mexican Indian has had his
pllnce, while his teachers are charged with having neglected him.
Mr. Kl':.rev',. Have youl anything to say about the relationship
of the church and state in Mexico from a historical viewpoint?
Monsignor KELtrr. 1 lhe only union of church and state in Mexico
was during Spanish times, with a loose bond for a few years after.
From my reading of the history of Mexico. I judge thnt, while the
union in many cases helped the missionaries, and while under some
~overnors it worked well and for the benefit of the people, in general
it only enabled colonial omcials to retard tile work of the church.
As I have stated already, the church in Mexico is not asking for a
union of church and state, and in my judgment, the bishops of
Mexico would run very far away from any such thing, if they feared
that it might he offered. What they want is religious liberty, and
let it go at that: not religious liberty for themselves alone, but
religious liberty for all. just as it exists in the United States of
America.
Mr. KE. nvurr,. Mr. Lind, in his testimony, mentions the Catholio
party in Mexico as a political influence. What do you know about
that Catholic party?
Monsignor KELLrEY. The Catholic party was founded shortly
before Madero took office, as a conservative party, to try by constitutional means to do away with the irreligious clauses of the consti.
tution of 1857 and the laws of reform. In other words, the Catholio
Party was trying to bring about in Mexico that same religious
liberty that we have here.
Mr. Kr,,rvr,. And that Mr. Byam wrote about?
Monsignor KIL,r.EY. And that Mrl. Byam wrote about. In ail
other respects the Catholic party was simply
a conservative party.
It was a departure in Mexico from the ordinary to have a party
which intended(l to appeal to the people at the polls, and to rely upon
its strength with the people to secure the adoption of its policies.
Naturally, thie leaders went to see Madero. They told him what they
intended to do, and(get his opinion. Madeio praised them, welcomed
the party as one of the first fruits of his own policies, and told the
leaders to go ahead, which they did. No one knows the actual result
of the election, because while the voting was honest, nevertheless the
count was a different matter. It is generally supposed that the Catholic party won the election, but it was assigned only a small number
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of seats, because Madero's brother innediately started a group called
La Porra, which was formed to shout the Catholics down. Tile conservatives took the name " Catholic " so that, when they went before
all would know that that was the body trying to do away
the peo ale
with religious disability. The church had nothing whatever to do
with it ofcially. It was i movement among Catholic citizens, and I
should say that if, in any republic of the world, the same oppre.sve
laws were made against Protestants that were made against all religions in Mexico, there would be no question butt that Protestant
party would he organized.
Mr. K.nurJ. Havre you read the testimony given by JTohn Lind
the other day?
read Mr. Lind's testimony yes.
Monsignor KEi:I.Y. Yes. sir';
terdany.
Mr. KE:.Ptws,. lnave yoIl noticed any statements tmade by him that
you would like to answer?
Monsignor KEI.,E:. There are a few statements that T would like
to refer to in a short way.
owns there was not a schoolMr. Lind stated: " Outsilde of the towns
house to be found in Mexico at that time." Now, I don't know
whether Mr. Lind is referring to the time when hi himself wits ill
Mexico, or whether he is referring to the time when the Catholic
in Mexico. I prechurch was supposed to be in control of education
sume the latter, because Mr. Lind says, " TThe policy of the church
has not been to foster popular education of the masses." Now, if
Mr. Lind means there was no schoolhouse to be found in Mexico
when lie was there, outside of the towns, I answer that he must ask
his revolutionary friends the reason. If he means that there waits not
a schoolhouse outside of the towns before the confiscation of church
property, I can only pity Mr. Lind as being completely ignorant of
what lie is talking about, or an intentional prevarcator.
Again, Mr. Lind says that " more schools were .sthlished under
the Carranza government than ever before." Yon asked him whether
more schools were established under the Carranza government than
ever before. Ile answered "yes." I do not know where Mr. Lind
IMyinformation is the opposite. He mentioned
got his figures.
a certain nlmher o'f Mexican-girls who were sent up here to be
instructed in teaching. These zirls were sent up by tile governor,
(let. Salvador Alvarado, of Y unatan. And yet msnany schools of
Yucatan have been, according to all the information that we can
get, in charge of people who can neither read nor write. and who
were purelv political representatives of the socialistic government
of Alvarado. I heard ttat some Mexican young women hadl beit
sent iup here. but I also heard that they lhld not remain. There
are no more schools in Yucatan than the re were before the revolution, and there are few schools of any value even now. There are
fewer schools in all Mexico than before the revolution.
Mr. ,ind stated, in answer to a question as to whether or not
the Catholic Church was responsible for the difficulties of Mexico,
that he felt that n State church in politics is a misfortune to any
country. As I have already pointed out, the Catholic Church in
the Catholic Church in Mexico
Mexico is not a State church. nor
been in politic's. If you go back to Spanish times, when the church
had a connection with the State. you will find the most glorious
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period of Mexican history, the one period during which actual
progress toward civilization and enlightenment was made. Since
the confiscation of the church property and the persecution of the
church, anyone reading the history of Mexico can see the country
has reached the depths.
Mr.Lind referred to the Catholic party also, but I have answered
that question.
Mr. Iind also said that he did not say to 'Mr.Frisbioe that the
Catholic Church should be driven oit of Mexico. I do not know
Mr. Lind personally, but I have had the pleasure of meeting Mr.
Frisbie. 'lo me the question is one of veracity, because Mr. Frisbie
tol tue that Mr. lind had made that statement to him.
Mr. Lind also says lie thinks it a misfortune that atlarger effort
by those in a position to exercise power had not been made to establish and maintain popular education. Inasmuch as lie had just
been talking of the church, I presume his reference is to the clergy.
The only power the clergy exercised in establishing and maintaining education was exercised, as I have already shown, in spite of
the law. If we had exercised any more of zeal in the same way we
would have had more special representatives coming back to say
that the Catholic Church got what she deserved, because she was
violating the law. Now, when Mr. Lind regrets that we did not
exercise our power more does lie regret that we did not violate
the law more, or what? I don't know.
Mir. Lind also stated: "In the south, if Spanish writers and his.
torians are to be believed the cultural stage of the Mexican people was
very nearly as high at the time of the conquest as it is to-day." If
American writers and historians are to be believed, later investiga.
tion has shown us .that this wonderful civilization of the Aztecs
was largely based on the imagination of the Spanish conquerors.
It was to their advantage to report great things done, and they did
so report to the King of Spain. Every victory won was a great
victory; every town captured was a great town; every bit of loot
they had was untold wealth. Later on the Spanish governors de.
sired to have Spain make large appropriations for the colonies. It
was still their business to exaggerate, and they exaggerated. The best
authority on the subject is Bandoller. Prescott is no authority.
Placing hint side by side with Bandolier on the question of the
aboriginal Mexican, he descends to the position of a gossip.
Mr. Lind also stated, in answer to a question as to whether or not
he had anything to say regarding my "Book of Red and Yellow,"
that he did not want any controversy with any "Jesuit or anyone
else." I should like to register the fact that Mr. Lind flatters me
by calling me a Jesuit. I wish I were pious enough and learned
enough to be classed as a Jesuit; but if it will reassure Mr. Lind, I
now tell him that I am not a Jesuit, and never was one.
Mr. lKEARFUIL. I believe those are all the questions I wish to ask
you at this time. Is there anything further that you care to state?
Monsignor K
:EY.No; I'believe I have covered all that I had in
mind.
Mr. KEAInrFL. Then you will be excused. The committee is very
much obliged to you.
(Whereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
2 o'clock p. m.)
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(At 2 o'clock p. im., pursiunt to the adjournment taken, the commnittee reconvened, and the following further proceedings were had:)
TESTIMONY OF EBER COLE BYAM.
(''lile witness was duly sworn by MIr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEAnUv ,. Please state your name in full.
Mr. BYAiM. Eber Cole Byam.
Mr. I(EAFUr,. What isyour business
Mr. BYAM. At present I am writing and translating.
AMr. KIEARFU. What is your office address?
Mr. BVYAi. I have no office. My residence is 7023 North Paulina
Street, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. K AnrFUL. How many years' residence have you had in Mexico?
Mbr. BYAA. I went to Mexico in 1895, and with the exception of
various trips to the United States on business, I was there until 1007.
Mr. KrARFvPL. To what extent have you been a student of Mexican
history?
Mr. BYAr. Well; I may say that I have been n student of Mexican
history since I first took an interest in the country, which was before
I went there.
Mr. KEAnRF

,. What was your business in Mexico?

Mr. BYAr. I went to Mexico first and obtained employment in a
lumber camp located in the mountain range bordering on the valley
of Mexico and near the town of Ixtlhmaca. I was also engaged in
building railroad, grading and laying track. From there I went
to the State of Chlnpas, where I was employed i~ plantation work.
Mr. I(KEA, UFl,. Rave you traveled considerably over Mexico?
Mr. BYA:(. In the central highlands, in the States of Mexico,
Hlidalgo, Qitcretaro, Oaxaca, and the States of Chiapas and Tabasco.
Most of this in the saddle.
Mr. KEARFUnv.

Did you become pretty well acquainted with the

plantations and the mode of operation in the southern part of
[Mexico?

Mr. BY~~r. I d(lid.
Mr. IKEARU ,. What experience did you have with the ioexican
laborers and with the Indians on and about those plantations?
Mr. BYANI.My first experience with Mexican laborers, and par.
ticularly with the Mexican Indian, was in the lumber camp and in
the railroad work. In the latter I had the direction of as many as
600 Indians. These laborers I secured myself by traveling through
the interior, in the country located between the ~oexican Central and
the Mexican National railroads. These Indians lived in their villages,
and came to work for varying periods and would then return to tlieir
homes. At this particular time the wages paid them varied from 2r
cents to 35 cents per day.
Mr. KEARFJTI. fMexican money?
Mr. BYAu. Mexican money. I always found them very satisfactory as laborers, good workmen, loyal and satisfied with the conditions of labor and the pay. I may say that the pay represented to
them just that much velvet, because they- possessed their own homes
and fields from which they secured subsistence.
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Mr. KEAllFUL. ow did thil wages that were paid to them for rail.
road work compare with the wages received for plantation work from
the Mexican plantations?
Mr. IrAX. In the plantation work, we secured the Indians by
sending men into the mountains among the Indian villages. These
Indians came to work at a wage of $1 per week, and were supposed to
furnish their own rations.
however, we didl not insist upon the
latter part of the agreement, and I always fed them, giving them all
thlt they desired to eat of the rations which they themselves pre.
feared. After these Indians hnad once come to the plantation to work
we would keep them there by paying them 50 cqjts per day. They
would remain for irregular periods, and return to their homes.
After remaining in their homes for n number of weeks they would
again come to work. The wages in that particular section gradually
increased until these laborers were receiving 75 cents and $1 per day,
including their rations.
Mr. KEAuru,. What have you to say in regard to the testimony of
Mr. John Lind to the effect that the operation of Americans on the
plantations in southern Mexico was injurious to the Indians?
Mr. r'A3r. I did not find it so.
Mr. KICEAWIt,. You are an American citizen, are you?
MIr. B1Anr. I am an American citizen.
iMr. ItE. nvi,. And you are one of those operating there?
Mr. BYAM. I am one of those operating there.
Mr. KEAIIFUI,. What did you observe to be the effect upon the
In(linns of the operation of Ih1o Ameribans in that region?
Mr. IYAM. Distinctly to their benefit.
Mr. KIEARFUL. In what respect?
Mr. BIYr . It gave then the opportunity of regular e np)loyinent,
and by paying them and introducing money into the ceuantry it
increased theo circulating medium of that section.
L,. Was there any improvement in the condition of
Mr. ICEAUVL.
the Indians with resIpect to the methods employed by them in agri
culture, nd also in their mode of living?
IMr.BIYA.r.No. The Indian has his own way of living that he
prefers to follow. I observed that the money which he earned
would be spent in the villages, a portion of it; some for articles of
various kinds to which they were not nccustonled. 'hey would
supply themselves with new machetes, for example, and would
Purchase cotton prints, and these articles they wou 41take to their
homes. T'lhey would take away with them n good deal of cash,
which served to rejuvenate the commerce of the interior of the
State.
MIr. KE.utruv,. What was the attitude of the Inldin in those days
toward the American operators?
Mr. BYrh . It was friendly. I can give an example of the attitude of the Indinn toward the Americans. At one time when I
wa.A at work in the lumber camp I was given charge of several hundred Indians to go to a distant point where there was a forest fire
nnd on the way thither we were compelled to stop and rest. I
lay down at the foot of a tree to sleep, wrapped in mI cloak. I
slept for some two hours. The altitude was above 10,000 feet and
the temperature was below freezing. When I awakened, I discov.
ered that the Indinns, some of the Indians that accompanied me, had
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slipped up after I had gone to sleep, and covered me with their
blankets. If there had been an unfriendly feeling toward Americans they hardly would have taken such action.
Mr. KEARFUID. Is that an illustration of the feeling of the Indians
generally toward Americans?
Mr. BYar . I would say that was the feeling generally throughout
Mexico.
Mr. KEARPUL. At that time.

Mr. BYAsM. At that time. The Mexican Indian, and by that I
mean every Mexican possessing enough Indian blood to be imbued
with Indian characteristics, does not consider class or racial distinctions. To illustrate: If an American were to mistreat a Mexican
Indian that Indian would not dislike all Americans in consequence.
lie would consider only his individual persecutor and endeavor to
avoid him. During the recent revolution they were taught by the
socialist agitators to shout, " Death to the clergy" But this meant
only an individual to the Indians. So they hunted for a mythical
Mr. Clergyman from Sonora to Yucatan without finding him. Meanwhile they showed every respect to the priests. The outrages against
the clergy were committed tby the socialist leaders and their criminal,
vagabond following.
Mr. KEARFUl. What do yogu know naout peonage in that portion
of Mexico?
Mr. BrA
A. In the central highlands I never discovered any signs
of peonage. The Indians came to work, did their work, and received
their pay. Peonage existed at'that time amongst some of the tropical
plantations, and in the southern part of the country; and that peonage, I may say, was similar to the peonage in the southern State of
the American Union.

Mr. KEARFoL. You are not referring to the black slaves, are you?
Mr. BYAM. No; I am referring to the present condition of making
advances to laborers of wages which they later work out.
Mr. KEARnvu. Did you observe the method of. treatment that was
accorded to those peons?
Mr. BYAn. Methods of treatment on all the American plantations
were distinctly favorable. They were given houses rent free in
which to live; they were furnished rations which were sufficient for
their subsistence, and if they desired, they were given the privilege
of planting as large an area of ground as they desired to plant and
cultivate, at no cost to them. Then, all of them had their chickens
and pigs.
Mr. KEARFU. Were they discontented with their lot or otherwise?
Mr. BYAst. Very much contented.
Mr. KEARFU . Did you know of any attempt being tnade by American plantation managers to imprison them, keep them against their
will or to keep them at work by fraudulent means?
Mr. BYar. In no case.

Mr. KEARrvU. Did you have occasion to observe the operation of
a good many of those plantations?
Mr. BYAm. I did.

"

Mr. KIEARFUL. Was the system employed by the Americans the
established custom of the country?
Mr. BYA. The Americans merely followed the established custom
of the country.
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Mr. IEARFUL. Was there any other way in which the large planta-

tions could be operated?

Mr. IBYA I.There was no other wiay to keep a permanent force.

'The peons on the plantations--that is, those laborers to whom advances of money had been made-formed the permanent labor force
on the plantation. They lived on the plantation. The other laborers,
who.came in from the outside, who would work and go away and
then return again, were not peons in that sense.
Mr. KEARFUL. Isit true, as has been charged, that the peons of
whom you speak were kept in a condition of slavery by the plantation managers?
Mr. BYArt. I never observed anything of the kind. I do not believe it to be true. In every case under my observation these so-called
peons received advances of wages, or their debts owing to others were
paid, and they came to work voluntarily, understanding fully all the
conditions and they looked upon the amounts they were permitted
to owe as being, in a sense, an indication of their social standing and
the confidence which their employer placed in them. Indeed I have
heard these laborers discussing the amounts which they owed, and I
have heard one and another of them bragging to their fellows of the
amounts which they owed as being indicative of their character and
honesty.
Mr. Lind, in his testimony, admitted that he had visited but one
plantation in Mexico and took occasion to state that this was an
American plantation and that the laborers were locked up at night
and otherwise severely treated. The plantation that he visited was
one of the few in Mexico employing convict labor, much in the same
manner as I understand that Mr. Burleson, the Postmaster General
has employed American convict labor on his plantation in the United
States.
Mr. Lind's strategy and tactics follow the precedents established
by the propogandists of socialism in general and the Mexican revolutionists in particular. They select some isolated incident, tell half
the truth about itand present it in a manner calculated to mislead
people into accepting it as representative of the country at large.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you read a ook by John Kenneth Turner
entitled "Barbarous Mexico "
Mr. BYAM. I have.

Mr. KFAMFU. Have you any comments to make upon that book?
Mr. BYA3. The very best that I could say for Mr. Turner is that
he permitted himself to be misled to an extraordinary degree. I
understand that Mr. Turner spent only a few months in Mexico; that
he spoke no Spanish; that he was conducted through the country by a
well-known Mexican socialist. From my own knowledge and experience I am satisfied that the statements which he makes in the book
as to the conditions in Mexico, social, economic, and religious, are
mostly false, and those which are not false are greatly exaggerated.
He has taken individual instances and has multiplied them to appear
as being representative of the entire country.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any information as to whether or not he
personally wrote those parts of the book in reference to social,
economic, and religious questions
Mr. BYAM. I have been informed that a large part of it was
written by a Mexican in Spanish, and was later translated.
476--20--vOL 2 --rd)
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Mr. KEARFUL. Was that the Mexican socialist to whom you referred?
Mr. BYAs . I believe so.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is his name?
Mr. BYAIM. Gutierrez de Lara.
Mr. KEARFUL. What is and was his reputation as to extreme radical
.
socialism?
Mr. BYAs. That he was an extreme radical, extremely radical
socialist. I think Mr. Turner's connection with the Socialist Party or
organization in this country has been fairly well established. He has
written a good deal on Mexico since he published his book called
"Barbarous Mexico," and I believe he is still writing for socialist
publications.
Mir. KEARFI1L. What do his writings indicate with respect to his
connection with the radical socialists?
Mr. ByA.s, In his book called "Barbarous Mexico" he gives the
names of a number of Mexican radicals who were at one time or
another compelled to seek refuge in the United States, men who later
became active in the Mexican revolutions.
Mr. Kt;.nFI'Ir.. What do his later writings show?
Mr. By..r. That lhe is just as radical as any of the Mexican radicals. For sonime time he. was an accredited correspondent for the
Socialist paper called the Appeal, and in that paper he has published
articles in which lie has mentioned so-called secret trips to Mexico
to communicate with the Mexican radicals. In one article published
by MAr. Turner in the Appeal, he stated that he had made a secret
journey to :Mexico to confer with the revolutionists. The time of
that visit corresponded with the activities of the Mexicans attempting to put into effect the plan of San Diego.
Mr. KEnPUlr.
Was that the plan which contemplated an invasion
of the United States, and about which the committee recently took
testimony on the border
AMr. BYaM. It is.
Mr. KAnFUL. In this country we hear a good deal about the
agrarian problem in Mexico, to the effect that the troubles in Mexico
would disappear when the great estates are divided up into small
individual holdings. What have you to say in reference to that?
AMr. BYAM. I never heard of any land question, such as is understood by your question, in Mexico. Amongst the many Indian villages that I have visited I have always found them in possession of
their community fields with which, so far as ever came to my knowledge, they seemed to be perfectly contented. In the central highlands of Mexico, which is the most densely populated portion of the
country, where approximately 70 per cent of the population of Mexico
lives upon some 80 per cent of its area, the land is well divided. I
have the figures for the number of farms in the State of Jalisco: and
a tabulation of the number of farms in the United States, which I
will leave with the committee.
- Mr. KEARb. This is a table showing, with reference to each of
the States of the American Union, the area in square miles, population, number of farms, number of persons to each farm, number of
acres to each farm, and the density in population per square mile;
and at the foot corresponding totals with reference to all of the
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States of the American Union taken together. Then follows the
same data with reference to the State of Jalisco, which shows that
this Mexican State compares approximately on an average in area
and population with the States of the American Union; that in
that State there are 165,810 farms, which is very much more than
in a majority of the American States; that there are persons to one
farm, 7.3, which is very much less than the average of persons to one
farm in the States of this Union; that the average acreage of each
farm is 130, being much less than the average acreage of most of
the States in the American Union; and that the density of population
per square mile is 30.2 as against 30.2 in the American States. From
what source was this table compiled?
fMr. BYAM. The tabulation regarding the United States was taken
from the census returns of 1910; regarding the State of Jalisco the
data is taken from the assessment list for the fiscal years 1912 and
1913.
Mr. KEAnRFU..IHave you the data for any other Mexicann State
than Jalisco?
Mr. BIYAi. Not completely. That is the only data which I have
complete.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you consider the data given here as to Jalisco
a fair illustration of other Mexican States situated upon what you
have called the highlands of AMexico?
Mr. BYAr. It is fairly representative. The State of (luanajunto
is even more finely divided than the State of Jalisco, but I have no
official data at hand to substantiate that statement.
Mir. KEARFUL. If you have no objection, the table referred to will
be inserted in the record at this point.
Mr. BYAaS. Very well. I would like to call attention to the fact
that for lack of exact figures on farm acreages I was compelled to
divide the total area of each State by the number of farms to arrive
at the relative proportion shown. 'he same was done in the figures
for Jalisco.
(The table referred to is here printed in full, as follows:)
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Mr. BYAdr..In the district of Tlalnepantla, near the City of
Mexico, the assessment list for the year 1870, as I recall it--I have
not the official data right at hand-gives more farms than families
resident in the district.
MIr. KEARFUI. What significance do you attach to the data you
have just furnished with reference to the land problem, so-called?
Mr. BYA . That it refutes the claims made by those favoring the
Mexican revolutionists, that there was a laud problem, and that
it was a legitimate pretext for revolt. I may mention incidentally
that the revolutionists have represented, and even officials of this
Government, or those speaking for them have stated that the land
question was a fundmental cause of revolution in Mexico; and that
one particular writer, Mr. George Creel, stated in a book called
" Wilson and the Issues," that all the land in Mexico was divided
ainong 10,000 owners.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you recollect if Mr. George Creel had occasion
to revise some of his statements with respect to the operation of the
American oil men in Mexico and retracted what he had said on that
subject
Mr. BYAMr. I have so observed, but I have not yet discovered any.
retraction regarding the land business. In the State of Chiapas, in
which the population is largely Indian, every village possesses an
ample area of land for the use of the inhabitants. I know of a numbher of villages whose public lands, called "ejidos," are occupied and
made use of by only a few families. There are vast areas of very
excellent, rich and fertile public lands, in addition to these lands
belonging to the villages, which have been available to the public at
very cheap prices, prices set by the Government, and which, at the
time I was in Mexico, could have been obtained from the Government by any Mexican so desiring for from a few cents to a dollar
per acre.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did the opportunity to procure valuable homesteads compare with similar opportunities in the United States?
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Are you acquainted with the system of disposing of public lands in
tile United States to settlers at a small sum per acre, with the obligation of five years' residence?
MAr. BYat. I am.
Mir. KEARFUL. How did the opportunities in Mexico compare with
the opportunities of settlers in the United States to procure public
lands at a nominal price?
MIr. BYAt. The Mexicans had equal opportunities.
MIr. KE.%RFt. Did they avail themselves of it, largely?
Mr. BYAmI. Not that I could ever discover.
Mr. KIARFUL. Did you ever discover a general, insistent demand
in Mexico among the lower classes of the natives for land to settle
upon and own as their homes individually?
Mr. IBYASM. Not at all. I think I can illustrate that by an instance
which came under my own observation. One particular piece of
property in the State of Chiapas had on it some three hundred families of squatters. The owners of this piece of property endeavored
through a number of years to induce these squatters to accept title
to their farms. After much effort less than half were induced to
accept an average of some twenty-five acres each. The remainder refused absolutely to accept title. The only charge to which they were
subjected was that of the survey, a charge that was merely nominal.
And I may say that nearly all f these squatters were prosperous, to
the extent that any one of them could obtain credit at any of the
stores in the village for as much as $500.
Mr. IKEARFCL. According to your observation and experience, what,
would he the result if the large plantations were divided up and distributed among the natives who work those plantations?
Mr. BY,~a.u It would be to the advantage of nobody and to the
distinct disadvantage of the natives themselves, outside of the Indian
communities where possession of the land is common.
Mr. KEARFiL. And where they are exempted from taxation?
Mr. BYAt. And where they are exempt from taxation. In fact,
the Indians in Mexico have escaped practically every character of
taxation.
Mr. KEAIRPUL. You are speaking of conditions outside of community property?
Mr. BYA . Yes, sir. Outside of the community property the laborers on the plantations are distinctly better off when not owning
property, because they escape any burdens which might come through
the ownership of such property and are free to cultivate here and
there as the conditions may be best for such cultivation. In the
central highlands, where plows are used, the owners of the property
furnish them with the implements for such cultivation. It has always
been customary on the plantations in Mexico to permit the laborers
to cultivate such extensions as they may please.
Mr. KEAIRFUL. For their own use and without charge?
Mr. BYAM. For their own use, but not always without charge.
In some sections a system has been pursued somewhat similar to that
followed in the southern United States with the negroes, of cropping
on shares.
Mr. KEARFUL. In addition to the cropping on shares, the Indian
is employed on the plantation? Is that thesystem?
o

t
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Mir. BYAw. He finds employment on the plantation.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you think would become of the titles to
the small tracts, if the large plantations were divided up into small
tracts and turned over to the Indians?
Mr. BYAMt. I would expect the Indians to pursue much the same
course that they have pursued in Mexico and that has been pursued
in the United States-that they would seil the properties.
Mr. KEARFrlL. And would be forced to sell on account of the burdens of taxation and necessity of going into debt to maintain themselves through a bad year or something of that sort?
Mr. BYASI. Yes; and often to satisfy some childish caprice.
Mr. KEARFUL. So that, after a division of these lands, they would
be sold and necessarily revert to that form of operation which by
experience is known to be most economical, namely, operation in
large tracts?.
Mr. BYAM3. Exactly.
Mr. KEARFUI.. What do you know about the schools in lMexico?
Mr. BYAMI. As regards the Government schools, when I was
in Mexico I discovered schools in nearly every village which I
visited. They were primitive, the equipment was very primitive,
and the teachers were poorly paid, as teachers seem to be everywhere,
but an effort was being made to educate the people.
Mr. KIEARFU. What do you know about the education of Mexicans
by the Catholic church?
Mr. BYAr. The Catholic church at one time had charge of practically all the educational institutions of the country, but after the
enforcement of the constitution of 1857 all of these institutions were
seized and the church deprived of every meaps of educating the
people, and every impediment placed in its way by the Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is since the constitution of 1857
Mr. BYAr. That is since the constitution of 1857.
Mr. KraRFVL. Referring to the period of the educational work
of the church among the Indians in Mexico, how did the system
compare in its results with the system which has been followed in
this country by the Government in educating the Indians?
Mr. BYAsM. The first efforts of the church in Mexico toward the
education of the Indians began shortly after the conquest, and the
work was undertaken by the missionaries. They were the only individuals available for teaching. They established schools and
gathered Indian children in those schools, where they were housed
and fed and clothed according to the Indian standard of luxury.
They were taught to read and write, given religious instruction, and
kept from contact with their parents as much as possible, to avoid
the perpetuation amongst them of the native idolatry. There is
one fact that I would like to mention here, and that. is that the
Mexican Indians that were discovered and conquered by the Spaniards were cannibals, and that the Spaniards, both lay and clerical,
had considerable difficulty in eradicating the custom of human sacrifices and their cannibalism. The Mexican Indians practiced cannibalism to an exaggerated degree. That that cannibalism was a
part of their religious ritual has been urged by some in extenuation
of it, but it would appear from the available data that when the
Mexican wanted meat, he found some occasion to make a sacrifice
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to the Gods and thereby obtain a feast. In the dedication of the
principal temple in the City of Mexico in 1487, the Aztecs, according to their own records, sacrificed 20,000 victims in a four days'
carnival of killing.
Mr. KiEARFL. ne of the problems met with in the education of
the American Indian in this country has been that the young In.
dians, after having been graduated out of the school, returned to
their tribes, and reverted to the condition of savagery from which
they came, and sometimes became more vicious because of their
education. Has that been true of the Mexican Indians educated in
the Catholic Church schools, and if not, what was the reason?
Mir. BYAMs. The Catholic missionaries in Mexico were faced with
the difficulty of the pupils reverting to the mode of life of their
parents. To overcome that they established as many boarding
schools as possible. Those that could not be kept in the boarding
schools naturally returned to the villages, but the moral and religious training which was given by the missionaries, in addition to
learning to read and write, established a devotion to religion, which
100 years of revolutionary radicalism has had little effect upon.
Mr. KEARFUi,. Do you think the moral and religious training, in
addition to the popular branches, constitutes the main difference
between the education of the Mexican Indian and the education of
the American Indian?
Mr. BYafM. I believe it to be so.
Mr. IKEARFtL. Do you think that accounts for the fact that the
Mexican Indian has not been so prone to revert to the old mode of
life?
Mr. BY af. That has been my observation.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. John Lind, in his testimony, found fault with
the educational activities of the church in Mexico, because it had not
done more than it did do of late years in the way of popular education of the masses. What have you to say on that subject.
Mr. BYAM. During the colonial period the church in Mexico was
in reality a dependency of the State. It was subject to the State. It
.could make no move whatever with out the permission of the home
government and the colonial government. The numbers of the
clergy were limited. In reports that have been rendered to the
Spanish Government by agents sent out by the Crown to investigate
conditions in Mexico we find that a proportion of one priest to 5000
of the population was the average sought. That refers particularly
to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
During the colonial period the Government officials and the ecclesiastical authorities were continually urging and recommending the
continued establishment of schools and the education of the Indian.
Every priest was required to maintain a school.
The particular question was as to whether or not
Mr. KEARFn.
Mr. Lind was justified in his statement that the church in Mexico,
of late years, had not done all it might have done in the position that
it occupied to advance the popular education of the masses. Do you
think he was justified in that statement?
Mr. BYAf. I do not think he was justified.
Mr. KEARFUL. For what reason? Do you think the church did all
it could have done since the constitution of 1857?
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Mr. BYAa. The church did all that was possible to do under the
constitution of 1857, and even went to the extent of violating the
law in order to educate the children. Schools were established and
the buildings and equipment placed in the names of private individuals, because it was against the law for the church to own any
property. It was against the law for any religious orders to be in
the country. Nevertheless, religious orders existed for the purpose
of teaching in those schools.
Mr. KF.ARFUL. Do you understand that was permitted particularly
by Porfirio Diaz because he understood that was for the benefit of the
people?
Mr. BYAit. Yes.
DMr. KEARFUL. Even though it was against the law?
Mr. BYAMS. Exactly.
Mr. KEARFUt. Have you come in contact with any Protestant missionaries in Mfexico and the work they are doing there?
Mr. BYAsr. I came in contact particularly with two of them. One
was a missionary who' vns stationed at Guadalajara. He always
treated the subject quite pessimistically, and in the course of our conversations expressed his discouragement at the lack of conversions.
He informed me that when it became necessary for any reason to
show that he had a congregation that he was accustomed to send out
the Mexican servants of his household with small coins that they
might hire their friends and relatives to appear and act temporarily
as a congregation. Attendance at meetings also was obtained by the
distribution of coins at the door at the close of the services. I met a
missionary who had been working, so he informed me, for nine years
in the State of Tabasco. He was still hopeful of results, though during the nine years lie had secured but 11 converts. However, one of
these converts had died, and before dying had recanted.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Lind, when he testified, was asked about a booklet of which he is the author, entitled "The Mexican People," in
which he gives an account of the high state of civilization existing
among the Mexican aborigines at the time of the Spanish conquest
and his attention was called to the fact that Monseigneur Kelley had
subsequently, in his Book of Red and Yellow, charged that the his.
torical matter given by Mr. Lind had been shown by subsequent and
more thorough historical investigation to be very lar ely imaginary.
In the Book of Red and Yellow by Monseigneur Kelley there is a
deadly parallel in which the account given by Mr. Lind is placed in
juxtaposition to very similar matter contained in an old edition of
the Encyclopedia Britannica.
Apparently to avoid the effect of this circumstance, Mr. Lind
brought here a volume entitled Historia de La Conquista de Mejico,
by Don Antonia de Solis, published in 1066. He then undertook to
show that the historical matter which he had used had been taken
from that book. Are you familiar with the book referred to by Don
Antonio de Solist
Mr. BYAMs. I am. I have a copy of it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you read itt
Mr. BAM. I have.
Mr. KEARFUL. What have you to say with reference to the authority of that book?
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ir. BYAat. That it is not accepted as authority by any historian.
It is largely a rehash of Bernal Diaz.
Mr.
What can you say with respect to the view of authoritative historians as to the high standard of civilization of the
Mexican aboriginest
Mir. BrAi.
Bandolier made a very exhaustive study of that particular subject, and the result of his labors and his conclusions are
accepted to-day by all historians as being practically the last word
u ion the subject. He refutes definitely, and gives a large number
of authorities in support of his conclusions, that there ever existed
among the Mexican Indians any such a condition as pictured by Mr.
Lind. As a matter of fact, Mir. Bandolier tells us that they were a
very barbarous people; that they had no conception of a nationality.
Every village was practically autonomous. There was no empire,
consequently there could have been no emperor. The Aztecs, living
in what is now the City of Mexico, where a marauding, warring tribe
dependent for their subsistence upon the spoils of war and upon the
tribute which they exacted from conquered tribes. These conquered
tribes bore no relation to the Aztecs politically, other than tribute
payers. The Aztecs did not interfere with their internal government. The so-called Aztec governors which the Spaniards found
among the tribute-paying tribes were discovered later to be only the
tribute gatherers. -There was no political organization among the
Mexican Indians in any way resembling a nation.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was finally found to be the truth about the
early glowing account of a system of courts and schools and fine
arts etc.I
Mr. BAyr. They had been either nonexistent or exaggerations of
mistaken ideas, mistaken impressions received by the first Spaniards.
The native traditions tell that in the distant past, long before the
discovery of America, bearded white men came to Mextco, and the
aborigines of that period are pictured as extremely primitive beings
living like the wild beasts whose flesh they ate raw, for it is said
they knew not the art of making fire. According to these traditions
the white men introduced a character of civilization. This civilization appears to have endured until the white blood became too
widely diffused among the savage masses. Then began a degenerative process leading the people back toward their ancient savagery.
In this state of retrogression the Spaniards found them. There are
no evidences of a development of culture. The most ancient remains
are the most highly developed.
The importance and extent of the work undertaken by the Span.
iards to gather the people into villages and to induce them to adopt
a sedentary life indicates their nomadic character. According to
their own traditions, the Aztecs of the Indian pueblo of Mexico were
nomads but a relatively short time before the coming of the Spaniards. Southern Mexico is dotted with ruined cities, yet few were
inhabitated at the time of the conquest. They appear to have been
occupied in much the same manner as a tribe of Parisian Apaches
might set up their gods of murder and thievery in the ruins of the
cathedral at Rheims. From Palenque southeastward up the valley
of the Usumacinta stretch group after group of ruins like beads
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upon a string. They were buried in the jungle and forgotten long
before Columbus sailed. They are but the dry bones of a civilization
dead these many centuries.
The Spaniards brought with them the civilization and culture of
Europe which flourished in Mexico until the revolution of 1810.
Since then their civilization has been struggling to keep its head
above the rising flood of barbarism let loose upon it by the socialist
agitators. The relatively short respite during the rule of Diaz served
but to show what might be clone. The recrudescence of savagery
under Carranza and his socialist following has thrown the Mexican
people back into a raging sea of anarchy from which they have cried
invain for rescue during seven long, hungry, and bloody years.
Mir. Lind's mission gave to his pamphlet an importance which its
text fails to sustain. To expose its errors would require practically
the repetition of it in its entirety and the citation of numerous authorities to refute the false and misleading statements with which
it is filled.
Mir. Lind,in his testimony, claims that certain portions of his pamphlet are taken from Solis and not from the Encyclopiedia Britannica as charged by Monsignor Kelley. An examination of Solis
will discover no paragraph nor phrase remotely resembling those
of Mir. Lind. The Encyclopaedia Britannica, however, contains a
number of phrases too exactly like those of AIr. Lind to be claimed as
mere coincidences.
Mir. Lind's unfamiliarity with Mexico and its history, and apparently its language, have led him into some strange errors. He
states, on page 7 of his pamphlet, that "The laws and records
of the court were set down and kept in the picture writings which
were in use." And that " Some of these records are still preserved in
the National Museum." Solis distinctly declares that "They had no
written laws." If DMr. Lind knows of any preconquest law records,
either in the Mexicah National Museum or elsewhere, he has made a
momentous discovery whose proofs he has neglected to reveal.
In the same paragraph Mr. Lind declares that " The criminal code
was very severe. Fraud, the removal of landmarks, and adultery
were punished by having the offender's head crushed between stones
or by cutting out the heart." Regarding this subject Solis says that
" Murder, theft, adultery, and any disrespect to the king or religion
were capital crimes. Other crimes were readily pardoned because
the religion itself, permitting iniquities, disarmed justice.
On pages 5 and 6 Mr. Lind says that "The kings were elected
in the rovyl families." Solis says that "They observed always the
custom of electing the greatest soldier as their king without regard
to the succession, although in an equality of deeds they preferred the
royal blood." The true significance of this will be apparent to those
who have studied the American Indian.
The Spanish writers used terms intended to be understood by their
readers rather than to convey an exactness of meaning. They wrote
of Reves or kings and caballeros or gentlemen. The latter term
literally means horseman. The application of this term to the warrior class among the Aztecs did not mean that they possessed horses.
Neither did the use of the word king mean that they possessed kingdoms.
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Nearly every one of the 20 pages of Mr. Lind's pamphlet affords
examples as glaringly inexact. It is quite evident that he failed to
read Solis, or any other writer with the care the subject merited.
In closing his pamphlet, Mr. Lind takes occasion to praise the
Germans, thereby giving us some interesting evidence of how difficult it is for an immigrant to forget the prejudices brought with him
from Europe. Sweden is strongly socialistic and pro-German. These
characteristics have marked the Carranza faction and doubtless account, in part, for Mr. Lind's espousal of the Carranza cause.
In addition to Mr. Lind, I would like to cite a few instances illustrating how the American people have been misled and deceived
by prejudiced propagandists in the interests of the Mexican revolutionists and against the Spaniards.
They are all agreed that Cortes, the conqueror, was an inhuman
butcher who grievously oppressed the Indians. Yet when we examine
the records of that period we discover that Cortes was charged with
being altogether too popular with the Indians, and that he had curried favor with them, the alleged purpose being to cut loose from
Spain and establish himself as an independent ruler. This was a
contributing cause to his disfavor at court.
Bancroft, the historian claims that the Spanish civil and ecclesiastical authorities exercised a rigid censorship to prevent the writing
of anything unfavorable to their rule. Yet he supports his charges
against them by numerous references to works that indicate not only
extreme laxity in the alleged censorship but equally extreme looseness in Mr. Bancroft's statement.
Terry, in his guide book, prefers serious charges against all the
Spanish viceroys in general. Yet when he reviews their individual
terms in office he is compelled to praise many of them highly and can
find cause for censure in only two, who ruled the country for but
6 years out of nearly 800.
When Charles Cullen translated the works of Clavigero he interpolated a whole paragraph at an important point, entirely reversing
the meaning of the author. Subsequent writers have cited this
spurious paragraph to support their claims.
William Butler, a missionary, went to Mexico in the early seventies.
Some 20 years later he wrote a book in which he repeated many of
the old calumnies. In closing his work he caps his mendacity by
telling of the alleged discovery in Puebla of 13 mummified bodies of
victims of the inquisition that had been buried alive. Mr. Butler
himself claimed to have been present at the discovery of the thirteenth
body. To prove his assertions, he published a photograph of four
of the alleged victims. This picture has been his undoing, for the
mummies shown in it are easily identified as those of some Dominican
friars whose remains to the number of 18 were discovered in 1861
in the burial vaults of their convent in Mexico City. They had died,
like good Christians, in their beds.
In its entirety Mr. Butler's statement is absolutely and utterly
false. How close a scrutiny the balance of Mr. Butler's book might
stand may be left to the imagination. Nevertheless, Butler and his
ilk have helped largely in the molding of American opinion about
Mexico and the Mexican people.
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In treating of events of the Juarez revolution, the historian IBancroft mentions Ampudia, one of the generals of Juarez, as though
he were a civilized human being, and he dismisses the killing of the
priest of Zacapoaxtla with a couple of lines. The priest in question
was seized in his home and badly beaten. Covered with blood and
bruises he was dragged before Ampudia, who demanded that he take
the oath to the constitution recently adopted by a triumphant military faction. Because he refused to do this, Ampudia caused his
ears to be cut off, his eyes to be plucked out. his tongue to be torn
out, and unmentionable mutilation done besides. lie was then
dragged to the courtyard where he was shot and his body cut into
quarters. The Juarez revolution differed only in detail from the
Carranza revolution. Its general character was the same. The outrages committed and the animus inspiring them were the same.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was there any reason to believe that some of the
first Spaniards rendered untrue reports in regard to conditions?
Mr. BYAM. There is every reason to believe it.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is that generally accepted by the later historians
who have investigated the subject carefully?
Mr. BYAM. Yes sir; it is accepted among them to-day.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are the works of those historians open to anybody
who cares to investigate the subject?
Mr. BYAw. They are.
.Mr. KEARFUL. They would be open to Mr. Lind, if lie should go
into the. library and ask for them, would they?
Mr. BYAM. They would.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Lind's attention was called to a very glowing
description given by Mr. Bryan of a certain plantation in the State
of Oaxaca, devot
to the cultivation of rubber, which Mr. Byam
described as one of the American centers of civilization in Mexico,
and Mr. Lind tried to avoid the effect of that by saying that the
rubber enterprise in Mexico had resulted in failure and substantially
was of no benefit to Mexico. What can you say about the rubber
industry in Mexico?
Mr. BYAni. Mr. Lind's statement that the rubber plantations were
failures was incomplete. He failed to state why they were failures.
The greater part of the rubber planting done in Mexico was done at
a time which brought the trees into bearing ht about the time of
the outbreak of the revolution. The consequence has been that these
rubber plantations, which might have been shipping a large quanity of rubber during the past seven years, have beea unable to market their stuff because of the disturbed conditions.
Mr. KEARtUL. According to the testimony of a number of witnesses such plantations have been destroyed, the owners or managers
having been driven out of the country. Would that have any effect
upon the successful outcome of the rubber industry?
Mr. BYAar. Most decidedly. There are a number of rubber plantations in the northern part of Chiapas which have been abandoned,
their equipment has been destroyed, their buildings burned or suffered to fall into decay, the planted area grown up in weeds, and
the plantations generally have returned to the primitive forest which
existed prior to the commencement of operations by Americans in
that neighborhood. "
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Mr. KEARFUL. Whatever may be the truth about the success or
failure of rubber enterprises in Mexico, what has been their effect
upon the Mexican natives of the attempt to establish rubber plantationsI
Mr. BYAM. To better their material welfare.
Mr. KEARFUiL. Has it given them work and secured money for
them and benefited them in that way?
Mr. BYAa. It has, most decidedly. In the district where I was
for a time, a large number of the farmers in the neighborhood found
employment on these plantations from time to time, either as individual laborers or as small contractors. As small contractors, they
would contract to clear and plant a few acres, and would hire some
of their less prosperous neighbors to assist them, and they would
utilize some of the labor from their own farms.
Mr. KEARF'I.. Have you ary observations to make upon the effect
upon the cost of living in the United States by reason of the destruction of Mexican cattle ranches and plantations in Mexico?
Mr. BYA . I believe that that has had a very decided effect in
increasing the cost of living. We pay more for our beef because
the great herds of northern Mexico have been destroyed. We are
paying more for our sugar because the sugar plantations in Mexico
ihtve been destroyed. Because of the disturbed conditions there we
pay more for our chocolate, more for our vanilla, more for our
bananas.

AMr. I(EARFUL. How about coffee and tobacco?

Mr. BrAs. The same may be said with equal justice for coffee
and tobacco.
Mr. KF.AnFUL. Have you any theory which you could give for the
benefit of the country, based upon your observation and experience
and study, about the cause for the revolution in Mexico?
Mr. B'YA.
From my study and observation the fundamental
cause is antireli ious agitation. We find the beginning of it in
the French Revolution. It spread to Mexico through Spain. The
first Mexican revolution, or so-called war for independence, was
really a civil war. Spain sent relatively few troops to Mexico.
The most of her efforts were directed toward preserving the Spanish
colonies in South America. The cause of the Spanish Crown was
sustained in Mexico by the Creoles; that is, the Mexican-born descendents of the Spanish conquerors. There was no objection by
them to independence of itself. What they fought for was to sustain a government of laiw and order. They fought the revolution
because the revolution of that day sought to destroy wealth, and,
in fact. it was what we would call to-day a bolshevik revolution.
When the time came, independence was secured by the very elements
that had- fought to sustain the Snpanish Government.
We find that the agitators of to-day are compelled to justify
their efforts, and to do it they assume to attack the Spaniards as a
class or as a race, and they endeavor to show the Spanish Government or the ecclesiastical authorities had oppressed the people.
The extreme radicals gradually ~ainerl control until the complete
triumph came to Jaurez with the constitution of 18.57. They endeavored, and successfully, to secure the moral and material aid of
the American people. The American people misunderstood the
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movement and the object of it. If it had been known by its true
name, and if the true purpose had been understood, the American
people would have refused their aid or sympathy.
The Mexican revolutionists have called themselves "liberals,"
when in point of fact they were socialists, and we know to-day that
socialism does not differ greatly from bolshevism. Socialism is the
theory, bolshevism the tact. The Mexican revolutionists have
claimed that they sought to establish religious liberty, when in point
of fact they have sought to establish an atheistic tyranny.
Mr. KFABFL. In your study of Mexican history, and in arriving
at the conclusions that you have stated, are you influenced in any
way by your individual religious convictions or sentiments?
Mr. BYAM. Not in the least.
Mr. KEARFUL. As a matter of fact, are you a member of the
Catholic Church?
Mr. BYra. I am not.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you ever been?
Mr. BYAM. I never have been, nor any of my ancestors for 10
generations.
Mr. KEARFIL. You say that you believe that the fundamental cause
of the revolution is anticlericalism, antireligion
Mr. BYAM. Antireligion. .
Mr. KEARFUL. How do you account for that, in view of the fact
that the Mexican people, almost as a whole, are members of the
Catholic Church?
Mr. BYAi%. I account for that from the fact that the revolutionary
activities in Mexico have always been confined to a very small percentage of the population. It had its root in the revolution begun by
Hidalgo. Hidalgo's personal history is a partial explanation of what
he sought to accomplish. According to his own confession, he misled his people, misled his following, and his following consisted very
largely of ignorant Indians. His career was short, and was marked
by extreme excesses, assassinations, destruction. According to his
own confessions he personally gave the order for or permitted the
execution of some 700 unarmed civilians whom he-had captured in
different places.
The activities of Hidalgo and his successors created a spirit of lawlessness among certain classes of Mexicans and encouraged still others
to defy the government. About the time that independence was secured many thousands had become scattered, and were living as vagabonds or pillagers, and it has been the perpetuation of that element
which has furnished the forces for every revolutionary movement in
the Republic of Mexico to the present day.
Mr. KEARFUL. If the influence of the Catholic Church in Mexico has
been good, why was it necessary, in order to maintain the Government
of Mexico, to assail the Catholic Church?
Mr. BYAM. Because the church stood for law and order. By re..
ferring to the pastoral letters issued by the Mexican bishops during
the past i00 years we find a constant and repeated admonition to
keep the peace, to avoid disorder or violence, to obey the law. The
result of that has been that the great majority of the Mexican people,
who are Catholics, and who obey their pastors, have not resorted to
violence or force to defend themselves against the attacks made upon
them by the minority.
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Mr. KEARFUL. You believe, then, that the revolutionary movements
and governments founded upon such movements in Mexico have proceeded upon principles that were destructive of law and order?
Mr. BYAM. Entirely so; entirely so.
Mr. KEARFUL. HOW do you account for the reign of law and order
under Porfirio Diazf
Mr. BYAM. Porfirio Diaz was, to a certain extent, an exception.
He found his country in its normal state of disorder and exhausted
but throughout his rule he was ever on the alert against threatened
revolt; and Porflrio Diaz had one defense which the others did not
have and which was worth more to him than all his armies, and that
was the threat of intervention.
Mr. KEArFUL. Do you think that another element that contributed
to his success was that he favored the activities, especially the educational activities of the Catholic Church?
Mr. BIYAM. Hle did, to a certain extent, but only to a limited extent.
In place of repealing the antireligious laws, the antiproperty laws,
he preferred to encourage the violation of those laws, and from time
to time exerted sach pressure or influence in enacting such inimical
legislation as would remind the Catholic people of Mexico that he
and his government were opposed to their principles and their
desires.
Mr. IKEARFUL. Is it your idea that he took the course of permitting
the church to operate contrary to the law, instead of repealing the
law itself, so that he might be able to use the law as a means with
which to curb the activities of any Catholics who might form a
party against himf
Mr. BYAs. That would be the result, and the result would indicate
the intent.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any opinion that you care to express in
regard to what this country ought to do, if anything, to prevent a
recurrence of recent outrages in Mexico?
Mr. BYAU. There is only one obvious remedy, considering present
conditions. I do not want to be understood as advocating intervention or the exercise of force, but when we consider accomplished facts,
when we consider the actual conditions existing in Mexico, there appears to be but one certain remedy. From my knowledge of Mexico
and my acquaintance with the Mexicans I am satisfied that if the
majority element be given an opportunity it can and will establish
a satisfactory form of government, a government that will discharge
its international obligations as all civilized governments do. But to
do that they must have protection; to do that they must have back
of them some force which will prevent their overthrow by some capricious military adventurer.
. Mr. KEARFUL. You mean some military adventurer, followed by
the predatory element that has existed since the time of the Hidalgo
revolution, as you have described it?
Mr. BYaM. Exactly the vagabond element, the criminal element,
the restless element, that exists in every community in the world,
which has been attracted for 100 years in Mexico to follow any mill.
tary adventurer that would promise pillage. The history of Mexico
is filled with incidents of that kind.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think the reason the Carranza revolutionists
have been able to proceed is largely because of the opportunity to
pillage that was offered the followers of the revolution?
Mr. BYAM. Precisely.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you think the government Carranza has formed
upon that'revolutionary movement has been based upon the opportunity for graft and private gain of the officials of the Government?
Mr. BYAM. I believe it is entirely so.
Mr. KEARFUL. And you think it is precisely that element that
must be curbed, and against which it is necessary to give the better
element protection, in order that the better element, the largemajority element, may have an opportunity to establish a civili. d
Government in Mexico?
Mr. BYAIr. Exactly so.
Mr. KEAnFUL. Do you believe that the great majority of the peopie possess the potentialities of good citizens if they' are given a
fair chance?
Mr. BYAM3. I certainly do. They are law-abiding, they are industrious, they are thrifty, and they (to not resort to violence.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do o'ou believe such efforts would be well expended
and would progress in the direction of good government?
" Mr. BYAMS. Believe they would.
AMr. KEARFUL. I have reached the end of the questions I had in
mind to ask. Is there anything further you care to state?
Mr. BYAM. Mr. Lind stated that the church was opposed to public schools. The opposition of the church in Mexico to the Government schools was not to the Government schools as such; that is,
as Government institutions. The opposition was, first, to the Government prohibition against church schools, and, second, opposition
to the atheistic teachings of the Government schools.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Lind compared the sentiment in that respect
to the sentiment of the church in this country in opposition to public
schools. Is there any such sentiment that you have observed in this
country that is comparable to what you have just stated in reference to Mexico?
Mr. BYAM. My observation of the position of the Catholic Church
toward public schools in this country has been that the Catholic
Church isnot opposed to public schools per se-the Catholic Church
wants its own schools.
Mr. IEARFUL. The same condition that exists in Mexico whereby
the Government 'of Mexico does not permit the Catholic Church to
have its own schools, does not exist in this country, does it? In this
country the Catholiho Church is permitted to have all the schools
it can establish; is not that correct?
Mr. BYAm. That is. quite correct.
Mr. KEARFUL. So, therefore, the same condition that exists here
does not at all compare with the conditions in Mexico?
Mr. BYAU. Not at all.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is the point I desired to make.
,
Mr. BYAM. The Catholic Church in Mexico would be very glad
if it were permitted the same liberties that it enjoys in this country.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Lind referred to the Catholic Party in Mexico,
in connection with his idea about the sentiment of the people toward
the church, and that they had their opportunity through the Catholic
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Party to assert their rights. What do you know about the so-called
Catholic Party in Mexico as a political party?
Mr. BYA3. The Catholic Party as a political party was organized
at the time of the triumph of Madero, and by his encouragement. It
was organized by Mexican citizens who were Catholics. The church
authorities had no official connection with it whatever. The name
"Catholic Party" was chosen to avoid any charge by their enemies
that they were attempting or endeavoring to conceal their purposes,
had another name been chosen. The Catholic Party in Mexico was
organized for the express and announced purpose of securing, by
constitutional and lawful means, the repeal of the anti-religious laws
in Mexico. The Catholic Party nominated Madero as its candidate
for president. As its candidate for vice president, however, it nominated De la Barra. I have not at hand any official figures, but speaking from memory, De la Barra secured some 60 per cent of the votes
of Mexico. lie was not, however, permitted to assume the office.
That office was given arbitrarily to Pino Suarez, who had divided
some 15 per cent of the vote with a number of lesser candidates.
Mr. KE.AnvFU. What knowledge have you in regard to the ability
of the Mexican people to hold fair and free elections, if they were
permitted to do so by the central government?
Mr. BYAM. I would say that they are entirely competent to do so.
In the State of Jalisco, in the election of January, 1912 74 per cent
of the voting districts of the State reported a total of over 92,000
votes. Over 64 per cent of the votes cast were cast for the Catholic
Party candidates. The significance of these figures will be more apparent when it is remembered that the opposition counted the votes.
Mr. KEARFUIL. HOW do you account for such a result, in view of the
reports and testimony we have had in regard to the unjust and unfair elections that have prevailed in Mexico?
Mr. BYAMx. I think that is due largely to the fact that the subject
has not been given the study it merited. During the rule of Porfirio
Diaz it was commonly understood that elections were a polite fiction,
but considering the prevailing security of life and property, the people
generally did not concern themselves with the niceties of democratic
elections. The majority of the people were not favorable to the
policies of Diaz, but so long as he gave them law and order they were
submissive.
Mir. KEARFUL. This election in Jalisco that you have mentioned;
was that held under the supervision of the Federal authorities, or
was it purely a State election
Mr. BYAsr. That was purely a State election; that occurred during the rule of Madero, but Madero's political organization had not
been sufficiently perfected to control all the elections in the manner
that Diaz had managed affairs.
Mr. IKEARFUL. It is one thing for a candidate to be elected and
another thing for him to take office, as you have illustrated in the case
of De la Barra.
Mr. BYAfM. Exactly.
Mr. KEARFvL. So what is the use of fair elections in one or more
States, if the result of it is not to be carried out
Mr.BYAM. It is utterly hopeless, unless there is back of it some
force that will compel a just and orderly observance of the will of
the people as expressed at the polls. That particular election in the
4766-20-vovL2----57
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State of Jalisco is significant from the fact that the opposition had
not developed force to attack the result of that election. Therefore,
the'governor and legislature elected were enabled to take their seats,
to assume office, to exercise all the functions of government, to pass
laws, which laws were enforced, but, of course, only for a short time
because there came the revolution which eliminated Madero, and
following upon the heels of that the Carranza revolution. Nevertheless, during the rule of Huerta, that element in Jalisco remained in
power. Huerta did not disturb them in the State government, though
he did change governors. They continued in power until the revolution of the U rranza forces. The governor was driven out and the
legislature dispersed, the laws annulled, and a military dictator appointed by Carranza established in their place.
Mr. KEARFUL. If there is nothing further, you will be excused.
The committee is very much obliged to you.
(Whereupon, at 4.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned, to
meet again on Monday, May 3, 1920, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

MONDAY, MAY 3, 1920.
UNITED
Sncot1,IITTEE ON

STATES SENATE,
FOREIGN RELATIONS

WVashington, b. c.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., May 3, 1020, by Francis J.
Kearful, EIq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF NEISON O'SHAUGHNESSY.
(The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.)

Mr. KeARFUL. You may state your name.

iMr. O'SHAUOHNEssY. Relson O'Shaughnessy.

Mr. KIEARFUL. What is your present address?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. University Club, New York.
Mr. KEARFUvL. Are you a native-born American citizen?
Mr. O'SHAUoHNESSr. I was born in New York City on the 12th of
February, 1870.
Mr. KEARFIL. What connection have you had with the Diplomatic
Service of the United Statest
DMr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. I entered the service on the 17th of March,
1904. Then I was successively secretary of different grades in the
Diplomatic Service at Copenhagen, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna,
Bucharest, and Mexico City.
DMr. KEARFUL. When did you go to Mexico, and how long did you
remain there?
fr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. I went to 1lexico in 1911, arriving there the
4th of May, 1911, and I left Mexico City on the 23d of April, 1914.
Mr. KEARFUL. 'Shortly after the landing of the American troops
at Vera Cruz?
Mr. O'SAUoHNNEssY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was your position in the Diplomatic Service
in Mexico?
Mr. O'SHAUOIINESSY. I was first second secretary of the embassy,
and then I was promoted to first secretary, and when the ambassador
left I became charg6 d'affaires.
Mr. KEARFUL Were you there during the time of Porfirio Diaz?
DMr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. Just toward the end for a few weeks.
Mr. KEARFUL. You were there throughout the rule of Madero, were
you not?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. I was there throughout the rule of Madero;
yes, sir.
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Mir. KiEAfnFtU.. Did you come in contact with Madero considerably
Mr. O'S.11ArtonN~ss.
Yes; I came in contact with Madero very
often: saw i1great deal of him.
Mr. KE.~,IIr.. What character of man was Madero, with reference
to his ntental capacity?
Mrir. O'8mr.oirFssy. Madero was a dreamer. I think that is the
best description of Madero. He was a very unpractical person.
Sir. KE.AiFULr
. What was his attitude toward Americans, esp)ecially with reference to official representations made to him with
respect to American rights?
Mr. O'SirALounssY. Madero was a great procrastinator. I think
that lie accepted in theory the demands of the American Government as just, but he continually put off a solution of anything. I
remember whl'en the question of these claims for the people killed
during his revolution on the border came up. I suggested to him
that these were very small claims, but they are very irritating to
the American peoplle, and some day you will get congressional
action from the United States on these claims which will embarrass yoit still further. Why do you not pay them? Find out what
will satisfy these people and settle them "up, and I think it will
save you much further embarrassment." He said that was a very
good idea, but he never took any action until about a year afterward. Then Scilor Pedro Lascurain took it up with Senor Calero,
Mexican ambassador at Washington. I think Madero was willing
to act promptly, but he did not have a well-organized government
with him. lou know he was sort of playing a lone hand; I mean
he was not well supported. You remember how very irritatingthose
claims were. for people who were shot on this side of the line during the Mnadero revolution, at Douglas and El Paso.
Mr. KEAnvFUL. What were Madero's ideas with respect to the Mexican Government ? You say they were impracticable, and he practically stood alone.
Mr. O'SiJA0UoNESsY. What were his ideas?
Mr. KE.IrFUL. Yes.

Mr. O'SimAUOHNESSY. Well, he wanted a division of a good many
of the large estates, and he wanted to do it in a summary manner.
At least, that was what he wanted to do in the beginning. Of course,
there was a national organized opposition to such action.
Sir. KEAnRFL. Was anything lone during his rule to carry out
that plan?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. I think, if my memory serves me right. that

they passed a law in Congress appropriating large sums of money
to buy certain lands, and distribute it among the peons, but I do
not think that it was ever consummated. So far as the public domain went, those were very often the lands the peons did not want.
The peon wanted the lands he was living on. The Mexican Indian
is generally very fond of the land.
Mr. KEARPUL. They wanted the cultivated or improved land?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Yes; but I think the whole Mexican land

situation has been very much exaggerated.
Mr. KEARFa
. Is it a fact that much more was heard about it in
this country than in Mexico?
Mr. O'SHAUo NEssY. Yes; much more.
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MIr. KIEArFUL. What influence was exerted during the Madero
rule by Gustavo Madero, the brother of the President?
MIr. O'SIIAUOIIEssY. I think Gustavo practically ran the Gov.
ernment. I know the entire patronage of the Mexican Government
was in his hands.
Mr. KE.auruL. Was his method of running the Government in accordance with the ideas of the President?
Mr. O'SHAUHIINEssY. No; I do not think they were. Madero, as
he went on, became less theoretical and more practical. He was
a much more practical politician toward the end than lie was at the
beginning, which, I suppose,. was natural.
Ir. KEAnvFu. How did the rule of Madero toward the end approximate the rule of Porflrio Diaz as to autocratic measures?
Mr. O'SHAUOIINESSY. It became very much the same toward the
end.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the reason for that
Mr. O'SHAUOHNE88. Because it is the only way you can rule the
country.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you in Mexico at the time of the overthrow
of Aladero?
AMr. O'SHAUoHNESSY. No; I was not. I was on leave then. I was
appointed first secretary on the 12th of December, 1913, and I arrived
back in Mexico on March 8, 1914.
Mr. KF.ARFCL. That was after Huerta had assumed the presidency?
Mr. O'SIIAUOHNESSY. Yes.
AMr. IKEARFUL. What opportunity did you have to become acquainted with Gen. Iluerta?
Mr. O'SHAOHNxSSY. Well, after I arrived in Mexico and Senor
die la Barra became president ad interim I met Gen. Huerta just as
he was going out to Morelos on the first Zapata campaign.
Mr. Ittuurw,. That was in 1911. was it not?
Mr. O'SnA'romIssY. Yes. Then I met him when he came back,
had lunch with him several times. Then I saw him just before he
went off on the Orozco campaign. That was in 1912, and our military attaches went with him in that campaign. So then when I
went back to Mexico I knew Huertr well. I mean as one can know
an official in a foreign Government.
Mr. KE.arIvtI. What opportunities dlid you have to become further
acquainted with him after he assumed the presidency?
Mr. O'SN.Lton.N"ssrY. Well, I found that the only way that I
could get any results out of the Government was to get them through
Illerta, so I was thrown in contact with him very often. In fact,
upon one occasion I was instructed by Mr. Bryan to see the President
and make a certain request.
Mr. KeIAnrvr.. When you returned to Mexico as first secretary had
Ilenry Lane Wilson, the ambassador, left?
'Mr. O'SHAUGH ESSY. No. I returned on the 3d of March, and I
think he went some time in April. I can not remember the date.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was in 19138
Mr. O'SAUGHNF.ssY. That was in 1913.
Mr. KEARFUL. What character of man was Gen. Huerta?
AMr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Well, Huerta was a strong character. He
had always been very much feared by Diaz. Diaz considered him
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the strongest man in the Mexican Army. You know the old Diaz
fear of a successful general. I-luerta always kept his word with mue.
He liked Americans. In fact, of all the Mexican public men I knew
I never saw one who really was so friendly toward Americans. I do
not say toward the policies of our Govermnent, but I mean toward
Americans. Hie liked Americans. lie realized that the progress of
Mexico depended upon the amity of the United States.
Mr. KIEAnrvl,. W hat was his attitude toward Americans with respect to affording them protection for property and other interests?
Mr. O'SnAaoTNssY. I never requested protection from lluerta
that he did not give it, if it was physically possible. Of course when
the American Government requested protection for people who were
in rebel territory he could not give it, but anywhere within the territory in his control he always extended protection.
Mr. KARYUL. What was his attitude toward Americans after the
taking of Vera Cruz?
Mr. O'Sr]AironNEssY. Well, I went to see him the morning that it
was taken, and I spoke to him of the danger of an outbreak in Mexico
City, and he said: " I shall see that that does not occur. I will have
the evening papers censored and have the streets patrolled," which
he did, and which I think shows a very Ibroad spirit on his part,
because the whole action was taken against him personally.
Mr. KEAnrUj,. What was the condition in Mexico City upon the
taking of Vern Cruz with respect to actions of the mob?
Mr. ()O'Snaro s .sy.
Well, they paraded about, sang patriotic
songs, pulled down the statue of (GeorgeWashington, and there were
a feiv street fights, and they serenaded the embassy, but I went around
the streets on all the days I remained there after the taking of Vera
Cruz; went out every day.
Mr. KRElArc.,. Did you know of any American being killed or assaulted?
Mr. O'S.AUGHNES.SY. No, sir.
Mr. K(RAenw. Do you think that protection was due to the action
taken by Iluerta?
Mr. O'8JJAUonN~Y. Yes; I do. If lluerta had not issued the instructions that he did, there would have been very serious quarrels
and riots. Of that I am convinced.
Mr. KF.AurU.. Did you know John Lind?
Mr. O'SIAUoNESSY. Yes.
Mr. Kr.AnvuL. Were you at the embassy when he was sent to Mexico
to deal with Gen. Iluerta?
Mr. O'ShAUonUNEssY. Yes; I was in charge of the embassy.
Mr. K(EArFUL. Can you state briefly what you understood his mission to Mexico to be?
Mr. O'Snmonuxssy. I understood that his mission in Mexico was
to force the resignation of IHuerta, to eliminate Huerta from Mexican
politics.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was his mission further with respect to
Hfuerta's successor ?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. Well, Mr. Kearful, I really do not know that.
I know that Mr. Lind was firmly convinced, at least, he gave me every
reason to believe he was, that the only solution would be the triunph
of the revolution under Carranza. Yes; Gov. Lind was a strong
Carrancista.
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MIr. KEARFUL. Were you present at an interview between John
Lind and Air. (amboa, Huerta's foreign minister, when Mr. Lind presented his demands and instructions from President Wilson?
Mr. O'SIIAUIINE8SY.

Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. What was the nature of Lind's attitude in his demands, with reference to their being'peremptory or otherwise?
Mr. O'SHAuOII
uSsY. Mr. Lind had a document signed by the Chief
Executive of the United States, which he presented.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he have anything to say in addition to presenting the document?
Mir. O'SnAUHNEssY. Lind saw Gamboa on several occasions. I
think I was present twice, and the other times I was not present.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember whether MIr. Lind made any threat
as to what would occur in case the demands made by him were not
complied with?
Mr. O'SH.uoHNES}SY. Yes. Air. Lind gave the Mexican Government to understand that, after exhausting the various remedies
which the American Government thought proper, they would use
force.
lr. KIEAnFUJL. Shortly stated: did you ulelrstand him to sayl to
Mr. (lamboa that if these demands were not complied with* the
United States would intervene by force?
Mr. O'SlvUOH,,sFsY. That was my understanding.
MIr. KFEARIvL. When AMr. Lind arrived in Mexico, did he have
any knowledge of Mexican conditions?
iMr. O'SrALoulls sY. I do not think he did.
Mr. IKEARPUL. Did he know any Spanish?
Mr. O'SIr.uvoins&ssY. No. At least not to my knowledge.
Mr. KEmRFI,. Did lie undertake to inform himself upon any subject before lie presented his demands to the Mexican Governent?
Mir. O'SiiAt'oixEssY. Well, Mr. Lind did his work, drew up his
papers and documents, without any aid from me whatsoever, and I
do not know what lie studied or what he did.
Mr. KEARFUL. He presented his demands within a very short
time after his arrival, did he?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. In a very short time; yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Within a day or two?
Ir. O'SHAUonNESSY. Yes. Within a day or two. The first interview, I think, was the second day after he arrived.
Ir. KIEARFUL. Did you ever have any conversations with Mr.
Lind in which he expressed his views in regard to what the trouble
was in Mexico?
Mr. O'SHAUonUNESSY. Yes; I had a good many conversations with
Mr. Lind along those lines.
AIr. KEARFUL. What did he say on that subject?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Well, he was very bitter against the large
English interests there, the large English oil interests, and he
attributed Mexico's ills very largely to the religious situation and
to the oil companies, especially Lord Cowdray.
Mr. KEARFUL. He thought the ills of Mexico were largely due to
the influence of the Catholic Church?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNE88Y. Yes; he stated that to me.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did ihe give any expression of his sentiments as to
what should be done to remedy that condition?
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Mr. O'SIIAUHNESSY. N;

lie did not.

Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any conversation with him with reference to the persecution of the church and the killing of priests by
the Carranza revolutionists?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Well, I told him that I thought it was a
very great mistake for the Government of the United States to ally
itself with people who did those kinds of things, but I think he
considered such acts were incident to a revolution.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you remember, after he had failed in his dealings with the Huerta Government, that he went to Vera Cruz, and
while he was there he made a trip to Pass Christian to see President

Wilson
Mr.

O'SHAUGHNE88Y. I do.

Mr. KEARFUL. Did you have any conversation with him after that,
in which he expressed to you the sentiments of himself and President
Wilson with respect to the killing of priests by the Carranza army
Mr. O'SIIAUGHNESSY. Yes; I did. He did not say those were the
President's sentiments.
Mr. KEARFUL. What did he say? What was the conversation, and
where did it occur?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. That occurred in Mexico City after he came

up the second time. You remember he came up, I think it was in
November. He came up there for a few days, and returned to Vera
Cruz.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the conversation?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNF.SSY. Well, I do not remember the conversation
very much in detail. Mr. Lind at that time was very prejudiced
and very much under the influence of the extreme radicals in Mexico.
He seemed at times overwrought and nervous.
Mr. KAFreL. Can you state the substance of what he said on the
subject mentioned
Mr. O'SHAUGUNESSY. I had so many conversations with Mr. Lind,
I saw him so often, as he lived in the embassy, that I can not remember in an exact manner exactly what he said.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were you present with him when something was
mentioned about the persecution of priests by the Carranzistas?

t

Mr.

O'SHAGOHNESSY.

Yes.

Mr. IKEARFUL. What, if any, remarks did he make expressing his
sentiments in regard to it?
DMr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. Well, I considered that it was pleasing to
him.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you 'ud e that from what he said?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESY. I judged that from what he said; yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you get any impression from what he said as
to whether President Wilson agreed with that sentiment on his part?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNSSY. No; that I did not. I can not go that far.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did he say anything that gave you to understand
that he was not shocked by the fact that the Carrancistas had killed
priests in the interior.
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESSY. NO; I do not think it shocked him. The Car-

ranza people evidently thought that these.atrocities were not mnpleasing to the American Government, and I do not think at that
time that this Government made any protest to its accredited representatives with the revolutionists.
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Mr. KEARFUL. Did you know of any expressions on the part of
Members of the Cabinet or President Wilson excusing the excesses
of the Carrancistas against the church .
Mir. O'SHAUOIINESSY. Yes. Secretary Baker, in the autumn of 1916,
when these atrocities were mentioned in the campaign, made a statement that even our soldiers in the Revolution agarast England committed analogous acts which, of course, is not borne out by history.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did lie take the position that the Carranza revolution was on a par with our revolutionary movement?
Mir.

O'SHAUGHI ESSY. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. Did you come in contact with a great many Americans who were living and operating in Mexico while you were there?
Mir. O'SnHAUOHnEsY. Yes. A great many of them.
Mir. KEARFUL. What character of people were they?
Mr. O'SIIAUOHNESSY. Vell, miners, lawyers, doctors, people in
trades, oil operators. I think generally they were very representative
and a very good element, and did more to make Mexico a modern
country than any other foreigners.
Mr. KEARFUL. How did they compare with their fellow citizens in
this country engaged in similar pursuits?
DMr.

O'SHAUOHNESSY.

I think they compared very favorably.

Mr. KEARFUL. Do you know whether they demanded or received
any special privileges which gave them advantages over Mexicans or
other foreigners operating in Mexico?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. 1 never knew of any. All the privileges
were granted under general laws.
Mr. KEARFU,. Which were open to anybody who desired to take
advantage of them?
Mr. O'SHn.UONFSSY. Which were open to anybody who desired to
take advantage of them. The Government merely had to be petitioned and the necessary form gone through and they were open to the
world.
Mr. KEARFUL. Were the Americans there generally a class of lawabiding people?
Dir. O'SHAUOINFSSY.

Yes.

While I was there there were exceed-

ingly few cases where an American citizen was arraigned for any
disorderly conduct or any breaking of the regulations of the Mexican
Government.
Mr. KEARFUL. From your knowledge and experience in Mexico,
what is your opinion with respect to the policy pursued by this Government toward Huerta?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNFSSY. I think it was fundamentally wrong. Until
the 4th of March, 1913, I was taught that the paramount interest of
the country is the protection of the lives and property of its citizens,
not the reforming of foreign governments or siding with the revolutionary movements against a foreign government, which have nothing
to do with the interest of its citizens or theirproperty; but the present
administration does not seem to think so. By the recognition of the
Huerta government we would have continued in Mexico an organized government which we could have dealt with and which would
have lived up to its international agreement with the United States
for the Huerta government was exceedingly anxious to have the good
will of the United States, and Gen. Huerta realized that without the
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good will of the United States no Mexican government can exist, as
has been amply proven by the history of Mexico during the last six
years.
Mr. KEAnvUL. Did you ever know of any other incident in the
diplomatic history of the United States in which this Government
undertook to eliminate the de facto head of a foreign government and
to say what sort of a government the people should have?
Mr. O'SiAvuluINESSY. NO. Of course this Government did take
action against Maximilian, which was perfectly natural, as the establishment of Maximilian's government there would have been very repugnant to our ideas and would have been an infraction of the Monroe
doctrine. It was a case of self-protection.
Mr. KE.nvul,.
That was the establishment of a government in Mexico by hEuropean powers, was it not?
Mir. O'SIlAronx sa Y. Yes.
Mr. KEA,nv ,. But with respect to the establishment of a government by the people themselves?
Mr. O'S.IAoNE..sY. Never. But we seem to be in an era of
meddlin r.
Mr. KAs. FUL. What have you observed to be the results of the
policy that were produced with respect to the eliminating Huerta and
the substitution of a government of our own choice?
Mr. O'SuIAUCHNEssy. Well, the present chaotic state of Mexico.
That is the best answer to that. I think.
Mr. IEARF,. Did Gen. Huerta ever give expression in conversations with you to his estimate of what the revolutionists would do if
they should come into power by the aid of the United States?
Air. O'SIt oiNEssY. Yes. He said that by his overthrow organized government would cease to exist in Mexico, and that the revolutionary party would never be able, in his opinion, to bring about
organized and orderly government. I telegraphed the Department
of State once a statement that lHuerta made along those lines. I can
not remember the exact wording of it. I likewise informed the Department of State fully as to the anti-Americanism and dislike of the
United States of Carranza.
Mr. KF.ARFL. The anti-American attitude of Carranza?
1Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Yes. I nean his dislike of the United States.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you remember in one of Huerta's conversations
with you, of which you made a memorandum, he stated something
like the following: 't The present task in Mexico is not one of estab.
lishing democracy, but of establishing order. Before peace can be
established in Mexico there must be a general reconstruction of the
system of government, as opposed to that established by Porflrio
Diaz, whose government, however, was a necessity of the times and
circumstances. I do not criticize the rebels of the north thoughts, but
they will never, in the event of their triumph, be able to establish a
government in Mexico, and one of their first acts, if they ever do
triumph, will be to turn upon the United States, whom they are now
praising "
Mr. O'SHAUoRNEssY. I remember that perfectly; yes.
.
Mr. KEARnmL. Do you know whether the. rebels, after they triumphed, did turn upon the United Statest
Mr. O'SHAvORNEmB8.
I think that it is a known fact that they did.
They did not join with this country in the war, but did what they
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could to give comfort to its enemies. They passed laws which have
embarrassed foreigners, and, of course, Americans, in the carrying
out of their business. They have certainly shown no friendship
toward the United States in any way. ,More Americans have been
murdered in tile last six years than ever before. I think that is a fact,
is it not? None of the outstanding questions have been settled.
Mr. KE.rnRFt:,. The records show that. Did you ever have any
reason to believe that our ambassador to .Mexico, Mr. Henry Lane
Wilson, was concerned in the effort to overthrow Madero, or had any
knowledge of the assassination of Madero until afterwards?
IMr. O'SHavuoJuXrs~SY. I am convinced that Mr. Wilson had no
fore knowledge and nothing to do with it in any way whatsoever,
and I never found any evidence of such knowledge during my time
in Mexico. Mr. Wilson simply did what was the best to do at the
time, and lie should have received the thanks of the administration
instead of the treatment which he did receive.
31r. IKEv.lrI. Do you know what the feeling was among the
Americans in Mexico as to the work that was done by Henry Lane
Wilson?
The feelings of Americans in Mexico, with-Ir. O'Su.Irt iL .svs.
ciut exception, was one of satisfaction and commendation.
Mfr. I:HARFU',. Have you any opinion that you care to express as to
what this country ought to do, if anything, to protect Americans in
Mexico or prevent the recurrence of the outrages that have been perpetrated upoo them?
Ho :&s.sY. If this Government had held the present
Mr. O'Si
Mexican Government to its obligations, and not let the matter slide
along and merely protest, it would have had much more effect. If
they can kill Americans with impunity and only receive protests, of
course. it does not deter them from doing it in the future.
Mr. KEAr:r,. What is your opinion as to what ought to be done
in the present state of affairs, if anything?
Mr. O'SoltAuIIIssY. Well, at the present moment I do not know
very much about the relationship of this Government to the Mexican
Government, nor do I know how far the Mexican Government is able
to protect Americans. I do not believe that the present Mexican
Government worries itself very much about the protection of Americans, if it could I doubt if it would do better.
. But you believe that American citizens who have
Mr. KEARFUnr
gone to Mexico on the invitation of the Mexican Government, guaranteeing them the protection of its laws, are entitled to receive it, do

you not?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNF.SSY. Certainly, I believe they are entitled to receive it, but.if their own Government will not support them how can
we expect the Mexican Government to take its obligations very
.
seriously?
Mr. KEARFUL. What, in your opinion, ought to be done to remedy
that situation?
Mr. O'SHAUGHvNESY. The Mexican Government should be told
that they must live up to their International obligations or the United
States will follow out that which may be best in its opinion to enforce
those obligations.
Mr. KEARFUL. Would you stop at telling them that

Mr. O'SHAuoHNE8sY. No; I would not.

1
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Mr. KIsARvUL. Do you think that such a statement would be respected b~ythem ?
l
sY'. If they believed that it meant action, it
Mr. O SuAv'uc
would be respected.
Mr. K:Anvtiu. After many demands which have not been followed
up by action, what do you think would be necessary to make them
believe that action would follow?
Mr. O'SJAuoGUNJFs. A time limit: that certain thil.gs must be
clone within a certain time.
Mr. KIEAnrr,. If there is nothing done, what should follow?
Mr. O'SHAvTOINssY. That would have to go to Congress.
Mr. KEAnRFUL. Would you be in favor of armed intervention by
this country in Mexico, if the present attitude of the Mexican Government should be continued ?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNES8r. Well, I would only be in favor of a temporary intervention as a very last resort, after the exhaustion of all
other remedies.
Mr. KEARFUL. What course do you think that such intervention
should take, other remedies being exhausted ?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Blockading of their ports. closing of the
northern frontier, various coercive measures which could be brought
to bear upon them. I think it is a very remote necessity, and I trust
that we will get a Government in Mexico in the near future that will
be prepared to live up to its obligations, and that we will be able to
establish an era of good feeling between the two countries. I have
never been an interventionist, and I like the Mexican people exceedingly, and I believe they have within their borders men who can
govern the country properly.
Mr. KEARFm. What do you think about the large number of Mexicans who are exiled from their country; as to whether they are of
the type that can be relied on for the establishment of a Government?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. I think some of the best men in Mexico are
exiled. The Mexican Government should grant a general and unconditipnal amnesty to all refugees.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you believe it would be worth while to take
coercive measures merely for the temporary purpose of compelling
a compliance with demands?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESY. No; I do not.
Mr. KEARFUL Do you think that any measures that might be

taken should be toward the establishment of permafient peace?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNE88Y. Toward the establishment of a permanent

government, with which we could do serious business.
Mr. KEARFUL. What have you observed as to the influence of the
Catholic Church in Mexico upon the natives, as to whether it has
been good or bad?
Mr. O'SHAuoHNEssY. Well, the Catholic Church is the traditional
church of Mexico and the majority of Mexicans, of course, are Roman
Catholics. So far as the educational system of Mexico is concerned,
that was taken out of the hands of the church in 1857 and taken over
by the Government, and if the Mexicans are uneducated it is because
the Government has not lived up to its promises.
Mr. KEARFUL. Has it been your observation that the principal
educational work that has been done in Mexico has been done by the
Catholio Churcht
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Mr. O'SHAUOHNFE8Y. Well, all the famous men in Mexico before
1857 were educated by the church, by the Catholic schools. There
has never been real popular education in Mexico. There are many
parts of Mexico where the school houses were built by the Government but no teachers provided. Huerta told me that the crying
necessity of Mexico was teachers.
Mr. IKEARFUL. In view of the fact that the great majority of the
Mexican people are Roman Catholics, and the further fact, as I
understand you, that the influence of the Catholic Church in Mexico
has not been a bad thing for the people, how do you account for the
persecution of the Catholics as an organization on the part of the
Government of Mexico?

Mr.

O'SHAUGHNEY. Well, that is a traditional matter.

That

comes down from the days of the Wars of Reform, and from the
time when the great Catholic organization owned the richest lands in
the country. In Mexico that is traditional.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Lind, in his testimony, referred to the Catholic
party in Mexico as a political party, which, if its principles were
supported by the people, might very well control the Government.
W hat do you know about the Catholde party
Y. The Partido Catolico was in a way the sucMr. O'SHAUGHNEss
cessor of the old conservative party in Mexico but I think it was
very short lived.
Mr. KEARFUls. When was it established?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESsY. I do not really know. I know that in the
Madero elections of 1911 they played a certain part and worked
for Madero. and I think took a certain part in several of the sub.
sequent elections, but I never knew. I was never intimately con.
nected with any of the leaders of it. I could not very well be connected with any political movement in the country.
Mr. KEARfUL. Do you know whether it was a party dominated

by the church, or whether it was a party of citizens?
Mr. O'SHAU'HNESSY.

I think it was a party of citizens who were

opposed to religious persecution, which exists in many Latin countries where anticlericalism is active.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you understand to be the basis for anticlericalism?
Mr. O'SiAV ouxEssY. I think anticlericalism has a traditional

basis, and come. from the days of the clerical domination and par'ticipation in the civil affairs of the country.

It

is also anti-

Christian, and not only anti-Catholic.
Mr. KF.ARFUL. It has been testified here that the basis of anticlericalism in Mexico is that the church teaches morality and stands
for law and order and is opposed to revolutionary movements and
revolutionary governments founded upon loot and graft.
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. That is true. The Catholic authorities in
Mexico have always stood for peace and order.
Mr. KEARFUL. What do you know about the methods of holding
elections in Mexico? Did they ever come under your observation?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. Well, I know that very few people vote, and
a good many people do not vote because they are afraid if they vote,
and the party they vote against gets into power, they fear reprisals.
The Indians fear that it will lead to their being taxed and conscripted for the army.
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Mr. KEARFUL. In holding elections, every man must state publicly
for whom he votes?
Mr. O'SHAUOGINESSY. They have not the secret ballot there. as
far as I know. I never investigated their forms, but I do not think
they have the secret ballot. The votes are in most cases not counted.
I remember after the Madero election, when no other serious candidates were in the field excepting Madero, I went into the House of
Deputies, where I saw in a room there stacks and stacks of ballots
which had come in from various parts of Mexico and had never
been opened or counted.
Mr. KEARFUJ,. After the result of the election had been declared ?
Mir. O'SHAUOIINESSY. Yes.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you observe the manner of holding elections
that took place during the time of Huerta?
Mr. O'WHAUOHNE8SY. Well, I know that an election did take place.
I presume it was very much along the same lines as other elections
in Mexico.
Mr. KEAsRFUJ. You did not visit any of the polling places?
Mr. O'SIHAUOH.ESY. NO; but I believe it represented the will of
the people as much as any other election.
Mr. KEARFUI,. In other words, you think that the elections in
Mexico generally do not represent the will of the people?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNE8SY. Up to the present time they certainly do not.
Mr. KARnFUL. Do you think it is possible to hold an election in
Mexico which would be free and fair as it is understood in this
country?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNE88Y. I think it would be possible, but I think it
would be very difficult and improbable.
Mr. KEARFUL. DO you believe it would be possible for any candidate who might be opposed by the governmental authorities to take
his seat as a result of the expression of the will of the people?
Mr. O'SHAUOHNESSY. NO; I do not.
Mr. KEARFUL. Mr. Buckley, in his testimony before the committee,
referring to the attitude of Mr. Lind, said:
In a conversation with Mr. O'Shaughnessy, on a remark of the latter that
he had just received a report to the effect that several Catholic priests had been
killed, Mr. Lind stated that this was good news, that the more Catholic priests
they killed in Mexico the better it would suit him, and the more pleased the

President would be.
When Mr. Lind was testifying he was asked whether he made any
such statement to you, and he denied having made any such statement, most positively and emphatically, and further testified that
he had never stated that he attributed the ills of Mexico to the Catholio Church, and denied that he ever entertained such sentiments. Is
it true or not that Mr. Lind made any such statement to you in respect to the killing of Catholic priests?
Mr. O'SHAUGHNESY. I regret very much to say that Mr. Lind did

make that statement. I must add, however, that he did not, to my
memory, bring in the name of the President of the United States.
He did not say anything about the President.
Mr. KEArFL. Did that conversation occur after his visit to the
President at Pass Christiant
Mr. O'SHAUOH.NESS. Yes.
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Mr. KCEARFnL. Did you receive any impression from his conversa-

tion with you as to whether the President disagreed with him in
regard to his sentiments?
Mr. O'S AoUiNEssY. I have no impressions along those lines. The

whole policy of the administration toward Mexico from March 4
1913, to the present day, and especially the taking of the Port ol
Vera Cruz, by which we broke a treaty, is so preposterous and so
damaging to our good international name that the sooner we forget
about it I think the better. It was brutal, unwarranted, and stupid,
and has harmed us greatly in Latin America.
Mr. KEARFUL. Are there any other matters you care to mentionI
Mr. O'SHAUOHNE8sY. Not that I can think of at the present mo-

ment.

Mr. KEARFUL. That is all I care to ask you.

(Whereupon, the committee adjourned subject to the call of the
chairman.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 5, 1920.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

lVashington, D. 0.
Testimony taken at Washington, D. C., on May 5, 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OP G. W. BARTCH.
(The witness was duly sworn by Mr. Kearful.)
Mr. KEARFUL. YOU mbay state your full name.
Mr. BARTCH. G. W. Bartch.
Mr. KEARUnP
. Where do you live?
Mr. BATrCH. Salt Lake Clty, Utah.
Mr. KEARFOL. What is your professionI
Mr. BARTOin. Lawyer.
Mr. KEARFUL. You have been summoned to give the comnTittee the
benefit of your knoweldge of Mexico, based upon your experience and
your investigations. What opportunities have you had to learn conditions in Mexico?
Mr. BAwrH. Before the revolution I was in Mexico a number of
times. The first time I went down to Mexico was in 1907, to make
an examination of some mining districts and the mining law in
Mexico, and mining districts in the State of Oaxaca, with a view to
the tonnage that would come to a railroad. I was sent there by some
people in New York, or in the East. I made an examination and
a comparison of the mining laws of Mexico with our own mining
laws and reported to them. I believe I stated that was in August,
1007. I went down in July and came back in August.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of experience did you have in Mexico?
Mr. BArcn. The parties then obtained a concession from the
Mexican Government to build a railroad from Salina Cruz to
Acapulco, and from the junction of the Rio Verde River to the City
of Oaxaca, and I became general counsel. After that I made a
number of trips down to Mexico City and to the City of Oaxac and
that southern country, until October, 1911, which was the last trip
I made in'the interests of the company.
Mr. KEARFUL. What sort of experience did you have personally in
the country?
Mr. BAwrcH. Well, I organized a holding company for them, for
the railroad company. The railroad company was organized under
4760--20--vor, 2 ---- 58
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the laws of New Jersey, and the holding company under the laws of
Arizona. Then I went with them over the line of the road, and
was sent down afterwards to purchase the Oaxaca and Ejutla Railroad, which I did purchase. I looked over the line in the Valley
of Oaxaca, anti visited several other mining districtss a number of
times, and in the course of my employment I had considerable busine. at Mexico City with tle departmentt of the (Government. and I
became acquainted with a number of leading Mexicans, including
President Diaz and Senator Tomacho, Senator Jose C'astelasos. and
(Gen. Aguilar, who was chief of President Diaz's staff. I became
acquainted also with a number of attorneys there. Lic Gande was
one. and Lie Vasconcelos.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was th'e nature of the railroad concession
that you mentioned?
Mr. BAarCI. The railroad concession gave the corporation the
right of w'hy over the national lands, along the entire line, and also
facilities at Acapulca and Salina Cruz, and in harbors along the

coast, and made connections with the City of Oaxaca and the Mexican Southern road there, and a narrow gauge running into the City
of Oaxaca from Puebla, for a period of, as I now recollect it, 10
years. It may have been longer. It also provided that they should
take in all their material from foreign countries free of dcuty and
exempt from all taxes, state or national, as I now recollect, for a
period of 15 years. It was quite a valuab!o concession.
Mr. KEARFUL. And in consideration of those privileges and exemptions, what was the concessionaire required to do?
Mr. BARTCH. He was required to build the road and complete it
within a certain time.
Mr. KEARFUL. What security did he have to give, if any?
Mr. BArTCH. To put up, as I recollect it, $96,600 in Mexican internal bonds. I am not sure of that term, but it was Mexican bonds.
I think it was internal bonds. They bore 3 per cent interest, I think.
That was put up by them.
Mr. KEARFUL. What became of that security?
Mr. BARrcIr. It is still there so far as I know.
Mr. KEARFUL,. Was the road ever built?
Mr. KEARFUL. Why not?

Mr. BArTrOn. On account of the revolution. I might say here that
during my visits down there in President Diaz's reign we found
everything very agreeable. There seemed to be peace everywhere.

We were not disturbed. In fact, so far as my own personal treat-

ment was concerned, it could not have been better. I do not recollect
of ever having an improper word said to me. I felt perfectly free.
I slept with the people in the mining camps and on the ranches, where
they had no locks or doors, and never had anything disturbed. In
the city of Oaxaca, I used to sleep with my doors and windows open,

and when I went away for a number of days or for a longer period
I left my things right in my room and had nothing disturbed. The
country was under admirable control, as I thought. I felt just as
safe there as I did in Salt Lake City, as. far as that is concerned.
That continued until after the revolution broke out.
Mr. KEARFUL. Just a moment, before you go into that. Are you

more or less familiar with the policies of the American Congress in

s
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the past in granting aid to the construction of transcontinental rail.
roads across the western part of the United States?
Mr. BArrTCH. My recollection of that is that the American Con.
gress issued bonds to the Union Pacific from Omaha to Ogden in
the sum of $25,000,000, and to the Central Pacific from Ogden to San
Francisco in the sum of $27,000,000, and in addition to that granted
them every alternate section of Government land on each side of the
railroad for a distance of 20 miles.
Mr. KAHIFUL. And in the case of the disposal of any of these lands
before the definite location of the road, lands to a further extent
were granted in lieu of those?
Mr. BArcHr . Yes, sir; that is my understanding.
Mr. KIEARFUL. Do you remember whether it was a general prac.
tice to make these large land grants to aid in the construction of
railroads?
Mr. BARTrcI. I think so.
Mr. KEAntL'. Were there any grants of land, or grants of money
or bonds to the railroads that you had to do with in Mexico?
Mr. BIARTCH. No: we had no subsidy. I might say now that it
was understood that we had one of the best concesssons that had
been granted there, but there was nothing of that kind granted.
Mr. KEARFUL. That is, the concession you obtained was considered more favorable than those under which the other roads had
been constructed?
Mr. B.rrrcu. It was considered quite favorable. We were better
protected than others, and we had these exemptions from taxation.
MIr. KEARFL. What would have been the results to the country,
by way of benefits or otherwise, by the building of that railroad
you have mentioned ?
Mr. BAwrcl. Well, the building of that railroad would have made
a connecting link between the Guatemalan Railroad with the Mexi.
can Central and other roads in Mexico City, connecting at the City
of Oaxaca with a narrow ganuge, but in contemplation finally for
us to build to Mexico City. However, we had no concession for
that. Under Diaz's administration, though, I think we could have
gotten it. That would have meant a transcontinental line through
both countries clear up to Canada, and to my mind would have
established a great transcontinental line which would have been
of great benefit to the two countries, and would have been of immense benefit and interest to Mexico in getting a market for the
produce of that southern country, and also to this country in getting
the advantage of the Mexican products, and Mlexico's other resources, hidden resources, that were not yet developed.
Mir. KEARFUL. Did you ever personally have a conversation with
Porfirio Diaz, in which he expressed his sentiments in regard to
the desirability for Mexico of encouraging Americans and American capital to come into that country?
Mir. TrcH.n. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Please state what sentiments lie expressed in that
regard.
"Mr.BAnrrH. Gen. Humphrey and I and several others, I do not
recollect them all now, called on Porfirio Diaz in 1907, and had
an interview with him, through an interpreter. The President
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could talk English some, but in his interviews he generally talked
through an interpreter. The interview was very pleasant and very
satisfactory. He said, referring to the people there. " We like you
Americans. You are a progressive people. We like to have you
come among our people, so that our people will learn your ways.
Our people don't know. They have not had the opportunity and
they are not educated as your people. We must educate them."
On another occasion, a friend of mine said to me, and I am not
sure whether that was not also stated in that interview, that in reference to the political conditions there, "Our people can not vote
as your people. They are not educated. We must educate them.
and then they can vote the same as the people of the United States."
lHe expressed himself quite forcible to me frequently, in regard to
our colonies of Americans, or American colonies. Ile said they
were industrious, and if I mistake not he said they were the best
colonists they had had, and spoke of some of the fiuit and various
things they cultivated in tilling the soil. It was nlot alone Portirio
Diaz, but those who were interested with him. They seemed to be
very friendly.
I talked with S~'nator JIose C('stelasos many times on that subject.
He had been three times President of the Mexican Senate, and was
a scholarly gentleman, a man that probably understood Mexican
affairs as well as nliy other man in Mexico.

Mr. KE.
nrwl,. Il,the way, do you know where Senator Jose Castelasos is now living?
AMr. I.~rrcn. The last I heard of him, I had a card from him not
long ago. he was still in New York.
Mr. KEARFU,. lie is living there as an exile from Mexico, is lie?
Mr. B.urru. Yes, sir. He was well versed in governmental affairs,
and lihe
took me on several occasions to the Mexican Senate, when it
was in session, and I met quite a number. At that time they had
some strong men. There is no doubt about that. There were a
number of other men I became acquainted with, among them FraIncisco de la Barra.
Mr. KEAnFUv,. He also is exiled, is he not?
Mr. Ilawrci. That is my understanding. Limantour was a strong
man, a strong financier. So was Gamboa. (lamboa was a great
statesman, in my opinion.
Mr. KE.aFC;. He was Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Relationst
Mr. B.nIrrcn. He was the secretary under the Huerta administration.
Mr. KEAnFUL. He was subsecretary under Diaz?
Mr. BARTCn. Yes. There was a strong coterie of men there that
were capable of running the Government.
Mr. KEARFVL. What was the attitude of Porfirio Diaz and the
other official Mexicans toward the Mormon colonies in the northern
part of Mexico?.
Mr. BAtrcH. Quite favorable, as far as I could ascertain.
Mr. KEALRFUL. Were they glad to have them there?
Mr. BaIrrim. Yes.
Mr. KzARnU. Have you had special occasion to know just what
the Mormon colonies did in MexicoI
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iMr.
IB~trcl,. Well, in my investigation as anl attorney.

I never

wats tit the colonies.

Ir. l({E.vwt'r,.. What did you learn in respect to the number and
extent of the colonies, and what they were doing for themselves and
for the development of the country?
M1r. li.urrin. In my investigation I learned that when they first
wvent there the country was generally barren, much the same as our
owln country was in the West. The same great range of mountains,
the llocky Mountains in our country, extends down through Mexico
alll1 becomes the " Sierra de Sur and Sierra Madre." Tlhey began
to culttivate the land ahd build homes, and soon began to have large
tracts of land under cultivation, and they organized town sites and
Iuilt up towns.
'T'he towns of Colonia Diaz, ('olonia Juarez, Coloniat Dublan,
Colonii (larcia, C(olonia Pacheco, ol onia (lunca
, Colonia
Morelos, Colonia San Jose, were all towns of that character, which
were built up principally by the Mormon eohle, although. of course,
at good manly Mexicans live there also. ~'hen they went in there at
first, especially at Colonia Pacheco, and Colonia ('huachupnl, they had
a good deal of trouble with the Apache .Indilns. That wats in their

early history. They got rid of those, and got the country in a. condition that it could be settled.
Ir. KREart'l.. Thnt was back in the eighties, was it not
3lr. BArCIcH. Yes; that wats at long time ago. But some of them
went into that country at that time. At that time it- was a (dllngerous
thing. The Mexicans themselves at that time could not do anything.
Mr. KI~,auEtr,. Did they use modern methods of farming and bring
blooded stock and things of that king into the country?
Mr. B.urren. Tile evidence shows that decidedly. Thev had very
good stock, cattle, and horses. I think the record shows In that line
perhaps about the same as it would in our own country. And they
planted orchards, and had an abundance of fruit, and raised all sorts
of things that are raised in that climate.
Mr. KEARFUL. What kind of houses did they have, compared with
the Mexicans?
Mr. BAwrcu. Some of them had very fine houses-many of them
had. compared with the Mexicans. Of course, you would say the
Mexicans had huts, while you would say the others would be dwellings. Gen. Salaznr himself said the Mexicans lived in huts while
the Americans lived in mansions.
Mr. KEAUFnUL. What sort of people were those Mormons, as to being peaceable and law-abiding?
Mr. BAWrOH. The Mormons, as far as I could ascertain, were generally peaceable. They are a peaceable people, they are an industrious people. As far as I could ascertain, they were the same in
Mexico, and as far as my research went they complied strictly with
the laws of Mexico.'
Mr. KEARFUL. Did they ever have any trouble with the Mexicans
up to the time of the Madero Revolution?
Mr. BArron. Not that I ever heard of. I don't think I have in the
record anywhere any serious trouble. The fact is, up to that time
the Mexicans and the Americans were friendly. There was a
friendly feeling among them. Quite a number of Mexicans joined

?
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the Mormon church and they had their representatives among them,
and they seemed to live in peace and harmony with each other.
There was very little difficulty in any way either between this (overmient and the Mexican governmentt, or between the people.
I might suggest here that under the treaty of (uadalupe Iiidalgo
there are strong provisions between the two countries, and it seems
to Ine that at the time when that treaty was made that it was made
to induce peoplee of the one country to settle in the other, for the
purpose of establishing commercial relations between the two coulntries, and they were to enjoy the protection that would he dcue to any
first-class nation, and the right to be inviolate in their homes anll in
their religion.
The result was that many of the Americans settled in Mexico,
and a great many Mexicans settled in this country. They have had
our protection; they have had the same recourse to our courts that
the American people have had. That was probably true during the
Diaz administration in Mexico. I might say that in my interview
with him I became impressed with him as one of the greatest rulers
of that day. He understood his people. He handled them the
only way that I have been able to figure out how they could be
handled, and under those circtunstances there was very little trouble.
And further, he developed the country. When Perfirio Diaz became President of Mexico I think all Miexico had about 385 miles
of railroad. That was, I believe, in 1885. When he was forced to
abdicate there was, as I recollect, 17,000 miles of railroad. When
he went into power the mining interests so far as smelters and such
like were concerned, if there were any, they were very few, and they
were of an inferior character. When he left there thev had some
of the best smelters that are found in either country. As is well
known, the American Smelting & Refining Co. had large interests
there. Mexico was being developed rapidly.
Mr. KF.ARFUS. Mr. William Jennings Bryan has this to say, in
the Commoner of January 80, 1903, stating of Porfirio Diaz:
With the exVeption of one term he has been President slnue 1870, during which
time, he showed wonderful abiltlly, nd it Is doubtful if there Is in the world
to-day a chief executive of greater capacity andil devotion to his people. Certainly, no people have made greater relative progress than the Mexican people
have made under the administration of Porflrlo Dinar. Education has been
promoted. law and order established, agriculture developed, commerce stimu.
lated, and nearly every section of the country connected by railroad with the
capital.

Does that accord with your knowledge of President Diazn
Mr. BArrcH. It does. sI will say here that President Dia's intention was to establish a system of education throughout Mexico.
He had established many schools in the southern part of the country. I visited one about 5 miles east of the city of Oaxaca. It was
taught by a bright Spanish girl. She had excellent decorum, and
they seemed to be getting along nicely. The children were dressed
nicely. That was the only school that I visited. I simply wanted
to see what they were doing. But I Was informed by different parties there that they were pretty well established in that southern
country at that time, and I saw a number of photographs that were
taken of schools that showed them very nicely. I also was invited
to an interview with Archbishop Keilo of the city of Oaxaca, and
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lie gave me a great deal of information in that respect. He stood
high with the Mexican Government at that time, under President
Dlaz. He also described those schools in a similar way, and what
they intended to do, and what ought to be done.
Sir. KEARFUL. What have you observed as to the influence of the
Catholic Church in Mexico; whether it was good or bad for the
people?
MAr. BAIrrc. I never investigated that subject to any considerable
extent. I became acquainted with a number of them, and among them
Archbishop Keilo, who was a very high-toned gentleman, and from
the sentiments that he expressed to me I would think that their inflttence would be good, would not be detrimental to the Mexican
people. The church itself, however, in the past, as is well known influenced the nation lxlitically and otherwise, no doubt about that
but I think there was a great change after President Diaz took hold
of reins.
Mr. IKE.aI:ur!,.

Do you remember that the change took place dur-

ing the time of President Juarez, and the adoption of the reform
laws?
Mr. BArTrc.

Yes, sir.

Mr. KAnFvL. Did you judge from your contact with the church
dignitaries as to whether they stood for law and order and morality
and education?
Mr. BA TrrC. They always expressed themselves that way to me.
In some respects their laws are better than ours. Their mining laws
are decidedly better, in my judgment.
Mr. KEAIIFUl.. In the course of your investigations, did you learn
of a plan on the part of certain radical elements in Mexico to drive
out the Americans and take away their properties?
Mr. BArrCI . I did.
Mr. KEARFUL. When was that plan originated?
Mr. BAARTOn. As near as I can locate it, it was conceived about the

time of the fomenting of the Madero revolution.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was the plan, as you learned it?
Mr. BAAwro. The plan was to overthrow the government of Porfirio Diaz and to drive all the Americans out of Mexico and divide
their property.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was the slogan under that plan, "Mexico for the
Mexicans "I
Mr. BARren. " Mexico for the Mexicans," and " The United States
for the Gringos."
Mr. KEARFUL. Did you understand that the phrase " Mexico for the
Mexicans "as they used it meant property of the Americans and other
foreigners for Mexicans?
Mr. BARTCH. Yes, sir; their entire property.
Mr. KEARFUL. Prior to that time, what was the relation as to good
feeling or otherwise between the Americans and Mexicans?
Mr. BARTroH. There was a very good feeling, as the evidence shows,
a very good feeling between the Mexicans and Americans. They
mingled among each other, and there seemed to be no difficulty, as far
as I could discover. In fact, I have taken a good deal of evidence to
support that.
Mr. KEARFu . Was it about the time of the conception of this plan
that this feeling on the part of the Mexicans began to change?
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Mr. BAWrCit. Right after the breaking out of the revolution in
1910. when the first of it became known, the feeling began to change.
When the rebel soldiers began to make their invasions through those
northern district they created an anti-American sentiment, and it
was part of their plan to do that. Their first invasions were not so
bad as they become afterwards.
Now, on that subject, with your permission I would like to refer
to the testimony of a few of their tights to show you what I base my
conclusions on. Some time before the breaking! out of the Madero
revolution a committee of prominent Mexicans called upon a gentleman ,by the name of Henry A. Martineau, who was an American,
and wanted him to join their cause. They told him there would be a
revolution, and they wanted him with them. They divulged their
plans to him. He did not remember the exact date wlen they came to
him and told him there would be a revolution to overthrow the government of Porflrio Diaz and to drive the Americans out of Mexico,
except those who would be with them, and they wanted to know
whether he would join them. All those who favored President Diaz
were to be run out. lie replied that he could not join them; that
he himself was an American, and in case anything of that kind
occurred he would remain neutral. He said he tried his best to get
them to desist from it, told them that it would mean a great loss of
life and a vast expenditure of money, advised them not to attempt
it, that the country was doing well, and strongly advised against it.
They said, when he told them lihe could not join them, it made no difference, the revolution was bound to come. Then lie asked them when
it was to break out. They would not give him the date, but said it
would be soon. He was at the town of ;Madero at that time.
From the talk he had with them he was very deeply. impressed.
He felt that he could make no impression on them to desist from it;
that they were determined to proceed. He then went to his home at
Chuachiupa to watch events. He said that when the revolution broke
out the proceedings of the military forces were substantially as they
ha" outlined them to him; that is, their proceedings toward the
Americans and foreigners. They created an adverse sentiment
against foreigners, a hostile sentiment, and that was directed especially against Americans. After the breaking out of the revolution,
they began hostile invasions. Their armies would appear at the
homes of Americans, at their fields, cut the fences, tear them down,
and turn their army horses into their crops, growing crops, and into
their gardens. They became more and more violent as time passed,
and the Americans found that their appeals to the officials were useless. They were received either with indifference or insolence, and
they could get no protection.
Mr. KEARFUL. That was during what was known as the Madero
revolution
Mr. BArron. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUI. And, subsequently, after Madero came into power
and the Orozca revolution started, what acts were then committed
showing the carrying out of this same plan, if any
Mr. BA Hron.They continued just the same. I would like to refer
to several of these people to show what I base my conclusions on in
that respect. The plan was afterwards on various occasions an-
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nounced publicly in speed: hes of generals and leading Mexicans, lead.
ers in Mexico, and I wish to refer to a few of those. The officials,
military and judicial, all seemed to be imbued with the same spirit.
(Gen.Jose Inez Salazar at that time was one of the leading generals
in the Madero revolution and had charge of that district. He made a
speech at Pearson, which I can probably better state in the language
that was testified to than to state it otherwise.
Mr. KAIreFUJ,. It was reported verbatim in Spanish and translated
into English, was it?
Mr. ]UnTCmI. That speech was not, but it is given here, and I will
simply state this as the witness has stated it.
As an instant e of the speeches made by Mexican leaders. calculated
to incite aMexican soldiers and subjects to violence against American
citizens. I refer to a speech made by Gen. Jose Inez Salazar at
Pentrson. July, 1912.
Now, that particular speech was repo rted to him by Hiram Turley.
who was at the nieeting, and several other A\mericins were also at
the meeting. Hlis speech impressed Turi'cy and all of them very
much, because they saw there would he trouble. In the course of
his speech he said that (Gen. Salazar stated:
L'Nok at Ihle homes that ht-v gringos live Iln:took at tihe ltItlls that you
lexl(lrns liI, iti:l(hk at the tine ('l4lht Ilti t tIie t ' ilhirinos w iear: hmk at
All of this Iro>,rty
i
elolags to you. 'Tc~ee
the rings you Mlexleans wear.
grillIgos

IIst

he

rulln lt

olf the llatry,

ta11 the

'
properlty

idvIled

anli
ollg

slexhti,
Is for MexJlei~.%
ind ul th
tilt-,
niltl Sutes for the grngos.
We have trlei to slatke theai light. We have killed their people and rohlel
them, r'nvished their wives nIltdtlllllhters, and one everything We ()lll(i
lnt they (lre
dare ul
tight. They nre, nil cvlward., and
to
akethemiht
tthee
their Preshihentlis a utiardly dog and dares not defend them. I'ler Liaz
they flourish l, but now there is atchaluge Io the (Govermlllllt anl we will
drive theian out of the country.
Ml(extills.

The witness stated that when Turley reported the speech to him,
which was afterwards corroborated by other Americans who were
there, it impressed him very much from the fact that this committee
of prominent Mexicans had divulged their plans to him and this
was in line with what they had stated would be the result of the
revolution.
Now, on that same line, I refer to the case of Albert D. Webb.
IIe stated that about the middle of June, in 1012, when the army
of Gen. Augustin Snnjilez was invading Colonia Morelos, in the
State of Sonora, there was one of his officers boarding at the same
place of the fight, and the officer in talking to a lady guest asked
tier, " How would yvou like to see the colony of the Mormons made
desolate? " She said that she thought that she would not like to see
it. The officer then stated, " You will see it in a short time. It
will not be long before it is done."
He states that all along until the Americans were finally driven
out of Mexico their actions and conduct had the appearance of a
concerted movement among the Mexican military forces and hostile
nationals that were operating with them to drive the Americans
out of the country, who were subject to the command of Gen. Jose
de La Luz Blanco, and they informed him that the plan of the Mexicans was to drive the Americans out of Mexico and own their property and homes, and that they described to him certain concessions
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of land granted by the Mexican Government to Amnercians, and
lands acquired and owned by Americans, and stated that they would
all have to leave lexi o.
Now, while we are on this subject, I presume we may es well dispose of these different points?
Mr. Il(EARvUL. Yes.
Mr. BAIrrct. The testimony that I wish to refer to is that of
Milton G. Trojo. Mr. 'rejo was an old gentleman-I think he was
lie was
past the age of 70. lie lived in ('olonia (huachupa.
there when the "Mexican Army drove the Americans out of that town.
lIe was the only American that was left in the town. lie had a
Mexican friend who was with him, and Iie had charge of his farm, a
tract of 80 acres, and was living at his home. lie found that while
the Mexican had charge of that when lhe was there he felt safe, and
that condition continued until about the 1st of March. 1913.
There were a number of raids made upon ('huachpa. T''hey were
driven out of that town on the 31st of July, 1012. At that time G(en.
Antonio Rojas with a hostile army invaded the town and called a
meeting at which there were a large number of ,Mexicans. and lihe also
was there. Thie officer next to (len. Antonio Rojas made a speech at
the meeting. Mr. Trejo was a Spaniard by birth and education, and
understood the Spanish language thoroughly and talked it, and I
hae here an excerpt of his statement in Spanish and also in English.
I t-oke it that all that is necessary is the English, but he also gives it
in Spanish.
As I said, the officer next to Gen. Antonio Rojas made a speech at
the meeting, and in that speech he stated:
'ihe Mollnro

doctlrinl

A
in Atr

Is Mexico for the Mextcnls.

for
orl Al

in.

iid
Ior

revolultionlry plnn

The inids which the Americans have was never

lmilI Iii colseCo oiitwitenItly it is oullr,
for byIt hein to the (lovern'ent.
I:uil
o
villne, Colonla C(uinhiipai, belongs to tus, with nil its Imnprove.
t e tis
iqui

mnents and every kind of property left by the Americans.
(lvernment is ourselves now.

Madero

is dead. The

Mir. K.aFUL. That was in March, 19189
Mr. BARrrcn. That was about the 1st of March, 1913. I could not
give the exact date.
Mr. KEARFUL. Madero was killed on February 22, 1913, was he
nlot?

Mr. BARTOH. Yes, sir. Under Madero Gen. Rojas declared he was
going to support the Government as it was, and of course, at that
time there was no change, so I take it he would still be a federal

officer.

(Gen. Rojas was there and acquiesced in those speeches, and stated
that he was going to support the Government of Mexico, that lie was
going to be general in chief in the State of Sonora, and that Gen. Jos4
Inez Salazar would be commander in chief in the State of Chihuahua, and would carry out the plan they were then organizing
in the towns, and donate the property owned by the Americans,
including the land owned by Mr. Tre o, to the DMexicans. So that
lie then became the owner of Mr. Trejos property, and the witness
then stated that in a few days after that speech at that meeting his
Mexican friend or tenant, who had been professing great friendship
for him, said that he must abide by the law as announced at that
meeting, and that he, according to that, was the owner of the
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property, and then made a firm demand upon Mr. Trejo that he
should turn over the land and his personal property to him. Air
Trejo tried to reason with him, but the more they talked the subject
over the more determined the Mexican friend became and he saw
that he was determined to have that property at all hazards, and
finally was cdmphelled to pack up)his grip that he had and go to the
railn;lad and flee to the United States. and was deprived of his
property.
irs. 'Laura A. AMeachnm resided in Colonia Juarez, antd about
the middle of Februnrvy, 1012, a detachment of Mexican soldiers invaded that town. The detachment was under the command of (ten.
Salazar. The officer made a speech in which lie said: "The Americans have to go, and those beautiful homes will be ours, and we will
lpiop'riate these homes." Then he pointed to a house owned by
I. C. lientley, anl American. and said, "A Mexican can have that
1home." lie pointed to the hime of Hlenry C. Harper and said, "A
1Mexican shall have that home, and we will dlivide all the property
anong ou011
l Ves."

Mrs.Meachinu itmpre.ed me very strongly as a lady of considerabile talent, and of truth, anti there is no question in my mind about
that. and the mnllner in which she was treated was shameful. She
also stated that after the speech the soldiers openly insulted the Inladies
in the streets and abused them-that is, the American ladies--and
they appealed to the ollicers but could get no redress.
Now, I wish to refer to the case of Samuel W. Jarvis an American.
This incident occurred about the 25th of ,Iuly, 1012. AIr. Jarvis had
occasion to call on Oen. Salatar respecting some depredations that
had been committed against him, and lie got no satisfaction from
him, but the general directed him to order Julius Romney an American, to al)ppear at his headquarters the next day at 10 o'clock. That
would he the 26th. It was abont that time. I would not be positive
as to the exact date. I think that is correct, however.
The next day Ir. Romney andi Mr. Jarvis and several other gentlemen appeared at his headquarters at the time named. The general
then notilled Mr. Romney, in the presence of this afflant, that all
guarantees for the safety of life and property of American citizens
were withdrawn, and commanded him to have all the citizens deliver
their guns and ammunition to him at headquarters immediately,
and stated that he would furnish them no protection. Mr. Romney
said to him that he had no authority to make such an order. Then
he pllaced him and his companions under arrest. Mr. Romney said
to him, " We will not deliver our guns. We want them for the protection of our families." Gen. Salazar replied, "I notify you that
I have the. city of Colonia Dublan surrounded by my soldiers, and
my cannon trained on the town, and unless you agree to deliver the
g ins and ammunition we will blow your town and your wives and
children into eternity." Mr. Romney had told him that they had
the guns to protect their wives and children, and he made that reply.
IMr. Romney then said to him that he did not wish any evil to befall
their families, and that he would leave the matter before the people
and would advise them to give up their guns and ammunition.
He then released them from prison and sent Mr. Romney to Colonia
Dublan with an escort of about 50 soldiers. When they got there they
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called a meeting of the citizens, and the meeting was held in one of
the American's houses. I will quote from his statement:
While they were Ihollig thi, tleting in tile Atnll1trlinn's hout.-e
tlit'heIoIsit
\was
surrouedl
bIy niIltt 75 Aidlers hiihIotIle Inotel ll11t
c'OIlltillt N e I h)y ('iI. .hon
'Polle,who was suJct to,(nl. *;nllt lr. lie tire thln but n few iiUletts to
decide, nnil nt
flat thlie IIfirte of ulkillt liii nhlle. were hdr'lwn 111,I
hostile Wtfitde In front of tit (Uinion lMerltillhe ('o.'s
store. Atiber force of

flit

nhout 4100 solders wais idraiwin
U, ini
Itline,
of te

towIn,.tn ll itother forct,

tllinllIg thm
illtll

were

hostileti

tn iul

alltiude lii the western i,;rll-

tling tu llns lit the Iruillronds nill

Americlan homes.

Those present at the meeting, seeing the forces against them, decided to advise the people to deliver up)their guns: and as they
emerged from the house each one, as the witness stated, was covered
by a rifle until they began to deliver the guns. The glns were delivered to Gen. Lino Ponce, and in receiving those gins now and then
he made an occasional sarcastic remark.
The testimony also shows that when the army came in and invaded the town some of the soldiers gathered in the saloon, I thinkat all events it was a building--and were talking over tile situation.
Some of thie Americans were in the place andil heard them. They understood Spanish. They said they were going to ravish every Anerl'ican woman from veal.S up, us lie plirces it here. " women tnl1 girls."

.

but I remelumber th-l.t was the testiuuiony

o

aI Illllber of witlnelsses.

Mr. KEARPUL. What effect did that have upon the exolls of
people?
Mr. BAroH. They reported the circumstances to the other people,
and the vicious attitude of the soldiers in destroying other property
of Americans and the abuse they were giving to the people satisfled
them that they were in danger. They at once got together and decided to send all the women and children out of the country on the
next train. That was on the 28tlh of July, 1912. But when they got
to the station, there was no building there, but where trains stopped,
the train that came in was already overcrowded with other Americans fleeing from other towns, and they could not get on. They then
laid all night at the railroad waiting for a train. Another came
along, as I now recollect, about 0 o'clock, possibly 10, a mixed train,
consisting of a few passenger coaches and the balance box cars, and
they all boarded that train with an escort of men and left. They were
not permitted to -take anything with them except what they carried
in their arms. After that train left the railroad was torn up. They
had not sufficient clothing and effects with them to make them comfoitable, and a committee waited upon Gen. Salazar and appealed
to him to permit them to take some of their trunks and effects by
wagon overland to make their families comfortable, but he obstinately refused to permit them to take anything.
Mr. KEAR FU.
'hat became of thosepeople, if you know, when
they arrived in the United States at El Paso?
Mr. BArren. They lived in tens, the most of them.
Mr. KEAlFuRL. Did they have means with which to provide for
themselves
Mr. Ba rec, No; as I recollect it now, the United States Government furnished them about $100,000 to aid them while there. I don't
know that I ought to give my opinion on that. My own thought was
that they ought to have made an appropriation sufficiently large to
hold them in Mexico and protect them.
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Mr. KEAnFUL. Can you give a description of the outrages that were
perpetrated on the inhabitants of those various colonies?
AMr. IKrrcuI. Well, on the night of the 28th of July, when they
were there it is clearly shown that the women and children were
abused and insulted in the most shameful way, so that when they
were left they were perfectly terror stricken. Now, that incident
occurred on the 20th of July.
Now, in answer to your last question, I will endeavor to give the
condition of the other colonies at the time they were driven out. The
Americans were driven out of Colonia Diaz on July 28, when the
army appeared in Colonia Dublan. Some of the Americans at once
sent out couriers to all the other settlements to tell them what was
going on. They learned that they were going to send detachments of
soldiers to all of them, and the couriers described at Colonia Dianz
what had taken place at Colonia D)ublan, and a detachment was then
on its way to that town, and they got out by the time the army
arrived there.
Another detachment of the same narpy was sent to Colonia Junrez
and invaded Colonia Juarez on the 29th of July. The women anti
chihlren were also sent to the United States in safety.
I should say, with reference to Colonia Dublan, that after the
women utllltchildren had been sent from the town, the men, except an
es-ort, remained there to try andt protect their property, and they
were there on ,luly .0 nnd 31. In the meantime, the soldiers had been
destroying their property at random, as they stlw first, broke into the
houses. smnnshed their furniture, and npprolpriated their belongings.
()n the 1st of August they learned that they were about to determine
what they were going to do: that is, tile Mexican soldiers were about
to determine what they were going to do, and they became fearful
of the result. They gathered the people together in the nighttime,
and early in the morning they started from town to go into the
mountains, where they could protect themselves, and they succeeded
in getting out of the town, but when they got out a distance of about
four or five miles, some of them observed there a dark cloud in the
road, something like a cloud of dust. They detailed a detachment to
wait and ascertain what that was. Pretty soon the soldiers came in
sight, and finally within shooting distance. As soon as they got
within range of the rifles they began to fire upon the Americans, and
they divided into two or three columns, trying to capture them. The
Americans then headed forward to those comrades in advance, and
did not return the fire until one of them was hit in the leg. The
bullet, however, was spent and did not break any bones. Then they
delivered their guns they hand secreted some of their best rifles and
ammunition, and had taken those with them. They then stopped and
opened fire on the Mexicans. As soon as the Mexicans found they
were armed, they stopped and retreated.
Now, it does not show, it does not appear whether or not they
killed any of the Mexicans. I take it, however, that they did, from
the fact that Gen. Salazar, in his speech in Colonia Morelos stated
that they had killed some of the Mexicans, and that they should pay
or words to that effect.
Then then went to a place called "Estajos" in the mountains,
which was very difficult of access and where they could protect them.
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selves, and send couriers to other towns, to the men who were remaining back to meet them there and they would leave the country together.
But they were advised of another speech of Gen. Salazar in the
evening, in which he stated that they had slipped through his hands
this time. "They have slipped through our hands this time, but we
will get them yet." Then they sent two couriers to Hachita, New
Mexico, and to El Paso, to advise their families where they were, and
to look for the best route they could get, so as not to come in contact
with Mexican military forces. I should say that these scouts were
to return to town. After that speech, however, they left and on the
way back the scouts learned that Generals Salazar and Blanco were
in the town of Ojitos, where they had a force of about 3,000 soldiers.
They related to them what had occurred and how they were driven
out of Colonia Dublan but neither of them concerned themselves
about it. They received their appeals with indifference, and neither
offered or gave them any help.
Mr. KEARFUL. These officer you mention were federal commanders?
Mr. BARTHn. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Under Maderof
Mr. BARTOH. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. And the others who had committed the depredations were rebels under Orozco?
Mr. BAIrOH. Yes, sir. The number of rebels at that time in all

that region, as near as I could determine, as the witnesses stated, was
about 1,100. So that the federals had a force sufficiently large to protect the colonies, if they had willed to do so.
Now, to further show their attitude I wish to refer to the affidavit
here of Derenda B. Farnsworth, filed in the case of Gaskell Romney,
which contains a copy of a letter of (en. Blanco wrote to Mr: Farns.
worth. Mr. Farnsworth knew him very well. Shall I read that
letter?
Mr. KEARFUL. If you think it is important.
Mr. BAwrcH. I think it is. It reads as follows:

Mtr. D. B. FARNswoTI.

"a.P.%so, TF:x... hl.

191.

DEAR SIR: In response to yollr lnlquity I have the lionlor to say that

nll.

Santline and I left Agun Frietn on or about July 2. 1012, oni our wiy to ('asIl
Orandes, arriving at Colonla Morelos on or nIhout July 4. We went from
there to Colonia Onxnac, antd I left Onxaca
b, unt July 7, 1012. arriving at
OJltos about six days before len. santlnez, who arrived there nholut July 17,
1012, with 750 well-armed and well-equipped Fedvral military soldiers. 000
of which were mounted cavalry and 200 were rmed tufantry. We Ihd with
us two extra good cannons, Schinerler.C'anet of 75 millimeters. two well-oltra led
machine guns, two fusllez, reccor, with plenty of anumuntlllon for the same
as well as plenty of provisions for the men. Our men and horses being fresh
when we arrived at OJltos, I was anxious to go back and protect the colonies. but

Gen. Santinez decided to stop there, and we remained until the 28th of July,
1912, when we were attacked by Gen. Salazar's combined forces from Casfas
Grandes.

That was one of the forces that had operated there.
Mr. KEARFU. Operating against the Americans?
Mr. Bamro. Well, I don't know whether it is the same force, but
he had charge of the entire army there.
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We easily repulsed their attack, pursuing them llto within 20 miles of Casls.

Orandes, having tken their provlslolns and all their artillery, which consistetl
of five pieces. We remtnietlcl at Ojitos until about the wIiddle of August, when
we started for Casas (lralndes, arriving at that point Ilhout the 15th of August,
1012.
lte-spectfully, your friend,

Jos: A. II..sNco.

From that it appears that their army was there all the while these
depredations were being committed.
Mr. KE.nvUL,.
Was there any defense of the attitude shown by
the Federals or the rebels at any periodlV
Mr. BAIrrcn. Not that I ever knew of.
Mr. KEARFUL, Do yout recollect that during the time of Madero
permission was given by this Government for the troops of aindero
to go through the territory of the United States in order to attack
the rebels under Orozco?
Mr. BArrcr. Yes; I remember that. I remember that very well.
Perhaps I would get this in better order if I would now proceed
to give the rest of these outrages in accordance with the line on
which I started out.
Mr. IKEARFUL. Very well.
Mr. BAnrCn. The army invaded Colonia Garcia on July 31, 1012,
and the women and children were sent to the United States on that
(lay, the men remaining to try and protect their property. On the
way returning from the railroad station the men who had taken the
women and children to the station were intercepted by the army
and disarmed. and then the army proceeded to the town to disarm
them there. They remained there a couple of days to see whether
they could protect any of their property, but were finally notified
that they were in great danger, that the officers had made serious
threats against Americans, and they left in the night and finally
also reached the United States.
I should say further, in regard to Colonia Garcia, after they had
broken in the homes and seized destroyed, and appropriated what
property they wanted, and had generally devastated the town, a
detachment of them proceeded to a large reservoir in the canyon
above the town, where they deliberately blew up the dam with (dynamite, releasing a large amount of water which rushed down the
canyon and destroyed all the mills and buildings that were erected
along the stream.
A detachment of the same army invaded Colonia Pacheco on the
29th of uly, 1912, and the women and children were also sent away
to the United States in safety, and the men were driven from that
town on August 3.
Another large detachment of the army proceeded to Colonia Chuachupa. It was a very hostile army, according to the evidence, and a
courier was sent to that towt to advise the Americans to flee at once
before the army reached them. The omen and children were taken
to the station, and the men that took them there with their guns
were disarmed. All except the scouts remained at Chuachupa to
try to protect their property. About the 1st of August another
courier was sent there to advise them to leave the town immediately,
that they were in danger. The parties that were still there gathered
up their saddle horses and what provisions they could and hid them
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in the mountains, and then several of them appeared at the top and
watched the army as they came into the town through field glasses
When they arrived at the town they went in squads from house to
house-American homes-broke in the doors devastated the homes,
smashed furniture, turned the horses into the garden, tore boards
from the buildings, and built bonfires in the yards of Americans and
in the streets with the furniture that they broke up and fence material
and boards they tore from the buildings and fences. There were
some friendly Mexicans there. The Mexicans kept the Americans
advised of what was going on. The Americans remained there until
August 0. The friendly texicans finally told them that they were
searching for them, and if they found them they would kil them,
and advised them to flee. Before going, they sent two of them to
town-William E,. Williams was one of them, as I recollect the evidence--in the nighttime, when the soldiers were anil asleep, to ascertain what the real facts were and the devastation that had been
committed, and they in a quiet way went to the different homes and
saw that they were devastated and plundered, as they had seen
through the field glasses. They. then gathered the horses and pro.
visions together that they had secreted and started overland for the
mountains, and as they passed over the ridge near Colonia Pacheco
they said they saw quite a large force of soldiers in the town who
were occupying the homes of Americans that had been deserted.
They thought there were about 500 in that military force.
They then proceeded on the way to the UTnitedl States, and some
distnnee from the town of Ojitos they met Gen. Blanco with an army
of about 1,500 soldiers. andl had a conversation with him. They toll
him what the rebels had done, and said that he listened to them with
marked indifference, and told them they had had similar reports from
Americans who had fled from Colonia Juarez and other towns, and
said thnt (en. Santinez was about 20 miles distant and had also about
1,600 soldiers, but gave them no satisfaction whatever, and made no
effort whatever to protect them. They theri proceeded from there to
the United States.
Mr. KEARFPL. Did the United States make any effort to protect
them?
Mr. BArci . None whatever, so far as the evidence shows. They
were driven from their homes, many of them penniless and without
sufficient clothing and material to make them comfortable. When I
was taking the evidence of a good many of them, they were living in
tents over in Tucson, Ariz., and in covered wagons. 'I remember one
scene that impressed me quite forcibly. I had a lady client, and she
sent me word that she could not come to town, and so a gentleman
took me down to her home, and when I saw her, I saw that she had
seen better days. There was considerable refinement about her, and
she was standing at a washtub washing, doing that to support, I
think, a family of six children. She was a widow, had lost everything
in Mexico. She has a considerable claim against the Mexican Government. I saw a number of those, and the manner in which they
were treated and the way in which they were left was shameful.
Now, the Army, after they were through with the colonies of
northwest Chihuahua, then marched over 'the Pulpito Pass into
Sonora. The people that were driven out of Colonia Dublan sent
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an emissary to those colonies, H. S. Harris, to inform them of the
character of the army and to advise them to flee the country. He
appeared at Colonia Morelos the first of Augus. I do not remember the exact date. I recollect the testimony pretty well, however.
They called a meeting and he told them what they had done in
Colonia Dublan and other towns, and advised them to flee from
the town before the army arrived. They sent a courier, James W.
Ray, to watch the movements of the army, and hle located where
they were, and then proceeded to A ua Prieta to confer with Gen.
Santinez, for the United States Government had permitted the
conveying of troops across American soil from El Paso to Douglas
and then across thlie border to Agua Prieta, and lie ww encamped
there, lHe told him where the army was, and asked him to protect
the colonies.
As I recollect it, that was his mission to protect that country,
and I take it that the reason that the United States Government
permitted him to pass through on American soil was because that
was the purpose of his doing so.
Hie made no effort whatever to furnish any protection. He re.
mained there, permitted the army to cross the mountains, and on
the 12th of September they arived at Conolia Morelos. The
army of Gen. Antonio Rojas passed within five or seven miles, I
think of Gen. Santinez's army. They also proceeded to Colonia
Morelos arriving there on the 18th of September.
Mr. KEARFUL. Rojas was the rebel commander.
Mr. BArreTn. Yes; and so was Salazar at that time.
Mr. KEARFUL. And Santines was the Federal commander?
Mr. BAnroln. Santinez was the Federal commander. A committee
also waited on Geon. Santinez trying to get him to protect the colonists, but they could make no impression on him. On the way to
Colonia Morelos, on the morning of the 11th of September, 1912,
Gen Salazar had scouting squads out to apprehend Americans that
might be retu ning to Mexico. Four Americans who had fled from
Cotonia San Jose, after locating their families in Douglas, returned
to get some of their horses. One was Moroni Fenn and Preston H.
Jones was another. I think Moroni Fenn had secured two and the
others had secured several of their horses. About 7 o'clock in the
morning one of those squads apprehended them and arrested them.
They at once took everything they had and marched them before
Gen. Salazar at a ranch there. I don't remember the name of it.
It is a peculiar name. It is between Agua Prieta and Colonia
Morelos. The general at once gave his men orders to guard them and
not let them get away.
They then took them before an army of about 800 men and
marched them back to Colonia San Jose, without anything to eat,
and when they got to Colonia San Jose, they rifled Mr. Fenn's house,
one of the first, killed the chickens, about 200 of them, smashed his
furniture, gave flour and things that they had to the Mexicans and
did not give them anything to eat all day. When they killed the
chickens.they even wanted a small piece of those chickens, and they
told them they might have that. Then they encamped and looted
the different homes during the night, and secured poultry and whatever they wanted. Gen. Salazar made a speech to a large meeting
of soldiers and nationals.
4760--20--voL2 --
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Mr. KAIIFUI. Have you a report of that speech?
MIr. TBAren. I have of extracts of it. The American prisoners

were under threat of death all the while, and they abused them in
the army in marching them, and made no effort to protect them at
all.

In the speech he said:

Your I'rcshent. loiwilrd Ttifl, Is it vile dog. u t low-down toward. Your
.Ntlion is rotten. Tthe Alllerlclles took the territory of Mexlco--Arizonla and
New Mexteo-Iy treason iIind now they tire golog to pay for it with big interest
conllimoundedlc.
We lire going to runIll
the Amerlcans out of Mexico,. We will
kill those who do not run before us. Thle plain of our revolution is siHp!;,j to
run the American doKs out of this country, conflllscte their property and divide
it along MeIxleans. There is no liberty for us. Porflrlo IDlht gave them our
lands and favored them, despising us. Tinres have changed. Mexico Is for
the Mexicans and the United States for the Gringos. Formerly they were
the owners of this country and they made us slaves and killed us. Now we
are going tol kill then or run tllem Jout of the country. We have executed
their men, we have ravished their women, we have Insulted their ien alli
their women' In every possible way to force thel to take tip arms tutu light
us. They do not fight because they are cowards and afraid of us. Their
own lovernlent despises them and lltallidons tllan, nld dares not protect them,
anll orders them to run away and escape.
In Colonla Dubinn nitd all the other Alnerlcan colonies in ChlIhuInua we
have taken all the homes from Americann. killing some of thet, and we have
outraged their women, selrd their lands and their houses, alld all of their
property, and we forced them to flet from tile country with nothing but the
clothes they had on. But they do not wish to fight and run like dogs. We
will not let them return. We will kill all who try to return to their lands. We
divided their lands and their property mnuhmg
Mexicans, and now they have
nothing to return to Mexico for. We are going to do the same here is Colonla
Morelos, Colonin San Jose, aind Colonia Oaxaca. We are going to divide all the
prolperly ttnolng you Mexicans, among those who swear to kill every Gringo
that returns here.

The general also stated that when the Americans were fleeing from
Colonial Dublan they shot at his soldiers and killed some of them, and
that he was going to get revenge on them for it. The afliant states
that he afterwards learned that when the Americans left Colonia
Dublan they were pursued. I have already stated about the soldiers
who fired on them. That was the first that the witness knew anything of that, and from that I take it they probably did hit some of
the Mexicans.
The general also stated that President Porfirio Diaz had given the
Americans the title to their lands falsely, and that the lands really

belonged to the Mexicans and that now things had changed and that

Americans would have to suffer the consequences, and repeatedly
stated that Mexico was for the Mexicans, and that all the Americans
would be driven out and their property confiscated and divided
among Mexicans, and referred to Americans as " gringos," ", perros,"

and ' cabrones " and using other vile epithets to characterize them.
He said that what they were fighting for was to drive the Americans
all out of Mexico and secure the freedom of the country.. All the
while the prisoners were under threat of death, and were compelled to
remain submissive and listen to his speech. The large crowd of
Mexican soldiers and nationals surrounding them frequently shouted
"Viva Salazar," " Muera los Gringos," "Viva Salazar, Chinga los
Gringos."

Then, after he had finished his speech, he said to his soldiers:

" Take care of them and guard them all night and do not let them
get away."
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AMr. KEARFUL. What reason did you find to believe that that speech
was correctly reported?
Mr. BARTren. Mr. Fenn appeared to understand the Spanish
language very well; talked it fluently, and he was corroborated also
hy 11r. Jones, Preston H. Jones, and, I think, he stands well as a
citizen, as far as I can ascertain. I made some inquiries about him.
le said that it impressed him so, while he was making the speech,
that, expecting to be killed, lie made notes of it afterward, immediately afterwards, and put. down these statements. Of course, he
had quite copious notes of what he states, but I did not take any
more than I have given.
AMr. KEARFUL. DO you believe the speech of Salazar was reported
with substantial accuracy
Mr. BA.RTCn. I do. Would not have permitted it to go on the
trcord if I had not satisfied myself as to that. You will also notice
the speech is in line with what so many other witnesses state was his
speech, and his conduct and at-tions.
Of course, in my statement here, that is based on the evidence that
I heard. It is understood that I was not one of the parties there. I
can only speak from what I have heard from the witnesses.
Mir. KARFUr,. You have had considerable experience as a judge of
a court, have you not?
Mr. BARTOn. Yes.

Mr. KEARFUL. Of what court?
3fr. BARTcI. Of the Supreme Court of Utah.
Mr. KEARFUi,. For how many year were you judge of that court?
Mir. BArrcu. I was nearly 14 years on the supreme bench. I was
ofi the bench there, though about 17 years altogether. I was appointed first by President Harrison.
AMr. KeAnFUL. On the Territorial bench?
Mr. B.nrrcrn. On the Territorial bench, and then I was reelected,
and reelected after statehood. and finally resigned as chief justice on
October 1, 1000, and went back to the bar.
Mr. KEAnrCL. Did you pursue the same methods in making this
investigation that you did as a judge of the supreme court?
fr. BArrcr. In examining witnesses?
AMr. KEAnFvI.. Yes.
Mr. BARrcir. I did. I examined them with a great deal of care.
AMr. KEARFUL. You conducted your examination judicially and
with a judicial mind? You did not undertake to conduct it in a
partisan way, did you?
Mr. B.rrcn. No.
Mr. KLEARFUL. But only to get at the truth, as a judge would do?
Mr. BArren. Only to get at the truth. I might say that some statements were made that I did not permit to go in the record. They
were absolutely unmentionable.
Mfr. KEARFUL. You mean statements describing the acts of. the
Mexican soldiers?
Mr. BArCr. Their acts and conduct.
AMr. KF.AnRFU. In reference to their attacks upon women?
Mfr. BAnrIn. Yes.
AMr. KEARnUL. Did you do that because you believed the statements
to lie untrue, or because they were too outrageous to he in the record?
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Mr. BArrcT . I did not sir; they were unspeakable.
Mr. KlEAnFUL. You did Iot believe they were untrue?
Mr. BArcrre. No; on the contrary, I believed they were true from
the character of the men who made the statements.
Mr. KEARFUL. What information have you as to the attempted
return of some of the colonists to save some of their property, and
what happened to them after they returned?
Mr. BARTrc . Well, I think the most of them were driven out of
there; had to leave, on account of the acts of violence continuing and
the unsafe conditions. Some of them were killed, and various outrages committed.
Mr. KEARFUL. Did the:e colonists make any representations to the
authorities at Washington for the purpose of getting protection?
Mr. BARTcIn. That I could not say. I did not go into that subject.
There is one case where they did ; the case where four were killed
in the town of Alamo.
Mr. KEARFUL. In Lower California?
Mr. BAwrCH. In Lower California. I remember that. They appealed to the consul, but they did not seem to be able to do any
good.
Mr. KEARFUL. They miide those appeals to the consul while these
depredations were being . nmmitted?
Mr. BArrCH. Yes, sir. 1 recollect that in the case of Mr. Arthur
Evans, who was imprisoned at Ascencion, that there was an application made to the department, and the consul was instructed to look
into the matter and investigate it.
Mr. KEARFUl . Do you know whether the same anti-American attitude existed on the part of the Carranza revolutionists that existed
before? Has there been any change for the better under the Carranza government?
Mr. BArCrn. I know of no change,
Mr. KEARFUL. You have heard about the Carranza doctrine, have
you not, which was epitomized by the expression, "Mexico for the
Mexicans"
lir. BAwrCH. Yes, sir.
Mr. KEARFUL. Is that the same old cry of " Mexico for the Mexicans "

Mr. BAnTcH. Yes, sir; all the way through.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you any reason to believe that the American
State Department had knowledge as to the depredations that were
being conrmitted and the plan that hail been inaugurated against the
Americans down there?
Mr. BArc. I do. I believe they had it in many instances. I
take that to be true from the fact that the Secretary of State, in
reply to a note from Carranza in May, 1916, I believe it was the
22d of May, 1916, wherein he made some charges against this Gov.
ernment, and in reply, which was submitted to the Mexican Government about the 20th of June, the Secretary of State enumerated a
number of instances of atrocities that were committed, and I noticed
that I had taken evidence respecting, I think, about all of them. I
would not be positive whether all or not, but I know in most of
them, and also some that he did not mention. I take it from that
that they had knowledge of many of those atrocities.
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Mr. KEARVUL. Ilave you filed with the State Department copies of
the proceedings showing the testimony that you took in your investigations?
Mr. BArTcI. I have filed the final documents, consisting of memoranda and depositions, in 115 cases, I think. One of those, however,
is an English case, which I prepared under the English law. That
is, I had them filed through my associates here in Washington. I
prepared the documents.
fMr. ikEAnFUL. Are you able to state the number of American Mormon colonists who were driven out of Mexico from these various
colonies you have mentioned?
Mr. BAIwrIrC. I could not state the exact number, especially of the
Mormons. There were some who were not Mormons. Some of my
clients were not Mormons.
.Mfr.KEARFUL, You are 110ot a .orion yourself, are you?
Mr. BAIrTCH. No; but I take it that there were several thousand of
them. It occurs to me I saw somewhere there were about 4,000
driven out of Mexico front those colonies, but that may not lie correct. I did not take the number in the evidence.
. Mr. KEArIIF . As far back as June 20, 1916, judging from Secretirvy Lansing's note to Cnrrann, you think the American State Departinent has hnad full knowledge of the anti-American outrages in
Mexico, do -you?
IIr. BARTCHI. And their knowledge extends previous to that time.
.l'. KEARFul,. But certainly since that timer
Mr. BARTCH. Yes, sir. Of course, there might be some, such as
I gave you yesterday. I could not say whether they had any knowl-.
i ge of that or not.
Mr. KEARFUJ. Do you know of anything being done by the American governmentt in any case for the protection of Air erican lives
or American property or American rights in Mexico, oth~,r than the
writing of notes?
Mr. BARTCH. I know of nothing effective that has been done.
There have been instructions given in our notes from the President
to the consuls and officials in Mexico, but to my mind they were not
effective.
Mr. KAnrIrr,. Nothing has been clone aside from correspondence,
has there?
Mr. BAwrcH. Not that I am aware. There is one case that it
might be well to refer to, showing that the Mexican (Government,
from the executive down, had knowledge of what was going on as
to Americans.
Mr. KEARFUL. What was that?
Mr. BATcuH. I refer to the case of Ingwald C. Thoresen. Mr.
Thoresen, about 1905, went to Mexico to make an examination respecting the beet-sugar industry in Mexico. He examined various
districts in the State of Mexico and elsewhere and in about 1906
hle became convinced that that industry could be established there.
He had interviews with President Porfirlo Dlaz, according to
his evidence, and laid his plan before him, and Diaz approved of
it. He engaged experts to make examinations of the soil, and purchased beet seeds, distributed them among the natives, and his experts taught them how to plant and cultivate the beets. Then he
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had analyses made of the beets, and through the Mexican Government analytical chemists, Prof. Foex, who made an extensive examination in the State of Mexico, Puebla, I think in Jalisco, Sonora,
and Chihuahua, and several other States, with a view to the climatic
conditions; the soil, the sites for factories, and the cost of production, labor, and whatever would enter into that kind of an enterprise. Dinaz encouraged him and told him that the Government
would give him a concession on the best terms that they could.
In 1908, I believe it was, in the spring he organized a company
under the laws of Arizona, capitalized at 2,000 00, and, he engaged
Dyer & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, to make plans for the initial actories, at a contract price of $10,000. He made a formal application, and afterwards made a final application for a concession, and
was granted one. The concession, I think, was granted July 4,
1900, and he was then given a period of two ,ears in which to put
them into effect and prepare them. He paid in stamps $254.80,
United States currency, put up $5,000 Mexican 3 per cent consolidated internal-debt bonds. Those were the same character of bonds
that I spoke of before that were deposited, in reference to this railroad project. That was at tl1 e expense of $2,500 United States
currency. His plans were submitted and approved by the Mexican
Government within the time allowed, and he continued his explorations, and finally his expert chemists made an analysis that showed
that Mexico produced an excellent grade of sugar; that there was no
country in the world that produced beets that contained a higher
per cent of saccharine matter and pure sugar than Mexico.
He submitted his data and plans to capitalists and they pronounced
them feasible. Among those capitalists were representatives of Mr.
Harriman, the railroad magnate and bankers in Utah. H6 continued
negotiations; some of them finally became interested in the project.
He carried on the negotiations with them until September, 1910.
He kept his experts in the field. During 1907, 1908, and 1909 he
made preliminary examinations of -j1trr factories in the State of
Idaho, devoted his time to the enterpri., and in September the capitalists got together and fixed the day as the 25th of November, 1910,
the day they would finance-the first factory, and they began this
factory.
The concession that he had procured from the Mexican Government
was quite favorable. He could erect factories anywhere in Mexico,
and it permitted him to take in duty free all of the material from
foreign countries, and also exempted it from taxation for a crtain
number of years-I think it was about 10 years. The experts who
filed affidavits in his case, some of them fixed the value of the concession at $2,000,000. Hon. H. H. Ralapp, who was at one time associate
justice of the Supreme Court of Utah and was at the head of the sugar
business in the United States, stated in his testimony that he thought
it was worth $5,000,000.
Mr. Thor Cutter, one of the ablest experts on sugar in the country,
also made an afildavit in that case, and said it was worth at least
$2,000,000. The data he secured showed the Mexican Government
that in that line of business the country is susceptible of great resources, and, of course, the data was of imme'nse value to the Government.
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Now, after they had fixed the day as the 25th of November, the
revolution broke out in the early part of October and the revolution
at once attained such proportions that the capitalists were unwilling
to put up the money until peace would be restored, and they then postponed the day for that. Ie made application for an extension of time,
setting up the reasons growing out of the revolution. In his concession contract there was a clause that in case of any disturbance or any
impediment that might be created by superior forces over which he
had no control the terms of the concession might be extended, or
should be extended, for a time equal to the impediment and for about
two months longer. There was another clause in article 23, that no
forfeiture should be declared without a notice to the concessionaire
to make a defense. On the ground of impossibility of his proceeding
to construct the initial plan with the time limit, the chief authorities
of the Mexican Government granted the extension, and in that way
held the concession good until the 12th of January, 1913.
They had made a promise that they would extend the time of
.the concession until peace would be restored so lie could proceed.
Ile relied on that promise and on the extensions that had been
granted previously. Before the last extension expired on January
12 he again made application to the chief executive for another
extension. In the meantime he had also applied to the Mexican
Government to transfer the concession to a company that he had
organized in the State of Arizonan. and to have the Mexican Government approve of it. There was nothing in the concession to
prevent that. Under its terms he was entitled to it. But he was
Informed that the Government had made a ruling that only Mexican
corporations could acquire that kind of property and they refused
to approve of the transfer.
The capitalists then, not being willing to convey the rights that
they had acquired to a Mexican corporation, which would bar them
from appealing to this Government, sold this concession to DMr.
Thoresen, and he became the sole owner. He still kept on, as I
have stated, getting extensions, until his last application, made in
the latter part of December, 1912, relying upon their promises and
the several clauses in the contract providing for its extension.
Instead of giving him any notice whatever they canceled the concession about the 15th day of January. The time of the extension
had expired on the 12th.
Mr. KJEARFUL. 1913?
Mr. BRAwrcH. 1913. At that time the whole country was in a state
of insurrection that rendered, it impossible for him to do anything.
The plants were located in the Texcoc-o district, not far from Mexico City, and the country became in such a chaotic condition that
a battle occurred in Mexico City about the earlv'part of February,
and Madero was deposed on February 19, and finally shot on February 22, 1913.
Now, they canceled that deliberately, as the testimony shows, in
the face of those provisions of the contract, in violation of the contract and without any notice to him whatever, and declared a forfeiture of his bonds and all of the money and property that he had.
That was done by the chief executive, through his minister of
fomento, right from the head of the Government. He had no re.
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course. The courts at that time and almost during the entire revolution were under the control of the military. Appeals of Ameri.
\s the witness clearly states,
cans to the courts were useless.
the oil, ials, military, civil, and judicial. were imbued with the same
anti-American sentiment, that a(tunted the military forces in acts of
violence.
AMr. KE.nvuL. In your investigations were there instances, given of
the futility of appeals to the court for protection?
Mr. BArreo. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ke.%R'L.. Was any protection ever afforded to these Americans who were outraged
Mr. BAtTrrC. In none of the instances that I have on record. In
fact, that is quite an interesting subject, and there aree numerous instances to which reference can be had, and also with regard to the
threats that were made, and afterwards executed, threats of violence
and death. Mr. K(siurU. Is there any place outside of the State Department
where the documents showing the results of your investigation can
be found, in case the committee or other Members of the Senate who
are interested wish to examine them as to details?
Mr. BiArcI. They can he found with Lexkie, Cox, and Sherier,
Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
I should have stated in connection with this concession that the
concession contained n clause that all disputes arising between the
concessionaire and the Government should be adjudicated in the
Mexican courts. While a concession of that kind can not bind a
foreign (Government. still in that case the chief executive of the
nation, through his minister of Fomento, canceled the concession.
and declared a forfeiture of the bond without any reference to the
courts whatever, also violating that clause of the contract.
Ar. K.ARiFL,,. Has any effort been made to have that matter adjusted since then?
Mr. BA rc1. No: not through my client. It would be utterly useless. As I have already stated, in the first pace, under Porfiri Dinz
they had a good government. That wqs overthrown.. The rebels
then became the Federals. tinder President Madero The government of President Madero was overthrown, and the rebels again became the Federals, under Carranza.
MIr. KnEARvU.
First under lluerta.
Mr. BAwrcTn. First under lHuerta. Hluerta was forced to abdicate,
and then Carranza became the President. The country (luring all
the time was in a state of turmoil. It finally drifted into a state of
chaos. The courts were under the influence of the military. Under
those circumstances I know of no principle of international law that
would require an alien who was injured to apply to the courts. In
the case of Mexico in my own judgment, especially through northern
Mexico. it would be useless. and the courts do not require a useless
thing to be done.
Mr. KARFIL. This committee is proceeding under a resolution re.quiring it to report its recommendation as to what. if anything,
should be done by this Government to prevent a recurrence of the
outrages such as vyo have related in Mexico. What (do you think
should be done, it anything, to that endv
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. This Government ought to proceed at once to apMr. B.%rcir
point an international commission, if it deems the Mexican (Government of sufficient stability to warnrnt it. If not, it ought to appoint
an American commission to adjust the claims that arose through the
outrages in Mexico. and then compel the Mexican Government to pay
those claims. In cases where the Mexican Government permitted outrages to be committed against American citizens, they ought in addition to the payment of those claims, compel the payment of such indemnities as would deter that governmentt in the future from permitting such outrages to be committed. That could be done on the
ground that many of the outrages that were committed in Mexico
were an affront to this Government as well as an injury to its citizens. I think, in an examination oi the principles applicable under
the law of nations to that class of injuries, that that.would be the
proper course to pursue. Extremists have gone so far as to hold
that where a foreign country permits its government to drift into a
state of chaos, whereby it loses control of its forces, that it should
be held responsible on that ground. Now, while it may be said that
principle is too broad, and while it may be admitted that it is too
broad, still I take it that the weight of authority is that the Governnment had a right to compel proper indemnity; not only to the individual, but to deter the foreign government from permitting such
injlirv to be inflicted.
lt. But if the foreign country is in a state of chaos,
i r . Kte.ter
whnt procedure could be followed to enforce the proposed indemnity ?
Mr. IARrcln. Of course, the procedure would be to intervene.
Mr. KARFUJl. Take possession of the country?
Air. BArrrcn. Take possession of the country and establish a government. It would not necessarily follow that the country would be
taken over, but I (dothink this: That it would be an act of humanity
to the Mexican people themselves for this Government to go there anil
establish a proper government and to maintain a protectorate over it
until such time that they can govern themselves.
AMr. KEAnRFt?. Do you see any other course that is open I
Mr. BARTCH. I do not. From the investigations that I have made
I do not believe that the different warring factions in Mexico can get
together on any one man. I do not mean to say they have no men
to"dav that could control that Government if they were permitted to
do so; that is, who have the intelligence to do it. I wish to say that in
my acquaintance in Mexico, I have found that, especially in southern
Mexico, the Mexicans are susceptible of a high degree of culture, but
they have no advantages. The only time they ever had a government
that tried to raise them up at all was in President Diaz. If he could
have continued long enough they would have finally worked out of
that.
In my investigation in the State of Oaxaca, and examination of the
ruins o'f Mlitia, I noticed that centuries ago they must have had intelligent Iwople, and, as I said, they were descendents of Aztecs. The
ruins would show that they lihad good deal of latent ability in architecture. In fact, I Faw plainly in one of the ruins there, t building
that had crumbled, some of the sculptured columns still standing
there. It looked almost as though it had been put up recently, and
the enamel just the same. That required intelligence at the time.
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Mr. John Lind thinks that the better class of Mexi-

cans are in the north, and that the salvation of Mexico depends upon
their success. Do you agree with him?
Mr. l.tirren. 1.do not agree with him. My reason for that would
be this: In southern Mexico, as I say, they are descendents of that
ancient civilization. They have been kept down. Diaz himself was
simply a typical Mexican Indian, as you might call it.
r.KHFruL. IFrom Oaxaca?
Mr. IiAIrrTI. Yes, sir. The term " Indian " is not a term used there
as it is in this country. It has an entirely different significance, a
different type of man. Now, I became acquainted with Mexicans
there that were highly educated, and, I say, they are susceptible of a
high degree of education if they have a chance. In northern Mexico
we have a mixture. We have had in the west a great many renegades
who committed crimes in the United States, and it is easy to go across
the border.. They could commit depredations in this country, steal
cattle and commit other offenses, and go across the border, and before
you could get any requisition papers they would be out of reach. The
s.moe way with Mexicans coming over to this country, flying back and
forth. So you have a mixture there that you could not clasp as a purebred Indian you will find in southern Mexico; that is, when you take
that class. Of course, you take the mountains there about Vera
Cruz, the State of Vern Cruz and in some places in Mishoacan, in
the Sierra Madre and Sierra del Dur Mountains, there are people in
there that could not be classed with the Mexicans generally. But I
could not agree with that idea that the better class of people in
Mexico are in the northern part.
Mr. KEARFuL. You do think that the Mexican people have the
qualities that, if they were given a chance, backed by the United
States, for example, they could form a good government and be a
nation of good citizens, do you?
Mr. BArcrH. I do. And I wish to state that, from my investigations, I feel that they, the better class of Mexicans. would hail the day
when this country would establish a good government there.
Mr KEAnFUL. DO they say so openlyt
Mr. BAWrH. Well, they dare not, but I have had Mexicans confer with me on that sub ect. In fact before this on one occasion
I was requested to come ere to Washington, and had a long interview with some of those people. They regret very much that this
Government did not do something for them. You take the Mexicans in the southern country, and they have many good qualities
about them. It is useless to denounce them as a class. You can
not say that Mexico is a thoroughly civilized country in the sense
the United States is, but there are civilized Mexicans there who
would like to have their country in the same condition that this
country is, and I think it would be a great act of humanity for this
Government to establish a civilized government in Mexico.
Mr. KEARFUL. Do you think this (overnment owes any duty to
its own citizens, and not simply a matter of self-protection?
Mr. BarroH. I certainly do. This Government has got 2,000
milP of border to protect. It is bound to keep its eye on the ports
on the Gulf coast and on the western coast. "They have very good
mauorts on those coasts. The port of Acapulco is considered the
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second or third best natural port in the world, andl in clse of a

foreign invasion this country, of course, would be concerned. At
present this Government has no control over the part at Mngdlena
hav nor the (tulf of California. Ships of considerable size can
sail up the Gulf of California and land almost in the heart of this
country in Arizona. Why shouldn't this Government be concerned
about "Mexico? Why would it not be its duty to put that country
in such shape that the two countries together could form one great
council nation and be of assistance to each other? The railroads
are here, the natural means to do it. You can construct a railroad
so that you coull connect Mexico with Canada and with Hludson
Bay. Not only Mexico with the United States but Canada. It
would be a great benefit to the whole country if Mexico would have
a government that would be a substantial modern government, that
would protect the rights of foreigners as well as their own people.
Mr. IKrAltVUL. Are you prepared to give instances of murders and
atrocities committed in the carrying out of the anti-American plan
to which you have referred
Mr. BArrcH. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARFUL. Will you proceed to do so?
Mr. BARTCrn. Yes, sir. In the spring of 1907, sometime, A. L.

Foster and three other men were killed in the town of Alamo, in
Lower California. I examined a Mr. Church who was one of the
intended victims. They had five men in an adobe house at the outskirts of the town, and they had accused Dr. Foster of giving medical
aid to rebels. These were federal forces that did that. The others
were accused of having given information to the rebels of their
movements. They had them in a room, and they took them out and
lined them up against a wall. I am giving this from Church, who
escaped. Church was imprisoned in the house, and he noticed an
opening in the rear of the building, and he got out through that into
the jungle, and as he left the house the shots went off that killed the
other four. Then he came across the line, and he said he took the matter up with the State Department and had some correspondence back
and forth, and then the matter was dropped. He used some pretty
strong epithets against the United States--was very bitter against the
United States, the flag, and everything. He had me promise I would
not use the evidence unless it was necessary, and so I never did. I
never filed the affidavit, but his story is a very interesting one.
On March 4, 1911, or about that time, a military force under Gen.
Blanco invaded the ranch of Robert O. Grewell and seized a lot of
his property. He appealed to the officer to return his horses, and he
refused insolently. Then he overtook Gen. Blanco himself and appealed to him to return the horses so that he could pursue his busi-t.
ness. Blanco, instead of granting his appeal, took him al6ng with
his army into the battle of Agua Prieta, and during the battle he got
an opportunity to escape, and they took a snapshot of Blanco and
got him in the picture, and after he escaped the other side began to
search the country for him to execute him ecause they thought he
was a spy. In fact, both sides thought he was a spy. Then they
began to commit acts of violence against his family, and he had
to move them out.
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In January, 1012. James N. Walker, an American citizen, waskilled by Mexicans in his own home at Colonia Dublan. Several
Americans inves.tatoed the case and found the Mexican who had
killed Walker. Tgey got the evidence, so that they said there was
not any question about his guilt. and then went to the judge and
reportedthe case. They brought the culprit in, and the court set the
time for trial, and the American who latd obtained the testimony
ugitinst. him appeared there. Then the judge held a secret conference
wish the culprit and investigated thecase himself, would not permit
then to testify at all, and discha red the culprit, and that was all
that was cldone about the murder of Walker.
About the middle of June. 1912. Col. Iliveri-somentcaled him
olonel and some general-appeared in (Colonia Morelos with a force
of 750 soldiers and camped in the yards of Americans and in the
main streets of the town. They begar to shoot cattle and chickens
that were owned by Americans and leave the offal laying in the hot
sun to putrefy. They kept on with their depredations, and in a few
cays another force of 250 more soldiers appeared under Col. Obregon,
who also camped in the same way, andl the depredations were continued. Afterwards, Glen. Santinez himself appeared with about
750 more soldiers, camped in the streets and in yards of Americans,
and, as stated by the witness, if possible, the conditions were worse
than before.
Mr. KEARFUL. Was lie the general whose forces were permitted to
go through American territory?
Mr. BARTorn. He was the general whose forces were permitted to
go through American territory to protect the colonists.
And Mr. Charles WV. Lillywhite appealed to Col. Rivera to remove
the soldiers from the streets and yards to a place at the outskirts of
the town, a very good camping ground, and his appeal was received
with insolence and had no effect, but later Rivera removed a small
group of soldiers immediately from the front of Mr. Liliywhite's
house into another part of the street. Then their depredations and
indecencies were continually committed until a committee of citizens
waited upon Obregon and tRivera and were received with insolence,
arnd they were permitted to continue in the same way. They were
permitted to bathe in the nude in the ditches in the streets, right in
the view of women and children, and polluting the water, so that the
people had to carry water from about a mile distant for culinary
purposes, remaining there about three weeks.
Another victim of threats by those forces was William Adams.
His wife died in Colonia Diaz. Mr. Arthur Evanls took several relatives and a friend over in an automobile to attend the funeral. They
crossed the border at Palomas, and the officer in charge examined the
baggage'in the automobile and told them they could go on and travel
anywhere in Mexico; that no written pass was necessary.
When they arrived at Colonia Diaz the relatives alighted, and
Mr. Evans drove his car to one of the places of Mr. Sanford at
Ascencion and retired for the nightt, After he had retired, Mr.
Chides, the justice of the peace, who was also commander of a force
of soldiers, appeared at the house and demanded to know where
Evans was. They told him he was upstairs, and they called him
down. He arrested him, then took him over to the adobe hut and
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imprisoned him there, and Mr. Sanford also. In a few hours they
released Mr. Sanford and allowed him to go. They held Evans there
until morning, and then compelled him to take an armed guard and
the justice of the peace over to Colonia Diaz to see the relatives and
to see whether or not they had a written pass. When they got there
they did not have the pass, and about that time Mr. Adams stepped
up and wanted to know of Mr.Evans what was the matter. He told
him they had arrested him because he had no written pass. lie took
the matter up and interceded for Mr. Evans and the officer at once
flow into a rage and drew his gun on him. l-e grabbed the muzzle
of the gun, and with that he pulled his revolver out of his pocket,
and while his daughter was trying to protect him he shot him. She
was tryJng to protect Adams, hter father. lie shot him, and he was
(lead in about five minutes, as the evidence showed.
'Then the officer ordered Evans to drive on to Ascencion and compelled him to drive at top speed over the ditches and rough roads
and finally his engine gave out. Thby drew their guns on him and
threatened to shoot him if lie did not get that engine and car to go.
He expected to be shot every moment, as he stated. Then when they
got pretty close to As:.encion a wagon came along, and they hooked
on to that, and they took him over there and locked him up again.
The next day they took him to court without arresting the accused
or the culprit, and there, surrounded by armed policemen and officers,
the judgetimself took up the case for Chides, the justice of the peace
asking Evans questions tending to exonerate him from the crime and
to put the blame on Adams. Evans, of course, was terror stricken
and tried to answer the -qkestlonsas the judge wanted him to, but
lie failed to do so. They kept him there that day, and the next day
they brought him in again and*went through the same performance.
The third clay they brought him in and then permitted the culprit
himself to examine him, and finally they drew up an affidavit in
Spanish and had him sign that. Ile could not read Spanish, did not
know a thing about what was on It.
Then about that time the officer at Palomas had got word from
Mr. Sanford, who escaped at the time of the shootinWa and told him
what had been going on. He came over to Colonia Dias and finally
got Evans out. The evidence showed that he was completely frightened and of course signed the affidavit trying to save his life. I
should say in regard to Mr. Adams that the same officer had threatened to kill him before, and the threat was carried out.
Mr. J. D. Harvey was killed at his home by Mexicans without any
provocation. A Mrs. James Mortenson lived in that vicinity, and
several Mexicans with the same force appeared there, and site, as I
was told Ir.'the statements from the witnesses, saw them coming and
barricaded the door. They came up against the door and could not
open it. They tried to burst it in. They threatened her with death
unless site opened it. She opened the door finally. and then they
ordered her to get dinner or supper. She prepared the meal and told
them it was ready now. Site then took a coffee pot and turned to go
to the stove, presumably to put more water in it,
and while she did
so they shot her in the back and killed her. The little girl escaped.
Marina Scott was also killed at the same place.
On August 1,1912 a detachment of about 25 soldiers appeared at
the home of Joseph I.Clawson, in Colonia Dublan, and forced their
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way into the house. Ile was in the room. His family had been driven
out on the 29th of July previous. They told him to leave. He said,
" No; this is my home." The captain told him, " This was your home
once, it is ours now, you will have to leave." He still insisted on
staying. lie ordered his men to take aim at him, and they all took
aim, and he said he looked up those guns and into their faces and he
sa.w it was all up with him. The captain told him he would give him
one more chance, and he told him to give him time to put on his coat,
and he did, and he-left. lie said there was a gang outside looking
over his home. lie had a fine home there. Before he got away any
distance he said they had a free fist fight there in front of his house
to determine who should have that place.
Joshua Stevens was killed about August 20, 1912. He had persisted in remaining there, after the Americans had been driven out.
to take care of his property. The Mexicans appeared one day at his
home, and lie had several daughters there, and the way his statement
showed their object was to molest those daughters. They were out in
the field, and lie was there, too. He went down there with them and
talked with them. Then they started on down together, and as he
went along one of them turned around and thrust a dagger into his
breast, and they left him. I think lie shot one of them, as I recollect
it. But by the time the others got there lie was dead. and the other
one escaped.
Now, in none of these cases was I able to find that any of these
culprits were punished, or that the Mexican Government made any
reasonable effort to apprehend or punish them.
On September 18, 1912, when Gen. Salazar invaded Colonia More.los, l)amiel H. .Schnall and several companions remained there to
care for their property after their families had been driven out.
The soldiers at once went from one American home to another and
looted and pillaged them. Schnall and several companions approached Gen. Saliazar and asked him to prevent his soldiers from
pillaging their homes and destroying their property, saying that
they would be willing to furnish them flour and provisions that
they needed if they would not destroy them. Instead of granting
their request, he held them there under duress while he went into the
store and ordered the clerk--that happened in front of the store.
lie had a number of soldiers drawn up in line in front of the store.
lie took him in the store and held him there while he ordered the
clerk to tie up various articles as he designated them, to quite a large
extent, and they carried them away, and when they were through
they finally released them.
'they had tied horses behind the store, and he went to get his
middle horse, and as' he got the saddle horse a Mexican, one of the
soldiers, stepped up and took hold of the reins and said, "That is my
horse." Mr. Schnall said;" No; that is my saddle horse." lIe said.
"You keep your hands of." He saw he meant it, and, of course, he
walked away and they took the saddle horse. That night couriers
were sent from Douglas to Colonia Mdrelos to warn them that len.
RIozoran would appear there and they were in danger, and to leave
the town forthwith for the United States.- They got there in the
morning about the break of day. Their saddle horses were gone and
they got such horses as they could get, and about noon the army
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appeared up over a hill, and as soon as they got in sight they began
to shoot. They got on their horses in a hurry and got out and left
their pack animals, and finally got into the brush and escaped to
I)ouglas.
(len. Avila, in the latter panrt of February, 1913, captured a number
of Americans in Colonia Chuchupa and held one of them there for
ransom in the sum of $1,000, and threatened to kill hint, but finally
lie turned over everything he had, and they let him off.
Afterwards. in t(fe fore part of March 1913, Gfen. Rojas appeared
with a command of soldiers and held Wiliam E. Williams and other
Americans for ransom also to the extent of 100 head of cattle with a
value of almbout $3.( 0, and they turned over 90 head of cattle to get
rid of him.
Findley Merrill, in the latter part of 1913, was hupg up by his
thumbs by a detachment of soldiers. They drew him up and lei him
down a number of times and punished hlm shamefully, and finally
took everything he had. He turned over all his money and everything and they let him go. He had remained there also to protect his
property.
In the spring of 1914 about 12 men and some women and children
returned to Colonia Morelos to try to protect what property they
could and cultivate their land. About April, 1914, the situation became very serious. The United States had taken possession of Vera
Cruz, and they were preparing, under advice of this Government, to
return to the United State for safety. They intended to depart in the
nighttime, but the soldiers learned of their intention and then ordered them not to depart. They obeyed the orders, and in the nighttime they broke into their sleeping apartment where the women and
children were lying and used all sorts of vile language, until the
women were perfectly terror stricken. Then in the morning, after be.
ing warned that they should take no property with them, and being
given to understand that the property they had belonged to Mexicans,
and on pain of being killed they shoul fake no property with them,
and if it was found they dtd they would kill them, they finally permitted them to go, and they came back to the Inited Sates.
Whllen the President issued his proclamation in August, 1013that is, the present administration-advising them to leave Mexico,
it had the effect of aggravating the situation. The Mexicans taunted
the Americans with the fact that their own Government would not
protect them. The conditions simply became worse. It had that
effect. It had the same effect as when President Taft advised them
to leave the trouble zone, and again when the Secretary of State advised them to come out in 1914, about April 23 I think it was.
Mr. Ktanvvr.. Those were orders, rather than advice, were they
not?
Mr. BAwrorr. Yes, sir. They were proclamations, as I understood.
About August 27, 1914, Charles W. Witten and several companions
returned to Colonia Garcia to see if they could not secure and protect
some property and cultivate some of their land. When they got there.
they found that the town was occupied by a force of soldiers, and the
soldiers found they were there. They had tried to conceal themselves. They at once arrested them, although they had passes from
Gen. Ochoa, I believe was the name, and their passes were ignored.
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They stated that they lined them up under the eaves of a house while.
it was raining very ha;trd and kept them there for a considerable time
letting the water 'runlonto them. Then they took them out about I
or ~5miles from town alnd were going to take them to an officer higher
up and see what wohili become of them. When they got there they
told them they wanted to go to thle U;nited States, and after parleying
with them a long while they took everything they had and finally let
them go, on the condition that they left the country.
(Wlereulpon at 0.45 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned, to
meet again on Thursday, March 0. 1020, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1920.
IGNITED STATE.q SENATE,

SoUoMu(3IVrEE oN

.IWIONItEIATION .
lIr'a Ihinlgton, D.

'.

Testinlony taken at Washington, D. C., .May 0, 1920, by Francis
J. Kearful, Esq., in pursuance of an order of the subcommittee of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.
TESTIMONY OF 0. W. BARTOH-Resumed.
Mr. K Aure.. You may proceed, Mr. Bartch, where you left off
yesterday evening.
Mr. IlAwrci. I testified in regard to Moroni Fenn and others,
and I wanted to refer again to that subject.
On the morning of September 12, 1912, Gen. Salazar made another
speech of the same vicious character as the one made on the evening
before. During the speech in the evening. while lie was abusing
and insulting Mr. Fenn and his companions, and the President and
the citizens of the United States in general, evidently to impress
upon his prisoners more forcibly his contempt for citizens of the
United States, the general had his interpreter repeat his vicious
utterances in English, although he knew that all of his prisoners
could speak and interpret the Spanish language fluently.
On the morning of the 12th the army and the prisoners moved
over to Colonia Morelos, they having been encamped at Colonia
San Jose. There, under the command of Gen. Salazar, the soldiers
and his officers, without disturbing a single Mexican residence, pro.
ceeded from house to house owned by Americans who had fled from
the country in fear of his army, pillaged their homes, destroyed
their property at random. Mr. Fcenn and companions stated that
they saw them break into the houses of American citizens, smash
the windows, damage the floor and walls, break up the furniture,
throw it into the street, shoot into the houses cut and tear down
fences and gates, utterly destroy the fruit, and generally devastate
the premises, all the while saving harmless the property of Mexicans.
During his speech inveighing against the prisoners, the President,
and citizens of the United States he was cheered vociferously by his
Mexican hearers. lie informed them that the property of the Americans belonged to Mexicans and would be distributed to them. The
Mexicans frequently appealed to him to give them American property. He replied to their entreaties by saying that the distribution
4706-2(-rvot. 2 - -- M0
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would be made later, that he had not time to do it then. He boasted
frequently of having killed Americans, and of having driven them
out of Colonia Dublan and other American towns in the State of
Chihuahua, and his prisoners heard the soldiers boast of how they
had ravished American women, and they declared, as the evidence
shows, that if they caught any Americnn women in that region they
would make use of them.
These confessedly leading Mexican military officers and their
armies committed offenses, abuses, cruelties, larcency, robbery, rape,
murder, treachery, and other hideous crimes, Americans being the
victims, with the barbarous design of running law-abiding citizens of
a friendly nation out of Mexico, or of exterminating them, and then
seizing and appropriatingtheir properties, and all this with immunity
from punishment by the .lexican. Government thus far by this Government.

In reply to the question asked yesterday is to how many Americans

were driven ouit of Mexico: When the Americans were driven out of

Mexico they were, through the Mexican military forces and nationals
encouraged by and operating with them, as shown by the evidence
which I have taken, compelled to abandon all of their possessions,
millions of dollars' worth of property which had been lawfully acquired under the laws of lMexico while they were peaceably carry.
ing on their business and maintaining a strictly neutral position as to
the Mexican belligerents. They were so forced, through the acts of
violence of the military forces, to abandon their homes and property,
without any cause that I was able to ascertain except that they were
American citizens, the hostile Mexicans being evidently actuated by
race hatred, created by the military forces in accordance with the concerted plan to rid that country of Americans, and actuated by an
insatiate desire for rapine and plunder and to acquire the accumulations and possessions of American citizens. It appeared that a hostile
sentiment was created against foreigners generally, but was especially directed against the Americans, and rebel forces and federal
forces alike were arrayed against the citizens of the United States in
Mexico. All appeals to governmental officers were received either with
indifference or with insolence, and no protection was granted. Mexican officers, civil, military, and judicial, in that region, appeared to
be imbued with the same spirit that actuated the military in their
violence.
The instances during the years 1911 and 1912 of the seizure, destruction, and appropriation of property owned by Americans are
too numerous for specifle mention; and the instances of the cruelty,
abuse, and insulting Americans, including women and children, dur.
ing 1911 and 1912 and thereafter, are likewise too numerous for
specific mention. The testimony, however, which is on file in the
Department of State of the United States, will show many of these
instances and the outrages which rendered the American families
completely terror stricken and kept them constantly in fear of personal injury.

.

Counsel asked me yesterday respecting my opinion as to the Mexicans in northern Mexico and in southern biexico. I wish to add to
what I said that while there was a strong anti-American sentiment
created by the military forces in northern Mexico, still there were
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better classes of Mexican citizens who were of humane disposition,
and were friendly to the Americans; but those who expressed their
friendship in speech or acts were in danger of the violence of the
military forces and the hostile nationals operating with them, the
same as the Americans were. This, I take it, is true as to the friendly
Mexicans, throughout the northern and southern portions of the
country, at least, as far as I was able to ascertain.
As an instance to show the hostility toward friendly Mexicans.
I will refer to the case of Marcos Calderan. For some years he had
been in the employ of Isaac W. Pierce, an American who owned
a gristmill and considerable other property at or near Colonia
Diaz. Ie was a faithful employee, and when Mr. Pierce was com.
spelled to flee for safety, lie left his property in charge of Mr. Calderan.
When the military forces invaded Colonia Diaz, a detachment
invaded the gristmill and the home of the American, on or about
October 15, 1012. Finding that Mr. Calderan was caring for the
property of an American, they maliciously and brutally marched
himin
to the cemetery, compelledhlin to dig a grave, and then to stand
on the edge of it. and they then shot him to death so that he fell into
the grave, and they covered him up. A few days thereafter they
shot and killed another faithful Mexican, an employee of Mr. Pierce.
In this way they gave notice that Mexicans must not befriend
Americans.
Another instance which occurred at Colonia Morelos where a
Mexican was also a faithful employee of an American. Upon being
found trying to protect the property inhis charge, he was shamefully maltreated by a military force, and upon fleeing into the hills
to secrete himself, lie was trailed and brought back and compelled
to reveal some of the property and effects of the American, including
money, but finally upon ascertaining that the Americans had fled
with their money, and no effects being found, they permitted him
to go.

There were numerous instances which I ascertained where, during
the years 1011 and 1012, up to the time of the flight of Americans,
Mexicans appeared at the homes of Americans and informed them
of the plan to drive them out, in a friendly way, and the danger
that was imminent.
In numerous other cases Mexicans of hostile disposition appeared
fit their homes to determine which Mexican should receive this
property or that property, showing that they generally understood
the plan to run the Americans out of Mexico much the same as revealed by Gen. Salazar and Gen. Rojas and other leaders in thought
and action in their speeches.
To show the manner in which they treated the effects and property of Americans, I refer to a raid that was made by military
forces on a store that was owned by Charles W. Lillywhite & Bros.,
in (olonia, Morelos. That was in the early part of September,
1912. The soldiers, while invading the town of Colonia Morelos,
broke into the store, smashed the doors and windows, and, as the
evidence shows, completely destroyed the showcases and fixtures,
smashed the furniture, seized all of the merchandise, destroying
the greater portion of it, threw large quantities of canned goods
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and groceries, hardware, and drugs in a mixture upon the floor,
destroying cans, bottles, and vials of drugs, and scattered upon the
mixture poisonous substances which are carried in the mercantile
business, consisting of strychnine, quinine, rough on rats, cyanide
and other poisonous articles, breaking the bottles that contained
them and the ruins were still visible when the owner returned to
see if lie could not secure and protect some of his property. I discovered various instances of that character in taking evidence.
In another instance, in the same town, they invaded a flour mill,
appropriated what flour they wanted, and threw the balance on the
floor of the mill.
When the military forces were invading Colonia Morelos and that
region, as the testimony which I have taken shows, they summoned
the Mexicans in the region to a meeting, at which ten. Salazar presided. It appears that the General Informed the Mexican residents
that the time had come when the possessions of the Qringoes were
to be divided among the Mextican people, to whom he claimed it
Illonged; ai.d he proceeded to distribute the lands among the local
Mexicans who would announce their allegiance to the rebel cause
and Fwear vengeance against the Gringoes. That was done after
the Americans had been driven out, and was reported to the witness whom I examined by a friendly Mexican, an employee of the
American.
One of the witnesses also stated that in the town of Colonia San
Jose, when it was invaded by Gen. Rojas, notices were posted on
the street corners warning the Americans who were in that region,
having returned to try to secure some of their property, to leave
Mexico and not return.
About May 1, 1914, J. D. Lillywhite and Lee J. Huber returned
to Colonia Morelos to take charge of what property of Lillywhite
Bros. might be remaining, including the grist mill, and to harvest
their crops, if possible. On arriving there they found the hostility and violence of Mexican officers and soldiers and hostile nationals continuing unabated. Several soldiers appeared at the mill
with a small roll of Mexican scrip, constitutional money and offered
it in exchange for flour. Tillywhite and Huber, aware that the scrip
had no value in the United States, declined to accept it and informed
them that the flour in the mill had all been contracted to be delivered
to the El Tigre Minina Co. Shortly thereafter a detachment of
soldiers arrested Tillvywhite and Huber, took them to the office of the
commissarlo and they were informed by the commissarlo and other
leading Mexicans that they had committed a very grave offense and
insult against the Mexican Government by refusing to accept the
scrip, and that it was the prerogative of the commissario to fine them
in the sum of $500 each, or sentence them to jail for one year, or
force them to enter the constitutionalist army and that they were at
liberty to take their choice of these penalties. While pronouncing the
sentence the commissario was exceedingly abusive,
in the presence of
armed soldiers, and boastingly exclaied, " You are in Mexico now
and are subject to Mexican authority." The prisoners made no resistence, deeming it useless, but tried to explain to him that they
simply acted in accordance with their duty to their employer. The
commissario, however, accepted no explanation. but gave them an
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o:;,portunity to raise the $500 fine instead of going to prison, and permitted them to return to the mill, which was patrolled by armed soldiers. They took advantage of the permission to raise the money,
and finally effected their escape into the United States, by securing
saddle horses and riding all n ht.
In the latter part of 1914 (harles W. Lillywhite and Horace F.
1,illywhite, although hostilities still existed and the anti-American
sentiment was intense, returned to Colonia Morelos to care for any
of their property that might be remaining, intended to plant crops,
and to endeavor to operate their mill. While endeavoring to conduct their business, or the business of Lillywhite Bros., they suffered various losses through hostile invasions of military forces, and
nationals operating with them, until about January 29 1915, when
an advance guard of Gen. Jesus Trujillo and G(en. osa arrived
under the command of Col. Tomas Rosas, and about February
2. 1915 the main army of Gen. Sosa, consisting of about 3,000 soldiers
and officers, arrived. en. Trujillo having arrived previous to that.
The two Americans had procured passports from the counsel representing Gov. Maytorena. The passports purported to give guarantees for protection for person and property and were also approved by the counsel of a Mexican general.
bout that time there
were about 17 American men and relatives, or families, inthe town.
They were all arrested by the advance guard of the army and held
as prisoners, with the town for a jail, during a period of 10 (lays,
until the arrival of Gen. Sosa. In the meantime, Charles W. Lilly.
white was commanded to furnish them flour and ofher products from
the mill, and the soldiers seized and appropriated the grain, flour,
groceries, and other supplies and personal property which the Lillywhite Bros. and other Americans had, and seized and approprioted the horses and live stock, shot two milk cows owned by the
IAllywhite Bros., pillaged their homes, and left them destitute of
provisions.
Charles VW. Lillywhite was seized upon for special attack by officers
and soldiers, and especially by Col. Rosas and (len. Trujillo, who were
among the invaders of the town. Upon seizing their property,
Charles W. Lillywhite appealed to Col. Rosas to permit them to retain some of their horses. The colonel flew into a rage, flashed his
six-shooter at Lillywhite and called him vile and abusive names
among his epitlets being " You gringo, low-lived coward, you son of
a bitch, you are a robber."
Afterwards Col. Alfredo Frigosa arrived and used similar epithets
against them; both of the colonels stating, as the evidence shows, that
the Americans had robbed the Mexicans of their lands, as they had
purchased them from President Porfirlo Diaz, and that the time had
come when the gringos would have to submit to their demands will.
ingly, or they would take them over the border line where they belonged, and that that country belonged to the Mexieans. Col. Sosa,
in boasting terms, declared that lie had been assigned the duty to distribute the lands of "gringos" among these 1Mexicans," waving his
hand at a large crowd of natives who had gathered by. Then, shoving his fist in the face of Lillywhite, he said, "Speak
Are you
agreeable to that or not? Answer quick." To all of which Lillywhite had to submit.
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On January 20, 1015, Charles W. Lillywhite, already under arrest.
with the town as a jail, was taken by a detachment of soldiers under
command of a captain, as prisoner, and cruelly and shamefully
prodded with their bayonets, as they were taking him to a warehouse,
and upon their arrival there, Col. Frigosa wantonly and brutally
shoved him over a barbed-wire fence, then imprisoned him in the
warehouse and held him under guard incommunicado during the
rest of the day until late at night. While there as a prisoner hie was
afterwards informed, that the Mlexicans designed to take him as a
prisoner across the country to Fronteras, a distance of 30 miles, and
on the way incidentally have him attempt to escape when they would
shoot him to death under the pretense that he had attempted to get
away from his guard.
The timely arrival of C(ol. Iluro with several hundred troops. however, frustrated their designs to kill ILillywhite. That colonel was
of humane disposition ani didtl all he could to save him from further
violence, until (en. Trujillo arrived, who was superior in command
to Col. laro, and then the situation of Lillywhite again became desperate. He was taken before (len. Trujillo on the 27th of January.
and on the 29th he was taken twice before the general, and each time
was caused and held under threats of death.
On the last occasion, on the 29th, Gen. Trujillo himself flew at
him in a rage, and among his abusive epithets said, " You gringo
rascal son of a bitch, robbing brute the greatest robber. m the
colony. Run the.flour mill and send flour to this Cuartel or I will
kill you." Then the general viciously and brutally kicked him in
the presence of his officers.
For the claimant to have attempted to reason with either Col.
Frigosa or Oen. Trujillo, as he stated, would doubtless have cost
him his life, for when the general so brutally kicked him, they were
on the point of striking him down, Col. Frigosa with his pistol and
Gen. Trujillo with his sword, as appears from Lillywhte's testi.
mony. To save his life he was compelled to submit to their cruelty
and abuse, convinced that resentment meant death. He was constantly in great stress of mind not only because of his own safety.
but because of that of his family, and except, as he asserted, for the
arrival at that time of Gen. Ss who appeared to be a humane
gentleman, and who was general in chief of the army, Lillywhite
would doubtless have fallen the victim of that Mexican violence.
About July 4, 1913, a force of Mexican soldiers operating under
the command of Gen. Salazar brutally assaulted and killed a Mexican, who was friendly to Americans, on the Bavi Corn ranch near
the town of Madero because they had learned of his friendliness to
Americans. They first beat him, then shot and killed him: they
piled wood on him and burned his body, except a small portioil
thereof, which was afterwards buried by'William E. Williams and
some companions.
Mr. KEARFUL. Have you had occasion to take testimony respecting the massacre at Santa Ysabelt
.
Mr. BArrCH. Yes sir. I prepared the documents in the case of
Mrs. Helen Hintz Coy. She now resides in San Francisco, Calif.
Her husband, John Pope Coy, was one of the victims of the maQsacre at Santa Ysabel. He had been employed by the Cusi Mining
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Co., and was on his was to Cusihuiriachic. He was a gentleman of
fine attainments and a competent mechanical engineer. He had not
been in Mexico previously. On his way he stopped at El Paso and
there joined a number of other Americans.
On the evening of January 8, 1910, at a banquet, leading Mexicans
assured the Americans that the country where they were going was
safe and peaceable, and Mexican officials in authority issued passports to them, purporting to permit them to travel in Mexico in
safety. On the morning of the 9th of January they boarded a
train and traveled in safety over the railroad to the city of Chihuahua, where Mr. Coy and his companions were joined by several
other Americans. At Chihuahua some of them were apprehensive
that trouble might ensue. They had been assured, however, by
Government officials at El Paso that there was no danger, and that
they could safely travel from El Paso to Cusihuiriachic. At Chihuahua they were again assured of the safety along the Mexican
Northwestern Railroad from Chihuahua to C(usihuiriachic, by the
governor of that State, by Gen. Jacinto de Trevino, the commander
of that military zone, and other Government officials.
Notwithstanding those assurances, however, some of the Americans
were apprehensive of danger, and C. R. Watson applied to Gen.
Trevino for Government troops to guard the train the next day.
The general replied that it was unnecessary; that the country was
under the control of Government troops, and that he would send out
more troops the next morning, and if danger arose they would be
protected.
Their apprehension was also indicated by a letter which Mr. W. D.
Pearce wrote to his brother, S. L. Pearce, at Laymond, Calif. A
photographic copy of that letter, I am informed, is on file with the
Department of State of the United States.
In the letter, among other things, he states:
Watson has arranged for a slpinl car to take us out In the morning, and 1
have decided to go. There will he nlabout 20 American in the party. Some of
them are a little nervous, as it is rumored that all Is not quiet out that way.
Watson saw the commanding officer here and offered to pay for troops to accompany the train, but was assured that Carranza troops are In control long
the railroad and at Cuslhulrlachic, and that he was sending more out this way
to-night or early in the morning. So I hope to be able to work for a while
without Interruption.
IMr. Carranza is more to be feared than was Villa. Villa, at least, hadl
courage to enforce orders, which Is more than I can say for Carranza. Carranza fears Villa more than anything else, and if he can make trouble for us
Americans, and at the same time make it appear that it was Villa who made
the trouble, you may be sure he will do It.

The next morning, on January 10 1910, Mr. Coy and his companions boarded a train and started for Cusihuirlachic. They traveled in safety to Santa Ysabel. When they arrived at that station
two armed Mexicans rode up to and along the train, viewed it, and
rode away.
After the train left Santa Ysabel and had traveled about 8 kilometers it was stopped by another train, the front car of which had
been derailed in a cut near the river. That was a troop train that
had preceded the ill-fated train the two trains traveling about 10
miles apart. When the ill-fated train stopped a force of Mexican
soldiers shot into the car in which the Americans were traveling.
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''lhev wounded somjne of them, then forced them all out of the car, anti

while doing so C. It. Watson, R. P. McHatton, and Thomas V.
Ilolmes ran toward the river attempting to escape, while the Mexicans were shooting at them. Holmes tripped and fell into the brush
and the Mexicans then, evidently assuming he was dead, turned
their attention to Watson and McIlatton, and shot and killed them.
While they were shooting at them, Holmes crept throg h the brush
and into the river, then followed the bank down until he escaped.
The other parties were lined up against the car and brutally shot to

death. Eighteen were killed and one escaped. The Mexicans who
were on the train were then permitted to depart.
The occurrence was described by the conductor, J. Guadalupe
(ardona, of the ill-fated train, which affidavit, as reported in the
public press of the United States, was given to the British consul at
Chihualua City and telegraphed to the British consul, H. C. Miles,
at El Paso. As reported in the press it read as follows:
The train arrived at Santa Ysabel at 1.15 p. m. Or arriving at kilometer 68,

8 kilometers beyond Santa Yeabel. we encountered a traiI, national engine No.
57, off the track. When I got off to see what happened the shooting started
Afterwards G(le. Itayna placed us under guard, searching us and also searching
the car. All the money on the passengers and In the car was taken. After
that had taken place we left. the Americans having been killed. Some of the
foreigners were first shot onl the train, and a number, including one Mexican.
who were wounded in the car, were later taken off and murdered. Some of
them juplled off and ran toward the river. These included Watson. They
were followed and tired upon.

A messenger from the city of Chihunhua, after arriving at El Paso,
January 13, 1910, made a statement, in which, as published in the
public press, he said :
The mining eomlnany's train bad
ibeen preceded Monday by a troop train
clarryline (rno ,'0 to 1,000 Carranm
soldiers. The two trains were traveling
10 miles nipart. At 1 o'clock p. im., it was reported to Chlhunhua that the troop
trnin was derailed in a canyon, and at 4 o'clock reports of the holdup of the
passenger train with a number of Mexican women and children aboard returned
to Chlhunhun City with the first news of the massacre.

One Vasquez, a Mexican in the employ of C. R. Watson, who was a

witness to the tragedy, made a statement in which, as published in

the public press, among other things, he said:

They left our car, placing gmrds at the doors, and went into the next car.
The foreigners were driven out. Some of them had been wounded by their
shooting into the train. Outside the soldiers pointed their guns at them and
for l them to strip themselves of their clothing. That was done by the
Amerlicans, and they stood there in their underclothing. The soldiers then
ordered them to line utp along the side of the railroad track, and then the most
horrible part began. Two soldiers using Mnusers were told by (301. Lopez to
kill the Americans. One of them went up to the first foreigner and shot him,
mnid as he died the seco d one flnl his nMouser at the second foreigner. standing
in line. A general confusion began when the first tavo were killed, but the
two mell ran along the line, taking turns shooting the Americans. Some of the
foreigners attempted to break away, but they were forced back by the soldiers
rntil the entire Ine lind I1leni killed. Only two men did the executing. The
otlihrs ood around cheering and crying, " Viva Villa." I saw the dead bodlies
of the AnieIleants as they lay after the shooting. Their underclothing was
etvered in bloodl, and they lay lit nil kinds'of grotesque posltlons. Some had
fallen forward, while others fell over one another. The top of one Amerilan'4
head hnd been shot off.

T obtained no direct evidence showing to what arm that force of
soldiers who did the shooting belonged. It is shown, however, that
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a troo train carrying from 500 to 1,000 government soldiers pre.
ceded the ill-fated train; that one car of that train was derailed;
that the two trains were traveling about 10 miles apart; and it was
shown that no sohliers were in sight except those that did the shooting. According to the public pre., the government authorities
claimed that they were V'illa's soldiers, but I have observed no intimation anywhere or from any source us to what became of all those
government troops within the short period of time between those
trains, or as to what would induce them to leave the train when their
car was derailed, nor have I seen any showing by Mexican authorities
as to what became of those soldiers. Under the circumstances, the
conclusion seems inevitable that the soldiers on the trop train cornm
mitted that massacre. I see no escape from that conclusion.
It has cast a (lark cloud upon Mlexico and it was and is the province
of the Mexican Government, in order to escape condemnation for that
massacre, to show what became of the government soldiers. This, so
far as I have been able to ascertain, it has failed to do. That govern.
ment, and those government officials who gave the assurances of
safety, were aware ever since the Madero revolution of the villainies
that were constantly perpetrated against American citizens up to the
time of the massacre. They were aware, or by the exewise of reasonable diligence would have been aware at the very time when they
gave those assurances of safety, that tie country was overrun with
soldiers, and nationals operating with them, whose hostility against
Americans had no bounds.
Nor have I been able to secure any evidence that the Mexican Government made any reasonable effort to apprehend and punish the
criminals, notwithstanding the inhuman outrage that was committed
on inoffensive, law-abiding American citizens. The massacre of those
18 American mining men was an atrocity which, in brutality and inhumanity, closely resembled, except in numbers, the barbarous massacre of more than 800 Chinese subjects at Torreon, in the State of
Chihuahua, in May, 1911. and, like that mass cire of the Chinese.
the massacre of the 18 Americans beggars description. No language
can adequately portray the inhumanity and inherent brutality of the
perpetrators, and the barbarity of that Mexican army which forced
those Americans from the car and train and barbarously shot them
to death, while they were begging for mercy, mercy at thie hands of
soldiers and officers steeped in brutality, lost to all sense of humanity
or decency, given over to race hatred created by military forces and
hostile nationals, and acquiesced in by government authorities. And
the events succeeding the massacre, which culminated in the awful
crime committed at Columbus, N. Mex., on March 9, 1916, when
Americans were massacred in their own homes, on American soil,
shows a complete chaotic condition of the local government of the
State of Chihunhua, and a lamentable delinquency on the part of
Mexico to permit the Governmnent to drift into such a state.
Notwithstanding the fact that numerous grave offenses Ihave been
perpetrated by Mexican military forces and nationals cooperating
with them, encourged by leaders in speech and action, the Mexican
Government has, in my judgment, made no reasonable ,attempt to
apprehend anid punish the culprits. Governmental authorities have
:attempted to make it appear through the public press, and other-
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wise, that Gen. Villa and his army were in revolt against the Mexican government. Still the circumstances unequivocally indicate that
whenever American rights were infringed upon by the alleged command of (len. Villa, and whenever Americans were killed by military
forces or outraged, the Mexican governmentt, it appears, not only
failed to punish the perpetrators of the offenses, but, with the use of
its own governmental troops, as in the case of Gen. Villa, who was
alleged to have committed the outrages at Columbus, N. ,lex.,
actively interferred when the military forces of the United States
attempted to apprehend and punish the criminals, for it is now a
matter of history that when the United States Government, recognising the delinquency of the Mexican Government in its failure to
apprehend and jmnish the perpetrators of the crimes committed at
Columbus, sent its troops across the border into Mexico to apprehend
and punish the offenders, the Mexican Government by use of ite
government troops actively interferred and engaged, at the city of

Parral, in the State of Chlmahua, the American forces in battle, 11
which a number of American soldiers were killed, and thereby pre.

vented further pursuit and permitted the guilty persons to escape.
Thereafter, alout June 21, 1916, another detachment of American
soldiers, sent in pursuit of a detachment of the army of Gen. Villa,
was ambushed near the town of Carrizal, in the State of Chihuahua,
by a force of governmental troops under the direct comand of Gen.
I elix de Gomez, who was subject to the command of Gen. Jacinto de
Trevino, the federal general commanding that military one, and an
attack was made by order of the chief executive of the nation, Gen.
Venustiano Carranza, as reported in the public press. In that battle
a number of American soldiers were killed, including Capt. Boyd
and Capt. Morey.
It thus seems clear that the facts and circumstances show unerringly that the acts and conduct of the Mexican Government and its
government officials, respecting the vile and villainous acts and barbarousness of its military forces against American citizens, are
wholly inconsistent with its official pretenses and utterances.
If this Government should establish a protectorate in Mexico.
similar to that in Cuba, it would be advisable, in my opinion, for the
Government to appoint a commission to adjust all American claims,
and to assume the payment of them, and liquidate them by the issuing of Government honds. and also provide sufficient funds to put
the Mexican Government in position to liquidate the other foreign
claims against it and maintain a proper government.
(Whereupon the committee adjourned, subject to the call of the
chairman.)

THURSDAY, MAY 0, 1920.

UNITED STATES

SENATE,

Suncos3Iurrre oN FoREIoN RELATIONS
1ashington, D. '.
The subcommittee met pursuant to call at 11 o'clock a. m., in room
128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B. Fall presiding.
TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM TEITLEBAUM.
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
The CuAIRlAN. You may give your name in full.
,ir. TEITLEBAuI

. William-Teitlebauin.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Teitlebaum, you telegraphed to the chairman
of this committee a few days since from New York City expressing
a desire to appear before the committee and make a statement with
reference to the subject of this investigation.
Mr. TE'rrzm BAu. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In answer to your telegram, you were notified
that the committee would hear you either then, the latter part of
April, or early this week.
Are you a citizen of the United States?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. In the eyes of the law, I am not, Senator; in
service and love, I am a very fair one.
The CHAIRMAN. Of what country are you a native
Mr. TETrrLEAUM. I am a Hungarian by birth.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever been naturalized as a citizen of the

United States?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir; I have not.
Thei CHAmiar N. Where do you reside?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. I reside in New York City at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I am engaged in one of thie various businesses
that is known where a scavenger is clean alongside of it-broker.
The CHAIRMAN. You have not expressed as fully as you might, I
presume, what is your business?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM.. General broker of food products, sugar, and
coal.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. TEITLEDAu.

Where is your place of business?

At the present time I have none. I am simply

a free lance.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you associated with any firm or with any
other person in business?
2781
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AMr. TEITLEIAUM. No, sir.
The CIm1AnIAN. What is your occupation at. the present time?
Mr. TEITLERAU31. Brokerage. for instance, the first money for
some little while that I have had I made last week, of $150, which
I am using to bring this service before you.
'The CLIAIIrAN. What was your occupation in 1010 and 1011?
Mr. TEITLEIAvUM. I had interests in San Antonio in the Imusement field, and prior to that in irrigation.
The CnAIR I..x. You mean San Antonio, Tex.?
Mr. TEITLEIAU3I. Yes, sir.
The CmIAIRMSx. What kind of irrigation were you interested in'?
Mir. TEI.~TAu.%uIl. The air lift.
The CHAIRMAN. Youl mean lifting the water from wells by air
pressure?
Mi'. TInTI IEAU.H. YeS, sir.
The CnIaMAN. Where was tliat? Was that at Pearsall, Tex.?
Mr. TEITI.EllAtu. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRmAN. What was the extent of your activities in the irri.

Ligation line at that time?
Mr. TrEITI.EBAU)I. Well, I had organized that Pearsall undertak.
ing, and after that tried to further it through parties in San Antonio.
T'he CIAIRMAN. You have expressed a desire to give this com.

mittee information about Mexico. Just proceed. I would like to
ask you to make your story just as concise and short as possible. The

time of the coinuittee is limited. We would like to have any facts
that you have upj on which you may base any suggestions that you
have to make. Just proceed in your own way.
Mr. TE.TL.EAU.l. Unfortunately, I am not its direct in speech as.
yourself, and I have to beg the committee's indulgence a little bit. I
am very reluctant in coming before the committee with the broken
life, but I feel the responsibility of investigations which I have conducted, reseach that I have made in the Mexican situation, that I can
not esca ! that responsibility in bringing it before your committee.
The CHAMSMAN. Hlow did you happen to make such investiga.-

tions?

Mr. TEITLER:AU3M. I organized while in San Antonio the American
Anti-Intervention Association.
The CIIA1RIAN. What year?
Mr. TEITLERAUM. I think it was in 1910.
The C(AIrnMAN. Who were the other organizers?
Mr. TEITLEBAU.
Dr. Brumley.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did he live?
Mr. TEITIEAU.v.L He lived in San Antonio.

The CHAIRMAN. VWhere does he live now?
Mr. TEITLEDAUI. I think in Austin.
The CIAIRMAN. Who else?
Mr. TEITLEI.AUM. That was all.
The CHAiun3Ax. Just Dr. Brumley and yourself?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was he a citizen of the United States?
Mr. TE TLEDA.UM. Yes, sir. lie is one of the board of henith com.tmissioners of the State of Texas.
. The C('u.1im~ Ax. Residing then in San Antonio?
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Mr. IEITtETAUI. In San Antonio.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you and he happen to organize the Anti.
Intervention Association?
Mr. T'elr:eAn.VI. Well, it was I who organized it.
Thre Cn.Illi.%s
. Well, but you and lie composed it?
Mr. 'TarITLE.AuM. No, sir.

The ('.II.l
.u.x.
Thllnt is what I am asking you. Who composed
that association?
Mr. TiF:i:t.ElUM. I did myself, sir.
Th ('ilmat'iaN. Then you organized it, he joined you, and you
c.4Jiiompo1d4l it ?
Mr. TJF:ITtuEAt'MI. Yes, sir. There is a photograph of the float
which was the initial float, and accompanied by those persons. i
had11 you also a few of these cards.
The Cn.MAnM.s. I notice that you apparently printed and sent out
post cards addressed to the American Anti-.Intervention Association,
304 East Side Alamo Place, San Antonio, Tex., with no other ad.
dress, containing neither your name, nor that of your associate, Dr.
Brumley.
Mr. TrrETIr.tAIT. Yes, sir. Dr. Brumley at that time had no connection with it.
The C.unAIsi.x. I nm trying to get a starting point. You say
you organized that association. How did you organize it?
Mr. TEITLEPAr.a. My simply starting that float from the Alamo.
The CHAIRMAN. The sending out of a float on the street is not the
organization of an association'
.'fr. TFITLF.nAUM. That was the organization of it.
The ClAIRnM%..
That is an activity of an association; that is not
the organization of an association.
Mr. TlITL EPUA. f. That was all there was to it.
The CAIRMANx. You just constituted yourself the association?
Mr. TEITLEnAUvM. Yes, sir.

The CumA1RsM.N. Then you secured a float drawn by horses?
Mr. TIITLERAUM. Yes, sir.
The CIIAmIAN. And containing signs; for instance, here is a sign
bearing on the top the words, "You can stop the war with Mexico,"
and on the side various other signs. And you started that around
the streets of San Antonio? Is that it?
Mr. TEITLEIIAU*1. Yes, sir.
The C'UA1RMAN. Then along with your other activities you had
these post cards printed and sent them outt
Mr. TEITLEnAUIf. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who printed them I mean, who paid for them?
Mr. TEIT JEIANm . I pad for them, sir.
. I am asking you these personal questions to get
The CHAIRn.~r
you started.
Yes, sir; that is all right.
Mr. TrITLrn.t'~f.
The CHJAIRMAN. I want to cut this short, if possible.
Mr. Ter1tn.EHt'.m. I am afraid it will be very difficult to do it,
Senator.
The Cn1r3A.N. We will do it. It will not be difficult. We will
give you ample opportunity to tell what you know, but the committee has its own method of procedure.
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On the bnwk of this post card I noticed printed:
You are requested to place aiy nniae on your honor rolt as favoring the bles..
n,aiigaist Interveithii, whiieh llm.ns war with Mexeo. I alo
ings of lamc

n and inn:n
desire you to uimtan)y lilllle o Ij 'tltioun dlrctedl to my ('cingrts
for the recoginit.in wif belllgterenw
l
ti,. itsvole and work 7zen isly
twri In Wasiiat
,toletrlway
nllsrrlto olf Mexlo ns htile-sfest muialqlllekest
i
rights t. lthe

Ilish Itrlinlneilt pnace in sur slater republic.

Then follows "name, address, remarks."
have handed me, and which I
The particular lost card which yehav
wordl. " name. ill writing.
piM Ftreadinl from, has opxssite the "lrintled
" George J. Dewey " or " D)enny." r." or "sr." Do you know what
that name is ? Opposite the word 'address" is written "401 Gibbs
Building." Opposite the word ' remarks" is written " recognition of
belligerent rights means Diaz's end, then comes peace. Hurry it
along." The name is of no importance. These are the cards you
sent out, and these which you have handed me alre sonie of those
which were returned to youI
Mr. TF.ITr.En. U, . Yes, sir. I distributed them myself, mostly, and
these were some that were mailed in.
The Cur.u~u.Mx. You distributed them personally?
Mr. TFITLEDAU.M. Yes, sir.
The CIAinsMaN. What was the late when you were distributing
these cards?
Mr. TE1TLtEAa . I think it was about May 3, 1011, from a clipping
that I have here from the press of that date, where is said, "Peace
movement started."
The CAII. lAI.x. On or about May 3 is when you weer distributing
these cards
Mr. TEITLERAUt~ . Yes, sir. I think for about a week or 10 (lays,
some such matter after that.
The ('lu.lnasx. Did you know Francisco I. Madero, jr., prior to
that time?
,Mr. T''EITIAn.UM. I met the gentleman just a little while before

that.
The C1I.MRMAN. You became acquainted with him?
Mr. TE1TLaAUr. I became acquainted with him; met him at his
hotel in San Antonio.
The CInJR1Ax. Did you talk with him at that time abo:t Mexicamn
affairs?
Mr. TITLEAU . I did; yes, sir. le spoke to me, rather, explht:,
in the situation in Mexico, and won me to his cause.
The CnAIRMNx. Then you were distributing these post cards in
the interest of th3 cause of Francisco I. Madero, jr., were you not?
Mr. TEITLERAUa.. No, sir.
The CHIRMAN. You said you were won to his cause?
Mr. TEITL P.tAv.r. Yes, sir.
The ClaIunMN. I asked you why you distributed these cards?
I had 'arlyhin life set myself the task of earn.XEIA'1l.
Mr. TETL
ing American citizenship, and I had,made a number of efforts il,
different lines prior to that.
The Cmu.unMA,. When did you come to the United States?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. In 1880.
The CRAIIIMxA. Did you apply for citizenship papers, first
papers?
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Mr. TEITLEAUMV.

NO, sir; I did not.
Ilave you ever made application?
Mr. TEITLEAU3 . No, sir; I have not.
The

CHAIRMANs.

The CHAtlMAN. Then what do you mean by "earning" American
citizenship?
Ir. TEElTElt.:tA'I. I wanted to try to have it given to I1e without
applying for it.
The ( IAlr13I... At this time you speak of, when you were engaged
in these activities. there was a recognized government in the lRepublie
of 3exico, with Porfirio Diaz as president,
was there nt?
r. ' EITEII.rAUM. Yes, sir.

The Ci.unBu.\x. There was no trouble between the United States
andl Meico at tht time that you knew of, was there? '

Mr. ''ETLrtIln.vA

. Yes, sir.

The CHAM.MAN. What was it?
Mr. TEITl, Ult.UM. The insurrection.
The C.An.AL.N. Oh, I ant speaking of the United States of
America with Mexico?
Mr. TEITIEll.E,31. No, sir.
The CIAIRs.x. What did the United States have to do with this
insurrection in Mexico?
Mr. TEITLErsUvS. Well, there was a movement on foot then to
intervene, if I recall right.
The CHAlniN. Wht movement? Directed by whom?
Ir. TE.ITI. aUvI. My memory does not rserve me as well as it
might, but I think I have something that might refresh it.
The CAIrAIM. N. What atlre youl proposing to refer to in order to
refresh your memory ?

Mfr. TFITLEIIAU31. Soi0ic clippings that I have here of some of the
activities of the organization.
The CHtAIRMAx. All right.
Mr. TEItrT~.r3. Orf their. of the movement. I see that on May
0. Pearsall held
I
meeting of citizens in an effort to have the rebels
recognized.
The ('lt.u zm.%. That had nothing to do with the Government of
Mfexico. or any tlolllhle bIxtween the United States and the Governmeint of Mexico. I presume youl attended that meeting or had something to do with it: did yoi n;ot ?
Mr. TEuTLEnA'.r. No. sir; I did not attend it. I suppose I did
have, indictly, a hand in it.
and in
The ClAIIInM.N. YoI have referred tto this meIlolllr'llll.
answer to the question* youl said there was a movement on foot for

intervention in Mfexico. I have asked you what difficulty there was
l Mexico, and you, in attempting to
between the Unlited Slates and
nanmer litit. have said there wits a movement on foot for intervention
at that time. Now. the only movement that appears as yet is the one
youil were atteimpling to organize, and concering whlch you refer
to the meeting at Pearsall, which was the scene of your activities.
Mr. TEITLEiRAU31. No, sir; thalt was in San Antonio.

...
You were distributing these post cards in San
The Clla
mmx.
Antonio?
Mr. T''ETLEPAr . Yes, sir.
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'lhe CAIAnStaN. In an attempt to refresh your memory you have
referred to a newspaper clipping concerning a meeting at Pearsall,
where resolutions were adopted requesting the recognition of the
insurgents in Mexico against the regular Government
Mr.TEITtLEHAUI. MaRv I read that?
The CHlAiMn AN. I do not caen to have that newspaper clipping read
into the record. I take your word for it, that it is something con-erning your activities. Now, what I am getting atMr.TE ITLt:R.At' . I ~C'' what oultare' getting at. Senator. and I am
very anxious tp try to give it to you as near right as I know it.
The CIARaIAN. You stated that you were desirous of proving your
riuht to become a citizen of the United States?
Mr. TEITLEIrAUM. Yes, sir.
The CimAisIAN.. You lhat, never Imaade an application for citi7enshi , although you came here 30 years ago, or something like that,
and you have never made any attempt to become a citizen, still you
are trying to prove your right to Icome a citizen by your efforts in
behalf of the Insurgents against the regular recognized Government
in the Republic of Mexico.
Mr. TEITLEPnaU.
The situation, strange as it may seem, is so, notwithstanding. Here is the way of it. I set myself to try to earn
that citizenship. Lafavette is the only man to whom that citizenship
has been offered, and he refused it. "Ihave set myself to earn that
citizenship.
The CrAIRMAN. That you might refuse it?
r.
No. sir; not that I might refuse it; that I might
Mr. TETULERAU
have it so.
The CIAIImrAx. Lafayette did not undertake to earn his citizenship
by getting this country into trouble with any other country; did heMr. TEITLR.nAUM. \No; and I did not either; I did not either, sir.
I had imparted this secret of mine to Mr. Bonillas, who was the first
man I told it to; and Mr. Long, here in Washington; Mr. Bryan;
Mr. Wright, editor and publisher of the Globe; and Mr. Dittemore
of the Times, before the World War brought on by Germany, and
before it had become fashionable for men to find excuses of not being
citizens.
. You have not followed the fashion, have you?
The CIrA MANf
Mir. TEITLEInAUM. Not in that respect; no, sir.
The CAirn.AN. But you have never made application for citizen.
ship
Mr. TaITLRBAU m. No, sir. I had held this: After having told of
this secret of mine, I have set myself to finding there is nothing in
the Constitution against a man trying to earn to have the flng coverin him when he is no more, that he may be able to do that, having
failed in the other, and that is why T am here. I hhve felt, Senator,
that the question of service, and not what we get, but what we give,
is the basis of citizenship.
The CtaIRMAN. All right. Let us put that question of citizenship
aside for a moment. What else did yob6 do besides distributing these
post cards and also to hold meetings and endeavor to bring about the
meetings in favor of the belligerency of the Madero faction in :Mexico
at that time?
Mr. TETrrEInAt'r. From time to time we had sent messages to the
President.
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The CHAIRmAN. What did you know about Mexico at that time
Mr. TEITLEDAVU. Only what Mr. Madero had told me.
The CIlAIRMAN. How long had you been on the border or near the
border when you met biaderot
br. TEITLERAUM. I was there several years. I don't remember just
how long, probably three years two or three.
The CHAIRMAN. All ri ht. I ou had done nothing with reference
to Mexico until you met indero, had youth
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many conferences did you have with Ma.
dero?
-Mr. TEITLL AUM. I only had one conference. It was not a con*
ference.

The CmAIRMAN. Was there an understanding between Madero and

yourself as to what you should do if anything
Mr. TLET~nnrAU. No, sir; not at all.
The CASIRMAN..Then, what you knew of Mexico at that time you
learned from conference with Madero?

Mr. TErrLEDAUM. Yes, sir; and from San Antonio, being in San

Antonio.

The CHAIRMAN. 'From whom else in San Antonio did you learn
of Mexicot
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. No individual person that I knew of.
The CAMuAN. Did you read anything about Mexico
Mr. TEITLEAUM. Most assuredly.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the source

of your reading?

Mr. TEITLEDAUu. Newspapers was all.

The CIr1inrAS. Had you made any study of conditions of Mexico
or the people of Mexico prior to that time

Mr. TEITLERAUt. No, sir.

The CIAmMnuA. Did you make any afterwards?
Mr. TEITLEAUsfM. No, sir; I have not.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you made any study of Mexican history or
conditions or ethnology?

Mr. TErrTLErnaU. In a very vague kind of way. I mostly obtained

my knowledge first hand.
'ile

CHAIRMAN.

HOWs

Mr. TEITLEDAUMf. By investigation.
The CHAiRMAN. How? What investigation?
Mfr. TEITRAU1.
0Well
I went down to Mexico.
The CAInarlMAN. When
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. January, 1914.
The CnAIsRAN. With whom?

Mr. TErrL.EnDA

. With Mr. Jesus Aguilar.

The CAIRM1AN. Who was he?
Mr. TErrLE.AU3r. He was a nephew of Mr. Madero.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you got
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. I went with him to Culiacan.
The CHAIRMAN

Mr. TeTL.ERnAPI.

Where else
From there I traveled with him to the first

chief.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was the first chief
Mr. TEITLEAUM. Carranza.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are getting Carranza and Madero mixed,
are you not?
bir. TEITLIAUn. No, sir. You asked me when I went down to
Mexico and with whom.
The CHAIRMAN. You didn't go during the time of Madero?
Air. TeITLEnAuM. No, sir.
The C IAIRMAN. Do you speak Spanish?

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. No, sir; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the date that you went to Mexico
AMr. TEITEDAUM . I am trying to give it to you. I think it was
January 81 or February 1 1014.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you happen to go there at that time
Mr. TEITL AUt. I was very anxious to have the Constitu.
tionalists lend themselves more to the American need.
The CHAaRMAN. What did you know of America's needs? You
are not a citizen.
Mr. TEITLEBAvU. I probably have studied the needs as closely
as any man in the task that I have set for myself.
The CHAIRMAN. When you say "America's needs" do you mean
the needs of the United States of America?
Mr. TEirrnEBAm. The United States of America.
The CHAIRMfAN. Then, you went to Mexico with 'Aguilar, a
nephew of the first chief
SMr. TeITLEnaUx. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, Carranza?
AMr. TEITmBAu. And he acted as my interpreter.
The CHAIRMAN. A uilar acted as your interpreter?
Alr. TErrLEBAUMS. Yes, sir.
The CUaIsMAN. That you might impress the Constitutionalists
with the needs of the United States of America t
Mr. TEITLEDAUH. Well, there was considerable friction at that
time that I had hoped to be able to help avert.
The ClHAIRIAN. That friction with the Constitutionalistts
Mir. TEITI.EDAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who were the Constitutionalists?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Well CarranzaThe CnAIeIAN. Was thie first chief?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Was the first chief.

The CIIAIRMIAN. What was the Constitutionalist movement? Do
you know?
Mbr. TEITLErAUSM. I have a rough idea, but the question of time,
and place, and history, and geography does not mean anything to me
in the investigations that I was making and had been and am making
in regard to character and needs and adaptubility.
The CHraIRNMAN You.don't know what the constitutional move*
ment in Mexico was do you, and you didn't know at that time?
Mr. TEITLIEAUMU. Ves; I had some knowledge of it.
The CIAIRKnAN. Well, what was it?
Mr. TEITLEDAUMt. The Constitutionlists having rebelled against
the treachery and treason of Huerta, and wanted to get back to the
constitutional form of government.
The CHAIRMAN. What constitutional fornh of government?
Mr. TItrLEBAUM. The government that had-been drawn up in

the movement for Madero.
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The CHAIRMAN. The aims and objects set forth in what is known
as the plan of Guadalupe?
Mr. TITLEAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAmWAN. And that plan was to return to the constitution
of 18579
Mr. TrrTLEBAuM. Yes, sir.

The CiA1RMAN. That was the foundation of the Carranza movement in Mexico?
Mr. TETrLEBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you went there to convey to them knowledge of the needs of the United States, or did you go there to investigate their movements, the desires, and intentions of the Carranzistas themselves?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir. I have tried to express, as well I can,
just what my object was.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you at the time, or just prior to the
time, you went into Mexico?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. I Was in San Antonio.
The CHAIRMAN. How long had you been there?
Mr. TErrLEzAUM. I think about three years.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU had remained there from the time you had
met Madero?
Mr.

TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You had not returned to New York or to the
East?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You had remained in San Antonio?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Yes,

sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How did you come in contact with Aguilar and
the Carranzistas?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Through acquaintance in having met Aguilar
and a number of Mexicans in sympathy with the movement that I
had underfoot.
The CHAIRMAN. What movement did you have underfoot?
Mr. TEITLEniAUi. This peace movement.
The CHAIRMAN. But Madero's movement had been successful, and
had been elected and inaugurated President.

Mr. TITrLEBAUM.

Yes, sir

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say you kept up the antiintervention movement all the time during the Madero administration?
Mr. TEITLERAUM. NO, sir. Not at all. I say I had occasion to
meet the different Mexicans after that.
The CHAIRMAN. In the meantime, during these three years, had
you been studying Mexican history and conditions and people?
Mr. TerTLEBAU3r.
I had.
The CHAIRMAN. What have been the sources from which you
sought information upon that subject?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. From the Mexicans themselves, and what I was

able--The CHAM MAN. You talked to individual Mexicans in the English
language?
Mr. TErrLEBAU. And the American papers.
The CHAIRMAN. The San Antonio Press, and the Light, and other
papers?
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Mr. TExTLEBAUMl. The light, and tigers.
The CHtAIMAN . La 'Prensa You could not read Le Iensa .
Mr. TLITLEBn.U.I. No, sir; I could not IVald La Prensa.
The CNAtInlN. That was the Mexican paper published there.
Mr. TEITLE

AUI. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How did you happen to go down there with

Aguilar
ir. TEITLEeAU.l I was very anxious to go and try to see whether

I could in an individual capacity try to have the Mexican lenders
lend themselves to what I felt and knew to be the needs of the United
States, to bring peace and a lasting peace in Mexico and the United
States.
The CHAIRMAN. You were of independent means at that time,
were youth
Mr. TElTLEDA M. I was, but I have pent practically all of the
money that I have had in this same matter.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but did you have independent means with.
out having to work at the time you went with Aguilar into Mexico?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I took it out of my business.
The CHAIRMAN. You had a business, did you?
Mr. TEITLEBAU t. Yes, sir. I was associated in the amusement
business in San Antonio. I not only paid my expenses, but also
those of Aguilar.
The CHAIRMAN. You went to Culiacan?

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Who did you see at Culiacant
Mr. TEITLEBAUMf. First Chief Cearranza,.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you undertake to do with Mr. Carranzat
Mr. TEITLEBAUI. I did not get to have any audience with Mr. Carranza for three or four days, until he was on the return from Culiacan,
at Cuernavaco, and I had a conference with him on the lines for
which I went down.
The CHAIRM3AN. That is exactly what I am driving at. What were
those lines? What were you trying to do?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. In a letter before I went downThe CHAIRMAN. Did that letter express what you wanted to dot
AMr. TEITLEBAUI. Yes, sir.
"The CHAnsAN. Does that express what you were telling him or
were trying to impress upon him?
AMr. 'EITLEBAUM,

Yes, sir.

The CHAInRMAN. All right. Then refer to it.
Mr. TEITLEBAUv.
In a letter dated January 31 1014, to Col. Wil.
liam J. Bryan, Secretary of State, among other things, I said:
Noting the great need for better organization through more appropriate lines
of thought andt concerted thought to facilitate and recognize the constitutionalist movement, and movement to repudiate strict adherence to lnaw, like the
effort to extradite Oen. Salazar, which nect.sarily must be an act detrimental
to the constitutionalists, I also wish to try to introduce the wlsh for rapid reconstruction In Mexico of her family affairs and the Immediate failure of any
future revolution that may be launched on the outside of Mexico. I also wish
to urge a more humane warfare In their civil life.

The CHAIRMAN. What did Bryan reply to that?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Bryan did not reply.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you have reference to in condemning
the efforts of some one to secure the extradition of Salazar?
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Mr. TEITLIMBAUM. I say the chance for a constant effort at revolution.
The CnAIRMAN. What did the extradition or proposed extradition
of Salazar have to do with it and why do you condemn the efforts
toward his extradition
Mr. TEITLBAUaI. I can not at this moment refer just to the circumstance in connection with it, Senator.
The CIAIIMAN. Did you know Salazar?
AMr. TEITLEBAUM. Nosir; I did not.
The CIAIntMAN. Did you ever know anything about him.
Mr. TEITLEnAUm. NO, sir- with the exception that I know or did
know the circumstances at the time of Salazar.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know them now?
A r.

TEITLEDAU.

I don't recall now.

The CHAIn l N. Did you ever meet Salazar?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. No, Sir; I did not; not that I know of. The
names did not mean much of anything to me. No, sir; I don't know
now.

The Cilin IAMN.
You did not know that he was cursing and abus.
ing American people, during them to fight, spitting in their faces
slapping their jaws, murdering the men, ravishing the women, an
drivingsome 1,200-odd women and children out of Mexico, did you?
Mr. TEITLEBAUNM. I think it is to extradite him back to Mexico, is
it not?
The CHIAlnsIAN. You were opposing his extradition, were you nott
Mr. TEITLEBAUMi. As I sayl without trying to find out as to just
what the situation then was, I am not able to pass on it for the moment, with the exception of my record in the matter.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the date of that letter?
Mr. TEITLEBAVM. January 31, 1914.
The CHAInuAN. You did not know that Salazar ordered the execution of an American citizen named Fountain, or caused his execution, although the President of the United States, through the consul
at Parral, placed Fountain under the protection of the United States
and demanded of Salazar that he should not execute that American
citizen? You knew nothing of that did you?
DMr. TEITLEDAUM. You are a good deal more familiar in regard to
men and their history, etc., than I am.
The CIAIRMAN. I am asking you if you knew about that?
Mr. TEITLIEAUMI. I am simply trying to give you credit for these

things, because I have not the situation on those things firmly in
mind as yourself, and as you have expressed that you have but very
me prefer to try to get it on some lines that
limited time to give me
have a direct bearing on which I have in mind, rather than the question of personnel of certain men.
The CIIAIRAN. The object of these questions, Mr. Teitlebaum is
to show whether you know anything about the subject, and whether
it is possible for this committee, and through the committee to the
American people, to obtain any possible information from you.
Mr. TEIT.LEBAUM. Yes, sir.
N. You were writing to Mr. Bryan, the then SecreThe CrA\InISA
tary of State, ostensibly from the standpoint of one who knew something about Mexico and the Mexican people. You were referring to
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Salazar and to his extradition. The questions propounded to you
are to ascertain what knowledge; if any, you have of Salazar, why
you should interfere in his behalf, what intimate acquaintance with
Mexican affairs you possessed upon which you propose to enlighten
this committee and the American people. For that reason I have
asked you the specific question of whether you knew of certain acts
of Salazar?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. NO, sir; I did not. I did know at the time, be.
cause I based that statement--but I do not recall at the moment.
The CiHAnMAN. I am recalling it to you.
Mr. TEITLEMAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAiRMAN. Because you are one of the men in the United
States who have criticized the committee, and particularly the chairman, who is now addressing you. The chairman of this committee
was stating from the record to the people of the United States that
Salazar, in defiance of the command of the President of the United
States that he should not murder an American citizen, did proceed
to murder that American citizen. And I was criticized by you for
such general statement. Now, you were writing to the Secretary of
State in reference to Salazar, and in his behalf, and still you say
you knew nothing about Salazar or his actions?
Mr. TEITLEDAUMI. I would probably be able to give you a more
and better understanding of that and better explanation of it than
I am able to give you at the moment, because my memory is very
treacherous.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well; I will refresh your memory.
Lieutenant, have you the files of the Secretary of State in reference to the Fountain case?
Lieut. FLIPPER. I think so.
Mr. TEITLEBAUMI. That would not have any bearing, Senator. I
beg your pardon, but I don't want to be sidetracked.
The CHAIRMAN. Then get to the main issue. What do you want

tosay? Go on.
DMr. TEITLEAU.. I want to make a plea for a square deal for the

masses of Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you know of the masses of Mexico?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I had occasion to observe in six months' very
close application considerable of the masses.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the result of your observations?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I am trying to give it to you.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Get to something concrete.
Mr. TEITLEnBAUh. I have felt that they were more sinned against
than sinning; that they have failed to have at least one hand on the
side of virtue and honor for the others; that the large part of Mexico's troubles is outside of Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is it? I can make a speech, and so can
you, but we are trying to get information. Where is the trouble with
Mexico that is outside of Mexico?
Mlr. TEITLEBAUM. Well, I think the financial interests, oil interests,
and other people do not understand the Mexican situation,
The CHAIRMAN. Do you understand it?
Mr. TEITLEDAUIM. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, what is it? That is what I am trying to
get at. What is it?

I I
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Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I am trying to give it to you in my humble way,
Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us get the facts and not speeches.
Mr. TEITLEDAUvI. The indictment I make of it is that no intelligent
program, and no honest effort has been made to keep the peace of
Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you are indicting the President of the
United States, and the people of the United States.
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. I am indicting anybody for the duty as I see
clear to me, and I want to make my case on that.
The CHAmraN. Well, you can make a case on the facts.
Mr. TEITLEBAUBt. All right; I am trying to make it so, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. TEITLEnAUMN. Mr. Conova, who was the former director as to
Mexican and the Latin American Department or Division in the
State Department, hnd smuggled out General Iturbide from Mexico.
The C mAIRMAN. What is the source of your information upon that
subject?
Air. TEITLEnAUM. I had that from Mexican sources, Mr. Uranta,
who was representative of the Villa forces in Washington, or was
at that time, and I had occasion since to check up.
The CnIIIRAN. That is something concrete. Mr. Uranta, representing the Villa forces, stated to you that Mr. Conova, lately in
charge of the Department of Latin American affairs in the Unirted
States in the Department of State, had smuggled out Mr. Iturbide
from Mexico City?
Mlr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You got that from Mr. Uranta?

Mr. TEITLEnAUMt. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. He is now in New York?
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. I think he is in New York. The last I knew
of him he was.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. That is one of the grounds of your
indictment against the President and people of the United States.
Go ahead.
SMr. TFITLERAU3I. On August 17, 1915, I wrote to Mr. Wright--The CHAIRMAN. Who is Mr. Wright:
Mr. TIETLEBAUM. The editor and publisher of the Globe, in New
York:
On several occasions during the past week I have discussed with you the

serious charge being made by Mr. E. O. Uranta, the accredited representative
of the Mexican conventional forces in Washington, that Mr. L. J. C)nnva,
chief of the Mexican Division of the State Department, is secretly advancing
the candidacy of Eduardo Iturbide for provisional President of Mexico. The
Impressions created by Mr. Conova's affiliations serve as a great obstacle to
getting the various factions in arms together, and if possible communicate
with the LAtin American conference.

The CIIAIRMAN. That was your statement at that time. Now,
you are making a statement to the committee. What did you know
about Iturbidei
hMr. TErrLEAUBI. I personally knew that he was associated with
Huerta, and that Huerta turned his forces to him in Mexico City,
and he in turn surrendered them to the Constitutionalists.
The CHAIRMAN. The Constitutionalists were the Carrancistas?
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Mr. TEITLERAUMI. In Mexico City.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you know about the different factions
in arms in Mexico? You say in that communication that Mr.
Conova's efforts in behalf of Mr. Iturbido would prevent the getting
together of the different factions in arms in Mexico. What did
you know about that?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. The Carraneistas and Villistas.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you acting as a go-between and in the confidence of both of those factions in Mexico?
Mr. TEITLE.AUM. Yes, sir.

The CJnAIRMz.l . The Iturbide faction formed another faction,
did it?
Mr. T rITLEAunv. No, sir; I didn't mean it in that sense. I was
trying to compose the two factions then, because there was no other
faction at that time.
The CuIAIr13AN. Oh, yes; there was.
Mr. TEITLEIIAUM, Welt, I had in mind the two principal factions.
The CHA.MAN. You had in mind the two principal factions, and
you were attempting to act as a go-between for those two factions?
Mr. TEITLERAUM. Yes, sir; to compose their differences.
The CImAInAniM.
And you were simply making a statement at
that time of your conclusions?
Mr. TEITLEBAU3f. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Andi that activities in behalf of Iturbido prevented the getting together of the Villa faction and the Carranza
faction:
DMr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir.

The CHAIIIn~AN. What other indictment have you against the
United States?
Mir. TEITLEI AU31. "Neither the Carranza, Villa, or Zapata factions can be persuaded to accept Iturbide."
The CHAm
sAN.
How did you know that?
Mr. TEITLEIAUM. I had worked with these people with the sincere desire of trying to do service to this country in bringing those
factions together, to save the blood and treasure of this, my country.
The CHAIRMAN. And when you found that some other American
citizen, holding a high office in the department of the Government,
thought that some other solution was better than yours, of course
he was not actuated by the high motives which governed your conduct?
ir. TEITLERAUM. Yes, sir; I think if you will let me---The CHAIRMAN. I am not going to let you go ahead and talk gen.
eralities.
Mbr. TEITLEDAUtM. That is not a generality; that is a direct charge
on which I base my testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. You have made your charge.
Mr. TEITLERAU3M. I am reading it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you have made it.
DMr. TEITLEAU;M. I am trying to do it by reading.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not care to have you read all of your correspondence in this record. I have not the time for it.
Mir. TEITLEDAUM.. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Get down to something concrete.
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Air. TEITLEBAUI. This is concrete.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. TEITLERnAUMv
. If this is not acceptable to youth to watlt to try to
get the information that I am trying to give you-The CAnrAIMAN. I do not care anything about you sir.
Mir. TEITLEDAU3I. That is all right, sir. I do feel considerably
about you, just the same.
The CHAIn N. Very well.
Mr. 'IEITLEIAU)I. I have come hero feeling my duty clear andi at
great personal sacrifice of all that I have represented, and I don't
like to get it distorted to the degree where it can not be recognized.
Th'Ie UIIAI3rIAN. It is not going to be distorted, so far as the committee is concerned.
Mr. '1EITLEBAUM. Yes, si'. Having made that charge, I recognized
how serious it was. I had, through Dudley Field Malone, waited on
our department here. Th'lrough Mr. Wrighiit I had interested him to
try to get Mr. House. I tried to work through Mr. Wright in getting down in this Iturbide matter and trying to bring it to the attention of the department. I did not know how series a situation it
was. I have made an effort to do sI, with Secretary letnsing, and with

'a letter of introduction to him frm Dludley Field Malone, and I did
not succeed in doing so. I have made these same charges in the open
in seven cities two years ago, in which I have sent them copies of the
addresses I was going to mnke, including Mr. (Conova, to gainsay the

truth of the charges I was making.
"
The CIIAIiBMAN. And lie did not do it?
Mr. TEITLEInAU3f. He did not do it.
The CHAIarAN. All right, sir; go ahead.
Mr. TEITLEBAfUI. I had known MIr. Conova in Mexico. He asked
me up here to give him a report of what I had done down there, and
said instead of saying what I hiad done I was making recommendations, and I will not read it to you, Senator, since it is not acceptable.
The CHAIR3MAN. If you have anything that you did there, any fact,
it is perfectly acceptable. So far as your recommendations or policies
are concerned, based on the past or any acts of AMr. Conova, who is
out of the department, I do not care anything about them.
Mr. TEITLEAIIA
. lie is not out, but lie had occnllied that same position for nearly two years, and as to what part he played I have here

a statement from the Associated Press:

Eduardo Iturbile, one of those often Iiielntioed as a coaniproInise camdidato
for the presidency, jolved the dlploiimas fit the Argenli , EmI:blnsy for a brief
conference. lie is a grandson of Iturlhhte, the Ilberator, and was governor of
the Federal district of Mexico City during thl last days of Iluerta's r6glnme,
and was Instrumental In helping Atmerleuus. Ills ecanlidacy has been opposed
by both Carranza and Villa.

The CHu.uAMN. Why did you oppose him?
Mr. TEITLEBAU3M. Because 0iestood in the way of composing the

differences between the factions that I felt were absolutely neces-

sary for the people.
The CA,\IIAN. All right. ile has been eliminated. Were their
differences ever comosed?
Mr. LEITLEAUVM. They were not, because the proper effort was not
taken, and Mr. Conova was to a very great measure responsible for it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
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Mr. TEITLEBAUMi. Because I know that they could have been, because I myself had brought Mr. Arradondo and Mr. Urana together
two or three days before the A. B. C. conference met here, and I
know that they had pledged to each other to make every effort to have
the factions get together, and Iturbide was again in the end used for
an excuse for their not having got together.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the proposition on which they were to

get together? You were acting for them. What proposition did
they have upon which they could have gotten together?
Mr. TEITLEBAUrM. To settle their differences.
The Cl1AIRn AN. How?

Mr. TEITLEDAUM. That was up to them to do. 'I'hey had that
means when they were gotten together, which 1 did in an automobile
on the stormiest night I have ever known, and I fell asleep. I could
not understand what they were saying. I did not want to understand
it. I knew it was necessary for them to simply have a heart to heart
talk which they did.
The CnM.~Ax. You know they did, do you?
Mir. T'EITLEDAUU. I (do, because I was a party to it and brought the
two factions together. And had it not been for having shifted till
responsibility on to the Latin Am'erican A. B. C. conference, I ani
satisfied they would have got together.
The CHAIRMAN. What A. B. C. conference do you have reference to?
'Mr. TEITLEDAUJI. There was only one conference that was called

the A. 13. C. col' erence.

'That was the conference of Argentine,

Brazil, and Chile, and the other three. I think there were three other

countries from South America in it. 1 am trying to point to the
mistakes that we have made.
The ClAIm

AN. 1 know, but you are telling us about the efforts

that were made, and you are mistaken about your facts. The A. B. C.
conference was the Niagara conference, between representatives of
Carranza and the United States: The conference of the Central
American States is the conference you referred to, to which the
A. B. C. was invited or asked an audience.
Mir. TEITLEAUI. Your memory serves you better than mine.
The CHAntMAN. Yes; considerably.
Mr. TEITLEAUI. Yes, sir; I wish I had it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you had the record and the facts, they
would serve you, and you would not have to simply rely upon your

memory.

Mr. 'EITLEBAU3M. But you know just what I mean.
The CHAIRnMAN. '1 do not know, Mr. Teitlebaum, what you mean.

For instance, you give this committee a lot of stuff about Salazar,
when the committee has the official record about Salazar.
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. 1 beg your pardon.

The CHAIRMAN.. I am referring to that as one matter, because you

dwelt upon it in your letter to Mr. Bryan.

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I simply called attention to it, but it was yourself, if you will permit me to make the statement, who particularly
referred to it.
.
The CHArT AN. It was myself who referred to the record. I am

referring to the record again to correct you when you say there was
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only one A. B. C. conference. I am trying to get you straightened
out so you may proceed. What took place at that last conference,
the A. B.C.? bid you have anything to do with that?
Mr. TEITLEBAU3[. NO, sir; I did not.
The ChAIRMAN. Do you know anything about it?.
Mr. TEITLERIAU I know enough about it to know that the Ameri
can Government's hand was forced, and they did not want to recognize Carranza.
The CIAIRMAN'. Now, you have made a statement. I want your
facts. Upon what do you found the statement that the hand of the
American Governent was forced and who forced it? Now, please
answer that.
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. I will try to do that, Senator, in an appropriate
manner. In an Associated Press reportThe CuA1m3IAN. What are you reading from?
Mr. TEITLEAUM. The Globe.
The CIIAI AN.
x
What Globe?
Mr. TEITLErAU. . The New York Globe.

A newspaper published in Now York?
Yes, sir.
The CuMi13Ax. Do you not suppose, Mr. Teitlebaum, that the
committee had access to the Globe as well as you had?
Mr. TEITLEDAU.M. I can not help it. I nm making certain statements, and I want to try to verify them, since you have asked for
proof. It simply says:
The CHAIn.ax.xA,

AMr.

TEITLEnAU3.

The Lntli Amerlenn diploinnts hatl a series of conference nmong themselves
to-day lIefure lhey restmed their conferens nt the State Departlent. They
covered their dellherationl

wiit the .~lle s crev

us wis throwni al)otlt )ester-

day's meelintig. The dipulimats met at the Argentinhe Embanssy iid
ceeded to Secretnry Ilnsing's ofllee.

water pro*

I think you will see that, in view of the fact that certain statements and promises were made to Gen. Angeles, through Dudley
Field MaloneThe CHmAIRM3N . What promises were made to Angeles through
Dudley Field Malone?
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. That the United States Government did not
intend, and had not in mind, to recognize either faction to the trouble
in AMexico.
The CHAIRs AN. When was that done?
Mr. TEITL.EI.AU. That was done probably a couple of weeks before Carranza was recognized.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you know it?
Mr. TEITLEnAU1M. I Was In the conference at the Hotel IKnicker"bocker with General and Mrs. Angeles and Dudley Field Malone.
The CHAIIAAN. Gen. Angeles-Felipe Angeles?
Air TEITLErAUM. Yes sir.
The CIIAI.R3AN. And bis wife?
Mr. TETLEI AUI. Yes sir.

The Cn.AIRMAN. And budley Field Malone?

Mr. TEITLEhAU3~. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And did Dudley Field Malone convey to Gen.
Angeles the assurance that the American Government would never
recognize either faction?
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Mr. TE.ITLEIIAU3I. There were two meetings. At one of them Gen.
Angeles had explained to aMr. Malone, for tlhe President, the attitude
and position of the Villistas, with his own statement and deductions,
or rather conclusions, saying that it was his belief that neither faction should be recognized; that no mall having taken part in military
operations should ob permitted to aspire to the presulency; that he
himself would pledge himself not to do so, and if it was advisable he
would withdraw himself from the country.
The CHAIm AN. You were present, were you?
l',.
TEITLEBAUar. I was present.

The CHAIRM,AN. In what capacity was Mr. Malone ,resent?
Mr. TEITLEDAU.1. It wts through Mr. Wright that Cl. Ilouse was
asked to meet (en. Angeles, and le, I think, had 'Mr.Malone take his
place.
The C(AmIrM.AN. Very well. Now then, Gen. Angeles stated that
in his opinion no military nmn from either faction should he re:,ognized as President?
Mr. TElTLE.A U.I.

The
not?

('ll.lm

.1x.

Yes, sir.

Then, there was another conference, was thiern

lir. TEITJEII.IAU.. The1 Mr. Malone had come dIowniO
to Waflling.
ton, for the day, I think, the President came from. I think it was
New Hampshire, and met him here, and lie came back to New York
expressing the comments of the President, and the stntement that it
was not his intention, and thanking (en. Angeles for the information that lie had given, and that it was not the intention to recognize
either faction, or something of that effect.
The CHAIRMAN. Glen. Angeles did not object to the recognition of
the factions, but he objo: ted or thought it chest not to recognize as
President a military man in either faction?
Mr. TEITLEDAUv. Yes, sir.
The CrAnr. N. Who did Gen. Angeles think it was best to recognize?
Mr. TEITLERtAI. lie did not say.
The CHAIRrnrA. And the President replied, through Mr. Malone,
as you understood it, that he, the President, was not going to recognize either faction?

Mr. TEITIEAU3M. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did lie say what lie was going to do?
AIr. TEITLERAUJI. NO, sir; but Gen. Angeles went back and reported to his convention, or the people who sent him, the representatives to the peace conference from which he was invited by the Gov-.
ernment, and not more than two weeks thereafter President Carranza was recognized. In view of that Associated Press report I
made the statement that the Government's hand was forced.
The CIHAIRM AN. But that states nothing about the Government's
hand being forced.
Mr. TEITLERAU. Well, I think the fact of the promise having
been made by the Government itself, there was no other excuse that I
could see, even though-I didn't have that version coming from the
Associated Press.
The CJAinMAN. What man did you favor at that time between the
factions?

.
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DMr. TEITLEIIAUM3. I didn't favor anybody. I didn't think it was
my place.
Tto CrA nAN. What soltion did you offer to lMr. ,Malone and
Gen. Angeles, of lie problem, if any?
Mr. T'IITLEUAUt. I di(ll't offer 11ny. It wis simply to urge lth
sides to help to compose their differences and get together. For
that purpose I had made other trips to Mexico and had put my life
in danger.
When?
The-CHAtMn..
Mir. 'l':I'rl.tat. w".. I think it was in November, 1014.
The C'Inul.un..:. After the recognition by this Government of the
Curranulz Oovernmnent ? The recognition of this Government of the
Corranza
governmentt took place mt the 9th or 19th of October, 1916.
1
W as it after that or before that ? Was it November, 1914, or Novem.

ber, 1015?

Mr. Tt:Eri, i.tt1. It was 1914,
The Ctaj.AN. Where did you go then ?
Mr. EITF.rrIi. 'i. I went to oera1 Cruz, and from Vera Cruz to
Mexico City.
The C(AonsnA'. Thmt wals prior to all this Angeles matter you were
talking about, was it?
Mr.-TETLtEU ,AUtM.Yes, sir. I was very anxious then to try to serve
in that capacity, because there had been-'l'lThe CuIUlt.MiN. In what capacity?
Mr. 'T'rI:I.EIa.I'.!. Ill trying to Ining them together.
The Cn.nislN.Who did you see?
Mr. T'EIT1.AuAUM. I saw Mr. Carranza.
'TheCnAIt.AN. Where did you find him?
Mr. ''TEITLT.tER.'M. I foiunl iim at Mexico City, and then went to
Puebla, and it was in Puebhl that I had a conference with him.
The Cnn. unlm. N. With whom?
Mr. T:nTL':IIA1a . With Mr. ('arranza. and Mr. Cabrera acted ns
interpreter.
The CmI.nnMaAN. Luis Cabrera?
Mr. ''EITLEBA1.131. Yes. sir.
'Thle CIAIJUlIAN. Present Minister of Iancienda?

nMr.

T EITLERAU.

Yes, sir.

The CrAIrMAN. lie did tnot represent any other faction, (lid he
MIr. Tt.E:rrnA.1u. No, sir.
The Cutn,AN. You did not re present any other faction?
Mr. ITEITITI t.AI . NO. Sir: bllt I had tried to see both sides.
Th'le'CHA MnxN. That was one side.
Mr. TI:ITLEIT.AUW. Yes, sir.

The CuHAuI.MAN. Who else did you see?
Mr. TE Tt.1:n.~1~r.
On the other side I saw (Gen. Angeles and his
followers.
The Crn.tAnlsx. Where did you see him?
Mr. TEITLEtAUV. At Aguascaliente, at the convention.
The CHAIRMAN. What rlid you say to Cnrranza and TLuis Cabrera?
Mfr. TIrTLFErAUM. That I thought that the peace of Mexico and the

peace of the United States depended on their composing their differ.
ences.
The CHAIRMAr
. Did you suggest how they could compose their
differences?
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Mr. TEITI.EnAUfM. No, sir; with the exception of to try to be charitable for each other's faults, and they being brothers, having fought
for the revolution, and having won it, that they ought to get together.
The CHAinRMAN. You went to Aguascaliente, and there you saw
Angeles and members of the convention?
lMr. TEITLEIAU3f. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who else did you see besides Angeles?
Mr. TEITLElAU3I. I saw Zapata's representative, I saw Villa, I saw
most of the leaders on the other side.
The CHAIrRMAN. Did you make a proposition to themV
Mr. TEIrrLEAuM. Yes, air.
The CHAIRn.AN. Did you tell them you had seen Carranza and
Luis Cabrera?
Ar. TEITLEBAU3f. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What proposition-did you make to them, or to
Angeles?
Mr. TErrLEBAUr. The same that I had made to the First Chief,
Venustiona Carranza; I had but one song to sing in Mexico, and that
was harmony.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you tell them who you represented?
Mr. TrITLErAUr. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom did you represent?
Mr. TEITLERAUI, .Myself.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, What happened?
Mr. TEITLEAUH. There was not anything that happened with the
exception that Gen. Angeles told me, as he told me since, that had I
been there 24 hours before I was probably they would have tried to
see my recommendation.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he mean he would have tried to carry out
your suggestion?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Yes, sir.
The CIIAnMIx. The song that you had to sing?
Mr. TEITLE AUM. Yes, sir. But as the convention had already
elected Guerterrez as president, he was powerless to do anything
then.
The CHATRnmAN. You knew that Gen. Angeles later did try to

comp ose the differences between the factions, did you not?
Sir. Te:ITLEAUf. Yes, sir.

The C AIRMAN. He was one of the organizers of the liberal party
here in this country, was he not?
AMr. T.ITLER AUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know the result to him when he undertook
to get these people together in these different factions?
Mr. TeiTLE lAU. The ultimate result, yes, ir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is where he found himself [handing witness
a photogrnphl, and that is his latest picture.
Mr. T.ITLEDAUH. There was one of God's noblemen, if ever there
was one, so far as I was able to see.
The CJHAIRMAN. Do you know under whose orders he was executed?
Mr. TEITLEIIAUM. NO, sir. I know we coulti do nothing that would
bring him back. It is a case of not sending any more than is neces.
sary to follow him, that is all. I knew the man to be as great a
patriot as any I have known.
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The CiAIRtnAr. Did Vyot know any of those men who composed
the court-martial that tried Gen. Angeles, shown in that photograph,
where he appears before them?
Air. TEIT.EnAu. From the photograph I can not very well make
out. I can not tell that is Angeles. I suppose it is him standing
there.
Tile CIIArnt~rAN. Have you ever heard of Gen. Gabriel Gavita I
Mr. TEITLFRAUM. YeS, sir.
The CIAIR AN. You have heard of him?
Mr. TEITI.ERAUM. Yes, sir.
The CllAtnaIaN. Do you know under whom he holds a commission
AIr. TEITLEiRAU3I. NO, sir.
The ClAim MAN. Do you know what faction he represents
Air. TEITIEnAUsM. No, sir.
The CIIAIImtAN. Do you know to whom the members of that court.
martial claim allegiance in Mexico?
Mir. TEITLE:nAUM. I suppose to Carranza. No, sir; I don't know.
The ClAIRMsAN. Did you hear or have you heard that the court.
martial itself telegraphed to the City of Mexico, with reference to
their verdict, before they found it? You seem to think very highly
of (ten. Angeles. Did you know the court-martial which sentenced
him to death, and caused his execution, prior to pronouncing sentence
upon him, and instructions from any higher authority?
Mr. TEIT.EDAUM. No, sir; but 1 would not be surprised that they
did. I know I sent a cablegram to Carranza asking him to spare
him.
'The CIrATlnMaN. Did you receive an answer
M1r. TEITIAn,Ut. No, sir.
The C(iIilAiN.x. What is this that you have handed me?
Mr. TEIITIElE,AvU1. That is a photograph of (Gen. Angeles; and the
reverse side, if youldon't mind looking at it-perhaps you can trans.
late it better than I have it.
The CtAim.1AN. If you can not read Spanish, I expect I could
make a better translation of it than you could, if it is written in
Spanish. *
Mr. TEITLEIAUa. I do not read Spanish. The translation is not
very long:
To ty dea r friend, Mr. Telitleaim, with my sincere w'lhes for the success
of his work toward strtengtheninig the ties of friendship between our two sister
nations.

The ('Ct tnmA.. Yes; that is shbstantially correct.
3v. I had it from Mr. Honi'llas.
Air. TETrlt.IUr.
The CtInRM.N. IBonillas, the ambassador to the United States
from Mexico?
Mr. TErTJraAUv. Yes, sir.
The CtrAtn~r~. Did Mr. Bonillas, the ambassador to the United
States and representative of the Carranza Government, join in your
efforts to save the life of Felipe Angeles?
Mr. TEITI.EBUI...

No, sir. After AMr. Carranza was recognized, I

addressed a letter to Mr. Lansing on October 20, 1915:
I sincerely hope that the Government's abandonment of its persistent Inslst.
ence that the factions In Mtexti coImlpose their own differences ioes int prove
to he the greatest of nil the succession of errors that haIs been committed by the
United States in its Mexlcan policy.
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The step of relognising either faction having taken, the need for har.
ionllizng llll

getling Ihem together Is more pronoliunced than ever.

Unless ny linitedl Illivilnal camIipaigni,

11 Its'devo!edt

endeavor ffoan early

uind luLmetsury3' restoration of collluience aml good will Ibtween the neighboring

countries for th safely unit welfare of Ioth Implies literferes with the work
of your depirtlllet, I proiK)se lIlstead of dollig aught to encourage ta fears
to fitlow dtily tnid
itllulle to exrt every honorable effort to linlnlizeo the
result of chllrges of bad faith
Is-s and tI s dIo not pmilel.

idale Iby hauling MStlxians that Amnerlcn promll-

That is why I say, sir, that we did not keep faith.
The CI,aIn.1I.s.

*WhlitJ)romises did we make?

Mir. TEITIFMiAUIM. I tol( you the promises that were amade through

Mr. Malone.
The CIlrnarIN. Those are the promises you refer to?
Mr. TE1TLEAUIr, Yes, sir.
The CHnAIRAN. And because we did recognize Carranzan, that Is
a violation of the promise you refer to, is It?
Mr. TEITLE:AUM. That is one of them. I had been under more
obligations to Mr. Carranza than all the others put together, in
courtesies I had received, but I recognized with Gen. Angeles the
great mistake that would be committed by either side being recognized.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was to be recognized, if anyone? They
would not have any government under your suggestion. Did you
propose to form a government or have a government down there?
Mr, TEITLERAUMt. I wanted the Carrancistas, the Zapatistas and
the Villistas to get together in the convention which they had left
in Aguscaliente and agree on the man whom they wanted. It was
not for me to say as to who they should have or should not have.
The CtAin;MAN. They did do that, did they not?
Mr. TEIT.LEnAUM. No, sir; not that I recall.
The CHA1RVAN. There was a man elected or appointed by that
convention as President of Mexico.
Mr. TEITLEAIM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever know Eulalio (ueterrez?
Mr. TEITLE lAUM. Yes, sit'. That was before that. TIit is when
Gen. Angeles said had I come 24 hours before that it might have been
done. Forty-eight hours after that convention elected Guerterrez the
Villa forces had started to take the field.
The CuAmIn. x'. The Villa forces were supporting Guerterrez,
were they not?
Mr. TEITLVEAU.M. Yes, sir; they were before that.
The CHAIUMAN. ITO was tie man supported by the convention?
Mr. TEITrLEIAU3. Yes, sir; he was, but the Carranzistas did not

recognize himi, and lhe telegraphed, asking both Cnrranza and Cabrera
with whose consent had I went to the Agutsenliento convention.
The Crtna.~N. But you asked them to recognize. Eulanlio (uer.
terrez
AMr. TITEIT
AUM. No, sir; I had not. lie was Tcognized while I

was on the way over there.
The Cl nfli
uM . You did telegraph then suggesting that in the
interests of peace and harmony they should?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Yes, sir.

The CIIAiRMAN. Did you telegraph them suggesting they should
recognize Ouerterrez?
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Mir. TEETLEBAU.
Yes, sir.
The CIAmMAnN. Did you receive an answer?
AMr. TEITLEnAUM. No, sir. I don't know that it ever reached them.
The CAAHNuw. Before we get away too far from the question,
you have been giving us some in formation with reference to the efforts
of Gen. Felipe Angeles. V'ere you at 1ll familiar with the organize.
tion of which (len. .lelipe Angeles was elected president of which
there were various juntas in dltterent cities in the United States in
1917 and subsequent to that time?
Mr. 'TEITLEnAUM. No, sir. I tried not to work with either faction
at the time.
Theo CHAIRMAN. Well, you knew there was such an organization,
did you not?
fr. T''ETLEDAUtM. Yes, sir.
The Cu.mtlNAx. Did you know
the name of it was?
Mr. TEF'Tr1I.AU3I. I don't recall it 1ow.
The CA.Rlnn.a. Did you know what its purpose was?
MIr. lEITT.rrn.l3. It was to bring the factions together.
The ('u.unM. ~. Was it not i unification of 11l political refugees
against the Carranza government and to bring about an adjustment
of the troubles in Mexi o without bloodshed?
Mr. TrEITEnAVIv. Well, I did not know that that embraced the
Cientiflcos. I think probably it had others besides the Cientificos.
,taI1AN.Do you know Enrique C. Llorente?
The CIl
Mir. TEITLE AUaV.Yes, sir.
The CAmnu.r x. I)o you know 1Enrique Santibunes, of New York
Cityv

~hat

Mr. TtErI'IJ;n.AuM. I don't know him by name.

The ('Cmlr.Mnx. Do you know J.1.. . Del Vall, of New York City?
.Mr. TEITLEDAUM. Not by name.
The CIAtMAN. Do you know Feli pe Riveros, Antonio P. Rivera,
Azueta, Manual Leasa. sr., Itosemna Garza, Bernardo EscoAdolfo AM.
bosa, and Arnoldo ('elallos, or either of them, of .San Francisco,
Calif.?

AMr. TEITLEnAUM. NO,

sir.

The Cn~InM.x. I)o you know Samuel Gandara, Manual Arriola
Adane, Rogerio A. Silva, Enrique Cisneros, and Francisco Placencia,
or either of them, of Philadelphia ?MIr. TEITLEDnAUM. No, sir; 1 do not.
The CI.AIRn.1N . Do you know Roquo G. (;arza, of San Antonio,
Tex.
MDr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CuAInAlAN. Do you know Ismael Palafoxl

Mr. TEITLEAU1M. No, sir.

The CAIRMiAN. You do not know who he represents?
Mr. TEITLEDAUM. I think I probably know Ismael 1Palafox.
The CHAI MAN. Do you know Andreas L. Farias, Matins C. Oarcia, Francisco Olicares, Jose G. Nieto, and Jesus P. Flores, of San
Antonio, or either of them, all of San Antonio except Aatinas O.

Garcla?

Mr. TEITLEnAU3M. I know Gonzales Garcia.
The CHAn MAXN. There were two brothers?
AMr. TrrITC.BAUiM. I know both of them.
470-20--voL 2---2
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The CHAIRMAN. One was known as Gonzales Garcia and the other
Matias Garcial
Mr. Tm-mreanua. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know Jesds Santos Mendiola Antonia
Valdeez, Rafael Trujillo, Juan Jose Oomez Adolfo F. Farlas,
Enrique Miranda, and Jos Luna, or either of them, of Laredo,'rex.
Mr. TErrLEBAUM. Not that I recall, but there were thousands of
them--or hundreds-that I know, that I do not know their names.
I was only concerned with the men at the head.
The CHAIRMAN. I am trying to get at the head, because these men
were the official heads of the movement.
Mr. TteT~rBAUM. I don't know much of anything about the move.
ment, with the exception that I know that there was an organization
perfected by Angeles and somebody else.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know Antonio I. Villareal?
Mr. TErrLMBUM. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know whether you know him or not?
Mr. TErrLEBAUM. NO, sir; I do not. I think, if it is the same party
I have in mind in San Antonio, that I know him.
The CaIRuaN. At this convention that you attended in the interest of harmony, who was president of it?
Mr. TErrLEBAuv. I don t know, sir, who the president was, but
they had elected Guerterrez as President.
The CHAIRMAN. He was elected President of the Republic of Mexicof
Mr. TEITLeBAUMa
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether any of those there at the
time belonged to the revolutionary junta of Mexicans organized in
1905 in the United States?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir; I do not. That was way ahead of my
time.
The CHAMMAN. Well, it may be, but you are trying to give this
committee information about Mlexico.
Mr. TerrLzm AM. I am trying to give the committee information
about facts I have.
The CHTraMAN. In connection with the testimony of this witness
the chairman of the committee will file with his testimony the report
made to the committee on the Felipe Angeles movement in the United
States, organized in 1917, continued until his death, and supposed
yet to continue. This report contains the names of the officers in
the United States, contains various letters, contains the declaration
of principles containing references to Angeles's statement when he
entered Mexico, and his convocation and address to the Mexican
people as to his purposes, together with the constitution and laws of
the Mexican liberal alliance. This is not to be printed in the record,
but filed as a part of the testimony of this witness.
(The document referred to is herewith filed as a part of the testimonv of this witness.)
Mr. TrrLE~Au. So you see that it was not that I tried to play
any part in making Mr. Carranza president, or Gen. Angeles, or any.
bo~yl else.
The CHAIRMAN. I was wondering what you proposed to do.
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Mr. TE
rrIEBAA. When they get together, let them say, as long
as they approach the program with the proper spirit. That is all
that was necessary.
The CHAmrMAN. Obregon Villa, Zapata, representatives of all the
factions in Mexico, those wlo had fought with them for the recognition of Carranza in Mexico, those who were opposing Huerta in
arms, all got together in a convention and the outcome of that was
the election of G(uerterrez as president by the convention.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You attended the convention? You were trying
to get them together, and the only people who would not get to.
gether were Carranza and Luis Cabrera?
Mr. TErrITRAe
. Very true. Now, then, I will give you a sequell
to that, and here is where I have placed my life between the teeth to
bring harmony, even after that.
When Eulalib Guerterrez was elected, the Villa forces had marched
toward Mexico City. In my talk that I had with Mr. Guerterrez
he said that he would be very glad to step aside as long as he stood in
the way and was not acceptable to the Carrancstas. I applauded his
stand, and knowing as to what Gen. Angeles had said In regard to
my appearing late on the scene too late for what he did, I took an
overland trip to get into the Carranza camp and bring the matter
to the attention of some of the leaders on the side of the Carrancistas.
I went down to Santa Maria, from (Gueretaro,and at that place I had
occasion to have a second man shot for misappropriating property.
The CHAMMAN. You had occasion to have him shot?
Mr. TEIBuBAuA. That is, the occasion of one of the men being
shot.
The CHImaAN. What business was it of yours?
Mr. TEmzErAu. It happened to be that he had appropriated one
of nmy bags.
The CAMRMAN. And you saw that he was shot
Mr. TEr.eAsa
M. No, sir; I didn't see that he was shot. He was a
paymaster in the army, a very handsome fine-looking fellow. Part
of the forces were ordered from Santa Mfaria eastward, and I discovered that one of my grips was gone. Somebody had suggested
that the man had gone with those forces eastward, and I took the
train, as they were on horseback, to try to recover my grip. When I
got to that point I had several telegrams that they did-find my grip,
and to come back. There are some of the telegrams. I took the rain
back, and I found that the man was sentenced to be shot in the morn.
ing. I plead with the commandant in charge, and thought I had
succeeded in saving him, and several hours afterwards he told me 1
would have to choose between them that he had his orders and had
to report on this man being executed by 9 o'clock.
The CHAIMtAN. What did he mean by saying you had to choose
between them t
Mr. TartBAuwl.
That was what he had said. Whether that he
intended to take his own life, or not, I don't know but his advisers
had evidently showed him that he could not be in the military with.
out he obeyed those orders, and it was too late for me to be able to ,et
word to President Guerterrez and try to intervene for him. and the
boy was shot.
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I have here the mute evidence, consisting of a part of the coat, with
the bullet holes, of another hbo, who was shot at Aguascaliente for
having stolen tools from an American concern. There are four or
fivellAices where the bullets entered the boy's body, and there is his
life blood. I want to offer that simply as proof of the statement that
uto penalty is exacted of Mexicans for things that they do.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean you want to offer that as a refutation of
that statement?
MIr. T.ITEn.AUV.. Refutation. Thank you, sir.
The CH.AIRM.N. Did you ever know of one being shot for killing

an American?
Mr. TEITIEAUt3. No, sir; but I haven't any doubt but what they
don't make any more ceremony on some of those than they did on
these two Ibos.
The CHIAIItI AN. You had no occasion to know that. did you?
Mr. TEt:Ima.t:v. No. sir: but I am bringing this to you, sir, for

this purpose: Blecause I myself could not serve either of these boys,
and I want their spirit and the spirit of the Americans ahd the
Mexicans who had so needlessly lost their all, including Gen. Angeles,
to have it serve the purpose for which I am here before your committee.
The CI.aI ls.A. What is the purpose? What do you have in mind?
What do you want to do? Let us proceed and see if we can not get
at what you want by question and answer.
Following all this you have just testified to, the Government of
the United States, in October, 1915, recognized the de facto government. In 1917 they sent an ambassador and recognized the Carranza
Government oflcinaly. Since that time they have continued to recognize the Carranza Government. Those are the conditions existing up
to this time. The Carranza Government is still recognized?
Mr. Tr.ITLEDAU.. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRSAN. What is it that you want to tell the committee to
throw light on the Mexican question? What do you want done?
Mr. TEITLEBAUIM. I respectfully suggest the appointment of an
international commission, whose province would be'to pass on all
these depredations that were committed and lives taken on either side
of the border.
.
The CAMrnLMAN. What do you mean by "an international commis-

. sion "?
Mr. TEITI.EBAUM. An international commission of, for instance, a
high court of both Mexicans and Americans to see just what the
situation is and to find out just how for it reaches ; instead of trying
to cover certain graft of people higher up, particularly on the Amert
can side, that they should get down to it as far as it is possible to do.
The CHAIRMAN. What have you reference to when you say "particularly on the American side 3'?
Mr. TEITTLEDAUM. Because I know that a very large number of our
representatives were responsible that certain crimes were committed
and punishment condoned for it, if they'did not father it.
The CHAIRMAN. Get down to something concrete. What are you

talking about?

Mr. TErrITEAUM. I am talking about raids.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean raids on this side of the border, or
raids from this side over on the other?
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Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Both sides.
The CHAIRMAN. 1 want to know what raids you have reference
to, organized on this side of the river at any time, or brought about in
any way by any individual or combination of individuals or any other
concern, which resulted in injury to anyone on the other side of the
river. Just give us an illustration of one case.
Mr. T'E;TLEBAUMf. My testimony is directed to tracing those raids,
Senator, because those people higher up can tell us betted when they
are going and what method they will use to do that.
The CnAlAarAw. You would not make a statement with reference

to raids from this side to the other side unless you had something
back of it?
Mr. TEITLBAUSt. I don't mean any Americans raiding Mexicans.
I mean Mexicans being hired by Americans to do the raiding.
The CIAIRMAN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. T ITLEBAUni. I have not the data on that; but here is a reso-

lution that several of us had drafted in San Antonio with a view of
holding a public meeting to indorse the stand:
We re

peace
'n
foenllt

glnize that .nerimit's

iMexic

ltl I,rel

greatest contribution to ia early

and

Iis in dliscourliging the )ractke of ustligtAt1rin
futllher llisputes in our sister Republe.lc

lasting

soil

to

The CH.IRMAax. Does that have reference to your efforts in fur-

thering the Madero revolution?
Mr. TEITLEBAUfM. NO, sir. It says:
Wherivis thie President of thlie United

States

Iha honorli ,r

State amp tihe

c(ity of S t Anltonio by selecting
r. I)uval West. olne of our foremllost citizens.
as his personal repre ntativen to aild. as far as may in, consistent with our

neutrality and declared policy of noninterventlon, in suggesting a Just basis
upon which lihe people of that Republlic may settle thle dlfferences which are
now causing Internal war and fratricidal strife within her borders.

The CHAIRAN. What had that to do with the statement you made
with reference to Americans employing Mexicans to raid the other
side?
Mr. TEITLERAUI. Just as sure as I am of knowing that it is daylight, now, Senator, that many Americans that have been filled with
bullets that were brought in there ostensibly to use on Mexicans that
were used on Americans. Unfortunately, I myself have it in my
heart in having helped the best I could to remove that.
The CHArnrAx. That has nothing to do with the question.
Mr. TEITL.BAUM. It has this to do.
The ('I1AIRMAN. You answer the questions I propound to you. I

asked you what you know, what information you have, what leads
you to make the charge of a most serious nature that Americans have
been raiding or causing to be raided Mexican soils, resulting in the
death or injury of any person in Mexico or the robbery or stealing of
any property in Mexico?
Mr. TEITirsAm. That is an absolute conviction based on the

knowledge of the general situation, and I say I am just as certain of
it as I know I have got a little gray matter. I have not seen it, but
I think I have it.
The

CHArmMAN.

Mr. TurrnzaT.
The C

You must have some foundation for it.

I have,

mAIrAN. What is it9
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Mr. TETLEBAUM. Just the general natural cussedness---The CHArMaN. Of yourselfI."
Mr. TEITLEBAUm. All right, sir; of myself.
The Cnaua N. Exactly just the dispositionMr. TEITLEBAUM. Of some financial interests, sir, who would stoop
to anything.
The CaaMAN. That is an infamous accusation, unless you can
prove it. If you have any proof of this I want you to give it to this
committee. Have you anything to substantiate that
Mr. TEiTLEBAUM. I will be able if you want to, to get you the
proof. I will set myself to bring it.
The Ca.aaMaN. You came here with an armful of papers.
Mr. TE1TLEBAUM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You came at your own request to make a state.
ment. Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I did, am I am making it, and I will give you
what I have in connection with it.
The CHAIMAN. You joined other people in making such an accusation, and I want some substantiation of it. Are you prepared to
give itt
Mr. TErrLmEa
M. I am trying to give it to you now. I didn't take
part in some of these things, and I can't give them to you. I am
making it as a general charge.
The CHAaIAN. Upon what do you found it?
Mr. TETLavnAUM. On my own knowledge of the general situation,
just the same as I know it is daylight now.
The CHamIMAN. Then give us the facts: Give us any facts, any
information within your knowledge.
Mr. TETLEBAUM. If you want facts on that particular thing, I
will set myself to get them for you, sir, and I will be able to get
them for you.
The CHAIRMAN. What have you been doing for eight years?
Mr. TErrITEAUM. I have not taken part in that industry.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will not sit here and listen to such
representations of stuff as you are now repeating, unless you will
give your foundation for it, and give the committee something upon
which they can act.
Mr. TEITLEBAuM. All right. We will go to something else.
The CHAIRMAN. No; I want that right now.
Mr. TErrLEBAM. I promise to get it.
The CnARMAN. I want it now.
Mr. TErrLEBAM. I can't give it to you now.
The CHAIRMAN. Then the committee declines to hear you any
further, sir.
Mr. TrrmtIAUM. All right, sir. I thank you very much for your
courtesy and patience. I would like real well to have this to the
end, because I believe there is much good to come from it, itf we ap.
proach it in the proper spirit, but it does not always serve our purpose.
The CvAMaax. You have paid your own expenses, have you, in
connection with your Mexican investigations?
Mr. Tnrr.unm. Yes, sir; I have spent the only money I have
made for some time to come on this trip down here.
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The CHAIRMAN. The committee has in its possession a good deal
of information respecting the financing of similar matters.
Mr. TErrTLBAD M. That is all right. I don't blame the committee
for asking the questions, and I am very glad you state it frankly,
because I believe that is the only way to get ary results.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee declines positively to listen to
vague accusations, for which you do not submit the proof.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I think I have enough other matter I can give
you tangible evidence on.
The CHAIRMAN. Tangible evidence of what Give us tangible
evidence of anything and we will listen'to you..
Mr. TEImTLEBA..
I have been furnishing you evidence, but it is
not acceptable to you. I can furnish you tangible evidence.
The CHAIRMAN. Evidence of what?
Mr. TIrrTEBAUM. The chairman of this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Now, let us have it.
Mr. TEITLEBAUa. I did not come prepared for that, but I find
that at our conference yesterday, which I did not expect, I have
something on it. I simply want to say that so far as I am able to
see, that I have some clippings here and statements and addresses
made by him from the time Madero, that the chairman has not been
in sympathy with all the efforts made by Mexicans or kept the spirit
of neutrality.
The CHAIRMAN. The chairman has never been in sympathy with
evidence from a man who is not a citizen of the United States not in
any official position, who interferes with the affairs of a foreign
country where it might drag this country into some action, whether
that action might be beneficial or not. The chairman has never had
any sympathy with any movement of that kind or any person of
that kind. Now, you have made a statement that is something concrete. You state that you have information with reference to the
chairman of this committee. Now, give it.
Mr. TEnTBBAvM. All right. Do you want me to quote the speeches
that you have made at various times
The CHAIRMAN. Where? When
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. At different places, in New York. Here is one.
The CHAIRMAN. From what are you intending to quoted
. A speech made at the Mexico Society of New
Mr. TETLEBAa
York, at the Hispanic Society's building, and this press report says:
Following Senator Fall's speech the society adopted resolutions congratulating
Ambassador Wilson upon "the ability, patience. and courage" he has shown In

the recent crisis and expressing hope that the Mexican " patriots who are fightIng to establish and maintain a constitutional government" will succeed.

That is one.
The CHAIRMAN. What is that It is a resolution, is it nott
Mr.TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir; but you probably recall as to when it
was. I have not got the case marked here.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not recall the date at this moment.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes sir; I will be able to get it.
The CHAIRMAN. What are you reading it fort What is the purpose of it?
Mr. TrITLIeAUX. I am trying to show that the chairman is not
now and has not been in sympathy with these poor benighted devils
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who are trying to bring some organized government out of Mexico
and without embroiling us in the end and saving our boys from having to go down there, with the consequent loss of blood and treasure,
because there is no man that'has been in the position that the chairman of this committee has been in for doing the things that this
Mexican situation would never Ix in the shape that it is in, except
for the chairman of this committee, I think, and the heart of this
country W. R. Hearst.
The HAIRAN. What is your purpose in reading that newspaper
clippin ?
Mlr. TEITLEAUM. To simply show you that.

There is another.

The CHAIRHAN. Jtst confine yourself to answering the questions.
Mr. TETLEBAU~. To show the chairman is not in sympathy with
me in attempting to get at what I am trying to get at.
Iam not in sympathy
The CHAIRmAN. I admit that in the record.
with you.
Mr. TEITLEI.AUMi. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, go back and answer the question. What is
your purpose in reading that clipping?
Mr. TEITLE.1U3I. For the purpose that I say, that it appears to me
that the chairman holds a grouch against those people, which endangers the good will and sympathy and confidence Itween the two
nations.
The CHAIRMAN. What is that clipping? Read it again, to yourself. You need not read it aloud. Ilow does it apply? What are
you talking about?
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. I read it as evidence of what I said.
The CHAIrHMAN. Just read it and answer the question.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I only want to use it as proof in regard to the
chairman's position, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. What proof is it?
Mr. TEITL.EAUMi. And with the best of feeling and kindness in the
world.
The CHAIRMAN. What proof is it? You have read a resolution
which was adopted after the speech of the chairman.
Mr. TEITLEBAU3M. You make it impossible for me to follow it.
When there is a chance of leading up to something, it is diverted in
another direction instead of following it along certain lines.
The CHaranrA. That is absolutely untrue. The chairman has exhibited the utmost patience with you, sir, and will continue to do so,
on any line you may desire along this subject; but I want to know
what your conclusion is from this resolution you have just read.

What do you think about it? Upon what do you base your conclu-

sion

Mr. TrTLEBAUM. I think that the meeting at which the chairman
spoke was certainly not in sympathy with trying to help compose
the differences.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, read that resolution again. I asked you
to read it. Now, see what it says.,
Mr. TEILEBAUM. That was, sir, at the time when one of the men
who was most responsible for the trouble of Madero, and an ac
credited representative who was withdrawn and recalled for the dirty
work he had done.
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Following Senator F.%.'sxpeevh, the society adopted resolutions congratulating Ambassador Wilson upon "the ability, patience, and courage" he has
shown in the recent crisis, and expressing hope that the Mexlcnn "patriots
who are fighting to establish and maintain a constitutional government" will
succeed.

By "constitutional patriots" is not meant either faction to the
revolution, and neither have I seen anything at all that I have had
has done the thing to bring
occasion to observe where the chairman

those rehltions which lie is in such an excellent position to bring.
The C11.A xIAN. Were you opposed to the recognition of the Iluerta
government by this Oovernment?
Mr. TEITI.EBAUM. Yes, sir.
The COIAlmHmAN. Do you not know that speech was made in answer

to a speech by Henry Lane Wilson, in which Mr. Wilson advocated
the recognition of Huerta and the chairman opposed itt

Mr. T1TEI AUMa.Is that so? I am very glad to have you give
me that information. Quoting yourself:
,Not one member of the ljromilnent families, the white class, of Mexico has taken
part in upholding the hands of either Dinz or of Madero. None of these answered Madero's call for volunteers. Now, If prominent Mexicans will not
uphold the hanls of itstrong government. what enli they expert for their
country?
Everybody nicqutiltei with conditions ii Mexico knows that if universal
suffrage were establish ed here to-day Zolattil would he elected against all other
clndhlates. Everyvhodly knll s that tlhe overthrow of a strong government In
Mexico

means ulnarchy.

'The army?

The army

to-day is

drinking pulque.

While len. Iluerta wis fighting the revolutionists. 3 miles miles from the
line, 447 bridges were burned on the railroad south of Juarez, and bandits were
camped nearby feeding on etrf stolen from the entitle companies. No attempt
wn made to drive them out. When some of these bands surrendered useless
guns they were immediately pardoned by Glen. Blanco, permitted to keep the
horses they had stolen, and equipped with modern rifles. When the victims of
their depredations complained and threatened to report them, they replied that
they were working for Huerta and Blanco.
All of these hands, it has been ascertained, receive support from socialists In
San Diego. San Francisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Sacramento, and Cleveland-militnut socialists and anarchist organizations here, which have been
supplying $1,000 monthly for printing and circulating their revolutionary
literature.

The CUA.mMAN. Do you know who those men were I have referred
to as doing that robbing there?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir.

-The CHAIRMAN. They were under the command of (Gen. Salazar,
whom you have referred to here.
Mr. TEITLEB.apr. As I have said before, and will show you again,
that I personally have nothing against anybody who has done auything in.connection with Mexico personally. But this has repre-

sented a great sacrifice to me, and I feel very proud of the little that
has been given me to accomplish, with my limited influence, and I
don't count my life any too much to contribute to it, in order to save
any woman's son or any man's brother.

The CHAIRMAN. The chairman of this committee has been under
very great provocation on one or two occasions due to your having
injected personalties into this hearing. The chairman has before him
from his files a copy of a letter dated July 17, 1917, addressed to the

President of the United States and an acknowledgment of the receipt
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by the President of that letter and his thanks for it. Among other
things in the letter the chairman states:
I am in thorough accord with the administration in the policy of nonrecognition of the Huerta government as a government, and my reasons for that are
as follows:

And they follow at some length. The letter is quite fulL .There is
a somewhat lengthy discussion of the reasons actuating the present
chairman of this committee in agreeing with the policy of the administration in the nonrecognition of Huerta. The suggestions the chairman made were as follows:
In December, 1899 (7), the Secretary of State of the United States handed

to the representatives of the Nicaraguan Government a note, in which it was

declared that this country could no longer recognize the Zelaryan (7) govern-

ment. Zelaya (2) was at that time the duly elected and acting President of
Nicaragua. Revolutionists were in the field in different parts of the Republic
against him. We declared that we would hold each of the leaders in his district
or that portion of the country over which he had declared control responsible for
injury to the property of American citizens and also the lives and liberty and

safety of such citizens. Of course, the United States could not adopt that
course with BMexico, unless it had first been given power to use marines and
soldiers, as this country had done with Nicaragua, to enforce that warning.

In August following that letter, 1 month and 10 days, the President of the United States came before the Congress of the United
States and delivered a message in person. He followed that action
on the same day by a cable communication to the consul general at the
city of Mexico and all the consuls of the United States, telegraphed
through the consul general directly from the State Department to the
consuls in all the States of northern Mexico, which were then out of
telegraphio communication with the city. In a message of the President of the United States to the Congress of the United States he
stated that there was no government in Mexico, and this Government
would notify every leader in Mexico, civil and military, in the district
over which he assumed to have control that he would be held strictly
accountable for the life, safety, and property of American citizens.
Of course, I do not assume that the President of the United States
was following literally the suggestions in this letter of the chairman
of this committee to him on July 17. I have the phraseology of the
originals from the State Department of each of the telegraphic instructions which were sent to the consuls of the United States and
directed by the President to notify to every Mexican in all the different States of the Republic, in every district, to every authority, civil
or military, that they would be held strictly accountable for the life,
property, and safety of the American citizens. That was the suggestion made by the'chairman to the President, in these exact words:
Now, those telegrams were sent out, of course, using those words,
because they were expressive and he had the precedent for them.
The speech which you have referred to was made at the request
of certain officials of this Government in a joint debate with Henry
Lane Wilson. He attacked the action of the administration in. the
nonrecognition of Huerta, and I, at the request of certain officials of
the United States Government, answered that attack.' And the
resolution, while it indorses the action of Mr. Wilson, followed the
lines of the speech which I had made.
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I simply do that in justice to myself and to the committee. I
care nothing about your attack upon me. I am now in the position
of chairman of the committee.
Now, then, what else have you in reference to the chairman of this
committee?
Mr. TErrLEBAUM. On that same line?
The CHAIRMAN. Let us have something else which induces you to
believe that the chairman of this committee had done a great injury to Mexico and is now doing it.
Mr. TErrLEBAUr
. I would much sooner not do it.
The CHAIRMAN. You made the accusation-a very serious accusation. Those charges have been made before, but no man has ever
faced any citizen and produced any evidence of any kind or character on that subject. Now, you have made charges in reference
to the chairman of the committee in the general, vague terms which
are of a serious nature.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I am giving to you just what I have known the
chairman to do-what he has said.
The CHAIRMAN. Well what
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I did not come prepared on that score, because
much of this material I have whipped into shape after coming .up
here, and after the conference we had yesterday and the position
that I understood the chairman to take. I did find some express.
sions that occurred some time ago, speeches by the chairman, which
did not show that he had been in sympathy. I am heartily sorry
that I have brought any of this into this hearing. I am very grateful to you, and I am sorry to have hurt your feelings.
The CHAIRnAN. You have not hurt my feelings a particle.
Mr. TrITLBAUmr.
I am rather sensitive, and Twould like-The CHarMAN. I am not at all so.
Mr. TErrEBAUbM. I would like to beg your indulgence a little
further.
The CHAMuaN. No. You started to refer to something else about
the chairman. You spoke of expressions the chairman made. I
would like to know what you refer to. The speech you are talking
about as being made in New York was a speech made in Worcester
and Boston, Mass. Now, go ahead.
Here is a statement in the New York Tribune,
Mr. TEITBAUo.
dated August 24, 1912, headed:
SENATOR FALL DENIES OWNING LAND IN MEZICO--ADMITB, HOWEVER, HE I8 INTERO8ME MINES WHICH ARE " NOT ON A PAYING BAIS8 "-WAS GREENe8S
ESTED IN
COPPEB MAN, BUT DID
ASSOCIATE--AD SOME BUSINESS DEALINGS WITH CANANA
N0o MARRY HIS NIECE.

.--Charges that be was actuated by self-interest In
WASHINOTON, August
an attempt to bring about Intervention In Mexico, made In the Nueva Era,
which Is recognized as the Government organ in Mexico City, were characterized by Senator Fall, of New Mexico, to-day as being too ridiculous to merit
comment.
The Senator denied that he had an Interest In any land in Mexico and ex.
pressed doubt that, even it he had, the tortuous process of bringing abont In.
tervention to enhance Its value would be successful. He said that he had an
interest In some mines which were not on a paying basis, but which, eventually,
he hoped to dispose of to advantage.
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The CnAtMAN. I would like you to come to something which you
say indicates that I am against the struggling people of Mexico, or
anything not to their advantage.
Mr. TEITLFEAUMS.
In a newspaper articleThe CsAnIMN. Have you concluded your reading from this other
paper?
Mr. TFITLRAU3. From that one; yes, sir. Here is another one,
which, if you insist, I will have to take your time on it.
The CIIAInSIA. Just select the portions of it that you want to
read.
Mr. TEITLEBAU3M. Quoting from a clipping under (late of August

19, at Washington, which I expect would be about 1911:

Conditions IllMexlco were dlscvse'td
n the Senate to-day by Senator Fall, of
New Mexico, who arose to a question of personal privilege to declare " absurd
and ridiculous" a statement purporting to come from President Madero to the
effect that Mr. Fall had causal the failure otf Ivace negotlntions between the
Mexican Governmnwt und'Gen. Orosco. Senator Fall denied lie had ever had
any connection with Orosco regarding the leace negotiations. Conditions in
Mexico could not last much longer, he said.

Further down it says:
Senator Fall declared that us President Madero had t cogniaed the belligerence of the Insurgents by Informing the world that peace negotiations had
tail l. hle thought lie
i tedl Sn1es should -(. ai'zi.e the lisurirc.ints.

I will not comment on that.
The CImlMAN.. Was not that what you were trying to do?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Not against Madero.
The CHAIRmAN. Not against your particular insurgent.
Mr. TEIIEra.%u. Not against my particular insurgent.
The CnAIMAN. Now, Mr. Teitlebaum, of course you do not know
anything about the facts?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir. I don't want to read these things to
any man's hurt. I only try to justify myself to myself, as long as you
do not accept it with the spirit in which it is given, and with which I
have come here to facilitate doing what I believe it is your honest
desire of trying to (do-some constructive work for the people of the
United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us get back to the facts. At the time this
interview or statement was made, which appears in the Congressional
Record, and from which you should have obtained it, if you wanted
to quote from an official record instead of a statement in some newspaper report,at that time the facts were that the State of Chihuahua
had
ed from the Mexican Government, had its own State govern.
ment, its own legislature, which had been elected at the same time
Madero was elected.
For their own reasons they had elected Orosco as military governor
of the State. He was in charge of'the railroads and all the industries
of the State. He was being dealt with every day by the United
States Government through the port of Columbus and Juarez and
other points. The conditions were at that time that Mr. Orosco had
raised the flag of insurrection. He had.been joined by Mr. Madero.
Madero sent his representative Ganzalez into Chilluahua, where
Orosco was in arms against the State authorities. The State author.
cities had been powerful enough to secure federal troops from Gen.
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Diaz. Those troops came in armed conflict with Orosco's forces and
were repulsed. Madero represented to Orosco that he then became
an outlaw against the federal government; that if he would declare
for Madero that he, Madero, would furnish him with arms and ammunition. IHe did furnish Orosco with arms and ammunition, and
Orosco captured Juarez and overthrew it and placed Madero in
power in Mexico almost single handed.
Later, for reasons of their own, the State of Chihuahua seceded.
Orozco, in the position of military commander, was being dealt with
by this Government every day and was allowed all the arms and
ammunition from this country that he wanted. You and others were
holding meetings in San Antonio and all along the border, without
interference from the Department of Justice or otherwise, in favor
of Madero. When Orozco raised the banner of the revolution against
Madero and fought the first battle, where he repulsed the Madero
forces, he iound himself getting short of arms and ammunition that
were coming from the border. He then for the first time discovered
his inability to get the things which, under Madero, they had gotten
all they wanted. Ile took the position that it was best to go on
fighting it out, unless the United States Government was prepared
to assume the responsibility which necessarily would go along with
the question of authority, and that if it declined to do so and stopped
the murder and destruction going on in Mexico, then we should keep
our hands off and let the Mexicans fight it out.
Now, with reference to intervention of any kind in Mexico, I call
your attention to a matter already in the record, the only resolution
upon that subject which has ever been offered in the Congress of the
United States and which is already printed in the hearings of this
committee and therefore will not be included at this time. However,
I will read it for your benefit.
(After reading the document referred to.)
That was immediately after the raid in my own State, when
American women were shot down at night in the doors of their
houses; when the jewels were torn from their bodies; when their
husbands were murdered by their side; when the American soldiers
were surprised in their sleep, and were attacked by the raiders and
ruthlessly murdered. The Pershing expedition was sent into Mexico
by the President of the United States. The papers were full of statements, of course, that it meant war with Mexico. Some of the people
of the United States thought it was the duty of this country to take
over Mexico. Some were in favor of the annexation of a part of
Mexico. That revolution had been going on then for six years. The
people of the United States were tired of it. The extremists wanted
to force the United States a government of its own power in Mexico.
I introduced this resolution:
Whereas for three years a condition of anarchy has prevailed on and near our

borders, and particularly within the Republic of Mexico; and
Whereas this Government has exercised the utinost patience and its best
efforts. through persuasion and representations to assist in restoring order
in'thatunhappy country and has seen Its citizens traveling and doing business
in Mexico murdered anA outraged and'their property destroyed, In violation
of their legal rights under the comity of nations and customary and positive
international law; and
Whereas this Government has had Its flag dishonored and Insulted in Mexico,
and no reparation made or redress offered; and
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Whereas the clear rights of American citizens have been abridged and denied
In Mexico, and this Government can not consent to any further abridgment
of the rights of American citizens In any respect; and
Whereas this Government is contending for nothing less high and sacred than
the rights of humanity, which every Government honors itself in respecting,
and which no Government is justifed In resigning on behalf of those under
its care and authority: Therefore be It
Resolred by the Senate and House of Repreaentaffves of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the President be, and he hereby is,
authorized and directed to use the land and naval forces of the United States,
and call into service 600,000 volunteers:
First. For the purpose of protecting the lives and property of Americans in
Mexico, and as a necessary preliminary to such purpose the opening and main.
tenance of all rail and other lines of communication between the City of Mexico
and the seaports of Mexico, as well as with the American border.
Second. For assisting in the prompt establishment of a constitutional government in Mexico and lending same sufficient support to enable the Mexicans
themselves to organize and maintain adequate military force with which to
disarm all bandits and murderers and restore order and peace.
SEc. 2. That we declare our purpose to be as above set forth, and not to be
the acquisition or annexation of territory, the overthrow of laws, customs, or
constitution, the making of war upon the Mexican people, or Interference with
Mexicans In the government of their country; and we declare our further
purpose to be the withdrawal of all our armed forces from Mexican territory
immediately upon our accomplishment of the objects herein set forth, and to
these ends we Invite the cooperation of the Mexican people.
Did you ever read that
Mr. 'TErrmEAUM. Yes, sir.
The Caa i AN. What impression did that make upon you?
Mr. TETLE AUM. Very good; the first man that I have seen that
had the proper notion of the probable number of people it would

take.

The CHAImMAN. I am not discussing that. What impression did
it make upon your mind as to the intent and purpose of the chairman

of this committee
Mr. TerriEAuM.

Well, I don't know that I can give you a good

explanation of that, because I was not in sympathy with our going
down there.

The CianMAN. But we were there. That was an accomplished
fact at the time that resolution was drawn.
arms.

We were there with

Mr. Ternraax. I noted that you said that.

The CHAnmMAN. The Pershing expedition was in Mexico, 14,000

strong.
Mr. Tmrrm~uam. Yes sir.
The CHAlRMAN. The Mexican and American papers were full of
statements that it meant war with Mexico. Many people insisted
that we should have war with Mexico and, as I have stated to you,
many insisted that it should result in annexation of all or a part of
Mexico.
Mr. Tarrl
um. That was the proposition, to go down there with

W,000 men.

Well, I don't believe that the Mexicans would per-

mit---

The CHAmxAx. I am not askiM you what the Mexicans would
permit or what would be the result. We saw the rests sir; that
the Mexicans followed Pershing out of Mexico, begging him to stay
there, several thousand of them.
Mr. Trrrauu. Well I think that the United States practically
withdrew through the infuence exerted by Latin America.
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The CHAIaMAN. How long did they remain there?
Mr. TErzer.uuI. I think three or four weeks; I don't recall just
how long it was. I know they were down there and they came away
again.

The CHAraMAN. Very well. Is there anything else you have there

which has induced you to believe the chairman of the committee has
been engaged in attempting to oppress the Mexican people?
Mr. TImTLeAU. Not here, Senator.
The CAIRMaAN. Then, all this statement that you have made,

rather indignantly, is founded simply upon such material as you
have referred to here?
Mr. TerITLEAUM. Yes, sir. It is simply a straw showing which
way the wind blows.

The CHAIRMAN. The chairman made the statement with refeir-

ence to propaganda which had been going on in Mexico.
know Gen. Plutarco Elias Calles?

Do you

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I know of him.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU know who he is, do you not? You know him

as an insurgent against the Carranza government, do you not?
Mr. TEITEBAU31. The names were of no importance to me and I
went to the top. I don't know. I don't know Calles. It may be if I
would see him I would know him, but I don't know him if my life
depended on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, on the 4th day of February of this year he

was a member of the cabinet of President Carranza.
Mr. TEITLE.BAur. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRAN. You knew that, did you not?

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. NO, sir; I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know any of the Mexican consuls along

the border? Did you know M. Garcia, consul at Laredo, Tex.?

Mr. TITLEBAUm. I think he was at El Paso, wasn't he?
The CHAIRaMAN. You are confusing him, I presume, with Andreas

Garcia, director of consuls along the border, and acting consul at
El Paso. You do not know M. Garcia, consul at Laredo?
Mr. TerrEmBAuit. I may have. I know the other Garcia.
The CHAIRMAN. You knew Luis Cabrera?

Mfr. TEnIrAmur. Yes, sir.

'The CHAIRMAN. Did you know Guillermo Hall, of San Antonio?

In common everyday English it is William Hall.

Mr. Terrni
umar.
I don't recall, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you known of various excursions, com-

mercial excursions and others, going into Mexico
Mr. TgiLEmAUM. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you know anything about an excursion that

went into Mexico from Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, and other points,
concentrating at Sen Antonio, and going into Mexico on or about
the 4th of February of this year?
Mr. TgIsme

there.

Aun . I know there have been several excursions down

The CHnamAN. You have not read anything from Guillermo Hall

with reference to the Mexican question, along the line that we have
been discussing, matters of friendship between the two countries
support of the Carranza government, the struggle for constitutional
law and peace, etc.
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Mr. TEITLEHAU31. I do not recall that I have, Senator.
The CHAnIMwA . The committee has in its possession some very
enlightening telegrams showing how some of the propaganda was
carried on in this country, which, in view of the fact that you have
related some of your activities, and the chairman has referred to the
activities of others, will be placed in the record. The comnlittee has
photostatic copies of various telegrams, in connection particularly
with this recent excursion, telegrams passing hetwees G(lilermo lli

and Plutarco Elias Calles, member of the cabinet, and Luise Cabrera,
member of the cabinet, and the consuls at Laredo and San Antonio.
Of course the originals of these documents are in Spanish. The cominittee has translations of them.
I have here a telegram dated February 8, 1920:

NUEVO LARDO,. TAMIPs., February 8, 1920.
Mr. General Pr.UTAsCO ELTAS OAtt.E,
Secretary Inodustry and Commerce:
I have the pleasure to advise you of arrival here ,wllh excurslonl business men
from San Antonio, Tex., there being 42 In party, coning under direction of
Mr. E. A. WlVegmul, who will also have arrangement of Itinerary of train. As
I advised you from San Antonio, I arranged to have trip to Tamipki cut ,outof
Itinerary, account of work of propaganda of Flll's age'lts, which demonrllzedt
certain of the excrsiollsts, causing thesl to cancel their trip: but believe, con
shdering condlitiOis n iwhic li 1l
from 'ramnple is now, well not to Insist. in
this way olbvidhig
t.exp
ise and tillhie for the (Invernment. Iolie that you will
kindly Issue orders newssary that everything be made smooth for us, in view
of fact that some members of excursion come much prejudiced on account of
propaganda of which I spoke. We te e to-day for Monterey: 'shall probably
remain until to-morrow. With nffee:lIonate regards and salutations.
OUff.F.RMO

FALL.

I have a second telegram, with the same heading. the same date,
from Mr. (luillermo Iall to Mr. Luis Cabrera:
Advise have arrived here with excursion San Antonio business men, which is
not turning out as fortunpjtely as promised, owing to circumstances which I
explained to you in my letter of Gth Instant. Received in San Antonio the
$5,000 which you placed my credit through Laredo consuilante which regret
should have happened, as not desirable De nlaMata be taken into confidence.
Urge remedy matter if possible. Hope to see you cownt there. Affectionate
regards.
G Ul f..ERSO HALL.

You may note that Dr, De Ia Mata, consul of the Mexican Government at San Antonio, is referred to in that telegram.
Mr. TEIrrLERAUM. Rodrguez was the consul at that time I thought.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a telegram under date of February 4
signed " Cabrera," dated at the National Palace, City of Mexico, and
addressed to Garcia, Mexican consul at Laredo. I am reading into

the record the English translation:

With the approval of the President of Ihe Relpublic please deliver to Mr.
llillermno 1hll, tigent of it, department of Industry nnd commerce in San
Antonio, Tax.. the stunt of $5,000 for the expenses on the trip of the excursionists
of the Anterlcan Clanituer of Commlerce. recommending that you give him on
his way through that place all facilities, in order that the travelers nlay have
a good impression of our governmentt. Affectionate greetings.
OAnsaA.

A telegram of the same date, signed by Gen. P. Elias Calles, dated
at the Commercial Palace, the 4th of February 1920, addressed to
" Consul of Mexico, Mr. Garcin," at Laredo, reading as follows:
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Plense Inform Mr.Alatrlste that the commercial excursion must come directly
through the towns which are on the National ,ine, since certain collitlons on
the Tamiplco roadl make it undeslnable that those places be visited until necessary ellasures shall have hen intaken. (irttings.
flEN:. ' Ef.Is C.ALI.ES.

Just an interjection in the nature of a suggestion that there may
be something significant in the last lines of that telegram than possibly could be understood by the witness now on the stand.

The next is a telegram from MI.Garcia to Luis Cabrern, at the

City of Mexico, reading as follows:

No. 2149. I acknowled4ze the itle'r for tlie loney
t' that the
liunlller of exThe consul ill gin Anltoni Inifors

Your lionorable telegral'l
for JMr. Hall.

c.nalmls.

has much decri sed, dtve
Ist

Hanson.
by agents of ('ill,t,.

excursionllsts rech here.

tolIe unfalllvorhlle prolio.nlida cht-aillti'l

A slulinl llain really to leave lts imollfa-tihe

Very affect lonlte greeotilllg.
M.,( A.w
.

Telegram to G(en. Plutarco Elins Calles, from Mf. Oarcia, dated
February 4, 1920:
Your honorlble tehegrani No. 18791 Ir. Alatriste ihas ni
Coltlllnullihtilnti your Instructions. Affectilonate greetimils.

yet arrived.

31.

I ian

0.%arc.%.

Now, the instructions were to tindertake these excursions by way

of Tampico, of course, for very good andl sufficient reasons.

I have a telegram from lGuillermo hall, upon his return, addressed

to Luis Cabrera, Treasury Department, City of Mexico:

I report to you that I hale Just arrived in this (city) with the excursion
of mIlerchants front ~ull Antlltono, Tex.--

That is another telegram from Nuevo Laredo to MIr. Cabrera, not

from San Antonio.

I report to you that I have Just arrived in this (city) with the excursion of
nierehants from all Antonio, 'ex.. which was not s large as hand been expected
due to the circumstances I explained to you in my letter of the Oth Instant. I
received in San Antono the $5,000 you remitted to me through the Consulate at
Laredo, which I regret since it Is not well that de In 'Iatn th ndvlised of cobnfi.
A remedy of tie matter is urgent, If Ijssillde. I expect to see
dental matters.
you in that (city) soon. Very affectionate greetings.
.*

(UILLEIrMO

hALL.

I simply call attention to these matters to show some of the efforts
of the Mexican Government to create a favorable impression upon
Americans.
Also, in connection with that and on the subject of propaganda,

I have a photostatic copy of a letter from the foreign office at the City
-of Mexico to (en. Barragan. Do you know Gen. Barragan?
Mr. TEITLEBAWL Yes, sir, He was chief of staff for Mr. Carranza.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. I know him very well; and I know Mr. Parma
also.

The CHAIRMAN. This latest propaganda, of which we have this
photostatic copy, although it is marked "C on fiden tial,"states:

(Confidential.)
Citizen Gen. JUAN ARBrIAoAN,
hiel of Staff to the Preeldent.
By direction of the citizen President of the Republic please have an order
Issued to deliver to Citizen Col. Franeisco Montlel the sum of $10,000 for proMextean propaganda expenses In the Argentine Rlepublec, where he Is going as
4760-20---voL 2 ----3
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attache to our legation to develop the work of the Lmtin-American Assoclition

for the Defense of the Interests of Mlexleo.

Col. Montlel will explain to you

verbally the plans approved by the superior authorities to be develop e in
South America.
A. Mi. PRNANDEZ,
Chic/ Clerk itCharge of the Decpartmrnit.

I overlooked a letter from the Mexican consul to the undersecretary
of foreign affairs, marked "Official No. 200, confidential," as follows:
I have the honor to ndvie you that on the 6th Instant there was delivered to
the Hon. Oulliermo Hall, contidential agent of our Government in San Antonio,
Tex., the sum of $5000 for expenses of his Journey on aMexcmn soil, Illaccord.
dance with telegraphie order No. 2149, dated the 4th Instant, from his excellency
the secretary of the treasury, Hon. Luis Cabrera. Because of the confidential
nature of AMr. Hall's employment this consulate was unable to secure corresponding receipt for above-mentioned amount, obtaining only the telegraphlc
orders, which I inclose.

Of course, we have Mr. Hall's telegram to Luis Cabrera not to send
any more money through De la Mata. Mr. Hall has, in the opinion
of the committee, a perfect right to pursue any course he chooses in
reference to Mexican affairs, but Mr. Hall is posing in San Antonio
as a mere friend, not a confidential representative, and certainly not
a propagandist in the employ of Mexico.
DMr. TEITLEBAUf. Well, that issue I do not fear, and I would not
evade it. Nobody has anything on me in that connection. I have
never taken'a dollar, so far as I know, from any source. I have
taken, I think, 65 pesos from (Gen.Angeles and about $50 from Diegas
while I was on that trip and could not get to my source of supply.
When I got to Vera Cruz I got 240 pesos from Mr. Carranza or his
nephew, and when I got to San Antonio, when I got home, I had
given a $100 to Mrs. Carranza with a list of different moneys that I
had borrowed in the meanwhile, which is about three times as much
as the exchange at that time was worth. Personally, my hands have
been as clean as my heart in connection with all this and, unless there
is a frame up, there is nothing that can be produced on me, in regard
to having accepted any compensation in regard to anything I did in
Mexico.

The CHAIRMAN.

&Thechairman

of this committee has not in-

sinuated that you have. The chairman of this committee has offered
this evidence, however, of payments being made to men who claimed
that their purposes were just as pure as you claim yours to be.
Mr. TErrLEBA r. Yes, sir. I don't know that there is really anything very bad about most of that, if the party does not sell himself.
For somebody tb accompany these people, who were bent on a very
laudable mission, which I heartily believe in and approve of, it
does not spell all that it might to others.
The CIAIRMAN. As the chairman does not happen to have that
trait of mind which is looking for hidden motive and placing construction upon the acts and conduct of others, he had no comment
whatever to make.
Mr. TErrIBAoM. I don't blame the chairman, because as long as
we don't know ourselves, it is certainly mighty hard to know the
other fellow.
The CHAIRMAN. As long as we have in our possession information
showing a large number of paid propagandists, who are posing as
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being perfectly pure in all their motives and as not receiving any
compensation at all when we do find that some of them are hypocrites, we consider it our duty to show it. When these people are
claiming before the American people to have information that this
committee is engaged in nefarious schemes, when we have evidence
of that kind, I think it is our duty to the public to give it out. For
that reason I have put that evidence in.
Now,'there is another matter to which you referred and to which
I wish to call attention now. On August 10, El Universale, a paper
published in the city of Mexico, telegraphed to different members
of this committee, propounding to them certain questions to be
answered, which was conceded to on the 11th. That has been here-.
tofore placed in the record. Immediately thereafter, or, at least,
within a few days after August 11, I think on August 17, there was
published in El Universale, in the city of Mexico, over the signature of the author, an article signed by a prominent Mexican citizen,

Alfredo Robles Domingue.

I do not know whether you have

had this called to your attention, or whether we have had this trans-

lation of the article the original Spanish of which is in our pos-

session, printed in the record to be used in connection with the El

Universale telegram.

Referring to the article in whicll Mr. Dominguez quotes a portion

of the answer of the chairman of this committee, sent by the chairman after consultation with the other members, Mr. Dominguez summarizes the meaning of that portion of the telegram. He quotes
from the telegram:

Each one of the members of this committee had hoped that the people of
Mexico would of themselves be able to create and sustain a government that
can comply with its obligations (international and national) without the Intervention of this Nation or any other, and the committee still hopes that the
Mexican people are capable of working out their destiny and obtaining and
preserving for Mexico the respect of all nations, respect which the Republic
of Mexico has deserved and held for so many years.

Mr. Dominguez construes the meaning of that as follows:
Summarizing the foregoing statement, It must be understood-.
We do not now take into consideration the present government of Mexico.
The people of Mexico must create and sustain a serious and honorable gov.
ernment to prevent our acting, tired of waiting, and going with our Army and
nil our power to force order upon them and to pay ourselves for the damages
thah have been caused us.

Then follows his comment:
That Is to say, the honor, nationality, and sovereignty of. Mexico are in
peril, and, in the face,of such a situation no Mexican in whom there renalus
an atom of shame, should cross his arms or remain silent, a prey to fear, in
the presence of the consequences he may bring upon himself by assuming a
virli
attitude.
No illusions must be entertained. The North American Senate Is determined
to proceed, and the government of aIr. Coirraloni and the Mexticn Ipeople are
obligated to conjure the peril and to minimize the evil that menaces the fatherland.
It is chimerical to pretend to resist with brnte force a force infinitely
superior. We lack money, ammunition, arms, and even, unfortunately, we
lack in these moments the moral qualities that exalt virile and patriotic peoples.
Even through the vexations and extortions of the present administration these
have been lost, We conscious men, In the presence of the gravity of the peril,
turn the head In search of a voice of authority to rise and propose the means
of salvation. Not finding It, I, with the right that abides in me as a citizen
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and with the duty that patriotfe feeling Imposes on me, address the government
of Mir. Carranza and the people of Mexico to propose to therm the only practical
and rapid illeans that may conjure the grave crisis that meinnces our autonomous
life.
These means are the following:
First. The immediate retirement of .fr. Carranza and his government, and
the formation of a provisional government, composed of honorable and compe.
tent men, to enter at once into negotiations with our creditors.

The word "creditors"
in Mexico.

does not mean simply financial creditors

Mr. TE'mE.nAI.'3. What is the name of that gentleman?

The CfrmAIMlAs. You will hear it in a few clays.
DIr. TEITLEnAU.M. I thought you asked if I knew him.
Tile CIIAI.It3.N (reading) :
.econdl. 'lnlon of all lssimldent groilts to sustain that government, for the
purlwse of enaling It to solve present problems and to lead tihe country Iit a
short time to conlSitutiolual order, within a respolisilile ulidnlilstratton.
I must ot be taken for a seditious person or n rebel. If I considered that
that was the best rnsirl to free us from the evils that rend u. andl to reconstruct
the nation, long ngo I wonld have adjusted my conduct In that sense.
Neitiher the people of Mexico nor the government of MIr. Carranza should
forget that the honor, the sovereignty, and the nationality of the Republic are
in serious danger of being lost, perhaps forever: rand it is necessary, therefore,
that they adjust their conduct to it sincere and rational patriotism.
*

MEXICO,

A:rgust 1,

ALFIEDO IRoniEs DOMhINoUE.

1919.

That was written, not by a military leader, but a civilian, whose
declaration of principles is practically similar to that of Gen. Felipe
Angeles, who has recently suffered for his views.
I presumed that you knew, at least through your apparent usual

source of information
the public press, that there is now in Mexico
1

a very serious revolution against the Carranza government.
Mr. T.ITLE.AU. Yes, sit'.
The CHAIRMAN. Following this telegram and the comment by Mr.
Dominguez, a very serious criticism was published in the Mexican
papers concerning the efforts of this committee. From one of my
correspondents in Mexico City I immediately received a telegram,

as follows:

MEXItc CIY, December 8, 1919.
Senator A. B. FA. ,
cnate Ofice Bultdlntu, Washinton, D. 0.:
Newspapers here calling you enemy of Mexico in hitter terms and publishing
your picture this connection. Please permit me refute this publicly by quoting
your words to me that although everybody thinks you interventionist you are
positively opposed excepting as last resort, and that it Is your desire only that
some friendly solution be developed before some incident occurs to force
military intervention with attendant expense and unpleasantness. I believe it
vitally important to correct false Impression Mexican public quick.
H. T. OIVE.

To which I at once replied:

WAsHlNOTON,

D. C., December 0, 1910.

H. T. OLIVE,
Jlcleo City, .llcro (nia Galrc4ston):
Your telegram received. You are fully authorized to repeat and, itf neces.
sary, publish in .1exico any statement to you that although I have been called
an interventionist I tam positively opposed to rmned Intervention in Mexico
except as an absolutely last resort, and that nay desire is for some friendly
solution of pending quesllons between the 3Mexlean people and the Government
and the people of the United States. If you publish this statement I Insist
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that you publish also the following: Evidence truth of nhabove statement should
be found In the fact that the co(umlltte, has to-dnly given pulilitly to 'arrmtnzln's
Augtlust 19. 1011). showllng his
of Jllune 14
letters of instruction toi litngit
active intnrferelm in affairs here. Also of distributions here by Ilaillins, an.
Ihnwador, and Mexlnll col.isul's revohlllon arry lteriaturet. AI~o of ('lrrainz's
tatlls antd lnrltculalrly l'resl'nllttdl
letter directing Miss (ili1ndo to ntuwie te
dent Wilson. Letters between the Mexicltn ollainls lShowilg negotllitiolls with

Jnlan.

Mr. TErITL.IIAUr. I have some informtutioll on that also.
The ('IiAi
nr.s
(reading) :
Also

lite lBook, letters anlld express*ons nhtllulsig Prihlenlt Wilsiion.

Tlllis

the world that lin event the M3exillln Iwople tllento Ihear Ipt thlleir prsetllt (o'vernellllt to (ellse
llterference
lrsec,titi on of Anerllll.ans 111d risll llln others, tist unwalllrralitl
action fllken to linrres'. ullj
,ure
wMlvet.dot not ring pr.'
in

iITnilhI

il

other

paldiprolgumtl

thi

ulimntry

lof te

lneis In

I n111exerting eatery tffiort ti, Brillng lihol
armed interventioin nor wnr Iuny ever hle

necit'.'lry.

ounlllries and enormous.

n iI

nhusinig Atlmericans In 3iexlo, Interfering will their pacltce alnd safety and with
ie collgwled
untrywill. In Iny JiiilgIt."II,
e
overnmenlllt there. that soi ie
our
to intervene, po.iIshly by fotrc,

the lt'ehublile of Mtexhic.
ellither

solution

that

lllg the

m',nnllltIttllee ttlemorandul.

of

iarmsi. andl

resltorie order ot

suchll a

I wired that repeating it verbatim to El Excelsior in the City of
Mexico, that ii Mr. Oliver did not give publicity to it, it would gain
publicity through the great Mexican daily.
Now, sir, that has been the committee's position up to date. The
answer to the committee's position is the present movement in Mexico.
If you have any solution of the difliculty in Mexico I would be.glad
to have it.
Mr. TEITLVnAuBM. I am very much pleased and very grateful for
your having given me this line that you have, and I may not agree
with you as to all of it. but I try to cull the good from the bad.
I would like to supplement that recommendation for another commission, an American commission, composed of loyal Americans of
the Catholic faith, to go down to Mexico and stiidy the situation
down there. It is my honest conviction that a stream can not rise
above its source, and that we expect too much of the common Mexican, and he is the one I am speaking about. The leaders can take
care very nicely of themselves, hut the common people of Mexico,
on whom the peace of the 1United States as well as Mexico depends,
must take the stand of civilization that I fear the church has not
done by them toward that end all that reasonably could have been
done, and I believe that these reforms could be so much easier accomplished through the church than outside of it. I would recommend that a commission of American Catholics be sent down to study
the situation, to give reasonable time, say three years to five years
more or less, to hold them responsible for the progress that Mexico
makes within that time.
I say that in the best of faith in the world. I believe that I have
no more feeling against the Catholic church than I have against the
Jews of which I am one; that there are Catholics who are loyal in
our times and there are Jews who are disloyal; that.is for us to face,
for myself, being, a Jew. I thiik they should be held responsible in
a great measure. in this war. that they have not acted themselves the
way they should have. I believe that the war has shown they were
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not alil yet fit for self-government, and I am saying that to you, and I
know I am not talking any propaganda or anything of that kind in
making the statement. It is my deduction from what I have seen.
The CuIAIn.Ax. Is it your understanding that such a commission
could go into Mexico now?
Mr. TEITLEIAtLM. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. HIIve you ever read the Mexican constitution of
19017?
Mr. TE ITLEuAAU..

I have only glanced at it.

The CAlIRMAN. I thought so. You are not familiar with the provisions of article 27 of the Mexican constitution?
Mr. TELTLEBAU . No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I supposed that when you made such. a recommendation you did not know anything about the constitution. You
do not know anything about the order issued to all governors of the
States to inforce the provisions of the constitution against the teaching of religion, either in the schools or any kind of religion, in
Mexico You are not familiar with that?
Mr. TEImTLEAUI. NO, sir; I did not know that was the case. Still,
my recommendation is offered with a view of trying to correct that
situation.
The CHAIRMAN. Now. you spoke of a commission to study damages. What do you propose that commission shall do after it arrives
at a solution and reaches a unanimous agreement, in the event it does?
Mr. TEITLEBAU3~. I think public sentiment in both countries is all
that is necessary to have them thoroughly understood.
The CHrAIRMASx. Public sentiment where?
Mr. TEITL.DEAU.. The people on both sides.
The IIAIRnAN Understand what?
Mr. TEITLF.nAUi. "Understand the case--each individual case as it
comes up--if the proper spirit is shown by both sides to get to the
bottom of some of these dlfi culties.
The CHAIURAN. We will agree that we have done that, that the
commission has unanimously agreed and has gotten to the bottom of
it to your satisfaction: then what? Mr. TEITLEHAU3 . Then we should know that the other side is
wrong, which was my reason for contending that those people had
been more sinned against than sinning.
The CHAIRMIAN. Well, suppose that is shown; then what?
Mr. TEITLEBAU31. I have got such confiding faith in the manhood
of the United States that when they understand that, they knowing
the standard of civilization, that they would exercise their charity
and patience, which I know would be a very wise thing to do.
The CHAIRMAN. Then what?

Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Then send the men who are responsible for these
troubles, we would invite themThe CHAIRMAN. Suppose we have done away with all these
troubles. Suppose we have eliminated them, brought every American out of Mexico, turned over every dollar of American property
in Mexico to the Mexicos, and have gotten out of Mexico, then what?
Mr. TEITLRAU . I do not suggest getting out of Mexico. It is a
world necessity that we should have the right to go into Mexico and
to trade with them and traffic with them, just the same as other
nations.
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The CIIAIR3MAN. Suppose the report of this commission is that
that is the best way to avoid trouble, and we actually do it, then
what?
Sir. TEITLEBAUSI. I am not in favor of getting out of AMexico.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we do that, what will happen in Mexico?
AMr. TEITLEBAUM. I think I know those people on the other hand
are fair enough, when we know them, and meet with them, they will
understand our intention and what we propose to do, when they
see that we have some sympathy with them. I am sure they would.
It is not my idea of getting out. My idea is to go in, and to have
manufactories, branch manufactories, and to help to develop Mexico,
and bring up the standard of wages and the standard of living.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything about the established
standard of wages and standard of living in Mexico?
Mir. TEITLERAUM. NO, sir; but I know it has increased very
materially.
The CHAIRMAN. Under whose efforts?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Time, if nothing else. The fact that Mexicans
have come here and we have gone down there, and the motion picture business. fy the way, there is one of the greatest troubles that
we have had with Mexico, is through this motion picture business.
the line of conditions that we show, not only the Mexicans, but our
Americans, through permitting these pictures to go down there.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us get back to something. You were talking
about factories. Did you ever know a Mexican to establish a
factory?
Air. TEITLEBAUMr. NO, sir; but I know there is a spirit essential to
bring husbandry to the country. I am very hopeful that we will see
the time that Americans will be welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. We all hope that, AMr. Teitlebaum.
Mr. TEITLEBAM. We have got to lend ourselves to help to bring
this about.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you think we have been doing for 10
years?
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. We have not improved our opportunities as we

should have, from the knowledge that I have of It.
The CHAIRMAN. We have let the Mexicans alone, so far as intervention is concerned.
AMr. TEITLEBAUM. Yes, sir; but we have held a club over them all
the while.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean when you were talking about
the Mexican people and those who governed them, the distinction
you were attempting to make between them?
Mr. TEiTLEAUt. The Mexican people and a lot of the men who
govern them. I think some of them are honest, and a lot of them
are very much the other way.
The CHAIRMAN. You tried to get them together, and you did not
succeed did you?
AMr. TEITLEAUMI. If one man could himself succeed as well as I
have-The CHAIRMAN. What has been your success? What have you
done?
Mr. TEITLEBAUMv. I had the people listen to me. They have been
in.sympathy with me. They knew I was doing it without any com.
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pensation. They knew that I have done everything to try to serve
and lenl service and confidence.
The CHAIRMAN. They gave you permission to serve the Mexican
people a ainst themselves?
Tr.TEITLEAUM. I didn't need their permission. I am simply
trying to make amends for the things that I say. I am not gifted
with the speech or mind of being able to express myself fluently.
The CHIIAnAN. Then you tried to serve them yourself, and with
what success did your efforts meet?
Mr. TEITLEBAUS. I am satisfied if it has been good. I am very,
very proud of it. I think it is the greatest individual movement for
peace on record, just what I have succeeded to do. I know that Gen.
Angeles---The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you saw his picture lying there with a bullet
through his body?
Mr. TEITLFRI Av. Yes, sir.. He has been sacrificing to the cause, and
I told him when he was talking about taking his boy away from college down there that he had no business to do that, and he said he was
willing to sacrifice anything for the good of his country.
The CHAiarAN. Why did you tell him that?
Mr. TEITLERAUM. I thought the boy, being 15 years old at the time,
had no right of being at the front, and I did know that Gen. Angeles
was at the front, and dlid go to the front, wherever there was a
front.

The CHAInMAN. You approved of his going, did you?
Mr. TEITLEBAU.
I did.
The CIAIaIAS. In the revolution against the Carranza Govern-

ment?
Mr. TEITLEDAUMv. Yes, sir.. I don't know about the Carranza Government. I mean against Huerta.
The CHAIR3MAN. Oh, well. you know that was against the Carranza Government, and that he was executed by the Carranza Government.
Mr. TEITLEBAUM. Very true.
.The CJrAIRA N. Just wait a moment.
Mr. TEITLEnAUM. He died for the cause.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We will close this hear"fr. TEITLERAUM. I thank you, sir.
(Whereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned subject
to the call of the chairman.)

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1920
UNITED STATES SENATE,

SUnCOImITTEE OF THE Co31IrTTEE ON FOREIGN RE1A.TIONs

WYashington, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to the call of the chairman, at 11
o'clock a. m. in room 128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B.
Hall (chairman) presiding.
TESTIMONY OF MR. WILLIAM GATES-Resumed.
(See p. 305, printed record.)

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
The CA ANAw. Mr. Gates, it was really unnecessary to administer the oath to you, as you have been before the committee here before. I desire to have you very briefly identify correspondence referred to in your former hearing, first.
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. Before you left the stand in your former hearing
you had referred to a further letter to Secretary of War Baker.
Mr. GATES. A letter from him to myself and one to him.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you those letters with you?
Mr. GATs. The original of that letter I gave to Judge Kearful,
and I do not find he has returned it to me, but I have a copy of it
here. I could not identify it at that time, because Judge Kearful
. was not here and it was among his papers. It was a letter from
Baker to me of August 10.
The CHAIRMAN. Examine this paper.
Mr. GATES. That is it.
The CHAiRMAN. The document which has just been handed to you
you say is the letter to which you referred?
Mr. OGATES. That is the letter to which I refer.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Let that be a part of the testimony at
this point.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
WAR DEPARTMENT,

1Vashirgton, August 10, 1919.
MY DEAR MR. GATES: I have your letter of August 6.

I have not seen David Lawrence and have not communicated with him. I
have not talked with anybody else about you or any of the Information you
have given me about Mexico beyond transmitting to the State Department for
its information the letters you sent me descriptive of Mexico, as you saw it,
and of its people, as you moved among them.
2807
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There is sio mystery II either our correspondence or our conversations. You
have traveled in Mexico; you came to me to tell me what you saw und what
you thought about what you saw; I listened to you with interest because I knew
of your oplportutlitles for observation, and you wrote me further Information.
All of this was perfectly proper for you to tell me and for me to hear. I sug.
the State Department and the War Departmient's Bureau
gested your seeyi,
of Military Intelligence in order that they might match up thie facts you brought
to their attention with what they learned from other sources of infolmntion.
This you did.

I have not the slightest objection to your producing your letters to me when-

•ever you desire to produce them. I do not think they ought to be produced in

the newspapers for the purpose of either getting you into a controversy with
David Lawrence or appearing to raisq in controversy between David Lawrence
antid me, slnce I have had no contact with him on the subject.
Cordllly, yours,
NEWTON
Mr. WILLIAMl

D. BAER..

GATES,

2016 Mount Royal. fBaltimore, Mld.
Mr. GATES. I think it would be well by your permission, to complete that correspondence. On November 30, in the Jenkins matter,
I wrote another letter to Mr. Baker, which I think ought to go in my
testimony to complete the Baker series.
The CHAmMAN. Let me see that, please. [After reading letter.]
Let us see if we can not get at this by question and answer, instead
of putting this entire document in the record.
You wrote Secretary Baker on November 30 in reference to the
-Jenkins matter?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRAN. And the probability of an expedition into Mexico
in connection with it?

Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CIIAIaIANn.
You inclosed certain documents in that letter of

November 30?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Those documents were what?
Mr. GATrs. These were the papers which I referred to in my correspondence with Secretary Baker as the basis for the rehabilitation of
Mexico, which had been consented to by the various friends of the
United States among the revolutionists in Mexico, and finally there
was an appeal to the President and the people of the United States
signed by the different revolutionists and filed on September 10 at
the White House. Those three documents were inclosed in the letter
to Mr. Baker, which documents I hsve copies of here.
The CHAISMAN. We will be glad to have you file them with your
evidence, not to be incorporated with the evidence at this point, but
to be printed with it, as an appendix to your testimony.
(The documents
referred to were marked, respectively "Exhibit
bit
4, "Ex h iibit
6 " and "Exhibit 6," and are printed in full at the
close of the testimony of this witness.)
In this letter you state that there are in Mexico five main organized
bodies in the field against the Carranza government: Those of
Morelos, formerly under Zapata, now under Magana; those of the
State government of Oaxaca, under Mbixueiro; the forces under
Diaz; Pelaez and Villa; and you state that you are in touch with all
of them except Villa, directly ?
Mr. GATES,. That is correct.
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The CHAIRM.AN. And the documents which you have just filed are
referred to in that letter in that connection?
Mr. GATes. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMANT. I think that will cover the letter proposition.
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, before proceeding with your testimony,
unless you have something on that particular point you desire to say,
I desire to ask you a few questions.
Mr. GATES. I think of nothing now, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gates, when did you first become interested in
Mexican matters and the study of Mexico?
Mr. GATES. That was over 20 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. What direction did your interest take, or in what
direction did it lead you, what particular study?
Mr. GATES. The study of the language, and the hieroglyphics, and
archeology, and early history of the Indian races.
The CHAIRMAN. What particular Indian race?
Mr. GATES. Especially those of the south, in Yucatan, Guatemala,
and East Chiapas, known as the Maya people.
The CHAIRMAN. In connection with your efforts in Mexico, and
your studies and research, have you ever received official recognition
from any Mexican body or university or official institution engaged
in such work?
Mr. GATES. While I was in Mexico City, in the course of a trip from
June, 1917, to May, 1918 the National Museum of Mexico which
corresponds to our own Amithsonian, the leading head body, as a
recognition of my position in these studies, conferred upon me the
title of Honorary Professor of the Museum, a title which is held by
no other American and only by three Europeans.
The CHARMAN. Have you documentary evidence of the statement
you have just made?
Mr. GATES. It is this, that is just handed to me.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the document you refer to?
Mr. GATES. That is it.
The CHAIRMAN. It is in Spanish, of course
Mr. GATEs. Yes, sir. It was accompanied by an officio to me direct,
giving the reasons for appointing me.
The CHAIRMAN. The document will be translated by the official
translator of the committee, and the English translation placed in
the record.
Mr. GATES. Very well.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
UNITED STATES OF MEXICO.

Department of the University and Fine Arts.
United States of Mexico, office of the director general of fine arts, section 1,

No. 0345.

The department of the university and fine arts, by direction of the citizen
-constitutional President of the United States of Mexico, has been pleased to
appoint you an honorary professor of the Nationnl Museum of Archaeology,
History, and Ethnology, in consideration of the merits and other aptitudes that
in you.

-concur

I communicate it to you for your Information and consequent purposes.
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Meloo, January 4, 1918.
The director of the National University, Jose N. Maclas, to Dr. Willialn Gates,.
National Museum of Archrwology, Hilstory, and Ethnology, 3Mexico. No. 83.
In communication No. 24, of date the 7th Instant, I stated to the director gen.
eral of fine arts what follows:
"The regulations of this museum designate two classes of professors. honorary and regular, and it considers as honoraries the Mexicans or foreignes who
most distinguish themselves in the matters which the establishment cultivates
and which the superior authorities appoint on nomination by this oftfie. '
"Up to date only the distinguished Amerleanists the Duke of L.onlmt, Alfred
P. Manudlay, and Eltward Seler, French the first, English the second, and
German the third, have been appointed honorary professors. For some
time this Institution has not grantedl this disthictlon to any othller
person,
and, as there is noi in Mexico the great man of selentce and caninent Anmerlcnnist, Dr. William Gates of North American natiolnality, who has not only
ianide valuable studies iitthe archwology, elhnolngy, and anthropology of
Mexico, but is preparing to undertake a tour of study through some regions
of our country, a tour from which this mnuseunn expects iagreat benefit.
nln is ilorally utlnchdl to D)r. Gates. whose labors on the ruins of Yucatan
ire tIhemost complete nand remarkable, I take the liberty to propose to that
honorable office of the director general of fine arts to be pleased to direct,
in consideration of all these reasons and If it sees fit, that said gentleman
be appointed an honorary professor of the museum, by which Mexico will
render hioninge to one of the

lmost serious savants of Aitmenica and tt the sample

time this institute under my charge will be honored by counting Dr. Gates
among its eminent professors.
"In the expectttion that you will be Ipeotsed to act flvorainly on mly petition,
-inwhich the regular professors of this museum are in accord, I reiterate to
you my assurances of distinguished consideration."
Which I have the honor to transcribe to you for your information and
satisfaction, presenting to you my warmest congratulations for that appointment which does so much honor to the institution under my charge and
sending to you the original of said appointment Issued in your favor.
I reiterate to you the assurances of my distinguished consideration.
constitution n and reforms, Mexico. January 23. 1018.
The director, I,uis Castillo Iaedo, to Dr. William Gates, present.

The CIIAIRFAN. NOW, Mr. Gates, in pursuing your study of
archwology and ancient civilization, particularly in southern Mexico,
have you investigated, translated, and arranged certain documents
that came to your information from original sources, as near as
possible?
Mr. GATEs. I have. Do yoIl mean in regard to lungluge or politics? I will answer yes to both.
The CIAIRMAN. I am speaking now of the ancient civilization of
the Indian tribes,
Mr. GATES. I have.
The CHAIRMAN. To what extent have you collected original documents and evidence concerning the Indian tribes of Mexico?
Mr. GATES. Starting with the Maya race, which extended slightly
over the border of Guatemala into Honduras, covered all of the territory of Yucutan and part of Chiapas, and then going on through the

Zapotecs and other races, practically Constituting the territory of
civilization in Mexico at the time of the conquest. I own myself

about one-half of all the known existing manuscripts in the world,
and I have photographed about 95 per cent of the manuscripts in

other libraries of the world which I do not own.

The CHAmIRAN. Mr. Gates, more recently and at the present time.
are you engaged in any work of that kind?
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Mr. GATES. For the past eight months I have devoted myself exclusively, and expect to continue to do so in preparing dictionaries,
grammars, hieroglyphic codes, and so on for publication.
The CHAmIRAN. WVith whom, if anyone, are you associated in such
work?
Mr. GATES. W01e, that practically would name the various people
interested in archeology in this country.
The CnAIRMAN. With reference to the details of the work, are you
associated with or connected with any institution in the United
States?
Mr. (.%Trs. Perhaps I should give you a list of the institutions. I
recently joined in the formation of the Maya Society.
The C'uAHIRSI.. Who are the officers of that society?
Mr. ( ATFS. The officers of that society are myself as president;
Herbert J. Spender, of the American Museum of Natural History
in New York, as vice president; and S. K. Lathrop, secretary-treasurer. Th'le executive council consists of those officers and Messrs.
Marshall Seville, of New York, and E. P. Wilkins of Philadelphia,
as its members. I can quote in two words the ob ects of the body.
"To promote a knowledge and better understand in of all matters
pertaining to the Indian races of Mexico and Central America, past
and present, more particularly the Maya people." The members are
members of the Smithsonian Institute, the Bureau of Ethnology
University of Pennsylvania, American Institute of Archeology, Field
Museum, and so on.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with and have you had anything to do with the preparing of tribal maps of Mexico, or any
portion of the so-called Republio of Mexico?
Mr. .OATES. In connection with a publication Just issued, a very
large work, I wrote a linguisti chapter on the subject and prepared
a linguistic map of the Maya race in southern Mexico using for that
Bureau of Ethnology sources and Orozco y Berra and several others.
The CHAIRMAN. In connection with your studies of the work of
Orozco Berra, have you examined a map prepared from these sources
supposed to contain, as accurately as it is possible to set it forth the
boundaries of the different Indian tribes of all Mexico, as Well as
those of southern Mexico?
Mr. GATES. I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you refer to Lumholtz's Unknown Mexico
and the map in connection with that book, and state from your knowledge and research whether that map prepared by Lumholtz upon
the data of Orozco y Berra, and from the examination of ruins, is
comparatively accurate, in your judgment?
Dir. GATES. Another man might make some minor differences, but
I don't believe anybody could lit it much closer. I think that map
is as closely correct, with some exceptions down in the south of
Mexico, where I have myself confirmed some details, I think that
map as a whole is as correct as you can probably get it.
The CHAIRMAN. This map will be placed in the evidence and reprinted at this point.
(The map referred to faces this page.)
The CHAIRMAN. You know something of the languages of the different tribes of Mexico, and, of course, you are familiar with the
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research of the Smithsonian Institution along that line, or at least
with the publications containing the research of their own agents
and other parties' agents?
SMr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The ClAnMAN. Do you know how many distinct languages, as
differentiated from dialects, are in the various States.of Mexico;
how many distinct tribes of Indians occupied that country?
Mr. GATES. It Is my habit never to give a specific detail on those
questions without referring at the moment to my source, which is
a habit that has grown upon me, so that I am not at the moment
able to do more than say I imagine about 25 or 30. I do not want
to make that as a scientific statement without actually looking up
the record.
The CHAIRMAN. I will ask you to refer to the original publication
which you will find in my office across the hall, and correct me ij
I am wrong in stating that Lumholtz and other authorities places
the number at 50 distinct languages, and something like 500) dialects spoken in Mexico?
Mr. GATES. I think I can cover that at the moment. The Maya
race has at least eight separate divisions, mutually unintelligible,
by which I understand the language is as different as French is.
from Spanish, and about 25 or 80 lialects among the Maya races
alone. Taking it that way, when I speak of 25 or 80, I am speak.
ing of the Maya race alone. I am quite satisfied without further
reference, to accept Lumholtz's statement of 50 and 250--50 tribes
who can not understand each other's talk, and perhaps 2,50 dialects
mutually unintelligible within their own race.
The CHAIRMAN. The purpose of this line of examination is to
give the American people some idea of the population of M~exico
as it exists now.
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHnaRMAN. Which I understand to be the grafting from the
original Indian stock, with a dialect separate from the supposedly
Spanish bred.
Mr. GATES. There are 10,000,000 Indians, of which 2,000,000 only
speak their own language, and at least 8,000,000, I understand, are
pure bred.
The CHAIRMAN. You have referred to a trip which you made
some years since to Mexico, when you were honored by being made
a member of this Mexican archeological society. 'When did you
make that particular trip? When did you leave for Mexico?
Mr. GATES. From the middle of June, 1917, to May, 1918.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you start for? What part of
Mexicof
Mr. GATES. I started from New Orleans, went to Yucatan down
about 800 miles on horseback through Yucatan went to Vera druz, to
the City of Mexico, back into the State of Vera Cruz, and up into
the mountains to see revolutionary territory then under the control
of Felix Diaz and to meet him, back to Mexico City, down south,
up into Morelos, where I spent several weeks with Zapata, then to
Oaxaca, where I spent two weeks going to see the ruins of Mitla
and Monte Alban. I did quite a little bit of visiting of ruins. It
was really an archeological trip. From there I went up into the

I
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mountains of Oaxaca, where I spent several weeks with WMeixuerio,
rode overland down over the Oaxaca Mountains to the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, and out through Salina Cruz, going about 1,500 miles
on horseback.
The CuIrANrAx. Was the sble object of that trip archeological
research?
Mr. GATES. With a very definite idea in the back of my head that
I would like to know what was going on in Mexico, andl could not
find out any other way.

The CIAIRmAN. Who financed that trip?
Mr. GATES. I did.
The CHAmIRAN. Did you have any assistance from anyone else?

Mr. GATES. None.
The CIIAIRAN. Who accompanied you?
Mr. GATES. Nobody.

The CHAIRIAN. You made the trip on horseback or mule back?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.

The CIAIRAN. You had your Mexican or Indian moso traveling
with you, did you not?
Mr. GATES. At times entirely alone, at times with a moso.
The CIIAIRIAN. You have referred to and placed in the record
correspondence between yourself and Secretary of War Baker, and
you have written for the publio press, concerning Mexico, the po.
litical affairs of Mexico, the social and political conditions in the
Republic of Mexico. Have you been employed by anyone to do that
writing?

Mr. GATES. By nobody, nor was it suggested to me by anybody
to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say that in all of your study,
making this great collection which you have made, of ancient lit.
erature, documents, etc., and in your personal investigations trips,
tours in Mexico, coming in contact with the different factional leaders
of Mexico, the Mexican and Indian people, that you have financed
yourself entirely?
Mr. GATES. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon a personal question. Are you a man of

independent means?
Mr. GATE8. I am. I retired from business about 15 years ago
and put money making out of my life entirely.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you are not a propagandist in the pay or
employed in the interest of any faction in the United States or
Mexico interested in Mexico?
Mr. GATEs. Neither actual nor possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, if you have been classed and referred to
by people in the United States and in Mexico as the agent of Mexi.
can bandits, you at least have not been in the financial pay of such
bandits?
Mr. GATES. Decidedly not, of those poor ragged peons down in
Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. On that trip did you meet Felix Diaz?
Mr. GATES. I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Felix Diaz was a nephew of former President
Porflrio Diaz, was he not?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
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The CIAIRMAN. What was he doing when you met him in Mexico?
SMr. GATES. He attacked the town of Paso del Macho with his
forces,
to cut the railroad there, just as I was passing in to
Paso deltrying
Macho.
The CHAIRMAN. In what State?
Mr. GATes. In the State of Vera Cruz, just east of the mountain
range.
The CIIAIRmAN. Do you mean he was a revolutionist against the
Carranza Government?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you knowledge from information and
sources which you consider reliable as to what has been the occupation of Felix Diaz from that time lntil this time?
Mr. OATES. I think he has continued in the same territory and in
the same occupation.
The CHAIRmAN. You spoke of Zapata. Did you meet Emiliano
Zapata at that time?

Mr. OATES, Yes, sir; I spent several days with him, and several
weeks with his company.
The CHAiR.AN. In what State?

Mr. GATES. Morelos.

The CHAIRMAN. How far from the city of Mexico?
Mr. GATES. We were under the southern shadow of Popocatepetl,

the mountain, but in the middle of Morelos, perhaps 50 miles.

The CHAIRMAN. From the city of Mexico?
Mr. GATES. On a direct line.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you see the followers of Zapata?
Mr. GATES. I did; lived with them.
The CHAIRMAN. DIo you speak the Spanish language?
Mr. GATES. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Did .you find these people speaking the Spanish

language Were you able to converse with them?
Mr. JATES. Easy.
The CHAIRMAN. Most of the followers of Zapata speak other languages than Spanish, do they nott
Mr. GATES. I imagine most of them speak Aztec also, but heard
no Aztec.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have conversations with Zapata and his

leaders and his men as to their objects, what they were doing?

Mr. GATES. Quite a number of them.
The CHARMAN. What were they doing? Were they supporting

the Carranza Government?

Mr. G(.TES. Opposing the Carranza Government.
The CHAIRMAN. What were they seeking to do?

Mr. GATES. Land for the people of Morelos, for the common people of Morelos, and nothing else.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what has become of Zapata?

Mr. GATES. He was betrayed under a flag of truce and assassinated
by Col. Guajardo, who was commended by Gen. Pablo Gonzalez for
the act.

The CHAIRMAN. Pablo Gonzalez admitted in the public press that

he'had sent Guajardo out for that purpose.

Mr. OATES. He did.
The CIIAIRSAN. Under orders of the first chief, Carranza
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Mr. GATES. I have a detailed report which was made by one of
Zapata's subordinate followers to Magana in regard to what hap.
pened. That report has not been printed, but it was sent to me privately.
The CHIAIRMAN. Since Zapata's death do you know whether his
followers have attempted to maintain themselves in arms and opposed to the Carranza Government?
Mr. GATEs. I do know actually that they have.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke of Melxuero in Oaxaca. Who is
Meixuero?
Mr. GATES. Meixuero is a man of culture, whose father was a
governor of the State before him. He was himself elected governor
but resigned in order to do better work, and has been the leader of
the State forces of Oaxaca from the time when in 1915 the Carranza
general invaded Oaxaca. 'Meixuero is a cultured man, nearly a full
Zapoteo Indian.
The CHAIRMAN. The majority of the inhabitants of the State of
Oaxaca are of what blood
Mr. GATES. The Zapotec and Miztec races, which are as close as
Spanish and Portuguese, two dialects and one language. They occupy practically the whole of the State of Oaxaca.
The CIIAIRMAN. Do you know of what blood the Liberator Benita
Juarez was?
Mr. GATES. Pure bred Zapotee.
The CHAIRMAN. DO you know, from your investigation and research, of what Indian stock Porfirio Diaz was?
Mr. GATES. About one-eighth Miztec-another branch of the Zapotee.
The CHAnIUMN. Do you know of what blood Vittorio Morelos
was-the man who gave the first constitutional government to
Mexico?
Mr. GATES. NO; I don't remember. I am not able to recall that
at the present time.
If it interests you Senator, in passing. I have the original proc.
lamation issued by the Carranza representative in Oaxaca in 1914,
that the State government, congress, and all, should cease' its function-including the judiciary.
The CHAIraAN. That was the State government of Oaxaca?
Mr. GATES. That was the State government of Oaxaca, and in the
interest of the revolution, the Carraneistas had taken possession of
the State. The result was the secession.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was that signed by?
Mr. GATEs. Miguroa. That is his original proclamation on entering the State, and that resulted in Meixuero and Zapata declaring
the State sovereignty reassumed which had prevailed in Mexico
and that is the ori
final proclamation of the reassumption of that
sovereignty. That i the original document of the reassumption of
the. State sovereignty of Oaxaca, which had prevailed in Mexico,
and it is dated the 3d of June, 1915. It has been signed by Meixueiro
and his officers, and that has continued from that day to this, administering the interior of the State under the State ol ials.
The CHAIRMAN. The State government-the legal constitutional
State government of Oxaca-has never admitted or submitted to
the
rranza Governmentl
4706-20--voL 2 --
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Mr. GATES. No, sir. Temporarily, prior to that, they had given
adherence to Carranza in the early days, in his entry n 1014, but
following that invasion of the State's rights, they repudiated him.
The CMHAIRAN. That invasion took place in 1915, did it not?
Mr. GATE:S. In 1914; November, 1914--when Carranza was in
Vera Crus.
The CflAIRMAN. The declaration you speak of-signed by the State
officials and MeixueiroMr. GATRE. Was in June, 1915.
The CHAIRmAN. Did you ascertain from Meixueiro and his assoelates what their purposes were, why they opposed the Carranzta
regime or government?
Mr. GATF.. Because of its illegitimacy, because of its anti-Ameri-canism which they regarded as fatuous and not the proper policy
for Mexico, and because of its aggression upon the homes and property of the people of Oaxaca.
The CHAIRtAN. Now, you referred in one of these communications
to Secretary Baker to one Pelaez. Who is Pelaez?
Mr. GATEs. I do riot know whether Pelaez is an Indian or not.
I imagine he has Indian blood.
The CHnIRMIAN. Where is he operating and what is he doing; what
has he been doing
.
Mr. GATES. Up in the oil region, behind the coast, where, since
about 1916, he was moved to protect his neighbors from violation of
their honies and their women by the Carranza soldiers, and that led
to the development of a protective body which protected the oil
wells from Carranza soldiers and German and radical bolshevists'
efforts to impede the oil supply at the time when we needed oil.
The CHbtIRMAN. These documents which you inclosed to Secretary
Baker, containing a statement of objects by Felix Diaz, the Zapatas,
the Oaxacans. Melxueiro. Pelaez, set forth their opposition to the
Carranza government?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. About how many men did you understand were
followers of Zapata ? I mean men able to bear arms.
Mr. GATEs. It is a difficult question to answer, because the whole
organization was that of a yeomanry which tilled their fields without
pay and took their guns when it was necessary. Practically, the
various leaders lived with a small immediate body of 50. 95, or,
possible, 100 men. I do not think I ever saw 100 at once, either with
Meixueiro, Zapata. or Felix Diaz. And from my travels through.
the country, my talks with the common people as I went, I am satisfled that either of .them could have amassed, if necessary, several
thousand men.
The CHAIRSAN. You did not meet Paneho Villa or Francisco
Villa?
Mr. GArT.s. No, sir; I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you learn anything of his objects, and as to
the number of men he had, and as to whether he lived about as the
other leaders whom you visited?
Mr. GATES. I understood him to be very much in sympathy and
pursuing the same line. .I would imagine that, with the differences
between the north and the south, their' cases were parallel, and that
he was in agreement with the south. I knew that from the fact that

-
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Zapata spoke of communications passing between him and Villa,
and even wrote to Villa and told him that if I ever came Villa's
way I was a friend of the common people of Mexico.
The Cimln.mx. As a matter of fact, after the revolution of
Huerta and duringg that revolution, when the conventional govern.
ment of Mexico was formed, which resulted In the election or selection by that*convention of Eulalio Gueterrez as the President of
Mexico, Mexico City was occupied by the joint forces of Zapata and
Pancho Villa, was it not?

"Yes,

Mr. GATES.
sir.
The ClHAIIIMAN. That was prior to the recognition of Carranza

by this Government, and they occupied the city until that time?
Mr. GATES. That was the middle of 1014, June, 1014, I think.
The CUAIInI'AN. So that the forces of Poncho Villa and Zapata
were cooperating at that time?
Mr. GATE. They were.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you in Mexico during an election of any

kind?
Mr. GATES. I was in Yucatan on the day of election.
The CHIAIBIAN. What was that election?

Was it a general

election?
Mr. GATES. That election was for the governor of the State and
the legislature. In fact, I have a ballot here somewhere among these
papers. It was a public election, around a table put up in different
places publicly, in which the government had appointed the
inspectors of the election for both parties.
The CHAIRMAN. Were there two parties?

Mr. GATEs. Oh, yes; there were two candidates. There was Castro,
who was the Alvarado bolshevist candidate, and a man opposing
him. The board which the government appointed as inspectors
represented both candidates. The Indians then came up, and the
most of them not being able to read or write, stood in an open body
in the middle of the street and would say, "I want to vote for so and
so," and his name was written down, a ballot was cast, and so Castro
was elected, with the provision that if you did not vote that year
you could not vote the next year, and then the government keeps
the records of the voting last year, so that it becomes quite
complicated.
The CnAmarn x. You say these were general elections. Did you
ever have your attention called to a proclamation concerning the election and qualifications of voters, etc.?
Mr. GATES. I have in the first place, inthe official Government report of the election for the constitutional convention, which was to
adopt this famous constitution of 1917, the original terms upon which
people could vote. I can abbreviate them with a word. Nobody who
has served under any. former government, nobody who has carried
arms under any former government, could vote. Nobody could vote
who was not a Mexican citizen, or who had not been actively practically helping Carranza. That was the constitutional convention.
In the town of Paso del Macho, where I was waiting to go out to see
Felix Diaz, I think there were very few of the people in the town who
voted. At this time the State of Vera Cruz had been supposed to be
taken out of the preconstitutional dictatorship, and had become an
ordinary constitutional unit in election.
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The CHAIRMIAN. When you say the reconstitutional dictatorship,

do you mean the Carranza Government?
Mr. GATes. That period of the Carranza Government in which he

declared a preconstitutional period, in which decrees and military
government was the method.
The CIA1RMAN. That paper which you hold in your Jaaid, printed
in Spanish, is the original proclamation of that constitutional election is it?
Mfr. GATES. A constitutional election after the State had lwcome a
constitutional State.
The CHAIRSAN. The first constitutional election?

Mir. GATE

I do not know whether it was the first or not. It was

for the governor of the State.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is that signed by?
Mr. GATEs. Candido Aguilar, the son.in-law of Carranza at that

time governor of Vera Cruz and afterwards foreign minister.
The CnAIRtAN. How did he happen to be governor of Vera Cruz?
Had lie been elected governor of Veil Cruz?

Mr. GATEs. He was first appointed and I imagine, I can not answer

definitely, I think it most probable that he had had some sort of an
election, probably the sort of an election that Castro had in Yucatan
following his appointment." At all events, he was called the preconstitutional governor. I suppose afterwards there was an election; I
don't know.
The CIlAIRMAN. That document is in Spanish. Can you read it
in l;nglish
M3r. (h.Tes (reading) :

4mostltutonal

governor of the free and sovereign State of
Candtdo .lgullar,
Vertriuz*Liave, to the Inhabitants thereof, know ye:
That the honorable legislature of the same has been pleased to address to me
the following decree:
Number 20. The honorable legislature of the free and sovereign State of
Veracruz-Llave, in the name of the people, decrees:
Only article. An addltion is made to the electoral law on the free municl
pality of date of November 14. 1017, with the following transitory article:
Atr. 0. The election of municipal functionaries, in one or more of the persons herein mentioned, shall be void:
I. Those who by any means undertook the overthrow of the lawful G.overnment of the Republic. emanated from the elections of 1011.
II. Those who carried out the barrack uprising (cur',telazo) In 1918, or in
any manner contributed to its realization.
11I. The functionaries, authorities, and public employees emanated from the
usurping Government; and those who, having emanated front the lawful Government sanctioned and collaborated. In an effective manner, In sustaining the
usurper.
IV. Those who have figured actively in any of the factions opposing the constitutionalist Government, or who continue to be hostile to the present Government of the Republic; and
V. Those who economically, through the press or in any other manner duly
verified aided or have stated their adhesion or sympathy with the usurping
Government or factions hostile to the present government.
Given in the honorable city of Cordoba December 5, 1917.
Cueravo BtLwO, Deputy PreAldent.
C. MDaVnsrA, Deputy Secretory.
Therefore I order It printed, etc.
Constitution and Reforms. December 6, 1917.
O. A otAa.
Licentiate Joes L. MaiA.
Secretary of Slate.
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The effect of which is that anybody opposed to Carranza can not be
elected as constable.
The CHAIRMAN. In this connection I have a translation of a procla.
tnation issued by Castro, the governor of Yucatan, which I desire to
have incorporated in the record following the proclamation of
Aguilar just read by the witness.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
[Otice of the secretary general of the preconstltutlonal government of the State of
Oazac , Oaxaca do Juarez.
No. 14;

Department of the treasury, fiscal section.

Circular

With the approval of the citizen governor and military commander of the
State, the public in geiternl is informed that, beginning on this date, private
individuals, and especially lawyers, are prohibited from coming to discuss with
this government the administrative alffalrs of the common councils, with the
warning that Infractioln of thet,
present provision will be punished with a fine
of from $5.00 five pesos to $500.010 ive hundred pesos, in the discretion of this

government.

Municipal presidents are likewise warned to abstain from going

to said persons to consult them on their affairs, which they must do directly
with this government, likewise with the warning that in their case the Infrac-

tlon will be punished as it deserves.

CONSTITUTION AND REFORMS.
OAXACA DE JUARE2,

December 23, 1916.

The chief clerk in charge of the department, I. Olive.
Electoral law of August 1, 1010, Onaxca.

.Transitorles:
AnT. 1. For this occasion the following can not be elected:

I. Those who have fought the present government with arms.
II. Those who have hehl public offices in hostile factions, and

III. Those hostile to constitutionalism.

(liven in the palace, etc.

The governor and military commander of the State, general of division,
SJ.

A. CASTRO.

The CIAIRM AN. That election referred to in the proclamation of
Aguilar was for delegates to the constitutional convention which
framed the constitution of 1917 and its famous article 271
Mr. GATEq. Yes, sir. I would like to say that the reports of the

Carranza officials to that convention noted the complete
the people in that election. It says the election went on
were still under the Porfirian terror, and although there
70,000 inhabitants in that State in some districts not
voted." It then says that--

apathy of
"as ifwe
were over
20 people

Tite result is that notwithstanding the purely po)ltlcal antecedents of the
people chosen for the constitutional convention which adopted the constitution
of 1017, by the paucity of their understanding and their intellectual weakness

they afforded no good in the august chamber of the Government.

That is the statement in the Carranza official report made to the
convention and which Carranza presented to the people in 1917.
The CHAIRMAN. In your study of the conditions on the ground
did you have your attention called to the purposes of the leaders of
the Carranza government, as set forth in any public way, with reference to the so-called labor organizations in Mexico
Mr. GATES. I not only saw that practiced in the place where it

had its greatest " vogue and its greatest expansion, in Yucatan, but
I also traced it historically through the newspapers over the whole
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period of Zapata's and Villa's occupation in the early days, incllding the delegates to the constitutional convention.
The CHAinrA. Did you ever hear of an organization in Mexico
corresponding in any degree to what. is known as the I. W. Wv. or1ganization in the United States?
Mr. G.Trts. The I. W. W.V,
organization in the United States had
its branches, or if not its branches, it was organized in Mexico as the
" ('asa del Obrero Mhindial." That is a liberal translation of "Industrial Workers of the World."
The CIf.ll~~.3x. Did you secure any information as to the coopera-

tion of the Government, or Government officials, with reference to
that organization known as the Casa del Obrero Mundial I
ir.
(iATFis. I have two documents which I shall link together
very briefly. When Carranza entered Mexico City in 1014 he was
offered by Villa and Obregon the provisional presidency, provided
he would call an election at once for a conigrcs and introduce the
governmental reforms needed. Carranza refused. Villa and Zapata
wero too strong for him, and( he left the city in the summer, and
about November was in Vera Cruz. Salvador Alvarado had been
commandant militar in Mexico City.
The CII I.uAN. The American forces waited in Vera Cruz until
Carranza arrived there?
The American forces waited at Vera Cruz until CarMr. ,GATis.
ranza arrived there.
The CHAII.nAN. And turned it over to him?

Mir. O(L s. Yes, sir. I think it was November 23. Salvador
Alvarado istile center of the entire Bolshevist question. lle is the
man who expected to make a Bolshevistic state of Mexico, after
Yucatan.
MN. The whole Republic
The CuA1Rn
Mr. OATrs. The whole Republic. After Carranza reached Vera
Cruz and issued that decree, dated December 12, making himself
dictator, as you know, on the 6th of January, 1915, there was drawn
up in Vera Cruz a document entitled: " Revolutionary confederation.
Defense and realization of individual autonomy and of the rights
of the collectivity. Within the constitution social reforms will be
realized, which will emancipate the people." I will introduce the
whole of it, which appeared in the official Alvarado publication,
The Voice of the Revolution, and I will refer specifically to section 4.

To collaborate with citizens in the annihilation of the clerical, bourgeois, and
military reaction, propagating rand diffusing In the country and abroad the
principles of the revolution.

In short, an anticapitalist organization. That was signed for the

central organization committee by-

Oen. Alvaro Obregon, Engineer M.Rolland, Gen. Salvador Alvarado, Gustavo

anclovlo Herrera, Rafael Nieto, Engtneer Alberto Pani,
Gabriel Oavira, Jesus Uruetn, Dr. Atl. Luls Cabrera, Gen. Manuel M.
Dleguez.

Espinosa Mlreles, Gen.

Gen.

About the same time a plan was arranged by which Alvarado was
to have the State of Yucatan to begin with the capitalists over there.
He went on south, was appointed governor of the southeast, and
proceeded to invade Yucatan, which had declared for Carranza, who
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hlad freed the slaves under a decree abolishing wage peonage, The
governor of Yucatan was a native Yucatecan, who first had allied
himself with ('nrranza, after Carranza had left Mexico City in the
hunds of Villa and Zapata, and the whole State was in accord with
('arranza when Alvarado proceeded to invade it as a part of this
Blolshevist plan then developing.
I have one document here which I should like to read one line from.

On his entry in March 2, 1i915, before h canto into Tenabo, Alvarado
isstied a prcclamnation, of which this is the original, to the people, in

which he said:
Ilhnd will run Initorrents, families will weep in hIipleessness over the loss of
the fillther. the husband, or brother. Owners will so!Y their plantations distlp
many
III'ises,
which, IxIng the theater of battles, those eligaged in the
I*:lr iii
struggle will hunt. ItuIn mid desolation will Invade the country 1tI1icities and
ore, will die of wntt than i the contest. Arid till
these horrors, for
lbihlltious
wri-telles to I(c with the Isooty, the proceeds of their rohlberle, and exemplary
Iunishmi'ent to fallon the deluled for their crimes.
lbhnot doubt it. Yucatun cuIn not resist the valor of numerous veteran troops.

The CUA~inIAx. That will be translated and incorporated in the
record.

(The document referred to is as follows:)

I'ROTUAT AND PROMIMING--OEN
fTOM TENABO IN MARCHII, IO16,

AIVARADO ADDRESSES THE PFEOPLM OF YUCATAN
WHEN DEGINNINO A VIGOROUS'CAMPAIGN
A
AGAINST

THE REACTION OF AROUM&EDO.

With profound Indignation I have just learned that the traitor Abel Ortlz
Argunmedo has colinulttel the influny of spreading, among the constltutlonallst
forces now in Yueatan, the atrocious calumny that I am a rebel against our
First Chlief Venuatinno Carranza and that I have ordered (ten. Itamon Sosa and
the officers of the staff of Gen,. Garellazo shot, keeping the latter In prison.
I protest with all my energy against such criminal falsehoods.
That these forces may not be deceived, and to avoid the great disgrace of
valiant soldiers cosecratedl to the samn constitutionalist cause fighting against
each other in the (mulnpign I ant conducting against the real rebels and traitors,
()rllt
Argumedo amid necmonillces, I hasten to say to then, on tny honor as a
soldler, which 1 esteem more than any life, that it is llall
n riminl tissue of
mlotistroni aind brutal Ihs; that (Gen.
GaOrellazo lld hils staff, treated with every
consideration oilmy !art11ld by C(. Jolltntll
inMucl, the worthy governor and
millltary comnnaller of Caltll.ihe, is in
iVernt ('ruix with our tirst chief, together
with his ollcers, nud, finally, (fen. Itltuonl Sosa., It thle head of his vanlilnt sol.
dlers, is operating itlder i)'ln
lliledhlte orders in this etnijstlg, ainid very soon
you lmay see blin on the Ilring ltne.
Col. Jose Jlleniez, Miaj. Aralilln Itodriguez. and other field and lilto omcers,
tas
well as ill
of yourselves who respectively belong to the constitutionalist
forces under colmtltanl
of (lens. (Ourcelazo and Sosat, must know mly autiecedents
and my doings its a lsttriot antI s a soldiller lit
defense of the twople; you must
know that recently, after I had taken part in ihe bloody en pture of P'uebla,
reculing that city from the hands of tile
Zanptistns and Villlltsy, the citizen
first chief Intrustrd to lmetheie
colnumand of thle army corpl, of the southeast,
to which you belong, and with these forces, which have given such proof of
their valor and patriotism, I come to fight for our holy constitutionnllst cause
here it Yucatan, to annihilate, if it should be necessary, this small group of
traitors who have rebelled against our cause and against our esteemed and
upright first chllef. Venustlalo Carrnnza. And I say smlnil group of ambitious
trafilckers of public paIles because I nm convinced that the real pieole of
Yucatan, comlnlped in an ilnuense majority of Ihorlous citizens, holtoest work.
ers, and farm laborers, must be with us and identified with the revolution and
our first chief, who, among other transcendental reforms, is restoring lands
to the Ioor, establishing justice, and breaking the chains of slavery.
TRt the laborlousi and worthy people of Yucatan think these wretches are
driving the heedless to die needlessly. Let them think that, when the struggle
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begins, laborers will be without work, homes without bread, farms without
laborers. Blood will run In torrents, families will weep in helplessness over
the loss of the father, the husband, or brother. Owners will see their plnuta.
tions ldisappar in nany cases, which, being the theater of latiles, those
engaged in the struggle will burn. Itln and de action will Invade the country
and cities nnd mlore will (lie of want thnn in tile contest. At nil Ilheso horrors,
for ambitious wretches to lice with the KK)oty, thIeIprl'oteLs Of their roblrties,
and exemplary punlslulent to fall on tlhe deluled for their crimes.
can not resist the valor of mIumerous veteran
Do not doubt It. Yucllfilt
troops. Even though it might do so in the first encounters, the head of (lie revowtllhout revenues, would ex-

lution would send more and more, nltl Yucnltn,

sulstllllng forces and would succumnh wllhout reIlledy.
Don't wault for lus to weep late nullEin vain over such Cinlllltie. (let away
frolll tile evil and perverse instigators who are pullshillg you ntllou n abyss.
'4 us avoid
C'oiie to Iny side. I urge you In thie n(,m of constitlutioalill l
hust her reFourt.s in

the callstrophe and together work for thle Intll(rhiuld until for liIth 4llate.

And you, soldiers of the fatherlnnll, don't allow yourselves to Ie dragged
along by deception and Intrigue.
Your plncc of honor nlld combat is here nlder liy oirers. tne,
work in
the pIresence of our glorious

hlunners.

I await you with oxpen ars

to inake

our bIlesl constitllonalist cause trinmph once more by carrynllg this revolu.
tion to its terminnatlon, thie savior of the MAexican people.
(lItnernl hletdqulnrters at Tenabl,

Mnrch 2, 1015.
SA .vtAox)R Ar.V.wnao.

r'onmandr fit (Chil of the Arinll Corps of the Notheast,
7orcrnor awl .llitarU ('omilutandcr of YIrytan.,

SMr. GATES. As an immediate consequence of the revolltionary con.
federation agreement signed by the 12 whose names I have read, the
Voice of the Revolution, on the 15th of July, 1915, printed the following:
The constitutlonallst revolution and the house of the Workers of the World
enter Into a compact.
Falthful to its purpose, the revolution will Impgove the condition of the
laborers.

Then follows the celebrated agreement between the constitutionalist revolution and the I.

V.

IV. between IRafael Quintero, secretary

of the interior for the first chief, and a representative committee of
the workmen of the I. W. W. for the whole of Mexico. Among other

things, it provides this:

The workers of the House of the Workers of the World shall make active
propaganda to win the sympathy of all the workers in the Republlic and of
the Workers of the World for the constitutionalist revolution by demonstrate.
nlg to all Mexican laborers the advantages of Joining the revolution, since the
latter will make effective for the laboring classes the improvements the latter
seek through their groups.

It also provides in another paragraph:
The workers who take up arms in the constitutionalist army and the workwomen who give their services for attention to and treatment of the wounded
or other similar services shall have but one denominatlon, whether they be
organized in companies, battalions, regiments, brigades, or divisions. All shall
be designated as " reds."

The CuAIRMRAN. That article will be translated and the translation
printed in the record.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
(From La Vos de Ia Revoluclon, Merlda de Yucatan, July 1

1,910.

The constitutionalist revolution and the House of the Worker of the World
enter into a compact.
Faithful to its purposes, the revolution will improve the condition of the
laborers.
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To our editorial table has come thile colulict entered into between tile con.
stitutionalist revolution andl the Ioiloe of tIhe Worker of (lit, World, composed
of tile ntiuerous groups of ltbor syi'dl rates in the itepublle, aitnd we iubllislh it to
show thlt the labor element slallied to tlie revolutlollry cause which Is headed
by tile First Chief Venustiano Carranza.
T REVLU.'TION
COMPACT ExTTEHiED INTO iLT"rWEt:E.TiM CON TITiTIrNa.ISI
IIOUL'S OF TIHE WORtEHR.,Y
TilE WYocI.u.

ANl

TIl

l

In view of the fainet tiat the workers of flip iluaioe of the Worker of thie World
adhere to tile constltultlonalit government leit'ded by ('itize Vet-unt,ianto ('urrnnllz, it hIls I'll agreed to lnut oil record tile relations of
lad governmenlllt with
thi workers, and thl.se of the Iltter with the former, in order to determlite the
form in which they are to( give their colnbonillion wlhi tlie conlllllonil vitUSe,
the following sign the presellt documellnt for tile lIurlsose: For tlie House of tile
Ito~nalio
Worker of thie World: (Cit'izen Ittfil,
Qulnteoro, CarIlos .1. Itincollt,
~nlazar, Juan Tudo, alint Celetilno Oascal, apoillltnt
n a colmilltt" to the
first chief of the constitutionalist army, lit charge of the executive power, for
the revolutionary counite of the City of Mexico, which, hi its turn, repreFents the HIoure of thle Worker of theo World, and by Llcenllate Itnfael Zutliartan,
secretary of tile government of said Iirst chief.
First. The constltt(lloallst government relterates Its resoltlllon, latnfe in
the decree of I)ecmwbr 4 of the year list passed, to improve, by appropriate
laws, the condition of labnorer. issuing during the struggle llt tihe laws that
may be necessary to carry out that resolution.
Stulcoli. The workers of tie Hluep of lthe Workers of ilhe World, for thlie ur.
pose of Il alening the iriumplil of lte constitutionalist revolution mid Intenslfying
is fair its lonsAlole the Ian( ncti aryl"shedding of bloli, put on record the reso.
Iltion they have tnken to collaborate in an effective and practienl manner
for the triumph of the revolution and to talke up arnims either to garrison towns
(lthaint
are in the possession of the constitutlonallst government or to fight the
reat

io it.

Thirdll. To carry out the provisions contained inl the two precellig clauses,
the constlltutlonalist government will, with lhe solleltude. It has heretofore
employed, attend to thlie just clainms of thlie workers in the conflicts that may
arise between them and their employers as a consequence of work.
Fourth. In towns occupied by the constitutionalist army, andi that the later
maly le ullhansmpred ii meeting the t lds of the camipulgn, the workers shall
be organlzel in nccord with tlie military commander In each place for the
protection of (hie sanio andtlthe reservntion of order.
In case of the evcleulntlon of towns, thie constitutionalist government, through
the respctlve military commander, shall notify the workers of his decision
and furnish them every kind of facilities to reconcentrate Il places occupied
by constitutionalist forces.
The conlsttutlonnllit government, in cases of reconentraton, shllnll give
aid to the workers, either ns remuneration for the work they do or as fraternal
assistance, until work Is furnished them to enable thew to meet tihe main
needs of subsistence.
Fifth. The workers of the house of the Workers of the World shall make lists
In each one of the towns where they are organized, and at once in tile City of
Mexico, including the names of all their companions who solemnly offer to
comply with the provisions of clause second. The lists shall be sent as soon
as they are completed to thie first chief of the constitutionallst army, that he
may be informed of thie number of workers who are disposed to take up arms.
Sixth. The workers of the House of the Workers of the World shall make
active propaganda to win the sympathy of all the workers in the Ilepublie and
of the Workers of the World for tile constitutionalist revolution by demon.
strating to all Mexican laborers the advantages of joining the revolution,
since the latter will make effective for tile laboring classes the improvements
the latter seek through their groups.
Seventh. The workers shall establish revolutionary centers or committees
in all the places they judge convenient to do so. The committees, besides the
propaganda work, shall supervise the otganizatlon of labor groups and their
collaboration in favor of the constitutionallst cause.
Eighth. The constltutonanllist government shall, in case It be necessary,
establish colonies of workers in ones which It has dominated to serve as a
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of the workers who have declared their adhesion to

the constitutionalist cause.
Niith. The workers who take ip arnis In the constitutlonallst army anit the
workwumen who give Iheir servictq for attention to ntd treatment of the
wom(IIIIl,
or other shilitr .brviets, shall have but one deniominatlon whether
tlllhy
lieorganillzte In co ipll:iell
s, b;ittillons, regiments, brigadle , or divisions.

All shilll
Ie desi~nttled as "reds."

O('it ilullfon
l
Iti ivtoris.
Grt1'lng and seKit-l
K:'ol
tion.
Ilonrahble Veracruz, IVe'hrut.v T17,101.5.
Si
i: Iii
lintftl: %u,;u'l
(I oll"in
llp , I ltf el Quinturo,, (Carlhs .J. Ilnioi) ,
lloselinlo fniltizar, .JIti
T'ildo, StnIviutlr (oili.ilo
(Ir in. Itt il1o, .Auilrre,
tlobrto Vanles, ('Velestinll
(lnscel.

Mr. (.vrts .\Alvarallo wa.s soon joined v a man landed Iluliermann, a German whlo left this country nliant that titm to esenpe
the draft, and who t came in a large way the brlais behind an
agitator untlned Felipe Carrillo, and p)roccedetl to organize leagues
of resistance all over the State of 1 lcatian, whose. nIlate explains
their Irpose. Sonic time lnter,, when Alvarado and PIabllo (lon.
zales began to jockey for the presidency, Publo (tonziles s:nt a 111111
over there that took 3,000 rifles from these leagues of resistance.
Felipe C'arrillo became a member of the legislature, and was nl)pIointed temporary governor of Yucatan, in the absence of the
elected governor. I have here, simply for verillcation, a printed
document issued by him as such governor. 110 was also president of
the league of resistance, and I have a document signed by him in
facsimile as president of the league of resistance.
At the election in Yucatan a liberal candidate appeared and Felipe
Carrillo went to a store and bought a gross of kmves, and attempted
to invade the precinct against the law and when the liberal candidate objected they carved him up, and then arrested him for being
carved up.
That same Felil)e Carrillo, while a member of the legislature,
made a speech, of which I have a copy that I will hand to the
stenographer, stating that "the haciendalos have bought the courts.
Let them remember the Indian uprising of 1847. If they attempt
to stop us we will cut the throat of every white man who was left
alive in 18-47." That is the same Felipe (Carrillo who was the right.
hand ian of Alvarado in this whole matter, the chief propagandist
of the acting governor of Yucatan.
The CIAIRMAN. Has this same Felipe Carrillo visited the United
States?
Mr. GATES. In the early part of this year lie visited this country,
traveling from California to New York, whence lihe
sailed for
Yucatan a few (lays before the May day troubles of last spring.
On this entire trip he was in conference with one radical leader
after another, making various speeches. While in Chicago lihe
received from the secretary of the Socialist Party. located there,
an autographed letter addressed to "Comrade"
Gen. Alvaro
Obregon, asking his views as to an appropriate time to start combined and joint action on thepart of the Socialists of Mexico, Cuba,
and the United States and Canada. This letter he took with him
for delivery. lie spent some time with Morris Hilquit, at Saranac
Lake, arriving at Noew York, he made several addresses in Newark,
Upper New York, etc., just before the above May-day events, and
his own sailing.
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b ssa d or "
lie visited the so-called party of soviet " aiba
L. A. C.
Martens, and delivered to lum a letter ofli'Ially addressed to Martens,
by the socialists of Yucatan, stating among other things that " we
have here a government greatly like yours of Russia" and looking
toward cooperation. This letter Martens answered in the same
spirit.

I have had all the anove letters in my own hands, and have read
them. They or their copies could he fond in the proper hands in
this country. They came to my eyes by a fortunate chance, quite
casually, on April 30 last.
Thlie CLIAiiRss
. April 30 10191
Mr. (ATE:s. Yes, sir. Felipe Cnrrillo also made a large collection
of the most radical printed matter. One thing I particularly remem-

her was a brutal cartoon of Samuel (ionipers driving a knife into the

back of " I al,or." When ('arrillo was about to sail, lie was officially
vouched for by the 'Mexican consul general in New York, as being
in this country by the authority and approval of the Cnrrnza Government.
The ('Ir.Iit .lrx. That was DenegriI
Mr. (rAT:S. Yes, sir. AIr. Lamb told me of those letters.

The
man who saw these letters was an employee of the customshouse,
named Manley, who made the note which attracted my attention to
it and at my suggestion Mr. -- - sent over the Ward Line pier,
where these letters wele to be sent from, and the suit cases were
brouaiht hack and I saw all of that original correspondence, includingl Marten's signature. I saw the signature of Obregon.
The CIIAIRIAN. You saw the letter to Obregon?

Mr. G.srTs. Yes; I saw the letter to Obregon, and I should like to
connect that in this way. Mexico had inaugurated a military
regime, Carranza keeping the political balance. Something over a
year ago Alvarado began to jockey against Pablo Gonzale for the
presidency. Then began the flht in Yucatan. Throughout the
whole Carranza administration Obregon had been rather outside the
breastworks. I have the connection of Obregon with the bolshevist
movement and this convention in 1915, and the fact that Felipe
Carrillo, Alvarado's agent, was taking back a letter addressed to
Obregon.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Do you know from the public press or otherwise

whether Salvador Alvarado has been in the city of Washington recently?
Mr. GATEs. I am told he has been.
The CJIAIRAN. Do you know what he claims to be his mission

here?
Mfr. GATIs. I am told he claimed to represent Obregon. I am
satisfied it is a straw horse of his own ambition along these social.
istic lines. I think he is trying to make use of Obregon. I have
heard his connections are not so directly with Obregon as they are
with P. Elias Calles. I think that is it.
The CHAIRmAN. P. Elias Calles, who is now one of the supposed

leaders of what is known as the Sonora movement?
Mr. GATEs. Yes, sir; which is also headed by Dela Bacca, who is
an Alvarado commander.
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Tile CIAR3AN. Have you read the declaration of purposes or
principles issued by Calles and others on April 5 of this year, in
which they declare for the constitution of 1917?
Mr. GATES. I am not sure that I have, Senator. I have tried to
forget Mexican matters the last few months, and get back to my
book; but I am aware generally of that attitude.
'111he CuAin.. Do you read Spanish?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
Tihe CAInIMANl
. Have you ever seen one of these little printed

documents?

Mr. GATES. NO, sit'r.
lite CuAIRMAx. What do you understand it to beo

Mr. GATES. An application of membership of the Metal Mining
Workers to the I. W. W.
The CIAIRHMAN. What is the local number?
Mr. G(ATE. Local number 800.
The CIIAIMAIAN, Ilave you heard of that local, No. 800, in different
portions of the United States?
Mr. GATES. No; I have not. What is local No. 800?
The CuIIInIMAN. It seems to be the name which the I. W. W. has
used for the metal workers. 'This application is written int what
language?
I.
OtATFs. Spanish with a seal in English, "Industrial Workers

of the World," I. W. '. label. It is an application for membership,
with the words "Membership card." That is all there is in I'English.
The rest is in Spanish.
'riThe CuAnMrA. Have you noticed anything in reference to a meeting of the Pan-American Labor Conference in Laredo, Tex., in 1918,
and in New York in 19190
Mr. GATES. I have at different times heard a good deal about that
and I made some definite notes, but I have no notes upon it here. 1
have regarded it as a very serious element in all this matter, of which
a good deal was cooked up, and I wished I could pet at the inside of
what was done there. Some radical Latin American members from
the eastern meeting at least later appeared in Yucatan, and I found
their trail.
The CUrAn
R A. Glance over this statement which I hand you.
Mr. GATES. Yes; you have got it. It means husiness. too: and that

is Alvarado's ultimate plan by which he hoped to secure the presidency of Mexico andt put us in our place.

The CHAiRStAN. This document will be placed in the record.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

[From La Nueva Bolldaridad (The New
olidaritly), Chicago. second fortnight of Octoter, 101o .]
GOMPERS AND MEXICAN IWBORERS-STATEMENT OF J. D. RORRAN,

MEXICAN DELEOATF

TO THIE PAN ASIERICAN CONITFRENCE.

As I was not permitted to speak or read the propositions received fr6muthe
Case del Obrero in Tampico with Instructions to present them to the Pan
American labor conference In New York, I am obliged to appeal to the free

press of the United States to express the Ideas and thoughts of a majority

of the laborers of Mexlco, so that the proletariat of North America may form
a clear Idea of our aspirations and not believe us united in a repugnant fel.
lowship with the leaders of the American Federation of Labor.
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1 will begln by saying the laboring people of Mexico have no sympathy with
the American Federation of Labor; that they do not accept its policy as a
basis for our struggle; that they reject the intervention of the authorities in
their affairs; that they consider Oomlpers a charlatan and that they do not
believe in tile grand words of liberty by which powerful America seeks to
deceive the world.

Invited by the concinel
l of leaders of the Pan American Federation of Labor,

we came animated with the best intentions and with the hope of being able
to contribute to the nadvancemnent of the laboring class and to do all we can
to overcome the diflculties that separate us from the American Federation of
Labor, and to organize the much-to-be-desired union of all the Icboring people
on the continent.
Although we know from experience that the American Federation of Labor
does not keep the agreements it contracts with other labor unions, although it Is
duly dillgent to carry out such as It contracts with the bourgeoisie, we are
disiao
d to discuss with the other delegates alnd to organize with them if we
call reach an understanding, the great federation of America, which will represent the sentiment of all of us anmd will work for the liberty of all the op.

pressed.

Pursnant to these desires and to our principles, the Case del Obrero of
Tampico transmitted through ine to the Pan American Congress the following
resolutions and recolnends them as by.aiws of the ('coltlnental Fl4leration:
1. The Pau Atiierlcan Federation shall endea,'or to group together all the
labor organizations on the continent, nil the organizations that are eligible
under its principles.
2. The organiizatlonls crnleiosing the t federation shall be self-operating among
Illthmslves.

1111l 111he executive (coiunltee may reftusie them its support in case

any one deltmalnd it, providled It does not depart from the principles of the
federation.
3. The Pan Americaimn Pelertlon shall haive nothing in common with the
bourgeoisle or with the government of the *Iourgeoltle: the international
solidarity of the lalorinlg clis shnIll be estahllshile as the principle of Its
struggle, and it will fight against any govetanent that is inllosed by force.
4. The Pan Anierlean FPederatlon shall agitae flth Ilea of the creation of
rationalistcl schools nnil liberating publications. ntll shall educate the laborers
so that they may he capable and able to take possession of the wealth of
society at t given inonlent, andl regulate production and consumption,
5. The Pan American Federation shllnl hold cliiunisn as tie ultitnate
ideall of Its struggle and the acqulsitlon ndl soiallzatloni of properly as its
inlntedllate purpose.
O. The Pan Atnerica
elertlon
lern
shall not aspire to any dictatorship nor
shall it unite with anny government, and it shall use force to coitmbat force.
Pan
tlhn. Amertin Fthernation rtcognilsA'sII
siRsters the Itepmlles of Ituslsa
ry Ilntl will bmycott tie Indusltrie of any (Goverilent that mlnperils
their xisteniee uand will aii) them lloralily andl materially, provled they do tint
7.

andl lmll

depart from the principles hlelto)fore followed,
8. The 'an Amerten Ftleration recognix
s al s gowod tile governnent of the
soviets nttl) will enldeavor to inclutdte tlli same in its programilI Is son as may be
posslle.

In Ilthee reoltllitlon are colidelnseel the aspirations of the laborers of Mexico,
and, in offering them as prirnllples for the fAiictiloning of tihe Pan Amerlcan
Federation, the Case del Trabnjador of Tnnlpleo is fni'uated by the desire that
they mlay also be the asnptratiolin of all the talarers on the contiinent and that
they be mnllde known to all the oppressel at a no dilstallt future.
It is not my purpose to write in detail the lnppenings of the four days of
the Pan American convention helti in New York. It was not a congress of
laborers, nor was it comtiAil of laborers. Of tile 23 delegates only 2 were
laborers. All the others were lawyers, Ioumrgeolsie. ald leaders In labor ques.
tioni, all of them, inclitling Mr. (Ionlipers. There they disctuled thile League of
itlln)uto Doinigo anl Nicaragna, and the danger these
Natlons, the invasion of
things might bring to Mexico. Of the problems of laborers, of the misery and
the Injustices that are destroying the laboring class. they have said nothing

and, when I asked them to allow ime to read my resolutions, and to speak
about them, they rejected my request by 23 votes to 2, presenting the anomalous

situation of 23 men, 23 representatives who rejected those propositions when

they did not know them.
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They did not permit me to rend nor did they permit me to sleak, Idii from
this the inlorers of nil te continentt can judge what sort of ii conventiotl was
that which met In New York.
I musntit say that in view of the good Itent
ions thflint alntentd mie inl ciiilng
to the convention. nlotingl except that otcullrred to llolest us. Nevertheless.
I Illeve If we had reaetl
ii ngrctalllent, nothing prlrlet
ll wouIl I hIave re-SIllitld
from it. The American Federation of Labor agreml with uw in lthe cllifei'rrioe
held in N uevo Laredo a year lago to use its Influciwe to ohlitin justice fur induns.trial risroners (I. IV. W.'s Iii lrisoun), and lt the last convlentionll tile general
strike for the llberty of Mowney which they l1tl aetceptel was Iboyottel. The
federation

sagrlee

with us to establish an agency

nll New York to ellncate

aching there iiIimlorllane of the viruggle of clns,.
lablorers rem
tion carried out its nagreeenlt by recommenll

d tI
tI, fp , tera.

ding to the Amlericnll Siniite ti

I)sEs a law rst2lrllting Immigration. The American IFcderatlon of I.alr agItrld
li pre., lti()
with us to struggle for the right of nissembly, of s pic, mild the
applrovl a resolution in its convention to expel from its orgillllatflisn all
lnmembers of radical tenldencles.
I believe these lessons of the inst give a clear idea of what the olli ers of
the American Federtion of Ialahor are cnapable of iind of how they fill to carry
of how Iit their Iast coniven.
out their ngreelmnts with the hluosrllg cla s, a11nd
tion they agreed to do nothing against the Interests of the Imurgeoisle.
I IIIhave' tie llthllsure of si)yin g iIn lity owin nile alnd In lthat of
InI cnllclusionl,
tie majority of the inlhhrers of .exlco, that we do lnot consider 4iloinpers II
genuine re)preselttive of tie latiring chis of Amlerien.
as we
VWeknow that here you fight, that here you know how to dle for tll' lihem
know how to fight and die. This encourages its; this comforts us; this brings asi
the full conviction that sooner or Inter we shall embrace as brothers to march
forward uItiit4 to flit' cotiquest of our elmiuiepation.
te
Mfexico hurns wih fl

secret fever eof riielliIon whihthi no huIIanIIIt

nower call

control. Atil it is atgreat s lisfitlon to II, the Ilnimrv - of the three Anerhltis,
to sy to you tht II thant ratwlllulin are (cooil'lied the lsspilrations of the parole.
tarint of the ullvel-V.
I givl
my owIn iine.
Free nlenl of Aneries. in the iIlle of the Ipltrers nii ll
We ire with you. lie sure that our ne(it'it will ihe
you a frnternnl eilbramc.
that our plrotess will single with yolrs. IlalI that
the
i
echo of your nectllll,
ld
at milay tillle
ion
l i
deilei
you will have our aid iand our silljrt, ullltidit
aidl

on any o ensolin you need it.

I.nl0arers of Amerlen, long lIf, to the ilerly of the world.

I.iigI

life to the

universe l union of the proletariat.

We have given a pllnev to this nrtlle nlot Ih.taluse we IllIprve it. hult to
of he Amerllun Fileration of Iabolr nIud its ,iff.
t the pI Ve'Iat title. alnd Ilivisg
ltNlerltll,
sloot, tile 'Pal .AuIerln u1.11101Hr
dII1to ask a few
we desire to s*llk
('oanlllnie Ilrrnll.
his sliutc t
pliven
stIomany effort. to formo another n ew olmni atiohii whel We
quesillonst. W'hN
nlreadly lnve the I. V. W., which hatws eve'rylhingI desired. glwe.i the support
show oni o milore thie it|llhi'ne'

nild uItteiidanlice of those (Ierllt'lt

you
ltlulld.
Have
li

lpreintlllv.

or tIIkte

\
W.
Now thallt
niil
rorllllm of hlill. IV.
es aI1
oIItllil the In'lll
into exact
lttlllltit know aidl fo)lll I Illt
Illy thlolusltill of InInlrirt in .ll pnls of till,
woulld
it
l)t l, iI
of
lie'
World,
Workers
of tile I. IV. W., or ft l il.nstrtll
i ni a irull ng aside to form another Inlterlltirlll1
:1tior of diuorgnnlzatlol
nllhor orgamllis1tioln? Wily not ulnite nll of us who hareconscious and coinsquenltial In one solo grand union, such ns the I. W. V., with its ample and
only to tight daily ugillst the
revollltlonry labses nil(| lpriilles.so Is 11not
bllut nina In tflke ipossesslonl of the earth llnld inllltries and rl'an';fio
clefpitalIS.
when we sutccril 1 rn ulting enlpltalln lll ns
pr'duellon andl llitrlhlltto
0ooh1
as this falls y its own weight and corruption and tlh, Illoral ndl material
bhakruptcy of tile present system?

Mr. GATES. I can not express myself too seriously as to the purpose
and menace of that document.
The CIAiIn.rnim . That document, of course, refers to the fact that

the writer, representing the Tampico branch or local of the Mexicanq

I. W. W., was not permitted to express his sentiments at the Pan
American Union in New York, and therefore lie writes them to

Solidarity.
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Do you know anything of what took place, as printed and published i the public pre. s of this country, in the meeting of the socalled Pan American Iabor Union, or Pan American organization of
the workingmnen, held in Laredo, Tex., on November 13, 1018, attended by William B. Wilson, Secretary of Labor, of the President's
Cabinet; Sainmuel (ompers, Duncan, and other prominent American
labor leaders; and by Morones and other prominent Mexican labor
leaders: by the then (Governor (George W. lunt, of Arizone. later
named as minister to Sinm; attended by delegates front diterent
Mexihan organizations and by delegates from the different labor organizations of other Latin American countries Were you famiiliar
with anything that took place there?
Mir. (0,rts.I have known of that meeting. I am satisfied I have
read something front it; and, if my memory serves me, I wrote in

one of nmy articles that if we couh'l get the unpublished actions of
that meeting they would be illuminating.
The C1arABaiA. The committee has them. At least, one of the
members of the committee has them.
Do you know Mr. Antonio Villareal, of Mexico?
Mr. (UATES. I know him by name. I have his name in several documents, but I don't know much about him.
The CHAIRMAN. HIave you heard his name mentioned recently, or
seen it in the public press, in connection with Salvador Alvarado and
P. Elias Calles
Mr. (ATs.
I don't think I have. I am only reading the high lights
of Mexican matters now. He was a member of that alliance. I think
I have his name in a printed proclamation. I didn't pay much attention to it.
The Cu.hm 1:a.. lIe was one of the organizers of the Mexican labor
revolutionary junta organized in the United States in'the year 1905,
alonlt with Ricardo Magon, Robela, Ceralio, and the other Magon,
brother of Ricardo, and others, who were arrested in Los Angeles for
violation of the neutrality laws.
Mir. GATES. Was it Ricardo or the other brother that was arrested?
The ChIAnn,%r . Ricardo.

The other Magon was a cousin of

Ricardo. his first name I don't remember. Ithink it was Enrique.
Villareal was a member of that first organization. They were arrested and tried for violation of the neutrality laws ant convicted
in 1908, at which time the American Federatdon of Labor, then in
session at Deniver, Colo. through its president, Mr. Gompers, wired
sympathy andtothers o assistance to the revolutionary junta, of
which they were members. Later, after serving their time, they were
arrested, tried, and convicted in Los Angeles for an invasion of
Mexico, sending armed forces into Mexico, particularly into Lower
California.
MIr. GATES. I think I remember that.
The CHA1RAN. have you heard of Mr. John Kenneth Turner?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CAIRANV. And Lazaro Gutierrez de Lara?
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you read Barbarous Mexieo?
Mr. GATES. No. It was too stiff for me. I have read extracts. I
know the character of the book, but I never read it through.
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The CAIRMAN. Do you know anything about that invasion of
Lower California?
Mr. GATES. No, Senator; I do not. I don't think I can testify to
anything about it.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not recall it?
Mr. GATES. I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. It is on record of the archives of the Senate committee that Mr. John Kenneth Turner was one of the collecting
agents of money furnished from various sources, including locals
of the I. W. WI., and Lazaro de Lara was one of the members.
Mr. GATES. I am quite ready to believe it.
The ClAIRMAN. And they engaged in the invasion of Mexico for
the purpose of establishing a socialistic republic in Lower California
at that time.
Mr. GATES. Oh, I did hear of that. I remember now. I heard of
it with that object.
The CHIAIrIrAN. It is interesting, in view of the claims of these
certain gentlemen at this time that certain Americans are trying to
intervene by armed force for certain purposes in Mexico, that some
of these same people were convicted of intervening with armed
forces in Mexico. by the United States court; and certain gentlemen
who are most loud now in criticizing the investigations of this committee were shown by the record in the court to have been the leaders
in the intervention at that time.
Mr. GATr.. I have a little personal experience in connection with
that, that is so much in that line it is worth telling you. A labor
paper in New York was making a great noise over the fact that in
one of my letters I said I had telephoned a protest to Washington
against giving Carranza permission to send troops across our soil
to attack Villa, stating to the officer to whom I telephoned. Gen.
Churchill, who at once saw Secretary Baker and Mr. Polk, that if
we (lid that nothing could stop Villa from raiding our border, and
we would be responsible for it. The labor paper in New York published a loud headline, " Gates and the allies of the oil people fomenting a Villa raid on our people and confesses it." That was the Call.
Of course, if it had been worth while suing it, I would have done it,
but who wants to sue the Call?

The CHAIRMAN. Have you read a report published by this committee, containing a translation of a photostatic copy of a letter
signed by Venustiano Carranza, with reference to certain plans
which would be put in operation in the United States?
Mr. GATES. I have heard of that, but I have not yet read it.
The CHIAIRMAN. In connection with that and other matters, the
committee will file not to be incorporated in the testimony at this
point but as an appendix to it, a report of one of its special investigators concerning the I. W. W. activities on this side and on the
other side recently.
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit 12," and the
same appears in full at the close of the testimony of this witness.)
Mr. GATES. Just to get rid of it, too, I find on this question of interference in elections, I have a copy I made of an official document
in the State of Oaxaca that I might submit.
The CHAMarAN. Yes; that has been incorporated in the record in
connection with the proclamation of Aguilar.
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lr. GATES. Oh, yes' I believe it was. I have an appeal made to
the Governor of the Slate of Puebla, by various and numerous resia
dents, of the way the Carrancistas were treating the common people,
robbing them and carrying on all kinds of atrocities.
The CuAIRMi . That may be filed also, but not printed in the
testimony.
(The document referred to is herewith filed, but not printed as a
part of the testimony.)
The CI ~AIRAN. 'the committee will be in recess until 2.80 this
afternoon.
AFTER RECESS.

At the expiration of the recess, the committee reconvened, Senator
Fall presiding.
TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM GATES-Resumed.
The CHARMAN. I want to ask you if you have had your attention
called to a history of the organization of labor in the early days in
Mexico, from the year 1010 down to September, 1910, made by one
of the original Mexican labor organizers in Mexico?
Mr. GATEs, Have I heard of it
The C.IAma13 x. Have vou read that?
:ir. GATES. I have reai it. It agrees throughout with the result
of my own research into the subject.
The CAIMn A'x. This will be incorporated in the record at this
time.
In the year 1910, the printer Anladeo Torrei, Spnllsh sPclllsRt, endeavored to
unite all the printing workingmen of the city of Mexico. From this work
resulted the (onfitnielon

dite Arte

(irtlns,

(Iraphle Arts

Confederation,

having become members of this, printers, binders, Ilnotyplst engravers, etc.

Among the members of the Confederaneion de Artes Graiceas, were well known

through their facility of word Rnafael Quintero, Anastasio Maria, Fernando
Rodarte, N. Armenta, and Fredlswlndlo Elvira Alonso, these two last ones
Spalniards of socialist ideas.

That was after the dismissal of the Barcelona journalists in Spain.
The two last-named parties, due to advice of some renowned Mnaderistas,
began to give to tihe Colfedernelon de Artes Graticits certain political oriental.
tiot, and to Ihat tihe 3texianl
IlnUgrlpher Joe ,AIoez Do),nr dil not agree, as lie
claimed the society should be with mutual ends only. On this object the
newspaper of that time had discussions.
In 1011, a few months after the Confedernelon de Aries Oraticas was estab.
Ilshed, some of the members separated themselves headed by Rafael Qulntero
and at once started the establishment of the Case del Obrero BMundial having
opened their offices at a house known by Estan co de Ilomubres, where the rents

were paid for by enemies of the Gen. Porflrlo Diaz's Government.
Rafael Quintero's name appears prominently in the discussions of
the Pan American Federation of Labor in Laredo, Tex., on November 18, 1918:

Qulntero. Armenta, .Marin, Itodarte, and Elivern Alonso, commenced to make
revolutionary propaganda amongst the workingmen, being so active that on sev-

eral occasions the directors of the Casa Mundlay were called to to
the presence of
the authorities and their attention called to the fact that they should not cover
themselves under the name of the Institution to do their political work.
Diaz Government fell and then the Institution named "Casa del Obrero blundial " declared itself openly revolutionary and claimed the premium of its work
4700--20--vot 2 --
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which had helped to overthrow the Diaz Government, from the party that had
the triumph.
Elvira Alonzo was named general manager of the Vida Nueva printing office,
this being a paper established by Mr. Madero to be his defensor. Others recelved secret commission from Gustavo Madero and for their work received
different amounts of money.
During the 18 months that Madero was at the head of the Government,
Qulntero and partners got about 4,000 members of both sexes for the Casa del
Obrero Mlundlal due to the active propaganda and to the help received from
the Government.
When the Maderlsta party fell, the directors of the Casa Mundial kept on
playing politics and many of the members left the city of Mexico to go with
the armies of Zapata at the south and Carranza to the north, having paid for all
their expenses the treasury of the Casa del Obrero Mundial. Practically Rafael
Quintero, Armenta, Rodarte y Elvira Alonzo were agents of the revolutionary
party which was fighting against Gen. Huerta's government. The government
knew this; but these parties-were protected by the name of the corporation of
which they were directors.
When lluerta fell, when the Carranza army took possession of the City of
Mexico, they organized in a procession as members of the Casa del Obrero
Mundlal to congratulate Mr. Carranza for his revolutionary work and also to
congratulate their friends who entered in a triumphal way to the city, Car.
ranza at once told Quintero and Evlra Alonzo that they could choose the house
that they liked the best to make them a present of it as a premium to the
Institution for the help rendered to his party to fight against the Huerta gov.
ernment. The directors of the Casa del Obrero Mbundlal wanted the building
occupied by the Sans Hotel, but I do not know for which reason Carranza did
not want to give It, although he told them to took for another one In better
conditions, having decided that It should be the building occupied by the church
and convent of Santa Brlgida, on San Juan de Letran Street, in front of the
American Club. It was there that the Casa del Obrero Mundial was placed,
having left a hall so that there the workingmen could have their meetings,
workingmen of the different works who had come tnder the fagf of this
poltlentmutual.sociallst Institution.
Nevertheless, immediately after Carranza had entered the City of Mexico.
the public began to hear about the disagreement between the first chief and
Pablo Gonzales. Quintero and partners, wise enough, understood that until
those differences were settled they should not declare themselves either
In favor of Carranza or Villa. It was thus that they decided to observe a
waiting policy, being this the first time that the Casa del Obrero ,Mundlal was
neutral In political questions.
Carranza was dashed from the capital of Mexico and Emillano Zapata took
possession of It. Again the members of the Casa del Obrero Mundlal organized
a parade with 5,000 persons of both sexes to congratulate Zapata and the
"brother" (omtes, a workingman who returned to .Mexico City changed Into n
general. The directors of the Casa del Obrero Mundial arranged with Zapata
through "brother" Gomez that they be allowed the use of the same building.
This was the only grace which the Villllsmo and the Znpatismo united granted
to the directors of the Casa del Obrero Mundlal. They disliked this and
patiently waited for Carranza to take again the City of Mexico, which happened
a few weeks after. In this Inatanco Quintero and partners entered decidedly
Into politics by side of Carranza and began to organize two divisions of in.
fantry, which were named "red divisions," promising the workingmen that
would become soldiers that their military services were to be reduced only to
keep such cities where they would be no danger of fight. The red divisions
were entrained to Vern Cruz and from there were sent to fight at El Ebano,
where they fought against the soldiers of Gen. Urbina (Thomas). After this
Gen. Urbina was chased from the oil region; the red divisions returned to Mexico
City, being very angry because they haId been deceived. Then, in 1014, Rafael
Qulntero and Fredlwindo Elilra Alonzo were recognized as coronels In the
constitutional army and at the same time occupied important positions In the
board of directors of the Casa del Obrero Mundial.
When Carranza settled in Mexico Cilly he began to render help of all kinds
to his allies of the Casa del Obrero DMundlal: To Rafael Qulntero, to whom
he had already made coronuel, granted him a commission of the de facto gov.
ernment in Barcelona, with the object that he would have meetings with the
anarchists of that city. The work of Rafael Quintero in Barcelona Spain) was
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noted, because. this man, in a workingmen meeting, gave out a speech with

such demagogic Ideas that the police had to Interrupt him and send him to
the headquarters accused of disturbing public order. Through the nltluence
of the other Carranelsta agents In Spain he was let free; but, nevertheless,
he had to suffer several days' arrest and his name was recorded In the prison
of the Catalan capital.
Frediwlndo Elvira Alonzo also wvas prsented with isetitle of coronel, and,
moreover, named partlcula secretar' of Gen. llriherto Jara, whoilas
been
governor of the federal district and at present Is his governor of the State
of Vern Cruz. A few weeks ago Elvira Aionso was fired of his employment,
and Is now in jail for his bad handling.
The rest of the members of the Casir del Ohrer, 3undial were presented
with fine shops of different industries, as ia prize for their work In favor of
the Carrancistas. These shops were the ones Intervened by Carranza. To
whom It was not given the shop, he was named manager of those that Carranza
left for himself or his nearest friends or generals.
Such is the history of the so-called "Casa del Obrero, Mundial" of Mexico,
who, as it is nssred, is In Intimate contact with the Casa del Obrero Mun.
dial of the United States.
SAN ANTONIO, Tar., September, 1916.

Also the statement of Eloy Armenta will

record at this point.

be

incorporated in the

(The document referred to is as follows:)

The House of the Worker of theI,
World in .Mexico was inauguratedl n reality
the 16th of Septemnber, 1910, In Belen prison, because the undersigned organ.
tier, Eloy Armenia, was imprisoned there, to which place lie had been sent
by the Madero Glovernment. Later, after the House of the Worker was founded
and constituted in federations of albor anti schools on the rational scientific
method, tihe revolutionary syndi-lilst method followed by the general federation
in France was adopted by tihe labor groups. The declaration under atllrma.
tion was made, by which it was required that no member of the syndlcates
should take an active part in politics or militarIsm. thie association being defined by tile slogan of labor, education, science, and struggle for social trans.
formation. Its first domicile was on .Matamoros Street, No. 105, in the City

of Mexico, where the association remained till the barrack uprising (cuartel.

azo), on which date it offered its services to the Neutral Red Cross, and be.
cause of n meeting. the organizer-Armenta-was again Imprisoned and ex.
liedl, together with Miguel and Celeslino Porrondegul, Jose Coldao, and Jose
Santos Chocano. At the fall of (ten. Ifuerta, anti on his return from exile, a
meeting was hell for Armenta in the Lyric Theater in Mexico.
Tihe 17th of Februnry. 1015, the House of the Worker of the World. representel by 07 leading members and Zubaran, in representation of Carrana,
entered Into a compact by virtue of which the convent of Santa Briglda was
ceded to them and $500.000) with which Carranza honored the association, for
which later, by acting contrary to its prine!ples, It pahidearly at Celaya and
Ebano with the blood of its battalions which In the end gave the victory to
Carranza. Later tihe Houses of tile
Worker of the World have been persecuted
from Yulcntan to Tamplco and in the City of Mexico itself the house was closed
by ortter of Ohregon. and. as a result of this, at the beginning of the current
month, Dr. Atl or rather Gerardo Murillo, who officiated as president of the
parent nasoclation, was imltrisone.
The wewere in the Ilepublle 80 Hlouses of
the Worker of the World, the number of associates reaching 800,000, while
62,000 belonged to Santa Brigada alone.
The afinlty that exists
tween the house of the Worker of the n'orld of
Mexico and the W. W. of the United States and the Confederation of Paris
is absolute. both in tile
identity of their constitutions and In the identity of
principles and tendencies.
Tie founder of the ltHouse of rte Worker of the World, Eloy Armentna, did not
sign the compact referred to with Carranza and this caused him to be held 183
days without communication In the dungeons at Vera Cruz until he was deported
the second time.

The CIIAIR AN. Do you know the position the officers of the American Federation of Labor took, if any, with reference to this agree.
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ment between the Carranza Government and the labor organizations

of Mexico?
Mr. GATES. I know of one paper, of which I have a copy in my files,

showing Samuel Gompers as congratulating the Casa del Obrero

Mundial, as follows:

We learned with Intense Interest of the historic agreement between the Casa
del Obrero Mundial and tilhe constittlonnlist government, and signed on behalf
of that government by lafnel Zubaran. Cupmnny.

That is the agreement which was referred to in those newspaper

articles I mentioned this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. The letter from which the witness has just read
will be printed in the record with his testimony.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
APPEAL TO MEXICAN LABO.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,
Washington, D. C., May 28,1916.
SECR TAUY,

Casa del Obrero .llndlal, City of Merlco.
DEAR SIR AND BROTrIER: Permit me on behalf of the American Federation of
Tabor to send fraternal greetings to twh Casa del Obrero blundial, to the entire
labor movement of Mexico.
The labor movement of North America has seen with what splendid courage
organized labor in Mexico has, from the time of the late Frane,co I. Madero.
demanded and obtained recognition for the cause of labor and Justice in our
sister republic.
From time to time the American Federation of Labor has received confidential
reports from delegates duly uccredlited by your organization and others who
come to Washington in behalf of the Mexican cause. From these delegates the
executive council of the American Federation of Labor has learned how deeply
the spirit of internntionni brotherhood has guided till your struggles in Mexico.
We learned with Intense interest of the historic agreement between the Cana
del Obrero Mundial and the constitutlonnlist government, and signed on behalf
of that government by Rafael Zuharun Capmany.
We have learned with what Itrvery and dcterliulntion the Mexican miners
in the State of Ariz.ona organized naid struck work with their brother Amerleans of the North, and won ntlvnniment for thltmselvehs and the cause of
International solidarity.
still closer understanding between
All these facts Ixnlut to the nees'ity of ia
the workers of all the Americus, Ipvrticulnrly in this crisis itthe worhl's hlstory. To this end, ntud to propose n practical method of nmtual cooperation
between organized labor in Mexico and the United Stntes. I suggest that at
a dare to be agreed upon, representatives front the Cnsan dl Obrero Mundlial,
organizations in Mexico as possible. meet for
anid o many other of the labnhor
a conference in El Paso, Tex.. with representatives of the American Federation
of Labor. Matters for the mutual welfare of the sister republic could then
be discussed and a future cooperative policy outlined.
With you I agree that the future peace of the world rests in the hannds of
the wage earners, nnd this is most cogently expressed by the organized labor
movement of each and all countries.
I hope to hear from you as soon us possible ns to the actual conditions of
-the Mexican labor movement at the present time. antd to receive a reply to the
:suggestion I have made herein.
Fraternnally. yours.
SAUEL

Presldentc

COMlPER.

American Federation of Labor.

Mr. GATES. I just wish to read this brief statement from a document I have:
Before me lies a recent Mexico City newspaper, with photographs of a
poster advertising copies for sale of the Russian bolshevist constitution on
the walls of the Government buildings In Mexico, and a clerk at the window of
the Chamber of Deputies selling copies.
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The C(HAIRmAN. Mr. Gates, we have referred once or twice to a
meeting of the Pan American labor conference at Laredo Tex., on
or about November 13, 1918. I have had handed to me and have before me a copy of a newspaper entitled "Pan American Labor Press,
San Antonio, Tex., U. S. A.," with a subtitle in Spanish, "El Obrero
Pan Americano," and under it in Spanish, "'The Organ of the Pan
American Labor Movement." That paper contains in parallel colurms an account of the meeting, the speeches, discussions, etc., that
took place at that meeting, both in English and in Spanish.
I notice among the proceedings of that convention that there-were
present Secretary of Labor W. B. Wilson, Mr. Samuel Gompers,
Dtunen, and various other members of the American Federation of
Labor, and labor organizations, including Mr. Murray, the secretary
of the Pan American Federation of Laor; that the committee on
resolutions made a report, the third article of which provides:
That facilities be grnted to Stexican workers which should place them n a
position, were they willing, to join the labor orgtnizantons In the United States,
atnd that without curtailment of the support and privileges which such organizations allow to their own members.

I notice that the sixth proposition, submitted by the Mexican
Federation of Labor, was as follows:
Sixth. That an agreement Ihe rechlted s t1 the Ibest way for finding honor-

nable eattnlto exert llluence o that justice and protethon be Imparted to those
working mllen whllo. for various reasons. llre clipriveil of their liIHrty in the Jails
of the United States.

I notice this proposition, offered by the Mexicans, and reported by
the committee on resolutions, at once aroused a good deal of discussion. As you are interested in the social conditions of Mexico, and
familiar to it great or less extent from your experience and olbser ation of such conditions, and have been interested in the labor question
and in the international labor question, with your permission, I am
going. to read a portion of this discussion pro and con, as it appears
here, in connection with your testimony at this time, and see whether
you understand that the ideas set forth by the Mexican delegates are
those which you understand to be those held by the Mexican labor
organizations generally in Mexico.
It appears from the minutes of this meeting that Delegate Green,
referring to the sixth proposition submitted by the Mexican Federation of Labor. and who was chairman of the committee on resolutions, said:
!Mr.Chairman.

vegirdling tlhe sixth laagroplh we rtvicnnend that the execu-

tive conncll of the .\mnerl nlFi leratioln of .Ilm)r mainke an investigation of the
question referred to herein and take such actIon in connection therewith as.
they deem neces~*ry.

Now, that at once aroused the delegates, and particularly Mr..
Gompers. president of the American Federation of Labor, whlo was
presiding over this Pan American Labor Conference, Mr. Gompers
demanding to know what the Mexican delegates meant by proposing
that resolution. Various Mexican delegates, and various other dele-.
gates, principally Americans, took part in the discussion. Quotingf
from Mr. Gompers:
For the Information of all the delegates, let us know s mclfacally what there
is in mind. What I it: what offense. are (lchrgtld unglinst them ; what they are
In Jail fort
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delegates MOsONEe. We are not able to give references or. mention names,
but in as much as the information has come to us, we desire to obtain Informa.
tion for ourselves through the proposed Investigation, and thus have the oppor.
tunity to rectify the statements made in the proplgnanda that has been spread
throughout Mexico. Also, we would have the pleasure of being the first to
obtain the object of Justice we seek.

It appears that some of the Mexican delegates supported the
Green suggestion, with the amendment that Mexican delegates should
be represented upon the investigating committee. The discussion
grew warm when Delegate Quintero, of the House of the World's
Workers, Mexico City, said:
I am going to make a fnlk statement in reference to that proposition to
which Comrade looroes has ullled, due to the fact that Mr. Gompers wants
us to speak clearly about It. In the mind of the Mexlcan workmen, as well as
those organizations affiliated with the Mexican Federation of Ltabor, the Fed.
eration of Syndicates, and the House of the World's Workers, it Is Iot to
prisoners in general that we refer, as suggested by Mr. Gonpers, but to the
workers who belong to the I. W. W. (the Industrial Workers of the World),
who were Jalliled by the American (loverinmetnt on the charge of having made an
active propaganda against the recruding of soldiers.

It appears that the discussion was continued by Delegate Tobin, of
the American Federation of Labor, Delegate Salcedo, of the Mexican
Federation of Labor, or rather, of the Mexican Newspaper Workers'

Union, and others, during which Delegate Ruiz, Grand Union of the
Industrial Workers of the World, Torreon, Coahulla, said:

*

Mr. Chairman, it is not in my mind to make incrlmlnatlons In a formal manner
in any way whatever against the American Federation of Labor. But we have
the Information or knowledge in the union at Torreon called the Industrial
Workers of the World that the American Federation of Labor in the United
States has followed the policy that whatever is not worthy the American Fed.
eration of Labor is against it; and, according to our Information, it Is for that
reason that the Industrial Workers of the World are looked upon with the degree of hatred, of dislike that I have spoken about. I say that If the American
Federation of Labor Is seeking to establish a principle of universal fraternity
which would benefit all labor organizations, then the American Federation of
Labor should net condescendingly in reference to the methods heretofore employed by the Industrial Workers of the World and not antogonize them in any
sense, because if you are talking of democracy within the ranks of the American
Federation of Labor they should be left alone to think freely and be permitted
to develop their propaganda in the way that they understand it; for It is a
contradiction to proclaim liberty and on the other hand gag the free right of
speech in another way.

Delegate Alpine, and other Americans, undertook to reassure the
Mexicai: delegates, and to convince them that the American Federation of Labor was really a democratic labor organization, etc. _Mr.
Gompers finally spoke at some length, calling attention of the Mexican delegates, among other things, to the course of the American
Federation of Labor with reference to the Mexican political troubles.
Among other things, he said:

At the outset let me say that there is a peculiar notion prevailing among
some of the delegates, who seem to think that it Is a gracious act on their part
to accept the invitation and attend this conference.
The invitation to participate in this conference is the result of years of Work
of the American Federation of Labor to assist the Mexican people. It had its
beginning when there was a revolutionary element among the working people
of Mexico against President Diaz, and we supported every effort made by the
Mexican workers and the Mexican people for the overthrow of Diaz.
When the Mexican revolutionists found their way Into the United States, It
was the organized American labor movement that protested against the Govern.
ment giving up to Diaz the men, the Mexican revolutionists, who were In the
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United States, and it was the American labor movement which prevented our
Government turning the men over to Dlas, who probably would have had them
put in jail or killed.
We were with the movement of Mndero so that the people, the working people,
of Mexico might have the opportunity of free development It was the American
labor movement that helped to destroy and overthrow the assassin, Huerta.
And it was the American Federation of Labor, when Mexico and the United
States were at the point of war, that stepped in and did everything within its
power to prevent a conflict between the two countries.
Whether In Russia or Ireland, whether In Mexico or in any other country
on the face of the globe, wherever the people endeavor to secure freedom and
justice, the American Federation of Labor puts forth its best efforts to assist
them.
The work of the American Federaltlon of Labor for the people and the working
people of Porto Rico has put them in conditions economic, political, and sociological equal if not better than any other people in any Central or Latin-Amer.
can countries.
Come back for a moment to Mexico. Two years ago when the proclamation
was issued by Carranza making It a criminal offense punishable by death for
any workman to engage in a strike, it was the American Federation of Labor
which compelled the adoption In the Mexican constitution of the right of the
workmen of Mexico to strike for their rights.
It is all very good for any one to say, " Why not give these people, the I. W. W.,
the opportunity to live and work out their own propaganda just as they want
tor' But I want to say this to you, my friends, that we have one labor movement, cohesive, militant, and determined, in the United States of America, and
because we have one labor movement In America We occupy a position of power
and Influence to bring a better time Into the lives of the working people of our
country.
The I. W. W.'s in the United States are exte'tly what the Bolsheviki are in
Russia, and we have seen what the I. W. W. Bolshevikl in Russia have done for
the working people in Russia, where the people have no peace, no security, no
land, and no bread.

Among other speakers on the proposition, Delegate Green again
addressed the conference, and among other things said:
When Bill Haywood, the leader of the I. W. W.'s in America, was on trial
at Boise, Idaho, in days gone by, charged with murder, it was not the I. W. W.
that furnished him the money that enabled him to prove his innocence, but it
was the bona tide organized labor movement of America that gave him money
which paid the bill In order to free Bill Haywood. That trial alone cost the
organized-labor movement of America hundreds of thousands of dollars. And
after 11ill Haywood, the leader of the movement, was set free, because of the
money supplied by the organized-labor movement in America, he was so ungrateful that he started out to organize a dual movement and destroy the very
union which had saved his life.
Practically from the day he was given his liberty--after the organized-labor
movement had out of their pockets poured In thousands of dollars in an effort
to set him free-he began to develop his plan to sow the seeds of poison in
the organized-labor movement and undermine It. Ever since that day he has
not let an' opportunity go by to attempt to destroy the American Federation
of Labor, and the results of the poison he has sown are shown in the attitude
that some of you have taken here.

Mr. Gates, it appears from the proceedings as published of this
labor conference that Mr. Gompers very vigorously opposed any
sympathy with the I. W. W. in the United States, and attacked the
organization in this country, and that many of those Mexican delegates, and particularly Quintero, apparently entertained the belief
that Mr. Gompers's opposition was to the I. W. W. as a rival organi-

zation of the American Federation of Labor. The resolution ap.
parently was not voted upon, but was referred to the executive committee after a lengthy discussion.
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From the statements made by Mr. Gompers as to the participation
of his organization in Mexican political affairs, and from the trend
of that controversy at Laredo, and the expressions of the different
delegates, and front what you know yourself personally of labor conditions and of the peculiar characteristics of the inhabitants of Mexicoor at least of 80 per cent, constituting the working class of Mexico-in your opinion, does Mr. Gompers or does the American Federation
of Labor really understand the Mexican labor condition, and, in
your opinion, can the ordinary Mexican laborer, member of the
Casa del Obrera Mundial and allied kindred organizations, appreciate and understand the principles of trade-unionism as practiced
by the trade-unionists of the United States?
Mr. GATES. No, to both questions.
The CIIAIRS3N. Then when the Mexican workingman, or Indian
or half-breed citizen, ordinarily known as the Mexican, has preached
to him doctrines of freedom and equality, and hears criticisms and
abuse of the employers, is it your judgment that the impression made
upon him is that he shall obtain relief through peaceful means-by
the ballot, by organization, by the strike, or by other methods common
to the intelligent workingmen in other portions of the world-or that
he should adopt other means to attain his ends; and if so, what
means?
Mr. OATEs. The only Ineans they know of down there is a revolt,
when conditions have become intolerable.
The CHAIRMAN. AWhat do you mean by " revolt "?
Mr. (iaT:s. By arms and by force, to take the gun. I recently
attended a lecture at which the lecturer used a Iphrase that sunk in
my mind. and which I think answers your question. Ile showed on
the screen a picture of the places in Mexico City where the poor
people, especially the Indian4, herded and lived, anl said. " If a man
came to you, living there, and he said, ' Come. pet liberty,' would you
not go and Afight, if only for a chance to hope?'
The CHA.IRlNa. Does liberty, as spoken of by these people, mean
liberty as we understand it, or does it mean individual license to do
what you please?
Mr. G.ArTE. As used by these propagandists, in every case, license
to do as they please. As understood by the Indian. or the ordinary
worker, it means the liberty to have his own little home and be let
alone; but to those who prey upon him it means a chance to loot,
and shoot and rape.
The ('IAIRMtAN. Then, granting, as we all grant, the sincerity and
purity of the motives of Mr. Campers. in interfering, as he says that
he has interfered, with the political affairs of Mexico, in your judgment, has that interference, with the results which he has mentioned
in this speech to the labor conference, has such effort and such interference upon his behalf resulted beneficially or injuriously to the
common people of Mexico?
Mr. GATES. They have resulted injuriously to the common man in
Mexico, arid the health of Mexicans themselves equally as has the
interference which has been going on by President Wilson for the
past eight years, against which Mexico has been fighting--ignorant
interference in the affairs of other people and telling them how to
behave.
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In view of the statement that Mr. GCompers made

that the Amerienn Federation of Labor secured or forced the incorporntion into the Mexican Constitution of the provision allowing

strikes, have ou had your attention called to the strike order of Carranza to which lie referred?
Mr. C(G. .Es.I have.
The ('IICrAMA. Have you a copy of that order Ifore you ?

Mr. GAT:s. I have.
The ('uA.un

.t . That may he pIlaed in the record at this )oinit. as

a part of the testimony.

(The document referred to is as follows:)
('.IHANZA'N IEt('cKE: OF IEATII IT

1IEAK 1'P S1HIKE:.

.1l'1 .NT 1. 1 111.
Velluistiian, ( arrnlil, first ehlief of the, constittltionalilst rmnily,
chargcle with
thile exctrutive I,,oower of lithe lallonl, anlld in view of thile extraortiinary fateultlie
In lle vestldl, alllll eijiderblig tha:t tle' c ilel of lilt,' ilnr syllliatltes inl tihe'
present case ul.nstltultes without doubt an attack on public

been

Ipene,

for, as It has

shown, It Is nspilred by the enemies of the Government with the intent and
purpose of making It Inlpoisible to avail itself of Its own resources so much
|neeld for the Inefittletion ani reestablishment of order In tile country, and
dis.rl|,inating nialinst the constitutionallst paper, depriving It of the value
fixed upon it by law, and as It could happen that the law of January 25, 1802,
should not cover other cses andl persons besides the principal promoters of
the present strike, it 14 Indlspensable to widen the scope of the said law and
make It applicable to cases which surely would have been covered by It had
this lleatis of disturhiag the
iulie l ipe
lInd n.agonixing the government
|been known at the llle It was itrsud.
In view of the f rregolin. I hove decreed the following:
Article 1. lBesides the disturbtrs of the public peace, punished by death, as
prescrixl hy the law of January 2.i, 1802, tile death pnnllty will also be Imposed on the following:
1. Those who iliny Incite the suspension of work in factories or enterprises
destined to public service, or who Iany propagate the suspension of work:
those who preside over meeting In which It is proposed, discussed or approved;
those who maly eflleill or sulstain sllle: those who may approve or subscribe
samne: those who maly na ist to those mlleetings and not withdraw from same
uln learning their object ; and those who inay endeavor to maIllke it effective
upon h inKg dh tuer-lre:
2. Those who. anvillng themselves of the suspension of work In factories oi
enterprises mentioned, or In any others, or with the object of aggravating or
imposing it, should destroy the property of thile enterprises employing the
workmen Interested In the strike or in any manner nause its deteriorntlon, or
deteriorate or destroy the property of any enterprise whose workmen it is
desired should join tile strike: ind those who will the same object In view
provoke public disturbances, be It against public employees or civilians, or em.
ploy force against the person or property of citizens, or who n)ny take possession of, deteriorate. or ldetroy publle or prlvale property: and
3. Those who by threats or force prevent others from lending their services
to tile companies or enterprises against which the strike is declared.
Article 2. The offense to which this law refers will he of the competence of
the same military authority nuthorizA4l to Jldge and punish offenses prescribed
hby the law of Jnnunry 2. 1882. nnd will be prosecuted lnd punished in the
same tern. and pirotvwlings us prtcriKl! hby dlecre N'o. 14 of the 121h of
December, 1018.
. therefore, order It printed. publishevl. andelcirullteel for its dlue ohbervnlce.
Issuletl at the City of Mexfco, on lith1st day of August, 1010.
V. CArnnAzA.

Mr. (GATES. In addition to that I will say I heard in Yucatan-I did
not believe it until it was demonstrated to me beyond a doubt-that
Alvarado had issued a similar decree in the preconstitutiqnal period
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that anyone who talked against his agrarian legislation should be
shot. And Yucatan is the most peaceful part of the world. The
Yucatacans are noted for their smiling peacefulness. They are
always smiling.
The CHAIRM3AN. The statement contained in Mr. Gompers's speech
and in various articles which lie has published as to the success of
his efforts with reference to the Madero revolution, and also his
statement that the American Federation of Labor embraces all the
great labor organizations of the United States, except the four railroad organizations, suggests to me another question which I desire
to ask you.
Do you know what became of the American railroad men em.
plowed on all of the railroad lines in Mexico prior to the incoming
of the Madero administration?
Mr. GATE. I have at various times heard, and I have seen some
papers, and I have here some papers, reports of railroad men there,
of which I had already heard, of a systematic discrimination against
the American workers upon the railroads of Mexico, which, if my
memory and information is correct, resulted in their having to leave
practically en masse.
The CHAIRnIAN. What paper do you refer to? Have you there
a report of any of the officers of the railroad organizations operating
in Mexico?
Mr. GATES. That is what these are. They are engineers and con.
-ductors and members of the railroad organizations. One was the
Order of Railway Conductors.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice one signed by W. K. Suit, chief con.
.ductor.
Mr. GATES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be placed in the record at this point.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
(Tbhe Railway Conductor, Vol. XXLX, pp. 444-445.
GUADALAJARA, MExiCO,

April 18, 1912.

'othe oflcers and members, DivIulon 66O,O. R. 0.

BIor3HEas: It Is with profound regret that It has become my duty to announce to you the necessity of surrendering the charter of our division.
however painful it may be, It would be more so if I could look back over the
events that have transpired in the last two years with an Impartial eye and

see where It was due to our failure in doing our duty either as conductors
in railroad service or to a lack of loyalty to the Order of Railway Conductors.
The discontinuation of the division Is due to the never-ceasing agitation of

the unreliable railroad element among the Mexicans that never has and never

9-wil
do good service.
This same class of people has succeeded In ruining the only effective* government that Mexico has ever had, and they are now engaged in destroying

the business Institutions that have been built up by foreign talent and money
They have also taken advantage of the weak and tottering government at
a time when they have not the strength to resist and have captured the
greatest business Institution In Mexico and will proceed to wreck it as they
have the Government.
We did not lose our positions because we are making demands that are
unreasonable. We have lost them because the railroad management, working
under the support of the Government, has annulled the agreement for the

-during the last 30 years of peace and prosperity.

-purpose of forcing us out of the service, as they see It, a few at a time, so
that it will not cripple the service, and at the same time knowing that they

have us at their mercy.
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I am proud to kncw that eaerc und every one of you are not only true Amerl.

cans, but that you are loyal O.It.
O.brothers, and that all of you have responded

to the demand for justice.
Our experience in Mexico and the history of the Texas colony under Mexican
rule has taught us that the moment he becomes your master he sets himself
upon a royal throne and expects you to worship him, and ifyou dare to resent
his rule you mnake of him a lifelong enemy, and from that time on you are never
free from his treachery, and for that reason you have chosen to go down In
defeat, fighting like the Irave defenders of the Alamo, rather than to submit
to a brutal ruler and be slaughtered like the Texans at Gollad.
We may be defeated in one sense of the word, but by the fight you have made
you ha've saved your pride and dignity and have assisted In creating a sentia ent in the civilized world that will some day bring results.
By the assistance of the O. It.C. the undesirable railroad man has been
removed from Mexico and the company Is now losing the best men that have
ever worked in .Mexico, and from the various tests of diplomacy, Judgment,
and nerve to which you have been subjected in the past 18 months, I feel free
in saying that you stand head and shoulders above any public servants In the
world to-day. Like thie captain of a ship, a conductor's first duty Is the care
and protection of his passengers.
The Madero rebellion broke out In Mexico about the time the senllment
against the Americans was so strong, partly on account of the rapist, Rodrigues,
who was lynched in Texas, and partly because the Americans had the best
railroad jobs. In addition to this sentiment against us, we came in contact
with both of the bitter factions and were often asked by both parties to express
our opinions regarding the situation. We saw the rough element gradually
get bolder; we saw thieves and pickpockets, who had been in prison, reappear
and begin their bold work; we saw the army and the local authorities lose
control of the people; we saw the small bands collect and more about, as we
passed through the country. In fact, by virtue of our position, we held the
pulse of the nation in our hands, and when we realized that the peon mobs
could be called nothing but bloodthirsty savages, we all made up our minds,
for the protection of the women and children, not to allow any soldiers to ride
on passenger trains through the dangerous territory, where the rebels were
likely to hold the trains up, knowing that if they saw soldiers they would not
hesitate to shoot into the trains and kill everybody In sight in an effort to kill
a few loyal soldiers.
By this method, you have made enemies of one faction, while your motives
were not understood by others. Many trains were delayed, and in some cases
you have refused to go into the danger zone and tie up trains, until you were
sure that the line was safe for your passengers. Some of you were subjected
to the vile abuse by army officers, and threatened to be placed In irons. Other
people openly asked the question, "Are you In sympathy with Madero and the
rebellion?" "Are you openly taking part In the fight to overthrow the govern.
anent?" While others boldly asserted that you should be shot down on the
spot. But with all the Intimidations, not one of you retreated from the stand
you had taken, which showed your rare judgment and nerve to back It up, and
after mature reflection the traveling public, which represents most all of the
nations of the earth realized that you were right, and that you did not do
this through sympathy with any faction, but to protect your passengers, and
they Indorsed your actions. Although some of you were ordered taken out of
service by the government, not one of you lost your positions.
Neither the railroad company nor the public can afford to lose such servants as
you are, but just and right can not prevail under existing circumstances. The
American tourist, who formerly found a courteous guide on every passenger
train, in the form of an American conductor, will now spend his vacation in
some other part of the world, realizing that he would be among people who
do not know how to appreciate him. and the hundreds of poor beggars who
gathered up the pennies freely given by Americans in days gone by will go
hungry to bed In the future.
The United States of America, by the Monroe doctrine, assisted by sending
an American Army to the Rio Orande In 1865. handed Mexico her liberty on
a sliver platter and has protected her ever since. Our reward is now being
received in the form of about nine-tenths of our citizens fleeing from the
country under humiliating circumstances to save their lives, while others are
being shot down like mad dogs by a lot of savages whose brains are pickled
In alcohol and their nerves wrecked by immoral living, and who, convinced
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that they con not (onlete with honest business men In respectable pursuits
of life. have turned loose to lay the country to .waste in their own natural
waiy. Every Amlerlenat
who has been in touch wilh the situation, and every
elnln of of
other ivlllzedl co tries, sees thile necessity of addling the "bir
slack " to the Monroe doctrine, and the only question Is, " When will It be done?'
Every voter of the hundred thousand conluctors nilIl engineers in tIhe UI'nte.
States of Amerili shl,,uld see that this question is put to tile candidates for
President of the United States in the campaign which Ihs opened here. and
not let tlh(iI get away from it until they have fully expieel their opnllllOns
lit public on the question.
I elhn not refrain from expressing lny special npllre-latln of the Inevertiring efforts of our secretary. Brother A. W. Earnlest for his work for the
sE
ot of the ornlr. andl esr~ullly In behalf of Brother Jnnes A ook while
he wais In prison at (lundelajran, Imartly due to the snmie influence of the p ale
element that Ix destroying the counlltry in an effort to htlinilate tihe Anericln
railroad imen andii drive them frmn the llelublle. Also Brother T.. A. Kelly,
our local chairman of tile grlevnnce committee, who has had1

to fight on every

inch of ground lie has covered for many months. amnd lulns proven a true and
loyal brother and n first-cnlss grievance Iann in every respect. Also our generol chilrmanl,
BroIlmther T. Ecehes, of whom I cnl say Itht in all of my 23
years of rallronding I have never known n brother to have to fice so many
vompllented and humlliating questions. Nor have I ever seel animan hnlldle
them as successfully as Ilrother Eccles has lone.
But there is n Imit to nil things, lnd we have arrived at the Illlit of our
endurance and forel rtcrance In Mexico. and may (od be with you all, and
deliver you to the other side of the Rio rande in safety.
I thank you all for the support and respect you have shown nle In my
efforts to serve the order and the brothers.
Yours. InI P. F.
WV.K. SUIT, C(hief Conduclor.

Mr. GATEr. And there is also a resolution ant a special meeting,
thanking Brother Suit for his "untiring efforts in our behalf, and
in particular for his letter announcing the necessity of disbanding

the division."

The CIrAln.s. That is the Gundnlupe local I prsuIme?

Mr. GATFeR. That is the Guadalupe local.

And here is another letter from Lnredo, Tex.. signed by Corrigan
and Curtis.
The CHAIRMAx. That appears to be an address to the American

people.

Mr. GATEB. It is.
The CHAIRMAN. Corrigan is an official of the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers, and Curtis is vice president of the Order of Rail.
way Conductors. Those documents, the resolution you referred to,
and this address to the American people may go in the record at this
point.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)
TIlE RAILWAY CONDi'CTOR.

IP. 448, Vol. XXIX.)
O'ADE.iAILJA,

Mrm.xco.

The following is from thile nllnutes of n special meetingll held April 18, 1012:
or chlef conductor,
"Moved and secondly that a vote of thanks be extendedl
Brother W. K. Suit, for his ulltiring efforts In our behalf, unll In particular
for his letter announcing the necessity of disbanding the division, giving an
outline of the situation In this country, and that a copy of this letter be sent
to each member of the division and to the Rallway Conductor. Carried unantl

mously.

Yours, truly, In P. P.,
A. W. EsANmrr,
Secretary Ditluon 540.
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AND CONDL'CTORS

R:rURE FBOM

SERVICE OF THE MtEICAN

NATIONAL

AI LOAD.
(From Locomolve Engineers' Journal, Vol. XLVI, 1012, p. 900.1
LA Do, T S., April 17, I011.
To the American public:
Ielileving that tihe Anmericn people are interested and ttIl they have a right
to know the facts intconile'tion with the forcel withilrawtll from the service of
the Nationnl hallways of Mexlto of Kevenrl hundred Anerlenn citizens who
have for many years been employed by these rallwyus ias engineers and vonductors, we submit the following statement covelinig the sltuatlon: We are
Iplnl)llted to do *) Ilevuise we feel that the tllgrnt disrrinination by the
.Mexhcil (lovernllent ugainst Anwrkiin citizens is deserving of conshlentlilon
at the hands of tie A.nericnln people.
wlts nvited tro 3exlms, to
It Is well knllwn that when Amerlenit ciritel
-'ureu froin
teary to
igh rnitlronl liihlli.ng. It was ic
develop that country thru
the U'ited States, er some other foreigll colltl-ry, xierienleed anlll to eynlttu
I fact hat the native cltizeins were letaily IlotaaIthle
the nnlilways owing toe the
The c* nginilrs anti cinductors were giiertlly secured in the
of delang mo.

nilteil States. and went to Mlexico under tolslurnlltes of fair trealtlent as to
of ell1o)lyanent, which were set forth in conltrict stll-tht.
oi
walget nil (nlitieionll
l tei, illlmuilgma'llent of the raillwatys liud co mllt~tes represntllling
tlonus blt
of Ull
these employees. Thllls lrranlgenleit operated totohe mutual UIisfalctll
coll(rtlned, andl tin serious controversy itrose Ibetween t1h railways and the
orgniilyitions of engiinhrs and conductors until te .Mexican (iovernmlent
sellrel colntrl of the greater part sf the raIlwIy milhiLage of .Mexkic; but
carried on a delihlwrate and sllistined system
shilla that time there hlnslIen
clmnd'llntors, the mle p,llrpo
'llelnId
of dilllllllntion ainullnt American engineers
of which was to force Amerlean einpoytes out of the service without regalrd
to the fact that many of their n have worked faithfully for thllae rillwnys fr
from 20 to 30 years, having left the Uniited States in tile prime of maunhoxl
when there were iractitily no .extlenln citizens (.allhlte of Iaerforlinig the
duuth s of ( iglleer naul conductors.
Thtse nmon have, given the best years of their lives to the service of the
,Mexican rallways, as well as giving the benefit of their knowledge and ext-e
rlence to the 31exican people, and now, upon the demand of certain labor
organizatlonls of native solls, who have taken for their slogan ".Mexico for
3Mexlcnls " and who covet the positions that have been filled so long aund
etlklcently by the Americanls, the lexIlln (Jovernmllent barely ungrateful of
the services rendered by the Americans, has issued Instructions through Its
secretary of voulanuntilltion nabrogating the agreements etwtien the railways
ees, andlnulwsillg c(lldlitlo'ns UIonll ild employees llnud the AruelricttI employvi
possible of fulfillment.
A word here na to ownership of the railway prolwrles nvolvtl may Ie of
Ilnterst: Out of a capitulizatlon of nearly $450.000.000 the .Mex.icanl (Iovern
Ianent hals only put into the properties ill actual cash ulriljoxilitely $J,,0000.
It is true

that III exchange for $49,400, motlre

stc.k,

ha

oinehitlf of the $23,00(,000

tlil Interest oli
tihe (h)vernmlent gulranteesi tlhe prclrill
certain outstanding an)iads. While this deal iave thie Mexlcan loverntmet conll
trol of the railways Involved, under certain unknown contract Illtatlons, it
cl
nuthtiriz

did llot llliIke

srll

railways exclusive GIoverntlllt

Intilltllom

to the extenlt

of Justlifying the clnmior of Mexican citizens that none but .lex|cinlls were en*
tilled to employment thereon.
We quote blow froll time drlanlitlllo of principles of one of the native
3Mexlnn organizallons to show that the fact of belmlg nn Amlerlean would prohibit one from conftluinig in the employnlent of tihe exican rnailwnys:
"Society of the Defenlers of the Ilights of Mexican Railroad 3Men. Slogan,
Mexico for Mexlcans. The .Mexiemallation of the untional railways ihas beome
on inllerlous necessity andi should be done, not only by placing Mexicanns in
positions as tiremen, brakemen, engineers, conductors, alnd dispatchers, hut by
elevating them to the high positions of administration. nlnklng them general
agents, general superintendents of divisions, motive power. etc. The society
has been projected with the sole object of forcing off, nud carrying Into effect,
the Mlexicnnizatlon of the Mexican railways, etc."
In addition to the above there is abundant evidence to show that the pur.
pose of the 3Mexlen organizations, supported by the Mexican Government,
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Is to eliminate American employees from the service of Mexican railways.
It is estimated that there are something like 600 American engineers and
conductors in the service of these railways, and these men were forced to
retire upon dictation of the native labor organizations of Mexico, supported by
the Government, In the face of the fact that, as shown by the preliminary
report of the thirteenth census, there are in the State of Texas alone 128,817
native-born Mexicans enjoying freedom of employment in accordance with their
capacity, and suffering from no discrimination on account of their nationality
from either the Government of the United States, American employers, of
organizations of employees.
Ii view of the determined attitude of the Mexican Government to displace
Americans, and after having exhausted every possible means of securing such
terms as would guarantee fair and Just treatment, the American engineers
and conductors decided to withdraw from the service of the National Rail.
ways in a body instead of suffering themselves to be displaced in small numbers at a time at the convenience of the authorities, and in the meantime not
only place their lives in jeopardy, but be subject to humiliation and Insult at
the hands of Mexican employees and organizations coveting their positions and
desiring their hasty departure.
We have every reason to believe that our Government has not only been
fully advised as to the foregoing, but that it has, through diplomatic channels,
made representations to the Mexican Government In our behalf, for which we
are duly grateful; and in common with thousands of our countrymen, who
have been forced out of Mexico, leaving millions In property behind them on
account of dangers due to the strong anti-American feeling existing there, we
submit our wrongs to such further consideration as may be proper for our
Government to give them.
. ConatRIoA, A. . .O.
B. of L. E.
1:. I'. CU rs, V. P., O. R. C.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever hear of the American Federation of
Labor interesting themselves in behalf of these American railroad
men who were run out under the Madero administration?
Mr. GATES. They may have done so, but I have not heard of it.
The CH AIRiAN. Then, I presume, that is one of your reasons for

thinking that possibly the American Federation of Labor (toes not
understand labor conditions in Mexico?
Mr. GATES. Part of them.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has had the testimony of Charles
A. Gardner, taken at San Antonio, Tex., one of the railroad men
driven out of that country, so we will not pursue that line further.
Now, Mr. Gates, from your knowledge of Mexico and Mexican
conditions, I want to ask you, in your opinion, with reference to the
great majority of the common people of Mexico, a large per cent of
the total number of people inhabiting that country, Indians o'r
so-called Mexicans, constituting possibly 85 per cent, what is the feeling among those people generally, the Zapatistas, with whom you are
familiar, the apotecs, in Tehuantepec, the Yucatecans, the followers of Meixuetro, of Pelaez, and even those who have acquiesced
in the Carranza regime, with reference to America and to the United

States?

Mr. GATES. I found nothing but friendship and a desire for
American cooperation on all sides throughout my entire trip throughout the country, except with those small bodies of people constituting
the present official Carranza military dictatorship and those who are
profiting by it. That is, that Pan-Latin one big union, bolshevist
aggregation of which we have been talking, represented by Carranza s desire to put the Saxon in his place, hatred of the American,
to drive us out, and Alvarado's desire to erect a syndicalistie State.
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The rest are very friendly to the United States and welcome our
cooperation, although patriotic in desiring to retain the sovereignty
of their own country.
The ClAIRMAN. Are you or not in favor of armed intervention
by the United States in Mexican affairs?
Mr. GATEs. I have stated myself to be as pronounced an anti.
interventionist in that sense as you will find in the United. States.
I wouldn't consider that, after having wrecked Mexico with eight
years of political interference, with maintaining in power a dictator
whose personal reaction was the same as that of our present incumbent, who has been maintained in power solely by his will against
the will of the Mexican people, who have been fighting for their own
homes, during which time Mexico has been reduced to misery; itf
we take advantage of that situation, if the result is what it seems to
me the necessary end to which it would tend, and enter upon an
invasion, an armed intervention into Mexican affairs, it would be
a stain upon our American honor that we would never have an opportunity to explain away, and would support those people in the.
belief which they hold of this Government that, especially in the
later years, in the past eight years, its policy has been Machiavellian.
I wish to put that as clearly and plainly as 'I can put it. It has been.
my policy and belief throughout the whole. I found it all though
Mextco.
The CHAlnIDAN. Suppose there is no friendly interference, or interference of any other character by this government, in some way in
Mexican affairs, what will be the immediate future of Mexico, in
your judgment?

MIr. GATES. In my judgment, the present break up of Carranza is
the breaking up of exploiting among themselves. I would anticipate-no man can prophesy-but from the events of the day, I would
anticipate the early triumph of some of the leaders apparently at
present Obreon; within a year or so, dissension; then continuing
quarrels; finally if that continues from now until next year some
time, assuming that President Wilson chooses to take no step at all,
which it must be assumed he will not do after his message to you
thanking you for the opportunity to tell you that foreign affairs are
none of the Senate's business, that Mexico for the rest of .this year
will know a depth of degradation to which the past 10 years would
look like heaven. That is what I look for.
The CIIATRMAN. I thank you very much for your interesting and

intelligent testimony, and your enlightening statement and assistance.
which you have given to the committee.
Mr. GATES. May I say that what we need with Mexico is Mexican
sympathy. They can receive us with open arms there. They -need
our help. If we.tender it to them in the right way it can be'given,
and we can have a certain friendly interest in our neighbors at our
side. But she does need our help, and all the more she needs it because officially she has been put where she is. I regard that as imposing upon us the responsibility. We should have a sympathetic
understanding of her needs. She not only needs a great big loan to
finance a receivership, but she needs reclamation, she needs restoration of industry, and above all, at the bottom and beginning the end
of the whole, is the enabling of the common man in Mexico, which
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largely means the Indian, to have a little something to hope for and
a home le is not afraid lie is going to be robbed of. When there canl
come to us anybody out of the present chaos, if any opportunit3
should come out of that chaos, for the decent element with whom we
might work, we might still salve the sitution and our honor; but we
must do it with sympathy and with kindness.
The CnAIR. x. Do yu think that mere sympathy and understanding, without actual assistance, will avail anything in Alexico?
Mr. (ATE8. No. It menns going down there aind taking off our
coats and helping them economically; and also backing up in some
way-that is difficult to say, because it looks like interfering-but
backing up in some way, such as is proper, international relationship, a stable currenc . and decent government.
The CuAIRnIAx. Will mere recognition of such a government by
the United States avail anything?
Mri. (ATrs. If the recognition of the United States amounts to
anything at present, flouted, its it has been, in all latin-America;
if we can get our recognition respected it wotlld go a long ways, but
it hans not been reslwected since Ilryan became our Secr tary of State.
We must back-track on that before our influence amouIts to any-

thing, and when we back-track then we can restore health.
The CIIAInIA\s.
Would you extend help to .Mexico merely by recognition and leave her to secure financial aid from individuals in
ti is country, or would you extend that financial aid directly by this
Government to a government which would receive it in the proper
spirit?
Mr. GATES. I would give it by this Government if it was received
with the proper spirit. My views upon that are represented by the
document that I attached to my letter to Secretary Baker. They
involve a rehabilitation of Mexico, and how it could be done without putting her into a receivership or giving her a political dictatorship. I hoped that the opportunity might come if President Wilson would come to the position of recognizing Carrania as impossible, thst something be done, and consequently I made these suggestions in my correspondence with Secretary Baker. I had the
cooperation of a good many people in that, and it is not political
and not a financial receivership.
The CIIHAIRAN. Those suggestions are in those documents?
Mr. GAT:s. Yes. I believe it could be done along those lines.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee is very much obliged to you, Mr.
Gates. The committee will adjourn, subject to the call of the chairman.
:iixIirt 4.

To the Preildent ot the pcoplc of the Unitcd s.tatSA of timrrim. our nrl~hbor.
nlg Rel~ublic:
In this hour of crilsis. when It is iehll In liI( Winie of the fates whetir
ourI country shall 1 ivte t n
illt
eix|llent s ovreig,gn untioo, wIe make you tit
apnnl:
p or over six years our country has Iben torn by civil strife: for five of those
lsx years at Irge part of its territory hils been the prey of the nost cruel anll
brutnl tymnly our country litas Ia t(o Inlure in nil the ptst cenlltry of its
efforts toward freelolm.
In 1014, Ilfter the

overthrow

of the army. nantl "

of itlerta, Venullinno C'nrrnzn, na flirt chlef

n('stlintlmitlist~" lwec use the object whereby It sought
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the cooperation of the whole country, was the irvatonrtlon of the constitutional
ornler broken by usurpation, with the return to a lawful rginme under that
constitution which cost so many lives and so many years of struggle before It
came into being ansthe Palladium of our Liberties--'enustiano Curranza, we
say, was then offered the support of the country, tendering him the provision
presidency, and calling upon himn for the imnnedlnte convocation of national
chctions, and the submission to the coming Congress and the several States, in
due and constitutional form, of whatever legislative reforms the condition of
the country demanded.
refusing everything but the provisional presidency, which he promptly ex.
panled by his own sole autocratic decree into omnipotent powers, legislative
aind Judalt as well as executive, Venustiano Carranza made himself the nectual
Irresonsilble dictator of Mexico, to n degree that is paralleled by no previous
Instance in our entire history.
Annullling by a stroke of his pen that constitution he had sworn to defend
and restore, he proclaimed a "new thing" in the affairs of States-a ".preconstitutional period," wherein by the power of the sword and bullet alone,
In a country of peaceful citizens deprived by his decree of even*the smallest
weapon of self-defense against the "banditry" he claimed to be resisting, he
and Ils adherents set out to fasten laws and regulations violative of every sort
of justice ind right, for the sole profit and enrichment of his civil tnd nlllitary
supporters. With the most unbelievable shamelessness, in a so-called detnocracy, a so-called government for the benefit nand protection of the "oppressed,"
decries were issued depriving all save his own supporters of even the sema.
blane of the right of suffrage. Elections through his whole period, In those
few cases where they Ihavo been ostentatiously held, have been the verleat'farce.
At the end of 1014 and the Ieginning of 1015, while still holding only a part
of the national territory, and himself remaining in Vera Cruz, he and his
adherents consummated an offensive and defensive alliance, by formal signed
treaties, with that organization of International opposition to democratic and
free institutions by the suPlort of the majority, known now In various countries
na Bolshevists, Syndicalists. Sprtachldes, 1. V. W., and, among uis, the Cnsa del
Obrero Miundlal.
At the same period, Carranza, guided by his personal feelings against the
allied nations, entered Into relations with Germany; and with the German
minister came German emissaries preaching then, four years ago, all the radical
antlocial doctrines of the extreme Left to-day, just as two years later similar
German emissaries carried the same doctrines of aftldemocracy and destruction
to Itussla.
Throughout the entire period of the Great War, Venustiano Carranza, with
his circle of adherents, Salvador Alvarado, Pablo Gonzales. Alvaro Ohregon,
Lus Cabrera, Candido Aguillar, and many others, Iade a mockery of Mexico's
pretended neutrality, gave all possible aid and comfort to the German side, and
promised full future alliances, military and commercial, thus compromising the
honor and safety of the country, and the peace of the Western World, In his
Insane and despotic plans.
Tihe diplomatic record of the past years has been one to bring shame to the
face of every BMexican who cares for his country's International repute; and
these long-continued and scarcely veiled insults are continuing to this day. All
title
relying upon the unwillingness of the American Government to resent such
provocations by an attack upon a weaker nation at her border, already ex.
hausted by the struggles of these years.
During these six years our country has been reduced to the lowest abyss of
misery; nowhere In territory which can be reached by the armed bands of
Carranclstas, masquerading as "bandits" or as "Constitutionalists" in turn, is
life or honor or property safe. Production and all the course of business is
almost at a standstill; our railroads do not run, save on a few lines, where all
the remaining equipment is concentrated. With a budget nearly twice that of
the nation 10 years ago, two-thirds of the revenues go into the maintenance of
this army of depredation, the great part of the whole passing by padded pay
rolls into the pockets of the filgher officers; while throughout the whole country,
wherever the control of Carrancismo reaches, to live by license has become the
normal mode. We are facing years or decades to remoralize and make sane the
general order, and bring about again the habits of peace and order in life.
Our rchool-teachers are reduced to actual stravation, being kept for months
without even the pittance assigned them for their part In the social work, the
hope of the future State; while for everyone In the protected circle of military
4700--20-voL 2 --
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and civil autloritles, there Is the most complete Iinmmunity for Itny Ipaible
form of crime against person or property. The mere catalog of the ulnpun.
Wished crimes openly committed by the: e high and low officials and officers,
fronl hurglary, highway robbery, murder, and attacks upon women to " banditry " and the most slitanele.ss graft aIntl looting of the public treasury, would
The resources of the country are strippll bare.
fill
a volume.
At this time alo, following a long period of illegal anld despotllc conmtistlions of foreign-owned properties, formerly In production to the enlrlehment
of our country, the violation of treaty-guaranteet rights of those who had
been invited by the crelit and faith of thle Nation to east their lot among us
for residence or business, nnd the murder of lany huldrrclas of fore.in 'tizens, we are oppressed by an oacltuatlon of all these conditions that threatens the very life of the Nation. destroyed lby Its self-lmnstituted masters.
The so-called Government of Carranzal loses not control more than i fra(ction of tileterritory of the country. With control of the, main ports ani the
railway lines and equipment, and tllu controlling the wlrer and tilemalls,
it is able to make a show of administration through the Itepluhble. Along thew
lines, and the towns and cities held in thli way. the rule is that of arnaed sldery in an unarmed and defenseless polulamc-the rule of terror.
Away from these railroad lines, and where the C'arranz soldiers can not
pars save Inl nlmjilr force, .Mexicnlls of every rank have united for their own

protection and that of their homes and laws, Untler different leIlers. Such
bodies of citizen soldiery have mlaaitalined
organized protecting and defensive
though wills scalty nrethemselves Intact through these years of trial ; tintd
sources, with no help or support from abroad, or any ability, owing to internationlal neutrality laws, to bring In any formal of supplies--for which. Indetl.
they have hlcked and do still lack the resources for playmlent-these botlies
do now control and protect the greater part of the national territory.
In the hitter months of 1914, wh,,it Venustiano Carranza refused the proffered
support of the entire nation for a restoration at once of the constitutional order,
and finding himself outnumbered In the convention of his own calling. retired
to Vera Cruz to proclaim himself sole dictator and legislator for the Mexican
people, with hits
syndicalist and German allies. he was disavowed by Smllinno
Zapata and Frnclsco Villa, with their supporters In the south and in the
north. Although Carranza was enabled some months later to take the capital,
and then supported by the main arteries of import and the resources of the
country was able to extend his rglime of destruction, military oppression and
robbery through the Republie, these two forces have maintained themselves unconquered through the ensuing five years, to the present.
In July, 1015, aroused to her own self-defense against these attacks upon law
and life, and by the usurpation effected In the proclamation of the "preconsttutlonal period," the free and sovereign State of Oaxaca reassumed her sovereignty under the constitution, until order and the constitutional rdglme could
be again establislltal in the nation. From that time until the present this State
has continued Il the lawful and constitutional administration of the greater
part of her territory, under the lawful State authorities, duly alnd constitution.
ally elected In December, 1014; and by the nid and services, and the lives, of
her sons, has defended herself and them.
TIn1010, for the purpose of ending this ernaof usurpation. and of fulfilling
the obligation resting on all Mexicans to sustain and restore the constitution,
which by its specific terms proclainma that It shall not lose validity by reason
of ay rebellion or usurpatlon. there was organized the " Natlonal Reorganixing Army " unler the leadership of Gen. Felix Dfnz, as the effective outcome of
protests voicld by him since 1914; and in the last three and a half years this
force has extended its effective protection through different States of the
Republic.
rural population of the northeastern parts of the leSome time before tile
public, attacked by the Cnrrancista despoilers in their most essential rights,
and to restore law and order, placing Manuel Pelflez
to
defend
them
took arms
as commander in chief of the National Guitrds: upon the attempt of the illegal
Quertaro Assembly to Inpose a new constitution on the country, these guards
were reorganized as the "revolutionary army." to support and reinstate the
national constitution of 1857; at the same period, in the trying times of the
Great War, when the fates there hung in the balance. and the weights in that
balance were the supplies of oil without which the allied navies would have been
powerless, and when for a time there was but a few weeks' supply of this fuel
on hand, the Carranza soldiers, aided by German-paid agitators, were seeking
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to capture, and destroy the wells on which that supply depenled-these forces,
under Manuel P'eldez. firm In the defense of the rights made sacred by the con.
stitution of 187. and faithful to the cause of democracy and freedonl in the
world. protected, nIlstill do pIrotect, life and property in the Tanmpico and ad.
Johling regions.
To-day tlie truth ihas come to light ; andl to-day Venustliano Cnrrnmzl, your
enemi1y, as he antd his circle of oflheits are ours, is threatening to draw upon
us ile natural result of his nid their criutes. We are nbont to be made to
suffer for the criltes of those who have murdered our fellows. W'-all Mlext.
cans--are beilg cried aigalnst for the deleds of our oppressors. Mexc is Nh
bout
to lIe ( Illed 1111trentei as Ithe enlemy of your great ilenocratey oil .t (ollllt of
tlie detdls we have now for five years resisted with our blood, coinmlittedl by tho!e
few evil men who by their Intrencheld position have been enabled to do ll
these things. Carranza anal tlieenltlrocircle of his supporters without one
slnjile exception, have iletrayel you nlldyour placed trust iindholx. a Is
he did
us and the support we gave him at thnt time.
W\e are fighting for our llberlles n1111our hoies. Tihe wlr in .Mexicotwill
never cose until that flght is gained. It can not cease. And conthlent lhvsin
the truth whlch Is now in its full time coIning to the light, we nls.:I1 to you. the
Ieshlent of the UnitN1l ;latePs. anid to you. the people of those United Sttes, to
give s int
1111mlesurle of relief indl reogiiltion to whiiich we lare enltitledl.
You. dir. l're idenllt, we ilsk to grlanit t11tllatreo llnitioll
which is the lholndlel n
right of iil who fight for their lhome., their liberties,. and their laws. We ask
tit
we Iltlyhe heard ; tnlt wp niy
lhlle a standing from whichll to spk
11d
Ilesl tlite
(iluse of opplressed Mexico iindher children.
In order to ('eslitlilsh this right ind in order that there 'liilt lot crine that
itvasioln of Mexico which we know is .sfir from your - .sires as it woilhl le
destruclive of 1il our hopes 111 aspirtitlons its freeliler,, we will participate
iI it co~ntfelre cci
1it
till le leIlilng orgiii.zed
l
elelllents now llvlling tilecontrol (of
the territory of the Mexlmiin Itepublic; that Itthis ~onlfrelue shall e'
lonsitere
l
Ihe reionllstrll tlion 1nd restorltonl tiollnationil ihellth
o)f ithe comitry that is ours
rnl for which we mid our fitters lihave fought.
Ve isk tit ih:this wity the
gren;t principles for while the pol.le of4ithe W'estern
l
leiisphelire hlve declared
Ill
,]vtl
tes -tlil
prinel'Ih.les o filentxT'ray. self-gover llient, tlie right of every
Individual to life. liberty, and the pursuit of hnplilness-shalll he uiice more
e(stllilishtl aii!l tl11t your country nit ours nny go on its sIster Itepubllfes,. diftferent in ilhieriti'e aild blobdl, yet uilted by Ionds of friendship nudl (o.-t
,operationnlllwit those common obj ects broughlt to birth for Francle iI 1789,
for you in 17'7s.nid for us in 1810 and lit 1857.
Toward this endl we. the signers hereto, for ourselves aind all those we repre.
selnt. ainl those who have inltrusted to us their dcfenlls, pledge to you hereby our
united cooplerntion in the iprlotetction of life and prol'rty throughout tilhe
territory of tile Mexilln lederationl.
W\e phi~ge ourselves to unite in the formation
of n lprovisollnil administration upon a coalition has of the lilwrnl elementsthose elemllents that seek true democracy and the welfare of the 'ntlion, to its
lowest Ilnl humblllcst citizens, Insteal of Iprsonal power andl authority or personitl aggrdniIonliInei t.
For this great work of renclrnuction of our distracted and desolated country,
now in a like condition with so many nther countries in the world, help In
resources and cooperatlion illst Iwehad. International problems mllust he met
inld solved: rights lSllt lie adj.stedl nnailprotected: the work of rehinhilittlon
Itself must Ie protected. espinlecIly in its earlier stages. To thils end we frnnkly
nsk your Iild, without humlity or the derogatlon of self-respect; for we have
suffered Iittilehands of oppressors, and we lre econanltleally destitute; we
htlve no resollurc
left. sfiae our love for our country ilidl our
t sf-resiHect ns
It!en and11Mextletsl . Ilut our country is rich in herself, and by our work, once
started on the road, can rebulhd all. You, tileAnlerican Nation. almost alone
now among the peoples of tileearth, are eenoiiOnlealuiy undestroyed liter the
efforts of the past years. We believe thtnta way can be found wherelby you
will gladly give. ild we (tclln lhonornlly llter ille(to
Coelratlon to thllit
end, to
,yourgreat adhllllntunge as to that of out country, and yet neither violative of
Melco's Indlepedent political self-deternilnatlon nor sulnillting her to) i (on
selenceless or usurlous finan.tal control.
This we believe of you, dMr. President, and we Ilso believe it of thiehIeart of
the American people.
To you, therefore, we address this nppeal, in this critical hour of our country
and in the nffnfrs of the world.
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To the .ation:
Revolutions are social nieessitles, crises which arise when (tvernmenlts htlve
closed the legal roads to the political progress of Ipeoples: they strive for principles of social improvement, amid ever inscrlle on their banners the great desires of those lwoples. Should this no hlie so, should a revolution not carry
front its beginllg a great promise of social redemption, it would Ie dead from
the cradle; and if later actions dill not lead to the discharge of this promise the
revolution would equally e condemned to death. For the Inexorable laws of
nature, which linipos themselves alike upoln individuals and peoples, establish
conservation as n universal prciilie, and neither l holes nor individuals chllmige
the normal course of their life. or break tihe regularity of their existence, or
venture upcn great risks, except in presence of some greater benefit, before tile
vision of a greater hanppiness, or facing a future that augurs elevation il the
moral order, progress In the nmaterinal. For this reason we repeat: revolutions
which have not been the exploslon of true ideals, or those which have later
abandoned then), can not prosper; and armed movements that seek to impose
then, never can succeed In so doing, for as said before, peoples as ltdividuals
react to the sentiment of conservation, and conservation necessitates betterment.
These clear and simple premises explain why Carrancismo and the socalled
"Constitutionalist" forces sustaining it have not been able after more than two
years, and never can be able, to reestablish and consolidate peace in the liepublic.
The Carralcelsta movement arose on the 20th of March, 1013, il accord with
the plan of Guadalupe, on the bases of disavowing Gen. Victoriano Huerta as
President of the Republic, as a usurper, and disavowing as ccomplies in his
usurpation the legislative and judicial powers of the federation, who had recognized Gen. Huerta, as well as the State authorities who had accepted his (Cov
ernment. The entire plan therefore rested on the respect due to our constitu.
tonal laws, guaranteed in our Magna Carta, and in the duty resting on all
Mexicans to sustain those laws, even by force, when reason can no longer make
Itself heard.
Carranza, then, on rising In arms, proclaimed the supremacy of the Constitution and offered the Republic the defense of its violated principles. It was in
truth a great promise. The Code of 1857 cost our ancestors so many and so
great sacrifices; so often has it been repeated that this code is the genesis of
our political education and destined as the cement to our condition as free men:
and so intimately have we been convinced of these truths that all Mexicans who
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halve not lost faith In the reconstruellon of our country feeIl oulrlves promoved anti threatened when the precepts of that comllst ltution are in
danger-nlid at the same time feel ourselves strong to defend aid atl nthi them
uaharmned. To this It is ldue
that Don Venucllano CnrranIza, a man without
aly notable past. found political allies in tile lRepubllic, anti that l (call awoke

foundly
tlhoin

the breasts of many Mexicans.

After a year and a half of contest, Carrann arrived at Mexico anti, with
the name of first chief of thie so-called coistiltutlonallst army, asuiiine
the provisional presidency of tihe lepublic. Curnuniza then changed radically,
breaking with the principles by which he hand triumphed.
ills ambitions, of
low order and founded on Inodemocratic eluntilon, "together with the evil
without morality), brought
counsels of his favorites (who were many silad
him to forget all-absolutely all-his prolmies: anl by a sanguinary irony of
fate, the author of the Plan of Guadalul , he who had In the aintu of tile
constitution disavowed Gen. Iluerta and the other lderal powers, upon atssuming the Executive Office, himself declared abolished that very constitution
and all the laws derived from It, Iet
decreed that his Government would
exercise its functions in a " precistltutional" period--oitside of the consti.
tutional order; outside of all law. By this means Carrancismo cast the lie.
public Into the most absolute nlarchy and despotism; all rights and all guarantees appearedr; no one knows where his property begins nor ends, nor
knows how long he can dispose of his liberty nor his life; from that time the
aintlle
sulstlituted by the arbitrary
constlllution and ill tile rest of the laws
will of Carranza and his favorite. thus establishing a purely personal Govy
ernment-ni oligarchy, odious tllnd
lllnjsshile to bear. With the ideals dead,
disorgnizatllon camne of necessity. Villa, in spite of his crudeness (rudeza),
.a-w that Carrnnz and hlk people were throwing the Itepubllc Into chaos, and
demanded his withdrawal; Zapata, who until then had shown himself In gen.
eral terms Il symlpathy with the revolution In the north, likewise demanded
that Carronza surrender the xpwer in order to do away with personallsin and
bring peace. The Statl of Oaxaca, tlhat heroic nnd glorious State, which had
maintained itself inlpIea;I
in the midst of disorder, without losing Its normal
life; which by Its antecedents and its importance also figured as one of the
factors upon whoal rested tile solution of the national destinies; that State,
loving peace and the law, divorced itself from Carrnnelsto, demanding of that
faction the respect for its soveelignty and the consideration due to the Oaxacan
people and their legal and established Government.
Carranelsmlo had gone too far upon the wrong path to consent to abandon It.
Its leaders hall tasted the gratifications of command and enjoyed the fruits
of their robberies; they came to consider as their sworn enemies not only those
who opposed them but those who, of morality or for shame, refused them
their support in the enterprise of destruction and infamy they had embarked
upon. It was tilebeginning of a new war more sanguinary and more cruel
than what had preceded. Ilostilities first broke out with Villa, then with
Zapata, and later wlth many other leaders; and finally this State of Oaxaca
was invaded, the last refuge of the liberties uind the last bulwatrk of our instl.
tutlons. It amounted to nothing that the constitutional authorities of the
State showed that order reigned throughout It.territory, that public services
were carried on efficaciously. that the people were in full enjoyment of their
rights, and that the Government had Implunted the reforms demanded by the
needs of the time. All this availed nothing,
progress of enlightenment and tile
we repeat; Carrancilsmo needed the booty of war, and the State of Oaxaea
was invaded.
Carrancismo had shown itself ready for everything, absolutely for everything
In order to continue possessing itself of the last remnants of spoil that still
remain on the blood-marked body of the country. This ll-omened faction has
by Its conduct brought upont us Invasion from outside, while it continues its
fratrlcldal wat. Instead of repenting and mending its errors to the preservation
of national integrity and dignity. But there is yet more. That felony we
know as Carranclsmo has passed the limits of the imaginable, Inviting good
Mexicans, patriots In heart, who, unwilling to light more fires of destruction
within the nation's homes had retired to private life-Inviting these worthy
sons, we say, for the repelling of Intervention, and then when they had re.
sponded to that call, surprising their good faith, forced them Into the civil
struggle.
With our national Integrity compromised, and the Republic plunged into
anarchy and the most unbridled despothim known in all our history, It Is mat.
ter of the most urgent and Imperious necessity, to bring once more our good
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faith into play, to send out the call to all good Mexicans and to make a supreme
effort to reorganize Its energies for the work of reconstruction, for true national
reconstruction. The present moments are definitive, and we should take ad.
vantage of them; the safety of our country demands it. The problem Is arduous
and difficult, especially because first of all there must be extirpated the condition of armed chelftainship (caudlllaje), the Indispensable prerequisite to the
doing away with personaltsin in (lovertnnent; preventing the resting of the national destines at a given moment In the hands of but one or two individuals,
instead of lying in the hands of the Nation itself or its representatives. To
this end there lies but one road open; to work from the periphery to the center;
that is, to stimulate and bring about the reorganization of the larger number of
the States of the ltepublec, that these may in turn bring about that of the
Iteplbile Itself. It is it proceeding analogous to that followed by the States of
the American Union in 1778, and will give us protection against that central
absorption of power which the Federal powers have through our whole political
life, in every epoch, practiced nagtinst the State authorities, nain place us in the
only condition permitting the reconstruction of our nationality and the salvation
of our territory.
To the State of Oaxaca there falls the honor and satisfaction of setting the
example to the rest, its sisters. Its constitutional nuthoritles, which to this
day have not ceased to function, In spite of all the obstacles in their way, will
soon reestablish themselves in the State Capital, and our efforts will soon give
them the complete control of the entire territory of the State.
In the other States of the Itepublic where men of good faith still are fighting
against Carranelsmo, this example should be followed. Those military cont.
wanders which carry on operations along these Ilnes in those States, can count
for our nlid to that end; nnd with the purpose that as sion s asnlly Stit is freed
of the metnace of Carranclsino, those connmmanders shall at once designate a
provisional governor who will innedlately convoke the people to the election
of legislatures.
The legislative branch duly organized, without loss of time elections for the
executive and judlclal State authorities shall follow.
When the majority of the States shall have been reorganized upon tlhe
lines thus Indicated, in accordance with the constitution of the republic and the
other general laws, and its own State Conslitution and the laws nlppertaining,
the representatives of these States shall convene for the nomination of a provisional president, whose principal mission shall be the Iunniednate calling
of elections through the Itepublie for the National Congress. And with this
body In session, he shall call elections In the Itepublic for the remaining Federal
authorities.
.lexlcanos, the country calls upon us for a new sacrifice; let us respond
with resolution and love to the call, and bearing the sacred banner of ourt
constitution, let us fight on until we win that its beneficent shadow covers and
protects all.
PLANS.

First. There is reestablished in the Republic the dominion of the general
constitution of the 5th of February, 1857, with its additions and reforms legally adopted by the means which itself provides, and with the laws of reform
and the others derived therefrom.
Second. 0.. enustlano Carranza, first chief of the so-called constitutionalist
army, Is disavowed, with all the authorities that lie has imposed.
Both citizen Carranza and those others who under his so-called government
have held the position of authorities, shall be judged In accordance with the
laws, for usurpation and such other crimes as they may have comllnitted.
Third. The States adhering to the present plan, and in which the constl
tutional authorities have disappeared, shall make all effort to free themselves
front Carrancista control, and succeeding in this shall reorganize themselves
under the Federal and State Constitutlon and the laws nppertnlning. For this
purpose, the military leaders in each such State, opposing Carranclsmo, shall
in the shortest time possible meet to nominate a provisional governor, choosing
for that post a native of the State itself, and a man whose character and firmness shall afford guarantees to the cause. With no loss of time the provisional
governor shall call extraordinary elections for deputies to the State legislature.
This body once reestablished, in order to proceed at once upon legitimate
Ipaths, shall as Its first act appoint an acting governor, choosing for that post
the person designated as provisional governor, if it sees fit. The noacting gov-
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eruor shall then at once convoke elections for constitutional governor, and
members of tile Judiciary.
Fourth. All tie States adhering to this I;lan shall, witlhont the need of further agreements, constitute an ffenllsive amland
alefeisllve IPelagle Ilglthist Carran.
xzsisio, shnll mnllntlain constant Intercommnlll
nation, Ind their governors amnd
military leaders shall nt
11(
concert in flip generall operations.
SFilih. iih farn',
orgaimlz01 iI
nlIlMt olfithe preIvi.'lIr plan shill he knovni
as thie " ,Army of reslral'ltion of le Ileplmhulh."
I(1Jsrceto Itestaraldor de hi
lteplhilkle.)
Sixth. .Amsion sin itmajority of thei States shall have Iem duly organized
iundler the etostllltulffbml order, the gi\'ernment of ctlch one of those States
shall nllne i representatives to attend ain n ssei nlly nt i da(Ie andl place to He
duly set. In such gathering flipe representaoiives then o(f II majority of the
States shall iigru

votes, a provisionl

nipn, Atid shall

president of

lih

iomllille by not less than a majority of

lilepblie, whl shall

lint

I, a
n

inllltary

leader In the commlalnd of at force. .Tlis provislanal plreshidelt shall lie reog.

nilzeld Atld suilixrted ly aill the rcorglulled Stallts, Shall At once tallke I).wsselon
of his oflke ilad cill Imnedllntely extraordinary elections for Deputies to tihe
Nanltionil (Onmgre.m.s.
This Ilody in session, It shall as its ilrst ict nonlllllte ani
acting president, who imay be time samll ns already named provisional piesl.
dent. Thls done, the acting president shall at once call extraordinary elections for constitu:lonal president, nnd nimnlers of the Judiciary.
Seventhl.
The oflicks of President of the IaReplie, and governor of any of the
States, shall not devolve upo military lenders in cmumand of a force. Such
leaders c a ite lno minlmltm'l ait elected for said offlics, after thIe anpse of a year
of separation fromUtheir military service.
Eighth. The Preslidnt of the Itepuiblic nnd the governors of the States, provisional, acting or lwerimanent, shall maintain from the moment of their nmanm
ing oflice that nill their nets. u1111
the acts of nil other ollinctats wtllhl their
Jurisdiction, shall conform stretly to the prinllples of" the coilltlintlon of
1857. which is declared in force; causing to ie restored to their owners anlmedliately nil property confisnctedl from themli by the ('arranzista or any other
falcton, and procuring that tlent eforwarl all nationals and foreigmiers shall
enjoy In their perns and Interests the guaranties which the sold constitution
nasures. The sunlo
authorities shall at once bring about the repatriation of
the Mexicans now driven from the country by Iplltical pmi selcution nnd the hick
of gnrantles-those who lmay have oen guilty of crimes remainlling subject
however to the lw.
Ninth. The new cl issions of paper money put out by the so-cnalled constitutlonal government headed by C. Venustlanno Carralnza are declared null and
of no value.
The Invitation is extended to nil the States, to nall military commanders, and
to all Mexicans of good will, with distinction of political party, that, forgetting
hatreds and past divisions, they adhere to the present plan, second it with
eflcaecy, and cooperate with nll their ability toward the early reorganization of
the Republic, which means the salvation of our country.
Ixlan de Juarez, State of Oaxaca, October 11, 1010.
For the division nationall integrity" and the other restoring elements of
the north of the Republic.
3. lseAr, ROLF.A,
General of Divitorl n.
For the division of the " sierraa Julrez" and tile other restoring elements of
the free and sovereign State of Oaxaca.
GUILLEt:MO MliuVERO,

Ocncral of Division (Lfe.).
(Nor.-Not long after the tisuance of the Above document, J3.Isabel Robles,
one of the most respected by all the various elements in the country, opposing
the Crranzistas, was killed in the north of Mexico. After that, for lack of
resources, Gen. Melxueiro, In cooperation with the State authorities, elected
in the close of 1014, was able only to maintain defensive olperations In the
State away from the State capital and the railroad lines.)

1. The Immediate cleamin-uof the customhouse and port services, stopping
absolutely every kind of robbery ntd extorlon, such as is now a national scau.
dal. Nothing could more immediately Influence public opinion in this country
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and elsewhere than a change of that kind rlght where it is first felt by all persons
doing business in or entering the Republic.
2. Immediate steps to relieve the demoralization and beggary of the lowest
classes, not by charity but by work and care. If nece. sary, appeal for ussistance in this matter to outside agenties-led Cross or other-as is now being
done for suffering, destitute peoples elsewhere. Do something nt once In Mexico
for those who need it most.
3. Inunediately institute the rule in nill public services, including the rall.
roads, telegraphs, and all civil offices, of prompt, courteous, and willing service
to the public. Solve that which is coming to characterize our best conducted
businesses-what we refer to as service. If a traveler enters the wrong rall.
road office for train Information, let him not be dismissed with no effort to
help him. And esclailly
let this include the exl lltilng of routine. If a matter can be disposed of when presented or a signature pro fornta attached in 10
minutes, let not the public servant require the visitor to come back three or four
times, at a waste of many hours, solely to impress the visitor with the clerk's
authority and ability to wake him wait. This fault is ant conolile waste antd,
besides, Involves a totally wrong view of public service, that the egotism of a
clerk should gratify itself at the cost of the service he is there to render, and
the result of the opposite conduct Is Instant and far-reaching. Insist on good
treatment, buen trato, In all public services, and you will remoralize everything; and it can be done easier in Mexico that here, provided the man at the
top means business.
4. T'hut there be Inmedliately selected, with gIratest care, at corps of men,
sLiilar to those organized under our agricultural department anld similar
bureaus, to visit the local pueblos and towns throughout the iRepublic, to consuit with the local authorities us to the needs or openings in each place for
works of improvement or local development; also to consider local questions of
stimulation of agricultural activity; improved methods, introduction of fertilizIng, rotation of crops, possible new lproiucts In the different localities, questions
of transport, road improvement, etc. That in this work the Interest of the local
autholtles, ayuntamlento., etc., be so enlisted as to make them coworkers in
reconstruction; give them something to do that strikes right at the welfare of
their omnamunlty nrd every man in it, making them realize tlhat for til' I'rst
time In their experience the Goevrnment is coming to do something for them.
This will not be easy at first; similar efforts in this country have had to meet
all manner of suspicion andl obstinacy from farmers and others, the very ones
to be benefited; but time will make a change, provided the work is gone at
sincerely, Intelligently, and without either tukiitg or eruniltting private graft
or profit in the introduction of the new order. I amu completely aware that
this would be called by nineteen men lit twentty a hopelessly Utoplian impossibillty, int M.xleo; but I alm only the more convinced that (occe affronted with
real Intention, more than half'the struggle would be over, m1nd that its very
apparent impossibility would only make it more possible. For lit Mexico,
Io que quiere el Goblerno, va. In the early stages of the work, I would urge
calling upon the ofiiclals in this country for assistance, in experienced men,
already with training and tact In the solution of similar problems here. In this
connection the Pan-Ameriean Union could be and would gladly be, of the greatest possible aid.
There is one element itn this connection which I also regard as of the very
greatest import. I ant going to anticipate that a political recognition of tite
new Mexican administration might for various reasons, historical and other,
he delayed: also that financial aid on a large scale might require long negotintions to bring about an accord with both Washington and New York. But
the Government at Washington could not possibly refuse cooperation in a nonpolitical reconstructive work of this kind; and It could be granted without imI.
plicating the Stlte Department, aln without even actual formal recognition of
the new government In Mexico. Its actual, real, and practical verification
would be of untold weight in bringing about confidence in this country.
But one condition would be absolute: No private or political profit mnst ,he
even permitted, anywhere in the whole matter; at every point it must be carried
on as free from taint as was the work of the Commission for Rellef in Belgumn.
No commercial interests, no persons In Mexico City, nor any local piuehlo
agents, presdentes, or other oflclial, must gain one contavo of Individual profit,
beyond legitimate pay for scrvi ,s rendered-tpen imy and olnR ser~lces. It
is this one fact alone that would bring tite change quickly; It Is that which is
of even more importance than the details of improvements. l'ermit private
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gain, nd you kill the spirit of cooleratlon, which is the ont great thing that
would rebuild the whole; arouse Interest not for Iwrsonal ends, but (even if
only In one or two In iI town at first) In the work iitlf u"s the object--iid yiou
will soon have a force back of you that will make the t(nvernient IntllInible.
And if recognition and external loans have not come at firt, they will have to
come because of that one thing.
rt. Inmedliate tnd stern repression of disorder everywhere. I have put this
fifth Instead of first, as would generally be done. benutse|t It nelvis no argument.
lhut also lmore leca1m7e wits the four prtevillng l illches started this will le ia
problem of one-fourth the difficulty. Itemornll, conditions by sblltltion of
worthy and interesting activities tlat involve prosperity, and the need of relrensson is minlmiized at once. There will ie nalandoned and denmorlized elelentnrder, but begin
Inents after these yeors of disorder that will tesist any d
bIy remorillizing where it will he received, and then press those who refuse to
g will save five iI plnishlling; though I
necept. Every peso spent in reollralznll
do not aman in the least to be soft II the mater of discipline, when that is
called for. ilut let the order be that of the hospital, where saniltatlon aind
utid discipline come
both eaa'ntial and coorimnute. L.ct
discipline are 1stltrlthin
first In the mind, for that Is nileed the real object.
In doing this I would suggest that olee functions he separated from the
army ns raipldly as possihlte, restoring the army to its old honorable position as
Snationnal entity of defense, not of an Instrument for the control of Mexicans.
This will accentuate the difference from the mnilitarisml of tlle lday,and then the
pollcia can be remnoralized as the cooperative force of social order-Its proper
place.
Coincldently with the above five activiles, there shnll he at once undertaken
and prosecuted the definitive solution of thie national agrarian pIroblemli, along
of lie' plan of terra ('oloradll. Thile
m
ril
in se Ilotus
tihe lines I nlicottl
activities under eltuse, 4 above will lie i stnlplrt lg plo grail I 1this connection,
but I name the agrarinn problem liere separately and after lie nhiove live points,
because It Is na road and national problem. requiring detailed conlderatilon. and
various legal and property questions. and quite cerlilnly new ulind carefully
studied legislation. It should I!e attacked illutnulntely beyond all quesllon. and
in fullest good faith. Where Inunledlate local relief canll I given, ls indicated
In secilon 8 (Tierra Coloradla), that should he donme; It slhouhi he worked out
both piecemeal and as a whole. Where it is possible to (come to terms locally
with Iandhohlers, and satisfy local needs by separate arrangclements, that slholhi
be done without holding up nany local need or want which call he so met in
waiting on the whole new matter of national legislation.
As a part of this work, the whole question of national and local irrigation
problems should be Included, as indeed already included in tile plan de Tierra
Colorada.
In this connection the ese ntinl desires of Zapatan must be met, and at the
very outset; Znpata must he made to understand that this is so; and I could
not refuse my own assistance in arriving at such a result there. After my
Intercourse with hilnl, the relations of confidence established with himn, Soto y
Gama and Mngafln, and especially now that I have definitely carried out what
I assured him and them, but doing them public justice in my April article, I
am hopeful of a successful Issue. But it is also to be understood that there
are three elements to the question, and not only one as Palafox thought, There
Is first the actual care for the small independent farmer; then the interests of
the State and nation as a whole, and increased productivity; then the actual
rights of the large landholders. Whatever the point of abstract justice or
ideas, it would not be wise to deny any rights at all on the part of the latter-but that can be a very simple question: More dollars; they are not Interested in
their local home Independence as the small farmers, nor is the national prob.
lem of development of production their object. There should be an adjustment, after frank discussion, and if need be compromise between the national
need and the difficulties of nlargescale production for which small and uneducated proprietors lately redeemed from total economic subjection are as yet wholly
incapable. From mIy acquaintance with Zapata and the others I have mentioned. I do not fear the result of such conference; but the welfare of the
local people-their actual welfare and raising to happiness must come first.
7. A definite study of constructive road building all over the republic; prepnratton for, and Introduction of auto-truck transportation Into the remotest
parts of the country. No one single thing, save only that of remoralization of
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the people after the debauch of looting and disorder of these past years, out.
weighs this in Its future results.
I have placed the first live netivities above tat the head of all, because the
one first thing most needed, and the bas of all the rest, Is remloraliz.tlon of
the people. There arc oilier problems, the debt ralllroad construction, and like
national problem. which are commonly put in front. 'These require great
sutnm, ind a foreign loan-before which must come confidence restored, and
governmental recognition. These things have waited five years or more; let
them wait another six months. State the point and the reason it need be;
but if necessary, let them wat. They are all questions each of great complexity nud compass; they involve time, long discussions, Intricate study, and hunl
dreds of millions. With the restonratlon of the constitution, the dangerous In
ternatlonni questions will automatically disappear; trade iind Intercourse will
come of Its own motion; the owners of oil tind mines will not need to be In.
vited to resume. and their resunptllon will help in the restoration of new conl
ditlons, regardless of Wall Street or Hashington. ''hen take a breathing
spell on this for six months or more, frankly; but begin the other things above
ut once. And then:
8. The question of railroad reconstruction, financing, and extension.
9. Adjustment of the national finances, the debt, a new loan, and the idre:ulating medium.
On the e clauses 8 and 9 the matters agreed upon In the paper 'f February
. Ilast will be pertinent.
10. A sane, well.developed, ind welllpaid national secular educational system.
I have placel these three absolute escitials at the end. not bet uso they
canl be in any sense Ignored but because of their magnitude aril of the issues
and dillumlles involved. None of them cin he setlhv ti a day or a month. Nos.
8 aind 0 need foreign coolerallon; No. 10 is somethllling tlht must grow with

the new order. All three can walt upon the urgent neccssitles of remoraliza.
.tion, bread, renewed interest in work. 'nld production. They can not wait In.
definitely, but they can wait six mIon)t.as. 'TIhey have waited six years on dis.
order and denmorallnation; let them ailt n lllto longer. An\d tlley will be iin.
lco
,definitely easier to handle, an on 'lsfinitely more favorable terms for 1Me:
from outside, after six months' actual progress in the first live clauses, the
.troublesome sixth in the way of disposal, and the seventh planned out ns In.
terrelated with clauses 4, 0. nnd 8 above. No. 7 will need financial assistance,
which Inust be provided for in the settlement of No. 9 and in ways we have
hitherto considered, but it ought to be put Into the whole plain ns n broad national program before we come to seek this assistance and foreign cooperation
involved In Nos. 8 and 0.
It short, thile idea in the foregoing Items lnd their arrangement is that they
can be done without outside assistance or recognition; that if they are so done,
you need not worry in the least about loans or recognition; those must follow
as day after night. But if you try to begin with 8 and 9, you have to worry
about everything.
')10 Mount Royal Avenue, Ialtinmore.
'he foregoing was incorporated in a letter, under date April 1, 1010, to the
official Feliclsta representation in this country, as a formal proposal on behalf of
the State of Onxacn aid G(en. Melxuelro, and on my own part as an ally and
friend, as a definite plan of procedures to be at once followed upon the entry of
" the 1857 forces, the forces of law and decency into the capital." After ample
discussion, the plan above was formerly accepted In tote, on behalf of lGen.
Felix Dlaz and " the national reorganizing army," in writing.

ExlrnlaT 0.
'Tothe Governor of the Statc, Pucbla, Pu.:
ian,
Tlhe undersigned residents of thle town of Tejupa, San Milguel Ahtlac llnu
San Antonio Cuautla, Atzltzllluaan, Hlullango, Tulcingo, San Pedro Ixhttnte
pee, San Francisco Nochitlopa, San Mateo Coatepee, San Junn Amlecac, Santiago Tochilmizol, Telpanmpa, Yalncuitialpam, Zaconanp, Sal .Miguel Tecullnipa,
belonging to the districts of Matamoros and Atlixco, pre-ent ourselves before
you to set forth: That, being previously oppressed one and many times by the
forces under the command of Gen. Jesus M. (Juajardo anti hits subordinates,
we are forced to ra se our voice in demand of guarantees and justice.
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Life in this region has become ilitppoltable. Each tine that the mentioned
troops pass through it they leave the country verlibly desointed 14 410hto
c
xtent that they seem to mnian to lmake It uninhlhiable.
Far from showing by their conduct that they are soldiers of tihe law uld
th gunr(ialns of order, they enter only to sack the towns, carrying off with
them everything they can take. Work animals, beasts of burden, hog-, fowls,
turkeys--they sei e and sweep everything clean in their expeditions, which
are mlOre like ventures of destruction and rapine than mIlitary expellitons.
It setIs that esjipe
llly they make ln olject of robbing groin aund cilttle, to
>ellthem in the neighboring towns.
'Whatlthere can not cnrry off they destroy. They respect neither the cereals
Inllspenliloe to life, wh'ch they siuiter iliong the sit,ts nitlndroads, to fedl
their mounts, or for the mere plletasure of casit

g hIllrll
to their riglhtfil own

ers. They destroy the fields and stallndig crop,. break thle doors, le roors,
and the scanty faurllure'and utenllils of tile houses. Not even the grlinlstones
nor the humtble pots and jars escape their detructive fury.
Inlthe churches they commit veritable atrocitles; they nre not content with
robbing whatever tile)can find, especially vestnents

nd sacred vessels,

but

they even convert the churches Into stnbles and use tlheml for Ilmost abomnlllable
purposes.
But where they give freest rein to their appetites is in violation of the
women. No conditions are respected by them; girls, married women, andl even
children of tender age and aged women are the vlctllims of their unchained lust.
Ten, 20-even more-mntyrs satiate their bestial Insticts, one ofter the other,
on the body of their victim, some of whom die and thle rest nre left in deplor.
able condition.
There have been (uses where Innocent little girls of 0, 10. and 11 years have
been llltacked, their weakness unable to withstand siuhl excesses, so that they
perish as n consequence, wltllout there being naiy authority, any hand of justice
to hillet tle deserved punishment oil their lunrllnroms executioners.
With our rights thus all violated, treated like beasts, outraged In our dignity
na fathers and husbands, wounded in our dearest affections, and deprived of all
we have, to-nday we cry out against such abuse, if there be even little hope of
being heard.
These deedls, these attacks have taken place nt other times onlthe invnaslon
of tils region by the bnttalions of Yaquls. Then also the towns formulated
our complaints; we protested to the higher authorities, and were not heard.
Nevertheless, anid though fearing that our voice will be lost , we appeal
through you to the higher authorities, those who stnnd above these evil servants
of tile
Government, these disloynal servants or defenders of society.
It Is grlevotus to say, hut the truth. We enjoy more prtectifon from the rebels
thnnl from the forces of the Governiment. The revolutionists give more respect
than these others-our famllles and our xpossesions.
here it niy lie sen to what a phit i G(overmnlenlt instituted to guarantee
order andil inspire respect for the law. is found !ncnpble of complying with
Its mission, t,through tihe fault of its agents anl tl.eimmorality of Its troops (ir
at least of a part of them.
Firmly we believe tllat the pble Ience (lanlnot hIfrolle a fiet whlle this
disorder subsists, so prejluiclal to the good Iallie of the C(overllnent and to
its prestige.

It is not strange that In every town there nre those who, seeing tllt their
lhtace naspeaceful laborers does inot slflice to protect then. prefer to unite will
the disturbers of order, rather than resign themselves to continuing the de.
fenlless victims of the forces of the (nvernmenlt.
And as to ourselves, who renmin obedient to our duties, working for the sup.
port of our families, wearing ourselves out in the cultivation of thlie
fields, ex.
hausting our strength in procuring the needs of our wives and children, at
every step we see ourselves Interrupted in our work and forced to flee, knowing
that tile soldiery respect neither life. pirolerty, nor tle honor of families.
On mere suspleton tile lImost honorable and penlceful citizens are shot. Others
are beaten ind threatened with deatil, Ilome.: are sacked and despoiled as If
one dealt with enemies. Tile cattle, crops, and work tools stand in constant
danger, to such degree that there is no recourse left to us modest laborers
than to run to hide ourselves in the deepest parts of the forests, onithe m ero
notice of the approach of thle Government forces.
If this can be called tite reign of order and law, the dominlon of a genuinely
constitullonal and Ilonorahle regime, those better Ilstructed thnn we can say.
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We can only point to these acts, and lay litnI before the knowledge of theauthorities. They will Judge whether or no it is neces.itry to punish the
guilty, and to take the needed steps to put an end to this intolerable scrles
of atincks.
In the name of the law, in the name of the principles piroclalined for the
welfare of the country that Is to-day so gravely threatened, we ask for justice.
and beg to hope that you will interpose your Influence and your good ofliceswith the higher military authorities, that these may prevent the continuance
of these acts.
Protesting to you our respects, as mark of faith we give our signatures this
4th day of August of 1010.

Dlated: El 1'aso), 'i'e..
iroml: -

)et'inher 5, 19111.

, splclul Invesligator.

To: Senate suhconlinittee Investigating Mexlc ii itTalts.
Title: .Mexlcnn I. W. W. nctivities In the unitedd States.
, at Clifton, Ariz..
In the first part of May 1018, the Mexican consul, -inl Clifton Ariz., and
called at th1 grocery store of a Mexican named to look it over atd let
left a large lassortment of printed matter, telling -himiI know

what

i

tliougit of it.

wias

---

Ibusy

at

the time

nitid tll

not look at the Ilterature until after tue consul had left. When he dill exiine
it. he found that it was a quantity of I. \I. W. and pro(herlllan Itltlliure.
Ithrew ii In lit
this lie ithectie so frightened hie liinicllitely
When hlie discovered
stove, not waiting it to he found in htis house, owingll to the great unrest that
ilini rewas ait that liine in the (!ilfton.Morneil lining district. Whenti lit
turned he told him what lie hald done with the Iliterature and asked ilii if htl
was not afraid to be circulating matters of that kind. To this the Mlexiaii
consul replied that there was no ilanger of it lbiing found out. IKlauiMtSthis
matter caine to himI oliclklall and oieoie would break his IinIll hecitiuse he was
a consular olllcer of a forellln country.
-, lind
-illediately reported the matter to i Mexicanlt milled -requeiste d hIlt to report (lthematter to Sherlff Shiughter, of Clifton, whlcl -did. Froml that time on a c~loe watcli wlas kept of the .Mexican consullat, how.
ever, the local olleers it Clifton were Inever nIlilo to catch hil with any of
of the filet that
had
this literature. It Is believed that le beetime ire
reported the matter and desisted.
These facts (ican be substatinlted by Sheriff Slaugllter, of Clifton, Ariz., as
well as -, whose ulner-cover o pratives reported this same matter to him
at the time of its occurrence.
In September, 1018, a Mexican named Ignaclo Acero left Jerome, Ariz., and
went to Morencl, Ariz., stating that he was sent to this district to organize the
Mexicans in behalf of an anarchistic movement. Acero had formerly been at
Metcalfe, Ariz., and was president of the Metcalfe local of the I. W. . In December, 1017, but owing to the fact that the companies got on to him, he was discharged and was compelled to leave that district at that time. In September,
1918, while at Metalfe In connection with the organizing of the Mexicans,
Acero said he was expecting to organize anil the Mexicans in the United States
and expected within a short time to be able to raise the red fing of emancipa.
tion, and stated that they would have the cooperation of all Russians, Germans,
and Austrians in the country. That he believed in the triumph of the Centrat
Powers, and that would spell victory for the working class of the United States.
During the time hli was in the Metealte-Morencl district he had the cooperation
of Jullian Guttlerrez, president of the Mexican club for Clifton, Ariz.; Anastaclo
Mb.Maldonado, secretary of the Mexican Club, tt Clifton; Manuel T. Viveros,
president, and Pedro Mf. Iteyes, secretary, of the Mexican Centro Club; also
A. O. Valdez and Jose I. Payan, president and secretary, respectively, of the
Clrculo Mexicano. While Acero was able to organize some of the Mexicans in
some independent groups, he was not able to bring about a socialistic anarchis.
tie league embracing a majority of the Mexicans in the mining district, so he
left the district and returned to Jerome, Ariz., stating that he would try and
make the headquarters of the new league at that point.
, stating that he was having fair.
After returning to Jerome, he wrote -success and that the socialistic anarchistic organization that he Intended to
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fillint, tile Mexlctns with was being well organized from Canllfornia to Luals.
nun tinIl that the Innlledlate purpose of thie organization was to start a revolu.
border States. That they would IIttemipt to Interest the colored people,
tlon1 it tlho
with the untderstutllng that if the revolution would be a success, they would be
, of Clifton, Ariz.,
given the State of Louislana. After some urging, lgreedl to represent Ac-ro in spreading propognllidit ltuongst the rMexlcns reln.
act
in this capeelty In
to
agreed
tivo to the new organization, andlMetcalfe. Aril. Acero also hald a secret meeting in the GloleMilnnil district
during the month of Sepltemlier, at which meeting were live leaders of tllatills.
trlet. This meeting was with the object of effecting an anarchistle organization.
Ti'eo main AeCro and his coworkers had actually planned tan uprising in the

State of Arizona, to take place oniSeptentber 24. On September 22, -and family to El Paso. Tex.. from Metcalfe, and advised his other
sent his wif'l
Mexticann workers to send their failllles out as the time had almost approelched
for their revolution to start.
In partial sflnstantilatlon of this revolutionary niovement, a reliable operative
, a Mexican revolutionist at that time in El i'aso. Tex.,
Interview+vl Col. wherein
statl:
, which
" That on or about Septem:ber 22, a note was left at his home, read ns follows:
. I have just arrived from Metenlfe, Ari., this date. You have
"'
leen recommended to me by Vicente Iublo. as a man with whom I can discuss
to other people in whom
an Important matter, and also that you might direct ime
emitidence can be had. If you know Benjamin Rios I would like to talk to hinm.
I shall return at 0 p. m.
"' I ANUErO. OAtnal.'
appointed hour the man called, introduced himself as Manuel Garza,
" At tile
by one Vicentoe Rubio. lie stated
nidstatal tllatlie had been sent to that there wais atrevolution being formed in the States of Texas, Art.
to and his friends to join the
zonn, and New IMexico. and tllnt he wanted asked who was
movement against t(e G(overnment of the V'nited States. Ibnk of the movement. (iitrza replied that the movement was nmade up of
Mexicans and Ameoricans. and that the Carranza garrisons along the border
did not give Ouirza ay satisfaction, but
%Nj)ul help out If called on. state that during the conversation lie
stated lie would see him later. was trying to remember where he lhad seen this man Garza before. After he
manl's real nitme wis Toriblo lnytan, who
th tile
left itt dawnedl upn him th
early days of the revolution been an officer in the Carranuzanlrny.
lad inltile
- also rememberal Vicento Ituhlo ns being nl oeer In the Clrrinzn
rnny during 1014."
was that
It is presumed tilereason that this Mexican called on tllime organizing
was tittllhat
it was a known fact tmong Mexcns that -

a party of Mexicans to go to .Mexico to take up arms with Francisco Villa,
has crossed into Mexico and Is at the present
and since this occurrence -time In arms with Villn. At the time of reporting this matter, Col. -nagreed to try to see the Mexican Garza and signify his willingness to go into
the proposition agreeing to keep the officers of this government advised of tile

movement.

However. he dild not see (larza any more, and shortly afterwards

crossed into Mexico himself.

In further substantiation of the fact that some sort of a revolution was in.
teInded, attention Is invited to the fact that an uprising was nttenpted In tihe
Teromne, Arizonn. mining district at daylight on the morning of September 24.

In the fighting an American mine guard was killed and Anacito Acero, the organizer above referred to, was killed together with three other Mlexlcan agitators. Tile proposition was quelled, due to the fact that the local officers hlad
idvancel Inlfornition something was going to happen, and by killing thee four
Mexicans the uprising was put down without any further trouble.
The urlsihig pIhlinned for the Morenlel.Metctrfe district did not materialize,

andiit Is I Aignifant fft

1018, that October t),

, one of the organizers

referred to, left tllatdistrict 1in1dis at the present time supposed to lie in
Calniitls, Mextro.
The lbove data relative to the revolutionary movement enn Ib sublstantlated
who has originni reports of his operatives who reported the ocby currences tmentloned.
Collrning other connections between Mexicans and the I. W. W. agilatlios
iii this country, I quote herewithl from in copy of a report of itletter, viz:
" Froi ('oinite ioawn l'nlon Miners Mexhlnna, Itositn, Conlh., Mexico.
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"To: l'1dro N. I'uellte, M3exltrlan uonllite, 1I
.'1i,.
''l'ex.
" )itedl: J.Iiiio IT, 1018.
"Wr'rtere4 using the , I. W.
. grMllg. ' S11ld Collnnlnero' (1llall, .11.
milt).
" Anid the wnltchword ' 'ralliJo|,Frnterlldld, y Jutletha' (work, birotlherhod,

mitd justkem).
" Sittte they hnve rwcelved lddlrse's letter June S. ItHave already ainked the
gIvwelior for a railroad pass iilIl pn~Jport so thnt na olltitte lllny meet 11n
Chllltri!nlln
tIs take ('olllrade unltfll ternllllde (larin sIaftly to Itosita. They
uank tlllit nldves1" e devise thelln hby telegrnlph should n\ythllng occur."
The ndlre.se4
of thlR letter is chilo of the loael sccrt service of the Mexlstall
(ullluliltii1
El
In I'ao. 'ex., nlall I so employed it the presellt time.
A slinilleillue which ally oesimne.t with the letter just quoted, is flit fact
that Itn September. 1018, .limn I. (Itelit wa secretary of the Mexlcaln vllnio
at Morenl. Ariz., anid waes often inI close onsultatloni with referral toI
In the litenllellt of revoutllionlln'ry atlvil.4
aentitloaned In the llrt
paIrt of
tbhs report. It Is not known whether this Onrln Is thlt, one mitolned in the
letter.
Another slgnifHcnnt occurrncle is united in the slhpe of i letter from Vincent
St. John, sererlnry geeral defense eommalttee, I. W. W., 'hlcago, Ill., addressel
to "M. 1.
W., llranch 100, Apt. L5MI,Tanmpico. Mexlco," requesting till secretaries of unions, branches, n
defenslle vumnitell
s in Mexico to cllnllgeO their
present unlles nlid nddlre ,cs in order to aivold the postal authorities.
At the time of writing this letter, it. John waIs tui der hIonal peddling apIpeal
oni conviction In t lhe lnit
States distrt
Iourt
Chlgo, 11I., Iiunder
(t'lL
cliarge
of
onspilrcvy to overlllrow tit (iovernmelnt.
h'l'e
tlwlmllulellrntry evidence
referred to In this report t11nt he obtained lit Micll till' Is It I deslrel.
Additional reports will Ibe stabmllitted
inder Ils head.
Respectfully submitted.
.SpJecCIl In.utlluafor.

(Whereupon, at 4.380 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned, subject to the call of the chairman.)
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MONDAY. MAY 10, 1920.

Stu1co1311-rrEE OF

UNITED) STATES SENATE,

TlE CO3SMI'rTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

l'ashington, D. C.
ThIe subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2.30 o'clock p. nm.,in
room 128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B. Fall presiding.
TESTIMONY OF GEORGE AGNEW CHAMBERLAIN.
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)

The CnAIRMAN . You may state your name to the committee.

Mr. CHAMsnERmAIN. George Agnew Chamberlain.
The CIAInMANr . Mr. Chamberlain, where do you re3ide?
AIr. CHAMBEJRLAIN. AMy physical residence is at Capitan, N. Alex.
The CuHAliIA1
. What is your occupation at the present time?
Mr. CHrA3SImERLAIN. At the present time I am writing.
The CallAn3l~ . What has been your occupation prior t6 the
present time?
Mr. CHA lnBERLAIN. I was in the Consular Service of the United
States for a period of 17 years, with an interim of two.
The CAl.RtAnrx. At what stations did you serve in the Consular
Service?
Mfr. CIAM1WER.,AINr,
. Bahia, Rio dte Janerio, Pernambuco, Lorenzo,
Marcos. and Mexico City.
The CnARMAN. What was your official position at Mexico City?
Mr. Cu.AnERaLA ix. Consul general.
T'he CHAIRMAN. When did you go there?
Mr. CiHAMBERnLAIN. In May, 1017.
The CHJnaMAN. You are familiar with the Spanish language-speak, read, and write it do you?
Mr. CHA 3IEnRLAIN. I Ao,
The C lI. MAN. You had had consular experience in South
America and other Latin American countries prior to going to
Mexico, had you not?
AIr.

CIlAMntERLAIN.

I had.

The CIIrAln.~s. How long did you remain in Mexico City or in
Mexico as consul general?
Mr. C IAMl ERLAJN. Until August 1 1910.
'1he CAIRntAN. Then your period of service would practically
cover the period of the war, in so far as the actual participation of
the United States in the last war was concerned?
2861
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MI. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRrAN. Your service also occurred during the administration of Venustiano Carranza, after his recognition as President by
the United States?
. Mr. CHASnERLAl. Well, I was there at the time of his final
recognition, I believe.
The CHAIInMAN. He was first recognized as de facto president, or
"first chief," and later, in 1917, he was recognized as president de
jure.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That is correct.
The CnAIRMAN. Did you know the generals and governmental
officials of Mexico who were participating in military and governmental affairs during your period of service there?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Do yOU mean can I give you a list of them

The CHAIRMAN. Were you personally acquainted with all or a
majority of them, or the most prominent ones?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. NO. I had no personal acquaintance with any
except Pablo Gonzales, and that was in a casual social way.
The CHAIRMAN. He was a military leader, was he not?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you know the minister of hacienda?
Mr. CHAMBFRLIN. Yes; I knew Luis Cabrera.
The CHAIMAN. Corresponding to our Secretary of the Treasury?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir. Should say that during a good deal
of that time Nieto was actually at the head of that department.
The CHAIRMAN. That was during the absence of Luis Cabrera?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That was during the absence of Luis Cabrera,
and also during the time that Luis Cabrera was really the minister
of finance, but not so in fact, which was during the early part of
1917.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know, or do you know, the minister of
gubernacion, Aguirre Berlanga
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I have met him.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know Candido Aguilar, who was for a
time minister of foreign relations?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I have met him also.
Tho CHAInrAN. DO you know what relation he bears to the
President?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. His relation is son-in-law to the President.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you know Beltran? Did you know the chief
-of staff of Mexico military affairs, Barragan?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I did not know Barragan.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, during the period of your service there
make any investigation of the general conditions, governmental and
otherwise, in the Republic of Aexico, and particularly about the
.officials in the administration of justice, and the administration of
.governmental affairs, military affairs, and so forth?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I did.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like for you to state in your own language
what you determined as to the conditions in Mexico, as to the Carranza Government, and as to the conditions as you understand them
with your intimate knowledge to exist now in Mexico. Just tell the
:story of Mexico in your own language.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. YOU mean, Mr.Chairman. in relation to what?
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The CHAIRMAN. The people in Mexico, who they are and what they

are.

Mr. CI.AiBERILAN. And also with relation to our troubles in

Mexico.

''The CHJunAIAN. In relation to our troubles in Mexico, and our
duties, if we have any, and the conditions as you know them in
Mexico, the general conditions, what they a're doing and what the
Mexican Government has done with relation to its people; the whole
story of Mexico.
f.

CHAMBERLAIN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I should say that the

first point I would like to take up along that line would be the commercial feature, which was my special province. During the war. as
you know, the enemy trading act was enforced: and. as a result. the
consul general of the twenty-odd consulates under his jurisdiction
got an extraordinary amount of actual information as to trade conditions in Mexico, and in connection with that we we gained a good
many facts that had nothing to do with trade at the time. But I
should say that at the end of the war we had more complete and
definite knowledge in regard to commerce with Mexico, what the
requirements of Mexico were, and the means for supplying those requlrements, than we ever had before in the history of any country.
Owing to the burdens of the war regulations, the consular staff had
gone up from four people to a staff composed of the consul general,
five vice consuls, and six stenographers and clerks. Naturally, at
the end of the war that establishment was very anxious to take advantage of all the information we had gathered. The obstacle to
that was the fact that we had no policy whatever in Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the United States?
Mir. CHAMBERLAIN. The United States had no policy. Efforts were
made, not only by the embassy, but by the consul general, to get
some policy.established. Those efforts were unsuccessful, and as a
result, I took the stand of informing American citizens who were
anxious to invest in Mexico at that time that as long as Americans
continued to be murdered in Mexico, and there was no protection for
life or property, the consul general and American officials in Mexico
could give no assistance to Americans wishing to invest in Mexico.
That letter had the sanctions of the Department of State in this
way, that it was sent to the Department of State and remailed by
the department. That meant that the entire activities of the consul general ceased. It meant that we could take advantage of none
of the consuls which we had, and I began then to think ofresigning.
One reason we should have established a policy at that time was
the improper practices of the Mexican Government. It was a matter of comment and well known in Mexico City publicly that there
was a direct alliance between Carranza and the cabinet and the
paniards in Mexico. 'Ihe scheme had been very frequently exposed,
but it was a scheme of dickering for protection, by which any company that happened to be established in Mexico would dicker with
the nearest bandit or with the nearest Carranza official, and the
Carranza generals evaded wiping out banditry in Mexico, for the
simple reason that if the bandits would disappear there would be no
cause for military organizations in Mexico. It was a vicious circle.
4700-20-voL 2 -07
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Quite aside from that, certain cabinet officers, aside from the
military were well known to have received graft, in sums varying
from trifling sums, one I know of that only amounted to $350, and
the same man was willing to take a bribe of $75,000. These cases
were numerous, but naturally I can not expose the names of the
people who paid the bribes, fobk the simple reason that this country
is not in a position to protect them.
One of the most evil features of the whole situation was the fact
that Gen. Carranza could change the tariff on any imports into
Mexico from one day to another. That does not sound like much in
this case until you begin to apply it. It meant if you had a shipment of so many tons of caustic soda coming on to the market, and
your rival competitor heard of it, he could dicker with the authorities and have the duty placed on caustic soda in such a way as to
bring his product in at a very much lower rate than your product
could come in, and thereby he could undersell you. I mention that
because those things actually happened. The juggling of the duties
was without any specific authorization of the legislature. They gave
a blanket authorization to Carranza to change the duties when he
wanted to. That juggling alone was a sufficient feature to make
every man in business in Mexico either go out of business or become
a briber. There were no two ways about it.
These were the conditions, commercially speaking, which made
trade with Mexico absolutely impossible, unless we could lay down
a policy and demand certain guarantees by which we could reduce
the graft throughout the whole country. I am not using that word
quite in the sense we use it in the United States. We have graft
here occasionally in city and State government, but that graft is
almost always attached to some construction, construction of buildings, something of that kind, some constructive feature that goes
with the graft; but the graft in Mexico was such as to let the whole
resources of the nation pass into the pockets of a few men. That
single condition of graft and maladministration of public funds I
believe to be the basis of every misery not only of Mexico itself, but
at the foot of every difference that we have had with that country.
It has also been the cause of the downfall of every Mexican government, including the government of Porfirio Diaz.
I wish to qualify that by saving that Diaz was probably as honest
a man as ever ruled the country. I wish to cite one example. His
pet project, which was the Caga de Prestamoos, which was a bank
to finance the small farmers of Mexico, proved to be the most
colossal failure of his administration, and was used to fill the pockets
of his political backers. So even that administration was undermined by that eternal question of maladministration of public funds.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Do you mean that Diaz himself was guilty, or
these officials that surrounded himl
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I do not believe that Diaz or Limantour, either
one, profited in the slightest, but his official family, so to speak,
did and used that to fill their own pockets. They were known as
cientificos. The meaning of cientificos, as it was originally used
applied to 8 or 10 men, but by the Carrancistas it came to be applied
to anyone that was in power at the time of Diaz.
Senator BRANDEOEE. The word was used before Carranza's time,
was it not, and during the time of Diaz?
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Mr. CII.1 II ERLAI. Oh, yes; before Carranza's time the word was
applied to a group of 8 or 10 men, but now it is applied much as the
word bourgeois, or the well-to-do class. That is the sense it is used
in now.

Senator BIRADEEE. You have alluded to the completeness of the
information which you acquired while you were there as consul
general about these commercial matters. Is that in documentary
form? I mean was the information or knowledge acquired by the
office of the-consul general reduced to writing anywhere?
Mir. CHAMBERLAIN. Absolutely. It was reduced in this way-that
no firm in Mexico could make a shipment of goods to the United
States or receive a shipment of goods from the United States without
filing with the nearest consulSenator BRADEGEE. I do not mean that. What I mean is in reference to the knowledge you acquired as to this system of maladministration. Is that in documentary form anywhere? Did you keep
a diary, or did you make that in the form of writing to any department in this country?
Mr. CHAMDBERLAIN. Yes. All these things were reported to the
Department of State at different times, either in the cablegrams or
stated reports.
The CHAIR. AN. Then you conducted also a personal investigation
of your own into the general conditions that existed prior to that
time under the Diaz and other administrations; did you not?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. The knowledge I naturally acquired from being there and from studying conditions as I found them.
I can say that I think I have summed up more ro less the commercial situation.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Just one matter before you pass to something
else. I did not understand the words you used, but you stated that
from Carranza down through his heads of departments there was
a form of graft or commission. Did you include Carranza in that
system?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I do not include Carranza personally, except
for the fact that no one knows exactly what amount of money he
received as an entertainment fund. I do not classify Carranza with
his officials in the matter of graft.
Senator BRANDEGEE. YOU have alluded to the money paid by an
importer who wanted to get a lower rate on his imports than his
competitor - and you said he would pay it to the Carranza officials.
Is it your idea that any of that got to Carranza himself
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No; I think that was part of the perquisites
of certain members of the cabinet.
Senator BRANDEOE. Do you not think Carranza knew what was
going on in that line?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think he did.
Senator BRANDEoEE. Do you think he could have prevented it, or
was he powerless?
Mr, HAMBERLAIN. No; I do not think he could have prevented
it. I do not think that Carranza, when he accepted the plan of
paying over 60 per cent of the entire revenues into the pockets of
the military, when he accepted that he tied himself to the military,.
on the principle that they would remain faithful to him only so
long as he could fill their pockets with loot. From that time on he-
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must have known all that was happening, and at the same time he
had put himself in a trap from which lie had no hope of escape.
I think the statement I have made covers the commercial situation,
which forced me to see there was no object in remaining longer as
consul general of Mexico. My hands were tied; there was nothing
to do; and I could not spend money there under the conditions.
Senator BRnANDEOEE. Did you recommend to the department any
particular course of action which in your opinion would improve
these conditions and protect American interests?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I did.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the general nature of that?
Mir. CHAMBERLAIN. If you will allow me, I will lead up to that
by stating the political conditions.
Senator BRANDEOEE. I will not ask you any questions at all. Perhaps it would be better to let you go on in your own way.
Mr. CHAM BERLAIN. I am very glad to answer your questions, but
I just wanted to outline the political situation in Mexico during the
two years I was there.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Very well. I think I probably throw you off
from the continuity of your subject by interrupting, and do not
accomplish as much as I would by letting you go ahead.
MIr. CHAMBERLAIN. Not at all; not at all.
The CHAIRMAN. You were treating conditions from a commercial
standpoint, and now you want to cover the political features.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I want to cover the political conditions for
the same period of time.
The CHAIRMAN. And then industrial conditions, as distinguished
from commercial conditions.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. There are no industrial conditions in Mexico.
They have been destroyed. There are no industries left in Mexico
with the exception of certain companies which have continued
through the payment of tribute. I will say that in all my experience
in Mexico I can not name five large factories left to-day that are not
run by Americans, and those, of course, are run under peculiar
circumstances.
To sum up the political developments for the same time, I was
naturally in closer touch with the embassy than the consul general
ordinarily has occasion to be, and I know that period of twoyears
contains an unbroken record of insulting acts toward the United
States, such as have never been administered by any country to this
country, or to any country on this side of the Atlantic, in the.history
of our country.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Who was our ambassador there at that time?
Mr. CHAMBERLAI. Mr. Fletcher was American ambassador at that
time.
I will only pick out a few of the high lights to show you the situation' that existed.
Senator BRANDEGEE. You say you were in close touch with the
embassy at that time about these matters?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I was.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Will you state whether the ideas of the ambassador with yours
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Absolutely.
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Senator BRANDEGEE. And about the remedy or the course they
ought to take?
Mr. CHIIABERLAIN. I can say that also. I am confident that Mr.
Fletcher's views agreed with mine, from frequent conversations,
almost daily, during the two years.
Senator BRANDEGEE. But you made reports to the department
here, did you not, as well as to Mr. Fletcher?
Mr. CHAMIIERLAIN. My reports were made to the department and
sent through the embassy.
Senator BRANDEGEE.

I1orwarded by

the embassy?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. They were addressed direct to the department.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Brut through the embassy?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Through the embassy.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Very well. Proceed.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Just to pick out a few high lights, to show

what was the tendency in Mexico during those two years, the first
effort that Mr. Fletcher made to establish actual and real friendly
relations with Mexico was to obtain the release of over 2,000,000
rounds of ammunition which had been held on the border for a long
time. He did that, I have every reason to believe, on the understanding that it would be taken in Mexico and used in Mexico as
an evidence of the friendship of the United States, and would give
the Mexican Government an excuse to show it was friendly toward
us. Gen. Pablo Gonzales had something to do with that transaction,

and what happened was this:

Carranza gave it out to the press that through the efforts of Mr.
Bonillas, Mexican ambassador in Washington, 2,000,000 rounds of

ammunition belonging to the Mexican Government, long held on the
border, had been released. I would pick that out as a fair sample.
The CHAIRMAN. NO credit was given to the American ambassadory
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. None whatever, and no effort was made to
show there had been any good feeling.
I am only going to pick out three characteristic actions. The
second one, and a very vital one, was that Carranza, whenever things
got a little strained, would send people up to you without any
credentials. There was never any contention that any of these
men should have power to negotiate; but he tried to make people up
here think they were negotiating. On one occasion Mr. Nieto came
up here for him, and his reception by the Department of State simply swept him off his feet by its sincerity. They said they wanted
to deal with him in the best possible way. Ambassador Fletcher was
cabled for to come up and form some agreement to wipe out the
misunderstandings between the two governments. By the time they
had finished the preliminary work toward such an agreement, Mr.
Nieto, realizing that he had no power, said they would have to return to Mexico to continue their negotiations. So Ambassador
Fletcher and Mr. Nieto returned to Mexico City, with a preamble
which was called a prelimnary aim toward an understanding, a
phrase of that kind in Spanish, an understanding between the
United States and Mexico. Mr. Carranza, upon receiving that document had it printed in the public press without any reference to
the American ambassador, and repudiated Nieto, who fell from
power, and never has recovered, from that date to this.
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Senator BRANDEOEE. What position did he occupy ?
Mr. CHAIMBERLAIN. He was at that time in full charge of the ministry of finance. He was not minister of finance, but he was called
subsecretary of finance.
Now? I will pick out as a third example the occasion when President IWilson made a speech before a delegation of twenty odd Mexican newspaper men here in Washington. I will not attempt to quote
from that speech, but I will say it contained a reiteration of the
assertion that no matter what occurred, this country would never
exercise force against a weaker nation. The speech was cabled to
Mexico and really produced a remarkable impression. People were
really inclined to take it as evidence of a new friendly understanding between Mexico and the United States. Carranza immediately
dug out our note of April 2, 19018, the only fighting note that the
Wilson administration, for a very real reason, was forced into writing, and published it in the papers without any reference to the
ambassador and without any comment whatever. That was the most
complete answer he could possibly have given to the speech made by
President Wilson, because anyone comparing the terms of the note
with the speech made before the newspaper men by the President,
had to take off his hat to Carranza. He won hands down.
Those are only three of his open unfriendly acts, each one growing in importance. That publishing of our note of April 2, before it had been answered and without asking the customary permission that is given by other countries or by their representatives,
was a direct slap at the President of the United States, which was
further than Carranza had gone at any time previous to that time.
Senator BIRANDEGEE. It was probably a breach of diplomatic usage,
was it not?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. It was also a breach of diplomatic usage.
While conditions were growing worse and worse and more and
more outrageous, I have not touched on the oil confiscation, because
that is well known throughout the country and has been testified
to by a number of witnesses.
The political conditions just simply gave us one blow after another, each one harder than the one that went before it, which I
think can be attributed to nothing but our declaration of hands
off, no matter what Mexico did; watchful waiting without being
watchful and without waiting, because if you don't get to some end
you are not waiting; you are stagnant. I think those two policies
simply carried the Mexican Government into doing things that
they never would have dreamed of doing otherwise, and also gave
a strength to Carranza that he never would have acquired if it had
not been for his flouting of the United States with absolute impunity. That did more to make Carranza a figure not only in
Mexico but in all South America, than any other feature in his
own country or any other country, and added tremendously to his
own power. We made Carranza. If it had not been for us he never
would have become the figure that he did.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Have you any evidence that there was any
such policy as you have alluded .to under the term of "hands off
of Mexico, no matter what they do" 1
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes; in the speech made by the President to
the newspaper men. I can not quote it word for word.
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Senator BRANDEOEE. That is accessible. But in your relations to
the State Department, are there any instructions, or was there anything that came to your knowledge in the way of our governmental
policy, aside from this speech of the President, that led you to think
that the administration would not do anything in Mexico, no matter
what Mexico would do?
Mr. CIIAUiBERLAIN. There would be no occasion for such an instruction coming to me, because the embassy was in full swing during all the time I was in Mexico, and no such instructions would be
sent to the consuls or consul general under those conditions.
Senator BRANDEGEE. As to Carranza's apparent hostility, what is
your explanation of why he should be hostile after the recognition
given him by this country?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. The explanation is the strength that he found
our weakness gave to him. I mean by "our weakness" our pacifism,
our absolute quiescence. He found that when he slapped us, these
blows increasing in force and willfulness, that with each one of those
actions he became more powerful in Mexico. I will cite an instance:
Pablo Gonzales was concerned with the transaction to release the
ammunition I spoke of awhile ago. Pablo Gonzales absolutely fell
from power and never regained his power from that day on, while
Carranza was more powerful than ever from that day. The same
thing applied to Nieto. From the day Nieto tried to make that
agreement between Fletcher and Nieto, while it seems incredible that
anybody would oppose such a thing, yet that very fact caused the
downfall of Nieto.
Senator BRANDEGEE. You do not think Carranza'shostility to this
country was because he personally felt hostile to this country, but
because he found by pretending to be hostile to this country it
strengthened him in Mexico?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I believe that was the major cause. I will
say there are very few Carranza officials who have not a perfectly
genuine touch of race hatred, in this way, that it comes from another
period. I do not mean they hate the American because he is an
American. The personal relations between Americans and Mexicans
were excellent, but the mere fact that the Mexicans have no industry
in their whole country to-day that is not capitalized and run by
foreigners, and no two Mexicans will ever go into partnership in
any constructive enterprise without an American who holds the
money; that it is well known in their heart of hearts that they have
no dynamic energy, is at the foot of all this great hatred.
Senator BRANDEOE. It is also apparent, I would judge from that
statement, that they distrust each other?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.

They do.

Senator BRANDEOE. What is the date of the speech the President
made to the 20 newspaper men from Mexico?
Mr. CHAMBERLAI. I do not remember the exact date, but our note
of April 2d had been in the hands of Mexico's foreign affairs office
for possibly two months. Consequently, it must have been more or
less about June 1, 1918.
The CHAIRMAN. I have that note of the Government of April 2,
1918, followed by a very strong protest of August 12, 1918, in which
it is set forth that they never had an answer from the Mexican Gov-
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ernment to the note of April 2, which brought from Carranza the
statement " If that means war, I am prepared for it."
Senator BRANDQFEE. Is that embraced in the record?
The CHAIJrMAN. It is not as yet.
Senator BRANDEE:. I should think that ought to be in the record.
Mr. CHAMIIIERLIN. I think those two branches of development, the
commercial and the political development, bring us up to the period
of August, 1910, when I finally decided that I would prefer to resign
from the service although it was the only profession I have ever
undertaken, and ing in a position to write and say what I thought
about conditions in Mexico.
You asked me some time ago, Senator Brandegee, whether this
condition was ever pointed out to the Government or State Department, and I said I would lead up to it. I will say that I very emphatically pointed out to the department in at least one dispatch
that if they publicly announced they would never resort to force, no
matter what Mexico did, that immediately swept the foundations
from the personal standing of every representative in Mexico, and
that he became thoroughly ridiculous, and consequently I saw no
chance for any representative to continue there. That point I know
was very frequently borne in upon the department. You tell a man
you will never hit him, no matter what he does, you put yourself in
a position of weakness, because he is not bound not to liit you because you have tied your hands. That is what happened to us there
time and again and made it impossible and ridiculous that a respectable man could continue to draw money for holding down a
job in that country.
Senator BRANDE EE. They found somebody to do it, though, did
they hot?
Mr. CHAIMBERLAIN. I do not believe that any man in Mexico City
to-day has crossed what you might call the new territory that lies
between the man in official life and personal life. That isuan official
representing the Government is under orders to do what his Gov.
ernment instructs him to do, but when his Government instructs him
to do certain things that he can "not stand for personally, when it
gets to that point where he says, That is all right; I have been in
office and I have been carrying out the instructions of the Government, but now it has come to a point where I will not do this, because I will be too dirty in my own eyes "--when it gets to that,
where he has to become an individual and not an official, the only
way to do that is to give up his official position.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Who succeeded you?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I do not know that anyone has gone to Mexico
City. But when I make that assertion, I say there is a perfectly
legitimate new territory that an official has a right to consider himself as the representative of his Government, carrying out his Government's instructions, and it is incredible that the can who succeeded
me can know of the conditions that I knew about. Consequently,
I do not mean.any aspersions on any official who happens to be in
Mexico at this time.
I think that concludes more or less the conditions as they were
up to August, 919. "Butwhile events have moved rather rapidly in
the last few weeks I would like to point out that the condition of
things, the danger and continued unrest in Mexico, is practically the
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same to-day as when Carranza was in power, for the simple reason
that we have no assurance whatever that the maladministration of
public funds is going to disappear.
That, Mr. Chairman, brings me up to the point where I have
covered more or less the situation up to date. Are you interested
in any comment on what I think is the way out?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. But first I might ask you a few questions
as to what you know specifically of conditions affecting Americans
attempting to operate in Mexico in any line, to which I had reference
when I asked you if you proposed to comment upon the industries
of Mexico. For instance, take the oil development of Mexico. Of
course, it is in testimony here that in the Tampico and Tuxpam districts, the Americans and foreigners and others'engaged in the development of the oil industry have been paying, at least Palaez,
if not directly to the Mexican Government large sums of money for
protection. There are other Americans interested in mining and
various enterprises in Mexico. Do you know whether or not any of
them are compelled to purchase protection?
Mir. CHAMIBERLAIN. Yes, sir. That carries us back, Mr. Chairman,
if I may, to what happened to American industry as a whole in

Mlexico.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I have reference to.
MAr. CHAMBERLAIN. What are the classes of Americans who occupied Mexico, and what is the class, generally speaking, that occupies it to-day
If we go back far enough, you can remember the tremendous impression that was made in that country by one of the President's
speeches, in which he labeled all Americans interested in Mexico
under a general blanket term of being connected with big interests.
I think that one assertion did more harm, caused more damage to
us in Mexico, than all other assertions, for the simple reason that
coming from the President, it reached such a tremendous number of
people, and immediately killed any interest that they had in the
protection of Americans or American interests in Mexico.
As a matter of fact, the people who were driven out of Mexico
the Americans who left Mexico, were the small industries small
farmers, employees; and the big interests which were established
there are there to-day, just as strong as they ever were.
The CHAIRMAN. How have they been able to maintain themselves?
Mr. CHAIMBERLAIN. They have not only been able to maintain
themselves but some of them have been able to say they do not wish
the conditions changed, because they suit them very well. I was
talking to one of the officers of a large concern down there, and lie
told me that, and I asked him very frankly: "How can you say that
you want no intervention in Mexico of any kind--economic or military?" And he said: " Well, between ourselves, it is a very simple
matter. Where our interests touch the bandits, we pay the bandits;
where they touch the Carranzistas we pay the Carranzistas. As a
result, we are sitting at a freeze-out table, and nobody can come into
that table but us. We are here. We pay the price and we get everything cheap and have no competition.
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That can be applied to several different branches of business in
which the lack of competition makes up for or more than compensates
for the amount of money they spend for protection. The whole question there is a difficult situation. It is not like you were paying an
exorbitant amount to Palaez every month for protection and at the
same time paying taxes to the Carranza Government.
Senator BRANDEOEE. While you were there in Mexico, did you
travel around the country outside of Mexico City?'
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No, sir. I made three irips to the United
States, two of them by way of Laredo and one by way of Vera Cruz.
I was there during the period of the war, when we were very busy
indeed, and I had no opportunity to take the time to travel around
Mexico, even if it lhd been feasible to do so. I will say that outside
of the railways I traveled on, the others were subject to occasional
attack.
Senator BRANDEEE. From your position there as consul general
were you familiar at all with agricultural conditions in the country?
Mr. CIIA3IBERLAIN. Only in this way, that during the war. I should
say probably toward the end of 1917, possibly later than that, there
was a famine reported all over Mexico, and a very strong appeal
was made to the consul general to facilitate the importation of corn
for the relief of the starving Mexicans. The Department of State
instructed me to make an investigation as to the truth of the assertion of the famine, and that investigation was very thorough and
very extensive, and was backed up by personal visits to a good many
of the haciendados-the large planters.
Senator BRANDEEE. What was the conditions
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. The condition was one of famine, one of imminent famine. There was a real threat of famine. There was a tremendous scarcity of corn. The price went up to three or four times
what was normal, and there is no doubt in the world that there was
a famine threatened, and as a consequence the United States released
a million bushels of corn to Mexico.
Senator BRANDEGEE. To what was it due?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Crop failure, lack of rain, drouth. It was
so due to the unsettled condition of the country. That had a great
deal to do with it.
Senator BRANDEOBE. Do you know what are the agricultural conditions there to-day?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I can not speak for that, because I have not
kept up with the record since I left there last August.
Senator BRANDEOEE. You spoke about having an opinion about
what you called the way out. What do you think is the policy that
should be followed by the Governmentl
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Senator, I think that we are in real danger to.
day, a danger that the general public is not in a position to appreciate, and that danger is that we will enter into friendly negotiations
and relations with some new head of Mexico, without taking advantage of the peculiar conditions that exist and make a complete change
in our entire policy toward that country.
The result of the last seven years has been to wipe out every precedent in regard to the machinery of dealing with a foreign countrythat is, we have not protected our interests, we have not protected
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our Nation-we have declared that we will not resort to force, no
matter what happens, and as a result there can be no negotiation
unless we have a complete working machine. It is not only wrecked
but wiped out, and consequently we have a chance to start in on an
entirely new basis.
I think it is of the greatest importance that we should hold off
until we can absolutely foresee a permanent settlement of the Mexican
question, and that is nothing short of economic control.
Those words, "economic control," would naturally be a red rag
to Mexico, but they have flouted so many red rags in our face that
it can not do any harm to flout one in theirs. If it is considered carefully it will be seen it is not only an advantage to our relations with
Mexico but to the advantage of every man, woman, and child in
Moxiho. What lies at the very root of the disturbances in Mexico
is maladministration of public funds.
Now, whoever comes out on top in the present struggle in Mexico
will require what has been rather carefully estimated as $350,000,000
in addition to the resources of the country to put that country on a perfectly good financial standing with the entire world. It may be surprising to know, much less realize why, that Mexico to-day isone of
the strongest financial countries in the world, for the simple reason
that she has never been able to borrow a cent. Since the loan that
was made to Madero and first collected under Huerta she has never
been able to borrow abroad. As a result she is more or less in a
sound condition. She could recuperate very rapidly if she were given
the chance of having a government which spends its funds not for paying an army that does not wipe out banditry, but spends those funds
in meeting its foreign obligations, meeting claims, indebtedness, wiping out banditry, and reconstruction, and, most important of all, a
proper system of education. She needs that money and I do not see
any reason why we should not swerve from the policy we have followed for the past seven years and say that she will either take that
money and accept some sort of control to see that that money is properly spent, or else we will take certain graduated steps of pressure
until she does.
Those steps of pressure, it seems to me, should have the effect of
settling the question. I have written these seven steps out in the course
of a series of articles I am writing for Colliers. The first step is
refusal to send an ambassador; the second is to withdraw our recognition; the third is an embargo on loans, private or governmental; the
fourth is an embargo on exports and imports; the fifth is the closing
of every channel of commerce by which they get business; sixth, naval
demonstrations; seventh, military occupation.
That is what I have termed a system of graduated pressure. It
allows them to get off whenever they want to get off. We start it
mildly and end very strongly.
Of course, that system of pressure is open to the charge that it ends
up with military, occupation. While I personally believe we could
find some leader in Mexico who could accept those terms and whom
we could back up with funds, arms, and ammunition; If we could
not find any such leader, ultimately it will come to military occupation.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Suppose out of this revolution that is now in
progress there should come some one person into power, who exer-
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cises sufficient control over the people of his country to warrant us
in recognizing him, to a certain extent, at any rate, and making such
an agreement with him as you have indicated, or a treaty by which
in consideration of the fact that we advance $350,000,000, they will
agree to see that it is expended in certain ways, suppose they should
agree to that treaty, what in your opinion, would be the effect on
the Mexican people? Would they back up their executive who would
make that kind of a treaty with the United States?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. When you speak of the Mexican people Senator, I presume you mean the 10 per cent of the population of Mexico
that can read and write, and which is now at the top. Is that what
you mean?
Senator BRANDEGEE. NO. What I mean is this: Suppose that out
of this present revolution some one leader finally gets on top, who
is stable enough to make an agreement with us, will not the mere
fact that he has made such an agreement as you have indicated,
cause some of the others to say that he is unpatriotic and has not
at heart the best interests of Mexico, because he has made that
treaty with the United States?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That would not be true if, after seven years
of telling them we will do nothing, there is a possibility of making
them believe that we absolutely mean business. I think if we would
make them believe that, from one end of the country to the other, they
would accept that sort of a proposition. There would be a lot of
talk against it of course, a good deal of talk about invasion of
sovereignty and divided nationality, and things of that kind, but if
we could make them believe it was inevitable and they had to swallow
the pill, I think they would do it. I would say that 80 per cent of
Mexico is naturally pacific. If you leave those Indian tribes alone
you will have no trouble with them. There are something between
30 and 50 different tribes many of them having different dialects.
There is a large mixture of Spanish blood that largely dominated the
affairs of Mexico for many years, and there is no reason why it should
be considered the Mexican nation. It is merely a fraction of the
Mexican nation, the people that can read and write. As I say, there
will be a very great uproar, not only against the United States, but
against any President of Mexico that tried to put that over, but you
must remember that we are going to give this man funds, arms, and
ammunition, so it will not make a great deal of difference whether
there is an uproar or not.
Senator BRANoDEOEE. How long would it be under your plan, as
you have indicated it, if we furnished them that money, accompanied
lby what you call economic control by us, before we could safely
relinquish that control? Have you any idea as to how long it would
take them to establish themselves, so they could conduct their government in an ordinary way?
. I think we have an excellent parallel to that
Mr. CHAM.BERIrAI
in the administration of the Philippines. While we have not handed
that government back to the Filipinos, they are rapidly advancing
to a point where we will be justified in handing it back.
That carries us right down to the deep roots of education. Every
revolutionist in Mexico has always made education of the common
people and division of land his prominent issues. . Those are the
two things they have always harped on. But, as a matter of fact,
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the last thing that this slupposedly altruistic Government of Car.
ranz's hais done is to pay its school-teachers who have been engaged
ill educating the people.
''here are certain features of this pro ram of economic control, the
objects aimed at, that would naturally lift the country to an entirely
new basis. ()ne is the wiping out of banditry. That sounds, after
all these years, as though it would be difficult. As a mutter of fact
there never has been any intention to wipe it out. I do not know of
any people in the world that can get up a more perfect corps of men
to keep the public order than the rurales of Mexico, such as the
Texas rangers were in our county, such as the mounted police of the
('anadin Northwest. You could get large bodies of first-class men
just as rapidly as you could in this country, by simply paying them
and telling them it banditry was not wiped out they would lose their
jobs.
If the bandits were cleaned out, the peons could go back to their
homes, people could resume their business of various kinds, and an
immense amount of money could be directed to reconstruction. We
have to-day under the (Carranzagovernment 60 per cent of the entire
revenues paid to the military, and not 6 per cent to reconstruction.
Just reverse that, and you will immediately find employment for a
tremendous number of men, and increase the wealth of the country.
Of course, in conjunction with that must be some system of education, whereby the teachers may be paid for the work of teaching.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Banditry was wiped out under Porfirio Diaz,
was it not?
Mr. CiHAMInER,LA.
Absolutely, for 25 years.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Do you think that if banditry was wiped out
there, and peace and order were established, the "Mexican people
have themselves the capacity and character to develop the nation!
resources of the country, so as to make them available to other
countries?
Mr. C.AMnERI,AI. Not without getting capital and energy from
abroad.
Senator BRANDEGEE. How would you know anything about the
views of any other country as to our assuming economic control in
Mexico in the manner you have-suggested
Mr. CIIAn.MnErIAx. Well, I think that we have given a good deal
too much weight to the feelings of other countries ap to what we
should do in Mexico. The effect of our keeping our hands off of
Mexico and being benevolent to Mexico has been to make us despised
in Mexico, and I believe despised in every other country in Latin
America. Latin Americans have a tradition of calling us a threatening power.
Senator BRArNDEGEE. I do not blame them, if they think we are
threatening to absorb their territory, from protesting against that,
but do they consider it a threat if we want our business interests
protected there?
Mr. CIIhAMBERLAI. No; but they have a strong tradition, that goes
far back, that the United States has had the intention to absorb all
of the Western Hemisphere, and that tradition does not die out very
easily. You will find it in Coloribia and Brazil and Argentina to
be a very strong tradition.
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Senator BRANDEG.OEE. Do you think they really believe that or is it
that they simply have a vague fear of it; do not know whether it is
coming or not, but are afraid that it might comet
Mr. CHAMID.ERLAIN. I think that they do not believe that we are
about to absorb them in the sense of annexing them, or anything of
that kind, but, I think that they do think that sooner or later inevitably our influence will be felt to a certain extent through Mexico
and Central America.
Senator BRANDEGEE. That is a popular card for the demagogues to

play in those countries is it not?
Mr. CHAM BERLAIN. Yes. For many years it was called "en fan.

tasma." Everybody knew it.was a spectre.
Senator BRANDEGEE. I remember in the early days of the disturb.
ances in Mexico, after the present administration came into power in

this country, that it was frequently stated by the press that if we
did not take steps to protect and restore order m Mexico some
European nation was likely to do it themselves. What is your opinion as to whether European nations would be satisfied if we took
steps to establish order and protection to life and property in
Mexico? Do you think they would protest against it?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Would they protest against our taking steps to

do that?
Senator BRANDEOEE. Yes.

Mr. CHAMIBERLAIN. Well, I believe it is a matter of almost public
knowledge that we have held a mandatory for Mexico for seven
years at least and with the knowledge and consent of Great Britain
and France f think, in black and white. The whole tendency of
both Great Britain and France has been to give us just as absolute
a mandatory over Mexico as has been proposed to us for the control
of Armenia.
Further, in regard to a mandatory of Mexico, we have tried the
policy of no force, and things of that kind, and it has been an accumulating shame for seven years. Consequently, your question, Senator,
as to what would be the stand of European nations,I think that they
would be delighted, and the only expression they would make would
be one of surprise that any sensible government could have delayed
taking that step so long.
Senator BRANDEOiE. You think that they would like to have us restore security,to life and property there, do you, then?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Absolutely. There is no doubt on that point.

There can be no doubt on that point. I would go further than that,
and say that not only would Great Britain and France but Spain
and probably Italy also have reason to hope that we would straighten
things out down there.
Senator BRANDEEE. Do you regard Mexico as a very rich country
in national resources?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I regard it as intrinsically the most wealthy

country I have ever visited; and that makes the tragedy of 100
years of torment and misery all the more glaring. The mere fact
that that country could support all of its populace in affluence and
has been the scene of misery which exceeds anything in Armenia,
added to the fact that we have been responsible for an increase in
that misery during the last seven years by standing back of an
oligarchy engaged in banditry, is something that we ought to take
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into account when we try to justify ourselves in taking such an extreme measure as economic control.
Senator BRANDEOEE. What have you to say, if anything about the

policy which we featured when we declined to recognize Huerta to
wit, that an administration must be put in power which, among other
things, would divide up the lands among the people? What are the
facts in relation to the possibility of dividing up the lands and the
public desire to have them divided up?
Mr. CtAMBERAIrN. The facts as to the division of lands under the
Carranza Government are these: That in one case, of a man whom I
have every reason to believe, the division of the land was merely a
matter of paying a man given supervision of that division a bribe to
see that they were not divided. That leads us right back to what I
said was the source of all the misery in Mexico. That is the condition of apathy that exists in the administration of public affairs and
particularly public funds. There are instances which later on can be
brought to light of many people not having their farms divided up,
simply by payment of graft. Consequently that altruistic view of
the Carranza regime, under the constitution of 1917, to divide those
lands, simply became one more club to extort blackmail from people
who owned property.
Senator BRANDEOEE. That may be true, but what I mean is, what

have you to say as to the wisdom of a bona fide, well administered
policy of dividing up the lands? Do the people want them divided
up? Is the same opinion prevalent all over Mexico, or is it just certain people would like to have them divided up by the Government
and other parts do not care anything about it? What is the fact
about that?
Mr. CHAMBERL4&IN. Well, Senator, that is a tradition that has gone
back through many revolutions. The fact that almost every revolutionary leader in the last 100 years in Mexico has made that one of
his promises, that he would divide the land, goes to prove there must
be a desire for division of the land among the peons. I think it
would be a good thing, with proper provisions for expropriation, and
would be a great advantage to see that every man was allotted a homestead under fair and equitable conditions.
Now, that matter of expropriation you would have to provide for
in the constitution. There is one case of an enormous American concern which was having some trouble when I left Mexico. The Mexican Government said: "Yes; your titles are perfectly good, but we
are going to take those lands and divide them and give you bonds."
I would.say if it had been a cash indemnity it might be very well,
but a Mexican bond is so much waste paper.
Senator BRANDEOEE. You say you do not know anything about
present conditions in Mexico, except what you read?
Mr. CHAMBERm
IN. Well no, Senator.

1 left Mexico nine months

ago. I left there the 1st of August. Consequently, while there have
not been very great changes, still I am not informed regarding what
there have been.
Senator BRANDOEE. Nine months ago, when you left, what was the
condition of the people in the City of Mexico, as to their health, and
whether they had enough to eat or not, and their condition of life?
Mr. CHAMBreEwmN. At the time I left there was really no misery
whatever. Their crop had been very good, and the Mexican people
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are very quick to recuperate. A few months previous to my leaving
it was a common sight to see three or four hundred men, women, and
children lying in the streets in Mexico waiting for certain soup
kitchens to open in the morning, and those people were on the verge
of actual starvation.
Senator BRANnEOEE. Was there much disease among the people?
Mr. CHAMERBlAIN. I would say that the average of disease in Mexico is considerably higher than it is in this country, and especially the
more vicious diseases that are in the blood.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Are you speaking of the City of Mexico or of
all of Mexico?
Mr. CHABIBERAIN. I am speaking more especially of the City of
Mexico. For the rest of the country, I can only speak from hearsay.
Senator BRANDEOEE. DO you know anything about the effect that

seven years of banditry and revolution, or so-called revolution, has
had upon the physical condition of the railroads of the country?
Mr. CHA=UERu
AIN. I Can not speak offhand as to the enormous
amount of rolling stock which has been destroyed during that period,
but I would say that during one of the years I was in Mexico I was
told that there had been 45 trains dynamited on the road between
Vera Cruz and Mexico City within a period of three months, with a
large destruction of rolling stock. That is the line that has perhaps
suffered more than any other, but it is a matter of fact that during
all the time that I was there there were only two lines that were
considered to be safe-the line to Vera Cruz and the line from
Mexico City to Laredo, and yet the line to Vera Cruz had 45 trains
dynamited in three months. There may have been more, but there
was one train that I remember dynamited between Laredo and Mexico
City during the two years that I was there. That line was kept pretty
well guarded. I should say that the condition of the railways, as
compared to what they were before the revolution took place, would
be heartbreaking to the people who were over them at the time of
Diaz's downfall.
Senator BRANDEGEiE. Do you know anything about whether the
farmers through the country generally, where these conditions of
banditry exist, have planted and harvested their crops in safety and
are continuing to do so?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. They certainly have not. Mexico City, during

all the time I was there, was more crowded than it had ever been before in its history, and that was accounted for to me in this way,
that the planters in the various States had had to abandon their plantations and crowd into Mexico City to live. I will say that the entire
State of Morelos was wiped out as an agricultural State, and that
practically the same could be said of Oaxaca, and the same is true
of various other outlying districts. They say their cattle and horses
and mules are killed either by Carranza soldiers or by some one or
another of the bandit troops.
The CHAIRMAN. I just call the attention of my colleague to the
fact that there has not yet been printed in the record a piece of evidence before this committee of a large number of Mexicans who have
come to the United States very recently. There is a list of 812 individuals who have been examined by the committee recently on the
border, under oath, some of this evidence having been adduced as
late as March last, with reference to these people coming over in
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hundreds. As near as can be estimated by the immigration authorities, the Texas Rangers, and others, it is said that between El. Paso,
Tex., and Brownsville Tex., in a period of approximately three
weeks in February and March, and particularly on March 1 the time
this testimony was taken on the 19th, approximately 50,000 Mexicans
had crossed the border this year.
That is shown by their own testimony and by the statements of
witnesses given in this list; and coming from the States of Michoiacan,
Guerrero, Colima, Mexico, and Jalisco, in the central and southern
portion of Mexico; and that their statements were all practically and
substantially the same with reference to that condition. They say
they can not do anything over there; if one side does not take it away
from them the others will, and they do not know one from the other;
sometimes they do not know the Carranza people from the Villa
people. They can have nothing. It is taken away from them. If
they get a few dollars in clothing: or anything, a party of those
bandits will come along and take it away from them. They said
that the Carranza people were worse than the Villa people. Several
of them said the Villa people would leave them something to eat, but
the Carranza people would take it all. They said the Villa people
would divide with them but the Carranza people would not, they
would take it all.
This is from the testimony of S. E. Rix taken at San Antonio,
Tex., on March 19, 1920. The witness was asked:
From the statement you have just made I infer that the property owners
themselves have given up any attempt to farm their properties or to raise crops,
for the reason that when they get these crops to the point of harvesting they
are taken away from them by some one or other of the armed factions in
Mexico?

The witness replied:
Yes, sir; that is just exactly what these poor working people who come here
say, several of them I have talked with, some of them I have not talked to, but
they say they can not raise anything; that when the corn got up to roasting
ears or anything like that they would come along and cut it down and take it

away, take it off.

And then the question was asked:
"And for that reason the big land owners themselves have abandoned any attempt to raise crops." To which the witness replied,
,, Yes.,"

The general trend of all that testimony shows to the same effect;
that the political conditions down there for the last 10 years have
been so disturbed that people of Mexico, the working people, are getting tired. At least 2,000 of them have come out, leaving their
families behind them, because they could not bring them with them;
they had to leave their families to perhaps starve, and they came out
to try to get something to do, with the hope that they might be able
to eventually bring their families out into the United States. Practically every one of them stated they would not return to Mexico
again.
Senator BRANDEOEE. I understand that testimony has been taken on
the border. I am glad to have it put in the record at this point also.
I wanted to get Mr. Chamberlain's notion about it also.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I will say that the condition has gone further
than the mere matter of farms in Mexico; that it has wiped out 90
476-20--vo
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per cent of the industries of that country, except those small industries which can be carried on by one man or one man and his family.
Senator BRIANDEEE. Not big enough to blackmail.
Mr. CIIAMBERLAIN. That is the idea.
The CHA IAnl . You stated generally that the United States practically had a mandatory for Mexico for several years past. I sup-

pose you have a basis for that statement. I want to call your attention to the statement of the President of the United States to the
Congress of the United States, on August 27, 1913, in which he said:
We Pre expected by the powers of the world to net nasMexico's earest friend.
I am ihaniy to S y that several of the .gretGovernments of the world have
given this Government generous moral support in urging upon the provisional
authoriflte at the City of Mexico the acceptance of our proffered good oflfces in
the spirit in which they were made.
All the world expect us in such circumstances to net as Mexic's nearest
friend and Intimate adviser.
This consent of. mankind to what we are attempting, this attitude of the
great nations of the world toward what we may attempt in deallmu wth this
distressed people at our doors, should make us feel the more solemnly bound
to go to the utmost length of patlene and forbearance in this painful and
anxious business.

Also a statement by Secretary Bryan, on October 28 the same year,
published in the New York Times, dated Washington, October 28:
A new and probably more definite Mexlcan policy is to be Initinted by the
United States, anld pending the disclosure of this program, Great Britain, Gerninny, and France have given assurances that they will take no notion.
That a request had been made to the powers to await a proposal regarding
Mexico from this Government and that already these three :European nations
had acceded to the request was announced late to-day by Secretary Bryal.. It
is understood that practically every civilized nation has been notified of the
purpose of the United States.

Senator Bacon, the then chairman of the Committee on Foreign
Relations of the Senate, on October 25, made a statement from which

I quote:
The approval of foreign governments of its policy In Mexico was desired by
the United States which would always be glad to listen to suggestions. But
it should be understood that the United States would adhere to the views It
held with regard to Mexico on the ground that its Interest in that Republicle
was much broader and comprehensive. Its interest, he said, was not merely
material, but involved moral considerations that gave it a superior position.

Now, I want to ask you, Mr. Chamberlain, as you are familiar
more or less with Mexican history, whose name is always referred
to as the "Liberator"
Mr. CHAIBERLAIN. Juarez, I should say.
The CHAIRMAN. Benita Juarez?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I ask that because I was interested in the question

asked by my colleague in regard to the impression which would be
created upon the masses of the Mexican people, were any Mexican
leader approached by the United States to agree that he would
accept friendly assistance from the United States and enter into an
agreement by which the two countries could work in harmony, with
this country securing certain rights and privileges in Mexico in
return for its assistance. The fact is that such an agreement has

been entered into in the past. There is to-day in existence a treaty
between the United States and Mexico, from which I want to read
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one section into the record, because it seems to have been lost sight
of by the American people, and I want to call attention to it in a
preliminary way before calling specific attention to the acts of
Benita Juarez upon practically that same subject. I will read article
8 into the record:
The Mexian Government having on the fifth nay of February, 1833. authorIzed the early construction of a plank and rail road across the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, and, to secure the stable benefits of said transit way to the
persons and merchandise of the citizens of Mexico, and the Unitel States, it
Is stipulated that neither Government will Interpo~e any obstacle to the transit
of persons and merchandise of both Ntilons; and at no time shall higher charges
bb made for the transit of persons and property of citizens of the United
States, than may he made for the persons and property of other foreign Nations,
nor shall any interest in said transit way, nor any of the proceeds thereof, be
transferred to any foreign Government.
The United States, by its agents, shall have the right to transport across
the Isthmus, In closed bags, the malls of the United States, not Intended for
distribution along the line of communication; also the effects of the United
States Government or its citizens, which niny be Intended for transit, and not
for distribution on the Isthmus, free of customs house or other charges by the
Mexican Government. Neither passports nor letters of security will be reqglred
of persons crossing the Isthmus and not remaining in the country.
When the construction of the railroad shall have been completed, the Mexican
Government agrees to open a port of entry, in addition to the port of Vera Cruz,
at or wear the terminus of said road on the Gulf of Mexico.
The two Governments will enter into arrangements for the prompt transit of
troops and mulnlitions of tihe Unlled States, which that Governmert may have
(ocasion to senld from one part of its territory to another lying on oppliosite sides
of the continent.
The Mexicatn Government having agreed to protect with its whole power the
prosecution, preservatihl, taId security of the work, the United States many extend its protection as it shall judge wise to It, when it may feel sanctioned or
warranted by the public or Ititernationl law.

The CILur IAN. That is in full force and effect. Now, in January,
1860, there was presented in the Senate of the United States a public
treaty, well known in Mexico and acted upon in this country. That
treaty was ordered printed for the use of the Senate, was never acted
upon by the Mexican Government and the United States, but it was
negotiated by the great liberator, Juarez. Among other things, it
provides:
the ratiflentiot s of a treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation were
'Whlereas
exchlnutred between the United Stattes of Amlerca and the United :Mexican States
on the 5th of April, 1831 and whereas the ratillentions of ia treaty for the
alteration of boundary and regulation a of a transit or right of way across the
Isthunl of Tehnuntelwe were exchanged between the same two Republics on
the 30th of June, 1834; and whereas it is deemed expedient to amplify and extend sone.of the stipulations of the aforesaid treaties, and thus render more
firm and inviolable the true at(d sincere frc-adship now existing between the
United States and Mexhc:
W'herefore the following stipulations have been agreed upon by means of a
treaty of transits and commerce:
For which important object the President of the United States of America
has appointed Robert NM.McLane, a citizen of the United States, and envoy
extraordinary and minister pleripotentlary of the United States of America
near the .Mexican Government, with full powers; and the President of the Mexl.
can Republic, in the exercise of the executive power, having conferred like full
powers on the citizen Melehor Ocampo, secretary of state and foreign affairs;
and the aforesaid plenlpotentlorlfe. after having compared and exchanged in
due form their respective powers as aforesaid, have agreed upon the following

articles:

AnRTer.E I. As an amplification of the eighth article of the treaty of the 30th
of December, 18.3, the Mexican Republic cedes to the United States and Its
citizens and property, in perpetuity. the right of way, by the Isthmus of
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Telhuntelwe, from one ocean to the other, by any kind of road now existing or
that may hereafter exist, both Republics and their citizens enjoying it.
ART. II. Both Republics agree to protect all routes now existing, or that
shall hereafter exist, over the said Isthmus, and to guarantee the neutrality
of the same.
ART. III. Simultaneous with the first hona flide use of any route across the
said isthmus for purposes of actual transit, the Republic of Mexico shall
establish two ports of deposit-the one on the east, the other on the west of
the isthmus. No duty shall be levied by the Govessment of Mexico upon
foreign effects ind merchandise which may pass ona ftide by the said Isthmus,
and which may not be intended for the consumption of the Mexican Itelublic.
No incumbrance of tolls shall be imposed upon foreign persons and property
which nmay pass by this road beyond those that may be impo. d upon the
persons and property of Mexicans. The Republic of Mexico will continue to
allow thei free and untrammeled transit of the mails of the United States,
provided they pass in closed mail bags, and they be not for distribution on tile
road. Uipon such malls nlone of the charges impo.ld, nor of those which nimy
hereafter be imposed. shall be applied in any case.
ART. IV. The Mexican Republic agrees that It will establish for each of
the two ports of deposit-the one on the east, the other on the west of the
Isthmus-regulations that will permit the effects and mnerchandlse belonging
to citizens or subjects of the United States or of any foreign country to be
entered and stored in warehouses, which shall be erected for that purpose,
free of all tonnage or other duties whatever, except the necessary charges for
cartage and storage, which said effects and merchandise may be subseluenttly
withdrawn for transit across the said Isthmus, and for shipment from either of
the said ports of deposit to any foreign port, free of all tonnage or other duties
whatever; and they may likewise be withdrawn from the said warehouses for
sale and conlsumnption, within the territory of the Mexican Republic, on the
p)nyment of such duties or imposts as the said Mexican Government may be
please to enact.
ART. V. The liepublic of Mexcto agrees that should it become necessary at
any time to employ military forces for the security and protection of persons
and property passing over any of the routes aforesaid, it will employ the
requisite force for that purpose; but upon failure to do this, from any cause
whatever, the Government of the United States may, with the consent or at
the request of the Governmlent of Mexico, or of the minister thereof at Wash
Ington, or of the competent legally appointed local authorities, civil or military,
employ such fore for this and for no other purpose; and when, in the opinion
of the Government of Mexico, the necessity ceases, such force shall be Im.
medlately withdrawn,
In the exceptional case, however, of unforeseen or Imminent danger to the
lives or property of citizens of the United States, the forces of said Republics are
authorized to act for their protection without such consent having been previ.
ously obtained; and such forces shall be withdrawn when the necessity for
this employment ceases.
ART. VI. The Mexican Republic grants to the United States the simple tran
sit of Its troops, military stores, and 'munitions of war by the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, and by the transit or route of communication referred to in
this convention from the city of Guaymas, on the Gulf of California, to the
Rancho de Nogates or some suitable point on the boundary line between the
Republic of Mexico and the United States near the one hundred and eleventh degree, west longitude from Greenwich, Immediate notice thereof being given to the
local authorities of the Itepublie of Mexico. And the two Republics agree, like.
wise, that it shall be an express stipulation with the companies or enterprises to
whom hereafter the carriage or transportation is granted, by any railroads or
other means of communication on the aforesaid transits, that the price for conveying the troops, military stores, and munitions of war of the two Republics
shall be, at most, one-half the ordinary fare paid by the passengers or merchandise which may pass over the said transits; it being understood that if
the grantees of privileges already granted, or which hereafter may be
granted, upon railroads or other means of conveyance over said transits,
refuse to receive for one-half the price of conveyance the troops, arms, mill.
tary stores, and munitions of the United States, the latter Government will
not impart to them the protection spoken of in Articles II and V, nor any
other protection.
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ART. VII. The Mexican Republic hereby cedes to the United States In lerpetuity, and to their citizens and property, the right of way or transit across
the territory of the Republic of Mexico, from the cities of CAlinargo and Matumioros, or any sultlble point on tile Rio Grande, in the state of Tamunulipas,
via Monterey, to the port of MSalzatian, at the entrance of the Gulf of Call.
forllah, in tihe Stitte of Sinaloa, nil front the Ituncho de Noailes, or ally sultable point on the boundary line between thie Republic of Mexico and tile united
States near tile one hundred landeleventh degree, west longitude from Greenwich, via Magdalena and Hermoslllo to the city of Guaymas, on the Gulf of Call.
fornla, in the State of Sonora, over lilly railroad or route of communication,
natural or artiticful. which may now or hereafter exist or be constructed, to be
used and enjoyed in the same manner alnd upon equal terms by both Republics
and their respective citizens, the Mexican Republic reserving always for it.
self the right of sovereignty which it now has upon all the transits spoken
of in the present treaty. All stipulations and regulations of every kind applicable to the right of way or transit across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
that are or have been agreed upon between the two Republics are hereby extended and applied to the foregoing transits or rights of way, excepting the
right of passing troops, military stores, and munitions of war from the Rio
Grande to the Gulf of California.
ART. VIII. The two Republics likewise agree that from the list of merchandise here annexed the Congress of the United States shall select those which,
being the natural, industrial, or manufactured product of either of the two
Republics, may be admitted for sale and consumption in either of the two countries under conditions of a perfect reciprocity, whether they be considered free
of duty or at a rate of duty to be fixed by the Congress of the United Staten;
it being the intention of the Mexican Republic to admit the articles in question
at the lowest rate of duty, and even free if the Congress of the United States
consents thereto. Their introduction from one to the other Republic shall be
made at the points which the Governments of both Republics may fix upon at
the limits or bounderles thereof ceded and granted for the transits, and in perpetuity, by this convention, either across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec or from
the Gulf of California to the interior frontier between Mexico and the United
States. If any similar privileges should be granted by Mexico to other Nations
at the termini of the aforesaid transits upon the Gulfs of Mexico and California
and upon the Pacific Ocean, it shall be in consideration of the same conditions
and stipulations of reciprocity which are imposed upon the United States by
the terms of this convention.

Senator BRANDEGEE. What is the date of that?
The CHAIRMAN. 1860, entered into in 1859.
Senator BRANDEGEE. What is the date of the treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo?

The CHAIRMAN. 1848; and the treaty of Gadsden was in 1854, con-

taining this agreement.
Benta Juarez has never lost his prestige in Mexico by virtue of the
fact that he entered into that treaty, has he.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Not that I know of.
The

CHAIRMAN.

His birthday is celebrated every year in every

little village and hamlet in Mexico, is it not ?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He is called the "Liberator of Mexico," or the
"Lawgiver of Mexico "

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Then, if the Mexican citizens approved the acts of

Benita Juarez, or have at least tacitly given their approval, if a real
patriotic Mexican citizen of the present day should enter into a similar
agreement with the United States, or an agreement of the character
you have suggested with 'reference to financing Mexico except.
through the mouth of demagogues, would there likely be any objection
on the part of the Mexican people?
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Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think that while they do not dare say so

aloud, that within their hearts they would look upon it as the greatest benefit they could possibly secure.
Mr. BRANDEOEE. The reason I wanted to know about that was because you stated that the more hostile Carranza appeared to be to
the United States the more popular lie was in Mexico. I wondered
whether, if a man tried to be friendly with the United States, it
would make him unpopular?
Mr. CHANMBERLAIN. It did not make him popular, it increased his
power. In a way it did make him popular, as one who is a champion of the common people, and a champion of the whole Latin
America, who dared to take a stand against the colossul of the
North. It may have had that effect. But as far as we were con.
cerned it made him more powerful in that it impressed his people
with the belief that he could flout us with impunity.
The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, a great part of the people,
10,000,000 out of the 16,000,000, did not know whether he was a
friend or an enemy to the United States, and did not care?
Mr. CHA1MBERLAIN. Well, you can say that a large proportion of
the Mexican people were rather indifferent.
Senator BR.NDEGEE. Eighty per cent or about that are Indians,
are they not?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I would say that 80 per cent of the Indians is
an inarticulate class, a very low development of peons, but they
have some excellent qualities. They had a tremendous reputation
at one time for honesty, but that has been undermined to a certain
extent by this long continuing condition of banditry.
Senator BRANDEGEE. But the peonr is Indian, is he not?
Mr. CHASBERLAIN. There are over 50 various tribes, and they are
generally named as belonging to the peon class.
Senator BRANDEGEE. They are not Spanish?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. NO; they are not Spanish.
This point as to whether the taking of any such step as I have
indicated would cause a great outcry takes us right back to a statement which has been made to me frequently by Mexicans, that while
they would not say so publicly they are in favor of intervention, that
they pray for it every night of their lives; that such a sentiment is
tremendous now in Mexico, especially with the merchant class. I
don't want to be taken as saying that those people would back intervention. They would not. They would fight against it, but they
want it.
Senator BRANDEOEE. You spoke of some of these large American
industrial concerns there being perfectly satisfied with conditions
as they are, because they get what they want by paying a tribute and
keep out competition. What is the general opinion among Americans in Mexico as to the wisdom of letting things go as they are?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. There are a great many Americans in all kinds
of activities down there who would say that same thing: " I am getting along all right. I am making a revenue out of chaos." But if
you take them to one side and say to them, " Is it not the ideal solution to have economic control of the country? Would not that end
all the trouble both for Mexico and for us?" I have yet to come
across a man who would not immediately reply, "You are quite
right on that point."
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Senator BRANDEOEE. Then they do not want conditions to remain
as they are?
Mr. CIIA.BERAIN. They do not. They are making possibly a
very good income out of existing conditions, but at the same time
they will admit that the nearest to the ideal that we could accomplish
is the shaping up of a firm girder on which the Mexicans can build,
and that girder would be economic control, inforced by the power
of the United States.
Senator BRANDOEoE. However contented any of them may be temporarily with that condition, they all know that in the nature of
things it can not be permanent?

Mr. CHA3ttERLAIX. They do.

The CHAIRM3AN. They are taking a gambler's chance.
Mr. CHA3BERLAIN. That is true of a great many of our chambers
of commerce. One of the greatest difficulties I had in Mexico was
to hold down individual investors and chambers of commerce who
wished to rush into Mexico and take advantage of high prices, irrespective of the claims of their own blood countrymen whose property
had been destroyed and who had been robbed of all that they had.
They, said, " That is all right. They don't rob me." That opposi.
tion is natural. I think the same opposition is threatening us now.
I believe some of the biggest interests are dickering at this moment,
directly or indirectly, with Obre on or somebody else who thinks lie
is going to be the top man and I think if this country does not take
measures to stop that tendency it will lose the greatest opportunity
we have ever had for putting that country on a firm and settled basis.
The CHAIRMAN. On that line the committee has in its possession a
telegram sent from New York City, on the 24th day of October, 1017,
from the American Smelting & Refining Co. to its agent in El Paso,
Tex., reading as follows:
.
Uarcia now here with Obregon. Is in our employ reporting to
States to-day Gen. Murgin has offered to supply I1il troops necessary for our
protection where we resume operations. Please see
and arrange
through Oarcia or otherwise to secure this assistance from Gen. Murgla for

Santa Barbara.

The Garcia mentioned is known to the committee as Andreas
Garcia, then inspector general of Mexican consulates on the border
of this country and Mexico, and being more recently, until the fall
of Juarez, the postmaster general of Bexico. This telegram indicates
that he was in the employ of an American company and attempting
to secure the services of the Mexican army under ben. Murgia for
the protection of certain of their interests.
Speaking for myself, I have no criticism whatever of the action of
the company in sending that telegram. They were attending strictly
to their business and the business of their stockholders. They were
not being protected by this Government in the operation of their
legitimate business, and where they were able to take advantage of
the conditions and secure protection by paying for it to Mexican
agents, I think it was their business to do it, and I have no possible
criticism to offer.
Mr. CHAMERLAIN. There is no criticism, Mr. Chairman, except
this general criticism, ant-l refer-back to the statement I made that
under a grafting administration in Mexico, I don't care who heads
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the oligarchy, our people were forced into the position of being
bribers if they wanted to do business. What we ought to do is to
look forward to such a condition where an honest man as well as a
briber can do business in Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee knows of other companies and
corporations doing business along similar lines and there was no intention to make any invidious distinction. I simply pointed out the
conditions under which our interests are able to continue business, as
additional and corroborative evidence of the fact that you have stated
the little man and small American, who has not enough money or influence to employ an army for protection, is the man who suffers.
Mr. CHADMBERLAIN. I made no distinction, because I included everybody doing a successful business in Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. You have referred to the note sent by this Government to the Mexican Government on April 2, 1917 which was published by Carranza in Mexico, apparently with the intention of
answering a speech made by the President of the United States to
newspaper men.
Mr. CltAM0IRLAIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has a copy of that note of April
2, 1918, which was given publicity by Mr. Carranza, and of course,
even under ordinary circumstances, would be justified in calling
attetion to it. Following that note another was written, under
date of August 12, 1912, forwarded to the Mexican Government
and delivery, presumably by our ambassador to the Mexican President, sent byMr. Lansing, in which note, among other thing, the
Secretary of State says:
As I have not received an answer to my note of April 2, J am instructed
to draw your excellency's attention to that note and to point out again the
concern with which my Government entertains as to the possible effect of
these various decrees upon the vested rights in Mexico of American citizens

In oil properties. And to further direct your excellency's attention to the
necessity which may arise, in order to protect the property of its citizens

Is Mexico, divested or injuriously affected by the said decrees, to impel the
United States to protect the property of its citizens.

Now, what impression was made upon the minds of the Mexican
people generally by the sending of notes of that kind, in the face
of the President's statement that under no circumstances did we
propose to use force in compelling Mexico to do anything
Mr. ChAMBERAIN. It made notes of that kind utterly of no effect,
while making the ambassador who was put in the position of delivering the note ridiculous.
The CHAIRMAN. And it was that condition brought about by these
assertions in these notes, and the impression made upon the Mexican
people, that caused you to resign from your office
Mr. CHAMBERMuIN. It was the culmination of those conditions, and
the desire to be able to speak freely on the entire subject.
The CHarMAN. Do you know what answer Mr. Carranza finally
made to the note of August 12, as communicated to this Government?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. NO; I have never been informed as to the

answer.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Did he make any answer
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The CHAIRMAN. We were so informed by Mr. Fletcher under date

of August 14.

Mr. CIIAMBERLAIN. I remember talking to Mr. Fletcher about

that, but I don't remember what happened well enough to quote him.

The CHAIRMAN. A portion of the answer, as forwarded to this
Government, was as follows:
I presented in writing the request contained in your telegram 1357, August
12, to the President at an Interview this afternoon. In reply lie stated that
it was Impossible to postpone operation of the petroleum decree further. In
the fundamental questions involved, I. e., the conflicting rights of the Govern.
ment and private Individuals to the subsoil products, he explained that the
decrees were fiscal legislation merely, to pass laws that would give effect to
article 27 of the Constitution and to legislate as to the above question was
the province of Congress. He stated that if the difficulty could not be settled
except by war or Intervention he was sorry, but was prepared to confront this
alternative.

Mr. CHAMBnERLAIN. Which was simply to be expected, in view of
President Wilson's assertion that no matter what he did there would
be no war.
Senator BRANDEOEE. We have not replied to Mr. Carranza's ultimatum, as far as I am aware of.
The CHAIRMAN. NO. But again, on October 1, 1919, we said, re-

ferring to this same subject:

In this view of the matter the Government of the United States, owing as it
does to Its citizens, the duty of protecting them In foreign lands, both in their
persons and their property rights, must strongly protest against the action
of the Mexican Government as outlined above, and characterize it as threatenIng confiscation and a denial of justice.
In communicating the foregoing the Government of the United States takes
occasion to express the confident hope that pending the general settlement of
the petroleum question by specific legislation of the Mexican Congress, the
administrative authorities of Mexico will respect the vested rights of American
citizens and evince that respect by withdrawing its insistence that interested
'American citizens comply with the provisions of the decrees mentioned.

Senator BRANDEGEE. DO we not say we will hold them to strict
accountability?
The CHAIRlMAN. No; not these notes.

We only used that in ref-

erence to Germany and Huerta.
You spoke about a series of articles you are publishing in Collier's.
Have they begun to be published yet?

Mr. CHAIRMAN., Yes; three have appeared, and three or four more

will probably appear.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all I care to ask you.

You will be ex.

cused.
(Thereupon, at 4.80 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned subject
to the call of the chairman.)

MONDAY, MAY 17, 1920.

SUBCOM31TTEE OF TlHE

UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoM0IMITTEE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

1Vashington, b. C.
The committee met at 11 a. m., pursuant to the call of the chairman, in room 128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B. Fall
presiding.
Present, Senators Fall (chairman) and Brandegee.
TESTIMONY OF MR. CHARLES E,. JONES.
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name to the committee.
Mr. JONES. Charles E. Jones.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Your residence.

Mr. JoNEs. New York.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your business, Mr. Jones?
Mr. JoNEs. Newspaper man.
The CHAmRMAN. What have you been engaged in for the last several
years past, in addition to your writing?
Mr. JoNEs. In addition to my newspaper work, for the last five
years I have been cooperating with the Jnited States Department of
Justice Bureau of Investigations.
The CHAIRMAN. Where has your work or your cooperation with
the Department of Justice carried you, and with whom generally
have you been doing such work?
Mr. JoNEs. Throughout nearly all parts of the United States par.
ticularly along the border, and in Central America and in Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. In Mexico, have you had confidential relations, or
have you been, in your cooperation with the department, in contact
with prominent Mexicans?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. Shall I explain how that came about?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I think you had best make an explanation
of it.
Mr. JoNEs. During the latter part of 1917 I received a proposition
from the Mexican foreign office, through the secretary of foreign
relations at that time, Candido Auilar. That proposition came to
me through Mr. Adam Leckie, who was a member of the Mexican
law firm of Gonzalez Roa Carbajal and Leckie. The proposition
was something like this: They were very anxious to have a publicity
director through the United States, and also to at all times be thoroughly kept advised as to exactly what was occurring here in Washington, or where anything might arise of interest throughout the
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United States, and they particularly referred at that time to the
activities of the revolutionary interests throughout the United
States.
For probably two years prior to that time I had been sending
almost daily reports to the Department of Justice, and as soon as
that proposition reached me it was immediately reported at that
time to A. Bruce Bielaski, who was Chief of the Bureau of Investigation at that time. The negotiations continued for probably two
months, insomuch as I had in my possession an unusually large
quantity of papers, documents, etc., pertaining to the activities of
the Mexican revolutionists of which the Mexican Government was
very anxious to secure control. When I first started in with the
Department of Justice it was thoroughly understood between Mr.
Bielaski and myself that under no circumstances would I accept any
remuneration, nor was I ever sworn in to the Department of Justice
service, although they were anxious to have same done.
Senator BRANDEGEE. You mean you were not employed at all by
the Department of Justice?
Mr. JoNEs. The proposition came up in this way, Senator: Things
were developing pretty rapidly down in Central America, and Forrest C. Pendleton at that time division superintendent for the Gulf
States, knowing I was quite familiar with conditions in Central
America, asked me if I would consent to go into the employment or
service of the Department of Justice. I told him that due to their
remuneration and my own business affairs that it would be impossible to consider a proposition of that kind, but that I would agree
to help them out providing it would be absolutely at all times kept
thoroughly confidential. So, with that understanding I became connected with them, always in an inside capacity.
About two weeks after that Mr. Bielaski came to New Orleans,
where I was at that time, to see me, and asked me if I would continue
to cooperate with them. So, I agreed with him to do so, provided,
as I have stated, it would be kept entirely confidential, and that my
hands would not be tied, as far as information or anything of that
kind that I might secure was concerned, if at any time I wanted to
use it. So in that way we started.
For a period of a year and a half or probably two years I even
paid all of my own expenses, although they repeatedly insisted upon
me rendering accounts, which I refused to do. At the time Mr.
Bielaski entered into this agreement with me I told him that eventually I expected to utilize in a newspaper way at any time any
stuff I might get. So it was thoroughly understood and agreed
between he and myself that if at any tune I wanted to use the stuff
I had a perfect right to do so.
So, with that understanding, I cut in with them, and up to the
time Mr. Bielaski quit, and for probably three and a half or four
months after that, I did the best could for them. When Bielaski
got out I dropped out myself as soon as I could. So from the time
I started I handled for his department, down in Central America and
elsewhere, considerable of their Mexican investigations.
The CHAnIMSN. Have you documentary evidence?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir; and I might as well submit that right now.
Senator B -ANDwEO . Documentary evidence of what?
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The CHAIRMAN. Of his association with the Department of Justice.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Before you put that in the record, let me ask
you another question in line with what I started to ask.
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
Senator BRANDEGEE. You say you cooperated with them, and you
did not, as I understandyou, receive any compensation?
Mr. JONE. None, whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. Except later on, after a couple of years, they paid
your expenses
Mr. JoNEs. When the Felicista movement first became active the
private secretary of Mrs. Diaz, Guillermo Rosas, was coming to New
York, and he and two other parties came up, we were endeavoring at
that time to secure the Felicista codes, and so I brought Rosas and
these two other Mexicans up and paid all their expenses. We did
succeed in lifting the entire codes on the trip, which was turned over
to the Department of Justice, photostatio copies made and turned over
to them. On the way back, after having spent about five or six weeks
on the trip up here and in New York, Mr. Pendleton said, "You are
absolutely foolish to continue to pay your own expenses, and you
render an account for this trip "; so I did, and from that time on, such
expenses as I incurred I was reimbursed for by the bureau.
Senator BRANDEOEE. What. I wanted to do was to make perfectly
plain whatever the fact was in relation to your cooperation with the
Department of Justice. As I understand you, you were in no sense
at any time an official of the departmentI
Senator BRANDEOEE.

Mr. JoNes. Never.

Or in its employ?

Senator BRANDEOEE. But when they asked you to do certain things

that involved expense, later on you thought it was proper and did
accept compensation for those expenditures?
Mr. JONE. Yes, Bir.
Senator BRANDEQEE. What was your motive in cooperating with
the department in that way if you were not an employee of iti
Mr. JONEs. As I explained to you a few moments ago, due to personal friendship of Mr. Pendleton and myself, and as the revolutionary movement on foot in Honduras at that particular time was
most active, and due to certain connections I had in Honduras, I was
in a position to get the inside facts. The Bureau of Investigation at
that time probably only had 250 or 800 men and a very limited appropriation for the financial support of the bureau. Pendleton's hands
were absolutely tied as far as being able to get the information he
wanted vas concerned; therefore, knowing that probably I might to
able to get it, he came to me to get me to do it. That was Forrest C.
Pendleton.
Senator BsNDEoEB. I am interested in knowing whether it was
simply your friendship for Pendleton or whether it was a patriotic
idea to help your country?
Mr. JoNEs. Both. At that particular time and in that particular
instance I did it just offhand to cooperate with Pendleton, without
ever thinking I would be called upon to .cut in again. I produced what Pendleton thought were excellent results. He then asked
me, " Would you be willing to consider entering the Government
service?" I told him I could not do so, but I would be willing to co-
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operate with him provided it would always be thoroughly confidential. He evidently wrote to Mr. Bielaski about it, for within two
weeks or so Mr. Bielaski came down, and I then entered into an agreement with him that whenever or wherever I could be of any service I
would be very glad to cooperate with them.
Senator BRANDEEO.
I understand that now. Why was it that this
member of this Mexican law firm hit upon you as a desirable man to
employ in their interests?
Mr. JONEa. Mr. Leckie and myself have been very strong personal
friends for a good many years. He was a membr of the law firm of
Leckie, Cox & Shierer, in the Southern Building in Washington,
D. C., and after Carranza began to get on his feet down there,
Leckie, who had had in his possession a great many of the claims
placed in his hands by foreigners having investments in Mexico,
decided undoubtedly that probably the best way to successfully
handle the claims would be to connect himself with a Mexican law
firm, which he did. And when Leckie was approached by Gonzalez
Roa, who was probably as close to Carranza as any Mexican, Leckie
immediately thought of me and put the proposition up to me.
Senator BRANDEQEE. That explains it. What is Leckie's full name?
Mr. JoNEs. Adam Leckie.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Now you may proceed with your documentary
evidence.
Mr. JoNEs. So, at the time Mr. Pendleton carried through that
proposition with me, from that time on almost daily I handled some
Central American or Mexican work for the Bureau of Investigation
in connection with my newspaper work.
Senator BRANDEOGE. Do I understnd that all the time, over the
period about which you are testifying, your newspaper work was
your dominating idea?
Mr. JONEs. Oh, yes.
Senator BRANDEGE. And your regular occupation?
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
Senator BRANDEGEE. And all this other information you came into
possession of was acquired primarily in the newspaper work?
Mr. JoNE . It was acquired primarily for that, but at the request of
Chief Bielaski, Mr. Pendleton, or others, I had to choke 95 per cent
of it to death, because if I had published the information I secured
it would have, 9 times out of 10, interfered with the plans and
future efforts of the Bureau of Investigation. So in the end my
connection and association with the bureau was decidedly a very
undesirable connection for me.
Senator BRANDEOGEE. It was a losing financial operation?
Mr. JoNES. At all stages of the game. If I could have published
what I had there is no telling what I could have had. I could have
scooped the country from a newspaper standpoint almost every day.
Senator BRANDEOEE. And yet, while you had to choke this to death,
as you express it, at the request of Mr. Pendleton or Mr. Bielaski,
nevertheless, you had with him an understanding when you went in
that you could at any time make public anything you wanted tol
Mr. JONEs. An absolutely positive understanding.
Senator BRANDEGEE. But when you saw how important it was, at
their request, you suppressed it?
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Mr. JONES. With the idea, you understand, Senator that it would
take days and days to explain, but if I could have published the stuff
that I had I would have had a newspaper beat almost every day.
Senator BRANDEEE. That is all I care to ask on that point.
Mr. JoNES. Under date of June 28, 1910, from Washington, Mr.
Bielaski wrote me at New Orleans as follows:
Mr DsAs M. JONES: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of June
21, 1910, with respect to the awkward position in which certain remarks made
by one Dr. J. H. Wiley have put you and Mr. Pendleton.
I think that the actions which you and Mr. Pendleton have taken have cleared
up this matter as satisfactorily as is possible without so revealing your relations with this department as to seriously interfere with the best interests of
the Government.
If Dr. Wiley should continue to make statements of a character likely to
seriously injure either yourself or Special Agent Pendleton, we can probably
find some way of inducing him to pursue a more proper course; but at the present time it seems to me that you and Mr. Pendleton must, for the good of the
public service, make whatever sacrifices are essential to keep your relations with
the Government confidential.
With respect to the Dusart case, the Diaz case, the Honduras revolutionary
matter, and numerous other similar matters of grave concern to the United
States, I am only too glad to testify to the discreet, patriotic, and invaluable
service which you have rendered.
I appreciate gery much your assurance that you will continue to aid us as
heretofore and assure you that I will be glad to testify to the value of your
service at any time such action may seem desirable.
Very truly, yours,
A. Bauce BIELA5sKr, (hief.

I am introducing this due to the fact that several times in carrying out the suggestions of Chief Bielaski and Mr. Pendleton and
others connected with the Department of Justice and the State Department I have put myselfin a false position. This man Wiley
made some rather dirty remarks, and so I wrote to Bielaski that I
could not afford under any circumstances to carry through such plans
as that in the future. This letter was the result of that.
Under date of June 16, 1919, Mr. Bielaski, from New York City,
wrote Mr. L. L. Winslow, State Department, Washington, D. C., as

follows:

DEAR WINSLOW: This note will introduce to you Mr. Charles E. Jones, of
New Orleans, La. During the time that I was with the Department of Justice
Mr. Jones was a very valuable source of information and assistance, especially
with respect to matters pertaining to Mexico and Central America. I think
some one in your office once told me that he turned in a greater amount of
correct information regarding these countries than any other individual. You
will find that the reports which have come to you from him through the Department of Justice were In the name of Cresse.
Yours, very truly,
A. BRuCE BIELAsKL

Senator BRANDEGEE. These you are reading from are photostatic
copies, are they not
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Do you have the original, from which the
photostatic copy was made?
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
The CanruMAN. I was going to ask you if you had not originally
had some communication with this committee under the same name
which you have given there-Cresset
Mr. JoNEs. How is thatI
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The CHAIMAN. In your original communications heretofore had
with this committee during this investigation have you communicated
with them under the name of Cresse?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir; due to the fact that Capt. Hanson was familiar
with the department name that was given
me by the department,
carrying me under the name of "Cresse" ' That was Mr. Bielaski's
own suggestion due to the fact that there were in the State Department innumerable leaks which went directly back to various Miexican factions.
Under date of May 28, 1919, on a Department of Justice letterhead, I wish to read the following letter, dated at New Orleans, from
Forrest C. Pendleton:
MAY 28, 1919.

To chonm it may concern:
I have known the bearer, Mr. Charles E. Jones, for over three years and I am
glad, indeed, to testify to the very valuable assistance he has rendered to the
Department of Justice, particularly to the New Orleans office.
In my opinion, he more than anyone else is entitled to the credit for breakIng up the activities throughout the United States of the Nicaraguan, Guatemalan, Salvador, and Honduranian revolutionary movements. He has also
furnished the Department of Justice as much, or more inside information per.
taining to revolutionary movements in Mexico as any man in this country. Re.
suilts secured by him regarding activities of German spies and propagandists in
Mexico and along the Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and California border was

of great value to the United States Government.
I know of no man in the United States so thoroughly posted on Mexican
and Central American political affairs, and he is, without question, the most
astute, accurate, and resourceful investigator I have ever met.

Mr. Jones is thoroughly trustworthy, and you can absolutely rely on anything
he tells you.
Yours, very truly,
FORREST O. PENDLETON,

Division Superintendent.

Senator BRANDEGEE. If these are all in writing, could they not be
handed to the stenographer and put in the record, and you proceed
with your testimony?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir. I will introduce a letter from Charles E.
Breniman, division superintendent of the San Antonio division, dated
January 18, 1919.
I will also introduce a letter from Adam Leckie, dated May 20,
1918 addressed to Hon. Ignacio Bonillas, Mexican ambassador, at
Washington, D. C.
I also introduce a letter from R. E. Muzguiz, consul general of
Mexico at New Orleans,,addressed to Bonillas, dated June 17, 1918.
The

AIRMAN. THre letters may be printed as an appendix to the

testimony of this witness.
(The three letters referred to last above are printed in full as an
appendix to the testimony of this witness, together with other letters
to be furnished.)

Senator BRANDEGEE. Is this Adam Leckie, who was a member of

this firm of Gonzalez Roa, Carbajal & Leckie, the one that you spoke
of being in the Southern Building at Washington
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. Unfortunately, Mr. Leckie died last December. He probably might have been bumped off. I don't know
whether he was or not. But in connection with Mr. Leckie I think it
in common justice to him that I should say that at the time Mr..
Leckie was in Mexico connected with that Mexican law firm, it is a
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matter of knowledge to Ambassador Fletcher at that time, and to
myself and Chief Bielaski, that Mr. Leckie was probably the very
best inside source of information that I personally had in Mexico
City. He personally was able to get stuff directly from Gonzalez
Roa, who in turn got it from Carranza or Carranzas higher officials.
I personally know of no man in Mexico, or America, who was more
patriotic and more loyal and more honest to our Government than
Mr. Ieckie. It is true that he had probably closer relations with
prominent Mexican officials at that time than almost any American,
with the possible exception of Mr. Douglass. Leckie, until the day
of his death, never had the slightest idea that I ever had any connection with the Bureau of Investigation, and in that way I was able to
get stuff which Leckie told me he in turn had offered to our military
attach6 in Mexico, and also Ambassador Fletcher. He tendered his
services without any qualifications to the embassy down there. What
they did with it I don't know, but I do know that Mr. Leckie was a
100 per cent square American and if it had not been for the stupidity
of the State Department Leckie could have been of great service in
many Mexican matters as they came through, but for some reason,
largely because he was a Republican, I imagine-that was his opinion-they did not care to have anything to do with him.
Senator BRANDEGEE. When you say he offered information repeatedly to our ambassador, Mr. Fletcher, in Mexico, and to othe
people, do you mean to intimate that although he offered it, it was
not availed of
Mr. JoNEs. I could 'not correctly say that, Senator, but I believe
this. The correct interpretation of that would be, for instance, Mr.
Leckie, at the time Mr. Rhoades and Mr. Garfield were sent dowi,
there by some oil company to negotiate some transaction I happened
to meet both.llhoades and Garfield and Leckie at San Antonio,Teckie
was coming out and they were going in. They had been down there
prior to that time, and Leckie's statement regarding that was that
he had secured certain information from Gonzalez Roa as to what
Luis Cabrera and Carranza had already said and that he had told
that to the oil attorneys and in turn had made certain suggestions to
the Embassy and the Embassy simply thanked him for it and let
it go. He had made the offer, as I understood it, to the ambassador,
in confidence, to make certain recommendations to Luis Cabrera. The
ambassador said he would examine into it and let him know later,
but he never did. Leckie said that repeatedly, time after time, he
had offered certain things that he thought lie could secure inside information on, and had suggested to the military attache and the am.
bassador that he would be very glad to do it, and they thanked him
profusely for it and never went ahead with it. They were either
scared of him or didn't want to use him.
Senator BDANDEOEE. Why did Leckie maintain an office up here
Mr. JONEs. Mr. Leckie practiced law, as I understand it, for 20 or
30 years up here. One of his partners was assistant attorney general
under Mr. Gregory. When these claims held' by foreigners began
to accumulate Lelile saw the opportunity, as I understand it, to clean
up a good deal of money by centralizing a majority of these claims
into the hands of one lawyer or one firm of lawyers, so he immediately began to corral all of the claims, and had I imagine probably
47866-20-voL 2 --
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half or two-thirds, and spent a good deal of money on it, so lie
told me.. Then he decided the quickest and surest way to procure
results would be to go to Mexico himself and open a law office there.
So after arriving in Mexico City he had-the opportunity to become
a partner in this Mexican law firm. That law firm in connection
with Leckie, was handling all the claims against the Mexican Government and of course, knowing how things were done down there.
that law firm of Gonzalez Roa, Carbajal, and Leckie, if they had
ever been able to put the claims through, would have split them all
the way around, and there is no telling how much graft would have
been paid out to have these claims settled.
Senator BaANnDEOE. When did Leckie become a member of that
Mexican law firm
Mr. JONFR. That I don't know correctly, but in the early part of
1917.
Senator BRAN'nEOEE. If Leckie never suspected that you had any
relation whatever with the Department of Justice or with our Government, what did he suppose you were?
Mr. JoNEs. Strictly a newspaper man, which I had been for 20
years.
Senator Bn.NeoE:.. Very well. That is all I wish to ask about
that.
The CHAIRMnAN. Were you through introducing the letters?
Mr. JoNE~S. No, sir. I have here three letters from Andreas Garcia.
dated July 22. August 5, and August 6, 1918, which I wish to introduce.
The CHAIRMIAN. They will be filed and printed as an appendix to
the testimony.
(The letters to which reference was made are printed in full as
a part of the appendix to the testimony of this witness.)
The CHAIRMAN. Referring to these letters from Andreas Garcia.
which you have introduced, he was at that time inspector of consulates of Mexico and Mexican consul along the border, and particularly in Texas, from El Paso to Brownsville. was he not?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAarAN. And reported to them and did his business with
them and with their consulates, and was familiar with their revolutionary activities
Mr. JONEs. Yes, sir; the revolutionary activities and the entire
plan.

The CHAIRMAN. And anything that you thought was of real importance to this Government that you discovered in that way, or
through any other investigation, you communicated to Mr. Bielaskit
Mr. JONES. My reports on file with the Department of Justice
would probably total 8,000 in number, showing that repeatedly I
would be asked to come to Washington, or was passing through
Washington, and during our European war period the State Department repeatedly would have liked to have told Bonillas things
they would like to say, which they could not say, and so I was told
either by Mr. Bielaski or Mr. Pike to find out this, that, or the other
thing from the ambassador, whatever they might want to get from
him, which I did
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The CHAIRMAN. I notice in this letter of Mr. Garcia's of .July 22,
1918, he states among other things:
As to the remittance, you had better see your consul in your city and halve
him ask for authority to pay you. According to the papers I have received from
the subsecretary of foreign affairs, you should report to your consul at New
Orleans, or through any other of-our consuls in your operations, and comply
with instructions.

Again, on August 0, acknowledging one of yours of July 22, he
states that he is ' inclosing the same to the foreign office at Mexico,
and suggest that you use your own judgment and make yourself
known wherever it is entirely necessary, and that it will not interfere with your work."
Under date of August 5, in Spanish with the English translation.
there is a note of introduction from Andreas (arcia to the chief of
arms at Matamoras, Tamaulipas, Mexico, stating that "You have
been commissioned by the secretary of foreign relations of 'our Government' (meaning exico) to watch and counteract the work of
the enemies of this Government who are employed in that country."
That is, the United States?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir. Now, to get this entire record straight, when
the Mexican Government made me that proposition, originally
through Leckie, it was immediately reported to the Department of
Justice in my reports, which are are
matter of record over at the bureau. The negotiations ran along for probably two and a half to
three months, somewhere along in that time, and due to other matters that I had on hand I could not give the time to the Bureau of
Investigations to go into that 'other matter and handle that in connection with my own work.
During February of 1918 the proposition was again put up to
me, and I at that time reported the matter again to the Department
of Justice, and likewise wrote a personal letter to Chief Bielaski
regarding the matter, stating to hun that the Mexican (Government
was very anxious to employ me as their publicity director, and also
being connected with the Secaret Service of the United States; they
offered me a salary of $2,000 per month and were also very anxious
to purchase every paper or document I might have in my possession pertaining to. the revolutionary enemies of their Government
throughout the United States and Central America.
Several weeks later I discussed that matter with Mfr. Bielaski, and
he said there was absolutely no objection on the part of the Bureau
of Investigation to my accepting the proposition offered me by the
Mexican Government and that I likewise was perfectly within my
rights in letting the 3Mexican government have all those papers and
documents, for which they at that time offered $40,000.
Senator BRANDEOpE. Through whom was that offer made
Mr. JONES. The offer was made through Andreas Garcia. I will be
very glad to introduce the original reports, which can go in the record, a carbon copy of my reports, covering the whole thing, to the
Department of Justice as soon as my trunk gets here.
The CHnmaAN. The reports may be incorporated in the appendix
to your testimony.
Mr. JoNEs. That resulted in me then going at Leckie's telegraphic
request, to El Paso, Tex., to meet Garcia, and at El Paso Garcia entered into an agreement with me on instructions from the Mexican
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foreign office, to handle the work mentioned at $2,000 per month, and
again made me an offer of $40,000 for the papers and documents.
All of these papers and documents I did not have with me, and I
told him I would take the matter up later with him. When I returned to New Orleans, I made a complete report, carbon copies of
which I will submit later, to Chief Bielaski. Several weeks after
that I was in Washington and at that time Chief Blelaski told me,
" Jones, under no circumstances allow the Mexican government to get
hold of the papers and documents pertaining to the activities of their
revolutionary enemies in the United States or elsewhere."
I mentioned at that time to Bielaski the fact that I had written to
him, also covered the matter thoroughly in my reports, and it was
particularly fortunate that I did not happen to have all the papers
and documents with me at El Paso, because if I had, probably they
would have at that time been turned over to the Mexican government.
The Mexican government never secured those papers.
From that time on for a period of six months I retained my connection with the Mexican government and in that way was able, from
Ambassador Bonillas and practically every Mexican consul that they
had along the border, in New York, New Orleans or any other place,
and from their offices in Mexico, to secure complete inside information as to the plans and activities, etc., they had in the United States,
throughout Central America and Mexico, and as these plans were
secured by me, they were immediately reported to the Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice, as per reports on file there,
and duplicate copies likewise sent to the State Department.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, in connection with these activities, what
did you learn and report of important to the United States with
reference to the activities of Mexico in connection with the Central
American matters, and the Republic of Honduras, Guatemala, Salvador, etc.?
Mr. JONEs. During the latter part of 1910, nearly all of 1917, and
uip until the early part of 1918, I secured through Hfonduran, Guatemalan, and Nicnraguan revolutionists, at that time conducting their
propaganda and plans in the UTnited States, information to the effect that they had a proposition on with Carranza, Gen. Obregon, at
that time Mexican Minister of War and Marine, and practically all
other Mexican officials of any prominence at that time close to Carranza.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the nature of that proposition that
they had on with Obregon and Carranza and the Mexican officials?
Mir. JoNEs. The scheme in its entirety, Senator, was a plan whereby, with arms, ammunition, and money, likewise several boats, to
be furnished by the Mexican Government, armed expeditions out
of Cera Cruz one or two ports in Quintana Roo, and another port
near Belize, British Honduras, and other armed expeditions out of
New Orleans, were simultaneously to attack Gutatemala, Nicaragua,
and Honduras, all those countries in Central America, and by the
revolutionary route, overthrow the existing legal governments in
each of those Central American countries, and establish a revolutionary leader as president in each of those countries.
The CHAIRMAN. At that time, and particularly after the United
States entered the European War, which among these countries you
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have named Salvador, Mexico, or Guatemala, particularly, were
friendly to the United States?
Mr. JoNES. Estrada Cabrera, who was for many years President
of Guatemala, was notoriously friendly to the United States, and I
think the day the United States declared war, the following day
Guatemala did.
The CHAIRMAN. Mexico never did declare war, did she?
Mr. JoNES. No, sir= Mexico never did'declare war. Salvador was
particularly pro-Mexican, as as much anti-American as'Mexico, and
was known to be the tool of Carranza in Central America.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the object of the attack upon Nicaragua, if you knowI What were the conditions in Nicaragua?
Mr. JONES. At that time Dr. Julius Irias, was one of the leaders
of the Nicarauguan Liberal party, which is represented by about
65 per cent of the voters of Nicaragua.. Irias claimed, not only to
myself in quite a number of conversations, but likewise to others who
repeated the remarks to me, that Mr. Chamorra, who is now President of Nicaragua, and at this time in 1916, and the early part of
1917, was Nicaraguan Minister to Washington, had been promised
by Secretary of State at that time, William Jennings Bryan, that if
Chamorra would consent to the treaty affecting certain canal rights
across NicaraguaThe CHAIRMAN. The San Juan River route?
Mr. JONES. Yes. That he, Bryan, would see that Chamorra was
elected President of Nicaragua. Irias and his friends and supporters
claimed, that, due to the influence of Bryan and of the State Department, irrespective of the majority of the voters in Nicaragua,
the election really was a cooked proposition for Chamorra.
The CHAIRMAN. Why was Mexico interested in behalf of Irias?
Just because of his antagonism to this Government?
Mr. JoNEs. They were employed at that time in looking around,
in connection with Von Eckhardt, German Ambassador to Mexico,
trying to establish in Central America a stronghold which, if they
had succeeded, would have resulted in the Umted States facing in
Central America a strong pro-German situation, such as we had in
Mexico. In other words, it was the idea and plan of Carranza with
Von Eckhardt and Carranza's officials, to gain control of all oi Central America.
The ChAIRMtAN. Then this movement, so far as Mexico was concerned, against Nicaragua, and Guatemala, and Honduras, in conjunction with Salvador and the revolutionists in these different
countries, was in aid of te German propaganda and German proposition as advanced by Von Eckhardt?
signed statement
Mir. JONES. Yes, sir. I will introduce later
proving that absolutely, from parties who were approached in regard
to the proposition.
The CHAIRSAN. Suppose you cover that at this time, unless you
have some memoranda which you desire to follow
Mr. JONES. I thought I would just read in a brief memorandum of
it here, then refer to cases where the original letters and photostatic
copies are set out, from Mexican officials and others.
The CHAIRnAN. And file those documents with the committee?
Mir. JOCNES. Yes, sir.

&
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The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Pursue your own course. Of course,
make it as short as you reasonably can.
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. The financial support which Mexican Government officials, as shown in files A, D, H. and I are alleged to have
extended to the Nicaraguan Guatemalan, and Honduran revolutionary movement, was supplied by the German Embassy at Mexico City
to Carranza.
The CHAIRMAN. Have ydu evidence of that other than what you
gained through your connection with the Mexican foreign department?
Mr. JON . I have a statement to that effect.
The CHAIRMAN. When you say Files A, etc., are those the exhibits
and documents you are reading from?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. This is from a subexplanatory index in File
I, and I will furnish for the use of the committee a written statement
covering this matter. The principal agent of Carranza in the origi.nal negotiations and starting of this movement, was F. R. Villavicehclo at that time Mexican consul general at New Orleans. A letter of March 3, 1916, to General Rosales, on pages 15 to 17 File I.
show the personal negotiations between Villavicencio and Pedro
Grave de Peralta, the agent of the Central American revolutionary
junta in New Orleans.
The CHAIRMAN. The statement to which you refer may be incorporated in the record as a part of the appendix to your testimony.
Mr. JONEs. Pages 20 and 21, File I, contain letters from Peralta to
Gen. Maximo B. Rosales, Honduran revolutionary leader, inclosing
copy of letter from Carlos Felix Diaz, Mexican consul general at that
time at Belize. British Honduras. These letters give a good deal of
information regarding the plans of the Mexican consul at Belize, in
connection with the Central American revolutionists.
Under date of March 11, 1916, Gen. Maximo B. Rosales, in San
Francisco, wrote Peralta at New Orleans, as shown on pages 22 and
23 of File I. The Mexican consul general at San Francisco at that
time Ramon P. De Negri, had written and said-that he--De Negri
and Rosales-were working in close accord. De Negri during 119
was transferred as consul general from San Francisco to New York
Ce CHAIRMAN. Is this De Negri the man who has recently, from
newspapers reports, announced himself as with the present revolutionary movement in Mexico against Carranza?
Mr. JONEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Until recently he has bjen the Mexican consul
general in New York?
Mr. JoNEs That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is he the same man who has circulated the Arthur
Thompson Bolshevist literature in the United States?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And denied that?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir. I have a copy of that yellow book that I got
from the consulate in New York.
The CHARmAsN. Very well, you may proceed.
Mr. JONxE. In this file there are a good many letters which I am
not mentioning, but which the file itself stands for, and which give
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in detail from day to day, and month to month, the complete inside
plans as they were developed.
Gen. Rosales. on May 24, 1916, wrote to Peralta that President Carranza of Mexico intended to start a war immediately on Estrada
Cabrera, in Central America. Rosales' letter also contains the statenient that the Governor of Yucatan, at that time Salvador Alvarado,

and who is at the present time one of the most active participants
in the revolutionary movement now going on in Mexico, that "the

Governor of Yucatan is very much interested in assisting a general
movement against the allied governments of Central America, especially those protected by the U(atemalan Government." This letter
is found on pages 29 and 30 of file I.
A letter of the Mexican consul, Carlos Felix Diaz, March 27, 1910,
pages 31 and 32, file I, to Peralta, informs Peralta that lie, the
consul of Mexico, at Belize, British Honduras, is working in connection with the revolutionary movement which is springing up in
Guatemala, and likewise he has established relations with some of the
rebels of Honduras.
Peralta's letter of April 2 1916, page 35 file I, to Manuel A.
Perdomo, of Belize, British Honduras, confidential agent there for
the Carranza government, tells Perdomo that the plans of the Mexican Government are progressing satisfactorily.
Peralta, in a letter of April 2, 1916, to Carlos Felix Diaz, Mexican
consul at Belize, British Hoiduras, pages 36 to 38, file I, gives additional plans regarding the Central American revolutionary movement.
Peralta's letter of April 19, 1916, to Rosales, pages 40 and 41, file
I, states that lie is inclosing letter from F. R. Villaviciencio, Mexican
consul general at New Orleans, also from Carlos Felix Diaz, Mexican
consul at Belize, British Honduras, and refers the letters from
Peralta to Carranza, and Candido Aguilar, Mexican secretary of
foreign affairs, and other prominent Government officials in'Mexico
City. These letters are on pages 61 and 62, file I.
Carlos Felix Diaz, Mexican consul general at Belize, British Honduras, on April 20 1910, wrote Peralta, as shown on pages 44
and 45, file I, that he, the consul, had arranged with Gen. arlos
Vidal military commander for Carranza in the Territory of Quintana boo, with respect to different parts of that territory where
their arms and ammunition were to be unloaded, and the various
expeditions organized and equipped out in that territory against
the various Central American countries. Gen. Vidal, I understand,
at the present time is one of the most active supporters of Gen.
Obregon.
The CHAIRMAN. In the revolutionary movement against Carranza
Mr. JONEs. Yes sir; the revolutionary movement against Carranza. Vidal had been very active with Gen. Green in Tabasco.
The CHAIRMAN. Gen. Green claimed to be the legal governor of

Tabasco.
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
The CHAJMAN. And also is one'of the prominent figures in the
present movement.
Mr. JoNE8. And a very strong personal friend and supporter of
Gen. Salvador Alvarado.
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Peralta's letter of April 24, 1916, to Carlos Felix Diaz, Mexican
consul general at Belize, British Honduras, pages 50 to 52, file I,is
in answer to Diaz's letter of April 20, 1916, to Peralt, ot pagn
44 and 45, of file I. In that letter Peralta co ratulates
Felix Diaz for assurances from him and the Memican Gorvernment
of their complete support of the Central American movement. He
then outlines plans to operate a revolutionary movement against
Guatemala, through the Mexican State of Chiapas, and then states
that as soon as Gen. Rosales is in power in Honduras, they would
throw 20,000 to 80,000 troops against Guatemala, which, with the
attack from the Chiapas border, would result in the complete overthrow of Estrada Cabrera, President of Guatemala.
Peralta's letter of May 17, 1916, to Rosales, pages 63 and 64 of
file I, informs Rosales that Peralta is leaving New Orleans May
19 for Yucatan and Mexico, and has letters of introduction froa
F. R. Villavicencio, Mexican consul general at New Orleans, La.,
to President Carranza, Gen. Salvador Alvarado, governor of Yucatan, as shown in the photostatic copy of the letter on page 51 of
this file. Also to Gen. C. Aguilar, son-in-law of President Carranza,
and Mexican minister of foreign relations. Likewise to Gen. Alvaro
Obregon, Mexican secretary of war and marine. Other letters of
introduction carried by Peralta were to prominent Mexicans, as
shown on page 62 of file I.
A subsequent letter, dated May 12,'1916, page 6-2 of file I, introduces Peralta to Gov. Alvarado of Yucatan, and requests him to assist Peralta in every possible way.
After Peralta's arrival in Mexico City, as shown on page 66. he
addressed a letter to each of the various parties to whom he had
letters of introduction there, as shown in the index and subexplanatory index of file I. Photographic copies of these letters stand for
themselves.
President Carranza, having received the confidential advice from
h' " consul general at New Orleans, and from other officials of his
thLoughout the United States, was fully aware of the plans prior
to the arrival of Peralta in Mexico City. There, President Carranza.
on June 8, 1916, wrote Peralta as per his letter shown on page To
of file I, stating that he would receive Peralta at the palace at 4.30
p. m., June 9, 1916.
Peralta's letter of June 10, 1916. to Obregon. Minister of War
and Marine, pages 72 and 73 of file I. expresses Peralta's thanks to
Obregon for the assistance so far given to the Rosales-Peralta plans
to secure financial and political support for Mexico to overthrow
the governments of Honduras and Guatemala. and then secure for
Mexico political control of Central America.
Peraltn's letter to Gen. Obregon, as shown on pages 12 and 73 of
file I, refers to information brought by Peralta to Mexico. At that
moment relations between the United States and Mexico were rather
strained and while Peralta was in Mexico he had completed arrange.
ments whereby he was to secretly furnish the Government of Mex co
information which would keep them thoroughly posted regarding
Army and Navy movements of the United States Government. likewise any other information which would be of value to 3Mexico.
Peralta's letters to various Mexican Government officials shown in
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this file bear out this statement. For instance, his letter of July
3, 1916, to President Carranza, pages 94 and 95 of this file, and his
letter of July 11, 1910, page 101 to Dr. George A. Guzman, in which
Peralta states that President Carranza had designated him as Mexican confidential agent at Washington.
The Cnamaru . Who was this man Peralta
IMr. Joxss. Peralta is half Cuban and half Nicaraguan and, 1
believe, a naturalized Honduran. Probably in 1913 or 1914 he came
to the United States. He has always been mixed up in Central
Jmerican politics for a good many years, and that seems to be his
principal business. Gen. Maximo . Reosales, ex-vice president of
Honduras, and ex-minister of war, was approached by Peralta in
connection with Dr. Irias. and in connection with Gen. Jose Castillo,
Guatemalan revolutionary leaders. Peralta, I believe, was, in con.
section with Villavicencio, with whom he was on very familiar terms,
the originator of this plan, in connection at that time with De Negri
consul general at San Francisco. and others of the Mexican consul
generals in the United States. There was supposed to be a good
deal of German money floating around, and the Department of
Justice, as far as I was ever able to learn, was not able to trail it.
I even went to the complete limit, but never could trail the real party
in this country. We were thoroughly satisfied of the fact that a
large volume of the money was German money, and at the time these
papers and documents were secured by me we got hold of some
which bore that prior thought out. Later we secured statements,
signed and otherwise, and from parties participating in it, which
positively proved the earlier surmise correct.
The C'IamLax. Very well. You may proceed.
Mr. JoEs. Perlata's letter to President Carranza, dated June 16.
1910, pages 75-76. file I. assures Carranza of his interest in the
proposition. and states that Gen. C. Aguilar, Mexican Minister of
Foreign Relations, and Mr. Ugarto, private secretary of President
(arranza. had assured him, Perlata, that President Carranza had
already given instructions to them to communicate his wishes and
desires as to the success of the Central American revolutionary plans,
and that within a few days the necessary instructions for arms, ammunition. and finances, would be given.
The Government of Mexico at that moment was very anxious to
endeavor to offset column after column of newspaper and editorial
matter, which was being run in the United States, severely criticizing
Carranza and his Government for their pro-Gierman and anti-Amen.
can attitude. Peralta was filling Carranza and others full of hot
air as to his power to control publicity throughout the United States.
He has been assured by me that I could fully cooperate with him
and get anything he wanted in the newspapers. Therefore, on June
19.1910, Peralta wrote Gen. C. Aguilar, Mexican Minister of Foreign
Relations, as shown on page 78, file I, requesting that he, Peralta, be
given a frank over the Mexican telegraph wires to send certain information to newspapers friends of his in the United States, which
was myself, and which would create a friendly sentiment in the
United States for the Mexican Government. As a matter of fact,
Peralta never had an opportunity to secure, through me or anybody
else, any newspaper publicity throughout the United States.
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Peralta, on June 19, 1916, wrote President Carranza, as shown on
page 51 of file I that the entire Liberal Party of Central America,
including Gen. Mfaximo B. Rosales of Honduras, Dr. Julius Irias,
of Nicaragua, and Gen. Jose Castillo, of Guatemala, without conditions placed the entire liberal party of Central America at the exclusive orders of Gen. Carranza to fight the United States, or any
other enemy of the Mexican Government. At the time this letter was
written by Peralta conditions between Mexico and the United States
were almost at the breaking point, and it will be seen from Peralta's
letter that he absolutely pledged the armed support of Gen. Rosales's
followers and other revolutionary parties affiliated with the Rosales
movement, to consolidate their forces with those of Mexico to fight
the United States.
On June 23, 1916 as shown on page 55 of file I, the subsecretary of
foreign relations of Mexico wrote Peralta that Luis Cabrera, Mexican secretary of finance, had received instructions in regard to
Peralta's affairs, and requests Peralta to come to the office of Cabrera
on June 24, 1016. at noon.
From President Carranza's private secretary, on June 23, 1916.
page 86, file T, Peralta received a letter informing him that President
Canrranza had hlrcady given orders to supply Peralta with the necessary war equipment and money for the Central American revolutionary movement, and requested him to call at the office at noon on
June 4 so that all these matters could be definitely settled. 'That
letter again referred to President Carranza's instructions to Luis
Cabrera. Mexican secretary of finance.
Peralta's letter of June 25, 1916, pages 87 and 88 of file I, to Carranza, again informs Carranza that a triumph throughout Central
America is an established fact.
Peralta's letter of June 27 1916, page 89 of file I, to Gen. A.
Obregon, Mexican secretary of war and marine, requests letter from
Gen.'Obregon to Gen Carlos Vidal, Mexican military chief in Payo
Obispo, Quintana IRoo, who is to help from there in operating various
Rosales revolutionary movements in Honduras and Guatemala.
Peralta's letter of June 27, 1916, pages 90 and 91 of file I, to Carranza's private secretary, thanks him for his assistance in securing
the results and getting the necessary instructions to the various Government officials for.Peralta to secure the necessary war equipment
and money.
On page 92 of file I is shown a letter, dated at Mexico City, June
27, 1916, from Gen. Carlos Green, addressed to Antonio Hernandez
Ferrar, and introduces Peralta to that party. Gen. Green, in this
letter states that Peralta has arranged with Mexico regarding some
very important matters and is now returning to the United States
to carry out his plans, which have been assisted and fully concurred
in by Mexico.
Peralta's letter of June 27, 1916, page 93 of file I, to C. Aguilar,
Mexican minister of foreign relations, expresses his thanks to
Aguilar for the highly satisfactory manner in which President
Carranza has cooperated with the Central American revolutionary
movement, and then refers to the war equipment and money which
Mexico was to furnish for that movement.
Peralta's letter of July 3 1916, to President Carranza from Vera
Cruz, pages 94 and 95 of fife I, refers to Peralta's proposed plan to
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spread propaganda throughout the United States, endeavoring in
this way to avoid intervention on the part of the United States.
Peralta also in this letter states that he feels sure he will be useful
to Mexico in Washington-and New York, and will also confidentially
be able to keep Mexico fully advised regarding the plans and
activities of the United States.
Peralta's letter of July 5, 1916, page 96 of file I, to Dr. Roberto
de la Rosa, dated at Vera Cruz, as shown on page 96 of file I, instructs
Dr. de la Rosa to immediately see that all of the parties in Vera
Cruz who are to leave there with the armed expedition against Hon.
duras are ready when wanted. He also tells this party to inspect
at Vera Cruz the rifles and ammunition which have been furnished
for this movement by the Mexican Government.
Peralta's letter to Vidal, Mexican military commander at Payo
Obisco, Quintana Roo, dated Vera Cruz, July 5, 1910, page 97, file
I, informs Vidal that Peralta's mission to the national palace at
Mexico had been fully successful, and that he, Peralta, at an early
date would sail from Vera Cruz to Payo Obisco with a group of
revolutionists and a supply of arms and ammunition, and would
also bring Gen. Vidal a letter from the Mexican secretary of war
and marine, Gen. A. Obregon. This is the letter which Peralta
requested Gen. Obregon to give him as per Peralta's letter shown
.on page 89. Peralta also in this letter requests Gen. Vidal to tele.
graph in code Carlos Felix Diaz, Mexican consul general at Belize,
Informing him that Gen. Rosales and Peralta had succeeded in securing all they wanted from Mexico, and then refers to their political
triumph it1 Mexico.
Peralta's letter date at Vera Cruz July 6, 1916, page 99 of file 1,
to Manuel de la Rosa, requests him to immediately make arrangements for the establishment of a Red Cross service in which Mexican
doctors only are to be employed. This refers to the hospital corps
which was to be organized in Vera Cruz, and participate in the
revolutionary movements against Honduras and Guatemala.
Peralta's letter dated at Vera Cruz July 6, 1919, to Gen. Obregon.
Mexican secretary of war and marine, page 100 of file 1, thanks
Gen. Obregon for his assistance, and refers to the fact that (en.
Obregon has done as much or more than any other Mexican to help
establish the liberal rule in Central America. Peralta in this letter
also tells Gen. Obregon that he is now quietly arranging the various
armed expeditions in Mexico which will work in connection with
those to be run out of the United States and from Belize, British
Honduras, against Guatemala and Honduras. He also in that letter
refers to a previous conversation with Gen. Obregon regarding the
necessity of organizing a hospital or Red Cross corps which will
be supplied exclusively by Mexican doctors. He then requests (en.
Obrefgon to release Dr. Manuel de la Rosa, director of the Mexican
hospital at Vera Cruz, so that Dr. de la Rosa can organize and
command the revolutionary,. hospital staff which was to accompany
the various armed expeditions against Honduras and Guatemala.
Peralta in this letter refers to a letter which Dr. de la Rosa will
personally hand to Gen. Obregon. This is the letter which Peralta
wrote Dr. de la Rosa regarding this matter on July 6, 1916, as shown
on page 99.
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Peralta's letter dated at Vera Cruz July 11, 1916, on page 101 of
file I, to Dr. Jorge A. Guzman, informs Guzman of the fact that
he has been appointed private secretary to Peralta. Peralta also in
this letter refers to having been designated by President Carranza
as their legal and confidential agent in Washington. On page 104
of file Iis a photostatic copy of an agreement between Peralta and
W. P. Gavin, at that time fi Vera Cruz.
On page 106 is shown memorandum prepared by Gen. Manuel
E. Lardizabal, at New York City, regarding the plans and activities
of Peralta in MexiCo. Lardizabal is alleged to have secured information regarding these matters from or through his ex-wife,
Mrs. Concha Prado, who was in Vera Cruz, Mexico, or Mexico City,
at the time Peralta was there. This signed memorandum from
Lardizabal, which is later confirmed, as far as the information is
concerned, from Peralta himself, in my presence, in which Peralta
admitted that he had secured from Luis Cabrera, Mexican minister
of finance, $50,000 for the Honduran revolutionary party.
On page 108 of file I is shown a contract entered into between
Peralta and Roberto de la Rosa whereby in this contract. Roberto
de la Rosa is to raise in Vera Cruz an expedition of 100) men and
not less than 4 officers, arming and equipping them with rifles and
cartridges for the proposed expedition out of Vera Cruz against
Honduras, likewise for shipping arms and ammunition out of AMexico to various Central American points.
On page 109 are details regarding the organization of the Mexican
hospital staff which was to accompany the Rosales revolutionary
expedition out of Mexico against Honduras.
On page 121 is a memorandum showing itemized expenses for the
armed expeditions out of Vera Cruz and Campeche, Mexico.
On page 124 is a report made by one of Gen. Rosales's confidential
messengers, named Santos. This report states that all of (Gen.
Rosales's plan, as far as the Mexican end is concerned, could not be
in better shape. Furthermore, that Gen. J. Castro, Mexican subsecretary of war and marine, is helping the Guatemala revolutionary party to the best of his ability. This report also states that G(en.
Obregon, Mexican secretary of war and marine, and President Carranza had agreed to supply an additionl quantity of arms and tlimunition.
That is the end of that.
The CHniRMAN. We will now suspend until half past 2 o'clock.
AFTER RECESS.

At the expiration of the recess the committee reconvened.
TESTIMONY OF MR. CHARLES E. TONES-Resumed.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jones, you may proceed.
Mr. JONES. File D, pertaining to Nicaraguan matters, contains, on
page 1 on autographed photograph of Gen. A. Obregon at that
time Mexican minister of war and marine to Dr. Julian Irias, the
Nicaraguan revolutionary leader. This photograph was presented
to Dr. Irias by Obregon while Irias was in Mexico securing financial assistance and arranging for arms and ammunition to be used
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by Irias in his Nicaraguan movement, in combination with the vari-

ous other Central American movements testified to heretofore.

The various letters, documents, etc., in file D show Irias's connection with the Mexican Central American plot and plans.
During the time this Central American plan of Mexico was on
foot various agents of Carranza and von Eckhardt were sent to the
United States and to the Central American countries to carry through
the plans regarding the matter.
The following is a statement made by Antonio Mendez Monterroso, former military governor and commander at La Ceiba, Honduras, and other parts of that country:
During the year 1010 President V. Carranza of Mexico through a confidential
representative made me the proposition mentioned hereinafter. At that time
I was military governor and commandante for the Government of Honduras
at La Celba. The confidential agent of President V. Carranza of Mexico was
Senor Gustave Sohmo, who at the time this proposition was made to me was at
New Orleans, La. Knowing that I was acquainted with Alfredo Quinonez, a
native of Salvador, Gustave Solano, who is now Private Secretary of Espinosa
Mirrelles, the governor of the Mexican State of Coahuila, therefore authorized
Alfredo Quhionez to propose to me in writing, which he did, that I would
receive a special commission from President Carranza as the oflicial directing
head of a revolutionary movement which President Carranza wanted me to
start In Honduras and operate out of that country against the Government
of Guatemala. Gustave Solano by his credentials and otherwise fully proved
to Alfredo Qulnonez his complete authority to act for President Carranza in this
matter, and Alfredo Quinonez in turn proved to me entire satisfaction regard.
Ing the complete authority of Gustave Solano and himself to act in this matter.
I was assured by these representatives of President Carranza that the Government of Mexico would finance this revolutionary movement to any extent,
no matter howI high the expenses might run, and that the entire revolutionary
movement would be completely outfitted with all necessary arms, ammunition,
artillery, machine guns, machetas, and all other war supplies, equipment, and
financial payment for my services I might designate. Furthermore that Presldent Carranza would supply me with two or more steamships which would be
used in the revolutionary movement, so I was informed by Gustave Solano
through Alfredo Quinonez would include a large number of Mexican Army
officers and soldiers. I was also informed at that time by these representatives
of President Carranzna that this revolutionary movement was part of the complete plans of President V. Carranza of Mexico to by n revolutionary movement on the part of Mexico overthrow Estrada Cabrera. President of Guateinnla, and was to be the opening movement on the part of Mexico to become the
domhieering power in all of the Central American countries. I also at that
time understood from these parties that the financial backing, a total expense
of this proposed revolutionary movement against Guatemala as offered to me
through these parties who were the confidential agents of President Carranza,
was to be paid with money furnished for this purpose to President V. Carranza
of Mexico by H. Von Eckhardt, the German Ambassador to Mexico City.
So that I would he able to secure the full plans of Mexico regarding this
proposition, therefore for n considerable time conducted negotiations regardIng these matters with Gustave Solano through Afredo Quinonez., and after
I had secured complete information regarding same I then emphatically told
these parties to inform President Carranza and everybody else implicated
in this proposition that under no circumstances would I be a party to any
such proposition, first, on account of the fact that I was a native of Guatemala. and always had been and would be the loyal supporter of my native
country, and never under any circumstances would I cooperate with Mexican
forces against Guatemala, and in the second place, in so much as I was a
strong admirer and personal friend of President Cabrera. of Guatemala, that
for no amount of money or promise of future political reward or power, such
as was promised me to handle this revolutionary matter, would I ever be
connected with any revolutionary plans against him. Furthermore, even if
I were against Mr. Cabrera, I would never have anything to do with a proposition that was or would be financed or supported by Germany or any German
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Interest. On account of the rumors which seem to be well established regardIng the fact that the Government of M.exico is now sail to be financing anud
cooperating with a revolutionary movement against the Government of Guatemala, which is to be started in the near future out of the Mexican States
of hJialas and Tabasco, believe now is the time to fully Inform President
Estrada Cabrera regarding these matters; therefore have mnde this written
statement as to the facts mentioned herein and same huas been signed by me
at New Orleans, iLa.. on this the .th dny of Septemllber, 1010.
A. Mi. MfoNTRoSo.

The statement was signed by (Gen. Monterroso and witnessed by
Rafael HIeliodoro Valle, who is now at the HIonduran legation at
Washington D. C. A photostatic copy of Gen. Monterroso's statement is filed with the committee. Likewise a photostatic copy of
his passport issued by the Government of Honduras and signed by
Monterroso, which verifies his signature to the original signed statement. Also a photostatic copy of a statement made by Monterroso
at the American Consulate at La Ceiba, Honduras, August 7, 1917,
signed by Monterroso, in the presence of the American consul, which
verifies the signature to the original statement signed by him.
The reason that Carranza approached Mfonterroso through the
representative mentioned hereinbefore was due to the fact that
some 15 or 10 years ago Monterroso was known to be one of the
most hitter and active enemies of Cabrera, and on or about that
time participated in a revolutionary movement against Cabrera.
The Mexicans and Guatemalans interested in the proposition, therefore, thought Monterroso would be very much interested in partiipating in the Central American plan.
At New York, about two weeks ago, I met a Miexican blr the name
of Ernest Racca, whose card reads, IM.
D.", claiming to be a doctor,
and who is running a chemical laboratory on the third floor of a
building at 192 Bowery, corner of Spring Street. Racca had seen
one or two newspaper articles of mine, and called on me, and in
the presence of my brother, N. T. Jones, and Gene IFowler of the
New York American, offered to sell me quite a number o letters
passing between he, Racen, Pedro Peralta and Dr. Manuel de la Rosn.
(en. A. Obregon, Carranza, and others, which completely proves
the fact that, with the full knowledge, consent, and approval of Gen.
A. Obregon, and Carranza and his other officials, the Red Cross or
hospital corps was organized in Vera Cruz at that time, which consisted entirely of Mexican doctors in the employment of the Mexican
Army, to be a part of the various revolutionary movements started
by Mexico against Central American countries. Dr. Racca was employed in the Mexican military hospital at Vera Cruz, and was to
become a part of that expedition. His card is filed on page 1 of
File I.
These various Central American revolutionary movements were
actively continuing, and the several armed expeditions were ready
to operate, and were getting ready to leave the United States during
the latter part of 1917. For probably a year and a half I had, for
the Bureau of Investigation, secured the inside plans from Dr. Julian
Orias, and when the bureau thought they had sufficient evidence
they closed in on him, resulting in his arrest in New Orleans by the
Department of Justice and T understand that the United States
District of Attorney allowed him to elect to either leave the United
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States or face prosecution in the Federal courts, and he at once left
the United States, and is now said to be in Costa Rica.
Several months after that Peralta, Gen. Maximo B. Rosales, and
several of the other operators were arrested in New Orleans by the
United States Department of Justice, and upon recommendation of
the United States District Attorney at New Orleans, they were
allowed to leave the United States or face prosecution in the Federal
courts. Naturally, they immediately left the United States.
That was a most serious mistake on the part of the Attorney General's office at Washington, and I understand they received the suggestion from the State Department that it would be advisable to
deport these Central American revolutionists in preference to prosecuting them in the Federal courts; that being due, as I was told,
to the fact that if any of these prominent Central Americans were
prosecuted and sent to the penitentiary it might lead to an unfriendly
sentiment throughout Central America against the United States.
From the date that these Central American revolutionists who had
received many thousands of dollars from Carranza and Von Eckhurdt, left the United States, they have and are continuing to be
actively engaged in planning and plotting their revolutionary movements throughout Central America.
I believe that is the end of that.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, you have certain other dotuments that you"will refer to later.
Mr. JoNE . Due to certain other documents and files which have
been delayed in reaching Washington, particularly those applying to
what is known to the Department of Justice and State Department
as the " Plot of Morazan," which was to be a consolidation of the
Central American Governments of Hlonduras and Salvador. These
documents and further information regarding same will be testified
to before the committee at a later date.
Tihe C mlMAN. I understand these documents are to follow those
you have already introduce'l?
Mir. JONFes. es, sir. Carranza, in other words, had three wellknown Central American propositions: First, his Mexican and Cenltral American and Pan-American League for Neutrality. That was
broken up, and then he started to gain control of Central America by
the revolutionary route, as shown before the committee. That was
busted up, and then he started on the third plan, which was the plot
of Morazan.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. You may proceed.
Mr. JONES. This Central America revolutionary plot of Carranza,
in connection with von Eckhart, as I understand it, has repeatedly
been hinted at and mentioned, but has never as yet in documentary
shape been proven; and files I and D and the other files, I am inclined to believe, for the first time, by the photostatic copies of letters
of various Mexican officials, from Carranza and Gen. A. Obregon,
and many others, positively prove the plot and plan as it existed. As
fast as these various documents and information were secured, same
were promptly reported to the United States Department of Justice,
and carbon copies of all reports and documents were likewise forwarded to the State Department. Therefore, the State Department
at all times has been fully aware of every plot, plan, or scheme on the
part of Carranza and his officials to gain control of Central America.
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The CHAIRMAN. And as to their purposes in attempting to gain
control.
Mr. JONES. Yes; and as to the absolute purpose on the part of Carranza and his officials to extend their power throughout Central
America, until Central America, and from there on down throughout the balance of Pan-America, in connection with Mexico, were to
be one, as they expressed it, one united Latin race, which would be at
all times a domineering factor against the United States, commercial
and otherwise, throughout Pan-America.
It is a very noticeable fact that Gen. A. Obregon, whose letters have
heretofore been introduced before the committee in File I, Gen.
Carlos Green, Gen. Salvador Alvarado, Ramon P. De Negri, now
confidential agent for the revolutionary group in New York City,
and many of the other outstanding leaders and representatives of the
present revolutionary group in control in Mexico, were as active in
these Central American intrigues of Carranza as was Carranza himself.
The CHAIRMAN. So there is no reason to think that, if the policy
of the Carranza Government with reference to Central and PanAmerican affairs was with any ulterior motive against the United
States, that those plans are likely to be changed by Carranza going
out and any of the present prominently-mentioned members of the
revolutionary group coming in?
Mr. JONES. That is true, Senator. The enthusiasm displayed by
Gen. A. Obregon, Gen. Salvador Alvarado, and others, in stating
that there should be a warm spirit of friendship and cooperation
between themselves, their Government, and the United States, is not
borne out by their past anti-American policies and efforts against
the interests of the United States throughout Pan America. It has
been impossible for those who really knew the inside facts regarding
the many plans and plots of Carranza throughout Pan America, and
which have been proven in innumerable ways to the complete satisfaction of the State Department by original documents and otherwise, to ever understand how or in what way the United States
allowed Carraza -and his officials to continue his anti-American
policies through Latin-America.
Senator BRANDEOEE. If all these other Mexicans had the same
hostile feeling toward America, what could have been done? Who
could have been put in down there who would have been better than
Carranza was?
Mr. JONES. I do not believe that any of the present crowd, irrespective of whether he has been pointed out at the present time as
one of the leaders of the immediate moment, would have been one
single bit better than Carranza, because the files which I have introduced before the committee, including all of the letters from Gen.
A. Obregon, Alvarado, De Negri, and innumerable of the others
who are now in power in Mexico, show that they were active partici.
pants in every one of these Central American plots and plans. The
leopard can not change his spots. If Gen. A. Obregon to-day is to
rule in Mexico as he apparently is, or Gen. Alvarado, or Gen. de la
Huerta, Gen. Calls, or somebody else, if those men a year ago or
five years ago were unfriendly to the United States and actively
against all interests of the United States, certainly, if they now
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change around and preach friendship and cooperation with the
United States it is simply the old original Carranza gag, such as
was preached at the beginning of the regime of Carranza, promising
everything a mortal man could. These people to-day in power in
Mexico are all of that same old crowd, and I do not see how anybody
can expect anything out of them in the present Mexican situation.
Senator BRANDEOEE. YOU mean their professions of friendship are
simply to enable them to get recognition by this country, do you?
Mr. JONEs. There is no doubt about it, Senator judging from the
records of every one of them. Carranza's record from the day he
was recognized, or the first time he started as frst chief, demonstrates that. Alvarado's record is a straight line of blood. Obregon's
record is the same. There isno man to-day in Mexico who is professing friendship and love and sympathy for the United States
that has not by his past record proven to be just as bad as Carranza
ever could be. People to-day are judged, whether they are Mexicans
or Americans, or any other nation, by what has been in the past,
and if Obregon and these other people have been 100 per cent bad
not only ,from the standpoint of being fully anti-American and
actively against the United States at all stages of the game, and participating in every outrage, directly or indirectly, against foreigners,
and their properties, and their lives, and everything else, I do not
see how we can expect anything better from them. How in the name
of the world can those people come, with hat in hand, and stand in
front of the White House and say, "Here we are. We have had a
change of heart. We have been washed away," and all that sort of
thing. It is just plain bhunk.
It is a known fact to the Department of Justice. and the State
Department also has a record of it, that during probably June and
July of 1918, at the time Germany apparently was winning on its
drive to Paris, that Gen. A. Obregon wrote a book which was known
to be 991 per cent pro-German and anti-American. As soon as the
Allies began to pick up, along in August Obregon's advisers told him,
" For God's sake to cut that book out, and if you go ahead with it,
change it." And Obregon who has always flopped on the advice
of his advisers had the whole proposition changed. The original,
however, I understand, is in existence in the files of the State Department. I told Senator Fall that a day or two ago. And Gen.
Obregon, after he came to the United States and visited around and
saw things, then began to lay plans actively for the President of
Mexico; he, of course, changed his tune, and sang a swan song which
was pro-American.
The CHAIRMAN. This book of Gen. Obregon's, to which you have

referred, was the manuscript of a proposed book sent into the United
States to be published, and supposed to have been seized by American
officials at ogales, Ariz., and filed with the proper department here
of the United States Government?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have referred several times to the activities
of Gen. Salvador Alvarado. Did you know Gen. Alvarado personally?
Mr. JONES. Very well.
The CHAInAN. Have you met him at any time recently'(
70
476-20-voL ---
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Mr. JONEs. I met Gen. Alvarado probably 10 or 12 times in New
York during February and March.
The CHAIRMAN. Of this year?
Mr. JONEs. Of 1920.
The CHAIRMAN. Just previous to the declaration of independence
and nonrecognition of Carranza by the authorities of the State of

Sonora?

Mr. JONEs. Yes, sir.
"
The CHAIRMAN. That movement, revolutionary in character
against the Carranza government occurred about the latter part of
March or 1st of April, did it not?
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And culminated in what is known as the plan of
Agua Prieta of April 59
Mr. JONES. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Signed by de la Huerta and Calles?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Gen. Alvarado was here about that time. was he
not?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what he was doing here'
Mr. JONES. We had some information last September or October
which showed some peculiar actions on the part of various Mexican
Government officials. I will testify to-morrow as to how and in
what way I had already ceased to cooperate with the Department of
Justice for a good many months at that time. but, in October, 1919,
I made it a matter of record with several parties in Washington, and
also in New York, that I expected to cut in with these Mexicans and
work some inside information out of them, if possible, at a later
date, as part of this plan. I placed before the managing editor of
the New York Ameri can. Mr. Rancke, the plan or idea through
Alvarado to secure the real inside information as to what was brewing in Mexico.
(en. Salvador Alvarado arrived in New York about the middle
of February, 1920 and several days after his arrival I called at his
hotel, accompanied by my brother and by Gene Fowler, of the New
York American. I had known Alvarado prior to that time, he know.
ing me as a newspaper man. I told him I understood he was very
actively engaged in starting an opposition movement against Carranza, either in favor of himself as presidential possibility or of
Gen. Obregon, and suggested to him the advisability of employing
me as a publicity agent. After some time Alvarado warmed up, and
finally I was able to secure practically all the plans of himself and
associates. He suggested that I prepare a written proposition in
regard to the publicity work I desired, and I told him I would do so
and present it to him at a later date. He is still waiting for it.
On March 17, at 6.80 p. m., I saw Alvarado at his apartment in
the Hotel Alexandria, One hundred and third Street, near Broadway. At that time I was accompained by my brother, N. T. Jones,
and Gene Fowler of the New York American. Alvarado, thinking
that all the information he had given me and would give me would
be strictly confidential, urged me to immediately begin an active prop-
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aganda against Carranza, and in that showed up the entire past,
as he expressed it, of the dirty work of Carranza and his clique.
He again cautioned me that under no circumstances was his name
ever to be used. At that time he introduced me to a party named
Manuel de la Pena, who now is said to be commercial agent for the
present revolutionary group, with headquarters in New York City.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Was Alvarado, in addition to being hostile
to Carranza, a partisan of or agent for ObregonI
Mr. JoNEs. At that time, Senator, as I will show in detail hereafter, I asked him during these interviews would he be an active sup.
porter of Obregon, and he said that it was not yet a settled matter
as to whether Obregon would be a candidate for the presidency.
Alvarado was accused then, as he is now and has been for the last
two years, of trying to manipulate things so far as possible to be a
presidential candidate himself. He always had that presidential bee
in his bonnet.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Who did he represent when he came to WashingtonI
Mr. JONE. lie at that time claimed to represent the de la Huerta
crowd in Sonora.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Did you see him when he was here in Washingtont
Are. JoNES. Yes, sir. I had located him. He told me he was leaving New York, and I got in touch with de la Pena and asked him
where I could reach him by wire. I was trying to keep tab on him.
I learned from de la Pena I could get him by wire at the Continental
Hotel in Monterrey. The next dayI learned Alvarado had left there,
due to his threatened arrest by Carranza, and was on his way to
Washington.. I got here the same day Alvarado did.
Senator BRAINDEOEE. Do you speak Spanish?
MIr. JorEs. Yes, sir.
Senator BRANDEOEE. And read it, of course?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Very well. That is all I care to ask this mornin. You may proceed.
MIr. JoNES. I asked Gen. Alvarado why it was that Carranza had
caused his arrest shortly before he left Mexico, and his answer was
that it had been caused by Carranza's determination to in this way
attempt to keep Alvarado's mouth shut regarding his opinions of
Carranza and of the forthcoming presidential elections.
Continuing, Alvarado said that he had been under arrest for some
five or six days, but was finally released due to the influence of several strong friends of his who impressed upon Carranza the importance of not keeping Alvarado in prison or of having him executed.
Alvarado then said that his daily newspaper in Mexico City might
as well have been closed up due to the fact that Carranza, through
Andres Garcia, his Postmaster General, was suppressing the paper
by killing off its circulation, which was handled in a very shrewd
manner so that its subscribers either did not receive the paper at all
or its various issues reached them from three to ten days after publication.
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Alvarado again, due-to my leading questions, branched off into the
threatened revolution in Mexico as an outcome of the presidential
elections. Alvarado said:
My explanation of why this revolution is sure to occur is that President Car.
ranza proposes to maintain his power and control Mexico, Irrespective of con*

sequences to himself, to Mexico, or to any one else. Carranza has manipulated
the State elections In each of the Mexican States. This has resulted In Con.

gressmen and members of the Senate being elected at Carranza's direction, all
of whom are positively pledged to do hils biding. These members of the Senate
and of Congress are not only the most unrepresentative Mexicans, but. on the
contrary, are the very riffraftf of my country.

It might be interesting to state that that is the Congress and the
Senate that they are asking the provisional president, De Isa Huerta,
to call into session, and that is the same Congress and Senate that
was in session under Carranza, and of that Congress and Senate are
favorable or were favorable to Carranza, it will be interesting to note
just exactly how and what their actions will be regarding the present
situation.
Senator BRANIEOEE. How long after you talked with Alvarado
did you make these notes from which you are refreshing your recollection as you testify?
Mr. JoNEs. It has been my custom for five years, Senator, for
instance, if 1 talk to you and you tell me something right now, when
I get outside where you can't see me, I jot it down in a memorandum
book.
Senator BRANDE0EE.. Do you generally make them the same day?
Mr. JONES. Absolutely, every day, as soon as I get away from
the discussion, wherever it might be.
Alvarado, in addition to saying that all State elections had been
farcical, added that invariably Carranza had placed in power governors of his own selection. In the State of Tamaulipas, Gen. Luis
Caballero was formally elected over Gen. Lopez de Lara the choice
of Carranza. Carranza then declared the election illegal, and
Caballero rebelled and was driven out of the city and is now affiliated
with the revolutionary element in that State. Cntranza then appointed a governor of his own selection.
In Tabasco the elections were held some six or seven months ago,
according to Alvarado, the opposing candidates being Gen. Green
and Luis F. Dominguez. Green had the support of the former
governor, Gen. Carlos A. Vidal. Assassinations, riots, and personal
and political persecutions resulted, and in the end Carranza appointed his own governor.
In San Luis Potosi elections for governor was held on July 6,
919.
The opposing parties were Rafael Nieto, former sub-secretary
of the treasury under Carranza, and Ingeniero Severino Martinez.
By force of arms, Carranza forced a Nieto legislature in power who
declared Nieto governor of that State.
Alvarado then said that similar tactics had been pursued in every
Mexican State, and the outrages perpetrated by Carranza, so Alvarado continued and by other prominent Mexicans who were connected with the Carranza government were particularly notorious
in the States of Nuevo Leon, Nayarit, Sonora, Michoacan, Coahuila,
Yucatan, and in practically all other States. All these manipulations were ordered and carried out by Carranza in open violation of
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Carranza's constitution of 1917, and in complete disregard of the
promises made and guaranteed, as Alvarado particularly pointed
out, in Carranza'sspeech of April 15, 1917, to the Mexican Congress
in which speech Carranza said, "The only thing I can assure you of
is of my sincerity and rigidness of purpose and the disinterestedness
that always has guided me. You must not forget for a single instant that you represent a nation hungering for its freedom and one
that has endured untold sacrifices in order to realize this perfect
ideal. To this end you must bear in mind always that democracy,
which resolves all affairs by majority votes, democracy alone can
bring union of the members of all political parties, and the equality
of all men. For these reasons a democracy sincerely understood
and honestly exercised must not seek a majority in question of par.
tisanship, no matter what its purpose might be.
Alvarado, continuing, said, " those who know Carranza and his
rotten policies, after reading that part of the speech referred to,
should be convinced that he always was and always will be not only
a liar, but absolutely dishonest." Alvarado then pointed out the fact
and proved it by showing us the assurance made by Carranza, which
werepositive to the United States, on October 8, 1915, through E.
Arredondo, his representative at that time in Washington, who in a
letter on the date mentioned to Secretary of State Lansing, said:
I have the honor to say that insomuch as the reestablishment of peace within
order and law Is the purpose of the government of MAr. Carranza, to the end that
all the inhabitants of Mexico, without exception, whether nationals or foreign.
era, may equally enjoy the benefits of true justice, and hence take Interest in
cooperating to the support of the Government, the laws of reform which guarantee Individual freedom shanll he strictly observed.
Therefore, the Constitutionalists' government will respect everybody's life,
property, political and religious belief.

Alvarado said that Arredondo was always as much a liar as Carranza had proven himself to be, and that for many months prior to
the date of Arredondo's letters to the Secretary of State, Carranza,
through Arredondo, and also through Americans, had received fees
running into hundreds of thousands of dollars paid to these Americans for repeatedly assuring the United States Government that Carranza was the only possible solution to the Mexican question.
Alvarado continuing, said that Arredondo had promised to Secretary of State Lansing anything and everything imaginable and
made all embracing guaranties that Carranza or lie could dream of.
Alvarado then said that this resulted in Carranza'sreceiving de facto
recognition from the United States, as shown by the following letter
from Secretary of State Lansing, dated October 19, 1915, and addressed to Arredondo:
It is my pleasure to inform you that the President of the United States takes
this opportunity of extending recognition to the de facto Government of Mexico
of which Gen. Venustiano Carranza is the chief executive.
The Government of the United States will be pleased to receive formally in
Washington a diplomatic representative of the de facto government as soon as
it shall please Gen. Carranza to designate and appoint such representative, and
reciprocally the Government of the United States will accredit to the de facto
government a diplomatic representative as soon as the President has the opportunity to designate such representative.
I should appreciate it if you could find it possible to communicate this Infor-

mation to Gen. Carranza at your earliest convenience.
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Alvarado, continuing, said:
Every Mexican as well as the people of the United States, knows that nll assurances made by Carraunza at the time he made his solemn gurantles to the
United States, were even at that time known to Carranza's principal supporters
and Intimates in Mexico to he flimsy and absolutely false.

Alvarado, continuing, said:
When Carrinza rCwelvedl le fat'fa recognllinm froi' the U'itid states everyone In Mexico was tired of war and strife and wanted to cooperate with Carranza to rebuild the country. This included even a majority of the bandits,
men of every political faith and even Carranza's former enemies.
All of these
men thought the Carranze Government would he a legal government, by and
for the people.
Carranza had solmenly and faithfully, with tears in his eyes, guaranteed
in a most emphatic manner protection of life and freedom of speech, action,
and every other kind of guarantee. Lack of this freedom was one of the
principal reasons outlined by him fer the start of his revolutionary movement.

Alvarado then said:
If Carranza had carried out his promises and guaranties and had been '
honest, he would have become the Idol of Mexico, believed and respected by
Mexicans of all classes. He had a greater opportunity to do good than almost
any other Mexican. If Carranza had even been reasonably honest he could
have made Mexico into a new country and would have gone down in history
as the equal of Hidalgo and Benita Juarez.
After Carranza had fooled the United States into recognizing his government, and then realizing that his power, as he thought, was supreme, he
determined, Irrespective of cost or consequence, to retain that power. After
two years of his dishonest and cruel misrule, and after having been given
more than a fair oppor: nity to carry out his guaranties, then even his own
political party realized that he was utterly impossible and in every way was
drunk with the power he had absorbed, and that his government, policies, and
plans were a pathetle joke. After two years of his misrule his party colleagues endeavored to bring pressure to bear on Carranza to have him change
his idiotic policies.
In answer to protests of his party Carranza said that lie intended to rule
Mexico according to his own ideas and that he had the United States "eating
out of his hand" and had arranged matters in the army whereby no one
would ever be able to throw him out of power like Huerta and Dinz had
been forced out, and that he proposed to permit his army oftlcers to "do just
as they please."

Alvarado then, illustrating the graft in the Mexican army, which
is permitted by Carranza as a means to remain in power, said:
A commanding general In the army would deport on his pay rolls 10,000
men and draw pay and also the purchase price for food and supplies for that
number of his troops when in reality would would have but 5,000 or 0.000
men. This resulted in that particular commanding general stealing tihe pay
roll and cost of maintenance for fully 50 per cent of the troops Ihe was supposed to have on his pay roll. What the commanding general would do,
lesser lights in the army would copy after to replenish their own pockets.

The CHAIRMAN. Did he mention any generals who did any
grafting
Mr. JONEs. At a later date Gen. Alvarado wrote out himself which
I have, a statement regarding the practices of the clique in and
around Carranza, which I will file with the committee at a later
date.
The CHAIRMAN. I am interested in knowing if he in a statement

mentioned any of them

Mr. JONES. He mentioned Candido Aguilar, he mentioned Car-

ranza's chief of staff, Barragan, and he mentioned quite a number
of others. Some of them showed up a good deal in it.
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The CHAIRMAN. How did he speak of Gen. Obregon and Gen.
Pablo Gonzales?
Mr. JoSn. At the hotel the consensus of opinion between my
brother and Gene Fowler and myself-I brought him along that day
(so I told Alvarado) in order to write the very best report from a
newspaper standpoint--but we were always in the habit of discussing
such matters and forming from an opinion of each of us as to what
was meant by certain expressions of Alvarado's. The consensus of
opinion between all of us was that as far as any particular love or
friendship or cooperation between Alvarado and Obregon, that it
was absolutely nothing and if there was any possible chance to ditch
him he would gladly do it, because he made the positive statement,
as is shown in detail hereinafter as to the statement which Obregon
had recently issued about that time that he did not propose to start
a revolutionary movement. I asked Alvarado what that meant. He
said, "It will make absolutely no difference at all whether Obregon
starts one or not. If he don't, Calles will, de la Huerta will, or I
will." Our opinion was that at any stage of the game if Alvarado
saw a'chance to dump him (Obregon) and get out in the lead he
would immediately do it.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean openly expressing himself in his conversations with you. Did he openly express himself concerning Obregon
in those conversations?
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIrnAN. Did he express himself favorably or unfavorably
toward Obregon?
Mr. JoNES. Ile, of course, said Obregon was the leader of the
party, but the method in which he said it and his facial expression
at that time would indicate that he didn't have such an extremely
high regard for Obregon.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not surprised at that, but I am asking you
what expressions he made with reference to Obregon at that time. As
I understand it, he represented the revolutionary movement at that
time?
Mr. JoNEs. That is right, which was supposed to be inaugurated
for the final purpose of possibly putting Obregon in the presidency,
but certainly upon Obregon's behalf. He really was the active head
of the Sonora revolts financial and otherwise. I do not believe there
is any doubt about it. We later ran into a lawyer connected with
Alvarado down at the Battery, who was a notorious dealer with
Mexico in all kinds of revolutionary stuff. I said then and I still
think that Alvarado really was the head of the whole Sonora moveiment in that country.
Alvarado lost sight of the fact that his entire castigation of Carranza and Obregon and everybody else automatically, as I thought,
included himself. because at that time to which Alvarado referred.
when all these outrages were perpetrated on Americans and other
foreigners, Alvarado was a commanding general in the Mexican
Army, and therefore possibly was as much responsible for these
outrages as any other Mexican officer.
Senator BRANDEOEE. When you say he was undoubtedly the head
of the Sonora movement in that country, do you mean, ho was
deputed by those generals in Sonora to come up here -o*.oue
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propaganda or do you mean he really directed those generals down
there?
Mr. JoNsE. I think that Alvarado's first work in New York City
was an effort to form connections to finance this movement, and
there would then probably be an open effort for general revolutionary movement throughout Mexico. What success he may have
had along those lines I do not know. I do know that he was mixed
up with quite a large number of prominent Americans in New York
City, prominent in business and having some interests in Mexico.
In addition to that, he was most actively engaged in endeavoring
to spread, particularly so with myself, certain anti-Carranza propaganda which would hold Carranza up to ridicule and create an unfriendly sentiment against him, hanging everything on him, which,
as he figured out, would be used as an excuse for these Mexicans to
kick Carranza out.
Senator. BRANDEOEE. Who do you think was directing Alvarado?
Who commissioned him? Who was he acting for?
Mr. JoNEs. I imagine he was acting with the Sonora crowd. He
repeatedly referred to the organization in Sonora.
Senator BRANDEOEE. I want to know whether Alvarado said to
you who he represented or who he claimed to represent? When
he referred to that Sonora group, did he claim to be representing
them or did he claim to be representing Obregont
Mr. JoNE . When I asked Gen. Alvarado the point-blank question in regard to the written proposition I was to submit to him to act
as publicity agent when I asked him to whom I should address
it, he said to himself. I then said, "Is it possible to give me a yes
or no answer now, as soon as this written proposition is received
by you?" He said, "No; it will have to be sent to my people in
1Mexico." I then asked him "Will you have to communicate with
Mexico City?" He said, No; it will not go to Mexico City."
He then said Gen. Calles was one of the panrtes that would have
to decide yes or no on the proposition of tie propaganda expenditures and campaign. I imagine from this that itwas the Sonora
crowd that he really and actually was representing.
Senator BRANDEOF.. The reason I asked that question is, I can understand that you did not try to cross-examine him too closely.
Mr. JoNES. Not too closely, because I did not want to spoil him.
Senator BRANDEOEE. But when lie was here in Washington a few
weeks ago it was stated in the newspapers here that lie was one of
the representatives of Obregon in that country.
Mr. JONES. That statement was correct, because on the morning
Alvarado arrived hero I came over from New York, accompanied
by my brother and Gene Fowler of the New York American. We
were holding a story up to get the tail of the story regarding Alvarado. I had another party telephone to Hopkins's office, and listened
in on an extension, and Hopkins said, "Yes; Alvarado is in town
but he will not give out any interview." This other party on the
phone told him he was representing a newspaper bureau. This
party then said that the party he represented wanted Alvarado's
address, and Mr. Hopkins refused to give it, and said Alvarado
could only be seen at his office in his presence.
I then saw Mr. Kearful, attorney for the committee, and told him
where Alvarado could be located. Kearful thought it advisable to
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have a subpoena served on Alvarado, but did not have any one who
knew Alvarado by sight or where he could be located. I told him
he could be located in Hopkins's office. -Judge Kearful asked me if
I would go with the sergeant at arms and point Alvarado out to him,
which I agreed to do, without thinking about it. If I had thought
about it I would not have done it, because I would have known it
would kill me forever of being able to talk to him again.
Nevertheless, I went down with him and went in to see Hopkins,
and Hopkins said, " Yes. Gen. Alvarado was here, but he would give
out an interview at 6 o'clock." I told him I was going back to New
York at 5, and I would like to see him before that. He said, "That
can't be done." I said it was unfortunate, due to the fact that I had
had some 10 or 11 interviews with Alvarado in New York, and wanted
to confirm the information he had previously given me. Mr. Hop.
kins seemed to be worried about the interviews, and said to come at
4.30 and I could see him.
The sergeant at arms had been waiting, and we waited around on
the street, and then came up and he served Alvarado and Mr. Hop.
kins, and neither one of them liked it. At that time Alvarado gave
out a statement, through Mr. Hopkins, a copy of which I have, about
six pages, practically an outline of the reasons for the Sonora revolt. So I take it that Alvarado was the actual representative in
Washington of the revolting crowd in Sonora.
Senator BRANDEoEE. When you talked with Alvarado did you talk
in Spanishl
Mr. JONES. No, sir; he talked very good English.
Senator BRANDEoE. YOU both spoke in English
MIr. JoNrE. Yes, sir; on account of Mr. Fowler.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Where is Alvarado now I
Mr. JoNEs. I understand he is somewhere down in Sonora. I don't
know for certain.
The CHAIRMAN. lie was in Hermosillo, the capital of Sonora, a
few days ago.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Did you ever meet CarranzaI
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Talked to him?
Mr. JoNES. Mexico City, and I also met him in Piedras Negras.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Did you talk with him
Mr. JONES. Yes sir. I remember the first time I ever saw him.
He had a dinner for a big bunch of newspaper men, and he took a
and when he spat I know
mouthful of water to rinse his teeth with it.
he could have killed a fly 20 feet away with it.
In various conversations with me Alvarado slapped himself on the
breast and said. "Of course, no man living can say that Alvarado
is not an honest man. At one time he imagined that he would be a
millionaire, but his greatest enemies can say that Alvarado is known
to be perfectly honest, and now he is "ring in perfect misery."
His misery at that time consisted in living in one of the most extreme apartments in the Hotel Alexandria, conservatively costing
him $100 to $150 a week, he and his wife both being here at that
time, and were going the limit as far as apparent extravagance of
every kind was concerned. So his misery was of a very peculiar
character. Alvarado is conservatively said to be worth from three
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to five millions of dollars, and is one of the parties who is supposed
to have put up the bulk of the money to start the Sonora revolt. He
is supposed to have kicked in a couple of hundred thousand dollars
for it.
Going back to my conversation with him in the Hotel Alexandria
in New York Gen. Alvarado showed us a copy of the issue of June 5,
1918 of the El Excelsior, a prominent daily paper of Mexico City,
which published editorially atstatement that paymasters of the Mexican Army had and were stealing unusually large sums. The paper
gave the names of 37 defaulting paymasters, with the amount each
was charged with having stolen. The amounts ran from 500 pesos to
400,000 pesos each.
Alvarado, continuing, said that as an illustration of the money
that Carranza had wasted on his army, the majority of which is
stolen, the Mexican approp)rintion for 1018 for ifs war and marine
departments was 120,755,631.05 pesos, and that this was nearly twothirds of Carranza's entire annual budget for that year; that all of
this was spent on Carranza'smilitary, and of which, those who know
to be a fact, including himself (Alvarado) realize that 60 per cent
was grafted by Carranza's army officers.
Alvarado then said:" This is the real reason for Carranza's power.
for the army has permission to loot the appropriation. When the
officers are accused of graft, they answer: "Who are we that we
should bite the hands that feeds us"
Alvarado then said: "As an illustration of the conduct of Carranza's army, I, while commanding general of the Mex:can southern
military zone, arrested 182 Mexican Army officers. They ranked
from sublieutenant to colonel. I had caught them and absolutely
had proof of crimes committed by them, including murder, rape,
robbery of foreigners. and destruction of their property, etc.
After I was relieved from iay camtnnind, c(arranza i rloned or released
these officers, restored them to duty, and promluoled many of them. Thite imen
are now tomnmanding troops, aind Carranza. with his far-seewing guile, has placed
these oilers under obllgations to himnI. lie is using officers of this class, LWr-

ticularly In command of special troops which he hinssent, and is sending
to various parts of Msexico to hully and intimidate the voters who oppose his
wishes.

This plan, according to Alvarado, has resulted in creating the
same conditions in the entire Mexican Army, and that as long as any
Mexican officer is willing to do Carranza's "dirty work," that officer
can steal with immunity, rob, or murder Mexicans or foreigners, and
destroy their property. He continued:
Carranza could have elIminnted Villa or anIy other bandit at any time that
lie so desired. Ii,could have brought pence and prosperity to lexio, years
ago If he hhad wanted to. When Villa or others beame nitlve ('arrnana Invariably

witllhdrew Mextlcra

troops from the territory the revolutionists or

bandits were operating In. leaving only a small number of troops, wholly insuflclent, for a garrison.

In this way tihe bandits or revoluthonlsts were able

to remain active, which was Just what Carranza wanted, for it enabled hin
then to maintain a large army, who in turn looted the treasury, and as repayment for the loot kept Carranza in power; allowing the country to he overrun with revolutionists and bandits also enabled Carranza to appear in tihe eyes

of the aMexieans, who did not klnow the real facts, and the various foreign governments, as having a great deal to contend with in Mexico, which was his excuse for showing no productive results as far as bringing pence and prosperity
to .Mexico was concerned.
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As an Illustration of the fact that Carranza under no elreninstanci iies ired
be wipedtlout, during tilelatter part of
that thi.ier etluliolsbts or banditll
1910 Crrtnai ordertnl (len.
)hgue., the cmLIIIUunder in the State Chlahnuahun, to take 1,200 oldliers out of that Stntte, which Is Villa's stamping ground,
and Ilmove these .Mexkhnat
troops to the State of SontoI,
where lie was to use
the troolk to Intinlhihit frleulls and sulrlarts of t(-n. Obregol, whose nItive
State s Sionom. This left the State of Chlllhahualia with so few troops that
renewed netii.villts wiere llniredlately Ilnlllll by
ll thls
tlvUllst
whihh wasl whIt
Onrranllza esilred.

Alvarado, in explaining (anrrnzn's

lower

filither plans to remain in

through the influence of his army, said, 'CCarranza plans, as
he has already done, to weed out of his army the few officers and
troops remaining that be canlnot depend on at the next election."
Alvarado then said that Carranza's election plans has resulted in the
needless deaths of thousands of his troops. He illustrated this statement by stating that Gen. Arnulfo Gomen, who about a year ago was
commander of a large part of the Mexican Army in the State of
Sonora, was a strong partisan of (fen. Obregon, and that many of
his command were likewise supporters of Obregon. Carrana, as
commander in chief of the Mexican Army, ordered these troops from
their native State of Sonora to the tropical State of Tabasco, in the
south of Mexico, and although these men fully realized the fate that

awaited them, they dared not rebel and face the charges of mutiny.

Alvarado, continuing, said: "They went, and to-day they are but

a sad meihory, for tropical diseases, fever, and bandits destroyed
them almost to a man. Carranza had given personal orders that all
of these troops were to be divided into small squads on their arrival

in Tabasco of from 1t to 51 nlen in each squad, and he sunk deep in
the interior and among the tropical swamps. On account of the
small number in each squad, those who escaped disease were power-

less to resist attacks of bandits and revolutionists."

Alvarado, continuing, said: " Their wives, children, and relatives of
these 2,00 Mexican soldiers, the majority of whom hal fought
through the revolution to place Carrana in power, were left in
Sonora. Carranza personally saw to it that they hall no military
protection. Hundreds of these women anti children were outraged
by Yaqui Indians, or persecuted in many other ways."
and murdered
"This," Alvarado continued, "was one of the many examples given
by Carranza to show other soldiers inclined to be rebellious, or loyal
to Obregon, that it would not be good for them to support others
than himself if they did not want to be ordered south or disposed of
or framed in some other way."
Alvarado said: "This is one of the many ways used by Carranza to
expel from the army or to kill off in the last year and a half fully 50
xper cent of the officers and men who helped to place him in power
and who were bitterly opposed to his dishonest policies and who Carranza knew could "not be depended upon to help him steal the onelections."
-coming
Alvarado then said: Fifty per cent of his original army isleft, fully
content with Carranza so long as he permits them to steal millions of
pesos, and rob, murder, and rape Mexicans and foreigners, and

destroy their property. Carranza has replaced that part of the army
that he has forced out, by recruiting from bandits, revohitionists,
robbers, murderers, thieves, and all other of the very lowest and vilest
element of Mexico. Therefore, fully half of the Mexican Army now
represents the very lowest and worst types of Mexicans."
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Alvarado then said that this had resulted in the army being
divided against itself, and that Carranza, in attempting to maniptulate the affairs of Mexico through his army, will destroy himself by
the very power which he set up, through the desires of the two factions in his army, each of these factions already having sworn thllt
their leaders are to be in control of the army.
Alvarado continued: " No matter whether or not Carranza remains
in office after the election this will result during the next four to six
months in civil war in Mexico, due to the two army factions breaking apart and fighting each other for full and complete control of the
army. Then, in addition to the internal conflict in the Carranza
army, there will be the revolution started by the independent political party of which Gen. Obregon is the leader, making a triangular
fight of the whole affair, with a large number of independent bandits
and other revolutionary parties dipping into the general fray or
conducting outrages against anybody or everybody. Thus Mexico
will be in a turmoil unprecedented in her hundreds of years of strife
and revolution, and blood will flow from every village, town, and city,
and it will be a most complete confession to the whole world that
Mexico is uncivilized and can not control her own affairs."
I asked him:
Will this not result In the almost total destruction of foreign property in
Mexico or the ruin of much of it nnd will it not bring on the death of many
foreigners then in Mexico. And if so, what will the United States and other
foreign gevornments do?

He answered:
The thoughtful Mexicans know and feel certain that when this iondiotn
comes to pass, as we know it will soon come, it will result in intervention by
the United States. This Intervention will in every way have the full sym.
pathy and support of all other civilized governments.
I asked him when this conlitlon came to pass in Mexico, what would Crranza say or do, aund Alvarado replied, "When Carranza saw the result of
his work and the condition he had yoked his country to through his dictatoranti h lnchmen
es
would attempt to flee the country." lie conship, Carranza
" but
they will be killed before they leave Mexico. The great pity of
tinued,
it is that in addition to orranza and his clique being blamed for these conditions, all good and loyal Mexicans will be blamed likewise, just as this
nadnmn Carranza who is the most damnable traitor of iallMexicans that

ever lived."

Alvarado, continuing, said in answer to leading questions of nine
that if Carranza had ruled Mexico with an honest end and had put
down, as you (Alvarado) say he could have done, the bandits and
revolutionists, then there would have been but very little loss to
foreigners of their property in Mexico, nor would there have been
but very few Americans and other foreigners in Mexico killed.
Alvarado's answer was, " There is no doubt but that Carranza
has been and is absolutely responsible for 90 per cent of the outrages perpetrated in Mexico on foreigners and their property. This
is an honest and positive fact, and the murder of the majority of
the foreigners and the destruction of their property has been caused
by the class of bandits and robbers that Carranza has put in his
army who he has allowed to conduct themselves as they desire."
Alvarado, continuing said, " Nearly all of the murders and otutrages perpetrated on foreigners and their property were done by the
Mexican soldiers."
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Alvarado then, as one of the many illustrations of Carranza's
methods used to intimidate soldiers in Mexico and of forcing them
to bend to his dictates in the next election, said, "(G en. Obregon,
during the latter part of February of this year, had gone to the
State of Michocan. In that State he is very popular and has ia
strong following. During his visit he made many political speeches
supporting his candidacy for the presidency:
Curranra, bitterly dlispleasel ns to the populnr dlelmons-lration in favor of
ObreSgon n Michocan, Immediately ordered nll the freight trains, which as
you know are under floverniment control and operation, out of that city. The
people of that State have not been able slice then to ship their products or to
secure in return the necessities of life from outside the State. Carranza also
ordered more than 75 per cent of the Mexican army troops out of Miehoenn,
thereby leaving the State to the complete mercy of the bandits In their expttlillons of robbery and murder In that formerly prosperous territory.
Clnrranza thus gives n lesw.on to other States as to what may liapipeii to to
tlel
If they do not agree with himt and court his good will by supporting him by
their solid vote behind his presidential plans.

Gen. Alvarado stated that Cnrranza's plans to steal or control
the next presidential elections in Mexico would be manipulated
along the following lines, "for," as Alvarado said, " C arra n z.
through his army has intimidated voters who, if they cast a vote, as
far as the majority of them are concerned, will vote as Carranza
instructs through his local army officers, or others who would have
voted, not caring to have the wrath of Carranza and his officials to
fall on them, will stay away from the polls. However, if by chance
Obregon or any other presidential candidate that Carranza was
against, happened to secure a majority of the votes in each voting
district, when the act is drawn up with a list of votes obtained by
each candidate, this act will fraudulently be changed to show that
Carranza's candidate received the majority of the votes."
Alvarado then said that even if the act -was an honest one, which
in no event would it be, it would be sent to the Mexican Congress
where Carranza'selected deputies or members of Congress assembled
and who would pass on the legality of the election and likewise on
the number of votes cast for each candidate. With so much fraud
possible in the preliminarstages of the election the congressmen
themselves, all of whom Alvarado again emphatically stated were
Carranza's puppets, would then cinch matters by 'doing whatever
he (Carranza) desired in the way of electing the proper man.
Alvarado, continuing, said: "There is no limit to their trickery,
including the corruption of all of the minor election officials, alnd
that as to theit plans of stealing the votes or substituting others
for the original ballots, Carranza has already thoroughly arranged
for this to happen."
Alvarado then brought out very strongly the fact that Carranza's
overlooking no chances to remain as dictator in person or be in
control of Mexico through a puppet executive, will guide the
actions of his Congress in this fashion:
Within a few weeks after the election, Congress will convene for the official
count of votes. Carranza's henchmen will then declare whether the election
was legal or otherwise. The prearranged plan is for the Congress, as Car-

ranza's vote manipulators, to declare the election void, due to the country not
being In a condition of peace, or, declare In some other manner the election
has not been "honest."
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Carranza, meanwhile, will have retired to the country. Congress, holding
that Mexico is confronted with many Internal difmeulties and with international
problems, will declare with much gusto that Mexico must have a strong man
In power as its executive. Then Congress, by unanimous request, will recall
Carranza and inaugurate him as Acting President until the country Is deemed
In sufficient peace to warrant a fair and legal election.
Gen. Alvarado then declared that he as well as other former
strong supporters of Carrnza, absolutely had in their possession
positive proof of the fact that Ca rranza, having carefully arranged
the above plan, proposes to put this steal of the election over, even
though it does cause certain civil war. Alvarado, however, qualified
this statement by saying that certain of Carranza'sstrong supporters
and advisers, fearing the outcome of civil war, which they know is
almost sure to force intervention, may at the last moment persuade
Carranaz that it would be best for him to remain the dictator of
Mexico in fact, though not in person, by having elected illegally a
dummy President, who will simply be the mouthpiece for Carranza.
In the opinion of Alvarado, as he expressed in his several inter.
views, if the latter course is adopted, Ambassador Ygnacio Bonillas
will be chosen as a dummy for Carranza. For a while It was thought,
so Alvarado said, that Gen. Pablo Gonzales might be run as Carranza's proposed jpresideuitial puppet, but according to later developments Alvarado is now convinced, according to his statements, that
there is a secret understanding between Pablo Gonzales, Bonillas,
and Carranza which will result, if a puppet president is put in, in
this party being Bonillas.
Alvarado, referring at this moment to Gonzales, said that he
(Gonzales) had been one of Carranza's chief spineless political and
military lieutenants.
Alvarado, in explaining Carranza's manipulation for the last
year and a half in anticipation of domineering according to his
own ideas and wishes the oncoming presidential elections, said that
(Carranzabegan eliminating more than a year ago from the Government and army, all friends and supporters of every aspirant for the
In the large number so "quieted," some being exiled,
presidency.
others being sent on long 'missions" acd still others called in from
outlying districts and given posts where they would be directly
under the official eye of Carranza; among the large number mentioned by Alvarado was Cosine Hinojosa, former Postmaster General of Mexico. Alvarado said that this party was now in New York
City and I then asked him to give me a letter of introduction to
Hinojosa, which Alvarado did. The letter is as follows:
HtNoJosA.
Hotel JlcAlp1n.
HIltoJosA: El portador desea hablarte; es un peridoista que desea alguma
Information y me ldice que no usura tu nombre.
tu amigo,
S. ALVARADO.

Senor Cosu

ITranstatiou.)

Mr. Cosu. HINOJosA,
Hotel McAlpn.
IIINoosA: The bearer of the present wishes to interview you; he is a newspaper man who desired certain Information, and he tells me he will not use
your name.

Your friend,

S. ALYAIADO.
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Alvarado's statement regarding Hinojosa was that linojosa had
always been a very strong personal friend and partisan of Gen.
Obregon, and that as ho had a large personal following, Carranza,
therefore, desired, until after he had manipulated the presidential
elections, to take away from Obregon Ilinojosa's support. Carranza,
being afraid to deliberately break with Hlinojosa or attempt to discredit him, decided that it would be best to send him on a long mission,.and therefore ordered him as a representative of the Mexican
postal system to attend a postal conference in South America. Alvarado, continuing, said that Ilinojosa told him that he did not propose
to go to South America but would be in the United States for some
time, and then go to Spain and France. lie said that linojosat
would fully corroborate conditions in Mexico and Carranza's election plans and dictatorship, as Alvarado had explained same.
Alvarado then said that Ilinojosa had spent two weeks of March,
1920 in Washington, endeavoring to urge and persuade Ambassador honillas to refrain from being a party to Carranza's election
plots. Hinojosa later, so Alvarado said, told him (Alvarado) that
he could secure no satisfactory answer from Bonillas as to whether
he would or would not continue his activities for ('arranza, but
that he felt sure of the fact that Bonillas is right to the end with
Carranza. Alvarado said that when he received this information
from Hlinojosa, lie (Alvarado), during the week of March 7 to 13,
made a trip to Washington where both lie and Hinojosa had sevof Mexico
eral interviews with Bonillas urging him for theW sake
to cut away from Carranza. Alvarado then said, " e literally beg.
ged him to refuse to be a party to Carranza's political intrigues,
but that Bonillas positively refused to make any promises, nor
would he agree not to be a party to the continuation of Carranza's
plots. Alvarado, continuing, said the reason Bonillas would not
make any promises nor agree not to participate in Carranza's intrigues, was because Bonillas at that time already positively was
aware of the fact that lie was to he Carranza's presidentil candidate and C'arranza's instrument to do with as he willed in the Mexican presidential elections. He (Alvarado) furthermore stated that
up to that time he had a great deal of respect and confidence in
the honor and integrity of Bonillas, but that now, inasmuch as
Bonillas had announced himself as a candidate, everyone knew he
was simply Carranza's puppet; therefore no one could have the
respect and confidence for Bonillas that they formerly had.
Accompanied by Mr. Gene Fowler, a reporter for the New York
American I presented Alvarado's letter to Hinojosa at room No.
403, Hotel McAlpin, on the morning of March 20. After getting
him " warmed up " and showing him I was thoroughly familiar with
his status and his "mission" and that I knew from Alvarado and
others the true state of affairs in Mexico-for I repeated to him
many of Alvarado's statements-Hinojosa then consented to talk.
He said:
It is true that Carranza, knowing that I amn and always will be a strong
supporter of Obregon, has therefore, as lie has done with others, in order to
get me out of Mexico and thus weaken Obregon's candidacy, sent me on a
mission to Buenos Aires. However, instead of going there, I am leaving for
France and Spain in April, and I may possibly go to Buenos Aires later. returning to Mexico during August of this year.
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Hinojosa admitted the conference between Bonillas, Alvarado,
and himself in Washington. He also said that as he was on a diplomatic mission for Mexico and officially connected "with the Government, he could not talk so freely as Alvarado. Hinojosa, however,
confessed that Carranza did propose to manipulate the elections and
illegally succeed himself or remain in control of Mexico through
a puppet President. He furthermore said that Carranza had run
out of the army or had retired to civilian life, or had sent.from
the country all the strong friends and supporters of Gen. Obregon.
Hinojosa admitted that Andres Garcia, former Mexican consul
general- at El Paso, Tex., and inspector general of Mexican consulates, had succeeded him as Postmaster General of Mexico.
Alvarado, in one of our interviews, while talking with him in
regard to Andres Garcia, said that Garcia was known to be a strong
friend and supporter of Obregon, and that Carranza was afraid to
leave him at El Paso. Therefore, knowing the large following that
Garcia had, rather than break with him, had brought him to Mexico
City, where lie would be under the direct eye of Carranza and his
other henchmen, and in this way the friends and supporters of Garcia
through his influence would not be able to be of much value to

Obregon's campaign.
Alvaralo, in one of my interviews with him, said that during
September and October, 1919. Carranza had organized a special
corps of army officers ranking from lieutenant to colonel. Tl.~e was
for the avowed purpose, as far as the public knew, to make a survey
of conditions in Mexico to improve them. Alvarado, continuing,
said :

It
l,1s a sen ret Ikllike yllleni for Carranzai.
As a master of fact, this orp
was forimedI to spreoli prn:igrulda favoring Carrauza's dictatorship and also
to Intimidate civilians and any of the army who nmy be opposed to Carranza's
plans. This force consists of between S0Oand 1.000 Mexican Army officers;
and in small squads and in larger groups these special army officers have ben
moved from one end of Mexico to the other and under personal orders from
C rranza have been used to browbeat and Intimilate all of the Mexican citizens
who were known to be favorable to other presidential candidates or opposed
to Carranza's plans or policies.

Alvarado stated very frankly that the Independent Political Party
in Mexico, of which Gen. A. Obregon, former Mexican minister of
war and marine, is the presidential candidate, knows positively that
Carranza proposes to succeed himself as president or dictator and
that they had documentary evidence to this effect; and that if on
the advice of his advisers Carranza weakened at the last moment
that he would then manipulate the elections to put in his presidential
puppet Bonillas. Alvarado added:
If Carranza does this, and it is absolutely certain that he will, then It is
equally certain that within two or three weeks after the July elections the
Independent Political Party will launch their revolutionary movement. It may

even happen at an earlier date, due to the fact that Carranza has already endeavored to crush Obregon's strength in Sonora.

On Friday, March 19, at 6 p. m., Gene Fowler and myself again
called at Alvarado's apartments in the Alexandria Hotel. At this
time Gen. Alvarado gave me written information regarding Mexican
matters and likewise at this time continued his previous conversation,
and said:
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This revolution will extend Instantly from the Atlantic to the Pacific and will
flash along the entire border, resulting in a multitude of armed uprisings occurring at every border State and In hundreds of blexican towns and villages.
Before three months from the start of the revolution, Carranza or his
"dummy" president and all those allied with him in the illegal elections and
participating with him, will be thrown out of power, executed, or exiled.

I asked Gen. Alvarado what strength could be placed on Obregon's
recent statement that if he were defeated at the next election he would
not head the new revolution. Gen. Alvarado smiled knowingly, and

said:

This statement of Obregon mean nothing. It Is camouflaged. It was given
out only by Gen. Ohregon to demonstrate that he is a law-abillng citizen, and
also to make additional friends In the United States.
The Independent Party Is greater than any man. After all it Is trot a question of who will head the revolution or whether Obregon is the leader or some.
one else. The fact Is that the revolution will come as a result of Carranza's
mnnipulation of the election. There are several leaders who may head it, If
Obregon for any unforeseen reason does not assume the leadership.

I asked him:
Who, for Instance?

Gen. Alvarado replied:
Gen. P. Ellias Calles, one of our best men, may head the revolution.

I pulled out of Alvarado the following facts regarding the reason
why Obregon may not be at the start the official directing head of the
new revolutionary movement. Obregon's political party believes that
the United States may refuse to recognize him if he became President
through a revolution; therefore, Gen. Calles has been designated as
acting head of the revolutionary movement. Then, when the revolution is successful, or while it is approaching a climax, Gen. Obregon
will be called into the situation openly as the strong man who will
"bring peace and prosperity to Mexico."
I asked Gen. Alvarado if it was true that he was entertaining presi-

dential aspirations. He said:

Every man aims high, but I am not popular enough in Mexico ever to become
president of that country. This is due to the fact that I do not possess the
flexibility that is necessary for a presidential candidate to have.

However Gen. Alvarado declared that as a loyal Mexican, when
the revolution started, he proposed to do his duty in supporting any

movement that would eliminate, as he put it, " Carranza, the dictator,"
and his henchmen." He added:

Thousands of Mexicans from the interior and from all border States, during
the last 60 days, have crossed into the United States to escape what will be the
worst revolution Mexico ever had, and likewise to keep from being forced at the
point of guns into Carranza's armies or into the revolutionary forces.

Continuing, Alvarado said.
This, better than anything else that I know of. shows that Mexico Is not even
safe for the Mexicans.

In checking up Alvarado's statement, it is evident that the flow of
Mexican immigration into the United States is increasing rapidly.
El Excelsior, a Mexican daily, stated in a recent issue, in reference
to the large number of Mexicans leaving their country for America
that "whole towns are departing from Mexico into the United
States."
4766-20--oL 2---71
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Alvarado's description of Luis Cabrera was as follows:
Among Corranza's priicipal lieutenants in manipulating the oncoming electlons is Lual Cabrera, noted for his extreme hatred of Amer.ca and Its citizens
in Mexico. Cabrera Is a native of La Sierra de Puebla, and is about 43 years
of age.

He is one of the shrewdest and most destructive men holding office
under Carranza, and is secretary of the treasury.
Cabrera is hated, feared, and despised by Mexicans in general, even
more so than is Carranzn. (Gen. Alvarado then said:
Cabrera should have been born fin the fourth century, for he is a skeptle and

does not believe in morality, and has no honor or integrity. He also feels an
Invincible attraction toward dcing evil. He has been able to maintain himself
as CQarrunatl's lieutenant through his absolute suhnill. ion and the fact that he
satisfies tile evil Instincts of Cnrranza. No substitute can be found anywhere
for Cabrera.
Furtlhermlore, Cabrera has been responsible for creating in
Mexico more alti-American sentiment than any other Mexicann In Mexico. Of
this he has likewise had full knowledge, and it has met with his complete upproval as far as Mexican anti-American policies are concerned.

Alvarado then, in his remarks regarding Manuel Aguirre Berlanga, Carranza's secretary of the interior, said, regarding this
party, that he is the most' servile agent that Carranza has for his
proposed election frauds and other villanies. He is stupid, has no
administrative qualifications, is not honest, and his only power consists in saying to Carranza:
My chief, I admire your talents and energy, and you are may perftet ideal of
what a real ruler of Mexico should be.

Alvarado then described Ygnacio Bonillas, the Mexican Ambassador to the United States, which was written by Alvarado himself
and handed to me in the presence of Gene Fowler, as his confidential
views about Bonillas, as follows:
Ygnaclo Bonillas was born in San Ygnacio, Sonora. lie secured his early
education In Tucson, Ariz., and his professional education in the Boston Institute of Technology. lie is a mining engineer and Is a splecaillst in his line.
He has no social conscience. He Is little known in Mexlco. His candidacy
for the Presidency of Mexico is a scheme concocted by Carranza in order to
keep himself (Carranza) In power. Even If Bonillas becomes President everybody knows that his candidacy is a farce. Bonlllas is neither honest or
conscientious, and has sold himself body and soul to the wishes of Carranza.

On March 17, 1920, Bonillas accepted at Nuevo Laredo, which is
the Mexican township opposite Laredo, Tex., the nomination for the
presidency of Mexico by the Civilista Party, which was tendered him
by Gens. Federico Montez and Manuel Amaya.
Alvarado, continuing, said:
I knew when I talked to Bonillas in Wnshlington, as I told you about before,
that he was not telling the truth, and that he already a long time ago had made
arrangements with Carnanza to do Cnarron7z's bidding in the next elections. I
formerly had a great deal of confidence and respect for Bonllnas: now I know
him to be morally, politically. and in every other way-nothing. He is forever
socially and politically dead in Mexico.

In my testimony regarding Bonillas and his attempts to interfere
with legislation pending before the Foreign Relations Committee
affecting Mexico, I should have mentioned at that time that in one
of my several conferences with Bonillas and while "stringing" him
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I told him that he was one of the greatest ambassadors Mexico ever
had to the United States. He smiled and replied:
The Iest we ever had here, aniid whose example I have tried to follow, is
Manuel Calero.

This was the ambassador of Madero. On February 3, 1913, Calero,
who had just returned to Mexico front the United States, made what
is said to have been the" most amazing speech by a man of his prominence before the Mexican Senate." He said:
I lied to the American Government for 10 months.

Among other Mexican Government officials that Alvarado described was Gen. Manuel 31. Dieguez. Alvarado's description of him
was as follows: He said that this was Carranza's present chief of
operations in the north; that he never had amounted to anything before the revolution and was always known as an active agitator.
President Diaz sent him to San Juan tie Ulloa in 1900 for the strike
at Cananen. lie has stolen many thousands of dollars and is extremely rich, due to the revolution. He is decidedly overbearing to
the poor, and is a brutal soldier, utterly without social conscience of
any kind, without education or morality. He is a perfect type of a
genuine " bad article."
Ah'lvarado's statement regarding Pastor Rouaix, Carranza's secretnry of public instruction, is as follows: That he is without energy
antd has no administrative ability. He is continually drunk and is
notorious as a "money grabber.') Carranza is fond of him because
he has no opinion, nor does he talk. think, or feel. Whatever Carranza's ideas are, so are those of Pastor Rouaix.
His remarks regarding Candido Aguilar, Carranza's son-in-law
and Mexican minister of foreign affairs, included the statement that
Aguilar was an absolute nonentity, notoriously anti-American, and
has never had any time to attend to any matters except with both
hands to grab all property or money, dishonestly or othewise, that
he could lay his hands on. Furthermore, that it was generally understood among those who know Aguilar, that he is "off in the head"-crazy-and that (luring 1918 for a time everyone knew that he was
insane. Alguilnr's ability is nothing. He is a perfect tool and henchman for Ciarrnnza.
Alvarado then said, regarding Manuel Rodriguez Gutierrez secretary of communications, that he was a man utterly stupid and without education or any ability; that he is an extremist and immoral, and
his past.great quality is that he has no opinion, feeling, or ability to
think, except to say to Carranza. "Here I am; I do your bidding."
Alvarado's description, as written by him in his own language, of
Pablo Gonzales is as follows:
That Gonzales was born in the Sire of Nuevo Leon and was a small business
man before the revolution. During the revolltion he has lost almost all of his
battles through alsolute military inability. A great ninny of his soldiers have
been killed due to lack of nmillitary management.

Due to his continual military

defeats, lie Is popularly known In Mexlco by the name of "Pablo Carrems." or
the " hero of defeats."
Gonzales has no talent or adminlstratlve ability. I'prightnerss tand Inralily
are missing qualities In him. His greatest achievement was the murder of

Zapata (the celebrated blexican bandit).
This never would have been successful except by the deliberate assaslnation of his own men. Through one of Gonzales's officers, Col. Guajardo, (on.
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sales arranged that this colonel apparently would de-ert from the ranks of
the Carranelstas, with some of his own men, to the forces of Zapata. This
was done.
Zapata, in order to prove the fidelity of Col. Guajardo, the next day ordered
the latter to attack a Carrancista garrison, which Guajardo did. In the
meanwhile Guajardo had sent word to the garrison that he was to "pull
oft" a sham attack on them and that they were not to fire into his troops.
Ouajardo then attacked the garrison, which, obeying GuaJardo's orders, did
not fire into the latter's force. Much to their surprise, OuaJardo's soldiers
fired directly into the garrison, killing and wounding a large number of them,
and then took 74 prisoners and surrendered them to Zapata, who In turn
ordered them to be shot immediately.
Ouajardo lined up his force and deliberately, to carry through his plan,
ordered his troops to immediately execute sentence on the 74 prisoners who
were the comrades of the troops who fired the death-dealing volley. This
gained the confidence of Zapata, who later came to pay Guajardo a visit at
his headquarters. The visit resulted in Zapata being shot down from behind.
As soon as Zapata was dead, Gen. Pablo Gonzales claimed for himself the
glory of this deed. Carranza Immediately presented Gonzales with a present
of fi0,000 pesos and advanced Ouajardo to the rank of brigadier general. All
of Guajardo's subcommanders were promoted.
Gonzales, in the State of Morales, manipulated affairs whereby many thou.
sands of acres of the finest ranch and farming lands in that State are now
controlled by him. Gonzales is an extremely wealthy man, although before
the revolution be had nothing, and the que.tlon is asked: "How did he seEveryone knows how, for It is through his manipulations il the
cure sautme"
army that he has stolen his wealth.
Through shrewd publicity and propaganda efforts of Pablo Gonzales's Amerlcan agents in the United StnteA many prominent officials at Washington and
elsewhere have been led to believe that Gonzates, as a Mexican presidential
possibility, is the best of the "crop" of aspirants as far as the interests of the
United States are concerned.

During the World War Carranza, with his well-known ability to
play both ends against the middle, instructed Gonzales to " come
out strong" as a proally. This was done by Gonzales. Those.who
know Mexico fully understand that Gonzales could not have expressed his proally sentiments except by a prearranged plnn with
C rranza and with the latter's full knowledge, consent, and thorough
approval.
Gonzales who headed Carranza's southward movement during
Carranza's revolution, stopped for a time at Pachuca. While there
he issued manifestos breathing love and patriotism for his people

and pledged their protection. Meanwhile his soldiers looted the na-

tive shops and his officers outraged the girls and women there. A
similar condition existed wherever Gonzales's troops were billeted.
Gonzales's military record, according to Alvarado in Mexico has
been a bloody one from the standpoint of the hundreds and hundreds

of outrages perpetrated on the people of Mexico, and his officers and
soldiers have raped t outraged, and committed similar crimes on thousands of Mexican girls and women.
As far as Gonzales's "love" and "belief" in the United States

is concerned, same isentirely disproven by the speech of Gen. Gonzales in 1916, in which he said:

I do not approve Wilson'a policy for a reason which is fundamental with me.
as I believe it Is with every honest man. Wilson's policy (the Mexican policy)
is not frank. It is not clean. I do not reconcile the Pershing expedition with
the bombastic and oft.repeated statements of President Wilson of his respect
and sympathy for Mexico.
I wish that President Wilson would give proof of his friendship with deeds.
or that he would be our open enemy and declare war on us, which Ia preferable
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to his policy of double-dealing, overwhelming us on the one hand with honeyed
words and protestations of sympathy, and on the other hand protecting our
enemies and obstructing the consolidation of our Government.

In Mexico City, Pablo Gonzales has made a speciality of cultivating the friendship of Americans. During the early part of 1919,
Gonzales, through various Americans at Mexico City, began to arrange his publicity plans as far as the United States was concerned.
At that time I was approached by a prominent American lawyer having offices in Mexico City, who on July 23, 1919, in part wrote me as
follows:
I suggest that you write a letter to Mr. Claude Dunning, American Club,
.Mexico City, specifying in a detailed way just what services you would be

able to render in the way of popularizing Gen. Pablo Gonzales in America. You
should state the papers that you can use, and also emphasize the fact that you
could probably be able to do something big for him with the strong Republicans.

You should also, In ty judgemnt, put your offer on a strictly business basis.
I do not know whether it would be wise for you to suggest what compensation
you would desire, in the first letter. Mr. Dunning Is a warm and Intlimate
friend of mine. He will place your letter with Gen. Gonzales's manager, whom
he knows very Intimately.

On the date of June 25, 1919, I also received another letter from
this party in Mexico City, which, in part, is as follows:
Gen. I'ablo Gonzales Is a man of good financial standing and is able to pay
any reasonable price for the right kind of work. My suggestion is that you
should put up to him Just what he can expect for so many thousands of dol.
lars per month, and how much he can expect for twice that amount. I have no
ideas as to the prices charged for this kind of work, but he is willing to pay
If he can get the right kind of publicity.

Alvarado's written description of Obregon stated as follows:
That lie was born in Siquisiva, Sonora. Before the Madero revolution he was a small farmer in that State. lie began his political
career as municipal president of Huatabampo, Sonora, where he organized a battalion of fellow citizens in order to fight Orozosco in
1912. He carried out this campaign successfully and that of 1913
against Huerta. He was the active head of Carranza's campaign
of 1915 against Villa. This resulted in complete victory for the
Carrancistas. Obregon's enemies admit that he is a military leader
of merit but it is said that he has won his victories by utter disregard of death in battle of many thousands of his command.
After Obregon's campaign against Villa, Carranza appointed him
minister of war and marine. Obregon is a man of limited education
and even his friends state that he has but very little administrative
ability.
There has been so much testimony given before the Fall committee that any remarks of mine regarding Obregon are hardly necessary. However, it is well to remember that Obregon was an active
participant in all of Cnrranza's plots against the United States, adrl
that lie cooperated in same with great enthusiasm.
In my testimony regarding Carranza's Central American plots
there has been shown quite a large number of original letters passing
from various parties to and from Obregon. This Central American
plot of Carranza's, in connection with Von Eckhardt, the German
ambassador to Mexico, was to secure control of all Central America
and to work in those countries at all times against the interests of
the United States.
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Wherever Obregon's troops campaigned under his personal command people of Mexico were robbed by them, churches were ransacked, thousands of women and girls were outraged by the officers
and men of his command, and when Obregon led into Mexico City his
Yaquli soldiers the metropolis was given over to complete lootin' by
the Indians, and thousands of women and girls were outraged tfere.
Obregon, as commander of all Mexican forces, and later in his
cabinet capacity, participated actively in all of ('arranza's antiAmerican intrigues. Obregon ranked as one of the most extreme
p)ro-German svnmpathizers in Mexico during this period. Likewise,
lie was one of the most celebrated " haters" of the United States.
lie was the close friend and associate of Von Eckhardt and was twloved by the Gernan colony in Mexico City.
When Obre on entered* Mexico City. trying the black flag of
piracy, lie made a contract with the I. 1Y. W. During the World
War, at a time when it seemed that Germany was succeeding, he
wrote a book favoring the Prussian cause. In that work hie upproved the attitude and policies of Carranza to fonnrm a union among
the Latin American nations to oppose the United States economically
andl otherwise.
About a year and a half ago Obregon I)gan his publicity and
propaganda campaign in the United States, engineered by American
publicity men. lie realized lie would have to "flop" and become
pro-American. He did this with much gusto and extensive advertising. His new protestations of love for the United States can be
classed as "bunco talk."
Gen. Ohregon's campaign manager in Mexico is Gel. Ben.jaimiin
Hill, who during the early part of 1919 began seeking a publicity
director in the United States. Dr. 1. L.. Espinosa, Avenue Morales
91, Mexico City, is assistant campaign manager for G(en. Obregon.
At that time Obregon's presidential campaign plans as far as propaganda was concerned, consisted of appointing a publicity representative in Cuba, Porto Rico, British Honduras, each of the five Central
American countries, Panama, each of the South American countries.
and in England, France, Germany, Spain, and the United States.
During the early part of 1919 I received several letters front a
friend of mine in Mexico City who stated that lie had talked to Dr.
Espinosa and Gen. Benjamin Hill, and that they were very anxious
to secure a publicity director in the United States who could produce
results. In another part of my testimony I will in detail outline the
activities of several parties in New York City, who, I understand,
from reliable witnesses, had conducted active negotiations with representatives of Obregon to handle a publicity and propaganda fund
to popularize him throughout the United States.
One reason for Alvarado talking so frankly to me was due to the
fact that he thought that from a newspaper standpoint I could be
of a great deal of benefit to him and to Obregon and for their political party, from a publicity standpoint, throughout the United
States; and I was to prepare a written proposition in .regard to
handling publicity work for them which I was to present to Alvarado, which, however, I never did.
Alvarado continuing his conversation with me, said that Obregon's right-hand bower and the man who will really start the revolutionary movement for him is Gen. P. Elias Calles, who was born
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in Guymas Sonora. Before the Carranza revolution, Calles was a
school-teacier, and later was a small business man, and, like Obregon, had little worldly goods. Iis political career began in 1911.
when he became part of the Carranza movement against lHuerta.
It will be remembered that Carranza appointed Calles as military governor and commander of Sonora, and later, for a short
while, had him as a member of his cabinet. Calles claims to have
resigned due to not being able to stomach Carranza's plans and
policies.
When Calles was governor of Sonora, he is said to have established a record in that State which still stands regarding his total
indifference as to the lives and property of the unfortunate foreigners having investments in Sonora.
Carranza's biography, according to Gen Alvarado, corresponds to
that of Satan. Alvarado said:
Carnraza, years ago, was a school

at 40 pesos ($20) a month.

teneiher in

his IntIv'

lie had no property.

Sltt.

Crstuila.

In those days Carranza

deckdel himRelf out ns a grnimlee and strutted about his little village for the

benefit of the senorila, who. It l.f ,aid, didn't admire his whiskers, anid ('nr
ranza. even in those days. us far ns the senrritas were cncrned. amounted
to nothing.

Alvarado, continuing, said:
His whiskers (Cnrranza's)

were then IIke Currnlza's heart is uow--twl

black.

Even in those days, Alvarado declared. Carranza was known as
an extremist, and his own relatives are said to have regarded him as
"missing in the head."
Alvarado, continuing, said that Carranza manipulated !,is election
to the State legislature of Coahuila. Three months later his neighbors and friends were astonished to learn that Carranza had accumulated sufficient funds to purchase a large ranch.
Carranza's rise in politics was gradual, said Alvarado. who added:
" And his rise in morality remained stationary."
Cnrranza finally worked his way into the governorship of Coahuila. When Mfidero was president, Carranza, as welt as other
governors, received from the Federal treasury large monthly allowances for the payment of the State troops. Ile is charged with having only a limited number of troops in his State, and the balance of
the pay roll for a much larger number went into his pockets and
those of his officials.
This resulted in a disagreement between Carranza and the group
surrounding President Madero. Carranza's monthly troop allowonce was cut off, and friction between Carranza and Madero led to
the formulation of plans by Carranza to revolt against 3Madero. Before these plans could be put through, Madero was assassinated and
Carranza's advisers told hun of the bad impression 3Madero's murder
had produced in the United States.
Alvarado continuing, said that Carranza realized his opportunity
was at hand. He proclaimed loudly, especially where American ears
were open, that his purpose of revolting against Huerta was to
revenge the "shameful murder" of his" beloved chief," Madero.
Alvarado, continuing, said that all of Carranza's promises as first
chief ad as President have never been carried out. His favorite and
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only weapons are corruption and intrigues. He has absolutely no
conception of morality, and his only faith lies in the strength of
money and the strength of his arms. He--Alvarado-continued:
Carranza Is a dangerous lunatic, caused by his lust for power, irrespective of
consequences to the land which gave him birth. The irrespon.ible class of
ie and they care
Mexicans Carranza needs and has for his Infamous work.
nothing for reforms or organization of the government. Their only desire is
crime, wi ne, women, money, and immunity from Carranza for their vices, which
he Invariably extends to them.
In order to serve Carrauza as he wants to be served, a man must have lost
all of his morality and dignity, and must have acquired a character of a blind
instrument.
The administration of Carranza never has been and never will be a progressive one. Ills government has been nothing but a conspiracy to keep arranza with his circle of scoundrels in power. Carranza was placed in power
by those who elilevel there was at great opportunity in Mexico for reform by
the people, and which would be a benefit to all. He has betrayed in every way
the people who brought him to power. This line of conduct on his part is treason of the blackest kind to his country, party, antd friends.
The circumstances of (arranza's betrayal to his country and friends are
blacker and more treacherous than that of Benellct Arnold. In Carranza's
criminal efforts against all of his pledges, guarantees, promises, and even the
laws which he himself made to remain in power, he has employed all of the
resources of the country--nioney as well as railroads, post offices, cable offices,
the army, police, and navy, and In every other Federal, State, or municipal departnment of Mexico.
It" was not worth while, as all Mexicans now know, to have made a revolution In order that traitors like Carranza anti his henchmen should now be the
dictators of Mexico.

In another interview with Alvarado after lhe had made his 'various
statements regarding Carranza, I persuaded him to write a description of Carranza and his activities and of conditions in Mexico. anl
the following was written by Alvarado, and the translation of same
is from the copy made by Alvarado:
Crranl. has never been a revolutionary or reformer. Neither in hiis tenversatlon nor in his public documents or private documents has he ever spoken
about reform, nor In anything that wasn not the reestablishment of constitutional
order.
When lie abandoned Mexico in 1014, he considered himself lost and, as the
final recourse, he began to attack the Americans who were in Vera Crus, and
for that put pose he placed an ultimatum before them to leave that port, ordering (en. Cnndido Aguillar that if on such and such n date they had not
embarked, he would attack them. Fortunately. the Americans retired and
so there was avoided the occurrence that this man should bring upon his
country a foreign war with the hope of con"olidating a power that he hoped
to lose. If his patriotic sentiments had been true. what was the use of his
hoping to assume that energetic attitude until the rupture with Villa was complete? Why did be not demand the evacuation of domestic territory on the
day he occupied the city of Mexico, or even before? lie assnumedl a power of
bitter patriotism as long as he saw himself Ilst, because he believed that Villa
would follow him as far as Vera Cruz, and thought that by attacking the
invaders he would become the palatine of national defense, and thus avoided
that Villa should attack him.
This proves nothing more than this man is an unscrupulous man and is
capable of doing anything in order to retain his power.
In Vera Cruz there were Instances of fear and he was really constrained
by the revolutionary elements there to issue two or three decrees of a reformist character, but he never thought of reforming them because he has been
the insurmountable obstacle to the carrying out of these decree.
We have the proof in the fact that the people have not received the least
advantage, either in lands or in arrangements regarding their work, neither
In education or hygiene or in any other sense.
The only thing that Carranza has in mind is not to leave the power he has
in hand, and for that purpose he has continued to intrigue without let-up. His
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favorite and only weapons are corruption and intrigue; he has absolutely no

conception of moral force nor does he believe that there are any honorable
men, and his only faith lies in the strength of money and in the strength of
his arms.
Carranza Is a dangerous lunatic whose insanity consists in not wishing to
give up any power at all that should be consequential to the country.
Let us see how be has proceeded latterly. In the first place he has praeticed without let-up the maxim, "divide y renaras" (divide, and you will
rule.) In every State be has tried to maintain the discord between local parties
or between the governor and the chief of the military. What be is most angered
at Is that there Is a place in the country where everything Is quiet and there
are no dilBcultles. If, under any circumstances, in any State there Is peace
and progress, he does not rest until be creates difficulties that make his Intervention necessary. There are Sonora, Tamaulipas, Nayarit, Michoacan, Coahoullsb, Yucatan, Tabasco, Mexico, San Luls Potosi, and there are all the rest
of the States He has tried with the force that his legality gives'him, and
using the army and the money of the nation to render null and void every
element of real value and substitute elements of the most servile and uncondltional character, types of men whose only aim is to have money with full
hands and to have Impunity for their misdeeds.
Classes of elements that Carranza needs for his Infamous work, nor does
he care about reforms or organizations or morality or anything else except
crime and Intemperance, his business, and his abuses.
Really the mercenaries are capable of doing anything and having wine,
women, money, and Impunity, and they do not care about anything else, and
all they look for is the satisfaction of their vices.
Thus, slowly but continuously, Carranza has eliminated everything that is
about to feel, think, have an opinion, or any act that might reveal his per.
sonality so that to-day he Is unconditionally the only one left in military and
civil life.

In order to serve Carranza at these latter times, a man must have.

lost the last vestige of morality and dignity and he must have acquiredl a character of a blind instrument without any other qualification than that of passive obedience or the servility that goes as far
as ignominy.
This Is his work of corruption and this Is what he required most. lie has put
, lnixuposing upon the people by force and each
his fingers into all the election
time more Imprudently against the governors and against the manifest wish of
the people until he now counts will a great majority of uncollditonal bandls of
villians in the States and when In spite of his intrigues such as acatetts,
Michoacan, Tab;ts. Sonora. and V'uentan, he has not succeeded it imposing on
the governor whatever he dtsired to have himl do, but does not tire out In
creating continuous difficulties.
In Tabasco he did everything lie could in order to oppress the governor, and
when he did not succeed because of the energetic opposition of the people, lie
put down the people with the army and delivered the governor to the friends
of his protection and If he had to unmake this infamy. It was because of the
great noise made by the independent press. There was no other remedy than
to undo the affair. but the federal chief was not punished or was there even
any Intention of judicial investigation.
Having been defeated in these territories, he left not a single moment free
from Intrigue against that governor.
The case of Yucatan is also typical of his manner of working. In the rich
and prosperous State and with a government that did not depend upon him,
hut could not make him agree with then, and there was absolutely no spring
in the government, in economic life, and in military force that he did not
destroy the force of that State, but succeeded only In humiliating it and bringing it to misery and disorder. Latterly. In order to bring his work to a crowning, he imposed a legislature by force of arms and with the greatest haughtlness and with the greatest disregard of the laws of the State, but sent military
chiefs with orders to terrorize the people. Faith wishes that the consequences
of conduct, criminal and treasonable, should not come to a head.
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tie new elements etiniig fron flie rebel clllnlt; that I, II dit
414
a cat llixedl
together In
si lingl(. s(lk. There Ilrettdy existedl a situation sllar
to this at
of thlle triuniqih ifl tihe Mr. leader, mulid there relllmaln on foot 'ele'teits
the tile
of lthe old niliy mii4 also,
l ise o
iofthe revdmmllionry forces. mnumlais the entire
world kllow. there was nhuolutely itno end ito slhilks nlil frictions. tanly they
ulinlatel iii thlie tde'structloll
of 3Mr. MAller,
imId tile
milllrnltion
mi i tatr
itiienlluimims war until ote of l(it. two elements dest~myed the other.
Carraisal, not leing iI revolutloioary or 1a rtorlll st, hlls Ietrayel the party
that brought hilm to power because this Ilns been the list sperlous obstacle to the
aspirations of tlie country andl the progressive elements collug into Iwer, but
ultimately lie Ihas slmaiken themIl off entirely, havingllitlle
hhlllset
tihe ialatin of
thile
colusrvative and non-progrtessive eleenltls by saying to them: I aml your
t
Sman, anld you Ineel ook for no other. Here I amn.
This Iliti' of (lillll'ct, whii
Is nothllig
l
(cls tlhani trIson ollf tihe' blackest kind
to Ills party anld to lils friends, has
li
tistled his reactionary nsliraltlons, aimId
after supporled himself on lie elenlellts hostile to his l irty-that Is, thie arnmed
and simple swocal forces.
SThese circnmlllstalnce of Ixtrayal Iuhave never Iroughl results alnd history is
full of troubles of those who nttemnlted to carry thellt out. A politician is
stronger In proportion its li relresenllts lit aispirtlons of the chief group and
when lih piIsseis to thle other side ,r simply gives up to represent tile Interests
mnld Ideas of hls Irary, lie li. es all force. Tie list ,of the )inullur z millid of
Comonforts is endle.-z. hii order not to mention the Ojlas, the , nmdes, Jullanes,
and the Arnolds resulting In there never having Ien
any hick of a )on Pelnyo.
a IIoche, a Washington, or n .Jaurez who should take into lits hand the stand.
ard that these disgractl people have let fall from their hands.
In this criminal farce are employed all tile resources of the country, money as
well as railways, post ofllces, cable offices, the army, the police. the public service, and the decision of nil tl:e nnatters in thlie Federal Government, and in those
of the States.
The work of corruption Is so considerable that one (an s(arcely imagine this.
Nothing escapes thlls nfamy, this criminal and traitorous conduct, the money
of the nation, tile eniployees, sallrles. concessions, privileges, and favors of
every kind for thlie accomplices, persecution and misery for those that refuse.to
give their aid to the Intrigue of so great a criminal.
He has now come as far as the creation of numerous secret police forces lnd
of an extensive system of espionage between Ihe army anld nmong the civil
employees and rallways, In theaters, street ctrs, restaurants, barber shops lit
general, and in every place of assembly.
This espionage distributes corruption and terrorizes everybody, intensifying
the Intrigues, traps, aspirations, and accusations in aln Insurmountable degree.
because it Is known that the spy does not limit himself to saying the truth and
to serve the Interests of anyone who pays him, but oil the other hand, he is con.
stantly Inventing conspiracies, plots, and plans, and, as is natural, uses the said
power of making the evil In his own benefit and in order to satisfy his passions
and those of his friends. It was not worth while to have made a revolution In
order that the traitors should arise with discoveries so moldy as the official
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candidates of a little Napoleon and the secret police and the espionage of the
third section of the minister of the interior of ltussia that as we. too, know was

a blind force that went as far as the marrow of the Itusslaus because there was
nlo one free from it and was the nagnt of terror, persecutlons,
Slberln,.of dunmgonms, of fortreses,

ldelwrtillons to

and of death.

I again mentioned the fact to Alvarado that many parties said he
himself had Mexican presidential aspirations. His answer was that
he had many enemies in Mexico, and for a time hoped to be able to
become an actual presidential candidate, but that now he had given
up such intentions.
My report under the name of Cresse, dated New Orleans, La..
June 20, 1919, at that time advised the Department of Justice and
the State Department that Alvarado was actively planning to be.
come Mexican presidential candidate. Through a confidential
friend of mine in Mexico City, I at that time learned from this
American that Alvarado was most anxious to form a connection
in the United States which would be able to extend publicity and
propaganda among prominent officials at Washington to create sentiment regarding Alvarado as a future Mexican president. The report above mentioned sent forward to the Deportment of Justice.
is as follows:
Contldential report

nd

re

(ien. .alvailor Alvarado, Mexlean presidential candl.

I-is flforts in Mmexlt
and throughout tihe
united Sltates to secure
publicity for his ciunpaigin:
len. Alvlrado several months ago organized na company who are the
dlte,

publishers of El Ileinldo De Mexico.

This dally paper is in reality owned

by Gen. Alvarado, ald has an abundance of financial backing, and its annodnted
imlrpose is to lwouie the principal puler in the Mexitcun ltepublic. II each
of its daily imssues one lige is published in English. 'The paper is under the
direction nd mainlagement of Modesto 0. Rolland, who is also said to be At.
varadno'.s enalingn lnmanager. It is published in Mexllco City at Apartado 6272.

The real purpose of Alvarado having started the El Heraldo De
Mexico is through its columns to spread propaganda regarding Alvarado as a Mexican presidential candidate. i'his paper I understand is now making, or will at an early date, proposition to practically every daily paper and prominent weekly and monthly magazine tlirougilhout the United States; to be put on their exchange list.
Alvarado hoping in this way to secure hundreds of columns of news

items and editorials each month regarding himself. If he can sueceed in carrying out his idea along these lines his supporters believe that the news items and editorials published in various papers
and magazines throughout the United States will tend to popularize
him with the people of the United States. Alvarado also proposes
to appoint a publicity director in the United States, and have been
asked to take this matter up with Modesto G. Rolland.
Gen. Alvarado is best known throughout Mexico as the ex-governor
of Yucatan. Realizing that the next president of Mexico would
have to be a military man therefore with that idea in view, he resigned the governorship oi Yucatan during the early part of 1918,
and went to Mexico City where, it is said, he took an oath before
President Carranza that he would go into the field as general commanding a large number of Mexican troops and would capture or
kill Gen. Felix Diaz and likewise completely break up the Felicista
and Gen. Manuel Pelaez revolutionary movements in the southern
part of Mexico or die in the attempt to do so.
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During the latter part of March, 1918, Alvarado at the head of a large
body of Mlexican troops had a fight extending over a period of several days
with the Felicista or I'elaez forces at or near Minatilan, which is near the
Tabasco border. This fight resulted In GOn. Alvarado's forces being badly
defeated and cut up by the revolutionary forces, and at that time the revolt.
tionary forces likewise captured from Gen. Alvarado's troops a large quantity
of arms and amnnunition, comnnissary supplies, and cash. Many of Alvarado's
men deserted and Joined the revolutionary forces. Gen. Alvarado then returned to Mexico City and outfitted another expedition and again took the field,

but to date has never had another decisive tight with the Fellelstas or Petlaez
forces.
Copy of this report furnished to 1Washlngton, New Orleans, San Antonio--

State Department.

Alvarado then prepared me a typewritten statement regarding
himself, which is as follows:
GCen. Salvador Alvarado, was born in Sinaloa. He was reared In Sonora.
He has had a fair amount of Instruction, has some administrative capacity
and organizing ability.
He Is strong in his Intentons, energetic, tenacious, and tireless in his work.
He has dedicated all his time to studying the problems of his country and is
a Mexlcan in belief, who knows the United States most.
Considering the large sums of money that he managed in Yucatan. there
was a time when Gen. Alvarado thought he could make himself rich, but
those who know him more closely know that he lives in misery. His worst
enemies accuse him of everything, but no one has ever dared say he Is not

honest.

Before the revolution he was a business man and a contractor of railway
construction. He made the campnlgn against Diaz, Orozco, Iluerta, Villa. and

has never been defeated.
Alvarado likewise told me that he had served in the Carranzista
army against Felix Diaz, Orozco, Huerta, Villa and in other minor
engagements. He proudly claimed never to have been defeated,
although the Felicista revolutionists make the counterclaim that
in a battle between them and Alvarado's forces the latter was defeated and barely escaped with his wearing apparel.
It is very noticeable that Alvarado in the biography written by
himself, but intended to be circulated as an anonymous and imper-.
sonal laudatory work, said that he had handled large sums of money
in Yucatan, and there was a time when he thought lie could make
himself rich, but those who know him closely know that he lives in
misery. His worst enemies accuse him of everything, but no one
ever has dared to say that he is not honest.
Alvarado's "misery" consists in maintaining a luxuriant suite of
rooms in a fashionable hotel (The Hotel Alexandria at One hundred and third Street), dining often and well, and enjoying himself
generally at a variety of entertainments, sporting stylish clothes,
silk shirts, and visiting the barber shop for the maximum amount
of tonsorial attention.
Those interested in Alvarado and many of his enemies say that
prior to the revolution he had but very little visible wealth, and
they now ask where did the money come from to support Alvarado's
misery, also for the ownership of his daily newspaper, El Heraldo.
with its modern equipment, and for other properties he is alleged
to own.
When Madero started his revolution against Porfirio Diaz in 1910,
which was successful, Yucatan, who had not participated in this
revolution, recognized the Madero administration. After Madero's
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fall they then accepted Huerta's government. In 1914 Carranza sent
as his first governor to Yucatan, Gen. Eleuterio Avila. The people
of Yucatan peacefully accepted Avila as their governor, but shortly
after his arrival he imposed forced loans on the planters and bustness men of Yucatan for several millions of pesos, which was
promptly paid and part of which went into the Carranzista treasury.
As the prospects for loot of all kinds in Yucatan were good, and
others close to Carranza forced the recall of Avila to Mexico City,
Gen. Toribio de los Santos, in Avila's place, was appointed acting
governor by Carranza. His despotic rule aroused the hostility of the
people of Yucatan, and he then made wholesale arrests of its leading
citizens and forced further large loans from the people. Within six
weeks after having been inaugurated his iron rule resulted in an
uprising of the people in the interior. Santos sent Col. Abel Ortiz
Argumendo to suppress this movement. Argumendo, when he arrived at the point of the uprising, immediately deserted with his
force and joined the rebels. With an ever-increasing force of revolutionists he marched on Merida and took possession of same. De los
Santos, to save his life, fled to the State of Campeche.
The people of Yucatan assured Carranza at this time that the uprising was not against Carranza and that they were loyal to his Government and were perfectly willing to pay their taxes and duties as
heretofore. They merely asked to have the privilege of naming their
own governor. Carranza's answer was to send Gen. Salvador Alvarado with about 8,000 troops to Yucatan to force possession of the
government from Argumendo.
Alvarado and his army landed in the State of Campeche, and from
there marched into Yucatan. Alvarado sent announcements ahead
saying that through blood and fire he would arrive in Merida. This
resulted in a state of terror in Merida and other parts of Yucatan.
Many hundreds of the Yucatecos fled that State. Alvarado imme.
diately seized all of the railroads and operated them from that time
on as Government property. Hie likewise took possession of the
Comision Regladora del Mercado de Henequen (Ruling Commission
of the Henequen Market).
This organization in the old days of peace in Yucatan was owned
and controlled by the growers of henequen, and its functions were
to regulate the operation of supply and demand of henequen; and
when the supply exceeded the demand the Regladora would purchase
same and hold it until the demand caught up with the supply. Up
to 1910 or 1911 the price of the henequen fiber averaged 21 cents to
about 6 cents per pound, f. o. b. New York.
Ahlvarado immediately issued a decree that the planters could only
sell their henequen to the Regladora. He likewise ordered his railroad director to refuse transportation of any henequen consigned
to anybody except the Regladora. This immediately paralyzed that
industry and resulted in a tremendous quantity of henequen being
accumulated. He fixed an arbitrary price, which was around 4 cents
per pound.
Alvarado then sent Dr. Victor A. Rendon and Julio Rendon to the
United States, where they succeeded in perfecting financial arrangements with a group of bankers, who agreed to advance for a consideration in addition to interest, satisfactory loans on all hehequen
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stored in warehouses in the United States. Alvarado then shipped
to the United States tremendous quantities of henequen, which was
warehoused and upon which he secured loans.
W1 hen I)r. Victor A. Rendon came to'the United States I got in
with him and my reports at that time to the D)epartment of Justice
gave them in advance full information as to thlie plans and activities
of Rendon and his associates. My testimony before the committee.
if desired, will in detail bring oit many of Rendon's activities at
that time.
At the start of this proposition henet ulen was quoted at from 7
to 8 cents per pound. In 1919, dnue to Alvarado's methods, so it is
said, the price of henequen in the United States had advanced to
190 cents per pound. This resulted in the American farmers paying
for their binder twine, which is used in wheat fields, the following
amounts which were in excess of amounts paid by them for the same
quality of twine in previous years:
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Making a total of $11 2.500.000 that Amierican farmers were forced
to pay for their binder twine in excess of the amount s they would
naturally have been called ullpon to )paylhad it not been for the existence of Alvanduo's management and monopoly of the lRegladora.
The henequen planters of Yucatan derived 'ut very little benefit
front the large excess prolits mentioned. Alvarado' u1l1
his aSociates organized many subsidiary colimpnies. likewise are charged
with having spent enormous sums of money for advertising and
propaganda work in the United States. much of which was of a personal character. Alvarado also organized a company called The
Compania de Fomento del Sureste, of which Alvarado was president,
and which lie absolutely controlled. The announced object of this
company was to imnlprt everything required by the natives of Yueatan, and which was to exclude from all participation and commerce
of private firms and individuals. The Regladora, acting under Alvarado's orders, spent $7.000.000 in the purchase of several small
steamers. In many other ways the funds of the Regladora drained
from the pockets of the farmers and the users of bread inthe United
States, and were according to the planters of Yucatan, dissipated
in various visionary schemes.
The henequen planters meanwhile were getting poorer, although
they realized that henequen was being sold in the United States at
fabulous prices. They became restless and threatened trouble for
the Alvarado government. Alvarado's iron rule resulted in the
organization in-Yucatan of the Ligas do Resistencia (League of Resistance), which conducted a reign of terror throughout Yucatan.
Those who opposed the plans of the Government were persecuted
in many ways. On one occasion two men, who had met the displeasure of the Government, were hanged to an oak tree on the principal
boulevard of M3erida, and their bodies were allowed to swing from
the tree from 'mnrise to sunset. Thereafter, those who showed resentment or threatened trouble were told to remember the oak tree.
When Carranza wrecked all of the banking institutions in Mexico
those in Yucatan went with the others. The Regladora then issued
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its own currency, all of which in the end resulted to its holders inl

large losses.
About the middle of 1919 the IReglador.a having ruined nearly
all of the planters in Yucatan. and when it had reached the point
where it was practically bankrupt, was turned back to the planters.
The production of henequen in 1 () was 5s.NhI hbales; in 11114 tht
production, prior to Alvarado's rctginme, was 1,t.c(n bales. In 1918
the production had declined to 805,O() biles, and in 1911) to less thani
700,000 biles. In other words, during Alvarado's rgime the production of heneqen declined over 30 per cent. If production had
been handled ri ht by the Regladora under Alvarado it is said that
it annually would have bee inn excess of 1,500,000 hales. Fully 70
per cent of the binder twine which the farmers of the UTnited States
use is made from Yucatan sisal or henequen.
Alvarado's bloody rule in Yucatan is too well known, and I presume more than sufficient testimony has been introduced before the
committee regarding conditions in Yucatan under his administration
than to mako necessary any additional remarks by me about Yuntatan
under Alvarado's government. It is, however, a known fact and
many of my reports bear this out, that Alvarado's pro-lerman ne.
tivities in Yucatan were during the European war in many ways
detrimental to the interests of the United States.
Dictatorship was no child's play with Alvarado. lie was a real
one for giving orders and combining himself with the three governmental functions, the legislature, the judiciary, and the executive.
In Merida the foreigners and Yucatecos used Alvaado's narm witli
bated breath for his capital was filled with spies and soldiers.
Accompanied by Gene Fowler on Saturday. March 20, again
called at the Alexandria Hotel to see Alvarado, who was not in.
Therefore on Sunday, March 21, Fowler and myself again went to
Alvarado's hotel and met Alvarado as lie was coming out of the
dining room at 2.30, accompanied by his wife and another party, to
whom we were not introduced. With Alvarado and his party we
went to his rooms where he handed me a written memorandum containing information regarding many of thile facts mentioned hereinbefore.
(Whereupon at 4.45 p. in. the committee adjourned to meet again
on Tuesday, May 18, 1920, at 11 o'clock a. m.)

r

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1920.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCO31MITTEE OF Til' CO31IITTEE ON FOREI(iN RE.ATIO:N ,

Sl'asedinton, i. C.
The committee met at 11 a. m. pursuant to adjournment, in room
128, Senate Office Building, Senator Flrank B. Braindegee presiding temporarily, in the absence of the chairman.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Senator Fall is engaged in other matters for
a few minutes, but has asked me to go ahead with the hearing for
the purpose of saving time. So you may proceed, Mr. Jones.
TESTIMONY OF MR. CHARLES E. JONES-Resumed.
Mr. JOEs. About the 1st of October, 1019, in Washington, at the
Washington Hotel, I discussed with several parties my purpose of
endeavorig to dig out from lMexican Amnbassador Bonilas and
other Mexican Government officials the exact plans that they had at
that time in regard to carrying through their propaganda and other
activities throughout the Umnited States. The parties to whom I
talked, I will give their names in private to Senator Brandegee and
Senator Fall.
Due to my former connection with the Mexican Government as
confidential agent to the Mexican foreign office I, therefore, was
on friendly terms with the majority of the Mexican officials throughout the UTnited States. Ramon P. de Negri, at that time Mexican
consul general in New York City, I had met once before, while he
was serving' as consul at San I'rancisco several years ago. The
consul general at New Orleans, Pesguria however, was particularly
friendly with me. Therefore, on Octoer 1, 1919, I telegraphed
Pesguria to send De Negri a strong telegram regarding myself, likewise another telegram to be presented by me to De Negri. I file
with the committee a carbon copy of the telegram of October, 1919
stamped by the Western Union to Pesguria at New Orleans; and
a telegram was sent to De Negri in New York by Pesgurina, and
also one to myself.
On October 22, at 4 p. m., I presented the telegram sent me by
Pesguria to De Negri in his office on the nineteenth floor of the Tribune Building.
I likewise showed him all of my various letters, etc., which proved
my previous connection with the Mexican Government. De Negri
said that he remembered me and knew of me and that I was just the
man the Mexican Government needed and was looking for, due to the
47(--20-vo. 2 ---
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fact that the enemies of Mexico had been and were now more active
than ever before; and that with their assistance and following out
their suggestions I could be of the greatest value to them. He at this
time in a most insulting manner, referred to the National Association
for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico, Senator Fall and his
committee, Capt. Hanson, Secretary of State Lansing, Mr. Buckley,
and many of the Mexican revolutionists. He said that through detective agencies and their own secret service men they had secured
a great deal of information regarding what he termed was the dirty
work of the parties mentioned. He then asked me if I knew all of the
parties that he had referred to, and I, of course, told him that I did,
and that I likewise thought his opinions regarding these parties were
absolutely correct.
My brother, N. T. Jones, and myself fully sympathized with his
ideas and handed him a lot of hot air as to what we could 8o for the
Mexican Government, etc. He, De Negri, became very enthusiastic
regarding the results that could be produced, and said that he would
immediately telephone Ambassador Bonillas. He then asked us to
return to his office at the Mexican Consulate in New York at 4
p. m., on October 23.
On that date we again saw De Negri at his office, and he was far
more frank in his conversation than he had been on the previous day.
He said that if he and ourselves could manipulate matters so that
all those whom he termed were the enemies of his government among
the parties mentioned in our first conversation with him and likewise the revolutionary enemies, could be discredited, disgraced, put
in jail or deported from the United States, that it would immediately
settle the question of the ever-increasing agitation against Mexico.
He said that his government was willing to spend a great deal of
money to have this done. He then requested me to leave with him
several of the letters which I had shown him from other Mexican
Government officials, likewise from other parties, regarding myself.
He then asked me to show him some of the various papers and documents that I had regarding the activities of their Mexican revolutionary enemies, which I also showed to him. He asked me to again
call at his office on Friday, October 24, at 4 p. m.
My brother and myself arrived there at that time, and he said
that he had talked to Bonillas by telephone and that Bonillas had
instructed him to come over to Washington on the following day
to go over the entire matter with him. He then said that he would
leave New York on Saturday afternoon, October 25, for Washington,
and that he would go over the entire matter with Bonillas at the
Mexican Embassy in Washington on October 20, and that we were to
be sure and see him at his office in New -York on Monday, October
27, at 4 p. m.
The CHAIR31AN. What year was that
Mr. JONEs. 1919. We arrived there on the date and hour he requested, and De Negri introduced us to Seguin, his vice consul and
who formerly had been connected with De Negri while lie was Consul General for Mexico at San Francisco. Seguin is a son of the
former Mexican consul at New Orleans and San Antonio, and now
consul general for Mexico at Eagle Pass, Tex., and who prior to the
Carranza revolt is said to have had no wealth of any kind but who
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now, so it is said, is alleged to be worth from $150,000 to $200000,
and owns several very valuable pieces of property at Eagle Pass,
Tex. Seguin, while at San Antonio and at Eagle Pass, Tex., was
known to be very active in smuggling arms and ammunition out
of the United States, as will be shown hereinafter, lie is likewise known to be extremely anti-American. That refers both to the

father and son.
My report of May 13 1918, forwarded to the State Department
and the Department of Justice, under my department code name of
(Creese, the title of which is " R e gard i n g M. 0. Seguin, Mexican
consul at San Antonio, Tex.," reads as follows:

While at Eagle Pass learned that Sequin is alleged to have been purchasing
In small quantities 30-80 cartridges at San Antonlo, Tex., or in other places,
and has had these cartridges shipped or carried to Eagle 'Pass.Tex., where
they are alleged to have been smuggled over the border into Mexico. by or
through the assistance of It. F. Vaughn. of the Eagle Pass Lumber Co.
Vaughn is also connected with the Eagle Pass Grocery Co. The cartridges
if In reality any have been smuggled, or are yet to be smuggled over the border by Vaughn, aire supposed to be packed In other goods shlPled to Piedras
Negras and other Ilrts of Mexico by the various concerns Vaugln Is connected
with.
While at the military headquarters or barracks of Gen. Paraldl, In Pledra
Negras, Mexico, on the afternbon of May 3 saw six new Winchester 30-30
carbines wlteh apparently have never been used, and were just unpacked for
they still h ad the original factory grease and shipping tags on them.
Discussed this matter with Mr. Beverley, special agent In charge your Eagle
Pass office, and he has this matter well In hand and is thoroughly competent and
-calbleof handling this situation, provided Vaughn. Seguin, or anybody else
attempts to run stuff of that kind over the border.
Seguin, while former Mexican consul alt Eagle Pass. nmnle ni great leal
of money In buying arms nail ammunition for the Carranza Government, and
Is said to have been responsible for n good deal of It having been run over
the border into Mexico after the Ititedl Saintes embarllto wns put on reganting
anrs and ammunition going Into Mexico.

In connection with this, I might state that on September 25, 1018.
and on November 13, 1918, I made reports to the Department of
Justice on the smuggling of ammunition from San Antonio and
in which Seguin is mentioned.
other places into
The CHAIRMAN. The reports may be printed in the appendix
to your testimony.
Mr. JONES. In our conversation with de Negri at his office on

'Mexico,

the afternoon of October 27, he said that Bonillas had told him
that using me to make public the information which they had
regarding the National Association for the Protection of American
Rights in Mexico, the Fall committee, Capt. Hanson, Buckley, and
others, and which they later could secure and which I also was to

secure, it would result in disgracing all of the principal parties
implicated, as mentioned, and would likewise create sympathy for
the Mexican Government and eliminate a great deal of the inter-

vention propaganda; that it was vitally necessary for the Mexican

Government to immediately employ me and pay me very liberally

for the work they wanted done. De Negri said. "It will be necessary for you to go to Mexico City to talk to President Carranza
and Luis Cabrera personally regarding this matter, and Mr. Seguin
will accompany you. It will likewise be necessary for you to take
all of the papers and documents you have regarding the activities
of the Mexican revolutionists with you so that President Carranza
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can personally see and examine these." He then said, " You should
leave at once on this trip."
Thinking that there is always a chance, that these Mexicans might
have been wise to my plans to secure all of the information possible
from them and then use it against them, or might likewise have
known of my former work for the Department of tJustice, or wanted
to have me take all of the papers and documents owned by me regarding the activities of their Mexican revolutionary enemies into
Mexico where they would then be confiscated by the Mexican Government or taken away from me; I, at this suggestion of De Negri's
in regard to taking the papers to Mexico. told him that I could
not spare the time to make the trip to Mexico City. lie said at
this time, " Then, if you are unable to give the time necessary to
in another manner whereby
go to Mexico City, I can arrange it.
Seguin, your brother, and yourself will go to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
and there meet an assistant secretary of the Mexican foreign office,
who, on behalf of President Carranza, will make the necessary
financial arrangements with you." I)e Negri then said that it would
be necessary to enter into this agreement on Mexican soil. due to
the fact that his work, Seguin's, Bonillas's, and our in combination
would cause trouble for a great many prominent people, and that
it would get them, the Mexican officials, in had if this arrangement
was entered into in the United States. I then agreed to make the
tri p to Nuevo Laredo, and asked him what he and the ambassador
had agreed to pay for these papers and documents regarding the
Mexican revolutionists, also for the work when wanted done to
ruin, disgrace, and discredit the various Americans that he posi-

tively said, irrespective of cost, they proposed to put out of business.

De Negri said that lie and the ambassador had agreed to recom-

mend as a most vital expenditure $40,000, payable when we surrendered to them the Mexican revolutionary papers and documents;
and that all of the necessary expenses of conducting the work would
be paid, and that my brother and myself would each receive a salary

of $2,000. He became very enthusiastic at this moment and said,
"If you will put the National Association in an embarrassing position, and this can be done by using the information we have already
secured-and the same applies to the Fall committee, Capt. Hanson,
Mr. Doheny, and other members of the oil group-then, in that
event, we would be willing to pay up to $100,000 after these results
have been secured, and that you will also have many big commercial

opportunities open up to you in Mexico if you succeed in doing what

we want done."
My brother and myself, continuing our play of course, fully sympathized with De Negri's remarks and opinions, which resulted in
both Seguin and De Negri repeatedly making the strongest and
most insulting remarks about the honor and integrity, etc., of Senator
Fall, Capt. Hanson, and other members of the Fall committee, the
oil group, the National Association for the Protection of American
Rights in Mexico, etc. The remarks of these Mexicans showed the
most extreme hatred and contempt for these parties and for the
United States. De Negri, likewise, when I brought around the
question of intervention, said, "All right; just wait; some day we
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will show the United States what we can do, and we will likewise
teach these Americans who are plotting against us a lesson they
will never forget."
In that connection it might be well to insert in the record that
Ramon P. de Negri is now said to be acting as commercial agent,
which is practically the same as consul general, in New York City
for the present Mexican revolutionists.
At De Negri's request we called at his office again on October 28,
29, 30, and 31, and November 1, 3, and 4. At each of these times
De Negri again repeatedly expressed his determination, likewise that
of Bonillas, and the Government of Mexico, to ruin everybody who
was opposed to their plans.
On the morning of October 4 we received from Seguin, the vice
consul, approximately $350 as payment for the expenses of the trip
to Laredo. We gave him a receipt for same, and he said that the
balance, which would make a total of $602.40, the estimated expenses
of the trip to Laredo and return to New York, would be handed
by him to me at Laredo, 'Tex. On Saturday, November 1, Seguin,
according to his plans at that time, was to accompany us on the
trip. However, on Monday, November 3, he said that he would
have to leave the following day, November 4. My brother and
myself left New York for Waslington on November 3 and arrived
in Laredo, Tex., on November 7 at 3 p. m. We registered at the
Hotel Bender. Seguin was to arrive in Laredo on Saturday, November 8. He, however, did not arrive there, so lie said, until Sunday
morning, November 0. He called at our room at the Hotel Bender
on that morning at 10 a. m. and handed me $250 to $300, which
was the balance to make up the total of $602.40.
We discussed at that time with Seguin the details of the interview
that we were to have with the representative of the Mexican foreign
office who, so Seguin said, was on his way to Nuevo Laredo. Seguin
was very enthusiastic as to the meeting with this party and said, " It
will be a big thing for I)e Negri and myself to be known in Mexican
Government circles as the two parties who are going to ruin all of the
big and well-known enemies of Mexico in the United States." lie
said. "Don't hesitate to promise this Mexican*foreign office representative to fully comply with his desires in regard to dis~a,,.ing
and ruining Senator Fall and other members of the Fall committee,
(apt. Hanson, and various members of the oil group, the National
Association for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico, and
others." lie then said that one of the biggest and strongest, men in
Washington, who was very close to the Democratic admini strat ioniMr. Charles Douglas, their confidential legal adviser--had told
Bonillas that the State Department was most anxious to discredit
the activities of the Iall committee, the National Association for the
Protection of American Rights in Mexico, andl others, likewise, that
something would drop pretty soon which would cause a sensation and
which would involve certain Senators and Congressmen, likewise various parties connected with the Department of Justice, etc., who
had been cooperating with the enemies of Mexico.
On my way through Washington on November 4 I called at the
Department of Justice, and at that time told Capt. Burke, Chief of
the Bureau of Investigation, regarding my negotiations with the
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Mexican Government, and that I was on my way to Laredo, Tex., to
meet some of their officials.
Seguin, after spending probably 30 to 40 minutes with us, said as
he left that he would call at the hotel for me at 10 a. n.
m. Monday.
which he did; and at this time I was introduced to a Mexican by the
name of Pena who Seguin said was vice consul at Laredo. Tex. 'Penn
and Seguin then left the Hotel Bender, and at 12.30 returned to the
hotel, where we all had lunch together at which time both Pena and
Seguin consistenly knocked and knived the United States and many
Americans.
While at lunch Seguin said that he had just had a telegraphic conference with the Mexican foreign office at Mexico City, and that
they had told him that the representative, who was to meet us at
Nuevo Laredo, was unable to leave Mexico City; therefore that it
would be necessary for Seguin, my brother, and myself to at once
come to Mexico City to settle the entire matter. I asked him how we
could get my Mexican revolutionary papers and documents over the
river, due to the fact that they were packed in a trunk without the
customs and immigration authorities seeing them. His answer was,
" Leave that to Pena and myself ,we can smuggle them over without
any trouble as we have done whisky, cigars, and large quantities of
other papers and documents."
As I did not care at this time to go to Mexico City, nor under any
circumstances would I have taken the Mexican revolutionary papers
and documents into Mexico, I therefore told these Mexicans that I
did not see how I could go to Mexico City due to the fact that I did
not have any passport. Seguin then said, " Passport hell; get a
temporary permit card for one day across the river, and conime that
way." I told him that there was nothing doing, for when I wanted
to come back into the ITnited States I might have trouble. lie then

said that the immigration inspector a Laredo had the authority to
issue an emergency passport, and that lie and Pena would go with m

to the immigration inspector and guarantee that emergency passports were necessary for my brother and myself.
Blocking this new plan of Seguin's, my brother therefore teleto Mr. Lawrence of the Departmen't of Justice, who I form.rly had know, explaining the circumstances of the emergency passport to him, and requesting him to tell AMr. J.E. Trout, the immigration inspector, that when Pena and Seguin. my brother and mnyelf

-honed

called at his office to assure the emergency passports. that 'frout was

to refuse to issue same claiming that he hIad no authority to issue :an
emergency passport to any newspaper man.
Having this fixed, we finished lunch, and Penn. Seguin, my
brother, and myself arrived at the Federal building at about 2 p. In.
In the corridor of the Federal building we ran into Rob Rnmsey, and
I introduced Pena and Seguin to him. I then took them into the
office of Mr. Miller and iMr. Lawrence, of the Department of Justice,
in front of
and introduced them to these parties; and at 2.20 p. inm.
the elevator on the third floor, I introduced them to J. E. Trout, the
United States immigration inspector in charge of the Laredo district. 1 requested of Trout emergency passports for my brother and
myself to go to Mexico City. Trout, having been previously advised,
as mentioned hereinhefore, said he could not issue emergency passports to us as were were newspaper men. This was a surprise to
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Pena and Seguin, both of whom urged Trout to issue passports and
that if he couldn't, to then wire Washington for authority to do so.
Trout said, "No need to wire Washington as to what can be done or
what can not be clone." Seguin said that it was too bad, for he.
wanted to go to Mexico with my brother and myself.
This ended the temporary passport proposition, and after Seguin,
Pena, my brother, and myself left the Federal building, Seguin said
that 'lrout was a no-good son of a
. Pena said, "Never mind;
Trout will get his some (lark night, as will also that dirty bastard of
a Rumsey, and you just wait and see the same happen to Fall and
Hanson.' Both Seguin and Pena then launched into a most complete castigation of Miller, Lawrence, Rumsey and Trout, and said
that they were a buch of gunmen who had killed more innocent Mexicans than almost anybody else on the border, and that they had been
marked to get bumped off and would in the end get theirs as well tus
Fall, Hanson, and others. The statement of Seguin and Pena regarding Miller, Lawrence, Rumsey, and Trout being gunmen is a
lie. All of these men are of the best in the United States service
and have rendered service of untold value to the United States.
Seguin and Pena showed by their conversation and expressions that
they were thoroughly disgusted with the failure of their efforts to
get us over the river on otqr way to Mexico City with the papers and
documents.
Due to the anxiety of De Negri and Seguin in New York, and to
the actions anti conversation of Pena and Seguin at Laredo, as well
as by chance remarks dropped by Seguin from time to time, I had
about become convinced of the fact that there had been a leak somewhere, and that these Mexicans were wise to us; and that their plans
not only included getting the various Mexican papers and documents
in my possession away from me if I could come into Mexico, but
that likewise their plans probably included their either throwing my
brother and myself into jail after we got into Mexico, or of bumping
us off.
At about 3 p. m. of the same (late, I left Seguin and Pena and
was to see them again the next morning at 9.30 a. inm.,
when Seguin,
Pena, my brother, and myself were to proceed to Nuevo Laredo
and there hold a telegraphic conference with the Mexican foreign
office.
Seguin, knowing that I was always armed, at this time warned me
to be sure and not carry my gun into Mexico because it might cause
trouble with the officials there. This rather looked funny to me at
that moment.
After leaving Seguin, I told Lawrence and Miller, of the Department of Justice, also Trout, of the Immigration Service, th.t I had
about made up my mind that these Mexicans were getting ready to
frame me, and that it might result in trouble when I went over the
river. Before leaving Seguin, he had agreed to call for me at the
Hotel Bender the next morning in Pena's Ford automobile; and my
brother and myself were to then drive to Nuevo Laredo. Seguin at
this time said, "Now, pack in a large grip the most important of the
original Mexican revolutionary papers and documents, and when
I call for you I will take the grip; when we reach the bridge I will
tell the United States bridge guard and immigration authorities that
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the grip is my personal property, and as vice consul of Mexico I
can cross it without having it examined." I agreed to this, knowing,
however, that under no circumstances would I have a paper, letter,
or document on me when I crossed the river:
At 0.05 a. nm. on the morning of November 11, Seguin telephoned
me that Pena was delayed, and for me to get an automobile and meet
him at the end of the bridge on the American side of the river. It
had been previously agreed between my brother and myself that
it would be best for only one of us to cross the river for in case of
a frame-up, one would be left with the papers and documents; and
if there was any plan to bump us off or throw us into jail that it
would be more desirable for them to only get hold of one. Over my
brother's protests, due to the fact that lie wanted to go, I left the
Hotel Bender at 9.10 a. m. in a Dodge automobile owned by Meyers,
and driven by driver No. 1 of the Meyers Transfer Co. I met Seguin
at the American end of the bridge, and he was very much surprised
to see only myself in the car, and asked where my brother was. I
told him that he was over at the hotel waiting for a long-distance
telephone message. He then asked for the grip full of papers, and
I told him I hall decided not to bring it with me.
We crossed to Nuevo Laredo, and at 9.45 a. m. Seguin and a Alexl
can telegraph operator opened a telegraphic conference, so he said,
with the Mexican foreign office at Mexico City. This conference
lasted until 11.45 a. m., during which time the driver of my nutomobile and his car were parked a short distance from the entrance
to the telegraph office. Shortly after the telegraphic conference
started Pena arrived and remained for about an hour. Seguin
claimed that his conference was with the secretary of the Mexican
foreign office. After the telegraphic conference was finished Seguin
said that the Mexican foreign office was very enthusiastic about the
entire matter, and had told him to assure us that we were just the
men they were looking for, and that a most satisfactory arrangement would be made which would fully come up to or go well beyond
the offer that de Negri had mentioned in New Yorlk City, as far as
money was concerned. He then said that the Mexican foreign office
had instructed him to make a full report of the entire matter, secure
from us several letters of recommendation, etc., regarding ourselves,
also copies of some of the most important papers and documents
regarding the Mexican revolutionists. and to hand all of this to one
of the 'fexican foreign office's official messengers, who was due to
arrive in Laredo, Tex., on that date, and who would leave the following (day for Mexico City with the letters and Seguin's report;
ad that if this messenger did not arrive according to his schedule
Seguin then was to immediately leave the following day, which
would be November 12, for Mexico City. Seguin then said that the
Mexican foreign office had instructed him to alsk my brother and myself to immediately return to New York City and wait there at their
expense for further instructions, which would arrive in New York at
about the time we did. Seguin also said that the Mexican foreign
office's instructions would consist of giving de Negri complete authority to make the necessary payments, etc.
Seguin, while in Laredo, had been stopping at some private house,
and at 2.45 p. m., November 11, he telephoned me at the Bender
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Hotel to come to his house. At 3 p. m. I left the Hotel Bender in
an automobile driven by Meyers, and on the way to the house where
Seguin was stopping I met him on his way to the Hotel Bender in
an automobile. Seguin got out of his car and entered ours, and we
returned to the Hotel Bender.
Seguin impressed upon us at this time the absolute fact that the
fate of Mexico in regard to preventing intervention and eliminating
her enemies in the United States rested to a very great extent on
the future activities of De Negri, himself, and myself. Hie then
told me that he had just received confidential information from
the embassy at Washington that they had secured certain informiation and proofs which would utterly ruin Scnator Fall, Capt. II:Inson, and others. I understood from Seguin that tiis information
would be used by prominent American friends and supporters of
Bonillas and of the Mexican Government. lie, however. said that
all of this information had been secured by their se,-ret service
agents, and likewise furnished to them by Americans who were their
friends; and that all of same was to be presented to the State Department and to the Attorney General of the United States by
prominent and powerful Americans with tremendous Imlitical it;fluence back of them; and that it would result in the utter disgrace
of Senator Fall, Capt. Hanson, and others.
My brother and myself left Laredo, Tex., Wednesday morning,
November 12, and arrived at San Antonio, Tex., that night. While
at San Antonio, Tex., I saw Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Breniman. of the
United States Department of Justice, whom I had known for a long
while, and told them as frankly as I could, without divulging the
source of my information, that I had learned that there was a
thorough well-organized plan on foot to uttterly ruin Senator Fall,
Capt. Hanson, and others, and that Capt. Hanson should be tipped
off to this matter. This resulted in Capt. Hanson coming to see me
at the St. Anthony Hotel in San Antonio. on No'ember 12 at 9
o'clock, p. m., at which time Sullivan. my brother, and myself were
present. I, at this time, told Capt. Ilanson that I had learned of
plans which were to be sprung in Washington, which would result
in efforts to disgrace and ruin him, also Senator Fall, and the National Association for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico.
I could not at that time, on account of the danger of leaks thereby
spoiling my newsplnper expos. and of having the entire matter exploded, fully and frankly let Capt. Hanson know of all of the information I had secured. due to the fact that if same had been made
public or leaks had ocmrred. it would have utterly Iroken up my
ilans to carry through to the end my play with the Mexican Govcrnment officials to secure the complete information which I knew
they had and which sooner or later I felt positive I could secure.
In this conversation with Capt. Hanson. he on two occasions expressed the wish that I would with him take charge of the investigation for the Fall committee along the border and at other places
of various Mexican affairs, and that the salary and expense arrangement would be perfectly satisfactory to me. I told Capt. Hanson
that I would be very glad to do so if it were not for the fact that
such a connection at that time would completely interfere with my
present plans.
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My brother and myself left San Antonio on the night of November
13, via the M., K. & T,., and arrived in Washington via Pennsylvania,
Sunday, November 10 at 2 p. m. On November 17 I left Washington
at 4 p. m., arriving at the Knickerbocker Hotel, New York City
9.30 p. m. the same night. On Tuesday, at 11 a. m., November 18,
saw De Negri at the Mexican consulate. Ile was just getting ready
togo out, and he asked us to return at 4 p. im.of the same day, which
we clid. We remained in conference with him until 5.20 p. i. He
had received several telegrams from the Mexican foreign office that
they were very enthusiastic and anxious to get their proposed agreement with us started, and that Seguin who had left Laredo for Eagle
Pass to see his father on that date, November 18, or the following
lay, November 19, would have another telegraphic conference with
the Mexican foreign office and receive their final instructions regarding the details of the contract with us. He said that the foreign
office had advised him in code telegram to this effect; also that it
was not safe to send their telegrams regarding this 'matter even in
code, due to the fact that they were afraid the United States Government had possession of their codes or could decode their telegrams.
De Negri then said that hlie had talked to the ambassador after \to
had left for Laredo, and that he and Bonillas, irrespective of cost
or consequences, proposed as a patriotic duty to Mexico to ruin and
disgrace the Americans-and again he named them-who were endeavoring to force intervention. De Negri at this time said that
that Gocd damn Fall was more responsible than anybody else, and
that some way or the other Fall was to be ruined and disgraced, and
that he and C'apt. Hanson would pretty damn soon he fixed where
even publicity as to their dirty activities against Mexico would not
even affect them.
I, of course, fully agreed with De Negri as to his sentiments against
Hanson and Fall; and he then literally in his remarks about both
Hanson and Fall, castigated them. VContinuing, De Negri said.
"Fall and Hanson ought to be shot, and by God, they will be.
Just wait and see; it will happen very soon."
I endeavored to play him along to learn the complete plans to
assassinate Fall or Hanson. but he changed the conversation. He
again assured us that if we played straight with his Government and
carried out their instructions and made public the information lihe
claimed to have in his possession regarding the National Association
the Fall committee, Capt. Hanson, Mr. Buckley, the various members of the Oil Producers' Association, and others. that we would be
millionaires.
lie said, "All of this information made public by you two gentlemen, as Americans, will have a tremendous effect and will produce
results far more quickly than if it was made public through the
Mexican embassy or other Mexican Government officials." De Negri
then again flared up and said, " I suppose you have seen what those
damn dirty newspapers all over the United States have been handing
me over what they claim is nmiconnection with the I. W. W. and
the reds."
De Negri at that was referring to the statement which had been
given out by Senator Fall. stating that he, Fall. had possession of
proof, docutmentary and otherwise. regarding the connection of
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Do Negri and Bonillas with the reds. lle then said, "To hell with
every newspaper in the United States anhd their ideas and opinions
of my (;overnlnent or nile." and that the same also applied to the
opinions or activities of the State Departmnent or the lUnited States
government about hinm or who he was olnected with, etc.. and
that what he said or did was his own personal right which he did
not. propose to have interfered with. ('ontinuing. De Negri said:
My
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At. this moment he showed us copy of a letter lie had sent to the
New York Herald, which was similar to that sent, so he said, to
many other newspapers in New York. asking them to publish this
letter in which he stated that lie had never had any connection with
the I. . W.W. and that his entire actions in the Inited States had
onIly been to create a spirit of friendship and coperation between
Mexico and the United States. Smiling, lie said:
Of cwurlst'. youl undl.'.:lnild ti
Is biuik. for my heart Ih. wil
alil of the
pprllire$tl,
iad the rels in the Ulminited
:,tae, have inevr dlonie anything to
justify the treatment they have received from the United States Government.

As far as De Negri's remarks about his heart lying with the
oppressed, De Negri was with the original Obregonista troops, and in
their campaign, in the original Carranza revolution, they probably
did more damage to property and committed more crime against
women and children than any other bandits ever in
D Negri, continuing, said:
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MIr. .lox:s. I think I can get you the same. Senator. I can if I
have in my files.
Senator' BlcsN:,:E:. P'ut the nanime in later. if you find it.
Mr. JoxNE. All right. I asked him how lie expected to be able to
learn which newspapers published the articles, and hlie said:
Senator

My1oillic here re:sre siscacrilwr. to free ipt'.rss dcitlliig Iuraus who each day
seunl Ilhere every cliliin- r'girdlilng any news itenm published in every dally
iln 11many olier pttblitittlons through hout the United States: the Inlnie
Iptl er .111(1
of the Ip:lar :lnlll the date otf sau1e' is attach'ted to each clipping, and I tlihis way
I will very quickly know what palrs published that story about Iec.

For the information of the committee, I might say that one day
while in I)e Neuri's office there was a large bunch of newspaper clippings received from the press clipping bureau, which I discovered.
which I put in my pocket so I could Iiave documentary evidence of
the fact that these clippings had been received. It contained at the
top the name and address of the clipping bureau which maintained
the service. In this way I learned for the first time that the Mexican Government is receiving clippings through press clipping
bureaus amounting to hundreds of clippings each day, regarding
what De Negri termed " outrageous murders and other crimes on all
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foreigners throughout the United States." These are indexed, classified, and are being kept by Do Negri's office and from them is to be
compiled and published a booklet which will be given wide circulation throughout the United States and will be distributed to every
publication, all Government, State, county, and municipal officials
of any prominence, likewise to large numbers of bankers, manufacturers, importers, exporters and other business concerns. The booklet when compiled will first show, so De Negri said, a list of Americans
which the Government of :Mexico is willing to admit have been killed
or whose property has been destroyed or robbed in Mexico since Carranza's time, all of which, so De Negri said, the booklet will show
was done by bandits and robbers in Mexico. The entire list, so De
Negri claimed, of Americans murdered in Mexico will amount to
only 150 to 200.
l'or the information of the committee, when Do Negri made that
statement lie knew he was lying, because at that time in excess of
G(600)
Americans had been murdered in Mexico, and according to the
statement made to me in New York City by (Gen.Salvador Avarado,
governor of Yucatan, and now prominently connected with the
Obregonistas in their present revolutionary movement in Mexico,
Alvarado said in the presence of two reliable witnesses whose names
have already been furnished to the committee that fully 85 per cent
of all murders and other outrages perpetrated against foreigners
and their property in Mexico were brought about by the troops of
Carranza.
Continuing. De Negri said, that, on the other hand, duringli
the same
time, the booklet will show for instance that in the United Slates
four or five thousand foreigners, as he estimated, of all nationalities
have been murdered, robbed, or other outrages perpetrated on tihm.
This booklet will also show during the same time, giving the name,
address, etc., of negroes that have been killed, shot, or lynched
throughout the United States in riots, lynching parties, etc. The
hooklet will then show the crimes committed in 50 cities of the
tUnited States during the Inst 24 months. These crimes will hle fully
classified as murders, robberies, burglaries, arson, outrages on
women, and all other criminal activities. The purpose of this booklet. according to D)e Negri. and the effect it will have on the press of
the United States and upon others who receive same, will be tremendoulls, for. De Negri count inning said. it will show that in the
United States thousands of murders and crimes and other outrates
have been committed in a country that holds itself up itsa Nation
of peace, prosperity, and safety. For every one crime or murder
in Mexico that has occurred since Carranza's time, it would show
that in the United States one hundred similar crimes have likewise
been committed.
"'lThe booklet," he said, " will also show that for every American
since Carranza'.s time who has lost his life or property in Mexico,
that throughout the United States there have been 25 Mexicans
who have either been persecuted, beaten, and thrown into jail or
killed, or their property stolen, or other outrages perpetrated against
them."
De Negri, continuing with his vindictive smile, said. "Wait until
our plans are fully executed: and when they are the people of the
United States willknow that Mexico and the"Mexicans are not fools,
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for we play at their own game, and will show them that conditions
in their own country are a hundred times more worse than they are
in Mexico; and that when we are through with the information
we have already in our possession and w which we are now rapidly
securing, and \which you gentlemen can secure, we will ruin all of
these damned Americans who are creating sentiment in the United
States against Mexicans and Mexico."
Do Negri then said that Seguin would start back to New York
on November 10 or 20, and that if he got tied up at Eagle Pass
and could not come, in that event he would start a confidential messenger immediately from New York, who would bring to him the
complete instructions as to the agreement to be entered into be.tween the Government of Mexico and ourselves.
Continuing, he said that Seguin, from Piedras Negras, was in constant telegraphic conlintunication with the Mexican foreign office.
Ie then said that Seguin undoubtedly would be back in New York
City by November 22 or 23. I told d e Negri that we were probably
going to run down to Atlantice City and would see him oni Monday.
lie said, however, to be sure and get in touch with him on Saturda'y,
November 22, " for we must get busy at once."
Ilavin other matters to attend to on Satui day the 22d, I therefore telephoned the Mexican consulate and Seguin waIs put on the

wire. Ile told le that he had just gotten bank to New York. and
asked me to be sure and call on Monday morning, November 24,
att 11 o'cio'k. On that date and at the hour mentioned my brother
and myself saw Seguin at the Mexican consulate in New York.
lie said that he knew 6iiur expenses had amounted to more than the
original figure, ldue to the fact that the trip took longer; and we
figured out the additional expense, which atilounted to $138.40,
which he gave to Its in cash and for which we gave him a receipt

signed in triplicate. which was similar to th(lie receipts in triplicate
signed by me for the previous expense Imoney paid by him at New
York and at Laredo.

At this time I endeavored to secure from him duplicate of the receipts which I had signed, and lie smiled and said, " Nothing doing; for it is too dangerous to have any writing out regarding the
money which has been paid to you for expenses and which will be
paid to you for the work you are to dlo. All money will be paid in
cash. and there will be no record of same except receipts from you
to us, which have to go to Mexico City." Seguin then said lthant
the Mexican foreign office, as per his "last telegraphic conference
with them from Piedras Negras, had instructed him to immediately return to New York City and to tell us that an official messenger of the Mexican foreign office was at that time leaving Mexico
City direct for New York with sealed letter of instructions regardnlg' the entire smatter for de Negri, and that this messenger would
arrive in New York within the next four or five days.
lie seined to be very anxious to impress upon us to be patient, and
that he had positively received definite assurances in his several telegrapahic conferences, from Piedras Negras, from the Mexican foreign
office that they were most anxious to have de Negri, Bonillas, himself, my brother, and myself start on this work at the earliest possible
moment. FIrom Seguin I also learned that they had secured a great
deal of additional information which he claimed would be sufficient
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to ruin all of their enemies in the United States. On November 24
and up to December 4, I saw Seguin personally each day or I was in
touch with him and de Negri by telephone, they stating that the
messenger was expected momentarily and that it was absolutely of
vital importance for us to remain in New York and not even to leave
to go to Atlantic City, due to the fact that the messenger when he
arrived would have the instructions and that they wanted us to immediately start on their plans. On November 2, at Seguin's office, he
was extremely bitter in his remarks about the National Association
and the Fall Committee and said," Fall and Hanson are going to get
theirs very soon." I fully agreed with him that they ought to " get
theirs," and that such men as Fall and Hanson, working as they were
against Mexico, were the worst enemies Mexico ever had. Sequin
said, "That's all right; you will not hear much more of Fall and
Hanson pretty soon for we have a man who has plenty of guts and
who at the proper time will put Hanson and Fall out of the way."
After this positive threat on, the part of Seguin, which had'been
stated on a previous clay by de Negri as mentioned li
hereinbefore to
cause the assassination of Senator Fall and Capt. Hanson, I waited
for several days thereafter endeavoring to secure additional information regarding this plot, but was unable to do so. I therefore, on November 28, 1019, telegraphed Mr. A. C. Sullivan of the Department
of Justice in San Antonio, and who I knew to be on very friendly
terms with Capt. Hanson, that plans were on foot to bump Fall and
Hanson off and to at once warn them of this matter.
In turn, my friend Sullivan immediately notified Capt. Hanson.
and he, on December 1, 1910, in turn notified Senator Fall by telegraph, and that resulted in a copy of the telegram to Senator Fall being received by Maj. Pullman, superintendent of police in Wnshington, who, without letting Senator Fall know anything about it, put
one of his city detectives following the Senator around. I also understand that the superintendent of the Capitol police was notified regarding this proposed plan to assassinate Senator Fall. I have also
understood that at the Senator's hotel two young Mexicans were seen
shortly after that time endeavoring to enter Senator Fall's room, and
at a later date several other Mexicans were seen around his naprtment.
Senator BRANDEGEE. Where did you get that information?
Mr. JONES. I got it from Capt. Hanson.
I likewise wrote Sullivan on November 29 or 30, 1919, explaining
to him the fact that from Mexican Government officials I was securing information that they had marked Senator Fall and Capt. Hanson for assassination and to pass this on to Capt. Hanson. During
the early part of December I also wrote Sullivan regarding the fact
that I was securing full information as to the various plans of Mexican Government officials and to so advise Hanson. On December 1,
1910, I telegraphed in part to Capt. Hanson via Western Union
night lettergram filed at the Western Union telegraph office at 14.50
Broadway, as follows:
Gradually

securing additional

Information

regarding

plans or parties to

discredit, as per my San Antonio conversation. Other information furnished
through Sullivan lnst week now pratleally complete. Ilporlat entire matters kept confidential from every one except the senator. yomrrself. Sulliva:n.
anal Ilni-ai/lnafn until authorized to make same public.
CRESSE.
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I signed that telegram " Cresse," which was my old Department
of Justice name, due to the fact that I did not want to take any
chance about leaks, and Sullivan was thoroughly familiar with that
name.

Capt. Hanson, answering the telegram mentioned, wired me on
November 30, 1919, as follows:
C. E. JONES,

S.A

.\.T'OIO, TEx.

Room 187, Hotel Klrckverbookcr, New York, N. Y.
Message received Sullivan. Please favor me Informntion flily. Address i c
letter IIlmilton Hotel, Laredo. Tex. I will he there nil week. Sty Senator in
Washington if convenient.
I certainly alpprechte your assistance.
W. 31. HANSON.

On December 4, left my hotel in New York early in the morning
and did not return until around 5 p. m. I, however, telephoned to
the hotel to learn if there were any telegrams or telephone messages in my box; and the operator told me that three telephone
calls were there waiting for me from Beekman 5565.
I knew that this was the Mexican consulate's number, so I went
by there about 4 p. m. accompanied by my brother; and Seguin
said that lie had been trying to get us nearly all day by telephone.
He then said: " am certainly glad you came as promptly as you
did, for I have to-day received two iniportant telephone calls from
Mir. Bonillas at the embassy in Washington to immediately have
you come over there, for he (Bonillas) has received instructions
through the messenger, who, as I told you, was on his way from
Mexico City, to immediately have you go to work for us (the Mexican Government)." Seguin, continuing, said, " You must leave at
once, for the ambassador wants to see you without delay."
I told him that this was impossible, but would probably be able
to leave New York for Washington the following day. Seguin said,
" That won't do, for the ambassador wants to have a very important
conference with you to-morrow morning not later than 10 o clock."
Thinking that we would be able to secure a great deal of information from Bonillas, therefore, told Seguin that we would go over
to Washington that night, December 4. He said " What will your
expenses be," and I told him I did not know. fe then said. 1$75
or $100 should cover it," and handed me $75 in cash, for which
I gave him a receipt in triplicate. Seguin then said, " I will immediately telephone the ambassador that you will be at the embassy
to-morrow morning (December 5) at 10 o'clock." I told him all
right, and that I would be there at that time.
Seguin was very happy at this moment and said, "The ambassador has a great plan which he has figured out with De Negri and
which will mean a big victory for Mexico, provided you gentlemen
will be on the level with us and carry out the ambassadors instructions."
My brother and myself left New York on December 4 at midnight.
and arrived in Washington on the morning of December 5. I had
been requested by Seguin to take up with me to the embassy the
more important papers regarding the activities of their Mexican
revolutionary enemies. My brother and myself, with a small handtrunk, in which the Mexican revolutionary papers were packed, left
the Hotel Washington in taxicab No. 225. driven by Chauffeur
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Ramond F. Milkeman, who said he resided at 1909 New Hampshire
Avenue NW., and that his chauffeur's license number was No. 1415.
We arrived at the Mexican Embassy, No. 1413 I Street NW., at
10.05 a. m., December 5. Was admitted to the embassy by a negro
butler to whom I gave my name, and he was evidently expecting me
for he said " Yes, Mr. Jones, you are expected, and the ambassador
will be with you in a few moments."
At about 10.10 a. m., the ambassador entered the red parlor on the
right-hand side of the entrance door and seemed to be very glad to
see me. I had known Bonillas for the last two years and formerly,
while connected with the Mexican Government as confidential agent
of the Mexican foreign office, had had quite a number of interviews
with him. He immediately got down to business and said that relations between the United States and Mexico were most grave, and
added that lie was afraid that the United States would sever relations with President Carranza's government, which would result
in him being handed his passports very shortly by the United States
Government; that the present situation ha) been cause d by the
agitation of the Fall committee, the propaganda spread by the
National Association for the Protection of American Rights in
Mexico, and that all this had been brought to a head by the Jenkins
case and( other complicated matters.
lie then said that Do Negri and he (Bonillas) after many conferences had decided that the time had come to put up an active
fight against the Fall committee, the National Association for the
Tirotection of American Rights In Mexico, the State Department,
and all other enemies of Mexico, or against everyone who favored
intervention or withdrawal of recognition to Carranza, Bonillas
qualifying this statement by remarking, "if recognition is withdrawn
from Carr;nza it will mean intervention, for it would be impossible for President Carranza to retain his power if recognition by
the United States is taken away from him.'
:As stated, I- have known Bonillas for several years, and in all of
my confidential conversations with him prior to this one he has been
always a typical, cool, calm, shrewd, calculating diplomat, never permitting his features to betray his anxiety regarding international or
any, other matters.
However, at this time he was completely changed. Ile trembled
as though he had palsy. His customary poker face was lined deeply,
and his mouth twitched:
Continuing, he said, " the situation is horrible and is the most
serious and dangerous that Carranza has faced since lie was recognized; and we all have to get together and do something to counteract
the damnable attempts that are now being made to force intervention." Bonillas then said that he had had quite a number of conversations with De Negri regarding the contract which he, De
Negri, and the Mexican foreign office wanted us to accept, and
that lie felt absolutely sure of the fact that we could in every way
secure the results they desired, adding that tile financial remuneration at all times and in every way would be fully up to our expectations and thoroughly satisfactory to us.
By brother and myself, of course, fully agreed with every suggestion or theory made by Bonillas, and likewise told him that it
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was a damnable shame and outrage that such dirty work was being
perpetrated on his Government by the people whom he said were
the instigators of such activities.
Bonillas said that the subcommittee of the United States Senate,
the Fall committee, through Senator Fall, had introduced a resolution in Congress demanding the withdrawal of recognition by the
United States from Carranza, and that this resolution had been
referred to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, who at that
time had the Fall resolution before them for consideration; and
that he and their friends of Mexico in Washington and throughout
the United States were very much afraid that the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, due to the influence of Senator Fall and others,
would e able to have this resolution adopted, which would recommend to President Wilson that recognition be withdrawn from
Carranza.
Bonillas then said that it was most important that something
be done to discredit the members of the Fall committee and others
who were in sympathy with the favorable adoption of the Fall resolution and that this likewise applied to all others who apparently
were against President Carranza and his policy and who were instrumental in spreading propaganda throughout the United States
against them.
Bonillas continued with the statement that friends of his in Washington had seen and talked to various members of the Foreign
Relations Committee for the purpose of trying to block the proposed
resolution; the ambassador, pale, and almost in a whisper, went on" if additional influence can only be brought to bear on those close
to the President of the United States and on other high Government
officials, including Senators who are members of the Foreign Relations Committee, it may be possible to have the Fall resolution defeated or reported unfavorably by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, and we are counting on you two gentlemen to handle
a great part of this work." He then declared, " It is most fortunate
for Mexico that a new clique is very close to President Wilson."
I asked him who this clique was, and he replied Bernard B. Baruch
anzd Attorney General Mitchell Palmer; and that these two gentlemen were very close to Joseph Tumulty, the President's secretary.
Continuiitg, the ambassador said that Col. House and Secretary of
State Lansing had lost their influence with President Wilson, which
was a most fortunate thing as far as Mexican affairs were concerned.
The ambassador then wanted to know if it would be possible of
me, through prominent politicians and others whom I had given
him to understand I had some influence with, and which as a matter of fact I did not have, to bring influence to bear on Government
officials, Congressmen, and Senators, and also state to them that it
was an outrage on the part of members of the Fall committee and
other Americans opposed to Carranza and his policies, to withdraw
recognition from Carranza or urge intervention. Likewise, he said
for us to utilize the information which the Mexican Government
had in their possession and which was secured by them through
their secret service agents and from their American friends and
which he said, " You gentlemen can also secure; and to take all of
this information and utilize it against our enemies."
4766-20--voL 2-73
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I readily agreed with all of his suggestions in order to glean all
information possible. At 10.30 a. m. Mr. Charles Douglas arrived
and was brought into the parlor where we were talking to the ambassador. I had known Mr. Douglas about two and a half years, having met him through an intimate friend of many years standing,
Adam Leckie. When on my way to Laredo, Tex., as mentioned hereinbefore stopped off in Washington, and at that time called at Judge
Douglas s office and told him that I would probably go to Mexico
Judge Douglas told me he would be glad to give me a letter to
Pablo Gonzales, and then gave me a strong letter of 'introduction to
Pablo Gonzales, which I will file with the committee at a later date.
After Judge Douglas entered the parlor at the embassy he shook
hands with everybody present and told me that he had recently
talked with De Negrl and Bonillas as to the advisability of using
us in connection with the work of the Mexican Government, and then
said that he wanted to prove it possible, through us, the activities of
the Fall Committee, the.National Asso4ation for the Protection of
American Rights in Mexico, and others who were endeavoring to
discredit Carranza or to force intervention, were simply for their
own benefit or the benefit of those affiliated with them.
Judge Douglas continuing, said that Bonillas and De Negri had
only recently told him about us, and that we had in our possession
a large quantity of papers and documents regarding the activities
of their Mexican revolutionary enemies. Judge Douglas then said,
" I told Bonillas that it was very important to immediately have you
come to Washington so that we could all thoroughly discuss these
matters."
Douglas Bonillas, my brother, and myself then fully discussed
as to the chances of the Fall resolution being favorably reported by
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and Douglas and Bonillas
were positive in their opinion that the resolution would be favorably
reported.
At about 11.15 to 11.20 a. m. the butler of the Mexican Embassy
called Mr. Bonillas out in the hall, and the ambassador- then went
away with the butler and returned in about five minutes to the
parlor where Judge Douglas my brother, and myself were sittiqgand as he came in through the parlor door he had his arm around
the shoulder of another gentlemen who, he said, as he introduced
him to us, was Mr. Lincoln Colcord, "one of our greatest and best.
friends in Washington, and a man who has been of a great deal of
value and assistance to me."
Evidently this was the first time that Douglas had met Colcord.
Bonillas then said that Colcord on December 8 and 4, had seen sev.
eral United States Senators, among whom were Senators Borab
Johnson, Knox, all of whom talked to him very friendly, and
that Senator Borah had told him that his mind was open so far as'
any drastic legislation regarding Mexico was concerned. Coleord
then said that he had told Senator Borah that he believed that if
such men as Senator Borah talked to those who could tell him the
truth about Mexico, that the Senator and others in the Senate would
never favorably report the Falt.resolution. He then said that Senator Borah had told him that he would be .very glad to have the
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opportunity to talk to those who were disinterested regarding Mexclan matters and who had no private axes to grind so far as Mexico
was concerned.
Colcord continuing said, "I told him that I would have several
parties come to Washington to present to him the truthabout Mexico." Colcord then said, "It is necessary to have de Becker Mc.
Donald, and other of our friends immediately come over to 1'ashington and privately talk to Senator Borah and other Senators."
Qther plans were discussed at this time to bring influence to bear
on various members of the Senate and House through Colcord,.
Douglas, and myself. I told Colcord that such men as de Beckerand Mcbonald had been discredited already as propagandists for
Mexico before the Fall committee, and that such men could hardly
carry any weigltwith anybody due to the fact, if I understood the
matter correctly that they were known to be very close friends of
Bonillas and others connected with the Mexican Government. I
hoped in that way to be able to hear Bonillas, Colcord, and Douglas discuss names 'of other Americans who as yet had not been
mentioned.
Bonillas then said that through certain other powerful friends
of his he could, through these parties who had great influence, likewise have many other Senators and Congressmen seen who in turn
would show the members of the Senate and House that adverse
legislation should not be adopted against Carranza or Mexico.
Douglas then said to Colcord, "Do you know Robert Murray of
the New York World " Colcord told him that he did not. Douglas said, " Well, I have to go now. You come along with me and
I will see that you meet Murray; and with you and Murray actively
at work great results can be produced."
Before leaving, Colcord said to Bonillas, " Tt is most important to
telephone our good friend Weller to immediately come to Washington, for he has the friendship and confidence of many Senators and
can probably do more right at the present moment for us in preventing the Fall resolution from being adopted." He then emphatically said, "Telephone him immediately for you know what to
say to hint." Bonillas then said that he would immediately telephone
to John S. Weller, at 915 Park Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bonillas, later that afternoon, told us that Weller was general
counsel for the Penn-Mex Oil or Fuel Co. with offices at Pittsburgh.
Bonillas also. Ot this time said that Weller was on very close and
friendly terms with several powerful Senators who were members
of the Foreign Relations Committee, and that his talking to these
Senators might show them that it was not advisable to report favorably the Fall resolution. Bonillas at this time also said that it was
most important to secure the ear of Senators, Congressmen, and
others who had the confidence and friendship of Attorney General
Palmer, Mr. Tumulty, and others who were very close to President
Wilson.
The ambassador left the parlor and was gone about five minutes
and upon his return said that the call had been put in for Mr. Weller
and that he expected to talk to him within a very short time. And
then said," I will tell Weller to leave on the first train for Washington foi It is most important that he be in Washington tomorrow
morning," which would be Saturday, December 6.
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I then asked the ambassador as to who Colcord was, and lie
answered, "Mr. Colecord has been one of our best and most valuable
friends, and has produced most excellent results for us." I under.
stood from the ambassador at this time that Colcord was one of his
confidential publicity representatives in 1ashington.
Regarding Colcord, I also understood he formerly was connected
with the Philadelphia Public Ledger. That is what "hetold me when
I asked him what newspaper experience he had. It is also said that
Colcord was discharged by the Philadelphia Ledger for being a
radical with extreme ideas. Whether or not lihe was employed by the
Ledger I, personally, don't know.
Senator BRANDEEE. When you say yol understood from the anmbassador that Mir. Colcord had been one of his best friends, just what
do you mean by that
Mr. JoxEs. When I used the words "I understood," that is Just a
phraseology of mine. The ambassador made the positive statement.
Senator BRANDEGOEF. That is what I wanted to know.
Mr. JONES. Colcord will probably be best rediembered in Wash.
ington as the party at whose home or apartment Martens, the radical so-called red ambassador, was found, after having been searched
for in Washington for five or six days by agents of the Department
of Justice and the Washington police. It has been claimed that all
during this time this red was hid out in Colcord's apartment.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Do you mean Colcord's apartment in Wash.

ington?

Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir. This so-called red ambassador came over
here to appear, I think, before a 'Senate investigating committee,
and I notice according to the newspapers the authorities were after
him and he disappeared entirely for about six days and nobody could
find him. Finally, when the subpoena was served on him by the
sergeant at arms, it was served in Colcord's apartment. I remember in the newspaper story published in Washington papers at the
time,'he admitted that for the time he had disappeared he had been
hid in Colcold's room.
The CHAIaRMAN. We will take a recess until half-past 2.
(Whereupon, at 1 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until
2.80 p. m.)
APTER RECESS.

(At the expiration of the recess, the committee reconvened, Senator Fall presiding.
The CIIAIRMAN. ou may proceed, Mr. Jones.
STATEMENT OF MR. CHARLES E. JONES-Resumed.

Mr. JoNs. After Colcord and Judge Douglas left, the ambassador, my brother and myself discussed with him the advisability of
having various parties, whom he said were friendly to the Mexican
Government, appear before the Senate Foreign Relations Commit.
tee on Saturday, December 6, and on the following Monday, December 8, Bonillas said that it was vital to endeavor to have this done,
which he felt sure he could do, and through these friends impress
on the committee that all agitation in regard to the Jenkins case
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and allied matters was simply shrewd propaganda on the part of the
enemies of Mexico to force the withdrawal of recognition from
Carranza or to cause intervention.

The ambassador said,

' In

addi-

tion to this plan I have another one which will be of greated value
than all others, and that will be to have you gentlemen appear before
the Foreign Relations Committee and endeavor to prove to their
entire satisfaction that Senator Fall and other members of the committee, his investigators, including Capt. Hanson, the National Association for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico, and its principal backer, Mr. E. Doheny, and other enemies of Mexico, are behind
the Fall resolution simply for personal reasons.
For the information of the committee, and due to the fact that it
should be part of the permanent record of the committee, I closely
questioned Bonillas as to the documentary proof he claimed to have
in his possession; which he wanted me to spring before the Foreign
Relations Committee, and which he positively and repeatedly had
claimed to be able to turn over to me, in my effort to secure the-same
so that I could make photostatic copies of itfor my own files, and
later for a newspaper story. Bonillas, however, was never at any
time able to produce any of the various papers letters, documents,
etc., that he claimed were in the possession of the Mexican Government. Furthermore, after many days of effort on the part of my
brother and myself to secure from him and his associates some
definite proof in the end they were never able to produce anything,
which conclusively proves that they had nothing, for if they had had
even the slightest evidence which would have been detrimental to
the committee and others mentioned hereinbefore, they certainly
would have produced the same.
The butler at this moment came into the parlor and handed the
ambassador a card; and he then said, " You will have to pardon me,
a party that I have an engagement with is now here to see me.
Bonillas then asked us to return to the embassy at 2.15 o'clock that
afternoon.
I then asked the ambassador if he would hav. his butler telephone
for a taxicab. He replied, " My automabile is at your disposal." M y
brother and myself left the embassy at 12.45 p. m. in the ambassador s
car, and on the way to the hotel the chauffeur told me that the automobile, which was a Hudson, was owned by the ambassador and that
he was chauffeur for the embassy.
I will file with the committee a statement regarding the loyalty
of Judge Douglas, similar to my testimony concerning Mr. Leckie.
The CHAIRnAN. It may be printed in the appendix to your testimony.
Accompanied by my brother I arrived at the stated time and was
admitted by the ambassador's butler, who said the former was in a
conference and would be with us in a .few minutes. He entered the
parlor at 2.85 p. m. and we renewed our discussion as to the plans
and ways to " ruin " the parties he desired to discredit and to bring
influence to bear to defeat the Fall resolution.
Bonillas seemed even more nervous and frightened than he had
been that morning, due to the fact that he had learned that the
Foreign Relations Committee so he claimed, would "undoubtedly
act on the Fall resolution on Monday. December 8." He added:
Whatever Is to be done has to be done, necessarily, right now.
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Bonillas reiterated that if it could be shown before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee that Senator Fall and other members
of the Fall committee, and Capt. Hanson and those interested in
supporting.the Fall resolution for the benefit of the United States,
were "all archenemies of Carranza and Mexico," the Fall instrument

would be defeated,
Declaring he had " proofs" in his possession, gathered from Mextcan secret-service operatives, Bonillas expressed this desire:

I want you to gnther atditlonil iproofo, correct or lltcorrect, to aid in the

pinlns.
mit
overtlirow of the Vall c lilllittre's

Saying lie could "demonstrate" that lie had such "proofs," he
showed me a photographic copy of a letter purported to have been
written by a Texas newspaper to Gen. Luis Terrazas, demanding
"more money for revolutionary propaganda." He added that "other
letters" and" important proof were forthcoming from Mexico and
from "good friends of ours in the United States" that would show
a propaganda conspiracy against the Carranza regime. He wenten:
With tlis information and with Inside knowledge that you hare, and If you
can he I ers mi ed to iulielr twfore the committee anld attack Senator ill,
COil, HIanson, and others, and try to dlicredillt the, it will result in attention
hellig withdrawn from the original Inquiry.

He paused and added meaningly:
And for this you will lie lpaid liberally.

He declared:
The attack on Fall and the others will so d.Ttrat attention that the defeat
of the resolution is almost certain.

I then asked him:
What will it be worth to you to have this work done?

He replied that he preferred to have me "put the price for this

job." I told him it would cause a sensation, and therefore was
worth a great deal of money."

He agreed:

Yes; It would be worth a great deal.

Thereupon, I informed him I thought $100 000 "only a fair price
to take on a task of this magnitude.' He thought a moment and
said:
I will pay you .$75,000, payable $530,000 In cash before you appear before
the Foreign relations Colnunitee, and $25,000 after you have done the work
to nvy satisfaction.

He elaborated, saying the work would entail:
The complete discrediting of the Fall committee's purposes and the check.
mating of its plans and po!icles.

The Ambassador went on:
The best way to handle the matter will be to have some United States Senator, a member of the committee, either Invite you or demand that you appear
before the committee to tell them the real facts.

He explained that the facts must be those which coincided with
his viewpoint, regardless of what the truth was, in regard to Mexican

matters. He said if this was done and it appeared that I was before

the committee by request that it would strengthen greatly "our pro.
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posed attack" on what he termed "the enemies of Carranza." He
resumed:
You can arrange to have some naeabnier of the Foreign ltelatthnm ('1'iinlllttee get you before the body, can't you?

I told him:
Surely, I can have this done easily.

He advised me:
If you are not able to arrange It, I can arrange to have you invited tllhrugh
a prominent and lnflueltlllal friend of nlile here in Washnllllgton.

The ambassador at this time expressed deep hatred for the National Association for Protection of American-Rights in Mexico, anil
of its officers and members, and declared:
Just walt l In one way or another, Mexico will make life unbearable for
all these parties andl we will get even with every one of them.

Press dispatches of March 106, 1920, confirm Bonillas's above state.
ment, The Excelsior, a Mexico City newspaper, saying that orders
had been issued and sent to'Mexican consuls in the United States " to
refuse to vis6 passports of all Americans belonging to the Association for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico" and all those
who appeared before the Fall committee as witnesses. The association members according to the Mexican paper, are all "listed " by
the Mexican government.
"When I agreed to accept the "job" and in accordance to my preconceived plan, I endeavored to nave Bonillas enter into a written
contract covering the matter in detail. But the cagey diplomat said:
I prefer to have a gentleman's agreewlent between us. You will be perfectly
safe In so far as the aloney is concerned, date to the fact that you will receive
the $50,000 before you begin

your assault on the Fall committee naln on

others that I amn Interested in thwarting.

I emphasized again the fact that this work on my part undoubtedly would prevent intervention or withdrawal of recognition of the
Carranza rule. Bonillas then painted a vivid financial picture of
the great commercial opportunities that would be opened to me in
Mexico by the Carranza administration, if, as he put it:
If you are able to carry through these ideas and plans that I have out.
lined.

He promised that I would be employed immediately as chief of
the Mexican secret service in the United States at a salary of $5,000
a month, out of which I was to pay necessary expense$ mcurred in
handling the " work" and in special assignments to be given me by
the ambassador in person.
Of course, I placed no confidence in these promises. I might explain that in my several thousands of reports to the Bureau of Investigation in the last several years, that in the interest of securing
facts regarding several revolutions, I have been assured repeatedly
by the various leaders of the movements and by Mexican officials
" they would make me a " banana
as well, that when they " won out
king," " railroad king," a " po w er in the oil world," and various
other types of monarch. All these "offers" were invariably contained in my reports to the Department of Justice and all I ever got
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out of the offers was information and a sound laugh, together with
the satisfaction of blocking and interfering with their plots. All

the real money paid me by Mexican sources was either borrowed
back by the lexicans and 'entral Americans or expended on them
in entertainment.
When the ambassador became convinced that he had a ripe opportunity through me to "do the dirty work" that he longed for, he
brightened perceptibly and I was enabled to open up several other
lines of inquiry. Among the most important of these matters was
my desire to learn of his plan to became president of Mexico and as
to what I could pump out of him regarding the next Mexican presidential elections.

There had been frequent publicity given in the United States re-

garding Bonillas' candidacy for the presidency of Mexico. I asked
him if it were a fact whether he was or would be a candidate. His
explanation of this matter and of the Mexican election in general was

as follows:

There is a most extreme and hitter personal military, and political feeling
between (len. Pablo Olonzales and Ghen. A. Ohregon. Unless one or both these parties can be persuaded to withdraw as n presidential candidate, then, it they both
go to the election, it will undoubtedly result Jn P'nhlo Gonzales being elected. If
that comes. then I nm very much nfrald that (Gen. Obregonl with his friends
and supporters throughout Mexclo will immediately start civil warfare In
Mexico.
It this happens, and I feel positive it will it Obregon is defeated, armed
Intervention by the United States will follow.

The ambassador qualified this statement in answering my question:
Why Intervention, even if civil war does break out?
The United States never will stand for another such revolutionary movement
as that which put Carranza in power. Nor will the European powers stand for
it. All countries of the world will be in hearty accord with intervention. due
to the fact that if civil war comes to pass in Mexico, following the election results, it will demonstrate to the world that Mexico can not control its own
affairs, that Mexico can not govern itself successfully.
I nm exialning this to you on account of the fact that I feel sure that neither
Pablo Gonzales nor Obregon will withdraw as presidential candidates, unless
a third candidate will enter the field; a candidate friendly both to Gonzales and
Obregon.
I nm an intimate friend of both these parties and enjoy their complete confidence. If I can show them that if they go to the elections there will result
blhody civil war and later the ,rmed Intervention of the United States, I may
convince them of a plan. This would include ny convincing them that It is
their duty as patriots to prevent this threatening warfare by both agreeing on
a third candidate. This third candidate should be a civilian. Under such cidr
cumstances, I anm willing to become a candlate for the presidency.
I expect during February or Marcht to go to Mexico and explain fully these
matters to Gens. Obregon and Gonzales, with an Idea of persuading them to
withdraw as candidates.

Our conversation branched off to a discussion of the Mexican policy
of the United States Department of State. Bonillas said that in some
of his interviews with Secretary of State Lansing he had been
"severely talked to and grossly insulted" by the Secretary. He
added:
It will be a godsend and a blessing to Mexico when Lansing turns back his
portfolio and leaves the Wilson Cabinet.

I asked the ambassador:
Why, Is Lansing going to get out?
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He answered:
I have received reliable Information from influential Amnerlan friends of milne
In Washington that the I'resident did not approve of Lansing's Mexican policy
andal
of many of his other ctivitllies. I hope nd feel that Lansing will lave the
Cabinet soon.

Apparently, from Bonillas's statement, lie had advance information that Lansing was to go out of the Cabinet; likewise that the
President did not approve of the policies of Secretary of State Lanonnillas's remarks almost tempted me to say, and I was re-

strained from so doing by a desire to complete my " play," that the
freedom and courtesies which Bonillas and all of Mexico s representatives in the United States always have had were sadly different from the restrictions and ill-treatment and discourtesies accorded the United States ambassador and our consular representatives in Mexico. I particularly remembered at the time that when
President Carranza was inaugurated, and as Ambassador Fletcher
passed in his motor car through the streets of Mexico City on the
way to the ceremony, the hisses of the Mexican populace were continuous. Hisses and hoots also greeted the American minister as
he entered the Chamber of Deputies. A few moments later the
German ambassador, von Eckhardt, arrived at the chamber and
the deputies arose en masse and applauded and cheered Carrnza's
close friend and adviser, the German ambassador.
I arrived at the Mexican Embassy again on Saturday afternoon,
December 0, on request of Bonillas. The ambassador immediately
resumed discussion of various matters touched on in our former
meetings of that week. He informed me that he had gone over thoroughly with members of his diplomatic staff and other confidential
friends in Washington his proposed plan to ruin members of the
Fall committee and discredit others opposed to President Carranza's
and the latter's policies. He added that some of these advisers had
warned him to be "careful about this matter and consider seriously
every phase of it before proceeding." He continued:
This IN due to the fact that Instead of helping the situation, a hasty inove
may prove reactionary. If it ever becomes known-this plan of mine-it will

ruin me absolutely, and will ruin every other Mexienn participating in these
plans.

He also declared that he had learned it was exceedingly doubtful
as to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee reporting favorable
the Fall resolution. His information to this effect, he said, had come
from confidential sources in Washington, which sources had learned
to turn the state of affairs from various Members of the House and
the Senate. He explained:
These advisers and myself feel that the immediate danger Is past. Even it
the committee does report favorably on the Fall resolution, I learn from excel.
lent sources that the administration will pay no attention to it.

He likewise stated that he had decided the most feasible and suecessful plan would be to have his friends and advisers work along
the lines of least resistance. This he explained as follows:
These friends will have talk after talk with various Senators and Congress-

men and prominent officials in other branches of the Government. In these
talks they will point out that It would be a most serious mistake to withdraw
recognition from Carranza or to Intervene In Mexico.
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That was Saturday afternoon, and he at that time asked me to call
at the embassy on the following day, Sunday, at 2.30 p. m. We arrived there about 2.30 p. m. Sunday and Bonillas then led up to a
new proposition, which he said would be as profitable to me and produce as satisfactory results to him as his previous scheme would have
been. He told tme the new plan would stamp out the activities of
enemies of Mexico and eliminate them forever. When I asked what
the plan was he said, " It will not be reactionary. With the information in possession of the Mexican Government and the information
which you claim you have been able to secure, we can, through friends
of ours here in W ashington, present the entire matter to the'Attorney
General of the United States. He will endeavor to prove to his entire satisfaction that there has been and is a conspiracy to cause the
downfall of President Carranza and to force intervention.
If this can be done and (lanIx worked out successfully. and I feel sure it can
be, it will enable us to force the unitedd States to act. Anll wlhenl this Is done,

it will ruin and dtiscredit anld also interfere with the purposes ndl plans of the
Fall onmnittee. It will ruin every oilier individual who dares to be opposed to
President 'anrralnsit
d his
i
liesloleles
and foreigners who have investments in
Mexico, for President Carranza Is the best judge of what is good for Mexico.

The ambassador went on:
If this work can in done and you are willing to enter into such an arrangement, your remuneratioti will Ie as satisfateory as was niy former proportion.

This work, I was told by the ambassador, in connection with information he said he had in his possession, and which he declared he
could secure through his own spies and their secret service operatives in the United States and from influential American friends in
Washington, New York, and elsewhere, would result in proving "to
the satisfaction of everyone that a conspiracy against Mexico was in
existence." He also told me:
This will end in the Iminetachment of several Senators and the arrest for conspiracy of malny of those involved In propaganda against Mexico, likewise the
arrest and imprisonment or deportation of Mexico's prlncflml revoluti,lnary vnemies in America.

In discussing the proposed " scheme," a price was agreed on$25,000 payable on the signing of the contract and a like amount after
his " work " had been completed by me. In addition to this I was to
receive a salary of $5,000 per month, which included expenses, for a
period of not less than four months, at which time, if mutually satisfactory, the agreement was to be renewed.
As part consideration of this payment by the Mexican Government,
I was to surrender to them all papers and documents in my possession pertaining to the activities of Mexican revolutionists in the
United States and int Mexico and Central America. Likewise, I was
to secure and hand over to Ambassador Bonillas information touching on the Fall committee, the National Association for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico and concerning many other individuals who, Bonillas said, he "prop o sed to ruin absolutely."
At this time the Mexican ambassador said that the Mexican Government had completed arrangements in Mexico for an extensive
propaganda and publicity campaign throughout the United States.
Bonillas confided in me:
President Carranza has determined to spend aitlarge amount of iuone

to

create sentiment in the 'nited States favorable to Mexico and to the Carranza
administration.
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it we ire alle to causee the disgru#,n or Itll.chlllent of

'l'his irollgatllldll,

sev-

eral Senntors and Congre~men. will Ie aidedl imlnensely. The Democratic ad.
mlnistratlon will take hold of It eagerly, and will dwell on the fact that the
nlilJrrilty of tile (
C('rrlzla ii

ntallee

mneerned in urging withdrawal of sullprt froll

formed of Itepublkinal.

At a later late,

through reliable sources, I learned that during

January of this year Gonzales Roa, a member of the law firm of

(Gonzales Boa & L'arbaljal with offices at Gante No. 1, Mexico City,
gave a luncheon, at which a widely known newspaperman of the
United States was present.
At that time Gonzales Roa made the statement that he Ihad completed arrangements whereby Carranza had appropriated $100.000
in gohl as a preliminary fund for publicity and propaganda in the
United States.
Gonzales Roa and his partner are the legal advisers for manny of
('arranza's governmental enterprises. Roa, it is said, is personal
legal counsellor of Carranza.
At the luncheon, Roa said:
(tle

oil

tthe reiaonsll

why

I'reskilent ('rlranzitills

mllore

ulllniollEn

t thllis time

tlhln ever to create .entlnlent in his favor in the U'lnted ttutes is thilt Ciarranza
his4ci.cse litlvisrs have bIec im worried In relgrd to intervenlton by the
United taltcs.

4lee4l

The position of publicity director was offered the newspaperman,
who stated that he had refused the same. He told Ron that to conduct such a campaign in the United States and which would produce
results would cost at least a quarter of a million dollars gold for one
year's efforts. Gonzales Roa then remarked that President Carranza was willing to appropriate as much money as necessary if he
could see even the "slightest result." The newspaperman told me
that Carranza had placed in charge of the Mexican end of this
propaganda work Senor Carpio, who was connected formerly with
similar efforts of Carranza at New York City.
Roa, so I was informed, is the real fountainhead from Mexico for
various propaganda and publicity schemes. It is a known fact that
a publicity director in the United States has been approached with
the offer to handle this campaign for Carranza and that the Mexican
Government has conducted negotiations with and has considered
several newspapermen along these lines.
About December 10 I was introduced by Bonillas to a Mexican
by the name of Javier Favela. In several conversations with Favela
at a later date, I learned from him that lie was one of the confidential
messengers between the Mexican consulate in New York City, the
Mexican Embassy in Washington and the Mexican Foreign Office.
Favela was in Washington of and on until about January 15, 1920
and for some four or five days each week my brother and myself
were in personal contact with him.
From Favela's remarks I learned that he was on the most close
and intimate terms with Ramon P. de Negri, Mexican consul general in New York City, and that as a blind Favela operated a stamp
and coin establishment in Room 203, at 79 Nassau Street, New York
City, Telephone 6068 Courtland, and that he resided at 265 West
Twenty-second Street, New York City.
During the time we were in contact with Favela, several times we
discussed matters considerably, and whenever he did his extreme
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hatred for the United States, and for those who had opposed Carranza and his administration, was more pronounced than otherwise.
In several of our conversation, was more pronounced than otherwise.
he very frankly said, with innumerable vile and curse words, that he
personally proposed to assassinate the publisher of a prominent New
York newspaper, as he was more responsible for propaganda and
publicity against Mexico than anybody else in the United States.
The publisher of the newspaper mentioned was immediately warned,
and by request I withhold his name from the committee, but if desired will give them this party's name in private.
Favela, during these conversations, likewise said that plans were
on foot, and had been for quite awhile, to cause the assassination of
Senator Fall and others, including Capt. Hanson. That was additional confirmation, as mentioned- hereinbefore, of the statement
made by Seguin and Ramon P. de Negri, Mexican consul general in
New York, during November. The threats at that time, November,
1919, were promptly reported to Senator Fall and Capt. Hanson.
My negotiations with the Mexican Government continued, as long
as it appeared there was any chance to secure any additional information that would be of interest or value in the expos of Mexico and
Mexican affairs, which I had arranged to make in a series of newspaper articles. I felt at that time that I had secured practically all
the information that I could. Therefore, on January 28, 1920, after
having secured all the information I originally set out to obtain, I
broke off negotiations with the Mexican Government, and they at
that time paid me $2,000 in cash. That, together with other payments made to me for expenses, made a total of approximately $4,500.
These payments were to covert as Bonillas specifically stated, expenses and for the time I had given the Mexican Government.
During the early part of April, 1920, Gene Fowler of the New
York American and myself were in a restaurant on Park Row in
New York City, and Seguin, accompanied by an attach of the
Mexican consulate in New York, came in the restaurant, and happening to see me he walked over and said, " Hello, Jones." Of course,
I spoke to him. Seguin at that time said it had been a fearful mistake on the part of Bonillas and De Negri and himself to have
sorry
trusted me as much as they had, and that he was that they had done so. One word and another brought on a rather
strained situation, and I very frankly told him to beat it, and he did.
I file with the committee a copy of a check for $920.60, on the
Equitable Trust Co. of New York, Colonial Branch, 222 Broadway,
dated January 18, 1920, signed by De Negri. That check was given
to me in payment of expenses. I also file with the committee the
personal card of Favela.
The check referred to follows:
The Equitable Trust Co. of New York.

Payable at Colonial Branch, 222 Broadway.
No. 18.
NEw YORK, January 18, 1920.

Pay to the order of bearer nine hundred and twenty and sixty-hundredths
dollars ($920.60).
R. I'. Da NEoxr.
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During February, while I was securing the information from
Gen. Salvador Alvarado, I suggested to Judge Francis Kearful, the
attorney for the Fall committee, the advisability of Kearful running
in on Alvarado some party connected with the committee, and talked
with him over the telephone regarding this matter, and he answered
by telegram as follows: "I can not go. See Wallace Thompson,
Murray Hill." I file that with the committee.
(The original telegram referred to is filed with the committee.)
To complete the information regarding the negotiations and information I had secured from the Mexican Government, here is
a telegram addressed to Capt. W. M. Hanson, care of Senator A.
B. Fall, Sheldon Hotel, El Paso,. Tex., dated January 28, signed
"Charles E. Cresse," which was my old Department of Justice code
name, which reads as follows:

.

JANUARY 28, 1010.
Capt. W. M. IHANSOYx,
Care .Scnator A. B. Fall, Shcldon lHoldc, FI Paso, Ter.
All details regarding Information sent forward to you some time ago now
complete. Have also secured positive proof which completely involves their
principal party here with having through lobbyists influenced and also interfered in matters regarding them before Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Also same party here and their principal representative io New York City,
which completely proves their cotnncetlon with reds. Many other of their plans
and efforts, which are far reaching, also secured. Impossible to handle these mntters, except personally and confidentially, with Senator Fall or yourself, on

account of leaks or being uncovered. Therefore, important; meet me in WashIngton not later than Monday, February 2, so that Investigation on account of
important matters connected with same, which are now developing, can be
completed. This matter, under no circumstances, Is to be known to anyone*
except Senator Fall and yourself. Wire answer to Chas. E. Cresse, room
614, Hotel Washington.

CHAs. E. Ca s8E.

Also, or or about this time, due to the absence of the chairman of
the committee, Senator A. B. Fall from Washington, I took the
matter up with his secretary, Mr. Saiford, who suggested immediately referring the entire matter to Senator Brandegee, which was
done. At that time I suggested the advisability of the committee
securing, by subpoena or long-distance phone, records as per details
given them by me which would prove that the Mexican ambassador,
Bonillas, telephoned at the times I have stated to Mir. Weller at
Pittsburgh.
Here is the letter of introduction from Judge Douglas to Gen.
Pablo Gonzales, that I introduced into the testimony, but due to
the fact that something may come up later, it would be a good idea
for me to keep it in my possession.
The

CHAIRMIAN.

Just read it into the record now.

Mr. JONEs. The letter which I refer to is written by Mr. Charles
A. Douglas, and is as follows:
WAssHo1NON,

Gen. PA no GoNZALEs

D.

O.,

November 4, 1919.

Meuco City.

MY D.

OgSNEAL: This will Introduce to you Mr. Charles E.Jones of New
Orleans. Mr. Jones is a newspaper man of fine standing, both as to ability and
character. He has some business In Mexico City and wishes to have the pleasure of knowing you, and I am therefore very glad to give him this note of In.
production to you.
I am, sincerely and cordially, yours,
CARLEs

A. Do0oLAS.
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Now, in connection with that testimony I will hand the committee later a letter addressed to Senator I all from the managing
editor of the New York American Mr. tancket which states and ikewise proves that prior to any an all negotiations with the Mexican
Government, as mentioned in my testimony as shown in detail heroinbefore, that I set out to secure, if possible, the information which
I have shown in my testimony and which all of these negotiations
with the Mexican ambassador Bonillas and other Mexican officials
developed. Mr. Rancke was duly informed of such developments,
as was Gene Fowler of the American, who'was cooperating with me
in regard to that investigation. I have a letter from Mr. Rancke
to that effect, which I now file with the committee.
(The letter is as follows:)

TH

NE W YORK AMMEIICAN.

Mau 12, 1920.
by Mr. C. E.
signed
and
Mexico
on
articles
of
series
The
FALL:
DEAR SENATOR
Jones, which recently appeared in the New York American was plnmued as
before us at
long ago as last November. Mr. Jones laid all of his documents
that time. Also he outlined a series of operations by which we would be able

verify certain points not covered by the documents themselves. All of these
first of the articles areared in this newspaper.

to
the
operations were carried out in detail and with complete success before
Very truly, yours,

T. V. RANS.cK.

The Heon. A. B. FA.,
Foreign Retaftons Committee United States Senate,

.WaMalnf

D. O.

Does it appear from this letter you are going
subpoenaed before this committee at the
were
you
that
in
to put
request of Mr. Rancket
Mr. Joers. No, sir.
* Senator BRANDEOEE. Did you appear at your own request?
Mr. JONES. No, sir. I have appeared here at the request of Sen.
ator Fall. When I originally started on this investigation, as I
have shown hereinbefore, I saw Capt. Hanson at that time chief
investigator, as I understand, of this committee m San Antonio. He
was very anxious to have me cooperate with the committee and, as
mentioned hereinbefore, asked me if I would consider handling the
various border investigations with him for the committee. I told
him that it was impossible but that at any time I could cooperate
with the committee I would be very glad to do so, and at the proper
moment would also appear before the committee with all the evidence that I might. secure. At a later date, under the name of
or "Charles E. Cresse," or my own name, "Charles E.
,' Cress
Jones," i from time to time kept the committee advised, as undoubtby telegrams and letedly the record shows, in person and both
intrigues of those that
ters, as to certain of the plans and plots and or
any other facts that
were endeavoring to discredit the committee,
States.
United
the
of
interests
the
to
would be harmful
The CHAIRMAN. You were in personal communication with Mr.
Rancke, of the New York American, and he knew that you were
going to get in touch with the Mexican Government, through its
ambassador here, and ascertain any facts that you could that might
be of interest to the paper.

• Senator BRANDEGE.
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Mr. JONES. Yes, sir; even so far as arranging to have Gene
Fowler (a reporter of the American) run in by me on the Mexican
ambassador.
The CHAIRMAN. You had also known Capt. Hanson, and you met
him in San Antonio and had this conversation with him to which you
have referred.
Mr. JONES. In the early part of November, 1919.
The CAImARAN. Now, during your investigation it was understood
by Mr. Rancke, but it was not known by any member of the committee
that you were going to Mr. Bonillas or had any connection with him?
Mr. JONES. No, sir.
The CAIsRMAN. But in the course of your communications with
Mr. Bonillas, which you have detailed, you ascertained certain things
which you thought of such importance that you notified the committee, or some member of it, by telegram, or letter, or both'l
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you also saw Senator Brandegee at one time,
in the absence of the chairman of the committee on the border?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And various communications passed between you
and the chairman of the committee, and you were notified the committee would be very glad to have you come before it and make your
statement?
Mr. JoNES Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is how you came to appear before the
committee?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This letter you propose to file from Mr. Rancke,
addressed to the chairman of the committee, is simply to substantiate
the statements which have been made by you in your testimony?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir. Practically all during this investigation, and
shortly after it started, I was in touch, either directly or indirectly
with either some member of the committee personally or some attache
of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. You were not, however, employed in any way by
the committee to investigate Mr. Bonillas or make any discoveries
concerning Mr. Bonillas
.
Mr. JONES. The only proposition I ever received from the committee was though Capt. Hanson in San Antonio, who asked me if I
would consider handling wtih him the border situation. I, of course,
told him I could not on account of the fact that I had other things
on hand, and it would be utterly impossible to do it.
I might add right here that I have never received a dollar from
any concern or individual directly or indirectly interested for any
service that I have ever rendered in completing the investigation and
the expos which I have made, although I had quite a number of
offers from various parties that wanted me to accept such employment. I wanted to keep my hands entirely free to do just as I
pleased, and for that reason I refused any and all offers of any connections whatsoever.
The CHAIRMAN. You expect to write a book in connection with
Mexican affairs, do you not?
Mr. JONEs. Probably.
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The CHAIniMAn. In the meantime, you have been engaged in news-

paper work for the American and possibly other papers?
Mr. JoN.s. Yes, sir. My reason for appearing before the committee at the present time is due to the fact that on May 11, 1920. I received a letter from Senator Fall that he would be very glad to have
me come to Washington and appear before the committee, if it was
convenient for me to do so at that time.
I might add something that I have forgotten, that at the time De
Negri, Seguin, and others I mentioned in my testimony, said that
Senator 'all and Capt Hanson and others would be assassinated, that
I was never able to learn who were to do the work. I, however, at
a later date, understood from Capt. Hanson that Favela followed
the chairman of the committee Senator Fall and Capt. Hanson out
to San Antonio Tex., likewise to Los Angeles, Calif., and other
points, and that Capt. Hanson secured from confidential sources other

than myself information that it was Favela who was to assassinate
Senator Fall and himself, Hanson.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Do you know Favela?
Mr. JONEs. Quite well.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Has he the reputation of being a bad man?

Mr. JoNEs. Favela is a fanatic, and he is one of the few Mexicans I have ever known in all my life, which I can probably count
on my fingers who, as we say sometimes, has really got the guts. I
really believe that Favela has a screw loose, and if I personally saw
Favela, after my testimony became public, and he started anything
with me, I wouldn't hesitate a minute with him, because I consider
him a bad actor.
Senator BRANDEOEE. You mean you would try to get the drop on

him, do you ?
Mr. JoNES. I uiways let the other fellow have more than a fair
chance, but if he started anything with me, I would hang a loaded
cane around his neck immediately, and if he made a false move, of
course, it would be him or me, and I guess it would be me producing
first. If, as I said before, it ever comes to a showdown, and Favela
ever gets a chance, he is the kind of a Mexican, the only one of the
kind I have ever known, that would just as soon shoot Senator Fall
or anybody else, and then bump himself right off. He has a nut
loose.

Senator BRANDEOEE. Is it your idea that he is to receive any com-

pensation for performing that patriotic service?
Mr. JONES, NO; I don't think Favela could be bought to do that
job. I think he is one Mexican and I said it then and say it now
and always will believe it, that is thoroughly 100 per cent patriotic.
He is an absolute nut on the question, as he has shown in quite a
number of cases time after time. He is a Mexican who said, with it
string of oaths as long as a block, that as soon as the damned Americans put their foot on Mexico the plan in Mexico was to touch the
oil fields off, set them on fire, and poison the rivers and creeks and
wells and water; and that the Americans might think they could
jump on Mexico, but when they did they would remember that for
the last 10 years there had been half a million of men under arms,
revolutionists, bandits, and others in Mexico, and there was not one
of them, whether COarrancistas or Villistas, that would not, as he
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thought, ally themselves in any group against the Americans, and
I believe that is absolutely so.
Senator BRANDEOEE. lie seems to be a patriotic gentleman, but is
it your idea that of his own volition lie intended to do these things,
or do you think somebody designated him for that purpose
Mr. JoNEs. No, sir; I don't think Favela ever dreamed that,
probably due to the fact that long before I ever met him-I will
qualify that, maybe two months or a month and a half--De Negr,
due to a speech by Senator Fall, exposing his red connections, as I
have shown in the testimony, with a like string of oaths, said they
had the man that was ready to do this job. and lie would do it.
Seguin, also confirmed that statement, saying this fellow had plenty
of guts.

Favela's office, or rather the place he occupied In the consulate
in New York City, was in a back room, way back from all the rest
of the consuls. Nobody would ever see him come in or go out. I
have been in there a hundred times, and I never saw him there, although he told me where his room was in the back part. His stamp
and coin office is a blind. There is no doubt in my mind, after
Hanson told me what he did, that he is the man that was to do the
job although I never could definitely learn who it was.
senator BRANDEOEE. What was his full name?

Mr. JoNEs. Javier Favela.

Senator BRANDEOEE. What consulate do you refer tot
Mr. JONES. The Mexican consulate the Mexican consul general,
on the nineteenth floor of the Tribune Building, New York City.
Senator BRANDEOFE. What is his business?
Mr. JoNES. He is employed by the Mexican Government as confidential agent. He admitted he was a spy for Mexico, which, of
course, meant Germany, all through the Balkans during the European war.
Senator BRANDEGEE. How old is het
Mr. Joes. I should imagine that Favela is about 35, about 5 feet
7 inches high weighs probably 210 to 225 pounds, rather fat, and
speaks some 9 or 10 different languages.. He was in love at that
time with a German girl in New York City, whom he expected to
marry on or about that time. He is a bad actor.
Senator BRANDEOEE. Has he ever had any experience in the Mexican Army,or has he any military rank?
Mr. JoNrs. That I don't know. He was connected with the Carrania revolution and must have had. He was on exceedingly close
terms with De Negri, but it was very little trouble to gain his complete confidence.
Senator BRANDEOEE, Is De Negri in New York now?
Mr. JONES. He is supposed to be confidential agent there for the

Obregonistes. De Negri is probably the closest man to Gen. Obregon
in the Mexican consulate service. I will introduce later a letter from
Teodoro Frezieres, former consul general for Carranza at Los
Angeles and later at Eagle Pass, Tex., written to Carranza, which I
lifted o the desk of the-Mexican consulate at Eagle Pass, outlining
fully two years ago the Obregonista movement which later de.
veloped, inwhich Frezieres exposed all of De Negri's plans in connection with Gen. Obregon. And the odd part of this whole situa4706-20-voL 2 -74

-
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tion, it seems to me, is that at the present time, here is De Negri in
New York City, here is Alvarado here is i~avela, and everybody else,
who were mixed up in all this dirty work against the subcommittee
of the United States Senate and against United States Senators,
against newspapers and everybody else and they are now in this
country representing the present new M1exican Government. What
can you expect from them? They have not changed. They may
have put on a different suit of clothes, but down underneath there
is the same skin, the same heart the same feeling.
Senator BnANDEGEE. Do the State Department and the Department of Justice know of the facts which you have testified to before
the committee?
:Mr. JONES. When Mr. Blelaski resigned as chief, I was at that
time handling cases in connection with a new Honduran revolutionary movement, which resulted in the overthrow of Francisco Bertrand by the revolutionary route. I wanted very much to quit when
Bielaski got out, but was asked to continue that investigation, which
I did, until it wound up last August, I think it was. From that
time on the Bureau of Investigation nor the State Department
received any information from me. Therefore, necessarily of course,
they were not at all familiar with any of these matters, as far as I
know.
Senator BrANWD EE. The particular part of it that I referred to,
1 wanted to know whether it had ever been divulged either to the
Department of Justice or State Department what-Bonillas said or
what De Negri had said about their getting somebody to assassinate
Senator Fall?
Mr. JONES. No, sir; I don't recall that there was any notice given
to either one of them, for the reason that I had already notified them
that they could no longer expect any reports from me.
Senator BRANDEaEE. But you did notify Capt.. Hanson, did you
not?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir. In November, 1919. Five days after De
Negri made the positive threat that Senator Fall was going to be
assassinated, and also Capt. Hanson, I almost sweat blood for five
days trying to worm out of him the name of the man who would
do the job, when, where, and how, but anybody who knows Mexicans knows that if you begin to prod them too close and display too
much anxiety to learn something, you will kill the whole proposition.
We handled it, I think, as scientifically as it could be but couldn't
get it. Then, when I knew I probably would not be able to et'the
name of the party, the only thing left for me to do was to immediately
notify Capt. Hanson, asking him in turn to notify Senator Fall, and
the manner of my notification, as I remember, was that Fall and
Hanson should watch every Mexican, no matter where they were,
and not let him get close to them, because it might be that Mexican
who was to do the job.
Senator BRANDEQEE. How did you notify Hanson?
Mr. JoNES. I notified Hanson by telegram on November 29, 1919,
through A. C. Sullivan of the Department of Justice at San Antonio, Tex., as I did not know where Capt. Hanson was at that
time. Hanson then telegraphed Senator Fall on December 1, 1919.
I happened to know that, due to the fact that I asked Mr. Safford.
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his secretary whether Senator Fall had received Hanson's warning,
and Mr. Safford told me that lie had. I then learned later, from
other parties who were friends of Senator Fall, that the superintendent of police here, Maj. Pullman t who recently died, was.
warned, and he in turn warned the superintendent of Capitol police,
and assigned a city detective to constantly keep watch on Senator Fall.
Senator BRANDF.OEE. When did Bonillas leave here to go to AMexico?
AMr. JoNes. I do not remember the date.

I can get it for vou.

I

remember that I notified Senator Fall, either through Capt. Hanson
or Senator Fall directly, that Bonillas would leave Washington on
such a date to go to
York, which I believe was February 6,
accompanied by his wife, who would sail on February 6 I believe
to visit her daughter in Italy, and Bonillas's plan, the fast time
talked with him in Washington, was then to go to Nogales, Ariz
where he was to cross the border and see Gen. Obregon, who lived
a short distance over in Sonora, across from there, in regard to persuading Obregon to pull out of the election.
Do you know who is in charge of the MexSenator BRANDEOEE.
ican embassy in Washington now?
Mr. JoNEs. His name is Fernandez. I don't know him.

2'ew

Senator BRA DEOEE. Was he here with Bonillas?

Y

Mr. JoxEs. I don't think so. I think he came after Bonillas left.
He had some special work; I don't know what it is.
I will file with the committee a carbon copy of my report of July
6,1918, to the Department of Justice and State Department, under
my department name of Crease, in regard to J. S. Hess, of New York,
calling at the Mexican Embassy, 1413 I Street N W., Washington,
D. C.
Also my report of July 6,1918. rendered to the Department of
State and Department of Justice, under name of Crease2 my department code name, entitled "Attache of French Embassy in Wash.
ington."
-nother report of July 8, 19018, the same name and heading, regarding various visitors at the Mexican Embassy in Washington.
A confidential report of July 8, 1918, to the Department of Justice
and State Department signed Crease and entitled " Regarding party
by name of Heinemann," who appeared to be a German, calling at
Mexican Embassy, Washington, D. C."
Also a carbon copy of my report of July 19, 1918, signed by
Creese, my department code name, entitled " Interviews with Ignacio
Bonillas, Mexican Ambassador to the United States, at Washington,
D. C., and ideas and plans suggested as a result of these interviews,
which may help to offset Germany's strength in Mexico."
Also carbon copy of report of September 260, 1918, signed by
Cresse, entitled "Break alleged to have occurred between Carranza
and Gen. Obregon."
Also carbon copy of my report of July 10, 1918, signed by Cresse,
my department code name, entitled " Plan proposed by me in regard
to capturing German consuls, and German military spies in Mexican
and Texas towns along the border."
Also carbon copy of my report of May 18, 1918, entitled " American Army officer stationed at El Paso, Tex., visiting the German
consul three times in one week at Juarez, Mexico."
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Also carbon copy of my report to Department of Justice tinder
name of Cresse, dated July 1 1918, entitlel " Request for information from chief as to name of Germans in Mexico."
Also additional reports prepared by me for the Department of
Justice to be filed for the appendix.
In one of the files here, known as file 2, is a letter from Japan,
signed Luis G. Pardo, who was in charge of the Mexican Embassy
in Japan for President Huerta.
The CHAIJIAN.. That was in 19138
Mr. JoNES. It is dated August 27, 1013, and addressed to Gen.
Felix Diaz in Paris, France. A brief summary of the letter is
that it fully explains to Gen. Felix Diaz that the Emperor of
Japan evaded for approximately two months receiving Felix Diaz
as Huerta's special ambassador, and when pressed for a definite
answer, very frankly came out and said that it was due to the
fact that the Emperor felt it would not at that time do to receive
a special ambassador from Mexico on account of the United States
probably misunderstanding the matter. Pardo tells Felix Diaz
that the press of Janpan is very enthusiastic regarding an alliance
between Japan and Mexico, and that if Diaz had arrived in Japan
and the Emperor had refused to see him, it probably would have
resulted in a revolution in Japan.
This file also contains on pages 7 to 9, photographic copies of
powers of attorney given by Felix Diaz to Pedro del Villar, his
accredited representative in the United States.
Page 19 of the same file contains a letter from T. W. Shannon at
Chicago, dated February 7t 1917, addressed to Gen. Felix Diaz,
in which Shannon informs Diaz regarding arrangements made to appoint as financial agent in the United States the vice president
of one of the most prominent banks in Chicago, whose name is men.
tioned in the letter.
The file also contains powers of attorney from Felix Diaz to
Shannon regarding that matter.
This file contains 127 pages of original and photostatic copies
of correspondence passing between Gen. Felix Diaz and his various
agents and associates.
Page 91 of the same file contains the Felicista junta agreement in
New York City, signed by Pedro del Villar, C. L. Ocon, L. R.
Acolea brother-in-law of Felix Diaz, A. Blanquet, and others.
In file U, pages 39 to 44 is an extremely long letter written by
Pedro del Villar to Felix Diaz regarding financial and other ar.
rangements that Villar and his agents in the United States were
arranging for the Villista movement.
In paragraph 2, page 43, of that file, the following appears in
the letter:
The matter of the English. Remembering your idea of the necessity of a
better understanding with England in the maintenance of peace and a strong

government in Mexico. I have endeavored to approach the English Interests.
However, they have really never come out openly, due to the Influence of

Rabasa over them. But anyhow, I obtained, through Col. Robert, one of the

secret agents of the English Embassy, who was present at our meeting, and we

came to an understanding with Mr. Alfredo Curphey, and authority was given to
draw up an agreement. I had several meetings with him and with Mr. Ellis Ash.
mead Bartlett, a member of the English Army. Oen. Blanquet was also present
at some of these meetings. The final outcome was that the English Government
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will hand over to me, through the person or corporation whlch it deems the
most fit, the funds necessary to bring about the absolute triumph of your
movement, and as a first Instllilent they will give i£500,000, In the Instance that
the said officer Bartlett will Inform his Government that you are standing
back of my statement of n friendly understanding with the United States and)
our friendship for the Allies, and especially for Englannd. He mays that lihe
believes you can count with the forces which I have outlined to hnimand which
list I will show you. He trusts that you will listen to his suggestion%. and
that the government established by you shall be Immediately recognized by all
of them. The messenger has fullest power of authority, and I feel certain that
you will come to an understanding, because that is a clear-cut proposition
that suits you.

File Q contains 152 pages of original and photostatic copies of
correspondence between the various Felicista revolutionary leaders
that participated in the movement, and to and from others affiliated
directly or indirectly with them.
The CuAnuRAw. What is the date?
Mr. Jones. They range all the way from July, 19106, up to the endi
of 1918, and run somewhat into 1919. Some of the 1919 matter pertains to Gen. Alvarez, who was executed at Vera Cruz.
Files J and K contain the Felicista codes, photostatic copies of
the same, totaling 268 pages and over 500 photographs of the code.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say they had that many distinct
codes?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. The Felicista codes, Senator, were arranged
whereby, for instance, Castellanos, their agent in Havana, would
have a code between himself and del Villar and Felix Diaz and
other persons. His code was a separate and distinct one. Each of
the various Felicistas, either generals or whatever they might be,
had separate codes. It shows in this way: there is a code headed,
" Feliclsta code regarding Cabrera."
Here is another code regarding Francisco Cardenas. Here is another one regarding Frederico Gamboa, and so on down the line.
The codes are all carefully indexed, so ifyou want to find the name
of one bf them, for instance, Pedro del Villar, you simply have to
turn to " P," under which his name is classified. The code name
for President Wilson, which is found on page 153 of file J of the
Felicista code, is "Mr. .Meddler." The Felicista code name for former Secretary of State William Jennings Bryan, shown onpage 153.
of file J, is ' Mr. Chump." The Felicista code name for Carranza,
shown on page 153 of file J, is " Mr. Foxy." The Felicista codes
are in file J and K. The code name of former Congressman William S. Bennett, of New York, is also found in a number of places
in these codes. Bennett while a member of Congress, according to
the statement of Del Villar and others connected with the Felicists
movement, was the confidential adviser of del Villar in Washingshown
ton. Bennett's code name for instance, in file J, page 153 .is
as "Mr. Smith." His code name is also shown on page 167 of that

file.

File O contains 1386 pages of correspondence of Ygnacio Palaez,
and pertains to many of the different parties directly and indirectly interested in what is known as the Palaez revolutionary
movement.
The ClARMAN. Who was Ygnacio Palaez?
Mr. JoNES. He was a brother of Manuel.
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The ChAIRMANh. Manuel Palaez is the anti-Carranza leader in the
Tampico oil region, is he not?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAInRMAN. This correspondence is with his brother?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. I first met his brother Ygnacio probably
during the latter part of 1910, when he first arrived in New Orleans,
and have known him from that time to this.
File T contains 144 pages and index, containing a large and
various lot of miscellaneous correspondence pertaining to various
Mexican Government officials, Mexican revolutionists, Americans,
and others, shown in the correspondence. In this file is a letter of
Teodoro I rezieres, former Carranza consul at Los Angeles, Inter
consul of Carranza at Eagle Pass, Tex., and now a strong supporter
of Gen. Obregon.
File R, containing 125 pages and index, has in it a good deal of
correspondence of Guillermo Rosas, private secretary of Mrs. Felix
Diaz, to and from many of those connected with the Felicista movement. This file also contains letters passing between Rosas and
others regarding several armed expeditions to be operated out of the
United States against Yucatan and other Mexican States. The
letters of Rosas contain many extremely strong and insulting remarks against the President of the United States. Secretary of State
Lansing. and show an extreme hatred for the United States.
File A contains 121 pages regarding the affairs of Guatemala,
pertaining to matters that were of interest and value to the United
States Government, and likewise many Mexican complications.

File B contains 115 pages of original and photostatic copies of

letters and documents regarding Mexican revolutionary activities in
Guatemala in connection with Estrada Cabrera, former President of
that country.
File C contains the same matter as File B, 92 pages.
File F contains 100 pages andl index regarding the revolutionary
activities of (Gen. Maximo B. losales, who was nsociated in connection with Carranza and other Mexican Government officials in
substantiating. the evidence, as shown hereinbefore, regarding Mexican and Central American intrigues.
File G contains 70 pages pertaining to correspondence of Pedro
Grave de Peralta, a Central American revolutionist, in connection
with his intrigue with the Mexican Government officials, in their
efforts to control Central America, as shown hereinbefore.
File H contains 100 pages regarding correspondence between
Rosales and Peralta, regarding the Central American intrigue in
connection with Mexican Government officials.
Files I and D contain 127 pages and index in detail showing many
of the matters regarding Honduras and Salvador and the efforts of
Salvador in connection with Honduras and Mexico to set up in
Central America a centralized government to be dominated and controlled by the Government of Mexico.
File S contains 67 pages, original and photostatic copies, of letters
and documents passing between Emilio Esponda, cousin of Emilio
Rabasa, Alphonso Noyala, Ygnacio Pesquiria, and others, which
cover the revolutionary activities and plans of the parties involved.
File X contains 131 pages regarding the correspondence passing
between various Mexican revolutionists and others regarding the
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plans and activities of an unustially large number of Mexicans. This
file also contains several of the signed agreements regarding various
armed expeditions to be operated out of the United States.
File Y pertains to activities of the so-called Villa Mexican revolutionary party, 84 pages of correspondence, agreements, etc. This file
likewise contains the code of the Villistas. On page 48 of this file
is a proclamation from Gen. Villa, in part as follows:
Of course, you know Ibtt P'residentt Wilson recognlzed Carranzta iigainst the
will of theltconsleitlotln a.nd honest 3Mexi(nS, wlho have collsidered tile calling
of the first chief us a threat, but notwithstanding that injustice I shall not

llimke a treaty with the (terninll.,

Ibaeuse it would lie unpatriotic to use foreign

elements agllainst the V'lltedl states. T'e lanllent has irrlved when the Presl.
dent of the, Amerlcan union and tile people will )e conv,ced that Cmurrallnz is a
triltol, anlll tihalt he is Ingrteful for all l1st 11vors, andl that Ihe can nlot see

his way elelr inl international polititS.

The CHAtRAIAN. Is that not in the shape of a letter to one of his
friends, preceding his proclamation, which letter sets forth his principles, or some of them, and refers to a meeting which he expects to
have Inter with prominent Americans, Senator Fall and others,
and that he hopes his friend Gen. Scott will also be present?
Mr. JON;E. Yes, sir. That is included in the proclamation, which
is in the shape of a letter addressed to Luis R. Alvarez, of El Paso,
Tex.
File Z contains 121 pages pertaining to lists of various parties
alleged to be affiliated with and in sympathy with various Mexican
revolutionary activities. That contains what is said to be the most
complete list of sympathizers and participants in practically all of
the various Mexican revolutionary factions throughout the United
States. There are 20 of the files, containing about 4,000 pages.
The CH.IrAmaN. These files referred to by the witness and identifled as he has been identifying them, are simply tendered by the
witness for the use of the subcommittee temporarily for examination, and not to be printed in the record unless at some future time
this is ordered by the committee, and the witness may withdraw the
files now or at any other time. [The files are withdrawn by Mr.
Jones and taken away by him].
Is there anything further you have to say, Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONEs. There is the Morazan matter.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand you wish to make a statement in
regard to what is known as the 3Morazan matter, which is the plan
for the establishment of a new republic to be composed of Salvador
and Honduras in Central America?
Mr. JoN~s. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRM AN. And which testimony you desire to offer as being
a history of the proposition in connection with the Mexican plans
concerning Central America, to which you have been testifying heretofore?
Mr. JONEs. Yes, sir. The plan of Carranza was to establish, as
you.have said, the consolidation of Honduras and Salvador into one
country in Central America, to be known as Mforazan.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. You may proceed with your state.
ment on the Morazan matter.
Mr.' JONEs. The utter collapse of two of Carranza's visions opt
power, his attempt to create in Central America a neutral league
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and his efforts to foment revolutions ih Central American States
and then foist on them his own iron rule found the bewhiskered Don
Quixote of Mexico with yet another scheme, more insidious and more
fanciful than either of the two plots, up his cunning sleeve.
The third and most amazing political windmill that this Don
Quixote sallied forth to encounter is known as " the plot of Morazan."
How his plots and plans were routed by Americans* how his revolutionary movements, financed by himself and by German money,
advanced through Von Eckhardt, the German Ambassador to Mexico, were forestalled; how his revolutionary prot4gs in the United
States-Peralta, Rosales, and others--were caught in their intrigues;
and how Carranza sought to array a host of Latin-Americans against
the United States in the marts of trade, on the seas, and even on military fields, I will now show for the first time as far as the public is
concerned.
So deep-rooted was his thirst for power that the wily President
of Mexico and his officers failing to see the handwriting on the wall
of his palace of plots in his initial failures, evolved still another intrigue that if had not been blocked would have afforded Carranza the
foothold he coveted and which he hoped would place Guatemala, Nicaragua, Salvador, Costa Rica, and Honduras again under Mexican
control, as they had been in their union with Mexico in 1821 or 1822.
What is now Central America was ruled in the middle of the
eighteenth century by a captain general of Spain. He had under his
control in 1787 the Provinces of Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaraugua,
Salvador, Chiapas, Guatemala, and additional territories which constituted a total of 13 Provinces.
From 1818 to 1821 Central America broke away from Spanish rule.
About this time Iturbide proclaimed the independence of Mexico.
He had large ideas of all of Central America becoming a part of the
Mexican domain. Even at that early date Mexican rule wale.eset
by stormy seas, for between 1822 to 1825 the Central American federation broke away to set up a separate government, having endured
15 months' connection with Mexico. Central America was again in
the position ithad occupied at the time of the separation from Spain.
The first Central American Congress assembled on June 24, 1823,
under the presidency of Jose Matlas M. Delgado. The first constitutional Congress of the federation was installed on February 6
•1825. Mariano Galves was chosen president. From then on Central
America's bloody revolutionary policy, with almost yearly upheavals,
held forth.
During the early history of Central America there sprang into
prominence Francisco Moratan. He was born in Honduras in 1799.
His father was a French creole and his mother a Honduran. Morazan, according to historians, stands as the best and ablest man ever
produced by Central America. He is described as a soldier, patriot,
and statesman.
Enlisting the psychological suggestion aroused in Latin minds
by the name and fame of Morazan, Carranza stroked his whiskers-one of the few things he possesses that are not false-and called his
movement " Morazan."
In connection with his strong political ally, Salvador, Carranza
began his third plot for power in 1917. The dominating idea was
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to form a new republic in Central America through the consolidation
of the Governments of Honduras and Salvador and known as Morazan. Once this was done, the plan was to have Guatemala hemmed
in on one side by the Mexican State of Chiapas and on the opposite
confines by the Republic of Morazan.
With money provided by Mexico, civil war, accompanied by
sporadic uprisings in Guatemala, would occur and simultaneously
armed expeditions would set out from the State of Chiapas and from
Morazan against Guatemala. Thus, attacked from without and contending with internal strife, it would have been impossible for Guatemala to stand against Carranza's plans.
With Guatemala beaten to her knees, the Carranza dream provided that a revolutionary leader, theoretically a patriot and native
of Guatemala, but in fact a Carranza dupe, would be, under the consolidated force of arms of the entire movement, elected president
With this president, a whole Carranza slate would be placed in office
in every branch of government, including the Guatemalan Congress,
and apparently in legal balloting.
Shortly thereafter the Guatemalan Congress would vote to become
a part of Morazan. This "legal" action would be approved by the
President of Guatemala.
In the same way Carranza planned to include Nicaragua and
Costa Rica, in the order named in Morazan. Political Intrigues
and armed forces would compel these Central American nations
to become part and parcel of the new republic.
Realizing that the United States would be opposed to such a plan
and that armed American forces might be landed to thwart the
scheme, Carranza began to extend secretly his propaganda against
the United States dipping into affairs concerning various LatinAmerican countries. In this manner Carranza believed he could
bluff the United States into not interfering with what appeared to
be the unanimous desires of the Central Americans themselves to
unite in a single Central American Republic.
The political situation then existing in Honduras and Salvador,
with each of the Presidents of those nations endeavoring to keep
control ofdteir respective Governments in their own families, was
the cue for Carranza to organize speedily and attempt to carry
through the Morazan plot.
President Carlos Melendez, of Salvador, who died recently in
New York City, had been Carranza's personal friend and supported
his policies in Central America for some time prior to this plot.
This is evidenced by warm speeches of Carranza, in which he extolled the virtues of Salvador's leaders and the constant friendship
and cooperation existing between Salvador and Mexico. One speech
before the Mexican Congress, on April 15, 1917, set forth the common ideals of the two nations and recounted the fact that Mexico
had sent a commission to Salvador to present to that nation several
airplanes, a wireless outfit, a large quantity of arms, ammunition,
and war supplies.
Later Carranza sent to Salvador additional supplies of arms and
ammunition and also many highly trained Mexican army officers,
who immediately took charge of Salvador's troops at the direction
President Melendez, knowing that the
of President Melende.
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constitution of Salvador prohibited him from succeeding himself
as President, and notwithstanding the fact that the laws forbade
anyone of his blood becoming his successor, and also with the knowledge that lie was to become the first President of Morazan, laid plans
to elect his brother, Jorge Melendez, President.
Carranza as shown in my preceding testimony, with Rosales and
Peralta and other Central American revolutionists, had plotted to
overthrow President Francisco Bertrand, of Honduras, by revolutionary tactics. Notwithstanding his previous attempt to knife
Ilertranld, and which I have shown to have resulted in a failure,
Carranza now extended to Bertrand the hand of friendship. Bertranl, sitting on a tottering chair, was ready for any intrigue that
would tend to keep him in power. So he took the proffered hand,
bloody and dirty though it was.
This union of two treacherous and grimy paws resulted in each
of them agreeing to play the other's game. Bertrand at this time
the latter part of 1918, was contriving to remain in power at all
hazards in open violation of the constitution of Honduras by endeavoring to elect his brother-in-law, Nazaro Serrano, to succeed
him as President.
The constitution of Hondras forbids the election of any relative
by blood or less than three times removed by marriage of the outgoing executive. It forbids also the election of a President to succeed himself.
Serrano was the willing tool of Bertrand. He entered enthusiastically into Carranza's plots. This enthusiasm later resulted in Bertrand and Serrano, in connection with Carranza's plot of Morazan,
of throwing Honduras into one of of the most gory revolutions in
Central American annals.
Bertrand was the son of a Spaniard. He was born in Juticalpa,
Honduras. He received a medical education. In 190-2 he was appointed coroner of his native township. In 1904, President Bonilla
dissolved the Honduran Congress, sending many members to jail.
Bertrand was an ardent supporter of these tactics.
In 1906 Bertrand was made minister from Honduras to attend
the Central American conference on board the U. S. gutboat Marblehead.
Constant revolutionary turmoil was the rule in Central America
in those days. The United States, endeavoring to adjust matters
amicably, sent Mr. Dawson, of the State Department, on the gunboat
Tacoma to effect a friendly alliance between the various Central
American powers.
Bertrasid, as representative of Honduras, attended this meeting.
He signed what s -known in Central America as "The treaty of
Tacoma." Honduras, immediately before this, had experienced one
of its most virulent revolutions.
Following the signing of the treaty, Bertrand manipulated affairs
whereby he became Provisional President of Honduras. As such
lie served until the middle of 1914, when he resigned and became a
candidate (in violation of the Honduran Constitution) for the Presidency. He was successful in gaining office through a maze of manipulations and was inaugurated in 1915.
Carranza outlined his Morazan plans with meticulous care, sending Salvador Martinez Alomi to Salvador and Honduras as his
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special ambassador. Alomi's instructions charged him to lay the
groundwork of the Morazan structure.
Alfredo Quinonesa, a native of Salvador, who was well known as
one of the most active of Carranza's confidential agents in Central
America, and who also was Von Eckhardt's (German ambassador
to Mexico) close friend and confidant was one of Alomi's principal
lieutenants. Another was Gustavo Solano. The latter, for many
years, has been one of Carranza's most trustworthy and efficient
agents in various plots. He also was "close" to the German ambassador in Mexico. Solano is now private secretary to Espinoso
Mirelles, governor of the Mexican State of Coahuila, and a "Carranza man" of prominence.
Alomi and his associates were received Iby the Honduran Government with marked honors. Alomi organized active juntas in
Honduras and Salvador. These headquarters were established for
the spreading of propaganda favorable to the merger of Salvador
and Honduras into the proposed Central American Republic of
Morazan.
Among Alomi's other lieutenants in Honduras and Salvador were
Gen. Costillo Corzo and Francisco Lagos Chazaro. These men
hitherto had been opposed to Carranza. They were "bought" easily
by Alomi, who saw that German money received by him from Carranza who in turn had obtained the funds from Von Eckhardt, fell
into the hands of these aides.
Alomi, Quinonesa, and others associated with this mission secured
the enthusiastic support and large fiduciary contributions for their
plan from some of the most widely known Germans in Honduras.
Among the subscribers were the German consul general at San Pedro
Sula, Gustavo Maier; Diederico Dreskel, banker and merchant of
Amapala and Tegucigalpa; Frank Sierka, merchant and importer of
Amapala and Chockke; Max Roheme M. Vess, and Theodore
Beneke, of Salvador; and Ernesto Siereke, S. Cornelsen, Wilheim
Derde, and Alfonso Dreschel, of Tegucigalpa, and many others.
A season of rapid-fire changes in diplomatic personnel, involving
officers of Mexico, Salvador, and Honduras to and from the various
countries mentioned, was launched. The purpose of this was that
officials of the three Nations desired that so far as possible every
diplomatic officer installed should be favorable to the Morazan plot,
and those opposed to it should be juggled out of their posts.
Atilio Peccorini was appointed by President Melendez as his representative at Tegucigalpa, the capital of Honduras. Peccorini recently was secretary of the Salvadorian legation at No. 1722 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington. At that time it is charged that Peccorini made monthly trips between Honduras and Salvador in the interest of the plot of Morazan, endeavoring to speed the proposition.
Bertrand's minister of war, Jeronimo Reina, was authorized as
the former's confidential agent in the plot of Morazan. He was
instructed to work out details of the plan with Peccorini. Reina
always had been regarded as 1"pro-Salvador." He had participated
in Central American revolutionary movements with Salvadorian
support.
Bertrand's brother-in-law, Serrano, who was proposed as Bertrand's " dummy" successor in the presidency of Honduras, and
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who, on assuming office had agreed to manipulate for Honduras the
"legal" merger with Morazan, and was to use his presidential powers to this end and to act with the Congress that was to be placed

in the legislative seats of the nation.

President Melendez, of Salvador, through his brother, Jorge, who
was " booked" as his successor, was to handle affairs in Salvador
along lines similar to those mapped out for Bertrand's brother-in"law in Honduras.
Enemies of Serrano claimed that the latter was not a native of
Honduras, but was born in Salvador. It is known that Serrano
lived in Salvador for many years, procuring his medical education
and practicing as a physician in that country, leaving Salvador for
Honduras in the early part of 1917.
On the organization of the preliminary plans of Morazan and on
the eve of their being launched, a secret treaty was entered into
between President Bertrand, of Honduras, and his proposed successor, Nazario Serrano, and President Melendez, of Salvador, and

his slated successor, Jorge Mbelendez.

This treaty was presented by

Peccorini,- representing Salvador, to Reina, the Honduran representative in this plot. It follows:
First. In the current year of 1919. both countries shall be united in a single
Republic, Melendez being President of the new entity and Bertrand Vice
President.
Second. The Honduran President shall resign and turn over the charge of
the Presidency to the new President.
Third. San Salvador shall be the the new capital.
Fourth. The new President shall, at his discretion, organize a cabinet from
among the elements most agreeable to the new order; besides, the Vice P'resident shall assume a ministerial portfolio if he so desires.
Fifth. The adoption of military measures In the premises remains in the
hands of President 3Melehdes, by ordering the garrisoning, with Salvadorlan
forces, of the western frontier and northern coast of the Republic.
Sixth. The expenditures for the mobilization shall be made by the Salvador
treasury.
Seventh. Into the organized forces may be enrolled Hondurians commanded
by Salvadorian or Honduran chiefs, graduates of the Salvadorian or Honduran
military schools.
Eighth. To annul Ipso facto the existing political constitutions of both
countries.
Ninth. Whenever deemed most opportune, there shall be called a constituent
assembly, which shall frame the constitution of the new Republic, the attendance of deputies being in proportion to the number of inhabitants.

It was understood by all parties concerned in framing the treaty,
that if the instrument ever was made public, articles 5, 6, and 7 were
to remain secret.
President Bertrand of Honduras, not being satisfied with the proposed treaty which had been prepared largely by President Meendezof Salvador, submitted the following counter proposals:
First. Honduras and Salvador would constitute the Confederate Republic of
Morazan with San Salvador as the capital, it being understood that both constitutes should be annulled, and after the coup d'etat, the President of the
new nation would summon a constitution.
Second. Neither Melendez and Bertrand could be Presidents of the new
entity, except If the constitutent should select one of them. Melendez would
act only as provisional President to supervise the elections.
Third. The Vice President of the Republic of Morazan would choose one of
the portfolios in the cabinet and he would be substituted only If failing to win,
the constituent's confidence.
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Fourth. Local presidential elections due
account of the events.
Fifth. The provisional President should
Salladorila citizens and the other among
Sixth. The new President should control
coast of the Itepuhle. it hilng agreed that

on
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in both countries should he stopped
select a half of his cabinet among
Iiondurans.
thp military service in the northern
Hondlrans nnd Salvadorlans would

be, without dscrlinunatlon, selected to lead garris ms and take cmanllulad of
ports. Ii all cases the preference would l given to mlellin inllifor, who, hatd
finlshlrd their careers in Snllvadurlan military schllools.
luth countries woull

pay nll public-servlie expenses and that of mobilization.

President flelendez tllen personally, together with Bertrand, arranged the final details of this treaty, which contained practically
all of their proposals as outlined in the two documents. Shortly
after this the United States Department of State received complete

information of these intrigues.

Thle outcome of the plot was forecast if the plan were not interfered with. This resulted in the postponement of the Morazan plot
for the time being.
Many of those implicated in the plot of Morazan were blamed by
its principals with having "talked too mu,.h." It was accepted in
hig her circles that the United States was " wise" and that "too much
tak " had occasioned the "wisdom." Among those credited with
speaking too freely of the plot of Morazan was the Minister of War,
RIeina, who died "in a hurry," despite the herculean efforts of his
Salvadorian physician. It was charged that he had been poisoned.
The Honduran minister of foreign affairs, Silverio Lainez, with
unusual activity and, so it is said, as a precautionary move, tendered
his resignation. It was said of him that he had been opposed to the
Morazan scheme; therefore he needed no other spur to quit office
than the warning of Reina's death.
Alverado Guerrero, President Bertrand's secretary, was immediately dismissed.
Col. Augusto Coello, who led a revolution with Salvadorian troops
and arms in 1910, was appointed as Bertrand's private secretary.
Francisco Majia, the Honduran minister of interior, while calling at President Bertrand's palace was taken violently ill. He died
immediately on his arrival home. Bertrand's enemies accused him of
having handed his minister of interior a "cocktail" on the latter's
arrival at the palace.
Presidential "cocktails" in Central America, as a rule, have a
dangerous "kick." Francisco Majia, having learned of the proposed
Morazan plan, was an active enemy of the movement.
Dr. Alberto Membrano, vice president of Honduras and minister
of Honduras to Washington, through enemies of hertrand, was
" wised" to the Morazan plan and immediately protested to Bertrand. This resulted in Membrano becoming persona non grata with
his executive and Membrano's friends warned him that his life
would be in danger thereafter in Honduras.
At that time it became known that the Mexican ambassador
Ygnacio Bonillas, at Washington had been the guardian, adviser, and
close personal friend of the Salvadorian minister to Washington,
Rafael Zalbivar. Membrane's friends charged openly that Bonillas
then and now, for Carranza, participated actively in the Morazan
plot.
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Many of President Bertrand's officials were also accused of "lea k ing" regarding the Morazan plan. Those who did not die mysteriously or leave the country were thrown into jail. Among those
were Eduardo Giullen, Romulo Carvajal, Jose Bonilla, and Nestor
fej'ia.
The DMorazan plan for the moment being blocked it was nevertheless manipulated under cover. Carranza, through his special representatives, demanded in certain terms that whether or not the plot
was known to the United States "to go ahead and put it through."
After Bertrand had begun punishing those opposed to the Morazan plot: he appointed a new Honduran minister to Salvador, Miguel
Angel l ortin. The latter, when presenting his credentials to President Jorge Melendez, said:
My Government, which loyalty understands the Salvadorlnt Ideals. Is hoping
that in the tnear future both brotherly countries shall march in a very close unlon
to fulfill their social and historical destinies.

President Melendez said in reply:
The two countries are one and shall be one.

At that time Andrew Serrano, Bertrand's brother-in-law and proposed presidential successor, was a colonel in the Salvadorian Army
Reserves. He ranked as a military adviser to the Salvadorian Army.
Shortly thereafter he was appointed by Bertrand as minister of war
in Honduras. Bertrand then appointed Dr. Ricardo Urrutia, who
had been minister to Salvador, as a special minister and head of a
Honduran mission, which he sent to Mexico to complete.further plans
regarding the plot of Morazan.
Dr. Mralda, who had started his political life in Salvador under
the Regalade regime, was made consul general at New York City.
Augusto Coello, a strong "pro-Salvadorian " was appointed consul
general for Honduras at San Francisco. Leopoldo Cordova, who
received his education in Salvador and who lived in that country
for many years and married a Salvadorian, was appointed consul
general at New Orleans.
Cordova, during the latter part of 1919, was murdered in New
Orleans, and it has been said that his assassination resulted from Central American political intrigues.
Serrano the Honduran minister of war, appointed Trejo Castillo, a Salvadorian lawyer, as assistant minister of that department.
The Salvadorian general, Julio Salinas, was appointed commander
of the Honduras Military Academy at Tegucigalpa. Another Salvadorian army officer, Col. Jose Leon Majano, was named chief of
the Honduran artillery headquarters at Tegucigalpa.
Many Salvadorian army officers were stationed in and near the
honduran Capital. Among them was Gregorio Busteamente.
The Government of Salvador also changed several of its consulates
in Honduras and appointed men who could be counted on to cooperate with Serrano. Among these was Dr. Arturo Zelaya, who was
sent to Amapala. Dr. Carols Tinel was sent to Choluteca. Jose A.
Membrane was placed at Siguatepeque. Antonio Lardizabel was assigned to Tegucigalpa.
Dr. Juan Bustillo Rievera a strong pro-Salvadorian, was appointed minister to Mexico City by Bertrand. Dr. Secundino Turcois, also a firm believer in Salvadorian activities was named minis.
ter to the United States by the President of Honduras.
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Long before this, due to Carranza's money, arms ammunition,
and with Mexican Army officers training the Salvadorian army that
country was fully prepared to carry out the Morazan plot. In Honduras, however, lertrnd and Serrano, to put through their part of
the Norazan scheme, had a harder row to hoe. It was necessary
for them, before entering actively into the final stages of the plot, to
oust from the Honduran army all officers who threatened to be op.
posed to the plan. As has been shown in the consular and other
governmental changes, Bertrand had to renovate each and every department, making sure that only "pro-Salvadorians" or persons of
Salvadoran nativity were in office.
All offices of importance in governmental and military circles were
entrusted to the care of Bertrand's and Serrano's relatives, both of
blood and marital relationship.
Through persons who were allied with Bertrand and Melendez in
the Morazan plot individuals who were among those who had
"talked too much," it became known that both Honduras and Salvador were pledged unmistakably to the plan of Morazan. Bertrand
openly declared that the supreme will of the people of Honduras
would determine, on the election of Serrano as president, whether or
not it was desired that Honduras and Salvador would unite in the
new Republic. Secretly however, this man assured Carranza, Melendez, and others in the' high circle," that the two countries would be
merged, regardless of any sentiment expressed by the people of his
nation to the contrary. He emphasized that with a " packed " congress as the tools of the plotters the merger would at once be " legal,"
speedy, and plausible; that it could not fail.
At the beginning of the Morazan plot, I had reported the complete plan to the Department of Justice and to the State Department. As events unfolded themselves and the plans of these conspirators advanced, I also, through a corps of confidential informants,
who were allied with the various factions in Honduras and Salvador
was able to become conversant with all their schemes. I.in turn allied
myself with the political party in Honduras which was opposed to
Bertrand and Serrano, acting as a secret sympathizer and friend of
their faction. To cover the entire matter I procured an appointment
as confidential agent of the Honduran foreign office. I worked my
way into the confidence and won the friendship of Leopoldo Cordova, consul general for Honduras at New Orleans, and whose father,
under Bertrand was treasurer of Honduras.
I was enabled, as shown in my reports to the Department of Justice, to learn in advance of the plans and plots of Bertrand and Serrano. Cordova one evening, dining with me and becoming partially
intoxicated, made the positive statement:
Central America will within the next two years be one big republic gain,
due to the consolidation of each of the Central American countries. As soon
as Serrano is elected President of Honduras, the new republic will take root
and within two months thereafter will burst into bloom. Cabrera will be
forced out of power as President of Guatemala and that nation will then become

a part of Miorazan.

Cordova, boasting, continued:
My chief, Bertrand, and Serrano have fooled the United States and have
hoodwinked Guatemala. They dropped apparently the Morazan plan.
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I told Cordova that Bertrand and Serrano, with Melendez and
Salvador, never would be able to " put over the Morazan plot." He
became angry and retorted:
You know me, Mr. Jones. I am a man of my word.

I swear to you by the

bones of my grandmother, and I will bet you $100 that right after Serrano is
elected Salvador and Hfondurns will merge In Morazan.

I declared that the United States " would not stand for this proposition." His answer was:
IHondurns. Salvador, Costa Itca, and Mexico, with all our other friends

throughout Pan America. are too strong for the United States. The United

States will not be able to interfere further In our affairs. It Is true we can
not whip the United States physically, but when we cut oft our commerce,
which will go to Englaild, (Germanly, and France, Instead of the United States,
watch the Amerlcans howl I

Cordova then told me that when the new republic of Morazan was
formed that he was to be its consul general In New York City. I
learned from him then of the perfect understanding between Honduras, Salvador, and Mexico regarding the Morazan plot, and he
reiterated his statements in later conversations with me. He added:
Carranza (with whom Cordova thought me very friendly) evidently doesn't
understand why the delay had been and Is being occasioned in failing to form
the new republic of Mor zan. Carranza is very Impatient about the tardiness

of action.

Cordova went on to say that much Mexican money had been advanced and spent by Carranza to those implicated in the Morazan
plot.
As opposition in Honduras to the plans of Bertrand and Serrano
developed, there was launched a reign of terror in Honduras. This
resulted in the mysterious poisoning of many of those opposed to
Bertrand and Serrano. Others were assassinated, and hundreds of
Hondurans were cast into filthy and disease-infested prisons and
penitentiaries. In addition to these, several thousands of prominent
citizens, professional and business men, were forced to flee the country.
Dr. Alberto Membrano, vice president of Honduras and minister
of the United States, was in Honduras during the reign of terror. He
fled to save his life. T. Sambola Jones (no relation of mine), United
States minister to Honduras, had been in that country only six or
eight months when Bertrand's iron rule decreed an epidemic of death
and persecution. Several months after his arrival he had married
the 18-year-old daughter of Chief Justice Duron of Honduras. His
father-in-law was opposed to the Morazan plot. The chief justice
took refuge in the United States legation to escape Bertrand's persecution. The United States minister protested vigorously to President Bertrand regarding the reign of terror waged in open violation
of Honduran laws and asked him to stop this outrage in the name
of civilization. The protest served to increase Bertrand's activities
along this line.
On the day following the American minister's protest, Bertrand
penned a letter to Leopoldo Cordova, his consul general at New
Orleans, and his enthusiastic supporter in the United States. In
this communication Bertrand recounted the words of Ambassador
Jones and instructed Cordova to issue newspaper interviews immedi-
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.ately, "boosting" Serrano and Bertrand and endeavor to discredit
in these articles the United States minister to Honduras. This was
to be done by claiming that Jones had married into a Honduran
family that was active in its opposition to the President of Honduras.
I talked Cordova out of this plan. I showed him that it probably
would have a reactionary effect on Bertrand and Serrano, and also on
himself. I asked him what Bertrand's opinions were regarding the
protest of the American minister. His answer was:
Bertrand has said: "To hell with the United States l"

Bertrand, having

the friendship, financial and moral nilqport of Salvador, and backed by Car.

ranza, proposes to elect Serrano and then create the new Republic of Morazan,
whether the United States approves it or not.

Later that day Cordova and I dined together and after he was in
the process of drinking his usual quota of liquor I wormed out of
him the fact that there was a secret treaty, offensive and defensive,
between President Carranza, of Mexico, and Salvador and Bertrand
and Serrano, of Honduras. He said proudly:
My chiefs, Serrano and Bertrand, are men of honor. Their word Is gold.

They have promised faithfully President Carranza his complete triumph in

Central America; first, through the Blorazan Republic, and then all the other

Central American countries will be forced, for their own salvation, to become a

part of the Morazan Republic.

In several interviews with Dr. Alberto Membrano, and also in conferences with Rafael H. Valle, who is now secretary of the Honduran
border dispute commission at Washington, I learned that Dr. Membrano, then minister of Honduras at Washington, had attended several meetings of Pan American diplomats at the National Capital.
The Mexican ambassador, Ygnacio Bonillas, and other diplomats
were endeavoring at that time to form Carranza's Pan American
league of neutral nations. Bonillas Valle told me, was a leading
advocate of the league formulation of these conferences.
Membrane claims to have been responsible for the defeat of the
Bonillas proposals to establish such a league. His success in this
respect, Valle told me, occasioned much disgust on Bonillas's part.
Membrane has been the storm center in Honduran politics for
many years. About 25 years ago he became prominent in political
affairs of his country. This was made possible by his friendship
with Gen. Luis Bogran, then President of Honduras. Bogran appointed Membrano assistant secretary of public works.
Membrane was on a special mission to Spain from 1904 to 1907.
Having returned to Honduras in the latter year, he was then forced
to flee the country when President Zelaya of Nicaragua, forced President Manuel Bonilla from office. Davilla was the successor to the
presidency and Membrano resided in Mexico City as a political exile
from 1908 to 1911.
When Gen. Bonilla regained office, he appointed Membrano as
minister to Mexico where Membrano served during the brief nrgime
of Madero. Shortly after Madero's assassination Membrano was appointed minister to the United States. He acted in this capacity at
Washington until the latter part of 1919.
Membrane was elected Vice President of Honduras in 1915, still
retaining his office of minister. He always claimed friendship
4766-20--vo 2 -
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for the United States; but his political enemies charge him with being.
a supporter of American policies only when those policies benefited
Membrano.
Germans have been strong in political and financial power in Honduras for many years. Particularly was the then German owned
and controlled banking house of G. Amsinck & Co. active in Honduran affairs. This firm had its branches in all principal towns
of Honduras and an American headquarters at Nos. 2 and 4 Hanover Street, New York City. The New York headquarters had
acted for many years, it is said, on the instructions of Membrano,
as financial agents in the United States for the Honduran Government. It is a known fact that during the time it so acted the firm
received the funds and remittances from various Honduran consulates in the United States.
In July, 1919, the reign of terror instituted by Bertrand and Sertano inHonduras and which was caused solely by Carranza's Morazan intrigue came to a head. It had resulted in the assassination of
scores of prominent persons opposed to the ring leaders of the plot;
the imprisonment of hundreds of others; the exodus of thousands
more from Honduras to escape the poisoned chalice or the dagger
thrust in the back.
One of the principal opponents of the Carranza-Melendez-Bertrand-Serrano plot of Morazan was Gen. Rafael Lopez Gutierrez.
Gutierrez had been prominent for many years in Honduran political
and military affairs. With Bertrand's "unseen hands" reaching for
his throat and with a whispering of threats of imprisonment reach.
ing his ears, Gutierrez escaped from the capital and, together with
Gen.Francisco Carbone, rallied others who were "in the same boat."
Thus was launched a civil-war movement in Honduras which culminated shortly 'thereafter in that country being aflame. Bertrand
and Serrano backed by Carranza's money and supplied with large
quantities of arms and ammunition provided by Carranza through
Salvador, and with many Mexican Army officers training Salvadorean troops, the latter officers transferring themselves to the Honduran colors, endeavored to cope with the situation. Bertrand
and Serrano resisted the movement until the early part of September, 1919.
Irrespective of repeated and encouraging messages from Carranza and his allies in Salvador that he would support. them to the
limit, Bertrand and Serrano, together with their principal friends
and supporters, began their plans to flee. They knew they had "had
enough."
Bertrand and Serrano slipped out of their country, escaping from
Amalpa, the principal port of Honduras on the Pacific. From there
they went to Panama, and early in October, 1919, reached New
Orleans. The two defeated plotters were enthusiastic over Carranza's way of doing business when they arrived in America.
They lost little time in launching a plot to begin a counterrevolutionary movement against Gen. Rafael Lopez G(utierrez, who
had become President of Honduras. The Bertrand-Serrano movement was scheduled to start from Mexico and Salvador. It was to
be supplied liberally with money, arms, ammunition, and boats.
Mexican Army officers were to be present in the forces in large
mnl)ers.
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Thus was revived Carranza's ancient plan to attack Guatemala and
other Central American countries. The Department of Justice had
blocked all his former attempts, but the archconspirator of Mexico
was not dissuaded from his system of intrigue and until his death
several weeks ago was actively engaged in perfecting the plans for
Bertrand and Serrano's movement.
President Estrada Cabrera, of Guatemala, fearful of Carranza's
present plan-the attack from Chiapas and Salvador-sent one of
his officials to the United States who arrived in New Orleans about
the same time that Bertrand ana Serrano reached that city. CabreII'
s representative was instructed by his chief to try to brng influences to bear on the United States through the Guatemalan legation
at Washington to defeat the plans of Carranza.
This representative told me during September of 1919 that the
financial backing, war equipment, etc., of the contemplated movement against Guatemala had been supplied by the Mexican Government and from large German interests in Mexico. The latter, he
said, were prominently identified with activities against the United
States during the World War.
Gen. Antonio M. Monterrosa, one of the best-known soldiers in
Central America, and a commanding general in the army of Hondurns, confirmed what the Cabrera representative told me. He said
on September 8 1919, that the Government of Mexico from the Mexican States of Chiapas and Tabasco was cooperating fully with the
revolutionary movement that was being organized then against
Guatemala. He said it was and is the opening move of Carranza's
fourth attempt to dominate Central America by extending his dice
tatorship beyond the confines of Salvador, which he dominates as
thoroughly as if he held office in that country.
The committee now has in its possession a signed statement secured
by me from Gen. Monterrose which provides further confirmation of
tdie declarations made by Cabrera's representative.
During February and March, 1919, Carranza acted in concert with
his old-time circle of Central American conspirators to combine
German money with Mexican hatred of America in a fourth at.
temnpt to control Central America.
Myv reports to the Department of Justice, from the start of each
of tihe three Central American intrigues to their conclusion, covered
all facts set forth in my testimony before the committee. Rafael H.
'alle. secretary of the Honduran Boundary Dispute Commission,
recently substantiated all my claims regarding the Morazan plot in
the presence of Gene Fowler a reporter for the New York American.
3loraizai, Carranza's third dream, failed without occasioning any
serious backfire that might singe the moth-proof beard of Mexico s
President. Now comes his fourth attempt, with Carranza sitting
at the gaming table eawer and ready to deal marked cards to all
who mnay play with Lim. The fourth dream will be followed by a
fifth anc' sixth if this Mexican monstrosity is not checked for once
and all time in his mad gallop for power across the length and
breadth of Latin-America.
The CIAInMAN. Is there anything further, Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONEs. That about covers it, with the exception of Cantu.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you know about Cantut
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Mr. JONES. I will have to get that file for you.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean the governor of Lower California?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It has been understood generally by the public
that he is acting somewhat independently of the Carranza Government.
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir; he always has.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe we will not go into that at this time. I
think of nothing further to ask you, Mr. Jones. The committee

thanks you very much for your testimony.
APPENNDIN

TO TESTIMONY O

C'IIA.ltLF. E. J.ONES.

Sxa ANToxIO, TExS.%
DEPARTMENT OF JrSTICE,
BREAIr OF INSTIAloTI0oN.

•January 1, 1919.

To thom it may concern:
It afforils me pleasure to state that I have known the hearer, lMr. Charles E.
Jones for the past year or more. During that period, he has been connected
with the Department of Justice, and bh:s becn of great nsi.4tance to other
agents of the department in this section of the country. :inI hla..ifurlishd Iu'
with very valuable Information.
Mr. Jones is thoroughly posted on Mexionn Inatters. a man of good Jutldgent
and extraordinarily resourceful, and I recommend him without reservation.
Very trliy. yours.
H. E. BRENIMAN.
DIrldon Superintendent.
GoNZALEz ROA, CARBA.AL & LECrE,
ATiroNEva AND COr"8ELt8S AT LAW,
EDIFICIO DEL BANCO DE LONDRE,

MEXco, D. F., May 20, 1918.
Hon. IoGACto BONILLAS,

Mezlan Ambassador, Waahington, D. 0.
Mr DEAR MR. AtDASSADOR: This will Introduce you to Mr. Chas. E. Jones,
of New Orleans, who Is a newspaper man of wide repute, and is one of the
hardest working, most energetic, and resourceful men it has ever been my fortune
to know. Whatever he undertakes I have the best of reason to believe he will
carry through on a scale of 100 per cent. He has a matter of business, the
nature of which I am not familiar with, that be wishes to take up with you,
and I bespeak for him your consideration and if possible your aid in the busti
ness he has on hand.
With much respect and hoping to see you In person some time in July, I am,
Very cordially, yours,

ADAM LECKIE.

CoNSUILADO D MEXMCO,
New Orleans, La., junto 17 de 1918.
Sr. IN . YoNActo Bo rnLts,
Embajador de Meeico, Washngton, D. 0.
MUY EsTIAoo Y FrINo Astlco: El portador de la presente es el Sellor Charles
E. Jones, quien me permit presentar a Ud.
El Sr. Jones va a esa con el prop6sito do hablar con Ud., y he de agradecerle
*
se slrva atenderlo.
De Ud. atento amigo afmo., y S. S.,
R. E. MUoul.
TRANsLATnO.

June 17, 1919.
Mr DEAr EPIEND: The bearer of this, Mr. 0. E. Jones, you will permit me to
introduce.
Mr. Jones goes to Washington with a proposition to talk over with you which
will benefit you to give attention.
Your firm friend and servant,

R. E.

zova.
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Mr. Jones has a special commission from the Secretary of Relations, which
he has permitted me to tell you. I believe Mr. Jones is sufficiently Informed
in the matter he is handling and no doubt it is a very good remedy.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT (IF I.MIIOI.
]IIN;XATIO)N ERVItI'C
OFFICE OF-INSPECTOR IN CHABOE,

Los Angeles, Calif., October 15, 1918.
Mr. H. P. L. BECK,
Inspector in Charge,
Tia Juana, Calif.
tEARalECK: This letter will be presented to you by Mr. Charles E. Jones, of
the Washington office of the Department of Justice. He Is engaged on confidenn Mexico, and it is desired that you Issue him a permit card
tial Investigatio In
and waive the attachment of photograph. In the event that Mr. Jones desires
to have any other persons accompany him please issue cards for tihe necessary
permits to depart.
You should extend all Ipossible courtesies to Mr. Jones and treat the matter
strictly confidential.
JosEPII A. CONATY,

Acting Inspector in Charge.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,

II'ashingtoi,, Scptcimber 17, 17,x.
Esq.,
Federal Iuliding, Los Angeles, Calif.
DEAn SIs: This note will introduce to you MIr. Clhrles E. Jones, who Is in
Las Angeles sand vicinity on a confidential Investigatlo:n regarding Mexican
revolutionary matters. Please render hin all proper assistance.
Very truly, yours,
A. B. BIELASKI, Chief.

I'.
L,.KEEP.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,

San Antonlo, Tex., October 8, 1918.
H. It. MOCK, Esq.,
Deportment of Justicc, Tucson, Ark:.
DEAR SIR: This will introduce to you Mfr. Charles E. Jones, who operates
with this departmellt in connection with the New Orleans. I.a., office.
Mr. Jones l making a special trip along the Mexlcan and Arizora borders
<.tdepartment business, during the course of which he may have occasion to
stop over in your city.
You will findl Mr. Jones very thorough in his work. particularly conversant
with the lines upon which he specializes and, withal, a courteous anti likeable
gentleman. Any assistance you may be disposed to afford him, in connection
with the alims of this servlcq will be appreciated by me.
Yours, very truly,
.

E.

BRENIMAN,

Dit0slon Superintendent.
SERVICIO CONSULAR .IEXICANO,
CONSUtLADO GENERAL EN EL PASO, TES,, P. O..Box 528.

El Paso, Ter.. Agosto 6, de 1018.

Mr. CHAS. E. JoNrs.

Newo Orleans, La.

esteeledl favor of the 27th of
July last. contents of which I have noted.
Your suggestion I.,n yout s ', iniportalt, and I aim: tralliscriblig your letter
to the department of foreign relations so they can give the Mexican consuls the
necessary instructions.
O. O,,Ca.
A.DRs
Yours, very truly,
DEAR MIR. JONES: 1 am in receipt of your

ANonrEs O.

GiAsctA.
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CONRUtLADO (.NE.RAL

SERVICIO CONSULAR MEXICANO,

E Er. PASO, TEx., P. O. Box 528.
e aksEl
Paso. Ter., August 0. I!IP8.
Re Ieaks.
Mr. CHASE. E. JONES,
New Orleans, La.
DEAR Ms. JoNES : I beg to refer to your favor of the 31st of July last 1and
to
state that I have taken notice of its contents and that your reports in the future
will be signed Pedro Diaz and Godchauxls number 10.
With best personal regard, I remain,
Yours, very truly,
ANDRES 0. GARc.A,
Meifan Consul General.
SERvICIO CONSULAR MEbtCANO,

CONsULADO GENERAL E

E, Paso. Tzx., P. O. Box 528.
El Paso, Tex., Agosto 5, de 1918.

EZ,
Sr. CORONEr, Tiszo OoNZt

Jefe de los Armas, Matamoros, Tamps., Mej.
MuY ESTarADO Y Piso Amioo: El portador de esta es el Senor Chas. E. Jones
que estA comisionado peor la Secretarfa de Relaciones Exterlores de nuestro
Goblerno para vigilar y procurer contrarrestnr los trabajos que los enemigos
del mismo Goblerno desarrollar conspirando en este pnts.
Por to anterlormente expuesto me permlto suplicar a usted se sira prestar
su vallosa ayuda at citado Senor Jones parn el major 6xito.en oI comlsl6n que
se le ha conferida, y, no dudardo que se servlrA atender ml recomendacl6n.
aprovecho esta oportunidad parn repetirme con todo gusto su muy afectfsimo
amigo y atto, S. S.
ANDREs O. OGARCIA.

ITranslation.]
EL Paso, TE., August 5, 1918.
Sr. CoRoNEL TIBzo GOOZALES,
lhiel of Arms, Matamoros, Tamps., Jler.
MY D)EAR FRIEND: The bearer, Mr. C. E. Jones, has been commissioned by
the secretary of foreign relations of our Government to watch and counteract
the work of the enemies of the same Government who are plotting in this
country.
On account of the foregoing permit me to ask you to lend your valuable help
to the aforementioned Mr. Jones in the completion of the task assigned him,
and not doubting that you will give attention to my request I take the oppor.
tunlty to repeat to you with much pleasure my sincere regards.
Your servant,
ANDRE

O. OGARCIA.

(Telegram.I

OCTOBER 1, 1919.
Seflor PEsriorA,
Consul General of Mezico, Neto Orleans, La.:
Please telegraph me at once, my expense, care Washington Hotel here, telegrams of Introduction to Consul General Denegerle at New York; also similar
telegram of introduction to head of financial agency, New York. Greatly uppreelate receiving these Immediately.

CRASH. E. JONES.

TrHE FOLLOWING ABE A FEW REPORTS FROM SEVERAL THOUSANDS IN MY V.LS TIHAT
MAY BE OF INTEREST.

These reports are signed Crease, which wsas code name of Chas. E. Jones at
the Department of Justice.
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re letter written by
Mexican Consul Teodora Frezleres at Eagle Pass, Tex., to President V.

Carranza, of Mexico:

NEW ORLEANS, LA., May 18, 1918.
On May 8, while at the office of Teodora Frezieres, Mexican consul general
at Eagle Pass, Tex., we were talking about Gov. Cantu, of Lower California.
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Frezieres slad he had enough Information regarding Cantu to have Pre.shlent
Carranza hang him, and hbad written Carranza a long letter about Cantu, but
was afraid Carranza's private secretary, who was a friend of COntu's, had held
his letter up and that Carranza, therefore, he felt sure, had not received same.
Frezleres then showed me carbon copy of the letter, and I told him, why, 1
can arrange it so that letter could be personally handed to CItrrunza by a
good friend of mine in Mexico City, namely, Mr. Adam IAckle, who was onl
very friendly terms with Clrranza. I then said, "Sure I can do that for
you," and put the consul's carbon copy of that letter in my pocket. At that
moment he had a long-distance telephone call to attend to, and apparently for.
got all about the letter. I then left, and before 1 returned to the consulate
mado a copy of the letter, When I returned to the consulate, JFrezieres began
to yell for his letter and I told him I had put it in ny pocket by accident and
then handed It back to him. He said nothing more about sending copy of it
by me through Leckie to Carranza.
On Say 4, when I returned to San Antonio, handed the copy of this letter.
which was in Spanish, to FAI. T. Needham, of your Sun Antonio oilce, to have
English translation made of same. Needham, I understand, on Bly 0, ilmade
report on this letter, and sent copies of same to Maj. Barsnt,your Eagle Pass
office, San Antonio office, and yourself.
The letter is as follows:
Los ANGELES. CALIF.. April 23, 1918.
Mr. PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC,
Hon. VENUSrTIANO CABANA,

lMetico, D. P.
Mu. PRESIDENIT: I a81 just In receipt of Instructions to return to mly consulate
at Eagle Pass, Tea. My separation from the consulate at Los Angeles, which
I represented for a period of 40 days, ecanue imperative when all the reactionary element, under the leadership of Col. Esteban Cantu, formed a combination
to avoid my taking notice of the grave situation created by the following:
The group of deathly enemies of the Government which Is organized by ex.
Federals, namely, Attorney Jorge Vera Estonal, Orcl, Generals Luis E. Torres,
Refuglo Velasco, Hernandez. The group organized by Zapatistas whose official
agency will be managed In this city by Dr. Atl, Attorney Octavio Paz, and Attorney Jacinto Barrera, actually Government secretary from the northern district. I wish to note that Mr. Barreras, who is a colleague of the aforesaid
gentlemen, and Octavio Paz were at the head of the government of the northern
district of Lower California In 1911, and they now wield a large amount of Inluence over the men of the lower category who number about 80,000 and reside
In this city.
There is another group organized by the son-in-law of Gen. Otis, now proprietor and director of the Times, whose legal adviser is Jorge Vertr Estonal.
It may be added that in this connection Otis Is associated with D'Oheney, owner
of the petroleum wells in the region where Pelaez, the rebel, is operating. And
it appears that Pelaez is supported by D'Oheney himself through the instrumentality of Gen. Garcia Naranjo. Garcia Naranjo was recently in this city
to hold a conference with D'Oheney and Vera Estanol, the former having left
soon afterwards for Washington.
There Is another group organized by Col. Esteben Cantu. Cantu Is one of the
directors of these groups, and he is said to have the support of Mr. Jacinto Barrera, secretary of the government. It is also said that they maintain steadfast
relations since they served under Gen. Gordillo Escudero in the administration
of the northern district of Lower California.
The aforementioned Barrera came here with the group of which Cantu Is
the head, a group composed of " Huertista" generals, " Villistas," "Fellclstas,"
and of other men who do not profess friendship to the Government generally,
Also it Is composed of consuls who maintain amicable relations with Cantu.
As a matter of fact the consuls unconditionally are under Cantu's subjection.
It may not be out of place to add further that the consul who is supposed
to be actually on dutt at San Diego spends the greater portion of his time in
Mexicali, Lower California, which is 200 miles apart from his post. When I
assumed charge of the consulate at Los Angeles I found that the consul who
was stationed here, J. M. Carplo, was in Mexlcall. These details Indicate that
the nucleus of our political difficulties is to be found also among this element.
Moreover, it is clear that to give way to the policies of our enemies is the same
as cgpitulating; to shut our eye and turn our ear from that which is going on
is the same as allowing ourselves to be overrun by fatality,
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Now, it would occur, if I should surrender this place, that the enemies of our
Governnlent will proceed with their machinations fearless that these would
come to your notice, I must say plainly that Col. Esteban Cantu is at the head
of one of these groups. He carries on continuous correspondence with our
enemies in New York, who represent Felix Dias. He also steadily corresponds
with Zapata, Villa, and especially with Pelaez, which may be gathered by noting
that the element which represents these factions maintains with him close relations.
If the reaction is carried on with success, its nucleus will be in Lower Callfornian, toward the northern district. The very men sent here to represent the
Government, with but rare exceptions, become "Obregonistas," or reactionary,
or else they are ardent followers of Cantl.
So it appears thtt the lVederal
Government loses $2.000,000 annually which it could raise by means of taxation
alld revenues in the northern district of Lower California and In Sonora. In
other words, it the Government saw fitto organize econoluically these political
divisions, and at the same time set upon them such standard of organittion
as would justify the revolution, these revenues would then be possible. Therefore, by eliminating Cantn vweshall have eliminated one-half of the revolutlonary propaganda against our Government, as Cantu, to be sure, is especially
dangerous Ixtluse lie is for out of thle reach of the action of our Government,
anIIIdi addition lie, conlllnllds such funds andi

resources as are Iitcessary to will

thw good will of his followers. He Is eslpcllly dangerous becaus lie
liehas
ulwalys lenInsubordlite to the Government with impunity and because he is
protected by the shield of legality (?)
To justify his disloyalty to the Government, he styles himself " Obregonista."
The following are "Obregonistas" : Gen. Manuel Perez Trevino; Col. Zertuche, the secretary of the Government; Attorney Jacinto Barrern; Ex-consul
Jose Maria Carpio, now in Mexicall; Consul General Rnmon P. de Negrie, of
San Francisco; Vice Consul Seguin, who will assume charge of this consulate;
Samuel Vasquez, Mexican consul in San Diego; and the ex-chief of the Mexlcan secret service, J. M1,Arrlola, who has recently left for Mexico, accompanied by Jose Cantu.
I have obj.erved that those who came to represent this consulate are persons who look indifferently upon the interests of the revolution and who are
moved by selfish interest. Another thing, they sesm to lack social and political qualifications. The Government needs its eyes, Its brain, its heart right
in this place. This mass of people who embrace such dissimilar views Is su ceptible of a proper discipline under the leadership of men who e attitude and
capabilities are beyond question. I mean men such as Attorney Vera Estonal,
who is directing the offairs of Cantu In conjunction with other rebels. (Literally this pas-age is contradictory.)
The repetlonary element carries on its propaganda by means of the Times,
the Examiner, the Tribune, and El Heraldo Mexlcano, in which appear day
after day editorial items attacking our Government, These new papers have
the cooperation of brainy men of high rank, who are in constant mutual communication, and they pay salaries to a list of men front the consuls down to the
last employe in the northern district of Lower California.
To express it all in a nutshell, I may say that "Obregonistas" are all those
from Sonora who reIlde in these parts, and I may name in particular Consul
General de Negri milt Vice Consul Seguin, who is to take charge of this consulnte. I regret frankly to add that there seems to be around here no one
whom I may properly call your adherent. This the test of time shall prove.
It is not my province, of course, to suggest by what easy means we could
bring about a new state of things. eliminating Cantu. However, I may observe that the critical"weakness is to be found amid our political enemies.
Yet it Is important that this man should not continue at play with the Government dictating arbitrary laws in Lower California, appointing justices
iatpleasullr, estahlislhing oneImai t1i tion. ,llthat the thirty cnumllerrelal establishments owned by Mexicans in Ensenado have been reduced in number
to two, which scarcely merit the name of "stores," one pf which is owned b-.
a Chinaman and the other by an American.
The works in the mines have been suspended entirely.
For nearly two months there have been no means of omnmunicatlon between
Ensennda
and Tljpana owing to the poor condition of the roads. These are
country places, and it the people in Mexicali are able to subsist at all it is because that country is irrigated by foreign enterprises for the purpose of cultivating cotton, owing to the war. Mexicall has become an exception to the total
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misery suffered in this district, as two or three syndicates are speculating
upon grain, and livestock, and are directing the bank established by Cantu.
They also control the wheat market.
A tour through the northern region of Lower California, starting from
Mexlcall. gives one the view of a collection of rude things, things which are
referred to as "The progress of Lower California."
Withatl. this would be excusable if there prevailed any degree of loyalty.
And yet these cnemtes are not so dangerous as those who you have in Mexico,
because those are attacking you directly while these hide themselves under
the veil of hypocrisy.
I understand the secretary of agriculture and the Interior is soon to visit
here. He must have caused the speedy surrender of my post as consul in
Los Angeles, brought almut by the undhrhamded schemes of Cantn's emislsaries
in M 'exico. It seems plain to me that these gentlemen must have feared that
In the field of facts I might endeavor to satisfy Secretary Itouzix us to the
grave state of affairs which prevails In the Northern District of Lower Callfornia, as well as to the political intrigues of Cnntu.
May I be promised that you will consider this expose In the light of my
tested sincerity and especially of my personal affection and adherence? And
may I not assure yon that my support will be yours now and always?
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
TEODoRo FREztSREs.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)

(For the information of the committee Frezieres is now one of the
strong supporters of Obregon and from the start of the Senora re-

volt was most active in same.)
',ontldenltini report by ('ree
to Departmenlit of Justice re Antonio Villa.
vicenclo, suspected German spy at Laredo, Tex.
NEW OR.LEANS, LA., ]lay 1, 1918.
While in Laredo, Tex., was introduced to Villavlcencio at the Hotel Bender
by T. Piniero. superintendent of the Me.jicnn allway System terminating at
Nueva Laredo. I met Pintero some time ago through Adam Leckie, of Mexico
City and Washington, with whom Plnlero is very friendly.
Learned that Vllavicenclo was alleged to be on friendly terms with two
Germnns in Nueva Laredo, who are supposed to be the head of the German
secret service work in that territory, namely, Capt. Hinsch and Herman Ruckhelm. Both of these Germans at Nueva Laredo are said to be very active in the
interest of their country.
Villavlcencilo, I understand, has a night and day pass or permit, which allows
himn to cross front Laredo into Nueva Lareo., and if he so desires to then return to Laredo. If my Informntion in regard to him having such a pass is correct, then in that event respectfully recommend that lie not be allowed to have
this privilege.
Villvicenclo it one thm' was chief of illice ait Mexico City under President
Dlaz. and when Hulrta wals Preshlent of Mexi.o Villatvincenl was Ills chief of
police at Mexico City.

It seems to be a well-established fact among Mexicans and Americans in

Laredo. Eagle Pass, and San Antonio that Villavicenclo has been inclined to be
pro-German in his statements and sentiments. His reputation is such that I
feel sure if there was any German money in sight for Vllavicenclo he would
immediately put his hands on same.
I again met Piniero and Villavicenclo in San Antonio on May 0 and 7. Under
stand they returned to Laredo on the night of May 7. Was told by Andres
Garcia, Mexican inspector of consulates, that Vlllavicenclo was working under
cover for the Mexican secret service.
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Pledrais Negras,

.Mexico."

NEw ORLEANS, LA., May 18, 1918.
On the morning of May 2, through letters of introduction from the Mexican
foreign office, I met Teodoro Frezleres, the Mexican consul at Eagle Pass,
Tex., and through him was requested to give myself the honor of going to
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Pliedras Negras, Mexico, that afternoon to meet Gen. Peraldl, the Mexican
military commander general of the Pledras Negras district.
At 2 p. in. on May 2 the consul took me to Piedras Negras and I was inutroduced to Gen. Peralli, who told me he was the nephew of President Carranza,
of Mexico. He likewise asked me if I was not the well-known revolutionary
participant in the affairs of the Fellclsta party. I told him that was my
general reputation, but that my connection with the Felicista party had been
due entirely to in that way allow me the opportunity to secure all of .the
inside story of their activities, so that 1 could along these lines have the
(correct Infornmatlon which I proposed to use in connection with my newspaper
business.
The consul andi he seemlled to be anxious to secure my cooperation, and of
the new spapers suppose to lie represented by me, in regard to helping the
Carranza Government from a publicity standpoint.
I, of course, damned the Fellclstn revolutionary party and all others of the
same class to Gen. Peraldi, stating they were a bunch of bums and everything
of that kind, and apparently toward the end of miy Interview with Gen.
Peraldi secured his confidence to a certain extent, and if such was not the
cast then in that event he must have been drunk, for he talked very frankly
in regard to his plans, hopes, etc., for the Carranza Government. He also
said tile revolutionary leaders or anylody else oplxsed to his Government were
due for a great surprise if they ever Jumped into his territory, for everyblldy
thought he had only 200 men in his military district, when, as a matter of fact,
he has over 800 well-armed and equipped sohlders, and likewise was bringing up
over 1,000 more soldiers, which he proposed to hide out in the mountains back
of Piedras Negras.
(en. Peraldl endeavored to the best of his ability to convince me of the fact
that he was strongly pro-American, and wanted at all times In every way to
cooperate with the military and other Government officials on the American
side of the river.
As n matter of fact len. Peraldl. I understand, has but very little use for
America or Americans, but at the same time has accumulated during the last
year or so a very hearty respect for the power of this country, This has re.
suited in him apparently at all times cooperating with Col. Day, the American military commander on the American side of the river, Col. Day always
being honorable and in the open, but Gten. Peraldi, on the other hand, while
apparently in every way cooperates with Col. Day and other American officials,
has under cover and behind their backs been double-crossing them to the best
of his ability at every opportunity.
It likewise seems to be n well-known fact in Eagle Pass that Gen. Peraldl
has in his command at or -"ound Pledras Negras two Germans, who have had
military experience either as officials or noncommissioned officers in the German army. These two Germans are said to have some military rank in Peraldi's forces.
It Is also a well-known fact in Eagle Pass that Gen. Peraldl has harbored
and assisted some 40 or 50 draft dodgers who have slipped over the river into
Piedras Negras and surrounding territory.
Gen.- Peraldl, so it is said, readily extends his cooperation and everything of
that kind to Col. Day, but Mexican style, and when Col. Day calls for the cooperation It is so long arriving that it becomes a forgotten proposition. This
is illustrated by the fact that on April 29 to May 1, 1918, four or five head of
horses or mules were stolen from a ranch near Eagle Pass and run over the
river into the territory controlled by Gep.. Peraldl. It was said in Eagle Pass
that as a matter of fact some of Peraldi's own soldiers were the ones who stole
the horses or mules. The day after these horses or mules were stolen Col.
Day telephoned Gen. Peraldl, telling him he wanted these horses or mules
back, and Gen. Peraldl told Col. Day he would be sure and deliver them on
the American side of the river the next day at noon. Some four or five days
went by and the horses and mules up to the last I heard of the matter, on May
7 or 8, were not returned.
This resulted, so it is alleged, in Lieut. Hamby, of the United States Army
Intelligence Bureau at Eagle Pass on May 7 or 8, making two or three trips
to Piedras Negras to see Gen. Peraldl regarding these horses and mules.
Would respectfully recommend that it is a bad practice for American Army
officers, whether In uniform or not, to cross into Mexico on business of this kind,
for in the end it will probably result in some half-drunken Mexican taking a
shot at the United States officer or something of that kind, which would cause
serious international difficulties.
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At my conversation with Col. Day at his headquarters, as mentioned in my
report of this date regarding conditions at Eagle Pass, Tex., he told me that
Gen. I'erald had only 200 or 300 men in his military command.
This shows
that (fen. Peraldi has deliberately misinformed Col. Day regarding the number
of men he had.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cres~e to Department
Engle Pass, Tex.

of

J.Jlste Ie genlernil cslltlitions in

NKW OLE.aNS, LA., J1ay 13, 1918.
Col R.. . Day. In command of thile Third United States Infantry, at Eagle
Pass and nlso for conislerrble tlistnnce up and down the Rio Grande River, I
understand, has only Infantry in his command, therefore is not In a position to
thoroughly guard the river on the American side in his district.
Sir. Beverely, your special agent in Eagle" Pass. at 10 p. m. May 2, at Col.
Day's headquarters introduced me to him, and I found Col. Day very well
posted regarding the Mexican-border situation. He is decidedly enthusiast
at all times in regard to cooperating with your department. He is on very
friendly and intimate terms with Mr. Beverely, who has been able to win his
confidence, therefore Is likewise securing for your department the full coperation of Col. Day, who also seems to he in charge of the military intelligence work in that district.
Prior to my introduction to Col. Day, Beverely told me it was unfortunate
that Col. Day was a great believer in the honor and integrity of the Carranza
general on the other side of the river, namely Gen. Peraldl, but that lie
(Beverely) hoped to be able to convince Col. Day of the fact that (len. Peraldi.
and all of the Carrana government officials In Eagle Pass and Mexico were
constantly double-crossing him.
Col. Day has In every way been honorable and fair In all of his transactions
with the Carranza officials, and they, as the average Mexican always will do.
in turn, at every opportunity, have double-crossed Col. Day.
The river at Eagle Pass and for many miles up and down the river from
there can be crossed at almost any point; and according to the statement of
my Informant there, likewise the C(rranua consul ait Eagle Pas., this has resulted
in large quantities of goods of almost every description being smuggled into
Mexico from the United States daily. The same applies to goods being smuggled from Mexico Into the United States and to Mexicans and Americans crossing the river at will. Beverely and my Informant there also made the statement
that large quantities of foodstuffs, which are prohibited by the War Trade Board
frost heilng exported Into BIexico, are daily smuggled over the river at or around
Eagle Pass.
The situation regarding the activities of the smugglers at or around Eagle
Pass are not due to the lack of hard work of the customs guards or other Government efforts there, or the military patrol, but seems to be due to the fact
that they have not a sufficient number of guards on the river there.
While at Eagle Pass learned it would be a good move to have a nationalbank examiner examine the national banks at Eagle Pass, and that such an
examination would result in your department securing Information of value.
and the same applies to other United States Government branches regarding
considerable quantities of German money and other investments which are
being handled by the national banks of Eagle Pass.
The Western Union Telegraph Co. ofilce at Eagle Pass Is alleged to be full
of leaks, and as soon as any Government messages reach there its contents
are generally known to those who may be Interested in same.
The head censor, Mr. Bolleter at Eagle Pass, from all I could learn seems
to stand very high. and is in every way conscientious and fully performs his
duties. It is alleged that Mr. Lanthrop, the assistant censor at Eagle Pass,
occasionally becomes intoxicated and then talks too much about the affairs pertaining to his censorship duties.
Aplparently at Eagle Pass many of the city. county, and State officials, bankers,
and other business men, employees of the telephone, telegraph, railroad, and
express offices are said to be lined up one way or the other either with the
Mexican Government or the Mexican revolutionary leaders.
T. H. Severely. special agent In charge of your Eagle Pass office, Is exceed.
ingly active, a hard worker, and while there noticed he put in on an average
of from 12 to 14 hours per day. He has the entire situation well In hand at
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Eagle Pass, and with the difficulties he is handicapped with on account of local
conditions there, Beverely has, In my opinion, done remarkably well, for with
few exceptions there is hardly a man, woman, or child in Enagle Pass, with the
exception of the military and governmentt officials, that it any time can be
trusted, or that would give to the United States Government, through Beverely
their cooperation. lie has made for your department and himself many friends
there, who, however, as stated, when It comes to affairs pertaining to the Gov.
erament can not be trusted.
Beverely is also badly handicapped because he has not the necessary file
cases anl other equipment of the same kind to safely preserve the records
of your department there.
Whatever successes I may have had in regard to securing Information sent
forward to your department in my several reports regarding the situation at
Engle I'ass, and the activities of the Mexican Government and revolutionary
lenders there, were secured by me largely through the extreme cooperation
extended to me by Beverely and through him by my Informant there.
(Crease code name for .Tones.)
('ontlientll relxirt by Crease to Departmnent of .lustier re my negotiations with
Mexican Government to beconlme chief of their secret service in the United
States.
LA., Mall 2.5, 1918.
NEW ORL.ANe.
As mentioned in my previous letters and reports, likewise Ily several con*
versations with you in person, I have always had the idea as you know of
eventually endeavoring to form a connection with the Mexican Government to
handle their publicity department, likewise secret-service work in the United
States.
When Mr. Adam Leckie passed through New Orleans in January, 1018, I
at that time discussed the proposition with him, and he said he would take
the matter up direct with President Carranza, also with (Gen. C. Agulllnr,
Mexican minister of foreign affairs.
During April. 1918, this matter came to a head through the consul general
of Mexico at New Orleans, who is said to be a relative of President Carranza. Through him received the request to go over the entire proposition with
Andres Garcia at El Paso, Tex., Inspector general of Mexican consulates, and
who Is also the chlef of the Mexican secret service.
While In El Paso on April 19 and 20, 1918. I went into this matter very
fully with Garcla, and at that time received proposition from him which he
however stated was entirely at a later date subject to the approval of Gen.
Aguillar, minister of foreign affairs for Mexico.
Garcia's proposed, proposition wag that I would become chief of the
Mexican secret service In the United States, receiving a total of from $3,000
to $5,000 per month to operate their secret-service work in the United States.
and additional funds whenever same were shown to be necessary.
Furthermore, that with a few exceptions their present secret service force
in the United States would be turned over to me and under my orders. I at
that time learned they have five men at El Paso. five at San Antonio, two at
Del Rio three at Laredo, three at Eagle Pass. three at Brownsville. four at
New Orleans, two at Washington, five in New York. five in Los Angeles, three
in San Francisco and others scattered out in smaller places. They are paying
these men from $100 to $150 per month, and with the exception of railroad
transportation, their men pay their own expenses. I asked Garcla what my
work would consist of and he qaid handling any and everything that would
he of interest and value to the Mexlcan Government.
Another part of his proposition was that the Mexican Glovernent would pay
me also a total of $40,000, making bank guarantee for that amount, to be paid
to me in installments of $10,000 each, as I succeeded In producing results for
them In regard to ellminalng revolutionary expeditions from the United States
Into Mexico.
I told Garcla, and the same also applies to other Carranza officials that I
later came in contact with, whose names will be mentioned hereinafter, that it
would be utter foolishness for me to consider such a proposition unless conditions between Mexico and the United States changed, I explaining to him I
meant by that It would be necessary for Mexico to give to the United States a
greater volume of cooperation.
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Furthermore, gave them to understand it would be useless for me to accept
their proposition unless I could produce results for them which if conditions
as tar as Mexico Is concerned still continued to exist.
In answer to his question as to what I meant then told him it was impossible
as I understand It to do anything at all with any of the :Mexican revolutionary
parties on the American side, unless the United States Government had the
proof regarding their activities, which I knew the United States did not have.
Furthermore, that I felt sure even If oui Government did have such proof noth.
Ing could be done with It unless all of the authorities up and down the Mexican
border felt the Mexican Government was giving to the United States Govern.
ment a fair deal regarding the German situation in that country, and the same
applied to the activities of the Mexican bandits and Mexican regular troops.
Then told Garcia I could not accept such employment In their Goveinment
unless it was with the complete Intention on their part to enable me to secure
from the Mexican Government cooperation in regard to eliminating German
spies and German propaganda work up and down the Mexican border.
Garcia took this proposition very well, and said that in so much as he was
Inspector general of consulates he therefore had gradually replaced the different
consuls on the border who were inclined to be unfriendly to the United States,
therefore he felt sure with the different consuls he now had on the border, pro.
vided I could render the service I claimed to be able to do, that the Mexican
Government through its consnlates on the border would be very glad to give the
greatest amount of cooperation.
I hand the same conversation along these lines with the consul general of
Mexico at Eagle Pass, also with Gen. Peraldi, who is said to be a nephew of
President Carranza, also the military commander for the district of Piedras
Negras, also with the Carranza consul general at New Orleans, who is said to
be n relative of Carranza.
All of these parties readily saw my point, and appeared to take it very well,
and said if I could secure the right kind of cooperation from the authorities
up and down the border on the American side they felt sure the Mexican
authorities would also give me complete cooperation In regard to eliminating
German spys and propaganda work on the Mexican side of the river. This
matter at the present time is still being negotiated as per telegrams shown
hereinafter. Of course, you know this is Mexlcan bunk.
I expect to be In Washington during the week of June 3. So that I may
have the opportunity of personally discussing the entire matter with you,
likewise blending ttis proposed plan entirely along the lines your department
or the Department of State may deem necessary.
Feel sure that if the plans I have in mind meet with the approval of your
department and then can be successfully carried out by me, that It may probably
enable me to secure a certain volume of support from the Mexican Government
which in the end may be valuable in regard to Improving the general situation
on the border, likewise to a certain extent result in the elimination of some of
the German spies and propaganda work In Mexico.
Believe that it will also result in me being in position whereby I will be able
to secure a great deal of advance Information regarding different matters in
Mexico which in the end will be of value to the United States.
At the present time, and the same applies to the last year and a half, the
revolutionary activities of the different Mexican groups In the United States
has been a deep thorn in the side of the Mexican Government, and being
thoroughly informed regarding the activities of all of the Mexican revolutionIsts in the United States, and the same applies to the situation as far as the
Mexlcan Government is concerned, am absolutely convinced of the fact that
it will be a serious mistake for the United States Government when the active
ties of the Mexican revolutionists are now so painful to Carranza, for the
United States to do anything at all for the Mexican Government In regard to
eliminnting the different Mexican revolutionary groups In this country, unless
the United States in turn receives some consideration and cooperation regard.
ing the German situation in Mexico, and the same applies to the cooperation
which the United States should have from Mexico on the border.
Mr. Adam Leckie has been handling to the best of his ability my part of
these negotiations with the Mexican minister of foreign affairs, Secretary O.
Aguillar, who is a son-in.law of Carranza. This has resulted so far in the
Mexican Government making me an offer as is shown by the telegrams mentioned hereinafter of $2,000 per month for my services.
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When in San Antonio, Tex., on May 4 to 9, 1918, mentioned to Mr. Brenlman,
superintendent of your San Antonio division, that the Mexlcn Government had
mladeu me an offer to become chief of their secret service in the United States,
likewise made me an offer of a large swn of cash, provided I was able to produce
results for them.
My entire plans and Intentions regarding the service I horse to be able to ren.
tier to the United States from this proposed connection with the Mexican Gov.
ernmnent may result In a failure, due to the fact that every Mexican I have ever
known promises anything in the world, but when it comes to the time of delivery
their promise is not fulfilled,
However, feel that I at least have more than a fair chnnee to, rener at this
time a service which if my plans and ideas even in part can be successfully car.
filed out will result in some benefit to our Government.
My proposed proposition and plans with the Mexican Government, of course
as you know, are subject entirely to the wishes and orders of your department,
a nil my final acceptance or rejection of the Mexican Government proposition
will rest entirely with the wishes or Instructions of your department.
The $40,000 Is to be paid as stated hereinbefore when I produce the results
agreed upon with the Mexican Government, regarding the elimination of the
various blextican revolutionary groups in this country. At the time I enter Into
the agreement with them regarding the $40,000, I also at that time according to
larcla's proposition am to be paid $10,000 In cash, this payment to be for the
plans that I have regarding the different Mexican revolutionary groups now
operating In this country.
The following telegrams regarding this proposition passed between
anrcla
and myself:
(Creese code name for Jones.)
MAY 1, 1018.
ANE
AN'nR. OARCJA,
Room 58, Hotel Hamilton, Laredo, Ter.
Frezlerez yesterday and to-day said to be at San Carlos ranch. He may
and then may not return to-morrow, so the consulate tells me. Shall I see the
vice consul. :My address here, Room 222, Hotel Eagle.
(Signed)
.PEDO.
for Jones.)
(I'edro. Mexican code name
NEW ORLEANS.

llj

LA..

1I. OIlR.

ANIRwEs OGARCIA,

Care of ilerican Consutate. Brouwnrille, Ter.
(If necessary please forward.)
Party you mentioned did not go to Mexico. Saw him here to-day. Learned
on my arrival here of some vitally important developments pertaining to the
business. Expect hear from you definite on or before May 15. so I can theretire
he in position to act one way or other. Regards.
PEDRO
(Signed)
(Pedro. Mexican code name for Jones.)

Confidential report by Cresso to Department of Justice re plan to capture (len.
Fellpe Musquis Castillo, Mexican border bandit.
-s
NEw ORLEANS, IA., J.lltly O. 101.
As mentioned in my report of May 10, 1018, entitled "Gutierres Brothers and
Felclistn revolutionary movement against the Mexican State of Conhulla," I
reported at that time, in paragraphs one and two of that report, some of the
nctlvltles of Fellpe Mlusqulz Castillo.
This party is the lender of a band of Mexican bandits, who have been very
actively operating from his headquarters in the Burro Mountains. Last week
members of his band, supposed to have been under his active leadership, raided
tie Piedra Blanca ranch, and at that time captured Nat Malone, who is fore.
man of that ranch, which Is said to be owned by W. E. Weatthersbee. Malone
was held by these bandits for a $5.000 ransom.
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Fellpe Musquis Castillo and his band also at that time raided the San
1Miguel Ranch, and captured Snm Barksdale, foreman of that ranch, which Is
said to be owned by Mlers & Bose. Barksdale, I understand, was held for a
$800 ransom.
Tihe dispatches state that Gen. Peraldi sent 25 mounted troops In pursuit
of Felipe Musquiz Castillo. likewise that Gov. Mlreles, governor of the Mexicann
State of Coalulin, likewise promised at that time to put n large body of troops
into the field to capture Felipe SMusquiz Castillo.
As far as the promises of Gen. Peraldi and (Inov. ireles are concerned, not
much confidence can he lput in their statements in regard to this matter, for
Felipe 3M1sqlllz t'istlllo has I een actively operating for nearly a year now, out of
his headquarters in the Biurro Mountains.
Felil, Miu quiA Cstillo, as per my previous reports at that time, was held
to be responsible for the murder of the several members of the Hllcote family,
an English family who lived 50 or 60 miles from the border in Mexico, and who
were murdered during the early part of May. The family consisted of Hilllcote,
his wife, his son, and his sister-.iiilaw. The leader of the bandit brhnd, who mur.
dered the Iflllcote family. was Col. Chavez, an old Villa colonel. I unerstand
that Felipe lus.lqul Castillo was supposed to have been an Intimate friend of
the Hlllcote family, and did not know that the Hillcote ranch was to be attacked
by Chavez, and that when he (Castillo) learned of the murder of the Hilicote
family that he and Chavez had a hitter row about It, which resulted in a split
between them.
Felipe Musquis Castlilo, I understand, has visited Kerville nd San Antonio,
Tex., since the Hillcote murder.
I understand that he crosses the river at Langtry, and from there works his
way to Kerville. Tex., where his wife resides.
My Information is that at least once every month or six weeks he in this
way visits his wife at Kervillle, Tex.
I also understand that he constantly receives supplies, and, from time to
time, ammunition from his friends and supporters at Langtry. His prllnelpal
friend In Langtry is a Mexican who is a proprietor of n restaurant, whose, name
I have not, as yet, secured.
Believe, provided you will give me the authority to do so, at Kerville or
Langtry, on the next trip of Felipe Musqulz Castillo, through allangtry on his
way to Kerville, or at Kerville, I will be able to pick this Mexican up. I nam
in a position to secure the approximate time that lie ex ects to make his next
trip to Langtry or Kerville, and If this party can be picked lup it will, in the
future, save many other murders and raids up tand down the border.
(Creese code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Col. Tir.o Gouzales.
commander of the ,Mexlcan garrison at MaIntmoros, Mexico.
NEW OI.F.ANS, LA., Auuast 15, 1918.
On August 0 I was introduced to Col. Gonzales at his military headquarters
iii Antamoros, Mexico, by the Mexican consul general of Brownsville. Tex..
Seflor Onrzn.
l'reviolus to my visit to Col. Gonzales's headquarters had learned from the
consul that he was supposed to have In his command approximately 250 Mexl:
con soldiers. .Iarned from Col. Gonzales, however, that he has, as a matter of
fact, in his military district, which extends to opposite Rio Orande City, ap.
proximately 600 Mexican soldiers,
At the time I visited Col. Gonzales's headquarters he had in the headquarters
and on the street outside rf same over 50 Mexican soldiers, who were armed
with thirty-tbtrty carbines and rifles and with a few Mauser rifles and carbines.
All of them seemed to be plentifully supplied with ammunition. Also noticed
at his military headquarters five boxes of thirty-thirty cartridges, which had
not been opened.
I had extended conversation with Col. Gonzales in regard to conditions on his
sidle of the river, and learned from him, In answer to my questions, that there
was. as a matter of fact a large number of Mexican bandits and cattle thieves
apparently In his territory who regularly steal cattle on the Mexican side of the
river, run it over to the United States side and also steal cattle from thb
American side of the river and take It over to Mexico.
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Col. Gonzales claimed to be pursuing these bandits to the very best of his
ability, but said it was very hard to wipe them out. He is a good listener,
but a very poor talker, and it was a rather hard matter to dig any Information
out of him.
Learned from the American Consul Woodward at Matamoros, likewise from
other American officials at Brownsville, that Col. Gonzales at times seemed to
be willing to cooperate to a certain extent with the American authorities when.
ever the necessity for same arose. He, however like all Mexicans, is strictly
out for No. 1, and is undoubtedly, as the majority of all other Mexicans are,
anti.American.
(Creese code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Creesse to Department of Justice re Alfonso Bennevendo,
Mexican vice consul at Brownsville, Tex.. alleged to be pro-German and suspected of Germany propaganda and spy work.
Nrw ORLEANS, LA., AUgust 19, 1918.

On the morning of August 1, when I called at the Mexican consulate in
Brownsville Tex., as per my previous reports, Jose Garza, Mexican consul at
Brownsville, Introdluced Ime to his Vice Consul Alfoniso Belllevenilo.
During the time I was in Brownsville had several conversations with Bennevendo. He speaks English, Is exceedingly shrewd, well posted, and apparently Is open at any time to a proposition in which there is any cash.
I learned from Mexican Consul Jose Garza that Bennevendo is unmarried and is a very liberal spender. Also learned from Cconsul Glari while we
were at lunch at IMatanoros, Mexico, and while Olran was feeling pretty good
from the wine he had drank, that he did not think very much of Bennevendo.
due to the fact Bennevendo was getting nearly as much money is he, the consul,
was, likewise had a fine automobile and did but very little work, while on the
other hand he, the consul, had all of the responsibility, did nearly all of the
work and got but very little more money than the vice consul. Told Garza I
found that very strange and asked him why such a condition existed aind he
said apparently Bennevendo had a great deal of Influence with the administration at Mexico City or had strong friends around President Carrnnza.
The consul also said that Bennevendo was'very fond of women and chased
around after them a great deal and was likewise n very liberal entertainer. I
then said to the consul, Bennevendo must have a considerable amount of money
anil he said, no, Bennevendo's family hand practically no money. and I then said,
Bennevendo must be a good poker player and in that way keeps In funds. and
the consul said, no, lie thought Bennevendo had friends in Mexico City who
forwarded him money.
Also at that time learned from the consul that Bennevendo some two or three
months ago went to Mexico City and when he returned to Brownsville, he did
so via an automobile which he claimed to have purchased in Mexico City. I
saw this c r In Matamoros, driven by Bennevendo, and It is a large, heavy, and
up-to-date modal roadster Jordan car, painted red, and I understand with its
fittings said to be worth In excess of $2,000.
It is also alleged that Bennevendo has a brother by the name of Alberto
Bennevendo, who lives In BMatamoras, Mexico, across from Brownsville, who
Is alleged to be extremely pro-German and Is said to have made many vicious
remarks In regard to the United States and that he hoped anld believed
and wanted Germany to win the war. Also that lie had been helping and
proposed to help Germany in every way he possibly could.
Also understand that Bennevendo the vicb consul at Bro\wnsvllle, has a
sister who is the wife of a German Army officer and who Is now in Germany.
Alfouso Bennevendo, the Mexicnn vice consul at Brownsville, was formerly
secretary to Juan Burns, Mexican consul general at New York, and who I
now understand is Mexican consul at Hamburg, Germany.
Roberto Bennevendo, a brother of the vice consul, likewise another one of
his brothers, I understand, were educated in Germany and the entire Bennevendo family are said to be in every way and at all times straight from the
shoulder pro-German.
It is likewise alleged that the father of the Bennevendo family was a German who upon his arrival in Alexlco changed his name to Bennevendo and who,
shortly after his arrival into Mexlo, married a Mexican woman. If this information is correct in that event the Bennevendo brothers ate halt German.
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On my next trip to Brownsville, during the early part of September, I expect
to c(llrite

ltennevcnto,

-withllwhole

I
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elllr

frienllly, 1IliI

in

tlint

hope to be able to secure stldlent proof of his pro-Geormln sentimnents

way

nllld

activities, which will thereby give the State Deplrtment oplwrtunlty to ask
the Government of Mexico to remove him no vice coninl at Brownsville.
I also at that time will behable to suggest to the Mexican ambassador at
Washington, which I will be able to do on account of my connection with
the Mexican Government, that on account of thme
feeling at Brownsville and
in that territory regarding Iiennevendo It would be pollcy to secure a com.
pleto cooperation from the various oilicials in that territory in regard to helping
to eliminate and prosecute Mlexican revolutionists to remove Ilenievendo as
his vice consul at Brownsville.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Collileltial report by ('tres se II Iletlimtent of .lstit re .Mexhltn voIitions
lit 11111lalrllllld loi llas.
New OazLANs, L., Aiugust 17, 1918.

Understand that Juan Sada armnVan Kaufman have a store at Boqulllas and
have been during the last several months disposing of an unusually large quan.
tity of miscellaneous goods, which according to my Informant must evidently
go into Mexico, as there is very few people on this side of the border who, I
understand, would purchase such large quantities of goods as these two parties
have been buying.
Juan Sada, I understand, recently skipped out of the United States and has
gone into Mexico on account of being implicated in smuggling goods from the
United States Into Mexico which were prohibited by the War Trade Bureau.
Would respectfully recommend that Sada and Kaufman be checked up by
the proper officials and that they be made to show what has become of the
alleged large quantities of goods which they have purchased during the last
several months.
Monroe Payne, a negro renegade, has a ranch near Boquillas and is one of
the most noted smugglers on that part of the border. Payne Is likewise said
to be at the head of a bunch of Mexican bandits who are operating in that
territory and who have made a constant practice of stealing cattle from the
American side of the river and running them over into Mexico.
Bentno Menchaca, who Is originally from Musqutz, Mexico, but Is now at
the Boqulllas del Carmen mine, In Mexico, which is about 8 miles from the
border, Is the revolutlonnry representative In that territory and is in constant
communication with Pablo de la Garza, of Eagle Pass.
Menchaca told my informant that their plans were now complete in regard
to starting their revolutionary movement, and that during September they
expected to be able to throw all of that part of the border Into a general uproar,
which would cause Carranza a world of trouble and likewise show the United
States that the revolutionists were the only ones who should receive the support
of the United States to accomplish anything in Mexico.
Menchaca also told my informant that they had a liberal supply of guns,
horses, and saddles, but at this moment they were short of ammunition.
However, expected at an early date to secure an ample supply of same.
Due to the recent arrest, likewise the searching of many of the Mexicans at
Del Rio, Eagle Pass, and other places on the border by the military authorities,
this has resulted In the Mexican revolutionists becoming very careful in regard
to what they say they are going to do.
(Oresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Crease to Department of Justice re Col. Tomos Pinarro,

a Mexican at Laredo, Tex.

NEw Ontsr.As, L., August 17, 1:1.

Col. Tomos Pinarro has resided In Laredo, Tex., to any knowledge since De.
cember, 1017, at the Hotel Bender In that city. He Is an official connected with
the Mexican railway system which ends at Ntuevo Laredo, Mexico, across the
river frbm Laredo, Tex.
Pinarro has apparently always been exceedingly pro-Amerlcan in his sent.
ments and statements, although he is oni the most friendly terms with another
4706---20--voL 2 76
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Mexican who resides at the Bender Hotel at Laredo whose name is Villa.
vicenclo, and whose activities have been fully covered in my previous reports.
'illavlcenclo Is supposed to be pro-German, likewise implicated In German.
propaganda and spy work.
['inrro recently was a candidate for the iMexican congress or senate from the
Mexican State of Durango and at the Mexican election in that state, which was
held In July, 1910, Pinarro caitms to have been elected. lie also made the statement to A. AM.Leckie at Laredo, Tex., on August 8, 1018, that lie was afrald
Carranza would cut him out in the elections, this being dlue to the fact that lihe
(Plnarro) was a very warm personal friend and supporter of Pablo Gonzales
who Is to be one of the lMexlean presidential candidates In the 'Mexicn elections during September, 1920.

Plnarro then told Leckie, apparently It was tihe policy of Carranza to eliminate all congressmen and senators who were now being elected and who were in
favor of Pablo Gonzales or Cen. Obregon this being due to tile
fact that Car.
ranza by not having any congressmen or senators at the Capitol of Mexico
who were friendly to anybody but himself, to in that way endeavor to work
some scheme to succeed himself.
PInarro then told TLekle that if Carranza endeavored to cut him out, In that
event he (Pnarro) would personally start i revolutionary movement against
Crranra In the state of Unrango.
Pinarro is exceedingly shrewd, talks very freely, and Is in every way very
active. He is about 6 feet 7 inches in height, dark olive complexion,
black hair with but very little gray in it,brown eyes, very neat dresser, and
wears a mustache which Is extremely noticeable on account of it being turned
up so it Is typically a German Army officer's mustache. He speaks English
and seems to have a good many friends among Americans.
Also understand that Pinarro is endeavoring to assist Eractuasa O.Gonzalez,
a money broker who lives at Laredo and who is trying to import $400,000 or
$500,000 worth of silver from Mexico Into the United States and secure gold
in return for same. Pinarro has been very active in regard to assisting Gonzales along these lines.
While In Laredo during May, 1918, constantly saw Pinarro and Vlliavicenclo
at the Bender Hotel together; likewise again saw them at San Antonio, Tex.
On letterhead of the St. Anthony Hotel Mr. Leckie gave me letter of Introduction, dated August 6,1918, to Pina-'o as follows:
AuousT 6,1918.
Mr. Toeos PrNazo,
Bender Hotel, Laredo, Tev.
MY DEAa l'P nsoA
: This will Introduce to you Mr. Charles E. Jones, of New
Orleans, who is a thoroughly live wire, interested In the purchase of some cattle
in Mexico, and in all probability he will have to arrange for getting accommodations on the railroad for shipping them to the border and I have told him that
you would be the ideal man to aid him in this work, and I will appreciate It
very much if you will render him such assistance as may be in your power.
The firdt opportunity you have please ba good enough to write me at 817
Southern Building, Washington, D. O.
Very cordially, your friend,
ADAM LEcxxz.
When I reach Laredo during the latter part of August I expect to cultivate
Pinarro and hope to be able to secure considerable Information from him which
may be of value.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cres.e to Department of Justice re American Consul O.
C. Woodward at Matamoros, ,Mexico.
NEz

OaLuANs, LA., August 19, 1918.

While in Brownsville, Tex., on July'81, August 1 and 2 I had the oppor.
tunlty of meeting Consul Woodward several times.
Learned in Brownsville, Tex., and at Matamoros, Mexico. that Consul Wood.
ward for the last several months has received several anonymous letters containing threats, likewise these letters expressed the contempt and hatred of
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the Mexican people for Consul Woodward, also for America and Americans. I
also understand several of these letters stated Consul Woodward would be
a sassinated.
In checking up this matter feel sure these letters have originated from German
or German sympathizers, whose activities Consul Woodward has interfered
witllh. It is also possible these letters may likewise have originated from
Mexicans. who Consul Woodward has refused passports to on account of their
smuggling activities or on account of being pro-German,
I'mlershtind Consul Woodward lives at Matamoros, Mexico, with his family

and that 'due to the cutting of telephone connections between Matamoros and

Brownsville, the consul is therefore entirely cut off from any connection with
BIrownsvlle provided any emergency may arise at his consulate.
Would respectfully recommend that the Mexican Government be officially
advised as to these threats and anonymous letters which Consul Woodward has
received through the Mexican malls, and that the Mexican Government be
also officially requested to see that Consul Woodward and his family at nil
times have the necessary protection.
Due to my connection with the Mexican Government as mentioned in my
previous reports, I have likewise stated to them that It Is good policy on the
part of the Mexican Government to see that any party or parties who are
implicated In sending threatening letters to Consul Woodward be apprehended
and prosecuted. I did not have time when I was in Matamoreos to run this
matter down, but propose on my next visit to the Brownsville territory during
the early part of September. to spend several days in and around Matamoros
and in that way may be able to uncover the originators of these letters and if
so. believe I will then be able to have the Mexican Government prosecute these
parties.

Due to Consul Woodward's activities in fully and at all times protecting the
Interest of the United States and its citizens at his post, he has therefore
created Ill.feeling of the majority of the Mexicans In Matamoros and at
Brownsville. This also applies, I understand, to many Americans, who for the
sake of a few dollars believe ('onsul Woodward should allow suspected German
sympathizers and likewise n large number of Mexicans to come and go into
Brownsville from Mexico at their pleasure.
It is likewvie alleged by many 'of the business men, so I was told at Browns.
ville, that they thought Consul Woodward was apparently too anxious at all
times to prohibit the issuing of passports, and that formerly approximately
0,000 o Mexicans from Matamoras and surrounding territory visited Browns.
ville each month prior to the time Consul Woodward had practically put regulatons Into effect which to a very great extent eliminates Mexicans front entering
Brownsville from Matamoras and vicinity.
As far as that complaint is concerned, if every American consul on the border
attempted to perform his duties as well as Consul Woodward apparently has
clone, then in that event there would be less smuggling activities and German
propaganda Ind spy work on the border.
From ev s available source of Information secured by me, am convinced of
the fact that Consul Woodward Is In every way and at all times more fully
complying with his duties, than even the State Department expects of him, and
that he is, without doubt, one of the hardest working, most practical and sue.
cessful American consuls that we have ever had on the border. Believe he has
and will at all times to the best of his ability cooperate with every department
of the United. States Government in his territory.
(Crease code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Mexican Consul Cosmine
Bengoechei at Presidio, Tex.
Njw Oatr.sAs, LA., August 20, 1918.
Understand that the Mexican consul at Presidio, Tex., Cosme Bengoechea,
has had Installed for some time a private telephone wire running from Presidio,
Tex.. across tile river to Ojinaga, Mexico. It is also alleged that this telephone
wire has repeatedly been used to the detriment of the United States.
Respectfully recommend that this matter be checked up and if this telephone
wire in reality does exist, that it should be immediately cut.
(Cresse code name for Jontes.)
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Confildentihl report by Cress to Department of Justice re E, Schreck, Mexican
consul at Port Arthur,Tex., alleged to he of (lermnan extraction annd suspecteal
of German activities and sentiments.
Nw OLar.EAN>
, LA., ,lauost 2S.,1.918.
Prior to liy visit to Brownsville on August b, 0. anld 7, I had heard from other
parts of the border that the Mexitnrconsul at Port Arthur, T'ex.. was either a
G(erainn or of (lernman extraction, Ilkewise had n large number of relatives who
were said to be exceedingly pro-German living at SMatamoros, Mexico.
When I was ht Matimoros, NMexlco, on August 0, with Jose Garza, dMexican
consul at Brownsville. Tex., also with other Mexican ofnlclals of 3Mntantoros, we
visited the snloonl operated by the Schreck family at n Mlnatmoros, and at that
time was introduced to one of the Schreck boys, who is typically German in
appearance.
According to Consul Garza, the Schreck boys, of which there are severnil at
Matanloros, while of German extraction, nevertheless, so he claimed, have never
been proven to be pro-,rmrnan. As n maItter of fact, A. Schrcck. a brother of
the Mexican consul at Port Arthur, Tex., who is operating a saloon aind restau.
rant at Matenioros, Mexico, across from Brownsville, T'ex., s known to be very
pro-German, and It is also said his saloon is the headquarters for all of the
Germans in and around Matamnoros.
Also understood while in Matamoros that Anmerlcan Consul Woodward had
taken up the Mexican passports of all of the Schreck family, thereby stopping
them from visiting Brownsville, Tex. This has resulted in a great deal of Ill
feeling being caused at Matamoros, Mexico, from the Schreck family, their
friends and associates in that territory. It also may be possible that the
Schreck family or their friends may have been implicated in sending, or causing
to be sent, the several threatening anonymous letters which Consul Woodward
has received, as mentioned in my"previous reports.
Understand that the grandfather of the four Schreck boys was a German, and
after arrival in Mexico married a Mexican woman.
Due to the short time I was in and around Matamoras did not have sufficient
time to make a careful investigation of this matter; however, on my next trip
to Matamoros during the early part of September, will carefully check these
matters up.
Due to my connection with the Mexican Government, as mentioned in my
previous reports, I expect to suggest to the Mexican ambassador at Washington,
also to Andres Onrcla, inspector general of Mexican consulates, that it Is a mistake to have Schreck, their consul at Port Arthur, continue in his office, be.
cause of his German extraction, and his family at Matamoros, Mexico, who are
alleged to be exceedingly pro-German; therefore, for the reasons mentioned,
their consul at Port Arthur, to a very certain extent, is offensive to the people
in that part of Texas, which does not enable him to give to Mexico successful
representation at Port Arthur. This may be productive of results, and I hope
in this way to cause the removal of Schreck, as Mexican consul, from Port
Arthur.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Chico Cano, Villista
bandit visiting United States Army Camp at Cadelarlo.
NEW Osa Ns, LA., August PO, 1918.
Understand that Chico Cano, a noted member of the Villista Mexican revolutionary factor and' likewise one of the best known and most successful
Mexican bandits. and who is said to have been one of the leaders In the
Bright ranch raid sometime ago, Is now said to be located in Mexico across
the river from Cadelarlo.
On or about August 5 to.12 Cano crossed the river and visited the United
States military camp at Cadelarlo and talked to the United States military
officer in command at that camp.
It my information regarding this visit is correct, the United States Army
officer should have detained Cano, for It is well known in that territory that
he has been an active participant In several raids out of Mexico against
ranches on the American side of the river.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
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Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Mexican Government
opening up 17 new consulates in South and Central America, likewise Mexlcan
Government making arrangements to change many of their present consuls
and other matters regarding their foreign policy.
NEw OSBLANS. I.A., Rcptemiber 8, 1918.
Itn the ufternoot of August 30, Mexican consul general at New Orleans, La.,
Itfael E,. Mugquiz, told me that Mr. Cabrera, Mexican minister of finance,
wutild arrive in New Orleans on the evening of Septelmber 2 or the morning
eptembelllr 8 tmi.l that he wanted to introduce me at that time to 31r. Caof
hwrrai. Hope to I)b able to secure some Information that may be of value from

.Ir.

Cabrera when I meet him.

Mr. Cnbrera has not yet arrived in New Or-

Icns.
The Mexican consul also told me the Mexican Government was now making
arrangements to open up 17 new consulates at various cities in South and
Central Amerce and that from now on the foreign policy of Mexico was to be
ill every way more aggressive. I asked him what he meant by being more aggressive, and lie said President Carranza and his cabinet expected by opening
utp new Mexican consulates in South and Central America. to in this way place
Mexico from a dliplomnntle standpoint on the level with any other country no
mat:lter how large it may he and he further said this was only the beginning
and that within the next 12 months Mexlco would open up a much larger
iminher of new consulates throughout the world.
I of course expressed to him my enthusiasm in regard to such a plan, and
then learned from him that Mexico hopes to create for herself a position
diplomatically in South and Central America. whereby she In this way Intends
to try and become a strong factor in South and Central America In regard to
creating friendship for herself and her policies throughout that country.
The consul general then told me he was just In receipt of a confidential letter from an official in the Mexican foreign office telling him that there was to
he aI hig shake up In the Mexican consulate force throughout the United
States. lie also stated that he had receive. official notification to the effect
that he was not to renlin as consul general at New Orleans, and expected
within a few wtvks to leave for Mexico.
I asked the consul general who his successor would be and he stated the
present vice consul would, as he understood it, succeed him as consul general
att New Orleans.
The consul general also stunted that the Mexican policies in regard to their
foreign relations with other countries from now on would become more aguressive and in that way they hoped and believed that Mexico very shortly
would begin to stand as she ought to,'as far as other countries are concerned.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Crese to Department of Justice re President Carranza's
close personal and political adviser, who is exceedingly pro-German.
NEw OBtEAN8, LA., September .}, 1919.
When I met Leckle in San Antonio, Tex., between August 8 and 8, he at
that time told me that Carranza's closest personal and political adviser was
the present Mexican minister of Interior. Leckle alsp said that Carranza
had more confidence in this party, paid more attention to what he ,aid than
he did to anybody else.
Leckie then said the Mexican minister of Interior was noted as being one
of'the most active pro-German sympathizers in Mexico and that Leckle likewise knew him to be exceedingly anti-American.
Leckle is of the opinion, as mentioned my previous reports rendered in
1917 and 1918, that the majority of the higher Mexican Army officials are
still intothe pay of the German ambassador to Mexico and that Germany will
continue to feed the majority of the ranking Mexican officials money until
Germany no longer needs them. Leckle however, seems to believe it is n
debatable question as to whether or not &irranza himself has been bought by
Germany or has taken any German money.
It is well to remember, however, that it would be a miracle of God alone
if there was any German money loose in Mexico that Carranza has never in
that event taken any of it. If he has not, he in no way, then, is a typical Mextcan, for all of them, Irrespective of who they are, will take anybody's money
and their great national game is trimming an American.
(Crease code name for Jones.)

.a
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Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re participation of Mexican Goverpment In smuggling narcotics out of Mexico Into United States, nnd
ammunition from the United States Into Mexico, via Mexican mail coaches
and in Mexican mail bags.
NEw ORLEANS, IA., September 24, 1918.
Through one of my informants on the border who lives at ,,
namely, , understand from him that the Mexican Government Is
alleged to actively be participating through Its officials at Plodras Negras,
Mexico, and with the knowledge, consent, and assistance of the Mexican consul general at Eagle Pass, in smuggling opium and other narcotics out of
Mexico and ammunition, pistole, and other firearms out of the Unitel States
into Mexico by a system alleged to have been successfully conducted by them
for some time, which is as follows:
My informant tells me that the Mexican Government mall coaches which
carry the mail from Piedras Negras, Mexico, to Eagle Pnss, T'ex., and then
return from Eagle Pass to Piedras Negras via the International bridge across
the

llo (Irando Itiver, c(,ntlnll In l IHtunches which, when llhey leave Pl'ieslrn.

Negras, Mexico, are brought over to the United States. These mail sacks pre.
sumably contain mall, and when the mall coaches come across the bridge
into Pledras Negras again Instead of going direct to the post office and unloading the Mexican mall, that the mail coaches are very frequently seen
driving around to various Mexican stores.
My Informant also states that after the Mexican mall coach receives the

Mexican mails at the post office in Eagle Pass, that Instead of going direct

to the International bridge the mall coach driveq around to various Mexi*
can stores and, presumably, from some of these stores arms and ammunition
are secured, which is brought In the mall sacks and carried necro s to Piedras
Negras, Mexico.
The mall coaches, as stated, are never searched by the United States guards
on the International bridge and, if such is the case, it Is certainly a very
simple matter for those involved to smuggle into the United States or out of
the United States Into Mexico whatever they may so desire to use.
Would respectfully recommend that hereafter the Mexican mall coaches or
any other method of transportation used by Mexicans coming into the United
States be carefully searched; likewise, that when such outfits cross into Mextco
at Eagle Pass that they also be searched.
(Crease code name for Jones.)
Continuation confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re, press.
rdntial candidates in the next Mexican presidential electlon nndl the s~rioi
Mexican situation which will arise from same at that time.
NEW OSLEANS, LA., November 14, 1918.

My report of July 10, 1918, under the heading mentioned above fully covers
the situation at that time, also to a very great extent at the present time regarding the serious difficulties which are rapidly approaching a climax, which
Is being caused by Jealousy between the various candidates for the Presidency
of Mexico In the next .Mex lan presidential elections, which I understood are to
be held In Mexico during July, 1920.
As stated in my report of July 10, 1918, I fully covered at that time, on pages
2, 8, and 4 the various combinations that Glen. D. Aldaro Obregon has arrnnged
in regard to securing support for himself in the next Mexican presidential
elections.
When I was in El Paso, Tex., on October 4 and 5, also on October 24, 1918, I
had several extended conversations with Andres GnrclA, inspector general of
Mexican consulates and consul general of Mexico at El Paso. Garcia is
strictly an Obregon man, and likewise said that the majority of the present
Carranza officials were either avowedl supporters of Ohregon or favored him.
Garcia further stated that fully 75 per cent of the present Mexican Army,
and practically all of the veterans who had served under Obregon, many of
whom were now scattered from one end of Mexico to the other as civilian ,
were strictly Obregon men and would rise at his call. Garcia also said that
Gen. Obregon had and would control practically all of the Yaqul Indians.
Oarcla, In answer to my questions regarding Pablo Gonzales, sahlthat he
was an utter impossibility as a presidential candidate and could never be
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elected President of Mexico. This also applies to Gen. Alvarado, ex-governor
of Yucatan.
Garcia was inclined to be rather guarded in his statements about the alleged
break, or difference of opinion, which is said to have occurred between Presldent Carranza and Obregon, likewise regarding the fact that President (Car.
ranza had planned and was Intending to do all he could, olflcantly and otherWise, to place some other man Inas President of Mexico. I Ilnally wormed
out of Oarcia the admission that there had been some difference of opinion
between Cnrmnnza and Obregon, and that Obregon nltendhl to be the winning

candidate in the next Mexican presidential elections, irrespective or whether
he had the support and friensilhip of Carranaz.
Also learned from Garcla at that time, which I later confirmed from other
sources, that Gen. Obregon has and is perfecting his political and military
machine, whereby he proposes to make a strong effort to become President of
Mexico either via being elected or by the revolutionary route.
Obregon, at the present time, I understand, is making arrangements to estab*
lish Obregon Juntas in Los Angeles, El Paso, San Antonio, and at practically
all other 'points containing a large Mexican population along the border. His
plans, I also understand, will result in him establishing at Sant Antonlo or El
Paso, Tex., a weekly newspaper, which will be published In his Interests.
When I was in El Paso, Tex., on October 4 and 5, 1918, at that time Andres
Garela gave me a letter of introduction to Gen. Ohlregon, who was then at
Nogales, Ariz., or across in Mexico from that town. I expected to see (en.
Obregon on my return from California, but was unable to do so on account of
the fact that I was called to New York due to the serious sickness of my brother.
I am convinced of the fact from the constant and careful observations I have
had the opportunity to make during the last year that Obregon will win in the
next Mexican presidential elections, and if he is counted out, or the election is
stolen from him, he will immediately start the most thoroughly organized and
strongest revolutionary movement that Mexico has yet seen.
Feel sure of the fact that one way or the other Obregon, irrespective of any
difficulties that may be placed in his way, will succeed Carranza. Furthermore,
if Carranza resigns, or Is forced out, or is assassinated before the next Mexican
elections, Obregon will immediately start his fight to succeed him. Therefore
If I can work my way in with Ohregon and by chance secure the opportunity
to privately or publicly represent his interest or campaign In the United States,
I will In that way be able to probably render service that no one else can.
As mentioned in my report of July 16, 1918, Obregon had prior to his visit to
the United States last year, been inclined to be exceedingly pro-German in his
sentiments and statements. However, after he returned to Mexico, it is said of
him, that his sentiments were completely changed, due to the fact that he fully
realized it might be necessary for him, when he becomes a presidential candidate, to have the friendship of the United States.
As far as Obregon personally is concerned, he, as all other Mexicans, at heart
is absolutely anti-American and but very little belief as to his responsibility
or friendship for the United States could be placed in him, than in any other
Mexican. However, if I can succeed in winning his confidence and direct, to
a certain extent, his activities throughout the United States, I may be able to
shape his ideas and opinions to a certain degree that might be friendly and
favorable to the United States. If I could succeed in doing this, the service I
could thereby render, would be well worth while.
My report of September 26, 1918, under the heading of "Confidential report
re break alleged to have occurred between Carranza and Gen. Obregon," will
give you considerable Information regarding the alleged difficulties which have
arisen between (arranza and Obregon.
I will undoubtedly hear from Garcia in answer to my letter mentioned hereinbefore, and if he accepts the suggestion made by me in regard to personally
seeing Gen. Obregon, in that event, unless otherwise so instructed by you, will
proceed to El Paso and there endeavor to have Garcia accompany me to Nogales
to personally discuss the matters outlined in my letter to Garcia of November
18 with Gen. Obregon.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)

(For the information of the committee: This report, which was one
of several, shows that as far back as 1918 the United States was

warned in my reports of the present Mexican revolution.)
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Confidential relprt by Cre.se to Deplartment of Juslltnl re partClelpation of Col.
Estnhan Canltu, siexlln governor of Lower Ctillfonhl iI M3exicalt revoltlon
activities.
NEw OtRLANS, LA., Sept. 4, 191.
As mentioned in my previous reports, F. Ii. Betancourt, Mexican revolt.
tionary leader, according to positive
l
ltorntoll wnlleh I lave secure. astl
likewise forwarded In previous reports to your Department, has be-ln on vlery
close and intimate terms and In constant correspondence with Col. Estaban
Cantu, governor of Lower California.
lietancourt, George Warden, and JIgnalat Peinez have also several timi'
told Godchaux that Governor Cantu had given them financial assistance,.
During April and May, 1918, while Godclhanux and myself were in San An.
tonlo, I reported at that time through Information secured by Godehnux that
Ignacla Pelnez, who is tile brother anld active agent In the United States for
Gen. Manuel Pl'laez, George Warden, Betuncourt. Gareln KN'ranjo, and other
prominent leaders of the Mexican revolutionary group in the United States
were on friendly and Intimate terms and in constant correspondence with
Jose Cantu, of .Mexico City, who is a brother of Estanan Cantu, gdvernor of
Lower California.
Betancourt and Ignacla Pelnez told Godehaux that Governor (antuthad
agreed to help the revolutionary leaders associnted with Iletlncourt and ptrtlcularly those Mexican revolutionary leaders in Sonorn.
At my suggestion laodchaux asked Betancourt and l'elnae what was tiie
reason of Cantu giving his cooperation to himself (lietancourt) and the other
Mexican revolutionary leaders, likewise In regard to assisting the Mexican
revolutionary movement in the State of Sonora. Betancourt's answer was
that in this way Cnrranza. who really wanted and hoped to be able to do so
never could operate, If he decided to do so, an expedition out of the Mextian
State of Sonora against Governor Canto of Lower California.
Betancourt also stated that Cantu for the last year and a half had been
making prnetllce of fluanclally backing the different Sonora revolutionary parties for the reasons mentioned.
From correspondence that Godehanx has seen to and from Jose Cantu, and
Governor lEstaban Cantu addressed to Betancourt I feel sure of the fact, as
mentioned in my previous reports that the Mexican revolutionists have and
are still receiving assstane and cooperation from Governor Centu.

Continuation confidential retjrrl by Crese to department of Justice Septemnler
4, 1918. lie participation Col. Estaban Cantu, 5Mexcatn governor of Lower
California, with various Mexican revolutionary leaders. likewise plans of the
revolutionists to secure complete cooperation of Gov. Cantu.
NEw ORLEAs, LA., September 87, 1918.
As mentioned in my previous reports Col. Estaban Cantu, Mexican governor
of Lower California, for tie last 8 or 12 months has been actively cooperating
with all of the various Mexican revolutionary leaders. For *ull details regardIng this matter refer you to my report of August 28, 1918, entitled:
"Trip of F. R. Betancourt, Mexican revolutionary leader, of New Orleans,
to Mexicala, Mexico, where he is to arrange plans with Gov. Estaban Cantu
to smuggle arms and ammunition out of the United States to Mexican revolu.
tionists in Sonora. Likewise pertaining to alleged participation and activities
of Gov. Cantu with Mexican revolutonists."
During November, December, 1010, and also during the early part of January,
1017, Miguel Tarriba, care of F. 0..Brauet Co., Welsh Building, 244 California
Street, San Francisco, Calif., had several conferences with Col. Estaban Cantu
and his representatives in regard to securing the support of Cantu for the
Fellcista revolutionary movement in the Mexican State of Sonora.
When Alfonso Hoyola, of 85 Kennedy Street, Tucson, Ari., got into trouble
at New Orleans during May, 1917, at that time helped him out and incidentally
secured from him many important papers and documents pertaining to the
revolutionary movement in the Mexican State of Lower California.
This also applies to Ignaclo Pesqulera, of 029 North Seventh Avenue, Tucson,
Ariz., who was also in trouble at New Orleans. From Pesqulera and Noyola
I secured many papers, likewise a great of information, all of which was forwarded at that time in reports to your department.
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Learned from them at that time that Gov. Cantu, of Lower California acting
through Miguel Tarribat, care of F. 0. Brauet Co., Welsh Building, 244 Call.
formula Street, Sun Francisco, Calif., had cooperated with the revolutionary
party in Sonora.
l'esquiera's and Noyola's statements regarding Oantu's participation In their
revolutiondry movement in Sonora was that Cantu wanted to control the State
of Sonora, so that In this way Carranza would never have the opportunity to
send troops from the Sonora coast over the Gulf of California against him
(Cantu) in Lower California.
The revolutionary leaders in Sonora at that time dlssipated all of the money'
raised for their movement. Also several of their leaders about that time were
arrested aild prosecuted in the United States courts.
During March, 1017, Mguel Tarriba wrote a 12-page letter to Gen. Felix
Dinz reviewing the entire revolutionary movement and other matters pertaining
to same. This letter was taken by N yola and I'tsquliernt to (Inatentila to be
forwarded by them from there to Gen. Felix Dilz. They, however, failed to get
it through to Gen. Dins, and when they returned to New Orleans the letter fell
into )'ypossession. That puirt of his letter to (leI). Di
teferring to ('ailu Is al.
follows:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

^ CONFERENCIA CANTU:

"Vd. recordars, Senor, Terriba tsonietio i su conslderuelonl un proyeeto parn
upoderatrse en su nombre die In UniatJCalifornia; todo narcitaba bleu y sin
autortztclon no neutardo de Don Milgauel ~lira decirselo a Vii. do su peculio
personal estuvo expensando la gastos hast Ilegar las cons a sit madurez, y es
equal donde no tenlendiel ya elenmentos proptos tuvo que atenerse an nlasofertas de
Nuevat York; estus lesgrlealaitaente lo fueron vonmpildas y subrevino In delui.
clon de estos asuntos por una de los conjurados, y naturalmente la parision de In

nayor d los Jefes y ofclales que mandttban Ins fuerzas de Cantu.
" Bajo este estado de aninio de este Sr. para nosotros no es possible contar con

su ayuda de una manera francs; pero su instinto natural die conservtlelon le
indlca In convenlencla de pro tegar Ih protegar In rebellion en Sonora. Ocultandole por necesidad In ntistud quue l lgal it Sr. Tarriba y garantla dondole
express de no utentar contra lit estabilldd de su gobierno, obtuve de el nn
conferacia en virtud de In cuul estoy segurode quo nos prestarn su nynda., a
facllitandonos aramento, munlclones y dinero y permitlendo que nos organlcemos
den tro de su territorlo, sin astentaclone sl ui imprudenclas que le compromentan; pero hay quo tartar con el con plena nutorizaclon de Vd. pues naturalmente pretende In consolidaelon future de sus actos, sl nostros Ilegnmos a un
exilto, y en cao contrarlo no verse arreoydao por nuestros fracasos Este Vd.
seguro de que st Ileganmos a un entendlinmlento en este punto, la conqulistat de
Sonora sera un hecho, pues In Baja California es un punto verdaderanmente
estrategico donde puede organizarse un verdrdero ejercilto, y el tlene elementos
en abundanla pam ayudarnos, Pora Ilegar al in de que me permnilto hablarle,
seria Indispensable que Vd. me acreditara ante el come su envlndo pars obtener
de us parte su ayuda. Esta antorizacion deberia ser de character politico y en
este orden to suflclentemente amplia para quo el sin retimenclas, formulara sus
proposlclones, las cuales para su aceptacion ieberian estr sujetas a In apro.
bacon de Vd. El manejo doe los fondos quoe en tal virtud proporclonara quedarla
bajo el controll de los hombres de capital que al acuerdo con nostros en Sonora
estan obrando y obran en el future. lamentando no poder Indicar a Vd. a Don
Miguel en este case per el antecedaute y expresado: pero podia Vd. expedlr un
nombramlento a tal efecto en favor del Ignaclo Pesquelra a qulen su patriinonin personal pone fuera de sospechus Es convenlento en ml homllde concepto y salvo sumejor parecer, quoe el nombramlento quo Vd. haga enml favor y en
el cunl mre nutorice para tratar aInsbases politlcas hajo hajo las cuales el Sr.
Cantu presto su apovo at felicismo. se haga notar quo enmanera alguna tales
arreglos podran ser del domino del ningun committee directive o politico signldt.
Digo a Vd. esto proque aset me to indico
c do que pudiera usar de este secret.
inuy claramente."
*
*
*
*
*
*
NoTL--Copy of the entire letter of Tarriba to Gen. Dian was forwarded by
me at that time In my reports to your department.
IAkewise, as mentioned In my previous reports, Los Angeles, Calif., apparently is now rapidly becoming the headquarters of all of the various proml.
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nent lenders of each of the Mexl an revolutionary Rarties in the United States
and Mexico.
Betancourt is already on his way to Los An;geles. to make his home, so he
claims, in that city; Nonto Ikrltker toll Coitkbaus that he exl~cted to be In
oes Angeles, Calif., within the next month or six weeks; Gen. S. I, Oral Don
Francisco de P. Alvarez, has also stated he will be in Ios Angeles within the
next 60 days, and thereafter will make Los Angeles his headquarters.
Betaourt also tol owlehaux that from now on Gov. Estalan Cantu.
.who has for the last year been carefully arranging his plll along these lines,
will In the future. in a quiet andl confidential manner. he the real directing
head of the entire revolutionary movement throughout Mexico and the United
States.
A great many of tile strong. well-known. active, and popular leaders and
supporters of thle Felicista revolutionary movement in Texas. Arihoua, New
Mtexto. and California during the last several months have been seduced
nw, y from the Felicista party ly Beftannurt. Gen. Alvarez. and other active
supporters of Gov. Cantu.
Betancourt also told Afode-hanx that Ven. Juan Almazan. the Mexican revolutionary leader in the State of Tamaulipas. with all of his ocfcers, soldiers.
supporters. antl friends throughout that Iart of Mexico. are pledged to cooperr
ate with G(en. Pelaez nml Canto.
This also applies to the for~e of G(en. J. Andreu Almazan, Gen. Cuballero.
(len. Zaragosa. and all other Mexican revolutionary leaders in T'amnulipas,
Coahulli. andl other Mexican border Slates. nil of whonm have rec ived assistance
daring the last year from flen. Manuel Pelaez.
Betancourt do claims that nnmany of the strong Vilista revolutionary lead.
ers have likewise pledged their support to the Cantu-P'alaez combination.
Betancourt also claims that the Gutlerrez brothers' revolutionary cvmbinalion as mentioned in my confidential report of August 12, 1918, entitled "The
Olntlerret brothers and Felcilsta revolutionary combination against the Mexican State of Coahnlla," have likewise pledged the support of all members of
their party to the Cantu-Pelacs movement.

Continuation confidential report by Creme to Department of Justice of September 4. 1918 re participation of Col. lstaban Cantu, Mexican governor of
Lower California. in Mexican revolutionary activities and his connection
with Pablo Dato. sr., alien enemy and real power and brains behind Cantu.

2J,

Newv (ltux,
La.. October
1918.
A:. mentioned in may prevlouc, reports, G(odemaux, through F. It. Bletaneourt
enwnts with tlHesre parties to meet Goav.
and E:. Caaslo. had ntade nrrng
Cantu, anti negotiate with him for the purchase of military arms and ammunitton.
*
Godchaux and Calzado. on October 18. arrived at Mexicali, Mex., from Los
Angeles, Calif. 'Upontheir arrival at 10.30 a. m.. Godehaux was introduced to
Jacinto Barrera, .wcretary of state for Lower California. whose offie is an
anteroom of Gmv. Canto, and a few moments later Calzado and Godchaux were
taken into Mr. Cuntu's oftce, where thty saw Itawon Guerrero. private secretary of orv. Cantuo who Oodchaux had previously met on his first visit to
bMexieall. with Bethmncourt. lodchaux was then Introduced to Gov. Cantu by
Barrera.
After a conference of about two hours Gor. Cantu, who was very touch interested during that time in the arms and ammunition proposition told
Godchaux that he could use 10.000000 7-mm. cartridges, also 1I500 rifles
or earbines and from 15 to 25 automatic rapid-fire guns. Cantu during
this conversation told Godchaux that be intended to head the largest Mexican
revolutionary movement Mexico ever bad. and that be had gradually been per.
fecting his plans for the last year along these lines, and through his combination with 5Mannel Pelaez In the south, Villa in the center of Mexico, and
with a complete perfected organization along the border, when be, Cantu, started
his movement, that he would sweep everything from one end of the border to
the other and then on into Mexico.
Cantu gave Godchaux to understand that he had positive assurances through
his Intimate friends and associates, who were powerful American business men,
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that the Unlted States State Pepartlmnnt would favor hIIIn; likewise tilt- ilne
the United States secret service people would close their
parties had told hiIti
eyes nnd not Interfere with the revolutionary activities of his associates and
himself. In a very proud manner he at that uaontent, us an Illustration of his
power with the United States ofliclals, said. "WhyI they even have allowed mitt
imnny times to secure arms and ammunition out of the United States."
Godchaux then asked how he expected to get such a large quantity of arms
and ammunition into Mexico, and Cantu said, "I want this equipment in car.
load lots; and inasmuch as I know the United States guards at Calexico and
they will do anything in the world for me,and also I am not going to be Interfered with by the United States authorities, therefore those carload lots of
equipment could be shipped to me through Calexico Into my territory in Mexico,
chaux that he could use 10,000,000 7-mm. cartridges; also 1,500 rifles or
carbines, and from 15 to 25 uutomatic rapid-fire guns. Cantu during this
conversation told Godchaux that he Intended to head the largest Mexican
towns across from the American towns mentionedl our revolutionary leaders
in those localities will at the same time be prepared to seize these towns."
Godchaux spent considerable of his time while in Calexico and Mexicall
with Barrera, Guerrero, and one of Dato's boys, also had lunch and dinner
with these parties.
On the afternoon of October 18, Godchaux, Culzado, Ouerrero, and another
Mexican by the name of Antonio Flosue went riding in a seven-passenger Packard auto, driven by the youngest son of Pablo Dato. They drove out to a
cotton plantation owned by the Dato family about 5 miles from Mexicall, In
Mexico. This cotton plantation follows a little canal or water ditch close to
the International dividing line between California and Mexico. This ditch or
canal was shown to Oodchaux as they passed where Colzado said he and other
friends of Cantu had several times during the last year sent over the border
quantities of ammunition for Cantu.
Calzado, while talking to Godchaux on the train en route to Calexico, also
when returning to Los Angeles, said thnt Cantu had the United States officials
hypnotized Into believing that Cantu was willing to do everything he possibly
could to cooperate with the United States. Godchanux asked him how Cantu
had worked it, and Calzado'said the United States believes that all they have
to do Is to ask Cantu for any slacker or deserter or German spy in his territory
and that whatever party the United States wanted or asked Cantu for would
then Immediately be sent up to the American border and turned over to the
United States.
Calzado then boastfully and in a laughing manner further said, " Yes, Cantu
is a very wise one, and the only ones he ever kicked out of Lower California
back Into the United States that the authorities on this side of the river
wanted were a few bums that could never be of any use to Cantu."
While Godchaux was in Mexicali Mexico, and Calexico, also while on the
train from Calexico to Los Angeles, Calf., he learned from Calzado and Jacinto
Barrera, secretary of state for Lower California. and from Itamon Guerrero.
private secretary of Cantu, likewise from Information obtained from Betat.
court and Martin de Leon, which shows from all of these available sources of
Information that all of them, likewise C'ntli's other friends and followers consider him to be personally a nice fellow, but they admit or state that he has
been made entirely by .his father-in-law, Pablo Dato, sr., likewise that Pablo
Dato, sr., has been and always will be the brains and executive leader behind
Cantu, furthermore, that every move Irrespective of its importance or not that
Cantu makes same is fully discussed, agreed upon, or planned by Pablo Dato, sr.,
and that if Dato does not approve such plan or movement then in that event
Cantu drops same. It Is also the consensus of opinion among the parties mentioned hereinbefore that to get anything out of Cantu it is first necessary to
win over Dato to their side.
Calzado, Betancourt, and De Leon, due to leading questions suggested by me,
and skillfully put to these parties by Godchaux, regarding Dato, secured Information atom these parties that Data and all of his family have always been
exceedingly pia-German, likewise have been the actual heads of all real German propaganda and spy work that has been conducted on that part of the
border before and since the United States entered the war.
Such being the case as will be shown hereinafter, furthermore on account
of the fact that Cantu and all of his officials and supporters have always been
fully aware of the fact that Dato Is a German alien enemy, and very active In
his effolia for Germany, In that territory, therefore no other conclusion can be
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drawn but that all of the activities of I)zto and his nnny German associates in
C~attu's territory (L.ower California), has been at all lItie.s done with the
kniowkldge, consent, approval, and undloubtlly with the nissstitnce of Cantu
and his associates.
I'aldo Isato, ar., Is known to be a Gernman alien enemy. ndl If necessary can
furnlih your department positive proof to that effect. He was born in (irosstwner, (ierumny, June 11. 1840. ()in December 18, 1805. he.wHs appointed acting
German consul In Parls, France. On .May 30, 1808, he was notified that his
Majesty the Prussian King, hbld conferred on hlin the Imperinl
Order of the
('rotwn of the fourth nlass. On August 9, 1807, Daitto registered with the Gerwan consul at (iuuymas. Mexico, anl again on August 25, 1807, Ditto registered
as a (terumau subject with tile Germnun consul lit Acanplco. Mexico; iato also
itj Chlnu. was a German consul general for (lermny. Dalo before tile United
States tiltered the war and also since, Ihas ten the head of the (lernian inforusation bureau in Lower California. and gave financhl nAssistance to many
(kerman agents in Mexio, lwho
were engaged in securing and sending Informa.
tihn from the United States to the (German nbass ulor at Mexico City.
It Is also a known fact that Pablo Dato for several years hats claimed to be
a naturalized Amuerican citizen. As a matter of fact he never has become an
A.4wriean citizen. (odchllux also learned while in 3lexicall and Cltexico, that
Dato is in direct and constant connmlunentlon wit h German consuls at (uny.
tas, landother Mexican towns, and with the (ernian nitnlattlor at Mexico
City.
In 1803 P'ablo Dato served for over it year its a volunteer inI tile (erman
Army. I understand that Pablo Itato married a Mexican woman nnd that they
tave six children, Fred, Willitam, Gustave, Anna, Paul, and Adolph Dato.
Alik, understand that each of his sons have always been pro.German, and were
likewise active with their father in his German activities.
I'ubl Iato has been and Is on very Intimate terms with Adolph Garcia, who
Is said to ie at German agent at Mexicall. Garcia Is known to have received
telegrams and letters from the German consul at Guaymas In regard to remnttatxes of money to himl from the German consul at that place and has likewise
had it lhis Iasesslon sat Mexlcall drafts and checks in his favor from Itaslemtader, the G(ennan consul at G(uaymas. who is a nmembner of the firm of itatde.
tmacher-fuller & C(o. at Guaymas.
Pablo DIato, ar.. as mentioned hereinbefore, has always been the absolute
dir ting power behind Gov. Cantu, and has controlled Cnntu in all of his
act(ivitles in the past, as he will continue to do in the future. Closely cooperat.
Ing with Pablo Dato. sr., Manuel I,. Lugan, Cantu's legal adviser and his
personal Intimate friend, also his secretary of state for Iower Californta.
Jacinto Itarrera.
It will he well for the United States when considering the adlvisabihllity of
ceutralizing their hopes on Cantu as a probable solution of the Mexican questoln. or even as a friendly hitching post in time of trouble with Mexico. In the
future to seriously consider before so doing the fact that his fnther-in-law,
Pablo Dato, sr., and many other Germans who are closely atfililted with Datn
are the ones who absolutely control Cantu, now and for the future, and such
being the case Germans. as they have been and always will be. therefore the
United States as it looks to me will have but very little chance for an eyen break
as far as the Dato-Cantu combination is concerned regarding future Mexican
affairs In which the United States may be expecting to use the friendly interest
of Cant.
All of my reports to your department hitas contained information just
as I find it whether for or against friends or enemies, likewise whether
favorable or unfavorable regarding myself.
Several years ago I securtdl
the original leads, worked them out. and broke Iup the transaction which
showed at that tinm, that
had secretly agreed to accept employment a,
attorney for the Fellclsta Mexican revolutionary party at Washington, and
that the principal part of his work to be done for them was to endeavor to
seduce the opinions of Mr. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, Cone Johnson, of
the State Department, and other United States officials as to the benefits the
United States would receive by recognizing or giving their support to the FPell.
(orv.

cita Party.

I later secured and sent forward to your department photographic copies of
letters passing between (en. Felix Dins and his wife and others closely allied
with him, which showed his utter contempt and hatred for the United States.
and his Intention If war occurred between the United States andiMexico to fight
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side by side with Carranza against this country, irrespective of the fact that
even at that nonent Pedro del Vlllar, his representative in the United States,
was assuring the State Department of the great friendship of Felix Dlnz, and
that lie would also support the United States it our Army went Into Mexico.
I likewise secured and sent forward to your department several hundred orlgiInl letters Ipassitg between Carranza and many of his prominent ofllcials, to and
from each of the revolutionary leaders in all of the Central American countries
with the exception of Costa tllca, which showed, us I had previously reported
for over a year, that Carranza, as I now know It to be so, was financing with
Germnian money various revolutionary movements In Central America. These
original letters lnmIreports covering It period of over two years to a certain
extent preveintit
many through Carranza from obtaining n stong foothold
in Central An ,rie, likewise broke up practically all of these revolutionary
movements.
/
I have like
o in times past secured nnd sent forward to your department
,original and plhotographle copies of many important letters, contracts, docu.
ni'ntrs, etc.. which showed' the qfillntions and connections and plans of many
,romnllent Americans., Iunclers. and others with Mexican and Central Amerl.
can revolutionary affairs.
I fully really, that I anm making some very strong statements regarding
these matters, particularly ,soa I believe the Stat DI)epnrtment may be In.
cline to linve some contlhlenet Iii ('antu. due to certain representations that
have been made to tlher inI regard to tbhe ability and friendliness of Cantu
for the United States.
How-ever, I nm willing to risk the reputation I believe I have made during
the last several years with your department regarding the accuracy of my
reports pertaining to Mexican and Central American affairs, and which Chief
lslelaski during September, 1018, personally told me that the State Depart*
ment considered my reports regarding Mexican and Central American affairs
the best they received. Many of such reports at the time they were'rendered
appeared to be pipe dreams, which later were substantiated by documentary
.evidence or by information secured by other parties for your department.
I mention the foregoing facts to qualify my statement to the effect that
sooner or later your department will secure from other available sources
confirmation of the information given herein and my statements to the
effect that the Americans who are alleged to be backing Cantu are also
alleged, simply for the profits they can make, have and are endeavoring to
secure the assistance of the United States for Cantu and his other revolutilonary associates.
If this is ever accomplished then in that event the United States will have
to face the fact that if Cantu Is .yer President or dictator of Mexico that his
every move will be made only oithe advice or by the suggestion of his
father-in*law Pablo Dato, sr., a p 'en German alien enemy, and one who
will always be bitter in his thoughts. plans, and actions toward the United
States.
INFORMATION REOABDINO PABLO DATO, GERMANY'S CONFIDENTIAL AOENT IN I.OWEU
CALIFORNIA, AND ALONO TIlE ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO, AND CALIFORNIAN BOiRDE

Paul Dato, alias Pablo Dato, as shown in the file regarding this party, was
born on June 11, 1840, at Grossen on der Order, Prussia, and served as a volun.
teer In the German Army. For over a year he was in the German diplomatic
service in China, and for about a year and a half, as shown In detail hereinl
after, served as acting consul general for Germany at Paris, France. He arrived in the United States via steamship Perdcre from Germany at the port of
New York on the 224 day of August, 1889.
He Is the father-in-law of Gov. Estaban Cantu, Mexican governor of tower
California.
During August of 1874 he left San Francisco, Calif., for Guaymas, Mexico,
and In a few months thereafter went to Muleje, Lower COllfornia, where he
was supposed to have been the secretary ef the Lower California Lead & Sliver
Mining Co. He remained their until the latter part of February, 1875, and in
March, 1875, returned to San Francisco, and he remained there for two months
and then returned to Guaymas, Muleje, Mexico, and remained In that part of
Mexico until 1883.
Shortly after his return in Mexico he married a Mexican woman in Provedencia In 1881, whose name was Donaciana, and who was a native of Iorrora.
On July 18, 1882, his oldest son, Fred, was born at Sonora, Mexico.
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During 1883 he returned to San Franelsco and remained about 10 days, shd
then returned to hlia home In Lower California. On March 17, 1880, his second
son, William, was born at San Jose de Ouayaas. In 1888 Oustave, his third
sonl, was born at Ouaymas, and on May 0. 1891, his daughter, Anna, was also
born at Guaymnas. On June 1 Pl'al Dato, Jr., was born In Sonora, Mexico, and
on February 24, 1897, hIs Ilfth son. Adolph Datoe, was born in Sonorn, Mexico,
Therefore all of his children were born in Mexico.
For a good many years in the past, Pablo Dato repeatedly clalln
that lihe
was a n turali7.ed Amerlcan
.en, and that all of his children were Americatis
and h d been born in the United Stutes. This is a deliberate falseho ,. llis
record also shows since 1000 and up to including 1918 that' he was a regular
votoin all of the city, county, State or national elections at Calexico, Calif.,
,Fwhere\he has maintained llis home since 1900. Each .time he voted as an
Americli, and when lie dlid so knew that he was not a citizen of the United
.
State
Wheri Germany declared,war on the Allies Pablo Diato appeared before Perty ,
Windener, the German consul at Los Angetes, Calif., and registerersis a German.,
subject.
At the start of the Europnit war. Insomuch as Pablo Dato represented 1him.
self as an At
tin citizen iie therefore was able to come and go with his sons
across the be
his being due to the fact that he ,had secured ns an Ameran .
citizen an i imlgratlon curd permit to come and go over the border.
Several y tr nago hIls daughter, Anna, or Anita,' (married I~taban Cqntu,
Mexican govn or of Lower Cali ,rnla. Cantu Is deehledly a weak character,
and is extremely susceptible to fli ttery or suggeitlons niade by aly ope in whom
he has even the slightest amount of confldepce. Therefore Pablo Dato and his
sons, and others who were strictly pto.Germbn that Pablo Data drew around
bim, have always been, and still pre, the directing power behind, Cantu.
mEuropn
War, 1'dlbl4 Dato ilmnledlately took arge Of"-"At the outhllek of'the :
all of the spy and prolpaganda work for Germany in Lower ('ilifornin and in
New Mexirotllii
the United States nilng that iart of tlw border of Arizonfll.
Lowet California, and as directing head of all of the German spy allll
ro.l:t
ganda systems in that section, so it is tsaid of him, st.cured g'ratcr.r .s is-fr
" Germany In everywyv
than nany other (ieriman was ai,. Illti eure t ltg tilt
. t
.
border.
Ills son.in*law, G(ov. (tmin. of l.ower.(allfornin, from 110 uil tU itiil inc luding October, 1010, carefully followed out nll Instructions o$ah father-inlifornin.
" law, Pahlo Into, ilijeg ln to helping Germany's enuse oin . ver
During this timell Cfilt did everything in his power a n'vi, yli
tled States
officials in that part of the country and likewise of M fishing' Ifin hI. (1nti, .
was the true and firm friend of tile United States.
And in the end, so it Is alleged, Cantl was able to con
te the iate leplirtmeet that he was really friendly with the U Ited States Thllls nabhl (antu
on4lecount of his presnicl friendship for (e United Stlats In secur, many
favors and practically operate along that part of the borlder with I frCn hlnd.
Therefore on ni'count of the belief that tile I'tld
States had"In hini. I'auitn
and his fatherIn-law, l'ablo Data, with his German spy andl pel:s gansn.s"ystem
was able to operate same tip to October, 1018. almost with r
hand:itl, atndl
which resulted li hiit after the t'nitedl States entered tile war n rendering
service to (lernlany along these lines that front a slanlwdint o(f t- valne to
Gertmany could never be estimated.
)
During that time Pablo Dat residled at Calexico, Calitf..
Itch a arr o. tilt,
border from Mex<hll,. Lower t'nlifornia. lIe wn during tijs' tht 4n hie 111111
intimate terms with the omcllai of lithe Calexico nntlolli bank which was
alleged to be a prol-erman institution. Data was likewise n heavy de ilitor
in that bank, and in their afely deposit vanlts held tlhrce safely dielin it boxes In
his name. Among the ittitnte friends at Calexico connected with this lian
was F. Clonke. ns president, andli William tntlimnnu, as enshier. All of ills
-sn
likewise when on the hlexiaen side of the border were extremely lro-14ernnn
and likewise partlelltted in all of the Gernman spy and propaganaln plins of,
their father.
During 1017 Fred Date was convicted In the United States courts ,ini charge
of conspiracy in an attempt to take arms and ammunition to Mexico. For this
offense he was sentenced to serve 10 menths Imprisonment and to pay a fine of
$10.000 The United States Government, however are allegtl to Ilave allowed
not (vint tq) offend his
his case to-drag along dae to the fact Ithat theA}_1
brothB iln-law, (toy. -. Estaban Cantu.
.
*
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During 1017 Pablo Dato and all of Ilis sons constantly carrihd out of Snutlago
and Calexico into Mexico, many thousands of dollars worth of farm miwlahilery
and food products, likewise handled so it is said several hundreds of dollir of
II1;l1 Iii
gold wlehc they carrhtd into Mexico. This resulted In a clhalrge Ielal.
the United States cowuts nlgalnst Fred Pato in 1017 onln charge of valillon of
the espionage laws for Illegally taking into Mexico without tihe lroar flie'ns~,
certain farm machinery andi food products from the United tlutes. 'Thii's iarge
was also held up so it is alleged, by orders frorit 1'nshlngton, due to the fact
thee(' wnt*
('at111, if
that It might offend his brother-in-law, liov. iEtbll:lat
pushed.
After the United States authorities woke up to exactly what the Date family
were and. realized that Gov. Cantu's friendship for the United States meant
nothing, it then resuttedl in the United States authorities during October or
November, 1018, forelqg Fred Data to end his cases in the courts, andt which
resl ltetlin Fred Dato paying a fl)o of $5,000.
The three safety delpsilt bdxes of tiablo Dato, IltCalexico National Bank&
numbers 54, 87, 09. ,Whenthese were opned by Uniteal States anulloritle4
1Wer
citizenship,
they containnl positive proof regarding Pablo Dato, sr.'s (ernann
also regarding hle German spy umnl prolagantfu system along tIhe border.
Pablo Dato luring the war repeatedly signed checks or indorsed notes for
Mexicans who were known German operatives on tile Mexilan side of the
border.
Itto lihnintmintl at Calexico an underground clearing llonse which
Pa
ng 101, 1917, and 1018 In many Germnns being able to leave the
tel
r
nlted S esa by Calexico, San Diego, Callf., or at other various border points
I California, Arizona, antid Re Mexlco.
le scuretl from Von :clkhnlt, the (erman ambassador at Mexro City, ttle
n esary funds to erect at Mexlcala a powerful and fully equipped wireless
which was at all times in direct .
"stJon,tvhlch wa, in con.ant operatlottnd
onsuls at (unaymis and Mazatic.onlllnlatloln with the Oerm
constant
and
i n and from those towns relayed to the Germap *Embassay at .Mexico Cily.
ibsages nill duringlIhls time were constantly sefit and received through these
channels which enables them without any Interference to freely have the opporo
tunity for the trdusmisslon of Information from the United States to the German Embassy at Mexico City, and to do so by this wireless was n silu
I that
immediate matter. Pablo Pato Is known to have reltateldly hoa
Iatinn to
Mexicaln by Ounymas nd
wireless messages had beet sent f.tron
two
to
1f
a
Mexico City and an answer received within front an hour and
hour.
It Is also a known fact that Pnblo Dato was the active paymanster a ong that
part'*of the border for Vao Eckhart, tihe (ermnn nmba.ssador to Me co City,
anti that prior to the start of the. European ewar Pablo Dato nt alil is sons,
also Gov. Estaban Cantu were all at tlmep ftw a financial staindploint exceed.
Ingly hanlrd up; after the war broke put it became an extremely noticeable fact
that all of the Data boys. their father, and Uov. Cantu were extremely well
flmd financially. They then became owners of three expensive nautolohilles
ai the Dato boys began spending each day large nnamounts of money.
flnnntfany of the Mexican ofmcfis of the Cantu adminislrntlon also eemne
fly well fixed at that time. Names of these Mexicans will ile Imentioned
hereinafter.
On the night 't the day that the news was received In Mexihaln that the
at (ov. (:ant's
lualftanta had been sunk by German submarines there was hlehl
house a mnquet which was given in honor of the nnval power of (lermny;
Pablo Jnto and all of his sons were there, likewise a large number of Gov.
Cantq ofllcers anti several Germans.
At the time Pablo Dato's bank accounts, property, and safety deposit boxes
were sel.ed by the United States oficslil in Calticeo during April or Mayin ofa
was
1018, $8,000 was found to the credit of Pablo Pato, $4,000 of which
savings lOunt, and $4,000 In a checking account. A few dlas prior to the
time the property was seized it was said that he aInd his sons drew out of the
bank at Onlexico, and from other banks ItnSan Diego and Los Angeles. Cnllf.,
in excess of $75,000 gold.
Another account at the Calexlco National Bnnk it is alleged, stood in the name
of Carlotta T. Dato, by Pablo Dato, agent. This account Is sahl to have been
in excess of $5,000. and .urlotin Ian sister of Pabln I)atto ainid nshd-s in
Cernmny.
0
In and within a fdw miles around Mexicain there are from 20 to 23 Germans
employed on fans. At one time on the Becker Ianch, whlclh Js leale by
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were ld to.have l wen qille ni ttUiilienr eiilliuyedl. 1i lI.i 11s20
Miiriinez. tl'her'
co<tnlltllli III11,ll'r-llvr wltia 'li1i
Wpl
n
at one ile . illof thMot (flerilil
Pno, Gov. ('lliltor the Vtrloiwt1 IRtl Ii,vms.
I
1117
nld 118 tIhere were from-i 10 t,,as hih is 2; Ithmt
.11i durll
there li1meIllh1tIly got
orrlvil
(ierlmalllls n Mexioilmi. wh. Invrhilhly jn thilr
ing nil the time. and
In tc
llP'ahlo Ihln.: Sucll (lerllllsWel', .'ollig1III
hltI. I)ito or Adolph
lIn
hve Ini'n 11tiilUohy
whenever lee-srv were saMl
mitlIt ii lunyin:is or to alexlcw. City.
nlld wer.' then sellt
(Ilaln,.
kloll ti hInve been liilve Ipartlllpants iln lrmaill ip.y and
.lAmong tlho,
(o'lexeo. San
p'ropagngillvl work tii .Mexhnli, mitl Iinioiiiii-. Lower (llliforillt,
were
t
'nilif.. lso wt dlier lorler polite. who at illime..
fDlelgo nui Is A ,igeles:.
nithilg illuter ,rlers nillil.iru-aloils of 'ohlo Dat. Mr.. are flte following: (Inv.
(oliforl :Pr11 Illto. Jr.. .lextnin,
.oximn goernorr toflowver
Eih11 1n (1i11h1t.
11'illinll
Dla,
Lower Cn'ifornih: tlilovne Dl)o. .Moxhioih. Lower nlifornllin:
Mexinli. Lower ('llliornht: Jneinto Blarrn , secretary of state for Lower
Io)ter Cnliforni : (Ien. Cordillo Fscudlern, Mexltln,
Mlexilcul,
Calilforln,
; uistave
Lower ('allforni:l; ~anllln (luerrero, .lexlcaln, T.wer ;lltifornhll
n Alnstrlln llvinr for n tilmle i11Fan
Nogailes. .riz.; i'nul K n
Itluina,.
to have
was
salp
sJe
nir
whleh
op9
4It
1
livery
Dlego. ('ill., an d while thllre
been furllshed hiII by the DltlI hboY. Krase know the Datl bys naothey

were schoolnintr(

together:

V' 1 Dato, Mtexlcnln, Iwer '

in: Adolph

milo
d fe
Rnnael Cnlitu, Mexio City,
Dato,Mexlealn. Lower Cnlll nl;
i,
+
C(ti
caln. power Canlifornin: M. ntterrerm. private Rcvretnry of tnv. stlmii
Mexicsla, Lower Cnlifornia: and Col. CFerelche.
The following (lerlmans and Mexlnns were very active in (lermln spy and
f lerman consuls
propaganda work under the dirttlon of Pol Dita, nd the
In niwer Callfornln and along the border: O(Istnvo lIhniz. xNgnlme, Arli.;
Manatlaon and (IGunymns. Mexlco:
G(. lnnm. Mlnatian. 1Meximo: Ilolwrto Z(11ll,
111 Mexlnln. Mexi: A. Itatlemncher. (lerlnnn consul
LA.Contnnlllo. (lyinnllnl ns
at .Ouymans. Mexico: Cot. .Tose T. Cnntn. Mexico City and Mexlenln, Mexico,
a brother of (Inv. Es tnMn ('intl: Glen. '. Ellns Cnlle'. secretary of commerce
and Indtllflry in nrrnnza's cabinet,.nivo ex-govtrnor of Senortl; Inlbhor Witebo
(nlins fahlo Wllhirskl). operated In and neross the border from Texas, Arizona,
nde'
(Sni .llionio
New Mexico, and Lower California. now In nillltnry prison tit
courtmartlnal,*sentenced to death: Pernnndo Gregoir. Mazatlan, Mexico; O. R.
ulller,
of
T.ings, Mazatilon. Mexlco: Mnx Cohen, (ullaymannl, Mexico; -Guayman , Mexicn: W. R. tncphy. one of the secretaries of Gov. Clntu. Los
Angeles. Calif.. Cqlexlro, Calif., and Mexleniln. Mexco: (len. CUlrls lank.
Mexican military conlmnder Ii northern Sonorn: olplt. Cllies, conlnmnder
thlrty-fourth dotachmnent of Mexican troops on the Colorado aide In the State
of Sonorn.
One of Pablo Dato's most successful agents at Meidekl n, Mexico, and Calexico,
Calif., and along the Sonora border, was Adolph Glarcln. Who after the United
States entered the war wan etively engaged In vnrlous German spy and propa.
ganda efforts In behalf ofPao9la Dato. (ard keeps a general store at Mexteata
and has a large warebse in the rear. He employs two Germans, both of
whom are clerks In his store; neither one of these parties were but very seldom
in Mexicala and are alleged to have acted as messengers for Pablo Dato between
tfexleala and various towns and cities In Mexico. One of these parties is a
tall, slim fellow, pale complexion, and about 44 years of age, and is known as
Gustavo. The other Is young (about 25 years of'age), red faced and apparently a salor, very strongly built, and Is known by the name of Christian.
. During the latter part of March, 1918, Garcla, while intoxicated, exhibited
a wireless telegram received at the local wireless statloh in Mexicala from the
German Embassy at Mexico City. The telegram read:
" Am Instructing consul It Gunymas to remit to you. Will send more later."
Garcla then endeavored to bare a draft cashed which came from Herman
Rademacher, the Berman consul at Ouaymas. who is a member of the firm of
Rademacher.Muligr & Co., at Guaymas. The draft was for $800.
la for having
Part of this money,'it whs understood, was to repay lar
advanced something in excess of $300 to five.men who had been sent south by
Garcia. These fire men were Germans and are said to have been the same men
hese five men left Mext.
who were captured on board The Alearonder Agassfr.
cata during February, 1918. proceeded eastward andt crossed the Colorado
River near Monument 204. They were guided by the German clerk of Garcia,
Christian. Upon reaching the Sonora sjde tiey were met by Capt. Called, of
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the Mlexican Army, who is in command of the Thilrty.fourth detachment of
troops on the Colorado sidle in the Mexican State of Sonora, Calles furnished
guides and burros for these five men and sent them eastward across the Sonora
liresinled they would connect with the rnll.
desert to some Idnl1t where it wia.s
road south of (lunyltls.
Garcia during the early part of 1018 was very Jubilant over the German
advances that at that time were being made in France. During March lie
deposited in bank $500 gold. which was In the form of postal money orders from
Herman Rademacher, the German consul at Guaymas.
Garcia repeatedly during 1017 und 1018 Iorrowed several different amounts
of money nt the M exlcala Bank. These amounts ranged from $200 to $1,000,
all of which he Is said to have repaid. Hlls notes were always Indorsted by
Pablo Dato.
Adolph Garcla is said to. be an extremely well-educated man, speaks English,
French, Spanish, and German. lie is by no means such a manl as would engage
for his living as a regular business in a small mercantile establishment such
as he was operating in Mexicala, and which is said to be simply as far as the
business Is concerned a blind.
lie is a heavy drinker and gambles, and his gambling losses have always
been very heavy, lie always encarried with hain, so it is said, from $500 to $1,000
so that he will be able to supply traveling (lermnans on the way to Mexico City
or other places In Mexico with funds.
IlRTIl

(ErIFIe.('AF

DATO, ('ONFIIIKIAL (i;EI)IAN
O IFPA1ill'I
CALIFORNIA.

.(IENT

IN

IoWER

original iho'unent in the (ierinman inu
T'he following is translation of anll
gunge:
iia ,mone.
Dato .icervitl
inl183 PahI't,
that
shows
This birth certileate also
year volunteer in the P'russinn Army.
" Birth certllfate of Adolph Paul Dato:
"In the resextilve register of the Church of GlrLsset'n, there was entered on
the 21st day of June, 1840, the following:
"Adolph Pau born Julle 11, 1840. mother, Caroline Frederike Dato; fatllhr,
Carl Frederich f.ato; baptized this dnate.
"This certiflci.e is extended without charge.
"OlGiven at Grossel March 8. 188.
" (IFall1F:R.
"Snpt. and llgh lPastor of the lllt."
NOTIFI('ATION F, OM TIlH:COUNT s8O91a, TilE GVl .AN CiIArUf: '.WFFAIR~F .AT PARIa.
FRANCE, TO PADIA) ATO, REGARDING CREDENTIALS OF PAIA)L DATO TO WER TIHE
OERMAN DEu'ORATION, TllE ROYAL CROWN.

To Mr. PAUr, DAT,

Associate of the Mission Duchenln, Ducasse eI Cle, Paris.

Il'rinted letterhead l'ruslan Eamtussy In France.)
PI'ARI,
August 6, 1868.
SIR: Referring to my letter of June 18, to-day I take pleasure In enclosing the
proper credentials authorizing you to wear the order of the Royal Crown of the
Fourth Clns.
Accept assurances of my highest conslderation.
The chargO d'affaires:
COUNt SOLtfI.

Mr.

PAUL DATO.

PIrs, No. 10 Ric. de Rngllcn.

CITATION FROMU Tile GEBIMAN EMPEROR DECORATING PAULO DATO WITHl
ORDER OF THE CROWN.

TilE IMPERIAL

The following Is translation from the original in the German language:
"On orders from bi majesty ,the King, the general comlllission in charge'
nlajesty ls gralcefully
of the royal'Prnssln orders, hereby attests that his
conceded to the merchant, Paul Dato. of Parts.
4786-20-voL 2 -- 77
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"Thle Imperlit order of the crown of the fourth cins l11n
extends the proper crelentnals hearing our seal andl slgntllre.
"G(leneral en,llnlilslon of the royal l'ruslnn orders:

it herewith

" ('*1'*NT SI)I.M ."
IEHIIS, .lao

NOTIFICATION
PAIIDO IPATO
fF.RIANY.

80, 1868.

'FROM TIlE GERMIAN "CHI1ARG
D'AFVAIRES"
AT PARISI FRANCE, TO
IE(IIAlilNG DFEIRATIONN PHtENTED TO IllM
Y TIlE EMPEROR OF

The following is translation from the original document, which was written
In French:
IPrinted letterbead, Prustlsa Embassy to France.)
"PARIs, Julne 16, 1868.
" Sir: The King, my august master, has conferred upon you his order of the
Royal Crown of the fourth class (chss of a knight), you so well deserved.
" By handing you this high distinction I request you to acknowledge receipt
and the proper credentials will be extended to you.
"Receive, sir, imy congratulations and the assurance of ay distinguished
c6nslderation.
"For the Ambassador of Prussia.
"The Charge d'Affaires:
"COUnT oLM."
COPY OF TIlE .%'INIo1N1SENT OFV 'AIHLO PAl

AH ATING (OERIMAN CONSUL IN

PARIS, FIANCV.
The following Is the correct translation from the original document, written la
the German language:
"STUirroAT, December 19, 1865.
" Yovu IIoNoR: Yours of the 141h instant I have received and had the honor
to Inform myself that the Royal consul, Mr. Olaenzer, during his absence has
appointed you to act in his place and that you gracefully accepted.
" I hasten to express to you my approval of the decision of the Royal consul
and hereby express to you at the same time my high appreciation for having
accepted the representation of this consulate, and It would afford me pleasure
to enter into offilclal relations with you.
" WAMIDULLII."

Hlls Honor, the representative of the

Royal consul at Paris.

Mr. Paul Dato, whose direct address is not known to me.

(CElTIFICATE O' IRKlINTiATION OF PABLO DATO AS A GERMAN CITIZEN,
8 HPREIAT AT Uti'.JE,
LOWE CAI.FORNIA.

BEFORE TllE

The following Is correct translation of the original written illthe Spanish
language :
"To the subprefect of the Center Part, tIleje, Lower ('alifornin.
"Pablo Data, a (lerlnnn citizen, a resident of Santa Itosllan, tower Call.
fornin, appears before you and resplctfully states:
"Ilaving acquired nl estate property In the port of Santa Itosolin, Weing
married to a Mexican woman, who now is the mother of two children, Iln
ncord with the provlsluns connnd in Article I, Capital V of the law govern.
Ing the naturallnation of foreigners, dated SMay 2, 1880, and being Inside the
limit of time set in referral to article, hereby express my desire to cont,rve
any (lerman citizenslhip.
" In virtue whereof I beg that this, my expressed desires, he admitted and
that a certified copy he furnished me.
"I swear that I proceed in good faith.
"8.ANTO Itos.LI.tA, orcnmbcr 15, 1880.

"Two stamps of 50 cents each duly canceled.

"On the margin a seal-Mexcan chat of arms, reading, 'Sul.prefecture of
the Center Part of Lower California.' "
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fMuleje,

note

November 18, 1880, Irevented under this

late the above petition,

has Inen imle iI the respective oIok. Itelurn original to petitioner.
Alplrovtd and signed by the subprefect of the Center l'art of Lower anliforntl,
III presence of the omelnl clerk.
J. YoN'tio Aito,
ItAlMOS
.lrSto,ClCrk.
"The original has been delivered as ordered, after dlue entry had ten nnmade
inI Ihe reslmwtlve book."
DATA

IOARDING

711r

OIOINAL

GERBMAN

ORGANIZATION

WHICH

IN

MEXICO

IHANDI ED THEIR EIcoxoMClS AND WAR PROPAGANDA.
i'tll!o Ditto, sr.. was very active in this orgaunlztioln.

It wit known as the Verbalnd Deutscher Itlehhsangerlhoriger (Unionl of SubJtci of the Germtan Emplre) with headquarters In thieloker luildling. Mexio,
.'ity,
tIoilI has branches and agents as follows:
Mexico: Krause, Julio Blumenkow, Augustin Orosset, Ernest Grether,
llnm .Muller, Karl Janke, head of (erman secret tservi v in Slexlco; H. Von
i,ubek, Boker Building; Theodo Itch Scllunacher, Box 1388; Iugo Marquardt,
i Sa1 Agustln 50; Franz Boker, Mexican Hurdware Co., Box 149; Dr. Emll
Iloese. S..Pedro los Pinos Avenue 10 No. 2315, (lire of Ketelson & I egetnu.
C:hlhuahun: Mfax ishbntumn. Ilernimn Knreigimn, ()tto L3relefleld, Herman
Ple. 1on Kelk.
Cilldald Juarez: Frederlets Ieuther, German consul at Juarez; S. Blaneas.
Ilurango: ltodolfo Schommer, Petes.
Iluantlujara: Paul Hansen, liHans Deeke, Karl Paulsen.
(lanymas: Max Cohen, I,. Constancel, Gustave Iberl, A. Itadenacher, German
onsul; Hlos. Mfuller, partner of Rademacher.
Mlexlealn: Frederick, Gustave, Adolph, Pablo, Jr., Williams, W. H. Iteachy,
andl PnIblo, sr., Dato.
Mazatian: Fernando Gregolr, 0. limback, O. hions, C. It. Ling, Itobert Stoll,
Melcher Buers.
Merida, Yucatan: 1W. Dirks, Maurice callerr, Adolphus Struck, Augustine
IAwels, Kutmn Heller, Hmlil Moller, Consul V. Guckler.
.Monterey: It. A. Bremer, J. Cram, I. Langstruth, Adolf Schefold.
I'nrral: Edganr Koch, K. Stallforth, Aduardo Koch.
Puerto ]Mexlko: 0. O. Souffront, care of Hamburg Americann Line, Box 72. .
O,.unn.
San LuIs Potost: Consul George tUnnia, Tanlilco): Carl Heynan K. Eversbusche.
Teple: 'A. Gluzemnan, Julius Dellus.
Normchren.
Torreon: Jullan Lark, Vera Crux: Arturo Arrieta, P'edro Basaner, Rudolph von Lubek, Guillermo
ihusing.
%',acatecs:Herman Relmers.
Monterunla: Joseph Korn.
.lnitormols: H. Eachreck.
Nuevo Laredo: Capt. K. Hlnsch, German Army officer; Herman Ruckhem.
Nogales, Ariz.: Gustave Bulnzo, IH.J. Woodll.
The public head of this society is I. von Lubek, who lives at 28 Calle, Berlin, and has offices In Boker Building, Mexico City. He is a retired merchant,
formerly of the firm of Robert Boker & Co., one of the leading hardware comtanies it the City of Mexico. Fr'lt Bommer, son of B, Bommer, one of the
leading Jewelers In Mexico City, traveling throughout Mexico organizing and
furthering the work of this society.
There is also a committee organized under Von Iubek for active work In
Ite Mexican Army. The German Army officer In charge of this work Is Capt.
ithiardo W. Schwlers, who worked through some 40 German offers to that
Indy. This committee also works through Col. Jos4 del Campo, Corps of IEn
nd
l Baltlllo, Capt. Herman Ruek?
uileer>. 3lexi an Army; Cuastro (enegans
helm, Nuevo Laredo, Cal. Carlos Plank, of Sonora; Gen. P. Elias Calles, of
onottr : nld t Spaniard named Gurdiola,. editor of la Regeneraclon, of 8at

t110llo.

The society furnishes Inspiration and financial backing for the following
In(luerra, Informanelones en las Amerleav,
Crontes Alemana, Duetache Zeltung von Mexico, and all has subsidized the
Ie lrrsitMexlco City: HIoletln de
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following dailies: El Democrntsn. In .Monterrey it subsidizes the following: El
Heraldo Eutrpeo. It also furnishes pro-Germnu news for Mexican Ipal rs,
inil, In conectllon with I.o
s.mlend IlKero AnmerlemiI do llnmlrg unIl Trans.
ocean, of Berlin, publishes and distributes pamphlets on the G.rman side of
questions. It encourages business men to advertise in Mexican new papers
and thereby gains their interest andi assistance in ,preading pro-German news
alnd kultur. It publilhes Iposters, whiich are olt throughout the leading clths
of Mexico, and provides lectures on various subjects. It has organized socie.
ties of Boy Scouts to drill and train in German fashion. The influence Is felt
throughout the department of public schools. as shown by their training, which
Includes the "goose step." Another colllnittee of this society arranges for
free courses of German in the schools; another Is charged with providing a
hospital.
During the strained times with the I'nlted States the Germans throughout
Mexico showed most lively sympathy with the Mexicans, and promised them
active aid in case of war between Mexico and the United States. Recently
Von lIubek wired nll German consuls in Mexico of the enthudiastle reception
awarded the German minister, anti of the hissing and anti-American sentiment shown the American ambassador at the opening of Congress, and requested them to tee that same was published in Mexican towns and papers.
The following letter covers the organization and intentions of the society:
APRIL 15, 1916.
From: Verltal Deutscher )elchsuagehoringer, Box 1221, Mexico City.
To: Deutscher Wirlscbafiverband, Central and South America, 28 Potsdamer
Str,, Berlin, W-35.
This is to advise of the organization itn this voclety as far back as June 10
last. As your association 1s occupied In Latin-American countries, our society
will pursue the, nine course here. It is not practical for us to aid Germany
by force of arms. so our main intention will be to aid all possible In an acononle manner.
The society was founded June 10, having 104 members, and the first com.
Iittree was ch s,.c Ilctober 12, nt which time the propaganda was circulated
in the capital and throughout the interior, and at the Fame time 245 Ger.
mana of the empire joined in the capital and 118 from the interior, making a
total of 522.
As you can readily bee from reading our statutes, we will accept none as
members save native-born Uernmans. and their nationality must be proven be.
yond doubt. That proscription also pennitted the imperial authorities to
recognize the nationality of 00 Germans. Moreover, there is a great number
of Gernmans who for various reasons "by not observing the ancient regulations
lost their nationality," buve regained their standing as Germans and have been
rehabilitated under the new liberal rules of the association, and it is to be
hoped that excellent results will emanate from this source.
Up till the present a great number of publications on the war have been
circulated In the cities and throughout the country dealing from the German
viewpoint, by the Ausschuss fur Vertelllung von Aukklaruns Material who
have been working for three months, and a great number of Mexicans have
been convinced that we are In the right, in the methods of conducting the
war and our spirit of German culture. Also the following technical works and
serials have been distributed: "The Great War in Description," 'The Actual
War," "The Discourse of the Chancellor of September 12, 1915," "The War
and the Right of Dr. Ed. Llorens." The stories contained In the Herald, of
Hamburg, received here in December met with great approval.
The circulation of propaganda will be assured by means of 20 local comn
mittees and other members throughout the country, and we are hopeful of the
greatest results.
Free courses In German have been Instituted In the German schools by
Mexican Instructors without special effort on the part of our association,
although a part of the general plan of the committee, and has. been received
with great approval by the public, and adds to our propaganda.
By this
means the public will be given to understand Germany and to receive the true
communications of our general staff on happenings of the war, and the public

will be disposed to accept our announcements.

It is desired to begin the immediate construction of a German hospital, which
will be a great impulse to our colony and will demonstrate to our following,
the power of German science, German ability, and the German spirit of
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organization. It the Empire approves and, will give aid it will be a great point
for our propaganda. A committee of physicians has this matter under study
from the slentilfc point of view.
The colony of Germans of the Empire here is relatively small, and the
economlecal setbacks of the country for the past five years have greatly hindered
our spirit of enterprise against the economical strength of our enemies.
Address the correspondence for the president to Ad., Chrlstlilebsan, Apartado
58. Mexico, or to the secretary, Hugo von den Steinen, Apartado 1221, Mexco.

Contilnuntion conftlidenltl report by Cresse to Department of Justice re trip of
P I.
II. etancourt from New Orleans to Los Angeles, to make arrangements
C(utU of lAwer Ciiliforliai regitroling lnrnlanti anImunitllon to
with (lv.
IH, run s"ut of the United States.

New ORLEANS, LA.., Xoreimber 23, 1918.
.My report of Septenmber 23, 1018, will give you full Informlation regarding neand
u:ltiitlons between ietaniourt and tUodeihux regarding the promised ntrlsn
minutnltilon transaction wits (Jov. Estalban Cintu of Lower California.
Itncmourt left New Orleans as mentioned in any report of Xeptenller 23,
It7.:30
p. mn.Hattuwday, September 21. 11e urriveld it :SalAntoni. Tex., 1.30
I. in.Hepteintl r 22, and registered at the MBenger Hotel that city.
oldeihllux left New Orlans SHeltemlber 23, via Houthern PIcitie Itallwy. lHe
Antonlo Septlnibtr 24 and registered at the Menger-Iotel that
ilrrlvedl Iln tan
city, rioni 12'2,Prior to his arrival In San Anltonlo lie wired lietancourt the
d!le of his arrival, and lletanuourt was wailing for him in the .Menger Hotel
lohhy. Bly previous nrrangenients liettincourt and (llchlnux were to leave Han
Antonilo inanediately upon the arrival of Godchaux in that city. Iletnlcoaurt,
however, wanted to wait around in Han Antollo until his lover. Mrs.. V. Lorle,
nmet himI there.
report of Novellber
My .oltlelllentiall

1018., entitled " Ite P. It. Ilenitilcoutrt
alleged to have transported Mrs. V. lArle for Inltoral purposes from New
(iricolls to Sia1Aitntlllo amd from there to lA s Angeles, Ctlif.," will give you
full informalitlion regantrding why Iletuncoutrt lid around Hanit Antonio for about
II week welting to get in touch with Mrs. Iorle ndl have her meet hhm in H ln
Antonio.
(iodHhaux. from SItepteIl)er 24 to Septeinller 28, Iti Man Antlallto, was constantly
ii the conmltny of Iketancourt, Antonlo Mignon. G(eorge W\irden, nd many
other .Mrextiins who are affiliated with Mexican revolutionary nelivities In tlrt
city. Gntachnux, while in an Antonlo, tune his headquarters at 402 Ilraily"
Building, which is the oimce of Warden and Magnon.
During this time Betancourt several tilnes suggested to (omchlaux that he
start for lAs Angeles and that he (Betancourt) would follow him on the next
train. (odchaux stalletl lletunmourt uligog regarding this linater until he had
co niunlcated with me, and at that time also told nse the prohnhlillities were that
lletntcourt might try to cross over the border into Mexico without a I qmort.
I therefore rculested your New Orleans office to telegraph the following Instructions to (odehnux through your San Antonlo office. The telegram mentioned
was as follows:
"Tell
llodehnux who is at Hotel Menger, and who expects to leave Sa)i
Antonio to-night, not to leave Bletancourt for a second, and to positively go
with him wherever Iletntcourt goes, and if Betatnourt crosses into 'Mexlco
without patsport, alo do the sale.
Agent Keep, at Los Angeles. will arrnuige
your permit card to get into Mexico. Also Instruct (lodcihaux to telegraph
Kale Jones, at Hotel Paso del Norte. El Paso, Tex,. when (thllhnu nrrives
In Los Angeles and his exact route from Ios Angeles. and to positively go
with Betancourt to see Cantu."
NoTm.-It Is Important in your telegram to the San Antonio office to caution
them about seeing Oodchaux, for he Is with a bunch of Mexicans there. all of
whom know the majority of the men connected with the San Antonio office.
Mr. Sullivan, of your San Antonio office, on September 27 telephoned God.
chaux, and when none of the Mexicans were around Sullivan then called at
the Menger Hotel and gave Godchaux the instructions mentioned in the above
telegram.
Ojli eptember 27 hittancourt told Godehaux lie was ready to leave for Los
Angeles lint that it would be very unwise and not safe for hlilm IBetnncourt)
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und (odchlux to leave San Alltonto on the amine train. hetause tile s retservice people were watching him (Betancourt), and If they saw hin leave
San Antonio with Oodchaux It would make them more auspicious than they
already were. lie Insisted upon Godchaux leaving San Antonio tilenext day.
and wlld he would follow on the next day. Godchaux therefore left San
Antonio on Septenlber 28, fully expecting Betancourt would follow himt on
the next train.
(lodchnux. on the night of September 27 wired iIy oflce mnnnager no follows:
"Leaving for Los Angeles Sntunlaty. noon; stop Hotel Alexondrln. Anxious
pee Kate before leaving here. Will try see her at depot If site is on, train
urrivlng 1 o'clock otherwise will stop El I'tso on Sunday to are her. ltesmnet
trlp ainie night. get Los Angeles Monday evenliig. Do not answer: left hotel.
" PAUL."

Nor.--Knte is code name for Crease.
III answer to (ollehianx's tehlgritt of theI27.

1 IInnwllntely wirtd himI at

Silnderson, Tex., nt ElI 'aso, as follows:
NEw (ORL3sANs, LA., RCeptembcrr 2N. 191.
OW(lotAI.tuX.
D)r. I'. ?.
to him ,l 4.
deliver this llessaget
try allnd
hoanderpon. 'lcr. t 'l(hnt,
I'. trali tiI El 'aso daltring the next 24 hours):
1Tursday:
there untll next 1VeeInessiny of
ali won't l
P
I'iim
Il
Kate not at
Ilkewiste will not arrive L

.AltgeIes until next Sunday or Haturdlly: therefore

intnceissmlry for you io sIop at El Paso tnd you can continuee your trill without
sitoling off ti El I'niwu.
NEw (tL.E.xS, I..a.,
Reptcmber 2.1.
IM1,-.
1'... (o1iIIAt.X,
11iot' 1Paso IDe .ort. IN Paao, Tr.r.
next Tuesday
Kate leaving hoiie to-liorrow anI won't trrlve El Pa'so ntlll
or Wednesday. its site is stopping off to Imake other visits; very ilmportaiit for
you not to s~,any of the fatillly at El P'aso. or attenal to anything there: ato
keep away froai evetrylly else. Likewise suggest stop at till tlnes with Court
ind complete trip with him. Knte exioels to arrive los Angeles on Octofwr
4 or G.
N s.-('turt

Isn ile

titine for lietnalrcort.

Godchaux, therefore, dld inot stop off at El Paso, and pronieeded direct to
Los Angeles, arriving there September 30.
I left New Orleanu via Southern Pacifie tallway October 1, at 7 p. m.
After the train left the depot I noticed, In the sleeping car that I wits In,
Mrs . V. nrle, who Is the lover of Betancourt. I knew her by sight, but feel
sure site, up to iny arrival the following clay in San Antonio, did not know ie.
When I arrived In Sanl Anltonlo at 1830 p. in., October 2, was very much
surprised to see Betanticurt meet Mrs Lorle tit the depot, for up to that iltonent
felt sure he was on his way to Los Angeles with Godchaux, for at that tite had
heardnl nothing front odchnux regarding him leaving ahead of Betancourt.
Betancourt saw lle at the depot litSan Antonio, rushed up to me and was
aplprently very glad to see te, which, of course, I knew was nothing but
Iylxritcltnl on his part, due to the facatthat i times past I had several iunI.is
with him, as will be mentioned hereinafter.
I told Betnucourt I wtis issilng through San Antonio, and then got leitc
a taxicab and went to the St. Anthony Hotel. As I was registering Mrs. Iorte
walked into the lobby of the St. Aithony linHotel and likewise reglsternl. I
had expected to leave Sunt Antonio that Iight, but due to the ftM that Mir.
IBreniman, superintendent of your San Antonio division, expected to go to
El Paso the following day. I therefore waited over and Mr. Brentnnn and mytelf left San Antonio for El Paso at 1.30 p. in., October 3. We had a drawing
root on that train, and I had made arrtngelents to meet Mr. Brelinann in
the drawing room.
When I arrived at the depot, saw Betnneourt and Mrs. Lorle there. They
at once saw me and I, of course, stopped and spoke to Betancourt, who at
that time Introduced nle to Mrs. Lorle. lie asked me where I was going and
I told him over to El Paso, and he said he likewise was going to El Panto.
I knew, however, he was lying, for I had overheard him tell Mrs. Iorle in
Spanish the exact time he would arrive in Los Angeles.
n
I saw Betancourt once or twice on the train and had very little converalttl
with him and he at no time saw me with Mr. Brontnmn.
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On the morning of October 4 I arrived in El P'aso. Betinourt went to
Los Angeles. I had wired Glodchaux from Siu Antonilo aikling hllt wlhy
Iletaneourt was not with him, and suggested that he telegrnilh Warden. The
telegrams I received from Onlchaux were as follows:
Los AxOELES, CmA.tv., October 1. 1!I1.
KALEC JONiS,
Hotel Paso del Norte, EI PasIo:
Yoir telegrams here vrcelvel. Wanted to see you liefore leaving El Paso,
but arranged matters myself. Everytllilig line; custom ers here treated me
royally. Wire tie where ailindl
when you Ist. ihere. Want toi see, or write you
before going awIiy. Will aIlv
what toiWs I Ilake' text. Folks send you
regards.
II i:xv.
Los ANrE .m, ('.1.1wt.. (Oolnbr J. 19$.
JON sa,

K Al.

Pao del .orte Hotel. El IPaso:
Friend wirell he ie here atllrdamy. It(iva~l wi e later contirmillln his dle
pInrture. D)oubtfnl whether we leave before lonllay to sIa, ltlprly illmlss decide
go Ilnmlediately uponl arrival witurday. W'ln~l you El Pasw Octoer 1. IHave
everything ine lshale. Necessary I s.e or inllltlnliite wiih you bItfore
returning south, account expenses. Itegnrds.
I.EN
vY.
Uodelilnux. ls per nily wnstrctilons to him by tlegraph. winrl Warden at
San Antonio regarding etanncourt as follows:
Los ANcEI.;, October 3. 191i.
GOyolxn

WARDEN,

lIraodyv BlltdIl, Ran .ntnonto, Teras:
Waiting for ]etancourt. When can expect himr?

402

Answer.
P. It. O ocalAUx.

In answer to the above telegram Warden wired Godchaux as

follows :

P. 31. GODCHAUX.
Hotel Alerandrla, I/o
Left to day at noon.

As

.A'roxio, TEN.. October J. 1918.

A lgeles, Calif:

OEO. B. WAkDEx.
In the meanwhile had received telegram from Mr. Sullilvan of your San
Anttnlo office white en route to El Paso, as follows:
0. E. JoNEs.
Drawing Roosm .1. Car 59, care of Conductor No. 101, IHondo:

I have your cast. Redhead still here. Will cover and wire you.

went on train.

Blackhead
SULLIVAN.

No.rr-lackhled refers to etlaucourt; redhead to Mrs. Lorle.
Also received the following telegram at El Paso from Mr. Sullivan regarding
Mrs. lorle, as follows:
SAN ANTONro, TE.
VC.
E. JoNEs,
Newt Hotel Roa*lHyn, Los A.ngeles. Calif..
Eugene Jones, coar
Your overcoat left here 1.20 train October .. nddlreasol
New Hlotel llosslyn. Tritce Wells Fargo there for San Antonio. Waybill
No. 1, Octo er 8: Intggage. 0 pounds: 74 cents prepaid; value, $30; mailed
letter regarding mllle October 7.
SULLIVAN.

Before I left San Antonio, felt sure that Mrs. Iorle would follow Betancourt on the next train. Am convinced of the fact that Betancourt got God.
chiaux out of San Antonio as mentioned hereinbefore so he could meet Mrs.
Inrle anti then travel with her to Los Angeles, but after she arrived In San
Antonio he probably thought that in somnie way It might he dangerous for him
to make the trip from Sall Antonlo to Is, Angeles with Mrs. lorle, therefore
hlad her follow him the next day.
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I then wired Godelcaux from El

P.

M. (ODCnAUX,

so'nas follows:
EL PAso. TEx., October 4, 1918.

itc.randrla Hotel, Los Agcles, Calif.:
Party left San Antonio salle train I did yesterday. le should arrive los
Angeh's Friday Mzorning. When he arrives, rush business with him; also urge
that he start Immediately. See those parties. Very Important successfully push
that business through. I expect arrive Laos Angeles Sunday or Monday night.
Will wire exact arrival.
KAL..

Gocllnlux in the nmeawlille Iihad received the following Western Union telegrnin from lIetancourt:
Ax.ANTomno. Ti:x.. Orobcr 3, 1918.
1.
UolK'HIAUX,
.le.rindrla llotl, . L
.1lij'I,*,
t1il:
Arriving Satunlday iloridliig.
F. It. 1BMArANcouT.
1 left El i'nas on the aiflerni on of I letber 5 and arrived In Los Angeles
Ociloier 0.
nllllnedlntely got in touch with G(odeinux, and much to my surprise
Itanrred fromll Ilodhniliux when he met mhe in my room , 738 New Iosslyn Hotel,
that lietaitwourt aind Mrs. I.,rtie lhad registered onil Otober 6 at tile New Rosalyn
Hotel as Mr. andl Mrs. 1.orle. San Antonio. Tex., anild were In room 830, which
wis directly over may room.
(Ion k'Iolxr 7 1 nrl illto li lllnolll'l
in one of tlht elevlltor of the New It
.oslyn
Hotel ani lie nearly droldl dead with surprise at seeing ane. lie wanted to
know how long I had Iheel there. when I was leaving, etc. Told him I was
leaving for Tunson
fnd
P'h nix, Ariz., In a day or so. After that day Ietnn.
court never saw te aggaln in lA8s Angeles, although I several times sw h11111.
ltetancourt when lie arrived ilI Los Angeles, October 15,registered at the Hotel
Alexandria, roon 870. All of thaIt day and evening lie spent with Godchaux
anid Martin de Leon planning to leave at an early date for Calexico to see Gov.
Cantu. He said nothlling at nil to (lodehnux regarding SMrs. Lorle, or her expected arrival In Los Aligeles, nor did he ever thereafter mention lMrs. Lorle
to hinm.
Goilchnux on tihe morning of October 0. while endeavoring to secure a copy
of one of the New Orleans daily newspapers, was going from one news stand to
another In several of the Los Angeles hotels, and for that reason was nl the
lobby of tile New Itosslyn Hotel, when he saw Betancourt ome In with BMis.
Lorle. Godchaux Immediately disappeared and Betancourt and Mrs. Lorle
went to their room. (Iodchnux then went to the register and learned what
room they were In, and n few moments thereafter he telephoned their room and
naked In a disguised voice for Mr. King, and Ietanevurt answered the telephone.
Godehaux in that way knew that Betancourt was in the room. Godchaux then
told Hetancourt to excuse himln,for hie undoubtedly had been connected with the
wrong room.
On October 1 or 2, (Inlmhux canlkh at your os Angeles olle an11d Introd ced himself to Mr. Keep, atnd w1 s then Introduced to Ir. Coupty, imml.
gration Inspector at Los Angeles, who gave him letter to Mr. Musgrave, his
inspector at Calexico, instructing hmln to i-sule to Gocllrhnux temporary citizen's
permit card to cross Into Mexico.
Godchaux on October 7 was told by Betancourt that he was leaving the
Alexandria Hotel. and lie thereafter would be at room 523, Hotel Hayward.
Betnlcourt secured this room at tile Hotel Hayward simply as a blind and to
receive his mall from his family and associates, for thereafter he spent all of
hils time with Mirs. Lorle mid wis but very seldom in his room at the Hotel
Hayward.
At the time letancourt met (lodelhnux in San Antonio he assured Godhlllux
that he would have no trouble ait all in regard to securing his passport to cross
into Mexico. After Betaneourt arrived In Los Angeles lie tohl odchaux lihe
had been unable to secure hisiplassllt lnid would have to wait 30 lays for
saute. Godchaux then said. prohnbably Mr. Poole, due to his political Influence,
woull he able to arrange to have n temporary permit cardl ssued in Betanlcourt's flvor. Therefore codlinux sent Mr. ' oole the following phony te'egrai :

M!.
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Los AxN*:(i.a, Otobrr 1t, 1918.

S. J. P1'ooE.

Holl ll'alor.l-Amtorti, New York ('it:
Must have Interpreter arrangeminl at tWoIshington for Ilelintyuri : erminlt
ilnmediately.
P. . Oo.ncirux.
.\ngeles
office, at mny
of
your
Los
Mi'.
Keep,
ool*rnating
of
Through the
request Godehnmx receive tihe following phony telegram frolnm r. lPoole:
NrEw YVoK .. ., Otnober 9. 1918.
I'.

I. GoncirrUx,

Ilotel Aleandria, Los Aigclc+, Calif.:
Iteplying your telegram, have arranged through Senator friend to have lIan
migrathlo department grant three-day permit card for Interpreter: itec salry
hnve been telegraphed regarding tile matter to
Instructions, so I nl advise,
ilinIgrulnt (ileinil

Ia Los Allgehlt

and C'allexlco:

se

themlll linmnedlhtlely.

(iOnOctoler 10 Goldehux took ltetnlcourt to the office of Mr. ('onlnty, llni-l
gratlion insm-tor at Los Anigeles, who It Ihut lime lx'r previous arrangements

Ilnde with Mr. County by me wrote n letter to his inspector at Calexico to
Issue a telnlorary lrmnit elrd to letnneourt to cross into Mexico from
Ollexle.
Iletnncourt prior to thnt tnlle hIattl nske (imltIhatux to secilre some lposltilv
letter of

ulllthority froln

l
.M~r. Poole whl.h woull 8llmuw thllt (todemllllx

1hit full

power to complete tihe, negotlntlons for the armis Inl nlunlllitlon with Cantu.
tldteilux therefore wrote a telegrall showed it to Iletan,.ourt. who thought
Ihis phony telegrtlui wnis sent to Mfr. Poole.
Through

tie coolwratinlli

iqutlest (lrehinux
1'.

1.

of DMr.

Keep of your L,

Angeles Olfiee

tint ly

rte,ivedI the following phony telegran from Po'rle.
NEw YORK, N. Y., Octohbr T. 11118.

OhtmwrAUvX.

IHotel Alc.randrla. Los

inlpelce. Calif.:
Your letter Seiptrnltwr 13 receve3. ('ilt inilie order for Itiny Inmiouilt of
goumls for immediate delivery.

Do not tilik

necessary for

ie

to

nal.

(com-

lirnl by letter your authority. na this will serve the same purilse
I have
given ye(l full power to act as my representative of which your parties are
re.
flintht
I
nln
placing
full
now.
tnderstnd
fully aware land familllnar with
sponsiblity and confidence In you aunid can not accept liny Iulatness only u111o
(loo is
ndtl agrdvl upo.
-enph basis ns previously nrrangdl with your pirtic
now li your I.possesslon should Iew clispodl of Wefore tiny further shipment
nitme. WIred you last Tuesday reganrdlll tug nnd barges.
P'ool.,
Angele 41l thie night
plamltmleli to leave IAN
,
4hi tiintix haIl
Iietatncourt n'd
of October 10 for Calexlco, but Betnueourt. however, postponed the trip until
the night of October 11 andl then nganin to the 12th. Finally he and (olelaiux
left ,I[A Angeles at 11.80 p. m. on the night of October 13 for Cnlexclo. They
arrived there at 7.45 n. In. October 14 and both registered ait the Cmtlexlceo
Hotel In rooms 120 and 122.
Godchaux got away front Betancourt for n short while, and went to 'se
Mr. 'Musgrave, immigration Inspector in charge it (Calexico. nnd told h1ln
thnt Iletancourt anil he would call within U short time to sc.ire ~itltant1rt's
temporary permit card. Mr. Musgrave had nlso received confidential letters
from ,Mr. Keep and Mr. (onaty which were written nt imy sggstimon. In regard to Irsulug the permit card to Betnnourt. Goi'clhaux lld1lietllaneourt nilmut
tiy went to Mr. Musgrnve's office nmit there secured their Jeannoon of thaflnt
porary passports.
iletlancourt told (llhebaux It was Ihnt
They then returned to the hotel and
for him to first go over Into ,Mexlenln and hove n private Iprellminariy Interview with ('nutu.
lctmiloiiourt tinat iniurtlhitely left for M exirnli sim1ulnmit
3 p. Il. tile same tday returned to Calexico and tol (lodelinux tflint t1intti waQ
sick and could receive no visitors that dnay. iut lie had uin an engagement
for Otxlchaux and hhuself to meet Gov. Calnta the following ildiy. October 15,
nt noon.
Betnecourt thea told ilodehaux that aov. Cauitu's private secretary, Mr.
Itnmon Guerrero, had accepted nn Invitatio:n to eat dinner with them tliat
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evening. (luerrero promptly kept his engagement, and at that time was introdltled to (thlchnux by fletanllmrt. At dinner (Inerrero. letncourt, nill
Godehltl ix arranged betwereii Illtlselvesii to serure a large addltlonnl profit onl
all arms and inmtmnltihon that they sold to ('llutu.
(Guerrero then told lodt.
chaux he would see hlintelinext day atI (hiv. (lntua's office in Mexicaln, nail
thalt there wal no dtllht bhIt Ihat they till would make iagreat deal of Inoney out
of these deals.
4In Ovtoer 15, aitabout 8.:10 i. It., atsltetliaourt tand (Godehaux were coning
(outof tithe
Hotel ('nIexhen dt111ing rmll. tietltnmurt Isld to (lodcinaux, wait a
mnute there is an old.title friend otfmine 1111n1
tleI

Goleliaux

went tip to

IMexIcan, who

learned nfterwinnls wais Elllll (oi'ysailes..
lletulltinurt mit (lon ,alex
tlivl over to iacorner of the lobby of the hotel, sat down aitd started n converNltlon which extelndet well over tum hour. During tlit lintle (lchaux was
watching them and noticed Iletancourt wvn Iu.tiing very much excited and
exetrlingly nervous m d that (IonIzales was illlkitig to IBetancourt I na ost
earnest manner.
Bketntmourt after hIs converstlon with (lonalesl returned where (Godchaux
was waiting Iltltold (loChlnux tintit (tonzales had just told himt (Iletatnourt)
that nil of their plans were fully known to the Ilie and secret service topleo;
furlhermore, flit (lonaflah had sit
lively told him ii secret service friend of his
((onzales') had stated the secret service even hatl Idlphotographic copies of all
of the c(mrrepslntldence, cmitrnets, etc., p rilltng to liIthe G(Ichatlx-Betancourt
arms and anmimnition proposition.
Glodchaux states Iletancourt looked like a dead man at that luti and was in
every way li hlls
nations, opinions. and conversations entirely a changed man
from what he had been prior to his conversation with lonezamls. (odehaux
tried to ensure B etnlcourt of the fact that Gonzales' statements were nlbso.
lutely Incorrect and that It was utterly impossible for the secret service people
to be aware of their negotlnatlons for the arms and ammunition.
Betancourt, however, could not he reconciled as to their safety and said, " No;
to; Gonzales knows what lieis talking about and we are all going to get Into
serious trouble," and then said to Godchnux it will never do for you ntal I to
be seen together at Calexico, therefore, you stay away from me and I will meet
you Inter In my room.
(odelinux then naked him what about their engagement with Goia Cnltu for
noon of that (Inte, and Betancourt saId, "That's off for to-day."
Later tlat day Itetnncourt met Godehnux in his room and asked him to
telephone Calawdo at Los Angeles that he. Gtodehaux, was leaving Calexico
that night for Tmo Angeles. Betuneomrt then said, "lUpon your arrival In L.os
Angeles explain the entire situation to (anlado and have ('nlxalto comIe hack
to Calexlco with you the following night, and then the three of us will go over
to texlclna and close the entire proposition up with (anto."
Godchaux therefore telegraphed Calzado at follows:
CATEXICO, (lobrr 13, 1918.
ER'sE:no C.uTz.ADo,

18)3 AlbanlU flreet, Los Aageles, Calf.:
Betnncourt ndvises walt for me. Leaving to-night.

Important see you.
P. M. Gooc1.wAx.
(lodchulx also from Calexico, telegraphed nme ns follows:
C.L.EXIco, CAtF.. October If, 1918.
MxI
Bowx', No. 715,
Care Vewe
IlHol itosalut, Los Angeles, Calif.:
Received letters; expect see customers to-day; will advise further to-morrow.
"
NILAND, C.urw., October 13. 1.918.
Ce.AS. E. ToNES.
('are New Iosslyn Hotcl, Los Angclces, Calif.:
Party sick. unable to see him; Importqnt be Los Angeles to-morrow morning.
K.ATrE.
Glodchaux left Calexico that night and arrived In Los Angeles on the morning
of Octob r 10. My report of November 23, 1018, entitled " Ite Eusevlo Calzado,
Mexican revolutionary leader, at Los Angeles, Calif., whlclh shows-his connectlins with Col. Estnhan Cantu anmd len. Pancho Villn," will give you full
details re gUrdihg (lodclnux's coversallon with ('nl7.oo after lie nrrivedl in Lo:
Angeles.
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Ilodchaux states he feels fully atllsfk
d of the filct
that lletan(ourt simiily
wanted himln
to get out of (alexico a quickly as he could, notwihlltanding the
filetthat Betulcourt assured
odtlcllux of his being there upon his (God.
rhinux's) return to Calexico, and that lletnlncourt had fully nmatle up his mind
at that time ns soon as Godchaux left lie would take the next train out of
Calexico, which as a matter of fact he did.
When (lodclhaux returned to Calexico til the morning of October 18, with
Calzado, they found much to their surprise that Betnncourt had left Calexico
on t(he night of October 17 for Los Angeles and had arrived there on the miornIng of October 18.
.Myreport of November 23, 1018, entitled "ConthlentlnI nrport re Itusevlo
('ilzatdo, Mexlean revolulonary leader tt Los Angeles, Cnlif.. which shows his
tullllctlollms with Col. Estaball Caltal and (eli.PIoncho Villa." On pages 5 to
10, inclusive. of tlihat report will give you full partlculars regarding all of the
limatters which hlppeiI ne titer I'Italiudo nnd tliNlehux arrived in C lexlco on
the morning of Octoler 18.
After (|odlhaux returned to Los Anlgeles unit went to his hotel roolll,
he tele,llonlled Ietallncourt at room 523, Hayward llotel, and made an engag ment with
lal to mellet hllm nt Calzado's ofclee as han tlen previously arranged with Cal.
zado for 12.30 Ip. In., that

iday.

ietalncourt asketl G(odelniux

at that thne If

Cuiado wtls at hisl oflice or reldhlce ai that nonient, nld Godllnux sail pre.suniably at lilm reshlence.
(lotlchnux therefore ait noon oil October 20 met letaincourt and Calado at
Cilzado' ofile, 838 Title Insurance Ituilding. Calzado told hlim lie had seen
leltancourt at 10.30 a. Ia. hllt morning an tlihant
lie and Iletaneourt had a very
extensive conversations iii regard to the arias anld anliunltion proposition, like.
wise In regard to their negotiations with Cantu.
(odclhaux then imumedlnlely rellliytd Iliit ]letancourt hatl thoroughly Inlpregnated Cnlzadlo with the same fear that he (letancourt) had regarding the fact
that the secret-service people were after Ilelncourt and Godchihnux s per In.
fornmatihn given to Betancourt regarding this matter by Emlilllo Gonznles, who
had told fetnncourt at (Nilextco that a secret-servle friend of his (Gonzales)
had told hhu they knew till nhjut the,, entire lBetnncourt.(alchnux negotiations
ann even had eetll
photograptile coples of a great deal of lBetnncourt's correspontdence regarding these matters.
(ixenlllux could see nt (lthat
moment tilt Cal ilo wits a clanged man and
was exceedingly nervous and apparently very much frightened over the entire
situation and repeatedly walked up and down Ilis office nnd said: " My God!
is dreadful; It will simply ruin cerytthilng we have planned."
thlis
(lodehuux states thlnt Calando htd a most extreme lase of nervousness and
fright regarding this matter, and eloed up like a clanm regarding the entire
matter and said: "We will have to drop this matter for the time being; fur.
thermore, All of us if we are brought before the authoritlles must swear there
and
is absolutely nothing in this matter nnd we have never dlus aed rirms
bitter end that I
" I nam going to deny to thile
almuniltion." Calzado then alld:
ever went to Caltelco."
G(odehaux then made an engagement to see Betancourt and Canlado that even.
ing and Inter took Calzado and his lover at 8.15 p. m. to the Victor Hugo restau
rant. Godchaux at that time for over two hours attempted to ease Catzado's
inidin regard to their being any danger and furthermore told him it was
utterly impossible for Emlio Gonzales to have ever received such Information
as he In turn hall passed on to Betancourt regarding the secret service people
heinlg fully aware of their plans, etc.
GlodclnLux at that time asked Cnlzado who Emillo Goonzales was,and Clzado
told himn (onzales was a very prominent Mexiean lawyer, who had many Influentill
friends anil tleie wn no doubt in hfis mind but that if Gonzales told Betan.
vourt lie had received Information through a secret service friend of his that
they were thoroughly familiar with the entire BetaneourtGodchaux-Cantu
proposition, that he, Calzndo, could bet hisa life that Gonzales was absolutely
icnrrect In regard ti tle information he had given to Betancourt.
On October 21 at 10 o'clock n. m., Godchaux met Calzado. and Betancourt at
Calzado's office for a definite answer In regard to the entire arms and ammu .
nltlon proposition. Godchaux states that Calzado at that meeting was as much
frightened and nervous about the entire matter as he previously had been, and
that Betancourt was In every way all together different In his actions, talk, and
opiilolt regarding tiletlrlit
and anninltion matter. Betaneourt then said,
" Itenieber all of uts have to stick together and deny forever that any such a
deal existed."
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Godchaux then fully realized that due to the fright which had been thrown
Into Betancourt by Ldmillo Oonzales at Calexico regarding the fact that the
secret service people and the United States knew about the entire matter, that
IBetanwourt therefore hald miadle uiphis mind to, if ItNaihle, stecrllce everybody
else and save himself, and that Calzado who In turn had been badly frightened
by Itetucourt likewise Intended to do the same. They also said, we have to take
to cover now and drop this deal forever.
Betancourt also at the start of the conversation treated Godchaux In a very
ltld manner, and seemed to blame hint for the entire matter. Godchaux then
asked Bletancourt where do you suppose I am going to get off regarding this
matter with my principals? Furthermore, you have draggedl me around the
country for about six months on this deal promising this, that, or the other thing,
maId you have never comnplled with any parts of your proKpsllloll, and In alditiln to that, if you are Involved with tie authorities, so amlI.
G(odchaux states hisl- dl in m making that remark to tetancourt wals tt learn
IKasitively If IBetaouart anid Caizado were really sincere in regard it their
changed Ideas and attitude regarding their arms and ammunition deal.
Betancourt then sauld to Godchaux : " It is true I am not complying with amy
agreentents, but after having rieeived thint
information from (onvales It h.oks
like Jail for ine, and I nan going to save myself Irrespective of who else gete
saved or niot."
e than saal to (loltchaux: "Where are ail of tie (antratels,
Papers, doCKUiemas. et , 1w't
Iamining to these deals which I have slmarel alld which
nre in your possession"
Bletancourt then also said: "I want all of those
iai ers lnli (contractsiblak. for I would not be bibleto sleep any more mtslong
aIn I knew Ihey were out of any hands." Gulchaux told him they were In his
iNs
ionnll
ii amsfety depsit boix sat the Alexandrh Hotel.
I
Iletanllvourt andl
('llizalo tIIenmall : " Leal'm go over to thie hoItel and get those IVlierls
it olier."
Godehaux sald : " No, that can't be done, for these are papers and documents
that ltelunig t 1 it)"
prililms ainldI nli not going to give them hack to you until
I amrso authorized to do so by Mir. Poole." At that anonent when Godehlau
refused to surrender tilts, IlKiers, leliarnm(arl. so (ilehati.ux
states, Iald a brain
storlmt, Junped uit) and yellle out, hie would go l those Ilapers If he had to choke
them out of Glilchaux. and started over to lodehnaux. who then got out of his
chair, backed Into a corner. and told Betancourt, " You try to put your hand on
me and I will kill you."
SGodchiaux realizing that everything was up as fmr as letehncourt and his
associates were concerned, and nothing more could be done with them, so he
tells mie. - He then backed out of Calzado's office and told both Caizado and
Betancourt: " Go to hell; if you try to start anything with me,I will bump the
pair of you off." Ietancourt at that moment started toward the door, so
(odlchaux states, and Gtldchaux lifted his coat. which allowed lletmucourt to see
he had a gun in each hip pocket, and told Beanncourt: " You can't bluff me; try
Jumping on me and you will get hurt."
Godehaux then left the building and late that afternoon Calzado telephoned
him and said: "Old man, you are not sore at me, are you, for Its not my
fault," and also small that Betaucourt wals crazy, and lie and Betancourt would
be willing to give G(odchaux $000 for the papers and contracts, and made an
engagement to meet G(odchaux at his, Calzado's office, at 3.30 that afternoon.
(Iodlebaux, however. at any suggestlonl, did not keep his engagement with
Calsado.
on October 22 Cailzad telephoned (lodlchliux at the Alexanlria Hotel. and
at that time told hihn it was the hest thing for everybktly to settle the entire
matter amiable and for Godchaux not to stay mad at him. Calzado then told
Godchaux, "We will pay all of the expenses yogu have had In regard to those
negotiations," and asked (odehaux what It amounted to. Godlehaux told him
about $1,200, and Calzado said: "All right, we will arrange that, and you
will turn all of etanucourt's papers over for that amount." Godchaux said only
after lie had put their proposition tip to Mr. Poole.
At about 2.30 p. m. October 23 after I had checked out of the New Itosalyn
Hotel and went by the Alexandria Hotel to get Godchaux to go to the depot as
we had Intended to leave Ios Angeles that afternoon at 4.00 p. mi., nnd Just as
I got Into Godlanx',; room the telephone rang and I answer It and found
Dennison was oln the telephone. lie toll me a very important matter
that IMr.
had come tip andi asked me to immediately aomne down to 'Mr. Keep's office. I
told Godchalux to wait for me in the lobby of the hotel, jimnlped Into a tInxical
Wnil went to aMr. Keep's oflle madlfound Mr. ilennismll waiting there, for me.
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lie toh flit- that alinit lon
hour befGore lie telephoned i
qultest froml A."istnut Ulivl

flint when

lie lihad
recet'iveid

re-

S tte4 Attllopy Pallmer to Iotl:n IIIhiss o1hy,
e

e i I eliilmii
l
t arrivil there he ftulnd .Mr. I'lllier in mnsultatolh

land

with

Iellantolur. t('tlnialo. 1nil Ilon HIluntr, whIi salid 11i wa their attorney.
Ir.
I'mllmler
Inltrliturd Ieltsonl to these three men uld stated
lllint
Ietlnucourt hlad
,ntiereil into aiei itri.It With 'P.. {thulihnux for the delivery oif atrmt 1ld lint.
illunillon. wl.hih hle 11d
1 lllit
knll1w\wasIIIlhytl1,
till11t his llltrltwy . Ir. lunlater.
lilhin It wo-s. "llndl~mnlllet
lmnlledto him llthlt
lit tltnfe.s. to the nlhuthorites rmgilrtill;g
Ie elllltire
lltr ily
d ,loli rt llll
IniImanlly) for hlInIIi'lf.
31r. IllltI:ou etulhlted
ir, 'ialtmer out of the oilky anld e xilsilinled (hmthilln.x4
cOllnnerilou with li ir lrlo1.llhl.
MIr. Ikelnni oei' relrt of Octolwr 21 re aurlin (t'nimlxiud mld kltatiiuiurt will
gIve you idditiolimal Inflii:itlolon reagtrdling this twitter.
After I arrive l nt1tr.
Keep's ollice, Mr. Ih ilsli,
.Mr. Keep. la11nl iael'f inl
ferrld with Assstlant United States Attorney O'Coliors alndl
Aiitlant United
States Attorney

PI'lllllmer.

I iexplainiil

to Ihesl

gentlemen

tlie entire t.rlYt.III

st
llce. in regard to Go(uchlaux's coInnectlons with this esel. 1a1nd
they i1itl1 tile
IwhIat
shlioul Ihe

illne
in regard to letancourt anid C'llxAtd.

I lthen s ig'esttl

nil.i)22 llailkt,
ie
v
plet
reports ti your department regarding tlihe
entire mallter lupto that moliintOent mlld thereafter im tllhee unltters develovhl.

tllntar'. I

Likewise tol tlhemil
rvtirding whll s-1hould I, ol,lwlit
tlh ItIJnileusrl, ('liido,
hilate:sI
I Ilihfevedl
wt a inulatler that shumltd lt,I .'ased
on by ('hif
Illehliski or ithe Attorney (loieIral's ()llkce ut 'ashitijtlliJoln dile, lto
f fiet that no
,rosecutlon lgainsllt tlitse .iexi-ll
should itw, st;lrted ,ion tlerilllt oifoiler limat.
of the Stilte Ikepurtlnenlt regrinlting
ter4 which night Interfetre with the ileatl
Svtrlol.u<
.ext~ill revolutionary atTfairs. It wast therefore lireevl t1hlwe en all of
is to let the eimi=
nagltiuat tli e Slexlcanss rest I ienllig In trutillSo
from Waishl.

ind their 2

inlgtolregarding

:111me.

I then suggested to

IMr.D)unlllisn that lie Il~Imlediately get lo touch with
ihud dlig out of Itheali l of the aiddltionil liifornimtioll
he could secure, andimanle alrrnllgelents to Int;lt ar. Delillrsoll
(t
ilellllnx's
room at the Alexandrin lintel between 4.30 andl 5.00 p. lii.
to
ulhilsnhx's room at lii,
Aleniaiin iotell. Illh
tohldl
lM
Thlien rnturllri,
thnt In thl ineiielwhlp Ietlliiorlmrt alIl ('lilvtlIhand seenili n anl asfkeihill toi
call at Cannltlo's ottlei,
romned 5 o'clock tlht afterlloon. for they wnllted to give
Oodehnux twelve or fifteen hunllred dollars for the Ixpapers nd eonlrnets
ltiiiiusourt an

C

lrilo ,.

contrllrt dleal.
IIram
aIIIinUUtIon
lnd
iy iII
es( cusul
in the meanwhile arrived tit othllmix's'H
rcill. nll we ltre'rl
elngamentlent titCaniuml7o's ofilt,
that it would he best for (lotdelnllu to keep hits
While Oodehnaux was waiting for then in the hallwr)ay outside of Calmolr's ollce
pertanlnllg to the exs

Fr.
I nllllson

Ilelaneort showed up, and Godehaux asked him wllat he meant br turning
him ((olchauxl up to the nuthoritie~. letancourt indignantly denlled that lie
had seen the authorities and claimed to know nothing about It; likewise stid
Calzedo had done nothing of the kind. He asuaned at that time a most
friendly and cordial attitude toward Godchaux , and ngain told him he wanted
to bay the IIpers and would meet hln (Godlchuxl the next morning around
10 o'clock.
f1odehnux then returned to his room at the Alexandrn lHotel, where Mr.
I)ennfson and I were waiting for him. I then suggested to Mr. Dennison that
he telephone CnlIvdo and Ietnnen t, get them together, and secure from them
any additlonnl Informnntlin bo could. Llter that evening 'Mr. Dennison got in
touch with fetancourt and Godehnaux and hand an Interview wth them, which
and infornntln
lnsted for several hours, and secured from them the statements
nmentiomnl In his report of October 28, 1018, entitled " Ite Flacro Hletnncourt
and hl.Calzado, Mexeman Revolutionary Activltis."
Mr. Dennison returned to Godleinux's room at the Alexnldrhi Hotel atnmill.
night and related to mie tll of the information he had secnred from I11tncnourt.
IpIl ollnl
realnnrks expressed by Ietilticort regarding ImyseIf, like.
IncldlingI le
wise the llformatitlon lie hind secured fron fetatuellrut inlregard tonth, statetument nmande by Emillo Gonzailes about having received Inrorlmatlion from vu ertl.
erv'lce friend of his nasto Iletlulnourt's and 0lodehllx's revolutionary activities:
also reg lrdling tho a8ttement innde by tetnncourt in regard to theocoopneration
extended to him and his associates by Mr. lronlnmn and IMnj. Ilnrnes, of 51nl
Antonio. Tex.
I sugesttd to Mr'. Dlennison th:t he Immediately render colnlilele reports to
your department regarding all of tIr Fe matters nitd contiitolu to follow the ( lst,
uip until completed.
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It was then decided between Dennlson nid mInysilf1 that, Irreispectlve of tlim-

posllive willingness of Betuncourt and Cdlado. asi they expressed Ranei

to

Mr. Dennison In regard to themll ylng Godlchaux twelve or lifteenl hunairel
dollars for the arms and ammunition contracts and palpers, tlht It would If
best for Oodchaux not to accept same, likewise not to turn loose to them.
slnai
smiolntlent wills
*hk'|ux, on 11the
orninllg of (klolwr 24. did nlot keep
In., Iit wlhirh
Ik*tanourt att te (itlizrn's Nlllonal Ihllk Thilldilag for i 0a.
tinhw lelancurt wasteto have isnld (Godichaux the nloney fur tlheI Ili'rs. (ludl
ellsax. homvever, Is lelhot:edl Ilettnart on or al ut hal time andllltold himl
that if llHnnc(tourt winltesl the lailers, tihe ihs that event wite hlmn t New
lIrkan,. ,or hl;re ils nalihoriry doyIo in regard to hllns nltter.
In 3Ir. Iiuensilson's reirt ,of (ktolser 23. regarllng Itletnollrt Anai ('ildto,
I Ilotfil reark. ua le by Ilefanclstlrt to >Mr. leilllleu lso regarding myself.
lie. Iemwever, whn 31r. Isn-niillsa nallei him down to fncts. (4mul1 Iot re I(cInher l snlaes, daltli. or phla". regardillg various Mexiniis whll lllealtllleor
sattdl I hand t~aks1 aldvltnine of.
that Iklanctmurt knew I was iIn ILoo Anlgels.
When Mr. IksHnl on first told ame
Mr.
1
in
is NIIovvervation I then reqesltedl
tIl
said thalt ie hIad ike 1 it14.
murt hwniwito acIts, and if ia. shlle get h111uto give
icenn~ln t In Ik,talntinu
did
a
opintly
Ikml
arnso
aaplel, staeniltit in rnr'lnrd to anmyslf, which Mir.
as ler his report.
myself g es hc;k
Timw ,rlghial fcellng sof Iiltterss loetwtrne Iknmllolturtl ami
I,
Say 21. 1917. which nr e ait that linae. idue to the fal t thiat (uillehIrma
s lthe rlighltl:llnd gamllllionlfur (ltp rge Wa'rdlen., lktrltianlurt.
('asllit Nujern
and their crowd. Nljernl was arrested with linan D)la. ilid llrtc' or foil'
other Msexlcrn s by .agentts of your delartlment when they arrived alt tie l ot
of Newi t(rleanol Masy 21. 1917. on the steaislip Nurnam . They were mplau1cl
In the Ilnnligralion salltion, anIl at ew tlnays after they nrrivedl here, each of
tbeul, ans msnatilned In nmy rlworts at that ltine, Imca1ie siaIspilou.s of each
other umad they all finally pnirted off, ech littir flliting lipe other.
Ills,4illsuc as it wans lly work to sale'c In wills tianaoln I)az. mni Alfollnso
of the fttetional tight, whiha
lp their rshiles
Noysla I thelrefore did so and tik
This resulted, as my reimarts
had arlsen letween lip Mexmas mentionedl.
in luillernlo ('nsa.illo Mlajer anld sill of Ills frleldl s iatI
how at that tile
'nar llea.
nl
lrt
slAsolales I ainlllng suir at llme. Iaunlog which were lletmimuou
*You will renwnber from my previous reports that when Najera was In.
terned at the Immigration station n very stiff fight was put up at Washington
by a )Ir. Chambers, his attorney from San Antonio to secure his release, and
dlue to the fact that Najera had stated lie proposed to kill Ilamnon Diaz andi
myself Just as soon as he got out of the Immigration station and as Diaz was
afraid of him, and to please Diaz, also rather than have me kill him when he
did get out, I took the NaJera case up with several Congressmen and Senators
at Washington as an offset with the Immigration Department to oppose the
request of several other Congressmen and Senators whom Chambers had brought
nloto the case. These Congressmen and Senators whom I had were simply asking
at my request that the Immigration authorities comply with the law regarding
e,
Noaera's case. This was finally done and Najera was ordered deported.,
however, was allowed to remain In this country under a $2,000 surety bond.
guaranteeing his deportation at the end of 12 months.
It was Betancourt, Warden, and other associates of Najera who at that time
were trying to start time Iludolfo-Iteyes lexleanl revolutionary maovelment, whole
employed Chambers who formerly was a member of the law firm of Watson,
Chambers & Reyes of San Antonio, Tex.
During the time this fight was going on over Najera I told both Warden aud
Betancourt that I had heard they were also interested In getting even with me
for fighting Najera and that they better keep their hands out of that affair.
They both denied they were mixed up in helping Najera, and assured me of
their friendship, which I. of course, knew was a lie.
Betancourt from that time on while on the surface at all times was friendly,
nevertheless he has been ever since then very hitter ih his ideas and remarks
about me.
My reports of May, June, July, and August, 1017, regarding Itnmon Diaz.
Guillermo Castillo Najera, and others will give you full Information regarding
this matter.
On page four of the testimony of the immigration board of special Inquiry
held at the immigration station, New Orleans, La., July 23, 1017, the following
sworn testimony was given by Charles M. Chambers of San Antonio, Tex., In
thile Interest of Najera:
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"Q. Do you know Mr. Jones?-A. No; only I have heard of him since belig
tinphloyed in the cause of Oulllermo Castillo Najera.
"Q. I)o you know wihpt business lie ls Int-A. I do not know Mr. Jones Imrsonnlly, nor do I know his business, except from Information received by letter
frnml lion. Eugene Black, blember of Congress, now in Washington, of date July
17, 1917, who stated to me In said letter that he ascertained from the commissiOner that a man by the name of Jones was taking the leading part In insisting
lie (meaning Nnjera) be deported and that the conunlssioner said Jones was a
newsltiaper man.
Your delprlmuent Is In possession of complete official copy of the above-men.
tionel testimony, which I sent forward at that time.
The testimony of Najera, Chamlers, anid of amlof their own witllneXs
show
that they attempted to bave itlinlon )itz lelrted on account of his mloriln
lind revolutionary reputation.
If Betancourt or any of his nfcelaitea could say inore than hiis tisen said
about ine by Mextcans and Central Americans, and some AnlerilNa

whsli

plans I have helped to spoIl. in that event It would be necessary for them to
have the vocabulary of Webster.
Irrespective of knowingly putting myself
i a false positIon. crltlcelss,
knocks, false statements, or manny threats to assassinate me that your department is aware of. I have, as your depmrtntent knows, at a cowsitlerthle Itwrsonal
financial loss to myself, always gone the limlt to produce results In my work
regarding Mexican, Central Amerlcn, and other affllrs for your department.
I personally feel about such natter nis I'resident ,incolnhm
muut have. when
he said:
"If I were to try to read, much less answer, all the attacks mnlte on mae,
this shop might as well be closed for any other business. I do the lest I know
how, the very best I can, and I mean to keep on doing it to the end. If the end
brings me out right, what is said against nmewill not amount to anything.
If the end brings une out wrong. It angels swearing I was right wotl d make no
difference."
(Cresse code name for Jones.)

Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justlle re Eusevio Calamdo.
Mexican revolutionary leader at Los Angeles, Calif., which shows his tmo.
nectlons with Col. Estaban Cnntu and Gen. Pancho Villa.
NEw ORLE.NS, LA., November 28, 1018.
On October 14 I asked Mr. Keep, special agent in charge of your Los Angeles
office, if he had any Information pertaining to Calzado. lie told mIe his office
had no file or Information pertaining to this party.
Prior to my arrival in Ios Angeles, Calif., onl October 0, 1018, had heard a
great deal about CaIzado and his activities with viarlous Mexican revolutionary
parties during the last several years on various parts of the border.
At the time I was active and friendly with many of the leaders of the Villista
revolutionary movement several years ago, at that time first heard of Calzado.
Up till October 8, 1018, I however, had never seen Calzado. and he likewise
to this date personally does not know me.
On October 8 at about 2 p. an. Martin de Ieon, ex.Mexlean revolutionary
agent at Tamplco, Mexico, who has been mentioned In my previous reports
accompanied by Ietancourt and Godchaux, called at the ofilce of Cnlzado and
Godchaux was at that time introduced to Cnlnado. From that time on I keep
In very close touch with the activities of Calzado through Godlchaux, ns Is
fully covered In my report of October 23, under the heading: "Continuation
report re P. It, Betancourt and his Mexican revolutionary activities."
On October 14 at about 2.30 p. inm.
I was at the ofilce of Mr. J. A. Conaty, Immi.
gratlon Inspector In cbnrge nt Los Angeles, who pointed to a Mexican standing
in an outer office, and said, " Do you know that party ?" and I told him I did
not. Conaty then said his name was Calzado and that lie (C'alzado) hnd just
presented to hint (Conaty) a telegram signed BlelaskI, which Cnalado had
endeavored to use on Conaty to force him to issue a tenmlprary is'rniit card so
Calzado could cross Into Mexlco.
wits it warm Iahrs nmll
Conaty then told me that. Cilndo hlad totl hi lit,
friend of Ilelnaskl's; furthrlllmore had nnl was doing confihleiltil work for
DMr.BIlehskl on the border, and at nnd nrounld LAs Angeles. I questioned
Connty very closely regarding the statements lie said Clzdo had madae n9
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ln!Itlonediit , ald COaaily luck to his statement about whaiiit Ciltiduo lm111a
wl11.
I then l asked (Conlity If lCirIalo from his tlik ani
tillon
had given hIl the
ilt-'
pressiloa tlllt
le was at cotitldential representative of Ir. Illellski or of the
e.l;irillient of .Justice, and County stild I'e (crtelnly did.
In so muIch ilsI hall previously tllked Mr. Keep If he knew of C;aIzndo. or
niylhing iilitiI hlilm, aind
r. Keep rnid lie
not: therefore felt sure of the
fact thnI if UCalzaii, Was aiconIltlentill
Informant or representative of Mr.
Il(liskl thit Sir. K'eepl would know of It. Therefore suggested to Cunaty
that lie taik' (5lzanlo into nlotlier ollice,
lnd
detain hmt ilnconversation until
I telephonlle Mr. Keep's ottflf regarding this inntter.
Illnlnltlately then telephoned Mr. Keep's office, and got
r,.
Dennison, Mr.
Kelep,'N is..4
stant, oilflhotelephone, and usked hllnto step down to t'onaty's
ollce for tainonent.
I Iennisonl Iinnmalntely caneo down to Collaty's ollice, und
I expltalinl the Hltuillon to hlin; likewise In the presence of Colunty releatedl
to Ik-nniSnl
the statements Conitay li
illtl
I L'Iaado hid ilade to him and
nnaty contirmled Clllzado's remarks to )enlllison.
MSr. Iennlison, then asked lie what ought to be done., and I suggests to hinll
to Iinetlsitely wire Mir. Ihellnski explaining the entire circllenstnices regarding
Cnlzndo. aind the walnuts lie had tmade. Mir. Dennison then telegraphiled Chlef

did

llielaski, tlndt on (ctomer

wrll to

Mir.

110Ar. Dellmisoll showed ue copy of Chief Illelaski's

Keep regardlling Cllzado, which prved, as I already hlnd known.

that Cmlzadt'Is stitenlents to c(,nt"y were simply the customary Mextnlll lies.

('iulzllo in his severall colverstlions with Conty endeavored to use Chief
he land recevted fro ll hint; likewise his
alleged employment as it
repre entlltative of Chilef Ilehlski to Intdllllate C(Olllty
into I suillig hi11 it
temnilsritry wrmit card to visit Mlexico.
UCalzdo wits born on October 14, 1875, it haltillo, Cohula, lexicon. 1Iis
another, Mrs. cantos Barrero Cilzitdo, is Inow living at (1alvtuton, Tex. C(a aluho
entered the United States during October, 1014, at El Paso, Tex., and in 1914,
1015, 110, 10917, and to date 1918 chaltns to have res hed lt i Angelk's,
lls
Calif., with the exception of about six months during 1910, when lie live at
Outvesion. Tex.
Ile clnllns to be 42 years of age, in height is about 5 feet 8 inches. weiglts 125
to 130 poutlds, eyes hazel iii color, hair lanck, comnplexionl dark, clean shenven,
las atsqure chin, face and nose regular, but face thin and cheeks inclined to
I*
I sunken, has false teeth in front showing gold balds on bridge.
lit Is ue lover intid is auiged to I living wilth the divorced wife of a eloco.
lleh1askt's nali te,
e and the te!egraintll

*

hate manlllufalturer of SnIII 'rnltcisrco, Callf., whose llllrrige umnte it alleged to
have Iwen
[rsl (lerrilleill. Calz7 o lives at lle
lllle
Iloue this womanlllldlos.

locate d at 1313 Alihany Street. los Aige,.s, C'alif.: telephone 21480 or 05275.
ShliIs a X1til bllndtle, blue eyes, scNs on lower leart of throat, dresses fashion.
Sably imd111n i extremely hldl manner, is it loud tInlker, ini drinks and smokes
in pubic.
Calrzado's police Is at 838 Title Insurance lBuitldng. Los Angeles, Calif.. ant
lie replrenlits himself ulsbeing iamining engineer andi oil operator. Ills office
is very poorly furnished aind has but very lIttle office equtlpnlent in same.
l'dItI'ritid that ('ln:tlo's attorney antd those assoclatc
is alleged to be O.D.
liennett. SM.utrtty lnk lthIdlingR, i.sAngeles. Calif. lie is likewise alleged
to lyive a friend in Jamtes Spenlce, onef
of he ailnor oflcia of the Los Angeles
Trist & Savings Bank.
At mny request MIr. I)enlson, of your Los Angeles office. ufter I hod learned
where ('alzado bunked, secured for me the following rlwort from tihe Los
Angeles Trust & Salvings Itank regarding Calando:
"Callted at the Los Angeles Trust & Savings Bank and find that up until
October 10 subject's lncoant did not atnount to much, never smore thn a few
hundred dollars, but on October 10 subject deposited a draft sllgtyl by
-, (n -,New York, payable to himself for $10,000. Subject
at once drew n draft for $.000, to whom tile
bank was unlte to state at this
time, but will try to ascertain for us.
"Oln Octoher 11 suhJect drew another draft of $2.550, payable to Santos
Calznitl.
lie, subject, has hald nt account in tlhihank for about four years.
lie is thought to be in the dining business in Lower California. lie was Intro.
duct
i to tilehank by the State link & Trust Co,, of San Aitonlo. Tex., andt
wasi also Introduced by Mr. A. I'.Naftaser. of Itiverside. Calif.
"Checks with which he riopned this account were drcnwn onl
the
}fr. Nattsger, in inltroducing subject to the bank, stated that lheIhad known
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Iihnt
lolg alMid ftavortlly : tintihe watsInterestedl in large IInunhtI(.l
itWlltlllous
In
Mexhit,. itndllult at sole future dolte hi tolutl wouldhe a plrolltale lne.
No fair ns the Inlk records show, thile
clteks they have on Iihad dlnwn by thlis
sulbjel
tire ull in rather smalll aminounts. nothing over $1.50. ant layable to
vtrl'nls illrhn'lllllns
iolt
flilse town, the teleltlphonIte c)imlpnny, etc.. and i nulmbter
of $2 checks to Iimntself."
Ilt checking up Calzado through Godchaux, who had for a period of nearly
two weeks mallly conversations witllh
Godcllhux, who likewise Ilvlshly entertained himn and his lover and other friends of his, and who likewise, oil my
Instruellon,. fitlered hin in regard to hils Imlwtnnce as a ,Mexican revolu.
tlontry leader, scurel for llle
IInthat way n great deal of Information from
alizatdo regarding liself and other SMexican revolutlonists. Calrzado apparently
Is extceedigly vain as to his own ablllty, standling, etc., In Mexican revolutllonry
affairs.
As ientioned herelnbefore, (lothealltx was firstIntroducld to Calado by
Marl h lidn
I.eon tindletalncourt, ut ('alllndo's office, 848 Title Insurance Iulllding,
ol4(lIoI'rP.,tlltl
itthat litime (lodlchItaux told Calzao that he himself was also

niii oiloperator, llnd thntt
his several principals in New York would be very
much lnllterested il thle isisslibdlitles of oil lnvestllment opportunities in Mexico.
Cnlzaldo, thinking h1eundoulitedly nhad
a live fish on lls line, imllmednlately began
opening tit to (Iohullllx regarding Ills(Calzado's) Importance and influence
wllh nllly prolilnent Mexicans and Americans.
(lodellux was constantly with Calzado from that time onl. Godchnux, on
October 11, witllh etaticourt, Anrtin de L.eon, anild
Calmdo, were to go to San
Diego hy aultomobhlle with Smuel Vasquez, Mexlcan consul of San Diego.
Vawquez, however, was unable to make the trip, and It was therefore postponed.
On October 13, 1018, Godchaux went to Calexlco with Betaneourt, and on Octo.
her 15. 1018, ns fully covered In my report of October 23, 1018, entitled: " R e
F. It. Belancourt and his Mexican revolutionary activities," Godchnux returned
to Iuo Angeles, titBetancourt's request, to get Calzado and have him return to
('alexlco with Oodlchaux.
In so much as it was part of the arrangements between Godchaux and Betan.
court to have Calzado go to Mexicala, Mexleo, to see Gov. Cantu with them,
and in so much as Calzado lind not been able to secure a temporary permit
card to cross the border, I therefore, on October 14, arranged, with the Fsslstance
of Mr. Keep and AMr. Conaty, to have it appear as if Godchaux, through the
Influence of 3Mr. Poole at New York, had fixed things at the State Department
whereby the State Department hln wired Counaty to issue a temporary permit
c rd for Callzado. This was done and seemed to make quite an Impression on
Calzado In regard to the Influence of Godehanx and his principals.
After Oolchnux reached Calexleo wlitll
Bnetncurt on October 14, 1018, he
linnedlately, s mentiolled
my report of (ktober 23, 1018, regarding Iletan.
lil
court, requested (lodchanux to telephone Cnliznlo at .os Angeles that lhe.
Godchaux, was leaving there for Los Angeles to see Calznado. GOodehaux, however, telegraphed Calzado from Calexico via Western Union Telegraph as
follows:
C.t.EXIco, Oclober 15. 1918.
EUSE10io CAZMAIO,
13$3 AlbanU Street, Los Angetcx, Calif.:
Tletnuneourt nivises wait for nme. Leaving tonllght. Important see you.
P. M. GoDcHAvx.
(iodclhlnlx then left Calexico on October 15 at 7.30 p. In, and arrived In Los
Angeles at 7.45 a. in. October 10. lie Immediately telephoned Calzado at his
residence anil made engagement to meet tillat his office at 10 a. im. Godchaux
then fully explained the situation which had nlrisen at Clexlco regarding the
statements made by Emilio Gonzales to Iletancourt about the United States
Secret Service being wise to the entire Betancourt transaction, anti which had
greatly frightened Betancourt, as fully covered in mny report of October 23,
1918, under the heading of "Confidential report re P.It. Iletancourt and hils
Mexican revolutionary activities."
Calzado at that thme seemed to be very much put out about Betnancourt ever
having gone to Catlexico to take the arms and ammunition deal lupwith Gov.
Cantu without he, Calzado, having been will them. Calzado then opened up
ainl spoke very frankly about his entire revolutionary coInnetionLs and ability
to handle any and all revolutionary matters, and told Uodehaux that h11,Cnlzalo, was In reality one of the most successful Mexican revolutionists that
Mexico had ever known from the original Madero revolution to date.
476 -20-oL 2 -- 78
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Culiuldo at that time also told Godchaux that he, with Itnul Madero, (en.
Angeles, DIuz I.onlbardo, and a few others, had been and was even to this day
the realt brains bhlilnd the Villa movement. lHe also told Godchaux that he,
Culzaido, had Wben Vllha's ehef of transportation, and even to hits date was on
cIo~e ilnd Intimnate terms with Villa and his various leaders, and always had
Likewise he wals thoroughly familiar with all
lKn and would be iI Vill]istn.
of Villa's present plans, etc. lie then showed ( ,lllhaux several photographs
of hIlnself with some of the Vllistas.
ilethen exnilned to Uodeliux that he knew all along about the Poole(odcelhaux transaction, which first stllrttl in April andl iny, 1018, anud that lie,
a spehcl trip to San Antonio, Tex., during May, 1018, to
Calzado, had nnadet
ee these contracts and to fully discuss the entire proposed transaction with
tIlallwers of Ihihlr asch.hies.
ithnitux tails [eairnel
lkeliiiCnourt, Wllrdel,
been largely Instrumental, so
from Calzado altthat titme that he, Cahlzado, 111111
Cllntu, Mexican governor of lower
in Influencing Gen. Estanlnb
he clanin,
Cotllfornlh
, In entering into a combination consisting of nearly all of the
different blexlcnn revolutionary factions, whereby Cantu was to head the movenalelt to overthrow Curranza.

1t that tn e if Villlilt wast friendly with lien.
ainh'Itux
asIkted (l/ltdo
(
Ohregon, alnd (alxzlado
I1l (1nt11l
u waslpinlyinll with ()lregon but it I irt haiu
no uIwsfor hiant alnd ll itherlWr tithw would douthletcross hin nudt throw the
i ooksi lnto hll iIn every winy hlie isimsibly couhl.
lie iland several
imnversation leatrnedl from ('al.atduo thlnt
tihhtlchnux at thils
of hls iastcwlates hai In n aIsured of the sulport of the United Stubes fram
Chief Ielloski oilthli' I)eParJallelt of JuPstle and others CmllUsecteal with the
ti'ited Stlates t overntlallt

aitWashington, and this support

il every way

l.s lltle wulld h,e extenlledl to t'antu, Ctiazado, and their a socintvs whenever
they were ready to sllrike it their attelnilt to overthrow C'rran.al.
on thle chwst, anll-gave
(lhnialltux stlates that Ciltrnalo tlwn patted hlillmtiet
Mexico telie, ('aIizOo, wouhll le Ithe hIggeSt i111Iln.1
him to unltlerstandt tlt
nullule haId lltgotlttel things in Wllashlngton for (C'uitu nnd their revIolullionary

ailtvemlent.

(odhllotlux ilfltered Ca,isldo long ut that time about his humportance, ability,
odlchaux likewise learneal front
etc., all of which he selettlcally ate up.
for anytlotllg except moneylie could
(lzCniul did not (icre
u
I0
hinll
that Insoimuch
.Moextel nffnlrs, ld that lie.
any
asswllates out of
mallke for hlmnself nl lnd
(':1ilad, s alIlnttiler of fact, altl not (iare whether they ever could or would do
aiylthi g of limlporhlnnce for (te United States or lnot, and they really only
exlpeteel to usee the good offices of those with whom they liave talked in
Wlaslihnlgtoi to heneflt their own plans. Calzado said to hell with everybody
hut ourselves, anl while we promised much to the omffcials In Washington,
e and
and what they get is altogether a horse of a
we promise
whatt we
everhele,
different color.
('aizado at tills time stated Betancourt was a nice fellow, but egotistical,
had no guts, and had never been cut out for n leader, Irrespective of the
fact that Betancourt has and was endeavoring to consider himself a leader,
anl thllat aIsfar as Oov. Cnntu and other .Mexlcan revolutionary leaders were
concerned, they nall knew Betoncourt, and none of them took him seriously.
l'urthermore, that Ietanncourt was n womn chaser, and in the end, It given
tup.
plenty of rope, always called everything
Tilnsnluh as Cal.alo had falllen down In hlsttemlpt to secure a welnlt
card to cross Into Mexico at Cnlexico, through Chlef Ilelnski or from Conaty
mentioned in paragraphs 5 andl 0, page 1, of this report, and ns It was
ina
intu,
Ilersatry for (Iochlaux to have ('nlztlo In 'Mexlcali when he saw (ov.
therefore, lodeilnux told lhim that possibly ir. P'oole could, through lila
political Influence, secure n permlit card for him.
Go lehnux, therefore, on October 10. after Cnlzado had read same, sent via
Western Union the following telegram to 'Mr. Poole:
Los ANSoEL.s,-October 18, 1918.
J. 8. PooL?,
.:
A'.
loll WaldorfAstoria, Sew York OilU,
IHad to return here this morning to secure advice and services experience
mlutllig engineer, who Is absolutely necessary to use to successfully handle
business, therefore Imporiant. Immediately request State Department issue
temporary permit card for at least four days in name Ehseblo Calzado to
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visit Mexico from Calexico. Dislike very much to bother you gain regarding
permit, but absolutely necessary to do so. Wnnt permit card Le Issued if possible riot later than October 17.
1'. 31. OODeclAX.

Through the coolernatlon Mr. Keep, at my suggestion Godchaux received
via the Western Union on Octoler 17 thie following phony telegram :
NEw YOR:. N. Y., Octlobr 17, 1918.
P. .1.(loDCnlAUX,
Hotel Alecandrla, Los liAnclcs, Calif.:
Iteplying your nlht leltergram October 10, have nrrnmged through Senator
friend who has advistl ime that the State D)eparment has wired Inmmigration
oflclitls at Los Angeles Instructing thiln to litlmieditely issue Iecrmit card to
Iilnlng engineer mentioned your telegram. Again refer you to may telegram
October 10 regalrdnlg New (rleals mnerchandiste.
'When the above telegrn was

shown

to ('nlalzndo it seemed to Iake quite

tin impression on hlim.
I then saw Cnnlaty, explain ed thie matter to Ih:ml,nual at Iay rteqlest I ilssed
t
ti ttanpornry permit tlcard to Calnado.
Oattlzado then arnnged with (otlodehux for Ilhemn lto
tlave for Ctlexlco oilthe
night
of ()ct0,r 17. (Nltclilc
x mid tie left Ios .igtelest on that date at 7.45
II. i. und arrived tit .'nlexico st 7.340 t.In. (kOctor 18. amnld
registered at the
Cllexico Hotel.
ftli
the nornling of (ktolwr Il,after 'tlrtado aind (tlxchaux
arrived at the
liotel (Calexico, they learned thalnt Iktaucourt lind left Calexico on the night of
(ctolHr 17 for ILos Angeles, nid therefore had not waited In Calexico for the
arrivall
of Cal7andlo and (ilchtlux.
itsper previous arrngeinents.
At this
lhur
('uiado told (tlhalInux nlot to letlietameourt or illy of the others

knollw that It (Cilzrtdo) hlad securllrd a tcniimorary permit card to cross into

Mexico through the Illltenme.of (lolcinux., for lie wanted his Mexica nacqunln.
tlliC.esto)Illeve he hlid semlled thllslpernllt cllld through his own personal Inlilence at Washington
On October 18 at 10 an. O,. elchull
and Canlzado left Calexico for Mexlcaln.
UpoI their arrival 11IMexlcatn (tdlclinuxwnas ntroduced to Mr. Ilarera, scretIary of state for Lower Cnlifornll
. whose ofmle is tnu anteroom of Gen. C1ntu's,
and itfew niomuents Inter Calzado and (odcllnux were taken Into Gov. Canta's
ullice, where they saw Sir. (Inerreri. the ptrlvatt secretary of Gov. Cantu, who
todchaux had previously met on his first visit to tMexlcnla with Betancourt.
(lolhllhuux at 10.30 a. i,. was then Introducel to Gov. Cnntu, and at that time
presented the nrsns and ammunitlon proposition, through Calzado, to Gov. Cantu.
After a conference of about two hours Gay. Cantu, who was very much interested at all times in the arms and ammunition proposition and who told Godchnux at that time lie could use from one to ten million 7 mm.cartridges, also
1,500 rifles or carbines aid from 15 to 2 nautomlntie mlnelhine guns at lite prices
mentioned in Godehaux's phony letter of September 30, 1018, to Mr. Poole, which
was shown to Gov. Cantu. This letter was prepared in advance and was as
follows:
L.otter addressed to 1Washington, D. C.. aind New York (flty, respectively.
. 1918.
r
SEiTEtf
liIEUR .0.
1918.
Mr. J. 8. PL'ooLE.
MY DEAa 8sIR AND VRIEn:xi: Have just nrrivedl iii Ls Angeles, after spentling
a few dlnyi at San Anltonlo to talk over huslnes. mnnters with imy friends
there.
They have suggested that, in so far as the volume of Inlsiness that can he
done here and in Lower California will be very large. I give them by way of
a letter from you In which some guaranty as to my ability and likewise your
assuredness of being able to sell them the following goods f. o.b.Lower Californin, as per listed price and quantity: 10,000,000 80.80 cartridges, at $50 per thou.
sand; 10,000,000 7-mm. cartridges, at $.54 per thousand; 3,000 30.30 Winchester
rifles (carbine), at $10 each; 10 or more 7.mm. Colts machine guns, at $1,000
each.
Imeinllately upon receipt of this letter kindly advise me accordingly.,
I feel certain that these gentlemen now mean business and that with my
cooperation can see no reason why we should not close some satisfactory deal.
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I will write you fully concerning the past trnmtiaetlons reintive to the goods
handi,. ant nssure you that by not having consummated same it has been
at greolt loss in both you as well as them. Am writing somewhat in hate.
wumllllng thills letter to leave to-day, therefore pardon briefness.

,i

Ilelieve me, as ever.

Yours, very truly.
|..11.

if'
o
llAux.

(lodelhiux hle Intendedl to head the largest revolutiollnary lilive,iellt Mexien ever had hland
nnd that lie had gradually In,n Iwrf'ctllbg hil
illInIs for the Inst year aIloig these lines. nld tirougli
tiiilnliiillo willth
Manuel P'elne I1 the south. Villai In the central of Mexico. nml with a colmplete irfeelted organlialtlon along the border, that when he. ('ontl. shtlried
his movement within the next threell to six llonthls they would s\w'i li every-.
thing frin the border down onl into'Mexrico.
('aitu then gave
1elhllx to unldertanlld that le Iltd Iositive issraitrllcs
from prominent American friends of his tlhat the UInlted States governmentt
would corlNorate with hi1ltoo the extreme limllit. ntl t no tiile would the
1Unitved lSttes Stret Ii.rvhle interfere willh ilsi
revohliloairy attivilles. As
an Illustrationl of IllsIower with the UI'lted States (lovermlelllt ollieius he
said " Why they have even allowed me many tillles to secure narmis iuld Ini.
nuilllllon out of the United States."
(Iodcleaux then Ilkedt'iuntt how he exilerttd to geIt Ilie alinll olin:l uni'.
mulllnitionll into Mexic anid Cotu1111
tild. I walt the g,
esls in cr-lotsd1 lots, ai1d
Insoliltch as the United tantes Iltrls at C'Uilexle anre mny friends nllil
for mime
lnlul
as tileUnitted state is ntso for lep.
thlerfore in ear-loat lots these goodl.
canl iS,
brought Into my territory via Calexico and I will then ship them from
h
.Mexaln, il bond back to the United States, to .Mexhicn towns ncross from
Iogle Pass. Laredo. 1irownsville, nll El Paso. Tex., and by thmethlle these
goods reach the Mlexclln towns across from the Amnerlean towns mentioned
our revolntlonary leaders will nt the sl11lle
timlle t' prepared to selre thles.
('nlllitll

toWls."

Wltell it callle down to the question of terlus alnd conditions regarding pay.
uneilt of these goods (Cnto told (lodehaux, that the entire detnlls would he
In the hands of Mr. Itarern and Mr. luerrern. and they In turn would handle
their regotilon
(hdianx mtl ('siilanta.
Tl' 'e three partles lhen Iau.
sured t(lodeliux of the fact that they had n1d could get ally nlllllnit of money
they wanted to purchase these goods.
Prior to Godehaux's introduction to Cantu, Calzndo toll him he would have
to arrange to fix the matter up as far as profit and graft ~h'lconcerned sP
Banrern and Onuerrera could get this.
On October 18 Callado, Banrera, and Oodchaux had supper together in n
Mexican restaurant, and at that time It was agreed between the three of
them that they would stick nn extra profit of $5 per 1.000 on the cartridges.
and the same price on each rifle and carbine for themselves on niall
such goods
sold to Capta or his nasociates. also that Oodchoux and Poole were to let
Calzado ani Barera In on their profits.
After iodellnux's first conference with Cnlltu. alnd the otiler parties mentioned hereinbefore, It'was agreed that during the following week they were
to return to Calexico to consummate the deal or at least part of name.
On the afternoon of Octohber 18, (Iodchnux. Cala,uo, I~arern. Gnerreroa, anl
another Mexlcnu by the name of Antonio EIlosa, of San Diego, Calif., went
riding in n seven-passenlger automobile driven by the youngest soM of Pablo
Dato, who Is the father-in-law of (ov. Cantu. They drove oultto a cotton
plnntatlon belonging to the Dato family about ti mlles from Mexlcnlah, in
Mexlco. This cotton plantation follows a little cnal or water ditch close
alor.g the International dividing line between California and blexleo. Several
points along this ditch or canal was shown to Godehaux as the places where
Clnzado said he and other friends of Cantu had several times duritngl the
last year run over quantities of ammunition for Cantu.
On October 10 Oodchaux and Calzado again went to Mexlcala, and Calsado
told h11i that It was best for he. Calzado, to have a private talk with Cantu.
Gohochnux therefore waited for Calzado in the outer office of Cantu's place.
and after Calsado came out of Cantu's office they then returned to Calexico.
Cizaldo stated Cantu was very much Impressed with Godlhnaux's proposition
and his nbllity to handle arms and ammunition deals for them.
Cnlzado, when he first arrived In Calexico, on the morning of October 18,
learned that Betancourt had returned in the meanwhile to Los Angeles. Ile
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wal vr. nicth Puit out about it and was in a deathly hurry to get back to
IAS Angeles to see lk-tancourt. Therefore on the night of October 10 Calazado

and Godclhaux left Calexico at 7.80 p. m. and arrived in Los Angeles at

7.45 a. tn. October 20 and registered at the Alexandria Hotel.
On the trip up to Los Angeles on the night of October 10 Calzudo was very
much elated over their prospects, and said if they stuck together thalt he and
(lodlebaux could make several hundreds of thousands of dollars out of the
revolution by tlecoming purchasing agents for all of Cantu's arse, ammunition,
and other supplies.
(odlchanx at tlhat time, as previously mentioned herein, lead atizadlo on
regarding Cantu, and Calzado said Cantu was a very good fellow, but had
very little ability and would never have amounted to a dam if it had not
be-lifor his father-*lnlaw, Pablo Dato, and that In reality Pablo Date was the
ieltire brains behind Cantu. Furthermore, that Dato had planned with him,
Calzlo, and his other associates, practically all of the revolutionary moveInents. and that Datto was the man they not olly had to fear but to please,
and that It any man ever controlled another man Dato certainly had Cantu
and everybody around him under his thumb, He also said that he (Calzado)
was on very Intimate and friendly terms with Pablo Dato, who had a great
deal of confidence in his, Calzado's, ability.
(oilhhaux oilthis trip to Calexico secured from Calzado and others a great
deal of vllltlble informinttiln regarding C'atu, I)ati,, anld others, which is fully
vcivered ii lly report of Noveminr 23, entitled: " Continuation report September
4. 1018, re artlcllpation of Col. Estalran 'antu, Mlexican governor of Lowver
(alifornit,
in lexican revolutionary stetivitles, and his connection with Pablo
Dato, ,ar., alien enemy and real power and brains behind Cantu."
After Cnalzato
in d (lodchaux arrived in Los Angeles onlthe morning.of October 20 Catzado up to tlitt moment when Godchaux told himl goodbye, and made
nllentgagemnlit to meet hint at his ocice at noon of that day. Calzado could not,
so odmlchnux states. have been more friendly, Intimate, or frank regarding the
Ilaus, etc., of tile revolutlonists.
After Godchaux arrived at his hotel lie telephoned Ilelnlilourt at Itoolll
523,
ilay'ward Hotel, nuld

anllae an engllageent with Betancourt to

meet hlitmi at Cal-

xaido's office alspreviously arnranged with Clzatlo for 12.80 p. un.that day.
letn court asked Godehaux at that time If Calzado was at his office or restdlellce at that anonlent, and (lolchaux said presumnnbly at his residence.
llodehanx therefore at noon on October 20 met Betancourt and Calzado at
Calzadlo's office, 838 Title Insurance llullding. Calzado told him he had seen
etancourt at 10.30 a. in. that morning, and that he and Betancourt had a
very extensive conversation in regard to the arms and ammunition proposition,
likewise In regard to their negotintloni with Cantu.
Godchaux then immediately realized that Betacourt had thoroughly Imptregmted Calzsido with the smle fear that lie (Betncourt) had regarding the fact
that the secret.-rvlce people were after Betancourt and Godchaux as per
information given to Betancourt regarding this mater by Emlllo Gonzales who
had told etancourt at Calexico that a secret-service friend of his (Gonzales)
had told himn that they knew all about the entire Betancourt-Godchaux negotlatlons and even had seen photographer copies of a great deal of Betancourt's
correspondence regarding Ithese matters.
(ldlchnux could see at that moment that Coalzado was a changed man and
was exceedingly nervous, and apparently very much frightened over tihe entire
situntlon anmd repeatedly walked up and down his office and said, "My God, this
is dreadful; It will simply ruin everything we have planned."
Godchaux states that alazndo had a most extreme case of nervousness and
fright regarding this matter, and closed up like a clam regarding the entire
imnitter, and said. " We will have to drop this matter for the time being; furIlterlnore. all of us, if we are brought before the authorities, must swear there
is absolutely nothing in this matter, and we have never discussed arms and
ailnllnilltion." Calsado then said, " I nl going to deny to the bitter end that I
ever went to Calexico."
(lodelauxll
then made an enlgagenment to see Betancourt and Calzado that
evenling, and later took Calzado and his lover at 8.15 p. m. to the Victor Hugo
restaurant. Uodlchaux at that time for over two hours attempted to ease
('atlzado's mind in regard to there being any danger, and furthermore told him
;twas utterly mpossthble for Emllo Gonzales to have ever received such InforImation as lie in turn hnd passed on to Bletncourt rega rdlng the secret.servle
pcille being fully aware of their plans.
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Godchaux then said to Calzado, "I don't understand this proposition at all.
You, Betancourt, Cantu, and all the rest of you have repeatedly told me that
the United States (Iovernment, likewise its Secret Service people, had assuredd
you of their support, and now you come in and display the greatest fright in
regard to them knowing anything of this deal." Calzado sall,"You don't understand, Mr. Godehaux, for we were to let the United States Government and
uuthoritles know about everything we proposed to do and then secure their
permission to do so, but as I have tohlyou Iefore, we would be damn fools to,
let them know everything, and we never Intended to do so;
before, if they
now learn about this deal they will know we have not kept faith with them."
He further said ifthis thing comes out it will land every one of us in Jail.
Godchaux state Calzado was so nervous, frightened, and worried over the
situation that liecould not eat his dinner.
On October 21, at 10 a. m.,Godchaux met Calzado and Betaneourt at Calzado's
of lie for a definite answer in regard to the entire arms ant anuulniltlon proposition. Godclaux states that Calzado at thnt inetihig was as nruch frightened
and nervous about the entire matter as he previously had been, and that Iletancourt was in every way altogether different in his actions, talk, and olpillall'ms
regarding the arms and untanunition matter. Betencourt then said, "Itnlmelmber, all of us have to stick together and deny forever that any such a deal
existed."
Godchaux then fully realized that due to the fright which hiad been tlnltwn
into Betancourt by Emillo Gonzales, at Calexico, regarding the fact that the
Secret Service people and the United States knew about the entire matter; that
letancourt therefore had made up his mind to, it possible, sacrifle everybody
else and save hinself, and that Calzado who In turn had been badly frightened
by Betancourt likewise Intended to do the same. They also said, we have to
take to cover now.and drop this deal forever.
Betancourt also at the start of the conversation treated Godcebaux Ini
very
cold manner, and seemed to blanlo himn for the entire matter. Godchaux then
tuskted Betancourt, " Where do you sul.pose I iamgoing to get off regarding this
matter with my principals? Furthermore, you have dragged time around the
country for about six ionthslll
on this deal promising this, that, or the otlh'r
thin; and you hiave never compelled with any parts of your proposition, ani; t
addition to that, if you are involved with the authorities, so ant I."
Godchaux states his idea, in making that renlark to Iletancourt was to learn
positively if letancourt and Calzado were really sincere In regard to their
changed ideas and attitudes regarding their arms anditanntunition deal.
letanecourt then said to Godchaux, "It is true I am not complying with my
agreements, but after having received that Infornmantion from Gonzales it looks
like Jail for time and I amn going to save myself Irrespective of who else gets
saved or not." lHethen snld to Godcbaux, "Where are all of the contracts,
papers, documents, etc., pertaining to these deals which I have signed and
which are in your possession?"
Betancourt then also said, " I want all of
those papers and contracts back for I would not he able to sleep any more as
long as I knew they were out of my hands." (Godehauxtold hhi they were in
his possession in a safety deposit box at tite Alexandria Hotel. Betancourt and
Calzado then said, " Let's go over to the hotel and get those papers at once."
Godchalux said, "No: that can't be done, for those papers and documents
that belong to my principals, and I am not going to give them hack to you until
I ant so authorized to do so by Mr. Poole." At that moment, when Godchaux
refused to surrender these papers, Betancourt, so Godchanux states, had it
brain storm, jumped up and yelled out he would get those papers if he had to
choke them out of Godchaux, and started over to Godchaux, who then got up
out of his chair, backed into a corner and told Betancourt, "You try to put
your hand on me and I will kill you."
Godchaux realized that everything was up so far as Betancourt and his nssoelates were concerned, and nothing more could be done with them, so he tells me.
He then backed out of Canlado's office and told both Calzado and Betnncourt,
"Go to hell; if you try to start anything with mne I will bump the pair of you
off." Betancourt at that mnonent started toward tile door, so Godchaux states,
and Godchaux lifted his coat, which allowed Betancourt to see that he had a
gun In each hip pocket, nnd told Betancourt, " You can't bluff me, try jumping
on tie and you will get hurt."
Godehaux then left the building and late that afternoon Calzado telephoned
him, "Say, old man, you are not sore at me, are you, for It's not my fault,"
and also said that Betancourt was crazy and that he and Betancourt would
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be willing to give Godelaux $000 for the papers and contracts, and nlmade an
engagement to meet Godhanux at his. Calznao's office, at 3.30 that afternoon.
Godchaux, however, at my suggestion, did not keep lhis engagement with
Calzado.
On October 22 Ca4lzado telephoned Godchaux at the Alexnndria Hotel and at
that time told him It was the best thing for everybody to settle the entire matter
amicably and for Godchaux not to stay mad at him. Calzado then told (leod.
chaux " we will pay all of the expenses you have had In regard to those negotiations," and asked Godchaux what it amounted to. Godehaux told him about
$1,200, and Calzado said, "All right, we will arrange that, and you will turn ail
of Betancourt's papers over for that amount." Godchaux said only after he had
put their proposition up to Mr. Poole.
G(lodehnux from that time on until heoleft Los Angeles saw no more of
Canzado.
The report of Arthur 0. Dennison, of your Los Angeles office, of October 23,
1018, under the heading of " Iegarding Flacro It. Iletancourt and E. Callado,
Mexicann rvolutlomlry activities," will give you complete details regarding addl.
tional Infornmation perlnilnng to Calzndo and Betamcourt In regard to the further
developments of this case.
Your uttenton is called to Ipages 0 and 7, 8. 11, and 18 of Mr. Dennison's report
in regard to the alibi Calzadlo was attempting to fix up for himself regarding
these matters with Mr. Deunnlson. Likewise the fact that Callado, as shown on
pages 7 and 8 of Mr. Dennison's report, deliberately lied to himn In regard to
hinm, Cllzado, having gone to Calexico with Godehnux.
As mentioned herelnbefore, it was Godchaux who obtained through me the
permit card for Calzado to cross from Calexico to Mexico. The Inmmnigration
official, Mr. Ellis. at Calexico, issued the permit card to Cnlzado after having
been introduced to him by Godchaux. This in itself shows how deliberately and
consistently lie lied ithis statements to Mr. Dennison.
Mr. Dennison as mentioned in his above report handled all of the matters
mentioned In his reports. At my suggestion dug out a great deal of Information front Cnlzado and Tleinlcourt from suggestive leads I gave himn to ask
these parties. Mr. Dennison's work In handflug this entire matter was skill.
fully and exceedingly well done, for as his reports show regarding these
parties, he was dealing with two of the most skillful liars he probably has ever
conme in cottnet with and who at one hour made to himn a certain statement or
clalihn
and at the some hour the next day would repudiate it or change their
previous statement.
Tills Is fully illustrated in Mr. Dennison's report of October 28, entitled
"ltegarding Fiacro II. Iietancourt and E. Canlzado, Mexican revolutionary
matniters." In this report 'Mr. Dennison states that Betaneourt changed llis
statement of the previous day regarding what Gonrales had told him about the
secret service, people, etc.
Mr.Dlenlison's report of Novelmber 2, entitled "Itoe Fimero It. Ietamncourt and
'. Ca'zatdo, Mexhan revohlluinary netlvillcs." also shows that when lie
questoltl antll
(lo
,letrlesrcardlng the stilttentcltt
madle vbyletcourt as to
hait (Conyales had told himi aniout thie secret-service Iwople knowing all about
his arums and anntnunition 0 als with Godcehnux. That onizlles flatly dented
to arr. Dennison he uhadl
ever mentioned such a matter to letaneourt.
Oil pages 1 nud 11, of Ir. )enlnison's report of October 23, Canlado stated
that Betancourt had entered into all of these contracts with Godehaux and
his princelx s In~uontly, not kllowing that his act was it violation of the
nieitralit;. laws. Your deiartnmenlt Is in possession of letters written by Iletnll.
court and many of his associates, warning them to be careful in regard to
ei
fact that many of their letters wore being clsored,
usi ng the mantils, due to tile
and likewise they were lit danger of belng caught.
On page 15 of Mr. Dennison's report, of October 23. lie fully gave the cause
for the ending of the lietaneourt-Ctilzado-Godchaux matters, as follows:
" It is apparent that the turning point in the entire ncgotinthnls bIetween
Godehnux anl

Ietanconurt ellnme about in Cahexico when Ietlancourt wais warn'ied

by Emillio (Gonzales against Godchaux."
front
Suninthlg up all of the Informntion that I havo been aile to scclrte
every available source regarding Calzado, lamfully convinced of the fact tlhat
ant is Itgo-weween for mnny Mext ic n revoltiomlnry hadlers with
he has Ibeen
Amllericals who have or want to ohtlin large larollts oat of Mlexican revolu.

tionary nffars.
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which

Ill,
t'hnlins |o have ltwelvtql front 'hr Iltilstl.: 1nd to tlildahtnux, Mr. Vtioitty
'af th i llnigrltlin service tit Los .Alge'hes, 1nl even to 31i. 1,nnison., usel
lithe
tine of (t'hifIl'ilskilA Itl Itif Ithey were rolth
Iers, fiil. Invariily to till
of these bartles, will the probable exception of Mr. D)ennmism, gave them to
understand that Chief Illelaski Intendel to do everything hlecould it any time

for Calzado. all of this, of course, was the usual Mexican lie.
As for as Calzado's general reputation is concerned, even among Mexicans,
hlie
Is known to he very shrewd, a delibhernte liar, and unscrupulous to the core,
andl yellow as fntr as hisI Iersonal
nerve is concerned. Mr. Dennison's report
of October 23, entitled " legtrdi ng liaero II. Iletancourt iand l. ('nlzadnlo, MexIomn revoluthionary activities," conclusively proves that lie deliberately lied to
.iMr.
Itennison reganrting practletlly itill
of his statements.
If I maty I I'rinllted to suggest, It Is important, in mly oplnhiloln, to have
Mr. Keep or Mr. Dennlson, of your Los Angeles office, instruct Colzado to call
at their office and then emnphatltcally warn hlin if they ever hear again of hhn
(Canlzado) using in any manner the name of Chief Ilielaskl or of any other
United States ofclal, in that event Calnizado will be slnppedl into Jnil.
I make this stuggestlon dlue to the fact that ('almado, from iill I enn learn. as
mentionaled hlrinhefore, hna used C('hlef
lhlaskl's lnlilne to promote his own
hlislnemss and personal pIrolmosltlos not only with Mexhins. hbut with Anmerleans.
Tihe telegram Chllf Ilelnski sent to his Los Angeles office in answer to the
one mentioned hereinbefore proves that all stakitments niade by (zad
to hlie
the tsantl Moexicn lio. The telegram Is nasfollows:
WASHINToroN, D. C., October 10. 109..
KmEP,
Federal fielding, Los Angeles, Cali.:
Telegram of yesterday. Calzodo called on me several timhnes
concerning his
plans for revolution against Cnrranza to be headed by Cantu. Was encouraged to give details of his plans for Information of this Eiovernment. Under.
stand his reputation nmong Mexicans not good. Desired me help hiln secure
passage across border. Only telegrams which I have sent him states hnut e
should apply to immigration inspector, and second one advising him not practicable to waive regulations in his case. Secure all possible information concernIng his activities, but do not take any action except in emergency without
conferring with department.
l er..sxKI, lurcatt of In 'retlliowulst.
Confdlentianl report by Cresse to Department of Justice re stateneSt
F. It.lietnncourt to agent of your Los Angeles oilice that Emaillio
had received front a friend lit thle United Sfnttes Secret Service full
Lion regarding iBetancourt's Mexhnan revolutionary activities.

made by
C(onzales
|nfonn.

NE w Our.:A~Ns, lA., .orcm tbr 27. 191.
On October 15, 1018, atsmentioned in my report of November 23, 1018. entitled " ('ontinualion "onlidentil report Septembnler 23, 1018S. re trip of F. It.
lltfancourt from New Orleans to los Angeles to mnike arrangemients with (ov.
Estiani

('antn. of Lower California,

trea'ding nrs

and

ninunition to be

run out of the United StatIcs.," Ilelincourt claitmned that EIntillo (Ionzales. in the
lobby of th Calexl eo Hlotel, at (:ilexleo, Calif., told him that it secret service
friend of his (Gonhtales) lhad warned hihn to the effect that the secret service
people were thoroughly familiar with alnil
of the Betaneourt.Godchaux revolutionary activities.
Mir. A. C. Dennison, of your Los Angeles office, lit his report of October 24,
1018, entitled " lie FPlacro it.Jelnneourt nid :. na
l alo 3Mexican revolutionary
activities," stated in that report that Betancourt told him he had met on October 15, lin the lobby of tle hotel itCalexico, an iodfriend of his whom lihe had
not seenl In 1? years, atMexican attorney Inamed Emilllo (lonzales. I quote front
the report of Mr. I'aintsoin. us nenloned herelnhefore, as follows:
A Mexica in attorney nniiud E:iillo (h;nzalS : lie slated that Gonztles wtas
an aitItoriey for the large cotton coillpny in the Imperial Villey, the name of
which company he could not remember.
(This Is the lobee Milling Co.)
letllucotirt sltthl thIt (Gonzales had naskl hlin if he knew a yluing Frenchman,
wlo was s1nying it the Alexanndrirla Ilotel in
LIos Angeles.
whose
name he could
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ut reiieiler, hlut which lhe believed legall with "(."
lteaIiotllirt inquired if
he
i
ant'ilit (Inillu11ux. (il.leP~.
replied, "
s: thllllt
is Ill 1111111ti.' (ioulzilles
tiskt If lietan'oiourl
llldlnhad
iny dealings withit
It 'hnllnlx. illt ltlnltiinlrt
l
the1 cvulell
ll IIti11
h
gllllti.
rlltl tlint he Just kllnew him llightly. (olmis
(lliluxlll.
slllting tlaitlie ((lollnalesl) lMl at friend inll
lht'l lteld tallt~~irl'l
llt 11111(
ait (h
i.ClmSais
Srvle'e, Del),arlit
lt of Julstlr, w'l hia
ll11
rllf,'nul1
being tllted by detectives iwholt
followed hlii from
ll
w rlllls. I11II whoiwl'er
ollning id photographing all mail and telegrams which were rcelved by
(thlcliIInus.
HelPtuIclott (lIinlttC Illt (COliZiles 111l Ilottell h111111
tlt'
nllle
of tihe
man wiho Imid given him this Informatiion. Ihletnllour stated
ilhit
ti tll er.
rifled him so tlhat he was unwilling to take Godellalux to see Col. Cnlitu, and lie
returned to mos Angeles. leaving (udehiux lit Cltlexico.
letantieurt sttelcd that
hIe thll not know hIow long (lodlichl ux remained in Calexico oriwhat sui1ss lie
h1111in his ullteinpt to see Col. CoInt or sell him the nrlus uli umulniniitlion whlch
lie had in New Orleans."
c
Youi will ol
it tiln
' ihnllv
lSthlementlt
s
s ir '.
Illllolson's report IhlithIelti-.
courl lied to Mr. Dennison when lie slated unt1 lh' aId left (odhaClinux in
to go to Lo.s .Angeles to
('ullexieo; its a lattller of fiet he rllPAtetul (1odrhatx
get ('ulziulo. us is fully covered in my report of November 23. 1018.,
titltud,
" Itp lts evio ('lizaulo. Mt.ltleim rtvolutioiniry tinder lit lmos Angeles, Cnlif.,
which shows ils eoelleelil ns with Oil. ]Esthlibn (luitu and (len. i'0mcllo VilII."
In that report on l ke 4, pa;rnarlaph 0, likewise onipage f, parlagrlaphs 1, 2, nd
3, you will find full hiiforanatlion regirdiing thls matter.
iWhen
3r. Denlnisol irepeted to 1ie w'lvut Iletnlltourt had toll him regtrdling
(lonzales,
as Illentioiedl
onil
page 12 of
r. DIennison's report. I sulggestei 1to
hiis statemllnt to
ltlticourt rilue
M r. Dennison tihntlie imenialltely itnve
writing regarding (onzales. also that lie get in touch with (ioinlnis aLnd force
hllm to diviulge the ruln1e of his secret-service friend, who hillld
given hiI the
Information lietlaniuo:rt hnd inentioneul.
.Mr.
D)lmnison's report of Novemlber 7, 1018. entitled "Ite Pillcro It. Ilctutll.or I
fad,.Clllao, Mexienn revolutionary activities." I quote fraion
the IbIovP.
mentlonel report of Mr. D)ennison ts follows:
il
tleaboveentitled Ilittler, EI.illo
" Referring to Iny report for Octobler 24,
onzat les to-daly clled at this omflee nt imyrequest. I nsked him what lie knew
a:11t a youig IIn1111nied
(odcliux, wivho haild recently b1-in at the Alextidrila
Ilotel. lie replihl that lie ind muet Godcilhnux in ('axlico sonie tine during tlihe
wemr;k of (tctiile.er 14 In company with nn old school friend of hills.etancour t.
Ile asll
that hie hald never hleiard of hodelllx until thle morning when lie tr.
rived in Ciulexico and looking over tilehotel register lie saw (lodchllnux's intle
written either jut below or just above' ti 11i nm, of letuancourt.
" 1 questionelld
onzlles for some time, lbut emld elicit no Information other
than this.
I then told hltl briefly the story which liethlnourt haId told of his
odchllanx by GonItles. Iasoutlined in Iny relllis of
being wnrnld naglinst
lc'tol
ber 23 11nIl October 24. foinzales brlnded this stateue'l nt of lietanol urt
aisonllilhsolllte ftils]icoold. reitertling tilefant thlit li hnd never heard of 4wt.
iu111xuntil ie hall
ell tii tle
in
the register withlleitnnllcort's. lle
for som1e year iast of Itaneollurt's revoln.
stated thint liehhl hard rumonllllrs
l1onanry activities n1ilti]
Iupoi iIetinl1
hlil In Calexico amssuilted that lie was there
in sofmit such coiniectionl with Col. Clnt!'. Ile sold that he hnld warnld Betansiart illit general waiy that the Goveriient oflialIs were native In their In.
vestigatillon of stuch mnttters and that if he were in this part of the cotunltry In
,iunllctioln
with any .Mexican revolutlonlary plot It behooved him to be very
enreful,.
lie stronglly and slxeiflenlly denial that part of et-incourl's statemllent
in which it is alleged that (onzalles hlad sold that lie hald ben Illnformed y
n
and telegrams addressed
friend thmt lthe secret service was Interceptlig lnil
(onzales wits unable to state the nitue of the person who hald
to (lulnehlaux.
gi\'venllhlInforatlion in regard to Be nncoturt's past activities. but was llnter
ihi' Illlpresslol t:lit lie had peralnms discussed lthe matter with .Tose Trevilno,
who Is attachedl to flthip
stnff of Col. Cantu.
" (onaztles,
owilg to his eonniucion with the (1Ihe MIlls. Is anxious. I nni
ltre, to keep in the good graces of this Governlmt. anal IT lo inot believe tlut
he suflelcent c use for hil falsifyliit in
hIs friendshipll for eltniteoturt wild
order to nfiord letnneourt protection."
Th'e nlovep report of Mr. Delnnlison .shows that Behtnnolrt or (ionizaoles, one or
hoth f then, lIed regarding this nmtter.
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lleIaictrt, IIIp tto lie nolonent lie liet (lolzales i the lobby of the hotel at
('allexic . wi\s very entlislastle In regard tI the proliects Ithe
and (lodchaux haId
regardling the arl il and 1inuinltIon del aInd tlhe big profit they were to make
iit of It. Also, up to thlit very lmoent lietnuourt could not have been more
friendly, intimate, or frank Ill his conversation anid actions with Godchaux.
As stiltedl i Iny report of No'vemier 23, 1018, regnrdllng Itetancoulrt, from the
allnlllenlt he llnlhld hlls conversation with (IonzIle atit Calexico he was altogethelr i rnlitiged lan, and was not only badly scared lnbut avoided at nil times
anrl Ill every way (idhailninx front that
on11
ent on, as has beenII full. covered In
my ren u t of November 23, entitled " Io Es uevio Calzado, Mextean rev\'olutIonary
letider alt I,
.ligeles. Callf., which shows his connections with Col. Estnan
Cntlutl andl

ften. Pallcho Villn."

|IetntslTon's report of (October 24, entitled "It o Finler It.. Ielancourt, E.
revolutioalary activities," page 15 of that report, fully gave
the alnse, s I see ainll unlderstntnd It, for the ending of ithe
Iletlniourtl7azido.r.

Cnlxzldo, Mexiaenl
(oielinu.x

Ini:tters is

follows:

"It is apparent that tlhe turning point In the entire negotiations between
Otlchnaux ani Iletnncurt caine about in Calextco when Iletancourt was warned
by ,iila11 (loiCtilOes lgnitlist (todlchnlax."
lnowilng Ilelinililtit 1111ad
all of his. associnte. as I do, Irresxpetive of the
rInlten'entll iwiae by (ionzales, its is fully covered In Mr. Dennllison's report of
November 7, Iletnti ed herelul fore, that lie lever mieninlt4i
any such matter
to Ileltialnrt. I tna nevertheless confined of tlie fact that Ietancourt did
receive tit ('lhcxit~1 the nIforniation lie clalnid (ionzalesgave hii regairdling his
Secret Servico friend.
(IInOctolber 15. over a week before the Inal breanktp occurred between (fodelinux naltl ietancourt , fiodelllx received the Ilnformantioni naliout what (lon.
Zales hInd said, tlien t t fw days later Ilettnonurt repents to 'Mr. Dennllison the
aintlme
Ilforintl
tlon lie hal glveln (,odeIncllix. Therefore I see no reason for ieltancurt to out of in clenr sky Ihve mnnufacturel that story at Cialexlco. I feel
absolutely stroe (liht Oonxales tdid miiake the statement to Iletancourt nt Calextlco
linlt lttiiintoiirt chilnln hle aiialde.
(oinzalN's, I lhis staltellent to air. Ieminlson, realizngll that lihewas probably up
nginlist it,

Ilntly denied every hivling madlllt any such statement to Iettnliourt.

I blxleve It was necessary for Coonzales to do so to protect the source of Infornla.
tion from his secret se'rvlce friend which he clnimed to lletatnaurt lie hlnd
nt'llreld.

In so much ns the information Gonzales gave Betancourt at Calexeco was enLIrely resv isaile for rniniiiig lthe inside source of Information that your departnient ha;s lnd reg.rmillng neuivities of Iletuned(urt and all of his,assoclates through
(lodehnuxll

whlceh up to thlit monte

lhnd been of n great deal of value to your

delrintrllent, therefore strongly recommend that flai Illitter be closely watched,
andIf possible worked oult whereby it will be shown lirw and through whioni tihe
leak to Gonzales originated.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cresse to Departmient of Justice re Samuel Vasques,
Mex!ctal c'nsul general, Saul Diego. Calif.
NEw ORLEANB, LA., Norenber 80. 1918.
When odrchaux was In Ctlexico, Calif., lie was at that time Introduced to
Visqiuez. Later lie met Vasquez in Los Angeles through Martin de Leon, who
told hitm that he was a lifelong friend of Vasquez and that Vnsquez was for
Cantu first, himself second, and for Carranza third.
De Leon, on his personal card, sent the following to Vasquez by Godchaux.
" Ya so to presentnre y tal vez podamios hacer algo con el.
"31. DE I.

"Astrco SAMUEL: MlI nlulgo cl Sr. Godchaux que esta on este Hotel en el
cunrto No. 573 desea o con incho illtresa n minero del San Diego Union
slvace dejarle en la Adsalonon do este Hotel un numero. Oracias el Sr.
Oodchaux es hombre de negoclas."
Vasquez recently established a DMexcann monthly magazine at San Diego.
which De Leon sal was to be published In the Interest of Cantu. De Leon also
tol Glodchnux that Vasquez had received from Cantu and his friends financial
backing to establish a printing plant and to operate the publication.
De Leon also said that the purpose of the publication was to develop and
Aprndl propaganda for Cnntti as a candidate for the Presidency of Mexico.
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Vasquez Is well educated, exceedingly shrewd, and has a strong following
among the Mexican population in Lower California and around San Diego and
Los Angeles.
As mentioned in my confidential report of November 23, 1018. under the
heading " HEusovio Clnado, Mexican revolutionary leader at Los Angeles, Calif.,"
which shows his connection with Col. Estahban Cantu and Gen. L'lincho Villa.
Vasquez is the close personal friend of Cantu: likewise is alleged to he his prin.
clpal ,purchastgagent.
(Cress code name for .lones.)
Conthlential report by
nlent

Cres~e

to I)epartinent of Justice re Mexhean

havillig seeLra'tl arnis nt l

inmunition fronl

lihiedt

G(overn.

Stlluts. likewise'

now making Ilquirles for large additional quantities of Slie aild mIllstake 1
believe United States Government will make by aIllowing arms uild ami1niurition

to go into Mexlco.

NEw ORLEANS, LA., April 15, 1910.
Understand that during the Inter part of March the Mexican Government exported from El Paso, Tex., into Juarez, Mexico, 5,000 Winchester 30.30 rifles and
carbhle. likewise sitverol hundred thousands 30.30 cartridges. Mr. J. Krnkanur, who is a member of the flrn of Kraknuer, %ork& Moye's Sues., wholesale
hardware dealers of El Paso. Tex., was in New Orleans on April 7 to 10, and
at that (Ime told me his firm had purchased these.rifles and carbines from the
Winchester Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn., and In turn sold them to the
Mexicau Government, also the large quantity of 30.30 cartridges the Mexican
Government exported to Mexico wilt these rifles were cartridges tile Mexican
Government had previously purchased, and in this lot of cartridges were at
large quantity which had been taken over by the Unlled States Government
when the embargo was put on by this Government.
Mr. Krakauter called to see me when he arrived in New Orleans, in answer
to one of thie circular letters I had sent out to a large number of wholesale
and retail dealers offering various lots of ortns and nanmmunition, and which
have been fully covered in my previous reports o: March 20, 20, and 20 entitled
" Suggestion in regard to securing lists of various military arims and analuntthion being offered for sahuthroughout the United States."
lie at that time told me his tfirn was in the market for all the 30.30 cartridges
they could purchase, likewise several thousand 30.30 rifles and carbines. lie
also told maethllat these goods which his firm were getting lined up were being
secured for the Mexical Government.
From his conversation understood that the Mexican Government either has
secured permits from the State Department to export into Mexico large addl.
tional quantities of arms and ammunition, or are Intending to request such
addlitionul permits from the State Department.
IIIlitSPE'CTIVE OF CONDITIONS IN NORTIIEIN MEXICO,. AND I 11l.
LIVE INVESTIGATION ItY YOUII DEPAItTMENT WIL, CONCLUSIVELY
PIROV, MY SUIIMISE CORRECT, WHIIICII IS THAT IT IS TIlE ABSO.
LUTE CONSENSUS OF OPINION AMONO EVERYBODY IN ALL OF
THE VARIOUS IOIDEt STATES, EXCEPT THOSE W\IIOSE OPINIONS
AltE INFLUENCED BY FINANCIAL J'iROFITS TO TIIEMSELVIXS, THAT
IT IS A SERIOUS MISTAKE FOR THII UNITED STATES GIOVEItNMEI.,NT
TO AILIOW TIlE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT AT Tll PRESENT TIME TO
SECUItE ANY AlMS AND AMMUNITION FROM THE UNITED STATI.S.
Tile Mexican Government claims to need such arms and ammunition to eliminate Villa and other handts. As a mutter of fact, Villa and all of his supporters
and friends on both sides of the border are very glad to see arms and nmalmtmntlon coming into Mexico front the United States.
For it enables the VIilistus to replenish their own supplies of arms and amu
nation; first, by capturing such equipment from the Mexcan soldiers, nud
secontlly, insomluchl as rifles, carbines. and cartrhldges are stalnrd currency In
Mexico, therefore the Villistas and other revolutionists have and will continue
to secure large quantities of nrms
and ammunition from the Mexican soldiers
by purchasing same from them.
Those who reaIly know how things are worked in Mexico would consider It a
safe het that the Villistas, the Felicista, and other Mexican revolutionists will
within the next four months have pos.sesslon either hy capture or purchase at
least one-fourth of the last lot of arms and ammunition tihe State Departmnent
has just allowed the M extcan Government to import into Mexico.
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I KNOW THE ARMS AND AMMUNITION BUSINESS AND I LIKE.
WISE KNOW THE MEXIOAN SITUATION, AND CONSIDER IT IS MY
DUTY TO EMPHATICALLY RECOMMEND THAT UNTIL, THE PRESENT
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT SHOWS ITS ABILITY TO CONTtOlI TIlE
.MEXICAN SITUATION THAT IT IS A SERIOUS MISrTAKE FORl THEM
FRItOM
TO II.AVE Till. IIIGHT TO SECURE ARMS AND .1I'NITItON
'TII COUNTRY. ('res~e
odle aine for .ones.)

Continuation confidential report by Cresse to Departmen t of Justick re Mexican
Government htlving secured arms and ammunition from tile Unitel States:
likewise. now making Inquiries for large additional quantities of same,
and nlltlke. I believe, United States Government will mannke by allowing
Iirl:is atln

nitiiuniltion to go Into Mexico.

NE\w ORLE.AS1, I.a.,
Aprit 26, 1019.
As mentioned In my report of April 15, 1018, under the above heading, have
received Informatlon front everal of my inforniants on the border, who are
on friendly terms with manny of the revolutionists, that iall of them are glad
to sees the I'itlted Stales allow 1arits i tlt
Illlnttilio)lt to go ilto 1Mexi o. these
revolutionists clailnlllg either by purchase from the .Mexican soldiers or capture that they will oon be in possession of large quantities of such arms tand
alnnuntliton, horses mnid other equipment the 1unilted States hais nllowel the
.Mexlcan Governmnelt to export from tlhe UnIited ,Slltes Into .Mexklo.
I understand the Vlllistas have Already captured tromi Mexican troops between 250 and 300 of the cavalry horses Iand so1me of the tirearni and ummunltlonl the Mlexican G(overnlment recent tly sectund from miercliatnts in the
United States.
As aU illustration of this, , one of my informants, who lives nt --Tex., on April 18 wrote me as follows:
" I notice flim lexlcan Government secured pernission to cross n large Allount
of guits aild utlullitlion, also 1,000 cavalry horses, tt Ei I'aso, Tex., and
they have also
permit to cross a large Amnount of ammunition at Iaredo. In conversation with an officer of the Curranza Army in Chihuahua,
lie tells me the campaign against Villa has been a failure and in every way
a farce, and that Carrman.a could not get troops inlChihualnla that would be
loyal and could be depended on to capture or combat Villa. The crossing of
llilunlhitloIn itthls timie is very Iha,1. It most of it if inot illwill fall int the
hand, of the rebels, either by culture or they will be able to buy it from the
C(rrranza troops. For money, any of the Mexlcan troops will sell their rile
or any quantity of cartrihges litany thie. We have a ease now where tile
private coachman of Majll. Velrd, conanding oticer of I'ledrls Negras.
Mexico, who lhas been crossing people aenross the river titIlght : the a peopleare Syrians and other foreigners, and they generally charge $50 to $1 ) per
for money toulul lput over
head to put themI over. You all tike \'lhtrd, llandl
any crooked deal."
Having spent Itgreat deal of tite for the last four' years in Mexico antd on till
parts of the border from Brownsville to Los Angeles. likewise probably having
Insiht
fuels regarding till
of thei
nore than the ustui opportunity to knpw tile
being able it alny time to pa ls up atld
various Mexhilt revolutionary parties atitl
down the Mexican side of the river, therefore nill
absolutely cxnvhince l of tile
fact, as I HAVE MENTIONED IN MY PRtEVIOUS IREI'IOTS IlEAltIDINO
THilS MATTERl, THAT IT IS A MOST SERIOUS MISTAKE ON TillE PART
O1 OUl GOVERNMENTT TO ALLOW AlthMS AND AMMt'NITION AT TilS
TIME TO IF EXPI'OIRTD FROM TIIE UNITED STATES INTO 1EXIIO.
Your department is in a position to have this matter checked up by your
special agents along the border, all of whom are unusually capable and thor.
ouglly posted regarding Mexients
border conditions, and I feel sure such linvestigaton will show it Is the consensus of oplnionl nmong disinterested busl.
ness mnen at all order points, that within from onell
to four months from 25
to 50 per cent of the Inrge quantity of nrmlts and ninnllilio shllpped front
mllerchants It tile Unlted States to the Mexican Government will within the
tille mentioned e in possession either by capture or iurcllase of the Villistas
or other :Mexican revolutionary factions.
Instead of the Unlted States nssisting as they believe they are in helping the
Mexclnn Goverlmment to ptl dowl ani kill off the Villlistns anl other sIallnr

secured

__ _

w

U
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lhamilts und revolutionists, ihl
reality as it nllppars to ie,the united :tittem Is
to someiextent ih the end nllintentloniliy helpinll
tllhes
Mex.tul
uIml|Is tand
revolutionists to ontiliue their activities by nlklng it possible for tthemI to
secure by purcltaso or

capture from the Mexaln troops tho nlrns lind itIInul

tlionnecessary for such re'volutlon sls to cotillilte their nlcivitieq..
--for manl yenrs lived Ii Mexico, iad it hIordler ,oillts IIn
T'exits, Art.
uonlul.nll

1llcih

N'eCw Mt ,.

l(I
ti' Iuiriill

It N lexIcatn wol1111111and proltthly htl.sns

exl erlelnce wIIth Mexns
llni tnd knows as much regatrdiig thlln and thelr
activities as
as ny other while mall on the hordelr. HIll Inforiltion dlluring the
Inlsl yearly' 11 1
hit
if Ilis always lilen vtil11htlule,
d11111
with the exC piloll of two
occailons nIever founlld iny of his Infori'lutiton Itorreclt. I lave in
li early every
ilttnce checked up,his furinin itin 11 (61
111 11itl.solutelv silritight.
Hl iss friendly with many of tIIeMexican l nillciits, likeviset withl vairlous
M.exeian revoluit ililss.
inle lie wet
to work flor le over ityear igo. tit
loy
.tgestio'n
;ilie
has to tIhe heist
of his ability given Mxicalt (ilovernlenlt otllclils
atin revoutttoiists the Imtirt'. hti that us frill
is lite was couieriied the 'lnit l
inlltc'ilil
go to hall. iti lit this waIy hIns herniutIle It sei
'lre si4nishlib'rlhe
hifin(Iuitn, lll of vtlule.

FruT
n Iihe rit',orl
o'f[
('rtse totlih, Deivpurhtnent of .Ithlvhcv
rei1rdhinl
('ENTII.AL AMEItICAN.A.' IUEVoLI"
r 1'fl. INAlt l'lJOTlS.
(Referred to on p. 5122 of testitnony.]
litimediately after (rranza rcelved fronl the United Sltates de fact recog.
1lltion Its tirllt chief of Mexleo he began carryingg out his lPan Amerlcan idens
to lmctit dlelc int. int only of Mexico, hit. as he hoped, of Pan America. 11H
lind these plansi. mhi
tndeven at t early a tim S lie ws revolutiohist.
The one paramounnt idea often reiterated by Corrani ind his oilhltIs wast to
itulify the Monroe doctrine by putting in its place 'ati.AnlAerlc iist. ie
wanted to array Latin America against the United tiintes econominaly nnd
polieitilly. not to mention his military anbintlons. 11c sought to establish the
i.'AItI.AN'.A'

approximately 100.O.000) pmple of Pain Aineria and Mexico

iginst

.tAmeria's

ntilllons inthe nmars of trade nud eon the fields of war.
In public address and through diplonatie u viinels In South and Central
Atmerica, Cnrranza nlwyas hla been and is ntlive nt present in his advocacy
of anti-Antercailsn.
In a speech to the Mextean Congress on April 15, 1017.

Carranza said:

"
i':.erehas been developed a vigorous feeling of approximation and fra*
teotnty by and between nil the LatinAmerican tuitions, with whom Mexico is
closely related, by reason of origin, ideals, and conunon Interests. These nations
and their respective Governments have cooperated with pleasure, and even with
enthusiasm.to the work. front which the best results for the benefit of all are
to be expected. For this reason, this Rtepnhile has increased the personnel of
its diplomatle corps, as well as the number of its legations.
" It is a Ipleilasure for Ieo to state that the manifestations of consideration and
sympathy, which have developed in our relations with our sister IRepublicts have
been eloquent and significant, and with nilemphatic tendency toward drawing
these Republies mil Mexlco closer together.
" In this convection I tnke satisfnction In making special mention of theo
mutual proofs and demonstrations of deep esteem and sincere fraternity which
have bee nl
mutually exchanged between thlleeoptle and the Governments of
Salvador and Mexico.
"The Government, under iny charge. presented to the governmentt of Salvador a biplnne, huilt At the avintlon factory In this capital (Mexico) and a
complete wireless Installatioi,.
Iloth were elivered by commissions sent to
Snlvador.
"The Mexnlan comlnnissoners were received with noticeable courtesy. Decora
tons were bestowed upon the commissioners by the President of that Important
Itepublie, which has conducted itself toward Mexico and Its Government in a
manner which displayed deep sympathy and high esteem, allof which emphatl.
cally call for national gratitude.'
The Mexcan mission arrived at Acapulco, Salvador. on n Mexican gunboat.
The gunboat returned to Mexico and then made another voyage to Salvador
with a large contingent of Mexican military officers. They were at once put
in charge of training troops of Salvador. Much nmminition nlsn was supplied
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Salvador by Mexico at this time, together with lrins. My reports to the Ilureaut
of Investlallon tt Ilhat time fully covered these activities.
''To renize his iltd amllition of bcomlling dictator of Latin Amerlca Carexito. which lie frankly
)
rllaza seied on thl eooperatiol of alvndor ndll
admitllled in his nddress was a fact, to iiln Ian opellng. That Von Ekhrdt,
or to Mexico. tinliml Carnanzat's Ltitin-Anterlcan
.tlie (lermllltl lalllbts
dreails, will be show Inter by complete documenlltary evidlence which I have
puit in Ipossesion of the New York Amerlcan.
, whose principal disciple In his Latin-Amlerlca ambihttlons was
Carranall
I.,4)ls Cl'rrl, whose celhbrnlted trip during 1018 through Moulth America was
to spread Carranlza's doctrine of antl.Amlerlcnini
and pro.liatinAmnericnlnim,
to have the Central nnd South Amerlcan countries come out openly
iutlldl
Ial favor of Gerilny. Whell they founl that thills could tint bte nconplishe
they then decided to put thrtongh hleir scheme for the LIaIgttue of Neutral Pan
Alllericnn Nantions, which was headed by Mexico.
'rned for Iltn dvance of these plans, the 1United Hltltes was able to block
iihanui sie.sfilliy.
Nevti'le,.s. It is otldle Ihalt ilivaldor' diiluig Ithe World War retlmied
every ocu'('Ion collclttl with Mexh ' s to1t remote dictates
Ilutrclttl andt ol
ain Iolivles. A.\I. "ivulor siled whleheartedly with ('Carranza in oplwsitlou tn lit, Monroe dwtrite. Aloig thisllli( C'arrtzall declared in his message
to thlu Mexicai cll(ogrtess on Sepitemlber 1, 1I10:
of the Monroe doctrine was taken up at
"A.s hle questlitn of ith aocepietir
the I'laris peacIe ctiferell . the iovernmenllt of Mexico founlld it admvisflle pub.
licly to dc-lare ul illleilly to nf)orm friendly gv(,ernllents. that Mexico ha:u
doctrine, because, without thle consent of all
tint
1in1
would not rvcogliilze that
It established a criterion and ia sit nation about which
the ptlople of Alteicrl
they had not Ienll culsllled. Thel,fore, that doctrlite Ittacks the tdetlpendelnce
of Mexico."
, the Unit.I 8tat1- .1Ho rd IIotlhs ai Shlvattdo u 41dean o1i,t14i ruluest ,h1to nt oillchal delnliton of the Moiroe doctrine. This was it ruse ont Cairrania's
to gaitl this defilnllon for hsl own usage.
as it eatsliw
part. usllllling ,Sllor
Already

Sallvador

is dollnllated by the dictlltor of Mexico.

In my reporl't of .Tuly 10. 1018, to the Bureau of Investigaltin and headed
"Contlilential report, re Interview with Ignacto Ioillttl., Mlexcan aulmbasysdor
to the United States at Washingtoni, andI( plans suggested as a result of these
t1tterviews which11ny help to ot],I (ler:tllny's tretlglh 111.llexio.'" mltli hused
on l itllterview with tile nlnbal~sador on Juily 1, I pointed out:
" I askedl onllilas a point-blank question as to why Mexico had not and
woult not declare war on (Germnny. Likewise, as to why Presidelnt Carranzat
appeared, so it was said. to interfere constantly in the affairs of other Latin
Almerical countries. Likewise, It It were not a fact that a majority of the
army officers of the Mexcan Government were in the pay of the German
ambassador to 'Mexico City or of other Interests who were friendly to Germany. The ambassador answered :
" It seems to be the polley of the United States to interfere more In the
affairs of Mexico and Central Amerclan than Mexico does in the affairs of the
Uniltetl States. It is President Carranza's own affair as to where and in what
wny Mexico extends her power throughout Pan.Amnerie.'
"lie also said that undoubtedly some of the Mexican army officers hand
taken money from tGermany, but, as a whole, lie did not believe that the
majority of Mexlenn army olllcers were in the pay of Germany.
" I then said to the lnbassador, ' If any supposition is correct, that the
majority of your army otlicers are in the pay of Germany and President Car.
ranzn decided to declare War on (Germunly, what effect would it have as for as
those army olmcers iI the pay of Gerumany beltig able to attempt the overthrow
of President Carranza?'
"The ambassador sold that if such at condition really existed and President
Crranza declared wuar on Gernlany, provided the majority of the army ollhers
were in the pay of that nation, It would result In the present Mexicaln Govern.
ment being overthrown by, the army."
At the time of this Interview with Amlbassalor Ilonllas I wals In the employ.
client of the Mexicnan foreign oflce as one of its contlfdential agents. As a
Inutter of fact, Presldetnt Clrranza had been charged with "feathering his
nest " flinnclully with more (German money, all of which hie is said to have
saltedd away" carefully In banks outside of Mexico thn any other 10 Mexicans.
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Carranza's plans to become dictator or leader In all of Pan Amerlca through
his league of neutral nations having been successfully blocked by efforts of the
United States, with the exception of the Government of Salvador, lie then
attempted, with money provided by Yon Eckhardt and which he procured from
other German Interests to plot to secure control of all of Central Amerlca by
surrounding himself with the leading revolutionary chleftaius from each of
thlt
Central American nations.
This was known as Carranza's Central American revolutionary plot, and the
facts for the first lite, backed tiup
by documentary evidence, will be shown In
this series. likewise , It will be demonstrated how, through the efforts of the
liurent of Investigation of lthe
I'nhled Sattes Department of Justice, this entire
scheme of V arranza to extend lis dictatorship throughout all centrall America
was brIoken ilp.
'T'hrough ('Carnimnti's representatives in fie Unitedl States, lie approached each
of ithe:e,
Cetntral .lmlerial revolutitolists who lie knllw were at that time political
exiles an
ll

would, Im avallaibl

in fomLenting several revolutionary

ovellents.

Amnlng tlle.e revolutionists were (enll.
1Maxno Itosales, of Ilondluras; Iedro
(Irive dle I'e1lt, of Ilonluras; I)r. Jullin Irias, of Nictraguia, anid Jell. Jose
I'astillo, of (Guatemltla.
(lrrlllz's printelpal representtll
lives, who lieused to open up negolialions
to start sllulllltateoulsly a revolution iii (Jutenlla, Nicaragun, nutll

ondura,

were ('tirld,
'elix 1 iha.,Mexteatnu aisul generalntit Hielize, liritislh Ilondurat,
and '. . illhtVleeItCl, tonstsl general of Mexh-o at New Orleans, 1.11.
T'Ihefollowing letter frl'oVIIhltcvnelo to l'eraltit shows Ihat the former
instructed thIe Iltter to atllit Villaviteniim ollhe: the Ir1sii1thion of the
orighilal, herewith relproduced, ind datedl April 10, 1010, readls:
" I wiattl think you to colie up to amy once at any titie that should be con.
velienlt tet you; telepldllnig ime, however, before you come, so that I tanny wait
here fsor yait. s lict I have to speak to you nboutt a matter tflht will Interest you."
11On
March 27, 1010, Carlos Felix )lilt
wrote I'edlro Urave tie Peralta as fol.
lows:
"The undersiljl Is here, and hils taken advantage of all the means that
nre wilhin his reach, working in connection with the revolutlonlary movement
which is springing up in Guatemala, On account of my position, I establishenl
relations with some rebels from Honduras who arrived here in a bad fix, anl
whom I helped out.
" I suppose you are aware of the fact that between the despotic Governments
of Guatemala and that of Bertrand (the then President of Ilondltras), which
u11tn
is of the same sort, there exists strong ties of friendship nud defense,
It seesl to me that It would be a prudent and logical thing for the two revo
luttionary partles to do to come also to a common understanding.
"Tile junta over there, whose worthy secretary you are, should also be repre.
rented in tileRIepublic of Mexico and should come to atworking agreement with
the revolutionaries in Guatemala.
"Tnpachula would in my opinion be the right place, once that Cabera (the
President of Ouatenmala) is out of tile
way. iBertrand then will fall by his own
weight. In case that the honorable junta should think the same way, then I
would write to Dr. Toledo, the chief of the revolution in Guatemala, and would
conunicate this plan to him, and, if you find It convenient, then you could
colnmunlcate it to Gen. Maximo B. Iosales.
"In the meanwhile, you may count on me In any matter that is connected
with your movement. There are a good mninny revolutionaries from Honduras
here, but since they have no resources, they are swelling the ranks of the revo*
lutlonaries from Guatemnala, hoping, of course, they will be able to fall over
Sed of. I nm waiting to
Bertrand as soon as Estradal
Caberia has been dllilK
hear from'you. and in the mneanmtlne I will keep on writing and do whatever
I c.in to obtain thle freedom of Itonduras and Guatemaln, which no douhl,
will be of some help."
Tthe nluive letters, which iutlli(ttl the latlnching of the revolutionary plion,
eme.
were hardly dry until I became Ietively engaged n investigating tlt, shti
It may be iasource of surprise to the parties to the plan to know mow, for the
first time, that I, who hal " worked in" on the entire semllel
Is
m personal
adherent and coconspirator, ilso almost dailly reported their planIs and move.
ments to my government and aided In blocking the Intrigue. Unknown to the
plotters, I had had them under surveillance in their own "e anups" shortly after
they had set foot on American soil.
Perulha I unmtdiately referred the proposition, which lie had received from
Villovituentilo and from Carlos F1nlix Dlaz regarding Mexico's plnls to make
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till MrInh '.. 19111. IRosales wrote lPerlitn :
"1114 yoi re-rive my letter of credenitlls for (len. ('nrrnxn'
I hope that
Irihi las lr'larwil snething linu that lie will tnke the iheld, because the polit.1
,:l .linlaltion Ii V'eitlral .Anerillt iakes me believe thlt they will not tight the
rev',liutliomri les anid that the .iericltti
(lovernmenlt will tiot -Iitervene. Oil lc
am1i1t of grTav,' ollhitca afa les ii their owjn country. the (erlman situitlon Is very
graoe. us well its olher matters. nl they are not ready now to nttlend to small
" '(fr uch n-msi..
we have to tak nd1antage of these opportunitle and set,
which waty we will get the litst of the bargain. You may Ile sure, mny friend.
that it
Inl'atrll
A.nrlea something Is gouneg to llhappen Inlld that we .ihl tll e victrious."
ill er date of Marh 4. 1010, Iosales wrote 'ernita. na follows:
" h.rave he onle convinced that a great change is going to take place ii Cen.
trl .1marlie.
"Thel Maexlm situation is beginning to look serious, and on that delpends
lr-.rely what will haplenn in Central America. Therefore. Immtllediately make
yur sur t trip to Mexico so
o that our understanding with Mr. Carrlllva will he
perfeles ."
ii 31lrech 11. 1910. Itosales. fIn a letter to Pernita, states:
"The situation In Mexico Is getting more serious every day. lie (Carranzal
has ii(sw dec il(el to shake up Central Anmerlcil. Do not full to continue our
affairs with the Mexican representatives, but without letting anybody know
about it. not even Jones (meaning myself) or any of 11his
friends.

" When you go to Mexico keep It quiet, and yeou mny tell Jones thit you are
going to Washingtoni.

I inclose you my personal letter (to Carruanza).

" I knew already of the appointmnunt of Itefael Lopez Outlerrez. lie Is an old
dlegneiime and the Government does not gain anything by that. Bertrand keeps
him satistfed after hating fooled him with the vice presidency.
"I hope that you are right about Nlcauragua and that the bomb will explode
there. I am sorry they caught the 200 cases of rifles that were shipped to Costa
flfe."
it
hlcits. llanrl g
cllne
so ethullllllstle Iregalrding (rini'17.s' revolttlo,,nry
dpans. outlined fully hi the samle letter Itis ideas of how their various armed ex
Illhllons .- ,lhl tleotl1raltel igthaillt Iolmtllrsis rid flualtem tlla. Ills letter con*
I II itlt:
-"Ti'e lrntl exiti11oinl
eoil
ul lt easily or onilXed and leave Mexico. Once
that we have orgtl7ll1the expedIltlonis there, our exiltlolltu from New Orleans
;uti lkave luwdllltely. ond this I :at ( lt IA cleared for Mexico nll she cAnl
land on some point on the Yucatan coast, In conjunction with the expedition that
i.s
to leave from Belize, and which Is supposed to capture Tela. Innding on all
t4,cure spot near Tela (Hlondurna).
" During the light they can make a surprise track on Tehl, hent oft the garriso n. orlail ItA
il aid take the townships nelr Im (elhan. find then make a
srl
IttatIck to
Ia ('elha hefolre It ,lh' nitrive who collul defend it, then
colulimn
orgrmile again and take Trllillo. After that has iei clone form
nder the comintllId of G(en. Ismula and let himt march on Yore and Juttealpa,
together with (Cen. Teoflle BRosales; after, we can form another column and
march on Progresso and San Pedro.
"All this c=an Ic done while we lad with the otller expeditions. The first
expedition, under 80orlano, can notify the firm of Perdomo Bros., In Belize
(the capital of British Honduras in the 11'e t Indles), whom you know are our
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agents there. They can again notify us In Yucatan through prenrranged rmes.
rages, so that we imay ot tufl'r atly
distpitHdiitn'tt.'"
On MIarcel12, 1010, I'eralto wrote lioosltle from New Orlans, La.,tm follows:
" Mr. Perdoino caile hero dliretly fromli lellxe to have tntalk with us, but it
looks like e wants to swim without getting wet, lie tells tle that he is with
Carran.a now, and that le Is golug directly to him In order to get motley from
hint, which In turn liewill hand over to us and our cause."
tiIn Mitrei 22, 1010, Itusales wrote Peralta front Suil rlim'nilwo:
"'TIIhe
goveriI)
of Yutlallll (llivatiorA\IVrllaedrh
l Is i I tlllsi
ttl Il')lS
r te',In he
is Interstetd n th aflailrs of Central Amerl-t. It would lie well to takeo up the
nltter of Yuaatil in aI Ilvate wily with the counsel, I'lIivcntlo, 1lld
you
could inake a trip there with a letter of recommendation from hin.
"I have an offer here for four pieces of nrtlllery, for which I can settle after
my triumphtl with urtillerymen and which helps n good deal. Front Yuctan, as
well as from over there (New Orleans) we ctn still) Ihee gooas ns machinery,
consigned to I'erdolao Bros. for the expeditlon from Ielize, which will he
headed by Soriano (one of their denlls in llonduras), antI which will be our
advance guard from that country.
" Io not fall to Imake tiltrIrlp to Ytu itn, which is IInorttlllt. Aid I repeat
to )'uiltlht

you iist

l'erltlta didl

h e very rtsIrvtd hlolllut
thlis trill."

ocurt' tile letter lhostles retluiumte , ltrodulclig
l

error of Yuctlan, (len. HivIaor A.lIvaredo.

follows :

lim to thlle
gov.

'l'hit,
h gli sh trauslation of saninie I asis

NmvW ORLt.EANs, LA.,

laoU 12, 10160.

MlY ESTEI:IED AND Fins GEs.RA,: This letter will be hiatded to you by

MIr. Pedro Grave do Peralto, the legal representative of len, Maximo Ilosales,
chief of the Liberal Party of Hlonduras, and he goes to our Itepublie In order to
arrange some matters of the highest importance.
I have no doubt that you will assist Mr. Pedro Orave do Pernlto In every
possible way as soon as you know of his affairs.
Th'Ianking you very much, I renalin, asalways,
Your good friend and partisan,
F.
'1. VI..Avics:.x ro.
On March 24, 1001, from aiti lrmntirco., Itusoles wrote l'ernlitl anII s t ing:
" The governor of Yueattn 1s very tImuh Interested 1t) assist a tllowv,
toginst
the allied governments of ('lntrall Amerle, uspleenihlly those thallt meiroteeted
by tile (intatoeiltlit (Intvertient.
"I have told you sevelltlll.es
the linllltt'd
colhtbintlonlh with the Ianovelnent
which I have prepltredl front tlt- sm)atl, coming frain Nfealrlntgtin. and from the
east.
"Be careful of the .ltdan aid the sies antid
reinember the mayor of L.aCelhit,
who opproach(tl you ls your friend, ntildwho was uIniluttthiely Sent there to
pump,you ttll
lity a trap for youl."
Oi April 1, 10ll,frotl Hi VFranelsco. Itosales wrotlo Pe'ilta at New Orellats
ns follows:
"'The pieces of artillery, whlch I have been offered, are acnllomtu usud (ili he
shlippevl as luchluery. Do not forget to take this matter up with PIerdoo
when he goes back to Mexico, so that he caln serve as our agent in Iellize.
" lix up a code with him for ordinary letters, as well fafor catl)e comninica.
tons.
All will go well with spldlelent enalmness."
From Belize, April 20, 1010, Carlos Felix Dlnz wrote I'eralta at Neow Orleans:
"1v I)FA Vllal:xn .tnl'AuTIMAs.N: I lhad the pleasurtIe of recelvling and care.
fully rending your favor of the11th intnat. I want to state to yon that amy
litiatilve was born out of lmy enthusiasm and my symipatbhy for the freedom of
nations.
"I nam convlimed that the government of llertrnlld Is a dcspoile government,
which Is based on fraud and brutal force, and that Is my reason for helping you
openly, but only myself it person nm responsible for iwht I ant doing for you.
I can not approach the firstblief officially in this matter. I have written him
annd have transcribed your letter under the guise of friendship as well ns to
other prominent men among the Constlittlonalslans.
"Of course, I have done It in such a way thllat no responsibility can be placed
upon then, besides the one that It has occurred to mine to write to them. You
" will see clearly what I Intend to say In these lines.
" You can count on the chief of the territory of Quintana Ito (a territory of
Mexico close to British Honduras and which is under the military control of
4760--20-voL 270
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governor of Yucatan, who at that timhue was Alvaredo), Gen. Carlos A.
Vidal, as if he were myself,
" I have gtllerel sottle men In Payo Obispo, Maradingullt, Matute, andltothers.
(All (ofwhich are townslin Q lintn Itoo.) It would beItoo ltetto c'wlve tile
ans which you want, even If they should give them to its.I agree with yvol
that Tapaehula Is not the right point for Itjuitd, with all they posses s in Payo
Oblspo.
" I want to tell you that (len. Carlos Vidal is n young man of noble ideals,
lily ainle. lie tells me to get something deilnite,
write to h1 Inll
and you calln
which s iup
to you. The fact is that we alnl count on IPa'yo Ohitslpo Illa

1ine

to unload our aruts.

We e.n mike it ulpar

as If

lithe aras were COmiglnl to

(leit, Vlidl through liy (clliltiet. In this manner you will have i afe point
where to ship your waar nelllilpinet all to form your expelitionl
for the taking
of Itin elhll, tlelrlo Cartz,,Tell,
all other points. ('rIhes' are towns In lion.
durta.)
" I Iian waiting fol your answer inil

for your further disposition, and Ill the

meanwhile I will attend to anything that may help our cause."
The nnri were to he shllpied from Mexico ostensthly for the use of the
Mexicnll Army forces In Quintoan ltou(, ibutin reality, its
shown litthe nhove
letter from the Mexica co nisel, they were to be emlloyed for the several
armed expeditions frot there agillust thile
(Centrail Amerlean ltepbIlles.
At about this time the (lovernllent of Honduras became partially aware of
the revolutilonry plot. which resulted In them sending to New Orleans for
repair the Hlonduran gutllont ilrvlholna. ltosle.s II onllof his letters from
Sin Franclso to Peraltn at New Orleans wrote as follows:
"We have to blow up tile steamer Ilurahomu."
Pernll, 11nanllswer to Itonles's suggestion in regard to blowing lilp
the
HIIlltlrans gulonat, wrote the nltter:
" What you tell me about the blowing up of the gunhont Ilnrahona would be
n fine thing. but very dangerous at the same time for the man who does It,
nld we would have to give him a goodly something so that lihe
could make his
choose to go."
escape and live In peace wherever he illay
Itosales, in reply to 'Peraltn,corresponded as follows:
"lYou nutst tight the enemies with all means alit
your disposal, as they will
do the same thing to you. You lust therefore get together with Mr. Jones, Ilnd
as th
t
t.
hae thing blow up the gunboat lormhona. Any nigger or some other
fellow will attend to that job for n few dollars; but, of course, you must be
enreful."
flte to Ipreir authorities having been warned in my confidential reports, the
gitrbont was' carefully watched, and I likewise showed to I'eranlta the inadvisa.
bllly of attempting this deed. The scheme was abandoned.
On April 21, 1010. Peralta from New Orleans wrote to 1. It. Villalnvincentlo,
Mlexlan consul general there:
"I have shown you several letters from Gen. Maximlo B. Itosales, the chief
of the 1,lbertl Party of HIondurn, ordering Ime to I*ave Innledllately for
Mexico anil to get In touch there with President Carrnn za."
Dated April 24, 1010. from No. 3420 anlnt Street, New Orleans, Peritan
corresponded with Itosanles at San Francisco:
SMr. Vlllnvinctlltio, the consul of .Mexico here, has shown in Interest again
of seeing ale, in order to tell mle that it is of the highest importance thatt either
'on or I should go to Mexico to come to an understatllng with Mr. Carranzn.
Ileassures imethat our trip would bring sure results, and that I should not
hesitate in going there.
"No; I was surprised by another letter from tile consul of Belize (British
Hondluras). And I have no doubt that he Is doing so under orders from his
Government. He has got for ulsprecisely the place that I wanted in Yucntan,
Payo Obispo, on "the frontier of the colony from where .Manuel Bonnlla organ.
Izclhis first expedition."
Tlhif refers to alnexpedition which resulted in n revolution which placed
Bonnlin In the presidency of Honduras. The letter continued:
" Glen. Vidnl, of whoni he speaks. I n
a ownright brute, without any fear, Ind
we can send the pieces of artillery that you have there to him. Study this
authorized he would not have talked to
hltter well. It he would not have beeoon
Government (Mexico) wants? But I will
us like lie
he di., Who knows what hlls
get It out of him. We must not lose any time."

I ?VESTIOATION OF MIEXIOAN AFFAIRS.
(OnApril 24, 1010, from the same address on Canal Street in New Orleans,
'ernlta, as secretary general, wrote Carlos Felix Dins, at Ilellze, us follows:
" have read the contents of your letter of the 201h of this mouth with
Pleasure. And I have transcribed It to our general in colummand, Maluximo B.
Itosales. You will understand how your Important coopew*ratton in our affairs is
of the greatest value, sit aoyou are with us heart and soul.
"I respectfully ask that you come to a definite understanding with the first
chief and with Mr. Alvaratdo, the governor of Yucatan, who would be more
convenient, to ty thllunkg. 'lbe volufl
1Mex1ico here already hits written his
Oovernnaent, showing real mzeultlnd energy.
" I'de, It necessary to sign a defensive and offensive treaty with cen.
('iritlztt now through Mr. Alvnrado. of Yueatan, . I
melons of your tielhiatlon.
We appreci, tte your activity on our Iehalf very lightly, espxeilly what yoU
have dmone for us in regard to P'ayo Ohlspo mnd our good friend, Gen. Vidlal,
and we would thank you to keep after himn nd findlout what we could do for the
plrotellou of our chief (Itosales) when landing on the coast.
" Anyhow, study well what I have said before, and be satistled about one
thlig: It is that at beautiful future nwalts you, Consider me your friend
and let
ius fight side by side. It may be that my country is not as large as yours,
but we hatve ta
lot of roont there for friends like you."
(On April 25, 1010, from New Orleans. l'eralta wrote Gen. Itosales at San
Franelisv :
" I nm writing now to Perdonlo Ilros. and to the Mexican consul at Belize, so
thnt they will senlid 'unta Gord, who Is now In Belize, to mle here. Itoininn
I lan Is free now und we ought to send him to Payo Obispo, and I do not know
where lie is at the present.
" Whatever you say goes. I believe that Isaula, Sorlano, Euceda, Maradlaga,
Mantle, and the iMunigulas could pull off a tilrt-class invasion that would have a
sure and successful result without a shadow of doubt. This, my friend, is
not epen counting on Elvir, Maurleto Itamlrez, Itoman Diaz, (en. Teofllo,
Itosates, Gen. PIriflenicon elayn, Col. Ballesteros, Fuentes, Cruz, and others,
who are waiting on you, and each of them counts with his bunch of followers;
then there are Ceferlno Delgado and others whom you have in the south.
". With Isaula and the men that he has picked out, we could take TruJlllo,
and with the arms which we find there we could outfit our recruits from Trujlllo,
Gunimorete, Ielulia, IBalfate, Itlo Estevan, Neuva Armenia, and the other nearby townships: these points are between Trullo and Celha
" Sorlanb and the men he takes along could attack T'elJa and could arm with
whatever lie finds there. Colfado nod the raullrond line and this port; It would
be easy to)unite about 2,000 mnen between these points and enough sliver to make
ourselves solid: the flower of the coast would 1e with us.
" I deem it of the highest importance that one of them should go to see Car.
ranza nnd Alvarado In Yucatnn."
(On April 27, 1010. front Sun Francisco, (en. Itosales wrote Perltn at New
Orleans its follows:
" My Iti:.1 VFmES: I hllnve your letter of the 10th instant. Also the letters
exchangeil with the counsel of Maexico, Vllinvicentio. nnd the answer that you
haIve given hint has ay absolute approval. I have written to the consul in
iBelize. and I have tohl him that I have sanctioned your conntt:lc
etions and
that I hope that all of these actions will have good result.
" It seems, and it Is clear to me thnt they would like to come to an understand.
Ing with. us. We should take advantage of it. Your clear Intelligence, your
rudenlce, nd your nc-essary reserve should do all that can be done to push
tlese matters along.

' We have to be very political and very reserved in whatever we
undertake.
We will be there and stand back of our compronmlses. You must not make Jones
angry."
I nt that time, to procure additional Information concerning plans of these
palrties. had told tmemn that It appeared to me as though they never would be able
to carry through their schemes and that I thought they must have been "hand.
Ing me n hInch of hot air." I appeared as if I were mad and ready to " throw
up the Job." The letter went on:
"You must appease him In some way, by raising fresh hopes In him. Tell
him that I nin not asleep. Tell him that I am a fighting man and that a few
failures don't bother me. Tell him that I am constant and that I go on ahead
until I fulfill my Ideals.
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"If Consul Vlllavicentlo receives a favorable reply (this was in regard to
Peralta having informed Mexico through Vilavicentio that Rosales and his
associates were willing to enter into the plan of Carranza to overthrow the
Central American Governments) then you should make up your mind to go to
Mexico.
"Aside from the letters of recommendation that have been offered you, you
should ask them for one from the governor of Yucatan, in which manner we can
organize an expedition from there. This is the most proper point, and you should
take this matter up with the governor of Yucatan in the manner that you think

best."

Dated May 6, 1910, Peralta wrote from New Orleans to Gen. Rosales at San
Francisco:
"I have seen the consul (Villavicentlo) and the admiral again, as well as
the former minister of Madero, who Is now vice admiral of the Mexican fleet
(this party whom Peralta refers to qs the admiral was Hillarlo Rodrigues Malpica) and who desired that we should go to Mexico together. They are certain
that our mission will meet with success and that the first chief (Carranza) will
give us what we want, and I myself believe that he will."
Perulta wrote from New Orleans on May 8, 1916, to Rosales, at San Francisco:
"I Inclose you an official letter from- the consul of Mexico in Be'lze, of
which I could not make a copy on account of too much work, but which I
shall be able to answer in the next mall.
"We must make him (Carlos Felix Diaz) believe that the war equipment
from them Is merely a second consideration for our people, and that we have
all that we need In the Interior of our country.
"Bertrand (then President of Honduras) is getting old and sick; in regard
to the handbill he says:
"' Look here, friend Vasques, I did not kill Salamanca; I may have killed
somebody else, but I did not kill Salamanca.'
"Alvarado Guerrero (a Government official of Honduras) treats Chico Mejia
(another official under Bertrand) like a good-for-nothing, and tells him:
"'If you did have any honor at all, you would have resigned long ago,
because you were dismissed as minister of war so that you could resign, and
you have not done so because you have no honor; Membreno (Honduran ain.
SSister to Washington) took Juan Bustillo from Liverpool, and the people shout
for tosales (Maximo B.); they are up In arms from Puerto'Cortez, Choloma
San Pedro, La Pimienta, Sta Barabara, Comayague. Tegucigalpa, on that side.
and on the other side is La Cebl, Tela, Trugillo, Opalchito, Yoroe, and Copan.
Salvador J. Garcia Is In Copan
" Sugusto Coellosls Is in Tibueo; ArItl is in Puerto Cortez; Cobar Is In
Yoro; the bandit WVilliams Is In Cholutecafll Faustno Calix Is in Trujillo; Mejta
.Tuarez is in the Comayagua; Cl Aplicanos is in Julictlpa, and In Belize there
Is a colony of Rosallstas, a hundred strong, ready for work.
"I sent $150 to Isaula through P'erdomo Bros.; he is likely to come here,
but I told him to remain there until he heard from you, and you should
write to him through Perdomo Bros. You have everything that you can ask
for In Honduras. All It needs is to put the match to the powder and let .the
whole business blow up In a hurricane."
Peralta at'this time was active in completing his plans, as pointed out hereInbefore, to leave for Mexico City to see Carranza and other prominent officials
of the Mexican Government. He secured from P. R. Villavlcentlo, Mexican
consul at New Orleans, a letter of Introduction, which follows, translated Into
English:
ILle. Jesus Ocuns, 8ecretarlo de Estabo y del Despacho de Goblerno, Mexico.l
MAY 12, 1918.
VEBY FrEErMED AND FINS FSIEND: The present letter will be banded to you
by Mr. Pedro Grave de Peralta, who is going to that capital in order to arrange
a matter of high importance, asking him to assist him kindly in every way
possible, I beg to remain always,
Your good friend and partisan.
The understanding between Peralta and the Mexican consul, Villavicentia,
was that he, Villavicentlo, by one of his confidential couriers, several weeks
prior to this time had sent full Instructions to President Carranza; Gen. A.
Obregon, Mexican minister of war and marine; Gen. Candido Agullar, Mexican
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secretary of foreign affairs, and other prominent officials advising them of the
fact that Villavicentlo's preliminary negotiations with Rosales anld Peralta
had reached the point where these Central Ame lican revolutinnists were willlng to become the tools of Carransa. Through them Carranza's plans to start
his revolutionary movements In Central America, according to the understandItg, (couldbe carried out successfully.
Tile admiral of the Mexican Navy, Hilarlo Rodriquez Malplea, who was
to acconilany Peralta on his mission to Mexico, however, changed his plans
anid left New Orleans for Mexico City several weeks before Peraltaa started
t)ither. Admrnl Malpilt was likewise to assure Carrana and his officers
that their efforts through Itosales and Peralta aind their other associates could
be carried out successfully.
On May 17, 1910, Peraita In New Orleans. wrote Gen. Rosales in San Francisco as follows:
" I anl leaving on Saturday. the 10th, for Yucatan and Mexico. I ailt
taking
along with me letters to Gen. Carranra, (len. Candido Agullar, the Mexlean
minister of foreign affalrs: Ile. Louis Acuna, the Mexican Secretary of State:
and for the Governor of Yucatan, Gen. Salvador Alvarado."
The letters Peralta tells Rosales he has, were from Villavicentlo, the Mexican
consul general at New Orleans, and from Catrlos Felix Diaz, the Mexican consillgeneral at Belize. British Honduras. It was also a known fact to the
United States Government at this time that all plans involved herein, which
had been secured by me, had been heartily concurred in by the Mexican umbassador to the United States. The letter continued:
"I would have left with Gen. Melpla, the admiral of the Mexican fleet.
but lie left by rallthrough the port that Is infested with the adherents of
Villa, and I was afraid to fall into their hands with the correspondence I
carry.
"Admiral Malplea arrived there all right and is waiting for me now. I
have great hopes to do something this month-be It with Carranza or any other
devil.
"Dr. Alberto Membreno (at that time Honduran minister to the United
States) comes via Panama directly to New York, and a haulblll sent by Mir.
Wright (Samuel B. Wright, who, as will be shown by correspondence in this
series, was on apparently friendly terms with I'eralta) to the Department of
State (of the United States) which would show tMembreno as a friend of
Bryan's.
"We must do something that is sure, if you care to eat the fruit that Is
ripe now. I am goitlg t tory tty luck now in Yucatan and in Mexico. Walt
for lily
correspondence from Mexico."
Peralta. before leaving

New

Orltneas, also procured

letters from strong

friends and supporters of President ('.rran7ra tld his otliciias who were at
that time in this country. Among them was Dr. Tos Onrcln Lopez. a personal
friend and supporter of Louis Cabera, Carranza's right-hand bower. A trnslatlon of this letter reads:
Ew ORLEANS, LA.. May 16, 1916.
Lie. Louis CABEnA
.lerkco.
31v ESTFY.MED AND FINE FRIEND: It gives te great satisfaction to have this
opportunity of introducing to you by means of this letter, the bearer, Mr.
Pedlro Grave de Peralta, the representative in Washington of the Liberal and
Constitutional Party of Honduras, who is going on an Important mission to
our first chief (Carranza) which is also of the most vital Importance for the
interests of our party.
Your friends and partisans, who are residing at present in this great Republic, respectfully ask in his behalf that you assist him on his mission, and
in all that he is going to tell you.
Peralta, on May 19, 1916, slipped out of New Orleans for Havana, Cuba.
Just before taking his departure, he told me that one of his relatives was
dangerously ill at New York City and that he was leaving for there, he being
unaware of the fact that I was thoroughly familiar with all of his plaits in
regard to his trip which was taking him to Mexico.
He went from New Orleans to Havana and from there Peralta took a
steamer to Vera Cruz. Estrada Cabera, President of Guatemala, who is
known as the "political for of Central America," long before this time had
become cognizant of Mexico's plans in connection with Rosales, Peralta, Gen.
Jose Castillo, Dr. Toledo, Dr. Julian Irias, and others -to enter into the Car.
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ranzn plot to effect the downfall of Cabera's government and other ndminlstrations of Central Amerlca through revolutionary moves.
Cabern, having the most powerful and extensive spy and secret-service system in Central America, and which extends throughout the United States.
was endeavoring to keep close scrutiny on the activities of these Central
American revolutionists. The day after Peralta sailed for Havana, a celebrated woman spy of Catera's force, left from New Orleans direct for Yera
Crbz. This woman was known as Sonora Concho. Being familiar with her
activities and being ac uainted personally with her, I devised a scheme for
"working in" a Central American, an assistant of mine and a source of
valuable Information, on this woman.
She became Infatuated with him, as I had hoped she would do, atid while par.
tinily Intoxicated she divulged to himn the plan of her trip to Mexico. She said
she h-id been personally ordered by President Cabera to join I'eralta and procure all Information possible from him for the benefit of Cabera.
Senora Coucho made her trip and managed in Vern Cruz to flirt with Peraltt
in a restaurant. She claimed that he became deeply attached to her, and by
careful scheming she obtained from him many of his plans and the full story
of his mission. When Peralta returned to Vern Cruz this woman spy procured
complete details as to the success of his mission to Carranza and the latter's
officials.
The woman then returned to New Orleans, where my spy, professing renewed
love for her and plying her withiwine, gained the entire story from Senora
Cocho. In my work I always kept four or five lines laid for Information. In
case one or two "fell down " I was able to turn to reserve sources to check and
countercheck reports.
Peraltn, upon his arrival In Mexico City, established"elnborale apartnrnts
at the Hotel Iturbide, suite 55. From this hostelry, on June 7, 1910, he wrote
to Admiral Hlilarlo Rodriguez Malpiea. The English translation follows:
MIY DEAR GENERAL: I suppose that by now you know what my mission is to
the government of Gen. Carranza, when I am counting on your precious and
important offer, which you made me in the United States.
I do not doubt that It would help me materially in my work, since you are
one of the most prominent members of the constitutionals.
The impressions which I have received up to now are so highly satisfactory
that I wouhl like to tell you about them privately, so that you may give me
your opinion about this matter. I would thank you, therefore, to let me know
which time would suit you best for me to see you, since my stay in Mexico will
only be a matter of days, as I have to return to the United States as soon as
possible.
I remain, your friend,
In handling all affairs, even the most intimate and personal. the Latin
Americans and Mexicans are extraordinarily formal and particular as to etiquette, as is shown by letters which I have turned over to the New York
American.
The admiral answered Peralta's letter as follows:
SSecretary of War-Navy Department--Private correspondence.)
MExiCO, June 8, 1916.
Dr.PEDRO ORAVE PEaALTA,
Hotel Iturbfde, 55, itty.
DEAR Ms. PERALTA: I see by your nice letter of yesterday that you would like
to come to see me and tell me about the good impression that you have gained.
Kindly call to-morrow, the 8th instant, at this office of the department of
navy, where I shall be waiting for you at 6 p.m.
Your friend,
' . RoDSImovEz
MAI.PICA.
Peralta wrote from Mexico City on June 7, 1916, to Gen. Candido Aguilar,
Mexican secretary of foreign relations, translated as follows:
"Mr DI TImomUsnE GENERAL: I have just arrived here from the United
States on a mission of highest importance for the party of the constitutionalists, of which you are such a prominent member, as well as for the general
interest of the party which I represent 'n Mexico and in Washington, and I
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beg of you very respectfully to grant me kindly an hour or so that I may hand
you a letter that I bring with me and also to peak almbout its contents with you.
"1Youwill pardon lie when I ask you to attend to this right atway. sinet, I
am In a hurry to return to the United States, where our political affairs de.
mnand our presence In qn urgent manner."
l'ernlta, on the sante date, sent exactly the same letter as quoted above
to Lie. Jesus Osuna. minister of government.
From Mexico City, Peralta. In a letter dated June 7, sent a communication
to Carranza, the translation of which follows:
31S. VENUSTIANO CARRANZA,

First chrefin charge of the crciuttirepviwrcr of the Nation.
City, I). F.
iGHLo.Y DISTINot'ISlED SIR: A ulission of vital lmlprtance for the Constitu*
tionalists, whose worthy chief you are, as well as for the political party to
which I belong and which I represent in Mexico and in Washington. has
brought me to this country to comply with the wishes or those wholn I represent. I have the honor of soliciting a private interview with you at the thnime
you deem it convenient for your Interests. and my return to the United States
depends only on this audience with you and the members of the Constitu.
tlonallsts.
I beg to repeat to you my highest consideration, and I am,
Very respectfully,
PIEDRO

GRAVE

DE PERAI.TA.

The above letters, among other things, illustrate the typical Latin-America
and Mexican manner of "camouflage."
All these e!naorate announcements
and prayers for audiences were made despite the fact that P'ernlta, all along,
knew that Carranza's representatives in the United States liad "cooked everything" and had arranged long before for the Interviews.
From Mexico City, on June 8, 1910, Carranza wrote Peralta, in answer to
his letter of June 7. The first chiefs communication was made on official
sta.
tionery which bore the Mexican eagle of the Republic of Mexico. Under the
eagle is the inscription " First chief of the Constitutionallst Army." The English translation follows:
t. PEDRO GRAVE DE PERALTA,
Hotel Itrubtde, Apartment 5, City.
ESTEEMED StB OF MY CONSIDERATION: I have your attentive favor of yesterday, and in reply I beg to state that if you will call to-morrow afternoon at
•1.30 at the Palace, I shall give myself to the satisfaction of receiving you.
I am, dear sir, respectfully,
V. CARRANZA.
The above letter was dictated to Carranza's stenographer, "31. O. R."
The English translation of Peralta's letter, dated Mexico City, June 8, 1916,
to Mr. Charles Hammocken, Oliver Building, same city, follows:
3IY DISTINGUISHED FRIEND: I am very sorry that I could not have the pleasure of seeing you when you called on me, but, as you know, I had some very
important interviews to attend to. It Is very necessary that we should meet
as soon as possible, and I shall phone you to find out the best time for us to
have a quiet talk by ourselves.
I remain your friend.
On June 10, 1916, Peralta wrote the following letter from Mexico City to
Gen. Alvaro Obregon, Mexican minister of war and marine:
"MY DsTINOUISHED OENERA.L: I want to express to you my sincere thanks
for the honorable distinction extended to me in preparing the important interview with our worthy Gen. Carranza.
" I have come to the conclusion in consequence thereof that the most prominent members of the Constitutionalists, whose main representative you are,
do no longer look with cold Indifference at the fact that the Liberal Party
of Central America Is about to be enslaved, which party should form one
great and solid body with the Mexican Constitutionalists.
"Grave and important matters are calling for attention and they are shapIng up in a good many ways. As a partisan of the great cause that you stand
for, I feel that it is my duty to denounce this matter before you.
"Mr. Ricardo Carrascosa has arrived recently from Chiapas (a Mexican
State adjoining Guatemala, Central America) and lie is the bringer of some
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very Important news which should not escape your knowledge. This news

is a great help to the plans which I have submittyld to you and to (len.
Carniza, In case that they will he verilled as well as those which I have
brought front North America, and which have been supplied by our most
prominent leaders.
"It would he well for you to have this Carrascoa to conic up to your
office."
Canrascosa was a ldller of the Carranza party in Chlnpas. He Is now
said to he one of Carranza's military commanders in that State. The letter conchludes:
" I %ant to tell you. dlistingulshel General, that you have made the deepest
impression upon nle, which I shall colnnunclate among the 0.o000 liberals
of Central Amnerica, and I shanll tell them that the hell which shall announce
the freedom of the C'eltral American isthmus shall be rung by lit, orders of
generals such as Carranza and Obregon. I deem it the highest honor to he
hearer of such good. news, and I await impatiently the resolve which will
give us either life or death."
Peraltn's reference to the "800,000 Illbrals" of CVntral America refers to
those members of what is known as the I,tlral Political Party of the five
Central American
countries: Costa Rico, Nicauragun, Honduras, Salvador,
and Ountenala. Peralta admits in this letter that he, in connection with
Gen. Ilosa hs and their other revolutionary associates, is perfectly willing
to carry through the plans of Carranza and the first chief officials to extend
their dominating power through all of Central America.
On.June 13, 10910, Peralta received n letter from Gell. A. Obregpn, translated
as follows:
IPrivate correspondence of the Secretary of War and Navy.
Mr. PEnRo GRAvE nt I'KRAT.TA,
hIntel Itutrhtde 55. O11y.
MV DTnR PRIENIl AND Sil: Itt allwering your attentive letter of the 10th
I ant glad to express to you my appreciation of your sentiments. exnstallnt.
pressed therein, anil to tell you at the same time that It would be well for Mr.
('arras onm to come to this office In order to let me have the information of
which you speak, and which I shall be glad to hear, so that I may make use
of It in the best manner possible.
Thlanklng you again for your kind expressions, and always gladly at your
orders. I am.
Your servant,

GON. A. ORRECON.

Through Carlos Felix Dnzs, the Mexican consul at Belize, and through

Gen. Carlos Vidal, the Mexican military commander at Payo Obisho, Peraitn

had arranged with Carrascosa to take active charge of an earned revolutionary
expedition out of the Mextenn State of Chlnpuls against Guatemala. This was
to be launched at a time when other expeditions were to attack Guatemala at
the Atlantic ports of Livingston and Puerto Barrios.
On June 16, 1916, Peralta wrote at Mexico City to Carranya. The English
translation follows:
Gen. VENUSTIANO CARR.ANSA
(Personal).
HIGHLY IIOxOREn Sta: Our distinguished friend, Glen. Gandido Aguilar. as
well as the Hon. Mr. Ugarte, have communicated to me your precious and Important resolution in favor of.the political Interests which I have the honor to
represent before your distinguished person, Interests which I consider firmly
identical with those of the constitutlonallsts of Mexico.
I am bound, sir, to return to the United States in as short a time as possible,
taking with me the valuable contingent of our worthy chief, len. Carranza,
who may count on the unconditional service of the entire army of the lhberators
of Honduras, so that, your Governnment'will grow stronger every day, In a way
that will be most convenient and useful for our Interests.
Believe me, that it is really very Important that I should return without
delay, and I am anxious to comply with the orders of Gen. Rosales, who only

watts for my arrival in order to start his campaign.
I therefore beg of you respectfully to get me ready by this week, since it is
very difficult at the present time to get any steamers that are going north on
account of the irregular Itinerary. You may be sure that wherever you hear
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the name of Gen. Maximo B. Itosales mentioned you will have a sincere and
true representative of Gen. Venustlnno Carranza, and I assure you that I, as a
true admirer of your political crecd, will he the same ns lie.
Necessity forces mue to ask you for my answer, so that I may Ie enabled to
u t iunnediately.
Attention is called to the fact presented In the above letter that the M3,exslctn
Dlerzayn Uglrte, 'arranza's
Minister of FIorelgn Affairs, Catnlid Aguilar, nltd
private secretary, ihad colutnunlcatald teo Perulta word that (arriuall
had assured thltn the first chief had decided In every way, through l'ernlla, Itosales,
and other of their associates, to gain control of the several Central Anerlcan
countries.
I have found that the Mexican mind, as well its that of the (,:niral American
ollical, thirsts for publicity. I often played on this p.sychologilill trend to
advantage. I'eraltu had iwn led to believe, through tle, that " we " could
control publicity lu a large tunumber of newspitw rs. nnd with thi
t
hilhief uppermost lieboasted to Carranat of the "great publllity power he wlelded."
CnHrrauza asked for a demonstration of P'er.lta's power in the, American press.
I witas
not supposed to know where'Peritlln was, but to call Ctrranltz's turn lie
was eomplled to cable me. Tills resulted in the following corrt spondence
between l'eraltn and Candido Aguilar, alexican Secretary of Foreigat Affairs.
the English translations of which are as follows:
:xico(' CITY, .Iure 19. 1916i.
Gen. CANDIDo Atas.i
(Confidentlal).
M5Y

IMiINU'ISIrID S!n AND FRIENIx: I beg of you very repslietftilly to teil an:-

whether you and the flist chief will allow Ime to send the following
nlmestge to Washington, which letter, Irauslated, tnvads itsfollows:
"

cale

s JONES,
ICa1l:.m

" IW'ashingtlonl:
" Clll on Senators antd press associations iunaelliately in urdoer to avoid Inter
national difficulties created by political speculator of tboth ti'untrs. The
United States nmtd Mexico should remniin united in order to repel the Eurolruan
aggression. I'ublic opinion is with Carranza.
" I'eI

GRAVE DIEI:lIT."
OR

Our object is to place at the disposal of Gen. ('arran7la our lawyers in WashIngton, since they are persons of political Influence In that country. I wouhl
appreciate your answer highly, since I ant very unxious to send this cle
to-day.
I remain your friend.
Agular's answer to the nbove letter wan ns follows:
SIt'Nco CITY, .June1, 1916.
Mr. PsDRo
DR PERALTA,
Hotel Iturbide, Roomr 55, Cit.
MY DISTINOVuIHED SIR AND FRIEND: I take pleasure in replying to your kind
letter of this date antd beg to state to you that the message which you want to
send to Washington Is very appropriate. And I would that you let me Ilave the
exact translation (Spanish) of same. Of course I shall conlmunl+te to the
First Chief (Carranza) these noble actions which you have taken for him and
In his favor.
Highly appreciating the Interest whtel you are taking In the affairs of this
country, I beg to remain as always,
Your servant and friend,
O. Aovura.

GAVE

Peralta them supplied to Gen. Carrnnza and Obregon at Mexico City the
transcription of the message requested by AgulIar, which was as follows:
Gens. CARRANZA Y OBREGON,

Mewdco City.
Puedo disponer 200 perlodicos aqul y todo el pals, puedo entablar campana
favor Carranza y su partido soberbla. Contesteme immedlatamente at trato
asunto deseo series utl, Estoy Hotel, Harrington.
Pano G0aa DI PsaaLrA.
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The translation of the above Into English is:
I can have 200 newsliapers at my disposal here and in the whole country
can start n cmnpnlgii in favor of Carranza and his party that will be first class.
Answer innuedlately whether I shall take advantage of the offer.
The following letter from Peraitlat to Carran.a, written on June 10, 1016,
testifies to the bitter hatred of P'eralta and his clique for America and his
eagerness to Join ('irrawza and all their supporters In each of tile Central
American countries with their armies and revo!uttonary groups "at any time
Carranza so ordered" to defy the United States. Tills is openly expressed,
despite the fact that Peraltn, Itosales, and other plotters had and were elljoying
with their families safe refuge in America. The comnunction reads,
tralshlated:
HIGHLY ESTEEMED
IMR.CARRANZA: Well acquainted as I am with the
Machinvellin xpo)lthcs oe' E:.Itl a iihrern in Central America, I deemi it my duty
to warn your distinguished Government against all fakes, traps, or political
acts which he employs to surprise the Mexlcan Governinent when he now
uses hills power amid lakes the Overnllllent of Honduras protest against thi
Yankee Intervention in Mexeio.
President Cabrera is employing dangerous means In fooling you, and he Is
hiding tile fact that he has made an alliance secretly with Honduras as well as
with SalVlldor to the effect that they must support him for the assistance he
renders the two incumbents for their respective reelection.
The lihertil Party, whom I have the honor to represent here and in the
United States is ready unconditionally to place their army at the exclusive
orders: of (ell. ('arrtmnz

to tight the American colo.,us or any other eneIny

of his (ioverrment. ndl it nil depends on you for its to prove what we say,
especially under the present circumstances. I, in person, as the special repre.
sentative of that great group, bring you their last word in this matter.
lEstrda (alhrern haIs found out that he caln not fool this great Itepublle sany
longer. nnd niow lie is going, to ellploy politics against you.
Respect fully,
PEDRo GRAvE

IF.RAT.TA.
PDE

Peralta at this time was engaged in creating a profound inpresslon in the
minds of Mexiemn ollcials regarding his ability to spread propaganda through.
out the United States favormble to Mexico. Tile following letter Illustrates this:
HOTEL ITURBIDE. 55.
le.rrco City, .liae 20, .'t16.
SlnsEcRrTAnR
OF FOREIGNo TIF.tATIONS,
Palace of Colmlmtcottlon, CIIU.
DEAR SIR: You will pardon me for taking up your vntualilh, time with the
object In view to have you ask our (listinguilshed (ten. Aguliar whether I could
send nmy cables to Wiishiington free of charge in the respective departments. so
that I can stir up the sympathies in favor of this great Republic (Mexico)
which Is unreservedly at our dislKsition. "
I deem this of highest importance for our patriotic Inhors, as it will serve at
the same time the cause of Latin Amerlca. It is understood that I will only
make use of this for any messages that concern our actual political moves, hut
that under no circumstances will I do so for my own personal affairs.
Believe ale, Mr. Secretary, a firm friend of your Government, and you may
count unreservedly on my humble services whenever they tnmay be of any use
to you.
Respectfully,
P!EDO GRAVE Di: I'ERAITA.

The following letter, written by Peralta in Mexico City on June 23, 1910, to
Aguilar, secretary of foreign relations, and marked "contidental," further
demonstrates the complete willingness on tile part of Peralta, Rosales, and
their associates in Central America to place their countries at the disposal of
Carransa, provided they could overthrow the existing Central Amertcnt, Gov.
erments by revolutions, as planned In the United States by Carranza's representatives:
Si: Since I have not had the honor of hearing
DISTI.NGUISHE.D AND H oNORED
from you up to this present time in regard to my affairs, which brought me to
Mexico. and since I have received superior orders to get ready to leave In consequence of the pressure that is getting stronger every day aminong our parti-
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stnsaand in our 'ountry. I beg of you most respectfully to give mle alln hur, itf
ponIible, to-day, so that I can have my last meeting with you and finish the
nIllsson for flen. Carranna which brought me here.
You will understand that my party wants to know whether or not I have
Iben situessful In my mission to the fathers of thie Mexican libherlism. 'Lo
lose any further time without getting any practical results would preJudie my
Pluse, pitvsely since the people of Honduras are anxious to stee Maximo B.
Itosales the chief of the Liberal Party, return to his country. aml who is waiting for me ~tfore lie starts on this campaign.
I'Nl Elit 811'('l IE
1'tSINX ('IRcUSIT'MrTAN('ES I SIMPI'Y W11., HAVI
T
ro (IIV' I'P MY MISSION AND LEAVE IIIHiT AWAY, TAKINOI
ALON(I
WITH M.f THE LAST WORD, WHICH WILL I)Ei:INE COMPLI'.ETIiY IN
(''ENltAI,
A.MEItI('A TIlE ATTITITI)E AND OPINION OF OEN. (Alt.
RANZA TOWARD THE LIBERAl
PARTY, WHICH NO DOUBT WILL
AFFECT POLITICS IN SOUTH AMERICA.
IT IS I'SEI,.ESX THAT I StIIOUID ItE'EAT ALL THAT I IIAVE SAID;
HOW OEN. CARRtANZA, FOR POLITICAL AND STRATEGICAL REASONS,
NHF.I)D A IIASE IN CENTtA, AMERICA IN O(liDEIt TO DISIAlD)iE ANY
(;OVEINM11IENT WHO AFV()IIDS AND GRANTS AN ASYLUM TO IIIS
ENI:.It:S, WilO ARE MOVIN( IAPIDLY AND RTiONcOY, AND WHO
AR. ('itHEATINI TilIS IIFICULT SITUATION IN MEXICO TO)-AY IN
OlD)ERl TO ('IIANOE THE OIRDERl OF THE ACTUAL STATE OF AFFAIRS.
Neither do I have to repeat the solemn compromise of the Ierail Paarty in
Homlluras. whose chief Cen. RIosales s, to consolidate it with the government
of ('arrannr
through blood and tire, or aywny that it suits him, and I think that
if (ln. Carranza looks upon 11l these grand prolK sitons alull great opportunlties with cold Indifference, then he should, later on. hold nobody to blame for
this.
We anme here with an open heart and have offered ourselves unconditionally
in order to give more life, stability, to your cause in those regions (Central
America).
Furthermore, you must readily see that the political machiavellan monster
(meaning Estrado Cabrera) is getting busy against the constitutionalists iand
Is lKking for connections with other nations to that effect, but Gen. ('rraina
is not doing anything at all to cut the sane from the bad.
This is precisely the work that we want to take upon our shoulders, anl we
want to attack this matter as a deadly poison to the Liberal Party.
Delay brings danger, and a step well taken in thne Is worth that come too
late. Relieve me, general , to be your sincere friend, who appreciates you.
Peraltn's letter to Gen. Aguilar contains a note of anxiety. This is precisely
what Cairranza aimed at, the latter having coached his officials to "drag
l'eratta along" and not seem overanxious. The purpose of this was to dissuade Peralta from demanding more money than Carranza and his aides proposed to give him. His letter, however, on the afternoon of the same day
p
brought results in so far as the matter of finances for a Central American
movement was concerned, as shown by the following letter:
(Secretary of Foreign Relations, Mexzio.)
MEXrco CITY, Junle 2R, 1916.
F. PEBRALTA,
Hotel Iturbfde, City.
MY DEAR SIR: I beg to call your attention to time fact that Iec. Louis Cabrera
already has instructions in regard to your affairs, and that you come up here
to see him to-morrow at 12 o'clock. I am, sir,
Your servant,
JoSE PEREZ Y CARPox. L.
The following letter from the private secretary to Peralta acknowledges
receipt of Peralta's several letters to Curranza, as quoted- heretofore, and con.
firms the fact that tarranrAt had given the necessary instructions to Louis
Cabrera, Mexican minister of finance, and OEN. A. OBREGON, MEXICAN
MINISTER OP WAR AND MARINE, REGARDING THE FINANCIAL, ARRANOEMENTS FOR PERALTA, AND ALSO THE ARMS AND AMMUNITION
AND OTHER SINEWS OF WAR THAT THE CENTRAL AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS WERE TO RECEIVE FROM MEXICO.
Mr. PEDRO (IRAVE
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The English translation of the Jetter, which was written on Carranza's
office al stationery, hearing the eagle of tile Mexican Itepublie, an11d dted Mexico
City. June 23 1010, follows:
Mr. PEDRO GRAVE EE PERA.TA.
MY ESTEEMIED AND FINE FRIEND: This office has received the letters which
you sent to the first chief of the Constitutionalist Army in charge of the executive p wer of the nation, as well as those which you have written to me, and
Mr. Calrranza has read them carefully.
You wii understand that the delicacy of our present situation has loaded up
with work all of our offices, and for that reason I have not been able to answer
your letters, although I have continued to look after your matters, which, as
you know, have my fullest support.
THE FIRST CHIEF (CAIltIANZA) ALREADY HAS GIVEN OUT HIS
WILINGNESS IN THE MANNER IN WHICII YOU WI.l, HAVE TO BE
DISPATCHED. (THIS REFERS TO FINANCES, ARMS, AND AMSIUNITION FOR TIlE CENTRAl. AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.) AND IT WOULD
IE VERY WELL, FOR YOU TO COME UP IIERtE TO-DAY AT 0 O'CLOCK
AND TO SEE LOUIS CABRtEtA, SECRETARY OF FINANCE. SO THAT
HE MAY TELl, YOU OF THE INSTRUCTIONS WHICH Hi- IHAS ALREADY.
If you would not mind coming up to my office to-morrow at 12 o'clock, I
sh1 he glad to receive you, and we may bring matters to a satisfactory end
then. I nam, sir, with all consideration and esteem,
Your sincere friend,
GERZAYN 1t'ARTE.

The following letter shows that Gen. Alvaro Obregon, Mexlcen secretary of
war and marine, us well as all other members of Carranza's so-ealled cabinet
at that time, were cooperating fully with the Central American revolutionary
movements. These movements originated, as has been pointed out in correspondence, through Carranza's general consuls at New Orleans and at Itelize,
British Honduras:
"MEXICO CITY, June 27, 1918.
"Gen.

AJvXARO OBREGON,

" Secretary of War and Na'y, National Palace, City.
"Mr DIsTI'NoumsHED GENERAL: I am about to leave for the United States,
from where I. came, bidding farewell to this great and beautiful country
(Mexico), where I have been treated so well anti kind.
" I have come a true friend of yours, and the impression which I take away
with me of you is so great that the press of the country (the United States)
where I amn going will soon have something to say about you."
" In saying good-by to you, I again want to express to you that I have become
a true and sincere friend of yours from sympathy and admiration, and wherever
I MAY BE YOU CAN COMMAND ME AND MY SERVICES UNCONDI-*
TIONALLY. I ASKED DR. LOUIS FELIPE OBREGON YESTERDAY TO
GO TO SEE YOU IN PERSON IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A LETTER OF
SPECIAL RECOMlMIENDATION FOR ME WELL EXPLAINED THIS LITERtAL TRANSLATION REFERS TO GEN. OBREGON GIVING THE NECESSAltY MILITARY ORDER TO THE MEXICAN COMMANDERS TO CO.
OPERATE WITH THE CENTRAL AMERICAN ItEVOLUTIONAltY ,MOVEMENTS) FOR OUR PARTISAN. GEN. CARLIOS VIDAL, MILITARY CHIEF
OF PAYO OBISPO, IN THE TERlRITORY OF QUINTANO 1100, WHERE
THERE ARE A GOOD MANY OF OUR FRIENDS WHO ARE GOING TO
TAKE ACTIVE PART IN THE DEVELOPMENTS WHICH ARE GOING
TO TAKE PLACE SOON IN CENTRAl, AMERICA UNDER THE IEADERSHIP OF GEN. MAXIMO i. RIOSALTES. CHIEF OF THE LIBERAL PARTY
IN THAT SECTION OF THE CONTINENT.
'Ifyou will honor me with such a letter. I ask that you kindly send it to-day,
to IHotel Iturblde, room 55.
" Respectfully,
" PEDRO O.RAVE DE PERALTA."

Onie of Carranza's widely known military leaders, Gen. C. Green, wrote to
Antonio Hernandez Ferrer from Mexico City on June 27, 1916, to Havana,
translated as follows:
"I have the pleasure of introducing to you through this letter my good
friend. Pedro Grave de Peralta, a distinguished partisan of ours. He has ar-
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ranged in a satisfactory manner some highly important matters, which brought
him here to our dear Mexico. He is returning iholme nIow in order to give an
account of his mission, taking with him the highest opinion of all of us, the
real revolutionaries.
"I trust that you will treat him as he deserves by placing your unlimited coufidence In him. From the nany talks that he andl I have had tibout you, lie
knows you very well; and I hope that the same friendship that has united us
will exist between the both of you.
" Without any further news for to-day,
"I anl your friend."
P'eraltai wrote Agullar onl June 27. 1010, a letter marked "confidentIal " in
Mexico City, to wit:
",My I)ISTIh(.CvSltED FRIENv: After having been dispatched in such a highly
satisfactory manner by the first chief, Mr. Venustlano Carranza, as well as by
you, I want to express ny sincere thanks to you; and I feel certain that the
Liberal Party of Honduras and (len. Maximo B. losales will see In your dilstinguished personality one of the strongest supporters of our cause.
" I be" of you to express to Gen. Carranza our most sincere appreciation and
impress upon his mind that our political group will only act on personal orders
from him in the manner which I explained In my last letter.
"I am leaving for the United States, where your Government will have in
me a true partisan and defender of the cause, and I beg of you always to consider me at true friend of yours."
Peralta, on June 28 or 29, 1916, left Mexico City for Vera Cruz. On his arrival
there, according to Sonora Concho on her return to New Orleans, she having
awaited Peralta In Vera Cruz as a spy for Cabrera, the latter, bubbling over
with enthusiasm and champagne, poured Into Sonora Concho's eager ear the
entire story of his negotiations with Carranza and other officials In Mexico City.
Peralta told the woman spy that Carranza had placed at the disposal of Gen.
Itosales and the Central American movement $50,000 in gold, likewise arms and
ammunition, boats, and other supplies for the several expeditions that were to
start out of Mexico territory.
After "pumping" I'eratta, Sonora Concho arrived in New Orleans a week in
advance of Peralta and received attentions again from the Central American
agent in my employ. She also "bubbled over" with enthusiasm and wine and
relayed Peralta's story to our spy.
I
Consequently the United States Government, as covered in my report on this
episode, received confirmation of plans which I had submitted long before
concerning the proposed Central American movements as plotted by Carranza's
own officials under his personal supervision.
Seflora Concho's story to our agent was repeated again under peculiar citr
cumstances. To be sure that our agent had obtained a correct narration, we
devised that he should pick a quarrel with the woman, leave her, and give way
to another spy, this time a Villista revolutionist. Not only did he pay ardent
attentions to her, but he went so far as to marry Seftora Concho. He did this
much to our surprise, as we knew he hail one wife already In Mexico.
Through this new husband of Seflora Concho, who Is now In Habana, we confirmed the woman's statements as told the Central American agent. I learned
much other important news during the one week of their stormy honeymoon, and
then the woman ran her husband out of the country. She then came to New
York and met here a former husband from whom she was divorced, and who, up
to this time, had been an active friend and supporter of Gen. Rosales and
Peralta.
Froml her he learned of Peralta's flirtation with his wife In Vera Cruz, and
she repeated to him the entire story regarding the plans and combination proposed by Peralta. Rosales, and Carranza. From this man I procured further
details confirming the entire affair. Due to his feeling against Peralta, I was
also able to procure additional plans.
After Peralta, arriving at Vera Cruz, Mexico, from the Hotel Dillgenclas
Annex, on July 3, 1916, wrote the following letter to Gen. Venustlano Carranza,
Mexico City:
" MY DIlrINflUISHED GENERAL: I am now about to take a steamer for my point
of destination, which you know is being done in o:ler to smooth over the
International political storm which has broken out between the United States
and Mexico, and this will show you more than all my promises and all that I
have told you before I left Mexico City.
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"I feel proud that I have been able to foretell all these matters, and I ao
not doubt that I shall be able to gain your complete confidence in consequence
thereof, which I want to do, as your sincere friend and ardent supporter.
" I feel certain that I shall be very useful to you in Watshington us well as in
New York, precisely at this time, when all your true friends ought to stand by
you. I shall keep you posted about everything that I ant doing, so that you wilt
be able to appreciate fully our capabilities.
"Our mtuual friend, Dr. Gullerno lazarza, Is leaving for Mexico City fronl
the seat of operations in Chiapas and Canipecbe with some very valuable Information for you, which you no doubt will appreciate."
I'eralta above refers to organization of revolutionary movements, armed,
equipped, and financed by Carranza and Mexico against tileGovernment or
Guatemala, in connection with the revolutionary leaders, Dr. Toledo, Gen. Jose
Castillo, and other associates. Ieranta's letter concludes:
"I also have looked into this Information thoroughly, In order to denounce
Estrada Cabrera (President of Guatemala), at the Department of State (United
States), as a protector of hoodlums who try to alter the public order. I shall
also denounce him as a-faktr for having spread the news about that there exists
a treaty offensive and defensive between him and the United States. which is
absolutely false.
"I shall be able to prove this assertion of mine absolutely by means of a
certilled statement, which I will send you from Washington, and which you
may use wherever convenient for your political interests.
"I have nothing further to say in addition to what I have told you already
and what I have written to you, but I would feel honored by your further
instructions and dispositions for the week that I shall remain here.
"Believe me to be, your most sincere friend."
Peralta, before leaving Mexico City, has made arrangements with various
Mexican Government officials to have the arms and ammunition for the Central
American revolutionary expeditions shipped from Vera Cruz, Mexico, into
Yucatan, Qulntana Roe and Campeche, also that a certain number of Mexican
offices and soldiers were to be supplied by the Mexican Government to participate In the various expeditions.
The following letter shows that a party connected with the Mexican Goverminent was to inspect the arms and ammunition supplied by Mexico for
Peralta. The English translation follows:
HOTEL DILIITNCIA ANNEX,

MEXIco, July 5, 1916.
Mr. ROBEIRro DF LA ROSA,
Metico, D. P.
Mv DEAR FRIEND: Kindly do me the favor to go at receipt of this letter
to all the persons that you have ready for the expeditions [referring to therevolutionary movements in Central America] which we have talked about
and tell them to get ready without any further delay.
I also ask you to inspect the rifles and ammunition carefully and in person.
so that no ulterior difficulties may arise later on. Please also attend to what
I have to say at the foot of this letter and let me know of everything that
you have done so that I may take the matter up with our distinguished friend
(Gen. Rosales) whom you know already, in conformity with what you think
will be convenient.
I shall remain here six days longer and trust that in the meanwhile I shall
hear from you with favorable reply, as the time slips away and the matter is.
pressing.
I am, your frind,
PEDRO GRAVE DE PERALTA.
Particular attention Is called to the following letter, in which is is shown
that Peralta's visit to Mexico and his conferences with Carranza at the
National Palace and with other of Carranza's leading officials had been as
successful as the Mexican generals at New Orleans and at Belize, British
Honduras, had assured Peralta they would be. The English translation of
this missive is as follows:
VERA CaUn, MEX., July 5, 1916.
Sr. Gen. CARLOS VIDAL.
Quintana Roo, Confidential,
Mv DISTINGUISHED Sin AND FBIEND: Aside from the valuable matters submitted by you to Consul Carlos FelIx Diaz, for the purpose which you under..
VERA CvRU,
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stand I now have the greatest honor or communicating to you and that my
mission to the National Palace of Mexico has been fully successful and that I
shall sail shortly to your territory with a group of patriots and also will
bring you a letter from the minister of war (Gen. A. Obregon).
You must know that myself as well as our distinguished chief, Gen. Maximo
II. Itosales, the head of the Liberal Party of Honduras. wants to express to
you our most sincere thanks for your important work In favor of our cause.
I would appreciate It very much if you would wire our friend, Carlos Felix
Diaz, in code. and let him know of our political triumph in Mexico, so that he
may, in on Indirect manner, instill fresh hopes In the hearts of our friends
who are now in the British Colony.
Believe me to be your sincere friend,
I'EDRO GRAVE

DE

PIERALTA.

In I'eralta's several conferences with Gen. A. Obregon, minister of war and
marine, at Mexico City, accotrdng to Peralta's claims later, Obregon suggested
the advisability of including in the hospital corps of the several expeditions
various Mexican army doctors and attendants to form a nucleus of the
corps.
The following letters refer to the above matter:
VERA CRUZ, MEXICO, July 5, 1916.
Dr. MANUEL DE LA ROSA PUEDLA.

MIY DISTINGUISHED FRIEND: We have been waiting for yo here for five
days, and seeing that you could not get here, even after we had wired you
to that effect, I then decided to start the work together with our distinguished
friend. Dr. Ouzmau. In order to take advantage of the little time that is left us.
You know beforehand, as we have agreed, which position corresponds to you,
and we don't have to talk about this matter any further. I shall remain here
rome six or eight days more, and by tbht time I suppose that you will be here
with us. Please write to your brother Roberta and tell him to answer my
letter as soon as possible, since it is of the highest importance for our affairs.
I am, your friend,
PEDRO ORAVE DE PERALTA.

Before the above letter reached Dr. Rosa he arrived In Vera Cruz. Peralta,
on July 0, wrote him the following, written on stationery bearing "Private
correspondence of the director of the military hospital, Vern Cruz:
" aM ESTEEMED AND DISTINoUISHIED SIR: AS the legal representative of Gen.
Maximo It. Rosales, the chief of the Liberal Party in Honduras In this city,
I fully authorize you to arrange for the establishment of the Red Cross service
referring to hospital arrangements for the military movements) in a thorough
manner for the object which is known to you, employing only Mexican doctors
under the terms of the Inclosed sheet.
"I beg to state to you beforehand that any arrangements which you may
make will the sanctioned by the provisional governor of the Republic of Honduras, headed by Maximo B. Rosales, whose legal representative I amn. As I
have said before, it will be necessary that you shall take charge of the entire
outfit in the manner in which we have agreed upon already."
The " Inclosed sheet" referred to, headed "Terms," is translated to read:
"Chief of the hospital service: Colonel, cash per month, $200 silver of Hon.
duras.
"Fie doctors: Lieutenant Colonels, cash per month, $150 silver of Honduras,
with guaranty of a raise.
" Employment guaranteed for the provisional and constitutional period. The
interested parties should previously state who, in case of death, should receive
one-half of their salary during the aforesaid time.
"Obligations: To place themselves unconditionally at the service and under
the immediate orders of the chief of same.
" If at any time before this revolution has been brought to an end these men
should abandon their posts, then all obligations will cease and this contract
becomes null and void.
" PEDRO GRAVE DE PERALTA."
The above-mentioned Mexican doctors were to be placed on leave of absence
from tihe Mexican Army, but were to receive, nevertheless, their regular pay in
that service from the Mexican minister of war and marine in addition to the
contract terms quoted above.
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From Vera Cruz, on July 0, 1010, on the private correspondence letterhead
of the director of the military hospital, Perulta wrote Gen. Alvaro Obregon,
National Palace, Mexico City:
M6'Y DISTINUUISHIIE) IGENERAl: I SHAI.I. NEVER GET THIIItR'CiH
THANKING Yi' Folt Al,. THE KINDNESS WHIt'tl Ylt' HAVE .Iit#WN
.l,
ANDI I SAll.I. NEVER RE ABIE TO FORE)tCT YO.
THE LIBERAL
PARTY (IF I1Y COUNTiRY. AS WEI.I .AN I. HAVE It(iOGNIZED YOU
THE OIIEAT MAN WHO HAS GIVEN
1III STRONGEST SI'I''IIT FORl
THIE ESTAIIlS lII.ENT OF THlE lI,1EltAI, RII,.E IN C'ENTIAI . A3EII1(A., IN ACO'('IIANI'E WITI
TilE llti11 IIDPAI. OF TIlE IONSTITl'TrIONALISTS, WHIi'H1 YOU S SPLENI)DIDLY REPRESENTED IN YOUR
PEIISON AND THAT O'li EN. 'lARIIANZA.
" I Al NOW QUIETLY ARRHANGIING THE VARIOUS EXPEDITIONS IN
THIS COUNTRY (MEXICO) WIIICII WILL WORK IN CONNECTION WITH
THOSE WHICH I SIIALL TAKE OUT ofl TllE 'NITEDl
STATES ANLD
THE IIIITISHI COLONY. BELIZIE:; AND I BADItI
NEED. A.
Y(I"I
POINTED OUT BEFORE TO MiE, TIlE ORO ANIZATION OF A RED CROSS
STAFF WITH AL.,. MEXICAN I N'TIS. IN 4'CNS
l'QUEN'CE I 111W; OiF
YOU TO GRANT IEI TIlE FAVOR OF ItEI.EASINi lilt. 31ANEL lE I.A
ROSA FIto'3i TlE
PIIttHIItSSI) IN IY FAVOR.
IS 'PTEIi IN FlPERSON AND
"DR. DE LA RtOSA WI.. HAND YOt T
I DO NOT DOUBT YOUR GENIIEOSITY WILL NOT DERIVE 31Y MEN
OF THE SERVICES OF TllIS VALt'ABLE MAN. BEI.IEVE IE TO BE
YOUR SINCERE FRIEND.
"

PEDo OGirE Dn PEEILTA."

The following correspondence from Peralta shows that be had also been
appointed by C'arranza as the latter's legal and confidential spy In the United
States. In addition to Peralta's continueil violations of the Federal neutrality
laws of the United States he now, by becoming spy of Carranza. likewise vil.lated another Federal law, which Brnes's Federal Code. 1919-20 tp. 1607.
No. 7059), defines as follows:
"Whoever, other than a diplomatic or consular officer or attach, shall act
in the United States as an agent of a foreign government without prior notification to the Secretary of State shall be fined not more than $.5000, or
Imprisoned not more than five years, or both. The words * foreign government'
as used in this act and In sections 150, 1ST, 161, 170, 171, 172, 173. and 230
of the act of March 4, 1000, entitled 'An act to codify, revise, ant amend the
penal laws of the United States, shall be deemed to Include any government
faction or body of insurgents within a country with which the United States
is at peace, which government faction or body of Insurgents may or may not
have been recognized by the United States as a government."
The English translation of the letter follows:
Vrs Cart, MExicO, July 11, 1916.
Dr. JooGE A. GOzuMN, City.
.lY DISTINGUISHED FREEN4D: I have the honor of communicating to you for
your guidance that you have been appointed my private secretary to accompany
me on all my political missions on behalf of the government of Gen. Maxlmo
B. Rosales as a revolutionary, provisional, and constitutional government, and
also on diplomatic and other missions which the first chief (Carranza) will
designate for me, whose legal representative I am at the present time in the
United States and In Washington.
I shall not fall to mention that as a reward for your good services you shall
be awarded whatever I think advisable, with an elevated position that is
corresponding to your capabilities, for his Government in the Republice of
Honduras.
I am, your sincere friend.
PEDmo OGuave De PIZAITA.
Peralta also, on June 1, 1916, sent a letter to Gen. Alvaro Obregon, National
Palace, Mexico City, and labeled it "confidential":
"MY DEAR GENERA: I HAVE SENT YOU A I.TW'ER WITH DR.
MANUEL DE LA ROSA, BUT I DO NOT KNOW WHETHER YOU HAVE
RECEIVED SAME, BUT I AM VERY ANXIOUS THAT YOU SHOULD
IN CONSEQUENCE oF THE INTERNATIONAL DIFFICULREAD IT.
TIES I FIND IT HARtD TO) GrET A STEAMER To IrETIURNt TO THE
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i'LAiE FItO3M WIIIER. I CAMEI, BUT I CAN NOW T'AK A. ST.VIRlt ON
T'111 lfffrIl lit 17T'l INS'iTANT.
•' I SUPI'ro' YOU1' AIIE WELL, POSTED ABOUT 31Y M3OVE31ENTS IIERIE,
WHICHl
ARE,I'It)'ltSSINti NICELY .VI i'Il-ES'ENT F'(lt Ti. IF.NKT.-IT
OF OU'I (')31iMO(N I').ITI1'.\1. INTIREST8. TIl YII'UNI IIAlittE (i,'
TIIS ItIETTEI IS A I'I.tISo)N O 31Y UTMItST t('tNI 11 NC!.
II. WILL
TEl., YOU .Al.1,AIt)'T (1-h AFFAIRS .\NDI I ASK YOU Tt IIONR4)
31I
KINDLY VWIT1YI[Oit A'TTi.NTION BlY (IIt.1N'I'N(i 31, TIlE WISIHES
WHiiICH lIE WI.LL. XI'I.SS TO YOU', A.S I .131 SUt'tE 13 SO IH1)IN:
TOU WILL I'ROTEC.Tv TIlE INTEIIESTS OF1 OUR CAUSE, WHICII ARE
ALSO THOSE (OF YOUIt OWN.
"Thanking you again for your favors extended mle, I remain,
"Your sincere friend,
" PEDRO .GRAVE DF PERALTA,

".No. 3.124 Canal Sitret, N'co Orleans, La."
Peralta, when lit Vera Cruz, overlooked no opportunities for deals that
meant financial profit to himself or to I~osales. The following agreement
Indicates that ltosales anti Peralta knew within 24 hours after the former became
revolutionary president of Honduras that tile looling of that country would
begin. The agreement was by and between an American in Mexico, W. P.
Gavin, Itosales, and Peranta, and is translated herewith:
VERA CRsz, 31:xtco, Jlll 15, 1916.
I, the undersigned, hereby as a representative of Gen. 3lnxlmo B. Itosales in
the United States of North America and in the Republic of Mexico, grant
to W. P. Gavin, an American citizen and a resident of Vera Cruz, Mlexico,
a special concession for the construction of the national railroad which starts
from Puerto Cortez anti La P'imiento, according to the plans rendered in
the minister of Fornlento, In order to make it interoceanle, provided MIr.
W. 1P. Gavin include in his negotiation Gen.
naximno 1i. Itosales and the
undersigned, taking into consideration that the whole part will be divided
in three shares, of which Mr. Gavin, Gen. Rosales, and Sr. Peralta will own
a third each, but with the understanding also that Mr. W. P. Gavin will be
the head of the whole enterprise and who will look after the financial affairs
to proceed In this matter, being understood, therefore, and beforehand that
whatever Mr. W. P. Gavin does in our benefit will be entirely accepted by us.
This contract should he in efftct 24 hours immllnediately after Gen. Mtxinno
B. Itosales has been in lssession of the executive power in ily condition of
the Republic of Hlonduras. It is further understood that tilt slhl \V. 'P.
Gavin, with the above two mentioned, will control all exportation of products,
live stock, etc., of thle Ilepulie of Hondttura also the importation of necessary
articles for the welfare of thme lRepublic.
PEDRO

GRAVE

D

I'ERALTA,

Ieprerntatlir of (icit. JI. B. RIosales.
W. B. (lAvix.
Fully six months prior to the date of the agreement with Gavin, Peralta and
Roslees, to keep Ine enthusiastic as to their cause, had promised to make me,
within "a year or two after Itosales become President of Honduras," a mnultimillionaire; likewise, that Peralta, Itosis, and myself would control the
entire business affairs, governmental and otherwise, of IIonduras for our own
mutual profit.
This included absolutely the same proposition entered Into between Gavin
and Peralta. After IRosales won out in Honduras he was to issue $50,000,000
worth of Honduran gold bonds, which, according to his plans, were to be
unloaded on America and European bankers at a considerable discount through
a selling commission, which was myself, and which would receive as payment
for selling the bonds $5000,,000 IT gold. Of this commnllsson Peralta and
Rosales were to receive one-third each.
Tihe balance of the money to lie derived from bonds was to he spent by
the Rosales Government in so-nllted public improvements in Honduras, such
as rallroads, highways, etc. The contracts for such work were to go exclusively to a concern to be organized for that speelfle purpose by myself;
and Itosales and Peralta, Irrespective of how excessive the bids for such work
might have been, were to see that this concern received the contracts. Furthermore, they were to he secret partners In the organization. Rosales. Peralta,
and myself, in one way or another, so they estimated, would have procured a
4766-20-voL2 -----80
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very large p:lrt of the money derived from the saPt of the bonds, and which
wais to he split in equal lrts
nlnong the thlirm of us.
Notwithitnudlng the glamlor of so luteh " easy money " coming my way, my
Ire~orts to the Department of Justice Bureau of Investigation continued with
regularity, and fully expossed from day to day the schemes of Rosales, Peralta,
and their associates. II the end the United States was enabled to break up
completely all plots In which these grafters were involved.
Before Rosales, Peralta, et at. finally succumbed to their activities, they had
entered into similar arrangements to loot Honduras with three other parties.
using the same bait that they held forth for Gavin and myself. My knowledge
of Mexicans and Central Americans before this had taught me that these
"monkey promises" were worth naught, even had I entered into their schemles
in fact and they had won out.
The English translation( of an original, signed docunnent, formulated at Vera
Cruz, on July 13. 1010. refers to arms, uamnunlltion, and men from Mexico its
part of one of the proposed armed expeditions against the Central American
governments. It follows:
RECEIPTS FOR $300.

I have received front Mr. Pedro de I'ernlta, as the representative of Maximo
Rosailes, the snnm of $500 (tive hundred pe~os) Mexican money, for my services
tand for the shipping of ills front Mtexico to Vera Cru, as per contract signed
under this date.
it. ir: .LA Ros.
VIA C'sX, JtlY 13, 19/Ii.
The contract, translated, rtvnils:
CONTRACT.

I do solemnly contact with Mr. Pedro Grave tie Peraita as the legal representative of Gen. Ilnxitlo Ii. Ito.sales, chlef of the active Libertl Party of
Honduras, to get up 100 men, more or les, and 4 offllicers, giving them only
80 cnmlnes. 30.30, with 100 cartridges ech, and '20 Mausers with 100 cartridges
each, for the expediltlon that is proposed to start for Honduras, of which I
shall be the leader under orders from Gen. iosales. In the meantime there
shall be deposited for me $1.500 (1,500 Ik'sos) silver before I leave.
R. DE LA ROSA.
!Witness:

Tto. G. Srv'.,
J. A. GUSMAAx.

Carranza, according to Peralta's statements, in addition to the $50,000 cash
which he received from the Mexican Government through the Banco National
de Mexico, the Mexican Government arranged to send a fleet of five small boats
to Quintana Roo to be used by the Central American revolutionists.
At a later date there were shipped from Vera Cruz to Quintana Roo the
arms, ammunition, and other war equipment which was to be supplied by
the Mexican Government to Gen. Rosales and his revolutionary allies. This
consisted of naval cannon, several pieces of field artillery, she's for same, and
between 2,500 and 3,000 rifles, and a large supply of bombs. Likewise in excess
of 1,000,000 cartridges for these rifles were included. All of these were sent
to Col. Carlos Vidal, Mexican military commander in Quintana Roo. The war
equipment consisted also of a wireless outfit and a large quantity of hospital
supplies, clothing, shoes, etc.
An opportunity was afforded me at a later date to verify positively the
fact that Carranza bad supplied arms anul ammunition to the revolutionists
of Central America. The later reports showed that the supplies were a hundred times over the amount that could have been used by Carranza's military
forces In the territory at Quintana Roo.
During June. July, and August, 1917, the Felixista Mexican revolutionary
lenders, through one of their principal supporters, at that time in Guatemala,
learned of this large consignment of war material in Quintana Roo and sub.
mitted a plan to the Felixista headquarters junta at New York City for its
approval. this scheme was for the Fellxistas to outfit an expedition from
Livingston, Guatemala, and via boat to attack and overpower the Carranza
garrison in Quintana Roo and capture for their own movement this war outfit.
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Before Peralta left Vera Cruz in 1016 he sent the following cablegram to
Gen. MaIximo B. Rosales, at 116 South Hagan Avenue, New Orleans, La.:

JULY 20. 1010.
ItAlto LAsA (Gen. Rosales code name):
Send nme immediately Perez (code name for ltamon Diaz) with money for
the plantation, placing first money as formerly requested.
Peralta, before leaving Vera Cruz, had sent Gen. Maximo B. Rosales a
written report and had Instructed him to send Itamlon l)iz and lAlislans
Santos, both parties Honlurans, humedintely to Vern Cruz to act there as
confidential agents of Itosades and Peralta. The following is part of the code
devised by Peralta and ltosales for use of their confidential agents In Vera
Cruz:
Code word.
Decode.
Terminado-------.......... We can not get a boat for the voyage.
Alberque-----------I am sending you a boat for the voyage.
Saludole---------...The war equipment has left.
Iecuerdos--------.......... et your men ready.
Reedo----------............ I am getting my men ready.
Mandene--------............I have my men ready.
Felisidades-------.........The north coast of Honduras Is watched by American
boats, be careful.
Canado----------.............The Governor of Hondurns has the ports prepared
Tirde-----------..............The commander of the port Interposes difilculties. es------------................I have 100 men ready.
Viente----------..............
I have 200 men ready.
Trientn---------..
I have 300 men ready.
Blen....-----------............They are waiting for us on the coast of Honduras.
Slento-----------..............I have bad news from the coast.
Dineero---------.............I am leaving with the expedition.
Metioro---------............. I am leaving for the execution of the arranged plans.
Aceptado---------........... I am ready and only waiting for the war equipment.
Mezolado........... Where do you want to land?
Novadade--------...........We are ready and shall leave soon.
Mision-..............Invasion prepared.
Cunplid ...........
We have good leaders and good men.
Titulos----------............. We are organized at Payo Ohispo.
Wesculinna-------......... We lose out.
rtas-----------..............We hnve Onion (a town in Honduras).
Mercaderlas-.........We are marching on San Pedro.
Salimostlen-------.........We received money from the boss.
Malas Finacas------...... We have a great deal of difficulty.
Chivastoco-..-------........ We left for the attack.
Cudlado---------............All hands are ready.
Salco------------...............Rise over there and attack Tela.
In the following code table, the figures behind initials indicate the date of an invasion, the month to be prearranged:
"A, 7; B, 8; , 9; D, 10; E, 11; , 12; O, 18; H. 14; I, 15; J, 16; K, 17; , 18;
LL, 10; M, 20; N, 21; N, 22; O, 23; P, 24; Q, 25; It, 26; S, 27; T, 28; U, 29;
V, 30; W, 31; X, 1; Y, 2, and Z, 3."
Another one of Gen. Rosales's code names was " Mike Smith." One of Peralta's
code names was " Otto Hawkins," and my name in their code was "Andrew."
The following is a translated copy of cablegram sent by Peralta to his wife
from Vera Cruz, Mexico, July 6, 1916:
ADF.A A. DE PEBRLTA,
No. 8426 Canal fSreet.
You are doing right. Punish me with your silence in exchange for my orgies.
Without steamer, without anything, I shall leave airplanes.
PEDBO.
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Peralita sailed from Vera Cruz on July 16, 1010, by steamer Dade. He
arrived In Galveston, Tex., on July 20. lle then received the following Western
Union telegram front his wife:

NEw OaL.CAS, July 19, 1916.
PEDRO GRA'E DE PERALTA,

Stcainahlp Dade, Quarantine, GOarcston.
I am sick. When will you arrive there? General asks me urgently for credit.
We salute you.
ADELA.

The reference to the general means Rosales, who was asking Mrs. Peralta for
Information concerning funds received by Peralta from Mexican Government
officials.
Peralta sent the following message In reply:
STEAMSHIP " DADE,"

V(a Galveston, Ter., July 20, 1016.
ADEL.A PENALTA,

No. 8.206, Neto Orleans.
Why are you sick, little
one? Will be home Monday. Tell Rosales.
PEDRO.
On his way to New Orleans from Galveston, Peralta sent his wife this tele
gram:
HousToN, TEx., July 22.
ADELA GRAVE DE PERALTA,

No. 8.26 Canal Street, Neto Orleans.
I shall take coffee with you to-morrow.
me my little ones.

I embrace all of you, and kiss for
PEDRO.

Peraita arrived in New Orleans over the Southern Pacific Railroad from
Houston on the morning of July 23. Before leaving Vera Cruz he had sent me
word that he was returning to the United States via iabana and New York
City, and that he would not be back in New Orleans until after September 1.
Various telegrams passing between his wife and himself as mentioned hereinbefore and which reached me from a spy I had planted near Mrs. Peralta and
who had the confidence of Mrs. Pernlta, however,-posted us thoroughly as to
Peralta's exact movements and lie was very much astonished to see me when I
called at his home on the afternoonof July 23.
At this time Rosales and Peralta, as shown hereinbefore, considered it advisable to keep entirely confidential their plans and negotiations with the
Mexican Government. Peralta's explanation to me on the afternoon of my call,
regarding his Mexican visit, and with his usual veracity, was:
"After I left New Orleans I went to New York. A day or two after I arrived
there I received a cable that my brother in Habana was dangerously ill. I
went there immediately. After I had been there a week I learned of an excellent business opportunity in Mexico. So I went there."
Peralta at that moment had no idea that I was thoroughly familiar with all
details regarding the real purpose of his visit to Mexico and of his compromises
with the Mexican Government. Nor did he understand until several weeks
later that I had verified all this through the Guatemalan spy, Mrs. Concho,
who Estrada Cabrera had foisted on him In Vera Cruz.
Giving Peralta enough rope to entangle himself, I, at this time and for
several weeks thereafter. "played" with him while he remained in Ignorance
of my Information concerning him and his secret deals with Mexico.
On July 23. 1916, from New Orleans, Peralta telegraphed Gen. Rosales at
San Francisco, translated as follows:
MAIto B. ROSALES,
No. 1528 Sutter Street, San Francisco:
I just arrived and bring letters. I bring something very important. We
salute you sincerely.
PEDRO.

The "letters" referred to above were missives from President Carranza,
Gen. A. Obregon, Candldo Augllar, and other Mexican officials assuring Rosales
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of their complete belief in his ability to launch and carry out Carranza's plans
for the overthrow of various Central American Governments.
The "something" referred to by I'eralta as "very important" was the
money which lie had received from the Mexican Government for tie Itosales
movement, Pernlta, as we learned later, also on July 23. 1910. wrote Rlosales
a full report of his negotiations with the Mexican Government. lie also told
Itosales it was most Important that he come to New Orleans Immnediately.
On July 24, 1010. Peralta telegraphed itsfollows:
MAxIMo B. ItOSALES,
1358 Sutter Street, San Francisco:
I send you certificate. Government credit, with documents that you asked
Adela for. I shall write you.
PEDRO.
On July 28. 1010., No. 1830, Western Union, Itosales sent following wire to
Peralta at New Orleans:
It will be difficult for me to leave with family two weeks earlier. I am
waiting for the referred documents.
M. B. RosALEs.
Gen. Rosales left San Francisco with his wife and two children on August
14, 1010, arriving in New Orleans over the Southern Pacific Railroad at 0.55
o'clock p. m., August 20. Peralta and myself met himn at the depot and took
him In a motor car to Peralta's house at No.3420 Canal Street, where lie resided with his family for three or four weeks, later moving to a furnished
house a block away, No. Hagan Avenue.
Rosales, upon his arrival in New Orleans, showed Peralta correspondence he
had had with other parties concerning their proposed revolutionary movements
as exchanged with his supporters while I'eralta was in Mexico. These letters
included the following from Ramon Cardon, one of Rosales's principal and confldentlal lieutenants in Honduras, and dated May 14, 1910, from La Ceiba:
ESTEEMED GENERAL: The trip of my friend, 3M.Mlejia, of this city, affords me.
the great opportunity to write you. It is perhaps a matter of importance, but
above all, I am sincere.
After your personal well-being. which I fervently desire, my General, I come
as a loyal friend of yours to lay the following before you:
Since your absence from the country, your true friends and the writer, who
have knowledge of the great saviour project, which would be initiated under
your command, our attitude from that time was desperate and active, to the
point that it became general and overflowed with sympathies, not on the part
of the people only, but also by men of real importance all over this zone.
Therefore, since you put foot on North American soil, we have awaited you
one time or another, in order that the country-the country villfledtl and sacrlficed-might be redeemed and vindicated. Unfortunately, so passed the time,
and that spontaneous and ardent will of the Honduran people has not yet become realized, but, nevertheless, It is not exhausted; our native energies are
with you without vacillation, without lies, and without egotism.
General, despite the scant reserve on the part of some of your agents in such
a very delicate matter as the one in question, despite some misfortunes, your
mere presence in whatsoever place on this coast might have been and would
be at the same time, cause for great rejoicing among your friends, and even
the masses, without organization, would cooperate in the assured triumph of
our cause.
The Honduran people acclaim you. The people want men of integrity like
you. They discard at each step this unworthy pack of clowns and usurers of
the State.
General, to be indifferent before the misfortunes of the country, to be indifferent before the petitions of the people also, In these moments of agony, is to
be ungrateful. And of this the minions, the despots of to-day, are capable.
Meritorious men like you and those of great antecedents sacrifice everything
for the country and for the race. It is sufficient to remember, General, that
dissatisfaction has become general in the country, to the extent that the same
chiefs who yesterday worked with the present Government are to-day its worst
enemies.
General. In order to carry out our serious mission, we need men of responsibllity and influence, and you should remember among your devoted and active
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partisans Gen. Teoflo Rosales, Col. Roman Dlaz, Col. Lucas Acosta, Branlio
Vlladeres, Frederlco Becerra, and other in this city.
Gen. Luls Isania de Trojillo. who a short time ago disappeared and is
believed to he In Guatemala or Belize, Col. Manuel Matute and his brothers,
who used to reside in Colorado, to-day they are in St. Pedro Lula, and Tela T.
itosales is his devoted partisan-of that we have proofs. If before this he was
will Clhico Mejra or with Bertrand, since last year, they have had a complete
falling (ouit.

Instead of being favored he has Ieres annoyed to the point that In September
list they wvalnltl to restrict him to Teguelgalpa. With him it Is possible to
hive a direct understanding. because lie is a man of prestige. Depinto, In the
islands of Bahia, Frujillo, and Toro and his naliance with us will be of the
greatest importance. lie remains ready and awaits your orders.
With the good communication which you could establish on this road, everything would be arranged with full surety of success. You must know also and
believe that the country in general is going into bankruptcy, in matter of
fliaaince as well as in everything else; that the chiefs of the governmental departments, as well as of the Government itself, are the true exploiters and
ntothlng -remains for the people; not even the right to the fight for life, since
aill the business is monopolized by them.
At present there is nothing new in La Celba; the brothers of the President,
with his assistance, sprung something that is very rare among us, demanding of
the city 20 blocks, bought by private individuals from their (brothers')
families, on the ground of defective titles. Houses have been built on these
lots and they are a part of the city.
Why do they thus injure the public, and why should they lose their land
and their improvements? All this and other things cause great dissatisfaction
to reign.
General, you must remember that on account of the happenings during the
last elections, the outrages to certain persons and to the people in that they
were treated as prisoners, and even now at this time I have two friends in
trouble, who suffer confinement with all its filthiness. It would be a long task
-to tell you to-day the series of happenings which pass, but there will come a
time to do it.
Permit me to tell you that a great many of your friends have disappeared
from the country. No news from Teln-many went away. Lately the intelligence of the death of the brave Col. Soriano in Belize has been received with
great sorrow--a person with a great future.
For this reason those who accompanied you lie still in Belize, distracted and
in great difficulties. They went to Gen. P. Rosales. asking him if he was ready
to cooperate in tils matter. While, without notice, he remained firm and serene
when the time came, having respect for his oath.
My Gencral, in one word, I. as an unconditional partisan, assure you that
everything here is ready; more men than necessary, all in excellent spirit,
which is indispensable. It Is no more the money, but the materials of operation
and your orders combined.
The Government officers assure that a strict vigilance is kept for you and
your agents, and that to-day orders for your arrest, upon stepping ashore in
Honduras, have been issued. A short time ago Jantre R. Farcdos de Fega
visited us and returned there on Wednesday of last week, and he told us that
he was expecting that soon something would materialize, and that you would
come, and that he, together with the rest of friends, would remain ready.
My General, with these lines I conclude my letter, and, If it is convenient to
you, answer, or if you wish to communicate with Dlas and Rosales, send the
letters with bearer, with direction to Ramon Cardon, Ree. a Dona Aua de Mejia.
By this means there is full security and confidence.
With kindest regards, I am, your friend,

Rosales also showed Peralta a copy of a letter written by him on May 15,
1910, from San Francisco to Manuel Lobho, at that time one of his partisans in
New York City, the translation of which follows:
'MY DEAR F IEND: I have just received your highly esteemed letter of the
10th instant, your silence having worried me for more than two weeks. I have
been receiving correspondence from the friends of Honduras. who are In despllir
uhout the situation of the country, for there is an alarming division among the
lovermnent officers themselves, there being no confidence in anything.
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There are dilllculties which Bertrand his on every hand. the very had
economic situation, and no one wishes to give him a cent, the banks which
let him have money and the Rossner firm having closed their accounts, and
they have no money to pay the employees.
They even have sold the steamer Barahona at New Orleans for $7,000, and of
this they pald $4,000 which they owed for repairs, and It was under seizure
because they hind nothing to pay with. The boundary commission with Guatenmala escaped (barely missed firing shots at each other) and suspended their
relations.
Relations are strained with the Guatemalan Government. With Salvador
they are bad also, owing to boundary affairs, a question having been raised
recently.
lMarhno Vasquez, with tile representative of this Government at a banquet at
Tegueigalpa, received a terrible Insult, and for this reason the representative
returned to Salvador and the relations are strained. With Naucaragua also they
have solved the boundary question, and the matter has reached such a stage
that an escort, commanded by Bertrand, with a commander appointed for La
Mesquitla, was shot at by the Nicaraguans, and thus the matter remained.
It would take too long to enumerate to you the events; the coast is in a
lamentable state; there is no sale for fruits; the railroad of the Government
Is almost suspended and has no work; only twice a week does a train run. Thesuperintendent resigned twice, and they did not wish to accept the resignation.
Luis Bergmnan (and) the greater part of the employees are discharged.
Everybody is crying war, and the change of the Government, and they think
of this only. Many people are leaving. At Belize there is already a large colony
awaiting the moment, and for this and for other reasons it is of exceeding
(importance) to lay the bases.
The clipping you sent me about the affairs at Guatemala; the press of this
place also has published something about the matter; I think there is something; but all these complications do not tend to favor our work, for which
reason we must not lose time.
Imnuediately after losamles arrived in New Orleums, thie lthoalrs Inmnt in that
city became one of the most active revolutionary headquarters that ever has
operated in the United States. The homes of Rosales and Peralta, only a block
separating them. were filled constantly with revolutionary leaders and sympathizers with their proposed movements in Nicaragua, Guatemala, and
Honduras.
Enjoying their confidence in every detall. I was in nightly conference, from
early evening until morning ha rs, with the ringleaders of the plot and all
their aids. In this manner the United States was enabled through me to keep
thoroughly posted as to all their plans.
their spy and courier system by which they sent
They at this time perfected
"
and received through their grapevine" messengers complete information from
their allies in Central America, Mexico, and British Honduras who were to
cooperate in these movements.
Rosales and Peralta then adopted a time-honored plan among revolutionists
whereby they endeavored to seduce officers of Central American Governments.
These officers, dazzled by promises of enormous loot, were to desert their Governments at a given time and join the ranks of Rosales and Peralta.
Rosales and Peralta, personally and through their friends and supporters in
Honduras, made many such propositions to army officers In Honduras and
Guatemala, One of the leading Honduran Army commanders was Gen. Antonio Mendes Monteroso, at that time military governor and commander at La
Celba.
This general was one of the most celebrated military leaders and revolutionists
in Central America. He was not, however, at this moment particularly enthusdastei regarding Rosales. The latter, therefore, decided to prevail on him through
the Government of Mexico to participate In the Central American plans.
Monteroso was born on September 2. 18009, at Guatemala City. When 16 he
received a commission an an officer in the Guatemalan Army. Due to his
political aspirations some 17 years ago he affiliated himself with the Guatemala
Revolutionary Party and was one of the leaders of a revolutionary movement
out of Nicaragua and Honduras against Estrada Cabrera, President of Guatemala.
A few years later Monterose was said to have been n participant In another
revolutionary movenivnt against Guatemala. Both movements were defeated,
and Monteroso changed his base of operations to Nicaragua and rose to the
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rank of general in the army of that country. His principal military work In
Nicaragua was as general and sccndl il coinannd of troops under flen. Emllano Chnnoro, who in 1010 succeeded in forcing '/alya, the military dictator, out
of Nicaragua, and who as a INlitilcal exile died recently In New York City.
Monteroso then organized and led the troops which in 1911 started a revolution from the Nicaraguan border against President Davilla of Honduras. This
resulted in placing in power ns P'resident of Honduras 'Manuel Bonilla. From
then oil en. Mouteroso was extremely active in Hondurnn military and political affairs. lie served as military governor and commander at Teguelgalpa,
the capital of Honduras, 114 also as governor and military commander at various
prominent garrisons in Honduras, such as Ln Celba and Puerto Cortes.
The Mexican governmentt, Pernlta and Itos4les, in combination with various
Guatemalan and Nicaraguan revolutionary leaders, decided that in so much
as Monteroso had pnrticlpated in movements against Ouatemala and in other
Central American countries, he therefore would add a great deal of strength
to Carranza's plans to procure control of Central America. Gen. Monteroso was
approached openly with a proposition to participate in Carrnnza's plans, being
sounded out by one of Carranzan's personal representatives. The following
signed statement by Genl. tMonteroso confirms this claim:
"During the year 1016, President V. Cnrranza of Mexico, through a confidential representative, made me the proposition mentioned hereinafter. At that
time I was military governor and commandant for the Government of Honduras at Ln Celba.
"The confidential agent of President V. Carranza of Mexico was Senor Gustave Solano, who at the time this proposition was made to me was at New
Orleans. La. Knowing that I was acquainted with Alfredo Qulnones. a native of Salvador, (lustave Solano. who is now private secretary of Esplnosa
1lirelles, the governor of the Mexican State of Coahulln, therefore authorized
Alfred Quinones to propose to me in writing, which he did, that I would receive
a special commission from President C:rranza as the official, directing head of
a revolutionary movement which President Carrana wanted me to start in
Honduras and operate out of that country against the Government of Guntemain.
" Gustave Solano. by hls credentials and.otherwise, fully proved to Alfredo
for President Carranza in this matter,
Quinones his complete authority to neact
and Alfredo Qulnones in turn proved to my entire satisfaction regarding the
complete authority of Gustave Solano and himself to act in this matter.
"I was assured by these representatives of President Carranza that the
Government of Mexico would flnan: this revolutionary movement to any
extent, no matter how high the expenses might run, and that the entire revonecessary arms, am.
Intionnry movement would be completely outfitted with niall
munition, artillery, machine guns, machetes, and all other war supplies. equipment. and any financial payment for my services I might designate.
" Furthermore' that President Cnrranza would supply me with tWo or more
steaniships which woub he used in the revolutionary movement against the
Guatemaln coast, was agreed. This proposed revolutionary movement, so I
was Informed by Gustave Solano. through Alfrdo Quinones, would include a
large iinber of Mexicnn Army officers nd soldiers.
" I was also Informed nt that thle by these representatives of President
Carranza that this revolutionary movement was part of the complete plans of
President V. Carranzn. of Mexico. to overthrow, by a revolutionary movement
on the part of Mexico, Estrada ('abrera, President of Guatemala, and was to
be the opening movement on the part of Mexico to become the domineering
power In all of the Central American countries.
" I also at that time understood from these parties that the finanetal backing
and total expenses of this proposed revolutionary movement against Guatemala,
as offered to me through these parties, who were the confidential agents of
President Carranza, was to be paid with money furnished for this purpose to
President V, Carranza of Mexico by H. Von Eckhardt, the German Ambassador
to Mexico Oity.
" So that I would be able to secure the full plans of Mexico regarding this
proposition, therefore, for a considerable time, I conducted negotiations regard.
Ing these matters with Gustave Solano through Alfredo Quinones, and after I
had secured complete Information regarding same, I then emphatically told
these parties to inform President Carranza and everybody else implicated in
this proposition that under no circumstances would I be a party to any such
proposition, first on account of the fact that I was a native of Ouatemala, and
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always had been and would e the loyal supporter of my native country, and
never, under any circumstances would I c( operate will Mexican forces ugninst
Guatemala, and in the second place. Insomuch as I was a strong admirer and
personal friend of President Cabrera of Guatemala, that for nloamount of
money or promise of future political reward or power, such as was promised
me to handle this revolutionary matter, would I ever be connected with any
revolutionary plans against him. Furthermore, even if I were against Sir.
Cabrera, I would never have anything to do with a proposition that was or
would be financed or supported by Germany or any German interest.
"On account of the rumors which seem to be well established regarding the
fact that the Government of Mexico Is now said to be financing and coolerating
with a revolutionary movement against the Government of Guatemala, which
is to be started in the near future out of the Mexican States of Chiapas and
Tabasco, I have further rresons.
" Believing now is the time to inform fully President Estrada Cabrera regarling these matters. therefore I have made this written statement as to the
facts mentionedl herein anid .ine Ihas been signed by mne at New Orleans, La.,
on this 8th diay of September, 1019.
" (sigtil)
ANT. M. MIoSNTOSO."
Carranza, Rosaies, and Peralta, in making the tbove-ntentloned proposition
through Carranza's personal representative to Monteroso, made one of the most
serious mistakes regarding their Central American plans. For. unknown to
them, Monteroso hadl made his peace with Estrada Cabrera, of Guatemala, and
at that moment was a strong ally of the latter.
Through Monteroso the Governments of Ilonduras nandl
Guattnlal. In addltion to Information they had already regnrding Mexico's intrigues and that of
Peralta and Rosales, procured many additional facts hearing on these schemes.
The United States Government at this time was Informed inlmy reports regarding the presence of Gustave Solno in New Orleans and his activities In
connection with the Itosales junta. I also knew of Carranza's plans to seduce
away from their Governments the principal officers in the Honduran and
Guatemalan Armies. But at that time it was deemed inadvisable to fush the
game andl secure possession of documentary evidence involving these Iparties.
On or about August 10, 19, via Vacearo Bros. steamship Ccibo, Gen. Monteroso arrived in New Orleans to engage medical attention for old wounds, received by him in 20 years of revolutionary action. While there lie resided at
the residhlence of Miss Clotilde Martinez. No. 1230 Joseph Street.
Through mutual friends I met Gen. 3lonter',sa. and after betoa ling friendly
with him brought up the subject of Ctrranza's
s i
during 1010 and 1917 to
overthrow Central American Governments. I told hlhu that I was thoroughly
familiar with Carranza's offers to him to participate in this plot.
Gen. Monteroso very frankly admitted the entire matter andl related to me
the facts mentioned In his statement. I then told him I wanted to bring this
matter to the attention of a strong friend connected with the United States
(lovernnlent, and asked him if he would reduce his verbal statement to writing
nand sign same. le agreed to do this.
So here could be no doubt regarding (Gen. MMnteroso's statement, I had one
of his closest personal and political supporters in New Orleans, Rafael H. Valle,
certify to the statement, and Valle also signed same, as the reproduced copy
shows. Valle is now secretary at Washington of what is known as the Border
Dispute Commission of Honduras.
Peralta and Rosales. In connection with their junta work at New Orleans,
began to arrange speedily the various armed expeditions, one of which was to
leave New Orleans, another from near Belize, British Honduras, and a third
from Payo Obispo, in the Mexican Territory of Quintana Roo. At this time
their plans were switched. whereby, with arms. ammunition, boats, and other
supplies of war, purchased in the United States with Mexican and German
money, they would attack the Honduran ports of Puerto Cortez. Puerto Barrios,
and La Celba. And while they were carrying on operations and bombarding
from water, their friends in the various towns and circumnjacent to them were
to uprise and attack by land.
After these three ports were in possession of the Rosales revolutionists their
friends and supporters In many other towns throughout the entire country were
to rise against the Government. They stated that it would then be a question
of only three or four weeks before the capital would he in their possession and
that Rosales would then be revolutionary acting president of Honduras.
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The Honduran Congress would be immediately convened, and RIosales, backed
by his revolutionary army, would be in a position to domineer the actions of the
legislative body and Congress would immediately proclaim Hosales the legal
active president pending an election. The election, due to Ilosales's intillary
power, would, of course, as they said, automatically place him to succeed him.
self. Their plans, as soon as Itosales became revolutionary president, contemplated additional arms, ammunition, supplies, and other sinews purchased in
the United States with Mexictn and German money supplied tllosales, and which
he could have had shipped from the United States ift he had been in charge of
Honduras.
Additional quantities of arms, ammunition, and boats, the latter fitted out
with rapid-fire guns, were to be supplied in large consignments from Mexico.
They were to be concentrated in the Honduran ports on the Atlantic Ocean and
tit Anmalnla on the l'litfic. Itosales, then in Hlolidurus, proposed to raise, arm,
and equip anl army of 25,000 men and, at a given time, tils army from IIonduras was to invade, from Honduras. unntenitla and Nicaragun.
The boats supplied by Mexico were then to attack the Guatemalan ports of
Pulerto llnrrios and Livingston on tihe Atlantic, and San Jose on the Pacific:
likewise the Nicaraguan ports of Bluelehls on the Atlantic, and Leon and
Managua on the Pacific.
While Guatemala was being assailed on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts by
boats supplied by Mexico and under control of Itosales and his Central American
leaders, and invaded by from ten to fifteen thousand Honduran troops, officered
for the great part by Mexicans, Carranza was to attack Guatemnala from the
south with an army of between six and ten thousand Mexican troops, which
were to operate out of the Mexican State of Chiapas.
The Guatemnnlan revolutionary junta in 3Mexico was at this time arming and
equipping a revolutionary group in that part of Guatemala which is known as
the Peten, under the command of Dr. Euseblo Toledo Lopez, whose seconds in
command were Gen. Carter and Prado Rtomana.
Among the most active of the Guatemalan revolutionary jutita in Mexico then
was Gen. Jose Leon Castillo, who had been provided with funds by Villavicentio,
Mexican consul general at New Orleans, and who had been sent by Villavlcentlo
to Mexico.
Gen. Juan Ignaclo Toledo, Gen. Luls F. Obregon, OVen. Jose O. Saltnzar, (Gen.
Isidoro Valdez, Dr. Jose Llerena, Max Tejeda Jose Prado Romana, Dr. Jorge
Guxeman, the party Peralta appointed as his private secretary when in Mexic
City, and who is well remembered in New Orleans as the person who wrote a
book at the request of Villavicentlo which was the most extreme attack on the
United States and on President Wilson ever written or prepared, and Dr. Felipe
Obregon, who were among the principal members of the Guatemalnn revolutionary group which planned and perfected the movement out of Chiapas and which
was to be carried through by the troops of Mexico.
Dr. Fellpe Obregon was the active head of the Ouatenmalan Junta in Mexico,
and his first assistant was Lie Francisco E. Toledo. Their headquarters were
at No. 3 de Guerrero, No. 64 Bis, Mexico D. F.
Dr. Guzeman, included in the above list, it will be recalled, was appointed
private secretary to Peralta when tihe latter made his visit to Mexico to confer
with Carranza and others concerning the Central American movement. Dr.
Guzeman also attained notoriety In New Orleans as the author of a book,
written at the request of Villavicentlo, and which was regarded as the most
extreme attack on the United States, and on President Wilson, ever written or
prepared by a Latin American. I contrived to gain proof sheets of this book
and submitted them to the Department of Justice, on the receipt of which the
State Department warned Villavicentio to refrain from circulating the work.
At the time Mexico, through Rosales, Peralta, and their associates, planned
to Invade and overrun Guatenmala, from Honduras, with an army of 10,000
men, Itosales. with Nicaragua revolutionists, was to invade Nicaragua.
Simultaneous with this invasion, the Nicaraguan ilorts on the Atlantic and
Pacific were to be attacked and out of Costa Rico an expedition under the personal command of Dr. Julian Irlas was to invade Nicaragua inland.
These revolutionary plans, involving Central America, were scheduled to
take definite shape and the three proposed expeditions were to begin to function
during the latter part of September, 1916. The Honduran Government, how.
ever, about this time, officially, through their minister at Washington, complained to the State Department regarding the revolutionary activities of
Rosales,. Peralta, and their associates. It was claimed that the State Departtent assured the Government of Honduras that if any of these revolutionary
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expeditions landed in Honduras that United States marines would be landed
at once and would block completely the efforts of the revolutionists.
Rosales and I'eralta, so they claimed, were told by their legal advisor in
W'ashington that even if they were successful in landing their expeditions itn
Honduras. and before they had time to secure control of that country, their
plans Would be Interferred with by the landing of American marines. They
also averred at this time that other advisors, Including prominent business
men in New York City, and elsewhere In the United States, and who were not
familiar with Itosales's Mexhn connections, Informed them that it would be
best that they hold up their movementt, pending the outcome of the presidential
election in the United States in November of that year.
ltosales aid Peraltn, believing that the Republican Party would be victorious.
and that if they did the probabilities were that a Republican President would
Immediately fQrmulate n strong Mexican policy, resulting in the downfall of
Carranza, and if this indeed did happen and it was shown that RIosales hadr
become revolutionary President of Hondurs, through the efforts of Carransa,
and that in turn Iosales. for Carranza, whether successful or not, had endeavored to overthrow the legal Goveranents of Nicaragua and Guatemala, the
Republican President, on his Inauguration, would bring about the downfall of
Rosales, together with that of Carranza.
They tlherefure de hled to postpone lltheir revolutionary plans until after
the presidential election in the United States.
As customary with such revolutionists they then began "playing hoth ends
against the nlihille" and posed as political exiles, holding that they had been
persecuted and evicted from their native country, and set up clullns that
Bertrand had been elected illegally as President of Honduras. The new plan
included spreading of propoganda against the Presidents of Honduras, Nicaragua, and Guatemala.
The propaganda included efforts on their part to prepare an alibi which
would give them reason to explain at a later date to the United States Govern.
ment the necessity for the Rosales revolutionary movement in Honduras. This
embraced the following letter from Rosales to the United States Department
of State:
WASHIxoTO . D. .,December 26. 1910.
Hon. ROBERT rLANsNO,

Secretary of State.
MY DEaR MR. SECRETARY: As a representative of a majority of the citizens of
Honduras, I desire to call your attention to the following statement of facts
and conditions as they now exist in Honduras.
As you have no doubt been Informed, Dr. Francisco Bertrand has recently
been elected President of Honduras and takes office February 1, and it Is this
alleged election that I desire to call to your attention. The majority of the
citizens of Honduras are adverse to his taking office for the reasons hereinafter
stated.
The election is illegal under the constitution, which specifically provided in
article 104:
"A citizen who has held the presidency can not be reelected nor elected vice
president for the term immediately following, neither can his blood relatives
four times removed or two times removed by marriage be elected president or
vice president."
This exclusion could not be expressed in more positive terms. It not only
refers to citizen who has held the presidency but includes any blood relatives
or relatives by marriage as specifically expressed. Article 105 of the constltu.
tlon states:
"No citizen who may have held theoffice of president of the country within
the last six months of his constitutional term of office, nor any relative referred
to in the previous article, shall be eligible for reelection to this office."
This provision is likewise forcibly expressed.
Article 106 of the constitution states:
"In case of the permanent absence of the President of the Republic, the
executive power shall fall upon the vice president, and in case of the absence of
the vice president the office shall go to the designates in the order of their
appointments."
It is by virtue of article 106 that Mr. Bertrand is seeking the color of right
for his election.
Six months prior to the election he took what might be termed a furlough
from office, hut did not, in fact, relinquish the office of president, remaining the
entire time in the executive mansion and availing himself of all the privileges
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of this high office, even as to the guard of honor, thereby seeking to evade, as
far as possible, the purpose and meaning of this section.
During this entire period he carried on a very extensive and vigorous campaign for reelection, going so far as to suppress any and all newspapers which
dared disavow his right to reelection, positively forbidding free speech, and
Incarcerating many of the leading citizens of Honduras who dared express
themselves in any way adversely to his desires. Officers of the army were
dismissed and no one, whether civil or military, was allowed to do anything
that would in any way affect his plans.
This dictatorship has brought about a dreadful feeling of unrest in all
classes. The people of Honduras are proud and jealous of their constitution,
it having been attained after a series of revolutions that cost thousands of
lives and millions of dollars, and they do not feel that at this time it should
be in this manner trampled under foot. They therefore are appealing to you
to use your good offices to bring about a peaceful solution of this problem that
threatens to deluge them again in civil war and wreck what is now a peace.
loving and prosperous country.
This is not a political matter nor simply one of party, but a nation-wide
movement for the protection of their rights, and I am enclosing herewith opinions as to the unconstitutionality of this election from men whose friendship
toward the United States is unchallenged. They are as follows:
Dr. Jose Maria Ochon, Velasquez, ex.minister of HIt. EN; Dr. Jesu Bendanu.
ex-subsecretary of Itit. EE; Dr. Frederico Ucles, ex-magistrate of the Supireme
Court of Justice; Dr. Fellpe Calix, ex-magistrate of the Supreme Court of Justice; Dr. Jesus M. Alvarado, ex-magistrate of the Supreme Court of Justice;
Dr. Salvador Aguirre, ex-magistrate of the Supreme Court of Justice; Lie
Guillermo Rivera, ex-maglstrate of the first court; Lie. J. Jesus Alvarado, ex.
attorney general of the first court; Lie. Jose Maria Sandoval, ex-Judge of the
civil and professor of administrative justice; Lie. Federico Canalee. ex-subsec.
retary of the ministry of justice and judge; Lie. Cristobal Canales, ex.
administrator of taxes; Dr. Isadero Martinez S., ex-deputy of the Nutional
Congress; Dr. Pauline Valladares, ex-deputy of the National Congress; Dr.
Tcodoro Boquin, ex.Judge; Dr. Prudenclo Martinez and Dr. Pedro Amaya.
The citizens of Honduras most naturally look to the United States for the
protection of their rights. President Wilson has many times expressed pub.
Locally his desire to maintain peace in these Central and South American
Republics, and he quite recently in a public address stated that the United
States would recognize only legally constituted governments, and we have been
Inspired by his attitude to present this matter in the hope that the United
States will take some action to prevent this very apparent injustice and direct
violation of our constitution.
I think that from a perusal of the above you can not help but be of the
opinion that if a President should be able to take a furlough for six months
preceding an election that the tenure of office could be continued indefinitely
to the utter disregard of the constitution, and defeating not only the letter but
the
intent of this provision, which is sufficiently plain to show that It was the
'1 eslre of the framers thereof to prevent a man succeeding himself In this high
office.
I shall be most happy at any time that you may find it convenient to call
on you and go into this matter In detail and furnish you with overwhelming
proofs of the merit of our claim.
I am represented in Washington by John Doyle Carmody, Esq., attorney and
counselor at law, who will in my behalf receive any communication that you
desire to transmit.
I am, sir, with consideration of the highest respect,
Your obedient servant,
3M. B. ROSALES.
At this time the Guatemalan section of the Rosales junta from New Orleans
and from Mexico City began circulating large quantities in the United States
of Guatemalan revolutionary propaganda, of which the following, both in
English and Spanish, Is typical:
"HORRIBLE SITUATION IN OUATEMALA--VICTIM8

OF ITS PRESIDENT.

"The rumors reaching us from every corner of Central America, in a manner clearly denoting a lamentable protestation, assure us of the fact that the
mandatory of the unfortunate Republic of Guatemoln, Manuel Eatrada Cabrern,
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1s hastily
akinnllg
ready to effect his fourth reelection to the l;mgistray of
that country, aind, liiboring under uell impressions, the reader can easily
imagine the IlaeUlol;Hntomnlnle or dumb show which lawits a helpless people,
who, Indeed, deserve better days, by forcing to the ballot box disguilsed, duslltute Indians and rnled soldiers of the nation and the. gentle citizC.ns, who will
no doubt go to the ol0ls
* voluntarily,' under the pressure of the Ilsh aInd the
threatening point of the bayonet.
"By the tillie the conjaup
d'ett begins to take tilhe
forl1of reality, we shall
lauve our iens in line, ready to strike at this fallacious election, and in the
Inentil we shall take pleasure In giving full aM'ount in tile
extensive English
language of tile Ignomlillous and celebrated personage who actually occupies
our linds, so that here in the United States proper the people may arrive at
their own conclusion, no matter how remote, of the caliber alnd nstinct of the
ruler of Guatemalal
.
"As tilereader turns over these pages lie sliall read of the 'vltisll of
Estrada Cabrera,' accusing vehemently the horrlhle situation of Guatella and
the painful via e.rucIs the country has beel going through for a larlhm! of 17
years of sempilternal terrorism.
" It is at well-known fact that Estrada Cabrera has extinguished unscrupulon(sly and entirely rullmd our foreign credit. lie has in the same way emptied
the Imblte treasury by transferring the cash to places of his own selection ; lihe
has brought the sniunlard of the nation to so low an exchange as 60 to 1, and
Ias converted our Institutions of learning into regular centers of corruption
and esplllmlage.
"He has granted to foreigners the mines of the country under ill"sorts
arf
concession; regardlea of the Intrinsic rights of third persons. However,
lie has, in turn, presented us with his generous instinct in the persons of the
widows and orphans, who weep sadly for the surreptitious disappearance of
their beloved ones, and, as n culmination of his heroic achievements, he has
erected the numerous necropoli for the hlterment of his defenseless victims.
" It is also a plain truth that he has brought his hegomony and state of ter.
ror to bear upon the neighboring Republics of Central America, trampling upon
their last remaining vestiges of independence and liberty. He has to-day an
army composed of his degenerated followers, who know no pay day, It being
a matter of regret to notice how foreign visitors are shocked on seeing them
shoeless, hungry. and ragged, exchanging their swords for nourishment. and
at the same time hiding with shame their worn-out uniforms.
"He has substituted tile legislative and the judicial bodies with herds of
eunochs, who enjoy themselves in depriving their fellow-beings of their honest
belongings, disguised, for the purpose, under the dignified purple of the (oddess
of Thenlts; and the fact shall not escape us that instead of making use of the
Invulnerable sons of the land for honorable purposes and the aggrandisement
of the country, Cabrera employs the unworthy service of degenerated foreigners.
in order to obtain his ends, and it is a salient truth, that by means of servile
promises made to the Department of State at Washington in former administrations (for. It shall be known that Mr. Wilson-the altruist master-has never
and will never utilize the corrupted element of Cabrera) he succeeded in shaking
hIis bloody hand with that of Mr. Knox, thus silencing, in effusive pact, the disorder of things and state of terror, in which for a period of 17 years of agony
he has kept the Republic of Guatemala a fruitful accomplishment which Justifles the flatterers-by-trade in calling him the ' sublimer exalted ruler,' when
not classifying him as the direct descendant of Charles V.
"It is likewise an Incontrovertible fact, the truthfulness of which jumps to
the eye, that the execrable candidate In question leaves behind neither industries, monuments, public roads, navy o. wealth, but in turn he leaves us a
Guatemala wrapped in a regrettable sudarium.
"In order that the reader may not think we are laboring under a passionate
inspiration In expressing these opinions, we refer him to any of the publications
inserted below, which have been seeing the public light in various languages
and throughout the civilized world, and from the columns of which they have
commented, with impartiality, the countless errors and aberrations of his ad
ministration, and very particularly the crimes thus far perpetrated on the
persons of subjects who dared express opinions contrary to those of the 'Benenmerlto' of Guatemala, or else who refused to accede to his will when the
same would have compromised their dignity and probity.
"The consummated facts herein referred to have been, as already stated,
thoroughly ventilated, reproduced, and rudely censored by the press in gen.
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eral. and it is on this account the thousand-and-one publications we have now
lit
our pomsession, and which we will make use of when the day of judgment
for Cabrera before tilecivilized nations shall appear in the eye of universal
history.
"These publications have been mostly written in French and Spanish and
are hardly known in English, for which reason we have concluded to Issue this
piatmphlet in this language, so that the generous and noble people of the United
States of America, where the cradle of democracy swings full blast, where liberty
rings over hill and dale to the remotest corner of the land. where justice and
hIunin life is so much respected and venerated: here. where the germ of
despotism finds only sterile ground for development, and where the culprit is
abhorred and duly punished-muay know who is the tyrant of Gunteinala, who
still pretends to reelect himself for six years longer to the presidency of that
country.
"This crine horrified everybody, but could not be averted, notwithstanding
all tie efforts made to salve hint by the strong and powerful German colony in
Cohan. The notorious Juan Barrios
together with Julio Godoy, Samuel
de LTon, and Juan Itafael Zu Nign, were Cabrera's appointed executioners.
In order to make himself more favorably known to the chief executioner, the
latter of the trio of murderers kicked the dead man in the face, calling him
all the bad names that only a man of his breed could know.
"Several persons witnessed this, among them Mr. Jose Maria Meza, of
Niearagun, who is living in his country now, after having been a prisoner for
it long timhue in Guatemala. His crime was that he witnessed this niurde.,
and that was enough for Cabrera to put hin in prison. A friend of his, Mr.
William jbs, the foreign representative of the St. Charles Hotel, in New
Orleans, who was at the time of the imprisonment and the murder of Mir.
Sta. Cruz, employed In one of the large German firms at Cohan, also testifies
to the truth of what we have said about this foul murder of Sta. Cruz. The
notorious Juan Barrios MI. was made minister of foreign affairs as a reward
for his part in this crime.
"Ex-Congressmnan Jose Maria Urbizo, shot near El Chato, where he was
sent by Cabrera with a military escort under Capt. Dlonislo Gutierrez, who
made Urblzo walk 12 miles barefooted over a rocky road, helping himn along
with the bayonet and butt, until they arrived at the spot selected for the execution, where the half-dead, blood-covered victim was finally shot to death.
"'Then the soldiers tied the hands and feet of the corpse over a post and
threw it into a near-by ravine to serve as a mett for the jackals and turkey
buzzards. Miguel Cuandra, of Nicaragua, just happened to pass near the spot
at the time of the execution, uand, attracted by the rifle shots, he witnessed the
whole grewsome performance.
"The mayor of El Chato, who heard of this murder, and who thought it the
mandatory
outcome of a drunken brawl, reported the matter to Cabrera; but tile
told the astonished mayor:
"' If you don't dismiss the matter quickly from your mind, you will go over
the sane road that Urbizo did.'
"The crime of this unfortunate young man had consisted of some complimentary verses about Jose Leon Castillo.
"' en. Jose Maria Reyna Barrios, murdered by Oscar Zollinger at the suggestion of Cabrera, as the worldly press has denounced.
"Dr. Manuel Enrique Araujo, President of El Salvador, killed by means of
machetes in the Park Bolivar, In the city of San Salvador. The murderers confessed and were shot by the Government of Salvador.
" Gel. Manuel Lisandro Barillas, ex-President of Guatemala, and selected
for this purpose by two well-known military men, Gen. Jose tMaria Lima and
Col. Onofre Bone. After having confessed all they were told to do by Cabrera,
the Mexlcan Government had these two fellows shot.
"One hundred boy students of the Military School of Guatemala, who were
slaughtered on the Plaza de Armas of Guatemala City for the only reason
that during a diplomatic reception one of the boys fired a shot at Cabrera,
whom he unfortunately did not kill.
"Under the pretext of this one shot, that he called a conspiracy, Cabrera
had them and a lot of his political prisoners shot, whom he suspected to be in
the plot with Manuel Mandrinan, who placed the bomb in the 7 Avenida Sur,
antd which exploded right under Cabrern's coach, but unfortunat v did not kill
him.
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"Tile iron box that was a part of this bomb was made for Mandrinan in
the shop of Tinetti Bros., two Italians, who did not even ask hint what he
wanted his box for. Nevertheless, they were imprisoned, and It took the
Italian Government 14 months to get them out of Cabreta's jail. The names
of the people shot in prison during this carnage of Cabrera's are:
"Englineer Edunrdo Itublo Pilona, candidate for the Presidency of G(uatemala: Dr. and Oral. Mateo; F. Morales; Dr. Francisco Ruiz; Mr. Juan Viterl;
Col. Manuel I'. Cordova; and Fulgenclo Cortez; nnd the Italian Signor Vinelli.
" In the city of Antiguin there were executed: Enrlqlue AceInn, Col. SarveIio Solorzano, Pedro Cotino, ltafael 'ides, Itamon Pa!encia, and others whose
names we ignore.

" During those days four of the sons of the best families of the country were
suspected as accomplices In the bomb plot, and under persecution of a lot of
Iollezen they tfled into a house In the 'allejon de .ndlo..
llere they were
surrounded immediately by '00 soldiers and, after having received their toll,
llhey shot caelh otl[er to death I order not to fail into tile halls of ('anbrer,
where unspeakable tortures awaited them, as they knew only too well.
"A few days before this murder Mr. Manuel Lopez Cojulun, president of the
Wlorkllmenl'

(flib.

was floggedl

to death by the taliptain

of police,

itnlomn Io-

nilla, who some years before had murdered Gen. Martin Barrundl;l. Cahrera,
by a special arrangement, II tened to the killing of Mr. Cojullun over the telephone without losing a single detail of this terrible murder; for Cabrera had
given his murderer most explicit orders to open Cojullun's mouth and to administer poison to iium.
"VWhen Cojullun objected to this, Cabrera's bca t took his heavy police club
andt started to beat the man literally to death. First he broke all the man's
teeth, then his arms, legs. and ribs, until the unfortunate man was nothing
hut a groaning mass of bloody tie hI and broken hones, and-the President of
(uatenala. Manuel Calrera, the hbenenerito of the country-listened to this
and enjoyed, as the pervert that he is.
"(en,.
'lutnrcw, Howen, kidnaled in Tpachlula. Mexico, by IIIppolllto T.nmher. a iFrenchann. nnl some otler of Cabrera' bailliffs. nd brought on G(uatelnalan soil, where lie was shot in the city of San Marcoj after the second
amnesty had been declared. When about to be executed Bowen made a few
brief remarks, ending like tills:
"'I am going to my grave now because T hate a tyrant; and if on the other
side of the grave there are also tyrants I shall fight them again as I have
done here on earth.'
"en.
Clizto Mendizabal wai murdered by Cahrera himself. After he had
leenI

offered i glass of ('slbra's famous ' cocktail'

lie

dled

front the effects of

the poison contained in his drink,
" Mr. Rafael Prado Romano and his brother, IAlo Transito Rojas, shot in
Jutlapn, together with his 15-year-old boy. This murder of a father and of
his Innocent boy was an awful f at thing. The father is said to have pleaded
earnestly and long with Cabrera's murderers to content themselves with taking
his life, but to spare that of an Innocent chlld, who could not possibly have
known anything about politics. He pleaded in vain, and he might as well
have addressed stone figures as to expect any mercy from any of Cabrera's
hirelings.'
"When at last this horrible fact dawned on the unfortunate father, he
emlnbracel his boy, imploring himn to die a brave laid, and, calling down the Ire of
God upon his murderer-, the father and son fell dead under the hall of bullets fired at them by Cabrera's murderers. Cabrera was told tills sad story,
and he is said to have gloated over it for weeks in brutish :atisfaction. And
this man is to-day a friend of Mr. Knox and tile famous MIr. Sulzer, of New
York.
* "Ldo Mariano Castillo, Luis Antoplo Oiron, Gen. Eugento Monterosso, Col.
Transito Iletann, murdered on the frontier of Salvador; Francisco Cnrras-

cosa, shot at El Plantanar by Gen. Larrave, who showed his sorrow for having
been ordered to shoot this brave young lad, who defied the tyrant until his
death, by cursing the tyranny for this wherever he went.
"Antonio Lopez, who was poisoned by orders of Cabrera In Tapachula,
Mexico.
"Bruno Maldonado, who was taken from the prison and given Instructions
by Cabrera to murder ex-President Barillas: but Maldonado warned Barillas
of this plot and gave him a chance to flee. He then returned to Cabrera with
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the story that Barlllas had escaped him. Cabrera had him immediately Hogged
to death, as he has done with many others that did not follow his Instructions
to the letter.
"Dr. Hermellno Quezalda, a Mexican, shot In Coatepeque; Heracllio It.
Trejo. shot in San Marcos; Victor Fenjler, shot In El Rodeo; Adrian Victoria,
shot In Techulutan; Alberto Lallande, Gaudencla Morale', murdered in El
Rancho de San Augustin; Doroteo Reyes, murdered in San Pablo; Guadeloupe Chacon, murdered In San Marcos; Martin Munoz, shot In Ayutla; Gulllermo Garcia, shot in El Cacho; Luis Felipe Arias, a famous musician, murdered by an Italian agent of Cabrera.
" In
lazateninlgo. t('brern had the conlnanding officer, and with hin seven
men, shot for rebellion and sedition; Neftall Palomeque, a Blexican, shot by
Cabretras order because he pro't-ted hnateinalan refugees on Mexican soil;
Manuel rDla, for having distrllbuted some pamphlets during the presidential
elections favoring J. Leon Castillo.
"Bernardo Lepins, from Sailvador; I'resl)ltero Beltran, shot in the church of
San Francisco by a certain Mendoza Inspector of police, who later on confessed
this crime during an operation anl while under the Influence of choloroforin;
Jailne Lopez, from Salvador, shot il San Marcos; Ernesto Huerta, shot in Sta
Rosa by (ol. SiIverlo Ilerrarte; five Mexicans and one Colomblan with the name
of Vallarino, shot in the Iort of San Jose by the captain of the port, Salvador
Cabrera, who had tie bodies cast Into the sea, with the exception of Vallarino,
whom they did not s4c on account of the dark night, and who was still alive
and was able to hide under the wharf.
"Vllarino made this crime public and died in the penitentiary; Primenclo
Aguirre, shot
itnEl Chguite dleAgua Blanca by Capt. Cleofas Paredew; ulis
Espluo, shot in the Sta Catarina by Capt. Benjamin Martinez; Lieut. Carlos
Ganrca, shot in Jutinla;
Adlolfo Ganrcla, shot In the Sta Catarina by Capt.
Mercedes Aldana; Col. Tiburclo Resinos, killed by orders of the captain of
Jutinpa. through a criminal with the name of Saturnlo Orellana, in Salvador;
Saturnino was pardoned for nine murders that he had committed and also made
a sergeant on the police force of Jutlapa.
"Celso Martinez and his brother Francisco, shot near Lake Ayarza after
having received about 1,500 lashes each for several weeks; Aquillino Sandoval,
shot by Paunline Quintana through orders of Gen. Resonos, of Jutiapa; Jesus
Argueta, shot by orders of Gen. David Barrlentos in Jalapa; Francisco Guman
Montenegro, shot by Col. Ranon I.udero, commander In Monjas; Pernando
Chinchilla, shot by Ezequiel Murales In Calderas de Agua Blanca through orders
of the commander of Jutiapa.
"Alberto Cantoral, who was given up by the Government of Salvador and
then murdered In Jutlapa by Capt. Marcital Teva; Fellpe Telly, shot at the
frontier of Salvador when he was handed over to Cabrera's soldiers; 18 men
shot at Moluotenango; Dr. Joaquin Yela, a very important man, killed in the
penitentiary; and, lately, Ldo D. Manuel Paz starved to death.
" POISONED.

" Gen. Callzto Mtendizabal, Fellpe Cruz, poisoned on his plantation by two men
sent from the city of Guatemala; Gen. Luis Garcial Leon, Dr. Jose Montoya,
Dr. Antonio Lopez, Col. Roque Morales, Wenceslao Chacon, Juan Espino, and
Antonio Espino, poisoned on the same day by G(en. Doroteo Rosinos in the jail
at Jutlapa, and then reported by him as having died suddenly; Francisco
Caltera, the President's own brother; Landellno Gonzales, and others.
"rPERSECUTED

AND MURDERED ABROAD.

"Gen. Pedro Aguilar, Col. Mateo Paz Pinto, Capt. Jacinto J. Castro, Eugenlo
Gonzalez, Flavilo Sandoval, Mrs. Elena de'Cuellar, Mrs. Soledad Valladares, and
Col. Manuel F. Rivera. All these are Cabrera's victims in Salvador.
"Capt. Julian Belteton, Gen. Jose Najera, Col. Jose Maria Navas, Lieut.
Jullo Molta, Felix Lainflesta, Capt. Jesus Villeda. All these were Cabrera's
victims in Honduras.
"Lds. Emilio de Leon, Laureano Urrutta, J. Maria Urrutia y Guzman, viletiws of Cabrera in Mexico; Ldo Miguel Vaeladares de la Vega, In Nicaragua.
" Lds .J. F. Gonzales, Juan F. Ponclano, Mardoqueo Jerez, Socorro Lopes,
Capt. J. Cifuentes. All these were Cabrera's victims In Nicaragua.
" Jose B. Samoyoe, in New York.
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"Dr. Jorge V'les, in the Argentine Republic. Dr. I'atrocinlo B. Media, in
Conmitan, Mexico.
"Manuel Cabrera, President of Guatemala, has always a good supply of
murder s on handl that he uses in those special occasions, when it tbcolies in'cessary il his opinion to do away with somebody thdangrous to himself, and in
Guutemala these gentry are popularly known as the private executioners of the
Ilenemerlto de In Patria.'"
Cabrera, becoming alarmed at the activities of the Mexlcanu.tosales-Peralta
plots in connection with the Ouatemalan group, immediately began extending
active cooperation to the Felixista Mexlcan revolutionary party. The Fllixista
party at once established a junta in Guntemala City, and frot (Guatemalain terrltory Ilunchedl their operations against the Mexican State of Chiapas. During
the latter part of 1010, and from January on in 1017, President Cabreral, of

Guatemala, through the Felixistas, who had secured control meanwhile of
nearly all of Chlfupis, in this way protected himself from a prospective invasion
of Guatemala by Curranza's troops from Chlapas.
From that time to this the Iellxistas and various other revolutionary factions
and bandits in Chiplas have kept Carranza so busy In that State that he has
had no time to think of Guatemala.
The full dlettils of Presidlent Cabrera's participation In Mexican revolutionary
affairs of the Felixistas will ,bestated and proven by documents in a subsequent
liarrati on.
During 1910 and until the latter part of 1017 Mexico had nio consular or diplo.
matte representative in Guatemala. It is claimed that Mexico, In 1017, sent a
minister to Ouatemala, who died shortly after his arrival. It is also clainim by
Mexicamn friendly to Carranza that from the latter part of 1917 until quite
recently every diplomatic representative that C'rranza sent to Guatemala either
has died or had continued sickness.
Among Carranza's diplomatic corps they refer to a wost in (Gunatemala nt the
present thiie us though Curranza hail " become soured on thlnl," for when one
of them Is sent to Guatemala it is regarded openly as "a death sentence."
The activities of Rosales, Peralta, and their Central American associates
at their headquarters Junta in New Orleans continued actively along the lines
as set forth in the above narration. They were marking time, haltingg tihe outcome of the American presidential election.
Peralta's enemies within his own party, who secretly hoped for and worked
for his downfall, due to his arbitrary and lordly manner of conducting affairs,
and envious of his influence with Ilosales, brought charges before Rosales " sub.
rosa" that Peralta had appropriated at least $15,000 of the $50,000 he raised
from Carranza on his trip to Mexico City.
IRosales, however, was afraid to break with Peralta, regardless whether or not
the reports were true. Pernlta explained, It is said, that the $15,000 in question
was distributed by him in Mexico among minor parties, who were paid to support the Rosales plans.
Whatever did remain of the original $50,000 advanced by Carrauza, it is a
fact that Peralta and Rosales proceeded to expend the balance with a prodigality
that occasioned comment. Peralta "blossomed forth" with numerous din.
monds, stones of size and luster.
Garranza, through Villa Vicentio, consul at New Orleans, pressed Rosales and
Peralta constantly to begin immediately on their proposed armed Invasions.
I'o assuage Carranza they replied that they were waiting the outcome of the
American election, and they added that they " needed time" to bring pressure
to bear on Senators and Members of the Congress to forestall the carrying out
of the rumored plan of landing American marines in Honduras.
During the early part of November, 1910, Peralta and Rosales decided it was
advisable for the former to proceed to New York City, Washington, and other
cities to endeavor to secure influence, which, In turn, would be utilized with
Congressmen, Senators, and other Government officials, so that when the Itosales
expedition invaded Honduras the United States either would delay in sending
the marines or would not send them at all.
Peratta on this trip was to complete also final arrangements with Dr. Julian
Irlas, who was making his headquarters at Washington and New York City,
for the active participation of Dr. Irfas and his supporters in the expedition
out of Nicaragua and Costa Rico against the Honduran troops. At the same
time Rosales and his three expeditions from New Orleans, Payo Obispo, and
Belize would move against Honduras from the sea.
4 T00-20--oL 2 -81
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On November 6, Peralta, accompanied by his wife and by Mrs. Rosales, who.
Itosales later told mue, while he was under the influence of liquor:
" You know Pedro is a very shrewd hombre, and his mission is a most
vitally serious one. It was wise to have Mrs. Rosales along to keep an eye
on him."
Before leaving New Orleans, Rosales gave Peralta several letters to be preseated to parties who Rosales and Peralta said were friends of theirs. Among
these letters was the following:
NEw ORLE.nS, LA., Yorcembcr 6, 1910.
Hon. SAM S. WatoHT,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
MY DEAR SIR AND FRIEND: My special representative in the United States,
Mr. Pedro Grave de Peralta, is going to Cedar Rlpids; he is well known to
you, and he has always spoken about you in the highest terms as a progressive
man of whom our country could expect much in the case thnit we could get
you interested in that rich part of our country. It would be agreeable to me
if you should enter into tin arrangement with Mr. Grave de I'eranlit, and you
may be assured that any agreement signed by him will have my entire sanction,
and he has my power of attorney to that effect.
Believe me, your friend and servant.
M. B. RoSAL..
Knowing in advance of Peralta's proposal trip and purposes of sam e, whebh
were duly reported to the Department of Justice, I was requested to make
arrangements to meet Peralta in New York City on his arrival there, so that
the department would be informed of his further activities as they were
unfolded.
I left Rosales "in safe hands," with one of my assistants, in whom the
general had complete confidence. Before leaving him 'he informed me fully
regarding matters Peralta was scheduled to attend to on this trip and handed
me the following letter to give to Peralta:
" Mr DEAR FRIEND: I have received your letter of the 8th from Birmingham.
I am glad to see that you arrived there all right. I have noted what you have
to say about Mr. Baird, and I hope that you will be able to get something from
him.
" He has not written to me up to now, and I want you to keep on after him.
Mr. Jones does not leave until to-night, but he is going to Washington first. It
would be well for you to talk the most important matter with Dardano and
Labo, but in a very reserved manner.
"Mr. Jones said that the day that you took the train a negro spy was put
there as a detective bver you, and you have to be on ydur lookout for that.
The triumph of the Republican Party has become a fact, as I have told you,
and it would be well for you to come to an understanding with these people.
" I wish that you would go and see Mr. Irlas and give him, in my name, my.
best regards; tell him that I am very sorry for that which has happened in
Nicaragua, and that there seems to be no other remedy but the machete.
" It will be well for you to speak in my name, in order to find out whether
or not something could be done from that side and that he then would give his
Instructions to his men to come to an understanding with Jose Antonio Sanchez,
who lives in Juaniqullapa, near Someto; tell him that we are fighting and our
cause is his cause.
" Do not be worried about your family. They are well and I see them often.
Take good care of yourself. Do not worry so much about Adelita. I am glad
to hear that Conchn's-cold is getting better and I am writing her."
The "negro spy" referred to in the above letter was an imaginary one and
was mentioned to Pernlta to show him that I was working, as he thought, in his
behalf.
On November 12, 1916, from New Orleans, Rosales wrote Peralta as follows:
"My DEAR FRIEND: Yesterday I received your telegram about the affair of
Dr. Dardano, and I am very glad to hear about him. I hope all the rest will
go as well as this matter.
" Mr. Andtew (code name for Jones) left here Saturday the 10th instant for
Washington and he told me that he would be there about the 14th. I inclose a
letter for Dr. Irtas. Give it to him personally and talk to him'about this
matter and then, if he is willing, let him give his Instructions to his friends to
that effect.
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"Be careful to tell him not to mention nllything to King, as the latter has
denounced us in Honduras, as 1 have heard, in order to stay well. Well then,
Wilson won out. Maybe that is well, as the old saying goes ' Nothing succeeds
but success.'
" We have to play good politics iand have to be careful."
I left New ()rheas on November 10, 11110. accompanied by Ouillermo Itosag
form erly private secretary of (men. Felix Diaz, the Mexican revolutionary
leader, and who it that time wais secretary of the Felixista revolutionary group
nit New Orleans. For I~ long time prior to this, so that the Department of
Justice could he thoroughly informed, I lad been an active participant in the
affairs of the Felixistns. AM many immportlut developments were being brought
to a head through these Mexlcan revolutionists, I "staid on the nest " with
this mlan, not only to find out about his own party's revolutionary affairs, but
to gain additional information which he would receive from party leaders In
New York.
Iosaies, convinced that I welded untold influence among newspapers and
national legislators, he looked to me to help him no little on my trip to New
York City and \Vashliigton. Shortly before we parted, he placed his hand on
my shouhler and exclaimed:
aiinrade, show us that you are a lighting man. Itemember, you and
" Now,
I'eralta are to promise any and everything to those friends whose influence we
have to have, no matter what they want.
"Promise them everything mitler the ground and in the sky. Promise to
deliver the devil, If you have to do so.. But go ahead. Tell Peralta that I am
here like Christ, waiting for my sentencee"
On arriving in Washington, I left Rosns, who had a mann for flirtations,
sitting in " Peacock Alley" of the hotel Willard while I arranged a series
of conferences with. several of the Honduran and Nicaraguan revolutionary
leaders then in Washington.
I left Washington a day later and met Peralta In New York City at the
Hotel Astor, where he, with his customary habit of exaggeration, impressed on
me the alleged fact that he had secured positive assurances that when the
revolutionary movement was started no American marines would be landed
in Honduras. I felt that this Was false and later nailed the lie.
During the remainder of November and through December I was with
Peralta constantly in New York and at Washington. In this way the Department of Justice gained timely Information as to additional plans as developed and matured by the revolutionists.
In Washington Peratta presented Rosales' letter to Dr. Julian Irlas. Rosales refers to in his letter of November 12, 1910. to Peralta. Irlas was most
enthusiastic in regard to all Rosales' plans and wrote the following from
Washington on November 20, 1916, to the latter:
MlY DISlINGUoSHED FRIEND: If everything is ready, I am. Before the movement is started you must be able to put war equipment at a certain point on
the frontier. This point has to be defined clearly, so that our friends may
know where to go to armn themselves and that they furthermore may study
which places they should attack or menace.
"I have been assured (by Peralta) that you can place on said frontier
four Colt machine guns with 25,000 bullets each, and then 1,500 rifles with
150 bullets for each one. If this is so, it would be a fine basis.
"I beg to call your attention to the fact that the steamer which carries
this equipment should bring along two good gasoline launches, so that the goods
can be delivered speedily at a minor port, because, as you will understand, it
would be rather a difficult and risky undertaking otherwise.
"It will be necessary that you should let me know exactly the date, the
place, and the person who will deliver the goods on the frontier to the chiefs
that I send.
".You will understand readily that it would not ldoto as.enmble too many
people near the frontier before the movement really starts, because that would
show the thing too openly and would be dangerous. But they will be under
orders, so that they can assemble as quickly as possible.
" It would also be very convenient to know with which one of your intelligent
and confidential chiefs on the frontier our people shall understand themselves,
at the same time It would he well to clear upI the point whether one of your
chiefs shall be governor of the zone or one of our own men. It seems to me
better that he should be a man from Honduras, as this would give more
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standing to the movement, under thle condition, of course, that he should not
have any run in with our men.
"The Inovements on the coast nd from the frontller should he shinultaneous
in order to have the greatest effect.
"Int order to Issue commands, I will have to be In Central America; but I
can not do that before the middle of January. It would be a good thing to
call on Costa Illca secretly in order to give instructions to some chiefs, and
shle you know the distances, and in order not to commit any foolislmes., the
people should leave quietly, and that way they could not be near the frontier
until tlii

lilhlle

of

elmi'tila'iy,

il
ulld that would

phe
rock'edxiig rapidly a1id dis-

posing of elements necessary for the nobillzation.
" I calculate that we need Ihout $125,000 gold for this movement, counting on
taking thie entire 1,500 rllles, and since the American gold is now standard in
Nicaragua we will have to give the soldiers at least, from 12 tofu$15 for this
trip to the frontier, and there are some chiefs whom we will have to give $2-0i
anldliorl'.
"A letter from you, in which you hind yourself to lend me all kinds of Asslstance--that is, economical, the frontier, and the elements to upset the (lovernenat of mly uoutntry in case that youi should win--would hle eulou h fill ile it
exchange for my help.
" If you streept the plan, and in order not to lose any time, it would he well
that yout should right now lnut some funds at nly disposal, so that I could write
from here to some chiefs in ('ostn ltica, whom I amngoing to meet, mld whom
I could give sufficient funds to sail for said Refpublc.
" J. IRIAS."

Irias, due to his former negotiations with Rosales and Peralt-. was ready
to participate in their revolutionary movement against Central American
countries during August or September of that year. Pernita claimed that on
or about the tile lie wlor getting ready to leave Mexico that Irlns had secured
considerable cash from Canrranza.
It will he noticed in Irhts's correspondence with ltosales that he set forth
that it would he inpossi>lile for hhn Tto have his part of the expeditions ready
for Itosales, agreed. This
o this Perlitl,
until the middle of elrrnary, 1017.
In turn was concurred with by Cnrrnuza and his oficlals.
At a Inter date and in Washington Irlas showed Peralta and myself the
following letter from Mextico:
Norcmaber 26, 1911.
MtSxico (Ir,
Mr. JULIAN IBIAS, lashington.
MY DEAR FRIEND: I received your letter yesterday, which had been delayed
somewhat in Vera Cruz'on account of a strike of the workmen on the Mexican
Railroad. I knew that you were in New York by the New York Herald,
w.:2.h carries one interview with you and another one with Mr. Stikel, about
the presidential elections in Nicaragua.
I have addressed several letters to you in Costa Rica, some directly and
some through Mr. Dieguez, not knowing whether you were in that Republic or
not, I wrote these letters for the very special purpose of telling you how
convenient it would be for you to come to this capital so that you might put
yourself in contact with Mr. Venustlano Carranza, in charge of the executive
power of the Republic, who sympathizes very much with the National Liberty
Party of Central America and especially with that of Nicaragua, that victim
of the Yankees which is making all efforts to conserve her independence.
Understand me well, that Mexican revolution which drove out the Dictator
Diaz and, later on, the horrible tyranny of Huerta, is not only Mexican but a
revolution of continental consequences, considering the influence it will have
among all the peoples who are now under the rules of tyrants that are more
or less assisted by the Yankees.
In order to solidify the destinies of our race on the continent and to establish
well
the legitimate Influence of Mexico among the sister nations, it would be those
to create legations In the main Latin American Republics, and especially
of Central America, whose destinies are so closely nterwoven in the past as
well as in the future with those of Mexico.
Since you are the famous leader not only of the National Liberal Party of
of
Nicaragua but also of the National Party of Central America, as the cause
indethe National Liberal Party of Nicaragua is identified with the cause of theshould
that you
pondence of Central America, therefore it is indispensable
come to this Republic for the already indicated purpose.
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If Samuel Sedlies was very well received here and could do something for
the ,ilwral P'nrty, merely being an ordinary Intelligent member of same, It is
very reasonable to assume that the leader should be well received who has
made his inme famous even outside of Central America, through the high
esteem that he enjoys In his country, for the kind feelings that he inspires In
all Central America, by his energy and his dignified and proud attitude before
the Yankee power, and the accusations that were made against him to undermine
his iolltical and personal honor.
I do not doubt that Mr. Cnrranza will understand you, as he himself has
shown himself so energetic in the defense of Mexican honor in the North Amerlafli question.
I write often for El Democrata, one of the best papers of this capital, and
sonietllies in El Pueblo. In these, as well as In El Universal, I have reproduced
important news from Nicaragua before and after the elections. The Universal
brought your interview with the New York Herald, the Pueblo that of Stikell,
and in IEl Democrata there appeared, besides some other news, one of my
stories bout tihe suit brought by El Salvador in the court of Clrtngo ngnainst
the (anal treaty.
I amt waiting for the papers that you told me I would receive In order to start
a series of stories about Nicaragua and your own personality. It would be
well for you, before you come here, to give me your opinion about the Mexican
revolution, about Mr. Carranza, and his minister of foreign relations, Gen.
Candido Aguilar, who have so brilliantly maintained the rights of Mexico In
the North American question.
It would be very well also, If you have the time to get them, to have sime
evidence of the symnpatlies with which the governmentss of Salvador, Honduras,
and Costa Itica look upon your political work for the cause of the independence
and honor of the peoples of Central America. Such testaments from the Pres.
dents of these Republics would be invaluable for you here.
I shall publish your opinion of Mr. Carranza, Gen. Agullar, and the Mexican
revolution in the papers of this capital before you get here.
Sediles went to Costa Rica about a month ago. and it is absolutely necessary
that you should be here before his return. I hope that you will do so in your
own Interest. I can not tell you any more now.
My address is: Segunda Calle de Balleras, 10.
Cilementina wrote me awhile ago, telling nie that you had called on her and
that you had told her all about you trip In Nicaragua just before the election.
She was highly pleased by the visit of such an old and true friend.
With best regards from Delfina and my boys, I remain, waiting for you,
Your friend,
R. CoNsrREAs.
Irlas had for many years prior to our nimeting been a disturbing factor In
Nicaruguan polities. In an Interview between him and me several months
before this he had confided that he had been elected leader of the National
Ile added that he had lieen named as the prestLiberty Party of Nincrngun.
dential candidate for this faction at the polls for the October elections of 1016.
However, according to Irlas. he realized he never would be permitted to gain.
the office, explaining that the voices of 7 per cent of the Nicaraguan voters
would be in favor of him, but alleging that the United States haid "cooked the
results." When I asked him to enlighten me as to the "cooking," he said:
"Secretary of State Bryan has entered into an arrangement with Chormoro,
our minister to Washington. whereby if the latter manages to pat through the
treaty with America on canal rights across Nicaraguna, the United States will
see that Chormoro is installed in office as President of Nicaragua."
He added Mr. Bryan had assured Chormoro that United States marines would
control the election In Chormoro's favor. He then said that his revolutionary
movement in connection with Rosales should be pushed along and put in full
swing by election day, and in that event the small number of American marines
in Nicaragua would be " wiped out."
Personally, I can not vouch for the authenticity of Irins's statement and I
only set down what he claimed to be a fact. His statement, however, regarding
the "wiping out" of the marines, when I reported it to the Department of
Justice, resulted In the United States sending a large number of marines to
Nicaragua.
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Trias at this time showed liae n signed procTtuuntidn issued by the National
liberal Party of Nicaragun . a translation of which follows:
"The great convention of the National Libernl Party of Nicaragua, in conformity with the Part U of arlicle 10)of the slntutes of the party, decrees:
"First and only. The citizen Dr. Julian Irlas is the popularly elected eandt.
date of the National Liberal Party of Nicaragua for the President of the
Itepublle during the elhetions which will take place on the first and second days
of October of thlln present year.
"To lie coluueiauted to the executive council for publication and
reconmlendatlon.
"(liven in the Ilul of Mettings, ILeon, 22d of July. 1010.
" lAnardo Arguello. ). P., (ionzalo Oon, I, Itamirez 1I.,A. Yablada,
J. Season. Arluro Nunez, (IOstvo F". Moguera, J.. Molinr larios,
Fetlerio Sacnal., Tomans l'erelra, Palo hIuly, Morales, Bernarbe
I'ortAurrero. It. Sevilln, A. Medrano, P. A. IBlandon, Igno
Chavez, II. Eslpinoza, Ii. l'ortoarrero, A. Zuniga M., M. B.
Sebrate, Ahrahmn Mary, Jose W. May.orga, Ii. Sotomay, Glustavo
Alaulza. Erasino Calderon, JY.Y. Lunzal, Fraico I'aninagua I'radlounza, M. Perez Alonzo, I. Sornamba, It. A. Castellou, first
secretary."
In several other interview between Irlas. Peralta, and myself in Washington,
and in other interviews between Irlas and myself at the McAlpln hotel, New
York City, he told me lie woull snll early in January, 1017, for Costa Rica,
where he would begin preparations for his part in the revolutionary movement.Q. However. Irlas, after learning of the amounts of money secured by
Itosales and Pernlta from ('arranza, instead of Milling from New York to Costa
tliea, sailed from New York to Vera Cruz on or about January 10, 1017.
Irlns proceeded to .MexicoCity, where lie completed arrangements with Carranzaa, G(en. A. Obregon, nml others to be reimbursed personally for his particlpation In Carranza's Central American revolutionary plans. This trip of Irsa
to Mexico was a great surprise to Rosales and it likewise resulted in delaying
the contemplated revolutionary expedition of Itosales against llonlduras.
It was evident that rins felt that he should be put In a position to " handle"
some of Carranza's money after lie became aware that Peralta and Rosales had
so much of the first
ehle't lucre to spend lavishly.
WHEN IN MEXICO (CITY, GEN. A. OtItEGON, THEN .MEXICAN
MINISTEIt OF WAlt AND MAItINE, AUTOtItAPHIED A PIIOTOUIRAPHI
O1 HlMISELF TO IRIAS.
IrIns remained in Mexico until early in March and on March 13 sailed from
Vera Cruz for New Orleans. lie arrived there on March 17 and went to the
Monteleon Hotel.
With all hotels under our survellance by special informants, we learned of
Irlas's arrival immediately. He was astonished when I called at his apartment
and wanted to know how I learned of his arrival. He had in his room three
handbags and a steamer, trunk, from which at a later date we procured the contents and handed them to the Department of Justice.
After leaving Irias I notified the superintendent of the New Orleans division
of the Department of Justice as to the revolutionist's presence in New Orleans.
Front then on I was daily in close touch with Irias, and' the Government was
enabled to be informed fully regarding his movements.
On the night of 'Match 24 the superintendent of the New Orleans division of the
department Informed me he had received instructions from Washington to
secure, if possible, photographed copies of all papers and documents in Irins's
possession.
Arrangements were made whereby I was to take Dr. Irlas, his secretary, and
one of his associates out for lunch and for an automobile ride-as long a ride as
possible-keeping them away from their apartment for at least four hours, which
would enable agents of the department to open his trunks, photograph documents,
and replace them without fear of interruption.
In my report to the Department of Justice, dated March 27, 1017. I stated:
"Respectfully recommend that Dr. Irlas should be arrested by your department, provided he can be successfully put and kept in jail or deported until the
present critical situation In the United States is passed.
" It would be, however, more satisfactory, I believe, to have the case handled
by the immigration authorities, for, insomuch as Dr. Trins has conspired in the
United States, not only against Nicaragua, but likewise against Honduras and
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,Guatemal, therefore. under the law, as I understand it, he should tb deported
for this.
" My r~ minendation in regard to his deportation or arrest is nmde for the
following reasons:
Irlas, lielprctlLciliy has told
"linmy several extended conversations rlthl
nmein plain English. as fully covered in many of my previous reports, that lie has
been promised liberal support from the Carranza Government in regard to his
political aspirations in Nicaragua and likewise to date lhas received cash advaiices from Carranza.
"This was brought out by hin in answer to several pointed questions from mue
litregard to making Irlas believe that in the end his proposed political affairs
would never be successful; furthermore that Carranza under no circumstances
would have anything to (lo with him as far as financially backing hIu.
"He then stated his arrangements with the Carranza Government, not only
from the standpoint of their moral support, but also financial support was iI
every way for beyond his expectations and greater than lie ever had anticipated
receiving.
" I then laughingly told him that I had heard many rumors of him likewise
having sought and then received finanelil support from the (GermanGovernment
through the minister from (Germany in Mexico City. I then also told himnwhat
a dainned shame and sin It was for a great country like the United States to
be played with by England and that all of our Government oilers, from the
President down, including Senators and Congressmen, were a 'bunch of nuts,'
and in other words damned forever to him my own country and all of its press.
ent policies and went the limit as far as endeavoring to convince hin of the fact
that I was ~,lling to he a traitor to the United States.
"I also fully agreed with him that the United States had helped to steal the
presidency of Nicaragua from him. I also assured him of the fact that I was
strictly for Germany. I then told him that it had been reported from Mexico
that he had been a daily visitor to Von Eckhardt, the German minister in
Mexico City, likewise had frequently been seen dining and riding with the
German ambassador.
"In answer to this remark on my part, Irnas, feeling sure that I was one of
his strong friends and anent supporters and could be trusted fully, stated that
tihe German minister in ,Mexico City was his personal friend and supporter.
I then asked himi If this meant that lie was not only Whlug supported by Car.
ranza, but also with German money behind his proposed pollitlcal
future. His
answer was that the 'future is always broad.' lie added that his 'past had
ti'in full of mliany dsauppollllntnents,' hut that

ills
efforts for the last six months

hald resulted in success for him far beyond his expectations.
" Dr. Irlas, ns you know, is probably as ardent a hater of America and all
Americans as anyone who has ever conle to this country. There is ito doubt
from information developed so faurby nm anld which your department has
secured froni other sources but that lie it under flnauncal obligaltolls to Carranza and Germany, through the German minister to Mexico."
At 10.30 o'clock p. m., March 27, 1017, I called at Irias's room at the Monteleon Hotel. At this time I found him with one of his assistants packing a
small trunk and a box. I told himnIt looked as though lie were getting ready
to move. He said not, and added that lie was preparing some "things" to
send his family at Costa Iliea. It appeared that lie Intended to slip out of
New Orleans on a steamer the next morning with some of his papers and documents which the department was very anxious to procure.
He then said that the box and trunk were to be shipped tihenext morning
via a United Fruit Co. steamer. I volunteered to see that the trunk and box
would be taken to the ship early in the morning and suggested it might be
advisable for him, on account of his political connections, to stay away from
the dock. I said I would also save him the trouble and expense of moving the
packages to the steamer.
He greatly appreciated my "suggestion." I immediately advised the New
Orleans office of the department. On the morning of March 28 I arranged with
a porter of another hotel to call at the Monteleon Hotel In a taxicab for Dr.
Irlas's baggage. The porter had Instructions to "stall" around after he got
the baggage to "shake off" possible shadowers.
The porter was then to take the baggage to his hotel, from which it was to
be sent to the Department of Justice office. Much to tny surprise, at 9.40 a. m.
this porter telephoned me that he had not only had the baggage outside his
hotel, but also Dr. Irlas and his secretary were with the baggage In the taxicab.
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He said Irtas had insisted on accompanying the baggage to the United Fruit
ever convincedd time that the contents of the baggage
Co. dock. This more 111an111
must be important.
I instrctted the porter to take Irins and tihe baggage to the steamship dock,
but spend as long a time as possi"le in arriving there. I got in touch with the
superintendent of the New Orleaus division of the department and suggested
that lie arrange with one of the o ltilils of the steamship company to see that
the baggage was put on board the steamer and that just before she sailed it be
covered with a tarlpnulln and carried off the vessel.
Mr. Ieckham, of the New Orleans office of the department, proceedivi to tile
dock, and, working iII cooperation with tile port captain, handled this matter
satisrifetorily. The baggnge was removed from the stenmer just before she
where
sailed antd was then carried to the New Orleans ofilice of the department,
it was "frisked" and found to contain absolutely nothing of importance. It
was filled with clothing, etc., which Irias really wished to send his family.
Thie I)elartment of Justice forwarded the trunk and box on the following
stealmer for Costl Rhico.
Frutli .Marixi 25 to .Mrch 29. 1917, I called dallty in the mnornlings on Irlas,
eildeatvoring to

persuade

him to accompany me on a motor journey and take

luncheon with me. On two of these occasions lie said lie would be glad to go,
and put on his lnt, but instructed his secretary to stay in tile room until lie
returned.
Watching the automobile outside the hotel were several agents of the Department of Justice, waiting to see tme drive away with Irlas and his secretary, in
which event I was scheduled to kep Irins and his assistant away from the hotel
for not less than four hours. Irias's instructions to his secretary to " remain'
defeated this plnn until the morning of March 29.
Ol that morning, after arguing for an hour and a half, I succeeded il taking
Irns and his secretary for a ride and for lunch, with the proviso that I would
have then back by 2 o'clock. It was noon before we were safely out of the hotel
and on our way.
I had told the chauffeur of my car not only to drive slowly, but on the way
out to a resort 10 miles from the city to arrive there by a circuitous route, and
also to experience an " accident."
This resulted in consuming an hour and a half. I had previously arranged
with a friend of mine, who was to serve our lunch at the resort, to drag the
meal for at least another two hours. During luncheon Irlas and his secretary
Itnbii lenunly mixed drinks and several pints of wine. He "opened up," revealing additional revolutionary plnns and reiterating others.
Irlas expressed a desire to return to the city shortly after 3 o'clock. Departmeit of Justice officials had impressed on me the necessity of detaining Irias
until 4 o'clock. T1' kill additional time, I had arranged for a yacht to be moored
on the lake and within full view of the restaurant, in the hope that I might
induce Irias and his secretary to board the vessel
A.\s we left the dining room 1 poI
I
tcd out the yacht nonlehtlnntly tend advised
Trins to " lm k her ,over." saying that she resembled a hoat that Itosales expected to use In his expelitlon. Irlas, apparently thinking It would delay himn
but a few minutes, assented, anti we went aboard. I suggested that we take
a 5 or 10 minute spilll " to allow "what she could do."
My previous arrangements Included an understanding with the captain of the
boat whereby we wiaul run at least 10 miles out and consume at least an hour's
time, even If it were necessary to "break" the engines.
Irias. who was fond of boats and boating, enjoyed his "spin" until sleep
overtook himn as hie sat on deck and basked in the warn sunshine. The sunshine, food, wine, and air also affected Irlas's secretary. By the time the alir
of "stoplng beauties" awakened we were so far out that we dlid not make the
moorings ngain until after 4 o'clock.
The chauffeur of the autniomhlle had been instructed to delay his return to
the city. At 4.30 p. m., about halfway In. we stopped at a road house,
whicl offered me an opportunity for telephoning the department office to learn
how affairs were progressing. Department agents informed me that when they
had entered Irias's room they were unable to open his trunk and other baggage
without breaking the locks on his luggage.
Also, It was said that his baggage contained such an unusually large quantity
of Important papers that it was utterly impossible in such a limited time to
photograph them and return same and have the locks repaired. The officials
had decided, they told me, on account of the compromising nature of Irlas's
documents, to arrest him. But to keep me "covered" from suspicion on the
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part of the revolutionists. It was suggested that I "warn" Irlhs that the
secret service agents had searched his room, secured his documents, and were
waiting to arrest him on sight, and that I would anchor him in the meanwhile
In a " safe place" mnd at a later hour iI the day lie would be taken Into custody
by the Fedleral authorities.
I hurried out of the road house, assuming a worried and highly alarmed air,
and told (len. Irlas I had telephoned my office on a business matter and had
been Informled by one of my men that he bad seen a corps of secret-servlce men
his lpapers, and
room. e
at Irlas's hotel, and that they hd searched hiroom.eis
were coming to the city to locate him.

general would stiffer a stroke of nlaplexy. Ie becaile itnmeI thought theli
dtlately soher and began to wring his hands and moan hoarsely. The secretary
hospital
anu from the appearance of things I thought it
nauseatted,
seetcl
would he the most approprlnte place for these men.
I encouraged the general'.; spirits by saying. "Don't worry, my general; I'm
your ('Inrade. ant only int sunshine but in storm. IAave It all to me."
I told him I would drive around town with him to prevent his falling Into
the hands of "those daiptied secret-service men" and added that we would
procurel an attorney to tight the eise. I advised hhn to let me hidle hint until
he could get out of New Orleans or could make up his lmind what course to
pursue.
a room where an assistant of
int
I took Gen. Irlus to a hotel, planted him
mine. in offices across the street and employing field glasses. could keep tab
on hinm. The roonll also was watched front the hallway. However, the general
was so Impressed with the desire to hide that lie wouldn't have left his room
had an earthquake shook the structure.
With the general anchored safely, I met representatives of the Department
of Justice and was instructed to be back in IrNas's now room at 8.30 o'clock
that night. I was told that between 8.45 and 0.30 p. m. secret-service operatives
would knock on the door, and on admittance they would enter a bitter row
with me about the attempted arrest of Irns.
I returned to the apartment at the appointed hour and told him the best thing
to do would be for him to leave the city by motor car that night on the Galveston Road. We were to make the attempt at midnight and pick up a train
early In the morning. With a sick smile the general said:
"Ah, my good amigo comrade," patting me on the back. "I ant in your
hands. Do what you like, for I am in n Strange land, full of enemies."
At about 9.20 p. m. a resounding knock was delivered on the locked door,
which door Irlas had tested carefully to see It was locked. This was followed
by typical police knocks, rind I yelled:
"Who is there?"
The answer, coming in a gruff tone, was:
"()
Open that door and do it quick, or it will be broken in."
I retorted:
" I will not until you tell me who you are."
The answer came:
" It is the secret service."
At that, Irlas. as it appeared to me, would Irver be able to finish the dash
he began toward the bathroom. His secretary took one forlorn look at the
bathroom door, through which fIras did manage to stagger, and chose a clothes
closet as his temtpornry refuge.
Meanwhile there canto several more knocks. I opened the door. Two Deparnment of Justice agents, accompanied by a pair of city detectives, both
friends of mine, pushed into the room. They closed and locked the door. The
prearranged dispute was launched in loud tones, and I was asked :
" What in h-1 are you doing here? Where is Trlns and his revolutionary
associates?"
I denied I knew where they were and said the last I had seen of them was
at the resort where we had had luncheon. This brought on fits of anger on all
sales. Irlas and his aid heard all the rumpus and must have thought there
was about to be bloodshed. Finally one of the city detectives advised that I
be "rapped on the bean" and the room be "frisked." At this a very audible
groan floated out from the depths of the clothes closet. I stepped In front of
the clothes closet and began wrestling with one of the detectives to "keep him
from opening the door." However, he won out and reached in, pulling out the
limp form of the secretary.
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An asNauilt was made on the bathroom door, which had been locked by Irlas.
Tile general apparently had decldtsl to ivnmln in there Indefinitely. I then
called out :
"The game is 1ip, nmy general.

Open the door and cole out."

lie did so.

Wlille In the bathroomlll e hadl removed his coat, vest, collar, and
tie. As he caine out lie had fhis hnnd on his stomacll and was gasping:
"Oh, Mr. Jon-as, I aun so ver' seek. What do these men want here? Tell
then to get moit imy roolll."

lie was told to " Plit on his clothes and come along." The general, who
understood English perfectly, said:
"I nn seek, so ver' sitek. No conlprehendo."
However. the general took three long drinks of whisky and was called
enough to be ushered, together with the secretary unit myself to the Jail. As
theilt,lockup loomlicel it view, the general alnounlliee that lie was hungry. I insisted that he be taken to a restaurant. This was done. Irlas was placed In
a cell nt midnight and hehl for the Federal authorities.
I assured Gen. Irnlas in Jail that I would arrange bond and procure nn attorney. The general, however, not waiting for nome
to make any arrangements of
this character, early the next morning got in touch' with an attorney friend
of his, who immediately saw the United States district attorney. The latter,
after conference with the superintendent of the New Orleans oflTc;s of th.
department, so I was told, ngrecd to release Irlas in custody, Iprovhltd lie wc;uld
leave the United States. Within a few days thereafter Irlas departed from
these shores.
Several months prior to this episode there had been a discussion of the
case between myself and ofclials of the Department of Justice in Washngton
and New Orleans as to the most feasible manner of securing an opportunity
of photographing all papers and documents In possession of Rosales and
Peralta and returning them so that their plans would remain unchanged and
to leave them unaware of the photographing of the papers.
The plan agreed upon was that whenever the opportunity was afforded I
was to hurry out to the houses of Peralta and Rosales at some midnight hour,
telling them I had been "tipped off" that the secret service planned to search
their Ihomes for revolutionary papers. I was to say that these papers, if found
in their possession, would send them to prison, and whlebich, as we thought, would
nrsult in their becoming frightened and passing their documents to ine for safekeeping and in that way would enable, the department to photograph then.
On the night of March 30, 1917, after having wound up the Irlas case, I was
advised that the "psychological moment" had arrived for lifting the papers.
Anticipating that they might not turn over the papers, but Instead might sneak
the papers out of their houses, we " covered " the houses to Insure success in
case my first plan failed.
The wisdom of this latter precaution was mlnade obvious. Acconlpanled by two
operatives, I drove to I'epiltl's house, No. 3420 Canal Stleet, arriving there at
2.30 o'clock on the morning of March 31. When lie came downstairs, I Informed
him Irlas had been arrested and all documents in Irlas's room had been seized.
I also told him that up to the time of Irlas's arrest the latter had been shadowed
continually and had been seen with Rosales and Peralta. I added there was
no doubt but that Federal authorities early that morning would come to Rosales's and Pernlta's houses to take documents.
I suggested that Peralta bundle up everything of a compromising nature and
entrust the package to me for safekeeping. He said this was a splendid idea,
but declared he had no papers, with the probable exception of a doyen letters
that, after all, " amounted to nothing." I told himn to get them ready so that I
could take them after I returned from Itosales's house, explaining that I was
on my way to warn the latter.
Proceeding to tosales's residence, I awakened him at 3 n. ii. He said he
would have one of his men, Roman Dlaz, carry such conlpromising matter as
he might have to the home of Diaz's sweetheart on St. Louis Street. lle added
that the papers in his possession "were very limited," but that i'eralta had
tremendous quantities of the more Important ones, and as far as he, Rosales,
was concerned, he would Immediately burn those he had.
To avoid overplaying my hand, I merely warned him not to destroy his
documents, holding forth that such a move would imperil the cause in which
we were "Interested" and said I would return to Peralta's house for a con-
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feresie. I told Peralta that Ito.sales said thle latter had "all the limportnut
papers." Ills answer was:
" Itsal
leis
iselthcr na IIa- or is crazily scaredl"
I spent 20 minutes with Peralta and said good-night. then. returning to
Ros..:s's house. When I arrived there the entire place was full of smoke,
with the odor of burning paper rising. He told me he had four grates and the
kitchen stove consumihig the compronlising papers. I said it was "a fine move"
and warmly colgratulnted him for so doing. Incidenta.iy, I could have thllrttilehllm for having thought of such a plan.
I suggested to Itosales that he pack the rest of his papers nnd send them
out to be hilddlen tItthel homes of sople of hli lds. I lefthim ut 3.30 n. lIn.,
feeling certain that either of the two 1menll
would haive their InNlygualrds carry
out their most valuable Iipers. .uIeanwhlle I had the two olperntives " planted,"
one near the door of each home.
About 3.45 a. m., froln where I was station.
in brack of some palm trees i
block away front Peralta's house alldl
where I had full view of .amle, I lln
ticl
one of Perslta's imen come rushing out, lagging i very bulky handling. One of
the operatives permitted .tile fellow to move half a block and then stepped
out and placed him under arrest, accusing hhn of helng a dangerous and
suspicious character. The other operative joined his partner, and I then
drove uip i my car. The Belize Negro of Peralta's instantly recognized nme
and sald:
"Boss, please tell these detectives that I ant all right."
I asked him what he wls doing out at that hour in the morning, lugging
i big grip. lie replied, that he was on his way to the market to get provisions for I'eralta. I protested vigorously about the operatives holding the
man. and I called the Negro aside, telling him I would try to bribe one of
the detectives to release him. Then I called the officer aside and told him to
take the man to police headquarters and hold him subject to the orders of the
New Orleans division of the Department of Justice, and then to bring me the
grip. It was then about 4 o'clock in the morning.
As I started back toward town, it occurred to me It would be wise to stop
again :itPernita's and tell him I had seen one of his men arrested. His house
was Illuminated and I was admitted by Peralta. Peralta, on being Informed of
the arrest; b eltnt all but insane with fear and anger.
Thrown over my right arm was a raincoat, in the pocket of which was a
heavy caliber automatic pistol. I was armed also with a smaller caliber automatic, attached to my belt on the left-hand side. Intuitively I placed my hand
on the larger automatic in the raincoat pocket as I stePled in.
He threw his right hand to his hip. He drew his pistol half way. With his
face distorted he said:
" I might as well be dead as have that grip which my Negro had fall In the
possession of the authorities."
Ile added:
" By God, Jones, this is all your fault " '
Thinking he Intended to take a shot at me. and then to commit suicide, I
warned him, never taking my gaze from his eyes:
"Don't draw that gun, for you'll never have time to use it. I have you covered through the pocket of my coat."
w
his
To this day I don't understand why. when he attempted to "thro
gun," I did not pump several bullets through his stomach. However, I was
able to stand still and to keep cool and convinced him, apparently, that by bribing the detectives or In some other wiay I could regain possession of the grip.
I had left the chauffeur in the car when I entered the house, but much to
my surprise he told me that hle'had crept in the yard and was watching
Peralta through a window opening into the ball, and that it was a mystery to
him, when Peralta "dove for his gun," why I had not shot the revolutionist.
After cooling down Peralta, I backed out the front door and to be honest
about it was glad to have been able to escape from the situation without killIng him.
At 5 o'clock that morning the operatives turned the grip full of papers over to
me. Within the next hour they were in possession of the Department of Justice
officials at New Orleans.
In our casual examination It was found there were hundreds of letters, docu.
ments, etc., by and between officers of the Mexican Government in Mexico, some
of their officials in the United States and many other compromising matters.
These letters and documents fully corroberated all my reports regarding the
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plans of Carranza and his ofleinals in connection with Rosales, Peralta, and
others in Carranza's Central American revolutionary plots.
The Department of Justice also had confirmed the reports through other
sources of Information than myself. The New Orleans division officers decided
that these papers were of such paramount importance that they lie suhitted
immediately to the Washington headquarters. The papers left New Orleans that
morning for the National Capital.
At 0 o'clock a. m., Peralta telephoned me to learn if I had been successful
in regaining the grip. I said I had, and added that I had "slipped the detectives
a piece of money" and the grip was so full of compromising pipers nud the
Federal authorities appeared to be so hot on the trail that I was afraid that
my possession and I would he arrested and imprisoned.
they would be found lit
To play safe, I declared that I had expressed the grip to.a relative of mine in
Washington for safekeeping.
Several months before this, a party who I thought was a very close friend and
who also was friendly with Rosales and Peralta, had been hypnotiz.el by the
revolutionists into the belief that untold wealth awaited him if he cooperated
with them and they caine imvto l
,wer
in lIondurns. 'this plrson had for snia,
time a covert idea that I might be " tipping off" the authorities to Iosales and
Peralta.
For snume Ill before
foe I sultved in flullhing the papers of out psse~Son of
hIosales and I'Perlnta 111 into thi hands
ll
of th nuthorities, its I learnedtl Inter.
'eralta intd Iosales, with never Itsign to me. were Iteomtling suispllous. regarding my solicitude in their behalf. This was the result of my friend's treachery
to mie. For that reason Peralta anid Iosales did not.tarn the paliers over to
me on the morning I tried to get them.
I also learned subsequently that the treachery of my friend resulted in plans
by Rosales and Peralta to have me "bumped off" quietly. I did not know of
these facts until two and a half months after the above scenes.
To make my bluff stick in regard to my having warned Peralta and Rozales
regarding the raids by Federal agents, the Department of Justice carried out,
on the morning of March 31, with Federal search warrants and several operatives, a "blind" search.
That evening at 5 o'clock, at Peralta's request, I went to his house. I had been
received prior to this time always in his parlor. His negro cook informed me
that Mr. Peralta was upstairs and took me up to one of the bedrooms, where I
found Paralta. Rosales and two of their gunmen. This looked odd, so I shook
hands with all of them, meantime keeping my back away from any of the quartette. I took a chair and backed it In a corner, where I could watch each man.
I again assured Peralta and Rosales that their papers were safe and that I
had telegraphed to have them returned to New Orlens, as Peraita had requested ove the telephone that morning. TIhe Rosales.Peralta papers were
returned to ume on April 0, 1017, and I was instructed to surrender them to
their owners, which I did.
Rosales and Peralta, shortly after this date began consummating their final
plans and arrangements to start their several revolutionary expeditions against
Honduras. The United States, having secured all necessary documentary proof
and evidence sufficient to convict all parties involved and with every card in
governmental hands.waited quietly for the launching of the movement.
These revolutionists expected by the middle of May to have each of the several
expeditions in motion. Delays, however, changed some of their plans and they
finally set the date of the expedition which was to leave New Orleans for the
first week in August.
Prior to this time they had received a letter regarding one of the boats to be
used in the expedition.
This letter from Belize, British Honduras, on Decnember 8, 1910, M. A.
Perdomo wrote to Peranta In New Orleans:
"I have investigated whether the boat of Fogarait can go to Payo Obisp ,
but I am told that she draws too Mutch water to get there, but you can send
the big Iboat easily to Xealax and wait there for the lighters from Payo Obispo,
and that way you do not have to go into the colony at all, as it is very easy to
communicate from Xcanlnx tc Payo Obispo.
" In case that you should get to a port In Honduras and that you should need
an agent there, I would suggest Mr. Aurelio Lainflesta,. who is a reliable man of
good habits and Is also employed by us. I shall see to it that he will attend
to nall your business in the proper manner.
"Without any further news for to-day, I beg to remain,
"M. A. Pxanoo."
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During all my connections with these revolutionists, they repeatedly had
become indebted to mle for various sums of money lent for their expenses and
for the purchase of arns, ammunition, and other supplies. All of these Items
were covered fully by contracts or by memoranda of agreement with them
and which were photographelll by the I)epartment of Justlice as soon as they
passed into lay hands.
At one time these parties were " In on me" to the extent of more than
$7.000, and in the end my net loss in cash was in excess of $2,000.
The following are typical of some of their agreements, which, as soon as
lland copies of same snt to tilechef at Washington
mniate, were photographed
tandd to the State DI)partmlent:
UNITED

STATES or AMERICA,
STATE Or LOUISIANA.

Parih of Orlcanas.
day of October,
Tile following ngretment, made and entered Into this 19OlI
in the year 1010, hy and lbetwt'en ihin. Mlaximo 11. Iltostales, his associates,
and assigns, a citizen of tileRiepublicil on Hanmluras, Cenassistants, and hcll m
tral Atnerica, andl temporarily residing ilnthe city of New Orlean;s, State of
L.oultsln

a, parly of

ltie first l:rlrtalld ('hit.

l..,1'os.

hits hitrs,

s.
.land
atl n lIg

residing in tihe city of New Orlealis, State of i.Lulslauna, party of the second
part, wlti.esseth :
in crmshderatlon of services rendered to the party of the first part
For antld
second part, and for the further consideration hereinafter
by tileparty of tile
coitirnct, the party of the first part agrees hereby, for a
stipulated in tills
period of one year from i;date hereof, to purchase from the party or the second
part, any and all armns, ammunition, and equipment of every kind and de.
scriptlon whatsoever, which said party of the first part may purchase In his
Individual capacity or In any official capacity; that said party of the first part
likewise agrees hereby to purchase from said party of the second part any
and all gunboats, steam vessels, sailing and auxiliary vessels, whether armed
or not, (,fany and llkinds of description, exclusively through said party of
tihe second part, and whether the party of the first part purchases said property
in in individual or an ofilciul capacity, or for himself, or for any political
party or government with which the said party of the first part may be
connected.
Said party of the first part further agrees hereby to purchase all commis.
sary supplies, uniforms, and equipment of every nature and kind necessary and
proper to equip soldiers, sailors, and all other persons that may be or come
under his direction and contract.
It is further hereby agreed that it is the intent and purpose of this contract
not only to obligate said party of the first part to make all of said purchases
through said party of the second part, but also to obligate all of the aides,
assistants, and oilicers of said party of the first part, or who may becomes aides,
assistants, and officers of said party of the first part, to make all such purchases
by and through said party of the second part.
It is further hereby agreed that it is the intent of this agreement that said
party of the second part shall be the agent of said party of the first part In the
making of all purchases as herelnabove set forth and contemplated, whether
said purchases are made by said party of the first part directly or through his
associates, officers, or assistants, and whether said purchases are made by him
as ant Individual, or political leader, or as an official of any government.
Witness dur hands, In duplicate, In the city of New Orleans, on the date first
above written.
M1.B. ROSALES.
CHARLES E. JONES.
Gen. M1.B. ROSALES,
No. 116 South Hoagan Avenue, Newo Orleans, La,
DeAR GENERAL: As per conversation with you to-day, it is herewith under.
stood by and between Sefior Pedro Grade de Peralta, yourself, and myself that
when the boat for your expedition against Spanish Honduras is ready to leave
the port of New Orleans that I will advance or cause to be advanced by other
parties the price of $2,600 worth of food and commissary supplies, such as
corn, rice, meat, and other eatables selected by you as per written list that you
are to furnish me with. Also, at that time, $250 worth of boots and shoes as
per list you are to furnish me with.
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You, in consideration of this,.are to give me your note, payable within 30 days
from date of said note, for the sum of $2,750.
I also agree to advance or cause to be advanced by other parties to you, in
cash, the sum of $5,000, same to be placed at your disposal six days before your
expedlition sails from the port of New Orleans. You, at the time this $5,000
is placed at your disposal, are to give me your note payable within 30 days
from the date of said note.
It Is also understood that the said Pedro Grave de Peralta is to Indorse said
notes.
This agreement, covering the matters mentioned heretofore, is on this 18th
day of January, 1017, by and between all of the parties signing same, entered
into In the city of New Orleans, parish of Orleans, State of Louisiana, and in
the United States of America.
Witnesseth:
ROMAN DIAZ.
LAVIsws SANCHos.
M. B. IOSALES.
CHARLES E. JONES.
PEDRO GOBAVE DE PERALTA.

About the first week in August, 1917, officials of the Department of Justice
and the State Department at Washington decided, so I was informed later, it
would be dangerous to take further chances with the possibility of Rosales,
Peraita, and their associates slipping out of New Orleans with their armed expedition. Orders, I was told, were Issued to the superintendent of the New
Orleans Division to close in immediately on all the revolutionists, arrest them,
and Indict them for violation of the neutrality laws.
On August 5, 1017, Gen. Maxima B. Rosales, who had moved in the meanthime to Mandeville, La., was arrested there by department agents. Roman
Diaz and Ladisalo Santos and others were taken into custody by the authorities.
Peralta was brought in to the Department of Justice, and, as I was told
later, broke down completely and agreed to make a complete confession regarding their entire plans and plots. He was to become a witness for the
Government, and, as sometimes occurs, it was probable that he would have
received immunity in exchange for his becoming a traitor to his associates
and their cause.
I could not have been used as a witness, for it would have blocked my future
activities among other revolutionary groups. Peralta at this time made a
signed statement, which Is on tile in the Department of Justice records. These
revolutionists had violated every known neutrality law. The Government had
sufficient documentary proof to convict ail of them, but irrespective of this
fact, the United States district attorney at New Orleans, I was Informed,
recommended to the Attorney General that these men lhe permitted to elect the
privilege of suffering depuirtntion or standing trial for their offenses in the
federal courts. Quite naturally, they elected to be deported.
When Roman Diaz was arrested at New Orleans by Federal authorities, the
following diary was found in his possession:
"July 8, 1917. We left New Orleans from Mandeville (a small town 20 miles
from New Orleans).
"July 7. Gen. Carranza has given us the necessary help and special orders.
"July 0. I am informed from ILa Ceiha (a town in Honduras) that partners
are ready and that we must fix the date.
"July 17. A letter from Santos advised me that the deal has been closed in
Mlexico.
"July 19. Lara and Santos call me by cable from Vera Cruz.
"July 20. They tell me to leave in a hurry.
"July 80. We left Mandeville together with the General and Tonche (this
refers to Gen. Rosales and his wife) and we had coffee on the boat.
"July 31. They have surrendered their house and I took out my passage.
They left New Orleans on August 1, at 6 p. m., and I left them at the boat,
which they boarded at 8 p. m. (Referring to Rosales giving up his house at
New Orleans and proceeding to Mandeville. The passage mentioned refers to
Dians purchase of ticket to Vera Cruz.)
"August 1. Gen. Rosales, $1,200.
"August 2. For funds for the campaignn"
Included In Diaz diary was a list of expenses which he and Santos had
incurred in Vera Cruz for the purchase of revolvers, cartridges, clothing, and
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provisions, the charter of a boat, and the advance payment to 100 Mexicans who were to participate in a part of the expedition. The total expen.
ditures for this purpose is set down as $10,180. The diary nlso included
at list of rilles, cartridges, dynamite, powder, canon, lead, bomilb throwers,
machine guns. carbines for cavalry, two mountain gulls, and other equipment.
Following is a sworn statement made by Roman I)laz when he was arrested,
the English translation reading:
" My name is IRoman Diaz Maldolano, and I am not more than 34 to 30
years old. I am living with my faintly in Yuscari niuni Tegu.elglpa. Four
of my brothers are military men; one of them, Pedro Dlan 31., is now in Gov.
ernment service; the other three are farming now iunlhave Ino longer any
military connections.
" 1 san not doing ninythillug now, and am Iving on $T500 Alhleh I brought wilth
men. I fled froll my hIolme in July last year oi account of the persecution of
was thn i'esldent ad interim miftrt, tihe
the present tiverinent. .s'nlhreni
death of Bonlla and before the presidency of Bertrand.
"They followed me up to the north coast of Honduras by orders of Mem.
breno and I was put in prison for one monllth. From there I was freed by the
Vacasr brothers. With me they made prisoners of I)oroteo lfernanlz Illafel
Aitjel Cruz, Jose Antonio (onmez.
and Diz Plata. Samuel Woya. liguel
SI was military comnnander of .larltla under Davila ii 1011 nlld (Gov.Da.
vila's administration. I was also in three companies with troops of the Government. I also was first nilt de camp of the President. Gen. Trerenchto Sierra,
and Manuel Bonllla.
"I left La Cerbia on the 20th of July, fleeing through the mountainlns and
the plantations, pursued by the soldiers of Monterossa, and after four months
I was able to cross into Guatemala.
"I sailed from Puerto Barrios about the 21st or 22d of November and I
arrived In New Orleans November 28. 1916. I have been here ever since without any employment and only living off the money which I brought along. I
have stopped at several places here, hut I was forced to change my abode
frequently after having been Informed that I was followed by spies of the
consul of Honduras. Chavez and I were afraid of them.
"I received about four. drafts, the money coming front my family and sent
to me through Mrs. Condra Fortin Rosales, and which she hannded to me. to
be collected from the Whitney Bank. Sometimes money for me was place to
the account of Mrs. Condra Fortin Iosales in Tegucigalpa, andl front there the
draft was sent to her.
" Sometimes she gave me the money, and then again the draft, which I cashed
at the Whitney Baunk with an Introduction from Gen. Maximo B. Rosales, her
At tilesane time my wife addressed her letters to me here under
husband.
Pedro, Perez, Informing me of the amounts deposited.
"The only friend that I have here is Gen. Maximo B. Rosales; all the
others are in the employ of the consul, and for that reason are my enemies.
"Maximo B. Rosales handed me $1.200 on August 1, charging me to deliver it
to his friends in Vera Cruz, to be employed in his companies, and I was told
to hand it directly to Ladislao Santos, the confidential agent of Rosales. This
money Is the same that was taken from me by the agents of the Deparment
of Justice of the United States when they examined me here in the office. I
recognilzo Gen. Maximo B. Rosales as the chief of the Liberal Party in Hon.
duras, as he Is known all over Central America. In this deal I was employed
as a messenger and an agent of Gen. Rosales."
The following is a statement of one of the accounts, showing disbursements
by Peralta to his chief, Gen. Maximo B. Rosales, that was secured from
Rosales at the time of his arrest:
$102.95
Miscellaneous .....................-----------------------..----...---------------------2,100.00
As per receipt of Dec. 2.....................-----..............-----.....
400.00
As per receipt of Dec. 14-......................------------------------..
50.00
------------------------------------Peralta
Given to Alls.
300.00
On Jan. 19, 1910, miscellaneous.........------.........................-Trip to Belize and money handed some of our partisans------------ 400.00
------------------------- 3, 412. 95
---------Total-------Four hundred and fifty dollars loaned to Mr. F. R. Villavicentio, Mexican
consul at New Orleans at 4 per cent per month.
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The statement of adilsliao Sautos, one oflGent. Maximoi It. Itosles's llessengers iand agents In MeLxlco, which wasii ndle by hint when lie was arrested
by l'lnited State authorities at New O(rleans onil August 5, 1017, follows:
(Gen. luxnlllao. II. tolales's llnes. enger ift ill the latter iirt of June, 1017,
for Mexico, via Li.aredo, and reported to IRtsiles from M31exico City in a letter
dated June 28,. 1917.
" In this letter he claims to have destroycdl his letters and cable codes during
an attack of the Villa followers on his train, but adds that everything looks
very falvorable for their plans in Mexico. lie states that he has miet J. Miguel
Enrlques, another envoy of Rosales, who assures him also that all goes well in
Mexico for them.
"This Enrlquez is favorably mentioned In a letter from Gen. J. Catro, subrueretary of war and marine to Gen. Isidro Valdeza, one of the principal
leaders of the luatetnalain revolutionlsts in M3exico, and who wits in actual
wiairtx, against lEstradla Cabrera in 1010.
" EIrlque.z ilso reports to Itosales in a letter dated July in Mexico City that
Estaiubla Colarern is giving aid to the Felix Dlaz movement and that (len. Iee
Christlmas went to .Mexlco for that Ilurlmse. lie says further that the Honduran
wnlilster, Wilntla, is existed in Mexi o City. but angles that he is hlarnless.
"IN A LEKTTEII DATEI) .IFXICO ('ITY. JI'lIY 30, 1917 IADISLAO SAN.
TOS, RIOSAI.E,'S .1EF:NOIN(it. ('I.A1ISM THAT IIE N1:1:i)
MONEY FORlt
A VOYAGE TO YUCATAN TO S;:K
(N.
ALVARAIDO, TlHE GOVERNOR
OF YUCATAN. ABOUT S01ME
I
IO(MISED WAR EQUIi'.E1NT$. IIE ALSO
CLAIMS TO HAVE BEEN INTRI()DU'CEID TO GEN. TIIEVINO AND GEN.
OBRlEGON AND 'PRESIDENT CA IIANZA, AND WHO IIAD TOLD IIM1
TO ASSURE ROSALES OP 200 IIIFLES ADDITIONAl,. IHE THEN RlEFERRED TO SOME MEXICAN SENATOR AND STATES THAT THilS
SENATOR IS HIGHLY INTERESTED IN THEIR UNDERTAKING, AS IT
WOULD BE A POLITICAL STROKE THAT WOULD UNSEAT ESTRADA
CABRERA. HE ASKED ROSALES TO WRITE TO HIM TO THE HOTEL
RITO, ROOM 404, MEXICO CITY. IN THIS LETiITEIt HE BEGS RIOSALES
TO DISPATCH ROMAN DIAZ TO VERA CRUZ.
" In a letter dated Mexico City, July 24, 1917, Ladislao Santos tells Gen.
Rosales that lie and Lara have everything ready, cloaking his enterprise in a
deal for a plantation, and that they are only waiting for the arrival of Roman
Diaz to cut the fruit. He asks Rosales to send the money in gold.
"In a letter dated July 1, 1917, Payo, Territory of Quintana Roo, Mexico,
Col. It. Lorlano, the representative of Gen. Rosales in that part of the country,
tells him that the governor, Carlos Vidal, as well as his assistant, Col. de la
Rosa, have been called to the front in Tabasco to fight the rebels and are
unable to do anything for him now.
"lIe advises them to get in touch with the secretary of war In Mexico City
through the agents for orders to the successors of these two men, and says
that he has a party in the port of Xlalac, with the name of Narasco Rivera,
who Is willing to act as a receiving agent for all the goods shipped there
from Vera Cruz.
"According to the reports from other agents of Rosales, their men are still
waiting to join his expedition, and they are now strung along in the ports of
British Honduras and Mexico, such as Payo Obispo, Corazal, Bellee, Punta
Gorda, Stann Creek, etc."
A few days after the arrest of Rosales, Roman Diaz, Ladislo Santos, and
other of their associates, they sailed from New Orleans for Mexico. Shortly
after that Peralta disappeared from the city, headed presumably for Habana,
Cuba.
In this way ended Carranza's plot to expand his dictatorship Into all Central
America by revolutionary intrigues. Through the activities of the Department
of Justice, the greatest and most successful secret service organization in the
world, Carranza's plans in connection with Von Eckhardt, the German amtbassador, to make all Central America pro-German were defeated, saving the
United States and her Allies from facing in Central America a pro-German
sentiment and activities there similar to those she had to contend with in
Mexico.
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,Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Juan Guevara, of
Eagle Pass, Tex., smuggling ammunition from San Antonio, Tex., into Pledras
Negras, Mexico:
NEW Onr :.ANs, LA., SpClicmber 25, 1918.
Through -,
one of my Informants on the border, who has the
colllidene of Juan (uevnra, of Eagle I'ass, Tex., who is in the jitney buslnes
at Eagle Pass, learn that Guevara for the last several months has been very
active in runn ing unnlunition out of the Ulllted States to Oell. Peraldl, the
.Mexhvln military commnlander at PIedras Negrats, Mexico.
wrote nle that Guevera carried
I'nder date of $eptembier 11, 101, 10,000 rounds of 30-30 cartridges out of San Antonio, Tex., during the week
starting September 2, 1018. These cartridges were carried by Ouevera in his
automobile from San Antonio, Tex., to Eagle Pass, and that when lie arrived
in Engle I'nPass with them they were then slipped over the river to en. Peralldl,.
tells tie that Guevara makes the trip by automobile to San Antonio
and return to Engle Pass on ain average of about once a week.
states that inasmunch as he is in the confidence of Onevera, that lie can
-arrange to leave San Antonio, Tex., with Guevern in hits automobile when he
hais It Ioduled with aumniiunition, and in this way uoevara can be caught with the
goods.
I tllow1 to i t0le this tIn:itter,
beWould relspectfully recollenlld that
for I fe .l colmident of tihe fact that lie can in this way catch Gueovra running
thie altilnuna loll.
When I arrive at San Antonio, Tex,, will discuss this matter with Mr. Ire(tIlmaln, superintendent of your San Antonio division, and if may plans regarding
n that event will arrange to handle tils
lnevarl Itmeet wth his approval, then in
matter as snggestd with --

'iThe ex.Mlexhtnn consul att Eagle Pass, Tex., Teodorn Frezleres, who has been
mentioned in my previous reports as being implicated in snmugghli i anrmis out of
tlhe unitedd States, has recently been transferred to San Antonio, Tex., and
Seguin, who was consul at Sail Antonio, Tex., has tnken charge.of the Mexican
consulate at Eagle Pass, Tex.
Seguin likewise has been mentioned in several of my previous reports has
heei actively engaged lit smuggling ammunition out of the United States into
Mexico.
.Tunn Gulevara is on very close and intimate terms with Consuls Frezieres
and Seguin, and both Consul Frezeres and Seguin are the principals behind
Guevara.
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re Juan Guevnra, of
Eagle Pass, Tex., smuggling ammunition from San Antonio, Tex., into Piedras
Negras, Mexico.
NEw OaLEANS, LA., November 18, 1918.
wrote me that Juan Guevara, who has
Under date of November 10 been smuggling arms and ammunition from San Antonio, Tex., to Eagle Pass,
Tex.. and from there into Piedras Negres, Mexico, for the Mexican Government,
recently died from influenza.
also tells me, however, that undoubtedly some of Guevara's associates
will continue to smuggle arms and ammunition by automobile out of San An.
tonlo, Tex,, In cooperation with Mexican Consul Seguin, of San Antonio, who
is operating with Mexican Consul Teodora Frezleres, of Eagle Pass, Tex,
Bibb also recently wrote me that Gen. Peraldl, the military commander in
the Piedras Negres district, was offering large inducements for arms and amas follows:
munition. I therefore on November 12 wrote "Looking over your reports for the past month I notice in your letter of Oc.
tober 2, on page 5 of that letter, you state Gen. Peraldl is offering very strong
inducements for 80-80 rifles, carbines, and 80-30 cartridges.
You will remember you wrote me on or about the 1st of October in regard to
that fellow Juan Guevara, who has been running arms and ammunition for
Seguin, the Carranza consul at San Antonio, In connection with Frezeres, the
Carranza consul at Eagle Pass, and if Gen. Peraldi, as you say. In your letter, is
offering any inducement for arms and ammunition, hope you will be able to
make arrangements through some other party or parties whereby we can sell
4766--20--voL 2 -- 82
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Peraldl or any of the Carranza crowd all of the arms anud ammunition they want.
I can secure any quantity and in this way we will be able to involve all of those
mixed up in the transaction and in the end cause the arrest of the entire crowd.
Keep this very confidential, handle it carefully and I believe something may
come of it."
, provided he can handle the mutter with
As mentioned in my letter to Gen. Peraldl for Teodora Frezieres, Mexican consul at Eagle Pass, or Consul
Seguln at San Antonio, I will be able to have friends of mine arrange to sell
states they are In the market for.
them the ammunition, If you have any sugge.tlons or instructions to give me regarding this proposed plan, in that event will he glad to receive sae.
Refer you to nmy report of September 25, 1918, entitled "lie Juan Guevara, of
Eagle Passs, Tex., smuggling ammunition from San Antonio, Tex., into Pliedras
Negres, Mexico." This report will give you full Information regarding how
this unmnunition previously has been handled. Also refer you to my previous
report dated September 24, 1918, entitled "le alleged participation of Mexi.
can Government in smuggling narcotics out of Mexico into United States
and ammunition front the United States Into Mexico via Mexican mail coaches
and in Mexican waall bags." will give you full information as to how the
Carranza Government is getting arms and nnmunltion out of the United
States Into .Mexico.
(Cresse is code name for Jones.)
STATEMENT BY CHIARLES El JONES REGARDING JUDGE CHABLES A. DOUoLAS,
IS REFERRED TO ON PAGE 5804 OF MR. JONES'S TESTIMONY.

WHICH

In so much as I have explained to the committee regarding the loyalty of
.Adam Leckie to the United States and his continued efforts to assist the
United States Government regarding Mexican affairs, therefore I believe, in
justice to Judge Charles A. Douglas, that I should also inform the committee
of the fact that as long as I have known Judge Douglas I have never seen or
heard him say or plan ot do anything for the Mexicans that could In any way be
construed as being harmful or detrimental to the interests of the United States.
On the contrary, know that if Bonillas, Carranza, Luis Cabrera, and other Mexican Government oftlfcials had followed the advice of Judge Douglas that conditions In Mexico for the last several years would have been far better than
they were.
Repeatedly Judge Douglas, as Carranza's legal advisr In the United States,
was able to render service of the greatest value to the United States Government. I believe the committee should also be Informed at this time of a statement made to me by A. Bruce Bilaski, at that time Chief of the Bureau of Investigation, United States Departmwnt of Justice, regarding Judge Douglas.
This was In 1010 or 1017 . I asked Mr. Blehaski If Douglas could be depended
on as far as the United States was concerned in Mexican affairs. Mr. Bielaski
said that whenever any emergency arlses regarding Mexican matters that
Douglas invariably would gladly cooperate with the Department of Justice,
and, if necessary, or desired, they could secure from Judge Douglas at all
times any Information or documents he might have regarding Mexico or Mexicans, provided It would be to the interests of the United States Government for
hint to furnish same. Furthermore, Mr. Blielaski stated that Douglas, first of
all. was an American.
Having known J.udge Douglas for several years I consider that his loyalty,
as far as Mexican affairs is concerned, was always of the same type as that of
Adam Leckle.
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re .Jerome S. Hess, of
New York, calling at Mexican embassy, 1413 I Street NW., Washington,
D. .
NEw ORLEANS, LA., JulU 0, 1918.
On July 1, at about 4.45 p. in., Mexican Ambassaor Bonillas, Godchaux, and
myself were In the front parlor on the right-hand side of the hall, and the door
bell rang and a mald went to the door. I heard a man ask for Bonlllas, and
the maid told him that the ambassador was busy. The man. however, insisted
that he was a close personal friend of the ambassador and told the maid that
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li, was aMr. Less and to take his card to the ambassador. The maid therefore
brought the card Into the parlor, and the ambassador sent word to Hess to call
later. Godchaux panled the card off the card tray in the hallway as we
went out.
The original enrd with the tlnne Jerome 8. Iless, in his handwriting on the
back of his card, Is herewith attached to this report.
lhess is n member of the firm of Hardin & Hess, 50 Pine Street, New York.
(Cresse is code nnme for Jones.)
Confldentiil report by Cresse to Department of Justice re attach
of French
Embassy at Washington calling at .MexiLan Emnbassy at Washington.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., July 8, 1918.
During my recent trip to Washington, several times called at the Mexican
Embassy as per may previous reports.
On the afternoon of June 28, at about 2.45 p. m., when I entered tile embassy
was shown by the butler to the parlor on the right-hand slum' of the hill, and
at that title heard conversation between a man and a woman in the parlor on
the left-hand side of the hall,.
After the butler left me I took a look into the parlor where the man and
woman were, and saw that the man was dressed in n uniform of a French
Army officer, and that the young lady he was talking to was Miss Bonlllas, one
of the daughters of the Mexican ambassador.
A few moments thereafter they came out of the parlor and as they came
through the door of the parlor the French Army officer had his arm around the
waist of the young lady.
They left the embassy and entered an automobile which was driven by the
French Army officer. The Maryland license of this automobile was No. 80237.
At about 4 p. in. that afternoon by telephone reported this matter to Mr. Pike,
of your Washington office.
(Cresse is code name for Jones.)

Confidential report by Crease to Department of Justice re various visitors to
the Mexican Embassy at Washington, D. C.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., July 8, 1918.
Among the parties in Washington who visit the Mexican Embassay is a
Madame Brull.
Also Lieut. Joseph J. Coppoln, of the Italian military mission.
_onwImflenthal report by Crsse. to Department of Justle re party by name of
HIelnmlnannu who na enred tom be a German, eitlliig tit Mexicani Embassy,
Washington, D. C.
NEW ORLt.ANS, IA., July 8, 1918.

On the afternoon of June 28, nt about 2.45 p. i., as Giodclhnux and myself
reached the Mexican Emhnssy, we saw a party just going up the steps to the
front door, and as he rang the bell he pulled a cardeais out of hIs pocket and
took a card from same. I read the name Heinemann on the card in his hand,
but could not get the Initials, as his thumb was over same.
When the maid opened the door he asked If a certain party was there to
meet him (could not catch the party's name). The maid told him no, but to
come back between 4.80 and 5 p. m. and the party would be there. Heinenmnn
then left and walked away from the embassy.
He has the faiclal characteristlcs of a (lerman. He wore nose eyeglasses,
had blue eyes, blonde hair. ruddy complexion, clean shaven, weight about 145 pounds, 5 feet 81 inches in height, wore i gray suit, tan shoes, Panaman hut, and
carried a cane.
At about 4 p. m. that afternoon by telephone reported this matter to Mr. Pike
of your Washington office, and suggested that one of your operatives pick up
Hiehiemnnn when lie returned to the embassy it( 4.30 p. m. ti.nd ali him to his
hotel, office, or residence, and In that wnay learn who he was.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
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Conlldentlal report by Cresse, to DepartImIent of Justlce re Interviews with
Inltcla 11ollllhns, Mxlicltl nnubassador to the United States titWashington,
D. O., and Ideas and plans suggested as result of these Interviews which may
helpl to offset (ierinl: iy's streiigth in Mexico.

NEw ORLEANS, LA., July 19. 1018.
Per tnstructlons received front Mr. Pike and yourself, I had several Interviews
with lonlllls, the Mexican Iimnbassador, each of these listing front one to four
and a half hours.
As fully etivered it 1
previous re ports and IKr
Iy
psonal Interviews with the
<hlef alld Mlr. P'itse il regard to the Mexican G(overnllentt having employed
meii to haile their secret-servL work in the n'lited States, I therefore, was
in a position to talk very frankly to the tkilmessaltlor recalling thle feeling Il
the' Uni'ted States toward Mexie.) autlse l by their Ir-t lierlitul iKilley.
I told tihe
tanltbatsatdl)r I haId learn
Lt'l while in New, York onil
this trip, likewise
while having lunch with several prominent Congremnen and Senators, also
from manly prominent newspaper lmel In \Washington, that are tersmial friends
of mine, that it seentiel to btea consensus of opinion from all of the parties
nentioled that Mexico had anl was asking and expecting of the United States
mnlly Iwolitlcal nad dlplonlttle courtesies between (Governments at peace with
each oilier. Int that In ttrin 3Oexico, so all of the parties seem to think, wanted
everything from the Unittle States nand in turn illd not appear to be willing
to even meet the l'nited States halfway.
atLor tllhat I coulil not Itlerstllind 1mw his (Govern.
I then told tiet Ili)tb;
lellt
ex wetled the United Stales to arrestt itid pinseute the t111lny Mlxit.
revolutionary leaders utnd
their sulplorters in thie United States, clogging
lip lthe courts with suclh prosettinlls. sPItnlldig
lalny hundrISs of thotuandsll
of
dollars lii alprehlendilg these Mexitn revolhuttlonlry leaders. thereby ellmlitating all of the eieiit
s in the united States of Mexico, nnl in turn after
Having doet all of that for the (Governmentt of Mexico, then to see eaclh hour
and day the Government of Mexico allow thousatls of Germans nullnd other
eneltles of this country in Mextic) to carry on etitivIties of ever" kind that
wet just as dangerous. harmful. nnd detrimental to the Interests of the
1Unitedl
Sftaites as Itie Mexican revolutlionary parties hi the United States were to his
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* overnllient.

Also told the Mexican amubasmsdor that he certainly must realize, and if he
did not, then a little investigation on his part would convince hhn of the fact
that aiy statement was correct, which was that the pIress of the United
States were bitterly opposed to President CarranzAt, and the present Mexican
Government, and this opposition on the part of the press of America, was due
entirely to the stand Mexico had taken in regard to openly being a friend
and supporter of Germany on this continent; likewise on account of Mexico
allowing Germans in that country to openly do everything in their power that
the future harmful to the United States.
had been and woul he int
I also explained to the tlllbassatdor that t far as I was able to learn flomlll
likewise
certain friends of mlineI i the newsplpelr hlsine.ts lit Washingtoml,
front conversation with several Conmgressien tdIlSenat,,rs who were Intimate
friends of tlne, that they feel the Unlted States would be an absolute fool to
ever do Inythtillgfor Mexico, unless Mexico i1 turn showed a disposltlon to
cooperate long equitable lines with the United States.
I then told the mIlalssallor I had learned front personal observation on iy

last tr11ip up and down the Mexltunn Iorder alnd throughout other parts if the
country that nntuty of the city, county, and State olltcints, and the samne applied
to prominent business and professional llel, but that had the utlost hatred
for the Mexican Government, this being due entirely to the apparent pro.
Gelrman andt anti-Amerlean sentient in 3Mexlco.
I likewise at that time said to the almbllauador that no one more tan lie
most moral,
fully utlllerstood that the United States its a Government was thol
Ilonest, and honorable Government in the world, which lie admitted, likewise the best friend Mexico had to-day in the world. lie said he holed so,
and I also told him, Irrespective of the fact that it was apparently conton
knowledge in the Utilted States, whether correctly so or not, that Mexico was
called pro-German and nanti-Anterlean In every way, nevertheless, knowing my
country and Its Governinent illelals ts I did by reputation, that whenever
any of the Mexicann revolutionary leaders committed any overt acts against
Mexlco In lithe Unitedl States the authorities would inmtediately prosecute then,
slid this had been anply proven in the past by such prosecutions.
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At lmylast interview with the ambassador ilithe presence of flodchnux. on
the afternoon of July 1, 1018, which lasted from 3 p. In.to 0.15 p. en., I pultus
many llut and

direct shlits Into the

Iioibiy conll,

andll
In tin1. If it I. p)ossitle t) lie

integrity of any Miextici,

tihus
,a~ulir's

hhle along tlit.selines

sI I

iconvilncel

and it is a debatable question

Ilonor nlnd
of tile
If such a one ever

existed, neverlheh'. Ilojllils alrllintl1y fully rrlzes that It will lay Mexico
In every way not to have
na break with tihe
l'nItl States.
I asked Blonllas the ipolt-blank question aitto why Mexico had not nt
wmilldl not declare war on (f'remnnly and Ihe said thlt the relations between tihe
Mexican people and those of (e-rnlnlny hlnd always lhen friendly; therefore,
in so much as (rlnlanly h1ad glvni Mexico no provoention of any kind. ho felt
sure the reason Presitdent ('lrrllnza
nd the Mex1la Coingre.s and Seente
hal not declared war on G(ernainy was due to the fact to do so would he dishonorable, inhumlan, and llhsolultely Inunoral.
I then said to the ambassador for the sake of argument whether the present
P.siton of Presidlent Carrannzi Is correct or not, nevertheless, President Carrmnza
nsMexlcan, and the future of Mexico at this moment to a very great extent is
In his hands, nad whether right or wrong In your opinion, 'Mr. Amnlbssador,
do you' not think that If lexico was to declare war at the present time on Germany it would give Mexico countless opportunities to again put Mexico in her
right position long the nntions of the worhl, likewise give her the opportunity
to secure hnlniclnl assistance from the Allies and to effect v:ew treaties with
all of the Allies, likewise when all of the claims against Mexico were eventually
presented for settlement which now existed, Ifan ally of the Allies could make
a good settlement regarding such claimhns It would give to Mexico maninny
things
Along those lin's and other ways too numerous to mention. The ambassador
said undoubtedly my supposition as outlined would mean a great deal to Mexico,
but unfortunately President Cnrranza was In the minority, and that Irrespective
of his individual inllnence In Mexico as its present leader he had to contend
with many of his senators, congressmen, Government officials, and army officers
who may not feel as he did.
I then said, "Mr. Ambassador, I am talking to you at the present moment
as the paid representative of the Mlesican Government, and It Is my duty as such
to give you facts as I understand them; therefore my statement, of course, under those circumstances could not be considered offensive," and he said, certainly
not. and I then told him It seemed to be pretty well understood In the United
States that President Carranza had been bought by the German Ambassador to
M3fexlco City, and that President Carranza likewise was cooperating with the
Government of Germany, acting under suggestions received from the German
Ambassador to Mexico City.
The ambassador's face at this remark hardened up, turned rather pale, and
he looked like lie did not appreciate the statement I hal made. He however
took it very nicely and then said, "Yes, It Is unfortunate and a great pity that
such remarks have been made, but, nevertheless, I tell you on my honor that
President Carranza has never taken one single cent front the Government of
Germany, directly or Indlrectly, nor fronl tny person or persons that are In
any way directly or indirectly connected with any of the Interest of Germany
that may try to Influence him as far as the Government of Germany is concerned."
I then said to hint, " Mr. Amlassador, Is it true that the majority of the army
officers of the Mexican Government are in the pay of the German
Amhassador
to NMexieo City or of other Interests that are friendly to, Germany?" I also said
that I had heard many times that many of the Mexictn army officers were on
the pay roll of the German Ambassador to Mexico.
The ambassador said unfortunately probably part of my information along
those lines were correct, and undoubtedly sonme of the Mexican army officers
had taken money from Glermany, but lie felt sure lie could honestly say, that
tho e Mexican army officers as a whole were in the minority, and as far as the
majority of the Mexican army offeers are concerned, my statement Is incorrect.
The ambassador also said that treachery on the part of one's own country's army
officers undoubtedly existed in all governments, and then said some of your
own Unlt. States Army officers have or may boe'taking money from German
Interests.
I then said to the ambassador, if as a fact some of your Mexican army officers
are in the pay of Germany, and President Carranza decided to declare war on
Germnny, what effect would It have as far as those army officers in the pay of
Germany being able to attempt to overthrow President Carranza, and I also
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said, Suppose that a large part of the .Mextanu army officers are in the pay of
Germany, how then, In that event, if President Carranza thought that Mexico
should declare war on Germany, could Ire safely tdo so. The ambassador said
that it such a condition really existed it would be dangerous for President
Carranza to attempt to declare war on Germany, for if the majority of his
army ofleers were in the pay of Germany, it would result in the present Mexit
can government being overthrown by the army, provided Carranza attempted
to declare war on Germany.
I then said to the Ambassador I understand there also were some prominent
newspapers in the United States who have repeatedly stated President Car.
ranza has been doing everything lie possibly could and that lie will continue to
do so, that is in every way as hle sees and understands It harmful and detrl.
mental to the interests of the United States, Curranza doing this simply with
an idea of eventually forcing the United States to make him a financial proposal
tion, likewise give him other favorable treaty concessions, so that if the United
States were to do this Carranza would have accomplished financially and
politically a great deal for his country, and in turn for these favors lie would
declare war on Germany and lose nothing by so doing. The Ambassador said,
yes, he had also heard the same rumors, but they were not so.
Sutianing up my several conversations with llonullhs during the last week,
which he believes were given me by him to enable me to get published in the
newspapers of the United States, which he. of course, wnats and expects to he
very favorable to Mexco., and convinced of the fact that he is in every way
strictly a Mexlcanl, nud lie will at all times go to any extreme to endeavor to
hypnotise or double-cross the State Department whenever lie can securl
ail
opportunity to do so.
However, Mexican as he is, which means individual selfishness, likewise
always endeavoring to look out first for his own Interests therefore, fully understanding the situation between his country and the United States as lie does,
that he to stay in his present position, and the same applies to his future
politically and financially in Mexico, am Inclined to believe there is an opportunity through my talking to him in the most direct manner possible for the
State Department, and saying to him many things that the State Department
could. not personally say to him, and in the end probably be able to constantly
throw a scare into him regarding the necessity of making certain recommendations to President Carranza, which may be fruitful in the way of results which
might be advantageous to the United States.
I came to Bonllias very highly recommended by Andres Garcia, of El Paso, in
whom he has a great deal of confidence, likewise from the consul general at
New Orleans and from Adam Leckie who, as you know, is a very close personal
friend of his. On June28 he wrote Leckie regarding me as follows:
EMBAJADA DE MEXICO,

Washington.
WASHINOTON,

D.

O.,

28 de Junto de 1918.
Sr. ADAlK LECKIE,
Edftlieo del Banco de Londres,
Meztco, D. F.
lfur ESTMarDo Y FINo Austco: Con fecha 25 de junto recibl su carta de 20
de Mayo, que me entrego el Sr. Charles E. Jones, y tendre satisfaccion en
obseqular la recomendacion de Ud.
DMe repito su atto. y afmo S. S.,
Y.

BONILLAS.

TRANSLATION.

Under date of June 25 I received your letter of May 20, which was handed
to me by Mr. Charles E. Jones, and I will take pleasure to favorably consider
your recommendation.
Your attentive and affectionate sure servant.
NoTr.-The above copy of B)onlilas's letter was sent to me by Leckle.
I told Bonlllas that I believe he should from time to time give out newspaper
Interviews that define the position of Mexico, and that I would have same pub.
lished In all of the daily papers throughout the United States, and which
eventually may lead Bonlllas Into making some positive declaration which may
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force Carranza Into a more definite position regarding his present attitude
toward the United States in regard to the European War.
In my report of December 24, 1017, under the heading of "Confidential report
re Mexico from Information secured from A. E . Leckle" I at that time sent
forward to your department Information iltregard to the majority of the
Mexhiun Army officers being in the pay of the German (Governlent. That part
of I)y report In part was as follows:
Learned from Leckle there is albolutely no truth In the many repor s which have
been circulated in the United states to the effect that 'ablo Gonzales and Carrana are
about to have a break. IcLcklo stated Gonzales of course had many different arguments
with Carransa, but all of them were friendly and that the spirit of cooperation and
friendship between Carranza and (onzales, as he understood It, was as strong as ever.
"Leckle also said Gonzalez was extremely active in regard to.having Carranza declare war on Germiany, nnd no matter how tills situation eventually
enll(1, lhe elevated Gonzalez would always he against Germany.
"Leekle said Gonzalez had repeatedly urged Carranza not to interfere with
Gen. B., Paleaz, In the Tuxpan oil fields, on atcount of the fact that It might
result In the United States and her allies taking charge of all the Mexicun
oil fields. (lonzalez told Leckie to talk to Carranza about these matters and
urge Ilinto leave Paleaz alone at this time.
"IAIk(e then taltedl
he had several Interviews with Carranza in regard to
tilh, fact that Carranza hadl everything to gain and Ilothing to lose by declaring
also
to under no circulustafces at this time attempt to
war on Germany, and
llterfere will (ltii. I'allzaz ill tilhe Taxpnlll oil fields, s11il his lIrillcpal argument with ('llrralnat was that If lihe llitenlptcl to attack Gen. P'aleaz annd run
hin1 lonltof the oil tells it would probably result In (ten. I'aleaz or some of
the Carranlza tiroop. setting tire to the oil feels or destroying property there,
which, as Leckie understood, it would result in England asking the United
States to take charge of the oil fields, due to the fact that England proposes to
have the oil from there Irrespective of consequeuwes.
" Leckle told lmethere was absolutely no doubt in his mind but that Carranza, and practically all of his offlills, had become convinced of tile fact that
they should declare war on Germany, and were about ready to do so at the
timo the Germans began their recent Italian drive, and he believed if this move
on the part of Germany in Italy had not been Illnae that by now Carronza
would have declared war on Germany.
" Leckle then said that after much quiet investigation on his part, and after
many talks with Gonzales and others, both for and against the United States,
there was no doubt In his mind but that tile entire Mexican Army crowd has
been bought up absolutely by G(eillall Ilterests in Mexico, and that these
tlernan Interests art, paying from tllme to thne the prominent .Mextcan Army
officers large additional sulnuL of money.
" Leckle, however, is Inclined to believe Carranza has and will contillue to
admit that he is considering any
hold out for soee time before he wil evell
Carranza hopes in
plan which will result In Mexico breaking with (ermnuny.
the end to in this way secure a. urnnces of financial nNlstnulce from tile
United States."
with Leckle as to whether Ctaranza was in the pay
I at that time discls.t
of the Glermlan (Goverunent or not, and lie slated he felt sure of tile fact Carraiuza was not in the pay of Germany. If this Is correct German money in
Mexico is running short.
You will remember in many of my.reports for 1010 and 1917, regarding the
l othlir Central American revolutionary lloveiments,
Itosales Ilondurntan andl
I alt that tulle was able to secure possession of the mIajority of the Ipapers
of Itosles, Peraltan, and their asmwlates, which were sent forward to your delphtoglrnpltd. In these ilh'rs were included letters from C(arpartmnent to tbe
ranza, 0. Agullar, Minister of Foieign Affairs, Gen. Obregon, G(en. Greene,
and from manny other prominent Mexican Government officials, whlch
Gen. H1111l,
prove they were Implicated financially, politically, and otherwise in etldeavorPeralta of the HIonduranan revolutionary party, Gen.
losles tand
lag thtugh Rl
Cistlllo, Dr. Ouzinan, and others of the Guatemnlan revolutionary partles, Dr.
Julian Irlis of the Nicaragunn revolutionary party, Dr. Daradona of tile San
Salvaldoran revolutionary party, which proved that Carranza and his oltticals
expected and hoped to be able through each of these revolutionary leaders in
Central Amerlica to overthrow all of the present existing Central American
Governments and place in each of those country a revolutionary leader as
president who would have been made president of each of those countries
largely due to the financial and political support of Carranza and his officials.
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As I see the Mexican situation to-day, am convicted of the fact that the
lmolney spent by U rninzia

through Ueln. Maximo It. Itosales, Dr. Julian Irlas,.

Dr. Dardon, Gen. Castillo, and others in endleavorillng to overthrow the Central
Anmericaln overnments, as Illentioned hereinhefore, was (ermnu money that
passed through Curranlza's hauds for thie purpose of establishing governments
in Central America that would, if they had been successful in their revolu.
tlonary efforts at tt
tha time, Intve given (lernlany the opportunity to-day In each
of those countries that sihe (LUermlany)

now lis

inm

exico.

Your department being in posste.i-on of photographli copies of all of these
original letters, likewise enables tme to have the opportunity to show to Bonlllas
that the Mexican Government would be playing with the most dangerous fire
if they In any way cooperated to any further extent with Germany, for in
doing so if a break is thereby caused between Mexico and the United States,
at that time it will be proven that Carranza had hoped and attempted to overthrow all of the present Central American Govermnents. Tile proof, no matter
how positive it is, will in the end, I believe, not carry much weight il even
making the people of Latin America have it friendly feeling for the United
States. The only value of these documents, letters, etc., at the present tlme,
would be to use as a club on Bonlllas and Carranza.
Carrnnza personally will not believe to any great extent, anmd pays but very
little attention to the individual opinollns or reports from his various Governnlent officials. For instance, if Ambassador Bonlllas reported to Carranza
that the feeling in tile United States was very antagonistle toward Mexico, on

account of pro-Gerlman activities in Mexico. Carranza would be inclined to con-

sider this was simply a personal belief of Bonllhts.
However, ns stated to Mr. Pike and yourself, believe that I will he able not
only to have Bonillas send in reports to Carranza, but likewise can impress
upon his various consuls and his friends and supporters throughout the United
States that Mexlco is playing with fire, in regard to tlldr present pro-German
attitudle, and In my conversations with each of these various Mexican consuls
that are scattered over the United States, I feel sure that I can convince them
of the fact that it is their duty to advise President Carranza of the feeling
toward his Government In the United States.
As each and every one of the Mlexican consuls in the United States ore
always anxious to send any Information to Carranza, so that in this way 11e
can convince Carranza of the fact they are on the job, and as each of these
consuls after I have a straight talk with them will probably consider they have
something Important to report to Carranza and as I hope will report to him the
talk that your department or the State Department will want me to hand to the
consuls, likewise that he, the consul, can hardly understand how Mexico can
expect the United States to eliminate all of the Mexican revolutionary leaders
and their supporters in the United States, when in turn Mexico is allowing
German activities of every kind, to the detriment of the United States, to exist
in Mexrio.
My supposition Is that each consul in his eagerness as he will think, to send
something new and fresh in the way of information to Carranza, will send this
information to Carranza as if it had been secured from observation. If my

plan can be successfully carried out believe Carranza, in this way will receive

from 25 or 30 of hlis consuls likewise from his friends and supporters in the
United States reports along these lines that will convince him of the fact that
his present policy is a grave mistake. These reports reaching Carranza from
such widely distributed points, and from a large number of his consuls, are
bound to make an impression on him for he then will realize that It is not the
mere idea or opinion of one man.
The thought may occur to you that these consuls will quote me as their source
of information when making their reports to Carrnan regarding this matter.
This Is hardly under any circumstances liable to happen due to the fact that
these Mexican consuls never give credit to any one for Information furnished
and to make an impression upon Carranza, will endeavor to make him believe
they have worked very hard to secure their opinions along these lines.
Another phase of this matter is that I will likewise throw n very stiff scare
into all of these various Mexican consuls regarding the great danger to the
Mexican Government existing at the present time caused by the reorganization
of the Mexican revolutionary movement in the United States which I can prove
to them is amply financed and in a position to be a most dangerous factor in
eliminating Carranza and all of his followers in Mexico. This will likewise
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Iw Instantly reported to Carranza as the Individual opinion of each of his consuli.
I also when I see Lecke during the latter part of this month or early in
August tat dun Antllo,. per my previous reports, will talk to him tery straight
ill regttrd to Ihe danger of the revolutionary movement against Mexico. and of
tile' sentluent against Mexlco in this country In regard to their pro-German
attitude, anil as Leckle aul all of his ussoclates ln the United States and
Mexico aire timnicly very heavily interested in their various Mexican investments, it will result ht I.eekle likewise working on Carranza and hs prominent
otllldas, also through his Mextican law Iepartners if .Mexico City and with
Douglas, anl I feel sure tlhat between Iec.kle, Dnouglas anid their assoelates in
Mexico that ('arranza through them will receive stitne very strong flets that
lnay cause hllu to wake up.
As stated ina my relinrt of July 12, 1918, under the heading of "Information
pertaining to the present AMexitlm situation which I expect to obtain from Adam
Leckle of Mexico City and W'lshington, I). C." I in that report forwarded the
following Information in part:
"Lteckie is, as mentioned int many of mny previous reports, on very Intimate
terms with President n'arranza of Iexico and Secretary (. Agulliar, Mexican
minister of foreign affairs. He, therefore, is in a position to be thoroughly
posted as to the true colmlitions in Mexico regarding the (urman situation In
that country. likewlse should be fully aware of the real Me,.ican sentiment regarding the United States at this time.
"Leckle is the Junior member of thie Mexican law firm of Gonzalez, Roa,
Carbajal & Leckle, with offices at Edilflclo del Banco de Londres, Mexico 18,
Mexico City. Gonzales Roa, of Leckie's firm, is general counsel for the
National Railways System in Mexico, also chief associate counsel for the
United railways of Yucatan, also the leguladora del Henequen of Yucatan.
Likewise the department of agriculture, the Mexican Monetary Commission,
also tihe commission of legislation, also director and professor of the University
of Mexico, general attorney in Mexico for the Wells Fargo Express Co. and
many other corporations.
"Carbajal was the Carranza minister to Costa Rca and Nicaragua, likewise
minister plenipotentiary to Russia, later to the United Kingdom. After he returned to Mexico he occupied the position of under secretary of state and at
the present time is the legal adviser for tile Mexican finance department.
" .eckle, therefore, on account of his partnership arrangement with these two
Mexicans who I understand are very close personal friends of Caranza, likewise act as his personal legal and political advisers, has given to Leckle an
opportunity to secure probably more correct information pertaining to the true
situation in Mexico than almost any other American."
Leckie, therefore, through his own influence, and that of his Mexican law partners, can talk to Carranza and his officials in such a way that it should be
productive of results with them. The services so fain rendered along these
lines by Leckie to the United States have been of great help and value to our
Government.
Another part of this proposed plan is for me to request each agent of your
department in every town that has a Mexican Consul to carefully select three
or four of the most reliable American business pnd professional men of known
loyalty in that town and who have never had any connection with the various
Mexican factions. These men could be, for instance, a prominent preacher,
hanker, doctor, lawyer, or of any business provided he met our requirements
as to his general reputation and loyalty to the United States.
After your local agent picked these men and they had been checked up to
the limit, your agent and myself would see each man we had selected and explain to him that the Mexican situation was rather critical and that we
wanted him in some manner to begin to cultivate the Mexican Consul in his
town, apparently cultivating him for personal or business reasons, likewise
inviting the Consul to his home and club for social affairs, and in many other
ways putting the Consul under personal and social obligations to him. In a
few weeks the friendship between these business men and the Consul should
have developed to the extent that the business men could then begin to drift
into conversations with the Consul regarding the Mexican situation. After
that the Americans could begin to lay their plans to press Into the Consul's
brain that the United States is, after all, Mexico's best friend and that Mexico
with such American propaganda talk to the Mexican Consuls and other friends
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and supporters of the present Mexican Government in the United States, being
scientitlcally showered on these Mexicans and in such a manner is to not over.
play the proposition, felt sure that all of this in the end would reach Carranza
and his ollilfuls from his consuls, and as direct information and opinions of
his consuls.
This plan Is along the lines of my own propaganda work direct to the Mexlean Consuls, as outlined in detail on pages 7 and 8 of this report,
Believe if I am given the opplrtunlty to try this plan out in connection with
the plait regarding my talk to the lexican consuls and friends and supporters
In this country us mentioned hereinbefore, that I amncapable of handling same,
so that It may produce some results which many be of value to the United
States.
By constantly keeping In close personal contnect with each of the Americant
husines menetand professional men selected for this propaganda work I can
keep them hustling to produce results, or each of your local agents can do so
on direct Instructions from your department.
It Is alnst impossible to put In a report details of such propaganda work,
but it an, I feel sure. be very easily and successfully worked out In person.
The same class of propaganda work can be successfully carried out by trusted
Americans in Mexico.
I personally stated several times to MSr. Pike that as I understand the Mexican, Central American, and South American situation, that Germany if she
can force this country to have a break with Mexico Is thereby deliberately
forcing the United States to play into her (Germany's) hand.
My interpretation of this supposition is that If we have a break with
Mexico, and declare war on her, or were forced to send troops in to pacify that
country, Insomuch as all of the citizenship of South Amerlca, Central America,
and Mexico total upproxiltntely 9.i,000,tKXI people, all of whim are of SpanIsis or Latitn bloodl, and therefore clanlish to the core, and that if (termany
therefore can force the United States to intervene in Mexeo or (lermany
would try to convince then to hick a row with us, GerImany itn doing to
plays one of her most succssful trumpll eltnls, for after the present European
war Is ended our trouble with Mexico, if we have it, will tnnble Germany's
financial an'd commercial interest to have more than a fair chance to' secure
a foothold commercially In South America, Central America, and Mexico, using
as an opportunity to do so that the United States declared war on Mexico,
which, according to the Mexican and Latin American race, would, as Germany
would try to convince them. was a direct insult to the Spanish-speaking people
of Central America, South America, and Alexico.
We, in this way, as I see and understand It, would give Germany an opportunity to secure a foothold after the war that under no circumstances should
Germany be allowed to have in Latin America and Mexico.
My supposition can be offset by the statentent that If the United States was
in a position to present to the people of Mexico, Central America, and South
America absolute proof of Mexico's cooperation with Germany and that such
proof in turn would kill Germany's opportunity to extend her commerce after
the war in the countries mentioned.
Proof or no proof, as I see anid understand It, knowing the Latin Americans
as I do, It would be of very little weight with them,
I am firmly convinced of the fact that It is tty duty to recommend as strong as
I possibly can that In one way or the other whether playing the cards above or
under the table that the present Mexican situation be won by diplomacy.
If, as a matter of fact, my supposition is correct and that is I am absolutely
convinced of the fact that Germany to-day owns and controls the policy of the
present Mexican Government, she certainly won it diplomatically or financially, and if such is the case the United States should likewise diplomatically
or financially try to undo Germany's gain there and secure possession of
Mexico along the same lines that Germany did.
IF AFTIEI AI,I. FINANCIAl,, I)IPOMATIV, AND PROPAGANDA EwTo THE UNITED STATES, THEN
FORTS CAN NOT WIN MEXICO OVEI T
IN THAT EVENT EVEN IF THlE UNITED STATES IIUltTS HEiSEIFL
COMMIIt(IALIX IN LATIN AMEltI('A FOlt Till. NEXT FIFTY YEARS,
THE UNITED STATES SHOULD IIltiESI'EP('TIE OF HEll PRIOSPI'EOTVE
LOSS COMMEIICIAII.Y IN CENTItAIL AND SOUTH AAMEIII(A AT ONCE
INTERVENE IN MEXICO AND HOLD ITS CONTROl ON MIREXICO FOR
SEVERAL YEARS AFTER THE EUROPEAN WAR ENDS, SO THAT IN
THIS WAY GERMANY WOULD HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO OPPORTUNITY
TO DO ANY BUSINESS IN MEXICO.
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It is a very hard matter to cover in detail all points pertaining to the various
suggestions mentioned in this report, but feel sure that my past record with
your department in regard to producing results in Central American and
Mexican affairs entitles me to have the opportunity to endeavor to work these
plans out and which may be productive of results.
The Information I am furnishing to the Mexican Government at the present
time, per my previous reports, in regard to the activities of the various Mexican
revolutionary groups In the United States has been so arranged that It will
thoroughly convince Carranzna of the fact that at the present time the reorganIzed revolutionary movement of his Mlexican political enemies and their assoelates in the United States which Is a combination of every faction opposed to
Carranza, and who have joined the new combinatitlon, is so well organized,
equipped, and financed that when it begins to successfully operate that the
chances are more than even they will have an excellent opportunity to overthrow the present Mexican Government.
I expect in this way to be able to probably open up the way to force Bonllas
to make sonme proposition to the State Depalrtent which in turn might
give them the opportunity to force a trade on ionlilas.
My present plans in regard to erlrying out tileprolKetl prolwmsltlons mlelntionedl hereinhefore. likewise the plans in my report of .lJly 19, under tile
prol sed by mie in regard to clnuring t(lernmn military
'
heading of ': Pln
sples In Mlexihln nild 'Texans towns aiollm the border." is to lelve New Orleans
during the Irlst week of August with Glodemlux and A. T. Howell, and this trip
will take ine to lHouston, (Inlveston, San Antonio, lBrownsville, El Paso. lredo,
Corpus Christi, Del lilo, Engle 'Pass,and a few otilier border towns in Texas;
Phoenix, Tuceson. Nogalte, nmd othLr towns in Arizona; several border towns in
New Mexico. Los Angeles. Calif.. and aifew other points where Mexican consuls are locnted. Believe that I will, ns opportunities under circumstances
which may develop as this trip progresses, be able to continue to have sent
through various consuls of the Mexican Government, likewise through their
strong friends and supporters of Mexico in the United States, a volume of In.
formation which will never be traced back to me, and which, in the end, will
give Carrmnza many things to think over and which nmay be productive of
beneficial results to the United States.
I feel sure lllof this Information reaching Carranza from his various con
suls, his friends, and supporters regarding the activities of his revolutionary
enemies in the United States, likewise the other propaganda work mentioned
herelmbefore, will probably frighten him Into at least cooperating with the
I'nited States in regard to elimination of some of the activities of the Germans
ir

Mexico.

As my last trip to Mexico and along the border in April and May, 1918,
was productive of considerable results regarding Mexican and other matters,
part of which I secured from Mlexlcan officials, believe that this trip will likewise be productive. If my proposed trip meets with your approval will greatly
appreciate having you advise me immediately regarding whatever Instructions
you may desire to give me.
If the tihne ever cones, and the chances are more than 50 per cent that it
may happen, whereby Germany's hand in Mexico, by force, should he forever
crushed by the United States and at the same time the people of Mexico, as a
whole, be taught to respect the lives and property of Americans in Mexico,
then In that event, knowing Mexico as I do, I ask that I will be remembered
and assigned to the Intelligence force" in the first expedition that lands in
Mexico.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justice re break alleged to have
occurred between Carranza and Gen. Obregon.
1918.
NEW OBLEANB, LA., September O0,
Understand within the last four or five weeks Carranza and Obregon have
not been on friendly terms and that they are now on the verge of an absolute
open break, which, If It has not already occurred, will become a reality now
almost any moment.
The feeling between Carranza and Obregon for the last year, while ap.
parently in the open was extremely friendly, nevertheless, Obregon, who has
always felt that he was the logical candidate for the presidency of Mexico in
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the next Mexican presidential elections, which are to he held In September 20,
1920, has realized, so his friends and supporters claim, that during the last
year Carranza has been doing everything lie possible could to secretly tear
down and destroy the presidential aspirations of Obregon.
Understand that the reasons for the open break whcllh is now said to exist
between Carranza and Obregon, were caused by Carranza giving amnesty to
Pedro OJeda, who is an old federal general and who is known from one end of
Mexico to the other to be one of the bitterest personal and political enemies of
(,en. Obregon.
At the time Carranza extended his amnesty to Gen. OJeda. Obregon at that
time is said to have written Carranza and likewise made the statement to his
friends and supporters that Carranza hail forgotten the fact when lihe (Carranza) came to tiheState of Sonora after he had been defeated in the State
of Conhulla, he was without food, clothes, and even without sllhoes, and at that
time he (Carranza) asked the people of Sonora to help him. Obregon has
also told Carranza and his friends that whatever Carrnza was or had been,
he (Obregon) and his friends and supporters had really made Carranza.
Obregon is also said to have told Carranza that he was fully aware of Carranza's work and plans In regard to double-crossing him in the next presidential
elections.
It is also said that Carranza now fully realizes his mistake in openly offendIng Obregon at this time. and to offset this mistake has offernl,
as President of
Mexlco, amnesty to ailof the old federal and has asked atlnd
urged them to
return to Mexico.
Among the old federal revolutionary sympathizers in the Unltt1l States, and
this also applies to the friends and syilpathlizers of (len. Ohregon, it is believed
by them that this is a plan of Carranza to rally around for himself as much
support as he can secure from the old federal revolutionists, and if he enl
accomplish this, then, in that event, it may offset to a great extent his split
with Obregon.
Under date of July 10, 1018, 1 forwarded report entitled "Presidential candldates In the next presidential eltetions and serious Mexican situation which
may arise from same at that time." Itespectfully refer you to this report its
mentioned for full details in regard to the plans and allegiances that Obregon
has and Is making to offset the work of Carranza in regard to defeating Ubregon in the next presidential elections.
If the present break between Carranza and Obregon grows, it will result
within the next few months in Obregon undoubtedly starting a revolutionary
movement against Carran:i.
As mentioned in may report of July 10, regarding the next Mexican presit
dental elections, Obregon already is on friendly and intimate terms with Esteban Cantu, governor of Lower California, who haIs, so it is said, promised his
support to Obregon.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)
Confidential report by Cresse to Department of Justie re plain protosel by me
in regard to capturing German consuls and ermanl military spies In Mexican
and Texas towns along the border.
Nmw Onu%:. s,L.%.,
.uUl1
19, 1018.
As mentioned to MIr. Pike and yourself (Chief Blelaski), during my last trip.
to Washington In June. 1018, I wwlleve may proposed pilal illregard to elimnlnating some

of tile most aitllve Geilaminn votisuls atnd (German military spits in

various Mexican towns across fivolUnited States territory is feasile and contalns more than a fair chance of being successfully curried out.
As stated to you in person, many of the Mexican towns along the border,
such as Mataniuoros, Nuevo Laredo, Pledras Negras, Juarez, and many other
towns of the same class, and farther down in .Mexito have, slnce the United
States entered the war, given the Germlan consuls in those towns, assisted by
German military and naval officers, the opportunity to secure from the towns
in the United States across the border a great deal of Information which they
undoubtedly have considered valuable, and which likewise may have been
hanrlful to the interests of the United States.
A concrete example of the activities of the Gernmns along ths lines Is
that of the Germlan consul at Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, who has been assisted lit
his work there for Germany by a Capt. Illnsch and a certain Henrman Iluckhelm, as mentioned in any previous reports.
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The following plan in regard to eliminating the ahove-nleltloned pulrlies can
Ioe, I believe. successfully carried out by mle, with the assistlnle of Uodhaux
and one or two other parties.
On account of my preeet friendly, ollinlal, and wrsonal connection with thi
vsMexletn Goverament, I can secure for myself mid for those it might e nC
sary to have assist mle, credentlails front the Mexicanl Government which will
enable me to co ime Inlld go Into Mexico without interference from their olhllals.
Believe it Is possible for (lodliahlx and tlmyself. likewise others I may use to
persoully work our way Into the conlldeire (,f sevenil of the (lerlan consuls
rilong tile border, likewise somellof their ulilitriry sples on the Mextenn sidle
of the river, and hope to be able to it ei thin extent by feeding them from
time to time a litle of fake illittiry or naval information,
nnle to be furnished
lby tile lureaun
of Army Intelligence or your department aIld which would he
of Ino harn to the UIldled States, inld of n10 vatle to the.
lielleve that in this
waly, due to their desire to secure 11forinmtisn, that I an tit least gin suilllcient
of their
lntle: e to have then atiti cerlin tilne.msrit me a few miles out of
the ilprticular Mexi.nI
town that s their Ileaqillllrters, ostensibly meeting
tlint lIlioi lo t of lliportllnt military
rale at sullch place to sfcure fronllll ia
tIlnl3,
etc., n1111( if sich a meeting Is crtical'l'eI t oni the Mexicant side of tile
river, then sples in that event would sinImply kihock iut or ktllllia the (li erian
consul or military spy. shove him over tl'e river onto U'nited States territory,
ind they would then lit, tarnril over to our .'ariy ofllcrs.
ThIe thoughlIt tany lrninr to you that the Ilprnlmer would put up n yell that he
hall IKen kidnnped from MexlIni territory: however, if he lid. In tllnt event it
would Ie his own fault, for when he woke lupl he would be on UnitrNl Stathes
territory.
An.otllhr tlirt of lihe pIlan is to run ii Ghldchtallx ntial other ringers on these
((rnlllrn cnsdls and military spes. lellin Illhese ringers for several weeks feed
tmeolt n line of phony itnormnntion, until they had secured their confidence, and
then at It later dIat' snake arrangements to leet the (ermans three or four miles
oilt of towns on flp
th
merInt side of the river, and if such ia mrting can be
aIrroila. 1s I live
it 1a111 1ei, Ihen In tl.t
event the (lermlans could be cautight
on United Stantes territory, or If for some reason the German or G(erants would
nlot leave the Mexican town it is quite possthle that they could he drugged, or
knocked on tile head in their ofilce or on nl antonmobile ride and then taken
over the river into the United States.
'Furthermore,am satisfied of the flrt that a great deal of the Information that
i reaching Gernn
consuls unit Giern:m Iillitary sples lit Mexico nnd on tile
border Is going to thella front exhias mlli others who are operating on the
United States side of the river.
The clancees are even that I also may ie able, to likewise open lupleads whlch
may enable mle to learn of the Identity of these sples for (ermnany on the
Alnereni side of the river.
Another part of this proposed plan Is tlhat Andres GIareia, Chief of the
Mexican Secret Service. and Inspector General of .Mexlenn Consulates, who Is
as cold as a piece of cle,and who considers human life of no value if It stands
in tile way of producing results for his department, lie, therefore, will go to an
extreme to make a showing with Presidenlt Carrmnia.
Believe I can propose to nlareain, who haus a certain amount of confidence In
me, and is likewise convinced that I cnn be of value to his government, that
it would Iw' an excellent idea to surrender to me several of the mllost notorious
(iernln sles along the bonler, and In turn at the time these Germans are
turneni over to ite, that I will likewise deliver to him several of the revolutionary
Inllers on the border tlhat Mexico is very anxlous to get.
As far its the G(overnmlent of Mexi e is concerned, do not believe they would
enter into an arrangement of this kind, but feel sure of the fact that (larci In
his desire to make a showing to the Jlexenill (iovernlmnent will ntier into plan
with ure, whereby if I dili deliver to hiln a few of thee prollnellnlt Mexiantl

revolutionists, that lie likewise at the satle tlne, will turn over to Iloe several
of the most proi inent Germlan sples lin Mexico. (if course as far ns (lnrcla
would ever know, the
alnitedlStates would II no way have any coinneetion
with such a plan. I would shiply tell G(arcia here, you want to do lsollething
for your country antd I do nlso for nine, let's arrnnge a trade of this kind,
you kldnnp a few of these Germans for mle nnd I likewise will kidnap a few
of the Mexican revolutionary leaders you want.
I am putting this proposal plan In the formt of a report, as per your request.
The only assistance I will need is to have the subrosa cooperation from your
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agents along the border, who in turn in a quiet way at the proper time all, if
necessary, secure the assistance of the Army Intelligence Bureau.
As stated to you in person if at any thue this proposed plan resulted in lly
becoming involved in Mexico or anything personally happening to me, nothing
would ever be known about It as far as our Government is concerned. Furthermore, handling the matter as suggested, as far as the United States is con.
cerned, they officially would have nothing to do with the matter, therefore, in
no way would they be involved in same, provided In some way I might blunder.
I have handled for your department practically all of the matters pertaining
to the Ilonduranan, Nica.rgunn, San Snlvauioran and Guatemalan Central
American revolutionary movements for the last three years, likewis i very
large percentage of all of the inside Information pertaining to the activities
of the Feliista .Mexitan revolutionary matter, anld great deal of tilhe infrrma.
tlon furnished to your department regarding the Villista and otlier
revolutionary matters were obtained through mae, likewise many others natters,
and to late I have so far successfully handled these matters with but few mistakes, therefore feel sure that my past record in regard to producing results
entitles me to have the opportunity to at lenst attempt to eliminate to1 avcrtaul
extent the activities of the German consulR and German inllitary slies along
the border.
It is almost Itnl ssile to convey complete plans or ideas in a report regard.
ing a matter of this kind, for as a rule such plans have to be worked oult its
the matter develops, anti as per conditions pertaining to the local situation
where the case is handled.
It is also possible as this proposed plan develops in the future that it inlny
open up the opportuniiy to elltninate iII one way or the other llany of the
German spiles lil the Interior of Mexico that you stated you were very anxious
to get possession of.
I feel absolutely sure of the fact that I can secure some results along these
lines and will greatly appreciate having you give me the opportunity to try
to do so.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)

'Mexican

Confidential report by Cresse to Departnlent of Justice re request for inforlination from chief as to name of lerlnnas il Mexico.
NEw Os.EsANs, LA., July 81, 1918.
While discussing with you In Washington the German situation
in Mexico,
and details of mly plans Ill regard to ilpturing several of the (Gerlilma nilliary
spies along the Mlexenn border, you mentioned the fact that 0.tere were several
Germans in the interior of Mexico that your department were very anxious to
get possession of.
If lily suggestionll iiet with your approval ill that event, will greatly nppreclate having you send mne the names and adlllesses of the Ger:anils in the interior of Mexico that your department sl Interested in, for it may he possible
that I might be able to secure the elimination of these Germans that your
deliartntent is interested In.
Will greatly appreciate having you definitely advise mne through your New
Orleans olive at the earliest possible
,
late r arling tllis matter, soa I can go
ahead with my plans regarding this proposition.
(Cresse code name for Jones.)

Confidential report by Crease to JDepartment of Justice re Amnerlcan Army
oitl eer stationed at El Pasoi, Tex., visiting the German consul three times
in one week at Junrez, Mexico.
NEw OsRLE. S, LA., May 13, 1918.
On the morning of April 10 secured information front Andrew (hircai, C'lrraiza consul at El Paso, Tex., that an Amelcan Army officer whose name
understood was either Lieutenant or Captain llughler (uim not certain that
this name is correct), had during tile last six or seven days crossed the Inter.
nlatilonal bridge at El Paso and alled on each of his trips on the German
consul at Juare , Mexico. I could not press Garcia too strongly for details
regarding the visits of this Amlerican Army officer to the German consul at
Juarez.
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Just before going to your local office at El Paso to report this matter to dMr.
.Toles your special ngent at El Paso, learned that Col. Willard, United States
Armly nlltelllgence officer at El l'aso. had likewise secured a lead or Information
regarding the United States Army officer who hadl called on the Germrnnn consul

at .Iualre,
Gave nil of the Informalltion I land to Sir. Jones, and asked him If
Col. Willard lad likewise reported the matter to hiu. Mr. Jones told me he
lhad not.
Being on friendly terms with Garcia, telephoned lhn from .Jones's office, and

asked It Col. WIllard had seenl hlll il regard to tis Army ofil er, and Garcla
told Ile had.
The first that your El PIaso ofillce heard of this matter was fromll me, and

1

whllch slows complete lack of cooperation annd assistance that should be ex-

tended by Col. Willard and his office to your representative at El Paso.

Also

ulnerstalnd this Is not the first Instance regarding lack of cooperation from Col.

Wlllnrd's ofllce to your El Paso office.

TESTIMONY OF MR. N. T. JONES.
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
The Cn~l'lrAx. You mnay state your name.
Mr. JoNEs. N. T. Jones.
The CHAInAX. 3Mr. Jones. you are a brother of the witness who
has been testifying, Charles E. Jones?
ir. JONES. 'es, sir.
The CrA3nr.x. In the work that he has been doing, as he has testified, have you generally accompanied him and assisted him in such
work?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The Ci.urn..fx. You are familiar then with the work which he
and you have been doing and to which he has testified?
Air. JONES. Yes, sir.
The ClhAIRMAN. Have you heard his statements here?
MIr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
The Cn.AIntatA. And are they, of your knowledge, true?
Mr. JoxNS.
Yes, sir.
The CIatin.i3 . Is there anything in addition to what he has
stated which you care to state for the record?
Mr. JoNEs. No, sir. lie has covered the ground very fully, and I
can swear to the truth and correctness of all the statements he has
made from my own personal knowledge.
The ('IIAIIIaM.N. 1 oil were present with him at these conversations

which he has testified to with the Mexican ambassador, Bonillas, in
this city?
ir. ,'JOSEs. Yes, sir; also at all conversations with De Negri, Seguin, and ll other conferences with Mexican officials that lie has testified to.
The CIIn.Mx. How does it happen that you gentlemen have
been present together at these conferences?
Mr. JONES. Well, we were both very much interested in the whole
matter, and we have always made it a habit to have a witness in
securing any information from any of these Mexicans, either one of
ourselves or some other outside witness.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there possibly a thought that the Jones

family might last longer if you traveled together?
•Mr. JoxEs. Yes, sir; there have been some threats made, and we
thought it would probably be better if we traveled in pairs.
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The CIInlr.iMN. I believe that is all, MIr. Jones. I thank you very
much.

The comnittee will adjourn until to-morrow afternoon at half
past 2.
the committee adjourned until Wednes(Whereupon, at 1.15 p. nm.,
daiy, May 19, 1920, at 29.30 o'clock p. ni.)

UNITED STATES I)EPAUITMENT OF .It'NTILE.
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,
OFFICE OF DIVISION S U'ERINTENIENT.

NEW YORK CITY, 1lcrclibcr
N.

21I,
1.118.

'1. JotNEs, ]Esq.,

Sp-'ciul .IUciu of Ihc Ikcaxrliet of Justice,
Neiv York,N. V.
I iri Silln: Deilnber 31 wil mark the clxing of Illy ervive II tIeth'lrnartmnlt
with
ll yoll in the
all the elll of a |lllppy year I have sw'llt in the IItsS.'atloll
New York district. I wish to thnnik you personally for the efficient, earnest,
an;d loy.n help you khve given to the delirtlment, the New York division, and
'worhm
w'ar lh heel
to mIe tltrhig this leriml. Your part in hielpiug to win the
no llliall
one. nnd to you

tll.s
oulhe

iiore thnn to tiue IS due credit for the extllenit results

Its atlncIfil.

I wish you it Merry. .lerry
Year.

1Ch'l
rt1i1m

1a1111
the hiest I.f .I i

fro

theliNew

Yours, sincerely,
CHAS. DlVooDY,
Division Superintcndent.

Bon. ALBERT

H. FALL,

.DEPARTMENT
ALBERT
FALL, OF STATE,

liashingtoni.

Chairman Subcommittee to Inrestigate .exican Afairs,
Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of September 6,
1919. reading as follows:
"The Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee investigating
Mexican affairs hopes to begin hearings at once. There will be called certain witnesses whose testimony will be along the lines of the business and petroleum interests
in Mexico.
"With this end in view. if it is not inconsistent with the lest interests of the Government, the committee desires that you furnish it with information in regard to all
protests to the Mexican Government or to any Mexican official, as to any law or proposed law, or decree, affecting American rights in Mexico, and especially affecting
petroleum. Also, the committee will be grateful if your department can furnish in
addition to the copies of the protests, copies of the replies of the Mexican Government
or of any Mexican official thereto."
In reply I have the honor to inclose herewith, copies of 37 documents on the subject
of Mexican decrees affecting the rights of American oil interests in Mexico Addi.
tional papers on other subjects relating to Mexican affairs will be sent to you as soon
as the copies have been made.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
WILuAM PIILLIPS,
Acting secretary of State.

Inclosures: Correspondence between Secretary of State and American diplomatic
and consular officers in Mexico. (37 documents, Noe. 1 to 37).
VERA CRUZ,

AEXIco,

June 28, 1914.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington.
Wireless from Tampico: "June 27, 8 p. m. Local authorities have been ordered to
strictly enforce decree for collection of oil-production tax in Mexican gold or in
United States currency at rate of two for one. Most companies have paid, but some
have not as they regard it unjust to arbitrarilyenforce rate of exchange of two for one
when prevailing rate is about three for one. Orders have been received not to allow

ships to be dispatched if production tax is not paid and same rules probably will be
applied in cases of bar dues. Companies do not complain of amount of production

tax which is rate provided by law under Madero administration instead of 75-cent
rate by decree of Gen. Huerta. They feel that it is unjust for authorities not to
accept constitutionalists currency or at least accept New York exchange at prevailing
rate. Total of bar dues and production tax under present administration is 70 cents
Mexican or 35 cents American currency. Under preceding administration was $1.26 or
about 43 cents American currency but present procedure of fixing exchange rate is
regarded as arbitraryand illegal and companies believe instead of ships being detained

on account of nonpayment such charges pending decision of legality of same that some
method should be adopted which will permit shipments to continue and at same
time protect interests of both Government and shippers. Miller."
CANADA.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

i'Washington, June

29,

1914.

AMERICAN CONSUL

Browntrille, Tex.
Forward to: Geo. C. Carothers, Monterey.
Call on Consul General Hanna and ask to be shown departments June 26, 5 p. m.,
regardingLa Barra taxes.
Represent to Gen. Carranza in the strongest possible manner the injustice of these
demands in refusing to accept Constitutionalists currency or at least accept New
York exchange at prevailing rates.
4766--20--voL 2----83
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Companies believe instead of ships being detained on account of nonpayment
uch charges pending decision, that nme plan should be adopted which will permit
shipments to continue, and at same time protect Government and shippers.
BaRYAN.
MONTZrwV,
SECRETARY

M)xmo, July 5, 1914.

or STATE,

Very favorable answer have been received from the secretary of hadenda relative
to my representatives made to Gen. Caranza in behalf of the IIuasteca Oil o., the
matter of exchange, kid of money to be accept
cealrane of oil ships, and Amerat Tamplco.
lean oil interests. I have telegraphed Consul
CoxsvL Gexroazk HIINNA.
lERa Ctar,

DuararzErr

Mzxtco, Judy 9, 1914.

or STATE,
Jashington, D. C.:
Wireless from Tampico: "July 8, S p. m. Department's July 6, 7 p. m. Local

authorities have not yet received order to accept 'ew York exchange at prevailing
rate. Same order should be seat Tuxpam authorities as production tax in Panuo
a tants are not open will probably
Topila fields muat be paid in Tupem July 15.
be difficult to determine prevailing rate & exchange. While this ridle. f enforced,
will not end all discrimination in faor of Tupam as again Tampico, it will reduce
the amount of that discrimination as much as the difference between the prevailing
rate of exchange and the arbitrary rate of two for one. CThere will te no further complaint if this ruling is fairly put into effect. Miller."
II) IPTMENT OF STATE,

AERICN- CO Srt GExztR,
Montdy, Merice:

Waseington, July 10, 1914.

Yours July 5, 8 a. m. On July 4 Canov telegraphed from Saltillo that secretary of
Hacienda had directed port autlurites at Tampk to accept New York exchange at
prevailing gold rate and to facilitate movement of shipping.
Consul at Tampico telegraphy July S that local port authorities had not received
orders said to have been isemed by mecretary of Hacienda. He as the orders should
also be issued to Tupa autis,as production tax in Panuco-Topila fields must
be paid in Tuxam July It.As banks are not open will probably be difficult to determine prevailing rate of exchange.
Point out to Gen. Carrnza the injustice of authorities decining to accept consti.
totionalist currency, in view of decree No. 21, dated Februry 2, 1914, and signed
by Venustiano Carranza, making it obligatey upon officials a well as the public to
accept constitutionalist currency. Depatment undertands this decree has never
been repealed. Earnestly endeavor to arrange with Carrana for the acceptance of
this currency in payment of I brasand other taxes. If banks at Tampico were open
New York exchange could be conveniently arranged. As they are closed, it is practically impossible.
SAinzo,
SECrrAR

MsxUso, July 11, 1914.

STATW

Wsatia,,om:

Yours July 10,7 p. m.,referred to l[lanna? Vilhnal, being in Monterev. Office

hero assures me order wer sent to accept ew York exchange at prevailing gold
rate, and it has telegrapbhed Villarel substane of your me ge.
CAxovA.

DxwAmTrrv or STATE,

=oua Carz, MaXICo. July 17, 1914.

Waiagirom:
Wirelfew from Tampico: "July 1I, 10 an . Department's July 16, 10 a. m.
Authorities absolutely refuse to accept any rate except two for one, which they claim
is prevailing rate fr Mexican oAd. Atbolutely no concesions hlae been made in
reep~rne to action of Department Sate in matter. ]filler."
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M
OMONTRE,
SECRETARY

18, 1914. .

SEcRETARY OP STA,

iaishington:
Following is transmitted for Vice Consul Silliman: "July 18, 8 p. m. Yours July
15, 9 p. m. Consul Miller is still at his post. After conference with secretary of
finance this afternoon and with reference to Consul General llanna's of July 16, 3
p. m., matter of payment of export duties at Tampico ap r ars to reduce to this: The
basis of charge isthe Mexican gold peso. Constitutions ista claim that it is only fair
that products sold for gold should pay their taxes in gld; further they claim that
they are justified in limiting the extent to which their money shall be used as legal
tender if Mexican gold is not available New York exchange which is thought tobe
easily obtainable in Tampico will be accepted a%a convenience. Those who need

it must make their own arrangements for it. If they liivy it with Constitutionalist
or other money they must pay what the sellers demand. Pilliman."
('osse., GENERAL IJANNA.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Consul JouN R. SILLIANon,

IW'ahington, Jan

ry 19, 1916.
19, 1

Queetlaro, Jterico:
Department reliably informed de fa-to authorities contemplate issuing a decree
providing for the nationalization of petroleum, which, if we are correctly informed,
would affect most seriously the interests of number, us American citizens and other
foreigners who have heretofore engaged in the bhuslinas of producing and selling
petroleum in Mexico. Point out to ( en. (arranza in unequivocal terms the dangerous
situation which might result from the imnuance of any decree of a confiscatory character. Request that definitive action lI- delayed until department shall have had
opportunity to examine lropwed decree, and mail copy thereof to department.
LANSINO.
O
SECRETARY Or
SeCt'ARY

TAT
TATe,

QUERETARO, January 21, 1916.

Ilashingtlon:

Department's January 19, 4 p. m., information concerning nationalization of
petroleum.
The secretary in charge of the department informed me this afternoon the Government is not contemplating such a decree. On the contrary, lie showed me a contract
just signed with an American firm for the construction of about 60 kilometers of oil
pipe line in the Tuxpani district.

SILL MA.

MEXICO, January 26, 1916.
SEARYSTATEQUERETARO,
STATE.
Iiashington:
department's January 19, 4 p. m., and department's January 22.
Nafionalization of petroleum.
In accordance with department's wishes, subject was taken up personally with Gen.
Carranza. lie informed me this morning: "The Government is not contemplating
the issuance of a decree nationalizing the petroleum industry." This confirms statement to me by Subsecretary Rousix.

SECRETARY

Or

SILLMA.
Esq.,
CHARLES PARKER,

JANUARY

22, lOl.

Repreunling A merimn Inteeats,
Queretaro, Mexico:
The department's attention has been called to certain proposed provisions relating
to rights of foreigners in Mexico, which provisions, it appears, the convention in se.
sion at Queretaro has decided to incorporate into the Mexican Constitution.
The first paragraph of article 27, relating to the expropriation of private property,
appears to confer on the Executive the power to determine, without any legislative
authority and without any judicial recourse being afforded to property owners to pro-
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tect their rights, the necessity or utility of property, the condemnation of which, to
him, may seem advisable. The vesting of such extensive powers in the Executive
appears objectionable. It would seem desirable that at least the question as to
whether property is taken for a public purpose should always be subject to judicial
review.
The seventh paragraph of the same article provides that civil and commercial companies may not own and operate for themselves properties of an area greater than that
absolutely necessary for the accomplishment of the purposes of their creation, and
that the executive shall in every case determine the appropriate area. The objection
to a provision so capable of capricious application appears evident. The precise
conditions under which the power vested in the executive may be exercised are not
defined. No safeguards are afforded against unwise or arbitrary executive acts. The
fact that purchases would seemingly in all cases be subject to executive sanction
would alone appear to show the impossibility of any proper practicable application
of such a provicson. While it is hardly to be supposed that it s intended to ve this
provision retroactive effect, should this be done such action would apparently result
in confiscation of property rights vested under existing laws and treaty stipulations,
since no revision is made for compensation for property taken and since property
would evidently not under such conditions be taken in the proper exercise of the
right of expropriation.
Article 28, provldirg that there shall be no exemption from taxation would
apparently, if improperly given a retroactive effect, impair the obligation of
contracts of many foreign corporations now operntin under agreements, concluded
either with the Mexican Federal Government or with the Mexican States, which
provide for certain exemptions from taxation for periods that have not yet expired.
By the first and second
phs of article 33, it is provided that the executive
may expel from the country fort ith and without judicial process any foreigners whose
presence he may deem inadvisable, and that there shall be no appeal from his decree.
These provisions apparently confer authority on the executive to expel foreigners
without regard for the general practice of nations, which confines the exercise of the
power of expulsion to ases in which just cause for the exercise of this harsh measure
are clearly shown. The expre power of the executive to expel, for reasons satis.
factory to himself, aliens who have been permitted to enter Mexico would seemingly
place all aliens in that country in a position of insecurity and would appear to he at
variance with the apparently growing tendency of nations to restrict the exercise of
this right with a view to affordingsafeguards against the expulsion of aliens in an arbitrary manner inconsistent with e proper protection of their just rights and with a
view to the observance of the rules of international comity.
The third paragraph of article 33 provides that foreigners may not acquire real estate
unless they hZall declare their intention to waive their citizenship and the protection
of their governments in all matters appertaining to the property. The Government
of the United States has; in the past, made clear, as doubtless have other nations, that
it can not concede the right of Mexico to limit, by its municipal law, this Government's
right of intervention to protect the rights of its citizens residing or sojourning in that
country, nor concede that waivers such as those referred to in this provision can annul
the relations of citiens to their own government and extinguish tho obligation of this
Government to protect its citizens in Mexico. In so far as the proposed provision
would hamper the transfer to another foreigner of foreign-owned tands, it would apparently in a sense be confiscatory of rights enjoyed by the foreign owner from the
time of his acquisition of the property.
(Paraphrse.)
You are instructed to bring the foregoing immediately to the attention of Gen.
Carranza, and state that the provisions above mentioned seem to indicate a proposed
policy toward foreigners which is fraught with possible grave consequences affecting
the commercial and political relations of Mexico with other nations. Further, that
the American Government can not acquiesce in any direct confiscation of foreign.
owned properties in Mexico or indirect confiscation. You will bring to the attention
of Gen. Carranza the department's earnest desire that he give these matters his care.
ful consideration with a view to avoiding the possibility of the disturbance of hitherto
pleasant relations existing between the two governments, and with a view to avoiding
future serious difficulties under the proposed constitution with any government
o.Sanized under it.
LAUStNo.
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POLITICAL CONSTITUTION OP THE UNITED STATES OF MEXICO StONED JANUARY 31,
1917, AND PROMULGATED FEBRUARY 6, 1b17.

[Translated for the Mexican Review by II. N. Braneb.
TITLE I, CHAPTER I.-THE RIOTS OF MAN.

ARTICLE 1. Every person in the United States of Mexico shall enjoy all rights preecribed by this constitution; these rights shall neither be abridged nor suspended ex.
cept in such cases and under such conditions as herein provided.
ART. 2. Slavery is forbidden in the United States of Moxico. Slaves who set foot
upon the national territoryshall by this very act recover their freedom and enjoy the
protection of the law.
ART. 3. Instruction is free; that given in public institutions of learning shall be
nonsectarian. Primary instruction, whether higher or lower, given in private insti.
tutions shall likewise be nonsectarian.
No religious corporation nor minister of any religious creed shall be permitted to
establish or direct schools of primary instruction.
Private primary schools may be established only subject to official supervision.
Primary instruction in public institutions shall be free.
Ant. 4. No person shall be prevented from engaging in any profession, industrial,
or commercial pursuit or occupation which he may deem fit, provided it be lawful.
The exercise of this liberty may only be forbidden by judiclat order when the rights
of third persons are infringed, or by executive order, issued under the conditions
prescribed by law when the rights of society are affected. No one shall be deprived
of the fruit of his labor except by judicial decree.
Each State shall determine bylaw what professions shall require licenses, the req.
uisites to be complied with in obtaining the same, and the authorities empowered to
issue them.
AnR. 6. No one shall be compelled to render personal services without just com
sensation and without his full consent, excepting labor imposed as a punishment by
Judicial decree, which shall conform to the provisions of subdivisions I and II of
article 123.
Only the following public services shall be obligatory, subject to the conditions
set forth in the respective laws: Military service jury service, service in municipal
and other public elective office, whether this election be direct or indirect, and service
in connection with elections which shall be obligatory and without compensation.
The State shall not permit any contract, covenant, or agreement to be carried out
having for its object the abridgment, loss, or Irrevocable sacrifice of the liberty of man,
whether by reason of labor, education, or religious vows. The law, therefore, does
not recognize the establishment of monastic orders, of whatever denomination, or for
whatever purpose contemplated.
Nor shall any person legallv agree to his own proscription or exile, or to the temrorary or permanent renunciation of the exercise of any profession or industrial or commercials putrult.
A contract for labor shall only be binding to render the services agreed upon for
the time fixed by law and shall iot exceed one year to the prejudice of the party rendering the service; nor shall it in any cage whatsoever embrace the waiver, loss, or
abridgement of any political or civil right.
In the event of a breach of such contract on the part of the party pledging himself to
render the service, the said party shall only be liable civilly for damages arising from
such breach and in no event shall coercion against his person be employ ed.
ART. 6. The expression of ideas shall not be the subject of any judicial or executive
investigation, unless it offend good morals, impair the rights of third parties, incite to
crime, or cause a breach of the peace.
Awr.7. Freedom of writing and publishing writings on any subject is inviolable.
No law or authority shall have the right to establish censorship, require bond from authorsor printers, or restrict the liberty of the press, which shall be limited only by the
respect due to private life, morals, and public peace. Under no circumstances shall
a printing press be sequestrated as the corpus delicti.
The organic laws shall prescribe whatever provisions may be necessary to prevent
the imprisonment, under pretext of a denunciation of offenses of the press, of the
vendors, newsboys, distributors, workmen, and other employees of the establishment
pdublihing the writing denounced, unless their responsibility be previously estabAmr. 8. Public officials and employees shall respect the exercise of the right of
petition, provided it be in writing and in a peaceful and respectful manner; but this
right may be exercised in political matters solely by citizens.
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To every petition there shall be given an answer in writing by the official to whom it
may be addressed, and said ofRclal shall be bound to inform the petitioner of the decision taken within a brief period.
ART. 9. The right peaceably to assemble or to come to-ether for any lawful purpose
shall not be abridged; It only citizens shall be permitted to doso in order to take part
in the political affairs of the country. No armed assembly shall have the right to
deliberate.
No meeting or assembly shall be deemed unlawful, nor may it be dissolved, which
shall have for its purpose the petitioning of any authority or the presentation of any
protest against any act, provided no insults are proffered against the said authority, nor
violence resorted to nor threats used to Intimidate or to compel the said authority to
render a favorable decision.
ART. 10. The inhabitants of the United States of Mexico are entitled to have arms
of any kind in their possession for their protection and legitimate defense, excepting
such as are expressly prohibited by law and such as the nation may reserve for the exclusive use of the army, navy, and national guard; but they shall not bear such arms
within inhabited places except subject to the police regulations thereof.
ART. 11. Every man has the right to enter and leave the Republic, to travel through
its territory and change his residence without necessity of a letter of security, passport,
safe conduct, or any other similar requirement. The exercise of this right shall be
subordinated to the powers of the judiciary, in the event of civil or criminal response.
bility, and to those of the executive insofar as relates to the limitation imposed by law
in regard to emigration, immigration, and the public health of the country, or in
regard to undesirable foreigners resident in the country.
ART. 12. No titles of nobility, prerogatives, or hereditary honors shall be granted
in the United States of Mexico, nor shall any effect be given to those granted by other
countries.
ART. 13. No one shall be tried according to special laws or by special tribunals.
No person or corporation shall'have privileges or enjoy emoluments which are not in
compensation for public services and established by law. Military jurisdiction shall
be recognized for the trial of criminal cases having; direct connection with military
discipline; but the military tribunals shall In no ceso and for no reason extend their
Jurisdiction over persons not belonging to the army. Whenever a civilian shall be
implicated in any military crime or offense, the rause shall be heard by the corresponding civil authorities.
ART. 14. No law shall be given retroactive effect to the injury of any person what.
soever.
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, property, possessions, or rights without
due process of law instituted before a duly creAted court, in which the essential elements of procedur. are observed and in accordance with previously existing laws.
In criminal cases no penalty shall be Imposed by mere analogy or even by a prior
evidence, but the penalty shall be decreed by a law in every respect applicable to the
crime in question.
In civil suits the final judgment shall be according to the letter or the ludiclal
interpretation of the law; in the abrnce of the latter the general legal principles
shall govern.
. ART. 15. No treaty shall be made for the extradition of political offenders, or of .
offenders of the common class, who have been slaves in the country where the offense
was committed. Nor shall any agreement or treaty be entered into which abridges or
modifies the guarantees and rights which this Constitution grants to the individual
and to the citizen.
A'. 16. No one shall be molested in his person, family, domicile, papers or possesdons except by virtue of an order in writing of the competent authority setting forth
the legal ground and justification for the action taken. No order of arrest or detention
shall be issued against any person other than by competent judicial authority, nor
unless preceded by a charge accusation or complaint for a specific offense punishable
by imprisonment supported by an affidavit of a credible party or by such other evi.
dence as shall male the guilt of the accused probable in cases in flgrante delicto any
person may arrestthe offender and his accomplices, placing them without delay at the
isposition of the nearest authorities. Only in urgent cases instituted by the public
attorney without previous complaint or indictment and when there is no judicial
authority available may the administrative authorities, on their strictest accountability, order the detention of the accused, placing him at the disposition of the judicial
authorities. Every search warrant, which ma only be issued by the judicial au.
thority and which must be in writing shall specify the place to be searched, the person
or persons to be arrested and the objects sought to which the proceeding shall be
strictly limited; at the conclusion of which a detailed written statement shall be
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drawn up in the presence of two witnesses proposed by the occupant of the place to be
searched or in his absence or refusal by the official making the search.
Administrative officials may enter private houses solely for the purpose of determine.
ing that the sanitary and police regulations have been complied with; they may like.
wise demand the exhibition of books and documents necessary to prove that the fiscal
regulations have been obeyed, subject to the respective laws and to the formalities
prescribed for cases of search.
ART. 17. No one shall be imprisoned for debts of a purely civil character. No one
shall take the law into his own hands, nor resort to violence in the enforcement of his
rights. The courts shall be open for the administration of justice at such times and
under such conditions as the law may establish; their services shall be gratuitous and
all judicial costs are accordingly prohibited.
ART. 18. Detention shall be inflicted only for offenses meriting corporal punish.
ment. The place of detention shall be different and completely separated from that
set apart for the serving of sentences.
The Federal and State Governments shall organize in their respective territories the
nal system-penal colonies or prisons-on the basis of labor as a means of regenera.
AnT. 19. No detention shall exceed three days except for reasons specified by the
formal order of commitment which shall set forth the offense charged, the substance
thereof, the time, place, and circumstances of its commission and the facts disclosed
in the preliminary examination. The said facts must always be sufficient to establish
the corpus delictiand the probable guil of tthe accused. All authorities ordering any
detention or consenting thereto, as well as all agents, subordinates, wardens, or jalers,
executing the same, shall be liable for any breach of this provision.
The trial shall take place only for the offense or offenses set forth in the formal
order of commitment. If it shall develop in the course of trial that another offense
different from that charged has been committed a separate accusation must be
brought. This however, shall not prevent the joinder of both causes of action, if
deemed advisable.
Any maltreatment during apprehension or confinement; any molestation inflicted
without legal justification; any exaction or contribution levied in prison are abuses
which the law shall correct and the authorities punish.
Awr. 20. In every criminal trial the accused shall enjoy the following guaranties:
I. He shall be set at liberty on demand and upon giving a bond up to 10.000 pesos
according to his status and the gravity of the offense charged: Provided, Aowerer, That
the said offense shall not be punishable with more than five years' imprisonment; he
shall be set at liberty without any further requisite than the placing of the stipulated
sum at the disposal of the proper authorities or the giving of an adequate mortgage
bond or personal security.
II. He may not be forced to be a witness against himself; wherefore denial of access
or other means looking toward this end is hereby strictly prohibited.
III. He shall be publicly notified within 48 hours after being turned over to the
judicial authorities of the name of his accuser and of the nature of and cause for the
accusation, so that he may be familiar with the offense with which he is charged, may
reply thereto, and make his preliminary statement.
IV. He shall be confronted with the witnesses against him who shall testify in his
presence if they are to be found in the place where the trial is being held, so that he
may cross-examine them in his defense.
V. All witnesses which he shall offer shall be heard in his defense, as well as all
evidence received, for which he shall be given such time as the law may prescribe;
he shall, furthermore, be assisted in securing the presence of any person or persons
whose testimony he may desire, provided they are to be found at the place of trial.
VI. He shall be entitled to a public trial by a judge or jury of citizens who can read
and write and are also citizens of the place and district where the offense shall have
been committed, provided the penalty for such offense be greater than one year's
imprisonment. The accused shall always be entitled to trial by'lury for all offense
committed by means of the press against the public peace or against the safety, do.
meetic or fore , of the Republic.
VII. He shtll be furnished with all information of record needed for his defense.
VIII. He shall be tried within four months if charged with an offense the maximum
penaltyy for which does not exceed two years' imprisonment, and within one year if
the maximum penalty be greater.
IX. He shall be heard in his own defense, either personally or by counsel, or by
both, as he may desire. In cas he shall have no one to defend him, a list of official
counsel shall be submitted to him in order that he may choose one or more to act in
his defense. If the accused shall not desire to name any counsel for his defense,
after having been called upon to do so at the time of.his preliminary examination,
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the court shall appoint counsel to defend him. The accused may name his counsel
immediately on arrest and shall be entitled to have him present at every stage of the
trial, but he will be bound to make him appear as often as required by the court.
X. In no event may imprisonment or detention be extended through failure to pay
counsel fees or through any other pecuniary charge, by virtue of any civil liability
or other similar cause. Nor shall detention be extended beyond the time set by law
as the maximum for the offense charged.
The period of detention shall be reckoned as a part of the final sentence.
Awr. 21. The imposition of all penalties is an exclusive attribute of the Judiciary.
The prosecution of offenses belongs to the public prosecutor and to the Judicial police.
who shall be under the immediate command and authority of the public prosecutor.
The punishment of violations of municipal and police regulations belongs to the ad.
minltrative authorities, and shall consist only of a fine or of imprisonment not exceeding 36 hours. Should the offender fail to pay the fine this shall be substituted
by the corresponding period of arrest, which shall in no case exceed 15 days.
Should the offender be a workman or unskilled laborer, he shall not be punished
with a fine greater than the amount of his week's wages or salary.
ART. 22. Punishments by mutilation and infapy, by branding, flogging, beating
with sticks, torture of any kind, excessive fines confiscation of property, and any
other unusual and excessive penalties, are prohibited.
Attachment proceedings of the whole or part of the property of any person made
under judicial authority to cover any civil liability aiisdng out of the commission of
any offense, or by reason of the imposition of any tax or fine, shall not be deemed a
confiscation of property.
Capital punishment is likewise forbidden for all political offenses; in the case of
offenses other than political it shall only be imposed for high treason committed
during a foreign war, parricide, murder with malice aforethought, arson, abduction,
highway robbery piracy, and grave military offenses.
ART. 23. No criminal case shall have more than threeinstances. No one, whether
acquitted or condemned, shall be tried twice for the same offense. Verdicts of "not
proven" are abolished.
ART. 24. Every man is free to embrace the religion of his choice and to practice
such ceremony, devotions, or observances of the respective creed, either in places
of public worship or at home, provided they do not constitute an offense punishable
by law.
Every religious act of public worship shall be performed strictly within the places
of public worship, which shall be at all times under governmental supervision.
ART. 25. Correspondence sent through the mails is inviolable and shall be free
from search. The violation of this provision shall be punishable by law.
.ART. 26. No member of the army shall in time of peace be quartered in private
dwellings without the consent of the owner; nor shall any other exaction be demanded.
In time of war the military may demand lodging, equipment provisions, and othet
assistance, in the manner provided by the corresponding martia law.
ART. 27. The ownership of lands and waters within the limits of the national terni
tory is vested originally in the nation, which has had and has the right to transmit
title thereof to private persons, thereby constituting private property.
Private property shall not be expropriated except for cause of public utility' and
by means of indemnification.
The nation shall have at all times the right to impose on private property such
limitations as the public interest may demand as well as the right to regulate the
development of natural resources, which are susceptible of appropriation in order to
conserve them and equitably to distribute the public wealth. For this purpose
necessary measures shall be taken to divide large landed estates; to develop small
landed holdings; to establish new centers of rural population with such lands and
waters as may be indispensable to them; to encourage agriculture and to prevent the
destruction of natural resources and to protect property from damage detrimental to
society. Settlements, hamlets situated on private property, and communes which
lack lands or water or do not possess them in sufficient quantities for their needs
shall have the right to be provided with them from the adjoining properties always
having due regard for small landed holdings. I\Terefore all grants of lands made
up to the present time under the decree of January 6 191b are confirmed. Private
property acquired for the said purposes shall be considered as taken for public use.
In the nation is vested direct ownership of all minerals or substances which in veins,
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masses, or beds constitute deposits whose nature is different from the components of
the land, such as minerals from wldch metals and metaloids used for industrial pur.
poses are extracted; beds of precious stones, rock salt, and salt lakes formed directly
by marine waters, products derived from the decomposition of rocks, when their exploitation requires underground work; phosphates which may be used for fertilizers;
solid mineral fuels; petroleum and all hydrocarbons-solid, liquid or gaseous.
In the nation is likewise vested the onwership of the waters of territorial seas to
the extent and in the terms fixed by the law of nations; those of lakes and inlets of
bays; those of interior lakes of natural formation which are directly connected with
flowing waters; those of principal rivers or tributariesfrom the points at which their
courses become permanently identifiable to their mouths, whether they flow to the
sea or cross two or more States; those of intermittent streams which traverse two or
more States in their main body; the waters of rivers, streams, or ravines, when they
bound the national territory or that of the States; waters extracted from mines; and
the beds and banks of the lakes and streams hereinbefore mentioned, to the extent
fixed by law. Any other stream of water not comprised within the foregoing enumeration shall be considered as an integral partof the private property through which
it flows- but the development of the waters when they pass from one landed property
to another shall be considered of public utility and shall be subject to the provisions
prescribed by the States.
In the cases to which the two foregoing paragraphs refer, the ownership of the
nation is inalienable and may not be lost by prescription; concessions shall be granted
by the Federal Government to provide parties or civil or commercial corporations
organized under the laws of Mexico only on condition that said resources be regularly
developed, and on the further condition that the legal provisions be observed.
Legal capacity to acquire ownership of lands and waters of the nation shall be
governed by the following provisions:
I. Only Mexicans by birth or naturalization and Mexican companies have the right
to acquire ownership in lands, waters, and their appurtenances, or to obtain conces.
sions to develop mines, waters, or mineral fuels in theRepublicof Mexico. The nation
may grant the same right to foreigners, provided they agree before the department of
foreign affairs to be considered Mexicans in respect to such property, and accordingly
not to invoke the protection of their Governments in respect to the same, under
penalty, in case of breach, of forfeiture to the nation of property so acquired. Within
a zone of 100 kilometers from the frontiers, and of 60 kilometers from the seacoast no
foreigner shall under any conditions acquire direct ownership of lands and waters.
II. The religious associations known as churches, Irrespective of creed, shall in no
case have legal capacity to acquire hold, or administer real property or loans made
on such real property; all such real property or loans as may be at present held by
the said religious associations either on their own behalf or through third parties shall
vest in the nation and anyone shall have the right to denounce property so held.
Presumptive proof shall be sufficient to declare the denunciation well founded.
Places of public worship are the property of the nation, as represented by the Federal
Government, which shall determine which of them may continue to be devoted to
their present purposes. Episcopal residences, rectories, seminaries, orphan asylums
or collegiate establishments of religious associations convents or any other buildings
built or designed for the administration propaganda, or teaching the tenets of any
religious sect shall forthwith vest, as of lull right, directly in the nation, to be used
exclusively for the public services of the Federation or of the States, within their
respective jurisdictions. All places of public worship which shall later be erected
shall be the property of the nation.
III. Public and pivate charitable institutions for the sick and needy, for scientific
research or for the diffusion of knowledge, mutual aid societies or organizations
formed for any other purpose shall in no case acquire, hold, and administer loans
made on real property, unless the mortgage terms do not exceed 10 years. In no
case shall Institutions of this character be under the patronage, direction, admin.
Istration, charge, or supervision of religious corporations or institutions, nor of minis.
ters of any religious sect or of their dependents, even though either the former or the
latter shall not be in service.
IV. Commercial stock companies may not acquire, hold, or administer rural prop.
erties. Companies of this nature which may be organized to develop any mann.
facturing, mingpetroleum or other industry, excepting only agricultural industries,
may acquire, ho , or administr lands only in an area absolutely necessary for their
establishments or adequate to serve te purposes indicated, which the executive of the
union or of the State in each case shall determine.
V. The banks duly organized under the laws governing institutions of credit may
make mortgage loans on rural and urban property in accordance with the provisions
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of the mid laws, but they may not own or administer more real property than that
absolutely neceeary for their direct purposes; and they may furthermore hold tem.
porarily for the brief term fixed by law such real property as may be judicially adjudicated to them in execution proceedings.
VI. Properties held in common by coowners, hamlets situated on private property,
pueblos, tribal congregations and other settlements which as a matter of fact or law,
conserve their communal character, shall have legal capacity to enjoy in common the
waters, woods and lands belonging to them, or which may have been or shall be restored
to them according to the law of January 6, 1915, until such time as the manner of
making the division exclusively of the lands shall be determined by law.
VII. Excepting the corporations to which Clauses III, IV, V and VI hereof refer no
other civil corporation may hold or administer on its own behalf real estate or mortgage
loans derived therefrom, with the single exception of buildings designed directly and
immediately for the purposes of the institution. The States the Federal district and
the Territories as well as the municipalities throughout the Republic shall enjoy full
legal capacity to acquire and hold all real estate necessary for public services.
The Federal and State laws shall determine within their respective jurisdictions
those cases in which the occupation of private property is to be considered of public
utility; and in accordance with the said laws the administrative authorities shall make
the corresponding declaration. The amount fixed as compensation for the expropriatedproperty shall be based on the sum at which the said property shall be valued
for isca[ purposes in the catastral or revenue offices, whether this value be that manifested by the owner or merely impliedly accepted by reason of the payment of his taxes
on such a basis, to which basis there shall be added 10 per cent. The increased value
which the property in question may have acquired through improvements made
subsequent to the date of the fixing of the fiscal value shall be the only mattersubject to
expert opinion and to judicial determination. The same procedure shall be observed
in respect to objects whose value is not recorded in the revenue offices.
All proceedings, dispositions, decisions and all operations of demarcation, concession, composition, judgment, compromise, alienation, or auction which may have
deprived properties held in common by coowners, hamelts situated on private property, settlements, congregations, tribes and other settlement organizations still exiting since the law of June 2 1856, of the whole or a pt of their lands, woods and
waters, are declared null and void; all dispositions, resolutions and operations which
may subsequently take place and produce the same effects shall likewise be null and
void. Consequently all lands, forests and waters of which the above-mentioned
settlements may have been deprived shall be restored to them according to the decree
-of January 6, 1915, which shall remain in force as a constitutional law. In case the
adjudication of lands, by way of restitution be not legal in the terms of the said decree
which adjudication eaould have been requested by any of the above entities, those
lands shall nevertheless be given to them by way of grant and they shall in no event
fail to receive such as they may need. Only such lands, ttle to which may have been
acquired in the divisions made by virtue of the said law of Jane 25, 185, or such as
may be held in undisputed ownership for more than ten yeas are excepted from the
provision of nullty provided their area does not exceed fifty hectares. Any excess
over this area shall 1 returned to the commune and the owner shall be indemnified.
Al laws of restitution enacted by virtue of this provision shall be immediately carried
into effect by the administrative authorities. Only members of the commune shall
have the right to the lands destined to be divided and the ritsto these lands shall be
t
inalienable so long as they remain undivided- the same provision shall vern the
of ownership after the division has been made. The exercise of the rights
to the nation by virtue of this article shall be made by judicial process; but as a
of this process and by order of the proper tribunals, which order shall be issued within
the maximum period of one month, the administrative authorities shall proceed
without delay to the occupation, adniistration, auction, or sale of the lads and
waters in question, together with all their appurtenances and in no case may the acts
of the said authoritiesbe set aside until final sentence is aided down.
Daring the next constitutional term the Congress and the State legislatures shall
eact laws within their respective jurisdictions for the purpose of carrying out the
division of large landed estates subject to the following conditions:
(a) In each State and Territory there shall be fixed the maximum area of land
which any one individual or legally organized corporation may own.
(b) The excess of the area fixed shall be subdivided by the owner within the period
set by the laws of the respective locality; and these subdivisions shall be offered for
sale on such conditions as the respective governments shall approve, in accordance
with the said laws.
(c) If the owner shall refuse to make the subdivision, this shall be carried out by
the local government by means of expropriation proceedings.
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(di The value of the subdivisions shall be paid in annual amounts sufficient to
amortize the principal and interest within a period of not less than 20 years, during
which the person acquiring them may not alienate them. The rate of interest shall
not exceed 5 per cent per annum.
(e) The owner shall be bound to receive special bonds to guarantee the payment of
the property expropriated. With this end in view the Congress shall issue a law
authorzing the states to issue bonds to meet their agrarian obligations.
(f) The local laws will govern the extent of family estate, determining what property
will constitute the sane on the basis of its inalienability; it shall not be subject to
attachment nor to any charge.
All onotracts and conceaions made by former governments from and after the year
1876 which shall have resulted in the monopoly of lands, waters, and natural resources
of the nation by a single individual or corporation, are declared subject to revision,
and the executive is authorized to declare those null and void which seriously preju.
dice the public interest.
Aar. 2S. There shall be no private nor goverental monopolies of any kind whatsoever in the United States of Mexico; nor exemption from taxation; nor any pro4ibition even under cover of protection to industry, excepting only those relating to
the coinage of money, to the postal, telegraphle, and radiotelegrphic services, to the
issuance of bills by a single banking institution to be controlled by the Federal Government, and to the privileges which for a limited period the law may concede
to authors and artists for the reproduction of their work; and lastly to those granted
inventors or improvers of inventions for the exclusive use of their inventions.
The law will aceArdingly severely punish and the authorities diligently prosecute
any accumulating or cornering by one or more persons of necessaries for the purpose
of bringing about a rise in price: any act or measure which shall stifle or endeavor to
stifle free competition in any production, industry, trade, or public service; any
agreement or combination of any kind entered into by producers, manufactures,
merchants, common carriers, or other public or quasi-public service, to stifle cora.
petition and to compel the consumer to pay exorbitant prices; and in general whatever
constitutes an unfair and exclusive advantage in favor of one or more specified person
or persons to the detriment of the public in general or of any special class of society.
Amoc ations of labor organized to protect their own interests shall not be deemed a
monopoly. Nor shall cooperative associations or unions of producers be deemed
monopolies when, in defense of their own interests or of the general public, they sell
directly in foreign markets national or industrial products which are the principal
source of wealth of the region in which they are produced, provided they be not
necessaries, and provided further that such association be under the supervision or
protection of the Federal Government or of that of the States, and provided further
that authorization be in each case obtained from the respective legislative bodies.
These legislative bodies may, either on their own initiative or on the recommendation
of the executive, revoke whenever the public interest shall so demand, the authoriza.
tion granted for the establishment of the associations in question.
Aur. 29. In cases of invasion, grave disturbance of the public peace, or any other
-emergency which may place society in grave danger or conflict, the President of the
Republic of Mexico, and no one else, with the concurrencee of the Council of Ministry,
:and with the approval of the Congress, or i the latter shall be in recess of the permanent committee, shall have power to suspend throughout the whole Republic or
in any portion thereof such rights as shall be a hindrance in meeting the situation
promptly and readily , but such suspension shall in no case be confined to a particular
individual, but sh
be made by means of a general decree and only for a limited

period.

I the suspension should occur while the Congress is in session, this body

shall grant such powers asin itsjudgment the executive may need to meet the situation
if the suspension occur while the Congress is in recess, the Congress shall be convoked
forthwith for the granting of such powers.
cuarnMa II.-I

MSxICANs.

Amr. 30. A Mexican shall be such either by birthor by naturalization.
I. Mexicas by birth are those born of Mexican parents, within or without the
Republic, provided in the latter case the parents be also Mexicans by birth. Those
born within the Republic of foreign parentage shall likewise be considered Mexicans .
by birth, who within one year after they come of age shall delare to the department
foreign affairs that tLey elect Mexican citizenship, and who shall furthermore
prove to the mid department that they have resided within the country during the
t six years immeditely prior to the ad declaration.
I I. Idexicua by >tu
tion are:
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(a) The children of foreign parentage born in the country, who shall elect Mexican
citizenship in the manner prescribed in the foregoing clause, and in whom the reeldene qualification ruired in the said section does not concur.
(b) Three persons who shall have resided in the country for five consecutive years,
have an honest means of livelihood and shall have obtained their naturalization from
the said department of foreign affairs.
(c) Those of mixed Indian and Latin descent who may have established residence
in the Republic, who shall have manifested their intention to acquireMoxican citizen-

ship.

In the cases stipulated in these sections, the law shall determine the manner of
proving the requisites therein demanded.
Anr. 31. It shall be the duty of every Mexican:
I. To compel the attendance at either private or public schools of their children or
wards, when under 15 years of age, in order that they may receive primary instruction
and military training for such periods as the law of public instruction in each State
shall determine.
II. To attend on such days and at such hours as the t )wn conell shall in each case
prescribe, to receive such civie instruction and military training as shall fit them to
exercise their civic rights. shall make them skillful in'the handling of arms and familiar with military discipline.
III. To enlist and serve in the national guard, pursuant to the respective organic
law for the purpose of preserving and defending the independence, territory, honor,
rights, and interests of the fatherland, as well as domestic peace and order.
IV. To contribute in the proportional and equitable manner provided by law toward
the public expenses of the federation, the State and the municipality In which he
besides.
Awr. 32. Mexicans shall be preferred under elual circumstances to foreigners for all
kinds of concessions and for all public employments, offices, or commissions, when
citizenship is not Indispensable. No foreigner shall serve in the army nor in the
police corps nor in any other department of public safety during times of peace.
Only Mexicans by birth may belong to the national navy, or fill any office or commission therein. The same requisite shall be required for captains, pilots, masters,
and chief engineers of M exican merchant ships, as well as for two-thirds of the members
of the crew.
CHAPTER I.-OF FOREIONER.
Ant. 33. Foreigners are those who do not possess the qualifications prescribed by
article 30. They shall be entitled to the rights granted by Chapter 1, Title I, of the
present constitution; but the executive shall have the exclusive right to expel front
the Republic forthwith and without judicial process. any foreigner whose presence
he may deem inexpedient.
No foreigner shall meddle in any way whatsoever in the political affairs of the
country.
CHAVPTR IV.--OF MEXICAN CITIZENS.

Aar. 34. Mexican citizenship shall be enjoyed only by those Mexicans who have
the following qualifications:
I. Are over 21 years of age, it unmarried, and over 18, if married.
II. Have an honest means of livelihood.
ART. 35. The prerogatives of citizens are:
I. To vote at popular elections.
II. To be ellgible for any elective office and be qualified for any other office or commission provided they have the other qualifications required by ;aw.
III. To assemble to discuss the political affairs of the country.
IV. To serve in the army or national guard for the defense of the Republic and its
institutions as by law determined.
V. To exercise the right of petition in any matter whatever.
ART. 36. It shall be the duty of every Mbexican citizen:
I. To register in the polls of the municipality, setting forth any property he may
own and his professional or industrial pursuit, or occupation: and also to register in
the electoral reghitration lists, as by law determined.
II. To enlistin the slational guard.
III. To vote at popular elections in the electoral district to which he belongs.
IV. To fill the elective Federal or State offices to which he may be chosen which
shall in no case be gratuitous.
V. To serve on the town council of the municipality wherein he resides and to
perform all electoral and jury service.
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Art. 37. Citizenship shall be lost:
I. By naturalization in a foreign country.
II.By officially erving the government of another country or accepting its decorations, titles, or employment without previous permission of the Federal Congress,
excepting literary, dentific,and humanitarian titles, which may be accepted freely.
III. Uy compromising themselves In any way before ministers of any religious
creed or before any other person not to observe the present constitution, or the laws
arising thereunder.
ART. 38. The rights or prerogatives of citizenship shall be suspended for the follow.
ing reasons:
1. Through failure to comply without sullicient cause with any of the obligations
imped by Article 36. Ths suspension shall last for one year and shall be in addi.
tion to any other penalties prescribed by law for the same offense.
II. Through being subjected to crinmnal prosecution for an offense punishablo
with imprisonment, such suspension to be reckoned from the date of the formal order
of commitment.
III. Throughout the term of imprisonment.
IV. Through vagrancy or habitual drunkenness, declared in the manner provided
by law.
V. Through being a fugitive from justice, the suspension to be reckoned from the
date of the order of arrest until the prescription of the criminal action.
VI. Through any final sentence which shall decree as a penalty such suspension.
The law shall determine the cases in which civic.rights may be lost or suspended
and the manner in which they may be regained.
TITLE I,

CHAPTER I.-OF THE NATIONAL

SOVEREIGNTY

AND FORM O
OOOVER'MENT.

ART. 39. The national sovereignty is vested essentially and originally in the people.
All public power emanates frum the people and is instituted for their benefits The
people have at all times the inalienable right to alter or modify their form of govern.
ment.
ART. 40. It is the will of the Mexican people to constitute themselves into a democratic, federal, representative republic, consisting of States free and sovereign in all
that concerns their internal affairs, but united in a federation according to the prin.
ciples of this fundamental law.
ART. 41. The people exercise their sovereignty through the federal powers in the
matters belonging to the Union, and through those of the States in the matters relating
to the internal administration of the latter. This power shall be exercised in the
manner respectively established by the constitutions, both FPederal and State. The
constitutions of the States shall in no case contravene the stipulations of the Federal
constitution.
CHAPTER nI.-OF THE INTEGRAL PARTS OF THE FEDERATION AND THE NATIONAL TERRITORY.

AaR. 42. The National Territory comprises the integral partsof the Federation and
the adjacent islands in both oceans. It likewise comprises the Island of Guadalupe,
those of Revillagigedo, and that of "La Pasion," situated in the Pacific Ocean.
ART. 43. The Integral parts of the Federation are: The States of Aguascalientes,
Campeche, Coahuila, Colima Chiapas Chihuahua, Durango, Guanajuato, Guerrero,
Hidalgo, Jalisco, Mexico, Michoacan, Morelos, Nayarit, Nuevo Leon, Oaxaca Puebla,
Queretaro, San Luis Potosi, Sinaloa, Sonora, Tabasco Tamaulipas Tlaxca
Veracrus, Yucatan, Zacatecas, the Federal District, the Territory of Lower California,
and the Territory of Quintana Roo.
AaT. 44. The Federal District shall embrace its present territory; In the event of
the removal of the Federal powers to some other place it shall be created into the
State of the Valley of Mexico, with such boundaries and area as the Federal Congress
shall assign to it.
Awr.45. The States and Territories of the Federation shall conserve their present
boundaries and areas, provided no boundary question shall exist between them.
AnT,.46. The States having pending boundary questions shall settle them as provided by this constitution.
AwT. 47. The State of Nayarit shall have the territorial area and boundaries at
present comprising the territory of Teple.

ART. 48. The isands in both oceans embraced within the national territory shall

depend directly on the Federal Government, excepting those over which the States
have up to the present time exercised jurisdiction.
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TITLE III, CHAPTER I.-OF THE DIVISION OF POWER.

ART. 49. The supreme power of the federation is divided for its exercise into legislative, executive, and judicial.
Two or more of these powers shall never be united in one person or corporation, nor
shall the executive power be vested in one individual except in the case of extraor.
diary powers granted to the executive, in accordance with the provisions of
article 29.
CHAPTER II.-O

THB LEGISLATIVE POWER.

ART. 50. The legislative power of the United States of Mexico is vested in a general
Congress, which shall consist of a House of Representatives and a Senate.
sCOroN I.-OF THB ELECTION AND INSTALLATION OF Tl

s

CONGRESS.

AnT. 61. The House of Representatives shall consist of representatives of the
nation, all of whom shall be elected every two years by the citizens of Mexico.
ART. 62. One representative shall be chosen for each 00.000 inhabitants or for any
fraction thereof exceeding 20,000 on the basis of the general census of the Federal
district and of each State and Territory. Any State or Territory in which the population shall be less than that fixed by this article shall, nevertheless, elect one representative.
ART. 63. There shall be elected an alternate for each representative.
ART. 64. The election of representatives shall be direct, in accordance with the
provisions of the electoral law.
AnR. 55: Representatives shall have the following qualifications:
1. They shall be Mexican citizens by birth and in the enjoyment of their rights.
1. They shall be over 25 years of age on the day of election.
Iii. They shall be natives of the States or Territories respectively electing them, or
domiciled and actually resident therein for six months immediately prior to the election. The domicile shall not be lost through absence in the discharge of any elective
office.
IV. They shall not be in active service in the Federal army, not have any command
in the police corps or rural constabulary in the districts where the elections respectively take place, for at least 90 days immediately prior to the election.
V. They shall not hold the office of secretary nor assistant secretary of any executive
department or of justice of the supreme court, unless they shall have resigned therefrom
90 days immediately prior to the election.
No State governor, secretary of state of the several States, or State judge shall be
eligiblein the districtswithin their several jurisdictions, unless they shall have r(signed
from their respective offices 90 days immediately prior to the day of election.
VI. They shall not be ministers of any religious creed.
ART. 66. The Senate shall consist of two senators from each State and two from theFederal district, chosen in direct election.
Each State legislature shall certify to the election of the candidate who shall have
obtained a majority of the total number of votes cast.
ART. 67. There shall be elected an alternate for each Senator.
ART. 68. Each Senator shall serve four years. The Senate shall be renewed by half
every two years.
Aar. 69. The qualifications necessary to be a Senator shall be the same as those
necessary to be a Representative, excepting that of age, which shall be over 35 on the
day of election.
ART. 60. Each House shall be the judge of the election of its members and shall
decide all questions arising therefrom.
Its decisions shall be final.
ART. 61. Representatives and Senators are inviolable for opinions expressed by
them in the discharge of their duties, and shall never be called to account for them.
AR. 62. Representatives and Senators shall be disqualified during the term for
which they have been elected from holding any Federal or State commission or office
for which any emolument is received without previous permission of the respective
house, in the event of their accepting such commission or office they shall forthwith
lose their representative character for such time as they shall hold such appointive
office. The same provision shall apply to alternate Representatives and Senators,
when in active service. The violation of this provision shall be punished by forfeiture
of the office of Representative or Senator.
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ART. 63. The houses shall not open their sessions nor exercise their functions without
a quorum, in the Senate of two-thirds, and in the House of Representatives of a
majority of the total membership- but the members present of either house shall meet
on the day appointed by law and compel the attendance of the absentees within the
next 30 days, and they shall warn them that failure to comply with this provision
shall be taken to be a refusal of office, and the corresponding alternates shall be sum.
moned forthwith; the latter shall have a similar period within which to present them.
selves, and on their failure to do so the seats shall be declared vacant aud new elections
called.
Representatives or Senators who shall be absent during 10 consecutive days without
proper cause or without leave of the president of the respective house notice of which
shall be duly communicated to the house, shall be understood as waiving their right
to attend until the next session, and their alternates shall be summoned without
delay.
If there shall be no quorum to organize either of the houses or to continue their labors
once organized, the al ternates shall be ordered to present themselves as soon as possible
for the purpose of taking office until the expiration of the 30 days hereinbefore mentioned.
ART. Gi. No Representative or Senator who-shall fail to attend any daily session
without proper cause or without previous permission of the respective house, shall be
entitled to the compensation corresponding to the day on which he shall have been
absent.
ART. 65. The Congress shall meet on the let day of September of each year in
regular session for the consideration of the following matters:
I. To audit the accounts of the previous year, which shall be submitted to the
JHouse of Representatives not later than 10 days after the opening of the session.
The audit shall not be confined to determining whether the expenditures do or do not
conform with the respective items in the budget, but shall comprise an examination
of the exactness of and authorization for payments made thereunder and of any liability
arising from such payments.
No other secret Items shall be permitted than those which the budget may consider
as such; these amounts shall be paid out by the secretaries of executive departments
under written orders of the President.
II. To examine, discuss, and approve the budget for the next fiscal year and to
lay such taxes as may be needed to meet the expenditures.
S11!.
To study, discuss, and vote on all bills presented and to discuss all other matters
incumbent upon the Congress by virtue of this constitution.
ART. 66. The regular session of the Congress shall last the period necessary to deal
with all of the matters mentioned in the foregoing article, but it may not be extended
beyond the 31st day of December of the same year. Should both houses fail to agree
as to adjournment prior to the above date, the matter shall be decided by the executive.
ART. 67. The Congress shall meet in extraordinary session whenever so summoned
by the President, but in such event it shall consider only the matter or matters submitted to it by the President, who shall enumerate it or them in the respective call.
The President shall have power to convene in extraordinary session only one of the
houses when the matter to be referred to it pertains to its exclusive jurisdiction.
ART. 68. Both houses shall hold their meetings in the same place and shall not
move to another without having first aVreed upon the moving and the time and manner
of accomplishing it, as well as upon the place of meeting, which shall be the same for
both houses. If both houses agree to change their meeting place but disagree as to
the time, manner, and place, the President shall settle the question bychoosing one
of the two proposals. Neither House may suspend its sessions for more than three
days without the consent of the other.
ART. 69. The president of the Republic shall attend at, the opening of the sessions
of the Congress, whether regular or extraordinary, and shall submit a report in writing;
this report shall in the former case relate to the general state of the Union; and in the
latter it shall explain to the Congress or to the House addressed the reasons or causes
which rendered the call necessary and the matters requiring immediate attention.
ART. 70. Every measure of the Congress shall be in the form of a law or decree. The
laws or decrees shall be communicated to the executive after having been signed
by the presidents of both houses and by one of the secretaries of each. When promul.
gated the enacting clause shall read as follows:
" The Congress of the United States of Mexico decrees (text of the law or decree)."
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SECTION II.--OF THe ORIGIN AND FORMATION OF THE LAWS.

ART. 71. The right to originate legislation pertains:
' I. To the President of the Republic;
II. To the representatives and senators of the Congres;
Ill. To the State legislatures.
Bills submitted by the President of the Republic, by State legislatures, or by delegations of the States shall be at once referred to committee. Those introduced by
representatives or senators shall be subject to the rules of procedure.
A nr. 72. All bills, act ion on which shall not pertain exclusively to one of the houses,
shall be discussed first lby one and then by the other, according to the rules of
procedure as to the form, time of presentation, and other details relative to discussions
and votes.
(a) After a bill has been approved in the House where it originated it shall be sent
to the other House for consideration. If passed by the latter, it shall be transmitted
to the President who, if he has no objection thereto shall immediately promulgate it.
(b) All bills not returned by the Executive within 10 working days with his ob.
servations to the House in which they originated, shall be considered approved
unless during the said 10 days the Congress shall have adjourned or suspended its
sessions, in which event they shall lie returned on the first working day after the
Conresshall have reconvened.
(c Bills rejected in whole or in part by the Executive shall be returned with his
observations to the House where they originated. They shall be discussed anew by
this House and if confirmed by a two-tirds majority vote of the total membership
shall be sent to the other House for reconsideration. If approved by it, also by the
same majority vote, the bill shall become law and shall be returned to the Executive
for promulon.
The voting in both Houses shall be by yeas and nays.
(d) Bills totally rejected by the House not originating them shall be returned with
the proper observations to the House of origin. If examined anew and approved by
a majority of the members present they shall be returned to the House rejecting
them, which shall once again take them under consideration, and if approved by it,
likewise by the same majority vote they shall be sent to the Executive for the purposes of clause A; but if the said House fail to approve them, they shall not be reintroduced in the same session.
(e) Bills rejected in part or modified or amended by the House of revision shalt be
discussed anew in the House of origin, but the discussion shall be confined to the portion rejected or to the amendments or additions, without the approved articles being
altered in any respect. If the additions or amendments made by the House of revi.
sion be approved by a majority vote of the members present in the House of origin
the bill shall be transmitted to the Executive for the purposes of clause A; but if
the amendments or additions by the House of revision te rejected by a majority
vote of the House of origin they shall be returned to the former House in order that
the reasons set forth by the latter may be taken into consideration. If in this second
revision the said additions or amendments be rejected by a majority vote of the
members present, the portion of the bill which has been approved by both Houses
shall be sent to the Executive for the purposes of clause A. If the House of revision
insist by a majority vote of the members present upon the additions or amendments,
no action shall be taken on the whole bill until the next session, unless both Houses
agree by a majority vote of the members present to the promulgation of the law without the articles objected to, which shall be left till the next session, when they shall
be then discussed and voted upon.
(J) The same formalities as are required for the enactment of laws shall be observed for their interpretation amendment, or repeal.
(g) No bill rejected in the House of origin before passing to the other House shall
be reintroduced during the session of that year.
(h) Legislative measures may be originated in either House, excepting bills dealing
with loans, taxes, or imposts, or with the raising of troops, which must have their
origin in the House of Representatives.
(i) Whenever a bill shall be presented to one House it shall be first discussed there
unless on3 month shall have elapsed since it was referred to committee and not reported, in which event an identical bill may be presented and discussed in the other
HOUsO.

(j) The President shall not make any observations touching the decisions of the
Congress or of either House when a-ting as an electoral body or as a grand jury, nor
when the House of Representatives shall declare that there are grounds to impeach
any high Federal authority for official offenses.
Nor shall lie make any observations touching the order for a call issued by the
permanent committee as provided in article 84.
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Aar. 73. The Congress shall have power:
I. To admit new States or Territories into the Federal Union.
IfI. To grant statehood to Territories having a population of 80.000 inhabitants and
the elements necessary to provide for their political existence.
Ill. To form new Statps within the boundaries of existing ones provided the fol.
lowing requisites are complied with:
1. That the section or sections aspiring to statehood have a population of 120,000
inhabitants at least.
2. That proof be given to the Congress that it has sufficient means to provide fcr
its political existehee.
3. That the legislatures of the States affected be heard as to the advisability cr
inadvisability of granting such statehood, which opinion shall be given within six
months after the date of the communication addressed to them on thle subject.
4. That the opinion of the Executive of the Federal Government be also heard on
the subject; said opinion to be given within seven days after the date on which it
was requested.
6. That the creation of the new State be voted upon favorably by two-thirds of the
Representatives and Senators present in their respective Housets.
6. That the resolution of the Congress he ratified )bya majority of the State leis.
latures. upon examination of the copy of the record of the case, provided that the
legislatures of the States to which the section belongs shall have given their consent.
7. If the legislatures of the States to which the section belongs have not given their
consent, the ratification referred to in the foregoing clause shall be made by two-thirds
of the legislatures of the other States.
IV. To settle finally the limits of the States, terminating the differences which may
rise between them relative to the demarcation of their respective territories, except
when the differences be of a litigious nature.
V. To change the residence of the supremo powers of the federation.
VI. To legislate in all matters relating to the Federal District and the Territories,
as hereinafter provided:
I. The Federal District and the Territories shall be diided into municipalities
each of which shall have the area and population sufficient for its own support and
for its contribution toward the common expenses.
2. Each municipality shall be governed by a town council elected by direct vote
of the people.
3. The Federal District and each of the Territories shall be administered by governors under the direct orders of the President of the Republic. The governor of the
Federal District shall dispatch with the President, and the governor of each Territory shall dispatch with the President through the duly constituted channels. The
governor of the Federal District and the governor of each Territory shall be appointed
by the President and may be removed by him at will.
4. The superior judges and those of first instance of the Federal District and those
of the Territories shall be named by the Congress, acting in each case as an electoral
college. In the temporary or permanent absences of the said superior judges these
shall be replaced by appointment of the Congress and in recess by temporary appointments of the permanent committee. The organic law shall determine the manner of
filling temporary vacancies in the case of judges and shall designate the authority
before whom they shall be called to account for any dereliction, excepting the pro.
rom and
visions of this constitution with regard to the responsibility of officials.
after the year 1923 the superior judges and those of first instance to which this clause
refers may only be removed from office for bad conduct and after impeachment unless
they shall have been promoted to the next higher grade. From and after the said
date the compensation enjoyed by said officials shall not be diminished during their
term of office.
5. The office of the public attorney (ministerio putblico) of the Federal District
and of the Territories shall be in charge of an attorney general, who shall reside in
the City of Mexico and of such public attorneyor attorneys as the law may determine;
the said attorney general shall be tinder the direct orders of the President of the
Republic, who shall appoint and may remove him at will.
VII. To lay the taxes necessary to meet the expenditures of the budget.
VIII. To establish the conditions upon which the executive may make loans on
the credit of the nation; to approve the said loans and to recognize and order the payment of the public debt.
IX. To enact tariff laws on foreign commerce and to prevent restrictions from being
imposed on interstate commerce.
4766-20--vor 2 84
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X. To legislate for the entire Republic in all matters relating to mining, commerce,

and credit institutions, and to establish the sole bank of issue as provided in article
28 of this constitution.
XI. To create and abolish federal offices and to fix, increase, or decrease the com.
pensation assigned thereto.
XII. To declare war upon examination of the facts submitted by the executive.
XIII. To regulate the manner in which letters of marque may be issued; to enact
laws according to which prizes on land and sea shall be adjudged valid or invalid, and
to frame the admiralty law for times of peace and war.
XIV. To raise and maintain the army and navy of the union and to regulate their
organization and service.
XV. To make rules for the organization and discipline of the national guard, reserving for the citizens who compose it the right of appointing their respective commanders and officers, and to the States the power of instructing it in conformity with the
discipline prescribed by the said regulations.
XVI. To enact laws on citizenship, naturalization, colonization, emigration, immi.
gration, and public health of the Republic.
1. The public health service shall depend directly upon the president of the
Republic without the intervention of any executive department, and its general
provisions shall be binding throughout the Republic.
2. In the event of epidemics of a grave or dangerous nature, of the invasion of die.
eases from abroad, the public health service shall be called upon to put into force
without delay the necessary preventive measures, subject to their subsequent sanction by the president of the Republic.
3. The sanitary authorities shall have executive faculties and their determinations
shall be obeyed by the administrative authorities of the country.
4. All measures which the public health service shall have put into effect in its
campaign against alcoholism and the sale of substances injurious to man and to the
race shall be subsequently revised by the Congress in such cases as fall within the
jurisdiction of the latter.
XVII. To enact laws on general means of communication, postreoads and post.
offices and to enact laws as to the use and development of the waters subject to the
Federal jurisdiction.
XVIII. To establish mints, regulate the value and kinds of the national currency,
fix the value of foreign moneys and adopt a general system of weights and measures.
XIX. To make rules for the occupation and sale of public lands and the prices
therefor.
XX. To enact laws as to the organization of the diplomatic and consular services.
XXI. To define the crimes and offenses against the Nation and to fix the penalties
therefor.
XXII. To grant amnesty for offenses subject to the jurisdiction of the federal courts.
XXIII. To make rules for its internal government and to enact the necessaryprovisions to compel the attendance of absent representatives and senators and to
punish the acts of commission or omission of those present.
XXIV. To issue the organic law of the auditor general's office.
XXV. To sit as an electoral college and to name the justices of the supreme court,
and the superior and inferior judges of the Federal District and territories
XXVI. To accept the resignations of the justices of the supreme court and of the
superior and inferior judges of the Federal District and territories,and to name substitutes in their absence and to appoint their successors.
XXVII. To establish professional schools of scientific research and fine arts vocational, agricultural, and trade schools, museums, libraries, observatories, and other
institutes of higher learning, until such time as these establishments can be supported
by private funds. These powers shall not pertain exclusively to the Federal.Government.
All degrees conferred by any of the above institutions shall be valid throughout
the Republic.
XXVIII. To sit as an electoral college and to choose the person to assume the
office of president of the Republic, either as a substitute president or as a president
ad interim in the terms established by articles 84 and 85 of this constitution.
XXIX. To accept the resignation of the President of the Republic.
XXX. To audit the accounts which shall be submitted annually by the executive;
this audit shall comprise not only the checking of the items disbursed under the
budget but the exactness of and authorization for the expenditures in each case.
XXXI. To make all laws necessary for carrying into execution the foregoing powers
and all other powers vested by this constitution in the several branches of the government.
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ART. 74. The House of Representatives shall have the following exclusive powers:
1. To sit as an electoral college to exercise the powers conferred by law as to the
election of the President.
II. To watch by means of a special committee appointed from among its own
members over the faithful performance by the auditor general of the nation in the
discharge of his duties.
III. To appoint all the higher officers and other employees of the auditor general's
osice.
IV'.
To approve the annual budget, after a discussion as to what taxes must in its .
judgment be laid to meet the necessary expenditures.
To take cognizance of all charges brought against public officials, as herein
provided, for official offenses, and, should the circumstances so warrant to impeach
them before the Senate: and further to act as a grand jury to decide whether there
enjoying constitutional
is or is not good ground for proceeding against any official
privileges, whenever accused of offenses of the common order.
VI. To exercise such other powers as may be expressly vested in it by this constitution.
ART. 75. The House of Representatives, in passing the budget, shall assign a
definite compensation to every office created by law, and if for any reason such compensation shall not be assigned, the amount fixed in the preceding budget or in the
easigned.
law creating the office shall be presumed to be
ART. 76. The Senate shall have the following exclusive powers:
I. To approve the treaties and diplomatic conventions concluded by the Executive
with foreign rowers.
II.To ratfy the nominations made by the President of diplomatic ministers or
agents, consuls general higher officials of the treasury, colonels and other superior
officers of the army and navy as by law provided.
III. To authorize the Executive to allow the national troops to go beyond the
limits of the Republic or to permit foreign troops to pass through the national territory and to consent to the presence of foreign fleets for more than one month in
Mexican waters.
IV. To give its consent to the use, by the President, of the national guard beyond
the limits of the respective States or Territories and to fix the amount of the force
to be used
V. To declare when the constitutional powers of any State have disappeared, that
the occasion has arisen to give to the said State a provisional governor, who shall call
for elections to be held according to the constitution and laws of the said State. The
appointment of such a governor shall be made by the Senate with the approval of
two-thirds of its members present or during recess by the permanent committee by
the same two-thirds majority from among three names proposed by the President.
The official thus selected shall not be chosen constitutional governor in the elections
to be held under the call which he shall issue. This provision shall govern whenever
the State constitutions do not provide for the contingency.
al offenses of functionaries
VI. To sit as agrand jury to take cognizance of such offit
as are expressly prescribed by this constitution.
VII. To exercise such other powers as may be expressly vested in it by this constitution.
VIII. To adjust all political questions arising between the powers of a State whenever one of them shall appeal to the senate or whenever by virtue of such differences
a clash of arms has arisen to interrupt the constitutional order. In this event the
senate shall decide In accordance with the Federal constitution and the constitution
of the State involved.
The exercise of this power and of the foregoing shall be regulated by law.
ART. 77. Each house may, without the intervention of the other:
I. Pass resolutions for matters exclusively relating to its own interior government.
II. Communicate with the other house, and with the Executive through the intermediary of committees appointed from among its members.
III. Appoint the employees in the office of the secretary and to make all rules and
regulations for the id office.
any vacancies which may have
IV. eIsue a call for extraordinary election to fill
occurred in its membership.

V.

SECTION IV.--OF THE PERMANENT COMMITTEE.

ART. 78. During the recesses of the Congress there shall be a permanent committee
consisting of 29 members, 15 of whom shall be representatives and 14 senators, appointed by the respective houses on the eve of the day of adjournment.
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ARr.79. In addition to the powers expressly vested in it by this constitution, the
permanent committee shall have the following powers:
I. Toeve its consent to the use of the national guard as pro ded in article 74.
clause IV.
II. To administer the oath of office should the occasion arise, to the President. to
the members of the supreme court, to the superior judges of the Federal District and
territories, on such occasions as the latter otlicials may happen to be in the City of
Mexico.
III. To reporton all pending matters, so that they may be considered in tt-e ernuing
session.
IV. To call extraordinary sessions in the case of official offenses or offenses of the
common order committed by secretaries of executive departments or justices of the
supreme court, and official offenses committed by State governors proided the case
shall have been already instituted by the committee of the grand jury, in which
event no other business of the Congress shall be considered, nor shall the sessions be
prolonged beyond the time necessary for a decision.
CHAPTER TH.-OF INS £I

CUTIvTS POWER.

Awr.80. The exercise of the supreme executive power of the nation isvested in a
ingle individual who shall be called " P resident of the United States of Mexh o."
Anr. 81. The election of the President shall be direct in accordance with the provisione of the electoral law.
Awr. 82. The President of the Republic shall have the following qualifications:
I. He shall be a Mexican citizen by birth is the fall enjoyment ofls rights and be
must be the son of Mexican parents by birth.
II. Ile shall be over 35 years of age at the time of election.
III. He shall have resided in the country during the entire year prior to the election.
IV. He shall not belong to any ecclesiastical order nor be a minster of any religions
creed.
V. In the event of belonging to the army he shall have retired from active service 90
days immediately prior to the election.
VI. He shall not be a secretary or assmtant secretary of any executive department
unless he shall have resigned from office 90 days prior to the election.
VII . le shall not have taken part, directly or indirectly, in any uprising, riot or
Awr. 83. The President shall enter upon the duties of his office on the first day of
December, shall serve four years and shall never be reelected.
The citizen who shall replace the constitutional President in the event of hispermaneat disability shall not be elected President for the ensuing tenn.
Nor seall the person designated as Acting President during the temporary disabilities
of the constitutional President be reelected President for the ensuing term.
Aer. 84. In the event of the permanent disability of the President of the Republic,
ifthis shall occur within the first two years of the respective term, the Congre,. if
in session, shall forthwith act as an electoral college and with the attendance of at
least two-thirds of its total membership shall choose a President by secret ballot and
by a majority vote; and the same Congress shall inme the call for Presidential elections
and shall endeavor to have the date set for this event as far as poeible coincide with
the date of the next election of Representatives and Senators to Congree.
Should the disability of the President occur while Congre is in recess,the permanent committee shall forthwith designate aPresident ad interim who shall cal Congress
together in extraordinary sesion, in order that it may in turn issue the call for Predential elections in the manner provided in the foregoing article.
Should the disability of the President occur in the last two years of the respective
term, the Congress, if in session, shall choose the substitute to conclude the period
of the Preeidential term; if Congress shall not be In session the permanent committee
shall choose a President ad interim and shall summon Congress in extraordinary
session in order that it may act as an electoral college and proceed to the election of the
substitute President.
The President ad interim may be chosen by Congres as substitute President.
The citizen designated as President ad interim for the purpose of calling elections,
in the event of the disability of the President within the two first years of the respective
term shall not be chosen in the elections held to fill such vacancy and for which he
was designated.
AT r. Ifthe President-elect shall fall to present himself at the beginning of any
constitutional term, or the election not have been held and the result made known by
the 1st of December, the outgoing President shall nevertheless vacate office and the
President ad interim chosen by the Congress, or in itsrecess by the permanent xum.
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mittee, shall forthwith assume the executive power. All action taken hereunder shall
be gerned by the provisions of the forgoing article.
In case of a temporary dimbility of the President the Congress, or the permanent
cmittee iftha Congrem shall not beingtln
e on,shall designate anActllng Predentd ur.
ing such disability. II a temporary disability shall become permanent the action
presc'rbed in the preceding article shall be taken.
In the event of a leave of absence granted to the President of the Republic the person
acting in his sead shall not be disqualified from being elected in the ensuing period,
prvnlded he shall not have been in office during the holding of elections.
Am. $6. The President may not resign office except for grave cause, upon which
the Congres shall pa8, to which body the reig+natin shall be tendered.
Ar.87. The President before entering upon the discharge of the duties of his
office, shall make the follimring affirmation before the Congrese, or in its recess before
the penrmoent committee:
"I do solemnly afiirm that I will defend and enforce the Constitution of the United
States of Mexkco and the laws arising thereunder and that I will faithfully and con.
scientiously perform the duties of President of the United States of Mexico, to which
I have been hebweu byv the people, ha- ing ever in mind the welfare and prosperity of
the nation; if I shall (l to do so, may the nation call me to account."
Am. 8S.The President may not alasent himself from the national territory without

the pertci.ion of the Congresa.

$9.

Am.
The President shall have the following powers and duties:
I. To promulgate and execute the laws enacted by the Congre, providing in the
adminirative sphere for their faithful observanee.
II. To appoint and remove at will the secretaries of executive departments, the
attorney general of the Republic. the giJv,.rnor of the Federal district, the governors
of territories. the attorney general of the teleral district and territories; and to appoint
and remove at will all other Federal employees whose appointment or removal is
not otherwise provided for by law or in this constitution.
Ill. To appoint by and with the approval and consent of the Senate all ministers,
diplomatic agents and consuLs general.
IV. To appoint by and with the approval of the Senate the colonels and other
superior officers 'f the army and navy and the superior officials of the Treasury.
V. To appoint all other officers of the army and navy as by law provided.
VI. To dlspse of the permanent land and sea forces for the domestic safety and
defense of the Union.
VII. To dispose of the national guard for the same purposes, as provided by Article

76,Clause 1V.

Vll. To declare war in the name of the United States of Mexico, after the passage
of the corresponding resolution by the Congrees.
IX. To grant letters of marque, upon the terms and conditions fixed by the Congress.
X. To conduct diplomatic negotiations and to enter into treatieswith foreign powers,
submitting them for ratification to the C(onres.
XI. To call Congress or either of the llouses in extraordinary session, whenever
in his judgment it may be advisable.
XII. To afford the judiciary all the assistance necessary for the expeditious exercise
of its functions.
XIII. To open all kinds of ports. establish maritime and frontier customs houses
and designate their location.
XIV. To grant. according to law, pardons to criminals sentenced for offenses within
the jurisdiction of the Federal tribunals, and to all persons sentenced for offenses of
the common order in the Federal district and territories.
XV. To grant exclusive privileges for a limited time, and according to the respective
laws to discoverers, inventors or improvers in any branch of industry.
XVI. IWhenever the Senate shall not be in session the President may temporarily
make the appointments enumerated in Clauses III and IV hereof, but these appointments shall be submitted to the Senate so soon as it reconvenes.
XVII. To exercise such other rights and duties as are expressly conferred upon him
by this constitution.
Am. 90. For the transaction of administrative matters of the Federal Government
there shall be the number of secretaries of executive departments which the Congress
may by law establish. which law shall likewise assign among the several departments
the several matters with which each shall be charged.
Amr. 91. No person sball be appointed secretary of an executive departmeqt who is
not a Mexican citizen by birth and in the enjoyment of his rights and who has not
attained the age of 30 years.
Mt.92. All rules, regulations, decrees and orders of the President shall be signed
by the secretary of the executive department to which the matterpertains. Theyshall
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not be binding without this requisite. All rules, regulations and orders of the Presid
dent touching the government of the Federal district and of the administrative departments shall e transmitted directly by the President to the governor of the district
and to the chief of the respective department.
Ant. 93. The secretaries of executive departments shall on the opening of each
regular session report to the Congress as to the state of their respective departments.
Either house may summon a secretary of an executive department to inform it,
whenever a bill or other matter pertaining to his department is under discussion.
CHAPTER IV--OP THE JUDICIAL POWERs.

Atrr. 91. The judicial power of the federation is vested in a Supreme Court and in
circuit and district courts, whose number and powers shall be fixed by law. The
Supreme Court of Justice shall consist of I1 members; its sittings shall be in bane and
open to the public. except in the cases where public interest or morality shall other.
wise require. It shall meet at such times and under such conditions as by law prescribed. No sittingsof the court shall be held without the attendance of at least two.
thirdsof its total membership. and all decisions rendered shall be by a majority vote.
The justices of the supreme court chosen to this office in the forthcoming elections
shall rve two years: those elected at the conclusion of this first term shall serve four
years, and from and after the year 1923 the justices of the supreme court, the circuit
and district judges may only he removed for malfeasance and after impeachment proceedings, unless the circuit and district judges be promoted to the next higher grade.
The same provision shall govern in so far as it be applicable to the terms of two and
four years, respectively, to which this article refers.
Aar. 95. The justices of the supreme court shall have the following qualifications:
i. They shall be Mexican citizens by birth, in the full enjoyment of their civil and
political rights.
II. They shall be over 35 years of age at the time of election.
11 . They shall be graduates in law, of some institution or corporation authorized by
law to confer such degrees.
IV. They shall be of good repute and not have been convicted of any offense punishable with more than one year's imprionment: but conviction of larceny, deceit,
forgery, embezzlement, or any other offense seriously impairing their good name in the
pllic mind shall disqualify them for office, whatever may have been the penalty
V. 'They shall have resided in the country for the last five years, except in the case
of absence due to public service abroad for a period not exceeding six months.
Amr. 96. The members of the supreme court of justice shall be chosen by the Congress acting as an electoral college: the presence of at least two-thirds of the tctal
number of representatives aid senators shall be necessary for such action. The election shall be by secret ballot and by a majority vote, and shall be held as among
the candidates previously proposed one being nominated by each State legislature
as provided in the respective State laws.
Should no candidate receive a majority on the first ballot, the balloting shall be
repealed between the two candidates receiving the highest number of votes.
AaR. 97. All circuit and district judges shall be appointed by the supreme court
of justice: they shall have such qualitications as by law required shall serve four
years, and shall not be removed except by impeachment proceedings or for incapacity
to discharge their duties, in accordance with the law.
The supreme court of justice may remove the district judges from one district to
another, or it may fix their seats in another locality as it may deem most advantageous
to the public business. A similar procedure shall be ohserved in the case of curcuit
"uThe supreme court of justice may likewise appoint auxiliary circuit and district
judges to assist in the labors of such courts as have an excessive amount of business in
order that the administration of justice may be speedy: it shall also name one or more
of its members or some district or circuit judge or shall designate one or more special
commissioners whenever it shall deem it adviale or on the request of the President
or of either house or of any State governor, solely for the purpose of inquiring into
the behavior of any judge or Federal just ice or into any fact or facts which amount to a
violation of any individual rights or to the subversion of the popular will or any other
offense punishable by Federal statute.
The circuit and d-trict courts shall be a igned among the several justices of the
supreme court, who shall visit them periodically shall observe the conduct of their
judges, listen to any complaint presented against them, and perform all such other acts
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as the law may require. The supreme court shall appoint and remove at will its clerk
of the court and other employees on the roster established by law. The circuit and
district judges shall likewise appoint and remove at will their rcpectivo clerks and

employees.

The supreme court shall choose each )yearone of its memlbrs to act as chief justice
with the right of reelection.
Each justice of the supreme court, on assuming office, shall make an affirmation
before (onress, or if this isin recess, before the permanent committee as follows:
The presiding officer shall say, "Do you promise to perform faithfully and con.
scienfiously the duties of justice of the supreme court with which you have been
charged and to defend and enforce the constitution of the United States of Mexico
and the laws arising thereunder, having ever in mind the welfare and prosperity of
the nation?" To which the justice shall reply, "I do." On which the presiding
officer shall answer "If you fail to do so, may the nation call you to account."
The circuit and district judges shall make the affirmation office before the supreme
court or before such other authority as the law may determine.
ART. 98. No temporary disability of a Iustice of the supreme court not exceeding
one month shall be filled, provided there be otherwise a quorum. In the absence
of a quorum the Congress, or in its recess the permanent committee, shall name a
substitute selected from among the candidates submitted by the States for the election of the justice in question and not chosen, to serve during such disability. If
the disability do not exceed two months, the Congress, or during its recess the permanent committee, shall choose at will a temporary justice.
In the event of the death, resignation, or disqualification of any justice of the
supreme court, a new election shall be held by the Congress to fill this vacancy, as
provided in article 98.
If the Contres shall not be in session the permanent committee shall make a tem.
porary appointment until such time as the Congress shall convene and proceed to
the corresponding election.
ART. 99. The resignation of a justice of the supreme court shall only be accepted
for grave cause, to be passed upon by the Congress, to whom the resignation shall
be tendered. If the Congress isin recess the power to act in this matter shall pertain
to the permanent committee.
AnT. 100. The supreme court shall grant all leaves of absence of its members when
they do not exceed one month; such as do exceed this period shall be granted by the
House of Representatives, or during its recess by the permanent committee.
ART. 101. No justice of the supreme court, clrcuit or district judge, nor clerk of
any of these courts shall under any circumstances accept any State, federal, or private
commission or office, excepting honorary titles from scientific, literary, or charitable
associations. The violation of this provision shall work a forfeiture of office.
ART. 102. The office of the public attorney shall be organized in accordance with
the law, and the public attorneys shall be appointed and removed at will by the
Executive. They shall be under the direction of an attorney general, who shall
possess the same qualifications as are required for the office of justice of the supreme
court.
The public attorneys shall be charged with the judicial prosecution of all federal
offenses; they shall accordingly sue out all orders of arrest, assemble and offer all evidence as to the responsibility of the accused, see that the trials are conducted in due
order so that the administration of justice may be speedy, pray the imposition of
sentence, and in general take part in all matters req
lred by law.
The attorney general of the Republic shall personally intervene in matters to which
the Federal (overnment is a party, in cases affecting ministers, diplomatic agents,
and consuls general, and in all controversies between two or more States of the Union,
between the Federal Government and a State. or between the several powers of a
State. The attorney general may either personally or through one of the public
attorneys take part in all other cases in which the public attorneys are called upon
to act.
The attorney general shall be the legal advisor of the Government, and both he and
the public attorneys under his orders shall faithfully obey the law and shall be liable
for all breaches or for any violations in which they may incur in the discharge of
their duties.
ART. 103. The federal tribunals shall take cognizance of:
I. All controversies arising out of laws or acts of the authorities when the latter
infringe any individual rights.
II. All controversies arising out of laws or acts of the Federal authorities which
limit or encroach upon the sovereignty of the States.
III. All controversies arising out of laws or acts of the State authorities which
invade the sphere of the Federal authorities.

hdJ
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AnT. 104. The Federal tribunals shall have jurisdiction over:
I. All controversies of a civil or criminal nature arising out of the application and
enforcement of the Federal laws, or out of treaties concluded with foreign powers.
Whenever such controversies affect only private rights, the regular local courts of the
States, the Federal district and territoriesshall, at the election of the plaintiff, assume
jurisdiction. Appeal may be had from all judgments of first instance to the next higher
tribunal of the same court in which the case was first heard. Appeal may be taken
from sentences of second instance to the supreme court of justice, which appeal shall
be prepared, submitted, and prosecuted in accordance with the procedure provided
by law.
II. All cases pertaining to admiralty law.
Ill. All cases to which the Federal Government may be a party.
IV. All cases arising between two or more States or between any State and the
Federal Government, as well as those arising between the courts of the Federal district and those of the Federal Government or of a State.
V. All cases arising between a State and one or more citizens of another State.
VI. All cases concerning diplomatic agents and consular officers.
ART. 105. The supreme court of justice shall have exclusive jurisdiction in all
controversies arising between two or more States, between the powers of government of any State as to the constitutionality of their acts, or between one or more
States and the Federal Government, and in all cases to which the Federal Government may be a party.
Aar. 106. The supreme court of justice shall likewise have exclusive jurisdiction
to determine all questions of jurisdiction between the Federal tribunals, between these
and those of the States, or between those of one State and those of another.
ART. 107. All controversies mentioned in Article 103 shall be prosecuted by the
injured party in accordance with the judicial forms and procedure which the law
shall establish, subject to the following conditions:
I. The judgment shall always be so drawn as to affect exclusively private individuals, and shall confine itself to affording them protection in the special case to which
the complaint refers; but it shall make no general statement as to the law or the act
that may have formed the basis for the complaint.
II. In civil or penal suits, excepting those mentioned in Clause IX hereof, the writ
of "amparo"' shall issue only against final judgments when no other ordinary recourse
is available by which those judgments may be modified or amended. if the violation
of the law shall have occurred in the judgment, or if, although committed during the
course of the trial, objection was duly noted and protest entered against the denial of
reparation, and provided further, that if committed in first instance it shall have
been invoked in second instance as a violation of the law.
When the writ of "amparo" is sought against mesne judgments, in accordance
with the provisions of the foregoing clause, these rules shall be observed as far as
applicable.
Nothwithstanding the foregoing provision, the supreme court may in penal cases
waive any defects in the petition when there has been a manifest violation of the
law which has left the petitioner without recourse. or when he has been tried by a
law not strictly applicable to the case, provided failure to take advantage of this
violation has been merely an oversight.
III. In civil or penal suits the writ of "amparo" shall issue only if substantial
portions of the rules of procedure have been violated, and provided further that the
said violation shall deprive the petitioner of means of defense.
IV. In addition to the case mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, the writ of
"amparo" shall issue only on a final judgment in a civil suit, provided the requirements set forth in Clause II hereof have been complied with, when the said judgment
shall be contrary to the letter of the law applicable to the case or contrary to its legal
interpretation, when it includes persons, actions, defenses, or things which have not
been the object of the suit, or finally when all these have not been included either
through omission or express refusal.

I This unique feature of Mexican law combines the essential elements of the extraordinary writs of
habeas corpus, certiorari, and mandamus. It is a Federal procedure designed to give Immediate protection when any of the fundamental rights of man are Inringed by any authority, Irepective of category
or to excuse the obedience of a law or decree which invaded the Federa or local sphre. Its use is most
extensive, embracing minors, persons abent abroad acting through a "next friend," corporation, etc.
An important feature is that it merely gives protection to a specie person or entity and never makes
any general statement of law. It could hnce, never declare a law unconstitutional, though it would
give Immediate protection as soon as the law In question acted on any person.
-. N. B.
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V. In penal suits the authorities responsible for the violation shall stay the execution of final judgment against which the writ of "amparo" has been sought; for
this purpose the petitioner shall, within the period set by law, give notice, under
oath, to the said authorities of the interposition of this recourse accompanying it
with two copies of the petition, one of which shall be delivered to the oppo ing party
and the other filed.
VI. The execution of a final judgment in civil suite shall only be stayed when the
petitioner shall give bond to cover damages occasioned thereby, unless the
other party shall give a counter bond (1)to guarantee that the normal conditions and
relations previously existing be restored, and (2) to pay the corresponding damages
in the event of the granting of the "amparo." In such event the interposition of
the recourse of "amparo" shall be communicated as provided in the foreong clause.
VII. If a writ of 'amparo" be sought against a final judgment, a certified copy of
such portions of the record as the petitioner may desire shall be requested from the
authority responsible for the violation; to this there shall be added such portions
as the other party may desire and a clear and succinct statement by the said authority of the justification of the act protested; note shall be made of this on the record.
VIII When a writ of "amparo" is sought against a final judgment, the petition
shall be brought before the supreme court: this petition, together with a copy required
by clause VII, shall be either presented to the supreme court or sent through the
authority responsible for the violation or through the district court of the corresponding
State. The supreme court shall render judgment without any other formality or
procedure than the petition, the document presented by the other party and 'that
of the attorney general or the public attorney he may name in his stead, and shall
comprise no other legal question than that contained in the complaint.
IX. When the acts of an authority other than the judicial are involved or the acts
of the judiciary exercised outside of the suit or after the termination thereof, or acts
committed during the suit whose execution is of impossible reparation, or which affect
persons not parties to the suit, the writ of "amparo" shall be sought before the district court within whose jurisdiction is located the place where the act protested was
committed or attempted; the procedure in this case shall be confined to the report
of the authority and to a hearing, the call for which shall be issued in the same order
of the court as that calling for the report. This hearing shall be held at as early a dato
as possible, the testimony of both parties offered, arguments heard which shall not
exceed one hour for each side and finally the judgment which shall be pronounced
at the same hearing. The judgment of the district court shall be final if the interested parties do not appeal to the supreme court within the period set by law and in
the manner prescribed by Clause VIII.
In case of a violation of the guaranties of articles 16,19, and 20, recourse shall be had
through the appellate court of the court committing the breach or to the corresponding
district court. An appeal against the decision of any of these courts may be taken
to the supreme court.
If the district judge shall not reside in the same locality as the official guilty of the
violation, the judge before whom the petition of "amparo" shall be submitted shall
be determined by law; this judge shall be authorized to suspend temporarily the
execution of the act protested in accordance with the terms established by law.
X. Any official failing to suspend the execution of the act protested, when in duty
bound to do so, or when he admits an insufficient or improper bond, shall be turned
over to the proper authorities; the civil and penal liability of the official shall in these
cases be a joint liability with the person offering the bond and his surety.
XI. If after thogranting of an "amparo," the guilty official shall persist in the act
or acts against which the petition of "amparo" was tiled or shall seek to render of
no effect the judgment of the Federal authority, he shall be forthwith removed from
office and turned over for trial to the corresponding district court.
XII. Wardens and jailers who fail to receive a duly certified copy of the formal
order of commitment within the 72 hours granted by article 19, reckoned from the
time the accused is placed at the disposal of the court, shall bring this fact to the
attention of the court, immediately upon expiration of this period; and if the proper
order be not received within the next three hours the accused shall be set at liberty.
Any official who shall violate this provision and the article referred to in the foregoing paragraph shall be immediately turned over to the proper authorities. Any
official or agent thereof who, after an arrest has been made, shall fail to place the
accused at the disposition of the court within the next 24 hours shall himself be turned
over to the proper authority.
If the detention be effected outside the locality in which the court is situated, there
shall be added to the period mentioned in the preceding sentence the time necessary
to travel from the said locality to that where the detention took place.
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TITLE IV.-OF THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF OFFICIALS.

Ant. 108. Senators and representatives of Congress, justices of the supreme court
secretaries 6f executive departments, and the attorney general of the Republic shall
be liable for all common offenses committed during their term of office, as well as for
all official offenses or acts of commission or omission in which they may incur in the
discharge of their duties.
Governors of States and members of State legislatures shall be liable for violation of
the constitution and the Federal laws.
The President of the Republic may only be impeached during his term of office
for high treason and common offenses of a serious character.
Ar
T. 109. If the offense belongs to the common order the House of Representatives,
acting as a grand jury, shall determine by a majority vote of its total membership
whether there is or is not any ground for proceeding against the accused.
If the finding be favorable to the accused, no further action shall be taken; but such
finding shall not be a bar to the prosecution of the charge so soon as the constitutional
privilege shall cease, since the finding of the House does not in any way determine
the merits of the charge.
If the finding be adverse, the accused shall ipso facto be removed from office and
be placed at the disposition of the ordinary courts of justice, except in the case of the
President of the Republic, who may only be impeached before the Senate, as in the
case of an official offense.
Ant. 110. No constitutional privelege shall be extended to any high Federal functionary when tried for official offenses, misdemeanors, or cmissions committed in the
discharge of another public office or commission, during the time in which the privilege
is enjoyed by law. This provision shall be applicable to cases of common offenses
commited during the discharge of the said office or commission. In order that proceedings may be instituted when the functionary shall have returned to his original
office the provisions set forth in the foregoing article shall be observed.
Anr. Ill. The Senate acting as a grand jury shall try all cases of impeachment;
but it rL"y not institute such proceedings without a previous accusation brought by
the House of Representatives.
If the Senate should, after hearing the accused and conducting such proceedings
as it may deem advisable, determine by a majority vote of two-thirds of its total
membership that the accused is guilty, the latter shall be forthwith removed from
office by virtue of such decision, or be disqualified from holding any other office
for such time as the law may determine.
When the same offense is punishable with an additional penalty, the accused shall
be placed at the disposition of the regular authorities, who shall judge and sentence
him in accordance with the law.
In all cases embraced by this article and in those included hby the preceding both
the decisions of the grand jury and the findings of the House of Representatives shall
be final.
Any person shall have the right to denounce before the House of Representatives
offenses of a common order or of an official character committed by high Federal
functionaries; and whenever the said House of Representatives shall determine that
there exist good grounds for impeachment proceedings before the Senate, it shall
name a committee from among its own members to sustain the charges brought.
The Congress shall as soon as possible enact a law as to the responsibility of all
Federal officials and employees, which shall fix as oelicial offenses all acts, of commission or omission which may prejudice the public interest and efficient administration, even though such acts may not heretofore have been considered offenses. These
officials shall be tried by a jury in the same manner as provided for trials by jury in
article 20.
ART. 112. No pardon shall be granted the offender in cases of impeachment.
AnT. 113. The responsibility for official breaches and offenses may only be enforced
during such time as the functionary shall remain in office and for one year thereafter.
A RT. 114. In civil cases no privilege nor immunity in favor of any public functionary
shall be recognized.
TITLE V.-OF THE STATES OF TIRE FEDERATION.

ARr. 115. The States shall adopt for their internal administration the popular,
representative, republican form of government; they shall have as the basis of their
territorial division and political and administrative organization the free municipality, in accordance with the following provisions:
I. 'ach municipality shall be administered by a town council chosen by direct
vote of the people, anid no authority shall intervene between the municipality and
the State government.
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II. The municipalities shall freely administer their own revenues, which shall he
derived froln the taxes fixed by the State legislatures, which shall at all times be
sufficient to meet their needs.
III. The municipalities shall be regarded as enjoying corporate existence for all
legal purposes.
The Ffederal Executive and the State governors shall have command over all public
forces of the municipalities wherein they may permanently or temporarily reside.
Constitutional State governors shall not be reelected, nor shall their term of office
exceed four years.
The prohibitions of article 83 are applicable to governors and to substitute or ad
interim governors.
The number of representatives in the State legislatures shall be In proportion to the
inhabitants of each State, hut in no case shall the number of representatives in any
State legislature be less than 15.
Eaeh ele-toral district of the States shall choose a representative and an alternate to
the State legislature.
Every State governor shall be a Mfexican citizen by birth and a native thereof, or
resident therein not less than five years immediately prior to the day of election.
AnT. 110. The States shall have the power to fix among themselves by friendly
agreements their respective boundaries: but these agreements shall not be carried
into offset without the approval of the Congress.
ART. 117. No State shall-I. Enter into alliances, treaties, or coalitions with another State or with foreign
powers.
II. Grant letters of marque or reprisal.
III. Coin money, issue paper money, stamps or stamped paper.
IV. Levy taxes on persons or property passing through its territory.
V. Prohibit or tax, directly or indiremtlv, the entry into its territory or the withdrawal therefrom of any merchandise, foreign or domestic.
VI. Burden the circulation or consumption of domestic or foreign merchandise
with taxes or duties to be collected by local customhouses or subject to inspection
the said merchandise or require it to be accompanied by documents.
VII. Enact or maintain in force laws or fiscal regulations discriminating, by taxation or otherwise, between merchandise, foreign or domestic, on account of its origin,
whether this discrimination be established with regard to similar local products or
to similar products of foreign origin.
VIII. Issue bonds of the public debt payable in foreign ecin or outside the Federal
territory; contract loans, directly or indirectly, with any foreign government, or
assume any obligation in favor of any foreign corporation or individual, requiring
the issue of certificates or bonds payable to bearer or negotiable by indorsement.
The Federal Congress and the State legislatures shall forthwith enact laws against
alcoholism.
ART. 118.-No State shall, without the consent of the Congress:
I. Establish tonnage dues or other port charges, or impose taxes or other duties
upon imports or exports.
II. Keep at any time permanent troops or vessels of war.
Make war on its own behalf on any foreign power, except in cases of invasion or of
such imminent peril as to admit of no delay. In such event the State shall give
notice immediately to the President of the Republic.
ART. 119.--Ever State is bound to deliver without delay to the demanding authorities the fugitives from justice from other States or from foreign nations.
In such cases the writ of the court granting the extradition shall operate as a sufficient warrant fo the detention of the accused for one month in the case of extradition
from one State to another and for two months in the case of international extradition.
ART. 120.-The State governors are bound to publish and enforce the Federal laws,
ART. 121.--Full faith and credit shall be given in each State of the federation to
the publicacts, records, and judicial proceedings of all the other States. The Congress
shall by general laws prescribe the manner of proving the said acts, records, and proceedings and the effect thereof, as hereinafter provided.
I. The laws of a State shall only be binding within its own confines, and shall
therefore have no extraterritorial force.
II. Movable and immovable property shall be governed by the lex sitae.
III. Judgments of a State court as to property and property rightssituated in another
State shall only be binding when expressly so provided by the law of the latter State.
Judgments relating to personal rights shall only be binding in another State pro.
vided the person shall have expressly, or impliedly by reason of domicile submitted
to the jurisdiction of the court rendering such judgment, and provided further that
personal service shall have been secured.
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IV. All acts of civil status performed in accordance with the laws of one State
shall be binding in all other States.
"
V. All professional licensee issued by the authorities of one State in accordance
with its laws shall be valid in all other States.
ART. 122.--The powers of the union are bound to protect the States against all
invasion or external violence. In case of insurrection or internal disturbance they
shall give them the same protection, provided the legislature of the State, or the
executive thereof if the legislature is not in session, shall so request.
TITLE VI.--OP LABOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE.

ART. 123.-The Congress and the State legislatures shall make lawsrelativeto labor,
with due regard for the needs of each region of the Republic and in conformity with
the following principles, and these principles and laws shall govern the labor of
skilled and unskilled workmen, employees, domestic servants and artisans, and in
general every contract of labor.
I. Eight hours shall be the maximum limit of a day's work.
II. The maximum limit of night work shall be seven hours. Unhealthy and dangerous occupations are forbidden to all women and to children under 16 years of age.
Night work in factories is likewise forbidden to women and to children under 16
years of age, nor shall they be employed in commercial establishments after 10 o'clock
at night.
III. The maximum limit of a day's work for children over 12 and under 10 years
of age shall be six hours. The work of children under 12 years of age can not be
made the object of a contract.
IV. Every workman shall enjoy it least one day's rest for every six days' work.
V. Women shall not perform any physical work requiring considerable physical
effort during the three months immediately preceding parturition; during the month
following parturition they shall necessarily enjoy a period of rest and shall receive
their salaries or wages in full and retain their employment and the rights they may
have acquired under their contracts. During the period of lactation they shall
enjoy two extraordinary daily periods of rest of one-half hour each in order to nurse
their children.
VI. The minimum wage to be received by a workman shall be that considered
sufficient, according to the conditions prevailing in the respective region of the country
to satisfy the normal needs of the life of the workman, his education, and his lawful
pleasures, considering him as the head of a family. In all agricultural, commercial,
manufacturing, or mining enterprises the workmen shall have the right to participate
in the profits in the manner fixed in Clause IX of this article.
VII. The same compensation shall be paid for the same work without regard to
sex or nationality.
VIII. The minimum wage shall be exempt from attachment, set-off or discount.
IX. The determination of the minimum wage and of the rate of profit-sharing described in clause VI shall be made by special commissions to be appointed in each
municipality and to be subordinated to the central board of conciliation to be established in each state.
X. All wages shall be paid in legal currency and shall not be paid in merchandise
orders, counters, or any other representative token with which it is sought to substitute money.
XI. When owing to special circumstances it becomes necessary to increase the
working hours there shall be paid as wages for the overtime 100 per cent more than
those fixed for regular time. In no case shall the overtime exceed three hours nor
continue for more than three consecutive days; and no women of whatever age nor
boys under 16 years of age may engage in overtime work.
XII. In every ericultural, industrial, mining, or similar class of work employers
are bound to furn sh their workmen confortable and sanitary dwelling places, for
which they may charge rents not exceeding one-half of 1 per cent per month of'the
assessed value of the properties. They shall likewise establish schools, dispensaries,
and other services necessary to the community. If the factories are located within
inhabited places and more than 100 persons are employed therein, the first of the
above-mentioned conditions shall be complied with.
XIII. Furthermore, there shall be set aside in these labor centers, whenever their
population exceeds 200 inhabitants, a space of land not less than 5,000 square meters
for the establishment of public markets, and the construction of buildings designed
for municipal service and places of amusement. No saloons or gambling houses
shall be permitted in such labor centers.
XIV. Employers shall be liable for labor accidents and occupational diseases
arising from work; therefore employers shall pay the proper indemnity, according
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to whether death or merely temporary or permanent disability has ensued, in accordance with the provisions of law. This liability shall remain in force even though
the employer contract for the work through an agent.
XV. Employers shall be bound to observe in the installation of their establishments
all the provisions of law regarding hygiene and sanitation and to adopt adequate
measures to prevent accidents due to the use of machinery, tools, and working materials, as well as to organize work in such a manner as to assure the greatest guaranties
possible for the health and lives of workmen compatible with the nature of the work,
under penalties which the law shall determine.
XVI. Workmen and employers shall have the right to unite for the defense of
their respective interests, by forming syndicates. unions. etc.
XVII. The law shall recognize the right of workmen and employers to strike and
to suspend work.
XVIII. Strikes shall be lawful when by the employment of peaceful means they
shall aim to bring about a balance between the various factors of production and
to harmonize the rights of capital and labor. In public services the workmen shall
be obliged to give notice 10 days in advance to the board of conciliation and arbitration of the date set for the suspension of work. Strikes shall only be considered
unlawful when the majority of the strikers shall resort to acts of violence against
persons or property, or in case of war when the strikers belong to establishments and
services dependent on the Government. Employees of military manufacturing
establishments of the Federal Government shall not be included in the provisions
of this clause, inasmuch as they are a dependency of the national army.
XIX. L.ockouts shall only be lawful when the excess of production shall render it
necessary to shut down in order to maintain prices reasonably above the cost of production subject to the approval of the board of conciliation and arbitration.
XX. differences or disputes between capital and labor shall be submitted for
settlement to a board of conciliation and arbitration to consist of an equal number
of representatives of the workmen and of the employers and of one representative
of the Government.
XXI. If the employer shall refuse to submit his differences to arbitration or to
accept the award rendered by the board, the labor contract shall be considered as
terminated, and the employer shall be bound to indemnify the workman by the
payment to him of three months' wages, in addition to the liability which he may
have incurred by reason of the dispute. If the workman reject the award, the contract
will be held to have terminated.
XXII. An employer who discharges a workman without proper cause or for having
joined a union or syndicate or for having taken part in a lawful strike shall be bound.
at the option of the workman, either to perform the contract or to indemnify him
by the payment of three months' wages. lHe shall incur the same liability ifthe
workman shall leave his service on account of the lack of good faith on the part of the
employer or of maltreatment either as to his own person or that of his wife. parents,
children, orbrothers, orsisters. The employer can not evade this liability when the
maltreatment is inflicted by subordinates or agents acting with his consent or knowledge.
XXIII. Claims of workmen for salaries or wages accraled during the past year and
other indemnity claims shall be preferred over any other claims in cases of bankruptcy
or execution proceedings.
XXIV. Debts contracted by workmen in favor of their employers or their employers' associates, subordinates, or agents, may only be charged against the workmen
themselves, and in no case and for no reason collected from the members of his family.
Nor shall such debts be paid by the taking o! more than the entire wages of the workman for any one month.
XXV. No fee shall be charged for finding work for workmen by municipal offices,
employment bureaus, or other public or pnvate agencies.
XXVI. Every contract between a Mexican citizen and a foreign principal shall be
legalized before the competent municipal authority and vised by the consul of the nation to which the workman is undertaking togo, on the understanding that in addition
to the usual clauses special and clear provisions shall be inserted for the payment by
the foreign principal making the contract of the co=t to the laborer of repatriation.
XXVII. The following stipulations shall be null and void and shall not bind the
contracting parties, even though embodied in the contract:
(a) Stipulations providing for inhuman day's work on account of its notorious
excesiveness,in view of the nature of the work.
(b)Stipulations providing for a wage rate which in the judgment of the board of
conciliation and arbitration is not remunerative.
(c) Stipulations providing for a term of more than one week before the payment of
wages.
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(d) Stipulations providing for the assigning of places of amusement, eating places,
taverns, saloons, or shops for the payment of wages, when employees of such
establishments are not involved.
(e) Stipulations involving a direct or indirect obligation to purchase articles of
consumption in specified shops or places.
ff)
Stipulations permitting the retention of wages by way of fines.
(g)Stipulations constituting a waiver on the part of the workman of the indemnities
to which he may become entitled by reason of labor accidents or occupational diseases,
damages for nonperformance of the contract, or for discharge from work.
(h) All other stipulations implying the waiver of some right vested in the workman
by labor laws.
XXVIII. The law shall decide what property constitutes the family estate. These
goods shall be inalienable and may not boemort aged, garnished, or attached, and
may be bequeathed and inherited with simplified formalities in the succession pro.
ceedings.
XXIX. Institutions of popular insurance established for old age. sickness, life.
unemployment, accident. and others of a similar character, are considered of social
utility; the Federal and State Governments shall therefore encourage the organization
of institutions of this character in order to instill and inculcate popular habits of thrift.
XXX. Cooperative associations for the construction of cheap and sanitary dwelling
houses for workmen shall likewise be considered of social utility whenever these
properties are designed to fbeacquired in ownership by the workmen within specified
periods.

eafes.

TITLE VII.-OF GENERAL PROVISIONS.

AnT. 124. All powers not expressly vested in this constitution in the Federal au.
thorities are understood to be reserved to the States.
ART. 125. No person shall hold at the same time two Federal offices or one Federal
and one State elective oflice; if elected to two, he shall choose between them.
ART. 126. No payment shall be made which is not included in the budget or authorized by a law subsequent to the same.
ART. 127. The President of the Republic, the justices of the supreme court, representatives and senators, and other public officials of the Federation who are chosen
by popular election shall receive a compensation for their services which shall be
paid by the Federal treasury and determined by law. This compensation may not
be waived, and any law increasing or decreasing it shall have no effect during the
period for which the ianctionary holds office.
ARn. 128. Every public official, without exception, shall, before entering on the
discharge of his duties, make an affirmation to maintain this constitution and the laws
arising thereunder.
ART. 129. In time of peace no military authorities shall exercise other functions
than those bearing direct relation to military discipline. No fixed and permanent
military posts shall be established other than in castles, forts, and arsenals depending
directly upon the Federal Government, or in camps, barracks, or depots, established
outside of inhabited places for the stationing of troops.
ART. 130. The Federal authorities shall have exclusive power to exercise in matters
of religious worship and outward ecclesiastical forms, such intervention as by law
authorized. All other officials shall act as auxiliaries to the Federal authorities.
The Congress shall not enact any law establishing or forbidding any religion whatso ever.
Marriage is a civil contract. Marriage and all other acts relating to the civil status
of individuals shall appertain to the exclusive jurisdiction of the civil authorities in
the manner and form by law provided, and they shall have the force and validity
given them by said laws.
A simple promise to tell the truth and to comply with obligations contracted shall
subject the promisor, in the event of a breach, to the penalties established therefore
by law.
The law recognizing no corporate existence in the religious associations known as
churches.
The ministers of religious creeds shall be considered as persons exercising a profession and shall be directly subject to the laws enacted on the subject.
The State legislatures shall have the exclusive power of determining the maximum
number of ministers of religious creeds according to the needs of each locality. Only
a Mexican by birth may Ibea minister of any religious creed in Mexico.
No ministers of religious creeds shall, either in public or private meetings, or in
actQ of worship or religious propaanda, criticize the fundamental laws of the country,
the authorities in particular or the Government in general; they shall have no vote,
nor be eligible to office. no shall they le entitled to a. semnble for political purposes.
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Before dedicating noew temples of worship for public use, pennission shall he
obtained from the department of the interior (governacion); the opinion of the
respective governor of the State shall be previously heard on the subject. Every
place of worship shall have a person charged with its care and maintenance who
shall le legally responsible for the faithful performance of the laws on religious
observances within the said place of worship, and for all thie objects used for purpies of worship.
The caretaker of each place of public worship, together with ten citizens of the
place, shall promptly advise the municipal authorities as to the permn charg(t4 with
the care of the said place of worship. The outgoing minister shall in every instance
give notice of any change, for which purxose he shall hie accompanied by the incomring minister and ten other citizens of the place. The municipal authorities inder
penalty of dismissal and line, not exceeding 1,0)0 Ieseu for each Ibrcach, hall
bee re, msible for the exact performance of this provision; they shall kee l a register
of the places of worship and other of the caretakers thereof, subject to the .stame penalty
as :laove provided. The municipal authorities shall likewise give notice to the department of the interi' r through the intermediary of the State governor, of any
permit. ion to open to the pulie use a new place of 'worship, as well as of any change
in the caretakers. Gifts of personalty may be received in the interior of places of
public worship.
Under no conditions .hall studies carried on in institutions devoted to the profedsional training of mini-ters of religious creeds le ratified or he granted any other
dispensation of privilege which shall have for its lpurpolwe the ratification of the said
studies in otlicial institutions. Any authority violating this provision shall lie punished criminally, and all such dislpensation of privelege le null and void and shall
invalidate wholly and entirely the profe.ional degree toward the obtaining of which
the infraction of this provi-ion may in any way have contributed.
No periodical ipuliction which either fvy reason of its program, its title, or merely
hv its general tendencies, is of a religious character. shall comment upon any political
affairs of the nation, nor publish any information regarding the acts of the authorities
of the country or of private individuals in so far as the latter have to do with public
affairs.
Every kind of political association whose name shall hear any word or any indicastrictly forbidden. No as.emblies of
tion refating to any religious belief is here
any political character shall he held within lacess of public worship.
.o minister of any religious creed may inherit either on his own behalf or by
means of a trustee or otherwise, any reaf property occupied by any association of
religious propaganda or religious or charitable purixwes. .linisters of'rcligious creeds
are incapable legally of inheriting by will from mini-ters of the same religious eect
or from any private individual to whom they are not related by blood within the
fourth degree.
All real anti personal property pertaining to the clergy or to religious in-titutions
shall I:e governed, in so far as their acquisition by private parties is concerned, in
conformity with article 27 of this con-titution.
No trial by jury shall ever ie granted for the infraction of any of the preceding
provision'.
ART. 131. The Federal Government shall have exclusive power to levy duties on
merchandise imported, exported, or passing in tran-it through the national Territory
as well as to regulate at all times, and if necessry to forbid, for the sake of public
safot rr for police reasons, the circulation
circular
i the interior of the Republic of all kinds
of godls, r eardless of their origin; but the Federal Government shall have no power
to establish or decree in the Federal district and Federal Territories the taxes and
laws to which Clau-es VI and VII of article 117 refer.
Anr. 132. All forts, barracks. warehouses. and other real property, destined by
the Federal Glovernnent for public service or common use shall be under the jurisdiction of the Federal authorities in accordance with the law which the Congress
shall issue on the subject; any of these establishments which may subsequently be
acquired within the territory of any State shall likewise he subject to Federal jurisdiction. provided consent thereto shall have been obtained from the respective
State legislature.
AnRT. 133. This constitution and the laws of the United States of Mexico which
shall be made in pursuance thereof and all treaties made or which shall be made
under the authority of the President of the Republic. by and with the approval
and consent of the Congress, shall he the supreme law of the land. And the judges
on and by these laws and treaties,
in every State shall be bound by this constituti
anything in the constitution or liws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.
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ART. 134. Bids shall be called for on all contracts which the Government may
have occasion to enter into for the execution of any public works; these bids shall
be submitted under seal and shall only be opened publicly.
TITLE VI.-OF THE AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION.
ART. 135. The present constitution may be added to or amended. No amend.
ment or addition shall become part of the constitution until agreed to by the Congress of the Union by a two-thirds vote of the Members present and approved by a
majority of the State legislatures. The Congress shall count the votes of the legislatures and make the declaration that the amendments or additions have been
adopted.
TITLE IX.--OF THE INVIOLABILITY OF THE CONSTITUTION.

ART. 136. This constitution shall not lose its force and vigor even though its ob.
servance be interrupted by rebellion, In case that through any public disturbance
a Government contrary to the principles which it sanctions be established, its force
shall be restored so soon as the people shall regain their liberty and those who have
participated in the (Government emanating from the rebellion or have cooperated
with it shall be tried in accordance with its provisions and with the laws arising
under it.
TRANSITORY ARTICLES.

ARTICLE 1. This constitution shall be published at once and a solemn oath taken
to defend and enforce it throughout the Republic; but its provisions, except those
relating to the election of the supreme powers, Federal and State, shall not go into
effect until the ]st day of May. 1917, at which time the constitutional congress shall
be solemnly convened and the oath of office taken by the citizen chosen at the forth.
coming elections to discharge the duties of President of the Republic.
The provisions of Clause V of article 82 shall not be applicable in the elections
to be summoned in accordance with article 2 of the transitory articles nor shall active
service in the army act as a disqualification for the office of Representative or Sena.
tor, provided the candidate shall not have active command of troops in the respective
electoral district.
Nor shall the secretaries and assistant secretaries of executive departments be
disqualified from election to the next Federal Congress, provided they shall definitely
reign from office on the day on which the respective call is issued.
Ant. 2. The person charged with the executive power of the nation shall immediately upon the publication of this constitution call for elections to fill the Federal
offices; he shall see that these elections be held so that Congress may be constituted
within a reasonable time, in order that it may count the cast in the presidential
elections and make known the name of the person who has been elected President
of the Republic, this shall be done in order that the provisions of the foregoing article
may be complied with.
ART. 3. The next constitutional term shall he computed in the case of senators and
re resentatives, from the 1st of September last, and in the case of the President of the
Republic from the Ist of December, 1916.
ART. 4. Senators who in the coming election shall be classified as "even" shall
serve only two yearo in order that the senate may be renewed by half every two years.
ART. 5. The Congress shall in the month of .avy next choose the justices of the supreme court in order that this tribunal may be constituted on the 1st day of June,
1917.
In these elections article 96 shall not govern in so far as the candidates proposed by
the State legislatures are concerned: but those chosen shall be designated for the tirst
term of two years prescribed by article 9.
AnT. 6. The Congress shall meet in extraordinary sesion on the 15th day of April,
1917, to act as an electoral college, for the computing of the ballots and the determination of the election of President of the Republic, at which time it shall make known
the results; it shall likewise enact the organic law of the circuit and district courts,
the organic law of the tribunals of the Federal district and territories, in order that
the supreme court of justice may immediately appoint the inferior and superior district and circuit judges; at the same season the Congress shall choose the superior
judges and judges of first instance of the Federal district and territories, and shall also
enact all laws submitted by the Executive. The circuit and district judges and the
superior and inferior judges of the Federal district and territories shall take olfice not
later than the 1st day of July, 1917, at which time such as shall have been temporarily
appointed by the person now charged with the Executive power of the nation shall
cease to act.
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ART. 7. For this occasion only the votes for the office of senator shall be counted
by the board of the first electoral district of each State or of the Federal district which
shall be instituted for the counting of the votes of representatives. This board shall
issue the respective credentials to the senators elect.
A RT. 8. The supreme court shall decide all pending petitions of "amparo" in accord.
ance with the laws at present in force.
ART. 9. The first chief of the constitutionalist army, charged with the executive
power of the nation, is hereby authorized to issue the electoral law according to which
on this occasion the elections to fill the various Federal offices shall be held.
ART. 10. All persons who shall have taken part in the Government emanating from
the rebellion against the legitimate Government of the Republic, or who may have
given aid to the said rebellion and later taken up arms or held any office or commission
of the factions which have opposed the constitutionalist government, shall be tried
in accordance with the laws at present in force provided they shall not have been
previously pardoned by the said constitutionalist government.
ART. II.Until such time as the Congress of the Union and the State legislatures
shall legislate on the agrarian and labor problems, the bases established by this con.
stitution for the said laws shall be put into force throughout the Republic.
ART. 12. All Mexicans who shall have fought in the ranks of the constitutionalist
army and their children and widows, and all other persons who shall have rendered
service to the cause of the revolution, or to public instruction, shall be preferred in
the acquisition of lots to which article 27 refers, and shall be entitled to snch rebates
as the law shall determine.
ART. 13. All debts contracted by working men on account of work up to the date of
this constitution with masters, their subordinates, and agents are hereby declared
wholly and entirely extinguished.
ART. 14. 'he departments of justice and of public instruction and fine arts are
hereby abolished.
ART. 15. 'he citizen at present charged with the executive power is hereby
authorized to issue the law of civil responsibility applicable to all promoters, accom.
plices and abettors of the offenses committed against the constitutional order in the
month of February, 1913, and against the Constitutionalist Government.
ART. 16. 'The constitutional congress in the regular period of sessions, which will
begin on the first day of September of the present year, shall issue all the organic
laws of the constitution which may not have been already issued in the extraordinary
session to which transitory article No. 6 refers- and it shall give preference to the
laws relating to the rights of man and to Articles 30, 32, 33, 35, 30, 38, 107 and the
latter part of article 111 of this constitution.
LuI8

MANUEL ROJAS,

President.
AouILAR
First Vice President,General of Division.

0.

SALVADOR GONZALES TORREF

Second Vice President, General of Brigade.
DEPUTIES.

Aguascalientes: Daniel Cervantes.
Baja California: Ignacio Roel.
Coahuita: M. Aguirre Berlanga, Jose M. Rodrigues, J. E. von Versen, Manuel
Cepeda M., Jose Rodriguez (alternate).
Colima: J. Ramirez Villarreal.
Chiapas: Enriquo Suarez, Lisandro Lopez, Cristobal LI. y Castillo, Daniel N.
Zepeda, J. Amilcar Vidal.
Chihuahua: MI. Prieto.
Distrito Federal: Gon. I. L. Pesqucira, Lauro Lopez Guerra, Gerzayn Ugarte,
Amador Lozano, Felix F. 'Palavicin, C. Duplan, Rafael It. do los Rios, Arnulfo
Silva, A. Norzagaray, Ciro IB.
Ceballos, Alfonso lierrera, It. Rosas y Ieycs (alternate),
Lie. Prancisco
(alternate).
Durango: Silvestre Dlorador, Lie. Rafael Elspeleta, Antonio Gutierrez, Dr. Fernando
Gomez I-alacio, Alberto Terrones 11., Jesus de la Torro.
Guanajuato: Gen. Lie. Rainon Frausto, Eng. Vicento M. Valtierra, Jose N. Macias,
David P'enaflor, Jose Villasenor, Santiago Mlanrique, Lie. Ililario Medina, M. G.
Aranda, Enriquo Colunga, Eng. Ignacio Lopez, Dr. J. Diaz Barriga, licolas Cano,
Lieut. Col. Gillberto M. \avarro, Luis Fernandez M., Eng. Carlos Ramirez Llaca.
Guerrero: Fidel Jimenez, Fid. (Guillen, Francisco Figueros.
Ilidalgo: Antonio Guerrero, Leopoldo Ituiz, Lie. Alberto 1. Gonzales, Raf. Vega
Sanchez, Alfonso Cravioto, .atias Rodriguez, lsmael Pintado Sanchez, Lie. Rofugto
M. Mercado, Alfonso Mayorga.
4766-20-vo 2 -85
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Jali o: M. Davalos, Federico E. Ibarra, Manuel Davalos Ornelas, Francisco Martin
del Campo, B. Moreno, G, Bolados N., Juan de Dies Robledo, Ramon Castaneda y
Castaneda, Jorge Villasenor, Gen. Amado Aguirre Jose I. Solorzano, Francisco La.
bastida Izquierdo, J. Ramos, Praslow, Lieut. Col. Jose Manzano, J. Aguirre Ilerlana,
Brigadier Esteban B. Calderon, P. Machorro y Narvaez and ,Coronel Sebastian
Allende J.
Mexico: Aldegundo Villasenor F. Moreno E. O'Farril, Guillermo Ordarica, Jose
Romero A. A ilar, Juan lanuel Giffard, iManuel A. Ilernandez, E. A. Enriquez,
Donate bravo zquierdo, Ruben Marti.
Michoacan: J. Ruiz, Alberto Peralta, Cayetano Andrade, Uriel Aviles, O. R.
Cervera O. Lopez Couto 8. Alcazar R., M. Martinez Solorzano, Martin Castrejon,
Lie. Alberto Alvarado, ose Alvarez, Rafael Marquez, J. Silva Herrera, Amadeo
Betancourt, Francisco ujica, Jesus Romero Flores.
Morelos: Antonio Garza Zambrano, Jose I,. Gomez and Alvaro L. Alcazar.
Nuevo Leon: Manuel Amaya, Niceforo Zambrano, Luis Ilizaliturri, Col. Ramon
Game, Reynaldo Garza, Plutarco Gonzalez.
Oaxaca: Juan Sanchez, Leopoldo Payan, Lie. Manuel Cabrera, Col. Jose F. Gomez
and Luis Espinosa.
Puebla: Dr. Salvador R. Gunman Lie. Rafael P. Canete, M. Rosales, Gabriel
Rojane Lie .D. Pastrana J., Froylan 6. Manjarres, Lieut. Col. Antonio de la Barrera,
Mayor lose Rivera Col. F.pginento A. Martinez, Pastor Rounix Col. of Engineers
Luis T. Navarro Lieut. Col. Federico Dinorin, Gen. Gabino handera IMalo, Col.
Porlirto del Castillo Col. Dr. Ci'berto de la Fuente, Alfonso Cabrera, J. Verastegui.
Queretaro: Juan 1. Fris and E. Perusqula.
San Luis Potosi: S. M. Santoe, Dr. Arturo Mendez, Rafeel
arlirez Mendoza,
Rafael Mieto, Dior.ilo Zaiala, G. A. Tello, Rafael Curiel, Cosme Dav ila (alternate).
Sinaloa: Pedro R. Zavala, A. Magallon, C. M. Ezquerro, C. Avilee, Emiliaco C.
Garcia.
Sonora: L. G. Monzon, Ramon Ross
Taharco: Lic. Rafael Martinez de Escobar, Santiago Ocompo 0., and C, Sanchez

Manallanes.
Tamaulipas:
Lella.

Pedro A. Chapa, Zef. Fajardo, Emiliano Prospero Nafarrate, P. do

Topei: Lieut. C1.. C. Timan, Maj. Marceliro (edno, Juan Espirc+a Paera.
Tlarcala- A.tonio llidalgo Ascenclon Tepel. and Modesto Gonzalez Gali~o.
Vera Cruz: Saul Roailes, nrioue Meta, Penito Remirez G., A. G. Garcia E.
Cespedee, Josafat F. rMarquez. Alfredo Solares Alberto Roman, Sihestre Agviaar,
Angel S. Juarko, 1. Jara, 'irtorioE. Gorgors, l. Torres, C. I. Gracidas (alternate),
J. de D. Palma, G. ( sados, F. A. Peroyra.
Yucatan: Enriue Reclo, Miguel Alonzo Romnero, Pector Victoria A.
Zocatecas: Adolfo Villaser.or Julian Adonre, Jirto R. Dyer, Samuel Cataron, A.
L. Arteaga, Antonio Cer antes, Col. J. Aguirre Escobar.
Secretary: F. I izardi, deputy from (:uaoiapto.
Secretary: E. Meade Fierro. deputy from ( oahuita.
Secretary: Jose M. Truchuelo, deputy from Queretaro.
Secretary: Antonio Ancona A., deputy from Yucatan.
Subrecretary: Dr. J. Lopez Lira, deputy from Guanajuato.
Subsecretary: Juan de IDios !orquez, deputy from Sonora.
Sub~ecretary: Fla%io A. ojorquez, deputy from Sonora.
Queretaro de Arteaga, January 31, 1917.

(Tcegrkm.)

MEXICO Crzv, FC~ruary tO, 1917.
SECRETARY Or STATE,

'ashiungtonj
Mlinistr for foreign affairs stated that he has no knowledge of any decree affecting
rights of foreigners to real estate or mines to which such foreigners already have clear
title, but that there are in existence decrees requiring the waiver of nationality in
so far as concerns titles now under negotiation or to be acquired in the future. He has
promised to send to the embassy copies of such decrees.
He further said that the legis
n emanating from the new constitution, with respect to property rights, would in his opinion, in no wise prejudice present property
rights and at the sme time called attention to article of the new constitution which
provides that no laws may be made retroactive.
Fireasa.

1
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MbElCO, July 9, 1917.

The SECRETARY OP STATE,

lstlngton.
SIR: With reference to the department's telegram No. 267, June 18, 3 p. m., relative
to the refusal on the part of ofhmels of the Mexican Oovernment to grant permits to
oil companies to drill wells acquired under leases of dates subsequent to February 5,
1917, I have the honor to inclose herewith copies and translations of my note verbal
of June 22 to the minister of industry and commerce on the subject, and of his reply
of June 28. 1 have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
OsoRo T. SununtErN
Chatrg d'Aaires.
IT'uslatoan.
The ambassador of the United States of America presents his compliments to his
excellence, the secretary of industry and commerce, and has the honor to state that
he has received a telegram from the Department of State of the United States in which
he Is informed that according to information which has been received, the officials of
the .Mexican Government decline to grant perm.,ion to petroleum companies to sink
wells acquired under leases entered into since the 6th of February of the present
year. on which date the new constitution wgs promulgated. It is said that various
American companies acquired rights for the sinking of wells during the period between
the 5th of February and the 1st of May based on statements of the Mexican Govern.
ment that the new constitution would not go into effect prior to the lst of May.
In view of the at ole. the aml arsador, under instructions Ir. m his government,
requests his excellency. the secretary of industry and commerce, to kindly inform him
in the premises, for which he anticipates his thanks.
3Mr. Fletcher avails himself of this opportunity to renew to his excellency, Mr.
Alberto J. Panu, the assurances of his high and distinguished consideration.
MExico, Jlnet 2, 1917.
iTranatrtoo.]
MINISTER OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE,

Me'xio, June £8, 1917.
Mr. A riPASAOR: I have the honor to reply to your excellency's esteemed letter
of the 22d instant. In which you ae pleated to inform me that the l'elartment of
State of the I niled states of America. which has I een informed that the ollicials of
our 'o\enmenI decline to grant Ieimirion to companies to sink nells acquired
under leases enteed into sine the 1th of ebruary of this )ear, wishes to know the
legal status of the said peto'eum companies.
It is true that on the 24th instant the department of petroleum of this ministry
issued to petro'eum agencies. a telegraphic order prohiliting, until further notice,
the is.uance of permits for the singing of petroleum wells, on lands leaed on dates
sul#equent to the Illh of February, on which date the new I.ederal Constitution was
promulgated. According to the text of article 27 in relation to the first of the transi.
tory articles of our fundamental law, the direct control of petroleum and of all hydro.
carblons corresponds to the nation as from the 1st of Mlay. I eares, or contracts of
whatever nature relating to the exploitation of these mineral products, entered into
on dates prior to the promulgation of the constitution are presumed to have been
made in good faith: hut not those which %eco made subsequent to that date, because
the sul*oil from which the products are to Ie secured, and which is the basis of such
contracts, does not I long. according to the said law, to the owner of the surface lands,
by virtue of the nationalization imposed by the text referred to.
The prohibition declared is, therefore, but a part of the measures taken covering
the constitutional text for the purpose of making the same effective.
1 renew to your excellency the assurances of my consideration and personal esteem,
A. J. PAN.
.
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Telegram recvred.l
Muextco, AugSu.
-ECRBTARY

t, 1917.

OF STATE,

Washington, D. C.
Confdential. In interview with Preiodent this mn.rning I informed him that
American oil and mining interests were concerned with roltrd t) the attitude of the
Mexican Government with reference to the s-cliled nationalizatlon of these industries.
In reply he assured me that they need n4't
be; that it was not the intentin of the
Mexican Government to take over priperti3e now in exploitation and distinctly
stated that there would be no confiscation of these properties.

Cable message from the Department of State to the .merican embassy at Mexico City. No. 116.
Paraphrael
JANUAR ' 23, 1918.
Department of State has information that as a result of views of attorney general and
attorneys retained by different Mexican secretaries of State alien cppwatons can
not exploit, in any manner, under article 27 of the contitution, the natural resources
of the country and that American companies have lately been denied permission to
sink oil wells on lands owned by them, regardless of the fact that such permission was
invariably granted them previously.
See proper authoTities and insist that no such action as that be taken pending the
discussion and enactment of new legislation on the subject inasmuch as this action
will entail serious consequences to the oil companies and precipitate a crisis in their
affairs. You will also call attention to President O rranza'sassurance, made to ambassador on August 2, 1917. and reported in embassy's telegram 3511 August 2, 7 p. m.,
to the effect that the Mexican Government did not intend to absorb the American
oil and mining interests under development and that none of these would be confis.
catel. Remind authorities that present attitude of administrative officials seems to
violate the spirit of those assurances and cable at once result of your protest.
POLn, Acting.
ICable message from American embassy at Mexico City to the Department olState. No.725. Paraphrase.l
JANUARY 27, 1918.
Your No. 716. Janusa. 23, 7 p. m., discussed with Panl, who answers in a memurandum of the 26th that alien corporations have not been prevented from sinking oil
wells; that the views of the attorney general and lawyers consulted regarding article
27 does not prevent foreign capital from being invested in the oil business but demands
that foreign capital shall submit to the new laws by waiving its natiunalitv and organizing as Mexican corporations; that this does not mean meddling in the affairs of said
companies, nor imply confiscation of their properties: that the position assumed by
the present Government in itsrelations with foreign interests has accorded with the
assurances given to Ambassador Fletcher by President Carranza, on August 2 last.
Moreover that since the new constitution was enacted, the Government has adopted a
friendly attitude toward American interests by giving them a chance to adjust their
affairs to the conditions which the new law creates, and that any specific complaint
which may arise wherein an American company may feel that its interests are endanattention of his department.
gered will'be given careful attention when brought to tlhe
SUIMERL1N.

(Cable message from the Department of StatA to the Ameriean embassy at aMexico City. No. 945.
Paraphr.se
APRIL 4, 1918.
Sr. Rouaix appears to assert that lie placed the draft of article 27 of the Mexican
constitution before the Constitutional Assembly, and he undertakes to interpret
authoritatively the expression "dominio directo" which appears in that article as
Those words, accord.
having application to all Pul>sil deposits, including petroleum.
ing to the statement of Sr. Rouaix, mean that the nation peesses all ownership in
depoits of this character, both "private" and "absolute and original," and lie adds
that the constitution having been promulgated conflicting laws were at once repealed
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the surface the right
thereby, including naturally thrse which grant to the rwner f4
to deposits inder the surface. The fact that Sr. Rcuaix iconcctl(d with ile)'exkan
Government, and the further fact that the nature of his irteepretrti n issm:tlitalive.
seemed clearly to point out the correctnew of the view set frith in the lekgpea of
that the petrlum decree.
the Department of State dated March 19., noDm, No.
as promulgated, constitutes an attempt of an arbitrary character onrqorste rights
as to surface and subsurface property, is taklrg frerm wner. withult due prccu
of law, their property and with disregard to the provikn cf the crrtitutin that
"private" property shall not he expropriated except by rem, n cf public utility and
by means of indemnification.
You will communicate the foregoing to the Mexican Goverrmernt in a Dcte npplementing the representations you have made in virtue .f the irtrrctkrsgiven in
department's No. 895, ard you will make the further statemer.t that if. as w(tld
seem to be the case, Sr. Rouaix is the spokesman cf the Goverrmerttf Mlexico, this
Government, acting on behalf of American citiers who have esrpr dcd Iuge suts of
monev in securing petroleum lard. in Mexico, ard who placid their teliarce, as they
were justified in doing, on the Mexican laws ,rartirgcwr hbip fakpr.il murder the
surface to the owners of the surface, protests enrphatically aid i Irmnl ,gairt the
n. and in
petroleum decree, declaring it to be an art of desp-illatin ar.d rI,.fickit
the premises reserves all rieht.

W,

No. 815.
EMBASSY OF THE tI rnxDro

TFSe oF AMIERUC1.

Jim. lMarch
I.191'.
The honorable the SECRETARY or STATE,

IWaaAigton.

SIRn: Continuing my No. 812 of February 27, 1918, incloring the unofficial text of
the presidential decree fixing taxes on petroleum lands, and confirming my telegram
No. 820 of March 1, 7 p. m.. I have the honor to inclose herewith copy of the official
text of said decree as published in the Diario OfielW under date of February 27.
accompanied by an English translation.
*

*

S

*

*

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant.

IHrIRr P. FrEnee R.

tEneosure No. . Despeltc No. Stll
Venustiano Carranza, constitutional President of the United states of Mexico to
the inhabitants, know ye that, using the extraordinay powes in the ministry of
finance vested in me by Congess. I have issued the foclowmg decree:
AnTrcl. 1. A tax is established on oil lards and on oil contracs executld prior to
let May. 1917, having for their object the leasing of lands for the exploitation of carbides of hydrogen or pentrLreon to do so under an onerous title.
ART. 2. The annual rentals stipulated in the contracts cited in anile I shall be
taxed in the following proportion:
(a) Those of 5 pesos per annum per hectare or les. with 10 per cent of their value.
(b) Theoe of more than 5 peecs and less than 10 per hectare and per annum. with 10
per cent the Bret 5 pesos and with 20 per cent the rest.
irat the firt "
(c) Rents greater than 10 peeos per annum per heetare. with tl
pesos, with 20 per cent the next 5 pesoe, anad with 50 per rent anythir ext"ring the.
first 10 pesos.
1r tc-nt of tlhir
ART. 3. All royalties stipulated in oil contracts are charreal with .',
value, in cash or in kind, as may be determined I-y the m inisti of finam-e.
with
are
annual rental
are
rchagel
landowners
by
surface
worked
ART. 4. Properties
of 5 pesos per hectare and besides with a rova'ty of 5 per co-nt of the products, in
cash or in kind, as may in each case he determinal by the minit-r of finance.
ART. 5. The ministry of finance shall advise taxpayers durin the last fotn iht of
each bimonthly period if they are to pay in cash or in kind the royaty corr ending
to the bimonthly production ending in that fortnight.
ART. 6. The taxes fixed iu article 2 shall be paid at the local stamp office inithe
jurisdiction the lands belong to and should such lands be.or to various jurisictions
at the office appointed by the finance ministry, after cormn!tire t. taxpayer. This
fortnight of each ,irronthly p~rrd.
payment shall be made in advance in the tirst

pe'r
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ARr. 7. The roya'ties payable in cash shall be deposited at the office cited in the
preceding article on the same dates set therein at the end of each two months.
ART.'. Payments of amounts mentioned in articles 2, 3,and 4 shall be made, using
special stamps marked "011 revenues."
Aar. 9. Payers of taxes established in this law must present within the first fortnight
of each bimonthly period a statement according to the authored form of the general
stamp o'ice, giving rents's, production, and other necessary data for ass~eing taxes.
These stte'nents shall be made before the stamp offices referred to in article .
Aar. 10. Transferoft
contracts chargeable under this law shall be notified to the same
offices mentioned in artic'e 6 within 30 days after execution. Besides this obligation
the contracting pvties must immediately notify the general stamp office through the
notaries before whom such transactions are effected.
Aar. 11. All amounts corresponding to royalties or their fractions payable in kind
shall be delivered at any of the store station belonging to the operator as desired by
the ministry of finance, which shall designate the place of delivery simultaneously
with this form of payment.
AMT. 12. When th royalties or fractions are payable in cash they shall be estimated taking the fiscal values of the products at ports of shipment as fixed by the
bimonthly tariffs of the ministry of finance and deducting the cost of transportation
by pipe line, according to the distance of the field of production from the port of ship.
ment and the average public tariff authorized by the ministry of indmst, commerce
a.d work for pip- lines in the district under consideration. The tax department of
the minist rv of finance must duly advise the local stamp offices as to the aforementioned
values, so that such otlie.s may judg the returns.
ART. 13. For oil lands not actually paying rent 5 pesos per annum per hectare shall
be paid and for those at present not paying royalty 5 per cent of the products. Payments mentioned in this article shall be made under the same conditions which this
law provides for other taxpayers.
ART. 14. Landowners who desire to work for their own account subsoil petroleum
deposits and have not made any oil contract, as well as the last ceslonariCs of the
right of exploitation In contracts mentioned in article 1 of this law, shall make a
statement within three months from the promulgation hereof, with certified copies
of their contracts of purchase, lease or of any other description,'to the ministry of
industry, commerce, and work, which shall revise such statements and reject those
concerning basel.ss Information. During this term all oil proprtles will be consldered vacant which have not been registered In the form prescribed in this article,
their denouncement and exploitation being governed by the regulations to be issued
which shall determine those liable for the payment of taxes.
AR. 15. Contracts referred to in this law must be embodied in public deeds and
those executed in private ones shall onlh he valid when the importance of the business
does not require the formality of a publ!e deed and which by other means of unquestionable evinenco are shown to have been really executes on the sates inuicated with
clauses therein contained.
ART. 10. The royalties established in this law fractions of the royalty fixed in
article 3, the tax on rentals fixed in article 2, and the other rentals established in this
same law shall be paid at the local stamp offices by the operators or the last ceesionaries
to the right of exploitation who when making payments to Intermediaries or owners
shall deduct the proportional part of the taxes corresponding to the latter so that the
rentals and Federal royalties be distributed in the same proportion as the rentals and
o)altlies now established on oil lands in the various existing contracts for oil exploit.
tation.
Amr. 17. Taxes not paid In the terms fixed by this law shall 'e subject to a fine
of 10 per cent for each month of delayed payment.
ART. 18. The proceeds of this tax shall be distributed as follows: Sixty per cent
to the Federal Oovernment; 20 per cent to the State governments- 20 per cent to the
respective municipalities, takng Into account the situation of the lands. When they
are in two or more munl cpalities or two or more Slates the finance ministry shall
distribute the tax taking nto consideration the area In each Jurisdiction, situation of
the walls and their output, and other circumstances.
AaT.19. Transtreselons of the precepts of this law shall be punished by fines vary.
ing from '3 to 1 000 pesas, according to the seriousness of the case, which wili go to the
courts should there he fraud to prosecute.
Aar. 20. This law will become effective when promulgated.
Maxtco, February 19, 1918.
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(From American Embessy t Mexio City to Mexscan Foreign Omfce
APRIL 2, 1918.
ExcratsLPcY: The decree of the 19th of February, 1918, which was published in
the Diarlo Oflcatl on the 27th of February last, establishing a tax on oil lands and
on oil contracts executed prior to the let of May, 1917, etc., has been brought to the
attention of my Government, and I am under instructions to state to your excellence
that my Government has given most careful consideration to the effect which this
decree, if carried into operation, will have upon Amercen interests and property
rights in Mexico.
The said decree provides for the imposition of certain taxes on the surface of oil
lands, as well as on the rents, royalties, and production derived from the exploitation
thereof. It is noted also that among the provisions for the collection of such taxes
is one requiring that payment In kind shall be delivered to the Mexican Government
at the store stations of the operators. Articles IV, .III, aud XIV of the said decree
seem to indicate an intention to separate the ownership of the surface from that of
the mineral deposits of the subsurface, and to allow the owners of the surface a mere
preference in so far as concerns the right to work the subsoil deposits upon compliance
with certain conditions which are specified. While the United States Government
is not disposed to request for its cit rens exemption from the payment of their ordi.
nary and just share of the burdens of taxation so long as the tax is uniform and not
diserimicatory in its operation, and can fairly be considered a tax and not a conflsc ation or unfair im position, and while the 'UnitedStates Government is not inclined to
interpose in behalf of its citizens in cafe of expropriation of private property for rsolnd
reasons of public welfare, and upon just compensation and by legal proceedings be.
fore tribunal, allowing fair and equal opportunity to be heard and giving due consideration to American rights, nevertheless, the United States can not acquiesce in
any procedure ostensibly or nominally in the form of taxation or the exercise of emi.
nent domain, but really resulting in confiscation of private property and arbitrary
deprivation of vested rights.
Your excellency will understand that this is not an assertion of any new principle
of international law, but merely a reiteration of these recognized principles which
my Government is convinced form the basis of international respect and good ncighborhood. The seizure or spoliation of property at the mere will of the sovereign and
without due legal process fairly and equitably administered, has always been regarded
as a denial of just. e and as affording Internationally a bads of interpoitlon.
My Government is not in a poItion to state definitely that the operation of the aforementioned decree will, in effect, amount to confiscation of American interests.
Nevertheless, it is deemed important that the Government of the United States
should state at this time the real apprehension which h it entertains as to the possible
effect of this decree upon the vested rights of Ameri, an citizens in oil properties in
Mexico. The amount of taxes to be levied by this decree ato in themselves a very
Arrest burden on the oil industry, and if they are not confiscatory in effect t-and as to
this my Government reserves opinion--they at least Indicate a trend in that direction.
It is represented to the State Department that the taxation Norne by the oil fields
of Mexico very greatly exceeds that imposed on the industry anywhere else in the
world. Moreover it would be possible under the terms of the decree, in view of the
fact that the Mexlco Government has not storage facilities for the taxes or royalties
required to be paid in kind, by storing the same in the tanks of the operators, to monopolize such storage facilities to the point of the practical confiscation thereof until
emptied by order of the Mexican Government or by the forced sale of the stored
petroleum to the operators at extravagant rates.
It is, however, to the principle Involved in the apparent attempt at separation of
surface and subsurface rights under this decree, that my Government desires to direct
special attention. It would appear that the decree in question Is an effort to put
into effect as to petroleum lands Paragraph IV of Article 27 of the constitution of
May 1, 1917, by severing at one strolke the ownership of the petroleum deposits from
the ownership of the surface, notwithstanding that the constitution provdbd that
"private property shall not be expropriated except by reason of public utility and
by means of Indemnifcation." So far as my Government is aware no provision has
been made by your excellence's Govemment for just compensation for such arbtitrary divestmentof rights nor for the establishment of any tribunal invested with the
functions of determining Justly and fairly what indemnification is due to American
Interests. Moreover, there appears not the alithtest Indication that the separation of
mineral rights from surface rights is a matter of public utility upon which the right of
expropriation depends, according to the terms of the constitution itself. In the ab-
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sence of the establishment of any procedure looking to the prevention of spoilation
of American citizens and in the absence of any assurance, were sl(h procedure established, that it would not uphold in defiance of international law and Justice the
arbitrary confiscations of lexic an authorities. it becomes the function of the Govern.
ment of the United States most carnetly and respectfully to call the attention of the
Mexican Government to the nece.sity which may arise to impel itto protect the
property of its citizens in SMexivo divested or injuriously affected by the decree
above cited.
The investments of Ameri an citizens in the oil properties in Mekico have been
made in roelance upon the good faith and slice of the Mexican Government and
Mexican laws and my Goy ernment can not belies e that the enlightened Government
of a neighborng Republic at peace and at a stage in its progress when the development of its resource so greatly depends on its maintaining good faith with ins etors
and operators, whom it has virtually invited to spend. their wealth and energy within
its borders, will disregard its clear and just obligations towards them.
Acting under instructions, I have the honor to reouest your excellency to be good
enough to lay before Ills Excellency the President of Mexico this formal and solemn
protest of the Government of the United States against the violation or infringement
of legitimately acquired American private property rights involved inthe enforcement of the eaid decree.

Accept, excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.
HENRY P. FLuTCnaR.
Itbphr"e.)
DPAnRTMBNT OF STATE,

Rush.

Rushasngto, D. C., August 1t, 1918.

AxamoAn Emassy,
Ma
CtJ.y.

1157. As immediate action isnecexery, you are instructed to seek an interview
with President (Cnrana
for the purpose of submitting the following request for
extenion.:
"The American Government has been advised of the results of the conferences that
have been taking place between representatives of the Mexican Government and repentativee of certain American citizens and corporations whose rights and properties are affected by the following decrees. The decree of February 19 1018, that
of May 18, 918, published the 21st of May, the decree of July 8, 191, ublhed the
18th of July and certain fiscal orders whlch have reference to the disposition of oil
lands and oil contracts and the taxation thereof. It is also advised that two new
decrees havo been issued by your ex lency: That of July 31, 1918, publhed August
5 which purports to mody or repeat the decrees of February 19, 1918. and May 18,
1i18; and the seconddate of wbic Is unknown, published on August 10, which purports to modify or repeal the decree of July 8, 1918. The American Government has
rot had an opportunity to examine the probilons or consider the effect of the last
two decrees that are mentioned, for it appears they have only beer published within
the last two weeks.
"As I have not received an answer to my note of April the 2d I am instructed to
draw your excellency's attention to that note end to point oul again the concern
with which my Government entertains as to the possibe ffect of these various
decrees upon the vested rights in .Mexico of American citizens in oil properties. And
to further direct your excellence's attention to the necesity which may arie, in
order to protect the property of its eitlzen in Mexico, divested or injurously affected
by the mid decrees to impel the United States to protect the property of its citizens.
"It is understood by my Government that the date upon wbich th se decrees will
golnto.effect is August 15 1018, and I am therefore instructed to request your excellency to postpone that date and stipend all operation of old decrees in order that
the American Government may examine carefully and consider their provisions. pur.
pose, and results as affecting rights and properties of American citizens."
Telegraph results.
LAsisNo.
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se, telegram.
M-Extco, Algust 13, 1918.
STATE, Wainglon.
RIush. 1382. August 13, 1918.
I presented in writing the request contained in your telegram 137, August 12,
to the President at an interview this afternoon. In reply he stated that it was im.
possile to poestne operation of the petroleum decrees further. In the fundamental
question involved, . e., the conflicting rights of the Government and private individuals to the sabdoil ltproducts, he explained that the decrees were fiscal legislation
merely, to pass laws that would give effect to article 27 of the constititioln and to
lecgilate as to the ahove question was the province of Congress. lie stated that ifthe
difficulty could not he settled except by war or intervention he was sorry but was
prepared to confront this alternative. Apparently he did not ILke the reference in
the last communication and in my note of April 2 to the poesthility of the United
Stafe Government having to protect the property of its citizens. In reply I stated
that I believed and hoped that matters would not come to such a pass. Iie agreed
and stated that the interested parties should appeal to the courts and that if and after
le al remedies should fail there still remained the diplomatie channel.
In the event the American citizens concerned should feel that their legally acquired
rights sl;ould not have received due recognition in the Mexican courts resort might
further be had to arbitration or other peaceful means to decide the question at issue
and referred to existing treaties between our two countries, and I informed him that
I thought it would have a reassuring effect if I could inform the department of the
above. The President replied that he would be willing to exhaust every peaceful
means of settlement before resorting to force. He stated that the Mfexican (cvern.
ment could not admit any interference in respect to the present matter, as it was purely
fiscal, and he so informed the BritishGovernment. He did not deny that the decrees
reached article 27 in their base relation and apparently was anxious to sfress the
point that they were purely fiscal legislation.
He believed that companies should file their manifestations under protest if they
so wished and without prejudice, he stated.
I again expressed my confidence that the question could and would be settled
peaceahly and satisfactorily, and he replied in the same spirit.
SECRETARY OP

labarcHER.

EMBASSY Or THr UNImtrn STATE8 or AMERICA,

No. 1312.

.VElico, August 14, 91s

The SECRETARY or STAE, 11ashbington.

SIR: Continuing my dispatch No. 1283 of August 7, 1918, on the subject of the petlro
leum decrees recently sued by the Mexican Government, and confirming my recent
telegrams, I have the honor to report the developments of the situation in ihe past
weeks, as follows:
On August 13 the foreign office made public its reply to the note of the British
Government dated April 30. The substance of this reply was telegraphed imme
diately to the department and the text and translation will be found in my dispatch
No. 1300 of August 14.
Your tdegram No. 1237 of August 12, 3 p. m., instructing me to seek an immediate
interview with President Carrnzaand request a further postponement of the operation
of the recent petroleum decrees, reached me yesterday morning.
I put this request in sdting--copy inclosd--of which I al.o made a translation
and arranged for an interview with President ('uranta at 0 o'clock yesterday afternoon. The interview lasted half an hour and the principal points and results thereof
were immediately telegraphed to the department.
On opening the conversation, I explained to the president, that while the attorneys
representing the various American citizens interested in the oil industry in Mexico
had reported the result of their conferences with the representatives of the Mexican
Government to their principals and more recently to the Department of State, nevertbeless, my Government had not had sufficient time to study the various decrees and
to determine the effect which they would have upon American interests and property
rights in Mexico, and that I had been instructed to present to him a request for poetponemont of the operation of the said decrees and handed tohim the noteabove referred
to in translation. The president read it carefully and replied that as a result of the
conferences held between Mers. Garfield and Rhoades and Messrs. Pant and Nieto,
the Mexican Government had made a number of modifications in the petroleum
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decrees favorable to the companies concerned; that the decrees were merely fiscal;
that it was the province of the Congress, which would moot on the let of September,
to pas the laws which would put article 27 Into effect, and that he believed such
l rstation--which would orinato with him or with some member of Congros-would be one of the first subjects to be taken up by the leodslatura that he had gone as
far as he could in the matter, and could not further postpone the operation of the
petroleum decrees.
Hie referred with evident displeasure to the part of the request which mentioned
the necessity which may arise to impel the United States to protect the property of
its citizens in Mexico and aid that this was merely fiscal legislation, and, as he had
pointed out in his reply to the British Government, Mexico In the exercise of its
soverelin rights could not admit interference of foreign Governments in the matter,
and said that if this meant war or intervention he was prepared to confront this alternae
tive, however regrettable. I replied that I saw no immediate danger of matters coming to such a pass and referred to the peaceful means which, in my opinion, should
and would be exhausted before this alternative need be met. le agreed in this and
said that the parties interested should appeal to the courts, and that if and after the
ordinary legal remedies should bave been exhausted they still should feel aggrieved,
there remained always the diplomatic channel through which to attempt settlement.
Following that line of thought, I told him that I believed it would have a reassuring
effect if I could may this to the department, and that every legal anti peaceful means
would be exhausted to reach a settlement of the judicial question involved, and I
referred to the existing treaties between M.exico and the United States in this connection. The President replied that he was not a partisan of force, and stated his will.
ingness to adopt peaceful means of settlement.
Throughout the conversation the President stressed the point that the decrees in
question constitute merely fiscal legislation, and that he had not attempted in the
decrees to put into practice and effect the provisions of the constitution relating to
subsoil ownership, and that the congress only had this power and would decide the
conflict with reference to suboil ownership as between the nation and private individuabl. I made it clear, however, that in my opinion the decrees were based on
Article XXVII of the constitution, and that individual owners feared that compliance
with the provisions of the said decrees might prejudice their legitimately acquired
rights. lie then spoke of the filing of manifestations and stated that in fis opinion
they should be filed; that they could be filed under protest If the companies so desired
and without prejudice tc their rights.
In concluwfon 1 referited to the delicacy of the situation and to the very short time
which would else before the decrees were put into effect and expressed the hope
that no preelpitate action would be taken by the Mexican Government which would
interfere with the peaceful orderly, and judicial settlement of the matter in dispute,
and my personal hope and belief that with patience and good will on both sides a
satisfactory settlement trould be reached. The President replied in the same spirit.
The interview was extremely cordial throughout. The only way
w
hich the Pres .
dent showed the slightest annoyance was in connection with what he considered a
threat of the United States Government to protect its citizens in Mlexico.
This morning there was published in all the local papers a new petroleum decree
dated the 12th, providing that petroleum lands now under exploitation or acquired
after survey would not be open to denouncement after the 15th instant, even though
not manifested as prescribed by the petroleum decrees, and that such nonmanifested
lands would pay an annual rental of 6 pesos per hectare and a royalty of 5 per cent on
production.

I am Informed that this new decree was prepared last night in the palace and
antedated. I telegraphed this morning a trainalation of this last decreen full-in
view of the fact that there remain only two days In which manifestatilone may be
fled-to have the complete text.
Up to the present very few of the companies and individuals interested have filed
the manifesta!lons called for by the decree.
I might add that in the course of my interview with the President yesterday he
aid that he was preparing a reply to my note of April 2, more or les along the lines
of his reply to the British Government.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
TItxa P. P.tacnan.
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(fnelosure No.1,dispatch No. I1.l.
'1.

OARBA, PEREZ SUBBECRETARY, BY REASON OF ILLNESS OF THE SECRETARY OF TATB
FOR FORFION AFFAIRS, TO HENRY P. FLETCHER, AMERICAN AMBASSADOR, MEXICO

CITY.

iTransation.)
2772.
MAxico, August 17, 1918.
By direction and under instructions from the President of the Republic, I have
the honor to reply to note No. 200 which your excellency addressed to the Govern.
ment of the Republic under date of April 2, this year, ith regard to the decree of
February 19 which established taxes on petroleum lands and petroleum contracts as
well as to that addressed to the said high official on the 13th of August, last. In the
first note your excellency presents through me to the President of the Republic a
formal and solemn protest of the Government of the United States atalinst the viola.
tion of private property rights legitimately acquired by American citizens, which it
Is considered the application of the decre mentioned will bring with it.
I must not conceal from your excellence the fact that It has been a matter of sur.
prise for the Mexican Government to receive a diplomatic representation with refer.
ence to an act proceeding from the legitimate exercise of its soverehlnt), such as the
Issuance of a decree, and that the said representation contained the proprtlon of
affording undue protection to forean citizens and interests, and which, if made good,
would have the effect of placing them in a better and more privileged situation than
Mexicans themselves.
Your excellency will understand that neither the one nor the other can be con.
rented to by a government or a people conscious of its dignity and high duty of pro.
serving unblemished the national sovereignty.
Of the principal questions covered by your excellency's note referred to one relates
to the tax created by the decree on oil lands and contracts and another to the system
of real property contained in article 27 of the political constitution of the Republic.
Now, in as much as the right of decreeing taxes is an attributeof internal sovereinty
and the organization of property in the country is an attributeof territorialsovereignty
neither of the two questions can be made the basis of diplomatic representation, and
less still of a formal and solemn protest such as that which your excellency makes
in the name of and under instructions from your Government, as both of these things
Imply a real diplomatic intervention in the internal affairs of Mexico. The Mexican
Government has not recognized and will not recognize that any country has the right
to interfere in any form in its internal affairs nor even of protesting against acts ex.
elusively within the exercise of its sovereignty.
The tax has been established by a general law which affects Mexicans and foreigners
and is applicable in any section of the country where a petroleum deposit may exist
or may be discovered. Nevertheless, your excellency announces that the Govern.
•ment of the United States might be obliged to protect the interests of its citizens from
the application of said law; and while the character of this protection is not stated, it
undoubtedly tends to place foreigners in Mexico in a privileged position, which your
excellency will understand is contrary to every rule of right and wounds the dignity
of the Mexican people. "
The protection of national and foreign interests within the country is a duty and at
the same time a faculty of the Mexican Government exclusively. By announcing
protection by your excellency's Government, if necessity arises, the idea is clearly
revealed of obtaining undue preference in favor of American interests and citizens,
this fact being made more evident still hen it is considered that blexican companies
and proprietors have made no move to escape the tax and that their recourse in case
theybelieve it to be excessive, is to appeal to the courts of the Republic demanding
protection and amparo, and this is the only means which foreigners also should adopt.
The Mexican Government can not consent to any measure whatsoever which me
American Government may purpose to put into practice to place its citizens in a
more favored situation than that of Mexicans in their own country, and in so doing is
-ure of the unanimous support of public opinion and of the nation' indorsing respect
tot its sovereignty.
The criterion of the Mexican Government in this matter is not an Innovation in
international law, but the simple applicationof thq principle of the equalityof nations,
frequently forgotten by strong governmentss in their relations with weak countries.
It is furthermore a principle which the Predent desires to see implanted and resect
ed in the diplomatic, mercantile, and all other relations which may be established
between countries, and which he himself has p-oclaimed on repeated occasions,i
the following terms:
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"No Individual should aspire to a better situation than that of the citizens of the
country to which he goes; legislation should be general and abstain from distinctions
on account of nationality. Neither the power of nations nor their diplomacy should
serve for the protection of particular interests or to exert pressure upon the governments of weak peoples with the end of obtaining modifications of laws which are
disagreeable to the subjects of a powerful country. '
In fiscal matters, this amounts to a declaration of peIrfect equality of nationals and
foreigners in the collection of taxes decreed by the public power of a country.
The protection which Your Excellency states the Government of the United States
may find'itself in the necessity of extending to its nationals and which isratified in
the note of August 13, constitutes a threat which is in contrast with the pacif ideals
of Ilia Excellency President Wilson and does not concord with the reiterated manifestations of friendship and respect which he has proclaimed in regard to Mexico.
Whatever may be the intention of the American Government in this respect, the
Mexican Government believes it necessary to state that it will not accept the interference of any foreign power in the arrangement of its internal affairs and that it will
not admit any proceeding which under the pretext of protection to foreign Interests
wounds the national decorum or impairs the exercise of its sovereignty.
The issuance of the decree of February 19 is an act which of itself can not form the
basis of diplomatic representations. If your excellence's Government does so it is
because it believes the said decree deprives American citizens of acquired rights and
the seizure or spoliation of these rights by the mere will of the sovereign without due
process of law has always been held as a denial of justice and sufficient cause for
diplomatic representations.
Your excellency states that this seizure or spoliation aries from the separation
which our law makes between the surface and subsoil rights. which amounts to a
denial of justice.
A denial of justice consists in that a judge refuses to impart justice when it isasked
of him, or that any authority does not, either from negligence or a voluntary negative,
pronounce its decision In general language a denial of jutLeo is every negative to
accord to a person that which is his due.
The M1exican Government has no knowledge up to the present that either American
citizens or anyone else who believe themselves prejudiced by the decree, have resorted
to ordinary legal methods or to the appropriate authorities, for relief against the
petroleum tax, since the discussions to which your excellency's second note refers
were of a private character.
The petroleum tax embraces all the requisites which science assigns to every
impost, but if it be considered that its application is unjust or the amount excessive,
our laws assure the means of defense and our tribunals are prompt to decide as to the
application of said laws. There is an individual guaranty established in article 22
of our political constitution which prohibits the confiscation of property, and this is
equally afforded by article 17 of the same fundamental code, which provides that
the courts shall be open for the administration of justice at such times and under such
conditions as the law may determine. Nevertheless, the American interests which
your excellence represents and defends have not resorted to the established legal
remedies in order that the proper authority should decide with regard to the injuries
and confiscations which they believe themselves to havd suffered; and yet your
excellency bases the diplomatic representation made in the name of your Govern.
ment on a dentall of Justice," which really has not taken place.
The seizure or spoiation of property by the mere will of the sovereign is exactly
one of the things which our constitution plrohibits and condemns in article 14. If
such cases of spoilalion or confiscation should be proven and our tribunals should
deny judgment, or having pronounced judgment favorable to the complainant,
the Dexican Government should refuse to respect the judgment, then there would be
a denial of justice and reason for diplomatic representations. In the case which
gave rise to your excellency's note, the courts have not yet intervened and the
expression "denial of justice," which is used as a basis for the representation, must
have been taken in a sense distinct from that commonly assigned to it in international
law.
The American doctrine in this respect is conclusive. It defines and considers the
tax as a necessary attribute 'f sovereignty and teaches that as long as the impost is
uniform in its execution and .anbe considered as an impost and not as a confiscation
or arbitrary imposition no representation may be made to a foreign government in
aid of the foreigners who may be affected inasmuch as the only safeguard against
the abuse of the power of levying taxes is found in the structure of the Government
itself, and reclamations or cobpaints on account of an excessive tax are properly
questions within the competency of the local tribunals.
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As a matter of fact, the tribunals alone are capable of passing judgment upon the
equality of distribution of the tax and the other requisites, and it is not just that the
very foreigners who are affected should judge and decide such questions. Otherwise
it would be sufllient, in order to escape from a legitimately decreed impost. to allege
the pretext that it is confiscatory. Furthermore, it Is customary in all countries that
diplomatic action should be the last to be exercised and that only after ordinary
means have been exhausted.
Your excellency affirms that investments of American citizens have been effected
under the guaranty of the good faith of the Mexican Government, which virtually
has invited them to make such investments; and that it can not believe that now this.
Government will disregard its obligations, now that the country finds itself at peace
and at a stage of progress.
Your excellency has interpreted faithfully in this part of your note the disposition
of the Mexican Government with respect to foreign investments: since its conduct and
intentions have been and will be hi the future, the conciliation of foreign interests
with the progress of the Republic and its legitimate rights, by means of a perfect
equality before the law of Mexicans and foreigners.
Assuredly American interests are worthy of every protection and the Mexican
Government recognizes that they may contribute to the industrial development of
the Republic, particularly in the petroleum industry, and in precisely this spirit has
the decree of Febuary 19 been issued (aside from the fundamental question which
consists In putting into practice the dominion of the Nation over the subeoil) because,
respecting the existing situation, it impedes and prevents speculations in petroleum
lands prejudicial to the operators and to the interests of the country.
With reference to the request which, on instructions from your Government your
excellency makes in the second note, to the effect that the petroleum decrees referred
to be not made effective on August 16, the matter need not be specially considered,
inasmuch as the time for making and the form of manifestations provided for by the
said decree had been modified previously to its presentation.
The Mexican Government desires to live in peace and friendship with all nations
and in good harmony with your excellency's Government. In order to accomplish
this, it will endeavor to respect the dignity and the interests of foreigners and has no
idea of passing legislation designed to molest a friendly country or its citizens. These
may, with all confidence, continue to rely upon the laws and institutions of the
Republic.
The Mexican Government hopes it has dissiated with these explanations, all
ground for misunderstanding between two friendly peoples and all apprehension or
fear on account of American interests invested in DMexteo; and relying upon the profound knowledge which your excellency peremally has of existing conditions. is cer.
tain your excellency will make plain to the Department of State the true object of
the fiscal dispositions which brought forth your note, and the Mexican Government's
reason for maintaining the perfect equality of nationals and foreigners before the law.
1 renew to your excellency the acurances of my highest consideration.
By reason of Illness of the secretary, the subeecretary:
E. OARZa P RsBZ.

DECEMBER 13, 1918.

*
No. 799.
C
IR,
The on. HsBNRY P. FLEET
Amertmn Amfassador, Mterco O ty.
SiR: The department acknowledges the receipt of your No. 1337, of August 21, 1918,
with which you inclosed copy of a translation ofnoteN o. 2772, of August 17, 1918, from
the foreign office, replying to your embassy's note of April 12, 1018, protesting against
the so-called petroleum decree of February 19, 1918.
You state that ampere proceedings have been Instituted in the courts of Mexico
against the recent petroleum decrees; that you have been Informed by a representative
of the American oil companies that the proceedings are progressing eatiractorily, and
that there is hope of obtaining what would amount to a preminary injunction in our

procedure and that the issuance of the decree of August 12, 1918, has relieved the .sit-

uation and removed the danger of arbitraryaction against the companies by the Mexican Government.
You further stated that a new Congress would convene on the 1st of September, and
that it would not be surprising if an entirely new petroleum law were proposed by the
Government almost immediately: that should the decision of the courts uphold the
contention of the Mexican and foreign companies and elti.ens as against the Government the troublesome question of enforcing retroactively article 27 of the constitution
would be removed and the way would be open for the Mexican Government to proceed
along more moderate and more just lines with the -called nationalization of petroleum
producing lands.
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You added that at any rate an acute crlsin the petroleum matter had been avoided'
and that the indications were that this difficulty, which seriously threatened the good,
relations between Mexico and the United States, would be adjusted by peaceful and
legal methods.
The department is pleased to learn of the improvement in the situation, whichseems to render unnecessary at the present time further representations in the way of.
protest to the Mexican Government.
However, the department deems it advisable at this time to take notice of certain
statements contained in the note of the foreign office copied with your dispatch, both
.because silence on the part of this Government with respect to some of these statements might lead the Mexican Government to suppose, contrary to the fact, that this
Government was disposed to acquiesce therein, and also since it seems entirely possihle that the Mexican Government is still bent upon putting into effect b Executive
decree, or by legislation, the confiscatory features with respect to oil-bearing lands, of.
article 27 of the constitution and the petroleum decree of February 19 1918,.
Therefore you will please take suitable occasion to reply to the Mexican note of
*
August 17, 1918, substantially as follows:
The Government of the United States has noted with pleasure that; as anticipated
by it, the Mexican Government has the intention to conciliate foreign interests and that
it regards American interests as worthy of every protection recognizing that they contribute to the industrial development of the Republic of lexico, particularly in the
petroleum industry. The Government of the United States heartily reciprocate the
expressed desire of the Mexican Government that the two nations live in peace, friendship, and good relation, and welcomes the statements that the Mexican Government
will respect the dignity and the interest of foreigners and has no idea of enacting legislation designed to molest a friendly country or its citizens.
With these views animating the Mexican Government and their hearty reciprocation
by the Government of the United States, It would seem that there should be nodifliculty in adjusting in an amicable fashion any matters of difference between the two.
Governments.
The Government of the United States is not unappreciative of the disposition of the
Mexican Government to translate on its part these friendly sentiments nto action by
the Issuance of the decree of August 12, 1918, which tends to remove the danger, theretofore feared by the United Stites.of arbitraryproceedings against foreign oil Interest
and the Government of the United States is encouraged by this action to believe that
the entire petroleum question, as it affects American interests, will at a not distant
date reach an adjustment equitable to all parties concerned.
While the present situation with respect to the matters which have been in difference
between the Mexcan Government and the petroleum interests, as the Government of
the Unit-d States understands the matter, is in an orderly process of developing itself,.
with a strong possibility that the outcome will be a satisfactory adjustment between
the interested parties, the Government of the United States considers that it would be
approprihte for it to state briefly at thistime, with the object of clarifying the situation
and of avoiding all possibility of misunderstanding, its views with regard to certain
allusons and statements contained in the note of the Mexican foreign ollice, No. 2772,
of August 17, 1918.
The Government of the United States regrets to observe the critical attitude which
the Mexican Government has assumed toward the efforts made by this Government
through diplomacy to protect its citizens in Mexico from what appeared to it to be
imminent spoliation of their vested rights in Mexico, and can not but believe that this
attitude is based on a partial understanding of the causes and grounds leading this
Government to express its views in its note to the Mexican Government of April 2,
1918. In justice to itself the United States feels that it is entitled to point out that its
diplomatic interposition (n this ase was consequent upon and flowed directly from the
policies and action of the Mexican Government itself, notwithstanding the unremitting efforts of the United States to explain informally the dire effects of these measures
upon American interests in the petroleum fields. Moreover the representations which
the Government of the United Stateshad made with respect to theexican petroleum
decree of February 19, 1918, were not in any way inspired as the Mexican Government
appears to suppose, by the desire to obtain undue protection to American citizens and
American interests, but solely to obtain for them that protection to which they seem
to hbe entitled under the generally accepted rules and principles of international law.
The purpose of the Government of the United States was to call the attention of
the Government of Mexico, with such earnestness as the critical situation of American
interests seemed to demand, to what seemed to the Government of the United States
an unwarranted course of action against which ordinary legal proceedings might fail
to provide a sufficient and timely remedy, with the confident belief that upon consideration of the views of this Government, the Mexican Government would appreciate
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the condition in which such American citizens would be placed by the action apparently contemplated against them and that the Mexican Government would, therefore, take such prompt steps as would relieve the condition and render unnecessary
any further controversy over the matter. The Mexican Government's mistaken
views of the attitude of the Government of the United States in these respects is believed to have been brought about by the conception which the Mexican Government
asserts it has of the duties and obligations of a State to foreigners in its country. The
Mexican Government appears to be of the opinion that so long as a State does not
discriminate against foreigners and in favor of itsown citizens, it isentitled to mete
out to foreigners such treatment as it may desire; that foreigners must submit to their
treatment, and that theirGovernments have no right of interposition to protect them
against it should it be unduly onerous and unjust, until local remedies have been
exhausted in vain.
Applying this view to the petroleum situation the Mexican Government seems to
contend that the decree re sting ownership of mineral deposits is a matter of internal and territorial sovereignty applicable to Mexican citizens and foreigners alike
and therefore that there is afforded no rightful basis for interposition by the Governm
ments of interested foreigners, even though the result of the decree should be, as was
apparently its purpose, to deprive such foreigners of property rights which they had
ultimately acquired under the laws of Mexico.
Ihe Government of the United States believes that this contention of the Mexican
Government and the basis upon which it seems to rest find no sound foundation in
the principles of the law and practice of nations which in the past have been generally accepted by the Governments of the world and that it could not, therefore, be
fairly called upon to recognize or acquiesce in them in opposition to the usage of nations. The Government of the United States is firmly of the opinion that the great
weight of international law and practice supports the view that every nation has
certain minimum duties to perform with regard to the treatment of foreigners, irreseective of its duties to its own citizens, and that in default of such performance, it is
the right of the foreign Government concerned to enter protest. Not the least of such
duties, as the Government of the United States believes, is to refrain from measures
resulting in confiscation of the vested property rights of foreigners, acquired in good
faith and in accordance with the laws of the country in which the property is situated.
While the Mexican Government may see fit to confiscate vested property rights of
its own citizens, such action is in equity no justification for the confiscation of such
rights of American citizens and does not estop the Government of the United states
from protesting on behalf of its citizens against confiscation of their property.
To reelst unj t encroachment upon their rights by the go errrental agercele of
their country Mexican citizens are armed with a !ea en hch they n.y pesrumably use in addition to judicial remedies. I refer to the orderly prot'es by cl'lh
llin respect of porerrtrertal
the free people of a democracy may assert their
policies. But Americans in Mexico lhae no such recourse. Aside from judicial
remedies, they are limited to an appeal for the protection of their Go'en.rrrer Is. II
they are to be denied that right of appeal they are clearly placed in a witlion of
disadvantage as compared with citirer.t in Mexico abo ha e both pnliticsl and lcl
remedies at their command to right their wrorg. IIthe right of protection of this
Government is to be denied, then one of the means of obtai.irg that parity of treat.
ment to which the Mexican Government admits Americans are entitled is plainly
destroyed.
The united States is ready to admit that legal remedies should as a rule be tried
by its citizens to obtain reparation for or relief from wrongful actioer rgcirst their
property, and it is understood that the American interests affected by the petroleum
decree are resorting to such remedies, but the United States can not admit that
diplomatic representations is always premature if made on behalf of its citizens before
they have exhausted their legal remedies in the courts of Mexico.
If itwere necessary to substantiate this proposition, many instances of diplomatic
action, before or during legal proceedirge, might be cited from the practice of natiorAe,
in case of irreparable damage or highly arbitrary action, particularly here it is in
the power of the Government to prevent or suspend either. The promulgetion of
the before-mentioned provision of article 2 of the Mexican Constitution, followed
by the issuance of the so-called petroleum decrees indicated a settled purpose of the
Mexican Government to put into execution this provision of the Constitution, with.
out opportunity for full and fair consideration, and without regard to lbe eptimately
acquired rights of American citizens. Such action might hve been irreparable i

its results, and certainly would have been arbitrary, and within the power of the
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Mexican Government to prevent or modify as subsequent events have shown. In
the circumstances friendly representationp, without prejudice to the prosecution of
legal remedies and inthe interest of avoiding misunderfendir., can hardly be said
to be out of place. On the contrary, the Government of the United States believes
that happy results are often the outcome of diplomatic interposiltlion, which therefore
serves the best of ends, in the way of averting possible difficulties of a serious nature.
Moreover, the argument of the Mexican Government as to the necessity of a resort
to its courts by foreigners affected by the decree in question, prior to diplomatic
interposition would have more weight did the decree relate alone to matters of taxation, which isfar from being the case, although a casual reading of the note under
acknowledgment might lead to that conclusion.
As a matter of fact, the-immensely important feature of the decree is the attempt
made therein to carry out the provisions of article 27 of the constitution for the confiscation of the petroleum-bearing subsoil and this was thoroughly brought out by the
embassy's note of April 2, 1918 in which it was said, with reference to the taxation
feature of the decree that the Government of the United States reserved opinion on
the question as to whether such taxation was confiscatory in effect. Furthermore
in mitigation of what this Government regards as the plainly confiscatory feature of
the decree, the note under acknowledgement makes reference to the guaranty established by article 22 of the constitution. This Government is at a loss to understand
this reference to article 22 as it would not seem to modify the effect of the decree in
question, since the confiscation forbidden by that article of the constitution appears
to relate to punishment for criminal offenses. This can not, therefore be regarded
as modifying the provision of the Mexiun Constitution clearly applicable to this
case, namely the following clause of article 22
"Private property shall not be expropriated except for reasons of public utility
and by means of indemnification."
Indeed, this provision seems to contemplate the establishment of judicial procedure
for the expropriation of privateproperty.
Therefore the Government of the United States finds itself quite unable to accept
the point of view of the Mexican Government, in respect to parity of treatment of
Americans and Mexicans, and to diplomatic interposition in behalf of the former.
This communication should not be concluded without reference to the statement
in the note under acknowledgment as to the inconsistency which the Mexican Govern.
ment indicates that it finds between the action of the Government of the United
States in respect to the petroleum controversy, and the utterances and ideals of the
President of the United States. Regarding this i.may he said that it is believed
that the Mexican Government will confess itself unable to find any statement of
President Wilson, which by expresdon or implication, pronounces against the exercise of the right of diplomatic interposition, upon suitable occasion therefore. The
President has drawn a sharp contrast between the policy of armed intervention and
that of diplomatic interposition. lie has, on numerous occasions, stated in effect that
he would not countenance armed intervention in the affairs of another State for the
purpose of gratifying selfish interests, and the composite statement as presented by
the'Mexican minister of foreign affairs clearly compreheadi such a situation. But
the President has never stated that he would forego the right of diplomatic interposition in behalf of American citizens, a distinctly friendly method of supporting
legitimate national interests in order to avoid injustice. On the contrary, the Preident had declared for diplomatic interposition no where better than in the following
quotation from his address of January 29 1916:
"America has not only to assert her right to her own life within her own borders;
she has also to assert her right to equal and just treatment of her citizens wherever
they go."
The Government of the United States asks no more than "equal and just treatment"
for its citizens, and therefore cherishes the sincere hope that the Mexican tribunals
whose prerogative it may be to pass upon the legal questions involved in the so-called
petroleum decree will in the proceedings which is understood have been initiated
and which may hereafter be commenced protect the legitimately acquired rights of
American citizens. Thus the controversy may happily be ended. However, should
this hope unfortunately be disappointed, the Government of the United States must
reserve to itself the consideration of the question of interesting itself further on behalf
of American citizens concerned in this important and serious matter.

I am, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

F. Nx L. PoL.
FaUNs I. Poss.
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(Paraphras-Telegram.
E Mo:18, 1919.
AR
Asmamuc EMBASSY, Maio:
1921. Your dispatch 1842, February 23.
The department instructs the ambassador to protest against attempt apparently
contemplated by circular February 18 to collect royalties from American petroleum
interests and referee
generally to objections previously urged by the American Government against Mexican petroleum decrees.
POLK, Acting.
DEPARTMENT Of STATIC
a

AMERICAN EMBASSY, Mexis City:

April id, 1919.

Inform foreign office substantially as follows:
The attention of the Government of the United States has been called to the fact
that certain oil properties in Mexico leased by American companies under Mexican
law have recently been denounced by third persons that American lessees have pro.
tested to the department of industry, commerce, and Tabor against such denouncements
and petitioned that no titles or concessions covering the properties in question should
Issue In consequence thereof; and that in at least one case said departmenthas required
the leasing company to submit evidence of payment of rental and royalties to the
Mexican Government and to couch its protest in the terms stipulated by the decree
of August 8, 1919.
It seems quite clear that in these requirements an attempt is being made by the
Mexican Government to coerce American companies into the performance of acts, the
results of which would be to admit in advance of the final settlement of the questions
at issue the correctness of the contention of the Mexican Government in the matter of
ownership of oil deposits, against which thb Government of the United States has
made solemn protest as threatening confiscation of rights legally acquired by American
citizens.
Therefore, the Government of the United States is constrained to renew the protest
previously made against this measure of threatened confiscation and to utter a present
protest against the attempted coercion of American interests into an admission of the
lawfulness of the means which the Mexican Government has adopted in an attempt
to put its
confiscatory plan into effect.
You will add that it would be regarded by the Government of the United States as
very unfortunate were the Mexican Government, pending a final solution of its diffi.
calties with the petroleum interests to complicate the situation by the issuance to
third persons of titles to or rights in lands legally held by American citizens.
PoLS, Acting.
(parspbrase.l
D)BPARTMENT OF STATE,

AuRICAN EMBASSY, Me ico City:

oshingon, April 16, 1919.
A EMBASSY,

1969. The ambassador is instructed to renew the protest of the Government of the
United States previously made against the measure of threatened confiscation and
to further protest against the attempted coercion of American interests into an admission of the lawfulness of the means which the Mexican Government has adopted in an
attempt to put into effect its confiscatory plan.
The ambassador is furtherinstructed to add thata complication of the situation by
the issuance to third persons of titles to or rights in lands legally held by American
citizens, would be regarded by the American Government as very unfortunate.
Specific reference fs made to the fact tb-t certain oil properties in Mexico leased by
American companies under Mexican law have recently been denounced by third
persons; that protest has been made by the American lessees to the department
of industry, commerce, and labor against such denouncements and petitioned that
no titles or concessions covering the properties in question should issue in consequence
thereof; and that in one case the leasing company has been required by said department to submit to the Mexican Government evidence of payment of rental and royal.
ties and to couch its protest in the terms stipulated by the decree of August 8, 1918.
The department is of the opinion that in these requirements an attempt is being
made to coerce American companies by the Mexican Government into the performance of acts, the results of which would be to admit in advance of the final settlement
4786--20-vo--
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of the questions at issue the correctress of the contention of the Mexican Government in the matter of ownership of oil deposits, against which the American Government has made solemn protest as threatening confiscation of rights legally acquired
by American citizens.
PoLx, Acting.
SECRETARY OP STATE,

Wafaington, D. C.

Mxlco CITY,
Cmiy, J
June P,,1919.
1919.

3006. Important. June 2.3 p. m.
Under date of May 29 and received to-day. Foreign office has replied as follows to
embassy notes of March 20 and April 21 based on department's telegram 1921, March
18, Op. m.. and 1999, April 10. 5 p. m., protesting against the department of hacienda
circular Iss-ed February 19 last:
"The (overnment of Melico sincerely deplores the fact that the American com.
panies have ill-advisedly failed to comply with the laws which the former Isned on
the exploitation of petroleum. since they could have done so under protest and with
the reservations that they might have considered compatible with their interests, and
could have appeared before the proper authorities, requesting a (?) study of the
question so that itmight be decided in jtetice and according to law:
"Consequently. ifthe situation of the petroleum companies is complicated by the
denouncements made by third persons. the companies mentioned are doubtless the
only ones blamable. since it mrst be evident to your clear judgment that the protests
of a foreign nation can not suspend the effects of the laws issued by the Government of
another nation."
SUMu RLIN.

Misxtco CITY, June 8, 1919.
No. 20, ..
No.
The SECRETARY OP STATE, Washington.
SIa: With reference to the department's telegrams No. 1921 of March 18, Bp. m.,
and No. 19s;9
of April 10, 6 p. m., Instructing the embassy to protest against the circular iss:eed by the department of hacienda on Febn:ary 19, 1919. in regard to the
proposed collection of royalties from petroleum companies and against the possibility
that denounced concessions might be granted to third person. I have the honor to
forward herewith copy and translation of a note received from the foreigh office dated
b!ay 29. 1919, the s abetance of which was sent the department in the embassy's telegr\m No. 3008. June 2. 3 p. m.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
GEOROB T. SUMMERLIN,
Carg d'Affoires.
lnclosurs No. 1,dispatch No. 2063.
ERNESTO OARZA PEREZ ACTING SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, TO GEOROB
T. BUMMERLI.,
CHARGE D'AFFAIRES, MEXICO.

1691.
ITranltion.
MUExIco, Mfay 99, 1919.
1In. CHARoGR 'ApPAIRm
: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your notes
dated March 20 and April 21 of the current veir which you were g.od enough to send
this delnrtment; in accordance with instructions from your Government protesting
against the circ"ar issued by the department of hacienda on the 19th of February,
last, in connection with the collection of royalties from the petroleum companies
and against the possibility that concessions might be granted to third persons who
have denlunced petrdte:m properties rented by American companies.
The Government of Mexico sincerely deplores the fact that the American companies
have ill advisedly failed to comply with the laws which the former issued on the
exploitrtin of petroleum since they could have done so under protest and with the
reservations that they might have considered compatible with their interests, and
could have appeared before the proper authorities, requesting a detailed study of the
question so that it might be decided in justice and according to law.
Conselently, ifthe sit-tation of the petroleum companies is complicated by the
denouncements made by third persons the companies mentioned are doubtless the
only ones t)blhme. since it must he evident to your clear judgment that the protests
of a foreign natt n can not suspend the effects of the laws issued by the Government
of another nati n.
I renew to you the assurances of my highest consideration.
E. GARZA PEREZ.
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DEPARTMENT or STATE,

IWo~sington, June IS, 1019.
AMERICAN EMBASSY, M fa*o City:
Your 3006, June 2, 3 p. m.
Reply to note of foreign office substantially as follows:
"As the Government of the United States is informed and believes the only Mexican
legislation on the subject of petroleum deposits with which American companies
have failed to comply is the recent legislation covered by decree of February 19. 1918,
and subsequent decrees on the same subject, compliance with which would constitute an admission of the correctness of the contention of the Me'ican Government
in the matter of ownership of oil depoits against which the Government of the United
States has made solemn protest which it now renews, as threatening confiscation of
rights legally acquired by American citizens.
"When it asserted that the American companies in question could have complied
with such legislation under protest and with the reservations that they might have
considered compatible with their interests, the foreign office apparently failed to
take into account the language used by the Government of Mexico in its reply, understood ,bythe Government of the Ui,,ted States to bear date of August 25, 1918, to the
contention of the petroleum companies and interested individuals in the case of the
ampiros demanded against the recent decrees of the Mexican Government.
"Therein, as a further grdund for the contention of the Mexican Government that
anmparo was not in order, that Government referred to the quote constitutional doctrines unquote to the effect that when an individual has agreed to be governed as
regards his property by a certain statute, he may not later raise the objection that
said statute violates the constitutional precepts. In this connection the reply of the
executive branch of the Mexican Government sets forth that some manifestations
had been presented quote under protest unquote but that quote such protest has no
legal effect except in the cases precisely specified in the laws."
In view of the foregoing the Government of the United States can not admit that
American companies are in any wise blamable for the complication of their situation
by reason of denouncements made by third persons, and must reiterate its previous
statement that it would regard it as very unfortunate were the Mexican Government,
pending a final solution of its difficulties with the petroleum interests, to issue to
tM.eir persons titles to, or rights in, lands legally held by American citizens.
PHILLIPS, Acting.
CABLT MESSAOBE PROM THE DEPARTMENT or STATE TO THE AMERICAN EMBASSY
MEXICO CITY.

No. 2052.

pJUN

AT

18, 1919.

Answering your No. S:25, June 16, 6 p. m.
You will please make prompt protest, on behalf of American citizens whose interests
are involved, against orders of President Carranza to cease drilling for oil except in
cases where permits have been granted. Protest should be based on the fact that said
pennits could have been procured only through complying with recent legislation in
consonance with presidential decree of February 19, 1918, and later decrees regarding
same subject, and that acquiescence in same would have been equivalent to an admission that the Mexican Government had in issuing them acted within its rights in
regard to ownership of oil deposits, against which assumption the Government of the
United States has entered a vigorous protest as threatening to confiscate rights which
its citizenshave legally acquired.
You will simultaneously make reservation of rights for damages in behalf of American citizens whose interests are jeopardized by said decrees.
POLE, Acting.
MEXIrco, Aug"is; 6, 1919.
No. 2241.
The SECRETARY OP STATE, Waington.
SiR: I have the honor to confirm this embassy's telegram No. 3097, of August 6
12 noon, and to inclose, herewith, copy and translation of the official circular No.
of the petroleum division of the department of indtistry, commerce, and labor, dated
August 1, 1919, which was forwarded to this embassy by the department of foreign
relations, August 6, 1919.
I have the honor to be, sir,
GEoRox T. Smrusuatm
Your obedient servant,
Chargl d Aioea.
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Ilnecosure No I, dipstch No. 71t

TRANSLATION OF OFFICIAL CIRCULAR NO. 9, 189UD BY THE PETROLEUM DIVISION OP
THB DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY, COMMERCE, AND LABOR, AUGUST I, 1919, FORWARDED
TO EMBASSY BY DEPARTMENT OP FORBION RELATIONS.

A seal which reads: "Department of industry, commerce, and labor. Petroleum
Division. Circular No. 9."
Taking into consideration that various companies and individuals interested in the
petroleum industry have not understood the liberal spirit which animated the Federal executive when he issued the decrees regarding taxes on oil lands and on oil
contracts, nor have they understood the advantage which was intended for them by
the presentation of the manifestations required by the decree of July 31, 1918, order
whose object was the protection of rights acquired prior to May 1, 1917, and conse*
quently did not present said manifestations:
That as a consequence of the failure to present the manifestations required the
interested parties were deprived, by article 4 of the decree of August 12, 1918, of the
right to execute new work in connection with the exploration and exploitation of oil
on their owned or leased properties;
That for the same reason they can not ftifill their commercial promises previously
contracted according to persistent declarations which they have ma to the department of industry, commerce, and labor; and
That the inclination of the Federal Government always has been to encourage the
development of the national petroleum Industry:
The President of the Republic has seen fit to order that:
The owners of lands or the concessionaries of the right of exploitation who did not
present the manifestations required by the decree of July 31, 1918, on taxes on oil
lands and oil contracts, shall be able in the future to undertake oil exploration and
exploitation.work on the condition that on requesting the corresponding permission
from the Federal Executive they oligate themselves to respect the precepts of the
orgnie petroleum law which the Congress of the Union may enact.
The permits granted by this department in fulfillment of the above ruling shall
have a provisional character and shall be revalidated in accordance with the organic
law on troleum when it may be passed.
In order to obtain the referred-to permits for exploration and exploitation, the peti.
tioners shall present to this department of industry, commerce, and labor the documents which prove the possession of the lands where the referred.to permits are to be
used.
Which is made known to the interested parties for proper action. Constitution and
reforms. Mexico, August 1, 1919. The subsecretary in charge of the oflce.
This is a true copy of the original.

LE6N SALINAS.
A.

G.

MORENA.

PARAPHRASE OF tELEORAM, DATED OCTOBER 1, 1919, PROM THE ACTING SECRETARY OF

STATE TO TBH AMERICAN EMBASSY AT MBEXICO CITY.

You will inform the foreign office substantially as follows:
The United States Government has learned that various corporations owned entirely
or in large part by citizens of the United States hold oil leases executed before May I,
1917, on privately owned lands in the State of Vera Crus, by which the compani
have the right to explore and exploit the subsoil deposits; that in some instances these
lease contracts definitely required under penalty of forfeiture the drilion of well)
within fixed and limited periods; that the companies in order to meet their contractual obli.ations and to enjoy their property rights have applied in the appropriate
manner to the Mexican department of industry, commerce, and labor for permits to
drill wells; that such permits have been denied in some instances and granted condi.
tionally in other instances; that denials have been based on sole ground that companies have not manifested theirproperties as required by Mexicanlecree of July 31,
1918, and have not conformed to decrees of August 8 and 12, 1918, and that permits
granted have been conditioned upon obliltion of companies to conform to provisions
of a petroleum law to be enacted in the future; that the companies have been notified
that under the provisions of the Mexican circular of January 17, 1916, as reaffirmed
March 20, 1919, the Government will take over all wells driled without permits, and
that on certain properties so held under leasee the Mexican authorities have accepted
denouncementsby thirdpersons in spite of companies' protests, which have been overruled because companieshave not complied with provisions of decrees of August 8 and
12, 1918.
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This would seem to be but another aspect of the situation affecting petroleum
deposits in Mexico which has been discussed in previous representation from the
.Oovernment of the United States and this opportunity is taken to realm the position
of this Government with regard to the matter as set forth in such representations.
In this relation and with specific reference to the action of the Mexican Government as set forth in the foregoing, it may be observed that compliance with or acqut.
ese'nce in the above-mentioned decrees of 1918 by the companies affected would
seem clearly to Imply a surrender on their art of nghts and titles lawfully acquired

and legitimately held under Mexican law. Moreover, the companies in question can
not reasonably be expected to agree In advance to conform to the provisions of a law
to be enacted in the future, concerning the terms of which they have no assurance
that their rights will be respected.
In this view of the matter the Government of the United States, owing as it does to
its citizens the duty of protecting them in foreign lands, both in their persons and
their property rights, must strongly protest against the action of the Mexican Govern.
ment as outlined above and characterize it as threatening confiscation and a denial
of justice.
Ihe Mexican Government is therefore strongly urged not to permit the circulars of
January 7, 1915, and March 20, 1910, to be enforced in the cases to which reference
has been made and to see to it that the interested companies suffer no loss or inconvenience on account of the denouncements upon their properties which aryear to have
been accepted as aforesaid, but to restore the companies to all the rights to which
they are entitled under the leases held by them and the applicable laws of Mexico at
the time when such lease contracts were made.
In communicating the foregoing the Government of the United States takes occasion
to express thb confident hope that pending the general settlement of the petroleum
question by specific legislation of the .Mexican Congress the administrative authori.
ties of Moexico will respect the vested rights of American citizens and evince that
respect by withdrawing its insistence that interested American citizens comply with
the provisions of the decrees mentioned.
DEPARTMENT OP STATE,

Washington, Xorember 14, 1919.
The Hon. ALBBRT B. FALL,
Chairman Senate SubcommittUee Invest igaiinlMrcan Aftairs,

Committee on Foreign Re(ations, United states Senate.
StR: With further reference to my letter of October 26, I have the honor to transmit
herewith additional copies of protests made by the Government of the United States
to the Government of 3lexico against certain decrees and proposed legislation held
to be inimical to the interests of American citizens.
Documents 38to 42 inclusive, relate to the proposed waiver of the rights of forelanere to appeal to their governments for protectfon and redress.
Documents 44 to 68, inclusive, relate to the so-called Agrarian law recently enacted
by the Legislature of the State of Sonora.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
RoBraT LANBIo.

tnagma, plain.

Mlaxoo Crf, Maxtio, August 10, 1910.
or Srs, WasMngton, D. 0.:
Order to notaries provides that in formation new corporations and particularly those
for exploration exploitation of oil lands, charter shall contain clause providing that
foreign stockholders renounce their national rights as to company affaire, this meaning
they waive all right to protection interest throuh their national representatives.
Informed that this has been tried before, but failed and is not considered to have
legal effect. Nevertheless it is undoubtedly dangerous and presumably contrary
to treaty rights. Have filed general protest.

SsoaA
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Paesphrasea

Telsgrnm.)
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

RODGERS,

RDaafnigton, D. C., August 16, 1916.

Special rtpresentativf

Amerncan 9oretnment, Mexico City:

295. The department refers to your telegram No. 278, and instructs you to advise
the proper authorities that decree providing that new corporations are obliged to
state in their articles of incorporation the clause of renunciation by foreign stockholders of their national rights as to company affairs will not be regarded by the
American Government as annulling the relations existing between itself and its
citizens who may own stock in such corporations or as extinguishing its obligations to
protect them in case of denial of justice.
LANSINO.
652.

EMBASSY or

TIE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

.eirco,

The SECRETARY OF STATE

Washingon, D. C.

,

January 9, 1917.

nuy 9, 1917.

SiR: I have the honor to refer to my telegram of January 8 relating to the publication of a further decree relating to the renouncing of citizenship rights by foreigners
acquiring certain real properties in the Republic of Mexico, and transmit herewith
a copy of said decree, together nith a translation of same in duplicate. I also transmit
a translated copy of the previous decree upon this same subject, as requested by the
department.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
WVArsa O. TIUROTON,
In Charge of Amerin Interests.
ITranslatwon.l
CIRCULAR OP DECREE REQUIRING FOREIONERS TO RENOUNCE TEIR NATIONAL PRO-

TECTION WHEN ACQUIRING

RIGHTS TO REAL PROPERTY IN

THEBB
REPUBLIC OF

MEXICO.

On the 16th of August of this year, this office, by direction of the first chief of the
constitutionalist army, in charge of the executive power of the nation, issued a circular setting forth the obligatory disposition relating to the requisitions which must
be met by foreigners wjo attempt to acquire, within national territory, uncultivated
or national land, waters of Federal jurisdiction, mining claims, or permission for the
exploration or exploitation of natural riches, such as forest products, petroleum,
fisheries, etc, warning them that they must previously present, through written
document and before the department for foreign affairs, a formal, express, and final
declaration that, in their capacity of proprietors or concessionaries, and for all effects
and purposes relating to the properties they desire to obtain, they consider themselves
as Miexicans, renouncing their rights as foreigners, and that of applying for protection
or presenting complaints to their respective Governments.
In the third clause of that circular it was declared that all denouncements then
filed before this office, or its adminstrative agencies upon any of the classes of properties above referred to should be suspended until the interested person should present
the certificate mentioned with the understanding that these denouncements should
be paced in the files and considered forfeited unles the certificate were presented
before the expiration of four months.
The citizen, first chief of the constitutionalist army, taking into consideration the
fact that many foreigners, due to causes beyond their control have not been able to
present said certificate and he being desirous of preventing harm to those who have
acquired in good faith legitimate rights has seen fit to dispose that the period referred
to in sied third clause shall be extended four months longer, and will expire April
16 1917.
december 15, 1916.
EDrtARDO(FomAY

Subswrecrij (Fomenlo).

I
ns.
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DECREE REQUIPtNO TOREBIONERS TO RENOUNCE TBBIR NATIONAL PROTECTION WHEN
ACQUIRING RIOTS TO CERTAIN RBAL PROPERTY IN T'E REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

A seal reading: "Ministry of state and office of fomento, colonization, and industry,
Mexico office of the private secretary, No. 81."
The first chief of the constitutionalist army in charge of the executive power, considering that as a consequence of our fundamental laws whereby foreigners must enjoy in
Mexico the same privileges as the Mexicans, it is natural and legitimate that they
should have the same obligations, with a view that the liberality of our democtrati
institutions should not be understood nor carried to the extrente that fIreigners, as
owners of property inMexico, be in better juridical conditions then Mexicans, as it
has unfortunately happened and which would occur if they, besides the enjoycnent
of the rights, actions, and resources offered by the Mexican laws in regard to property
and its juridical relations, could formulate claims before their respective Governments;
the same first magistrate of the Republic, in view of the extraordinary faculties in
him vested, has seen fit to direct the establishment of the following dispositkins,
obligatory inall the Republic:
Firet. Fbreigners pretending to acquire real estate or national lands, mining claims,
waters of Federal juri'liction, or permit f r the exploration of exploitation of the
natural riches, as forestal products, oil fisheries, etc., in the Republic of Mexico
shall present beforehand in writing, before the ministry for foreign affairs, a frmal
express declaration that in their capacity as proprietors or concessinarles and for all
the effects and relations of the property which they desire to acquire, they consider
themselves Mexicans, waiving their rights as foreigners and privileges of appeal for
protection or claim to their respective Governments.
Foreign corporations can not acquire rights on any of the properties specified in this
circular, unless they nationalize and submit to the Mexican laws making the afore.
mentioned declaration.
Second. It is an indispensable requirement for the ministry of fomento, colonization and industry in order to admit any denouncement or application made by a
forefgner on any of the matters referred to in the previous article, even for a simple
permit for exploration, that he should present to it with the first communication a
certificate Issued by the ministry for foreign affairs, bearing the declaration mentioned
in the previous disposition.
Without this requirement the application must be refused emphatically, and all
proceedings made before the presentation of this certificate will be null andl void.
There shall appear in all property titles as well as in the permits on the properties
aforementioned, which should be granted by the ministry of fomento to foreigners
as well as in the contracts or deeds authorized by public, notaries, the full text of
the certificate prescribed in the first disposition, besides the reproduction of the
text thereof as a special clause. Failure to insert the certificate or that clause will
cause the annulment of the title, permit, contract, or respective deed.
Third. Inall matters already moved by foreigners which may be before the inistry of foment or its administrative agencies with relation to any of the properties
referred to in this disposition, the proceedings will be suspended and shall not be
renewed until the presentation by the interested parties of the certificate in question.
If within the period of four months beginning from the date of these dispositions
the certificate is not presented by the interested parties they shall be regarded as
desisting from their purpose and their applications will be filed, the interested parties
not having a right of appeal against thi resolution.
The present dispositions are obligatory in all the Republic of Mexico and shall
be published in El Diarlo Olcial, for its knowledge and due compliance, and shall
be in force on the day of its issuance.
Constitution and reforms, Mexico Autust 15, 1910.
The subsecretary in charge of the office of the ministry of fomento, colonization,
and industry .
PAeroR RovAlx.
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Telegram, plaln.j
DRPARTMBNT OP STATW,

D. C., Januzry 19, 1917.
T
Wahngon,
WALTER

WAbTR TURTON, eq.,Q
ReprentringAmeraon Inerestr, Meaico Cty
Advise appropriate authorities that Government of the United States can not
regard provisions of decrees of August 15 and December 15, 1910, as annuling the
relations existing between it and its citizens who may acquire properties in Mexico
or as affecting its rights and obligations to protect them against denials of justice with
respect to such properties.
LANsINo.
Parnphrase. Telegram.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AsRwCAN

EMBASSY,

larko CitY

0., January 31, 1919.
MD.Ctngton,
EMBASSY,
ARIAN

1842. The department refers to the representations made through Thurston to the
Mexican Government pursuant to the department's telegram of January 19, 1017.
You are instructed to advise the foreign office that the American Government main.
tains the position relative to the provisions in the Mexican constitution and laws of
Mexico in which foreigners are re uired to waive their rights as nationals with respect
to property purchased by them inM exlco that such provisions annul the relations ex.
tng etween this Government and its ctirens who may acquire property in Mexico,
and it further maintains the position that such provisions above referred to affect its
rights and obligations to protect them against the denials of justice with respect to such
properties.
POLK, Acting.
No. 263.

AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Nogales, Mexico, December 6, 1918.
Subject: Proposed agrarian and labor laws for the State of Sonora,.
The SECRaTARY OF STATE,

Wasfington, D. C.

Sin: I inclose herewith a rough translation of the law asit has been presented to the
State congress. As will be seen by the department, the translation inclosed is evidently intended to divide up the large tracts of uncultivated land of the State of
Sonora.
There is also being considered at the present time a labor law which is possibly
more drastic than the ararian law submitted herewith. However representatives
of the threo large Amerfcan mining companies have just returned from Hermoeillo,
where they went to discuss the propose labor law and they report that the law is
not drastic as the casual reading of te first draft ll indicate, and they seem rather
satisfied with the promises made to them on this subject. They are also of the opinion
that the law will not pass in this session of the legislature.
I have the honor to be sir,
Your obedient servant,
E. M. LAwRoW, Amer(aon Conl.
AoariAN LAW OP TUE STATE o

So:ioRA, Msxtco.

PRBIMINARY TITL.--OBENRAL BASIS.

AnactOL 1. The division of the agrarian property has been declared a public utility.
AaT. 2. The water for the supply of the towns and for the irrigation of the lands has
been declared a public utility, and therefore, the Government, by previous study,
will propose to the central government the nullification of concessions of water
authorized previously to the present law, if said concessions are in detriment of the
towns, or i the waters can give better service to a greater number of agriculturists.
AaT. 3. The formation of malp property,having
Tor a basis the portion that consti.
tudes the primordial part of the patrimony of themily, is the essential object of thu
present law.
Au?. 4. The State will begin to bestow a portion of land to eacd head of the family,
with preference to farmers, this adjudication being ad perpetuate and inalienable.
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ART. b. Pereons who have served in the revolutionary army during the constitu.
tionalist revolution will have a preference in the portions mentioned in the above
articles; also those who have served in the Yaqui campaign and in the public schools
with success.
ART. 6. Lots to be apportioned will be taken from national lands, from the property
of the State and also from the large estates by means of expropriation proceedings by
public utility and n the form expressed in this law.
ART. 7. Every person that resides or comes to reside in the State of Sonora, under 18
years of age, has a right to posses, if he wishes to cultivate it personally, a lot of land.
which by means of his own labor he can obtain sufficient in order to sustain his
family, maintaining thereby his economical independence in working for his well.
being and that of the nation.
Foreigners adjudicated will be subject to national laws. so far as the present case is
concerned, and will, therefore, not be able to allege any right as aliens.
Ant. 8. The developments of agriculture and also of stock industry is declared a
public utility, as these constitute the most solid foundation of national prosperity.
LAND OFFICEn.

HRT. 9. In compliance with the Federal law of Januaryr t, 1915, and to the end that
the precepts of the present law may be realized, there will be established in the Stale:
(1) 'ho local land commission, that will reside in the capital of the State and that
will be formed of five members named by the governor, who will constitute a body
formed by a president, a secretary, and three voters, selected by the laws from the
members of the commission.
(I1) The executive committee will be composed of three persons; president, sec.
reta v, and a voter, selected by the law from the members of the said committee and
said bodies will be commissioned by the governor of the State. Said bodies will be
commissioned by the executive of the State with audience before the corresponding
town councils, which will serve in each municipality.
Atw. 10. The local land commission will organize its own form of government and
that of the executive committee and these will serve with the authority given in said
laws of January 6, 1015, and of the present law.
AnT. 11. The members of the local land commission and the employees commissioned by the governor of the State at the suggestion of the said commission and the
executive committee will receive the salaries-fxed by the budget of the State.
ART. 12. The executive committee will work without any intermediary whatever
with the local land commission.
ART. 13. As all the employees of the local land commission must be Mexicans by
birth, the following can not form part of the said body:
Judicial and political authorities.
I) Military officers in active service.
1I) Large land owners.
IV) Persons owning more than 25 hectares of farm lands and more than 1,000 hectares of ranch land.
(V) Individuals who served the Dias administration or the enemies of the constitu.
tionalist government, oreven though they have not served their Governments maybe
known ofantirevolutionary sympathy.

I)

TITLE SECOND.-CLA8FIFCATION,

DviseroN, AND ADJUD1CATION or LANDS.

CHAPTER L.-CLASSIFICATION.

ART. 14. For the effect of this law, the lands in the State will be classified in the
following manner:
I) Agriculture lands-

b )Irrgated.
Not irrigted.
I) Ranch lands.
CHAPTER U.--DIVIBION OP LARGE ESTATES.

At , . 15. The greatest extension of land that will be possible for one person or corporation to own in Sonora is as follows:
(1) Inrated farm lands(a) Within communal lands, 60 hectares.
) Outside of communal lands, 100 hectares excepting from the last maximum
limit of lands included in the previous case by the following article:
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11) Nonirrgigated farm landsa) Within communal lands, 6500 hectares.
b) Outside of communal lands, 300 hectares.
III) Ranch lands, 10,000 hectares.
RT. 1. When the owner of the irrigated land, whose extension exceeds 100 hectares, but within the limits fixed for lands of this class, I able to by his intelligent
efforts and steadiness,. make it permanently irrigated lands, and if It is comprised in
the classification which i%noted in the exception of fraction I of article 14 and for that
reason, within the limits of the preceding article, the proprietor will be able to have
the transformation realized in his property and will continue pogsesing it complete
as it is, for hi intelligence and work.
AnT. 17. \\'ithin communal lands it will not be possible to hold rustic property
whose extension exceeds 50 hectares.
ART. 13. The owners whose farn property exceeds the limit fixed in article 15 will
proceed to their immediate divetinn in the following form:
(I) Irrigated farm lands will be divided in lots from 6 to 60 hectares when they are
within the communal lands and from 6 to 100 hectares when outside of communal
lands five heetares being the smallest parcel adjudicated.
(11) NonIrrigated f:um lands will be divided from 6 to 60 hectares if they are within
communal lands and from 5 to 300 hectares if they are outside of same.
(I11) Ranch lands will be divided in proportions of 1.000 to 10,000 hectares.
ART. 19. If the owners refuse or neglect to divide their lands, the State will proceed
In conformity to section 0 of fraction VII of article 27 of the general constitution of the
Republic and in conformity with the proceedings indicated by this law.
ART. 20. When a property is to be divided, either by the owner or by the State,
having a homestead, the proprietor may reserve, if he so desires, a lot of 100 hectares
within which his homestead may remain, providing said lot is not within communal
lands, in which case he can only reserve a lot of 60 hectares.
ART. 21. Ranchb lands, which by reason of legal process may pass to the possesion
of the State, will be divided by the State in lots of 2,500 hectares, which will be
assigned to those who may solicit same, in the form and terms provided by law.
CBAPTP.R 11.-ADJUDICATION.
ART. 22. Immediately after the publication of this law, parties interested in the
acquisition of lands shall make application therefor to the governor of the State, and
may acquire a lot of ground for fanning and another for cattle raising if they so desire.
Anr. l3. In their application thev will state:
1I).The number of he-tares they dedre to acquire.
II). The clae of land that they wish to work, either for farming (irrigated or not
Irn ated), or for cattle raising.
(Ill). The plane where the lot or lots requested are to be found stating the name
of the farm rand that of its proprietor) in which he is going to reside.
(I V). The nationality and the civil state of the solicitant and the number of members
in his family that he has under his charge, if he has any one depending upon him,
stating the sex and age of the members who ferm it.
(V). The services that he may have loaned in the constitutionalist revolution, in
the campaign against the Yajuis or in the public schools if the has so acted.
(Vi), The elements which he may have for the development of the lot or lots desired.
AR. 24.
governor of the State will pass this request to the local land commission who will arry a register of it to the end that they may proceed by order of
priority to the adjudication of the lots solicited, when the division thereof may be
made.
Anr. 27. The lots adjudicated will be paid by the beneficiaries in twenty annual
payments, the first payment being made two years after he has begun to exploit
the land acquired, without prejudice that the solicitant may pay the total value of
his lot before if he can and dedres to do so.
Aar. 26. The owners whose lands have been dedgnated for division and adjudication will receive as interest of the capital which the property represents, 6 per cent
annually, which will be paid by the beneficiary jointly with the annual payment
which he also is to pay.
Aar. 21. When a beneficiary ceases to cultivate his lands for two consecutive years
the State will reoccupy the same and assign it to the first solicitant and the first beneclary will lose all the improvements which he may have made on the property, in.
cluding that which he may have paid for it.

'The
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OBLIOATIONS OF THE LANDOWNERS AND THE BENEFICIARIES.
CHAPTER 1 OF THE THIRD TITLE--OBLIOATIONS OF THE LANDHOLDERS.

ART.28. Within the month that this law is published the owners must comply
with that which is provided in the eighteenth article of the same, giving notice to the
governor of the State that they desire to divide their property,. to the end that he
may call together the persons that may desire to establish themselves, acquiring
lots on the property that they are going to divide.
Al. 29.
2 Having complied with the requirements of the preceding article, the
governor of the State, by means of the local land commission will arrange the form
in vhich the division shall be made, indicating the number of lots in which the
property will be divided and also the size of the said lots.
ART. 30. The value of the property for its payment to the owner will be that which
he may have manifested to the officers of tax and hacienda with an addition of 30
per cent ad valorem, the amount of the improvements introduced previously to the
manifestation, and the expenses which heve originated from the operation of the
division.
ART. 31. When a large proprietorrefuses to divide his property the governor of the
State will order that the local land commission may make the division.
ART. 32. In the case of the proceeding article the owner will receive as payment
for his property the fiscal value thereof plus 10 per cent on said valuation.
CHAPTER 11.-OF TE

BENEPICTARIES.

ART. 33. The persons who may acquire lots of ground by this law will have the
following obligations:
I) On farm landsia)To have entirely in cultivation within the second year after having possession
of the lot or lots assigned to them remaining subject. those who do not comply with
this requisite, to the provisions of Article 27 of this law.
(b) To procure agriculture developments, either by introducing all the possible
improvements on their lands, studying in union with other farmers the best methods
of cultivation which will tend to increase their products.
(l) On cattle-raising landsTo have at least 10 head of stock.
b) To prevent immoderate destruction of the forests and to procure reforestation.
(III)To pay punctually the annual payments or installments on their farms and
the interest which is related to such obligations.
ART. 34. The value of the lots for payment by the beneficiary will be that fixed by
article 30 and article 32 plus the cost of division in both cases.
ART. 35. A special account will give the form in which owners of lands, which are
to be divided by virtue of this account, will collect the value of their property, as also
the manner in which beneficiaries will pay for the lots they may acquire.
TITLE FouR.
CHAPTER 1.-GENERAL PROVISIONS.

ART. 36. Lots adjudicated in conformity with this law will pass to the beneficiary
free from all incumbrances, excepting the rights of creditors of the divided property,
to exercise the shares that are conferred upon them by the law relating thereto.
ART. 37. During the time that the price of the lots has not been paid completely
it can not be sold, mortgaged, or incumbered in any way, and any contract celebrated
to such end is hereby declared void.
ART. 38. It is also prohibited to speculate with the said provisional titles, and any
operation whatever wich has this object in view is declared void,
ART. 39. The lots that by whatever reason remain vacant may be listed in conformity to the rules which the executive may issue for the case; meantime, the said
lots are assigned in fee simple.
ART. 40. Immediately after a lot is assigned the beneficiary will have it registered
in the tax office of his municipality and in the public register of property for the use
of statistics and taxes.
ARt. 41. Assignments will be made by personal selection, or by lot when the same
lot is solicited by two or mpore persons.
ART. 42. When the adudicao f lots of any property there are lots belonging to
foreigners, their lots, as far as possible, will be alternated with those of the Mexican
citizens.
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AMr. 43. For the effectiveness of article 4, parcels of land which adjudicated under
this law may only be transmitted by inheritance,being sufficient for this act, if by
reason of lack of formality, otherwise, required by civil laws, the presentation of the
certificate of the civil register which establishes the decendency of the legatee.
ART. 44. Special law will be pa sed immediately by the Congress of the State to
return the property which constitutes the partimony of the family as to the precepts
that guarantee their protection and safeguard.
TRANBITORIES,

First. 'Ibis law will commence to take effect from the day of its publication.
Second. The publication of this law will be made by solemn proclamation November
20 of the present year.
IPsrapbrmse, telegramI
lDEPAI.T

ENs O

STATE,

S1'aa
ingon,D. C., December 4, 1918.
AMERICAN EMBASSY, Afe rCO City:

1745. You are instructed to address the Mexican Government in substantially the
following tenor relative to the agrarian law of the State of Sonora, published Novem.
ber 20, which has been brought to the attention of this Government:
No provision is made for payment of compensation to the owner by the State of
Sonora for lands to be taken by State and assigned to private interests, and will,
therefore, point out that the proposed law is confiscatory in character. It clearly
violates the following provisions of article 27 of the Mexican Constitution: "Private
property shall not be expropriated except for cause of public utility and by means
of indemnification." The confiscatory character is not obviated by provisions that
persons to whom lands are transferred by State shall makeannual payments to owners
beginning two years after transfer, no penalty being provided for nonpayment and
the credit of the State is not pledged to assure payment.
It is further violative of the fourteenth article of the constitution: "No person shall
ons, or rights without due process of
be deprived of life, liberty, property,
in which the essential elements of procedure
law instituted before a duly created co
are observed," when it provides for taking of pprperty by surely arbitrary adminstrative action without due process of law or Judicial determination.
You will further direct the attention of the Mexican Government to the fact that
such safeguards as are provided for property owners by said provisions of article 14
correspond to provisions under which property is taken for public use in the United
States and It isbelieved that this principle is followed generally throughout the
world as in accordance with the general idea of justice and equity. in this principle
the owner has the right to demand that an impartial tribunalshall pass upon question
of compensation and that he be given an opportunity for a hearing.
Article 27 also provides for judicial determination of value of improvements on
lands expropriated while in the proposed law no such provision appears.
You are therefore instructed to protest against the proposed enactment into legislation of the proposed law.
POLK, Aetig.

lPauphraW, tkemnm.l
)DEPARTMENTOP STATE,

December £4, 1918.
AMERICAN

CONSUL,
Nogalea, Afirmo.

Referring to your dispatch No. 263, the department instructs you to advise the
appropriate State authorities that the American Embassy at 1fexIco City has been
instructed substantially as follows.
You are instructed to address the Mexican Government relative to the agrarian
law of the State of Sonora published November the 20th, which has been brought to
the attention of this Government.
No provision is made for payment of compensation to the owner by the State of
Sonora for lands to be taken by State and assigned to private interests and you will
therefore, point out that the proposed law isconfscatory in character. It clearly
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violates the following provisions of article 27 of the Mexican Constitution: "Private
property shall not be expropriated except for cause of public utility and by means
of indemnification." The confiscatory character is not obviated by provisions that
rsons to whom lands are transferred by State shall make annual payments to owners
beginning two years after transfer, no penalty being provided for nonpayment and
the credit of the State is not pledged to assure payment.
It is further violative of the fourteenth article of the constitution: "No person
shall be deprived of life, liberty, property, possessions, or rights without due process
of law instituted before a duly created court, in which the essential elements of procedure are observed"; when it provides for taking of property by purely arbitrary
administrative action without duo process of law or judicial determination.
You will further direct the attention of the Mexican Government to the fact'that
such safeguards as are provi led for property owners by said provisions of article 14
correspond to provisions under which property is taken for public use in the United
States and it is believed that this principal is followed generally throughout the
world as in accordance with the general Idea of justice and equity. In this principle
the owner has the right to demand that an impartial tribunal shall pa.s upon the
question of compensation and that he be given an opportunity for a hearing.
Article 27 also provides for judicial determination of value of the improvements
on lands expropriated while in the proposed law no such provision appears.
You are therefore instructed to protest against the proposed enactment into legiRlation of the proposed law.
IOLK, Adcting.
No. 62.

AMERICAN CONI'

LATE (lENERAL,

Nogales, .tfeico, jfarh 13, 1919.
Subject: Proposed agrarian law for the State of Sonora.
The honorable the SECRETARY OF STATE
l'ashington, D. C.
SIRa: Replying to the department's instruction No. 308 of February 8, 1919, file
312.1151367, I have the honor to report that the Congress of the State of Sonors, Mexico,
is still in session at lHermosillo, and from the information furnished me by the Mexican
consul at Nogales, Ariz., the much-discussed agrarian law has so far failed of enactment
as a law by the said Congress. I have the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
CuAs. W. DOHBRTY
Amnernin Vire Consul in CIarge.
(Parapbrse, telegram.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

c ashington, D. C.,
AMERItCA

laarch 20, 1919.

CONSUL,

Nogales, .leco.
The department refers you to your dispatch No. 62 and instructs you to bring to the
attention of the appropriate State authorities the fact that the American embassy at
Mexico City has been instructed to renew protest previously made against agrarian
law, referring to the advices given them pursuant to instructions contained in departments's December 24, 6 p. m.
Por.x, Acting.

(Parspbrase, telegra.
DEPARTMENT O STATE,

Yasrhinglon, D. C., March 21, 1919.
AMERICAM

EMBASSY
t

.ltatsiw City.

1924. The department refers you to its telegram No. 1745 and instructs you to renew
protest a3;inst proposed agrarianlaw for the State of Sonora, information having come
to the d apartment that the law failed of passage in last session of Sonora Legslature,
but has been reintroduced in present session. You will bring to the attention of the
foreign office this information of the department.,
Acing.
SPOLx, Acting.
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te.ram.)
DEPARTMENT OF StATB,

AIlWshington, D. C., July 16, 1919.

Ausarcan.Easler
M'niw City.
2095. The American embassy at Mexico City is instructed to request of the foreign
office whether the report is correct, that has come to the attention of the department,
that the Legislature of the State of Sonora passed the agrarian law, about June 26.
You are instructed to protest anew against the measure and urge that action be
promptly taken to prevent the coming into force of a measure threatening American
interests.
POLK, Acting.
IPaphrase, telarm.4
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, D. C., Jufy 17, 1919.

AMRICAbN CO SL,

Nogale, Arnt.
You are instructed to report whether the Legislature of the State of Sonora has
passed the agrarian law, and if so, to forward a copy for the department's information.
The American embassy at Mlexico City has been instrcted to renew protest against
the measure, and you will inform the appropriate State authorities of this action.
POLe, Acting.

No. 151.]
AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Vogolae, Merico, July ;9, 1919.

Subject: New agrarian law of Sonora.
The honorable the SECRETARY OF STATE,
Washington, D. C.
Sin: I have the honor to forward herewith five copies of a translation of the new
agrarian law of the State of Sonora, approved June 23, 1919, and promulgated by the
governor, July 3, to be effective July 27, 1919.
My request to the governor for copies of this law and a statement as to the points
in which it differs from the law under consideration by the previous Congress of
Sonora, if any, has not been yet complied with. I have the honor to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

No. 81. AGRARIAN LAW OF THE FREE AND 8OVEREIOG

Fx.cIs J. DYER,
Amri an Consul.
STATE Oe SONORA, APPROVED

BY THE STATE CONGRESS, JrNE 23, 1919; PROMULGATED BY TUE OovERNOR, JUL
3, 1919--TO BE EFFECTiV JULY 27, 1919.
CHAPreBR FIR8.-I-OEERAL BASES.

An Tc E 1. The present law has for its object to create and foment small properties

in the State.
AnT. 2. For the effect of the present law are of public utility:

(I) The subdivision of the great estates.
(2) The establishment of new centers of agricultural population with the lands
and waters which may he indispensable to these.
(3) The utilization of the waters for their equitable distribution and application
to the cultivation of the lans; and
(4) The others which may tend to realize the ends enunciated in the previous
article.

Aar. 3. Every inhabitant of the State who reunites the requisites which, further
on are detailed shall have the right to acquire a parcel in accordance with the pre.
scriptions of this same law.
Aar. 4. Thy parces to which the previous article refers shall be taken from private
properties or frr6 those that by any concept can be disposed of by the State.
Aar. 5. The lands of private property which must be partitioned shall be subdivided by their proprietorsin accordance with this law, but if they do not proceed to
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the subdivision, or if they resist the effecting of it, thn State, following the expropriation by reason of public utility, shall make the subdivision.
ART. 0. Th9 procedure of expropria'ion shall be verified in accordance with the
dispositions of the relative law, excepting in that which refers to the payment which
shall be made in accordance with that which this same law provides.
CHAPTER SECOND.--AORARIAN OFFICES.

ART. 7. The legal course of all matters to which this law relates shall be by conduct
of the agrarian department of the State depending from the executive poser, and
which shall be in charge of one engineer, with the force of employees which the budget
of expenditures establishes.
CHAPTER THIRD.-OF THE CLARS1FICATION OF THE LANDS.

ART. 8. For the effects of this law the lands shall be classified in the following form:
Of agriculture.
) Of grazing
ART. 9. By lands of agriculture shall be understood those which upon being applied
for are in cultivation or which may be immediately cultivable.
ART. 10. By grazing lands shall be understood those which, upon being applied
for, are not cultivable by any circumstances proper to the same lands, and those,
which being susceptihle of cultivation, rlNjuire to this effect special primary works
of irriga'lon of defense, or of Ir akng
AnT. 11. ohe lands of agriculture in their turn shall be subdivided into:
1) Of irrigation.
2) Of "temporal" (watered by rains).
ART. 12. By irrigated lands shall be understood those which on being applied for
count upon the water nereary to assure at least one crop on the agricultural year.
Ayr. 13. By lands of "temporal" shall be understood those whose watering depends
exclusively upon the eventualities of showers.

1)

CHAPTER FOUR.--OP THE MAXIMUM EXTENSION OF LANDS WHICH MAY BE
POSSESSED.

ART. 14. The maximum extension of land which may be possessed by one person
or legally constituted corporation is the following:
Fifty hectares in the lands of private property situated within the zone which was
demarcated primordially as "ejidos" (commons) of the town.
Outside of the zone fixed in the preceding the maximum extension shall be the
following:
a In irrigated agricultural land, 100 hectares.
(b) In "temporal" agricultural land, 300 hetares.
c In grazing lands, 10,000 hectares.
Ar. 15. In the extension fixed in the previous article shall be comprehended that
of one or of various lots belonging to one same proprietor whether they be located
together or distant one from the other or situated in one or various municipalities.
ART. 16. The persons and institutions which conforming to the present law have
the right to possess lands may possess at the same time lands of grazing of irrigation,
and of "temporal," always that said lands do not exceed the limits xed in article 14.
ART. 17. When the proprietor of a land of "temporal" whose extension does not
exceed the limits fixed for the lands of this class converts it to irrigated land he may
continue to possess it integrally.
ART. 18. Grazing lands of the maximum extension which have been solicited for
their cultivation shall be subdivided in accordance with official guidance with the
prescription of this law relative to lands of agriculture.
ART. 19. When the proprietor of a grazing land whose extension does not exceed
the limits fixed by this law for this class of land converts it in all or in Dart into land
of agriculture he may continue possessing it integrally.
CHAPTER FIVB.-OP THB SUBDIVISION.

ART. 20. Every property which exceeds the extension fixed in article 14 and which

belongs to one sole individual or tegalty constituted corporation shall be considered
as a great estate and its owner shall be obliged by reason of public interest to sub.
divide the excess within the term which this law fixes.
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ARr. 21. From the date of the promulgation of this law the proprietors of great
estates in the State shall give notice to the agrarian department of the preparatory
operations of ubdivision and legalized copies of the reipective contracts consummated.
Acr. 22. There is eitahlihed 10 months to count from the promulgation of this
law as the leral term within which the proprietors shall themselves make the sub.
division of which the preceding articles treat.
Ar. 23. The date e3tablishes in the preceding articles having pasMed the excess
of lands which belong to one sole person or legally constituted corporation shall be
subdivided by the Government in accordance with fraction 7 and the respective
inserts of article 27 of the General Constitution of the Republic and the Law of Expro.
priatton for cause of public utility of the State.
Asr. 24. The governor of the State shall convoke, by means of permanent notices
in the Boletin Oficial or bv any other medium of publicity, the persons who wish to
acquire lots in the properties which are to be subdivided, establi hing conditions of
acquisition, etc., and when he has received sulicient applications, shall proceed to
the expropriation.
ArT. 25. For the effects of the previous article it shall be understood that there are
sufficient petitions when these amount to 10, or, when without amounting to this
number, they cover an area of 50 hectares. In case that the portion expropriable does
not exceed 50 hectares, it shall be sufficient that the application presented cover 50
per cent of said portion.
ART. 26. When a property is subdivided, the proprietor shall have the right to
choose the extension of land which best suits him, always that it does not exceed the
limit fixed in this law.
Ar. 27. The expropriation of lands which are carried to a conclusion by the executive of the State by the applications of this law shall be limited to the extensions
which have been applied for.
ART. 23. The land which by the exercise of the faculty of economic coercion
(facultad economic-coactiva) pass to the posession of the State shall be adjudicated
to whoever applies for them In legal form and terms.
CHAPTER BIXTH.--OP TBB APPLICATIONS AND ADJUDICATIONS.

AIT. 29. The maximum extensions of adjudication shall be the following:
a) Of irriga'ted lands, 15 hectares.
) Of lands of "temporal," 50 hectares.
(e) Of grazing lands, I,250 hectares.
Only in very special cases and when the applicants furnish sulficient elements
within the legal term to construct primary works of irrigation, of defense, or of break.
ing can the executive cede as a maximum 100 hectares of irrigable land and 2 500 for
the purposes of grazing when the applicant has sufficient elements to develop the land
and improve the grazing.
Awr. 30. The applicants for land shall address the governor of the State in writing,
and shall express:
1. Surame and C'hristian names, profession or occupation, residence, nationality,
civil state, and age.
2. The number of hectares which he wishes to acquire and the class of land.
3. The place where the lot or lots applied for are found and other data relative to
their location, expressing the name of the property and of the proprietor.
4. The number of the family which he hasin his charge if he has any dependent
upon him, expressing the sex and age of the members which compose it.
Awr. 31. The applicants shall prove, in accordance with the respective regulations,
the following:
1. To have the draft animals and elements for the cultivation of the agricultural
land applied for, or, in the absence of these, the resources necessary to acquire them.
2. To have at least 15 head of greater cattle or 30 of lesser cattle, or, in default of
these, the resources necessary to acquire them for the utilization of the grazing land
which he applies for; and
3. That they prove that which is expressed in fraction (4) of the previous article if
they are not proprietors of the lands, and if they are that they express the area of the
lot or lots, their class, location, and other relative data.
Awr. 32. When tht :e may be various applicants for the same property, the procedure in order of preference shall be as follows:
1. Mexicans who have served in the constitutionalist army, those who have rendered
or are rendering personal services in the Yaqui campaign, the children and widows
of these, and other persons who have rendered services to the cause of the revolution
lands applied for are located.
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2. The persons mentioned in the preceding fraction who are not residents of the
place in which the lands applied for are located.
3. Mexicans who are partners or tenants of the property which is to be divided.
4. The residents of the place.
5. Those others who reunite the requsites established in article 27 of the General
Constitution of the Republic and in this law.
ART. 33. The governor of the State shall forward all the applications to the agrarian department, where a register shall be kept of these to the end of the proceedig,
in order of priority, to the application of the lots solicited and in accordance with
the preceding article.
CHAPTER 8EVENT.,-OF THS AODICATES.

ART. 34. The adjudicatees of lots of subdivision shall have the following obligations, saving in case of proven superior force (force majeure):
1. If it treats of agricultural land which is in cultivation at the moment of its sub.
division they must have it cultivated in its entirety within the first year to count
from the date on which they are given possession of it.
2. If it treats of lands which is not in cultivation at the time of making the eub.
division but which may be immediately cultivable, they must put in cultivation
within the first year 50 per cent and the remaining part within the second year.
3. If it treats of grazing land solicited for cultivation they shall enjoy 5 years
within which to put all the land in cultivation, and must open each year to cultivation 25 per cent of the total extension adjudicated.
4 If it treats of grazing land solicited for this object they must maintain constantly
on it at least 15 head of greater cattle or 30 head of lesser cattle.
6. The terms fixed in fraction; 1, 2, and 3 having passed, they can not fail to cultivate the land during two consecutive years.
6. To pay opportunely the annual installments with which they have to amortize
the value of the property and the interests which said value bears, as also the State
and municipal taxes which are assigned to them.
7. While the price of the lot is not paid in its totality, they can not alienate,
hypothecate, nor burden in any manner, nor speculate in any form with the titles
of acquisition, any contract or operation celebrated to these ends being null by
common right, and the ownership of the said lot shall be transmissible only by title
of inheritance until its total value has been paid.
8. To inscribe the lot or lots in the municipal office of appraisal to which it belongs
and in that of the public registeror property for fiscal and statistical purposes.
9. To personally cultivate or administer the lot or lots adjudicated. Absentee
cultivation shall not be permitted, nor the gratuitous cession of title, nor its renting
in any form.
ART, 25: When the adjudicate fails to comply with the precepts of fractions 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, of the preceding article, the Government shall declare the lot or lots
which have been adjudicated open to application, publishing such declaration in
the Boletin Oflclal three consecutive times, eight days apart and making use of any
other medium of publicity.
ART. 26. That ordained in the preceding article being complied with, the lot or
lots shall be adjudicated to the first applicant who reunited the requisites demanded
by this law and who shall pay on account 26 per cent of the sum covered by the
departing farmer pinus 60 per cent of the improvements incorporated with the lands,
and the remainder of the price paid or to be paid in installments fixed in the contract
of adjudication. The said 26 per cent shall be delivered to the first adjudicatee,
the rest remaining in favor of the State, as also the price of the improvements, the
expenses of transfer being for account of the State.
ART. 27. The adjudicate who infringes the disposition contained in fractions.6
and 8 of article 34 shall be subject to the processes which the relative laws establish,
and with respect to the annual installments with which they have to amortize the value
of the property and the interests which said values bear shall be subject to that which
the contracts of adjudication dispose.
CHAPTER

OIGHTH.-OP THI

PRICE AND PAYMENT OF THE LOTS.

ART. 38. The value of the property expropriated shall to paid by the government
of the State with.bonds of the agrarian debt, which shall be amortized in the time and
in the form which the material law may fix.
ART. 39. The value of each lot shall be paid by the adjudicatees in 20 annual install.
ments which shall amortize the capital and the interest which these shall earn at the
rate of 5 per cent per annum.
4766-20--vo 2----S7
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ARr. 40. The payment of the annual installments must be entered in the suh.
department of the general treasury of the State within the first 16 days of the month
of July.
ART. 41. The annual installments not entered within the term established shall be
subject to the payment of the interest stipulated in article 39.
ART. 42. When the subdivision shall be made by the Government, the value of each
hectare shall be that fixed or a.epted in the appraisal of collection offices increased
10 per cent plus the amount of the improvements and the proportional expenses caused
by the subdivision. The amount of the improvements shall be valued by experts,
one named by the owner, another by the adjudicatee, and a third by the Government
in case of discord.
C1iAPT R NINTH.-G-NERAL PROVISIONS.

ART. 43. The lots adjudicated conforming to this law shall pass to the adjudicates
free of all encumbrance, the rights of the creditors of the subdivided property to
exercise the actions which the relative laws confer being saved to them.
ART. 44. The simulation of a contract of purchase-sale posterior to the promulgation of this law shall be adjudged as a direct act to evade compliance with the same
law, and the lands which are the object of the simulated contract shall be by deed
and by right for this sole circumstance subject to the same consequences as the great
estates not voluntarily subdivided by their owners.
ArT. 45. The difficulties which may be presented for the application of the present
aw shall be decided by the executive of the State.
TRANSITORY ARTICLES.

AaRTICL 1. The executive of the State is authorized to issue the necessary regulations for the application of this law, and to name the employees of the agrarian department.
Awr.2. This law shall be published by solemn proclamation (bando solemne) in
all the State on the 27th of July of the current year, entering into force from that date.
ART. 3. For the application of the present law all dispositions which oppose it are
declared without effect.
IParaphrss, tetehga
DEPARTMENT OP STATE

Washington, D. C., August 14, 1919.

AMERICAN EMBASSY,
iMetzc City.
2154. With reference to the agrarian law of the State of Sonora and the department's
telegram to you of July 16, you are instructed to bring to the attention of the Mexican
Government substantially the following:
That the law is ambiguous In many provisions as to the duties, rights, and obligations of the landowners thereunder-for example, the right of landowner to make
divisions of his lands by private arrangements, payment of lands expropriated by the
State, and the rights of creditors.
The provisions for fixing value of improvements violates article 117 of Mexican
constitution, which provides that value of improvements shall be fixed by judicial
determination and not by experts only, the form in which this provision provides.
It would appear that such a constitution of the board to pass upon the value of improvements does not meet with the demands of even-handed justice.
Thatthe measure provides for taking of property by purely arbitrary administrative
action without due process of law or judicial determination, which violates article
14,of the Constitution: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, property, possessions or rights without due process of law instituted before a duly created court,
in which the essential elements of procedure are observed."
It is believed that the safeguards provided by said provisions of article 14 prevail
generally throughout the world as in accordance with the general idea of justice and
.The act that wise safeguards of former article are just and equitable is not altered
by the apparent conflictbetween said provisions in article 14 and article 27 for administrative expropriation of private property.
The Government of the United States is constrained to renew its.protests against
the coming into force of the measure in question, in view of the considerations mentioned, on the ground of its ambiguity, that it isconfiscatory in character, and that it
makes no provlsione for due process of law and judicial determination. All rights
are reserved in making this protest.
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The Mexican Government is hereby advised that the American Government will
be forced to take up this question with the Mexican Government for international
adjustment and reparation in the event that absolute and even-handed justice is
denied American citizens after they have exhausted all proper local remedies.
LANSING.

lParaphrase telegram.

DEPARATsNT or

STATE,

Washinfton, D. C., August 14, 1919,
AMERICAN CONSUL,

Nogalee, Merio:
With reference to your dispatch No. 151, you are Instructed to inform the appro.
private State authorities that the American Embassy at Mexico City is to inform the
Mexican foreign office substantially as follows:
That the agrarian law of the State of Sonora is ambiguous in many provisions as to
the duties, rights, and obligat..ns of the landowners thereunder. For example, the
rights of landowners to make divisions of his lands by private arrangements, payments
of lands expropriated by the State, and the rights of creditors.
The provision for fixing value of improvements violates article of Mexican constitution which provides that value of improvements shall be fixed by judicial determination and not by experts only, the form in which this provision provides. It
would appear that such a constitution of the board to pass upon the value of improvements does not meet with the demands of even-handed justice. Article 117, Mexican
constitution.
That the measure provides for taking of property by purely arbitrary administrative
action, without due process of law or -udicialdetermination, which violates article 14
of the constitution,
eno
person-shall bedeprived of life, liberty, property, po=essions.
or rights without due process of law instituted before a duly created court, in which the
essential elements of procedure are observed."
It is believed that the safeguards provided by said provisions of article 14 prevail
generally throughout the world as in accordance with the general idea of justice and

equity.

The fact that wise safeguards of former article are just and equitable is not altered
by the apparent conflict between said provisions in article 14 and article 27 for administrative expropriation of private property.
The Government of the United States is constrained to renew its protests against
the coming into force of the measure in question, in view of the consideration mentioned, on the ground of its ambiguity, that it is confiscatory in character, and that it
makes no provision for due process of law and judicial determination. All rights
are reserved in making this protest.
The Mexican Government Is hereby advised that the American Government will be
forced to take up this question with the Mexican Government for international adjustment and reparation, in the event that absolute and evenhanded justice is denied
American citizens after they have exhausted all proper local remedies.
LANSINO.
AMERICAN CONSULATB,

ogales, Sonora, Mexico, September 21, 1919.
Subject: Governor of Sonora answers note of protest against new agrarian law.
The honorable the SECRETARY oP STATE, Wainglton.
Sia: I have the honor to inclose herewith the answer of the State Government to
my communication of August 14, 1919, transmitting the protest of the Department of
State against the new agrarian law of the State of Sonora.
Inasmuch as this is an important communication, I have had a copy made and
carefully compared, and I am inclosin the original, one compared copy of the same,
and a rough translation made in this office.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your meet obedient servant,
FANC
e J.DYsER, Amercfn Conset.
ITrMnslaton.l
(Seat.) Offce of the Secretary to the governor of the State of Sonora, section of
Government. No. 2737.
Replying to your note of the 15th instant, in which you say that under instructions
from your Government you permit yourself to call the attention of the Government in
my charge to the defects and unconstitutionality (referring to the Mexican consti.
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tution) of the Agrarian law of this State, passed by the State congress on the 234 of
last June, I wish to advise you as follows:
The points which you touch upon in your note on the subject are expressed as
follows:
1. The law isobscure and ambiguous.
2. It is contrary to article 117 of the general constitution of the Repub::c.
3. That in case the bonds to which the law refers are not paid, through negligence,
recourse will be had to the diplomatic methods.
4. That it violates article 27 of the general constitution which provides that the
value of the property must be fixed according to judicial determination.
6. That it also violates article 14 of the same constitution which prescribes that no
person shall be deprived of his life, of his liberty and property except by process of
law and before a competent tribunal.
6. That the law being confiscatory, protest is made against the execution of its
provisions with respect to American citizens affected by it, and that they will have
recourse to assistance, which is at their service if needed.
7. Finally, you warn this Government that in case justice is absolutel denied to
such citizens (that is to say, that if the law be applied to lands possessed by Americans) the Government of the United States will be compelled to take the matter up
with the Government of Mexico through the medium of an international tribunal for

repration.

Theo nature of the referred note being given and the manner in which it is couched,
the Government under my direction considers it pertinent and necessary to inform
you, first of all, that a State government is not competent to enter upon any discussion of this nature with representatives of foreign Governments, inasmuch as, accord.
ing to the fundamental law of the nation, judicial notice of these subjects is the exclusive prerogative of the President of the Republic.
Having made this reservation merely as a courtesy to you and in consideration of
the friendship and good relations which bind together the Alexcan Nation and the
United States, without establishing precedents and solely for this occasion, I will
permit m) aelf to give you some explanation of the justice and legality of all and each
onb of the points concerning which you have entered protest.
First point. You affirm that the agrarian law in force in this federative entity
suffers from the infliction of obscurity and ambiguity as to several of its dispositions,
but you did not indicate precisely which of those provisions were obscure and am.
biguous. In virtue of the fact that this executive holds a very different view to yours,
I must confine my explanations solely to those points particularly and definitely
.
indicated by you.
You say that the agrarian law does not provide for the compensation that ought to
be given to the owners of lands that are expropriated by the State, but it is enough to
read article 38 of the said law to see that "the value of the finca expropriated shall be
paid by the government of the State with bonds of the agrarian debt, which shall be

amortized in the time and in the form that the law on that sublectd provides." It is
necessary, then, to wait until the law to which article 38 refers is enacted in order to

be able to judge accurately re arding the matter of compensation. That those bonds
can be sasued is a matter which is answered in the next paragraph.
Second point. Although you do not indicate which one of the provisions (or sections)
of article 117 of the Federal constitution is the one that is violated by the plan laid
down for paying those whose lands may be expropriated, it is clear that you meant to
refer to VI II, which says textually:
"The States can not in any case issue bonds for public debt or contract obligations
in favor of societies or individual foreigners when the titles or bonds must be issued
to the bearer or transferable by indorsement. Moreover, the consul has not noticed
that article 27 of the same general constitution which bears precisely on the point of
dividing or breaking up the large tracts of land, expressly orders that the "proprietors
will be compelled to receive bonds of a special issue to guarantee the payment for the
expropriated properties that the General Congress withthat object would have to
make a law authorizing the States to create an agrarian debt."
Therefore, there is no opposition between the provisions of the agrarian law and
article 117 of the constitution, for the said constitution makes that exception to the
prohibitions that it imposes on the States in a general manner.
Third point. That in case of negligence in the payment of the bonds, American
citizens would be compelled to resort to diplomatic negotiations.
Leaving aside the threat of doubtful propriety that is made to the Government
under my charge without necessity or in consequence of violating anything, because
no (law or relaction)isyet in effect in execution of the pendig law; that is, the
formation of the agrarian debt to which article 38 refers, you will permit me to say to
you,tbat the foreigners, according to the laws and the principles of the judicial science,
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will not have any rights except to resort to local measures, the eme as the Mexican
nationals, and they could resort to diplomatic means only when they had exhauted
all of the legal resources in the country. the Government would not apply the law to
them in the same manner as to itsnationals, and to the most favored freiger in
accordance with the terms of treaty made with the United States, and thn if the
foreigner has not renounced the right to appeal to his Government. as wisely provided
by our constitutional law, when making special concessions to foreigners. like aequiring a foothold in national territory. (Art. 27 of the constitution of 1917. .
Fourth point. That it violates article 27 of the general constitution, which pre
is
scribes that the value of the property is to he fixed by judicial determination.
isanother error in your note, which I take the liberty of making plain: f there shall
be judicial determination when making expropriation of the land or lands which are
to be divided in accordance with the agrarian law of the State. Article 6 says: The
procedure of the expropriation will be carried on in accordance with the provW4or of
the law on the subject. Well, then. the law of expronation of the State of October
27, 1900, directs: "Article 8. Having made the declaration of public utility. The
record shall be referred to the judge of first instance in whose jurisdiction x located
the property expropriated, or whom the expropriated designates, if they happened
to be in different districts."
The other articles refer to the method of fixing the price of the expropriated property.
a matter which the judge will attend to. The procedure, then, is judicial. bin
conformity with the mandate in the same article 27 of the general constitution:
The laws of the federation and of the States in their respective jurisdictions will
determine the cases in which the occupation of private property will he of public
utility, and in accordance with said laws the administrative authority will make
esutable declaration. The price that will be fixed as indemnity for the thing expre
priated will be based on the fiscal value of it appearing in the offices of the tax colectors, and whether the value was declared by the owner or only tacitly accepted
by him having paid his contributions on such hasis, augmenting it by 10 per cent.
The excess in value which that particular property might have because of thbemprovements that were made suhbequent to the date upon which it was appraised will be
the only thing which will remain subject to expert judgment and to a judicial determination. This same procedure will be ohservcl with respect to objectswhoe value
had not been fixed in the offices of the public revenues. This general arrangement
is entirely in harmony with the provisions of article 42 of the ararian law. which
save: "When the division is made by the Government. the value of each hectare
will be fixed or accepted in the tax offices, with 10 per cent added, including also the
value of the improvements and the expenses proportionaly apportioned to the subdivisions. The value of the improvements will be fixed by appraisers one named
by the proprietor, another by the grantee and a third who will be nominated by the
Government in case of disagreement." Furthermoret the same article 27 expr sly

enjoins the following precepts: "During the coming constitutional period the

will
ridctio
Congress of the Union and the State legislature in their spre
conforming
expedite laws for the carrying out of the cutting up of the ig propti
with the following bases:
(a) In each State and Territory will be determined the greatest area of land which
may be owned by one individual or one legally constituted society.
(b)The excess above the area determined upon shall be subdivided by the proprietorin the time fixed by the local laws, and tIe fractional parts will be put on le
under the condition that the various Governments approve, according to the ame
laws.
(e)If the owner should refui to divide his property, it would be done by the Government, by means of expropriation.
(d) The value of the fractional portions will be paid byannual sums,wich will
amortize capital and proceeds in a term not less than twenty years, daurig which
time the person who bought it can not dispose of it. The rate of interest will not

exceed 6 per cent yearly.

(e) The proprietor will be compelled to accept bonds of a special debt to guarantee
will
the payment of the expropriated property. With this aim the National Cotgr
at an early date enact a law giving the States the power to create an agrarian aw.
prop
much
ding
bow
dec
patrimony,
the
family
guarantee
() The local laws will
erty it should comprise, on the basis that it will be Inalienable, and will not be subje
to seizure or mortgage of any kind. Itwill not then in any way be contrary tothe
the
forms prescribed by the law nor to the manner in which the payments are made
expropriated lands, and as it is applied equally to all, cttzes and strangers, the latter
have no right to appeal to their Governments, because they are under nece.ty of
obeying and respecting the laws of the country which extends to them hospitality.
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Fifth point. That is also violates article 14 of the same Constitution which provides
that no person shall be deprived of his life, of his liberty, and property except by legal
judgment and by a competent tribunal,
Having read the foregoing fourth point there remains not the least doubt that in no
respect does the agrarian law violate that part cited from article 14 to which you allude.
In fact, when depriving individuals of their properties for the purpose of dividing
them into small parcels, the expropriation is decreed primarily on the score of public
utility; this declaration being made, it goes to some competent judge (his qualifice
tions being stated in the law itself) for the determination of the price. All this is
in entire conformity with the postuladoe of that beneficent article of our Constitution,
which you believe itv violates, ft may be because you did not make a deeper study of the
concordance of both laws.
Sixth point. The conclusion that the said agrarian law may be confiscatory or of a
confiscatorial nature is entirely a question pertaining to tho e concerned or affected
by it, who will do well, If they so decide, to seek aid, which is the legal recourse
that the inhabitants of the Republic have to protect themselves from abuses of the
laws or the authorities that attack or presume to trample under foot, their individual
privileges. It is righteous that they should proceed so, so that the Supreme Court of
Justice of the Nation, the one supreme qualified judge of the constitutionality or un.
constitutionality of an act may dictate as it sees fit the determination reached in each
concrete case that is brought to its official knowledge.
Seventh point. The Government in my charge feels that the American consul has
gone to the extreme challenge when, as already has been said, the law has not been
applied nor the enabling laws dictated (creation of the agrarian debt, rules, etc.) that
would present an impending menace warranting the tone of his note, all the more
when a more detailed study of the agrarian law in question might have changed his
excellent and illustrious judgment, for the Government feels that the foregoing ex.
planations are clear and entirely sustained by justice.
In order to bring to a close this extended note, I take the privilege to add that, on
treating of such delicate points as trying to make a country change the legislation that
It wants to have executed in its own jurisdiction the authorities of the other nations
have no right to Intervene as you yourself may be able to see, Mr. Consul, in the
authors of the International laws whose literary texts do not allow me to cite, either
in the space or in the character of this note, which is merely explanatory and which
serves to efface prejudices and misunderstandings, creating good relations between the
foreigners that inhabitthis State or have property in it, and the authorities of the same,
who on giving out laws such as the one treated of, have not wanted to attack the rights
of the foreigners nor mike their situation difficult, but rather to follow ideals of justice
in behalf of which the natives and foreigners have to sacrifice part of their interests for
the general good.
I will now take this opportunity to mention to you that President Wilson himself,
on commenting about bexlico, when the two parties, Villistas and Carrancistas, were
active, expressly declared that the United States would aid the party that would
give more guarantee to carry out the ideals of the Meoxican revolution and one of those
ideals, one of the most far-reaching, is relative to the division of farge estates that
make the-immense majority of our farmers change Into slaves worse than those of the
feudal age.
In othb words, I have already shown that knowledge or recognition of these matters
is a function of the Federal Government, and that it will know how to find a legal and
dignified solution of conflicts of this nature that arise.
Your note being answered, and hoping that you will see in the present one a sincere
wish of acknowledgment, it affords me pleasure to present to you my distinguished
consideration.
Constitutions and Reforms, Hermosillo, Sonora, September 13, 1919.
Anotuo DE LA HUERTA,
Oovernor.
El Oficial 1/o.E. del D. General.

At SENOR FRANCIa J. DYER,

M. PINA.

Consul Amridano en Nogates, Sonora.
DEPARTMENT OP STATE,

Woas.ngton, Norember 18, 1919.
DEAR 8ENATOR FALL: My memorandum of yesterday will convey to you that I do
not share completely the conviction that something definite is now likely to be done
in the Mexican situation.
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The new developments (evidence, etc.), which are available to your committee,
may be regarded as of a character rather more startling than the usual run of facts
in similar instances. Even so, it is a question whether the cabinet and Congress
would regard it as sufficient to precipitate a situation in respect of Mexico which
might be fraught with more serofus consequences than that which now confronts us.
Should Congress adjourn within a few days, it is conceivable that the new evidence
might be used as well after the new session and thus give you a chance to get more of a
much needed rest. I do not wish to be considered as doing a thing, or be
disposed
to do a thing, to delay action for a moment. Having been through simi r flurries
before, I merely wonder whether this is the final one, which it is presumed, inevitably
will come.
Very truly, yours,
B.O.
Hon. A. B. FAL,,
TAree Rirers Merico.
For the press:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
August 14, 1919.

In view of the long series of murders and outrages of American citizens in Mexico,
culminating in the murder of Peter Catron in San Luis Potosi last month, and the perpetration of other acts in disregard of American lives and property, the American
Embassy at Mexico City, on July 22, by direction of the Secretary of State, made
the following representations to the Mexican Government:
Misxrco Crry, July 22, 1919.
SIR: With reference to the embassy's note dated July 16, 1919, relative to the
murder of Peter Catron near Valles, San Luis Potosi, on or about July 7 last, I have
the honer to inform you that I am now under telegraphic instructions from my Government to urge upon the Mexican Government the capture and punishment of those
responsible for this murder and the adoption of adequate measures to prevent a
recurrence of the murder of American citizens.
I am also instructed to state that should the lives of American citizens continue
to remain unsafe and these murders continue by reason of the unwillingness or inability of the Mexican Government to afford adequate protection, my Government
may be forced to adopt a radical change in its pillcy with regard to .Mexico.
Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
GEOROB T, SUMMERLI,

Charge d'Affaires.
The Mexican reply, dated July 28, signed by Salvador Die -Fernandez, in charge
of the department olf foreign relations, and dated July 28, follows:
"Mr. (ARes
r'AFFAIRES: The note which your honor was pleased to send me on'
the 22d instant advised me of the instruction which you had received to notify this
department that if the lives of the citizens of the United States in Mexico continued
in a state of insecurity, and if murders should continue because of the unwillingness
or inability of the Mexican Government to give adequate protection, the Government
of the Unfted States would be compelled to adopt a radical change in its policy with
regard to Mexico.
"In reply I have the honor to state that the fact that offenses against the lives of
citizens of the United States have occurred in the territory of the Republic can not
be notoriously attributed to unwillingness to give protection. The willingness to
furnish this protection has been expressed repeatedly, and the material difficulties In
the way of fulfilling a promise, supposing that it is not fufilled, should not be confused with unwillingness to do so, especially as this willingness had been demon.
strated by acts.
"Moreover, if we consider the protection of human life
in absolute terms, that is to
say if in every case and wherever a citizen of the United States may be within Mexican
territory he should enjoy special and effective protection to a degree such that his life
may never be placed in danger it is not possible for the Government of Mexico to do
this because so perfect a condition of security exists nowhere; with all the more reason
is this true considering the great territorialextent of the Republic, its scanty population and the difficult conditions which prevail after a long civil war.
"The Government of Mexico has always endeavored as far as possible to give full
security to the lives of foreigners as well as of its nationals, but the fact s that foreigners
through ignorance, the lack of prudence, or rash eagerness for profit, venture to remain
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or to travel in dangerous regions, thereby incurring the risk of becoming the victims of
offenses and even trusting to escape offenses because of their being foreigners.
"It should be remember, moreover, that always when the Government of Mexico
has had knowledge of an offense it has pursued the presumably guilty parties. The
pursuit in such a case surely is not the same as that ordinarily made in cities in the
case of ordinary crimes because the circumstances are different in a populous
community.
"In the latter it is relatively easy to identify the guilty party, while in uninhabited
places the band which committed the offense is located and pursued, is overtaken and
as many as possible are killed without generally being able to identify the really guilty
party, because even within the band of offenders itself it is impossible to determine as
might be supposed which projectile of a volley caused a murder. The recent Correll
case proves that the Mexican Government following this procedure, which is the only
possible one, is displayinthe greatest activity because immediately after this murder
it was reported forcesleft in pursuit of the band and killed four of the villains.
"The Mexican Government has been constantly preoccupied with the pacification
of the Republic and as a first step has destroyed the principal rebel groups and has
conquered the most notorious leaders as is demonstrated by the conclusion of the
recent Villa movement, the death of Zapata, of Blanquet, and Inez Avila, without
mentioning the operations against groups of minor importance A necessary cone.
quence of this progress in the labor of pacification is the existence of some bands, the
weak remains of the large groups.
"The Mexican Government has been, and continues, animated by the best of inten.
tons, to eliminate all those difficulties which might disturb its good relations with the
Government of the United States and has so proven on repeated occasions. If the
Government of the United States wishes its citizens to enjoy greater protection, the
Mexican Government, anxiously desiring as ever a good understanding between both
Governments, suggests the desirability that citizens of the United States concentrate
in the populous places where complete guarantees may be offered them and that these
citizens, when they find it necessary to visit the dangerous zones, request sufficient
forces for their protection, which will be furnished by the Mexican authorities.
"In the Tampico region the paymasters of the petroleum companies have been
offered escorts to accompany them for the safe transportation of funds, and the companies have refused on the pretext that the presence of the escort precipitates the
attack of the rebels or that the individuals of the escort do not conduct themselves
properly. These are unfounded assertions. Moreover the relation which has existed
between those same petroleum companies and th . rebels is notorious, it being also
suspected that there may have been cases in which the paymasters were in accord
with the supposed assailants. The Mexican Government, in order to demonstrate
once more its willingness to furnish complete protection, has already formally promised
to reimburse the sums which might be taken from the paymasters notwithstanding
the presence of the escort, and if this last offer is not accepted the consequences will
be the exclusive fault of those same interested parties.
"I believe I have made clear the true situation and the possibility of the Mexican
Government giving daily increasing means of protection to life and property as it
evidently has done and its undeniable desire to secure every class of guarantees
within the national territory. In view of these facts, the menace embraced in your
note has eurDrised the Mexican Government, all the more so since it seems strange
that it should be exacted that even in depopulated regions human life should be
protected in a more perfect manner than in the most populous cities of the most
cultured countries where bloody crimes often occur without the respective governments
thereby becoming the object of severe observations."
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Norembar 1, 1919.
Secretary of State Lansing made a statement to-day to make clear the Government's
attitude on the question of responsibility of Mexico for the safety of Americans in
that country. This statement, made in response to inquiries of newspaper correspond.
ents in connection with the case of William 0. Jenkins, the American consular agent
at Puebla, Mexico, follows:
"The news apers, in connection with the Jenkins kidnapping case made it appear
that I had asad that Americans in Mexico had no greater rights to protection than
Mexicans. I regret that the context of my comments were not given in full because
it would have shown that I was referrnig to a condition in which the Mexican authorities had employed every means which they possessed or should have possessed to
protect the lives and property of aliens in a Mexican community. If the authorities
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failed to provide means of protection or to use such means the statement attributed
to me would not apply.
"To avoid being misunderstood as to this Government's interpretation of the rule
of international law on the subject of responsibility on the part of bfexico for the
safety of Americans in that country I make the following statement:
"While in general there ispresumed to be no difference between the rights of
aliens and the rights of natives to be treated fairly and justly under local laws and by
the local authorities nevertheless should the operation of the local laws or the acts
of commission or omission by local authorities result in injustice to Americans or lack
of adequate protection of their lives or property itisthe privilege as well as the right
of this Government, under international iaw by diplomatic intervention to see to
it that justice is accorded to its citizens and their rights given proper protection.
"The reason for this is that, when a condition of political unrest and lawlessness
exists such as obtains in certain parts of Mexico, aliens being denied proper protection
by the authorities must rely on their Government, operating through diplomatic
channels to obtain justice and security. This is a general statement and the basis
of the policy followed by this Government, though it is necessarily subject to modification in particular cases.
"It should be borne in mind, however, that the accepted law and practice of nations
is that, as a rule, it must be shown that a foreign government is responsible for injustice
done to aliens or that its constituted authorities are negligent in protecting their
lives and property, before liability is incurred."
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Xorember 20, 1919.
The Department of State to-day sent a note to the Mexican foreign ollco through
the American Embassy at Mexico City, calling for the immediate release of William
O. Jenkins, the American consular agent at Puebla.
The note, which is based on the rearrest of Consular Agent Jenkins at Puebla, points
out that the United States Government is "surprised and incensed" to learn of the
reimprisonment of Mr. Jenkins, particularly inview of the suffering and losses already
sustained by him in connection with his kidnapping through lack of protection by
the Mexican authorities and in connection with his first arrest by Mexican officials.
The note expressed the view, based on the information in the possession of the
Department of State, that his rearrest is absolutely arbitrary and unwarranted, and
warns the Mexica'n Government that further molestation of the consular agent will
seriously affect the relations between the United States and Mexico, for which the
Government of Mexico must assume sole responsibility.
DEPARTMENT oF STATE,

November £1, 1919.
The following statement submitted to the Department of State by William O.
Jenkins, the American consular agent at Puebla, regarding his recent kidnapping, is
for immediate publication.
"PUBBLA, MEXICO, November 7, 1919.
"J EPH W. Rows, Fsq.,
"Vice Consul in Charge, Amercan Consulate Geeral, Mexico.
"SIR: In compliance with your instructions of the 4th instant, I beg to make the
following report on my recent experience in being kidnapped by a rebel band of this.
State:
"On Sunday night, October the 19th, about 9 o'clock, upon leaving my apartment
to make a short inspection of the premises, as is my custom before retiring, I was
attacked by five men, all armed with pistols, and was told by the leader that if I
made any resistance or sound, I would be immediately killed. Knowing the desperate
character of such men, and with the odds completely against me, 1 considered it
useless to attempt any resistance, and was searched for weapons, none being found,
and then my hands were tied. I thought that these men were mere robbers, as there
had recently been in this city, as well as in SMexlco, innumerable cases of holdups,
and I thought that I was dealing with one of these bands. It is well to state that my
residence is located in the southern extremity of this city adjoining my cotton mill
here and the residence and mill occupy. an entire block, therefore Ido not have any
neighbors nearer than one street away. However my residence is not any great dis.
tance away from the heart of the city, as Puebla, although a city of about 125,000
inhabitants, does not cover a very great extension of ground, and my place is only
seven cross streets, from the principal street of the city, or a distance of about six
hundred meters.
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"Upon having my hands tied I was told by the leader of the bandits to accompany
them to the office, and there, the keys to the sates were taken from my pocket, and
the entire contents of two safes was robbed, consisting of the sum of 50,263 pesos and
65 cents, Mexican gold and silver coin, as well as two wrist watches, worth about
150 pesos, one pistol worth 25 pesos, one rifle worth 25 pesos, and I discovered later
that they had also taken one watchman's pistol worth 60 pesos and one watchman's
clock worth 110 pesos, so that my total loss from the robbery was $50,623.65, 50,623
peaos and 65 cents, Mexican gold.
"It will be understood that in this city there are no banks where money can be
deposited, as the Government confiscated all the banks long ago, and until the present
time no private banks have been established here, and it is therefore necessary that
every business man be his own banker, keeping in his own safe whatever money he
may have on hand, It isalso known that there is no paper money at present, and all
money at present circulating isin coin. It is pertinent to mention that there was the
sum of 105 pesos Mexican gold of consular funds in the money taken from my sates
and that the office of the consular agency isin the same room as my private office;
therefore it may be property stated that the safes were in the office of the consular
agency.
"Ae soon as the money had been taken from the safes the leader of the band dis.
patched two of the men with the money, and I neither saw nor heard of them again.
I was then informed by him that I was to be taken, which was my first intimation
that I was to be kidnapped, and I used every possible argument to dissuade him from
that intention, explaining to him that my father had ust suffered an apoplectic
stroke, and that any great worry would probably prove fatal to him' that my wife
was not well and could not stand any great nervous shock; that he had already taken
an enormous sum of money from me and that I was not in a position to pay any further
ransom. He immediately replied that as far as the payment of any further ransom
was concerned I need not worry about it, as he did not want my money, but that he
wanted the Mexican Government to pay, not only the ransom that he would demand
but the money that he had taken from my safes as well, and that it was absolutely
necessary for him to carry me away, on account of the fact that he desired to give a
severe blow to the actual Government and could only do that by taking some one
with an official character. and that he felt sure the United States Government would
exact of the Mexican Government immediate reparation for all loss. I tried to ex*
plain to him that he was in error and that it would be very difficult, if not entirely
m
.possble,
to make the Mexican Government pay any ransom; that such a proceeding
would be very long and tedious, and that in the meanwhile I, an Ihnocent subject of
plans, would suffer greatly and probably lose my life. He was very
political
his
profuse in his explanations that he meant no harm to me personally and had nothing
at all against me, but that it was indispensable to carry away a "consul" to make his
blow be properly felt. Seeing the futility of further argument, I requested that he
allow me to speak to my wife, which he very reluctantly permitted, and only after I
had posted out to him that his own plans would be facilitated by her knowing what
had happened to me and being able to act more intelligently as regards my ransom.
My wife during this time was in our apartments with my sister, and of course knew
absolutely nothing as to what was going on.
"The leader of the band accompanied me. with his pistol constantly covering my
body, to apoint from which Icould call my wife. and having called her he immediately
made me return to the office, where we awaited her coming. When she came, I
explained to her as best Icould, considering the state of her excitement and my own,
what had happened, and what the men proposed to do, and she united her pleas with
my own to the leader of the band, that I not be carried off, offering him ever, thing
we had that he wanted, if he would desist from that intention, but it was entirely
useless, as he repeated to her what he had told me: that his principal idea was to give
a blow to the Government, and that this could only be effected by carrying me off in
person. At my wife's request, my hands were untied, but it was impossible for me
to make any defense, as the three remaining men held their pistols in constant readi.
ness to shoot, and I knew that any effort on my partto make a defense would certainly
be the death of myself or my wife, and probably both of us.
"The leader of the bandits then ordered my wife to call up the British vice consul
here, Mr,William Hardaker, an intimate friend of ours, saying thathe also wanted to
carry him with me, but my wife replied that Mr. Hardaker was in Mexico, and the
bandit said no more on the subject. But it is evident that it was his intention to
carry Mr. Hardaker with me. It Is probable that he intended making me call Mr.
Hardaker, for it was certainly not his intention to allow my wife to come to the office,
but after she had come he very likely considered it better that she call him, and not
that I do it. I have since learned that on that night there were several suspicious
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people immediately around .fr. lHardaker's house, and it is quite possible that it was
their intention to capture him on his leaving his house, ashe also lives inthe extreme
eastern limit of the city. The leader of the band had his face covered with a red
handkerchief, so that it was difficult to form an intelligent idea as to his appearance,
but from later knowledge I am absolutely certain that he was Federico Co rdoba, one
of the most daring and intelligent of allthe rebel leaders that infest this region.
"When my wife and I saw the impossibility of avoiding my being carried off, I gave
her brief instructions to what she should do; she requested permission to bring my
overcoat, which was granted, and I was immediately taken from my home and conducted on foot to a lonely street behind the general hospital of the city, situated at
some distance from my home, but in the same general section. To arrive at this place
we had to pass through several streets, but as the city had very poor police service,
we saw no police at all, and I was unable to make any effort to escape especially so as
upon leaving my house my arm was tied to the arm of the leader, and I could not get
away. The leader and I went in front, and the two other men followed immediately
behind me. At the street mentioned, or rather a road, for it is not an open street, we
found other men waiting, and after a hurried conversation between them and the leader
I was blindfolded, turned around several times to make me lose the sense of direction,
and then we traveled on foot for a considerable length of time, more than a half hour,
I think where we found other men with horses, and I was mounted on a horse, my
legs tied to the stirrup leathers, and with myreyes completely covered, we started out.
My horse wasled by the rider in front. Re traveled all night,over a good road for a
while, but afterwards over very rough country and about 5 o'clock in the morning we
stopped, my eyes were unbound, and I found myself amidst a very rough and mountainous country surrounded by low mountains, so that it was impossible for me to see
any landmark from which I could judge my position. But as it seemed very cold to
me I judged that I had been carried to one of the neighboring volcanoes near Puebla,
and thought that itwas the Malintzl, a large mountain to the northeast of the city.
However, this idea was banished later on by the fact that during the day itwas very
warm, and on account of so many mosquitoes, from which I deducted that I must be
lower than I at first thought.
"Iwas kept busy that day (Monday) in a small cave guarded by six men, but among
them I was unable to recognize the leader of the band who had captured me.
"I was allowed to write to my wife, which I did, and delivered the letter to the man
in charge of my guard, whom the men called 'Coronel,' and I presume that he was one
of Cordoba's confidential men, and have reason to think he was Cordoba's brother,
from later information.
"I was of course very anxious to know where I was, and who my captors were, but
in reply to my inquiry a to my whereabouts, I was informed that I was in the mountains, and as to the identity of my captors, I was told that it was "Men of Caraveo."
As Marcelo Caraveo is one of the most prominent of all the rebel leaders, I could not
know if they were telling the truth or merely deceiving me, but decided on the latter,
as I had not heard of Caraveo being near this region lately,
owever, later developments prove that it was true, as Cordoba belongs to the division of Caraveo and they
both depend directly on Pelez, the rebel leader near Tampico.
"When I first arrived at the cave mentioned I saw in the low mountain just across
from the cave quite a number of armed and mounted men, probably about 100. I
believe that they belonged to this same band, though 1 am not sure about it, nor
did I ever see them again, as they left soon after my arrival there. I was kept in the
cave that day and that night, but on tuesday morning about 2 o'clock my guards
and I mounted on hore and traveled for several hour again, my eyes again covered,
and I was unable to judge the direction traveled. About daylight we arrived at the
spot indicated for our next camp, and this time it was out in the open, on the side of a
mountain and at the foot of a steep cliff, where I was hidden in the low shrubbery
growing there. I was changed again on Wednesday morning and again on Friday
morning, always moving just before day. I soon formed the conclusion that I was
being hidden from other rebel bands, as every precaution was taken to not allow me
to be seen, as well as the guards always hid themselves on the approach of anyone.
Numerous natives were gathering wood from time to time near our hiding places, as
well as charcoal burners but great care was taken that we be not seen. I saw from
time to time numerous bands of mounted men riding around on the mountains, and
also many camp fires at night, from which I infer that the region is completely full
of rebels.
"On Tuesday night it rained all night, and Iwas in the open and had no protection
whatever from'the rain. I was completely soaked, and on Wednesday morning did
the best I could to dry my clothes in the sun. This same thing happened on Wednesday and Thursday nights, and on Thursday night I began to suffer severe pains from
rheumatism in my right leg.
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"This rapidly grew worse, and on Saturday I was in a most deplorable state, being
unable to arise from the
pund,and suffering constantly the most excruciating pain
from my leg. I was unable to eat or sleep and began to have fever. Also the mosqu
toes troubled me excessively, to such an extent that my face, neck, and hands were

very swollen. For two days my left eye was swollen almost shut, but this might
have been from the bite of some other insect. The guards did not treat me roughly,
but did what they could, but as they had nothing to give me I was unable to get any
relief of any kind. In fact, I did not even have water to drink as these men are all
accustomed to drink out of the puddles found in the fields and roads, and I was not
able to drink this water very well. I often suffered from actual thirst. The repeated
wetting suffered by us all did not apparently affect them, and I suppose that they are

used to it. Of course, we all passed the nights lying on the ground, with a blanket
for a hed and fortunately I had my overcoat for cover. During this time I had frequent talks with the coronel who guarded me, and until I was taken ick we discussed
the press reports of my kidnapping, as we always received the Puebla papers the same
day, and he was very angry that the Mexican Government did not at once offer to
pay the 300,000 peso that 'he demanded for my ransom.
ly captor had Indicated
to me and to my wifo in my office, before cary ing me away, that he would exact this
ransom for my liberty. Ile said thathe would hold me until they did, and repeated to
me that he did not rant me to pay 1 cent, but that the Government must pay. At
that time I was not positive whether the "coronel" was the man who had entered
my home or not, on account of being much taller and heavier than I had judged my
captor to be. I failed to mention also that before I was carried away from my home,
the leader told me and my wife that I would be immediately killed if any attempt
was made to follow them or to attack them while I was held prisoner, and, of course,
my wife's first efforts were to prevent any persecution being made until 1 was released.
'This was secured with difculty, as the authorities wanted to at once give pursuit
to the bandits, but fortunately it was avoided, and my life was thus saved, as 1 would
have undoubtedly been killed in such a case.
"The coroner told me to tell my wife this in my letters, which I did. Ile also
during the days I was with him, instructed me.to write my wife to hurry as much as
possible the arrangement of the ransom, and gave me a copy of certain conditions that
he said had been sent to my wife, in which it was stated that unless the money was
paid by a certain date, I would be shot.
S"During this time, my friends had been very active to discover my whereabouts,
finding great difficulty in doing this on account of the fact that I myself did not know
where I was, and on account of the fact that the rebel Cordoba did not want it known
that he had me prisoner.
"However due to my intimate friend, Senor Lie. Eduardo Mestre, I was finally
located, on the Friday following my capture, and on that day, Lie. Mestre in a conversation with Cordoba in his camp, secured the admission from Cordoba that he was
holding me. I knew absolutely nothing of all this, as up to this time Frederico
Cordoba had not presented himself to me, but on Saturday afternoon, October the
26th Cordoba himself came to where I was held in compamy with Lie. Mestre, and I
talked with him for the first time.
"He repeated to me in the presence of Lie. Mestre what he had said the night of
my capture, and what the "coronel" had told me many times that he regretted baking
to cause me so much trouble and suffering, but that he himself was only an intermediary, and could not alter the conditions of my ransom, and that it was impossible
to release me for lees than the sum of 300,000 pesos Mexican gold. As Lie. Mestre
saw the deplorable condition in which I was at that time, and as I myself felt that I
would not be able to live much longer without medical attention as my leg was grow.
ing worse all the time I told Lie. Mostre that something would have to be done, and
while I had reelsted the idea of paying the ransom still I agreed to it, in view of my
grave condition, Lie. Mestre explained to Cordoba the impossibility of raising such
an enormous sum on such short notice, as well as the inconvenience of trying to bring
out such an amount of money in gold as Cordoba had demanded pointing out to him
that the weight of the gold would be about 600 pounds, and offering to pay the money
in the form, time and place that Cordoba desired,. Also it was pointed out to Cordoba
that in case of my death, no ransom could be collected, and -he himself saw that I
was very ill, LAc. Mestre desired to carry me with him at once, but Cordoba flatly
refused such an idea, but after leaving me, he and Lie. iMestre agreed that he would
deliver me the next day against the payment of at least 30,000 pesos in gold, all the
drafts that could be secured, and a document signed by friends of mine responding
with their lives for the payment of this balance.
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"The visit of Lie. Mestre was the first time that I knew exactly where I was, or in
whose hands I was,'although I had formed an approximate idea as to my location
before. Cordoba passed the night with me that night, and probably seeing I was
very ill,
on Sunday morning early, he set out with me in the direction of Puebla. I
had to be tied to my horse to keep from falling and at times the pain in my leg was so
intense that I alnost fainted. We traveled about three hours arriving at a point
called "The Dam," where we waited until . o'clock in the afternoon. I thought
that I was waiting for my friends to come for me, but it developed later that Cordoba
had not brought me to the place where Lie. Mestre was to come with the money, but
to a point quite distant, and we were waiting for advice to come that the money had
been paid, or was ready to be paid. At 3 o'clock in the afternoon, a messenger came
to Cordoba and he then advised me that my ransom had been satisfied and that 1
was free. He assisted me to a house down by the dam, where there was a telephone
with Puebla, and I advised my friends where I was, and they immediately sent for
me. Cordoba stayed with me until he knew that I was being sent for and then left.
My friends sent for me immediately, and I arrived in Puebla about 6 o'clock on Sun.
day night, October the 26th. I was taken to the American Hospital here, where my
wife was ill, and remained there a week and was then removed to my home. I am
recovering rapidly from the effects of my experience and hope to be entirely well in
a few daysve.
" Lie. Mlestre waited at another point for Cordoba until late in the afternoon, when
he finally arrived, and paid on account of my ransom the sum of 34,000 pesos in Mexican gold 20,000 pesos in drafty, or a total of 54,000 pesos in cash, lie also delivered
to Cordoba a written obligation, by the terms of which five of my friendsrosponded
with their lives for the payment of the rest of the ransom money, which document
Cordoba accepted as cash, and he extended a receipt for the entire 300,000 pesoe, as
well as for the sum of approximately 60,000 pesos that he had taken from my safes.
"Since my release further pay ments have been made on account of the balance due,
and total payments now approximate 100,000 pesos. It is my intentions to make
arrangements as beat 1 can for the immediate payment of all the balance due and
recover the document that was extended to Cordoba, thus releasing my friends from
the great responsibility they have assumed. Ifeel absolutely certain that any failure
to comply with the obligations of that document would result in the immediate death
of these friends and mveelf, as it is well known that the rebels can with all ease perpetrate most any crime that they desire.
"It is proper to say that the government of this State did not assist in any practical
way to my release, for while they did arrest many people and create a great stir by
their apparent activities, they did nothing at all of a practical nature, and their
activities served more as a disturbance than as an assistance. My release was due
to my own friends here. I feel that thees men have been instrumental in saving
my life, for it is due to their efforts that . as reached in time and ransomed when
found
"I will not say that the payment of this ransom and the money taken from my
safe will result in any financial disaster to me, for I have property that is worth more,
but it has placed me in an exceedingly critical condition for the moment, inasmuch
as I do not have the money to make these payments, and I am therefore attempting
to borrow the money for the moment and make the payment and then repay it as I
am able to sell some property to pay it back. If I am unable to borrow the money
I will be unable to comply with the obligation, as I have no way of realizing this
amount of cash on short notice.
"It is worthy of attention to take note of the attitude of the State government
of Puebla assumed towards this incident, for almost immediately after my capture
the official paper of the governor published the opinion that I had been instrumental
in my own kidnapping, and that I had formed a plot with the rebels and other friends
of mine to cause international difficulties. Also that it was the intention to collect
thiseransom from the Mexican Government and divide it, etc. It is impossible to
express my indignation at this outrage on the part of the local authorities, and they
have persisted in persecuting me in every way possible until a few days ago. Even
while I was in the hospital, unable to see anyone, the judge in charge of the case in
repeated instances, attempted to cause me trouble, and it was only by the stand taken
by the director of the hospital that I was not annoyed. I am glad to say that the
best element of this city has recognized in these attacks only an effort on the part
of thegovernor to avoid the responsibility of his criminal neglect of the protection
of the city, and it is a source of much satisfaction to me to have received assurances
from thousands of people here in this city and from other places as well that the
governor's plan is well understood.
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"I will say in this connection that I am not, nor have ever been, an enemy of the
governor, but on the contrary have always been on the very beet of terms with him,
and have been able during his term to render him valuable assistance at different
times. This makes his action the more repugnant. It is believed that it was the
intention of the authorities to arrest me, for they tried by every means to get me
removed from the hospital to my home, and even resorted to having an examination
made of my person by a corps of medical men of the city to determine if I could be
removed.
"I accepted this examination only because I wanted to show the greatest willing.
ness to assist them in their investigation, but their own doctors were forced to sign a
report declaring that I was ill and could not under any circumstances be removed for
the moment.

"I have given all the declarations asked for, and stand ready to give any further
information that may be required of me.

"Even my friends have been persecuted, and Lie. Mestre, who was so instrumental
in saving my life, has been arrested on trumped.up charges, and has actually been
declared 'worthy of imprisonment,' and is out on bond.
"It is needless to say that I am assisting him in every way possible and will continue to do so until he isfree from further trouble.
"I wish to say that I have always taken proper precautions for the protection of my
home, and have a watchman during the whole night but on the night of my capture
the watchman had been overpowered and tied previous to the attack on me. I was
told while in the mountains that they had gained access to my house by one of their
men slipping into the factory on Sunday morning and hiding until night, when he
assisted the others to enter. It is also in order for me to say that before this incident
this city was not properly protected as all the roads into the city were without guards
and the rebels were free to come and go as they liked.
"I was told by them that they frequently came into the city on horseback in groups
of four and five without suffering the least molestation.
"They always stated to me that it would have been easy for them to capture the
city, but they recognized the fact that they did not have sufficient elements to hold
it, and for that reason had not attacked the place.

"My home and the whole section in which I live has always lacked sufficient police
protection and before this incident the nearest policeman was five streets from my

house. Naturally, the rebels had no fear from that source. I am asking for better
protection in the future.

"A very important matter is that, although the local government could hardly be
restrained from sending troops out immediately to punish my captors when they
learned of my capture, they have made the slightest effort to do so since I returned
12 days ago, although they have been incited to do so, but excuse themselves by
aygng that they will do so.

"The rebels are only a few miles distant- they have been there for months and
years: they lant, cultivate, and gather their crops entirely unmolested; the whole
countryide is with then and yet the Government apparently makes no effort to
drive them away and give decent protection to this city. There are In the immediate
vicinity of this city not less than a half dozen important bands of rebels, all of them
well known to the Government, and no determined effort has ever been made to fight
them. This is the situation as it is to-day of this city.
"My entire loss in this matter has been about as follows (Mexican gold):
"Ransom paid and to be paid ....................................... $300,000.00

"Money and effects stolen from office............................
"Money taken from my docket.....................................

"Hospital fees for
or mysel and wife.................................
"Expenses for telegrams.......................................

"Expense for messengers to mountains................................
"Expenses for automobiles and coaches..............................
"Expense Li. Mestre while in Puebla................
....
"Tobe paid to lawyers in his defense, as well as remuneration for himself, as he is a poor man..........................................

"Total .......................................................

50,523.65
122.00
320.00
435. 20

170. 00
650.00

121.00

5,000.00
357, 341.91"

The following is the text of the Mexican Government's reply, dated November

28, 1919, to the American note of November 20 regarding case of William 0. Jenkins,
the American consular agent at Puebla.
"Mr. CHARO n'AFFAIREs: I am instructed by the President of the Republic to
reply in the form in which I am doing to note No. 1533 of November 20, which you
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addressed to the Mexican Government under instructions from the Department of
State of the United States.
"1 must not conceal from you that the attention of the Mexican Government has
been called strongly to the fact that no legal foundation no principle or precedent of
international law, and not even a reason were invoked in demanding the immediate
liberty of Mr. Jenkins who, as you know, is at the present moment placed under the
authority of a judge in the city of Puebla. The Mexican Government does not see
what foundation there may be for such a demand; itbelieves that it may not be solely
the strength of the country which makes it, inasmuch as the United States has char.
acterized itself by its desire expressed on various occasions that right'and justice
should be the motto of its diplomacy and respect for weak countries the basis of its
international relations on the continent; and prefers to attribute the terms of the note
to which I reply to an imperfect knowledge of our penal laws.
'IThe imprisonment of Mr. Jenkins is neither unjustified nor arbitrary as your note
asserts, he himself having rendered and signed contradictory testimonies concerning
the abduction of which he was the victim. The judge has had sufficient cause for
supposing him to be responsible for the crime of rendering false judicial testimony,
and this has merited his imprisonment. However, this imprisonment does not in
itself signify that Mr. Jenkins is culpable, as this can only be established by a final

judgment.

.,You are aware that in Mexican penal procedure there are three classes of im.
prisonment: The preventive, when it is suspected that a person is criminally responsble in a crime; the formal, when there is sufficient evidence against the accused in
the opinion of the judge to suppose him to be responsible for the deed; and ordinary
imprisonment or the one imposed by a final sentence as a punishment properly so
called for the duly proven crime and culpability of the accused. I he first two classes
of imprisonment are not legally penalties but simply restrictions on the liberty of
the accused as a means of investigating the truth.
'The sentence may also establish the innocence of the accused. Mr. Jenkins suffered preventive detention and 72 hours later formal imprisonment. 1 his is the reason
for his having been rearrested, and this is the circumstance which appears to be considered by the Government of the United States as a persecution or as a series of
molestations being unjustifiably inflicted on the consul.
"During the course of the prosecution the accused may at any time request and
obtain his liberty under bail. Mexican law is very liberal in granting it, the request
and deposit of the amount fixed by the judge sunticing. Mr. Jenkins, by refusing to
exercise this right notwithstanding he has been invited repeatedly to do so, and that
the judge has fixed as bond the sum of 1,000 pesos, can not strictly speaking call him.
self a victim of molestations which he voluntarily inflicts upon himself, and further
more he is being held in prison with all the attentions and comforts compatible with

his condition.

" lie being, therefore, subject to a prosecution which is being conducted in accordance with the dictates of law under the autoriy of a judge whose acts are not secret

but are under the constantvigilance of publc opinion, which is interested in having

the truth become known in this matter, the exican Government finds itself unable
to grant the demand for liberty contained in the note under reply, and it is supported
by strong reasons founded on the law of nations and considerations of a constitutional
nature. Under the former it considers that no Government may make a diplomatic
reclamation in favor of one of its subjects in foreign countries excepting in the cases of
denial of justice or of a notoriously unjust sentence which is also under international
law aerase of denial of justice, and that the practice has invariably been followed of

waiting till the tribunals handling a case concerning a foreigner have pronounced
judgment, which I repeat, should it be notoriously unjust would be the sole basis

on which a representation could be made.
"As regards the constitutional point of view our political constitution establishes as a

mental principle the separation of the attributes of the executive power and thor of
the judicial department, and therefore the executive is not empowered to interfere
in matters pertaining to the latter. Likewise the autonomy of the States is guaranteed
by our charta, and by virtue of the federative structure of the Mexican Republic the
federal power can not intervene in matters which, like that of Mr. , corresponds
properly and exclusively to the authorities of the State of Puebla. For this reason the
executive could not issue orders to the judge handling the case to have Mir. Jenkins
placed at liberty since that official would with reason refuse to obey the same in case
it were given and the executive would thus violate the first principle of government
with which he has always endeavored to comply-that is to say, respect of, and
securing respect for, the laws of the country. Very well. This conduct, in the
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opinion of the Mexican Government, can not affect unfavorably the friendly relations
which happily exist between Mexico and the United States, above all as the case
is one of so simple a nature in which by complying with so small a requirement, Mr.
Jenkins would be placed at liberty, since the equal application to nationals and
foreitners alike of the laws of each of the two countries can never be the cause of
friction between those countries.

"In the United States, on some occasions, Mexican consuls have suffered imprison.
ment for deeds coming under the scope of the laws and of the authoritiesof the country;
and the Mexican Government, even though in its opinion such imprisonment was

unjustified, has never permitted itself to make the slightest suggestion looking to the
nonapplication in each case of the laws of the United States, inasmuch as its practice
has invariably been to respect the laws of other countries, and it does not claim that
Mexicans abroad should make of their Mexican citizenship a title for exceptions and
"Nether in the United States nor in Mexico may any citizen under prosecution be
liberated by an order emanating from the Executive, and it would be strange that in
Mexico an American citizen should have greater rights than those he has in his own
country or greater than those which a Mexican citizen has in Mexico. Neither can
the Government of Mexico concede to American citizens greater rights than those
enjoyed in the United States by Mexicans.
'The Governmentof the United States appears to act under the conviction that Mr.
Jenkins is absolutely innocent notwithstanding the fact that this matter is in the
course of investigation. The Mexican Government, without attempting to claim that
Mr. Jenkins is culpable, limits itself to submitting the foregoing considerations to the
United States trusting that the lDpartment of State will postpone its judgment until
the tribunals have pronounced their sentence, being assured that the officials of the
Mexican Government have no intentions of causing molestations or persecutions to
Mr. Jenkins, but solely a sincere desire to act with ju~i!ce.
"This opportunity affords me, et cetera.
"S. MEDINA."
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
DIvisIox or FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE,

December 1, 1919.
The Secretary of State on November 29, 1919, sent a note to the Mexican Govern.
mont, through the American embassy at Mexico City, renewing the request of the
Government of the United States for the immediate release of William O. Jenkins,
the American consular agent at Fuebla, Mexico, who was kidnapped at Puebla, sub.
sequently released on payment of ransom, and then arrested by the Mexican author.
ties at Puebla. The note is in answer to that of November 20, 1919, from the Mexican
foreign office.
The note directs the American charge d'affairds, Mr. Summerlin, to communicate
the following at once to the Mexican Government:
"I have not failed to transmit to my Government the note of the Mexican Govern.
ment dated November 26, 1919, with reference to the case of William O. Jenkins,
American consular agent, at Puebla, and 1 am now in receipt of a reply from the
Government of the United States which I am instructed immediately to transmit

to you.
"The Government of the United States declines to be drawn into a juridical die.
cussion of irrelevant matters or unimportant incidents brought forward in connection
with this case. The Mexican Government can not be misled, as it intimates, by the

citation by the United States of 'no principle or precedent of international law, and
not even a reason' for Jenkins'e release; for obviously no such citation is necessary for
the enlightenment of a government of the present day. The Mexican Government
believes and rightly so, that the American request for Jenkins's release is not based
on 'solely the strength of the country which makes it,' for it knows the request is
founded on the justice of the right of an American citizen and United States consular
officer to fair treatment while residing and discharging his duties within Mexican
jurisdiction with the knowledge and approval of the Mexican Government.
"The Mexican Government may contend that the imprisonment of the victim is
necessary for the investigation by a judge under the 'constant vigilance of public
opinion' of the truth regarding his abduction and that a right of release on ball is a
pi~liative for such wmronful imprisonment, but the United States is constrained to
the opinion that such arguments are mere excuses. The Government of the United
States invites and desires the fullest possible examination and investigation of this
case, but it can not admit that it is necessary in order to ascertain the facts that Mr.
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Jenkins should be retained in prison even with the privilege of applying for bail.
My Government will not and is satisfied that Mr. Jenkins will not place any obstacle
in the way of a complete and full examination of himself or his vitnesses, or of the
n'orts, leading up to and connected with his abduction. The Mexican Government
ivfvrs to attribute the American note to an imperfect knowledge of the Mexican penal
laws and proceeds to explain with refinement the intricacies of Mexican penal piloceedIngs. But the Government of the United States fails to discern in their application to
this case at the hands of Mexican authorities any approximation to impartial treatment
of Jenkins, and the Mexican Government knows the absence of such treatment is the
reason for the American request.
"The Mexican Government maintains that it can not grant the request of the United
States for Jenkins's release for the reason that under international law no diplomatic
intervention is appropriate unless a denial of justice has occurred and because the
Mexican Government is not in a position to demand Jenkins's release in view of the
separation of the executive and judicial powers under the Mexican form of Government and the independence of the State courts, by one of which Jenkins isheld. The
succinct answer to this contention is, as everyone knows, that a denial of justice has
already taken place, and also because the .ioxican constitution specifically gives the
Federal tribunals, jurisdiction of 'all cases concerning diplomatic agents and consular
officers.'
"The United States is not to be drivLn by such subtle arguments into a defense of its
request for the release of iMr.
Jenkins. It is for Mexico to show cause for his detention,
not for the United States to plead for his liberation. Stripped of extraneous matter,
with which the Mexican note of November 26, endeavors to clothe it, the naked case
of Jenkins stands forth: Jenkins, a United States Consular Agent, accredited to the
Government of Mexico is imprisoned for 'rendering false judicial testimony,' in connection with the abduction of which he was the victim. 'his is the substance of the
Mexican note.
"My Government is pleased to learn that the imprisonment of Jenkins stands on
this dingle, and well-defined ground, and that the reported statements that Mexican
authorities had caused the imprisonment of Jenkins because of collusion with his
abductors and rebellion against the State are not seriously regarded by your Government.
"In whose interest then is the charge of false swearing brought against Jenkins?
His abductors? lie is in equity the complainant in the case of his abduction, not
the defendant, as the Mexican Government now makes him out to be. The Mexican
Government is prosecuting the victim instead of the perpetrators of the crime. While
the outlaws, who endangered his life and took away a large part of his fortune, enjoy
their freedom, the Mexican authorities now deprive Jenkins of his liberty. Moreover
the ground expressed for the imprisonment of Jenkins, namely, that he is supposed
'to be responsible for the crime of rendering false judicial testimony' must be takenand my Government directs special attention to this point-as merely an expression
of opinion on the part of the Mexican Government as it is entirely unsupported by
evidence. There is not produced any of the testimony rendered by him, or any
extracts from such testimony tending to show the correctness of this opinion. The
Mexican Government can not expect the United States to accept In the grave cr.
cumstances of this case such a bare unsupported statement as a valid excuse for the
imprisonment of an American consular officer, particularly in view of the fact that
the investigation of the case by the representatives of the United States in Mexico,
so far as it hasjproceeded, fails utterly to support this opinion of your Government.
"On the contrary the investigation gives the Government of the United States every
reason to believe that Mr. Jenkins has not knowingly liven any false testimony in
respect of vital points in his case; although he has been harassed by Mexictan authori.
ties to give such testimony, even while lying in the hospital too weak and exhausted
to make them as a result of his treatment by the abductors, and while he knew evidence
was being obtained against him through intimidation of witnesses. So stands the
single, unsupported, and my Government believes utterly unfounded, ground
all ed for Jenkins's imprisonment.
"'Watconclusion is to be drawn from such a reply of the Mexican Government
other than there has been a studied effort on the part of Mexican authorities to ensnare
Jenkins in the intricacies of legal proceedings by alleging the commission of technical
offenses, and by bringing unsupported charges against him for a purpose: In the
first place to divert the attention of the American public and the American Govern.
ment and indeed of Mexicans themselves, from the actual situation, namely that
Puebla, the capital of the State of Pueblta, and perhaps the second largest city in
Mexico is without adequate protection from outlaws who infest the immediate neighborhood and who were accustomed openly and-freely to visit the city without hind.
4766-240-voL 2 --- 88
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rance, that by the failure to furnish adequate protection in this district the Mexican
authorities have, through their negligence, made possible the abduction of Jenkins,
and that in harmony with such an attitude on the part of the Mexican authorities
they have failed to carry nut the duty and obligation incumbent upon them to apprehend and punish the bandits c-ncerned in the crime of which Jenkins was the victim.
And in the second place it appears to have been the purpose of the Mexican Government to assume a wlIlful indilerenco to the feelings of the American people that have
been aroused t the prnt of indignation by the exposure, hardships, and physical
suerlng endured by Jenkins during his abduction and his subsequent treatment
at the hands of the Mexican authorities.
"In view of the considerations which have been set forth and in view particularly
of the belief of my Government that the charge against Jenkins of deliberate false
swearing is unfounded, the Government of the United States must renew its request
for the immediate release of Consular Agent Jenkins from further imprisonment.
"LANSiNO."

No. 174.
The SECRETARY or STATE,

LEOACION DE LO EsTrAOS Unnoos DEL BASIL,
MlfeHxo,
May 7, 1916.

lbshington, D. C.
BSi: I have been requested by the American Society of Mexico and the international
committee to transmit to you the following document:
"The American Society of Mexico and the International Committee of Foreign
Residents unit in an expression of thanks and appreciation for the efforts made by
the American Government and representatives, through which 34 sacks of foreign mail
have just been received here from the accumulations at Vera Cruz, the first from there
since February.
"Urgent appeal is hereby made to the Washington Government that effective steps
be taken to put the capital city of Mexico again-into communication with the world,
by the reopening of at least one railway line for traffic to Vera Crun,or the northern
border. Isolation has been almost complete since the beginning of the present year.
The movement of passengers, freight and mails has been stopped, and private cablegrams are unwarrantably censored.
"The capital is suffering a lingering death. The indifference of those engaged in
the present warfare of factions, toward the necessities of the great majority of the
people of Mexico, native and foreign isdaily bringing about greater complications,
which will render a solution of the Mexican problem still more difficult.

"The food situation is acute and there is much suffering in the city. Flour is
selling up to 1 peso per pound (equal to the daily wage of a common laborer who can
not Idulge in such food); meat also up to a peso per pound, and corn 26 centavos a
pound. Man articles of medical supplies in the city are exhausted and hospitals
have been stripped of surgical instruments by outgoing troops. There is urgent need
of carbons for street lamps and of other articles vital to public health and protection.
"The Washington Government two months ago renewed its advice that Americans
leave Mexico until conditions become more sett ed and followed it with the s
on
from Gen. Carranzathat other foreigners, also, leave Mexico City. Unfortunate y there
has been no way open to act upon the advice since it was given, even for those Americans and other foreign residents whose circumstances and responsibilities would
permit them to leave.

Three travelers were shot last week while trying to get from this city to Pachuca,

50 miles away. A number of Americans who have attempted recently to leave by
automobile or other conveyance have been turned back by armed men, regardless of
p .rts some of which were signed by the convention presiltiut, Roque Gonzalez

"The censorship of private and commercial telegrams by the conventionalist authorities here, and also the Carrancistas at Vera Crus, Iaso strict that residents can not
explain to relatives or correspondents abroad either their situation or their actions.
Cablegrams can not be sent if they refer to stoppage of nails or other abnormal con-

ditions, although such interference with foreign service is in contravention of the
cable company's franchise, while the country is not engaged in foreign war. Remittances can not be made by mail and this interference with cablegrams renders difficult
or impossible arrangement by telegraph of maturing obligations, such as life-insurance
premiums and commercial paper. Foreign residents who are awaiting mail remitlances from abroad are, many of them, dependent temporarily on assitance from
friends here or from relief committees:
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"Fresh evidences of anti-American fIeling are seen in proposed legislation in
anonymous threatening letters, in public speeches, in utterances by delegates in the
convention, and in the Mexican press. This attitude toward Americans is justified
by Mexicans here, on the ground that the 'United States isshowing partiality toward
the Carrancista cause.'
"Attention must be called to the report that goods at Vera Cruz destined for the
merchants of this city (on some of which the import duties have already been paid) and
held for months in Government warehouses at Vera Cruz, because of closing of the
railways, are now being removed, without hindrance by the authorities there and
sold or used by parsons having no right or claim to warrant such action; and this
despite the assurances of protection given by the Carrancista government when the
American troops were withdrawn from Vera Cruz.
"The hope is expressed among foreigners here that the special representatives from
the United States who are attached to particular chiefs may not be deterred by an
excessive desire to maintain seeeable relations with those leaders from furnishing
the Washington Government with complete, accurate, and impartial reports of what
actually transpires in their locality."
With renewed assurances of my highest consideration, I have the honor to Fe, sir,
Your obedient servant,
CARDOSO DE OLIVEIRA,
3. iM.
Brazilian Minlater, in charge of American Interaets in Mexico.

a

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 19i0.
UNITED STATES SENATE,

SUcOMMrrTrEE OF THE COMMITrBE ON FORlION RELATIONS

Washington, b. . •
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 2.30 o'clock
p. m. iin Room 128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert B. Fall,
presidmg.
STATEMENT OF ADMIRAL WILLIAM BANKS 0APERTON.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, we have been in*the habit of administering an oath to the witnesses, but in your case that will not be required. You have taken an oath to support the Government and
Constitution of the United States.
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may state your full name?
Admiral CAPERTON. William Banks Caperton.
The CAIaRMAN. What has been your profession?
Admiral CAPERTON. The naval profession, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you enter the profession?
Admiral CAPERTON. June, 1871.

The CHAIRMAN. During recent years, particularly from 1915 down
to and through 1919, what rank have you held in the Navy?
Admiral CAPERTON. I was rear admiral up to July, 1016, when I
became a full admiral, and was commander in chief of the Paciflo
Fleet.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you now retired
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes,.sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you retire
Admiral CAPERTON. June 30, 1919.

The CHAIRMAN. During the year 1915, or a portion of that year,
where did your duties call you
Admiral CAPERTON. In Haiti and the east coast of Mexico, the
Gulf of Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. When did you take charge on the west coast of
MexicoI
Admiral CAPERTON. I took charge on the west coast of Mexico on
July 28 1916.

Ti
4 he CuIR6AN. Admiral, the committee has been anxious to have
your statement as to what you discovered generally about the conditions, what your ideas are about the conditions in Mexico, and your
experience there in dealing with the Mexican Government, or any of
the factions, your orders, etm, reports you may have made which you
are able to give the committee, and we ask you to go ahead in your
own language and make your own statement.
3203
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Admiral CAPERTON. I desire to preface my remarks with the statement that I was senior officer present on the east coast of Mexico from
March to June, 1916, and was commander in chief of the Pacific Fleet
from July 28, 1916, until April 30 1919. I operated in the Pacific
from the time I took command of the Pacific Fleet until the latter
part of May, 1917, when the larger part of my force including myself
m my flagship were transferred to the Atlantic to take part in war
operations.
During the time I was senior officer present on the east coast of
Mexico- that is, from March to June, 1915, Gen. Carranza was the
,head of the de facto government of Mexico with headquarters at
Vera Cruz, but he had not as yet been recognized by the United
States. Carranzawas first chief of the Constitutional Army in charge
of the executive power, and Outierrez was in Mexico City as provisional President of the Republic elected by the convention of
Aguascalientes. Villa and Zapata were both active against each
other and against the other two as well. It is interesting to note
that within three days after the evacuation of Vera Cruz by the
American forces and approximately one month after his recognition
by the United States Carranza found it desirable to transfer his
headquarters to Vera Cruz, a seaport town at one end of his country.
I made arrangements at Tampico at a time when the Villistas
were threatening the city, to use one of the German interned vessels
as a place of refuge for foreigners. I sent a boat up the river to
consult with the Villista general and this boat was fired upon but
no damage incurred and the officers succeeded in communicating
with the Villistas for the purpose of protecting foreigners in case of
an investment of the city.
While I was at Vera Cruz and Carranza had his headquarters
there, I consulted frequently with the State Department officials and
from what I gathered, I trust that they did not transmit verbatim
all the notes received from the Mexican authorities.
The CIAsIR iAN. Admiral, might I ask you not as to the contents
of those notes, but why you expressed the hope that those notes
have not been transmitted-verbatim?
Admiral CAPERTON. As I understand; they were not very complimentary and rather impertinent, and not such as I expected
would be written to our Government.
The CHAIRMAN. They did not by any means meet with your
approval, 'as to the character of diplomatic or other notes which
should be submitted to a Government?
Adipiral CAPERTON. No sir. Of course, I did not see the notes,
but that was generally understood.
The CHAiRMAN. Who was, at this time, if you know, acting as
diplomatic representative of the United States in Mexico?
Admiral CAPERTON. I think Mr. John R. Silliman was special
representative of the President.
The CuAIRMAN. Prior to or at the time that Carranza occupied

Vera Cruz, do you know whether the affairs of the American Government generally had been placed in the hands of the representative
of any other country-the Brazilian minister or other foreign representative?
Admiral

CAPERTON.

1 can not recall that just now.

The CHAmIRAN. Very well, you may proceed.
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Admiral CAPERTON. West coast--conditions in the fleet when I

assumed command. First. On July 28 1016, I assumed command
of the Pacific Fleet, at San Diego, Calif., hoisting my flag on the
armored cruiser San Diego. I found that all available ships in the
Pacific had in June been ordered to Mexican waters, and that Admiral
Winslow whom I relieved had distributed them on the day I took
command, as follows: Acapulco, U. S. S. Pittsburgh; duaymas,
U. S. S. Cleveland and U. S. S. 'orktonm: La Paz, U. S. S. M3ilw~ukee, U. S. S. Denver, supply ship, eight destroyers, and two
colliers; Mazatlan, South Dakota; Topolobampo, Annapolis; Manzinillo U. S. S. Maryland and U. S. S. Raleiqh (en route); Salina
Cruz,
S. . Colorado (Rear Admiral Fullam) and U. S. S. Chattanooqa.
This distribution of ships to Mexican waters had been due to
developments in Mexican affairs. Just previous to this our -troops,
entering Mexico as a punitive expedition against bandits, had been
fired upon near Parral and a boat attached to the U. S. S. Annipolis
had been fired upon by natives at Mazatlan. As I remember,
Admiral Winslow's Instructions as turned over to me were: (a) To
order all available ships to Mexico, (b) not to land unless directed
by the department.
'The CAIRMAN. What was about the date those orders were
turned over to you 1
Admiral CAPERTON. July 28.
*
The CIAI tAN. In the year 1016
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CuAIRMAN. Very well, you may proceed.
Admiral CAPERTON. (c) To encourage Americans and other foreigners to leave Mexico until conditions became more settled and to
facilitate the departure of such Americans and foreigners; (d) to
allow no unnecessary communication with shore in Mexico.
Second. My instructions and policies outlined to me. In traveling
from Haiti to assume command of the Pacific Fleet I was directed to
proceed via Washington, which I did, reporting to Admiral Benson,
Chief of Naval Operations. Admiral Benson impressed upon me
very strongly the desire of the Government to keep out of trouble
with Mexico. I was to take drastic steps in carrying out the instructions already given to Admiral Winslow to prevent the creation of
any situation by the Navy. which would involve the two Governments.
I was not to start trouble and as far as possible I was to see that the
Mexicans had no opportunity to start trouble with the Navy. In
carrying out these policies I issued the following circular letters:
1. The commander in chief has not been informed of any change in the policy of

the Government regarding Mexico since the instructions issued during the crisis in
June. The situation remains acute and every endeavor must be made to carry out
the wishes of the department that the Navy take no chance at causing or being a

party to trouble with Mexico.

All intercourse with Mbxicans must be avoided,

except such as may take place aboard our own ships or in making calls aboard Mexican
men-of.war. Senior officers present at the various ports must not be misted by an

apparent improvement In local conditions. The general condition of the country will
eventually dominate. One irresponsible native, if he has the opportunity, may
provoke matters. It is against such a contingency that we must always be on our
guard. The policy remains that Americans should leave Mexico and our ships afford
Them refuge until transportation is available.
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2, The department's message "Allow no unnecessary communication Mexican
shore until further orders" will be interpreted as follows:
(a) Ships to anchor in such berths as to reduce to a minimum danger from attack
by organized bodies or irresponsible individuals, and in such position that exit 1.

sea can not be made hazardous.

(b)No officer or man to land on Mexican territory except in case of urgent necesstl
c) Ship's boats not to go in to landings except when absolutely necessary. Whti
o cials or prominent people on shore are desired on board for the acquisition of inform.
nation, and it impracticable for them to come out in shore boats, ship's boats mad
touch at landings during daylight to bring them off and land them ashore, but ship'
boats are not to remain alongside landing. Refugees may be brought on board under
the same restrictions. In each specific case of a ship's boat going in to the landing,
the senior officer present shall satisfy himself as far as possible that local conditions
warrant such procedure.
(d) Fishing and boating parties should keep well clear of the shore.
e) In all cases, the senior officer present at each port will be held strictly accountab e for any future embarrassment to the Government, within his jurisdiction , which
might have been avoided.
W. B. OAsBRTON.

Third. In view of an apparent ignorance at Manzanillo concerning
the reasons for our nonintercourse with shore, I transmitted the
following confidential letter to the vessels of my command:
UNITED STATES PACIFLo FSLET,

U. 8. 8. "SAN DisrOO," FAOBeI,
onConfidential.
anllto, Colima, Mexico, August 14, 1916.
Confidential.
To: Commander reserve force, United States Pacific Fleet, commander coast torpedo
force United States Pacific Fleet, and all commanding officers, United Statee
Pacific Fleet."
Subject: Nonintercourse with shore, Mexican waters.
1. The commander in chief has been informed that the inhabitants of at least one
Mexican port are in ignorance of the Mazatlan incident and that they consequently
misconstrue our lack of communication with shore.
2. The commander in chief desires that it-be impressed upon Mexican officials,
directly, when on board our ships or through our representatives, that this condition
of nonintercourse with shore has been brought about by the Mexican people them*
selves through the unfriendly acts of their countrymen at.Mazatlan in an unwarranted
attack by rie fire upon one of our ship's beats; that the Navy regrets that its continued
feeling of friendship toward Mexico has apparently not been reciprocated, as evidenced by the above occurrence- that, therefore, in its desire to avoid any possible
future trouble by a repetition of the Mazatlan incident or by other unlawful acts of
irresponsible persons it is prompted to restrict communication with shore and thus
prevent subjecting its personnel to possible further insult; that our ships in the varl.
ous ports are not to be regarded as a menace, but are there for the purpose of trans.
porting to other parts our subjects, as well as those of other foreign countries who
may desire to leave on account of unsettled conditions.
W. B. CAPRoN.,

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, would it interrupt you to ask you what
induced you, or what caused you, to use the statement in the letters
of instructions or orders which you have just quoted, to the effect that
you knew that the people of at least one community had been misinformed as to the Mazatlan. incident, and did not understand it

Admiral CAPERTONThe general in command of the Mexican forces
at Manzanillo came on board ship at my invitation and called upon
me, and while there I was surprised to hear his remarks about why

we did not land and were not communicating with the shore. I then

repeated to him about what I said in.thisletter, and he was very
much surprised to hear such remarks, and then he told me that he
had heard, or had been instructed by the Government, that we had
caused all the trouble, commenced the row, and that the fault was
all ours.
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The CHAIRMAN,. Did he mention the name of his informant, who
transmitted that information to him?
Admiral CAPERTON. To the best of my memory, he told me that
Gen. Obregon had issued the letter, or informed him of that occurrence.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, that he had issued the letter to the subordinate under him who was in charge at Manzanillo.
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And the information he had was to the effect that
the Mazatlan incident was due to the aggression of the Americans?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir; entirely.

The CHAIRMAN. And the fault was entirely theirs?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he indicate to you any orders or instructions
he had received in connection with that letter, or did he just simply
mention it?
Admiral CAPERTON. No,sir; he just mentioned the incident, and
was surprised when I told him the truth about it, was very much

surprised.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, you may proceed.
Admiral CAPERTON. General conditions. Upon assuming command I started out in my flagship to make a tour of inspection of the
West Coast of Mexico, visiting the principal seaports. I did not go
ashore at any of these places nor did iyone from my flagship. I
would send a radio ahead to one of our ships that was in port and ask
her commanding officer to arrange for the consuls and Mexican officials
to come off to my flagship immediately upon my arrival. The commanding officer would arrange this by communicating ashore by
radio or through private shore boats. I obtained all my information in this manner. Thd following is a summary of my report folowing this inspection:
The CHAIRMAN. That report was an official report made to your
superior officer?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In tabulated form?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it answer your purpose as well to file it and
let the reporter put it in the record, instead of your reading it?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
" The CHAIRMAN. It can be returned to you afterward.
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes sir. I should like to have it returned.
It belongs to my private fie.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will allow us to use it, we will have a copy
made for the record.
(The report referred to is as follows:)
SUMMARY;
La Paz: Americans and foreigners, 10; in vicinity, 6.
Salina Cruz: Americans end foreigners, 4; in vicinity, 60.
Acapulco Americans and foreign ors, 2..
lanzanillo, Americans and foreigners, 4; in vicinity, 90; number recently re

turned, 20 or 0.

Mazatlan, Americans and foreigners, 60; in vicinity, 200; number recently returned, large percentage.
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Topolobampo: Americans and foreigners, none; in vicinity, 60; number recently
returned, several.
Guaymas: Americans and foreigners, 2; in vicinity, 80; number recently returned,
70.
MEXICAN TROOPS.

La Paz, 100; one-half of these troops recently brought from Santa Roalls account
smallpox scare.
Salina Cruz, 50; Under command of Ca t. Manuel Disas .
Acapulco, 150; Military operations in the State against Zapatistas reported
successful.
Manzanillo, 100; About 900 troops in State of Colima under command of Gov.Juan
Jose Bios.
Mazatlan 500; Bulk of the State troops at Culiacan, under Gen. Flores, who is tern.
porarily in fazatlan.
Topolobampo none; no regular garrisn is kept at Topolobampo.
Guayamas, W; no regular garsons in valley proper; soldiers only at garrisons
along railroad. About 6,000 in all, in these various garrisons.
FINANCIAL QUESTION-VALUE

OF PAPER MONEY.

La Paz: With the exception of Mexican National Bank and State bank notes, the
only money circulating at present in Lower California, is silver.
Salina Cruz: Since July 1 the standard money, declared legal tender, isthe recent
Issue of infatlsicablee. This was placed on the market as elsewhere and ordered by
the Government to be accepted atthe ratio of 10 to 1. The 5 peso, 2 peso, and 1 peso
issues of Vera Cruz paper money were allowed to circulate as small change. These
being accepted at a 10 to 1 ratio on the infalseieable issue which makes this small
change 100 to 1 "oro national.". The Government will not accept paper money for
duty but requires silver or American gold. ,OnJuly 23 an order was received from
the director of telegraphs that infalficabes could be received at the ratio of 25 to one.
Acapulco: The money quWeston contiue serious. There is very little silver currency in town, but prices ate. quoted sometimes in silver rather than in paper, the
former of course bef lower. Infalsflc ables are quoted 40 to 1. The Vers Cruz
issue, used for small chnge, isquoted at 10 to 1 on the infalsifcables.
Mansanillo: Infaiificables are quoted here at the ratio of 20 or 26 to 1 despite the
Government's edict of 10to 1. Certain Vera Cruz billsup to 20 peso notes are accepted
in the varying ratio of from 10 to 60 to 1 on the infaldficablee. The same trouble
existing Manzanillo as elsewhere concerning importation. Firms do not care to import
when the import duties must be paid in gold or silver and their sales bring them only
peratl.an
infalscables are quoted at 30 to 35 to 1. Certain issues of Vera Cruz
money are also accepted at a varying rate of from 10 to 30 to 1.
Topolobampo: Infalsifcables at varying ratios.
Guaymas: Information was received that the Mexican Government has changed
its attitude in regard to its insistence of the 10 to 1 standard on the infalsificable issue
of paper money; that people would now be permitted to tradein this money according
*to local quotations. No solution to the financial question can be seen at the present
time.
WOOD QUESTION.

La Paz: Food at present plentiful.
Salina Crus: No flour in town. Natives live on bananss, corn and such green
stuff as can be obtained from the immediate interior. The peon will not suffer mate.
rially from thb lack of food as there itsa
considerable amount of small gardening, but
it will be very difficult in the near future for any of the higher class of people to exist
satisfactorily,
Acapulco: Food question generally serious, but not immediately so, on account of
produce being raised ad fored from woods.
Manranillo: Not immediately serious. .Very little flour in town; none coming in.
Great deal of cattle outside of Manzanillo.
Mazatlan: Food situation improving, still very unsatisfactory. Very little corn
available in city. Fresh products from the immediate vicinity is the principal
source of supply.
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Topotobampo: There is a general scarcity of corn, though the Indians and Mexicans
have planted some during the rainy season. Corn is best obtained from Guasave,
south of Mochis. No immediate shortage of food. Satisfactory at Mochis.
Guaymas: The food situation is better than it was some months ago. Crope are said
to be sufficient to feed this partof the country in the immediate future. Little import.
tion is going on. General restriction on shipments of food by merchants from one town
in th'e State to another.
MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

IA Paz: None.
Salina Cruz: Carranza garrisons now located at Salina Cruz, Tehuantepec, San

Geronimo, Rio Verde, Rincon, and Santa Lucretia along the railroad., " Reactionaries" operating in Chiapas and against Gov. Castro at Oaxaca.
Acapulco: Military operations in the State against Zapatistas are reported as having
been successful. No trouble with Zapatistas anticipated.
Manzanillo: Carranzistas in full control of the cities in the State but not in the out.

skirts. Villistas, numbering several thousand under Gen. Norena and Gen. Guzman,
operate in States of Michoacan and Jalisco. Vllistas reported very strong in Michoa
can. Have recently seized San Telmo light.
Masatlan: The bulk of State troops are at Culiacan, the capital. Soldiers in the city
carry arms only when on duty. Regular police also carry arms on duty. No military
activity.
Topolobampo: None. Small guard of a few men at Mochis.
Guaymas: Conditions in Yaqui Valley reported very unsatisfactory. Carranza
forces under Gen. Madrigal said to have been as destructive as the Indians. With the
recent relief of Madrigal and withdrawal of troops conditions as regards Mexican element expected to improve, but danger from.raids by Broncho Yaquis is increased.
Troops removed from valley proper, but stationed in garrisons along railroad as far
inland as Buena Vista.
RAILROADS.

La Paz: None.
Salina Cruz: Railroad operatea train daily; rolling stock in very bad shape; little
business.
Acapulco: None.
Manzanillo: Themailroad operates about one train per day. Mail service is in work.
in order.
Mazatlan: Trains operate irregularly, due principally, it is claimed, to washouts.
Topolobampo: Trains operate about twice weekly .
Guaymas: Triweekly train service with the United States has been put in effect.
The operation of the railroad has now passed from Government control back into
the hands of the Southern Pacific Co.
TELSRAP8H AND RADIO STATIONS.

Las Paz: Telegraph to San Jose del Cabo.
Salina Crus: The local office of the Central and South American Telegraph & Cable
Co. is open for business, it being managed by Mr. William Wiseman, British vice
consul. Small radio station is to be removed to Oaxaca.
Acapulco: Small Mexican radio station-telegraph generally out of commission.
Manzanillo: The local telegraph office is in operation. Radio station in operation.
Mazatlan: Radio station in operation. Telegraph occasionally in operation.
Topolobampo: Telephone to Los Mochis. Telegraph from Mochis.
Guaymas: Radio station and telegraph in full commission.
BHIPING.

La Pas: American steamers (GoldnGate, Anvil, San Pedro; occasionally Mexican,
Mom'gan Il.
Salina Cruz: Small British steamers, occasional Japanese and small American
steamers.
Acapulco: Generally none except gunboat Guarro, which brings food.
Manzanillo: American steamer Centraia and others with dynamite for min9 companies, and general cargo.
Mazatlan: Little shipping, occasional vessel stops in with general cargo.
Topolobampo: Scarcely any shipping at all.

Ouaymas: Negligible amount of lipping.
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I received the following
Soon after submitting the above report
SETzMu ER 9, 1918.
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Admiral CAPERTON. I am unable to state, sir. I do not know.

The CAIRMAN. You do not know what commission wanted that

information?
Admiral CAPERTON. No, sir.
The
oCAmSMAN. You had, however, prior to the receipt of this
telegraphic request already covered these various matters in your
report

Admiral CAPERTON. Yes sir.
The CAIRMAN. If the 'Navy Department had examined your
report they could have ascertained these facts without wiring you
specifically for them, I presume?
Admiral CAPERTON. It should have been in the department at
that time, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Very well; you may proceed.
Admiral CAPERTON. Impressions of political situation. General
warfare has now been going on in Mexico for a number of years.
The peon has been weaned away from agriculture and other peaceful
pursuits in order to ally himself to one or another of the various
leaders that have obtained local control. I believe that the peon has
wearied of the continuous strife, and were it not for the ambitious
agitators he would gladly resume his work of tilling the soil or mining
its products provided he can be protected and has not become so
hardened as to prefer the probably more profitable and less irksome
occupation of serving some chieftain in local power for the time
being.
However, there is no incentive for him to return to profitable peaceful pursuits, for no sooner are his crops harvested or success attained
in some other line than raiders appear or taxation and confiscation
otherwise rob him. I do not believe that peace and law and order
can be restored in Mexico except by a dictator, be he from within or
from without. The country to my mind is disintegrating into the
tribal state. At one time I learned of a considerable movement of
Mexican troops from Sonora to Jalisco and vice versa. I learned
that this was being done because the troops that were in Sonora
originally came from Jalisco and therefore they did not care to fight
in Sonora, and on account of the discontent they had to be returned
to Jalisco. The same seems to apply to-all troops that were sent out
of their own States to fight.
*
I do not believe that the majority of the military leaders purpose
to serve any central government except as may be personally agreeable or profitable. There may be some who are anxious to really
have a strong central government, but I do not think that any central
government can muster enough adherents or strength at this time to
enforce itself throughout Mexico. The many years of strife have so
rent the country that it would certainly take a phenomenal Mexican
to piece and hold together the scattered remnants. The Mexicans"
travel little.
The residents of one State do not know much of the other States.
They have their own interests and do not care to have officials of
other States unknown to them dictate their affairs. A central government means to them only additional- taxation interference. I do
believe that a great number of the better class of Mexicans have
endeavored to keep clear of political and military developments and
are as anxiously as we awaiting a return to more settled conditions.
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A number of them have exiled themselves until the establishment of
a central government that can really rule. I have always found the
authorities most polite and courteous. It is a trait of the Latin race.
I believe that at least some of our difficulties with Mexico have been
the result of our lack of understanding of the Latin race and temperament. To obtain a desired result, the method of approach and conduct with a Latin should be different from that accorded an AngloSaxon or other race.
Foreign activities in Mexico. (a) Movement of Japanese subjects
along the coast: On various occasions I was informed of a possible
concerted movement on the part of the Japanese to smuggle immigrants into the United States through Mexico. The Japanese maintain a line of steamers to Salina Cruz and occasionally to fManzanillo,
and upon arrival at these ports it would be reported that some
Japanese would be landed. As far as I could ascertain there is
without doubt a certain unlawful influx into this country of Japanese
via Lower California and the mouth of the Colorado River, but it is
not believed that this indicates a general organized movement on the
part of the Japanese, but is simpl)- for the commercial benefit of the
individuals or companies concerned. No activities other than unlawful entry into the county have been discovered. As far as could be
determined, the Japanese along the coast were engaged principally
in the fishing business.
In February, 1917, the Japanese steamer Kotohira .lfaru arrived at,
Manzanlo from Japan and landed 900 cases, ranging in weight. from
100 pounds to 10 tons each, which contained machinery for an
ammunition plant, and machine guns rifles and potash. I'he
alleged destination of the material was Mexico it -.
(6) Activities with Salvador: In November, 10f6, it was reported
that the Mexican transport Jesus Carranza had sailed for Salvador
to obtain some arms and ammunition that had been taken there when
the Huerta forces evacuated Guaymas, Manzanillo, and Mazatlan
in 1914. This activity in Salvador caused a suspicion that the arnis
and ammunition might be intended for the discontents of Nicaragua,
of which there were some due to the presidential elections held shortly
before. It had been reported that Irias, who was active in Nicaraguan affairs and who had taken part in the revolution of 1912
might possibly be fomenting trouble for the Nicaraguan Government,
especially in view of his recent failure to establish himself in Nicaragua. It was known through rumors and through the press that
Irias was contemplating the establishment of a supergovernment of
Central America with himself at the head. German agents were
supposed to be active in this plot, basing their activities from Mexico
City. Irias was to head revolutions in Nicaragua, Salvador, and
Costa Rica, and then overthrow the other countries. The existence
of this plan was confirmed by persons in Guatemala when I visited
that country in May, 1917 to thank President Cabrera for breaking
relations with the Imperial German Government. I ascertained at
this time that the reasons that Guatemala had broken with Germany
in reality:
(a) Fear of aggression by Mexico and Salvador.
(6) Opportunity to increase friendship of United States with consequent advantages in trade and protection.
e) Opportunity to confiscate large German estates.
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(d) Desire to strengthen Cabrera administration. Therefore, it
could well be believed that the activities of the Jesus Carranza might
be in connection with this super lot concocted by German agents in
Mexico and Central America and by Irlas.
I directed two of my ships to quietly shadow the Jesus Carranza.
I was informed that the Jesus Carranza had taken on arms and ammunition at Aeajutla and at La Libertad, and one of my vessels trailed
her sufficiently to determine thatshe was destined for a northern rather
than a southern port. About November 20, 1016, the Buflalo at
Manzanillo reported the arrival of the Carranza at that place and
that she had discharged about 100 miscellaneous packages of ammunition and quite a number of Mauser and Remington rifles. lThese
were shipped supposedly for Mexico City. Some weeks later the Jesus
Carranza fitted out for'a return trip to Salvador, and on January 8,
1917, sailed for Manzanillo carrying complete radio outfit, including
towers and an aerop!ano said to be a present from the Mexican
Government to the Government of Salvador. The Jesus ('arranza
returned to Manzanillo on February 13 with another shipment of
arms and ammunition.
Conclusion: While in command on both coasts, I made every
endeavor to be nearest the possible scene of trouble and to make
dispositions to protect Americans and other foreigners. In case of
fighting ashore in the cities between the various factions I endeavored
to have the leaders establish neutral zone. I knew that it was my
mission not to be a party to bloodshed or the use of force unless
directed by the department, and my protection consisted, therefore,
mainly of protests and asylum.
The CJlAIsMAN. Admiral, you have stated as one of the reasons for
Guatemala breaking relations with Germany their desire to strengthen
the Cabrera government. The Cabrera government to which you
refer is that 6f Estrada Cabrera, the President of Guatemala1
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This general summary of your impressions, with
reference to political as well as other conditions in Mexico represents
your impressions of those conditions or your judgment of those condlitions at the present date, does it? That is, of a recent date, as well
as at the time you were actually in command on the west coast?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, air.
The CHAIRMAN. You have referred to the firing upon a boat of

yours at Tampico in 10185 Who made the attack upon this boat at
that time, if you know
Admiral CAPERTON. As I remember, it was made by persons on
shore, on the wharf.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know to what faction they belonged,
whether to the Carrancistas or Huertas I
Admiral CAPERTON. Of course, that was before I took command.
The CAIRMAN. The incident I am referring to took place at
Tampico, when you sent a boat up the river.
Admiral OAPERON. Oh, I was thinking about another incident.
The ClIAIRMAN. That was in 1916, when you sent a boat up the
river.
Admiral CAPERTON. They were fired on by the Villistas.
The CrAIRMAN. Were the Villistas at that time attempting to
attack Tampico?
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Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. By whom was Tampleo held at that time?
Admiral CAPERTON. It was held by the Carrancistas.
The CHAIRMAN. Was any representation of official character or any
protest made to anyone on account of the firing on your boat
Admiral CAPERTON. I think not, bacause after reaching the headquarters of the general, he explained to us that his forces were
roving all through the country around him, and that he, as I remember, regretted the incident; but still we found them at every turn, on
returning the next day, at every point very aggressive and bitter
you might say, and at times we were very fearful of the lives of
the party.
the ClAIRMAN. Do you recall whether you made a report of that
incident of the firing upon this boat to Washington9
Admiral CAPERroN. Oh, I think I did, sir, because I have a copy of
the instance somewhere in my possession, and I am sure I made an
official report, as I always reported all such incidents. When I said
a moment ago that I had not made a protest, I thought you meant by
telegraph or radio.
The CUnMMAx. You did get into conumunication with the general
or someone who claimed to be in command of these Villistas who fired
upon your boat?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And he explained it as you have indicated ?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are confident that you did report the
incident to Washingtonf
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not take command of the fleet and were
not on the west coast until after this Mazatlan incident occurred, to
which you have referred I
Admiral CAPERTON. No, sir..
The CHAIRMAN. So that, personally, you are not cognizant of the
facts, except through reports that you have seen
Admiral CAPERTON. No, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There is present with you now, I think, one of the
officers who was with the fleet when you took command on the west
coast?

Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir; Commander Beauregard, who was
my secretary after I took command, and who had been flag lieutenant
with Admiral Winslow.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was your predecessor?
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes. sir. Commander Beauregard became
my lag secretary when I tok command.
RARMAN. Admiral, you havo stated as your conclusion and
The
in your judgment, that order and peace can not be restored and maintained and a central government established in Mexico, except by a
dictatorship, from within or without. Could you, from your knowledge of the leaders in Mexico at that time and up to the present time
name anyone whom you think could, if he wanted to, and would if
he could, establish an orderly and peacable government, and could
maintain such in Mexico--any man in Mexico I
Admiral CAPERaTO. I do not believe that I could pick out such a
man. There may be some, but under present conditions, and having
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had the experience that I have had while on both the coasts, I do
not believe that I could do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Not directing your attention to any particular

name, of course, or making any invidious distinctions, the statement you have made appliesgenerally, does it
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir
The CHunuAN. You came in contact with this man Irlas, who
was a revolutionist in Nicaragua and a candidate for the presidency
of Nicaragua, personally, in the discharge of your official duties,
did youI
Admiral CAPEnTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where was that?
Admiral CAPERTON. That was in Managua,'the capital of Nicaragua.
The CHAIRMAN. Under what circumstances, might I ask, or have
you an hesitancy in stating what the circumstances were which
brought you together Of course, if I ask you any questions which
you prefer not to answer, 1 withdraw them.
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes sir. At the time that I mention, I was
in the Gulf of Fonseca, making a survey of that Gulf, with a view to
establishing a naval station.
The CHMRMAN. You were making a survey following the
Nicaraguan treaty with this Government
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir; I communicated with the minister
at Managua, who asked me to pay him a visit. I wont to Corinto
with my flagship and with part of my staff, went by rail to Managua,
and there saw the minister and remained with lim some time, as
the election was approaching at that time and the various candidates
of the different factions were drawing together in Managua. Among
that munber was Julian Iras and a Dr. Espinosa and many others,
and it was while I was there that 1 met all these various candidates
of the different factions.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any talk with him about his aspirations, or what he was trying to do?
Admiral CAPERT1N. Yes air. I met him on several occasions,
and on one occasion I met him' at our legation, and was present at an
interview he had with our minister at that time, in regard to the
elections generally and his candidacy, and the general situation, as
our minister was holding such conferences with the various factions.
The CiAusna. The purpose of such conferences, so far as we
were concerned, through our minister, I presume, was to prevent
any armed disturbance or factional disturbance of a violent character during the election
Admiral CAPERTON. Yes, sir; that was the general idea. He was
trying to have the elections pass off peacefully at that time, as they
had been very much to the contrary at other times.
The CuAIRMAN. As a result of this conference, and immediately
following the conference, what became of Julits Irias and his candidacy, If you know I
Admiral CAPERTON. During the conference, I might say Mr. Irlas
was so well convinced that he would not make a good candidate that
he announced at that time that he would withdraw from the can.
didacy, and also would not allow any one of his party to run.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the general business of this gentleman
Irias, as far as you were able to ascertain, in Central Americal
478 -20--vo2--0
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Admiral CAPERTON. As far as I could hear, he was a general disturber and agitator, and a man of not very enviable reputation.
The CnHAIRM . From what you learned in your investigations
concerning Irias, and also in your investigations concerning iMexico,
was there any connection between Irias and the Mexicans, asido
from the machinations of the Germans in the City of Mexico ? That
is were the machinations carried on through the instrumentality of
Mexicans or were they carried on by Germans?
Admiral CAPERTo.v: That I coult not tell exactly. There were
t~mno Germans; in fact, many of them in Nicaragua at that time.
The IAnSIAN. Was the sympathy, as nearly as you could under.
stand it. of the Mexican officials in Mexico at that time with or against
Irias in his ambitions and aspirations?
Admiral (APRarox. It was our impression that they were with
him, and were more or less behind hlm.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, we are very much indebted to you, sir,
for the statement which you have made, and for being kind enough
to attend the sessions of the committee, and we thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF COMMANDER A. T. BEAUREGARD.
The CHAIRMAN. You may state your name.
Commander BEAUREGARD. A. T. Beauregard.
The CHAIRMAN. Commander, you were with Admiral Winslow when
he was in command of the fleet on the west coast of Mexico, were you
Commander BEAUREOARn. Yes 1 sir; I was serving on his staff.
The CHAmRMAN. Were you, during this time, at Mazatlan, Mexico,
or near there
Commander BEAUREGARD. We were off Mazatlan shortly after the
firing upon one of the boats of the Annapolis.
The CAIRMAN. The Annapolis was one of the American ships
under the command of Admiral Winslow I
Commander BEAUREOARD. Yes sir; engaged at that time in the
American patrol of Mexico, and at that time happened to be at
Mazatlan.

The CnHAIRMAN. In the performance of your duties do you know
just what occurred with reference to the firing upon the boat of the
Annapolis I
Commander BEAUREGARD. Yes, sir. I saw all the reports upon the
occurrence, and likewise read the court of inquiry in the matter.
The C nIRMA. What was the date of the occasion, Commander?
Commander BEAUREGARD. To the best of my knowledge, it was
approximately June 16, 1916.
The CHARMAN. Now, will you kindly state what occurred there,
what that incident waste
CommanderBEAUREGARD. The flagshipwas in United States waters,
and we received a radlogram from the Annapolis reporting that her
boat, a motor sailer,I think,had been fired upon; that one man had been
killed and others injured, and that two officers were being held ashore.
I think that is the general tenor of the first news that we had.1I
think, to sum up, that the commanding officer of the Annapolis sent
his boat ashore, as he desired to send a message by an officer to the
American consul, or whoever was acting as American consul at that
time. The boat had arms, but they were concealed. That was in
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view of the general tenseness of the situation. As soon as the boat
ran alongside of the pier and the two officers landed, they)were immediately seized by Mexicans, and, as I remember, one of those that
did the seizing wore a Mexican uniform of some sort, probably a customnhouse officer or one of the Carranza officers.
Efforts were then made by the Mexicans to seize the boat and crew,
but the officer in charge divining their motive, shouted out to the
boat crew to shove off quickly and return to the ship. This they did,
whereupon the Mexicans opened fire upon the boat. All during this
time the American flag was flying on the boat. After being fired
upon, and while returning to the ship, the boat crew broke out their
arms anti ammunition and in their defense returned the fire.
The officers were marched up to the local authorities and were imprlsoned, various threats and menaces being inflicted upon them,
)oth during their way through the town as well as after they arrived.
Later, I do not recall whether it was the same day or the next,
through concerted efforts of Americans and others on shore, and after
an investigation the officers were allowed to return to their shii; but
their progress through the city was extremely dangerous, and they
themselves, I understand, attrilute their escape, we might say, back
to the ship as due to the efforts of a Mrs. Brown, who wag the MIexican
wife of an American there, who seemed to have great influence with
the Mexicans, and who accompanied them down to the boat; in fact,
off to the ship.
A report of the matter was made by Admiral Winslow to the department. The commanding officer of the Anna'TF, in view of the
"olicy of noninterference on shore withheld the fire of his battery
from protecting his boat, as he saw that there would be a useless loss of
innocent lives, as the docks were somewhat crowded.
The CHAIRMAx. Was there any official demand made by Admiral
Winslow or those under his command, for the release of the officers?
Capt. fiEAUtREGARD. The report of their release was received so soon
after the original report that the admiral, I do not think, had time to
take any action on that particular matter.
The 1IAIRMAN. Did the admiral make a protest, or require of the
Mexican authorities at Mazatlan, or the authorities at Mexico City
any aology or explanation for the firing upon his boat and seizure of
his officeraCapt. BEAUREGARD. No, sir- that entire matter was referred to the
department in Washington. In view of Admiral Mavo's experience
acquired when his boat was insulted at Tampico, you night say, it was
considered proper to leave that to the department.
The CnAIRMAN. In view of these conditions, and of the orders from
the department to the admiral in command, as has been shown in
the testimony of Admiral Caperton it was not considered the duty
of the admiral or officer in command at Mazatlan, or in general command of the fleet, to himself take any action in the way of a protest,
or demand for an apology, or reparation, but to refer the matter
entirely to Washington for action and instructions
Capt. BEAUREGARD. Yes, sir. The admiral could have recourse
only to protests, not demands. Shortly after Admiral fMayo's ultimatum at Tampico the naval regulations were amended, 'to make
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sure that no officer issued any ultimatum to any government or
official until the department had been communicated with and had
approved such action.
The CnAIMAN. Then under the orders as they stand now, and as
they stood at the time of the Mazatlan incident, 'f you were In charge
of an American ship in foreign waters, and your boat, under your flag
and manned by your sailors, was fired upon, you would not consider
that you had the authority or would be justified in returning the fire,
or in later demanding an explanation or reparation, without referring
the matter to Washington
Capt. BEAUREGARD. It would depend a good deal upon the cir-

cumstances. The regulations provide that if forco is used to seize one
of your boats, force must be used to repel the same. Of course, the
different methods of action would depend upon the seriousness of the
situation and existing instructions. If a good many innocent people
would be affected, I do not think any American commander would
deliberately shell so as to injure them.
The CHAIRMAN. Ordinar.Y' would not an American commander
demand an explanation of the authorities in command at such a
port as Mazatlan, for action similar to that which you have described ?
Capt. BEAUREGARD. Yest sir; an explanation would be requested
of the official in charge, military or otherwise, and endeavor would be
made to obtain the release of any of our persons arrested, but under
existing conditions and instructions force is not to be used, as I
understand it.
The CHAiRMAN. Aside from the question of using force was any
explanation demanded by the commander of the Annapoiis, or any
apology demanded by him
Capt. BEAUREOARD. I do not recall that particular feature, but

I do know that this was brought to the attention of the Mexican
authorities in Mexico City, and that Gen. Obregon sometime later
sent out the Mexican version of the Mazatlan incident.

The CHAIRmAN. Have you that version?
Capt. BEAUREGARD. I have a copy of it. It is a telegram from

Mexico City, June 18, to the military commander of the port of
Manzanillo, received June 19, 1916, and reads as follows:

To-day at 11.30 a. m., while two American officers bringing a message from the captain of the ship Annapolit to the American consul were dsembarking at the wharf of
this port, some drunken individual who happened to be there fired upon them. The
crew who brought them in returned the fire, and several of our soldiers who accl.
dentally happened to be on the scene of activities, in their turn answered the fire of
the crew, the fuslade of the crew resulting in the wounding of two constitutional
soldiers, and of the individual who started the shooting. The American officers were
detained at the commandancla military of the port, and explanations having been made
I allowed them to returnon board the Annapols, in this manner considering the incident closed.
Affectionately, the minister,
A.

Osaoox.

The O ARMAN. Were either of the members of the crew of the
ship Annapolis or the boat crew from the ship Annapolis injured in
the firing
Capt. BEAUREGARD. One man was killed, and I think others were
wounded.
The CnanuAN. From your investigations and your knowledge
of the facts, was the statement of the local commander to Geon.
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Obregon, afterwards given out by Gen. Obregon, as in the dispatch
that you have read, correct, as to how the difficulty started?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Not as reported by the commanding officer of
the Annapolis, or as reported in the court of inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. Captain, how long have you been in the naval
service?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. I entered the Naval Academy in 1003.
The CIAIRMAN. When did you join the Navy off the coast of

Mexico?

Capt. BEAUREOARD. I have served several times off both coasts
of Mexico. I served on the staff of Admiral Winslow and Admiral
McLean on the east coast of Mexico, and with Admiral Winslow and
Admiral Caperton on the west coast of Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. During the period of your service, have you
served in South American and Central American waters?
Capt. BEAUREGARD. Yes, sir; I have cruised four times to South
America and about as many times to Central America.
The CHAIRMAN. Captain, may I ask you what State you are a
native of
Capt. BEAUREGARD. I am a native of Texas.
The ClAIRMAN. Do you speak any other than the Erglish language?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Spanish and French fairly well.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you speak either of those languages prior to

entering Annapolist
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes, sir; both.
The CHAIRMAN. You were then able to confer with the natives of
Mexico, Central America and South America in their own tongue?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes sir; I have done that sort of work for
the admirals on whose staff I have served.
The CIAIRMAN. Have you acted as interpreter or translator for
the admirals in the performance of their duties
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have thus come in contact with many of the
officials of the Mexichn Government, as well as of the other Governments in Latin America, have you not?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes, sir I accompanied the admiral and
spoke for him on nearly all occasions when the official upon whom we
called could not talk English, but only Spanish.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been interested, more or less I presume,
in Mexican conditions during the last few years, have you t
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes, sir- I have been intensely interested in
all Latin-American affairs, as I have met so many people in those
countries.
The CHAIRMAN. In that portion of Texas where you were born,
are there many descendents of the Spanish raceI
Capt. BEAUREGARD. There are a great many Mexicans. My
father owned a ranch near San Antonio, Tex., and until I was 11
years old I grew up among Mexicans on the ranch.
The CHAIRMAN. You have had a somewhat extensive acquaintance
among those who have been more or less prominent in Mexico
during the last few years have you
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes, sir; I have met several, and have read
and followed quite a good deal of the operations of some of the others.
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The CIAIRMAN. We, as a committee, are directed by the Senate of
the United States, to report to that body suggestions as to how to
avoid, if possible to do so, in the future the many lamentable occurrences of the past few years, resulting in deaths, outrages, loss of
property etc., to American citizens in Mexico, and of course, as a
part of that inquiry to go into conditions in Mexico generally, and to
form some conclusion, if possible to arrive at any conclusion, as to
what may be looked forward to for Mexico itself as to the rehabilitation, the 'establishment, and maintenance of law and order and peace
in that country. What is your judgment upon that matter? Do you
believe that the Mexicans themselves, living in Mexico, are capable
of forming and maintaining a responsible,, orderly, and peaceable
government?
Capt. BDVUReoARD. I think that a good many of the people would
welcome law and order again, but I do not think that the leaders
would all pull together. r think that has been demonstrated by the
number of breaks that have already occurred since the time of Porfirio
Diaz.
The CI1AIRn.u . Do you know any prominent native or Mexican in
Mexico at this time who you believe can, through instrumentalities in
Mexico itself, establish and maintain a central government, peaceable
and orderly and capable and willing to perform international and
national duties? Can you, in running over them in your mind,
picture such a man?
Capt. BEAUREARD. I call not picture one that could actually
control the whole country. I think there are probably a number of
men that would be good presidents of Mexico, hut I do not think that
they could keep the necessary support that would make a strong
centralized government. The States, I think, due to the long period
of revolution, have absorbed a good deal of the central power, and
now do not care to give it up. I think that is particularly true of
Lower California, and probably some of the western States.
The CHAIRMAN. So long as the different States can of themselves
maintain practically'a separate government from the central government it gives an outlet for the ambitions of individuals, which outlet
would be somewhat closed to ambition if there was a central government which all should support, as in the United States?
Capt. BEAUREGARD. Yes, sir; I think a good deal of the trouble
there is due to the agitators, and of course, any strong central Government must be capable of promptly suppressing such agitators, in
order to hold itself in power.
The CiuRAMAN. Is the situation in Mexico complicated also
because of racial and other differences existing in the character of the
citizens of the different States of the RepublioCapt. BEAUREOARD. I think that the Yaqul Indians hold themselves rather aloof from the Mexicans proper, and so do a number of
those in the southern States, and, according to our investigations,
those in Oaxaca have never recognized the authority of Carranza,
and still more or less profess to be adherents of old Porfirio Diaz.
The

CHAIRMAN.

You know something of the basic stock of the

citizens of Sonora, for example, including the Yaqul Indians, did you
nott
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Very little of that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 1Whqt is the basic stock of all Mexico?

Capt. BEAUREOARD. Indian and Spanish.
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The CHAIRMA. Are there very many different and distinct tribes
of Indians?
Capt. BEAUREAnRO. Yes, sir; it is a mixture, as I understand it,
of Spanish and the various Indian tribes.
The Cn1ARMaN. And those Indian tribes themselves, do not at any
time constitute a homogeneous population of what is now the Mexican
Ro ublie

Capt. BEAUREOARD. NO, sir.
The CAIRMuAN. So that all of those are graftings of the Spanish
blood upon the Indian stock, and not upon one stock, but upon a
variety of Indian stocks as I understand it?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. es, sir.
The CulIRMAN. Is there any similarity that you have been able to
see between the Opatas, Pima Altas, the Yaquis, or Papagos in
Sonora and the northern partof the country, and the original stock of
Yucatan for example
Capt. EAUREOARD. I do not recall that. I have never actually
been in Yucatan.
The CIARMAN. Well, in southern Mexico, Tampico and Vera
Cruz, are the Mexicans of very similar appearance and characteristics
to those of Sonora?
Capt. BEAUREOARD. No, sir; they are somewhat different. That
was especially noticeable when Gen. Carranza entered Vera Cruz,
because we could detect the northern troops' distinctly from those
of the southern and eastern States. We could see those differences.
The CItAIRmas. It was very noticeablot
Capt. BEAUREOARD. Yes, sir.
The

CSAIRMAN.

I think that is all, Captain.

Thank you very

much.
The committee will adjourn, subject to the call of the chairman.
(Whereupon at 4.45 p. m., the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the chaian.)
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SvBCOMITTEE

UNITED STATES SENATE,
OF COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

lWashingon, b. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to the call of the chairman, at
12 o'clock noon in room 128, Senate Office Building, Senator Albert
B. Fall presiding.
The (nmbaaI. The committee will come to order. Captain, you
may be sworn. Will you give your full name, please?
TESTIMONY OF CAPT. W. K. RANSON.
The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.
Capt. HANON. My name is W. M. Hanson.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you live?
Capt. HANSON. I live in San Antonio, Tex.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you lived in Texast
Capt. HANSON. All my life.
The CnAIRMAN. You are a citizen of the United States, of course 1
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHIrMnAN. What is your present official position, if any I
capt. HANSON. Senior captain of the Texas State Rangers.
The ChAIRMAN. How long have you been with the subcommittee
on Mexican affairs investigating f
Capt. HANSON. Since September 1, 1919.
The CrIAIMAN. Captain, what official positions, if any, have you
held prior to your present position as captain of the Texas Rangerssenior captain?
Capt. HASON. Deputy sheriff and deputy United States marshal
from 1884 to 1898; then deputy United States marshal of the ivestern district of Texas, 1898 to 1902, stationed on the Rio Grande
border. Then I was appointed United States marshal for the south.
ern district of Texas under Mr. Roosevelt in 1002 and served in that
capacity until 1908. I was reappointed, resigned, and went to
Mexico in the ranch business.
The bIAIRMAN. What year did you go to MexicoI
Capt. HANsON. In 1906.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you go to Mexico I
Capt. HANsoN. Mexico was an undeveloped country, and I saw
the tide of immigration turning south. I interested some friends in
St. Paul and went there to buy ranch property and to make it my

permanent home.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you purchase property there and reside there?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; we purchased the Hacienda el Conejo.
3223
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That was the main ranch, situated on the Guyallejo River, about
SO miles northwest of Tampico, on what was then the Mexican Central Railway, later the Monterey branch of the Mexican National
Railways of Mexico.
The CIIA1RMAN. What business were you proposing to engage in
on this ranch--cattle ranch, stock ranch or what?
Capt. IHAxsox. Cattle and fa,'ming. VWe planted 600 acres of
citus fruit, and in addition to that we improved the ranch very
hihily and we were raising stock, cattle, and horses and mules.
The CmMANx. In raising the crops and in developing this ranch,
did you depend upon the rainfall or did you useCapt. HANsoN (interposing).
No, sir; we had irrigation; 14,000,000
gallons of water a day that we brought through a canal by gravitation
to the property.
The JIRMAN. Did you purchase or secure your water rights for
the use of this water and rights of way for the canal under the laws
of 3Mexico I
Capt. HANsoN. We purchased the water with the ranch. The
owner of the ranch had previouslysecured thoerights from the Mexican
Government.
The CHAIRMAN. From whom was the title to this ranch derived,
and about the date of the orginal title, if you know?
Capt. HANsoN. We had titles dating back to 1802 that were carried down to the owner, to the man that we bought if from, Mr. Manuel de Leon.
The CHAIRMAN. Your original titles then, dated back prior to the
organization of the present so-called Mexican Republic; that is,
prior to 1821?
Capt. HAN soN. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you at any time have any serious question
concerning your titles, either to water or to your land while you
were there t
Capt. HANsoN. No, sir; everything up the time I left-that is,
duringDiaz'sr6gime,wasperfectly quiet, andwereceived finoprotection
and every assistance, and we worked in connection with the Government, both the Diaz and Madero Government, for the betterment
of Mexico.
The CHARma.
You have spoken of having 600 acres in citrus
fruits. How old were the trees?
Capt. IHAsoN. They were just coming into bearing in 1014--4
years old. We had just gathered our first grapefruit off of the first
10-acre plot. In addition to that, we had about 1,000,000 trees; a
great many of them budded in nursery form.
The CHAIRMAN. What other farm crops were you raising besides
fruit 1
Capt. HANSox. Corn, principally.

The CHAIRMAN. About what was the acreage in corn
Capt. HANsoN. About 2,000 acres.
The CrOAsMAN. About how many cattle did you have on the ranch

or adjoining ranches?

Capt. HANsoN. When we purchased the ranch we got 2,000 head
of cattle with it. Then in addition to that, we bought a few more
and never sold any. We butchered a few cattle for home consump.
tion.
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The CHAIRMAN. What were the conditions of the country with
reference to order and peace and law being observed and enforced
prior to the Madero revolution I
Capt. HANsoN. I think that the conditions there were much
better even than they were in the United States. There was no one
who went armed and, to give you an idea, I had a very large ranch
house there, and I never had a key in my doors and never lost
10 cents' worth of stuff out of the house, and the Mexicans on the
ranch--several hundred-had access to it.
Tho CuAIRMAtN. You say there were several hundred Mexicans on
the ranch. What was the labor which you -'edprincipally ?
Capt. HANsoN. The native labor, altogether.
The CIIAIRIAN. Mexican labor?
Capt. HANsoX. Yes, sir.
Tho CIAIRMAN. How many Americans were in your employ?
Capt. HANSON. Oh, one or two. Probably two or three, during
the whole time. But I had two citrus fruit experts employed all the
time, one from Cornell University and the other from California.
The CHaIRMAN. Were they employed as experts in the raising of
citrus fruits?
Capt. HANSOM. Yes, sir; they were in charge of our citrus fruit
industry.
The CIhAIRMAN. Why did you employ them from the Cornell Univorsity and California, respectively; why did you not employ men
from :Mexico?
Capt. HANsoN. Well, they did not understand much about the
citrus fruit industry, and we bought the best brain we could. We
employed the Cornell University man through the department here.
We asked them to give us the beost--to refer us to some one and they
gave us this nameo--Prof. Crawford.
The CIAIRMAN. What were his duties, and those of the California
manl
Capt. HANSON. Well, the California man, Mr. J. W. Hair, was in
charge of the propagation of our citrus grove. He attended to the
budding, the planting, etc., and Prof. Crawford, of the Cornell University, came down to assist the Mexican Government, our association, and our citrus fruit growers in that section of the country in
fighting what is known as the Trypeda Ludens fly, a fly that depredates on the fruit. He was in charge of that, in connection with the
Mexican Government.
The CAInIAN. By whom was he paid 1
Capt. HANSON. He was paid by our company, which *as the Mexico
Land Co., and the Gulf Coast Citrus FrIit Association which was
composed of citrus fruit growers of the States of Tamaulipas, Nuevo
Leon, Veracruz, and San Luis Potosi. I was president of that association This association was formed under the laws of Mexico and
was composed of Americans and Mexicans who worked in perfect harmony, and we were assisted from Mexico by their experts, Profs.
Gandera and Millen. Our objects were to eliminate the pest before
referred to, "Trypeta Ludens," and to arrange for marketing our
fruit in foreign countries.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you speak of the California expert having
charge of the budding, etc.; was he able to do all the work himsell,
or did he have help, assistants?
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Capt. HANSON. Prior to his coming there, I employed Prof. Stiles
of Texas, who is an expert citrus-fruit man, to come down and spend
10 days with me to teach some of my Mexicans how to bud. I paid
him $500 and his expenses. When he arrived I picked out six of
my best men; they were ignorant; only one or two could read and
write; but they were very apt, and he taught them to bud. Then
when Mr. Hair came down they assisted him. They got to be quite
expert before I left there and could bud from two to three or four
hundred trees a day.
The CHAuaAN. Now, did the Mexicans-were there any Mexicans
in that country who understood modern up-to-date citrus-fruit farming, budding, etc.
Capt. HANsoN. No, sir; the natives, laborers, thought it a very
foolish enterprise when he told them that we were going to plant citrus
fruit there. Prof. Gandera and Prof. Millen, of Mexico City, were
educated along that line, but inactive in our section.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you say you were gathering your first crops.
Were there any other bearing orchards in your neighborhood, larger
or smaller?
Capt. HANsoN. Only one, Mr. K. H. Merrem, of the Hacienda la
Victoria, had probably 40 or 50 acres, and there were a few small
groves near Monterey, Linares, Montemorales, Ciudad Victoria,
Colonia, Tampico, Rio Verde. In each colony there were minor
developments along this line, but you may say exclusively by Americans. This industry was in its infancy, but the development had
proven its future success.
In addition to that, I want to state that during all this time that I
was propagating the nursery any Mexican in the country was welb
come to come and take trees away. I was trying to introduce the
citrus-fruit industry into that section of the country. A great many
of them availed themselves of this opportunity, and had a few trees
in different portions of that section.
The CHAIRMAN. How long had Merrem's orchard been in bearing?
Capt. HANsoN. They were about the same age as ours.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Then you did not know what your orchard would

have done; you had nothing to go by as to what it might have done
had it been further developed 1
Capt. HANSON. Only iu3ging by the citrus-fruit industry at Tampico. Mr. MacDonald had14 acres of oranges 11 years old that
produced about 10 boxes to the tree, that lie sold for $4 a box.
Mr. Hopps also had a successful grove.
The OiAIRMAN. American gold?1

Capt. HANsoN. American gold f. o. b. Tampico. They were
shipped to Minneapolis and St. Paul, and that is what gave us the idea
of that being a citrus fruit country. In addition to that, we had
experts from California and Utah -and other places, who are thoroughly conversant with the citrus fruit industry, and we had our soil
and water analyzed, and after making a very extensive investigation
we concluded that in as much as it was below the frost line, and with
the climate and conditions that section was adapted to the citrus
fruit industry.
The CAIRmSAN. How many Mexicans did you employ, or were
you employing before you came out, in your operations there?
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Capt. H.ANSON. Upon our purchase of this ranch there was about
20 or 25 families. It was an old broken down ranch, unimproved;
had been formerly a cow ranch for many years and the Mexicans
were a little skeptical as to the Americans when I first arrived there.
After employing these few that were on the ranch, they found that
we were all right, and they much preferred to work for us, because
we paid them better wages and treated them better, and housed them
better than some of the Mexican ranch men in that country; therefore, they began to flock to us and there was never a time up to the
time I left there, but what there was always a surplus of labor.
The CAILRMAN. What were the average wages paid when you went
there for that character of work?
Capt. HANson. Mr. DeLeon was paying 50 cents, Me;xican money;
when I left there we were paying as high as 2 peso a day. We
gradually increased their wages as we taught them how to do the
work, and paid them in accordance with their capabilities.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, did you furnish houses for your laborers to
live in
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir; we furnished wood, water and houses
and we put a sewerage system all over the place, and that was all
free to them; we did not charge them anything for that, and in addition to that, we kept about a 84,000 commissary that we sold the
goods at cost and carriage. We also furnished free medical attention and free drugs.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any experience while you were
there, in the attempt to provide, or to offer opportunity to the Mexican laborers and others for providing themselves with their own
homes ?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir. After Mr. Madero went into power it
seemed that his policy was to divide the land and give eachbfexican
in the country a home. I cut off on the opposite side of the river
about a quarter of a mile from the main ranch, a town site divided
into lots 40 by 80 meters and every lot fronting on the river. I
offered any Mexican regardless of whether he worked on our place or
not, that would come and build a house, that I would deed him the
land the first night he moved his family into it. And there was to
be no restriction with the exception of the sale of liquor.
He was not to sell any liquor. He could sell the next day if he
wanted to, or he could do anything with it and he was under no
obligations even to work for our company, but all we wanted him
to do was to build him a house, and I went so far as to offer to give
him the palm to roof it with, and the wood, the logs out of the woods
to build it with, and loan him teams, wagons, and carts to haul it,
and to pay him wages while he was doing it, to he taken out 50
cents over two weeks, in order that he might live and support his
family whlo he was building a house.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, you mean to say that you would take 50
cents out of his wages every two weeks to repay for hauling and so
forth?
Capt. H.ANsoN. No, not for hauling, but to repay the money advanced him to live on while he was building his house.
The ClAImnsIMN. That is, you would deduct from his wages 50
cents to he applied upon his account?
Capt. llAxso. Yes, sir, for advances.
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The CHlAIRmA . How many availed themselves of this offer?
Capt. HANSON. Three. They explained to me that they would
much rather live on the ranch and not havo the house and lot.
The CI.n IAN. They had a house furnished them free of rent?
Capt. HiANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. As well as water, and so forth, in addition to
their wages running from 75 cents up to $2 a day?
Capt. IIANsos. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. Were there any schools in the neighborhood?
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir; there were schools at a little town,
Xicotencatl.
The CHIAIRMAN. On the ranch itself there were no schools?
Capt. HANSON. No; not at that time. A few times we had
schools. It was pretty hard to get teachers, but our standing offer
was that we would pay for the school and all expenses of it, and on
this town site that I was telling you of across the river, I had in
contemplation the building of a school house and church, and had
arrangements made with the Catholic priest in that vicinity to take
charge of it.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the feeling between the Americans
there-yourself and others-in that community, and the native
Mexicans?
Capt. HANSOX. It was splendid. There was no bad feelings at
all, and we were never treated hotter oven in the United States than
we were under the Diaz regime or while he was in power. The natives had learned to know the Americans and appreciated them, and
I never had any trouble with a single Mexican while I was on the
ranch during the entire eight years that I lived there.
The CnAIRMAN. When did you last see the ranch?
Capt. HANsON. In January, 1914.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had any information since that time
with relation-with reference to the condition, the physical condition
of the ranch after you left?
Capt. HANsoN. Yees ar; I saw the ranch, as I say, in 1014, in
January, and it was destroyed. The windows were broken in, and
robbedThe CHAIRMAN. You mean the houseI
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; the house; and it was very finely furnished,
with something like eight or ten thousand dollars' worth of furniture
in the house-beds and so on. That was all destroyed and taken
away. They destroyed the pillows. I had a great many feather
pillows on the place and they cut them open and threw the feathers
out to the winds and used the pillow slips for maletas; that is, for
se ks to carry food in.
The CHAIRMAN. What became of the live stock?
Capt. HANsoN. They were all taken away. Mr. - - informs
me that there is not a mrule or horse, nor a cow of any description on
the ranch, with the exception of probably some wild ones in the
woods.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the condition which you saw in 1914
with reference to the citrus fruit growing?
Capt. HANSON. It was not so bad at that time, but later on it was
burned--burned up completely.
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The CuAIRMAN. You mean to say that there are none of the trees
growing there
Capt. HANSON. No, sir; there may be 'a few scattered trees, but
my information is that it was completely burned.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what was the date upon which you left there?

Capt. HANsoN. I left there on the 14th day of January, 1914.
The CIAIRMAN. How did you happen to leave 1
'
Capt. HANSON. In November previous to that time Consul Miller
had notified us that the United States Government had requested all
Americans to come to Tampico and get under the guns of our ships,
which were placed there for the protection of the Americans in that
country. We remonstrated, but he insisted and said that our Government wanted us to be patriotic and get out of there, as it might
cause complications if we attempted to stay out on the ranches. I
went to Tampico and when I received word that the property was
destroyed-that was along in the latter part of December, 1913-I went to Consul Miller and he advised that I go to the ranch.
It was a little bit dangerous to go, because they were fighting
between there and for 50 miles out of Tampico on out in that direction, Carrancistas and Huertistas, and finally I took a man who was
very friendly to the Carrancistas, secured permission, and went
through both lines and on to the ranch with the intention of making
a list of what I had lost and what dainage had been done, and go up
to see the governor at Victoria, which was the capital of the State
and secure from him, if possible, an officer to go down with me and
check up my losses and give me a receipt for them in order that I
would not have to put in a claim against the Mexican Government
at that time. I did not want to antagonize the Carrancistas, because
it was very evident that our Government was backing them against
Huerta and that his fall was sure. Therefore I did not want to
antagonize them and wanted simply to get a receipt and make no
report of it, because it would do no good.
The CHAIRMAN. What happened to you when you went back?
Capt. HANON. When I arrived at Victoria I stayed all night, in

company with my attorney, Judge McCabe, and bookkeeper and
cashier, Mr. Gonzales. Next morning I went up to call on the
governor, and he arrested me and virtually sentenced me to death
that evening. He kept me under gltard of 60 Mexicans until about
8 o'clock that night. He finally allowed me to return to my room,
and next morning there was a court-martial instituted, and I was
tried then by court-martial for the next 10 days.
About the tenth day, Consul Miller, of Tampico, got to me with
two friends of mine and finally prevailed on the governor to not shoot
me. He finally agreed to send me out of the country, which they
did; in fact, they sent me to Matamoros by automobile--but I paid
$300 for the automobile to get out--and delivered me to Gen. Pablo
Gonzales about 11 o'clock in the morning, and through the efforts of
United States consul and others he ordered me put across the river
that afternoon about 3 o'clock.
The CI IRuAN. What was the charge against you for which you

were tried first and upon which you were deportedI
Capt. HANsoN. That I was in favor of intervention and a Huerta
spy. There was no government recognized in Mexico at that time.
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The ChnAmRAN. Were you taking part in the revolution or in the
troubles there?
Capt. HANSON. Not at all; no sir. I had nothing to do with it.
I had been sick three months in Tamplco in the Southern Hotel and
had taken no part directly or indirectly in anything connected with
the Mexican trouble; in fact it made no difference to me, and I voice
the sentiments of all other Americans in Mexico when I say that the
Americans in Mexico do not care who is president of Mexico, just so
they have peace and protection.
The CnHAMAN. Had you been making any reports with reference
to the friends of Huerta or to the Huerta government t
Capt. HANSON. No sir; the only reports that I ever made when
Miss (ourd was ravished out of Tampico. Consul Miller asked me to
take Mr. Gourd's statement, which I did, and we sent 16 copies of that,
sworn to before the consul, to yourself and other Senators and Repre
sentatives in Washington as well as the departments here. It seemed
that the fact that I-had been active in reporting that matter had
gotten back to the Carranzistas, and that probably was one of the
reports that they alluded to, that I had made.
The CHAIRMAN. And that was to your own Government or officials
or citizens of the United StatesI
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The

CHAIRMAN.

And not to the MexicansI

Capt. HANsON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Inwhatmonthwereyou deported by en. Gonzales?
Capt. HANSON. In January, 1914.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you return to Mexico thereafter, and, if so,
to what part
Capt. HANsoN. Yes sir; the following April I returned from Texas
City by boat to Tampico, arriving there about the 10th of April.
he CHAIRMAN. How long did you remain there
Capt. HANSON. I remained there until I was shanghaied out of there
together with 2 800 Americans on the 22d of April, 1914. (For list
see Galveston News of April 28, 1914.)
The CAsIRMAN. What do you mean by you were "shanghaied"?
Just what occurred there at that time?
Capt. HANSON. On the 20th of April there was a notice posted on
the "Commandancia" to the effect that the Americans had invaded
Vera Cruz, and Gen. Huerta called on all patriotic Mexicans to arm
themselves and defend their beloved country. That was about 2
o'clock in the afternoon. At once Mexicans began to go up to the
"Commandancia" and get guns and ammunition, and a mob began to
form, and they began their cry of "Death to the Americans' and
rioting. About 6 o'clock the Americans concluded it was best that
they house up, and each one went to some place that he considered to

be safer than on the streets. Together with about 150 Americans,
men and women, I took refuge in the Southern Hotel. That was
where I was living. And about 6.30 o'clock we had closed all the
doors and barred them, with the exception of one, and there was a
crowd of Americans standing inside watching the Mexicans go by,
rioting and so forth, a rock was thrown through the door and hit an
old man about 70 years old, who was a reporter on the Times, tearing
his cheek off.
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. About 10 or 15 minutes later another rock was thrown through
and hit one of the Pierson Oil Co. geologists in the head cutting
him across the forehead laying his scalp open. Then we closed the
doors and formed ourselves into a party for defense. After getting
all the guns we could together we found we could arm 32 men. They
appointed Capt. Ed Williams and myself to take charge of the men..
We divided them 16 upstairs and 16 downstairs. We barred the
doors and they began at once to break in the plate glass drug store
of Sanborn Bros., in the corner of the building, and shooting through
the top of our house and at our American flag which floated over the
building. About 0 o'clock there was a rap on the door that could be
distinguished from the mob, and the commanding officer of the
steamboat Dresden came in and told us that he believed we were
going to be massacred and if we so desired he would take care of
our wr-,aen and children. After consultation several of the ladies,
Ameican ladies, went through the mob with him to the ship.
About 11 o'clock he returned and told us that he had just notified
Gen. Zaragoza that he must clean the streets of this mob or he
would sweep them with lead.
The CnAIRMAN. Who was Gen. Zaragozat
Capt. ILAsox. General Zaragoza was the commander in charge
of the Huertistas who were defending the town against the Carrancistis. You understand, there had been a battle going on since
about the 10th of the month and an incessant battle, firing over us;
three battleships were throwing their shells over our building, over
Tampico, into the Carrancista ranks on the north of Tampico, and
at this conversation-or consultation-between Capt. Koehlor, Mr.
Williams, and myself, I asked him why he did not wire our ships.
The CAIRMAN. What ships I
Capt. HANsoN. Our ships that had left there that morning.
The CAIRMnAN. You say our ships t
Capt. HA1so. That is, the United States ships.
The CAIRMAN. Battleships
Capt. HANso. Battleships. The ships that were in port that had
been there for our protection. They left there that morning; left us
alone, and he said that his wireless was not strong enough. I asked
him why he did not go to the English ship. He said he had been
to them, that they refused to send a message, stating that they were
neutral. He said that he and two Americans, who accompanied him,
had requested the commander of the English ship-asked him if, in
case it was necessary--would land his marines and assist him in
defending the many foreigners in Tampico. He told him that he
would not; that he was neutral, and he then said "I am ready to die
with you.'
The CRAIMRAN. This was Capt. Koehler
.
Captain HANox. Yes, sir; "I am ready to die with you if necessary, but I want it distinctly understood that it is an act of humanity and not for any other reason, and that the first American officer
that puts his foot on the shore I will be very glad to retire and turn
the matter over to him." It wore on until about 2 o'clock. In the
meantime, Zaragoza had in a manner dispersed this mob. About
2 o'clock Capt. Koehler came back and left one of his officers with
us with a searchlight and with orders that in case they went to dynamitb the building or commit any act of violence he was to dash
4'66--20-o 2--
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this searchlight three times on the Pierson buildings (that could he
viewed very readily from the ship and from the Southern Hotel) and
he would como within his force. And he held his force in readiness and
in arms-none of them slept that night-to come to our acnistnce
if they had attempted the massacre. as it was supposed they would do.
Tho next mourning about 7 o'clock I went out and asked the leader
of this mob, or rather the mob. if they would allow me to go to the
consul's office. They said I could go if I would go without armq;
so I laid my arms ailde: pulled off my coat. so they would be very
sure to know that I did not have any arms and went to the consul's
office. When I arrived I found Consul Miller and several men that
were with him as his assistants and bodyguard the night before alnd
for several days, and who had not slept for probably 36 hours, lying
roused him and
around with their clothes on, perfectly worn out.
told him of the situation on the outside: that the mob was forming
again and that it could not he delayed very much longer, and that I
was afraid that I could not hold our people very much longer; they
were getting very anxious to get busy.
The C0AISIMAN. What do you mean by '"get huw" ?
Captain H.ssox. To fight. There had been 'insults of every
description hurled at us all night long and we were afraid that a shot
would he fired, and if they had attempted to kill us it would have
been impossible to have field those men any longer. They would
have defended themselves to the last. So. realizing just what a few
shots would do to start the thing. Consul Miller went up to see Gen.
Zaragoza and he advised that we get out. I asked Consul Millerthat was about 8:00 or 8:30 a. m.-I asked him if he had heard anything from our Government. He said that he had not: that hlie had
done his best to notify them, but that he had not heard a thing from
our ships or from the'Government. I went on back to the hotel and
was in consultation there with the Americans when word came for
us to get to the ship the best way we could through this moh.
The CHAIRmAN. What ships?
Capt. HANsoN. The German, English, and Dutch. They had
agreed to take us out; besides, I think there was an American oil
steamer there, but floating a foreign flag. They were not allowed
to float an American flag and we got out of there the best way we
could with just what we had on our hacks-mon, women, and children.
The bank in the Southern Hotel belonging to the Fouts Brothers,
was sealed, and I think with an English seal on it in order that it
would be respected. We went out to the ships and the next morning we found them in motion and looked out and asked where we
were, and where we were going, and they said "You are going to
Galveston." We objected.
The CIAIRA N,. What boats were you on?
Capt. HANsox. The Des Moine.s, and I think there probably was
something like 18 or 20..
The CrQinuRA. American boats?
Capt. HANsoN. American ships.
The CrAIRmAN. You had been transferred
Capt. HAIsoN. Transferred; yes, sir.
The O IAIRSMAx. How far were you out from Tampico when you
were transferred ?
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Capt. IAxnsox. Tampico, the city, is ahoutsix milosfrom the mouth
of the Panuco River, and the shipsThe Cn.IR AIN (interposing). That is, from where the Panuco
*River flows into the gulf
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, and just out in deep water, just the other
side of the jetties, there our ships were all lined up cleared for action.
There was something like 18 gunboats, destroyers, and battleships
The CIIAIIrAN.. And you were taken out by the German, Dutch,
and English ships, and oil tankers, and were transferred to our battleships-gun boats?
Capt. HAN.ON. Yes, sir.
The CIuAIRMA.. And our battleships and gunboats which you
found in motion next morning?
Capt. HANso.. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And informed you you were going to Galveston?
Capt. HANsoX. Yes, sir.
The CflAtRUAN. Were you trAnsferred over to the American
boats-were you informed at that time that you were going to be
taken away?
Capt. hANsoN. No, sir. You will understand that in several
battles that had previously occurred in Tampico the Americans
had been taken on board ships and taken out to sea until the battle
was over and then returned to their homes and business, and we
naturally supposed that when we got on the boats that we were just
going out as usual, out to sea, and we were very much surprised wihen
we found that we were going to Galveston, because every one had
simply left there as they were, many of the ladies had left their dishes
unwashed, and their houses virtually open, and with no change of
clothes or anything of that kind, and only the clothes that we had
on our backs.
Now, with reference to the leaving of the ships: On the evening
of the 20th, my understanding was, through the consul and others,
that Admiral SMayo had been ordered to take his ships and leave
that port. Consul Miller sent three messages, very strong messages,
protesting against the removal of the ships and stating to the department in Washington, the conditions, that the battle had been raging
there for 10 days; the streets were full of people, and that he did not
believe it was right to take the ships out; but lihe received no answer,
and when Admiral Mayo-I did not see the messages, but my understanding was that when Admiral Mayo received the orders to leave
he could not believe it, antd wired for confirmation of orders, and he
received them, and was ordered again to take his ships and get out.
And he dlid it, very reluctantly; but they left us alone.
Thie CIAIRMAN. You were taken to Galveston'then, were you?

Capt. HANSON.
The CIAIRmTAN.
were shanghaied
Capt. HANsoN.
or knowledge.
The CHAIRm.AN.
boats?

Yes, sir; we were taken to Galveston.
And that is what you meant by saying that you
_
Yes, sir. We were taken out without our consent
Were any protests made to the officers of the
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Capt. HANSON. Yes sir; and they told us, "that was orders"; that
they had orders to take us there, and they were going to do it, and
they did.
t'he CuAIR A . From Galveston where did you go
Capt. HANsoN. When we arrived at Galveston we held a few indignation meetings and "resoluted and whereased" a while and came
to Washington as a committee. I had the honor of being on that
committee that came to Washington to deliver personally a protest
and about a thousand sworn affidavits of outrages that had been
committed in that country, to our Government.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom did you see hereI

Capt. HANSON. When we arrived we saw Mr. Garrison.
The CIAIRMAN. The Secretary of War t
Capt. HANSON. The Secretary of War, who treated us very nice,
was very sympathetic, and listened to our stories, and promised to
do all that was within his power. Then we went to see Mr. Daniels.
During the conversation he asked us what we were kicking about.
We told him that we thought the Government had treated us very
badly b)y taking the ships out and leaving.us there unprotected, after
depending on them for so many months and being assured of protection from this Government, and he asked us the plain question
as to whether or not we thought that this Government should use
her Army and Navy to protect a lot of filibusters, schemers, and
adventurers, who had gone to ,Mexico to exploit the Mexican people.
That brought on a kind of a scrap and things got a little personal
and we left.
The CnAlmaRS. l)id You see the President?
Capt. HANSSON. No sir; we did not. We tried but did not see him.
The CInAln&RAx. What did you do then?
Capt. HAxso.. Some of the committee saw Mr. Bryan. I was
not present at the conference, but the chairman of our committee,
Mr. Lucas, had several interviews with Mr. Bryan and he treated us
very nicely, so far as part of our requests were concerned. You see
our people were starving inGalveston; that is, they would have
starved if it had not been for the good people of Galveston coming
to their relief, and also from other portions of the State, and we
wanted money sent clown there to feed our people at Galveston.
He granted that very readily, and sent money there, and then we
asked him for transportation to get them to where they used to live,
not to their homes, but a great many of them wanted to go back to
where they had acquaintances that ihey thought they could depend
on, and through Mr. Bryan we received transportation for them
to wherever they wanted to go in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. They. did not get transportation back to Mexico?
Capt. HA xsox. No, sir; he would not agree-I think it was three
weeks that we stayed here and worked before we got anything from
the department and they finally agreed to put a transport at Galveston and allow such men as had business there to return, but no
women, with the exception of some nurses-three or four nurses that
were formerly in a hospital in Tampico. But prior to getting on the
transport they all had to sign a document to the effect that they did
not hold this Government responsible, or something of the kind. I
was not there-I do not know, but it is in the testimony before this
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committee as to tile nature of that document that they signed, under

Mr. Lester's re-lort.
The CHAinMAN. You refer to the. Iester report in Part 16 of these
hearings? Wrero you there in Tampico when the sailors, the United
States sailors, and the launch supposed to be seeking a supply of
gasoline, were arrested by Zaragoza a troops?
Capt. HlANsoN. Yes, sir. During the battle of December, 1913,
between Carraneistas, 8,000 strong, attacking the Federals or Huertistas, 3,500 strong, there were a few Americans, that, knowing our
Government was against Huerta and backing the Carraneistas,
wanted to make friends with the Carrancistas, and on various occasions requested passports from Gen. Zaragoza to go out of the city
on different excuses, but in truth, some of them went to report to
the Carrancistas whore the Federals wore stationed, and what they
wore doing. In other words, to give them information against the
Huertistas.
After fighting some 10 or 12 days the Carrancistas ran out of ammunition and retired, and between that time and the time of their
next attack, the following April, Gen. Zaragoza had found that some
of these Americans had not been true to the trust that he had reposed
in them, and had given information to the Carrancistas: therefore,
on the following April when the Carrancistas returned to attack
them, he gave orders that no one should leave the city without an
order from him--and he refused to give it-in order that the Carrancistas might not he informed as to their movements inside of
Tampico.
My understanding was that this boat from one of our battleships
started down below, or passed the Iturbide Bridge, where the arroya
ran into the Panuco River in the city of Tampico. Ais they wore
passing they were halted by the captain in charge, who was guarding
that point, and brought ashore. lIo turned them over to a petty
officer and started them up to the headquarters-Zaragoza's headquarters. Ho met an officer of superior authority who asked him
what he was doing with those marines. He answered that they had
attempted to go by the mouth of this arrova down the Panuco River,
against his instructions, and he ordered him at once to turn them
loose.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, the superior officer

Capt. HANSON. The superior officer ordered him to turn them
loose at once and put them back in their boat and send them back to
the ship, which was done. Gon. Zaragoza, immediately upon hearing of this incident, wrote a note of apology to Admiral Mayo. Admiral Mayo refused to accept it and demanded that he come in person, and, if I am not mistaken, I went with Consul Miller to the firing
line and summoned Gen. Zaragoza to go before Admiral Mayo.
Upon his arrival there Admiral Mayo demanded an apology, and
he apologized in every possible way that he could, but told him that
he could not comply with the demand that Admiral Mayo made,
which was to erect an American flag on Mexican soil and fire a salute
of 21 guns, but Gen. Zaragoza told unm that he had no authority to do
that; that that was a diplomatic matter and that he would have to
refer the matter to President Huerta. He gave him until 6 o'clock
the following day to do so. I understood that he wired this information and demand to Gen. Huerta, and that he wired back, acquiescing
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in it, provided Admiral 'Mayowould accept the apology by answering

him with 8 guns, which was refused, as it might have been construed
an act of recognition.
The CHIRMumax. Now, to return a moment to the condition of your
property. You say that the orange grove has been burned an the
house looted, the furniture destroyed, etc., and there is no stock
remaining. What about--what became of your commissarvy
Capt. HANso. The commissary was taken, the same as everything
else.

The ChAntlsAx. There was no attempt to take any of this property
byjudicial procedure?
Capt. IlAaso.. Oh, no, sir.
The CHARn~Ax. Were there any receipts issued for it ?
Capt. IIANso.N. No, sir.
The CIIAIIIAN. By any officers or soldiers or anyone else?
Capt. IIANsON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They just simply were confiscated, like a train
robber would confiscate an express packago
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir; and they did confiscate the ranch, but
through the influence of dMr. Merrom, who remained on one of the
adjoining ranches, it was finally released to him for us.
The C AIRSMAN. Well, in this attempt to confiscate the ranch, what
do you mean by "attempt to confiscate" ?
apt. HANsov. They took charge of it.
The C tAIRsMA.
Again just like a train robber who would confiscate
an express package ?
Capt. HAxsoN. Just the same thing. They forced a great many
of my workmen into their army, murdered a lot of them and my
information is, took a great many of the women folks with them.
The CnAIuAN. Are you familiar with any other American settlements or colonies, or others engaged in agriculture or pursuits of like
character in that country ?
Capt. HANsoM. Yes, sir; there were something like 15 or 20 colonies of American citizens scattered all over that country.
The CHAIRMAN. About what was the size of these colonies?
Capt. HANsoN. Well, they ran from 10 families to 350.
The CHAIRMAN. Engaged in general agriculture?
Capt. HANsoN. And stock raising.
The CHAIRMAN. What were the classes of these Americans?
Where did they come from
Capt. HANsON. They came from the United States, different portions, and they were a splendid class of gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they have their-families with them? Wives
and children?
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir; wives and children. They built schoolhouses and churches and went there to make that their home and
lived there and obeyed the laws, and during the time I was there in
3exico I never heard of one American being arrested for any offense
or any violation of the laws in all these colonies; that is, while Diaz
was in power.
The CHAIRMAN. Were these men engaged in speculation of any
kind?
Capt. HANsox. No, sir; they were poor people, the majority of
them.
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The ChArnInAN. Now, what character of agricultural implements

did they use generally in these colonies 1
Capt. HANsoN. American, imported from the United States.
The CI1AIRIA.

What agricultural implements were the Mexicans

using, when these colonies went there ?
Capt. IfAso.N. They were using wood plows and oxen, tied up
around the heads.
The CIIAIRMAN. That is,
you mean that instead of using the ox
bow, as we would use'it, they drive the oxen with ropes and a stick
tied to the horns?
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir; a stick tied across the head-the ancient
method. You see pictures where they did the same thing hundreds
of years ago.
'The CHAIRnuAN. Now you say they had wooden plows, Were the
plows made anything like ours-double-handled I
Capt. HANSON. No, sir: one handle. They would cut a Ions pole
and then put another upright piece down here and on the end of that
they would get some kind of a piece of iron or .something else and
tie it on, or rivet it in some way, and that is what they used for a
plow, one handle.
The CIIAIRsAN. Before the Americans wore driven out of there
had the Mexicans begun to learn, or were they learning the use of
up-to-date agricultural machinery, plows, and so forth?
Capt. HANso. Oh, yes; immediately upon our taking charge of
this ranch we discarded everything of a Mexican nature and we
bought all our wagons, huggies,, hacks, and all kinds of farming
implements, including sprayers, hlgh-powor sprayers, gasoline sprayers, for our troes--overything was Imported--saddles, American saddies, American harness, and, in fact, everything American. The
Mexicans all over the country there, the Mfoxican ranch men, and
the Mexican farmers, would come over and watch us use them, and
then thov wanted one like it, and I would order plows .from this
country for my Mexican neighbors, and there got to be such a demand
that C. IIolck & Co., of Monterey, secured the agency for the Pony
Disc plow. I remember that, and they received them by the carload and were sold all over that country from the samples that we
had taken in-to this one ranch. Now, very other American in that
country had a like oxpoeienco in every section where he lived. The
Americans, by using American manufactured implements and harness,
saddles, etc flooded that country all over with American implements and American manufactured goods.

The CHAIRMAN. When the Mexican did get an American stock
saddle, would he use that in preference to the old Mexican saddle
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; they were wild about them; all the ranch
men inthat country wanted saddles just like mine that I had purchased in San Antonio, Tox.--that also applied to buggies and hacks.
I ordered several of those mountain hacks for my Mexocan neighbors.
The CIIAIRMAN. Then these Americans were not only engaged in
attempting to benefit themselves and establish homes there, but were
also the direct cause of increased trade with this country I
Capt. HANSoN. Oh, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. In theo sale of agricultural implements and general
articles, such as you have described I
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Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; and I want to say in connection with this,
that very American in that country, without exception, when he
settled in Mexico, and went there to make it his home worked for
the upbuilding of that country, and the institutions of that country,
just the same as the Americans do in any section of the United States
in which they may live.
The CHlAIRMAN. Then, did the Americans pay the same wages that
the Mexicans were earning in like character of work Did they
pay the same wages that the Mexicans themselves employing that
.
labor, paid
Capt. HANSON. No; they paid increased wages, and that was the
only friction between Mexican ranchmen and the newcomers or the
Americans there; they objected to us raising the price of the native
labor.
The CnAIRMAN. Have you, or your company, or the people that
were associated with you, ever received any money or anything of
value for your investment there in Mexico?
Capt. HANSON. Not one dollar. Our damages up to date from the
best information that I can get will run right around $400,000 gold,
and we have never received one cent.
The CHAIRMAN. How much actual cash that you know'of did you
invest there aside from the increased value of your property-just
actual cash invested ?
Capt. HANsoN. We invested about $400,000, in improvements.
The CHAIRMAN. And that, together with increased value which you
place upon the land has been approximately a total loss
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The raw land, I suppose, is still there?
Capt. HANSON. The raw land is there but the fences and everything else destroyed. If we go back we ill have to commence from
the ground up and build over.
The sCILIRMAN. Do you hope to go back?
Capt. HANSON. Well, I hope to go-back; but, of course, I would not
go back under the present condition of things there. If this Government ever straightens up and does the proper thing in Mexico and
gives the American pioneers guaranties for life and property, I would
be glad to go back and make that my home. I like Mexico and I
like the people.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say that you would take your
family--you are a man of family?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, air.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say you would take your family
back there and live there?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; I have educated two boys- given them a
collegiate education with the expectation of taking them to Mexico
with me.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, as to the other colonists who have been
driven out of there, as shown by the testimony in this case, with which
you are familiar, would these colonists who have been driven out, as
you were, go back there if they could
y
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. You know many of them, do you ?
Capt. HANSON. Yes; personally I know a great many of them, and

I want to say those colonists as a rule were poor people; they would
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sell their homes in this country, take the proceeds and go to Mexico,
and invest in land and build themselves a home there. Those homes
have been destroyed, just as mine has, and they have been brought
out of that country; ran out of that country; and many of them have
been living in poverty and want in this country since their departure
from Mexico.
They are in a horrible condition, many of them that I know personally, and they are as good people as the sun ever shone on, and
they deserve more consideration than they have received; they are
in a very bad shape and have shown themselves to be very deserving
people, and good Americans.
The CHArMAN. You mean that they deserve decent consideration,
at any rate?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; different consideration than they have
received.
The CHaAnsN. What has been the effect upon the minds of the
Mexicans generally in Mexico of the policy pursued by this Government in allowing the colonists and settlers, American citizens, to be
driven out of Mexico
Capt. HANsoN. Well, theyhave simply lost all respect for us. VWhen
we went to Tampico and that section we were considered first-class,
and given every attention possible: in fact, we were given better
attention than any other foreign nationality, and when left there a
Chinaman was better respected than any American. They have no
faith in our Government, and especially since their treatment at Vera
Cruz. OurGovernment went in there; they expected help; and thought
we were there to stay; they helped our Government and soldiers in
every conceivable way possible, only to be left there and shot down
like dogs after we left. That has caused the Mexican people not to
have very much confidence in our Government. That is one of the
reasons because they trusted us, and felt that when we went in there
we would never leave until we established a government with guarantees, and after we left them they were shot down because they had
assisted the American soldiers.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose that the United States were to develop
another olicy, would tell the Americans who were driven out of
these colonies that this Government would protect them if they
desired to go back into Mexico and to take over their homes again,
and start to build them up, what, in your judgment, would be the
effect on the minds of theMexicans of that community?
Capt. HANso.. They would receive them with open arms and with
gratitude.
The CUAIRm AN. Would you be able, do you think, to secure labor
from the Mexicans themselves?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; all we might need. The Mexican people
are friends of the American people; that is, the submerged class, the
80 per cent. They want the Americans there; they like them because
they make money out of them, and receive humane and good treatment for themselves and families. I had Mexicans on my ranch to
tell me that they were receiving better treatment during those eight
years that we were there, and others in that community, than they
had received before, and they were tickled to death that the Americans were there.
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The CIAIRtAN. Do you think that the Americans would be welcome again if it is understood that the United States would protect
its citizens there, and enable them to protect themselves, and thus
to afford protection for the Mexicans who wanted to work for them
Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir.
The ChAIltI tAN. Now, who is it in Mexico who are against the
Americans and against their return? What class of Mexicans ?
Capt. HANsoN. Well, it is a class of people that have come to the
front under the Madero revolution. It started along in that time
and when Diaz was overthrown; since then it has been conducted
to a great extent by ignorant people, who rose to influence by loot
by theft, and by murder to the high places, and they have controlled
by the iron hand, and the policy of our Government has been to
arm those people. Naturally, that bunch has disarmed the 80 per
cent, and if one of the 80 per cent does not agree with their policies
or has anything to say about them, he is murdered; he is killed; and
the 80 per cent of the people are' under the guns of the people whom
this Government has armed.
The CIlAIIsnAN. Now, what was the policy of the Mexican Government with reference to arms throughout Mexico prior to this revol ution ?
Capt. HANSON. They were not allowed to have any kind of arms.
Diaz would not "allow it. If a man had a shotgun on his place he
would think he was a revolutionist--would not allow any of them
to have any kind of arms without permission. Of course, if a man
could get a license to have arms he would be all right, but there were
very few allowed to have a gun.
The CHAIRnMAN. Was the American or the 'Mexican traveling
through that country., horseback or on foot, or in a vehicle of any
kind--was he safe from attack t
Capt. HANsoN. Perfectly, more so than he would be in this country.
The CUAIRtIAx. Were there soldiers, large numbers of soldiers,

a large standing army, in Mexico? Were their soldiers around in
•
your vicinity
Capt. HAksoN. We had no soldiers. We had a few policemen
over at this little town, but no soldiers. It was not necessary. I
want to say another thing, that during my knowledge of Mexico,
up to the time of the revolution, I never knew of one Sank robbery;
during the time I have known lMexico-for 25 or 30 years--I have
never known but one train robbery during the Diaz r6game in Mexico.
And in the 8 years that I lived there, up to the time of the revolution
my stock ran all over the country and I never lost but one animal
that I knew of by theft.
The CHAInMANs. Now, since you were finally brought out of
Mexico, run out, and then by "your Government brought out, in
order to protect you what have you been engaged in generally?
Capt. HANsoN. When I came out of Mexico the last time I at once
went to work as special agent of the San Antonio Uvalde & Gulf
Railroad, with headquarters in San Antonio, Tex.
The COAIRMAN. On a salary?
Capt. HAN.so. On a salary of $150 a month. And on the 1st
day of January, 1918, I was requested by my friends to accept a
captaincy in the Texas Rangers, and at that time .the Texas Rangers
were mostly stationed on the Rio Grande border, and inasmuch as
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there was a great deal of German
propaganda alndlanti-Americaniism
throughot Mexico and 1along the border, 11d on account of my
Tacqulialtunc.e pith the Mexicans and the
country anid the people,
they rIequested n to nacept this position, which I did, at S125 II
month.

I served illn \ ait

'pls ity up to the present time.

I still

hold my cohisionl as senior captini of the State angers, but
secured' a furlough on the 1st day of September, It1l. to assit this
committee in their investigation work.
'1he ('A.sulanx. You speak the Spanish language, do you ?
('apt. IAxsox. Yes, sir.
The' CHAInIAN. )oes your family speak the langulage, your sonlst
('apt. lI. xsox. Yes, sir: my hoV niU speak it.
The CHin.IMA. Now, in your
as specialprork
agent of the railroad
company along the border, and then as rangerr, have yOU laud reason
to have your attention brought, directed to this German propaganda
of which you lspeaLk ?
The CnRMnAN. You also, of course, are familiar with what is
known as the Plan San Diego that has been testified to here
Capt. HANsox. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You saw the operation of that plan by the
Mexicans?
Capt. HANsox. Yes, sir.
The CCHAmIIAK. Were the Germans, in their propaganda and their
work, in accordance with this Plan San Diego?
Capt. HANSOM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have read, of course, the Zinunerman note to
Mexicot
Capt. HAxsov. Yes sir.
The CIIAIRMAN. Is that along the line of this, along the line of the
Plan San Diego?
Capt. HANSON. Along the line of it- yes sir.
The CITA
NIAN.
Do you know whether the same plan of San Diego
and the plan of the Zonimmerman note are still received as something
that might be carried out by Mexican agitators?
Capt.HAsoN. Yes, sir.
The CIhAIMAN. You have, in assisting the committee, investigated
the activities of Mexicans in connection with propaganda along the
river, the boundary
Capt. HANSOM. Yes, sir.
The .CIIAIR.MAN. You are familiar with the letters that have been
introduced here, photostatic copies of letters from Carranza and from
officials of the Carranza Government to agitators
Capt. HAxsoN.
Yes, sir.
The CITAIRMAN. They are extreme radicals?

Capt. HANsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And part of your duty with this committee has
been to investigate, to run down and check up reports of that kind
Capt. HANsox. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you think that up to the time you left the
border, that is, the latter part of March of this year, Mexicans were
still engaged in egitating against this Government?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir' they were.
The CHAmAN. On both sides of the border?
Capt. LHANsox. On both sides of the border.
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The CIIARI

AN.

And with what element generally on this side of

the border were they connected, if you know?
Capt. HANSON. Well, with the radical element.

The CIAIR AN. What particular name is given to that radical ele-

mont generally?
Capt. HANsoN. The I. W. W. and communists.
The CHtAIRAN. It has been testified to in various hearings in this
case, and by various witnesses that armed raids and acts of violence
have been committed by people coming from Mexico across the international border and committed against or upon the lives and property
of American citizens in the United States. Have you in your experience or within your knowledge ever learned of any raid by Americans
upon the other side of the border at any time?
Capt. HANsoN. I have never heard of anything of the kind.
The CIAIRm N. Have the Texas Rangers been allowed to go across
the international border when they chose to do so?
Capt. HANSON. No, sir; only with soldiers.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, with regular soldiers of the United States
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So that, of your own initiative or acting under
orders from your own State government, you have not been allowed
to pursue even raiding parties?
Capt. HANSON. No, sir; we could pursue them to the river, but
never across.
The CHAIRMAN. So, if you were on a hot trail you were not allowed
to cross?
Capt. HANSON. No, sir.

The CIIAIRsAN. You have, however, cooperated with the regular
forces of the United States?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; the Rangers have been over several times
but always under command of the United States Army.
The CHAIRtAN. Now, since the year 1911, we will say, have American citizens from Texas been allowed to go across the border with
arns?
Capt. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. By whom were they prevented from carrying arms
into Mexico?
Capt. HANsoN. By their own Government.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what the rule was with reference to
our soldiers guarding the border if they saw any American attempting
to go across with arms?
Capt. HANSON. They would arrest him.

'The CHAIRMAN. Then American citizens having business in Mexico
or desiring to cross the border were prevented both by the orders of
the Mexicans and by our own armed forces from carrying arms even
for their own protection?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The

CHAIRMAN.

So that Americans who have crossed have been

compelled to go unarmed
Capt. HANSON. Unarmed, absolutely, and without protection.
The CHAIRMAN. During these raids or any of them, from Mexico
into the United States, did many Mexicans lose their lives at the
hands of officers from this side, or soldiers, troops, or citizens?
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Capt. HANSON. Well, of course, I don't know just how many have
lost theirlives, but the condition growing out of that plan of San Diego
was this: The first thing they knew of It the Mexicans began raiding
across the border, but they didn't consider it very serious at first,
until finally they captured'a copy of the plan of San Diego and saw
that all Americans were to be murdered, and Texas Arizona, New
Mexico and so forth, taken back by Mexico; and then they woke
up. The first act then was to concentrate their women and children
into the little towns around, and they began to guard the roads into
them.
The CIuAInarnD
. You are speaking of American citizens in Texas.
Capt. HANsox. Yes, sir: Mexicans and Americans who lived in
Texas-citizens. The Mexican population was just about as much
excited over it as the Americans were--that is, I mean the Americans
of Mexican origin, Mexican blood.
The CII.InSM AN. Who are American citizens residing on this side ?
Capt. Il.xsox. American citizens; -es, sir And they appealed
for aid, and it didn't get there quick enough, and these raiding
parties began to come over and wantonly destroy ranches, murder,
and rob until it got to be unbearable, and the people, the citizens
themselves, rose en masse, and it is true they did kill a good many
Mexicans, but the Mexicans that they killed were either raiders,
sympathizers, or harborers of the people of the other side.
The CHIAIRMAN. And under conditions of that kind, where people
were taking the law into their own hands and operating for their
own defense, not being protected by, their own Government, and on
their own soil, I presume that unfortunately some instances may
have occurred where innocent people were killed?
Capt. H.I\sox. Probably so. That is always the case with an
uprising. They are blind when they get to that stage, but they were
very careful. I know that the i-angers and citizens and others were
very careful not to commit acts of that kind. Probably they may
have done so, but I know the majority of people that were killed on
that border were either sympathizers, aiders, or abettors of the
people from the other side.
The CHAIRMAN. Or actual raiders.
Capt. HANSON. Actual raiders; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a large Mexican population on the lower
Rio Grando in Texas, is there?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the general character of that population
among those who were born hero ?
Capt. HANsoN. They are peaceable, good citizens, as a rule.
The CHAIRMAN. Were the majority m actual sympathy with any
attempt to take back Texas and add it to Mexico?
Capt. ILANsoN. No, sir; not the majority. The minority probably were.
The CAIRMAN. Captain, you are more or less familiar, of course,
with Texas history; do you know many of those people, the descendants of Mexicimans, residing upon this side, who are the descendants of
those who joined the Texans in the fight for liberty
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir. The Benovidas family, for instance, at
Laredo, there are not more loyal Americans on earth than they are.
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The ChAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, which is generally lost sight of
by those who are not familiar with that history, one very prominent
Mexican, Zavala, led a full regiment of natives and assisted materially
the Americans under Houston and others in the overthrow of Salta
Anna and the attainment of independence by the State of Texas.
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir. Many of their descendants live in San
Antonio, Tex., and around there. Miss Zavala lives there now.
The CIAIRMAN. Zavala was the first lieutenant governor of the

State of Texas.

Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Has there been any change in the feeling of the
people of Mexico with respect to law and the rights of property, etc.,
engendered by the last 10 years of lawlessness in that country, do
you know
Capt. HANSON. Well, I haven't been in Mexico for several years,
but my understanding is there are a great many peoaceable, lawabiding, hard-workingMfexicans that have been forced by the revolutionists into their armies and have been taught to rob, steal, murder,
and depredate on people. The younger generation, of course, have
been raised now for 10 years right up up
under that. They have seen
nothing but atrocities, and therefore the conditions with reference to
the people of Mexico are very much worse now than they were before.
They never had any idea or dreamed of anything of that kind under
the Diaz regime, but having been taught by these people how to do
these things, and when they see their colonels and generals and their
officials from the top to the bottom committing these depredations,

natural they felt that they had license to do the same thing.
The CtninrMA. Could order and respect for law and the rights of
property and human life be restored in Mexico by a firm government?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir; with help.

Of course they would have to

have outside help.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say that in your judgment the
Mexicavts themselves have so lost their soeso of proportion and of
national or international obligation, or of respect for central government that it would be necessary for any central government to have
some active support or helpI
Capt. HANsox. Yes, sir; a certain class has. They must have help
from the outside.
The CHAIRMAt
. Captain, in your operations in Mexico you were
necessarily in Tampico more or les
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are familiar with the oil districts there, are
you?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. During the period of your residence there the oil
industry has grown to very large proportions
Capt. IIANSOS. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How are the oil companies there looked upon, the
American oil operators, by the Mexicans generally?
Capt. HANsox. As their saviors. When the oil men went to
Mexico, the Mexican laborers weve getting from 50 to 75 cents a day,
and were uneducated and ignorant. The oil men in every instance
where it was possible have em plowed native labor and mixed with
them, their superintendents, and exIpei in the production of oil and

is
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the manufacture of oil products: and a Mexican, while he may appear
over so ignorant, is smart, naturally smart and quick to catch on.
The CIlAIRMAN. An ;mitator'

Capt. HANSOx. An imitator. And a great many of these people
have become very proficient in the different lines of work in the oil
business, and as thev would understand their work better and do it
better the oil compaiiies in every case have always raised their waurgs,
until now they are getting as high as 16 to 20 pesos a day. Thero
are men there in very responsible positions that have been educated
by the oil men. Those men have, as a rule, taken care of their
money and many of them own little homes in Tampico and have a
few chickens, and hog., etc., and are getting along nicely, doing
better than they ever hlad before. They dress better than tfiev ever
did and are educating their families. It is all due to the dedication
and waes paid by the oil men.
'heho AIRMAN. In your investigations for this committee, you
had some correspondence with reference to radical propaganda ?
Capt. HASO. Yes, sir; hero are the original papers [handing
paper ls to the chairman].
The CIAmRMAx. In your correspondence, among others to whom
you wrote and from whom you received letters was one Arthur
rThompson, who has been a witness before this committee.
Capt. HANsox. Yes, sir.

The CHnIRMAN. It is in testimony that he received a letter signed
"Gus Klumpner,"to which he replied. Who ws Gus Klumpner?
Capt. Iahsox. That was myself. I signed that letter "'Gus
Klumpner."
The CHAI nrsx. Mr. Thompson asked the chairman of the committee during the hearing as to why the name "Gus Klumlpner" was
signed to the letter to him, to which he had replied. What was your
reason for using this name
Capt. HANsox. It is a German name, and after reading his book,
I thought he was a German propagandist, or had been during the
war, and was not an American, and I thought he would respond to
that nime quicker than hlie would to an American name.
The CILuMAN. I notice in one of the etters, a portion of this
correspondence, you suggest to Mr. Thompson that you would be glad
to have him come before this committee, or suggest to him that he
should do so, and give the committee antd the people of the United
States through the committee the benefit of his knowledge of Mexico
and of its people.
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you think from what you had seen of his
writings, etc., that he had any knowledge of Mexico and its people?
Capt. HANSON. I did not. After reading his book I knew lihe
had not..
The CIIAIRMAN. And your idea was that rather the people of the
United States might understand the colossal ignorance of Carranzista propagandists i
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.

The CIAIRMAN. Having read the testimony of Mr. Thompson, I
suppose you satisfied yourself upon that point?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.

~ ~l I ~
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The CIAIRMAN. As the committee has in various portions of the

evidence already offered testimony along this line, we will not put
into the record at this time the correspondence itself, but we will
keep that in the files of the committee.
Capt. HANSON. . was requested to get a picture of the destruction
in Mexico. This photograph shows the Monterrey R. R. depot before, and then it shows it after they had destroyed it--after they
had burned it.
The CHAIRMAN. The witness is explaining certain photographs

showing the Monterrey depot, both before and since its destruction
by the revolutionary forces or bandits in Mexico, which will be filed
in the committee's records.
in the investigations carried on by this committee among various
colonies which are mentioned, I notice the colony of Manuel. Where
was that colony?
Capt. HANSON. That was about 40 miles northwest of Tampico, on
the railroad.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, how many people were there; do you know
Capt. HANSON. There were about 10 families.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the value .of the porperty lost there,

if you know

Capt. HANsoN. About 8100,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is the colony of Rio Verde?

Capt. HANSON. Rio Verde is on the San Luis branch of the Mexican National Railways, between Tampico and San Luis Potosi.
Thp CHAIRMAN. About how many families were thereI
AMr. HANSON. Twenty.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the amount of the loss there, if you

know?

Capt. HANsoN. Approximately $200,000.
The CHIAIMAN. Where is the colony of Vallas?

Capt. HANsoN. It is on the same railroad, near Rio Verde.
The CHAIRMAN.
Capt. HANsON.
The CIIAIRMAN.
Capt. HANsoN.

The CIIAIRAN.

And there were about 50 families there?
Yes, sir.
A total loss of about how muchI
About $500,000.
Where is the colony of Victorial

Capt. HANSON. At the capital of the State of Tamaulipas. There
are about 20 families there yet.
The CHAIRMAN. And theloss was approximately $200,000?
Capt. HANsON. Yes, sir. These figures are approximated.
The CIAIRMAN. Do you know anything about where Thomas

Ewing was?

Capt. HANSON. No, sir. The committee has some letters there

from those people.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee has received certain letters from

parties whom you name, and which letters are here now before the
committee, one from Thomas Ewing, claiming a loss of $342,518.12.
You have examined that letter, have you?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And from the examination of the letter are you

satisfied--have you satisfied yourself of the approximate truth of the
statements contained in it?
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Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir: so far as I know it is supported by sworn
affidavits.
The CIIAIR'SAN. There is a letter here from I.. Gunter, claiming a
loss of $8,640. You have examined that letter, have you?
Capt. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CIIAIRUAN. There is a letter here from John W. Glaze, claiming a loss of $3,531. That contains an itemized account.
I will state that these letters will be placed in the record, following
the testimony of this witness.
We have a letter from L. J. Kolklosch, claiming a loss of $89,800.
Also a statement from J. Lilywhite, with reference to the Morelos
Colony. This J. Lilywhite was a witness whom the committee
attempted to secure-the attendance of whom the committee attempted to secure at Tucson, and was unable to do so because of the
breaking down of his automobile. That statement will be placed in
the record also.
(The letters referred to appear in the appendix following tl.e testimony of this witness.)
Capt. LHANsoN. Here is something-I don't know whether it ought
to go into the record, but it ought to go into the files of the committee.
You might put the whole thing in, leaving the name out.
The ChA.nutA. This statement which you have handed the committee, being a statement of L. Witzke, was taken by yourself, or in
your presence, and also in the presence of an intelligence officer of
tho United States Army.
Mr. HANSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This statement of Witzko will be filed with the
testimony.
(The statement referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
This is a statement obtained by the investigator from one Rowe
with reference to his kidnapping, the statement being made at San
Antonio, December 3, 1910, which will be published as part of this
hearing.
(The statement referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
This is a list of Americans killed in Mexico not in the "murder
maps." The deaths of these men have all been checked up from
other portions of the testimony, and it will now be incorporated in
the record, simply as containing the names, dates, etc., of the deaths.
(List referred to appears in the appendix following the testimony
of this witness.)
The Chairman will offer as part of the hearing in this case, to be
printed in this part of the hearing, executive document No. 98, Thirtysixth Congress, first session, being the Treaty of Transit and Commerce
with Mexico, with a message from the then President of the United
States under date of January 4, 1860, containing also a letter from
the then minister, Robert DMcLean, to the Secretary of State, MIr.
Cass, under date of December 14, 1859; also containing a convention to enforce treaty stipulations.
(The document referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
There will also be printed in the record at this time, although not
in the proper place, the written memorandum referred to in the
4700-20--VOL 2 -01
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testimony of Mr. Kellogg, given heretofore, concerning the oil laws
of Mexico.
(The memorandum referred to appears in the appendix following
the testimony of this witness.)
Also there will be filed and printed in this record the transcript
of the judgment of the Texas court of criminal appeals in the case of
Jose Antonio Arce et al., appellants, v. State of Texas, of April 17,
1918, which will be printed im the record,
(The paper referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
Also the affidavit of E. E. Dickason, repealing the testimony of
Henry Forrest, containing on page 1187 of the printed record, in so
far as that testimony mentions Mr. Dickason. The affidavit will he
printed in justice to Mr. Dickason without any expression of opinion
from the committee as to the veracity of the testimony or the affidavit.
(The affidavit referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
Also an affidavit of Mrs. R. L. Sanford, concerning outrages upon
herself, the affidavit being executed before a notary public of the
State of Texas on the 19th day of April of this year.
(The affidavit referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
Also the affidavit of
,---made on the 30th dlay of January, 1920,
which will he printed with the name of the party making the affidavit
in blank for the protection of such party. After the printed record
is completed the original will be returned to the committee for its
executive files. Any American names mentioned in the affidavit will
be stricken out. This man is still doing business in Mexico.
(The affidavit referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
Also the statement of - with reference to his capture by and
experiences while with Francisco Villa, executed on the 30th-day of
January, 1920, which will be printed with the names in blank, and
the oriinmul will be returned to the committee for its executive files.
(The paper referred to appears in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
Also tioe affidavit of Charles S. Dolly, made on the 10th of August,
1910, with a letter accompanying same, which will be printed in full.
(The affidavit and letter referred to appear in the appendix following the testimony of this witness.)
Also letter with an accompanying account from W. A. Lyon, which
will he printed in full in the record.
(The letter and account referred to appear in the appendix following
the testimony of this witness.)
Also affidavit and letter from Charles F. Simon which will he
printed in full in the record; these affidavits containing claims for
damages.
(The affidavits and letter referred to appear in the appendix
following the testimony of this witness.)
Also affidavits of Mrs. R. L. Fisher, B. H. Brown, and Joe Stempfie,
with relation to the murder of Wilford O. Robertson, which will be
printed in full in the record.
(The affidavits referred to appear in the appendix following the
testimony of this witness.)
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These affilavits and letters have been received hv the committee
and full credit given them, as it was impossible for tihe committee to
reach and secure the attendance of each witness of whom it knew,
and therefore it directed letters to be written to various parties with
the statement that their affidavits or letters concerning their claims
or subjects of interest would be received and printed in the record,
which is now being (lone.
Also there willbe printed in this part certain portions of Army
intelligence re orts concerning radical activity and bolshevist propaganda in Mexico. The direct source of this information will not be
given, as it might interfere with the work of another department of
this Government still being carried on in other places than Washington.
(Tue extracts from reports referred to appear in the appendix
following the testimony of thin witness.)
In connection with the last document there will be printed the,
report of special agent Capt. Hanson, as made by him to the adjutant
general of Texas, and also to this committee.
(Tho report referred to appears in the appendix following the testiInonv of tids witness.)
With the printing of this record the hearings before the committee
at this immediate time will be concluded, to be taken up from time to
time at the call of the chairman; the committee, under the instructions of the Foreign Relations Committee, continuing its investigations when, in the opinion of the
the same is necessary.
(Whereupon, at 2.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned.)"

qiairman,

APPENDIX.
SAWTELLE, CALIP., Mfard, 18, 19t0.

Ma]. DAN MI.JAcxeo.v

San Deo, Calif.

DEAR SIR: I had not been Informed that the Senate committee on investigation
of Mexican affairs was to be in Los Angeles until I seen in the papers where the com.

mittee had arrived and departed for San Diego, with the expectation of returning to
Los Angeles at a later date, so if you will notify me when this committee is to convene
in Los Angeles I will be very pleased to place my claim before them and give such
information as may be required.
Thanking you for past favors, I remain
Yours, respectfully,
THOuAs EWINO

Box J78, Sawelle, Calif.
CALIF., March 18, 1920.
.SAWTELLE,
DA.
Aaj. DAn Af. JACKON,
Secretary Senate In asligalion Committee on Mexican Affairs ,
Los Angele,
alif.
DEAR SIR: At your request I hereby give the amounts of the different claims that
I am filing with the Secretary of State, at Washington, D. C.:
Claim.
Ewing's loss.
A. Loss of Ewing Mine, loss to Ewing & Stroylek........ $10,000.00 $5,000.00
B. Loss of La Deseada, loss to Ewing & ornick......... 30,000.00
16,000.00
0. Loss of La Blanca Mine.............................. 10, 50.00 10, 650.00
D. Loss of San Antonio Mine, loss to Ewing & Dudley.... 45, 000.00 17, 500.00
20,000.00
E. Ioss of San Antonio No. 2, Ewing & Cornick.......... 40,000.00
F. Loss of San Antonio No. 3, Ewing & Cornick........
40, 000.00 20, 000.00
0. Lose of San Miguel Mine, San Miguel.Sonora Gold
Mining Co. S. A. Thomas Ewing, president. ...... 525,000.00 205,078.12
II. Loss of San Bernardino No. 2, Ewing & Stroyiek..... 16, 000.00
7,500.00
7, 00.00
J. Loss oi San Bernardino No. 3, Ewing & Stroyick..... 16, 000.00
K. Loss of Turkey Track Mine, Ewing & Cornick....... 67,000. 00
27, 600.00
L. Loss of personal property on his ranch ..............
6, 890 00
6, 890.00
Total claim........................................

794, 440.00 342, 618.12
TuOMIAa Ewi o,
Soldiers Home, Calif.

KERENs, TEX., January 30O,1920.
Maj. DArN . JAcxsoN,
Secretary of the Subcommittee on Foreign Relations,
El Paso, Tex.
DEAR Sin: I am in receipt of letter dated January 24, from Senator Albert B. Fall,
chairman of Committee on Foreign Relations, from his office in San Antonio, Tex.
requesting that I write your detailing the circumstances, and amount of loss suffered
from hMextcan thieves.
I lost from thieves believed to be from Mexico, 125 head of cattle, about one-half of
these were three and four year old, steers, and balance were cows, and two.year olds,
which were valued at that time at about $60 each. I also lost 19 head of saddle or cow
horses, which I valued at $60 each.
These horses and cattle were stolen from my ranch in Duval County, Tex., during
and between the years 1913 and 1915. about the time the country was overrun by
Mexican thieves believed to be from Mexico, as some of the horses were traced back
almost to the Rio Grande River, and believed to have been carried into Mexico.
Trusting this is the information wanted, and awaiting your reply, I am,
Yours very truly,
L. HUNTER.
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FILLMORE, OiLA., February 4, 19t0.
CommirrEE O'

FOREIGN

RELATIONS.

El 'aso., Tex.
DEAR SiR: My father, John

W. Glaze, is sick,

Joln 1. GlOaze'

so will send in his list for him.

.Vefico damages.

1 good saddlo horse........................................................
I Amerclan mule .........................................................
1 American mare ..........................................................
6 cow yearlings ...........................................................
0 vounig American cows ...................................................
3 Mexican m tles ..........................................................
1 American addle ........................................................
70 acres of field grown up .............
.....................................
300 yards of I.inch water piping ............................................

$50
200
125
100
00
150
32
350
100

Ilousehold sRt ff ........................................

200

.

.......

.......

thicken wire...
.................................
.........................
30 hearing orange trees ....................................................
60 bearing banana trees............................
...............
2 dozen chickens ....................
... ..................
..... .......
Farming tools ...................
....................
....
...............
House and srn .....................................................................
Total..............................................................
('.

L.

100
180
560
24
70
1,600

3, M l
GLAZE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 2d day of February, 1920.
(SRAL.]
11. J. (IREES, .oltary Putblic.
My commission expires September 30, 1922.

FILLUOnE, OxLA., February 2, 1920.
SuBcoIMMrrEE TO INVESTIGATE

MEXICAN

AFFAIRS.

DEAR SIRs: Am a member of the Blalock Mexico Colony, located at Chamal
Tamps, Mexico.
My place was not bothered much till in January, 1916, 200 Villa soldiers camped in
my cornfield, carrying off and destroying most of corn.
From this time on things grew from bad to worse, as soon as Carranza's soldiers got
possession of country in which our colony is located. I went before the head officer
and asked for protection, lie laughed at me and told me to let the poor fellows have
what they wanted.
Had to keep work stock tied in brush to keep soldiers from taking them. We wero
uneasy all the time, because we knew that we did not have any protection.
Carranza's soldiers forced Americans to give up all guns and pistols where they
found out we had any.
It got so bad that in June, 1916, my familyand myself and other Americans decided
to leave Mexico. As we passed through Mexican town to railroad statlor, Carranza's
soldiers threatened to hold us there and not let us go on. At railroad station we had
to pay conductor on train $100 to hold train long enough for us Americans to load our
own baggage on train.
When we boarded train at Tampico for Monterey, two of Carranza's soldiers, armed
with pistols, robbed my wife of her watch and chain and $5 United States money.
In Monterey American women were insulted at waiting room by Carranza's soldiers.
After Carranza was recognized, the Americans in Mexico were treated like dogs.
I reached the border without a dollar, and have worked by the day and rented land
ever since.
Respectfully,
C. L. GLAZE.
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This is an itemized statement of my losses in Mexico:
9 head of cattle, at $30 per head ...................
1 wagon ..................................................................

$270

................

160

1 saddle ........................................................................
11
25 head of hogs, at $10 per head ............................................ 250
Farm implements..........................................................
150
Household stuff .......................................................... 100
Watch and chain ..........................
.................................
50
American money stolen .....................................................
2 dozen chickens...................
......
......................
.... 12
600 bushels of corn ........................
.....
..............
600

Provisions................................................................

1 team of mules...........................................................
Damage to buildings...........................................................
Damage to fences .........................................................
For 20 acre field
growing up .............................................
Loss of rent on 60.acre field for 3 years ..................... ..............
I made out this statement to the best of my ability.

20

200
00
300
60
900

3,477

3,477

C.L.OLAZE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day of February, 1920.
(SAL,.]
II. J.Onr.N, Nofary Pubhtc.
My commission expires September 30, 1922.
ITAREDO, TEx., January 28, 1920,
To the Subcomamttee to IntLefigatoe 3ter can Afair, lion. Albert B. Fall, Chairman.
GENTLEME.N: I am ono'of those who went to Mexico during the Diaz administration.
We were invited there by the Government of Mexico.and encouraged by our Gov.
ernment at'Washington. I believed with all others who went there that we could
depend on the protection vouchsafed by both Mexico and the United States in our
rights of lies and property.
We could not have asked more than we were accorded in protection and respect by
the Mexican Government and people under t,, incumbency of Pre.ident Diaz.
Not until the overthrow of the Diaz rgime and te election of Francieco Madero as
president of Mexico, did we feel seriously affected in our colony at Columbus, Tamaulipas.
One summer morning we were hunted at our houses and fields in and around
Columbus as if it 'were a roundup of cattle. That is fully described in my complaint
to the State Iop.utment at Washington, D.0., during the incumbency of Mr. Bryan,
Secretary of State. Up to that time we did not feel the force of the criminal laws in
Mexico, and now only by a "framoeup" against our colony. We felt as safe from
harm heretofore as we ever felt in our homes in the United States.
There were no robberies, no bandit raids no kidnapping for ransom, no killings of
both native and foreign peoples no ravishing of women and young girl. no ruthless
destruction of property, ro intimidation of people to cause them to Fee from the
country, no question of the rights of possession and use of property purchased, no
question of surface and oi rights, no question of the rights to buy and sell lands, no
question or reservation excepting, 1 think, to land along the northern boundary, no
objection to the issuance of th Tranalacion de uominio necessary to transfer real prop.
erty from one "American" to another, no talk of "Mexico for Mexicans " no decrees
abridging the rights of our people in anything excepting franchise which we did not
desire nor expect, no decrees carrying force of confiscation of our vested rights in our
lands, no extortion in the rates of taxation, and no interference in transportation of
produce and passenger service by railroads. Now allis changed.
The fields are retaken by the wild jungle. most of the houses have been carried
away or burned the fences have disappeared, and the whole colony would remind a
person of an old abandoned graveyard. The landowner; and home builders have
one privilege left, and that is to pay taxes at several hundred per cent advance on
lands made fruitless by wars, raids, Intinmidations and presidential decrees and laws.
The final spike that failed the coffin being the famous article 27 of the new constitution.
Here the picture of homo, fields, and groves was blurred. The dreams of peaco
and protection were now of destruction and waste. Treaty rights were ignored and
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promises were entirely ignored. Property rights were as if written in the sands.
Patents to the lands were no more binding than political platforms to carry elections,

only good during the campaigns.

nWe ran see a waste of possibly $500,000 in the Columbus colony alone, where small

I iveators dropped in many cases all they had and were invited to hasten to the

United States and depend on charity of fronds. Ask why all thi.? Later, truth
may tell.
I am not of those who may say that the Mexican people are all bad. I would esti.
mate that 95 per cent of them are inclined to peaco and industry. Not over 5 per cent
rule the masses and are responsible for the reign of terror in Mexico.
The masses are as helpless to defend themselves against that small auinority as a
flock of sheep against a wolf in their midst. The minority is increasing daily. The
majority is daily growing weaker. The minority will never reform within themselves.
They are in a normal state from centuries of bandit activity, curbed for a season by
President Diaz, and liberated by Francisco Madero. The opening of prison doors
was easy. The round-up of the lawless has not been within the power of any leader
in Moxico.

What can be done? What will happen, and when?
DAMAGE AND LOSSES.

I have suffered losses, and mental and physical harm that tcan not easily be esti.
mated:
I bought one-third interest in land ....................................... $10, 000
Spent preparatory to colonization........................................ 10,000
Protocalization and taxes, approximately.................................
2,000
Schools and teaching .........................................................................
00
Gifts and charities .......................................................
300
Expenses in various sums................................................
5,00
Damages, article 27, decrees............................................... 50,000
Total............................................................. 89,300
The above is exclusive of the damages for arret, abuse, and imprisonment, as per
complaint resting in the Department of State, and minor outrages to my person by a
bMexican thief, working for the National Lines, whom I caught stealing my onions,
and a special outrage I suffered in an attack by a German and a Swede at Columbus.
I could get no action by the courts in either case.
Balance on hand for old ago, zero.
I inclose the few pages, with the "reservations" that they are not for the press.
As you doubtless know we have no immunity and I have not been immersed in the
River Styx, and I still hope to get something out of Mexico. I know not what to do.
I am now losing everything in way of crops and rentals by not feeling safeo to go. I was
selected for kidnaping when I left there last May, through the warning of Mexican
friends.
Can not get any one to collect anything for me. I must not be under the ban in
Mexico. I did not name the butchery of one of -ur citizens as I suppose others have
done so.
Loyally,
I, J. KALELOSCI.

THE

STORY OF rHE THEFT OF TIlE LAND OF THE COLONY .MOIIHLOR (MORMON)
STATE OF SONORA, MEXICO.

IN 18il

(As told to me In person by J. Lillywbite, now head man of the colony,)

The Mormon colony Morelos was established in Sonora on the Bavispo River about
1901. It was founded by about a dozen families, mostly from Utah. In 1910 the
colony numbered about 700 persons and was in a prosperous condition. The colonists
had purchased their land-some 27,000 acres-partly from Cole & Cameron, an Amer.
ican firm of cattlemen, and partly from efoxican owners.
The clnihts built same 60 brick dwelling houses, a flour mill, a fine schoollhuse,
and fenced and irrigated their lands adding greatly to the value of their holdings
The farms were stocked with well.bred c; ttle, horses, hogs. and chickens. The
colonists engaged in general farming, the ,rops consisting of wheat, corn, barley,
potatoes and other vegetable, and fruits of many kinds. One year their wheat crop
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amounted to 47,000 bushels. An imp-rted stallion owned by a few of the colonists
cost $2,29. Other blooded animals were imported by the colonists.
When Diaz was driven out the colony was flourishing. In the spring of 1912, when
Oroeszco' Red Flaggers overran Chihuahua tte colonists were tped by the American
Government to come out. They camplie with the request, but left Mexican caretakers on their property. A few never went back, not having the means. Others
went back as soon as they could to take care of their own and of the property of their
associates.

Those who went back took in with theman Anieiican consul named Dye who went

with them anil gathered up along the valley merchandise which had been footed from
their stores. Mexicans owning the homes searched invariably denied that they had

anything belonging to the colonists, but in the face of these denials goods stolen from
the colonists were found in nearly every home. Consul Dye took photographs of the
wrecked and looted stores and houses and sent them to Washington.
The mill was destroyed. More than a ton of books, charts, and school paraphernalia
had been taken away and destroyed, or were scattered over the country for miles
around.
The mill was rebuilt and the machinery replaced by the Lillywhite Brothers. The
colony resumed operations and went along with more or less interference by the
revolutionists, who dynamited the irrigation dam and helped themselves from time
to time to the cattle, hores, and produce of the colonists.
In 191-5, when ('arranza joined up with Gen. Callaes in Sonora and they marched east
into Chihuahua, the Mex cans living near the colony had already decided to seize
the land of the clits.
Carranza stopped at Colonia Morelos, and these Mexicans
appealed to him to divide the lands up among them. When they had finished their
pies, J. Lllywhite took Carranza into his buggy and drove him over the colony,
pointing out the brick houses, the mill, the growing orchards, and the fields of grain
and the Irrigation dam, and then, by comparison with 00-year old towns like Fronteras.
argued with Carranza that what the Mormons had accomplished in fire years would
not have been accomplished by native Mexicans in two centuries. Carranza agreed
with him and promised to protect the colonists in their rights. On their return he
replied to the clamorous M-exicans by saying that he would not have the colonists
disturbed; that they had paid for their lands and developed them and made them
productive, and were entitled to all they had accumulated. Then hb told J.Lllywhite to recall all the mlsing colonists, saying they were just the class of people the
country needed, and he promised then and there to issue permits to the colonists to
bring in free of duty any live stock or machinery that they needed to carry on their
development work, and also that he would guarantee the colonists protection for life
and property.
For a time thereafter the colonists were subjected only to those annoyances arising
from marauding visits of occasional bands of revolutionists and bandits.
When Villa was on his way to take Agua Priets in Sonora. (en. Calles sent down
to the colony a demand'that the mill be dismantled at once so that Villa could get no
flour. Called' men took away an important part of the machinery and put the mill
out of commission. Villa's men, in trying to get what flour remained in the mill,
completejv wrecked the machinery. Thbe-ml was again rebuilt, but the two crops
of wheat then on the around--one in the stick and'one ready to harvest-were seized
by Carranza forces before they could be got in. This wam atthe time that the Pershing
intervention.
punitive expedition started in and when the country was expect
Just after this Gen. Called seized all the land belonging to the colonists and turned
The
colonitaheldthehouses
it over to the Mexicans who had been clamoring for it.
then occupied by them and J. IAllywhite held the mill and a small piece of ground
which he refused to give up. The Mexicans took the rest of the land, rvamt
bhoes
and most of the farming tools without compensation to the colonists.
The Mextcans were unable to raise enough to feed themselves, and J.Lillywhite
went into other districts and bought and shipped In wheat in order to fill his contract
to supply El Tigre Mining Co. The Commiary of the blexians who were living on
the land belong to the colonists then appeared at the mill and demanded the
flour milled for 1Tigre Mining Co. They wanted all there was, but "com
"
on a ton, which was delivered to them. Then they promptly demanded the rest,
and had got two tons more when the millman crippled
e
so that they could
not get the rest. The Mexicans then appealed to the prideto of the district at
Agus Prieta, who went to the colony and arranged with .Ilywhite fr a thousand
pounds more of flour on the condition that the Mexicans would pay for it at the neat
harvest. Only a small part of the three tom and shall was ever paid ftr. Bad wheat

wasreceived for some and some poor labor was done for another mall part. J. illy.
white's less on this wheat was more than a thousand dollam.
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Since that time the Mexicans have been in possemon of the land. They have
destroyed many of the buildings and torn up a good many fences, moving the wire
to other parts of the country and selling it. They cut down bearing frit-trees to
plant corn and ueed about as much Judgment in their other farming operations.
Many of the colonists gave up in dist
and came out after turning their claims
over to J.IAllywhite. Ife remained and protested vigorously to the Mexican authori.
ties against the vandalism of those who had seized the properties of the colonists.
He was told that be had nothing to do with the properties by the Mexicans in control,
and the Mexican authorities simply ignored his protests.
Mr. LIlywhite stated that quite recently the Mexican authorities had made a demand upo him for payment of taxes on the property which had been taken from
And that is the way the matter stands at this time.
I have read over the above statement and certy to its truth.
(Sined)

Dort

e.s,
Asa., X'orember , 1919.

J. LILLiWJIIrt,

sf ebox 41$, Douglas, Arb.

L. Witzke, 24 years (f age; German citizen: left Germany 1912, arriving in San
Francseco 1916. Ieft United Stites in March, 1914. Arrested January 31, 1918, at
Nogales, Ariz. Since then in custody.
I went to Mexico because I feared a declaration of war between the United States
and Germany. I got hold of a Russian passport and the legation secretary sent me
to Janke wh was the head of the German secret service at Monterrey. lie was living
in a house belonging to a Mexican, Calle Guerrero 18. lie took care of the Germans
coming from the united States.
JaUlne told me that von Eckhardt and Carranza had an agreement and were work.
Ing together. There was no go-between. Carranza and von Eckhardt always con.
feared personally. The latter part of 1917 yen Eckhardt tried to float a loan for
Carranza and I don't know whether he was successful or not, for I was arrested before
it was completed. Von Eckhardt offered to put up German securities. When
Carrana wanted von Eckhardt he would send for him and he would go in an auto
and call on him publicly. As to what took place no one would know for their business
was formal. Meetings always took place in Carranza's office in the National Palace.
Swertz was a major in Carranza'sArmy. He was a German citizen; a noncommissioned officer in German Army. Received his commission in 1916. He had been
arrested since arrival in the inted States and escaped to Mexico. Goy. Callee
bi-ng very much pro-German gave him a commission.
Gen. KloRs was a German citizen; now an officer in the Carranza Army. Of cou:re
he was very much pro-German.
Ninety per cent of the Mexican Army were anti-American and pro-German since
the war started.
There was a proposal to Mexico from Zimmerman to Carranza that if the United
States went into the war Germany Japan, and Mexico were to make an alliance
sainst the United States, and Mexico was to get Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and
C~iifornla for her part. This was before the war. Carranza tried to get Japan to
loin, but failed. Carranza's secret service men would make their reports to the
Mexican Government and anything they reported that was of interest to us we would
get it through official channels. 'on hrandt was our agent in Nuevo Laredo; he
was a saloon man. His son was one of the means of communication across the river.
Also taxi driver.
Gene. Obregon, Pablo Oanzalest who has a German wife, Murgua Elias Calles
Serano. Gen. Gtrza. of Mexico City, were all strong pro-German. Everbush said
he also
d Pelaez. The Mexican consul at Laredo was very kind to me and in
1917 f id my passport. I did not have a picture but he passed me. He knew I
wasa German secret service agent. He asked my name and I told him, and heat once

mid all right.

The German Government through Spatn had Mexico to be neutral, for the pur.
pose of having that as a refuge for the German secret service, etc. We thought the
United States might force an ie with Mexico; hence we sent our agents toTampico
to keep peace as fr as possible between the Mexicans and the oil people.
We received our notices and news from Germany through Laredo, Tex. and El Paso
principally and by wireless inMexico City in the Chapltepe Park. t first it was
not strong enough and the Mexican Government put it up higher. We received our
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news over the wireless in code. We could not send messages, but could receive
which were relayed.
It is against the law in Mexico for a foreigner to send code messages. All I had
to do was to tell nearly any Carranzageneral who I was and my business, and he would
at once allow me to send code messages especially enumerated above.
G v. COntu is anti-Carransista and pro-American. Prior to the United States's entry
into the war it was Germany's wish for Mexico and the United States to get into war
so as to keep the United States occupied here and not have opportunity to consider
Suropean matters. My understanding was that Mexlei was to harass the United
States border prior to the war with Germany so she would not enter the war against
Germany. Carranzasoldiers would raid on the border under the guise of other parties.
Maurlo Mendez, minister of telegraph, was under pay from the German Government.
His pay wa. paid through Carranza. who was repaid by the German citizens of Mexico.
Carranza was pro-German because he thought it the salvation for his country. To
keep himself in favor had to be anti-American, for the Mexican people are anti.
American.
SAN ANTo Io, Deem1-r 3, 191r".
ACCOUNT OP THE ROWE KIDNAPING AS TOLD BY HIMSELF.

About a month ago some seven rebels entered the mining camp. There were shout
100 men employed around the camp. A man had been placed on a near-by hill to
warn of the approach of rebels; he failed to warn of the approach of this same bunch of
seven. When the bunch arrived at the mine, a Frenchman started to run from the
office to his room: he was shot in the stomach, later he was killed. The Englishman
Rowe was carried away. That night a man came and ald he would be released for
2,000 pesos. The money was sent out but for various noons the delivery could not
be made. Soldiers were near by so the money was returned: a later effort of this
nature failed A few days after they kidnaped Rowe they went into a small village
and carried off a girl, the captain tool her: a few days later the second in command
thought he should have the girl: he killed his superior and took the girl. Some days
later another of the party, a friend of the captain, killed the second who had been in
command originally this killer took the girl for himself. Later another of the bunch,
a friend of the first killer, killed the last one who got the girl: this killer run away,
thus leaving only three in the bunch. During all the time they were or had been
skipping from pillar to post, dodging around, always guarding Rowe. Some three
weeks after he had been taken the bunch deliberately hanging him to a tree in order not
to be bothered with him any more. He prevailed upon them to allow him his liberty
and he would send them 1,000 pesos. They cussed him out but eventually accepted
the proposition; they carried him to a near-by village and allowed him to go. lle
had to rest a week in the village: he was in a very bad shape; eventually he arrived
at Fresnillo and gave this account of his expeences. He means to send the thousand
pesoe, as next "gringo" they caught they might not take his word. Just as the viceconsul in Zacatacas heard of the matter, he complained; many soldiers were sent out,

but they had no part in the''"rescue" as reported by the press.
Fresnillo is a small place, 40 miles north of the city of Zacatocas. The mining camp
herein mentioned is 6 miles from Fresnillo.
LIST OF AMERICANS KILLED IN MEBXCO, NOT IN MURDER MAP.

Darrow Berris Nuevo Buena, 1913.
De Fabir, C. 6., Cerecruz, soldier. .
Bruce, Bruce, Ner Guerrero, 1916.
Echold
Temosachic, 1914.
Earned Howel,
I.
Goodman, child, Acapulco, 1911.
Goodman, child, Acapulco.
Goodman, child, Acapulco.
Jones, Harry J Texas 1915, soldier.
Johnson Guy, 'lhuaua, 1916.
Keane, Pete, 1918.
Martinez Luciano, Tampico district, 1913.
Martinetfo, A Cumpas 1915.
Miller, Chas. e Witt, Columbus.
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iorris, J. L., Cumbre Tunnell.
Patrick, Olennon, Alamo, Lower California, 1911.
Pearson, George F., Western Chihuahua, 1916.
Pelham, Oscar Santa Gertrudis Mine, Pachuca, 1911.
Price, Soott, Mexico 1912.
Riche, A. C., Columbus.
Snell, Benjamin, Ner Mins t, 1916.
Stell, Dr. A. T., Near Guerrero 1916.
Stevens, William J., Pacheco, 1912.
Smith Barron, Mexico City, 1915.
Wolf, i.
., Sonora, 1913.
Taylor, S. K., 1915.
Thomas, Robert.
tcoandentt~i)
Cogress, Brt eeasloo. ExeeuUve, No. 8.)
rThlrtyjs4tl
TRANsrr

AND

COMMRB

wITrra MBXICO.

MESSAGEO OF THg PRESIDENT OF TiE UNITED STATES TRANSMITTING A TREATY OF
TRANSIT AND COMMERCE BTWEEBN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND TeB
MEXICAN REPUBLIUj ALSO A CONVENTION TO ENFORCE TREATY 8TIPULATION8 BETWEEN THB UNITED STATE OF AMERICA AND THB MBXICAN REPUBLIC, BOTH 81ONED
AT VERA CRUZ ON THB 14TH DAY OP DECEMBER, 1850.

, referred, together with the
January 4, 1860. Read, and, on motion by Mr. treaties and acompanying documents, to the Committee on Foreign Relations, and
ordered to be printed in confidence for the use of the Senate.
March 6, 1914. Injunction of secrecy removed, and ordered printed for the use of
the Senate.
To th Senate oftthe United tate.
I transmit to the Senate for consideration, with a view to ratification, a "treaty of
transits and commerce between the United States of America and the Mexican republic;" and also a "convention to enforce treaty stipulations" between the same
parties, both of which were signed by the plenipotentiariee of the respective govern.
ments, at Vera Cruz, on the 14th December ultimo.
I also transmita copy of a despatch of the minister of the United States accredited
to the Mexican government to the Secretary of State relative to these instruments.
JAMES BUCHANAN.

WAsUrxooN, January4, 1860.

Mr. MeLone to Mr. Cas.
No.

56.1

UNITED STATES LEOATION,
Vera Cru, D ember 14, 1859.

SIR: I have the satisfaction to forward herewith a treaty concluded with the gov.

ernment of Mexico, by which it will be perceived that my negotiation for transitand

rightsof way across the Isthmusof Tehuantepec, and from the Rio Grande and Arizona
to the Gulf of California, is successfully closed, and that this government consents to
all the stipulations deemed important by the President to insure the safety of the
same.

I have aim concluded and forward herewith a convention with the government of
Mexico to enforce treaty stipulations, and to maintain order in the territory of the
republics of Mexico and the United States, by which it will be perceived that, while
the independence of Mexico is in no degree compromised, the United States acquires
the right to intervene in support of its own treaty rights and the security of its own
citizens whenever Mexico may be unable to guaranty the same, without incurring

the obligation or necessity of a general intervention in the domestic affairs of that
country.
The treaty of transitand commerce is based upon the resolutions or project of Mr.
Ocampo, submitted to ine with his letter of the 9th July, 1859, a copy of which was
transmitted to you as exhibit A of my despatch No. 23. The articles of this project
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have been modified in pursuance of your instructions communicated in your No. 10.
which modifications were refused by Mr. Puente in his note of August 30, a copy of
which was transmitted to you as exhibit A of my despatch No. 33, and again on the
24th November, in a personal conference with me, after which he retired from the
government, President Juarez having decided that it was his duty to conclude the
negotiation on the basis of your instructions already noted. Mr. Ocampo then having
resumed the post of Minister of PFreign Affairs, I held several conferences with him,
in which I advised him that I had no dr.iro to press the views of my government
further,and that I should not resume the segatiation unless the views of the President
in relation to the protection of the transit were promptly and fully conceded. In
reply to which he informed me that he had received instructions to accept the proposition I made to Mr. Fuente in August, to wit: that the article in the treaty with the
republic of Nicaragua relating to the protection necessary and proper to insure the
safety of the transits should be adopted as a sat.factory solution of the question.
I accepted this concession, and proceeded with the examination of the other articles
of his project, all of which were modified to meet the views of the government of the
United States, except in relation to the limitation proposed by me on the dividends
that might be made by companies possessing the privileges of transit. In the exercise of the discretion confided to me I did not press this proposition, as Mfr. Ooampo
manifested unusual sensibility in reference to it,
and persisted in his opinion that such
a limitation ought not to be enforced upon companies that invested capital in Mexico,
where the value of money was so much greater than in the United States or in Europe;
but I deemed it expedient to extend and enlarge the demand I had made concerning
the commercial privileges to be enjoyed at the termination of the transits. With this
view I proposed that a list of articleesshould be agreed upon, being the growth, product
or manufacture of the two republics, and that the Congress of the United States should
select from the list at its discretion which articles could be imported into either repub.
tic at these transits on terms of perfect reciprocity, whether free or at a fixed rate of
duty. In this list I embraced everything that was included in the project of a reel.
procity treaty formerly negotiated between Mexico and the United State. with some
additional articles of considerable importance, especially all grains and breadstuffs,
and
I manufactures of cotton and leather.
consider this arrangement, when taken in connection with the warehousing regulations provided for in the original project to be of great Importance, not only to the
frontier population between Mexico and the United States but to the general comrnmercial interests of both republics more particularly to tie agricultural interest of
the west, and the manufacturers of cotton and leather, whether in the west or east:
and as it is embodied in the treaty of transit and commerce, the original project of
which has already received the sanction of the President, I indulge the hope that he
will find in it an additional reason for receiving with satisfaction the result of my
negotiation.
This treaty of transits.and commerce, as concluded, cedes to the United States in
perpetuity the right of way across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and from the Rio
Grande and Arizona to the Gulf of California, with free passage of goods, merchandise
and mails, troops and munitions of war. Warehouses are to e erected at the termini
of the transit, and regulations established for storage of goods for sale in Mexico or
for reshipment, and transit free of duty, with a schedule of articles to be imported
into either republic on terms of a perfect reciprocity. Power is conceded to the Government of the United States to use its military force to insure the safety of these
transit and that of its citizens who may enjoy the same. These provisions, with the
stipulation exempting them from forced loans and guaranteeing religious freedom and
worship in chapels or private houses will give to the citizens of the United States in
Mexico great advntan
, and on the line of the transitas well as on the Inland frontier
contribute to the welfare and general prosperity of both republics.
The amount of four millions is stipulated as the sum to be paid to Mexico in com.
pensation for its loss of revenue for the free passage of goods through its territory
between our Atlantic and Pacific States or destined for consumption in Arizona, and
in consideration of the concessions embraced in the other stipulations of the treaty.
Two millions of this amount are reserved for the satisfaction of claims of citizens of
the United States against the government of Mexico.
I have commented upon all these stipulations in former despatches and expressed
to you the opinion I entertain of their value; it is not neceary, therefore, that I
should extend my observations in this despatce, my purpose being simply to recapitulate the stipulations embraced in the treaty as it ha been concluded by me.
In reference to the convention to enforce treaty'etipulatiop and to maintain order
in the territory of either republic, I have little to add to what I have repeatedly
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brought to your attention In connection with the inability of any government that
may exist in Mexico as a central government to perform properly its functions as a
supreme government and in discussing Mr. Ocampo's project of a treaty of alliance
between Mexico and the United States. I do not doubt now and I have never
doubted, the ability of the constitutional government to sustain Itself against the
church and military government that has possession of the capital but I cannot foresee
when or how the struggle between them will terminate* and until such a termination
is reached citizens of the United States in Mexico will be exposed to danger, and
treaty stipulations will be violated. Under these circumstances, although I have on
all occasions represented to the constitutional government that I was Instructed to
adhere to the fixed policy of the United States and avoid all intervention with the
domestic administration of Mexico yet I have steadily insisted that it was the recog.
nized duty of the government of the United States to intervene andlnterfere when.
ever its own security, or what was due to itself in the abstract, or in virtue of treaty
stipulations, required such intervention, as also to protect and defend the lives and
property of citizens of the United States within the territory of Mexico.
Keeping this general principle in view, and pursuing the spirit of your instructions
on this point, I have endeavored to come to such an understanding with the consti.
tutional government as would permit such an intervention with the least possible
disturbance of the friendly relations that ought to be maintained between the two
republics, and without any real departure from the policy of the United States in
this connection.
It has been with much difficulty that I induced the constitutional government to
recognize its obligation to seek the aid of the government of the United States when
it was unable to perform with effect its proper functions as a government; and it was
only when I represented that sooner or later the government of the United States
wold act without reference to it or any other government or authority, in defence
of its treaty rights and to protect its citizens, that I was able to come to any con.
elusion satiactory to myself on this point.
The principle of mutuality or reciprocity that prevails in the convention I have
concluded and now submit for the consideration of the President seems due to the
self.respect of the government of Mexico, and was justified practically by recent
events on the Rio Grande frontier; and I adopted it willingly, and with confidence
that it gave greater strength to the convention than if I had only contemplated the
contingency that the weakness of the Mexican government rendered such interven.
lion necessary.
I am aware that I have acted very much on my own discretion and responsibility
in concluding this convention, though I have endeavored to follow the spirit of your
instructions; and I am persuaded that if the government of the United States de.
clines the responsibility mposed upon it by the adoption and ratification of this convention, further anarchy will prevail in Mexico, until it will be terminated by direct
intervention from some other quarter in the federal politics of Mexico, or by an inter.
vention of our own, caused by some sudden and unforeseen provocation that will
expose us to the responsibilities of a general war, and a conquest that few would desire
to undertake or consummate.
I beg to call your attention to my despatch, No. 5, in connection with the value of
the transit from Guaymas to Arizona, and to my despatches Noe. 8, 10, 17, and 22,
in reference to the Tacubaya asassinations, and the demand addressed to the Miramon
government for redress, and also to my No. 54, referring to the assassination of Ormond
Chase. and in this connection I invite your particular attention to the necessity of
adopting some measure in concert with the constitutional government, or independent
thereof, to enforce these demands. All the facts connected with these transactions
.1rae strongly the adoption of the convention herewith transmitted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Rossar M. McLiws.

Hon. Lzws CAss,
Secretary of State, Wlbsingtpn City.
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(ThIrtyslxth Congress, rst session. Executve No. 98

TREATY OF TRANSIT AND COMMERCE BETWEEN THB UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE MEXICAN REPUBLIC, DATED AT VERA CRUZ, DECEMBER 14, 19.

, referred together with the
January 4, 1860. Read, and, on motion by Mr. treaties and accompanying documents, to the Committee on Foreign Relations, and
ordered to be printed in confidence for the use of the Senate.
March 6, 1914. Injunction of secrecy removed, and ordered printed for the use of
the Senate.
Whereas the ratifications of a treaty of
amity, commerce, and navigation were
exchanged between the United States of
America and the United Mexican States
on the fifth of April. one thousand eight
hundred and thirty-one; and whereas the
ratifications of a treaty for the alteration
of boundary and the regulation of a transit
or right of way across the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec were exchanged between
the same two republics on the thirtieth of
June, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-four; and whereas, it Is deemed expedient to amplify and extend some of the
stipulations of the aforesaid treaties, and
thus render more firm and inviolable the
true and sincere friendship now existing
between the United States and Mexico:
Wherefore the following stipulations
have been agreed upon by means of a
treaty of transits and commerce.
For which important object the President of the United States of America has
appointed Robert M. McLane, a citizen of
the United States, and envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the
United States of America near the Mexican government, with full powers; and
the President of the Mexican republic, in
the exercise of the executive power, hayv
ing conferred like full powers on the citizen Melchor Ocampo. Secretary of State
and Foreign Affairs; and the aforesaid
plenipotentiaries, after having compared
and exchanged in due form their respective powers as aforesaid, have agreed upon the followlngarticles:
ARTICLE

1.

As an amplification of the eighth article
of the treaty of the thirtieth of December,
one thousand eight hundred and fiftythree, the Mexican republic cedes to the
United States and its citizens and prop*
erty, in perpetuity, the right 6f way, by
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec from one
ocean to the other, by any Und of road
now existing, or that may hereafter exist,
both republic and their citizens enjoy.
ing it.

Considerando que las ratiflcaciones de
un tratado de amistad. comereto, y navi.
gaclon fueron eangeadas entire los Estaide
Unldos doe M6jcanoi y los Estadv, Unidos de America 6 toe cinco dia. de
Abril. del alo de mil ochoclentos treinta
y uno, y p)r cuanto que las ratificaciones
de un tratado pars la alteracion de los
linderos y los reglamentos do un trnsito
6 derecho de via al traves del Iatmo de
Tehuantepec fueron cangeadas entire las
misras dos repdblicss, flos treinta dias
de Junlo del aflo do mi ochocientose
cincuenta y cuatro; y per cuanto se jdzga
convenitente amplificar v extender altunas
de las eAtipulaciones de lo antedichos
tratadoe, y de eta manera voelver mas
6tlida e inviolable la verdadera y sincera
amitad que ahora existe entre M6jico y
los Estados Unidos.
SPor o tanto las estipulacione siguientes
han side convenidas por medio de un
tratado do transitos y comerclo.
Para cuyo important objeto el Presidente de la repdblica Me icana, en el
ejerciclo del poder ejecutivo ha conferido
ipenos poderee al cludadano Melchor

Ocrpo, Secretario de Estado y del

Despacho de Relacionee Psterioree y el
President de los Estadoe Unidoe de
Amerlca al ciudadano Roberto M. Mc.
Lane, enviado estraordinarlo y ministry
plenipotenciarlo de los sltadoe Unidos de
Amnirca cerca del gbhierno Mjicano; y
to eauodichos plenipotenclarlos despues
de haber comprobado y cambiado sue respectivos plenos poderes, han convenido
en los articulos sigulentes:
ARTICULO I.

Como amplification del articulo 8 del
tratado de 30 de Ddciembre, de 185, sla
repdblica Mijlcana cede A los Estados
Unidos en perpetuidad, y A sue ciuda.
derecho de via por
danos y propledades etl
el lstmo de Tehuantepec, dee de un
ocea ao hasta el otro por cualquiers clause
de camino quo exist hoy 6 exlstir A en
to de adetante, gozando de ello ambas
republican y sue cludadanos.
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ARTICLE II.

ARTICULO II.

Both republics agrae to protect all
routes now existing, or that shall hereafter
exist, over the saldbisthmus. and to guaranty the neutrality of the same.

Ambas republicas convienen n protejer todoe los caminos quo existen hoy 6
existan en to de adelante y en garantizar
la neut ralidad de los mismos.

ARTICLE III.

ARTICULO 1II.

Simultaneous with the first bona flde
use of any route across the aid isthmus for
purposes of actual transit, the republic of
Mexico shall establish two ports of deposit-the one on the east the other on
the west of the Isthmus. No duty shall
be levied by the government of M:exico
upon foreign effects and merchandise
which may pass bona flde by the said
isthmus, and which may not be intended
for the consumption of the Mexican republic. No incumbrance or tolls shall be
imposed upon foreign persons and property which may pass by this road beyond
those that may be imposed upon the persons and property of Mexicans. The republic of Mexico will continue to allow
the free and untrammeled transit of the
mails of the United States, provided they
pass in closed mail bags, and they be not
for distribution on the road. Upon such
mails none of the charges imposed, nor of
those which may hereafter be imposed,
shall be applied in any case.

Simultaneamente con el primer use
bona fide de cualquiera ruta por medio de
dicho ltmo, con motives del trdnsito
efectivo del mismo, Ia repdblica de
16l1ico, establecerl dos puertoe de dep6sito, el uno al este, y el otro at oeste del
tstmo. Ninun derecho se recandarA per
el gobierno de ,M6jicosobre los efetos y
mercanclas estrangeras que pasen bona
fide per dicho Istmo, y quo no sean destinados para el consume de Ia repdblica
3hjicana. Ningun gravamen 6 derechos
de portargo se impondrA d las personas y
propriodades estrangeror, quo pasen por
este camino, mas de los quo se impongan
Slos peronas y propiedades M6jlanas.
La repdblica de Mdjico continuard permittiendo el france y libre trnsito de la
balijas de correo de los Estadoe Unidoe,
stempre que paen sacos cerrados y que
no scan pars repartirse en el amino.
Sobre tales, balijas nin lnos de los grav~menes impuestos ni de los quo los en
sucesivo Peimpongan se aplicarin en
ningun caso.

ARTICLE IV.

ARrICULO IV.

The Mexican republic agrees that it
will establish for each of the two ports of
deposit-the one on the east, the other
on the west of the isthmus-regulations
that will permit the effects and merchandise beloning to citizens or subjects of
the United States or of any foreign
country to be entered and stored in
warehouses, which shall be erected for
that purpose, free of all tonnage or
other duties whatever, except the necessary charges for cartage and storage,
which said effects and merchandise may
be subsequently withdrawn for transit
across the said isthmus, and for shipment
from either of the said ports of deposit
to any foreign port; free of all tonnage
or other duties whatever; and they may
likewise be withdrawn from the said
warehouses for sale and consumption,
within the territory of the Mexican
republic, on the payment of such duties
qr imposts as the said Mexican government may be pleased to enact.

La repdblica Mjicana conviene en
establecer, para cada uno de los dos
puretos de dep6sito, el uno at eate, y el
otro al oeste del istmo, los reglamentos
que permitan la entrada v el almacenae
de loe efectoe y mercancise
pertenecientes d loe ciudadanos 6£ los sdbditoe
de leeosEtadoes Unidos 6 de cualquler
pals estrangero, libres de todo grav men
de tonelada 4 otro derecho cualquiera,
con escepclon de los gartos necesarloe
para el acarreo y almacenae de dicheos
efectoe, pars lto cuales se construlrAn
almacenes propios; los dichos efectos y
mercancias pod ranser esacadoe del depdslto pars el trdnslto de dicho istmo,
sl come par embarcarlos deede cuast
quier de lose doe puettoe de dep6dito.
con destine 6 cualquier puerto del
estran ero quo dando eiempre libres de
todo derecho de tonelada 6 otro impuseto
cuatquiera; iualmente podran sereacado de dichos almacenes para set
vendidoe y consumidos dentro del territorlo de sla
repdblica M6jicana, previo
el page de derechose i puestos quo
tenga per bien decretar el dicho gobierno
M6jicano.

.q
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ARTICLE V.

The republic of Mexico agrees that
should it become necessary at any time
to employ military forces for the security
and protection of persons and property
paying over any of the routes aforesaid,
it will employ the requisite force for that
purpose; but upon the failure to do this,
from any cause whatever, the government of the United States may, with
the consent or at the request of the government of Mexico, or of the minister
thereof at Washington, or of the competent legally appointed local authorities,
civil or military, employ such force for
this and for no other purpose; and when
in the opinion of the government of
Mexico, the necessity ceases, such force
shall be immediately withdrawn.
In the exceptional case, however, of
unforeseen or imminent danger to the
lives or property of citizens of the United
States, the forces of said republic .are
authorized to act for their protection
without such consent having been previously obtained: and such forces shall
be withdrawn when the necessity for
this employment ceases.
ARTICLE VI.

The Mexican republic giants to the
United States the simple transit of its
troops military stores, and munitions of
war, by the Isthmus of Tehuantepec,
and by the transit or route of communi,ation referred to in this convention
from the city of Guaymas, on the Gulf
of California, to the Rancho de Nogales,
or some suitable point on the boundary
line between the republic of Mexico and
the United States near the one hundred
and eleventh degree west longitude from
Greenwich, immediate notice thereof
being given to the local authorities of
the republic of Mexico. And the two
republic agree, likewise that it shall
be an express stipulation with the
companies or enterprises to whom hereafter the carriage or transportation is
granted, by any railroads or other means
of communication on the aforeealid transits, that the price- for conveying the
troops, military stores and munitions of
war of the two republics shall be at
most, one-half the ordinary fare paid by
the passengers or merchandise which
may pass over the said transit; it being
understood that if the grantees of privtI
leges already granted, or which hereafter
.may be granted, upon railroads or other
means of conveyance over said transit,
refuse to receive for one-half the price
Sof conveyance the troops, arms, military
stores, and munitions of the Uuited
States, the latter government will not
impart to them the protection spoken of
in articles second and fifth, nor any

other protection.

ARTICULO V.

La repdblica de M16jico convieno en
que esifuere neceearlo, en cualquier
tIempo el emplear fuerzas militars para
Ia seguridad y protection de los personas
y propiedades que translten per cualesquiera de las rutas antedichas, ells
emplear aIsfuerza necesaria con este fin;
pero en case de omision en hacerlo
port cualquier motive que fuere, el
goblerno de los Estados Unidoe podrd
con e! consentimiento, 6 ( pedimento
del gobierno de M jico, 6 al de su ministro
en Washington, 6 al de las autoridades
locales competentes y legalmente nombradas, sean civil 6 militares, emplear
tal fuerza pars eete efecto y no para
ningmn otro; y cuando.en eljuicio del 4
gobierno de Mjico cease esa necesidad,
atal fuerza se retirard inmediatamente.
En el caso eecepelonal sin embargo de
un peligro imprevisto 6 inminente para
las vidas 6 propiedadee de los ciudadanos
de los Estados Unidoe, las fuerzas de
dicha repdblica tendrtn facultad de
obrar pars la protection de ellos, sin que
dicho previo consentimiento haya side ohtenido, y tales fuerzas se retirardn cuando
concluya la necesidad para st empleo.
ARTICULo VI.

La rep6blica Mj61cana concede 4 los
Estadoe Unidos el simple trinsito de sus
tropas petirechoe y municionee de guerra
per el letmo de Tehuantepec, y por el
trtnsito 6 ruta de comunicacion de que
se habla en este convenio, desde Ia ciudad
de Guaymas sobre el Golfo de California,
hasta el Rancho de Nogales, d otro punto
conveniente sobre ta frontera entre is
repdblica de M'jico y los Estados Unidoe,
cerca del grado 11l doelongitud oeste de
Greenwich dandose aviso de ello 4 las
autoridades locales do la repdblica de
M4jico. Y las doe rep6blieas convienen
igualmeqte en que sera estipulacion
espresa con las compafias 6 empresas A
las que en to sucesivo se conceda el
acarreo y trasporte, par cualesquiera
ferro-carriles d otros medics de comunicacion, en los ante dichos trinsitos, que
el preclo de conduccion de las tropas,
perrechos y munlciones de guerra de las
dos repdblicas serA cuando mas la mitad
del preclo comun que paguen los paJeros
6 las mercancas que pasen sobre dchoes
tr&nsitos; entendifndose que si los conceslonarios de privilegios ya acordadoe 6
que en to sucesivo se acordaren sobre
ferro-carriles d otros medios de conduccion en dichos trfnsitos rehusan recibir
por mitad del precio de conduccion las
tropes, armas, pertrechos y municlonee
de los Estados Unidos, este dltimo
gobierno no les' impartir la protection
de que hablan los Articulos II y V, de
eete tratado, ni ninguna otra.
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ARTICLE VII.

The Mexican republic hereby cedes to
the United States in perpetuity, and to
their citizens and property, the right of
way or transit across the territory of the
republic of Mexico, from the cities of
Camargo and Matamoroe, or any suitable
point on the Rio Grande, in the State of
Tamaulipas, via Monterey, to the Port of
Mazatlan, at the entrance of the Gulf of
California, in the State of Sinaloa, and
from the Rancho de Nogales, or any suitable point on the boundary line between
the republic of Mexico and the United
States, near the one hundred and eleventh
degree west longitude from Greenwich,
~ao
Magdalena and Hermosillo, to the city
of Guaymas, on the Gulf of California
in the State of Sonora, over any railroad
or route of communication, natural or
artificial, which may now or hereafter
exist or be constructed, to be used and
enjoyed in the same manner and upon
equal terms by both republics and their
respective citizens, the Mexican republic reserving always for Itself the right
of sovereignty which it now bas upon
all the transit spoken of in the present
treaty. All the stipulations and regulations of every kind applicable to the
right of way or transit acrc3 the Isthmus
o Tehuantepee that are or have been
agreed upon between the two republics,
are hereby extended and applied to the
foregoing transits or rights of way,
excepting the right of passing troops,
military stores, and munitions of war,
from the Rio Orande to the Gulf of California.
ARTICLE VIII.

The two republics likewise agree that,
from the list of merchandise here annexed, the Congress of the United States
shall select those which, being the natural, industrial or manufactured product
of either of the two republics, may be
admitted for sale and consumption in
either of the.two countries, under conditions of a perfect reciprocity, whether
they be considered free of duty, or at a
rate of duty to be fixed by the Congress
of the United States; it being the intention of the Mexican republic to admit
the articles in question at the lowest
rate of duty, and even free if the Con.
gress of the United States consents
thereto. Their introduction from one to
the other republic hall be made at the
points which the governments of both
republics may fix upon, at the limits
or boundaries thereof ced and granted
4766-20--voL 2---92
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ARTICULO VII.

la repdblica Wjicana por este articulo
cede Alos Estados Unidos en perpetuidad
y A sue cludadance y propledadre, el
derecho de via 6 trdnsito por el territorio
de la repdblica 6Mjicana, desde las ciudades de Camargoy Matamoros d otro
punto convenience del Rio Grande en el
Estado de Tamaulipas, per via de Mon.
terey, haste el puerto de Mazatlan, 6 la
entrada del Golfode Califomrnia Estado de
Sinaloa; y des de el Rancho de Nogales,
6 otro punto conveniente sito en las
fronteras entre la repdblica de MJico
y los Estados Unidos, cerca al Ill" grado
de lon gtud oeste de Greenwich, por
via de Magdalena y Mermosillo hasta la
ciudad de Guaymas pits en el Golfo de
California, Estado de Sonora, por cualquier ferrocarril 6 via de comunicacion,
natural 6 artificial, que por ahore 6 en
to venidero existlere 6 quo so qde se
construyere pars el use y goce mutuo, y
bajo las mismas condiciones, de ambas
repdblicas y sus respective ciudadanos.
reservdndose stempre para ei la repdblica
M6jicana el derecho de soberanla que
hoy tiene sobre todos los trAnsitos de que
habla el present tratado. Todas las
estipulaciones y reglamentos de cualquiera clae aplicables al derecho de via
6 transito por el Istmo de Tehuantepec,
y sobre los cuales estan de acuerdo y se
ban convenido entre las doe repdblicas,
por este articulo soe estlenden y se
aplicana A los antedichos trAnsitos 6
derechos de via, 6 escepcion del derecho
de pasar tropas, pertrechoe y municiones
de guerra, deede el Rio Grande hasta
el Golfo de California.
ARTICULO VIII.

Convienen Igualmente ambas repdbli.
cas, en quo, de Ia liste de mercancias
aqui adjunta elija el Congreso de lo
Estados Unidos las que, siendo producto
natural industrial 6 manufactured de
cualqurea de las doe repdblica seen
admitfdas par. su vents y consumo en
caalquiera de los dos pases, bajo condicione de una reciprocidad p ects,
sea que ee lee coneidere librese derechoe
6 con tal cuota como sea fiad pr ofel
Conreso de los Estados Unfdos, uerto
queo
nlatencion de la repdblica M icana
ee admitir los articulos de que st rata d
los ma balos derechoe, y aun libres, ai el
Congress de los Estade Unidoe consintiere en ello. Su introduccion do uns
6 otra repdblica se haru por los punts
que ose gobiernos de ambas republicans
determinen en los limited 6 tOrminos doe'
ellas, cedidoe y concedidos pars los
trAntose y enperpetuidad potr este con-
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de Tehuanvenio, ya al travel del Istmo
tepec, ya desde el Golfo de California
.Mjico y
interior
la frontera
hasta
algunos priviSi entre
Unidos.
los Estados
legios semejantes lueren concedido
per Mjlco & otras naclones, en los tkr.
minors de los ante dichos trnsitos sobre
los Golfoe de M)jico y California y el
oceano Pacifico, serA en consideraclon
de las mismas condiciones y eestipulacioPacific ocean, it shall be in consideration nee de reciprocidad que son impuestas
of the same conditions and stipulations
d los Estados Unidos por los tfrmlnos de
of reciprocity which are imposed upon
eata convention.
this
of
terms
the
by
the United States
convention.
Lista indicada en le articulo VIII.
S hedule annexed to article VIII.
Animates de todas closes.
Animals of all kinds.
Arados y rejas sueltas.
Plows and loose iron bars.
Arroz.
Rice.
Aves y huevos frescos.
Poultry and fresh en*s.
Azogue.
Quicksilver.
tlarbon do piedra.
Stone coal.
y saladas.
Carnes frescas, ahumadas
Fresh, salted, and smoked meats.
Cass de maderay de fierro.
houses.
iron
Wood and
Cueros al pelo.
Raw hides.
Cuernos.
Horns.
Chile.
Chile or red pepper.
Disefios y modelos do bulto de mAquiDrawings and models of large ma- nas, edifices, monumentos y embarcaand
buildings, monuments,
chinery,
clones.
boats.
Embarcaciones de todos tamaflos y
the
for
classes
and
Boats of all sizes
classes para navegar en los rios de Ia
frontier.
the
on
rivers
the
navigation of
frontera.
Brooms and material for their manuEscobas y material para hacerlas.
facture.
Frenos.
Bridle bits.
Frutas, frescas seca, y cubiertas.
plecas,
espacios,
Fresh, dried, and sugared fruits.
Letra, escudos,
or
Type, spaces, plates tot printing
vifletas, y tints de imprenta.
printing
and
la
engraving, rules, vignettes,
Libros impress de todas clases
ink.
rdatica.
in
bound
all.classes
of
Printed books
Ldpulo.
paper, (pamphlet bound).
Miadera sin labrar y lefls.
Mantequilla y queso.
Timber, unwrought, and firewood.
Mapas geogrnficos, nadticos y cartas
Butter and cheese.
o~ficas.
to
and
maps
Geograppbical and nautical
trmol labrodo y en brute.

for the transit, and in perpetuity, by
this convention, either acrosthe Isthmus
of Tehuantepec or from the Gulf of California to the interior frontier between
Mexico and the United States. If any
similar privileges should be granted by
Mexico to other nations at the termini
of the aforesaid transits upon the Gulfs
of Mexico and California and upon the

Mdquinas

y aparatos pars la agrcul-

,
b a e, wrought and unwrought.
tra, la industrial, la miners, las artes y
Machines and implements for agricul- las clenciA, y sus partes sueltas 6 pleas
ture, farming, mining, for the develop Sde refaccion.
Palo de tinte.
meant of the arts and sciences, and their
y cenizas.
fixtures, either loose or for their repair.
Pea, alquitran, trementina
Dyewood.
y arbustos.
Plantss, rbolee,
os.
tec
para
Pizarra
Fish, tar, turpentine, and ashes.
Plants, trees, and shrubbery.
Sal comun.
purposes.
Slates for rooting
Sillas de enontar.
salt.
Common
de palma.
Sombreros
Yeo.
Riding saddles.
Palm-leaf hate.
Vegetales.
Plaster of Pars (gypsum).
Vegetables.
Granos de today especie quo sirvan para
Undressed sheepkins.
n.
haer
h
which
from
and
. Grain of all kinds,
bread is made.
Lans.
Flour.
Manteca.

Wool.
Lard.

Sebo.
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Tallow.
Leather, and manufactures of leather.
Every species of textile or woven fabric
of cotton excepting that called brown
sheeting (mantaltriguefa.)
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Cuero y manufactures de cuero.
Toda especie de tegidos de algodon,
esceptuando el llamado mantatriguefla.

ARTICLE IX.

ARTICULO IX.

As an amplification of the fourteenth
and fifteenth articles of the treaty of the
fifth of April, one thousand eight hundred
and thirty-one, in which that which relates to the exercise of their religion by
the citizens of Mexico was stipulated, the
citizens of the United States will be permitted to exercise freely in Mexico their
religion, either in public or in private
within their houses or in the churches and
places which may be assigned to worship,
as a consequence of the perfect equality
and reciprocity which the second article
of the same treaty states was taken for its
basis. The chapels or places for public
worship may be purchased, and shall be
held as the property of those who may
purchase them, as any other common
property is purchased or held, excepting
therefrom, however, the religious communities and corporations to whom the
present laws of Mexico have prohibited
entirely and forever and a day the od.
tainlng and holding anything whatever
in propriety. In no case shall citizens of
the United States residing in Mexico be
subject to have forced loans levied upon
them.

Como amplification de los articuloes 140
y 15o del tratado de 5 de Abril de 1831,
en que so estipul6 to relative al ejerclcio
de la religion paralos ciudadanos de la
repdblica de W3jico, se permitirA A los
ciudadanos de los Estados Unidoes que
ejerzan libremente en M6jico su religion
en pdblico 6 en privado dentro de sue
casas 6 en loe temples y lugares quo se
destinen al culto como consecuencia de
la perfect iguaidad y reciprocidad cue
el Articulo 11, del mismo tratado dice
que se tomaba por base de 61. las capillas 6 lugares para el culto divine
podrAn ser comprados y serAn poseidos
como propledad dequienes los c6mpren
como se compra y pose cualquiera otra
propledad comun, esceptuAndoee sin
embargo
las comunidades 6 corporaclones religious
A las quo las actuales
leyes de S.11jico han prohibido del todo
y para eiempre obtener y conservar nada
en propiedad. En ningun caso que
dardn los ciudadanos de los Estados ITnidos sujetos A que se les cobreu pr6stamos

ARTICLE X.

In consideration of the foregoing stipulations, and in compensation for the revenue surrendered by Mexico on the goods
and merchandise transported free of duty
through the territory of that republic, the
government of the United States agrees to
pay to the government of Mexico the sum
of four millions of dollars, of which two
millions shall be paid immediately upon
the exchange of the ratifications of. this
treaty, and the remaining two millions
shall be retained by the government of
the United States for the payment of the
claims of citizens of thel United Etates
against the government of the republic of
Mexico, forinjuries already inPcted and
which may be proven to be just, according
to the law and usage of nations and the
principles of equity- and the same shall
be pard pro rota as far as the said sum of
two millions will permit, in pursuance of
a law to be enacted by the Congress of the
United States for the adjudication thereof, and the remainder of this sum shall be
returned to Mexico by the United Statee,
in case there be any such remainder after
the payment of the claims thus found to
be just.

forzosos..

ARTICULO X.

En consideration de las anterlores esti"
pulaciones, y en compensation de las
rerias A las cuales renuncia MJIlco sobre
los efectos y mercancias transportadas
lihree de derecho por el territorio de
dicha repdblica, el goblerno de lee
Estadoe Unidos conviene pagar al
gobierno de NM6jico la sums de cautro
millones de pesoe, de los cuales dos
millones e paarn luego quese verflque
el cange de-las ratifeaciones de este
tratado, y los dos millones restantes serAn
reservados potr el goblerno do los Estados
Unidos en pago de las reclamaciones de
los ciudadanos de los Fstados Unidoes
contra el goblerno de la repdblica de b16jlco, por perjuicios que se lee hayan
causado, y cue sea probado que son justas
conforme A la ley y ueo de las naciones y
A loo principles d la equidad: las cuales
serdn adudicadas y pagadas pro rat hasta
donde alcance la dicha sums de los dos
millones, de conformidad con una ley que
serd decretada por el Congreeso de los
Estadoe Unidae pata la adjucacion de
eeas mimas reclamaciones, y devuelta A
ftjico is part auoe sobre en el case de que
pasgaas ee reclamaciones justas quede
algun sobrante.
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X.

ARTtCULO XI.

'Ilia treaty aball be ratified by the
Preddent of the United States. by and
with the advice and consent of the senate
of the United States, and by the President
of Mexico, in virtue of his extraordinary
and actual executive functions, and the
rspective rtifcstionsshall be exchanged
at the city of Washington, within the
exact period six months from the date of
its rigature, or sooner if pomible, or at
the eat of the constitutional government.
if an alterations or amendments be proby
ledthe Pr.ident and Senate of the
nitedstate, and accepted by the Preddent of the republic of Mexico.
In teatimony whereof. we, the plenipotentiaries of the contracting parties,have
hereunto aflied our hands and seals, at
Vera Cruz. the fourteenth day of Decem.
her in the year of our Lord one thousand
eit
hundred and fifty-nine, in the
thiry-ninth year of the independence of
the Mexican republic, and the eighty.
fourth of that of the United Stte.
Roar. M. McLaE.
31. Ocsaro.

OON

'NTION

APPAIBS.

IL. s.]
[L. S.J

Este tratado serk ratificado por el Presi.
dente de Mjico en viitud de sue funciones
ejecutivas eetraordinarias actuales, y por
el Presidente de los Estadoe Unidoe do
America, conla anuencia y consenti.
miento del Senado de los Estadoe Unido,
y las ratificacionee respectivas cangeadas
en Ia ciudad de Washington, 6 en Ia reed.
dencia del goblerno constitutional a se
propusieren algunas alteraciones 6 enmi.
endas per el Preldente y el Senado do los
F.tadc Unidos, y se sceptfren por el
Presidente de la repdbilca de AMjico, on
el precio tOrmino doe eis mesea contados
deede el dia en que se firme 6 antes s
fuere possible.
En ( de to cual, nosotroe, to plenipotenciarlos de las parties contratantes, !o
hemos fimnnado v sellado en era Cruz el
dia catorce de D1)ciembre del ailo del
Seflor mil ochocientoo cincuenta y nueve,
tridlmo noveno de la indpendencia de
Ia republican MSjicana y octogsimo cuatro
de la de los Estadoe Unidos.

t.OcAMPO.
RoBT. 31. 3lclANE.

L:. .
L. 8.

B ETWEE

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE MEXICAN REPUBLIC, DATED AT VERA CRUZ, DECEMBER 14, 189.

Caonrtio
to erfor e treaty stipulations
and to maiaain order and sm.
wit. in te

tritryof the reputile of Mexico and
tl Une .Stalej.

Whereas, in consequence of the existing
civil war an Mexico. and paticularty in
view of the disturbed condition of he
Island frontier of Mexico and the United
State o
ay
accaon
arise when the forces
of the two republic may find it necessary

to act in concert and cooperation to
enforce treaty stipulations and to main-

tain oner and secmityln the territory of
either republic; wherefore the following

convention has been agreed upon:
ArItSC

L

de lo tratadosy conserar el ordm y lo
eguridaden el teritorio de los repdbios
de Mjieo y de lo Estados Unfids.

Considerando que per result de la
guerra civil que eceiste en AM6jico, y en
vista particularmente del estado desordenado de la frontera del interior entre
M0jico y los Estadoe Unidoe puedan
suscitarse ocasiones en que la (uerzas de
ambas repdblicas se vean necesitadas de
obrar de acuerdo y en cooperation para
ejecutar las estlpulaciones de lose tratados
y pars conse ar el orden y la seguridad
en el territorio de cualquiera de-las dos
republicans, por cuyo motive se ha con.
ventdo en la siguiente convencion:
ARTICULO .

If say of the etipulations of existihm
treaties between Mexico and the United

State are violated, or the safety and

Conreneion para ejeutor toa estipulaoiones

8 cualeequiera de lae eestpulacones de
los tratdoes vigentes entreMjlco y los

e- Estados Unidos fueren vio6das

el ree-

cuity of the citizens of either republic guardoy eurdad de loe ciudadnoe de
aree
edwithin the terrt
of the
otr
ad the legitimte ad anoldgo nmyereof may be aMle
arny ca
to enforce such stipala.

cualquea d las dos repdblicas fueren
rrl doe entro del temtorlo de laotra,
y que el goblerno legitmo y reconoeldo
do ells no pueda per cualquier motivo,

tious or to provide for such safety and ejecutar tales eelpultaclonee 6

revenlr

secdty, it sharDbe obligatory on that tal reeurdoy seguridad, ser oblgacon
government to seek the aid of the other de squel goblerno solicitar el soc6rro del
fa mslatanlag their due execution, as otto para mantener la debida ejecuclon
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well asorderandsecurityin the territoryof
that republic, where such violation and
discord occur; and in every such special
case the expenses shall be paid by the
treasury of the nation within whose territory such intervention may become
necessary; and if disorder shall occur on
the frontier of the two republics, the authorities of the two republics nearest to
the place where the disorder exists shall
act in concert and cooperation for the
arrest and punishment of the criminals
who have disturbed the public order and
security of either republic, and for this
purpose the parties guilty of these offences
may be arrested within either republic
and delivered over to the authorities of
that republic within which the crime
may have been committed; the nature
and character of such intervention, as
well as the expense thereof, and the manner of arresting and subjecting to punish.
ment the said criminals shall be determined and regulated by an agreement
between the executive branches of the
two governments.
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de ellas, y tambien el orden y la eeguridad
en el territorio de aquella repdblica en
donde tal violacion y desorden sucedan;
y en cada caso especial semejante loe
gastos serdn pagadoe por el Tesoro de la
nacion dentro de cuyo territorio semejante, intervention se haga neceearia; y
si el desorden sucediere sobre la frontera
d las doe rep6blicas, las autoridades de
ambas rep6blicas mas inmediatas al lugar
adonde el desorden oceista, obrarin de
acuerdo y en cooperacion pars el arrest
y castigo de los criminals que han interrumpido la tranquilldad y seguridad
p6blica de cualquiera de las dos rep6bHicas, y con este fin los roos de estas fidtas
podrdn sor arrestadoe dentro cual i.er
de las dos republicans, y entregados d las
autoridades de aquella repdblica dentro
de la cual el crimen haya sido cometido;
el genero y el carkcter de tal intervencioti
como tamblen los gastos de la misma, y la.
manera de prender y someter al castlgo
los dichoe criminals, serdn determinadoe
y arreglados por un convenio entre los
ramos ejecutivos de losedoe goblernos.

ARTICLE Ii.

ARTICULO II.

This convention shall be ratified by the
President of the United States, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, and by the
President of Mexico, in virtue of his extraordinary and actual executive functions, and the respective ratifications
shall be exchanged at the city of Washington within the exact period of six
months from the date of its signature, or
sooner if possible, or at the seat of the
constitutional government if any alterations or amendments be proposed by the
President and Senate of the United
States, and accepted by the President of
the republic of Mexico.
In testimony whereof, we, the plenipotentiaries of the contracting parties,
have hereunto affixed our hands and
seals, at Vera Cruz, the fourteenth day of
December, in the year l our IArd one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine,
in the thirty-ninth year on the independence of the Mexican republic and the
eighty-fourth of that of the United States.
Roar. M. MbcLA .B I,. s.
M. OCAuMP.
t. a.

Esta convention serd ratificada por el
presidente de M6jico en virtud de sus
funciones ejecutivas estraordinarias actuales, y por el Presidente de los Estadoe
jnidos de America con la anuencla y
consentimlento del Senado de los Eetadoe
Unidos y las ratificaciones respectivas
cangWcaas en is ciudad de Wasfington,
6 en la residence del gobierno constitucional si se propusierece algunas altersa
clones 6 enmiendas por el Preidente y
el S nado de los Estados Unidose y se
aceptaren por el Presidente de la republics de &ijico,
en el precise tOrmino de
eels mees contado deede el dia en que
selfirme 6 antes si fuere possible.
En f6 de to cual, noeotroe, los plenipotenciaros, to hemose firmado y sellado
en Vera Cruz el dia catorce de D ieembre
del afn del eefor mil ochocientos cincuenta y nueve, trig6imo noveno de la
independence de Ia reptblica Mdjicana
y octog6simo cuarto de la de los Estadoe
Unidoe.
M. OCAMPO.
IL. B.
Ror. M. MCLANB. iL.S.]
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TREATY WITH MEXICO.
AMENDMENT TO BE PROPOSED BY MR. SIMMONS.

June 20 1860,
On motion by Mr. Mason,
Ordered,That it be printed in confidence for the use of the Senate.
March, 1914. Injunction of secrecy removed and ordered printed for the use of the
Senate.
In article eight, strike out all after the ward "agree" in line one, and insert the
following:
-that from the "two lists" of merchandise here annexed the Congress of the United
States may select those which, being the natural industrial or manufactured product
of the republic of Mexico, shall be admitted into the United States for sale and consumption therein, and also those which, being the natural industrial or manufactured
product of the United States shall be admitted into the republic of Mexico for sale and
consumption therein, under conditions of a perfect reciprocity as to the duties to be
imposed thereon, it being agreed that the duties, if any. shall be the same in each of
the two lists and operate alike in the two countries on all articles reciprocally received
by the two republics; and the duties, if any, which shall be imposed by the Congress
of the United States upon the articles of merchandise received therein which are not
received by Mexico, shall be the just measure of the duties to be paid to Mexico upon
the articles of merchandise which are received by that republic and not received from
Mexico into the United States. it being the intention of the Mexican republic to admit
the articles in question at the lowest rates of duty, or even free, if the Congress of the
United States assents thereto.
The following articles of merchandise being of the growth or produce of the republic
of Mexico, shall be admitted into the United States for sale or consumption therein,
in conformity with the foregoing stipulations:
Animals of all kinds.
Ashes.
Brooms and materials for their manufacture.
Boats of all sizes and classes, for the navigation of the rivers on the frontier.
Coffee.
Cotton.
Drawings and models of large machinery, buildings, monuments, and boats.
Fresh fruits.
Fresh, salted, and smoked meats.
Flour.
Fkih.
Grain of all kinds, and of which bread is made.
GeoT phical and nautical maps and topographical plans.
Marble, wrought and unwrought.
Machines and implements for the development of the arts and sciences, and their
fixtures, either loose or for their repair.
Poultry and fresh eggs.
Plants, trees, and shrubbery.
Plaster of Paris. [(Gypeum.)
Palm.leaf hats.

Quicksilver.
Rice.

Tar.
Tallow.
Timber, unwrought, and fire-wood.
Tobacco unmanufactured or manufactured, other than segars and snuff.
Turpentine.
Types, spaces plates for printing or engraving, rules, vignettes, and printing ink.
Agave fiber, dressed or undressed, or made into rope, hammocks, or bags.
Cocoa, coco. shells, cocoa leaves, and cocoa nuts.
Cochineal.
Dye woods of all kinds and extracts thereof.
Horns and horntipe.
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Indigo.
Jalap.

Mahognny or other woods, used in the manufacture of furniture.
Raw hides.
Sarmparilla.
Undressed sheep skins or goat skidne.
Wool, the value of which, when exported, shall not exceed eighteen cents per
pound.
And the following articles of merchandise beingof the growth or product of the United
States shall be admitted into the republic of Mexico either free of duty or upon the
payment of the same rates or amount of duty, as shall be imposed by the Conigres of
the United States upon the articles of merchandise hereinbefore enumerated to be
admitted into the United States from the republic of Mexico:
Animals of all kinds.
Ashes.
Boats of all sizes and classe, suitable for the navigation of the rivers of the frontier.
Brooms, and materials for their manufacture.
Butter and cheese.
Cotton.

Coffee.

The drawings and models of large machinery, buildings, monuments, and boats.
Every species of textile or woven fabric of cotton, excepting that called brown
sheeting. IManta triguefia.]
Fresh fruits.
Fresh, salted. and esmked-meats.
Flour.
Fish.
rainn of all kinds, and from which bread is made.
io ,raphical and nautical maps and tpographical plans.
Lard.
L.elther, and all manufactures of leather.
Machines, of all kinds, and implements for agriculture, farming, mining, for the
development of the arts and sciences, and their fixtures, either loose or for their
re air.
Marble, wrought or unwrought.
Palm-letf bats.
Plants, trees, and shrubbery.
Plows, and iron In bare, loose.
Poultry and fresh eggs.
Printed books, of all classes, bound in paper. [Pamphlet bound.]
Plaster of Paris. (Gypsum.]
Quicksilver.
Rice.
Stone coal.
Screws, of all sizes.
Tar and turpentine.
Tallow.
Timber, unwrought, and firewood.
Tobacco, unmanlafactured or manufactured, other than segars, and snuff.
Tyvpe, spaces, plates for printing and engraving, rules, vignettes, and printing-ink.
Wood and iron houses.
Their introduction from one t) the other republic, as stated, shall be made at the
points which the governments of both republics may fix upon, at the limits or boundaries of the transit ceded and granted in perpetuity by this convention, and at all
other ports of entry now fixed, or which may hereafter be provided, in either of the
two countries within the jurisdiction of either of the two governments now contracting
for the entry of merchandise from other countries, and upon such proofs as may be
required that the articles of merchandise so entered are of the growth or manufacture
of the republic from which they are exported.
If any similar privileges shall be granted by Mexico to any other nation, at the
termini of the aforesaid transit, upon the Guls of Mexico and California, and upon
the Pacific ocean or at any other parts of entry of the republic of Mexico, such grant
of privileges shall include a reciprocal trade between such other nation and Mexico
in the same articles of merchandise, and other reciprocal benefits with those herein
stipulated between the United States and Mexico, and shall not h granted without
the payment of a proportionate amount of money, in advance in etch case, as an
equivalent and compensation for the reven'te which may be sa'rrendered by Metice
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in relinquishing the specific or other duties imposed upon others upon'the introduction
of the articles of merchandise herein enumerated into that republic. The amount
to be paid in money by such other nation shall bear the same proportion to the amount
of its trade with Mexico in the articles of merchandise herein enumerated, as the
sum of four millions of dollars bears to the amount of the trade from the United States
to the republic of Mexico in the same articles of merchandise, and shall be computed
and apportioned in each case upon the amount of the actual trade of the nations,
reec tively, to Mexico, in aid articles of merchandise, for the five years next!preceding the time of the ratification of the present treaty; and all such commercial
privileges shall terminate simultaneously with those herein granted.
ART. -. Strike out all after the word "stipulations," line 2, and insert the follow.
ing in lieu thereof:

-and as a commutation, equivalent, and compensation for the revenue sunrrencered
by Mexico, upon the merchandise from the United States to be entered for consumption in or to be transported through, the territory of the republic of Mexico free of
duty, the government of the United States of America rgrees to pay to the government of Mexico the sum of four millions of dollars of which two millions hall be
.aid to Mexico immediately uon the exchange of the ratification of this treaty, and
he remaining two millions shall be retained by the government of the United States,
for the payment of the claims of citizens of the United States against the government
of Mexf o for injuries already inflicted and which may be proved to be just, accord.
ing to the law and usage of nations and the principles of equity; and after the claims
shall be ascertained, and a list of the names of the clainfanta is reported to Congress,
with the amount due to each respectively, in pursuance of a law to be enacted by the
Congress of the United States for the adjudication thereof, the said two millions shall
be appropriated by Congress for the payment of said claintis in full, if the said sum
retained is sufficent and pro rata if insufficient, to pay the whole; and the remainder
of the two millions shall be paid to Mexico by the United States, in case there is any
remainder after the payment of the claims thus proved to be just.
The stipulations contained in the eighth article of the present treaty are to continue
for ten years, and thereafter until one or the other of the said republics shall have
given one year's previous notice that they desire to terminate the same; and these
and all other stipulations shall take effect when the two millions agreed to be paid
to Mexico shall be paid, and the necessary laws to carry the same into operation
shall be passed by the Congress of the United States.

MEMORANDUM REOARDIn O

HE RtoIrs Born UNDER MEXICAN AND INTERNATIONAl

LAw oF AMERICAN PETROLEUM COMPANIES OPERATING IN MEXICO IN RESPECT OF

PETROLEUM PROPERTIES ACQUIRED BY THEM PRIOR TO MAY 1, 1917.

The following is a statement of the principal facts and questions of Mexican and of
international law involved in the controversy between the Federal Government ci
Mexico and the American oil-producing companies operating in that country.
STATEMENT OF PACTS.

1. The commercial development of petroleum in Mexico was commenced by Messrs.
Edward L. Doheny and Charles A. Canfleld, of the Mexican Petroleum Co., in the year
1900 in which year these gentlemen acquired their first petroleum properties in
Mexico.

2. Not a single acre of oil land was then or has at any time since been acquired by
these gentlemen or their companies, or any of the other American petroleum producers from the Mexican Government. No "concession" or grant of any kind has
been made to any such company since the beginning of the'development period. In
every instance petroleum rights have been acquired by purchase or lease made with
private owners who held under titles extending back in many instances more than
250 years.
A concession covering public lands was granted by the Government of Mexico to a
Mexican company owned by the leading English oil interests, but up to the present
time no petroleum development has taken ptace'under it.
3. The only important concessions as to petroleum lands which have been granted
at any time since the beginning of the Diaz rgime, with the exception of the English
concession above alluded to, are concesions granted within the last few months by
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the Carranza government itself to its own friends and favorites. These concessions,
if legally upheld, effect the confiscation of certain lands belonging to the American
petroleum companies, for they purport to permit drilling upon andalon the beds of
streams running through the oil region despite the fact that the land underneath
these streams is, subject to certain easements of passage, owned to the center of the
stream by the owners of the adjoniing uplands.
In other words, it remained for the ('4rranzagovernment, purporting to repudiate

alleged concessions, to itself enter largely into concession-granting activity.
4. In reliance upon the provisions of the Mexican laws which we shall hereafter
quote, American concerns have since 1900 made enormous investments in the pur-

chase and acquisition by lease or contract of oil lands, and in the establishment of
a very large system for the collection, distribution, transportation, and refining of
the products of these fields. Every dollar of this investment was made in reliance
upon the guaranties of the Mexican constitution of 1857, and upon the laws (dating
from 1884) declarations, announced policy, and supposed good faith of the Mexican
Government.
6. In 1917 the Carranza government procured the adoption (by entirely ultra.
constitutional methods) of the so-called Queretaro constitution, in which a clause is
found declaring for the first time In the history of Mexican legislation that the Mexican
Republic possesses what is called "direct dominion" over petroleum.
No attempt was made to construe the meaning of this clause, or to put it into effect
until February, 1918, when the first of a series of decrees relating to the subject was
issued. These decrees emanated solely from Mr. Carranza as dictator, were not the
result of legislative action by the Mexican Congress, were wholly without legal sanction and were in no sense valid laws of the Mexican Republic.
In substance these decrees purport to construe the constitutional provisions as
retroactively affecting properties theretofore acquired by American companies under
the terms of preexisting laws, and attempt to confiscate these properties and take
them from their owners with no pretense of compensation.
6. Direct enforcement of thse laws was at first attempted by the Carranza government; but the petroleum companies, acting with the full knowledge and with
the support of the United States State Department, refused.to comply with their
terms and to admit their validity. Thereafter the Carranza administration sought
to accomplish indirectly, by preventing the actual enjoyment of the properties in
one way or another, the objects which they had been unable to accomplish directly,
but in this they likewise have failed owing to the determined and continued insist.
ence of the American companies upon their rights both under the laws of Mexico and
internationally.
7. No questions of taxation are involved in this controversy.
Attention is called to the following points of law:
POINT I.

During the entire period of the acquisition of these petroleum rights by the American companies, and up to May 1, 1917 no doubt exists but that under the laws of
Mexico the title to petroleum beneath the surface of privately owned lands belonged
to the owner of the surface itself.
From the time when Mexico gained its independence to 1884, no mining code or
Federal legislation regarding title to substances lound beneath the surface of the land
had been promulgated.
On December 14, 1883 however the constitution of 1857 was amended by authorizing Congress "to promulgate mining and commercial codes which shall be binding
throughout the Republic, etc." (Constitution 1857, art. 72 as amended, Sec. X.)
On November 22, 1884, the first Federal mining law of the Republic of Mexico was
promulgated under the foregoing provisions of the constitution od 1857. This mining
law contained the following clause:
"ART. 10. The following substances are the exclusive property of the owner of the
land who may, therefore, develop and enjoy them without the formality of entry
(denuuco) or special adjudication: IV *
* salts found on the surface, fresh and
salt water, whether surface or subterranean;petroleum and gaseous si ngs * * ."
The provisions of this law leave no room for argument as to the absolute ownership
of petroleum by the owner of the surface of any given tract of land.
These provisions were not and could not have been the result of any pressure brought
to bear upon the Mexican Government by interested parties, for the commercial
development of petroleum did not commence until 16 years thereafter.
Ou June 4, 1892, a further mining code was enacted, which contained the following
provisions:
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"ART. 4. The owner of the land may freely work without a special concession in
any case whatsoever the following mineral substances: Mineral fuels, oils, and mineral
watem.
"Ar,.5. All mining property le ally acquired and such as hereafter may be acquired in pursuance of this law shall be irrevocable and perpetual, etc."
This was the law in force at the time when commercial petroleum development
first commenced in Mexico.
A further mining code was issued on November 25, 1909, containing the following

clause:

"ART. 2. The following substances are the exclusive property of the owner of the
soil: I. Ore bodies or deposits of mineral fuels of whatever form or variety. II. Ore
bodies or deposits of bituminous substances."
These are the only basic laws relative to the subject which were promulgated In the
Republic of Mexico between the date of its independence and the adoption of the
Queretaro constitution in 1917.
Their terms are distinct and unquestioned, and the officers of the Mexican Govern.
ment themselves have never attempted to seriously claim that they are capable of
any interpretation other than that given to them by the petroleum companies.
Each of these laws comprises an unequivocal invitation to foreign capital to enter
into the petroleum business in Mexico and contains ample assurance that all such
enterprises could safely and properly deal with the owner of the surface of supposed
petroleum lands: and all of the great petroleum properties owned by American companies prior to May 1, 1917, were thus acquired by them by private treaty with such
owners and in reliance upon the foregoing provisions.
POINT II.

At a special session of the academy of jurisprudence of Mexico held in 1905 the
meaning and effect of these laws were considered, and it was held that petroleum
rights belonged to the owners of the surface and could not be taken from them at the
whim of the Government of Mexico.
Shortly after the beginning of the century the success of the first petroleum enterprise in Mexico became apparent. Thereafter it occurred to certain persons that
their interests might be promoted if petroleum could be declared to be the property
of the nation and subject to acquisition by denouncement instead of by private
treaty with the owners of lands.
They therefore, brought about a session of the academy of jurisprudence to discuss this subject and this session took place in 1905. There were in attendance
practically all of the leaders of the bar of Mexico. The presiding officer was Senor
Lie. Luis Mendez, universally considered as the leading lawyer of the country at
that time.
The subject reeelived the fullest consideration from every point of view and as a
result two resolutions were adopted by the unanimous vote of every lawyer present
except the one who had brought about the conference. These resolutions were:
First. That petroleum beneath the surface of lands belonged to the owner of the
surface and not to the Mexican Government- and
Second. That these petroleum rights could not be taken from the owner of the
surface by the Mexican Government under any claim of superior ownership.
It would have been impossible to have obtained any more authoritative declaration
as to the meaning and scope of the preceding petroleum legislation in Mexico than the
one which was given to it by this eminent body of jurists.
POINT IlI.

The Carranza attempts to confiscate these petroleum rights were made pursuant to
a series of Executive decrees which purported to interpret the constutition of 1917 as
being retroactive in its application, and as vesting the Government with petroleum
rights previously acquired under preexisting laws by private operators.
t will be observed in this connection that the language of the constitution of 1917
is to say the least, ambiguous upon this point. It provides in article 27 that the
Mexican Republic possesses "direct dominion" over petroleum. Possibly this clause
taken by itself might be construed as referring to all petroleum, whether situated
beneath lands previously acquired by private owners or beneath the surface of public
lands.
But article 14 of this constitution expressly states that "no law shall be given retroactive effect to the prejudice of any person whatsoever."
And later on the further provision-is found:
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"ART. 126. This constitution and the laws of the United States ofMexico which
shall be made in pursuance thereof * * * shall be the supreme law of the land."
In other words, the constitution itself, including article 7, isby its own terms
declared to be one of the "laws" of Mexico, and assuch hould not be given retroactive
effect under its own terms.
President Carranza, however, paid no attention to these articles of the constitution;
and commencing in February, 1918, issued a series of decrees based upon the theory
that article 27 was retroactive in its effect and that it deprived private owners of all
petroleum rights in lands theretofore purchased by them; and that in order to obtain
any right to extract petroleum from these lands they must admit the paramount
title of the Government to the petroleum apply for licenses to operate their own
properties, and must pay "rentals and royalties" to the Giovernment in consideration
of obtaining permission from them to carry on their respective enterprises.
The dates of these decrees are February 19, 1918; May 18, 1918; July 8 as amended
August 8, 1918; July 31, 1918; and August 12, 1918.
PO'IT IV.

These executive decrees were wholly beyond the power of President ('arranza
to issue.
Prior to the first of these decrees Mr. Carranza had been vested by Congress with
the power to leZislate matters relative to the national finances.
lie had, however, pursuant to the terms of his own constitution, no power whatever to exercise the functions of Congress in any other regard.
Disregarding entirely this limitation and refusing to await congressional action, he
hastened to endeavor to revolutionize this most important department of the law and
to change the entire preexisting theory of land titles and of subsoil rights.
These facts are illustrative of the utter disregard for due process of law which has
been evinced by the ('arranza government, and of the dictatorial power which
President Carranza has assumed to exercise in this and other matters.
The oil companies immediately commenced court proceedings against these decrees,
which proceedings have been pending in the supreme court of justice for over a year,
but were never allowed to come to a hearing.
It is entirely possible that even the Carranza attorneys recognized the hopelessnes
of endeavoring to obtain a decision upholding the validity of edicts so transparently
unauthorized.
OINS? V.

The Carranza government attempted to justify its confiscatory project by claiming
that the Mexican Republic formerly had title to all petroleum, and that the effect of
the present constitution is to revest the Government with its original rights.
The foregoing argument is frequently set forth among the excuses advanced by

the apolists of the Cuarranzaregime. With regard to it, the following points are to
be noted:

I,Even if it were true as a matter of historical fact (which it is not) that Mexico
formerly owned all petroleum beneath its subsoil, the truthneverthelem remains that
from 1884 onward her laws expressly repudiated any such claim of ownership, declared
that the petroleum belonged to the owner of the surface, and invited the world to act
in reliance upon these assurances.
This invitation was accepted, and enormous investments were made in reliance
upon such assurances.
In this connection it will be noted that the constitution of 1857 which was in force
at the time that these investments were made, contained the following express
provisions:
"ART. 18. No person shall be molested in his person, family, domicile, papers and
possessions, except by virtue of written order of competent authority which shall
have been the basis of due process of law."
"ART. 27. Property of individuals shall not be taken without their consent except
for causes of public utility and upon previous Ind mnization."
"ART. 33. Foreigners * * * shall be entitled to the guaranties set forth in
section first, title first of the present constitution" (this being the section and title
in which articles 16 and 27 are found).
Irrespective of any claim of former title of the Mexican Government with regard to
petroleum we find that the actual situation IsFirst. That the Mexican Government expressly declared for a period of at least 33
years that it had no such title so far as related to petroleum beneath the surface of
lands which had passed into private ownership.
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Second. That on the contrary, its laws set forth unequivocally that such petroleum
was owned by the owner of the surface and could be sold and dealt with exactly as
the surface itself was sold and dealt with, free from any license on the part of the
Government.
Third. That this express recognition of property rights in the private owner of the
surface was reenforced by the provisions of the constitutional bill of rights above
quoted, fully protecting the property rights of every individual except after due
process of law and due indemnity.
Fourth. That these provisions were expressly made applicable to foreigners.
Fifth. That Americans placed full reliance upon the foregoing and invested immense
sums of money on the faith thereof.
Sixth. That all such foreigners ate amply justified in insisting that the rights thus
acquired be protected, whatever might formerly have been the position of the Mexican
Government with regard to petroleum under lands that had not passed into private
ownership.
II. Upon an examination of the ancient laws of Spain relating to this subject, it
will be found, moreover, that the Mexican Republic never became vested with the
title of petroleum beneath the surface of privately owned lands.
(a) The first law of importance to be noted isthe edict of Felipe II of Spain, dated
January 10, 1659. This law provides that on account of their great benefit and utility
there are taken over into the royal patrimony "ores of gold, silver, quicksilver, and
other metals."
It will be noted that the general word used is "metals" and not "minerals."
An interesting feature of this law is that although the edict covered ores beneath
the surface of privately owned lands as well as beneath the surface of the public
domain, yet careful express provision was made for due indemnity to all private par.
ties who were affected by the operation of the decree and whose property was thus
taken from them.
It remained for the president of a supposedly democratic republic to issue decrees
upon this subject in 1918 which were more arbitrary, confiscatory, and unjust than
the one promulgated in the sixteenth century by one of the most absolute monarchs
of Europe.
(b)In 1783 certain ordinances were issued in the time of Charles III, which referred in general language to the "mines being the property of the crown of Spain."
The word "bitumen" is sed in one of the clauses.
It is upon a forced construction of the language of these ordinances that the claim
of the adherents of the Carranzsa rgime is based, disregarding subsequent laws, to
which we will now refer.
(c) At some time during the later years of the eighteenth century the commercial
importance of coal became recognized. Questions arose as to whether coal mines
belonged to the royal patrimony ordid not and in any event as to how best to provide
for the extraction of co1 from any deposits where it was found. To meet this point
a further royal decree dated December 28, 1789, was Iesued, which reads as follows:
"For the purpose of clearing up the difficulties met in the use of deposits of coal,
and to simplify the method of taking it without prejudice to the owners, and with
due reference to public utility, I have seen fit to decree, declare, and order the
following:
"l() Since coal is not a metal or a eemimetal nor any other of the articles comprehended in the laws and ordinances which specify that mines are the property of the
royal patrimony, its extraction and traffic shall be free by sea and land throughout all
of my kingdom, and its exportation by sea for the purpose of being dealt with in
foreign countries shall not be impeded.
"(2) These mines must belong to the proprietors of the lands in which they are
found, it being understood that the term proprietor means the direct owner or the
enjoyer of the usufruct without there being any need of asking a license from any
tribunal or authority in order to extract from, leasefrom, sell from, or grant from, but
if the proprietor, after a mine has been discovered, shall refuse to develop his property
In any of these manners, so that they may be turned to account, my council and the
intendente of the province or the eorregidor of the district shall have power to adjudicate their use to the discoverer, who shall give to the owner the fifth pat of the
production obtained from it."
It will be observed that by the operation of this law it was established(1) That coal was not one of the metals or semimetals which had previously beeu
reserved to the Crown.
(2) That the direct owner of the land is expressly declared to be the owner of this
hydrocarbon-which at the time was the only hydrocarbon recognized as having any
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commercial value, and that the reason for this rule was expressly stated to be that it
was not a metal or semimetal.
(3) That although provisions are made guaranteeing the public the use of coal from
any mines. yet this provision is expressly conditioned on the full recognition of ownership and the payment of a royalty to the owner on all coal extracted.
(a) Even after the promulgation of the foregoing edict, there was still evidently
some uncertainty as to the exact scope and effect of the former laws upon this subject,
and for the purpose of clearing up the entire matter; a further edict of August 24,1792,
was made, which contains the following express provisions:
"(il Despite any interpretation which might have been given or may be given to
the laws and ordinances to the effect that every kind of mines, although not expressly
named ia those laws. belong to the Crown. mines of coal shall be of free availability
as are by ancient custom mines of iron and other substances which are extracted
from the boom of the earth.
"(2) Nevertheless the Crown shall preserve the supreme right of incorporating to
it may require or as may bie convenient for the use of the royal
itself such mines
navy, foundries, machines. of other objects whatsoever and public service. Such
mines as may be found in unclaimed or public lands, may be thus incorporated without recompense, but if they belong to local council, communities, or individual owners, there shall be paid to them their just value.
"(:) The direct owners who are the proprietors of the lands where mines of coal
exist, whether they are council. communities. or individuals. may discover them,
work them, and enjoy them for themselves alone, or permit others to do so, or may
rent them or sell them as they see fit. without any license or formality other than that
which may be required to enjoy, rent, or sell the land which contains them."
It is difficult to see how, after this final ordinance, any possible doubt can exist as
to the fact that coal, which was the only hydrocarbon then supposed to possess any
value, belonged not to the Crown, but to the private owner, and that the reason for
this was that the prior laws were intended to establish a distinction between metalliferous minerals and nonmetalliferous minerals. And in every case where any
provision is made in these edicts which looks toward the utilization of this substance
by any person other than the owner, his right to full compensation is expressly and
_recognied-again in strong distinction to the arbitrary and spoliatory
pecal
policy which Mr. Carranza thought fit to subsequently adopt.
(e) No express provision is made in these later statutes as to petroleum for the
simple reason that petroleum was not then known to possess any commercial value of
importance whatsoever. But the principle upon which coal was decreed to be
exempted from the royal patrimony is that it was neither a metal nor a semimetal;
and this principle is, of course, controlling in the analogous case of petroleum.
(I) The Republic of Mexico obtained its independence-in 1821, and thereafter a

treaty was entered into with the Kingdom of 8pa t whereby the royal patrimony as

it then existed was transferred to the Republic of Mexico.
(9) Despite the apparently clear and conclusive language of the decrees quoted,
further questions were raised as to the rights of the nation with regard to hdrocarboas
generally. The theory was advanced that the laws of 1789 and 1792 did not apply
to Mexico. After some litigation on the subject had taken place. the Mexican nauon
amended its constitution so as to provide for the issuance of mining codes; and the
only authority having the right to finally settle this subject, to wit: the Mexican
under the provisions of the amended constitution, adopted the code
Cgrees, act
of. 1884 which-has hereinbefore been quoted and which was intended to and undoubtedly did place the matter forever at rest, establishing coneclusyely that the

nation accepted the interpretation of the preexisting laws which we have herein

before set forth and disclaimed any rights whatsoever in or to hydrocarbons lying
beneath the surface of privately owned lands; and this statute in its express language
included the word "petroleum."
(h) This interpretation was again discued and approved in the celebrated session
of the Academy of Jurisprudence in 1905 above referred to; and no further question
regardingthe matter was ever raised until the Carransa propagandists, in their des.

perate efforts to find some sort of a basis upon which the spollatory and confiscatory

acts of their Government could be defended, resurrected this ancient argument from
its grave and, disregarding its complete refutation which we have hereinbefore
presented, attempted to utilize it for the purpose of misleading the uninformed.
()( For the foregoing reasons it is submitted that under the municipal laws of
Mexico, and even under the constitution of 1917 itself, the acts of Mr. uaranza in
attempting to take from private owners, without compensation the petroleum rights
which they had validly acquired prior to May 1, 1917, are wholly unwarranted.
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POINT VI.

Pursuant to the principles of international law, it is submitted that the confiscatory
scheme of Mr. Carranza with respect to petroleum under lands validly acquired by
citizens of the United States prior to May 1, 1917, is in violation of the principles of
natural justice and that citizens of the United States are entitled, if necessary, to be
protected by their Government against its effects.
This point is specifically covered by the note of the United States addressed to the
Mexican Government and dated April 2, 1918, signed by Ambassador Fletcher, in
which it is said:
"The United States can not acquiesce in any procedure ostensibly or nominally to
the form of taxation or the exercise of eminent domain, but really resulting in the
confiscation of private property and arbitrary deprivation'of vested rights.
"Your excellency will understand that this is not an assertion of any new prin.
ciple of international law, but merely a reiteration of those recognized principles
which my Government is convinced form the basis of international respect and good
neighborhood. The seizure or spoliation of property at the mere will of the sovereign
and without due legal process fairly and equitably administered has always been
regarded as a denial of justice and as affording internationally a basis of interposition.

*

*

*

"In the absence of the establishment of any procedure looking to the prevention
of spoliation of American citizens, and in the absence of any assure nce, were such pro.
cedure established, that it would not uphold in defiance of international law and
justice the arbitrary confiscations of Mexican authorities, it becomes the function of
the Government of the United States most earnestly and respectfully to call the
attention of the Mexican Government to the necessity which may arise to impel it
to protect the property of its citizens in Mexico divested or injuriously affected by
the decree above cited."
The same principle is upheld in the note of the lritihh Government of April 30. 1918,
addressed to the Moxi an minister of foreign relations, in which it is said:
"The provisions of the decree are in the opinion of the Government of Ilis Majesty
in open conflict with laws and contracts in force, according to which considerable
investments of Iritish capital have been made in petroleum-bearing lands and in the
* * Itwould be contrary to the principles of
petroleum industry in Mexico.
the Mexican Constitution and those of justice to separate surface rights from subsoil
rights which now belong to those land owners who have invested capital in the
petroleum-produciui zone."
We also call attention to the note of the French Government to the Mlexican Government dated May 13, 1918, in which similar protects were made, and in which it is said:
"These regulations, strip t compliance with which mi ht entail conflsc ation, rest on
principles of law wholly different from those on whidi was based the legislation in
force when their investments in petroleum in Mexico were made. At that time no
attempt was made to establish differences between surface rights and those flowing
from subsurface ownership."
These notes, as stated in the American note of April 2, do not establish any new
principles of international law, for acts of the description protested against had always
been regarded as denials of justice and as affording the basis for international action.
"The Government of the United States will not permit, without Interposition on its
part, the spoliation by Pent of the property of American citizens invested in that
country by the invitation of its own authorities. * * * And even were there such
a tribunal its decrees validating in defiance of international laws such'confisc ation,
could not bind the citizens of foreign states thereby despoiled.
"This is not, it will be understood, the assertion of any new principles in internal
tional law. The seizure or spoliation of propertyat the mere will of the sovereign and
without due legal process has always been regarded as in itself a denial of justice and
as affording the basis for international interpoition." (Letter of Sir. Bayard, Secretary of State, to minister to Peru, Jan. 19, 1888, cited Vol. VI, Mloore's Dig. Int. Law,
In enumerating various classes of unquestionable denials of justice, the following
language is used:
"Among the first class of ats in which the denial of justice is predicated upon
wrongs inflicted by governmental authorities prior to trial in willful disregard of due
process of law, may be mentioned * * * seizure or confiscation of property without
egalprocess *
the detention and confiscation of vessels without legal process,
etc." (Borchard Dip. Prot. of Citizens Abroad, p. 336. Citing 2 Wharton s Dig.Int.
Law, S. 235, and numerous other authorities.)
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So reprehensible are departures of this sort from the principles of international
law that it has been expressly declared that-

"By such a declaration of rules for the guidance of her conduct in international
relations Ecuador placed herself outside of the pale of international intercourse."
(Letter of Mr. Rives, Assistant Secretary of State, Oct. 24, 1888, cited Vol. I, Moore's
Digest Int. Law, p. 8.)
"The State which disclaims the authority of international law places herself outside

of the circle of civilized nations."

(Sir Henry Maine, Int. Law, pp. 37, 38.)
POINT VII.

The attem,,t of Mr. Carranza's government to confiscate these petroleum rights is
in sharp contrast with the pledges which he gave to the United States prior to and
at the time of such recognition as was afforded him by our Government.
The de facto recognition of Mr. Carranza took place on October 19, 1915.
Prior to thatdate the following formal declaration had been made by Mr. Arredondo,
the special personal and official representative of Mr. Carranza in this country, to
Secretary of State Lansiig:
"Mr. Venustiano Carranza, depositary of the executive power of Mexico, whom I
have the honor to represent in this country, has authorized me to say that his public
declarations of December 12, 1914, and June 11, 1915, bear the statement that the
Government he represents, in its capacity of a political entity, conscious of its international obligations and of it4capability to comply with them, has afforded guaranties
to the nationals and has done likewise with regard to foreigners, and shall continue
to see that their lives and property are respected in accordance with the practices
established by civilized nations and the treaties in force between Mexico and other
countries."
Subsequently when the Mexican ambassador was received by President Wilson at
the White House, the President, as reported in the New York World, said in sub.
stance that he would "welcome convincing evidence that a constitutionalist Government had been established in Mexico willing and able to guarantee life, property,
and justice to Americans the same as other foreigners. The United States asks no
more and can accept no less."
Again, before Mr. Fletcher, our ambassador to Mexico, presented his credentials
to the Mexican Government, he was instructed by our Government to ask the Mexican
minister of foreign relationswhether the New Mexican constitution which had then been
drafted would be subject to retroactive application with confiscatory results. This
was not a mere casual conversation, but was a definite diplomatic inquiry. The
answer of the Mexican minister of foreign relations was:
"Legislation emanating from the new constitution with regard to property rights
would, in his judgment, in no way prejudice present property rights."
At the same time Gen. Aguilar called Mr. Fletcher's attention to the provisions of
the constitution prohibiting retroactive laws.
This answer was reported by Mr. Fletcher to the State Department, was accepted
as official, and has been embodied in a form letter issued by the State Department
to Americans who have made inquiries as to the effect of the constitution of 1917
upon previously acquired property rights of foreigners.
POINT VIII.

The breach of international obligations resulting from the confiscatory plan of the
Carranza government is not excused by the fact that its own citizens have received
or may receive similar treatment.
"But where a government asserts that its citizens in a foreign country have not
been duly protected, it is not competent for the government of that country to answer
that it has not protected its own citizens and thus to make the failure to perform one
duty the excuse for the neglect of another.
"It is true that in this way foreigners may enjoy an advantage over the citizens of a
country. This, however, is not a matter for foreign governments to consider. They
have no power to regulate the relations of another government to its citizens; nevertheless, they are bound to ask that their own may be protected." (Moore's Digest of
International Law, Vol. VI, pp. 803, 804.)
"The measure of one country's international obligations is the measure of the
other country's right. The rule of obligation is perfectly distinct and settled. Each
country is bound to give to the nationals of another country in its territory the benefit
of the same laws, the same administration, the same protection, and the same redress
for Injury which it gives to its own citizens, and neither more nor less, provided the
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protection which the country gives to its own citizens conforms to the established
standard of civilization. There is a standard of justice, very simple, very funds
mental, and of such general acceptance by all civilized countries as to form a part of
the international law of the world.
"The condition upon which any country is entitled to measure the justice due
from it to an alien by the Justice which it accords to its own citizens is that its own
system of law 'and administration shall conform to this general standard. If any
country's system of law and administration does not conform to that standard,
although the people of that country may be content or compelled to live under it,
no other country can be compelled to accept it as furnishing a satisfactory measure
of treatment to its citizens." (Address of Secretary Root before Am. Soc.'Int. Law,
Apr. 28, 1910.)
Other declarations are:
"International law recognizes on the part of each member of the family of nations
certain forms or attributes of government for the purpose of assuring the lights of the
individual. * * *
"The rules of international law in this matter fall with particular severity upon
those countries where law and administration frequently deviate from and fall below
this standard; for the fact that their own citizens can be compelled to accept such

maladministration is not a criterion for the measure of treatment which the alien can
demand, and international practice seems to have denied these countries the right to
avail themselves of the usual defense that the alien is given the benefit of the same
laws, the same administration, and the same protection as the national. * * *
The individual * * * will be
tected * * * when his rights * * * as
measured not necessarily and finally by the local, but by the international standard,
are invaded." (Borchard on Dip. Protection of Citizens Abroad, pp. 27-28. Citing
Pillet, A., Recherches sur lea drolts fondamentaux des estate, Paris, 1899, pp. 19-28,
and other authorities. Also Pillet, Principes de droit Int. Priva. Paris, 1903, pp.

169, 194.)

"The alien therefore, is not bound to accept the treatment accorded to nationals if
such treatment is in violation of the ordinary principles of civilized justice, and notwithstanding the fact that the national has no immediate remedy against the injustice." (Borchard p.107.)
This point has been well discussed and fully covered in the notes of the United
States Government to the Government of Mexico with regard to the petroleum confication program.
The question in all such cases is whether the principles of natural justice have been
violated.
In all such cases the rights of the foreigner are not measured by the rights of the
national.
And in the present case, where enormous investments have been made by Americans upon the faith of the perfectly explicit preexisting laws of Mexico, it is submitted to be clear that the principles of natural ustice are violated by Mexico when
it attempts, without pretense of compensation, to arbitrarilychange its laws for the
express purpose of confiscating'the properties which had been acquired, developed,
and shown to be valuable by the courage and initiative of foreigners.
POnNT IX.

For the foregoing reasons it is submitted that the confiscatory plan of the Carranra
gov mentwith~elatonto thesepettoleumghts can: not be defended on the principles either of Mexican municipl law or of international law or practice, that no
nation can prosecute such an legal and immoral campaign without constituting
Itself an international outlaw, and that citizens of this country who have made large
investments inreliance upon the good faith of the Mexican Nation and whose Interests
are threatened by a
ofthat nation's previous pledges and laws, are entitled
to the protection of their own Government in case of need.
Respectfully submitted.
Fas Dmru R. KEu.ooo
S Bromdwtay, Net York,
Generl ouos lof the Pan Amerian Petroeum & Transport Co.

epudIltion

TEXAS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS.
V.

JOSE ANtONIO ARcE ET AL., APPELLANTS,

STATE OF TEXAS.

ITex. Crime. Rep. -, 202 S. W.951.
CRIMINAL LAW-"OFFENSE UNDER

WAR-JURISDICTION TO PUNISFf.

1. A State has no authority to punish depre&ations by citizens of a foreign country
who have invaded its territory for the prosecution of a war existing between such
country and the United States. (For other cases see Criminal Law, II11,in Dig. 1-52

N. S.)

ARMIY-LIABILITY OF SOLDIER FOR OBEYVING COMMAND.

2. A soldier is not answerable in a civil court for killing an enemy soldier in a battle
in which he was directed to engage by command of his superior officer. (For other
case,, see Army and Navy, in Dig. 1-52 N. S.)
April 17 1918:
Appeal by defendants from a judgment of the district court of Webb County convicting them of murder. Reversed.
The facts are stated in the opinion.
Messrs. C. M. Henry and George & Townes for appellants.
Every person is entitled to have a fair and impartial trial by an impartial jury,
uninfluenced by any other consideration than the evidence adduced on the trial,
Randle v. State (34 Tex. Crime. Rep. 45, 28 S. W. 953); Coffman v. State (62 Tex.
Grim. Rep. 88, 136 S.
. 779); Richmond v. State (16 Nebr., 388, 20 N. W. 242);
Streight v. State (62 Tex. Grim. Rep. 453, 138 S. W. 742); Meyers v. State (39 Tex.
69 S. W. 82 14
Crim. Rep. 500, 40 S. W. 817); Barnes v. State (-Tex. Crime. Rep.
Am. Crime. Rep. 4158 83 S. W. 1116); Gallaher v. State (40 Tex. Grim. Rep. 29d, b
S. W. 393, 11 Am. Crnm. Rep. 207); Dobbs v. State (51Tex. Crim. Rep. 62, 103 S. W,

918).

Justice to the military subordinate and the necessities and eficlenev of the service
require that the order of the superior should protect the inferior, leaving the respond.
sibility to rest where it properly belongs-upon the officer who gave the command.
United States v. Clark (31 Fed., 710; McCall r. McDowell, 1 Abb. U. S.. 212, Fed.
as. No. 8073; Com. ex rel. Wadsworth r. Shortall, 206 Pa. 165, 6.5 I. R. A. 193, 98
Am. St. Rep. 759, 55 Atl. 952; Riggs r. State 3 Coldw. 8.5, 91 Am. Dec. 272; People v.
McLeod, 25 Wend. 483).
Messrs. Hamilton & Greer, also for appellants.
Mr. E. iB. Hendricks, Assistant Attorney General for the State.
Davidson, J. P., delivered the opinion of the court:
Jose Antonion Arce, Vivinte Lira, Pablino Sanchez, Jesus Crdas Isabel de los
Santos, and Fredrico Gptierrez ?,pata were charged with killing William Oberlies.
Fqur of these defendants were placed upon trial for the homicide, namely Arce, Lira,
Sanchez, and Coerdas, and given the death penalty for the killing of Oberlice, who, it
seems, was a corporal in the United States Federal Army.
There are many interesting questions presented for revision in various ways. The
motion to change the venue, application for continuance, exception to the jury, and
incidental matters will not be discussed. They may not arise upon another trial, if
one should occur; and should they, will be presented in a different light and from a
different view perhaps, as set forth in the record.
A condensed substance of the facts will show that during the recent trouble on the
Rio Grande and in Mexico there was trouble between the United States and M'-xico.
We know, as a matter of history of the current events attending this trouble, that the
United States invaded Mexico with a column of troops under Gen. Pershing, and there
may have been other like occurrences on the Rio Orande by the United States troops.
It is not the purpose of this opinion to go into the history of the trouble between the
two countries, and the incidental fights and battles that may have occurred in connection with these troubles. Suffice tosay, they did occur, and, under the authorities,
this brought about a condition of "war" between the two countries. It was not what
the authorities may term a complete state of war, but rather in the nature of an incomplete state of war. There was no formal declaration of war, as we understand the
history of the times, between the two countries, where a state of war was recognized
3279
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as existing between the two countries. During these troubles, among other things
that occurred was a force organized at Monterey by the direction and under the authority of the Carranza de facto government. It is shown by this record that, when this
command was completed and the plan laid, it was done with the view of invading
Texas and attacking some of the Federal troops located lust below Laredo at San
Ygnacdo. There was a company of Cavalry of the Regular Army stationed at this
point,with trenches and other means incident toresistance to attack. These Mexican
troops made an attack upon this troop of United States Cavalry at night. On the
night of the attack, another troop of United States Cavalry reached the point where
the first troop was camp to spend the night en route to Zapata County, and when the
fight came off that night both troops were in action. Four or five United States
soldiers were killed and nine or ten of the Mexicans. Three of the .Mexicans and one
that was wounded were captured. These were tried under this indictment in the
Texas State courts and, on conviction, given the death penalty. The evidence
makes it clear that these Mexican troops were commanded by Carmrnza officers. One
of these officers was killed during the fight, who seemed to rank as a lieutenant colonel.
The.commanding officer of the Mexicans was De los Santos who, it seems, was later
captured by the forces of Villa and executed. His name was in this indictment, but he
was never arrested. That a state of warfare existed between the two countries is not

questioned.

Brig. Gen. Enoch HII.Crowder, Judge Advocate, United States Army,

has the following to say in an ollicial opinion:
" It is thus apparent that under the law there need be no formal declaration of war;
but that under the definition of Vattel a state of war exists, so far as concerns the
operation of the United States troops in Mexico, by reason of the fact that the United
States is prosecuting its rights by force of arms and in a manner in which warfare is
usually conducted. The statutes which are operative only during a period of war
have been interpreted as ralating to a condition and not a theory. * * * I am
therefore of the opinion that the actual conditions under which the field operations in
Mexico are being conducted are those of actual war. That within the field of operations of the expeditionary force in Mexico, it is a time of war within the meaning of
the fifty-eighth article of war."
There are also in connection with this record, in the motion for new trial, exhibited
to the court excerpts from a communication from the dustrict attorney of Webb County
to John L. Wroe, secretary to Gov. Ferguson, as follows: "The jury returned the verdict of guilty and assessed the punishment of death. These four Mexican citizens
testified under oath that they belonged to the constitutionalist army of Mexico' that
the band that attacked San Yghado consisted of 75 men; and thatthey were publicly
organized and equipped in Monterey and Jaritawith the full knowledge of the de factor
Government of fexco. The recent trials in Webb County of the bandits who mur.
dered our soldiers at San Ygnacio, the fact that they were publicly organized and
equipped in Mexico, that they met and mingled with the forces and officers of the
de facto government; that they were furnished transportation in the three railroad
cars from Monterey to Jarita, that it was widely prcaimed at Monterey that these
bands were going to make hostile incursions into Texas, that men high in the councils
of the de facto government were cognizant of the unlawful enterprise, and yet not
a finger was raised by that government to frustrate the mission. I charge the de facto
government with full responsibility for the recent raids committed in my district,
and I charge that these raids were conducted with the knowledge and consent, if not
the approbation, of the de facto government."
It might also be stated in this connection that it is a question for judicial cognizance
and knowledge that this battle at San Ygnaclo was never disavowed by the de facto
government of Mexico. It seems also to be within accurate statement that the
organization of these expeditionary forces attacking San Ygnacio was by and under
the direction of Gen. Nafarrette, Gen. Fierros Gen. De sl Rosa, with Col. Cavanas,
Col. Isabel de los Santos, Col. Crus Ruis, an4 others, and these were officers of the
constitutionalist or do facto Oarranza government. Col. Cruz Ruis was killed in the
battle.
This, we think, was a state of warfare. See in addition to what has been quoted
from Bas v. Tingy (4 Dall., 37 40 1 L. ed., 731, 732), United States Supreme Court,
Reports, as follows: "It may, f believe, be safely laiddown that every contention by
force between two nations in external matters, under the authority of their respective
governments, is not only war but public war."
While the invasion of Mexico by Gen. Pershing's column was not a public or complete war, or not preceded by a declaration of war against Mexico by the United States,
it was an act of war, and, under the definition given by Gen. Crowder and the authoritles generally, it was technically and within the limited meaning of the word "war."
It was not made with the consent of the de facto government of Mexico, but rather,
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in fact, over the protest of that country. In the case of Montova r. United States
(180 U. S., 261, 45 L. ed.521, 21 Sup.Ct. Rept. 358) it was said: "To sustain a claim
under this section it is incumbent upon the claimant to prove that the Indians taking
or destroying the property belonged to a band tribe, or nation in amity with the
United States. The object of the act is evidently to compensate settlers for depredations committed by individual marauders belonging to a body which is then at peace
with the Government. Ifthe depredation be committed by an organized company
of men constituting a band In itself, acting Independently of any other band or tribe,
and carrying on hostilities against the United States, such acts may amount to war,
for the consequences of which the Government is not responsible under this act or upon
general principles of law." (United States v. Pacific R. Co., 120 U. S., 227, 234, 30 L.
ed. 634, 636, 7 Sup. Ct. Rept., 490.
This extract is made from Prize Case (2 Ilack, 635, 17 L.ed. 476): " War has been
well defined to be 'that state in which a nation prosecutes its rights by force.' The
parties belligerent in a public war are independent nations. Iut it is not necessary,
to constitute war. that both parties should he acknowledged as independent nations
or sovereign States. A war may exist where one of the belligerents claims sovereign
rights as against the other."
The Montoya case was a claim by a citizen against the United States for depredations
by an Indian band commanded by the Chief Victoria. Some of the troop of which
Victoria was chief were friendly to the 1 nited States: many of them were not. Victoria
organized aband of his own tribe and Indian warriors from other tribes, and depredated
upon the people of New Mexico. and finally went into Old Mexico. There was a.
fight between the band of Victoria and Unitea States troops. A claim was made for a
depredation made by Victoria and was held not valid because it was not brought
""within the terms of the law which makes the United States responsible only for depredations by tribes friendly to the United States.
It occurs to the writer that, according to the principles laid down in these decisions,
and under the general rules with reference to warfare, the Mexican column that
attacked the troops at San Ygnacio came within those rules, and that, if they are
to be dealt with for crossing the river and fighting our troops, it should he done by the
United States Government and not by the Texas courts. Texas has no authority
to declare war against Mexico nor create a state of war. This must be done by our
General Government at Washington, by the special delegated authority in the Con.
stitution of the United States. Whatever may have been the rights of these Mexicans
the authority to punish, the writer feels, is within the jurisdiction of the Unite
States and not the courts of Texas. 'If there was a state of war between the two
countries, actual and complete, or inchoate and incomplete, then it became an international or Federal question, and not a State matter.
It might be interesting, but of no practical value. to follow this matter with refer.
ence to some fighting that occurred in Mexico at the time (Gen. Pershing's column
invaded that country in which some of our soldiers were killed and some captured.
The principles above laid down, as far as our information goes, controlled the relation
between the de facto Govenument and the United States, with reference to that
battle and our soldiers who were captured. They were not tried by the Mexican
courts, but turned over to the United States, as we gather the history of the transaction. So, from this viewpoint, we are of the opinion that this judgment should be
reversed.
We might also refer to the invasion of Mexico by the United States Army and Navy
at Vera Cruz, under the command of Gen. Funston. Our soldiers, if captured, would
have been subject to trial and punishment in Mexican courts, under the same rules
as their soldiers would in our courts.
There is another interesting question or two in the case which may he mentioned
incidental to the other question. (len. Mann was used as a witness, as were other
Federal officers, among them the two captains who commanded the two troops of
Cavalry on the night of the fight. From their testimony, a general statement may be
made to the effect that these Mexican soldiers would be controlled by their officers
in command, and be obedient to them; that'the command was organized under the
authority of the Carranza or de facto Government of Mexico, and was in fact a military
command. By this testimony is seems that, wherever under such circumstances,
the soldiers must obey the orders of their superiors and failure to do so would subject
them to discipline, which rates from minor punishment to death, according to the
rules which have been violated, by those under authority.
When a soldier is ordered to fight, it is his duty to do so, and he may forfeit his life
on refusal to do so. If he deserts under certain circumstances, he may be shot or
executed. These Mexican soldiers were ordered by their officers, commanded by
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the'officers, headed by the officers, to make the fight; the officers led them into the
battle and they fought. Some were killed, others escaped and fled. Some were
wounded one of whom was captured and is under sentence in this case. It seems
while being tried he was suffering severely from a wound. One at least of the defendants claimed to have been forced to go into battle by his commanding officer.
He did not desire to fight, but under the rules of warfare if he deserted he would he
tried and would be shot, or if he disobeyed orders and failed to engage in the fight
he might forfeit his life.
If the State courts had jurisdiction of these defendants, we are of opinion the conviction is erroneous.
From any viewpoint of this case we are of the opinion that this judgment should
be reversed and tho cause remanded.
Pendegrast, J., absent.
ANNOTATION-LTIOATION ARISINO OUT or MEXICAN Rn.VOLUTION.

The earlier cases on this subject are collected in the annotation following O'Neil r.
Central Leather Co. (I.. R. A. 1917A, 280).
The decision of the New Jersey court of errors and appeals in the O'Neil case there
annotated, was affirmed by the United States Supreme Court (Oetjen v. (entral
Leather Co. (U. S. Adv. Ops., 1917-18, p. 367), 246 U. S., 297, 62 I. ed.--38 Sup. Ct.
Rep., 309), without considering, as the New Jersey court did, the validity of the levy
of the contribution made by the commanding general.
The Supreme Court took the position that, under the rules of international law the
subject was not one for reexamination by it or any other American court, and that the
act in that respect came within the principle that the conduct of one independent
government can not be successfully questioned in the.courts of another, that principle
the title to property brought within the custody
being as applicable in a case involving
of a court as it is to cases in which claims for damages are based upon acts done in a
foreign country, since it rests at last upon the highest considerations of international
comity and expediency. The Supreme Court in this case took judicial notice that
the Government of the United States had recognized the Government of Carranza as
the de facto Government of the Republic of Mexico, on October 19, 1915 and as the
de jure Government on August 31, 1917, and it further held that recognition of that
Government as the de lure Government was retroactive in effect and validated all
the actions and conduct of the Government so recognized from the commencement
of its existence.
In the Oetjen case (United States) supra, the Supreme Court, in reply to the contention that the seizure of the property by a general acting under the (arranza Government was contrary to the provisions of the Hague Convention of 1907 "respecting
laws and customs of war on land," said that it would perhaps be sufficient answer to
say that the Hague Coniventions are international in character, designed and adapted
to regulate international warfare, and that they do not in terms or purpose, apply to
civil war. The court also suggested certain considerations ma ng it doubtful
whether the seizure in question would be in violation of the "regulations" referred
to. The court, however, did not definitely decide these points, but placed its de.
cision upon the application of the principles already referred to.
In Ricaud r. American Metal Co. (U. S. Adv. Ops., 1917-18, p. 370), 246, 304,
62 L. ed.-38 Sup. Ct. Rep., 312), the United States Supreme Court answering questions certified by the circuit court of appeals for the fifth circuit, held, in effect, that
the action by Gen. Preryr, who in 1913 was the commander of a brigade of the Constitutionalist Army of Mexico, of which Venustlano Carranza was then frst chief, in
seizing bullion within Mexico in behalf of that Government and selling the si.me,
was binding, and could not be questioned on the merits, in a suit by the former owner
to enjoin the collector of customs at El Paso Tex., from deliveritug the bullion to
other defendants, who had derived their title through said sale. In reaching this conclusion, the court took judicial notice of the recognition by the United States of the
government of Carranza, first as a defato and later as the de jure Government of
Mexico, and declared that such recognition was retroactive in effect and va'idated all
the acts of the Carranza Government from the commencement of its existence, and
that the act in question came within the principle that the courts of one independent
Government will not sitin judgment on the validity of the acts of another, done within
its own territory. In reply to the contention based upon the fact hypothesized in
one of the certified questions, that the ownership of the bullion was in a citizen of the
United States, who was not a resident of Mexico at the time of the seizure and condemnation the court observed that whatever rights such an American citizen may
have can fx asserted only through the courts of Mexico, or through the political
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departments of our Government. The circuit court of appeals rendered judgment
accordingly (Ricaud
American Metal Co., C. C. A.-250 Fed., 853.
The conduct of the foreign relations of our Government is committed by the Constitution to the executive and leislative-"The political "-departments of the Government, and the p )priety of what may be done in the exercise of this political
power is not subject to judicial inquiry or decision. Oetjen v. Central Leather Co.,
(United States), supra.
In the Ricaud case (United States), supra, the petition which stated the required
diversity of citizenship to give the Federal district court Jurisdiction alleged that
the bullion was the property of the plaintiff, and that it had been forcibly taken from
his possession in Mexico by unknown persons, but made no reference to a state of war
prevailing at the time and place of seizure. The court held that neither the jurisdiction of the district court nor its own jurisdiction was affected by the facts in regard
to the seizure under the authority of the Carranza Government, although the action
in that respect was binding and conclusive on the merits, and must be accepted by
the court as such. In this connection, the court observed that to accept a ruling
authority and decide accordingly, is not a surrender or abandonment of jurisdiction,
but is an exercise of it.
In Do la O. r. Conso'idated Kansas City Smelting & Ref. Co. (1918) (--Tex.
Civ. App.-202 S. W., 1027), as action against the smelting company for conversion
of the proceeds of ores, a judgment for plaintiff was affirmed upon the ground that the
defendant was stopped by the terms of its contract from asserting a tt'ebased upon
confiscation by the 3fxican Government. The court, however observed that while,
under the decision of the United StateesSupreme Court, it would take judicial notice
of the fact that Carranza was the head of the military government in northernMexico
at the time the ores were imported (September 29, 1914), and that such Government
could seize and sell property for military purposes, and that by any such sate, by
its authorized officers tit e would pass to the purchaser, it concurred with the finding
of the trial court that the record did not distinctly show that the officer or agent
making the seizure and sale of ore in question was duly authorized to do so.
In Bartletsville v. Compania Minera Ygnacio Rodriguej Ramos S. A. (1918)
(-Tex. Civ. App.-202 S. W. 1048), an action for the conversion of ores in which
the defense was that the ores had been seized and confiscated by Francisco Villa as
a military necessity, and sold to parties in Mexico from whom it was purchased by
the defendant in good faith, the ury found that civil war existed in Mexic6 during
the time the ores were taken, and that the armies led byFrancisco Villa were opposed
by the armies of Carranza; but further found that the care of ore sued for were not
taken "by any.force or government in possession and control of the terrtory where
plaintiff's mine was, or by any agent of such force or government acting by authority
of such government or lorce. Nor was it taken by Francisco Villa, or any of his
agents or officers, acting by his authority or directions; nor were the proceeds thereof
intended for the benefit of the faction dominated by Villa." The court held that the
question covered by the finding quoted was a proper one for the jury to determine,
since while the evidpnee was uncontradicted that the ores were purchased from
Hipolito Villa, and that he was the financial agent of Gen. Villa, there was no positive
statement that the ores were taken for the use of.the armies: and that, while there
were circumstances tending to show that they were taken by him as a representative
of Gen. Villa for the army there were also circumstances tending to show that they
were taken for his own private use. The judgment in favor of the plaintiff in this
case, however was reversed, because of the improper admission of testimony as to
the acts of Villa, such as mistreating prisoners, kllling women and children and
Chinamen, the court apparently being of the opinion that such testimony might
improperly prejudice the jury against the recognition of ahy title based upon a con.
fiscation by Villa's officers or agents. In this connection, the court observed that a
material inquiry in the case was whether or not the ores were confiscated and sold
by Villa's officers or agents, as such, for the reason that under the settled law of the
United States, a sale by such would confer title.
In Bartletaville Zinc Co. v. Compania Minera Ygnacto Rodriguez Ramoes, S. A.
(Tex., supra), it was held that the court did not errin charging the jury not to consider the decree of Carranza confiscating the property in question, and other prop rty,
for the reason that it was promulgated at a time when he and Villa were acting together,
while at the time the ore was seized and confiscated they had divided, and each
taken leadership of a faction contending against the other; hence Carranza's decrees
had no probative force in determining whether the ore was confiscated in fact by
Villa or his officers.
It will be observed that the opinion in Arco v.State (ante, 353), bases its decision
that the soldiers of the Mexican Government engaged in the fight at San Ygnacio were
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not amenable to punishment by the state of Texas for murder because of their acts
in that fight, upon the view that an incomplete state of war existed at that time
between the United States and Mexico. The opinion makes a valuable contribution
on this subject.
In De Orozco v. United States (191) (151C 0. . A.70, 237 Fed. 1008), a proceeding
by the United States to forfeit a ball bond given for the release of the principal, who
had been arrested upon a warrant issued upon a complaint charging hin with having
conspired "to begin and set on foot and provide and prepare the means for a military
expedition to be carried on from the territory and jurisdiction of the United States
against the territory and dominions of the United States of Mexico, with whom the
United States of America are at peace;" and also charging as an overt act, the purchase
and shipment to and storage at a warehouse "at Fifth and Santa Fe Streets," of
military supplies the court in answer to the contention that the preparation of such
a military expedition was not a violation of Sec. 13 of the penal code, because the
government of Carranza had not been recognized at that time as the legitimate Govern.
ment of Mexico, said that the case of the Three Friends (1879) (166 U. 8. 1, 41 L. ed.
897 17 Sup. Ct. Rep. 495), shows that the prior recognition by this Government of
legitimacy or belligerency of the government or faction against which the expedition
is directed, is not necessary to make such provision applicable.
In the De Orozco Case (Fed., supra), the court in answer to the objection that the
complaint failed to allege the name of the city where the supplies were shipped and
stored and therefore failed to show an overt act within the jurisdiction of the district
court for the western district of Texas, said that the jurisdiction may be determined by
the place of the formation of the conspiracy, as well as that of the commission of the
overt act; and that the allegation that the conspiracy was formed at El Paso in the
western district of Texas was sufficient in that regard.
G. H. P.
APRIL 20, 1920.
eon. A. B. FALL, M. 0.,

lYashington, D. 'U.
SIR: I have read (p. 1187 of printed records of testimony before your investigation
committee) the testimony of Henry Forres, and hereby certify to the following facts:
1. Thatsaid testimony of Henry Forres, in so far as I am concerned, is a fabrication,
pure and simple.
2. That I have no oil interests or leases or denouncements in Mexico and have never
had any at any time, and never had any connection whatever with oil in Mexico,
except to assist said Forres in securing a lease about five years ago, and which he
allowed to expire six months later.
3. That I kfiow nothing about any such transaction as he mentioned in his testimony.
4. That I know of no reason whatever for his having connected my name in any way
with any such transaction or any other transaction connected with any lease or denouncement of any nature, in Mexico, or anywhere else.
5. That I am reasonably certain that I am the party referred to as "Dr. Dixon "
"recently discharged from the United States Army," as I served as a captain in the
Army, and am the only physician from here that has been discharged from the Army.
I now hold a captain's commission in the It. R. C.
6. That said Fl.res admitted to me this morning, after I had given him a severe
"calling down," that his testimony was based on hearsay, and that he refused to name
any party or parties that had given him the information.
E. E. DiclAeoN, M. D.
Sworn to and subscribed' before me this 20th day of April, A. D. 1920.
esEAL.]
E. M. MonoE,
,
E Notary Public.
SWORN STATEMENT OP MR8, R. I. RELATIVE TO HER CAPTURE NEAR WASHINOTON PARK, BBINO TAKEN ACROSS THE RIVER INTO MEXICO AND THERE ASAUIRTE
BY MEXICANS.

My name is Mrs. R. L. ; I live at 4103 Street, El Paso, Tex.; my
husband is a soldier attached to the headquarters troop of the Eighth Cavalry at
Fort Bliss Tex.; I have lived here in El Paso for about three weeks; I was married
on April 6 last to R. L. ; I was a nurse overseas before coming to El Paso; I
landed in New York from overseas on March 4, 1920; I was with the old Ninety-first
Division; I came back with the First Infantry and yune directly from New York to
El Paso.
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On April 12 last my liusiand and I were intending to go homrel ank riding: when
I was ready to go my husband was busy and could not go, and he arranged for ile to
go with two boys out of the Medical (orps at Fort Bliv--Tom and Arthur (Iriflith:
they are brothers: we left my home at 4103
Street. n*ar Wa~lhlinton Park,
El Paso. Tex., about 2.15 in the afternoon: we went right down past WVashington
Park: when near the boundary line on the Amnerican ldo of the river we saw a !fexi.
can, armed: he halted us: as soon as he pulled his gun the two ioys with me ran, and
I presume expected me to do likewise: the Mexican (aught hold of the bridle to my
horse and I colld not do so, he having put his gun in my back: the Mexican spoke
in Spanish and I could not understand him, that is, what hle said, bulit from his gee.
tures I understood that he wanted me to dismount: I then dismounted: he walked
me about half a mile to the river: when we reached the river he had me mount my
horse and swim the river: this Mexican did not have on a uniform. jlust overalls, a
big Mexican hat, and lell and pistol: when we got on the SMexican side of the river
there were 17 other Mexicans there and two other officers: I knew these two men
were oflcers because they had on belts with cartridges and pistols like the Mexican
that had me in charge; none of them had on uniforms: one of these Mexicans spoke
a little English, and loe told me the best thing I could do would le toaccomany this
man that had mno in charge'to Juarez: when we come across the river these weoother
lexican men that I supposed to be officers went on up the river: the other Mexican
officer that brought me across the river took me to a little adobe house near by: at
this adobe house I was assaulted by these Mexicans; the one that captured me and
brought me across the river was the first one: when we got across the river and to this
house it was about 2.45 p. m.: we got to Jaurez about 4 o'clock: in Juarez this Mlexi.
can took me to the customhouse; there was no one there that could talk English;
after a while a little Mexican came in that could understand English and I told him
that I wanted to see the American consul: pretty soon the American consul came
over to the customshouse; they did not lock me up; they detained me in the customs.
house: it was about 6 o'clock when the American consul obtained my release: in
my excitement I did not give my correct name to the Ameritan consul in Juarez I
did not want to give my right name nor to tell about this affair on account of tie
publicity that would he given to it: I did not say anything about the Mexicans assaulting me until I told my husl;and: the two loys that were with me and had gotten
away came back and told about me being captured: after I told my husand aslhlet it
he advised me to tell the officials. The next morning Maj. Hill, a doctor of the Medi.
cal Corps at Fort Bliss, came to see me: Maj. Hill made a physical examination of me;
I do not know what he found; he never told me, hut he told me not to worry; I know
he must have found evidence that would corroborate my statement regarding the
assault. I know it was quite evident to a doctor that I had been assaulted.
On Friday, April 16, I went to Juarez, Mexico, in company with Capt. Counts, the dis.
trict intelligence officer United States Army, and the American consul, Mr. Dow; we
first went to the judge of letters, and he advised us that he did not have jurisdiction of
the case to go to the district udge, and I made my statement to him; the man that
captured me and took me to Mexieo was brought in and I identified him as the man
that had captured me and ase on of the men that had assaulted me- it developed that
he was a Carranzacustoms officer; the district judge informed me that I would have to
employ a Mexican lawyer, make my statement to him and have him reduce it to
proper form and properly present by case, and that I would have to submit to an
examination by afexian doctor. I identified the man, in Juarez before the district
judge that captured me and took me to Mexico, and I can identify him again; I can
also identify the two Mexican officers that were on the Mexican side of the river when
my captor took me over there.
On April14 last Capt. Matlack, Tom and Arthur Griffith, the boys that were with
me at the time I was captured, and I went down to the point near the boundary line
where I was captured by this Carranza customs officer; and there Tom and Arthur
Griffith and I showed Capt. fatlack the place where I was captured, and Capt. Mat.
lack saw a plenty of evidence there that would indicate that the place we showed
him was the place of my capture; there were the tracks of the horses of the two boys,
Tom and Arthur Griffith, where they had wheeled and run and my tracks where the
Carranza customs officer made me dismount; Capt. Matlack stated after his observe.
tion that the point where I was captured was fully a quarter of a mile of the boundary
line on American territory.
.
Mrs. R. L.
Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary public in and for the County of El
Paso, Tex., on this 19th day of April, 1920, at El Paso, Tex.
J. W. ScauM,
United States Commi.son Weatern Distric, era.
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After leaving .Mr.in Villa's hands,
and myself proceeded to the rail.
took the train north to Juarez to arrange with
road, under the escort of ---.
our officials about getting the money. I went south to Villa Ahumada to attend to
company business. On my arrival there I was immediately summoned before the
officer in chare of the garrison, Lieut. Col. Quirega. I was thoroughly interrogated
by him regarding my movements and asked retarding Villa. I told him that I had
been with Ilolguin and-then turned loose 40 miles from the railroad instead of on the
railroad. These were my instructions from Villa, so he would not be located, and
for the safety of Mr.
. Quiroga said that I had not told the whole truth and it
would be best to put a rope around my neck to see if I would not tell the truth.
Thinking better of it, he said: "We will send you to Chihuhua, where they certainly
will put a rope around your neck." Next day I was placed under guard, along with
Mr.
', of the -, and sent to Chihuahua. We were very much abused by
these officers, who wanted us to ride in the gondola'in which the guard traveled. This
we refused to do and got into the first-class coach without a ticket. At ,foctezuma
we were told by the conductor we would have to buy a ticket, but the guard would
now allow us to purchase same, saying, "Give us the money and we will buy a ticket
for you." Mr.
gave the captain of the guard a $20 gold piece and that is the
last we heard of ticket or money. That was the Carrancista guard.
On getting on the train again Mr. gave the conductor a check for the amount
of our fares to Chihuahua. This matter was reported to Col. del Arco, who belonged
to the Juarez garrison, and who was on the train. Just this much to show that robbery
is not confined to the bandits.
On our arrival at Chihuahua we were met by practically the entire American colony
who assisted us in many ways out of our apparent difficulties. We were driven to the
military headquartersand there detained overnight in a room 12 by 12, without chairs,
beds or anything, and in the middle of the night some three intoxicated peons were
thrown in with us. Next day at 11 o'clock we were brought before 3furgufa's chief of
staff. I was again interrogated in a very nice way by sturgula's chief of staff, who
assured me that Lieut. Col. Quiroga had exceeded his authority and that he would
immediately telegraph him not to molest me in carrying on the affairs of the
.
lie also gave me a safe guaranty that I would not be molested further by Carranza
soldiers.
After coming to the border I rendered such assistance as I could to get the money to
Villa and-obtain the release of Mr. ; which was accomplished in the Bosque
Benito country about the 15th of November.
I would like further to state that the Villista who seized us close to the mine was
a man by the name of Jose de la Paz, who immediately, with his men, proceeded to
take everything we had in the shape of watches, money, clothes, guns, etc. Jose de la
Paz was a lieutenant :olonel on the staff of Martin Lopez. Since the attack on Juarez
this Jose de la Paz was arrested by the secret service men in El Paso, placed in jail,
and released on bond of $750, and since has returned to Mexico.
Before his release I identified the man in the office of the Department of Justice
and told them "This is the man responsible for our capture." I may further state this
man's family lives in El Paso and his children are being educated there at the expense
of the American taxpayers.
It is impossible for us to make an exact estimate of our total loss in the way of supplies and provisions taken from the mine and on the road to the mine and lost at
Villa Ahumada and paid in ransoms, but weo-estimate our total loss by Villista raids
and taken by Carrancistas from the time we begun operations up toluno the20thof this
year at $3000.
In June, 1018, a man by the name of Jose Saldana came to ouroffice and represented
himself as an agent of Francisco Villa and offered to give us protection, providing the
company would pay him a certain sum of money monthly. We refused to have any
dealings with this man.
STATiE oF TaXAS, County of --, as:
Before me.
, a notary public in and for -County, Texas, on this
,personally known to me to be the person who
day personally appeared executed the above and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that same is
true and correct.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th day of January, A. D., 1920.
Notary Public in andfor--

County, Tear.
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This company has been doing business mining lead and silver ores at the -mine since Septemler, 1916.
This mine is situated in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, 80 miles south of and 40 miles east of
, a station on the Mexican Central that runs between Juarez
and Chihuahua.
Shortly after beginning operation raids were begun by various bandits calling themselves Villlistas. These raids have lben kept lip continuously ulp to the 20th of
June of this year, when we were finally compelled to stop operations.
We appealed to the Carranzista authorities many times for protection.
Several times they sent troops out to the mine, hut never stationed any garrison at
or near the mine or gave us any protection.
In response to various appeals made to the military authorities in Chihuahua for
protection, we received the following reply from (len.F. urgulria. who was at that
time in command of the military forces of the State of Chihuahua. This communica.
tion was directed to Mr. F. Ifonigman, government inspector of mines, a free translation of which reads as follows:
Answering your ofllcial communication of the 9th instant, of which I have taken
due notice relative to the protection and security of the mineral districts to which
you refer and manifest to you that this head of operation has the firm intention to
give this same security to all centers of work and industry within its power and in
accordance with the workings of the military operations in the zone under his command, I am disposed to guard attentively these districts, such as Parral, Santa
Barbara, Naica, and others which are on tile railroad or at a convenient distance from
the same, under the condition that the owners, representatives, or companies which
direct them put them in operation.
In regard to the other mining camps, which are completely isolated from said lines
or in distant parts of the State, at an opportune tune we will give them the same
guaranty, which for the time is not possible.
I reiterate to you my attentive consideration.
J. DE LAs O. M. F. MUouRMA,
CHIHUAHUA,

May

m'onsltution awl Reform.
14, 1917.

Seeing that it was impossible to get protection from the Government and heing in
a position where we were compelled to work the property, we found it necessary
to continue operations without protection and to make the best arrangement possible
with the bandits who visited our place continuously.
We were compelled to submit to these raids and allow the bandits to carry off my
supplies they desired. Many times our employees and workmen were threatened
with violence at the hands of these robbers unless their demands were complied with.
Several times the workmen were all driven from the property, work was completely
suspended, and all supplies at hand were disposed of by the bandits.
We invariably notifled the Carranzista authorities of these visits but they were
not able to prevent the Villistas from robbing the commissary whenever they so
desired.
The Carranza authorities made very little real effort to capture these bandits.
Here is the detailed statement of robberies and raids on our properties, as reported
to me by
who was superintendent of the -- mine at the time.
"Operations at the mine were started during the month of September, 1918,
and for two months we were not molested by the Carranza and Villa forces.
"In the month of November Epifaneo Iiolguin put in his appearance. When I
was in
the foreman at the mine advised me of the fact and recommended me
not to come out for the time being. On this visit he took practically everything
which was then in the commissary, amounting possibly to 500 pesoe. On this trip
he had about 10 men with him.
"lie made repeated trips to the mine during November, December, and January,
taking small amounts of provisions each time and leaving word with the men to tell me
that he was very anxious to see me and for me not to be afraid, because he was our
friend.
"During the month of January, 1917, we had in all 16 visits from different bands of
Villistas, each one taking small amount of provisions.
"In the month of February Iolguin, with 16 men, encountered me at a watering
station on the road and informed me that he was Villa's representative in this district
and that he had instructions to get $5,000 gold from us to help out the Villa cause
but that being a good friend of ours he would let me off upon the payment of 3,006
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pesos. This was eventually reduced to 2,000 pesos, which was paid. This was
suppose to release us from any further assessment or robberies on the part of Villa.
"It has been prove since that lIolguin was a free lance, and not connected with
Villa.
were kept informed of the movements of
"All this time the Carranzistas in these different bands of Villistas, but refused absolutely to do anything. On one of
that Ilolguin and a party of
these occasions I advised the general in charge of
and no action was taken.
15 men were then within 3 miles of
-" In June, 1918, I advised the major in charge of the garrisoA that Ilolguin was then
and had taken charge of two wagon loads of provisions, which
about 6 miles from were then on the road to the mine, and that if he would send men out immediately
that he would be able to get Ifolguin and prevent the provisions falling in his hands.
The major advised me he could not do anything in the matter without first reporting
it to Chihuahua to get instructions. On this occasion llolguin stayed with the provisions until they arrived at the mine two dsys later, where he took all the provisions,
leaving the workmen absolutely without anything to eat and burnt the wagons in
which the provisions had been hauled to the mine.
"During all the time that I was in charge of the mine our freighters were suffering
and told not to come back
loss of mules and our men were repeatedly sent into -to work. Many times the workmen at the mines were not only out of provisions, but
the small amount of water for drinking purposes was consumed by the different bands
of Villistas for their horses, then forcing the men to abandon the mine and come into
-on
foot.
"On several occasions we were instructed to close the mine down and not to open
it up again under a threat of having the property blown up and destroyed.
to see if
"Conditions became so bad during December, 1917, that I went to some kind of protection could not be given to us. At this time I had a contract for
my
upon
subject called
the extraction of ore from the mines and being a consul at Chihuahua City to get him to go with me to see the proper authorities regarding this protection.
'I was advised by him to do absolutely nothing in the matter, as FranciscoMurgula,
who was the general in command, was absolutely pro-German that nothing could be
gained by seeing him, and, in fact, that we would be insulted by him, and more than
likely, he thought, advised that he was pro-German and had no use for anyone who
was a subject of any one of the allied nations, and that it would be better to try and
get the protection from the local authorities. However this was impossible, as the
was always drunk and tad absolutely no command
general in command at over his men.
"On occasions when requests were made for protection to the local authorities,
they put up as excuses that their men had not been paid for several months, and that
in case of an encounter they would not fight, fearing desertion at any time that they
saw the possibility of getting away.
after a fight of about 30 minutes, killing
"On November 24, 1918, Villa took *
several of the gison and capturing 37, whom he afterwards shot.
he
gave instructions to his men that the
made
"Evidently before this attack was
officers and employees of the company should not be molested, as soldiers were placed
in front of the office and none of the Villistas were permitted to enter. If e, however,
took from me peonally close to 7,000 pesoe worth of provisions and clothing.
and
"A few days liter Murgula with seven trainloads of soldiers, arrived in
took possession of the town without a fi ht as Villa had already left.
Iurguta and 2,600 soldiers they practically
"During the occupancy of the town by
destroyed the automobile belonging to the company, taking off the wheels and tires,
we recovered by buying them from
of
which
part
and everything that w a movable,
the Carrancistas' soldiers, as Murgula was inaccessible to anybody.
"No attempt was made at this time to try and round up Villa, who was known to be
, where he stayed during the entire time that Murgula was
some 15 miles west of in the town.
he remarked to me that he was not a bit afraid of
"During Villa's stay in Murgula, Intimating that they had a tentative agreement for Murgula to operate on
the railroad and Villa in the mountains.
Col. Boliva Sierra was left in charge and immediately
"After Murgula left sent for me and ordered me to take the other machine which was ill in running order,
and go after hay and corn for his animals. I told him in the first place that the machine
was not in working order and that in the second place, if it wasf that the first obltgation which I had would be to get provisions out to the men at the mine, as they had
been without provisions for several days and probably were starving. Hie kept in.
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sisting on our using the machine for his purposes, and upon my refusal to do so, he
Insulted us and called us Villastas.
he lived in the adjoining hou e, and he and his staff were
"During his stay in
intoxicated practically all the time, and on one occasion they shot at the chimney
of the housein which we lived and stated it was a pity the "Gringos" were not there
so they could take a shot at them also; in fact, pandemonium reigned the whole time
he was in charge of the garrison.
to the closing of the mine, on the
"From the time that Villa's forces left 20th of June, 1919, there were several visits made to the .mine by Villastas, but very
taken.
was
of
provisions
in
the
way
little
, he occupied the office of the
"Upon iVilla's return south, after his defeat at company, taking clothing, bedding, supplies, and furniture such as he needed.
"Upon the occupancy of the town by the Carrancista forces they looted the conmpany s ollice, and theirsoldiers sold many of the articles belonging to the company to
people living in
a
"On June 21 1919, the Carranzistas took the town. Upon my arrival in few days later, I was able to get back a few of the articles which the Carranzistas had
to
the
garrison.
stolen, as some of them were loaded on trucks belonging
"The offices of the company were in possession of Gen. Ferede, and a demand was
made upon him for the delivery of the office, which he refused to do, stating he had
no other place to liv in and that he would deliver the house when he got ready to
leave. Since that time repeated requests have been made to turn the house over
to us, but without avail."
, president of the comThese raids finally culminated with the capture of , by Ep, mining superintendent, -ny, , general manager, and fano Iolguin, who had been operating in this section for several years as a Villista.
to
were
delivered
eight
days,
for
after
traveling
We were taken by l[olguin and,
Francisco Villa. Itolguin at first demanded a ransom of $50,000 American gold, or
the alternative would be to deliver us to Villa; of course, we could not pay the $55,000,
so he took us to Villa.
Upon reaching Villa, he said to Holguin: "Where did you get these Oringos?"
mine." . "Why did you not hang them there and
Holguin answered: "At the be done with it, and save me the trouble of doing it here?" was Villa's rejoinder to
Holguin.
: "By whose orders are you working those properties? Don't
Vila asked you know that they are in my territory, and no one can work without my permits.
work, all right; but you must first make arrangements with me."
If
you
wish
to
Eion?
Then Villa began a long harangue about the persecution he had received at the
hands of our Government, particularly from the President and other officers, which
was about as follows:
"Wilson caused me to lose the battle of Celaya, because he refused me permission
to pass two carloads of ammunition that I had at El Paso; for this reason the ammunition did not reach me in time, and I lost the battle. Later he recognized Carranza
as President, when he had led me to believe that I was the one to be recognized as
President. Still later he allowed Carransa to move 3.000 troops from Eagle Pass to
Agua Prieta, which caused me to lose the battle of Agua Prieta. He allowed Carranza to move his troops across American frontier in order to defeat me. American
uwns were fred at my men at this same battle. This was notufficient. My brother,
lpolito was arrested and held for a ransom of $300,000, and was not allowed to go
free until the last dollar was paid. I thought they would surely kill him. I hid
from my men and cried like a child; but no, they did not execute him. When the
last dollar was paid they turned him loose.
"This was not all. I could stand all of this, for this was a fight between men;
but then they arrested my wife at the bridge at Juarez and treated her like a dogtook the money from her purse and tore the rings from her fingers, amounting in all
to $26,000.
"For all this persecution that I have received at the hands of your President and
your Government you people must pay, and pay with your lives.'
A little later Villa eaid that if we would pay him the $300000 paid for his brother
he would allow us to go free. This sum was later reduced to t50,000. Upon our
insisting that it was impossible for us to pay this amount of money he reduced the
demand to $26 000, the amount of money in cash and jewelry alleged to be taken
from Villa's wife at El Paso. He ultimately reduced the amount to $20,000, with
these words: "Pay me $20,000 and do not talk any more about it. It is your business
to get the money."
were to be released to secure the money
It was then agreed that---- and -be held until the money was paid. After being held in all 26 days, and
and
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after having paid the amountof money demanded by Villa, I was released at the border
and instructed not to give out the information I had seen Villa nor that I had paid any
ransom. That this money was to be considered a loan, and if I would do as he advised
me the money would be returned. If on the contrary I gave out the information that
I had been with Villa and had paid a ransom that myself and my property would suffer
the consequence later on.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this -

day of

(EAL.
Senator ALBERT

rotaryy P public.
FOWRTMADIsoN,

IOWA, .luqust 18, 1919.

B. FALL.
Cairnnan Subommttee on Mexican Conditions,
Foreign Relations Committt, United States Senane. llrashington, D. C.
GENTLEEN: Having recently read in the newspapers that a subcommittee headed
by Senator Fall had been delegated to secure information as to the losses sustained by
American citizens in Mexico. I wish if possible, to file a statement with the subcommittee as to my interests and losses.
From 1900 to 1912 I made heavy investments in Mexico and in 1906 took up my
residence in Mexico City. becoming a director of the United States Trust t'o., Mexico
City, S. W. Rider, president. I remained in Mexico City until 1912, when in conformity with the recommendations of the United States Government communicated to
me by the United States Ambassador to Mexico, the lion. Henry Lane Wilson, and by
the United States consul general to Mexico City, Mr. Arnold Shanklin, 1 abandoned
my Mexican interests and left the country.
I am a native-born American citizen, physician, biologist, and chemist by profes.
sion: my permanent residence is in the town of Nelson, State of New Hampshire.
and I maintain a winter residence in Xassau, Bahama Islands, where I am a registered
medical practitionerand president of the Bahamas Plantation Co. (Ltd.). M.v record
is briefly sketched in "American Men of Science" and in "Who's Who in America."
1 have not as yet tiled any claim with the Department of State, but now that there
appears to be a bona fide effort to protect American interests in .Mexico, I desire to
place my claim on record with the hope that the United States Government may
assist me in gaining peaceful possession of my properties and a just compensation for
losses sustained in being deprived of them for the past eight years.
The statement attached hereto will serve to show the nature of my interests in Mexico
and I will, when desired, certify the same and present full documentary evidence.
Very respectfully,
('HARLES S. DOLLEY.
STATEMENT AS TO THE INTERESTS OF CHARLER

2. DOLLEY,

M. D., AND HIs WIFE,

ADELAIDE C. DOLLEY, IN TI E REPL'ULIC OF MEXICO.
1. Twenty.five thousand acres of grazing and timber lands situated in the munilci
pality of Tila. district of Palenque, State of Chilapas including the coffee plantation
known as "Jolnocpa." of 350,000 coffee trees, in full bearing in 1912. with dwelling
houses, factory buildings. coffee cleaning, dr"ihg, and grading machinery, cattle,
mules, etc. This property was deeded to me in 1908 by the Pennsylvania Plantation
Co. of Philadelphia. incorportared in the State of Maine, of which I was, for several
years, president. From the time it was deeded to me, it was under the management
of my son, lester C. Dolley, O. E. In the fall of 1913 he was driven off the property
of Jolnocpa by lnsurrectos, went down to the city of San Juan Bautista, to await the
restoration of peace, was taken with tropical dyntery, hastened to Mexico City, and
died in the American I[ospital, Mexico City, gceembher 17, 1913. Repeated but unsuccessful attempts have been made by myse and my representatives to recover
possession of the estate. About 600 head of cattle and o0 mules were confiscated at
te time my son was dispossessed, the house and factory looted and partly burned.
At that time the property was worth at a low valuation, $250,000.
2. The El Metate .Mine, near Rio del Oro, State of Guerrero:
Title to this rich free-gold property was taken by me in 1908, after several years'
thorough investigation of the district by experts in my employ. Americans were
driven out of this Balsas River country in 1912, many suffering great losses, and they
have, as far as I can learn, never been able to resume operations. The El IMetate
property is conservatively valued at $50,000.
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3. The Adelaida Mine, near Jecurato. district of El Fuerto. State of Sinalon:
This is one of the richest and large-t veins of zinc-lead-silver ore ever discovered in
.Mexico. It was originally located and title taken to it by I'rancis O'Oorman, a promi.
nent American geologist and mining engineer, who died in Mexico City in 1907. I
married his widow in 1908. The title
stands in the name of my wife. Adelaide C.
Pollev. Up to 1912 we ha.d expended over $10.000 on the devel pnent of the property tand in that year we had arranged with the firm of Denny Brothers. of London,
En;;lan.d,
well known mining experts, for the capitalization and operation of the
mine, when the disturbed conditions put a stop to all mining in that district. This
property is valued at $00.000.
4. Residential property in the Seattle Colony. Guadalajra, Jalirco.
Thle lots are in tle name of Adelaide C. Tilley. and iWere taken over by her in
settlement of a loan to oime Mattds Miller Sanchez. of Mexico City. Value. $10.000.
5. Investment in the securities of the South Pastern Railroad'Svndicate. "'omnpa.
nia 1'erronril dlel Sur ls'te," owning conce-sion from the itVleral Government,
granted byv the Diaz adininitralion, to build a rad from Santa l.ucretia to Campeche,
700 miles.
.1ll preliminary surveys had been completed and the rnKad financed in I.ondon and
Paris. and contract let to the firm of Norman ;rilliths & Co., of I.,ndon. for building
the road. wvlen the .Madero rebellion put a stop to all work. This interest amounts
to alout 840.000.
II.
Investment in the ('in Explotadora de Productos do Maguey, with factory at
.lpam, State of Hlidlalgo.
I wa-president of this company from its organization. Though seriously interfered
with on account of its general manager, Laudee Dunning, being married to a Mexican
lady. this company has managed to do some work. Its product, ag'ml, is handled in
the United Stateslby The Agmel Co. of America (Inc. . A. 1'.DonIv. Ralway. N. J.,
president. This interest amounts to about $20,0.).
It was founded on letters patent
granted t 9 me by the .Mexican (;ovenument.
7. Several letters patent granted by the Mexic-an patent ollIce. 1910, 1911; .10,0o0.
I feel that I am entitled to demand the full possession of all my properties, free
from all claims for back taxes or other impoests, and to at least 6 per cent on the total
investment from 1908 to date of settlement. I wish, furthermore, Government aid
to recover for me the title papers, deeds and other legal documents pertaining to the
various properties herein mentioned, left by me in the hands of Lie. Jose E. Gomex,
of Mexico City, who had received them for record, but who has refused to return them
to me.
SUMMARY.
1. Chiapas coffee plantation, grazing and timber lands.................... $250, 000
2. The "El Metate" mine, State of Guarrero .............................
60,000
3. The "Adelaide" mine, State of Sinaloa........................
300,000
4. Real estate in Seattle Colony Guadalajara..........................
..... 10,000
5. Securities of the Cia Ferrocaril del Sur Eate...........................
40,000
6. Interest in the Cia Explotadora de Productos de Maguey ..............
20,000
10,000
7. Various Mexican patents .............................................
Aggregate .................................................... 680,000
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 19th day of August,
1919, and hereby swear that the above statements of interest in Mexico are true as I
verily believe.
CHARLEs S. DOLLEY. [L. s.]
•Sealed and delivered in the presence of Geo. 1H. Schafer and Sarah H. Williams.
STATE OP IOWA,

County of Lee, sa:
Be it known that on thip 19th day of August, 1919, before me, a notary in and for
said county, personally appeared Dr.Charles S. Dolley, above named, who is to me
known to be the person described in and who executed the above statement of Interests in Mexico and claims on same and acknowledged same to be his act and deed.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by the said Dr. Charles 8. Dolley on this 19th day
of August, A. D. 1919.
SAnAU H. WaLuue,
Notary Publie in andfor Lee County, Iowa.
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SomEnvrLL, Tax., August t0, 1919.
Senator FALL,
Wfasington, D. C.
DEAn SIR: I herewith inclose you my account for damages against the Mexican
Government. I was advised to send it to you by the consul at Monterey.
Yours, very truly,
W. A. LyoN.
The STATE oP TxAs, County of Burleson:
Before me, J. J. McCain, a notary public in and for Burleson County, Tex., on this
day personally appeared before me William A. Lyon, known to me to be a credible
person, and after being by me duly sworn on oath says, thathe is a native-born citizen
of the United States having been born in Washington County, Tex., on the 26th day
of October. 1844, and is now a citizen of the United States, and was on the dates and
time that his property was destroyed in the Republic of Mexico, and that he is and
was the sole owner of said property herein listed before and at the time of its destruc.
tion, and that no other person has any claim to said property. And was at the time
of the seizure and destruction of said property residing at Somerville, Burleson County,
Tex. And the deponent further says that he has never received payment in whole
or in part for said property.
W. A. LYON.
Sworn to and subscribed to before me, this the 16th day of October, 1918.
J. J. McCAIN,
Notary Public in and for Burleson County, Ter.
I hereby certify that I have no interest in the claim herein filed, and am neither
the agent or attorney for the afliant, William A. Lyon.
. J.J. McCAn.
INVENTORY OF PROPERTIES AND HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS BELONGING TO WILLIAM A.
LYON, LOCATED IN TEB VICINITY OP TOPO CHICO, NUEVO LEON, MEXICO, POST
OFFICE ADDRESS SOMERVILLE, BURLESON COUNTY, TEX.

Fences ................................................................ $30000
Tools .............................................................................
12.00
Farming implements.......................
............................
6.00
1 violin................................................................
18. 00
Liquors......................................................................40.00
2 slot machines .......................................................
250. 00
Harness.......................................................................... 200.00
FunLiture ........ ................................................
170.00
Bedding ..........
...... .........................................
115.00
Dining room and kitchen utensils ....... ............................
180.00
Clothing.........................

..............
...............

2 acres of corn, 3 months old............................................
2 acres of peas, 3 months old ............................................
1 acre of sugar cane, 2 months old........................................
2acres of corn, 3 months old................
..................
............
1 acre of barley, 3 months old...........................................
4 acres of barley, 3 weeks old ....................................
1 acre of sugar cane, 1 month old .......................
........
.......
2 acres of barley, 4 weeks old ........................................
1I acres of barley, 4 weeks old .........................................

250.00

100.00
100.00
76.00
75 00
76.00
74.00
26.00
25.00
40.00

Total........................................................... 2,128.00
The above property was destroyed by the Federal soldiers of the Republic of Mexcio
during the years 1912-13.
AMERICAN CONSULAR SERVICE.
UNITED STATES OF MEXICO,

STATE OF NUEVO LEON,
City of tonterey:
This day personally appeared before me, O. D. ritzSimmons, vice consul of the
United States of America, Cecilio Villela and his wife. Juana Ornelas, both Mexican
citizens, who are known to me, and after being duly sworn, depose and say: " We are
acquainted with W. A. Lyon. having been employed by him as caretakers of his prop-
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erty near Topo Chico. about 4 miles nrtlt of .Monterey. About the fall of the year of
1912 we were left in charge of certain property belonging to the sid Lv,.n. cnsisting
of farm. implements, crops. and other property listed herewith. I)uring this fall and
year following the place was visited by &ddierskn:wn as ('arranstas.'"who without
our consetL or perminsion took and destroyed everything that was on or ab ut the place.
Further the deponents sayeth not.
CacrILo (his x mark) V'LLtL.
JUANA ORS.ELA.

Witness to signature of Cecilio Villela: W. Landolt.
Sworn and subscribed before me at Monterey, Mexic,, on this 14th day of Aug:ist,
A. D. 1919.
G. D. Frrz1mors.
[sEAL.]
l'ire ('oisul of the nitd Srtartes of A.nriol.
•N*w YORK friT,

Slptmber.e 1,9.

lion. ALBERT R. F.tr..w
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SiR: We note in this morning's oew York Times that the subcommittee. of
which you are chairman, of the Senate Committeeo on Foreign Relations. will shortly
conduct hearings on the Mexican question. We also note that the investigation of
your subcommittee, among other things, will cover:
"The amount of damages suffered by Americans as a result of the destruction, con.
fiscation, or theft of personal property.
"Damages suffered by Americans as a result of the confiscation or deprivation of
the use of lands owned by them in Mexico."
On ?May 20, 1918. in behalf of Mr. Charles F. Simon. an American citizen whom we
now represent, a claim for damages against the .Mexican Government amounting to
$49,774.80 was filed with the State Department.
It has occurred to us that possibly your subcommittee will be interested in having
the papers in this claim, which covered damages to both personal and real property
of Mr. Simon athis ranch in Mlexico during the year 1916. We shall be glad to furnish
you any such paper as you may wish.
Respectfully, your,
PAuER & SERLEs.
Know all men by these presents, that I, Charles P. Simon, of the Borough of kMan.hatten, city, county, and State of New York. have made, constituted, and appointed,
and by these presents do make, constitute, and appoint Albert R. Palmer, Frank R.
Series, and O eorge PF.Handel, composing the firm of Palmer & Serlee, attorneys at law
with offices at 46 Cedar Street, in the Borough of Manhattan, city, county, and State
of New York, my true and lawful attorneys, to represent me, in my name, place, and
stead, before the Department of State of the United States of America, or before any
court, board, or committee, or before an' person or persons in any and all matters per..
taining to a claim for damages against the Republic of Mexico., fled in my behalf on
or about the 20th day of May 1918, with the Department of State of the United States
of America, giving my said attorneys full power to do everything whatecever, requisite
and necessary to be done in the premises, as fully as I could do if personally present
with full power of substitution and revocation, hereby ratifying and confirming all.
that my said attorneys, or their substitutes, shall lawfully do, or cause to be done,
by virtue hereof,
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal to this instrument in
triplicate the 16th day of September in the year one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
0. Frrzaon 8Lnso. [L. 8.]
Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence of Herbert I. Carroll.
STATE or Naw YORK

County of e o York:
On this 16th of September, 1919, before me personally came Charles F. Simon. to.
me known and known to me to be the individual who executed the foregoing instru-ment and he duly acknowledged that be executed the same.
%IIERBERTJ. CARROLL
rVotory Publie.
Term expire March 80, 1920.
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MEMORIAL OF CHARLES F. 81MO~

IN SUPPORT OF HIS CLAIM AGAINST TIHE REPUBLIC
OF MEXICO.

I, Charles F. Simon, claimant, am a citizen of the United States of America. I was
born October 2, 1881, in the city of St. Louis, State of Missouri, and resided in that
city until about 20 years ago, when I purchased about 1 800 acres of land in the State
of Vera Cruz Mexico, about 40 miles from the city of Ialapa. This land lies in two
adjacent valleys, one known as "Clarin," one as "Rtincon Negros." I planted on
these lands 300,000 coffee trees, cleared pastures, made roads and fences. I built a
residence for my family, also houses fIrr workmen, stables, waterworks, drying grounds
for coffee, and a machinery house itn
which I installed a complete outhit of modern
machinery for the treatment of coffee, Bly 1914 I had in successful and profitable
operation my coffee plantations with a full complement of workmen, who were well
treated, wel paid,
l
and contented. They had the privilege without cost, of corn land,
bean land, and pasture. I cared for them when they were sick, and in every way
treated them with consideration. I was encouraged in this enterprise by the then
existing (Government.
On or about the 23d of .pril, 1914, the Mexicans living near the property entered
my residence, situated in Clarin, by force, broke open two locked desks and several
locked cupboards,'took all my papers, title deeds, accounts, and some money, break.
ing some of the furniture. After the American troops left \'er Cruz I secured the
title deeds to the property, but not my accounts, papers, money, etc.
We now come to the year 1910. Senor Caranza was in power and the district in
which I lived swarmed with his opponents something like 800 armed men. They
rode around in small bands, living largely off the people like myself who had houses,
beds, and food. Fifty of them would ride up to my house and other ranches of Americans at nightfall, atd we would be forced to put them up for the night and often
longer, feeding the men and horses. They go away, of course without paying, some.
times taking saddles, blankets, and what money one is forced to let them have. In
fact one is completely at their mercy, and they play with him as a cat does a mouse,
all this notwithstanding the Mexican Federal Government was fully apprised of the
situation by appeals from myself and others.
In April, 1916, (ten. Celudo, who was the chief of the rebels in my district, took
over my property and used my residence as military headquarters. I lived in Jalapa
some 40 miles away, which city was within the control of the Federal authorities.
I wrote to Gen. Cijudo protesting over his action in taking over my property. lIe
replied that he regrets it, but he is obeying superior orders, and will give finally a
full report to our consul in Vera Cruz, which was never done. The resu t is my foreman and workmen with their families, were forced to leave the place and the ranch
was abandoned to the mercy of the rebels. Before they left my foreman, Felipe Dias,
and my storekeeper, Candido Carretero, made an inventory of the contents of my
residence, also an im ntory of the houses and machinery, etc., which I file with this
paper, together with t..eir affidavits. The rebels took p
on of all the coffee that
was on tho ranch, also all other articles that they could use to advantage, and finally
completely wrecked the contents of my residence.
Those articles of furniture which they could not well carry off they destroyed.
They stabled horses in the parlor and generally defiled the house. The garden of
several acres which surrounds the house they have used for a corral for mules and
the valuable plants were copnpletely ruined. In December, 1910, my foreman received
word that the rebels would allow him to return, So ho'wired me to the United States
where I was then living. I replied by wire to take full force of men and start work
cleaning up the property. I knew that If this was not clone that the entire plantation
would bo ruined. If a coffee plantation is not kept free from weeds, the trees deteriorate rapidly and soon die. The growth of weeds in the Tropics is excessive and the
plantings must be cleaned from four to six times each year. As we had been forced to
abandon the property the previous spring, and in the meantine the rainy season had
come and gone, the coffee plants were smothered in weeds. My foreman gathered all
the workmen in the district and started to clean tip the plantation, in the meantime
following behind with the coffee pickers. The coffee crop comes on about the
let of November and lasts until March. Before the let of November a plantation
should be cleaned and ready to be picked. I knew that it would be impossible to
pick the crop on account of the fact of our getting possession of the plantation so
late in the season. However, I thought that might be able to get some of it to help
to pay for at least part of the expenses of the weeding of the plantation. We cropped
in the spring of 1916, 107,456 kilos, whereas in 1917, owing to the fact that the rebels
had myi plantation in their possession and had run off all of my workmen, we were
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only able to crop 18,446 kilos, thereby losing 89,100 kilos. I have stated that the
1910 crop was 107,456 kilos.
As a fact. we were unable to crop all of it, being disturbed so much by those roving,
armed bands, so thatwe lost about 23,000 kilos, which dropped from the irees and could
not be recovered. I make a claim for the loss of the crop this 1917 season and base the
loss on the difference between what was actually picked in 1910 and in 1917. All
taxes have been paid by me to the Mexican Government up to January 1, 1917. 3My
ranch is still in the power of the rebels. They have an officer living on my plantat ion.
I make a claim for the deterioration of the value of the plantations through being
left abandoned. A plantation so left in the Tropics reverts in a short time to a wilderness of growth, killing off all artificial plantings and ruining the labor of years. I
have claimed 15 per cent of the total plantings. In my itemized account I have
called the total planting only 255,000 trees, whereas I have stated in this report that
I had planted 300 000. This is owing to the fact that 45,000 trees had been abandoned
because they haJ' been planted in badly exposed places. I make a claim for the
damage done to the houses. These left open to the wind, rain, animals, for any
length of time soon go to pieces. This damage is considerable, and I have placed
a conservative amount for which I believe they can be replaced or patched up as
good as they were. I make claims for articles stolen;also horses, mules, cattle, coffee;
for the destruction of contents of my rweidence and garden. All this is shown by
affidavits made by one who was living on the place and filed herewith. I submit
some receipts for a portion of the stolen property, as weo secured all of these we possibly could. In all cases the amounts representing costs are set down with strict
justice, and the amounts claimed are less rather than more than the actual damage
sustained. The Mexican Federal Government has collected taxes, but has failed
to afford me protection. The damages I now claim are what I have suffered up to
May, 1917.
The conditions in the district have continued about the same since that time. The
rebels are still in possession of my ranch; they dominate the neighborhood and the
Government has failed to suppress them. I have spent large sums of money in attempting to regain and operate my ranch. A German livingon adjoining property has
never been molested. The policy of our Government has been misunderstood by
the Mexican people and the American subjects have suffered in consequence. Ity
house was completely furnished for occupation by myself and family, consisting of
my wife and three children. The furniture included my silverware, cut glass,
china, general furniture, rugs, a valuable library, pictures, bric-a-brac, etc., all of
which was taken away or destroyed. I attach hereto as Exhibit A a rough itemized
account of my property destroyed and damaged, together with the fair cash value
thereof also incidental expenses incurred by me. Such account is correct according
to my best knowledge and belief.
I also file herewith as Exhibit B3inventory, with affidavit, of the contents of my
house and other property made by Phelipe Diaz and Candido Carretero; one original
in Spanish with translation in triplicate; also as Exhibit C affidavit of Felipe Diaz,
showing coffee and articles stolen; one original in Spanish with translation in triplicate; also as Exhibit D affidavit of Felix Diaz as to property on Itincon Negros
at that time and comparison of coffee crops of 1916 and 1017; one original in Spanish
with translation in triplicate. Also as Exhibit E sundry receipts in Spanish given
for some of the property taken referred to above, together with translations in triplicate.
On account of conditions existing since May 1917, I have been unable to visit my
ranch or to operate it successfully. I have suffered many losses since May, 1917 but
shall ask leave to submit proof of same later. My property is practically ruined and
I am debarred.from the country.
I make this claim in behalf of myself as owner of the property referred to in this
memorial. I am and was when this claim originated a citizen of the United States.
At the present time I am domiciled in the city of New York. When this claim originated I was domiciled in the city of Jalapa, llexico. I was never a subject of the
Republic of Mexico, and never took an oath of allegiance to the Government thereof.
The entire amount of this claim belongs to me and did when it had its origin. I have
never received any susn of money or other quivalent or indemnification for the whole
or any part of the loss and injury upon which this claim is founded. I am 56 years old.
At present I am engaged in business at 225 Fifth Avenue, in New York City, having been compelled to abandon my Mexican property as stated above, with no prospect of being able to rescue and restore it.
The accompanying affidavits of Philipe Diaz and Candido Carretero were prepared in ignorance of the rules of the Department of State. They lack some of the
information called for -by those rules. They were not executed in triplicate. I,
4766-20--vo, 2---9
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however, file translations in triplicate. It is Impossible to get new affidavits at this
time. I can not go to Mexico, nor could I find the parties If I did go, nor can I send
papers there under present conditions.
I can say of my own knowloigo that neither the said Philipe Diaz nor Canido
Garretero has any interest financial or otherwise, in this claim. The sad Diaz was
for many years my faithful ranch foreman and the said Carretero was my storekeeper
at the time of the events which they describe in their aflidavits. They resided on my
ranch. They are both reputable men of mature age. I do not know their present
location.
I file this memorial in triplicate, together with single copies of the original affiavita of Philipe Diaz and Candilo Carretero in Spanish with translations in triplicate;
also original receipts in Spanish for a portion of property taken by the rebels, with
triplicae translation.
I am a loyal American citizen. I invested my all and devoted 20 years of my life
in this coffee plantation with the encouragement of the Mexican governmentt. That
Government faile'l to protect me and my property. I now invoke the aid of the
American Government in securing compensation from the Mexican Gloverament.
I have retained as counsel Mr. Franklin Ferris, Third National Bank Building,
St. Louis, Mo.
Itemit I statement o(dn:amages to propcrl of '. F. Simon.
United States
urrcny.

1. I)Petruction of contents of reiildeico in "Clarin" (see inventory), in- emy.
eluding library of Pome 1,800 hooks, many of rare editions and vlie.
A lare collection of fines tableware and cut gla.es and howl.. linen
(bed and table), furniture antd pictures, oriental rugs, fully equipped
kitchen, large range with hot and cold waterworks, clothing. etc... $9, 5600.0)
2. Complete destruction of garden of several acres, full of rare plants from
1,500.00
foreign countries................................................
hun3. The taking by various narmeid hands of men at different dates, oo00
dlredwdevht of coffeo. ready for shipment, at 10 cents pr pound.... 6.00)
Sco uaflidait of PFelipe lilaz. This coffee was contracted to Williiamr
Schotton of St. Louis, Mo., at 141 cents per pound lessIc
cost of shipping
in 1916, 4i counts.
4. The taking by various armed bands of men on different dates, 68 hun680.00
dredweiht of coffee, at 10 cents per pound .......................
Thile on the road Ietween the plantation and JaLipa. See taff
davit of Folpo Dlaz.
6. The taking by force ascks, value 150 peso.; 11 mules. value 1.870 pesoe;
two horses, 550 .pesos; 17 head of cattle, value 1190 pesos; various
articles, value i660 peaes; total 4,42CI pesos, at exchange rate of
2,213.2
..
....
2 for I..................................................
6. The taking by force by different armed bands on different dates the
sum of 3,304 pesos in paper money. This money was of depreciated
value and for the purpose of making this account, I oaume it to be
72,"0
on basis of exchange of 6 for I ...............................
7. The difference between the crop of coffee in 1910 and that of 1917 is
89,010 kilos, or 1,035 hundredweight. These above figuresare sworn to
in affidavitof Pelipe Diaz. The costs of producing the coffee is $4.25
on the plantation and sending to Jalapa and from Jalapa to St. Louis
$3.60 perhundredweight more. In claims 3 and 4, youwill notothat
the shipping expenses were put at $4.60 from Jalapa to St. Luots, but
that was in 1013, whereas this is in 1917 ann the export duties are now
lower. I sold coffee this year to James II. Forbes Tea & Coffee Co. at
13 cents and claim on the 1,935 hundredweight the difference which
10, 1.5. 7
.
..............
is $5.25 hundredweight..................
8. The loss of 15 per cent of the coffee trees planted, owing to the fact that
they were abandoned and left to the mercy of tropical growth 15 per
cent of 255,000 trees equals 38,25) trees, at value of 25 cents L'nited
9.50.00
...................
States currency per tree..................
9. The actual damage clone to artificist pastures, fences, and houses..... 3,000.00
10. For feeding of various bantls at different times....................1.500.00
11. For personal expenses incident to forcaoing, traveling expenses and
expense of living in Vera Cruz and Jalapa for many months, extra
5,000.00
expense of foremen andti other men................................
Total...............................

.....................

49,7714.80
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IN THE MATTER OF THE DEATH OF WIEIORD O. ROBEBRTSO-COPY OF AFFIDAVIT or
MRY.B. L. FISHER.
8Zarr or CAurFOS1A,

Coutqy of Son Dicgo, s:
I, Esther Fisher of lawful age. being fiat duly s orn, on my oath say:

4On September 3, 1913. part cosistn of Jamnes Stepfle, William Brown, Wilford O. Robertaon, my husband, R. S. Fisher, my daughter, Eloise Fisher, aged 6
er, and myself. also four Mexicans whose names are unknown to me, were traveling
ftm the city of Durango, in the State of Durango, Republic of Mexico, on a journey
to Mazatalan, in the State of Sinalos, in the Republic of Mexico, having first obtained
from the lawfully cowtituted authorities in the city of Durango proper passports
f--rall the partf rsid j-urney. We traveled on horseback, and arrived at El Lobo
in the State of Sinales saout 4 o'clock p. m., on September 10, 1913.
At this place a Mexican by the name of Jesus Madrigal, a captain in charge of a
number of soldiers, halted our party and demanded to see our passport; the passports
were exhibited to him and he ordered us to pass on. We immediately resumed our
journey and came to a certain place about one-half mile distant from El Lobo where
the rmad on which we were traveling turned sharply around a huge rock; at this point
the mid Jamus Madrigal and five armed soldier stopped our entire party and took away
by fore from each one ofthe men in the partythe rifles which they carried; after
the rifes were taken from each man he was ordered to proceed. The captain fired
several shotstwo of which entered the body of Willord O. Robertson, one of our party;
one of the bullets taking effect in his neck and one in his shoulder, while one bullet
pasd through the hat of my husband. R. L. Fisher; neither he nor Mr. Robertson had
. I was about 2i5 feet from Mr. Robertson at the time he was shot and reached him
just as he fell to the ground; he said nothing other than "I am dying" and he died
almost immediately. The captain and his soldiers immediately came up and robbed
the body of revo(-er, a rifle a silver watch, field glasses, and cartridge belt.
I heard my bhusnd ask the captain why he did not take the rifles from us at El
Ioao. and the captain replied that he not did dare attack our party in the open, but
had to wait until he could ambush them, as the Americans were dangerous people and
he was afraid of them.
We buried 3r. Robertfon on the same day, about 100 feet from the roadside. The
captain and his armed soldiers left immediately after taking away Mr. Robertson's
poassezons. but came back again in about one and one-half houralater with a statement written in Stanish and which the captain and his five armed soldiers demanded
should be signed y, all of our party; I did not know what was in the statement, but
with the others I was afraid to refuse tosign it, fearing bodily harm; I have understood
later, however, that it contained a statement that Mr. Robertson shot first, which
statement is not true.
My huamand asked the captain for a written statement about the shooting of Mr.
Robertson and some statement was given by the captain; I did not read it and do
not know what itcontained; I understand that is was forwarded to the American consul
at Sfazatalan.
Mrs. R. L. FISaER.
Sulribed and sworn to before me this September 24, 1914.
JEFFERsoN K. STICKNEY,
[seaL]
Notary Public, San Diego County, Calif.
Mfy teem expires March 19, 1918.
IL THE MATTER OF THE DEATH OF WILFORD O. ROBERTSON: COPY OF AFFIDAVIT OF B.
H. BROWN.

STATE or TExas.

Couhng of Bwar.

I, B. H. Brown, at present temporarily in San Antonio, do solemnly swear that I
am a citizen of the L'sted States. I was IoiL 59 years ago in the State of Wisconsin
but I claim Kiton. IIIll.. as my home. I am a miner, and for a numer of years I
have followed my occupation in the vicinity of Durango, Mexico. I have always
registered with the American t contul at Durango as an American citizen. I have
known Wilford 0. Robertson a out 20 years and have worked in the gold mines atlout
150 miles a littlesouthwest of Durango, known as the Joquixtle Gold Co., since Peltru.
ary.1913. Wilford O. Robertson was president of said company when I begin working
forth comipanyand uptothetimeof hi death, which occurred on Set-eoml:er 10, 1913,
at a place called El Lh.
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On September 2, 1913, Wilford O. Roktrtson procured from the secretary of the
governor of Durango one joint pass for himself and myself and two mozoe to go to
Mazatalan. We started on the next day. With us on our trip rwas Joe Stempfle,
R. L. Fisher, and Mrs. Esther Fisher, wife of R. L. Fisher, and a child of about 6 years
of age, of MIr. and Srs. Fisher's. Accompx nying us were four Mexicans-Joe Alvarado,
Francisco Alvarado, Acceneion Castro--and another fexican Ly the name of Juan
Martinez. The two last named Mexicans were our mozos. The other two Mexicans
named were companions of Fisher's, that isthey accompanied Fisher without I being
employees of his. The distance from Durango td6 azatalan is al out 200 miles. Mr.
Fisher and Mr. Stempfle also had passes for themselves and their equipment, but
their passes were issued by the lien. Domingo Arrieta, the person who had control of
the 3Mexican constitutional forces at Durango. We traveled on horse and mule lack,
and our equipment were carriedon horse Iack. The condition of the roads over which
we had to travel was such that our mode of travel was generally single file.
On September 10, I was leading the "train" and Wilford O. IRotlrteon was bringing
up the rear. Mrs. Fisher and her little girl was either with Mr. Robertson or very
close to him. Fisher was somewhere near in the center of the "train." I say the
'train" was about 300 yards long. At a point near El Lobe two Mexicans presented
passprts. The Mexican
themselves at the side of the road and asked me about oilr
1adrial. lie inspected
who appeared to have authority stated that he was Jesus
our passes and pronounced them all right, and we were permitted to proceed. at the
same time lieshowed his commission from Domingo Arrieta. Abolt three-quarters
of a mile from this pint at a rocky, hilly place in the trail. I found my lf suddenly
covered by five rifles in the hands of SMexican revolutionary soldiers who demanded
that I give up my gun. They stated that they wanted our gu~ns. Theyv were informed
that Madrigal who had jtst inspected our passee said they were all right. Then one
of the party painted to his breast and Mid, '"I am Madrigal, and we have got to have
your guns. Your passes are all right hut they do not mention your suns, and if they

did I would Ie compelled to take them as I have a lot of soldiers without guns." I
asked then why they did not take our guns when they first halted us, and Madrigal
said that the ground was open there and he saw that we would not he inclined to give
up our guns,as he was afraid some one would get hurt if he attempted to take the guns
then, and that he came to this ambuscade where the guns could i:etaken without
danger. He and his men were behind rocks when I first saw them. Madrigal said
there were a lot of other soldiers up at the house who did not have guns. They held
their guns upon me continually and threatened me until I was compelled to drop my
gun, 1 then hollowed hack to the Ialance of the party to look out that they had taken
our guns. They insisted that we immediately proceed which we finally did, and we
did not proceed but a short distance when we heard a numl;er of shots fired, I should
say four or five. They appeared to come from Mauzer riles. I have heard these guns
fired great many times and I think I recognized the report of all of these guns, I then
stopped and in a few minutes one of our mozos came riding iapf and said that they had
killed 1Don Guellermo" which in Eng1ish means "M1r. Willham."
I then went back and found Mr. Robertson dead. From the time I was halted until
the shots were fired I only saw Robertson once. Robertson was on his horse at that
time and seemed to be trying to get out at the side of the road. Robertson was at
the time he was killed armed with a gun and a .45caliber automatic revolver. Madrigal
claimed that Robertson fired first with his revolver. I am satisfied that none of the
reports that I heard came from his revolver, as 1 could easily distinguish the difference
between the reports of this pistol and the Mauser rifle, which were the guns that
Madrigal and his men had. Madrigal took all of'our guns, cartridge, and Robertson's
revolver. They also took Robertson's field glasse, gun, and silver watch. These
field glasses I should judge to be worth about $10 In gold. Robertson's revolver
would cost about $40 in the United Statee; it was worth more in Mexico; his rifle
was worth about i0 in gold. Robertson also had about $50 worth of cartridges
which they took. The silver watch that Robertson had was worth about $25 n gld.
Mr. Fisher's gun that they took was worth about M20 gold; Stempfle's gun was worth
about $20 gold. My gun was worth 0 gold. We burled Robertson near the spot
where he was killed and camped a short distance away that night. After Robertson
was killed we requested of Madrigal statement as to the cause ol his death. Madrigal
went up to a little house near by and brought back a statement. We told him that
he would drive all sympathy of the Americans away by this kind of conduct and
be said it made no difference, "there will be intervention anyway." M3arigal
demanded that we also make a statement in regard to Robertson's death. lie prepared it without consulting us as to what it should contain and demanded that we
sign it. My recollection is that in this statement it was stated that Robertson fired
first. We considered that we were under durese, and so far as I am concerned, I did
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not see Robertson fire a shot and I am satisfied that he did not fire. Robertson was
hit twice. One shot entered at the base of the right tide of his neck and passed out
under the left arm and the other entered the right shoulder lower down in the breast
and passed out. The shots seemed to have been fired from rocks above, judging from
the course of the bullets. Mrs. Fisher claimed at the time to have seen Robertson when
he was shot and that he did not fire a shot, but thathe had his pistol in his hand and
was off his horse. She said that she was the first to reach him, and that she asked
him if he was hurt, and he told her he was dying; she protested to him, and she almost
immediately heard the rattle in his throat and he never spoke again. All of the
conversation that we had with Madrigal on both occasions that I am testifying about
were conducted in Spanish, but I am familiar with the language, and thoroughly
understood what was said. Our passports and the statement that we signed, as well
as the statement that he made were also in Spanish. Madrigal gave his name as
Jesus Madrigal. The general who issued Mr. Fisher's passes and who was in control
of the revolutionists at Durango was Domingo Arrieta. Madrigal told us that Domingo
Arrieta told him to take all arms; that was in response to our statement that Domingo
Arrieta had told us not to give up anything. We first reported the killing of Robertson
to the Federal commander at Panuco we next reported to the American consul at
Mazatlan, and then we reported to the Red Cross authorities out at sea. I have
been informed that Mr. and Mrs. Fisher's present address is 3804 Eighth Street San
Diego, Calif. I took posseadon of Robertson's watch, money, and papers, an de-o
livered them to the American consul at Mazatlan. He turned them over to me,
took a receipt for them, and instructed me to take them to the Rev. T. V. Neal at
San Antonio, Tex., which I did.
B. H. BRowN,
STATE OF TEXAS,

County of Bexar:
The above affidavit was subscribed and sworn to before me this November 1, 1913.
[SEAL.]

T. J.

MURRAY,

Notary Public, Bexer County, Tex.

IN THE MATTER OF THE DEATH OF WILFORD O. ROBERTSON, COPY OP AFFIDAVIT OF JOB
STEMPFLE.
STATE OF TEXAS,

County of Bexar.
I, Joe Stempfle, at present temporarily in San Antonio, Tex., do solemnly swear
that I am a citizen of the United States. I was born in Germany November16 1864,
and was naturalized in 1886. I claim San Antonio as my home. I am a ranchman,
followed my occupation in the vicinity of Durango, Mexico, about 12 or 13 years,
I have known Wilford O. Roberteeson about 14 years and was ith him at the t ime of his
death, which occurred on September 10, 1913, at a place called El Lobo.
On September 2, 1913, I1procured from C(en. Domingo Arrieta a pass for. mvelf to go
to .Vavatlan. We started on the next day. With us on our trip was Wilford O.
Robertson B. II. Brown. R. I,. Fisher, and Mrs. Father Fisher, wife of R. I,. Fisher,
and a child, about 6 yearsof ago of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher's. Accompanying us were four
Mexicans--Joo Alvarado, Francisco Alvarado, Accension Castro, and another Mexican
by the name of Juan Martinez. The two last named Mexicans were mo7os. The
other two Mexicans named were companions of Fisher's, that is they accompanied
Fisher without being employees of his. The distance from Durango to Mazatlan is
about 200 miles. Wilford O. Robertson, Mr. Fisher, and B. II. Brown also had passes
for themselves and their equipments. We traveled on horses and mule back and our
equipments were carried on horseback. The condition of the road over which we
had to travel was such that our mode of travel was generally single file. On September
10 Brown was leading "train."
I came next and Wilford 0. Robertson was bringing
up the rear. Mrs. Fisher and her little girl were either with Mr. Robertson or very
close to him. Fisher was somewhere in the center of the "train." The "train" was
about 300 yards long. At a point near El Lobo two Mexicans presented themselves
at the side of the road and asked about our passports. The Mexican who appeared to
have the authority stated that he was Jesus Madrigal. lie inspected our passes and
pronounced them all right, and we were permitted to proceed, at the same time he
showed his commission from Domingo Arriets. About three.quarters of a mile from
this point at a rocky, hilly place in the trail. Brown was suddenly covered by five
rilles in the hands of Mexican revolutionary soldiers who demanded that we give up
ourguns. They stated that they wanted ourguns. They were informed that Madrigal

,
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who had just inspected our passes said they were all right. Then one of the party
pointed to his breast and said "I am Madrigal and we have got to have your guns.
Your passes are all right, but they do not mention your guns. and if they did, I would
be compelled to take them as f have a lot of soldiers without guns." They were
asked then why they did not take our guns when they first halted us, and Madrigal
said that the ground wai open there and he saw that we would not be inclined to give
up our guns. and he was afraid some one would get hurt if he attempted to take the
guns there and that he came to this ambuscade where the guns could be taken without
danger, lie and his men were behind rocks when we saw them. Madrigal said that
there were a lot of soldiers up at the house who did not have guns. They held their
guns upon our party continually and threatened us until we were compiled to drop
our guns. They insisted that we immediately proceed which we finally did and we
did not proceed but a short distance when we heard a number of shot fired. I should
say four or five. They appeared to come from mazur rifles. I have heard these guns
fired a great many times and think I recognize the report of all of these guns, I then
stopped and in a few minutes one of the mozes came riding up and said they have
killed "Don Guellermo" which in Fnglish means "Mr. William." I then went back
and found Robertson dead. Robertson was at the time he was killed armed with a
gun and a .45 caliber automatic revolver. Madrigal claimed that Robertson fired first
with his revolver. I am satisfied that none of the reports that I heard came from his
revolver, as I could easilydlistingubsh the difference between the reports of this.pistol
and the marurrifle which were the guns that Madrigal and his men had. Madrigal
took all of our guns. cartridges and Robertson's revolver. They also took Robertson's
field glass. gun and silver watch. These Feld glasses I should judge to he worth
about $10 in gold. Robertson's revolver would cost about $40 in the t'nited Ptates;
it was worth more in Mexico- his rifle was worth about $20 in gold. Robertson also
had about $50 worth of cartridges which they took. The silver watch that Robertson
had was worth about $25 in gold. Mr. Fisher's gun that they took was worth about $20
in gold and .'temple's gun that they took was worth about $20 in gold: Brown's gun
was worth about $20 in gold.
We buried Robertson near the spot where he was killed, and camped a short distance
away that night. After Robertson was killed we requested of Madrigal a statement as
to the cause of his death. Madrigal went up to a little house near by and brought
back a statement. We told him that hewould drive all of the sympathyof theAmericans away by this kind of conduct and he said it made no difference, there would be
intervention anyway. Madrigal demanded that we also make a statement in regard
to Robertson's death. He prepared it without consulting us as to what it should
contain and demanded that we sign it. I refused to sign. My recollection is that
in the statement, it was stated that Robertson fired first. So far as I am concerned,
I did not see Robertson fire a shot, and I am satisfied that he did not fire. Robertson
was hit twice. One shot entered at the base of the right side of his neck and passed
out under the left arm,-and the other in the right shoulder and passed out lower down
in-the breast. The shots seem to have been fired from rocks above, jud ng from
course of the bullets. Mrs. Fisher claimed at the time to have seen Afr. Robtrtson
when he was shot; and that he did not fire a shot, but that he had his pistol in his
hand and was off of his horse. She said that she was the first to reach him, and she
asked him if he was hurt and he told her that he was dying, she protested to him and
she almost immediately heard the rattle in his throat, and he never spoke again. All
of the conversation that we had with Madrigal on both occasions that I am testifying
about were conducted in Spanish, but Iam familiar with the language and thoroughly
understood what was said, our passports and the statement that some of the party
signed, as well as the statement that he made were also in Spanish. Madrigal gave
his name as Jesus Madrigal, the general who issued Mr. Fisher a passport and who was
in control of the revolutionists at Durango was Domingo Arrieta. Madrigal told
Brown that Domingo Arrieta told him to take all arms, that was in response to our
statement that Dominto had told us not to give up anything. I did not hear this.
We fi6t reported the killing of Robertson to the Federal commander at Panuco, we
next reported to the American consul at Mazatalan, and then we reported to the
Red Cross authorities at sea. I have been Informed that Mr. and Mrs. Fisher's present
address is 3894 Eighth Street, San Diego, Calif.

Jos

rZMrrt

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of November, 1913,.
T. J. Munay,
]
[otaL

.

Notar Public, Bezar County, Tex.
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OFFICIAL CONFIDENTIAL REPORT,.

Radical socialism movement in Mexico: Evidently strong efforts are being made
throughout Mexico to incite the labor elements to adopt a more radical policy toward
destruction of all property and property rights. It seems that these movements are
more or less openly propitiated by officials appointed by Carranza.
Conditions in Yucatan: Socialism of a more radical character has invaded the State
of Yucatan and Is destroying order, law, and wealth. The authorities now control.
ling the situation in Yucatan are carrying their radical campaign in the name of the
Mexican Government, but it is in reality they themselves who are looking for their
own interests. The abuses have assumed such a degree of violence that the Federal
Government of Mexico is considering the federalization of the port of Progreso in
order to close up that source of infection. Luis Cabrera has been sent by the Govern.
ment of Carranza to Yucatan to improve the situation there. Robert labermann is
a prominent Socialist worker of Merida, Yucatan.
Conditions in Vera Cruz: The activities of I. W. W. In the State of Vera Cruz are
taking remarkable impetus. The leaders, Pedro O. PantoJa, Julio Cadenas, Vicente
Cana and Espigmencfo Ocampo,have formed several committees to spread bolshevist
theoAes and to induce workmen to strike.
I. W. W. activities in Mexico: Propaganda is spreading in Mexico to precipitate
strikes in that Republic, and also in-other Latin-American countries. Mexican
workmen in Tampico, following suggestions from I. W .W.organizations In New York,
have appointed a committee to plan out strikes in the various oil-producing camps.
Information has been received from Mexican labor headquarters that they have
received requests from various American labor groups asking the moral support of
Mexican labor unions to aid in securing freedom of Socialists held in prison in the
United States for opposing the draft and obstructing military operations of the United
States.
Influence of the Rand school of bolshevism: The workers proamnesty committee
of United States has asked funds from Mexico labor committees with the purpose of
continuing their propaganda to obtain the freedom of the socialistic leaders now in
prison in the United States. The Mexico labor committees, following suggestions
from above-mentioned American labor organization, have named a commission to
organize sympathetic strikes in the petroleum camps. The petroleum companies
have refused to pay workers according to the new labor law. The labor unions of
Vera Crus, Tamaulipas, Orizaba, etc., are in sympathy with the intended strike
movements.
The above mentioned workers pro-amnesty committee is really an I.W.W. defense
union, constituted of 170 union committees under the auspices of the Rand School,
6 East Fifteenth Street New York, in December 1918. This sympathy of Tampico
workers is illustrative of the influence of the Rand School of Bolshevism.
Lynn A. E.Gale: It seems that this American writer, now in Mexico City actively
working in radical socialistic propaganda, has lately got in trouble, as it can be in.
ferred from the leaflets that he has distributed refuting accusation made against him.
Previously to his coming to Mexico City, he worked for several years for Martin H.
Olynn, in the capitol and on Olynn's newspaper In Albany and also wrote for the
American of New York. When called by his draft board, he fled to Mexico. lie
claims to have the support and personal friendship of President Carranza.
Gale is openly teaching the tenets of bolshevism, and by means of his magazine
is particularly dangerous. Ite expects to spread the doctrines of bolshevism from one
end of the Americas to the other. He is a strong internationalist beside making his
living by the practice of occultism in various forms, including some form of mental
healing, for which his wife, who seems to be ably seconding Wm, requests that people
send their incurable cases that they may be treated.
Gale is looking forward to the lifting of the censorship that he may obtain close
communication with friends of his own belief here in the United States.
The connection of the Bolshevist propaganda with the German is perhaps shown
more clearly in the case of this man than Inany other. Fnr Gale is a confessed pro.
German, and is connected with the Servicio Aleman.
Some people in Mexico recognize in Gale a slacker, Bolshevist and blackmailer,
who may soon be deported from Mexico. Gale is well known as running a pro-Bolshe.
vist magazine in Mexico City. His future deportation has already been announced.
In an intercepted letter from Gale to his parent. Gale says that he has recently won
two law-suits against persons who tried to damage his business, getting $75 damages
in the first case and $375 in the second case. lie states his intention of suing a leading
newspaper of Mexico City (El Universal) which recently exposed him, and states
that he expects to recover heavy damages. The writer adds that the publicity did
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him no harm and was a good advertisement. lIe finishes his letter with the following
statement: "My relations are so cordial with the Government that I don't care what
soreheads say or do. Besides having the personal audience with President Carranza
which I mentioned to you, I have seen the secretary of state several times and have
established very close connections with several members of the Government. They
all give me the most respectful and friendly consideration.
In an intercepted letter Gae informs his father and mother that "Business is good
and things are progressing nicely." The writer adds: "A newspaper has been
attacking me and published a malicious letter from George Stafford of the Times
(Times Review of Oxford, N. Y.), and I am suing the paper (El Universal) for

$100,000

damages."

E' Universal F. F. Palavicini, editor, announced the probable deportation of
Gale, according to the famous article 33 of the new :Mexican constitution, which
gives the executive the authority to expel any pernicious foreigner or any one interfering in the political affairs of the country.
Bolsheviki propaganda: Socialist propaganda of the most radical character is
steadily increasing in Mexico. Among the men who are spreading revolutionary
propaganda the following are widely known: Ezequel Salcedo, Ignacio Rodriguez,
Juan Rico, Rosendo Salazar, Sr. Decuina, Ricardo Trevino, P. Nacho, and Tomas
Valenzuela.
The special report on "Social Unrest in Mexico," states: "It is positively known
that at the opening of the last session of the congress in Mexico City, Bolsheviki
literature has been distributed in the government building, such distribution being
sanctioned by President Carranza."
There is a continuous stream of dangerous literature being sent from Mexico to
South American countries. It usually comes into this country through the ports
of Eagle Pass and Laredo, some little amount coming through El Paso, and is intended
to proceed to New Orleans or New York for transmittal to destination.. Apparently
there is a close tie binding the agitators in the Latin American countries with these
in Mexico, and they are all united in their conclusions that the Government and
the people of the United States have decided to exploit the peoples of the Latin
American countries for their own use and profit, and that therefore it is the clear
duty of all Latin Americans to fight the activities of the United States with all their
strength.
El Democrats of Mexico City, published a cartoon of a great American octopus
seated at the Capital of Washington and stretching its tentacles throughout all the
Americas and an article, by Ramon Sanchez Arreola, of the Mexican consulate, at
Los Angeles, Calif. containing a hymn to La Raza, explaining that La Raza (The
Race) represents the Spanish and twenty Latin American countries all joined
together in opposition to the United States. They intend to oppose a SpanishAmerican solidarity against Pan Americanism of the Monroe doctrine. It is stated
that President Carranza is at the head of the organization.
There is a propaganda that comes from Europe, both from German sources and
Spanish, the German propaganda seeming to come through Spanish means and dealing
principally with anti.American ideas at the present time. The strictly Spanish
propagands seems to be the Pan-Spanish ideal as opposed to the Pan-American.
Besides this there is the propaganda originating in lMexico itself which is diseeminated throughout all the Spanish-American countries. This propaganda is both antiAmerican and Bolehovist.
The press in Mexico 0lty published a cablegram from Geneva, Switzerland, dated
,March 28 1918 stating that the meeting in 3Moecow of the Communist International
Congress is trying to formulate a general project for bolshevik movements simultaneously in Europe and America and that in a scrcet meeting it was r', solved to postpone the relation of their purposes until the signing of peace.
It is stated that the members of the congress believe that the revolutionary efforts
will meet with great success as soon as the censorship will be removed in all countries.
The special report on "Pan-Socialism in Spanish-Speaking Countries" states: "In
Mexico the situation is of especial interest to the United States, since there is a constant Socialist exchange between them, and there are American agitators in Mexico.
It has been stated that bolehevism in Mexico is inevitable. A working socialist
system has been established in Yucatan which the Government seems to be trying
to control. Gen. Salvador Alvarado and Luis Cabrera seem to have some control of
both labor and capital; the supposed control by other factions seems purely revo lutionary. Here also it is often said that Germans are furthering the bolshevik
propgmnds; it is known that the German periodicals are currying favor with the
labor element. The I. W. W. is organized in Mexico, Jose Angel Ilernandez being
the leading spiritand Pedro Corri, or Corla, an active agent; Iabermann, an Amern-
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can, is leading in Yucatan, and Lynn Gale, an American, is making active boltherik
press propaganda. There are movements afoot to unite all factions, both political
and socialistic."
In the States of Tamaulip , Vera Crus, Tabarco, C'hiapaR, Campeche, and Yucatan
legislative measures of decided radical nature are being Imposed or are in way of
being imposed.
Itis apparent that the drift in Mexico is toward radical legislation, the confscation
of property, and the repudiation of foreign debts.
The repudiation of the Mexican foreign debt was openly discussed by Mexican
Government officials, and it seems that such proceeding would undoubtedly please
quite a number of Mexicans among them leading officile
of the actual Government.
Lately reports state that .uis Cabrera, speaking in regard to the payment of the
Mexican foreign debt, gave the following public statement:
"lf we had the cash in our treasury to resume payments on the national debt to-day
we should prefer to wait. Our creditors have waited patiently and they will continue patient. We prefer to await the outcome of adjustments of problems of world.
wide importance that may affect us directly. We must know what the world in
general will do with its obligations, how many nations will repudiate their debts, and
how many will trim their obligations to figures compatible with their income."
OFFICIAL REPORT TO

ADJUTANT

GENERAL OF TEXAS AND THIS COMMITTEE BY
CAPT. HANSON.

A society for the furtherance of their political influence called the "Verhand
Deutacher Reichsangeboriger" (Union of Subjects of the German Empire). It has
headquarters in the Ioker Building in Mexico City and branchesin 31 Mexican cities
and towns. Its first chief is R.Von Lubek who lives at 28 'alle Berlin, and offices
in the Boker Building. IHe was formerly a merchant of the firm of Boker & Co. Fritz
Sommer. son of a leading Jeweler of Mexico City, is the official organizer: travels
around the country perfecting the work. This society is closely working with the 50
German officers in the Mexican army; they are also closely associated with Col. del
Campo of the Corps of Engineers and with an anti-American Spaniard named Guard.
ola, the editor of La Regeneration ofSatillo. Other German or pro-German Mexican
papers are Boletin de Guerra, Informaciones Inalambricos, Cronica Alemania, Deutsch
Zeltunk von Meoxico, and El Democrata and El Defensa, and in Monterey the El
Hleraldo Europeo.
Manuel Ugarte, who is a Portuguese mulatto, is exceptionally anti.American,
There is only about 50 Germani officers in the Carranza army, the most prominent is
Gen. Maximlliano Klos, of the Artillery. Carranza's nephew, Col. Salinas, chief of
aviation and ammunition, is also strong anti-American: this man bought 0,000.000
cartridges from Salvador in fMa,1917; he is a graduate of St. John Manilaus of New
York and Troy Poletec, and only about 20 years old. There are now two members of
this society in San Antonio- one is Dr. Boese, who was at one time connected with the
State University and who Ismarried to a Mexican woman in Monterey, and who the
United States Government will not gve a passport to; also bhe lives at
; and
a German named Buschard, who lives at
. Busechard is a brother of the
Mexican consul at Monterey; is a great friend of a Mexican named Ornelas, who lives
at
. These pe-ple arc closely hooked up with De La Pena, ex-governor of
Coahulla, who lives at 317 Naeodoches Street, and his son-in-law, who is a German,
Oscar Francke, lives at 325 Madison Street, and a lawyer named --- ,who lives at.
418 West Elmira Street, and a Gen. Villareal, who lives at 300 North Flores: and a
Gen. Alvarado; who lives at 317 Nacodoches. I am sending you herewith a photo of
this bunch. Please return same when it has served your purpose.
i an
American and Pena's mozo,who is on the extreme right and who lives at 300 Case
Avenue; his name is Torre. Pena has an office at room 71, Menger Hotel. The
United States Government has also refused Busehard a passport. Buschard made
inquiries about explosives, Hercules Powder Co., and same was referred to Peden
I. & 8.Co. here in October; there is also a Santos Boreno, of San Luis Potosi, and a
Gen. Borellas.
MAY 24, 1920.

The chairman directed that there be printed in the record at this
point a letter under date of May 18, 1920, signed Robert IH. Murray,
inclosing an affidavit of same (late made by said Robert H. Murray
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before the vice-consul of the United Stateo at Mexico City.
letter and affidavit follows, viz:

Said

MAY 18, 1920.
Mv DeAR SPvATOR: It looks now as if it would he impossible for me to go north, or
rather, get to Washington before you finish tip with your committee work. So I am
sending the inclosed affidavit, which I ask you to be good enough to Incrporate in
the proceedings of the committee. You will appreciate my reluctance to have the
books closed without something gong on record to offset Buckley's attack upon me.

I took off a carbon of a letter whiichI have just finished, and send it on. There may

be something in it to interest you. Kindly treat it and its contents as confidential to
yourself.
With kindest regards, believe me,
Always, sincerely, yours,
RonERT II. MUSRAY,
lion. ALteRT D. FALL,
IYVahington, D. C.
P. 8.-if you communicate with me, please do so in care of the embassy here, via
the Department of State's weekly sealed pouch; not in the open mail.
MAY 18, 1920.
Before me this 18th day of Say, in the year 1920, appeared the deponent, Robert
H. Murray who being duly sworn deoseg and says:
That he s an American citizen by birth residing at present at ia Jalapa, 8, in the
city of Mexico, Mexico; that on or about December 6, in the year 1919, one William
Frank Buckley, appeared before the subcommittee on investigation of Mexican
affairs of the United States Senate and under oath uttered certain malicious and
untruthful statements concerning the deponent, which statements are reported in
part6 of the proceedings of said subcommittee, on pages 773-774 and 820-830, stigma.
timing the deponent as an "unscrupulous American--and an interested propagandist
of the Oarranza government-" and also in connection with a statement relating to
the Carranza government of Sfexico, as being one of the "provokersof intervention-"
that at various times, notably on February 5, February 18, and February 21 in tie
year 1920, the deponent in writing entered a general and specife denial o all of the
false and malicious statements of the said Buckley, demanded that the said Buckley
be summoned immediately to appear before the said subcommittee and submit any
and all evidence in support of his allegations against the deponent; that the said
Buckley be required to furnish the said subcommittee with the name or names of
any persons or person whom he might know to be in possession of any evidence in
support of his false and malicious staements; that unless the said Buckley succeeded
in proving his allegations that such portions of his testimony containing them be
stricken out of and expunged from the record, and that the said Buckley be dis.
ciplined by the said subcommittee for supplying it under oath with false, libelous
malicious and perjurous testimony; that for reasons well understood by the said
subcommittee, which reasons are due to no fault or lack of diligence on the part of
the deponent, up to the 11th day of April last, when the deponent through urgent
necessity was compelled temporarily to leave the United States and return to Mexico,
it had not seemed possible for the subcommittee to accede to the deponent's requests;
that owing to what now seems to be the impossibility that the deponent will be able
to return to the United States before the said subcommittee closes its sessions and
appear personally before it, he takes this means of formally and under oath denying
wholly and without reservation all of the false, malicious, libelous, and perjurous
statements herein quoted which were uttered by the said Buckley concerning him
and all other statements of similar character which may have been or may be utered
by the said Buckley or by any other person; that the deponent takes this method of
formally presenting his denial n order that it may be entered on the records of the
said subcommittee, and also of respectfully requesting as a measure of fairness and
justice, that unless Buckley offers adequate proof of his false, malicious, libelous and
perjurous statements the deponent said statements be ordered stricken out of and
expunged from the record of the said subcommittee.
ROnsRT H. MURRAY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this the 18th day of May, 1920, at Mexico
City, Mexico.
(SEAL.]
O. 0. SHANKS
Vice Consul of the UnitedStates of AmC'ra at IMeico.City, je;lco.
Service No. 3449.
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The committee regret that any controversy should have arisen
before this committee touching a personal matter and have heretofore excluded such personalities.
On February 27, 1020, the chairman of the committee, answering a
communication from Mr. Murray, through a letter addressed to that
gentleman at Now York City, used the following language:
I regret that Mr. Buckloey should have made a statement against you or affecting
your character in any way orr conduct in such a way that you think it necessary
to have Mr. Ducklev brought back before the committee to confront you.
You may rest assured however, that as soon as it is reasonably possible for me to

get around to it. you shall have every opportunity to take exactly such action as'you
care to take, either by coming before the committee and testifying or having Mr.
Buckley questioned by yourself or your attorney as to the foundation for the state-

ments which he made.

It did not suit the convenience of, nor was it possible for, Mr.
Murray on one hand to meet the committee at Los Angeles, or other
points along the border nor to be present at any hearing of the full.
committee in the city of Washington after the date of Mr. Buckley's
testimony.
Neither did it suit the convenience of, nor was it possible for
the committee to hold a hearing aside from the hearings arranged
in their regular itinerary at which Mr. Murray could be present.
For the above reasons, and as it has been the intention of the
committee to give every person an opportunity to testify or make a
statement before it, we have decided to print Mr. Murray's letter and
affidavit.
The committee are thoroughly impressed with the value of the
general testimony of Mr. Buckley, and with the care and painstaking
effort which he has displayed in accumulating the vast amount of
valuable data upon events, facts, etc., as given by him in his testimony in part 6 of these hearings.
The committee is aware, however, that differences have arisen
between Americans with reference to acts of Americans in Mexico,
and it has not been concerned with such differences in conducting its
hearings.
We can readily understand that Mr.Buckley testifying truthfully
and at the same time judging individuals and their acts from his
point of view, may have inadvertently done injury to Mr. Murray
in the testimony which he gave. Mr. Murray was, of course, entitled
to his day in court, and while the committee do not care to. give
publicity to the expressions used by either in criticism of the other,
it would have given Mr. Murray the opportunity asked to testify
concerning the matter in controversy in open hearing, and as this
has so far been impossible without expression from the committee,
which is entirely unnecessary further than above set forth, it has
taken the action indicated in printing Mr. Murray's letter and
affidavit.

e

Senate Report 845, 86th Cong,, 2d sess,

PARTIAL REPORT OF COMMITTEE.
The committee was appointed under Senate resolution 106, for
purpose of investigating and reporting upon certain facts, matters,
and suggestions with reference to Mfezcan afaire as affecting
American citizens and American property rights; the relations between the two countries, etc.

-the

ISedast resolution

106.1

Resotred, That the Committee on Foreign Relations, or any subcommittee thereof
•is authority and directed to investigate the matter of damages and outrages suffered
by citizens of the United States in the Republic of Mexico, including the number of
citizens of the United States who have been killed or have suffered personal outrages
in Mexico, and the amount of proper indemnities for such murders and outrages; the
quantity of damages suffered on account of the destruction, confiscation, and larceny
of personal property and the confiscation and deprivation of the use of lands and the
destruction of improvements thereon; the number of citizens of the United States
residing in Mexico at the time Porflrlo Diaz retired from the Presidency of Mexico,
and the number of citizens of the United States at present residing in Mlexico, and the
nature and amount of their present holdings and properties in said country; and in
general any and all acts of the Government of Moexco and its citizens in derogation of
the rights of the United States or of its citizens; and for this purpose to sit at any time
or place during the sessions of Congress or during recess and with authority to subpoena
such witnesses and documents as may be necessary, and to make a report of its findings
in the prenmses to the Senate; and the said committee shall further investigate and
report to the Senate what if any, measures should be taken to prevent a recurrence of
such outrages.

The subcommittee appointed under this resolution consists of Senators Albert B. Fall of New Mexico, chairman; Frank B. Brandegee,
of Connecticut; anA Marcus A. Smith, of Arizona,

The committee organized in the city of Washington on the 8th day

of August, 1019.
Among its assistants and employees, appointed by the committee,
were the following:

Francis J. Kearful, ox-Assistant Attorney General of the United

States.
Maj. Dan M. Jackson, clerk resigned from the office of the Judge
Advocate General to serve with the committee.

Mr. Henry O. Flipper, Spanish translator, historian, and thoroughly

familiar with Mexican law, residence, El Paso, Tex., as translator

and interpreter.

Capt. W. M
1 . Hanson, investigator, captain of senior company
Texas Rangers, furloughed by Gov. Hobby, of Texas, in order to serve
with the committee.

Gus T. Jones, investigator, special agent Department of Justice,
El Paso district, given furlough in order to assist the committee.
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Capt. George E. Hyde, investigator, assigned by'the Chief of Military Intelligence, War Department, to assist the committee.
Estelle Stewart, stenographer and clerk.
HIarry (. Clunn, stenographer and clerk.
Later, Mary C. Early, clerk to committee, in place of Maj. Dan
Af. Jackson.
In addition to the above regular employees, special confidential
investigators were in the employ of the committee.
The clerical force of the chairman also gave a great deal of time
to the affairs of the committee.
The committee held its first hearing in Washington on Monday,
September 8, 1919.
Hearings have been held in Washington, New York, El Paso,
Laredo, Brownsville, and San Antonio, Tex.; Tucson and Nogales,
Ariz.; and Los Angeles and San Diego, Calif.
Tihe committee in its investigations have had hearings at the
places aforesaid, and at its first meeting authorized its assistant,
Judge Francis J. Kearful, to examine witnesses and take evidence
in behalf of the committee, and the same authority was conferred
upon Investigators Capt. W. 31. Hanson and Gus '1. Jones.
By resolution it was agreed that either member of the committee
might act for the committee wherever he should be from time to
time in conducting hearings, etc.
TRAVEL.

One member of the committee in the conduct of the investigations,
accompanied by one or more other members and also by one or
more of the investigators and assistants, has traveled in taking
testimony, etc., more than 12,000 miles.
STATE DEPARTMENT.

Immediately after the appointment of the committee the Secretary
of State of the United States was notified by the chairman of such
appointment and the general objects of the investigation and was
requested to cooperate with the committee in such investigation.
From time to time special requests were made of the Secretary of
State for specific papers, data, and information, and it is with great
pleasure that the committee reports cheerful cooperation between
the Department of State and the committee and expresses its appreelation of the courtesy with which the requests of the committee
have been treated, and gratitude for the very great assistance rendered the committee by the department.
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.

Following a request of the committee the Chief of Military Intelligence, United States Army, designated Capt. George E. Hyde to
assist the committee in its investigation, and Capt. Hyde accompanied the committee to various border points, attending hearings
and rendering assistance in its investigation.
To the local intelligence officers along the border at San Antonio,
El Paso, Nogales, and other points the committee is especially
indebted for their very efficient cooperation, advice, and assistance.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

In response to requests made by the committee upon the Treasury
Department for permission to examine records in the office of different
collectors, etc., such permission was immediately granted, and
through same valuable data and information was obtained.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

Not alone through the courtesy of the department through the
Chief of the Bureau of Investigation and district representative,
Charles E. Brenniman, in furnishing Gis T. Jones, but through many
other evidences of cooperation, this department rendered most
efficient service to the committee.
IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT,

Officers of the Immigration Department along the border cooperated with the committee and rendered it very material aid in its work.
Francis J. Kearful severed his connection with the committee by
presenting his resignation to the chairman on April 14, effective May
6, 1020, to attend to personal business.
Maj. Dan M. Jackson resigned as clerk on April 1, effective May 1,
1920 to resume the practice of law.
While the services of these gentlemen were of very great benefit
to the committee, in the taking of testimony, it was deprived of their
assistance in the compilation of this report.
TESTIMONY.

The committee has examined and taken the evidence of 257
witnesses of which number the evidence of 52 was taken in executive
session; the record of which, together with the documentary roof,
embraces approximately 5,000 pages of the report.

REPORT.

The CIHAinMAN Co .srTTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

United States Senate:
Your committee heretofore appointed under Senate resolution -106,
for the purpose of conducting certain investigations more specially
set forth in the resolution itself, beg leave at this time to make report
of their labors, investigations, and conclusions based thereupon.
You are respectfully referred to the preliminary statement preceding
this report, and made a portion of same, as to the organization and
method of operation of the committee.
Under the resolution as drawn, the committee proceeded with its
investigations, construing the duties imposed upon it to be embraced
generally under the following specific heads:
I. Number of American citizens who have been killed.
II. Number of American citizens who have suffered personal outrages.
HI. Amount of proper indemnity for such murders.
IV. Amount of proper Indemnity for outrages.
V. Quantity of damages suffered on account of the destruction, con.
fiscation, and larceny of personal property and the confiscation
and deprivation of the use of lands and the destruction of im.
provements thereon.
VI. Number of American citizens residing In Mexico at the time
Porfirlo Diaz retired from the Presidency of Mexico.
VII. Number of American citizens residing in Mexico at present.
VIII. Nature and amount of present holdings and properties In Mexico
of citizens of the United States.
IX. Generally, any and all acts of the Government of Mexico and its
citizens in derogation of the rights of the United States or of its
citizens.
X. 'What, If any, measures should be taken to prevent a recurrence
of such outrages, etc.
Tn presenting a detailed report, however, the committee have
thought hest to transpose the subjects as set. out in the foregoing list,
and report first uIpoli Nos. V and V!I, to wit:
(A) Number of American citizens residing in Mexico at the time
Porfirlo Diaz retired from the presidency of Mexico.
(B) Number of American citizens at present residing In Mexico.
3310
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At the outset of its investigation as to the-number of Americans
residing in Mexico at the period of the overthrow of thie Diaz governmont, the committee was confronted with the difficulty of obtaining
any reliable data whatsoever from Mexi an sources because of the
very well recognized fact that no correct census of the Mexican,
Indian, or any other population has ever been taken by the Mexican
Government. Cf course, attempts to take a census have been made
from time to time, but the results of such attempts have generally
been recognized as of little or no value by those acquainted with
Mexico and its population. From no Mexican data obtainable has
it been possible even to estimate the number of Americans reported
in Mexico.
Consular offices have made more or less full reports from time to
time upon various matters connected with American investments in
Mexico, and incidentally from some particular locality there have
been attempts to estimate the number of Americans in such consular
district.
The general opinion of Americans who had been in Mexico prior to
1911 and who are best acquainted with the country, has been to the
effect that there were, at the time of the overthrow of Diaz, 60 000
Americans in the entire Republic. Of course this would not include
those merely visiting Mexico or some State or city therein from time
to time and remaining a few days or a few months, but this general
estimate would be that of the actual resident American population
in the Republic.
The testimony in this case shows through the estimate of those
who should be best informed (for instance, that of Mr. Henry Lane
Wilson, United States ambassador to Mexico at the period mentioned, pt. 15, p. 2249), that there were then 75,000 Americans, including transients, in the Republic of Mexico.
Mr. Wilson referring to such population and to the occupation of
Americans in Mexico, estimates that there were then 2 000 Americans
on the railways; probably 5,000 engaged in mining, and possibly 8,000
engaged in educational work and residing in the country for reasons
of health, diversion, or investment, etc.
The investigation conducted by this committee would indicate
that there were very many more farmers in the Republio of Mexico
than estimated by Mr. Wison; in fact, it is shown by such testimony,
from those entirely familiar with the particular subject, that in certain agricultural colonies alone, in the States of Chihuahua and
Sonora in the north, to wit:
The Colonies of Dublan,
Juarez,
Pacheco,
Garcia,
Chuichupa,
Diaz
Morelos, etc.
There were more than four thousand (4,000) Americans engaged in
agriculture at the time referred to.
4766-20-vorL 2 --
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In addition to the foregoing are the American colonies ofAtascador,
Camacho,
Columbus,
Chemal,
Colonia,
Medina,
Manuel,
Rio Verde,
San Dieguito,
Santa Lucrecia,
San Pedro,
Sinaloa-Sonora,
Valles,
Victoria,
or a total number of families in all colonies at the date mentioned of
approximately three thousand (3,000), averaging five (5) persons
each.

The evidence would also show that aside from those mentioned
as engaged in agriculture in the colonies or groups of families, Americans were settled in practically every State in the Republic, m larger
or smaller numbers, engaged in sheep, cattle, and horse raising;
and in agriculture, and agriculture in connection with stock raising;
in plantations and ranches and small farms throughout the different
valleys and agricultural districts raising sugar, coffee, tropical
fruits of all kinds, and, in the higher altitudes, in raising potatoes,
wheat, and crops of like character.
The evidence shows that these Americans had taken into the
Republic of Mexico, in practically every instance testified to, improved breeds of stock, improved and up-to-date agricultural implements of all kinds, and also that they were engaged not only in
farming by their own labor and that of their own families, but that
they were employing large numbers of Mexicans in such labor.
From the evidence before us, the committee deem themselves justiflied in venturing the assertion that for every American engaged in
agriculture and stock raising in Mexico, there were on an average
at least five Mexicans employed by such Americans.
The committee from the evidence which they have obtained such
information being embraced in the testimony herewith reported, estimates that at the time of the overthrow of Diaz there were more than
15,000 Americans residing permanently and cultivating lands on
small holdings, as distinguished from plantations and grazing-stock
ranches, producing crops and raising stock in Mexico.
INDIVIDUAL

AMERIOANS IN OTHER OCOUPATIONS.

The Americans in Mexico, in addition to the occupations men.
tioned-that is to say, those engaged in agriculture, mining, and rail.
roading--were engaged in the development of the other resources of
Mexico in every State in the Republic.
They were engaged in the construction of Irrigation enterprises
upon a small scale and of a private character; some upon a much
larger, and some upon an enormous scale, endeavoring to put in
cultivation hundreds of thousands of acres of land which could not
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be cultivated except by the construction of dams, canals). loks, or
other irrigation works, including reservoirs for the storage of water,
etc.
Not only hundreds, but thousands, of Americans were employed in
such work, both skilled and common labor, in construction and working for wages; others in overseeing and teaching the ignorant Mexican
laborers; others, of course, in keeping accounts, commissaries, etc.
Other Americans were engaged in developing water power; developing
electric lighting plants furnishing power to the mines, mills, and for
other purposes throughout the Republic; and those engaged in this
work were not only employing and teaching vast numbers of Mexican
laborers but were also employing Americans both as'workmen and
as foremen in all such enterprises.
Americans from 1906 to 1010 had carried the first sawmills into the

northern portion of Mexico, packing same over the mountain trails
upon mule back, and later constructing roads over which to transport.
heavier and better machinery; establishing up-to-date band mills .
dry kilns, etc., with a daily capacity running into the hundreds of"
thousands of feet of lumber.
In these enterprises, likewise, large numbers of Mexicans were em-ployed under the direction of a very largo number of skilled American.
workmen, and working with them were Americans engaged in common'
labor.
American oil drillers had drilled very well producing oil in Mexico*
had set up every rig; had put together very piece of machinery; had
set up practically very hoist upon every nine, and erected the boilers
for the making of steam.
It is needless to attempt to describe here the various enterprises in:
which Americans were engaged, except to convoy some proper idea of
the total number of Americans residing in Mexico at the time of the
Diaz overthrow.
Again to sum up; the committee think it safe to say that the agregate of Ahnericain population in Mexico inl1910-11 was fully that fixed
by ex-Ambassador Wilson that is to say, 75,000.
The investigation by tho committoo and the testimony taken,
justify the committee in saving that there are not more than 12,000.
at the present time in all these enlterprises.In answer to a request for specific information upon this subject,
the State Department recently handed the committee a report from
American consuls, of date September 10, 1919, by which it appears
that there were at that date 11,864 Americans in the different consular districts in Mexico.
Of this number 4,000 are reported in the Tampico district, while in
1910 it is well known that there were not more than 1,200 Americans.
in the same district.
AMERIOANS DID NOT REGISTER AT CONSULATES.

Prior to 1010, or to the overthrow of Diaz, not one American in.
three, operating or residing in the Republic of Mexico, ever recorded.
himself at the American consulate or was known to the American.
consul unless he became acquainted with him socially or called upon.
the consul for the verification of a deed or an instrument executed in
Mexico concerning interests or property in the United States..
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Americans going into Mexico across the border sought no passports
and exhibited none, but traveled back and forth as freely as if the
boundary line did not exist, except as they came in contact with the
customs officers on either side of the line.
The consequence was that, however efficient the consul, in no
single consulate in the Republic from the years, at least 1884 to 1910
was it possible for the consul to have knowledge of the number of
Americans in his district unless that number was very few and he was
brought in personal contact with them.
When Americans wore ordered out from time to time, from the
year 1912 down to the present, at intervals of a few months, by their
benevolent add protective Government at home, it has been suggested to them that they could go to the consul and leave a list of
their property.
INCREASE OF POPULATION, TAMPICO DISTRICT.

It will be remembered that oil development in Mexico dates from
about the year 1910, and, as hsreinbeforo stated by paying taxes to
the Carranza Government, however so often the amount of such
taxes might be illegally raised, and by paying for protection to
"Pelaes" or some other patriotic collector in the outlying districts
American oil companies at and around Tdmpico have been enabled
to furnish approxunately one-third of the oil used by the Allies In
winning the war, and by extraordinary efforts in the face of most
stupendous diffculties and at enormous additional expense are continuing, to some extent, to meet the increased needs for gasoline
and oils in the economic development of this country.
Thus by their efforts they have heen able to secure the services of
additional Americans and have thus increased the American population of the Tampico consular district from 1 200 to 4,000.
An American who knows Mexico, and has known it for 20 years or
more, when asked how many Americans he thinks remain in Mexico,
will almost invariably reply, "Not more than 8,000." Such American
has not considered the increase in the American population at
Tampico, .due to the causes just stated, and therefore when such
increase in population is added to his figures his guess or estimate is
approximately correct.
(A)

N

BER OF AMERICAN CITIZENS WHO HAVE BEEN KILLED IN

(B) NUMBER WHRO HAVE BEEN ILLED IN THE UNITED STATES
THROUGH ATTACKSe
OF RAIDIN PARTIES PROM MEXICO OR
THROUGH SHOT PIRED ACROSS THE BORDER INTO THB UNITED
STATES.

Again the committee were compelled to attempt to overcome diffli
culties, which can not readily be imagined by those not familiar with
occurrences in Mexico during the last 10 years, in attempting to obtain entirely definite and reliable information upon which to report the
number of Americans who have been killed in Mexico during the period
mentioned; that is to say, from 1910 to the date of this report.
On September 9, 1919, after the appointment of your committee,
and in answer to its request the State Department furnished us with
the number of "Claims fied for the alleged killing of American
citizens, 73."
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The committee, after devoting several months to the taking of in.
dividual testimony and to the comparison of same together with
the data furnished by the State Department and such other reliable
data documentary and otherwise, as it has been able to procure, can
finely report definitely that not fewer than 461 Americans (see pp.
A, B-I, this report) have lieen killed in Mexico owing to revolutionary
disturbances in that country or during the period of such revolutionary disturbances, which, it is unnecessary to say here, have been
continuous since 1910-11 to the present time.
You are respectfully referred to pages B-I of this report for aft
itemized list containing names and other data concerning said deaths
and in confirmation of this report.
(B) NUMBER OF AMERICANCITIZENS
H YLSBD

THROUGH

ATTACKSBBY BAIDIN

ON AMERICAN SOIL

MBrXIOAN8

Or by shots fired across the international boundary by Mexicans
from'Mexico, number, 126; as will be seen by the summary accompanving this report on page A.
A large number of Americans who lost their lives within the State
of Texas, as herein reported and more specifically set forth on pages
A, J, K, were killed in the carrying out of what is known as the
"plan of San Diego," which will be hereafter referred to, and during
the period which was declared by the Supreme Court of the State
of Texas, in the Arc case, on April 17, 1918, to be a period of war
between the Carranza recognized de facto government of Mexico,
and the United States of America.
Through the decision rendered in this case it became necessary
for officers in charge of prisoners convicted of murder in the lower
courts, to turn such prisoners loose and allow them to find their
way back, or to escort them in safety, to the international boundary
and to seek sanctuary for their crimes in the Republic of Mexico.
The large number of those killed in New Mexico, were killed during
the Columbus raid in March, 1916, when followers of Pancho Villa
led, as the evidence in the trial of some of his associates shows, by
that redoubtable chieftain in person, in the dead hours of night,
attacked American citizens in their homes in a town situated 3 miles
from the international boundary and supposed to be guarded from
danger by American troops encamped at the town.
The greater number of those citizens reported as killed in the
State of Arizona, were killed during supposed battles between the
contending forces upon Mexican soil, by shots fired from the Mexican
side, while pursuing their peaceful avocations in the streets of their
own cities, in a State of the American Union.
Of those so killed in the State of Arizona, the larger number were
killed and wounded in the streets of Naco, where a street of ordinary
width marks the dividing line between Sonora and Arizona.
American troops were stationed in antl around the American
town, for what purpose is not shown in the evidence except by the
sworn testimony of Capt. Wheeler, sheriff of Cochise County Ar
and others. (See pt. 12, p. 1873.) This evidence discloses the lact
that Wheeler was informed by the officer in command of American
troops that should there be an attempt by himself or his posse or
by the use of State troops to interfe-e with either or both Mexican
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factions for the purpose of saving lives of American citizens on
American soil that, much to the regret of such officer, who delivered
this ultimatum with tears running down his cheeks, he, the sheriff
and his posse, or State troops to be sent at his request when attempting such purpose, would be arrested by the United States troops
under command of the American officer in.pursuance of his orders
to that effect.
NUMMBR OF AMERIOAN CITIZENS WHO HAVE

BUFIERED PER-

* BONAL OUTRAGE IN MEXICO DURING THE PERIOD 1910 TO
DATE.

Again, the difficulties which confronted the committee in the
attempt to secure data of a reliable character which it might be
justified in.presenting in answer to the last above direction were
almost insurmountable. As some of those difficulties will be hereafter more fully referred to only a few may now be necessarily men,tioned, to wit:
First. Americans who have been humiliated and insulted and
.assaulted in a very large number of cases have continued to reside
dn Mexico; or having removed therefrom, have been so overwhelmed
by loss of their life's savings that a more or loss slight personal injury
has never been referred to and after a short period of time has come
to be considered an entirely unimportantmatter.
Second. As will hereafter be shown, the Mexican Government,
through all its consuls and the embassy and by proclamation both
in Mexico and the United States, warned all persons who might
.expect or desire to volunteer testimony before the committee, or
whom the committee might desire to summon, that no such witness
testifying before this committee would be allowed to return to the
Republic of Mexico.
These instructions wore of an official character (see pt. 12, p. 1837,
of testimony) issued by the foreign office of Mexico and were observed by Mexican consuls located in all the cities of the United
States, and particularly those along the border line between Mexico
and this country.
All Mexican citizens or former Mexicans, fugitives or otherwise, in
this country were by proclamations (see p. 1185 of testimony) coming
from Mexico warned that should they give evidence before this
.committee they would be regarded as traitors to their own country.
In the statement furnished us on September 9 1919, by the Department of State, and heretofore referred to and printed as a part
of this report (p. 90),it will be seen that "Claims fifed for all injuries
to the person number 07."
From the evidence taken by the committee, documentary and by
way of sworn testimony of witnesses, the committee are enabled to
report, as will be seen by the summary (p. A in this report), 198
.cases of personal injury.
AMOUNT OF PROPER INDM NITY

FOR mURDERS.

Of course it has been impossible for the committee to arrive at an
:amount which might be considered by a court, or by a claims commission, as the proper or just amount of compensation for the death
of any individual.,
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The report of the State Department (p. 90 herein) shows that as
before stated, 73 claims for damages for killing American citizens
have boon filed with that department in 48 of which the amount of
damages is set forth and the total amount of damage in said 48 cases
is $2,317,375.
A simple calculation will show that the average amount of damage
claimed in each case would approximate $50,000.
Under a joint resolution of Congress, approved August 9,1912, a
committee of United States Army officers was appointed to ascertain
amount of damages for the killing
and report among other things thfie
of Americans on American soil by firing across the international line
at Douglas Ariz. and El Paso, 'Iex., in April and May, 1911.
Among those claiming damages were many who were not American
citizens and many of the claims were for personal injuries not resulting in death.
Of the three American citizens killed, claims of whose heirs wre
proved up, were those of Coelia Griffiths, for death of husband; A. R.
Chandler, for death of son; and Joseph.W. Harrington, for death of
brother.
In the Oriffiths case the commission assessed the damages at
$15,000. One of the commissioners, however, recommended the
amount of $32,000.
In the Chandler case the commission recommended $12,000, one of
the members recommending $22,000.
In the Harrington case the commission recommended $15,000, one
of the members recommending $25,000.
It may be interesting to note here that concerning the cases just
referred'to the Government of the United States declined to make
diplomatic representations or other demands for the pay ment of
damages, but did notify the claimants that their claims might be filed
with the State Department or ambassador in Mexico City, who would
transmit them to the foreign office in Mexico City to be dealt with
as the Mexicans saw fit, at least for the time being.
Claimants were later notified that Mexico had appointed a consul,
a Sr. Llorente, and a counsel, Mr. Richardson, to consider these
claims at El Paso. Tex., and Douglas, Ariz., and that such claimants
mig'ht present their claims, if they so desired, at such points.
That claimants did submit their claims to the parties mentioned,
although doing so under strong protest filed with our State Department.
The result was, in the Griffiths case, for example, that the consul,
Ilorente, announced that Mexico would recommend damage in the
amount of $2,000 and no more: that his reason for figuring this sum
was the precedent established by the United States in the case of a
Mexican killed while fleeing from an officer who had him under arrest
on American soil, with proper warrant charging him with a felony
and who, in the endeavor to recapture his escaped prisoner, was compelled to kill him. Claimants were politely informed that no more
would be paid for an innocent Amencan going about his business in
the streets of his own city on American soil than had been received by
Mexico for the death of a Mexican criminal fleeing from an officer who
had arrested him.
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It may also be interesting to note that neither Mr. Llorento nor the
Mexican Government ever offered to pay the sum of $2,000 for the
death of Griffiths.
Very recently the Congress of the United States has appropriated
the sum of $71,000 for the payment of injury and death claims as
assessed by this commission and the amounts so appropriated have
been distributed to the proper parties.
Thus by the action of this commission in two cases $15,000 was
assessed in each for death, and $12,000 in the third, or an average of
$14,000. However, sums of $22,00 $25,000, and $32,000 were
recommended by some members of the commission, or an average
of $26,500 in each case.
To your committee it would appear that the maximum amount
payable under any circumstances should be accorded the heirs and
representatives of those Americans residing or being in Mexico cond acting. themselves as peaceful, law-abiding citizens, who without
povocation or cause were murdered.
Thus the committee feel justified in stating that the aggregate
amount of damage for the death of Americans, both those in Mexico
and those who lost their lives on American soil under the circumstances
described, should be in each case not less than $25,000, or a total of
$14,675,000.
DAMAGE

FO

PERSONAL INUBIEBS.

It will be discovered by reference to page 90, containing the data
furnished by the State Department, that 97 claims in which damages
have been fixed are on file with that department and that the total
of such damages claimed is $1,476,629, or an average of approximately
$17 000 in each case.
Done of thesepersonal injury cases have been paid except by the
United States Government through the appropriation of $71 000
above referred to and with the further exception of one claim which
was sued upon and paid in the amount of $4,000 by the Mexican
consul, the attorney for the claimant in this case being at that time
an assistant United States district attorney.
In so far as the committee is informed no death claim has been paid
nor presented by this Government with demand for payment except the
CLAIM OF TIIE HEIRs OF JOII,

B.

WILLIAM J. BRYAN AND PAID BY
WIILE IN POWER IN MEXICO CITY.

MACMANUS,

PACIIO

PRESENTED BY

VILLA AND ZAPATA

NOT PURPOSE OF COMMITTEE TO DETAIL INDIVIDUAL HORRORS.

It is not the purpose of this committee to recite individual cases
of outrage nor through any other method to attempt to arouse the
passion of the American people, but we suggest that in the quiet and
peace of their own domicile members of the committee and others
should take part 7, page 056, and read the story of Mrs. Susan Moore
and her experience at olumbus, N. Mex.
Here this fine American woman, her house raided at night by the
Villa bandits was held by two of them and surrounded by a mob of
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jeering, yelling villains while she saw her husband shot to death in

er presence and within 3 feet of her person, her rings torn from her
fingers and herself wounded.
Read the testimony of Miss Anita Whatley (part 8, p. 1083), a
delicate little American girl helping to support her invalid father
and family dragged from her bed in the city of Parral in the dead
hours of night and threatened with death unless she disclosed the
hiding place of money; carried to the street and surrounded by brutes,
one of whom sawed at her toes in the endeavor to compel her to disclose where the money was. Identifying the leader of the band, shesays he was turned loose without any punishment. She remained
in Mexico only to witness the loss of everything which represented
the savings of her family, some of whom she is now attempting to
support through a position which she holds with the department of
education of the State of Texas.
Read the testimony of Mrs. Sturgis, to be found in part 7, page
910 of the record, and imagine how you would feel were this one of
the women of your family who endured the dreadful experiences
related in this simple tale.
Read the experience of Mrs. James Carney, part 10 page 1606,
and picture to yourself a little woman accustomed to all the luxury
which wealth might give her and later to the comforts of the salary
earned by her husband as superintendent of large constructions at
Durango; she now earning a living for herself delivering messages for
the W-estern Union Telegraph Co. on the streets of El Paso, Tex.,
while her husband is among those who have disappeared from off the
face of the earth and nothing known of the circumstances except
that he left Durango, with other Americans, in attempting to make
his escape from the bandits by endeavoring to reach the coast, 160
kilometers distant.
Now, remember that for years American Army and American
officers have been placed along the border under strict orders to.
prevent any American going across the line into Mexico with arms
of any character, and picture to yourself the following occurrences:
A brilliantly lightcd- banquet hall in a great hotel in the city of
El Paso, Tex.; an assembly of gentlemen met to do honor to a great
Mexican hero, Gen. Alvaro Obregon; compliments exchanged and
assurances of renewed esteem and affection given; among the guests
several mining men, including Charles R. Watson, superintendent of
the Cusi AMining Co., who is desirous of returning to Chihuahua to
reopen his mines.
Gen. Obregon urged Americans to go back and "gave the Americans
very warm invitations to return to Mexico and open their industries

there, stating that it was necessary for the peace of the country that
workmen be given work" and he "reiterated a number of times the
invitation that Americans go and open up mines, smelters, and other
interests."
Then follow Watson and his 10 companions as they seek assurances
of protection from their own Government and secure "salvo con-
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ductos," or safe conducts, from the Mexican authorities. They proceed to Chihuahua where, upon the insistence of some of the members
of the expedition, an armed guard is requested of the commanding
general, who informs them that 1,000 soldiers have been sent out
.ahead and that there is no possibility of danger.
Of course, thec. are not armed, because their country would not
.allow them, even if the Mexicans permitted it, to carry arms into
Mexico.
Their train is stopped within a few miles of Chihuahua and these
men are slaughtered like cattle and their naked bodies placed upon
.orstrewn along the railroad right of way for American friends to seek
out and identify a few days later.
Then to see what one American citizen not compelled to trust to
the protection of his country nor to that of Mexicans, but relying
upon himself can do, read the story of the fight at Brite's ranch on
Christmas Eve 1917.
See an old kexas ranger and a grandfather with his wife and
.daughters preparing a Christmas tree for his grandchildren; see the
old frontiersman next morning attacked by fexican bandits, first
outside the house, with his Winchester killing two officers, and then
with the assistance of his son, armed only with a shotgun loaded
with bird shot, account for five more Mexicans and compel them to
-sue for terms of peace that they might escape his deadly fire and
return without further fatalities to the Mexican side of the river.
OF DAMAGE
8BUFFERED ON ACCOUNT OF THE
DESTRUCTION, CONFISCATION, AND LARCENY OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND THE CONFISCATION AND DEPRIVATION OF
THE USE OF LANDS AND THE DESTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS
THEREON.

-QUANTITY

Before endeavoring to answer the above question it will be well
enough to review as briefly as possible, the activities of Americans
in the Republic of'foxico prior to the year 1010, from such official
and other data as the committee have been able to secure upon the
subject.
The great period of development in Mexico began with the years
1880-1882, and the period of American investment might be said to
-date subsequent to the year 1885.
In 1002 Consul General Andrew D. Barlow made a report to the
:State Department, in which among other things he said:
Five hundred million dollars gold is, in round figures, the amount of American

capital invested in Mexico by 1,117 American companies, firms and individuals.

This amount has practically all been invested in the past quarter of a century, and
about one-half of it has been invested within the pest five years.
The impetus given to Mfexico's industries by this enormous augmentation of the
Nation's working capital accounts in no small deree for the great industrial progrer

which it has made during the past 25 years. With Mexico buying 56 per cent of all
her imports from the United States and selling 80 per cent of all her exports to the
United States, and with this enormous investment of American capital in Mexico,
the commercial bond between the sister Republics is one that can hardly be broken.
It is one, too, that is constantly growin in strength. The flow of American capital
into this Republic has apparently only begun. Each year, Mexico buys more from,
and sells more to the United States. The community of interest is growing daily,
-andcertainly males for harmony between the two nations.
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Gen. Barlow states that he was assisted in making his report by
38 consular officers of the United States in Mexico outside of the
city; by 5 consular officers of Great Britain, and 5 consular officers of
Germany in places where the United States had no consular representatives, and by a score of well informed individuals throughout
the Republic.
Among other things it appears from this report that about 70
per cent of the total American investment of Mexico is in railroads.
He states that all of the important railroads in Mexico with the
exception of the Interoceanic, running between Mexico City and
Vera Cruz; the Mexican Railway, also running between the City of
Mexico and Vera Cruz which is controlled by English capital; and
the National Tehuantepee Railway, then under reconstruction by
S. Pearson & Son were owned by American capital.
He calls attention to the fact that $158,99,970.45 represents the
amount which had actually been paid out up to date of his report,
for the construction and equipment of the Mexican Central Railroad
alone, and this by American capital.
He reports that in lhsciendas, ranches, and farms American capital '
was then invested to the extent of $28,000,000.
That $80,000,000 of American money was invested in mines.
That the fourth heaviest investment of American capital was then
in manufactories and foundries.
Next in importance was the investment in banks, trust companies,
investment companies, and money exchanges.
Next in order came assay offices, chemical laboratories, ore buyers,
ore testers, smelters, and refiners.
He calls attention to the fact that all of Mexico's large smelters are
operated by American capital.
He states that Americans have "of late" been building many

electric light and power plants, gas plants, waterworks plants,
telephone systems, and similar plants.
Gen. Barlow goes fully into the investments in the different States
of the Republic and his report is a very interesting one. It may be
found commencing on page 433, Commercial Relations of the United
States, volume 1 1902.
At about the date of the outbreak of the Madero revolution a statement of the wealth of Mexico and the ownership of property therein
was prepared by Marion Letcher, American consul at Chihuahua.
and filed with our State Department. This statement was known
to Mr. Letcher and is well known to others not to be correct, but will
give some idea of the situation, and it is mainly correct as to per.
contages:
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TOTAL WBALTH AND APPROXIMATE PROPORTIONS, AMERIOAN,
BRmTIS, MXIOAIN.

'rThe total wealth of Mexico as it appears in this table was
$2.434,241,422, of which Americans owned $1,057 770,000; English,
$321,302,800; and the Mexicans, $703,187,242. The figures given in
the table as to British ownership should, from the best Information
in my possession, be increased from $321,000,000 to at least
$800,000,000. The figures for American investment in mines should
be increased very largely.
erican, largyt in
clnds, tow n lots, etc.--Of the Mexican ownership over one-halt was in lands, town lots, bank deposits, and bank
.stocks,

ing,
labor-emploinl"g opera.
Americn investments are in ltaxpi-y
tions.--American investments in individual agriculture oldings are
hereinafter set forth. The balance of the American investments
was in railroads mines, factories, oil, rubber, and property of this
class, i. e., producing and labor-employing, tax-paying businesswith the exception of about $50,000,000 in national bonds.
The Americans owned 78 per cent of the mines, 72 per cent of the
smelters, 68 per cent of the oil, 68 per cent of the rubber business.
Rqilroad-Americanand Engls.h crapitd--Eiglqt-d'iyIhtper cent (ire
raiload.--Tho total railroad mileage was about 10,000 miles, in
which American and English capital was invested (to extent about
88 per cent) and which their capitalists had constructed to that
extent.
The Letcher table shows only an investment of about $3,150,000 in
ranches and about S1.1,000,000 in timberlands, farms, houses and lots,
and personal property.
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This statement is entirely incorrect as specific testimony before
this committee shows that more than 3,000 American families of an
average of five persons each owned their own homes either in colonies or in separate locations, all of whom were engaged in agriculture
and that the actual average loss to such families has been approximately $10,000 each, or a total in this one item of $30,000,000, not
taking into consideration the value of the land nor of the houses and
other improvements which could not or have not been destroyed.
lit this connection we are not considering the very large amounts
invested in cattle ranches devoted purely to stock raising, nor in
estimating this loss have we included the loss upon rubber, coffee,
sugar, and other like large plantations.
ADDITIONAL LOSSES IN RAILROADS, ETO.

The testimony will show that in addition to the $30,000 000 lost by
these smaller agriculturists who have been driven out of Mexico and
a comparatively few of whom have been able to return, the loss to
the national railroads of Mexico have been, at a conservative estimate, $80,000,000 through destruction not only of rolling stock but
through the destruction of the actual corpus of the property itself by
the burning of the bridges, destruction of railroad stations, sidings
eto., the tearing up of steel and burning it, so that when straightened
for temporary use it is unsafe'for traffic.
The total mileage of the railroads in Mexico in 1910-11 was approximately 24 600 kilometers, of which a little less than 14,000 kilometers,
is included in the national roads, as to the loss upon which direct tes.
timony was given, showing as just stated, damage to the amount
of $80,000,000. Other testimony shows that the remaining 10,000
kilometers not known as the national roads have suffered at least
an equal amount of damage per kilometer; that is to say approximately $60,000,000 to such roads, or a total of railroad loss alone
in the amount of $140,000,000; that is to say, that it would require
at least $140,000,000 now to place the twenty-four thousand plus
kilometers of railways in Mexico in the condition in which they were
found in 1010-11.
DAMAGES TO OIL AND MINING COMPANIES ONLY ESTIMATED.

In so far as the testimony adduced before the committee is concerned, we have little or none and have sought none concerning the
actual loss to oil companies through confiscation of their properties;
through damage to their business; through destruction of their wells
and consequent loss of oil, nor upon any other account whatsoever;
except that the testimony shows the cash loss to pay rolls and by
virtue of robberies of actual cash to these companies within the last
few years, has amounted to more than $233,833.
The mining companies, in so far as the committee knows, have
made no claims for damages through the State Department and few
of their representatives have come before the committee except as
upon page 1429, part 9, testified to.
Through other evidence the committee has knowledge not only of
the closing down of producing mines due to revolutionary acts and
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nability to get supplies, etc., but of the further fact that smelters,
reduction works improvements upon and around mines, mining
machinery of all classes, etc., have been destroyed all over the
Republic.
The closing down of an operating mine means not only loss of time
and interest upon the investment, but aside from any actual destruction by vandalism means the filling of shafts with water, the caving
in of underground works, decay of mine timbers, etc.
The committee are privately informed by one of the officials of a
great American company engaged in mining and other development
of like character in Mexico, that its losses have amounted to approximately $25,000t000 during the last 10 years.
Another mining company in which more than 8,000 Americans are
interested, has, we are informed, paid out approximately $1 00 000
in blackmail or bribes to prevent destruction of millions of dollars
worth of property invested in improvements, etc., in connection with
its work.
DAMAGE

OTHER PROPERTY.

Power lines have been cuts power plants destroyed; irrigation
works dynamited;.canals cut; factories burned; railroad and mining
contractors and subcontractors' supplies, tools, stock, and equipment, etc., destroyed; banks, trust companies, investment companies, money exchanges, etc., looted of cash and put out of business
brokers, commission men, general agents, dentists, wholesale and
retail merchants have lost their investments and as well their books
of trade, implements of their profession, their stocks of merchandise,
etc.

Those who have attempted to continue business by going back to
their locations when temporary peace appeared to justify their
return, have been held up and compelled to pay blackmail to every
new bandit and tribute to every old one in their community.
The committee however, have been particularly interested in and
have largely confined their investigation to the losses of the individual American, which losses, in proportion to those of the large
corporations or large capitalists, have been as 100 to 1.
The larger corporations, as shown by the evidence in the case,
have been able, through the employment of Mexican officials, to
secure even the use of an army for the protection of their properties,
while the individuals or colonists located in an outlying district
have been compelled to lose a life's savings and to witness the murder
or outrage of their friends or their families.
Oil companies have been obliged to pay to Candido Aguilar, sonin-law of Carranza, first, ransom or blackmail or exactions for the
protection of their properties, and when he was driven off have,
through payments to Pelaez amounting to $30,000 per month, been
able to secure his protection against other bands as well as against
Carranza.
American railroad conductors; firemen; locomotive engineers;
brakemen and other railroad employees, in one instance alone to
the number of 500, have been run out of Mexico never to return,
with the total loss of all they might have invested in their homes in
Guadalajara or elsewhere.
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CORPORATIONS PAYING FOR PROTEOTION TO PROPERTY NOT ALWAYS

ABLE TO SECURE SAME FOR THEIR EMPLOYEES8.

Individuals in the employ of corporations have been robbed, mis,
treated, and murdered because protection extended to the corporation property proper was by the bandits not always extended to the
individual in the employ of the corporation; and this notwithstanding
the established fact that our corporations have done everything in
their power to protect their employees, and to ransom them when
seized by bandits.
MEXOIAN

PROPAGANDA.

Carranza propagandists in this country have filled the papers with
attacks upon "predatory interests" who were seeking intervention in,
Mexico for selfish purposes.
Churches have resounded with denunciation from the pulpits ofthe same "predatory interests" whoDesired to have not only the treasure of the United States poured out, but the blood

of its sons spilled for the protection and accretion of their ll-gotten "dirty dollars"'
in the Republic of Mexico.
THIS COMMITTEE PRESENTS CASE OF INDIVIDUAL

AMERICAN.

Where has the voice been lifted in behalf of the common, every day,
homemaking, honest, industrious American with his family, teaching the Mexican modern methods of agriculture and handicraft, who.
has, while tied to a tree, seen his daughter raped and his wife dis-.
emboweled in his presence I
The country and the Congress of the United States having heard;
from those American interests who have been able to secure a hear-.
ing through the press and having heard from those good friends of;
Carranza who have been conscientiously or unconscientiously, sincerely or hypocritically, directing his propaganda and assisting in,
the expenditure of his funds set aside for propaganda purposes,
this committee determined to present, as it is endeavoring to present,
the case of the individual American who has received no protection
from his Government and only through this medium can make his.
loss and his sufferings known to the public.
The summary of losses under this heading may be found by refer-.
ence to page 89 of this report. The total thereof, as found in the.
evidence, is 850,481,133. (See p. 89, summary total losses.)
NATURE AVD AMOUNT OF PRESENT HOLDINGS AND PROPERTIES.
IN dX0ICO OF CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES.

The nature and amount of the present holdings of American,
citizens in Mexico can only be ascertained by reference to the facts
hereinbefore submitted and by deducting the losses herein set forth,
except in that, under the Mexican mining law, taxes upon mining
property are payable every three months and same must be paid
by the owner or his attorney in fact, in person, either in the City of
Mexico or in the headquarters of the district in which his mine is
situated.
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Failing payment of such taxes within three months after same
are due, title to the property is forfeited and anyone else whosoever can relocate same and take it over,together with any improvements of whatever kind or character attached to any portion of the
property, including, of course, all development work, etc.
The law as to real estate in the different States provides also for
the forfeiture of property for nonpayment of taxes.
The person who, or corporation which has been able to secure an
attorney, could change lum whenever the Government changed or
secure a new attorney with every change of Government and thus
have re-presentation before the tax office, and being financially able
to make the payments have been able to prevent legal forfeiture.
The individual prospector and small mine owner, living himself
probably upon his mine in an inaccessible district in Mexico, if he
lived to reach the coast or border has been compelled to leave
Mexico and lose his life's savings and work invested m his property,
not having the money with which to employ an attorney on the
ground; and not able to pay over and over, again and again, the
amount of taxes claimed to be due as the tax collector came in or
faded out of office every few days, has lost forever the title to his

property.

Of course, it may be possible that if the American lives long enough
to see some responsible government established in Mexico and to see
an administration here in power which will endeavor to assist in
enforcing his legal claims, some of these forfeitures may be set aside.
Of course if the real estate owner enjoys the same good fortune,
he may, before the weight of years has b wed his head too low-or
possibly some heir to his misfortunes may-regain right to the possession of what was once an orange grove or a beautiful wheat fieldnot recognizable now because the orange trees have been chopped
and burned, and its location, as well as that of the wheat field, grown
up in cactus, cat claw, and mesquite.

GENERALLY ANY AND ALL AOTS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF
MEXICO AND ITS CITIZENS IN DEROGATION OF THE RIGHTS
OF THE UNITED STATES OR OF ITS CITIZENS.
In considering the above question it is necessary to separate the
propositions and discuss the same under different heads:
First. The acts of the citizens of Mexico in "derogation" of the
rights of citizens of the United States.
Second. The acts of the Mexican Government in "derogation" of
the rights of American citizens.
Third. The acts of the Mexican Government in "derogation" of

the rights of the Government of the United States.

Fourth. Where the fault lies, i. e. whether with the Mexican people
or the Mexican Government, or with the American people or their
Government, or with both the Mexican people and their Government
and the American people and their Government, or either.
TEB PEOPLE OF MBXICO AND THEIR GOVERNMENT.

We must first have a background before the detail of the picture
can be made to stand out clearly.
Mexico is an Indian empire and not properly a Latin American
country-although the Spanish, in.one form or another, is the common language.
We are attaching hereto a copy of the "Orozco y Berra Tribal
(Indian) map of Mexico." [See Map opposite page 2811.]
At first view this map would appear as though it were simply a
map of the present political subdivisions of the so-called Mexican
Republic. Closer inspection will show that it is intended to represent the territory of separate and distinct Indian families with the
name of each in Spanish, given in the proper geographical location.
Now, imagine a greater or lesser percentage of foreign blood, principally Spamsh, mixed with this original 57 varieties of Indian blood,
the Spanish blood not being renewed or restrengthened, but growing
weaker from generation to generation, and one may dimly perceive
the outlines of the racial problems of Mexico.
We urge you to read the following from "Mexico in 1827" by H.
G. Ward, charge d'affaires Great Britain in Mexico, 1825-1827; two
volumes, London, 1828 (pp. 28 et seq.).
Before the revolution this population was divided into seven distinct castes.

1. The old Spaniards designated as Gachupines, in the history of the civil ware.
2. The Creoles, or whites of pure European race, born in America, and regarded

by the old Spaniards as natives.
3. The Indians, or indigenous copper-colored race.

4. The Mfestizos, or mixed breed of whites and Indians, gradually merging into
Creoles, as the cross with the Indian race became more remote.
3327
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6. The mulattoes, or descendants of whites and Negroes.
6. The Zambos, or Chinos descendants of Negroes and Indians.
7. The African Negroes, either manumitted or slaves.
Of1 these castes, the three first and the last were pure, and gave rise in their various
combinations, to the others: which again were subdivided ad infinitum, by names
expressing the relation borne by each generation of its descendants to the white
(quarteroons, quinteroons, etc.), to which, as the ruling color, any approximation was
desirable.
The principal seat of the white population of Mexico isthe table land, toward the
center of which the Indian race is likewise concentrated (in the intendancies of La
Puebla, Mexico, Guanajuato, Oaxaca, and Valladolid) while the northern frontier
is inhibited almost entirely b) whites, and descendants of whites, before whom it is
supposed that the Indian population must have retired, at the time of the conquest.
In Durango, N. Mex., and the provlncias interns, the pure Indian breed is almost
unknown- In Sonora it is again found, because the conquerors there overtook the last
tribes of the original inhabitants, who had not yet placed the River Gila (lat. 33 N.)
between themselves and thelpanisharms. The coasts are inhabited, both to the east
and west, by mulattoes and Zambos or at least, by a race in which a mixture of African
blood prevails. It was In these unhealthy, regions that the slaves formerly imported
into fexico were principally employed, the natives of the table land being unable
to resist the extreme heat of the climate.
They have multiplied there in an extraordinary manner, by intermarriage with the
Indian race, and now form a mixed breed, admirably adapted to the sierra a liente
but not possessing, in appearance, the characteristics either of the New World, or of
the Old.
The Mestios descendanta of natives and Indians) are found in every part of the
country; indeed, from the very small number of Spanish women who at first
visited
the New World the great mass of the population has some mixture of Indian blood.
* Few of the middle claes (the lawyvgrs, the Cures, or parochial clergy, the artisans,
the smaller landed proprietors, anl the soldiers) could prove themselves exempt
from it; and now thata connection with the aborigines has ceased to be disadvantageous
few attempt to deny it. In my sketch of the revolution, I always include this class
inder the denomination of Creoles; as sharing with the whites of pure Spanish descent
the disadvantages of that privation of political rights, to which all natives were condemned, and feeling, in common with them, that enmity to the Oachupines (or old
Spaniards) which the preference constantly accorded to them could not rail to excite.
Next to the pure Indians, whose number in 1803, was supposed to exceed two mil.
lions and a half, the Mestizos are the moestnumerous caste; it is, however, impossible
to ascertain the exact proportion which they bear to the whole population, many of
them being as I have shleady stated, included amongst the pure whites, who were
estimated before the revolution, at 1,200,000, including from seventy to eighty
thousand Europeanm established in different parts of the country.
Of the mulattos, Zambos, and other mixed breeds, nothing certain is known.
It will be seen by this sketch that the population of New Spain is composed of very
heterogeneous elements; indeed, the numberless shades of difference which exist
amongst its inhabitants are not yet by any means correctly ascertalged.
The Indians, for instance, who appear at first Right to form one great mass, comprising nearly two-fifths of the whole population, are divided and subdivided amongst
themselves, in the most extraordinary manner.
They consist of various tribes, resembling each other in color and in some general
characteristics, which seem to announce a common origin, but differing entirely in
language, custom, and dress. No less than 20 different languages are known to be
spoken in the Mexican territory, and many of these are not dialects which may be
traced to the same root, but differ as entirely as languages of Slavonic and Teutonic
origin in Europe. Some possess letters which do not exist in others, and in most there
is a difference of sound which strikes even the most unpracticed ear. The low,
guttural pronunciation oi the Mexican or Aztec contrasts singularly with the sonorous
Otomi,' which prevails in the neighboring State of Valladolid, and this again is said
r Wherever the Aste tongue bs use the letter «" s unnow
oI while In the Ooml dialect it occurs
Po
pte t, IstcWhuatl MenoEttla, and that n onounce.
almost In every wd. Thus we have
ablword given by Humbolt ansI
On enerable
eetwhom 1 cherish
as s athe;, Notlexomsa.
Pi u diteop
ttnt all Aste, and llwtO
an "rta
wii e vallatdold the prevailing names are Omcan
bauUre
Pu uniro, Ittaao,and Ciapecousoa Inall o which YMr"
bear prominent part.
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to be totally unlike the dialect of some of the northern tribes. There is not perhaps,
a question better worthy of the consderation of philosophers than the elucidation of
this extraordinary anomaly in the history of the Indian race; nothing is known of the
mode in which America was peopled, except the fact that the tide of population has
set constantly from north to south.

In Bulletin 44, United States Bureau of American Ethnology,
"Indian Languages of Mexcio and Central America," the map hereto
attached is used as a basis, with the remark:
For Mexico, Orozco y lerra's map and conclusions are used as a basis, and it will

be found, though the original authorities so far as accessible have been examined,
that there has been occasion for but few and comparatively slight changes.
An examination of the map accompanying this bulletin will show
30 different distinct linguistic families of Indians, as established to
the satisfaction of Thomas and Swanton, while perusal of the contents will disclose that approximately 20 to 30 more are in doubt as
to whether they are distinct languages spoken by distinct and different
races or tribes or whether they are mixtures of some of the other
languages or offshoots or derivatives from same.
The index of linguistic families, tribes and settlements number
approximately 850, as set forth on pages 101-108.
It is not necessary to cite other authorities here, but one of the
most interesting works upon the subject is "The History of Mexico"
by Francisco B. Clavigero in two volumes, published in London, 1777.
(English translation by Charles Cullen.)
Speaking generally, it is sufficient, as an illustration to call attention in passing to the great distinctive difference between the original
Indian tribes of Chihuahua and Sonora to the Concho River, with
those of the west coast through the State of Sinaloa, and to the Indian
of the east coast and those of central and southern Mexico.
The Indians of the north and northwest were those of the Opata,
Pima "Tarahumar" families; of the Yaqui, Mayo families,and were
as different and distinct from the Mayas of the south, the Mexicans
of the valley, and others of central and eastern Mexico in everything
except color, as are Negroes from whites, or, at the very least, as
are the Japanese from the Chinese.
Very interesting testimony along this line has been offered by
William Gates (part 19) and others.
A comparison of the political map of Mexico showing the different
subdivisions as recognized to-day, and of the racial-tribal map of
Orozco y Berra, will at once prove interesting as establishing the
fact that the political subdivisions, although differing greatly in
some respects, yet, in general, have followed very nearly the racialtribal geographical divisions as agreed upon by ethnologists, linguists, and historians.
That this discussion is of more than general interest will be appreciated when present conditions in Mexico are considered and it is
learned that the Army Intelligence Department of the United States
War Department are constantly making such reports as of November
8, 15, 22, 2z,December 13 1919, etc. setting out in detail information
as to the movements of the Yaqui Indians of Sonora and Sinaloa.
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By reference to these reports it may be seen that a large percentage of the women and children of Yaquis are in the United States,
and that on November 18 it was estimated that almost the entire
force of 4,000 Yaqui Indians, reported at that date, might be converted into a fighting body if they possessed the necessary arms and
ammunition.
That they were a constant menace to the Mexican Federal forces,
who were concentrating around Nacozari, Moctezuma, and other
places.
That at least 400 Yaquis were scattered in small bands in the neigh.
borhood of these last-mentioned places.
That approximately 800 were under arms near Esperanza.
That it is necessary to carry heavier train guards on the Southern
Pacific from Esperanza to Quaymas.
That altogether there were over 2,000 armed Yaquis in the State.
That in the latter part of November the Federal Government
moved between 1,000 and 1,500 Federal Yaqui soldiers out of the
State fearing they would join their tribesmen in attacks upon Fed3ral forces.
That Mayo Indian soldiers were sent in to take the place of their
cousins, the Yaquis, but that little confidence could be placed upon
them in a campaign against the Yaquis.
That the Yaquts were constantly passing from the United States
into Mexico with ammunition purchased at the various mining camps
where they had been at work.
That Federal forces in the State on November 22 were inadequate
to cope with the situation.
That on December 13 a largo body of several hundred were said to
be a short distance south of the international line and east of Nogales
while another large body was reported near Ajo, Ariz., both believed
to be anxious to got into the United States for the purpose of securing
ammunition etc.
That for the first time in the history of Sonora Yaquis, as reported
on November 20, hiad invaded the territory east of the Bavispo River
in northeast Sonora.
That southwest of La Colorada region 500 Yaquis, under Chief
Mori, were on the same date killing and robbing everywhere.
That Buenavista, formerly Sonoran capital; Cumaripa, Realito, and
most of La Dura were on November 29 deserted and in ashes.
And most significant is the statement of November 22, and the
statement of December 13, the formerThat the Yaquis seldom bother Americans when they can be distinguished from Mexicans, and the latterThat since the increase of intervention talk, many Yaquis, well acquainted with

Americans, have reiterated previous statements to the effect that, in the event of
intervention, they may be counted on as friends of the United States; that upon
due official notice of intervention they would lend the invading troops any assistance
of which they were capable. They intimate that all they would ask in return for
this assistance would be reasonable recognition of their claims to the Yaqui Valley
territory and freedom from persecution by the Mexicans.
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YAQUI PRONUNOIAMBNTO.

In the Army Intelligence daily report of May * * * 1920, is
included as an appendix an appeal signed by Genls. Julian Cosari,
Manuel Periac; First Capt. Victoriano Azul, Second Capt. Pipachola
(chiefs of "bronco" Yaquis) to the townspeople of "Rio Chico" and
"Movas."

This appeal recites among other things that "The Xaqui tribe
informs you that""Poor descendants of our kindred tribes, the Pimas, the Papagoee, and the Opatas
are miserable and afflicted, oppreseed by the tyrannical Government which is compelling us to kill one another.
*
These are men without an atom of conscience
or the laws of humanity
**
This tribe must remain in revolt. If you wish
peace with us, we also wish peace with you. * * * You must not hurt the Yaquis;
then the Yaquis will not injure anyone, and so peace and tranquility will reign.

As long as the Government continues selling our race ' " " and Insista upon
withholding our lands the struggle will continue relentless and bitter. The Govern.

ment is to blame for the men who take us by force to war and it must be punished.
* * * We seek an agreement only with all the poor who live by their daily toil
hero and outside the Government (as outlaws), formerly, in the time of Refugio
Tanori, the leaders of the Pimas and Optas in those times came, those people respected
us and helped us to fight the invaders of our river as far as the Mayo River, and we
did the same for them. Remembering these days, we invite you, if you so desire
to join with us, * * " and if you accept our humble proposition you will not need
to flee when you see our people.
"
No confidence can be put in the Govern.
ment, because the Government in the year 1916 past offered us peace and the restoration of our lands. We in all good faith believed that promise
* * and traveled
to Lencho 0 * * and there we were awaiting the realization of this promise.
While we slept the Government fell upon our camp killing children, women, and
old men. Such cruelty had never even been experienced in the time of Pofirio
DIaz."

The date of this occurrence was May 25, 1917, at 4 o'clock in the
morning.
"Now we are convinced that the Government has no word.
*
* With such
proof, we care for no further arrangement with the Government, but with you, the
poor of these towns, who always keep your word."

And this is the period November and December, 1919, when the
press of Mexico and its able assistants in this country were proclaiming that peace and order and law and prosperity prevailed over
Mexico, and that Carranza had "mado good."
SHORT SKETCH OF

HISTORY

OF MEXICO.

With this preliminary sketch of the population of Mexico, let us
glance now at the history of that so-called Republic, or rather, at
the chronological history of Mexico from the year 1810 down to the
present year.
NORMAL 31sa0.

1810: September 15. Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla,
together with Allende, Aldama, Abasolo and other
officers raised the "Grito," and proclaimed independence at Dolores, State of Guanajuato.
1811: May 21. Hidalgo captured at Acatita de
Berjan. July 31. Shot at Chihuahua. Joee Maria
Morelos y Pavon a priest, took up the work of
Hidalgo; defeated the Spaniards in numerous engagements and made much headway against them,
capturing various cities and overran a large portion

of the country.
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1812: September 14. First Mexican Congress
organized at Chllpancingo, State of Ouerrero, with
Morelos y Pavon as guiding spirit.
November 6.Declaration of independence issued
and a constitution later adopted.
1813: Revolution continued, but Morelos finally
captured.
1814: Fighting continue.
1815: December 22. Morelos shot by Smantards
in the City of Mexico.
1810 to 1821: Fighting continues with varying
fortunes. (lens. Mina, Guerrero, and Bravo being
the leading spirits among the revolutionists.
1821: January 10. Guerrero, chief of the revo.
lutionary forces, and (len. Agustin Iturbide, commanding the royalist forces, had conference and
joined forces.
February 24. "Plan of Iguala" promulgatedIturbide taking command of the joint forces and
captwing Morelia, Puebla, Queretaro, and other

towns.

September 27. Iturbide entered Mexico in triumph after treaty with viceroy Don Juan O'Donoju
at Cordoba. A government was established con*
sistifig of a regency of three members with Iturbide
as President.
1822: February 24. Congress met in the City of
Mexico and elected Iturbido Emperor of Mexco.
He was crowned on July 21 in the cathedral, with
the title "Agustin I."
December 22. Santa Anna raised revolt at Vera.
crus and declared a republic. Desperate internecine war ensued, followed by anarchy and deso.
nation, which, as historians say, continued for 50
years (until the period of Porfirlo Dias).
1823: May. Emperor Iturbide abdicated after his
armies were defeated. A provisional government
was established.
1824: Iturbide returned to Mexico, arrested, and
on July 19 shot by order of the Tamaulipas Legislature, at the town of Padilta.
October 10. Gen. Guadalupe Victoria (real name
Fernandez) became President of Mexico with a
constitution. Victoria was really Mexico's first
President.
1825: January 1. Congress met under the new
constitution and England and the United States
recognized the independence of Mexico.
1828 to 1830: Continued conflicts and contests,
Pedraza, Guerrero, and Bustamente each claiming
to be President. Santa Anna most prominent
figure in all schemes and uprisings.
1833 to 1835: Civil war raged and anarchy reign.
Gen. Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna be.
(n15:
came dictator and abolished the constitution.
1936: Texas secedes and captures Santa Anna.
1837: Santa Anna returned to Mexico and resumed dictatorship.
1839: Bravo became President. Civil war, accompanied by anarchy.
1841 to 18(4: Santa Anna again dictator.
1844: Santa Anna banished and Canalizo took his
place.
1845: Herrera became President. Revolutions
continued.
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1846: January 2. Paredes became President by
erection of a Junta in Mexico City and left the gov.
eminent in the hands of Gen. Bravo in July while
he proceeded to lead the army against the United
State.

1846: July. Paredes and Bravo overthrown and
Mariano Salas becomes President and the consti.
tution of 1824 reestablished.
1846: September 15. Santa Anna becomes President.
1847: War with the United States. Gomez
Farias in charge of Government, Santa Anna lead.
ing the army. Santa Anna resigned office. Gomez
Farias appointed Pedro Anaya acting President and
-again headed the army against United States forces.
After defeat at Cerro Gordo, Santa Anna resumed
c ontrol, later resigning the Presidency, and was
succeeded1847: By Gen. Anaya, under election by Con.
"grees holding office from November until
1848: January. Manuel de la Pena y Pens, president of the supreme court, became President.
1848: June 3. Gen. Jose Joaquin Herrera became
President the second time.
1848: Treaty of peace, etc., signed. California
and New Mexico ceded to the United States, in
payment Mexico receiving $15,000,00.
1850 to 1851: Oen. Mariano Arista elected Pres
,dent and instilled1851: January 1.
1852: Juan Bautista Ceballos becomes President
'by congressional election following the exit of
Arista. Ceballos dissolves Congress and elected
Juan Mugica y Osorio, who declined to qualify, and
'Ceballoe resigned the Presidency; Manuel Maria
L.ombardini was seated as acting President. Lombardini called an election for the purposes and
1853: April 15. Santa Anna again become Presi.
-dent.
1853: Santa Anna, by proclamation, becomes
perpetual dictator, December 16. Gen. Juan
Alvarez immediately raised a revolution. Alvarez
was a full-blood Indian and a patriot. The revolution continued, and Santa Anna escaped, leaving1855: August 9. A triumvirate government composed of the president of the supreme court and
two generals. A few days later Gen. Romulo Diaz
de la Vega became acting President by coup d'6tat
and consent of the governing triumvirate.
1865: Gen. Martin Carrera became President, re-signing within a month.
1855: Gen. Diaz de Ia Vega again became Presi
dent.
1855: November 1. Representatives convened in
Cuernavaca and elected (Gen.Juan Alvarez who be.
came President. Alvarez reached the capital with
a bodyguard of pure-blood Indians and retained
them around him for protection.
1855: December. Alvarez resigned and Comon.
fort became President.
1856: Rupture with Spain.
1857: February 5. Gen. Comonfort again elected
and declared President.
1867: December 11. Comonfort proclaimed him.
:self dictator.
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Revolution
1858: Benito Juarez revolted.
reigned supreme.
1858 to 1859: Zuloaga overthrew Comonfort and
became President.
1858 to 1859: Mliramon took Zuloaga's place and
became President. Miramon overthrown and Zuloaga again became President.
1858: Juarez Government recognized ly the
United States.
1860: Benlto Juarez captures capital and declares
himself President.
1861: May. Benito Juarez'elected and took office
as constitutional President.
1861: October. Treaty between England, France
and Spain known as the "Treaty of London,"
signed, under the provisions of which the three nations were to send naval and military forces to Mexico to seise ports and military positions on the coast,
etc. The Government at Washington, being In.
vitcdto take part. positively declined on the ground
that It would pursue its usual policy of refraining
from alliances with foreign powers.
1862: England and Spain withdrew their forces,
but France continued the war.
1863: The French captured the City of Mexico
and Maximilian accepted the offer of the Crown of
Mfexico.
1864: June. Maxmillian crowned Emperor at Mex.
ico City.
1865-1867: Juarez in revolution, but defeated on
all sides. United States demanded the withdrawal
of the French Army.
1867: Maximilian captured and shot at Queretaro
by Juarez,
1868: Juarez proclaimed himself President.
1868-689: Revolutions followed pronunciamento
by Santa Anna and others.
1872: July 18. Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada succeeded Juarez, who died.
1873: New constitution adopted practically following the constitution of 1857.
1878-1876: Revolutions in various parts of the
country.
1876: Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada overthrown.
ABNORMAL MMOO.

1877: Oen. Porflrio Diaz became President.

In 1005, or just shortly prior thereto William Jennmngs Bryan

recently Secretary of State of the United States, in a book published
by him bearing the title Under Other Flags, page 202, referring
to the administration of Porfirio Diaz, and to that great man, says:
The third great man produced by the ,Mexican Republic is the president. With the
exception of one term he has been president since 1876. during which time he has
shown wonderful ability, and it is doubtful if there is in the world to-day a chief
executive of greater relative progress that the Mexican people have made under the
administration of Porfirlo Dias.
Education has been promoted, law and order established, agriculture developed,
commerce stimulated, and nearly every section of the country connected by railroad
with the capital. While there are many able and strong men upon whom the mantle
of President might worthily fall, he has been to remarkably successful and has such a
hold upon all classes of peeplo that he will doubtless remain at the head of the Government as long as he lives-the people would hardly consent to his withdrawal even if
he desired to lay down the responsibilities of the position.
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On pages 181-183 Mr. Bryan says:
I found * * * Fifth. That President Diazisentirely deservingof theemnomiu
bestowed upon him by his own people, by resident Americans, and by vitors. He

has a genius for public affairs, understands the conditions and needs of Is people, and
has their confidence to a degree seldom enjoyed by an executive, either henitary or
elective.

On page 184, referring to education, he says:
"Mexico is making substantial rogress in education.

and attendance is compulsory.

The pulieschools are free

* In the State of Mexico the number of

schools has increased more than 100 per cent within the lart 10 years, and the number
of pupils in attendance shows an equal increase. * * * It was our good fortune to

be invited to witness the distribution of prizes for the schools of the Federal district.
Nothing impressed me more than the scene here presented. President Diaz delivered
the awards to several hundred boys and girls. The Indian and the Spaniard, the rich
and the poor, all mingle together in the public schools and vie with each other for the
prizes. The State not only furnishes instruction in the elementary branches, but
provides industrial training for both boys and girls, normal schools for teachern,and
professional schools for students of law and medicine. President Diaz recently quoted
a remark by Von Moltke in praise of the German school-teacher and also pointed out
the necessity for educated mothers. He recognizes, as did Jefferson, that popular
education is vital in a republic, and largely through his efforts Mexico sees a yearly

increase in the number of those who are capable of Intelligent participation in
government."

We are constantly being informed by recognized prorevolutionists,
or proCarranzapropagandists, that Diaz did nothing for education
and left his people in the ignorance which he apparently wished them
to remain in, the inference being that so long as they were without
education they would be subservient to his will.
However mistaken Mr. Bryan may have been while Secretary of
State, when endeavoring to deal, or to refrain from dealing with
Mexico, statistics will prove the correctness of his statement made
in 1005 as to education under Diaz. If the American people would
think or read for themselves and refuse to permit ignorant or biased
propagandists to misinform them, they would readily understand
that thepublic-sch l system of Mexico was upon practically the
same basis as that of the United States and of the different States
of this Union, to wit, the National Government in Mexico had nothing
more to do with the primary public schools in the States of Mexico
than has the National Government of the United States at Washington to do with the primary public schools of the States of this Union.
The Central Government of Mexico under Dias dealt directly with
the national schools, universities, etc., and dealt directly, more or
less, with the schools in the territories and in the District of. Mexico,
which district corresponds exactly to our District of Columbia. The
States each dealt with its own school problems and each established
and maintained and assisted in maintaining not only the public
schools in the public-school districts throughout such State, but also
the State normal, agricultural, and other institutions. As early as
1865 colleges of law, medicine and engineering were created in
Mexico City and were successful from the beginning. Professional
schools were also established in the more important provincial capitals. In 1874 there were 8 226 primary schools in Mexico, with an
attendance of 360,000 pupils; 603 of these schools were supported
by the National Government, 5,240 by municipalities, 2,260 by
private enterprises, etc. The committee is here referring to an
article in the Encyclopedia Britannica for the purpose of condensing
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these statements. Reference to the testimony offered in this case
will substantiate the statements contained in said articles, which, for
the sake of brevity, we will further refer to. In 1889 recommendations were made by the National Congress for public education and
were followed by congressional action requiring free and compulsory
education in the Federal district and national territory. On the 19th
day of May, 1896, a general public educational law was promulgated
which provided further regulations and outlined a comprehensive
system. Compulsory attendance was a feature of this law of 18906.
The law provides for uniform free and nonsectarian primary institutions with compulsory attendance of children 6 to 12 years of age;
preparatory course for professional training in the Government
schools were also made free.
The State school system was gradually made to conform to this
national system. In 1904 the number of public schools was returned
at 9,194 with an enrollment of 620,476. Of these 6 488 were supported by the National and State governments, and 2,706 by the
municipalities. The number of provincial, religious, etc., schools
was 2,281, with 135,838 pupils. The secondary national and State
schools number 36, with 4,642 pupils, and schools for professional
instruction numbered 65, with 9,018 students, of whom 3,700 were
women. Normal schools were also maintained at public expense.
The Government maintained schools of law, medicine, agriculture
and veterinary practice, engineering, mining, commercial and administrative musio and fine arts, also a mechanic's training school for
men and one for women and schools for the blind and deaf mutes
reform schools, and garrison schools for soldiers. The National
Library of Mexico contained 250,000 volumes, and in 1904 there
were 138 public libraries, 31 museums for scientific and similar purposes, and 11 meteorological observatories. Statistics with reference
to matters of public interest in Mexico are very meager. Bringing
the matter down to date: Just prior to the revolution, it may be
noted that in the State of Chihuahua alone there was a public school
in session during the year 1000-10 in every school district in the entire
State, including purely Indian districts Out of a total population,
including Indians, of approximately 32,000 more than 22,000 were
in daily attendance upon these public schools which were supported
by the State and local municipal governments; there were supported
by the State of Chihuahua at this time two normal schools, and
60 graduates of these schools were then in Europe at the State's
expense taking postgraduate courses; that there were also two
agricultural schools supported by the State; one or more schools
of art and science; that in addition there were private schools conducted by protestants of different denominations private schools of
nonsectaran character, and one or two private schools conducted by
Catholic sisters. As will be shown by the testimony of such witnesses
as Mr. E. L. Doheny (pt. 1, p. 207), and many other witnesses,
Porfirio Diaz was sincerely interested not only in the uplift and welfare of his people, but also in seeing education, and particularly
technical education, spread among the inhabitants of the Republic of
Mexico.
Railroad.--Prior to 1878 there was a road constructed from the
City of Mexico to Vera Cruz, and about that date 58 miles of branches
from this road, a total of 321 miles of railroad in Mexico in operation
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prior to 1878. When Diaz went out in 1910-11 the railroad mileage
of Mexico was more than 16,000 miles, and of this three-fifths or more
belonged to, or was controlled by, the Mexican Government itself.
In the last official report prior to the incumbency of De la Barra,
the total mileage as shown was 14,857 miles with the Southern Paciflo
of Mexico and what is now the Mexico Northwestern system yet
constructing, bringing the mileage up to a little more than 10,000
miles at about the date when Diaz was overthrown. In 1878,
when Diaz was recognized by the United States, the only bank in
Mexico was a branch of the Bank of London, Mexico and the South,
known as the "Banco do Londres, Mexico y Suid America," and a
small private bank in the city of Chihuahua, later merged into a
State institution, but conducted in the year mentioned by the blacMlanus family. In the year 1909-10, prior to the overthrow of Diaz
the banks of issue of Mexico had assets of 730,191,308 posos They had
a capital of 118,800,000 pesos and deposits of 71,910,424 pesos.
Auxiliary banks had a capital of 47,800,000 pesos; assets, 128,315,032
pesos; mortgage banks had a capital of 10,000,000 pesos; resources,
51,034,102 pesos.
In 1014, after Madero went out and before Carranza's recognition,
the total capitalization and surplus of all banks was 205,101,287
pesos. In 1918, under the Carranza government the then only
recognized banks in Mexico had a nominal capital and surplus of
148,197,409 pesos, while the metal reserve and actual convertible
assets, as shown by the evidence, possibly amounted to 30 cents on
the dollar. In other words, in 1909 banks, counting capital, had
approximately 1,150,000,000 pesos assets and in 1918-19, 148,197,000
pesos nominal assets. (See testimony McCaleb, pt. 5, pp. 728, et
seq.; also same part, pp. 686 et seq.) The State banks, such as the
great Bank of Sonora, Miner's Bank of Chihuahua, and all other
banks in the States, are practically wiped out. (See testimony
Bracey Curtis, pt. 12, pp. 1833, et seq., and other testimony.)
We will not endeavor to give statistics on the general increase of
Mexican trade with other nations of the world as shown by imports
and exports, but content ourselves with the statement of fact that in
the year 1878, when we recognized Diaz, imports into the United
States through border custom districts was $1,585,368; for the year
1910 these imports through the same districts were $22 0911,18,
while for the same years the exports to Mexico through such border
districts were respectively $3,391,787 and $290 106,100. Through all
the Mexican ports there were imported into lexico in 1911 approximately $100000000 of goods of which the United States sold
$60,000,000; nthie same year there were exported by Mexico goods
to the value of approximately $150,000,000, about 77 per cent of
wlhidch the United States purchased. During the entire period of the
Diaz regime there were no revolutions except two incipient dis.
turbances occurring on the border and engineered from the United
States. Neither of these were of the slightest importance and each
was immediately suppressed. After Diaz succeeded Gonzalez in
1884, a traveler was safe in the innermost, recesses of the Sierra
Madres or in the tropical regions of the south; in the State of Sonora
in the north or in the State of Chiapas in the south; Sinaloa of the
west, or Tamaulipas on the east coast. No guards were necessary on
trains which wore run without interference and on schedule time
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In the Mexican army, on paper, were 25,000 men. As a matter of
fact, the total number of men in the Mexican army in 1909-10, as
was later discovered, was less than 13,000. A force of "rurales,"
comparable with the Texas Ranger force or mounted police of Pennsylvania, maintained law and order throughout the Republic, while
their number did not exceed 1,200 at any one time. Americans were
welcome wherever they went in Mexico and their financial assistance

was sought in opening up all the resources of the country; and during
their visits they were welcomed with equal hospitality at the palace
of the rich "hacendado" or hut of the humblest peon. In short
there was no such thing dreamed of as an anti-American feeling of
Mexicans toward Americans.

Over the world, in

every civilized

country, Porfirio Diaz was regarded as an honorable, honest, patriotic,
upright ruler, practically an autocrat or dictator, but devoted to his
country and his people; in fact his character was that of the man of

whom Mr. Bryan writes in the quotation given from his book.
NORtAL MEXICO; RBSUMED.

1910-11: Mexican I. W. W. Junta. Orozco
Madero revolution.
1911: May 10. Juarez captured by the forces of
the "Red Flaggers" and followers of Madero.
Dias resigns and Francisco de la Barra becomes
President.
1911: Under the Mexican constitution the secretary of state succeeds to the Presidency in event
of a vacancy, and De la Barra was also agreed to by
Madero.
1911-12: Elections held and Madero declared
President.
1911-12: Revolutionists, particularly Zapatistas,
continue operations.
1912: March 1. Orozco revolution against Madero.
Chihuahua secedes. Orozco military commander.
Zapata revolution continues and revolutionary
activities all over the Republic.
1913: February. "Cuartelazo" City of Mexico.
Felix Diaz delivered from imprisonment. Madero
and Pino Suarez arrested. Both resign.
1913: March. Lascurain, foreign minister, becomes President for 28 minutes; resigns and-1913: Victoriano Huerta declared President and
confirmed by the Mexican Congress. Madero and
Suarez assassinated. Revolutionary activities continue all over the Republic. United States refuses
to recognize Huerta.
1914: Veracruz seized by United States forces.
Carranza, Villa, Obregon, Zapata, and others continue revolution in allS8tates.
1914: July.. Huerta resigns and leaves Mexico.
Carbajal takes oath of office as President. United
States does not recognize and insists upon Carranza.
or some one agreeable to him at Niagara conference.
Carbajal insists upon amnesty before surrenderingMexico City, and Carranza refuses August 5.
August 9, Secretary Bryan announces that Carranza
has given this Government assurances that Carranc7stas will commit no excesses. Carbajal yields
to Carranza's demand as Obregon's army threatens
the city. August 12, Carbajal leaves the capital.
Obreton'stroops enter city about August 17. Villa
and Carranza have therefore split. Provisional
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President to be chosen by convention. Carranza
agrees to resign as first chief and submit to convention. Villa and Carranza each bluffing at
resigning and getting out of the country.
1914: October 2923. Convention names cabinet.
Carrana claims right to peas upon all matters and
convention agrees to accept Carranra'sresignation
and that both he and Villa get out of the country.
1914: November 3. Gen. Eulalio Gutierrez
chosen provisional President for 20-day term.
Carranza refuses to abide by action of convention
and he and Gutierrez set up rival governments;
Carranza in Puebla, and Gutierrez in AguascaObregon loyal to Carranza. Revolutions
ltente.
continue.
1915: January 16. Gutierrez named provisional
President to serve until April, 1916.
1915: January 18. Gutierrez deposed by convention and Roque Gonzalez Garza elected provisional President. Convention adjourns to meet
in Mexico (ity. February 4. Villa announces
he is in charge of Presidency and appoints three
ministers, January 28. Villa forces leave Mexico
City. January 29. Carranza forces enter city,
Obregon in command. United States protests
Obregon's incendiary statements March 4. March
10. Carranza forces under Obregon evacuate city.
Zapata in charge of city; and
1915: March 18. Garza reported back in Mexico
City. Revolutions continue. Gutierrez leading
one faction; Garza pretending to lead another;
Carranza heading a third, and generals, colonels,
-etc., each man for himself.
1915: About April 1 Carransa forces under
Obregon enter city, but again ovacuate it and
other forces occupy it.
1915: June 20. Casrranza retires to San Juan de
Ulusa Castle.
1915: United States calls meeting Central American and other States and military leaders to consider government for Mexico. All leaders opposed
to Carranza agree to attend meeting and abide by
'results. Carranza, with Obregon, Pablo Gonzales,
and others refuse and demand recognition of Carranza alone.
1915: October 6. Carranza recognized de facto
head of Mexican Government by United States.
1915: October-November. American Red Cross
serving 23,000 soups per day in Mexico City and
feeding starving there and other locations, ordered
out of Mexico by our Government upon insistence
of Carranza.
1916: Revolutions continue. Pretended elections called, but elective franchise restricted to
those on date of election actively supporting Carranza. No elections held except where Carranza
garrisons are in control. Same qualifications for
election at constitutional convention.
1916: Five States with no representation whatsoever; others represented by delegates elected
from &rranza garrison locations without opposition. Constitution convention meets at Queretaro.
1917: January 31. Now constitution signed over
opposition United States Government. February
5. Constitution promulgated. February 11. Ambassador Fletcher, United States, leaves United
States, arriving Mexico City February 19. Wires
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United States Government assured by Mexican
State Department conficatioDn laue; Mexican
constitution will not be put in effect against Americans; Fletcher presents credentials to Carran at
Queretaro.
1917: On March 3, and thus Carranza is rce-j
as "de jure" President. Revolutions continue all
over Republic. Zapata assembled his force, dividing into smaller bands under various leaders, continue struggle. No peace in any State in Mexico.
Carranza government recognized where it has
armed control.
1918-19: Same.
1919: August. United States Senate appoints
committee to investigate Mexican matters. Comnmittee opens hearings Washington, New York, and
Mexican-American border.
1920: Opposition to Carrana quietly drawing:
Gen. Fehlipe Angeles organizes Liberal Alliance,
and Angles enters Mexico. Arrested, courtmartialed, and shot.
1920: March. Dieguez unlertakes remove De
la lluerta. governor Sonora. 1lren-G4ionzales
rival military candidates.
'arranzaattempts take
advantage Liberal Alliance anal other civil movements and presents Bonillas as candidate for Presidencv.
19-0: April. Sonora Legislature pases rcssion
ordinance: Obregon recalled to Mexico city and.
under arrest. escapes. De la luerta. iallcs.
Salvador Alardo take charge SonA a tnovement
and issue 'Plan of Agua Prieta." April 9. declaring
for 1017 constitution. Revolution in City of
Mexico and all over Republic. Carranza comnpelled to abdicate and supposed to leave Mexico
May 9. De la Huerta supjpo e
to call Mexican
Congress together to name Preslent pro tempore.
Congress reported to meet on Friday to have adjourned until May 24.
1920: May 22. Carranza reported to be killed,
together with members of his cabinet. while in
fight by "bandits."
PAES ID

".

1911 to 1920: Diaz. De la Barra. Malero. lluerta.
Carbajal, Gutierrez. Garza, Villa iby his own
declaration). Vasquez Gomez 11912 by State of
Chihuahua through Orozcot, ('arrana. De li
Huerta.

In discussing more fully what we have called the "'normal" condition of Mexico after the years 1910 and 1911 (the chronological sequence of which we have hurriedly referred to) let us return for a
moment to the abnormall" Mexico of 1876 to 1910.
In 1876 Gen. Porfirio Diaz issued a proclamation announcing himself as provisional President of the Republic under the plan of

Tuxtepec.

Upon being informed of the circumstances in January, 18S77, this
Government took the matter of recognition under consideration and
stated that although it was "accustomed to accept and recognize
the results of a popular choice in Mexico and not to scrutinize closely
the regularity or irregularity of the methods," nevertheless we would
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wait in this particular instance "before recognizing Gen. Diaz as
President of Mexico until it shall be assured that his election is approved by the fMexican people, and that his administration is possessed of stability to endure and of disposition to comply %ith the
rules of international comity and the obligations of treaties."
Disturbed conditions continuing along the border finally Evarts.
wrote to Minister Foster as follows:
"The first dutyof a Government is toprotect iife and property. Thisisa paramount
obligation. For this governments are instituted, and governments neglecting or failing to perform it become worse than useless. This duty the Government of the
United States has determined to perform to the extent of its power toward its citizens
on the border. It is not solicitous, it never has been, about the methods or ways In
which that protection shall be accomplished, whether by formal treaty stipulatin or
by informal convention; whether by the action of judicial tribunals or that of military
forces. Protection in fact to American lives and property is the sole point upon which
the United States are tenacious."

This note of itself inaugurated a new era in Mexico and was of
itself, as used by President Diaz, largely responsible for the long
period of peace and consequent prosprity reigning in Mexico.
As the story is told by his son, )Diazwas upon first impression
intensely angered when tde contents of this note were communicated
to him.
Wise old Indian that he was, however, upon second thought he
determined that lie would use this note to compel ob. rvanco of his
orders and loyalty to his plans and purposes by the coistant threat
that unless his plans were carried out and his government respected
and armed resistance or opposition ceased, that. the "Colossus of the
North," simply awaiting a favorable occasion, would avail itself of
the first opportunity to take over Mexico.
Thus was raised .through the deliberate purpose of Diaz "El
Fantasma," that. is, "The Specter," which is vet so often alluded to
by Latin-Amoricans and particularly by Mexicans in speaking of the
united States.
From time to time as opposition threatened the Diaz government
or his plans, lie would calf attention of those offering such opposition
to the Evarts note and was thus largely ablo to overcome such
opposition in its incipiency.
Finally he was recognized by this Government in 1878, when a
formal reception was accorded ihe minister from Mexico.
Then ensued the great era of prosperity which we have rapidly
sketched, and we shall now refer shortly to the political conditions
under Diaz's administration.
The Diaz administration was an autocracy with the "Strong man
of Chapultepec" as a practical dictator, supported by, and in turn
supporting, certain families or persons in each of the different States
of the Republic. His army was at the command of such governors,
and in turn their support was extended the central government
through Diaz whenever same was.necessary or called for.
Necessarily the younger generation of those who were "out" and
did not belong to the "reigning families" in the different States were
opposed to this autocracy, but generally entirely loyal to Diaz personally, and all recognized, or thought they recognized, not only the
futility of using force against, him, but also the possible consequence.
to their country and its sovereignty as they viewed "El Fantasma"
constantly projected before their eyes.
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Diaz grow old and weak and sought to assure continued prosperity
through peace and order, for his loved country by preparing beforehand for the perpetuation of his plan of government.
He finally forced the adoption of an amendment providing for the
election of a vice president, and as his plan grew was instrumental
in forcing the election of Ramon Corral, of Sonora, as vice president.
Each of the prominent supporters in each of the States, or at least
the majority of these autocrats, imagined that he should fall heir to
the mantle of the old soldier and, of course, objected to the selection
of a Sonoranian rather than himself as the successor to power.
Meantime, largely because of the autocratic and arbitrary rule and
acts of the family, or person, of authority in the State the opposition
to this form of government had grown stronger and stronger with
the years.
TilE "RED

FLAGGERS."

In 1905 there was organized in the United States by a few radical
Mexicans what was known as the "Organizing Committee" of the
Liberal Party of Mexico. These men carried on propaganda throughout the Republio through which they appealed to the ignorant
masses of the Mexican people; to the Indian tribes by name and

collectively; and to all the dissatisfied elements, to rise against the
power of Diaz and overthrow the Government.
They issued their plans at first of a milder radical type but rapidly
more and more anarchistical in character.
Not content with their appeal through propaganda, through
proclamation, through letters and organizing committees they
established a periodical published in various States of the United
States from time to time and known as La Rogeneracion Publica.
Their proposed plan was that of the extreme French syndicalist
and of the radical I W. W. which latter was just making itself known
in the United States through the writings of Vincent St. John and
others; the "junta" or committee, proposed not only to overthrow
the Government of Diaz but to confiscate all property including
real estate and divide the same among the population of Mexico
"without discrimination as to sex"; they admitted it to be true that
many large estates had been bought, but claimed that the purchasers
themselves had stolen their money or achieved their wealth by
bribery, corruption, etc., and that therefore they were not entitled
to payment for the properties which were to be taken from them;
they appealed to the Indian particularly upon the ground that his
territory had formerly extended from one mountain top in sight of
his little settlement to another to be seen at a different point of the
compass, and told him that all that was necessary was for him to
rise and take his property back; they appealed by name to the
Yaquis and the other tribes with these and similar statements;
not content with this propaganda they endeavored to secure recruits
for armed intervention in Mexico in different sections, and finally,,
coming in contact with the neutrality laws of the United States,
were arrested.
The organizers of this "junta" or committee of the so-called
Revolutionary "Liberal Party" were:
Ricardo Flores Magon, Juan' Sarabia, Librado Rivera, Enrique
'Flores Magon, Antonio I. Villarreal, and Anselmo L. Figueroa.
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In 1008 the American Federation of Labor then in session at
Denver telegraphed these gentlemen the sympathy of "our" organisation in their troubles.
Some of the parties were convicted; but their activities did not
cease.
Later the committee was reorganized and found in active business
again at Los Angeles, Calif.
Their propaganda at this time consisted not only of similar appeals
to the population of Mexico and particularly to the indians, but of
appeals for assistance to the radical labor element of the United
States.
The Orozco revolution having broken out in Chihuahua and that
leader having been pursuaded to declare for Francisco I. Madero as
President of Mexico, the 'Magon-Villarreal junta called upon all of
their followers to assist in the overthrow of Diaz; but as will be seen
by reference to the testimony in part 17, page 2500, their stated
purpose was not. the overthrow of Diaz to assist in "forming a bourgeois republic" such as that of the United States, by the seating of
Madoro in power, but to use the Madero-Orozco assistance to overthrow the then existing government, which done-as they insistodthe overthrow of the Mfadoro government could be completed without
difficulty.
The representatives of this "Flores Mlagon-Villarreal" T. W. W.
anarchistical party or junta, who took active part in the fighting
prior to the resignation of Diaz, were Jose Inez Salazar, Emilio
Campa, and like gentry, who were known as the "Red Flaggers."
(See testimony ;.nez Salazar, pt. 17, p. 2591, and also testimony
Mrs. Carlin and others, pt. 17, p. 2593, Judge lartch, pt. 18.)
After the overthrow of Diaz theso gentlemen continued their
activities not only by propaganda but by the organization of armed
forces led by "generals" 1'ryce, Stanley, and others, with recruits
from the active membership of I. W. W. local organizations in
southern California, those around Los Angeles, San Diego, and other
California towns, Ioined by radicals of different races and soldiers of
fortune who flocked like vultures around the corpse of bleeding
Mexico.
It. Flores Magon testified in the extradition cases of Pryco and
others, and admitted the activities of the Liberal Party aloe g these
lines as well as their propagandla enleavors in tho' Republic of
Mexico, showing their organization throughout 18 States of that
iRe public, etc. (See part 17, p 2514.:

Tlhoe wore again arrested for violation of the neutrality laws, and
President Madero sent Jesus Flores Magon to attend the trial and
assist in the conviction of these men, four of whom woro convicted
and sentenced to Sail Quentin.
Of course, the sympathy of the American Federation of Labor with
these men, who proclaimed themselves patriots, ald revolutionists
against the horrible rule of a tyrant, can well be understood: but the
consequences possibly wore not foreseen, and could not hbe foreseen
by those who understood as little of the Mexican population as did
Mr. Gompers and his associates.
These conservative labor men of the United States could not
realize that to the great majority
of the population of Mexico
"liberty" merely meant license"' to work individual sweet will
476--20-voL 2 -- O7
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not only with the property but with the body and person of any
other, whether manll or woman.
The fact is as disclosed by the evidence in this case that through the
assistance of many sincere and good people in this country and
through the financial and other assistance of the extreme radical
elements the only invasion of Mexico, by arms, which has occurred
from this side ofr the border (except theolanding at Veracruz under
orders of our President, the Pershing Expedition under similar
orders, and the military expeditions in following the "hot trail" of
marauders), was inaugurated, brought about, and support by the
elements in the United States which have been among those most
loud in protesting against "armed intervention" in Mexican affairs
and insisting most strenuously that the Mexican people should not be
interfered with in the spilling of their blood and the establishment of
even such condition of affairs as was advocated by the MagonVillarena propagandists.
MADERO-VASQUEZ

OOMEZ PARTY.

The "Anti-Reelection Party," organized largely through the efforts
of Francisco and Emillo Vasquez Gomez, with the cooperation of
Francisco '. Madero (as will be seen by reference to their "plan" as
set forth in the evidence), advocated a reform of the constitution of
1S57, to prohibit the reeleclionf of a president or other officers: and
also to provide for a commission who should investigate and ascertain the ownership, value, and amount, of the unoccupied lands
withheld by the owners from development by individuals, with the
object of iurchasig such land, by payment to the owner, and the
sale thereafter to those needing homes.
Tho success of Madero was an accident not due to his own followita
nor to the stretlth of his army movement and not due to the strength
of the Flores Nfagon-Villarreal movement, but to an uprising of (lithe
Mexican and Indian population of the mlloulaill districts of (lhihunhu
against State taxat ion and against the Creel-'errazas families and

their domination.
Orozco, the leader of this movement, having been brought in conflict with national forces was approached by Mladero emissaries with
the proffer of money and assistance should ihe declare for Madero for
P'rosident, which lhe ronmptly did.
nMdero, leading a few followers of
his own and some "Red 1 laggers,"dcclined to await Orozco's assistance, and brought on thlebatt of Casas Grandes, in which ho was most
thorougldy whipped and
andis followers driven away. A few days later
they joined Orozco with his command and were led to the border,
where, despite the orders of Madero to the contrary, Orozco and Villa
captured the city of Juarez and compelled the resignation of Diaz.
By agreement, or rather by acquiescence of Madero, as the leader
of the revolutionary forces, Prancisco de la Barra, under the form of
the constitution of the Republic, became president ad interim pending an election. At this election Madero having "changed partners"
just prior to the final result, had Pino uarox declared elected Vice
President (with himself as President) in lieu of Vazquez Gomuez, who
was his running mate onil the antireclection ticket. 'rThis result was
easily brought about, because, following the usual custom which he
had so strenuously denounced, Madero insisted upon his right to ap-

j
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point governors over the people in the different States in Mexico,

and through such appointees declared the results of the election.
Prior to this time the old treaty of amnesty and commerce with

the United States had lapsed and had never been renewed, which

is the condition existing to-day.
The Government of the United States, not being informed, of course,
as to the true conditions among the rank and file of the Mexican
people, followed the ordinary procedure, and without hesitation rec-

ognized first De la Barra and later Madero through the ambassador
of the United States already in Mexico City, requiring no security
for the protection of Americans.
The so-called Madero revolution had the sympathy of the majority
of the Americans along the border in a general way; that is to say;
supposed, as it really was, to represent a revolt against autocracy, it
had the good will of American Democrats. Through this good will,
and by virtue of the then lax laws with reference to the exportation
of arms and ammunition, the Mladero-Orozco-Flores-Magon armed
forces were enabled to secure supplies, arms, and ammunition with
which to carry on the revolution (of course, it must be understood
that had Diaz been a few years younger, this revolutionary movement at that time, only numbering in men under arms at most 1,000
or 2,000 all combined, would have been crushed in its incipiency and
with little or no effort).
But again, "The Spectreo " "El Fantasma " which hadl boon presented to him in 1878, could be scoif across the border, whero 20,000
American troops had been hurried by our Government.
Zapata continued the revolution, as did various bands under difforent leaders, and finally in March, 1912, the State of Chihuahua
suceded and Pascual Orozco, the former successful leader of the
Madero forces, was placed in military command of the anti-Madero
movement. Successful in the preliminary skirmishes and in the first
battle of IRellano, Orozco, far from his base of supplies, awaiting
shipments of arms and ammunition over the Mexican Central lond,
which was under his control to the American border, failing to receive
such shipments was compelled to fall back, and finally after a futile

struggle of months, to abandon the military field to the armed forces

of the Mexican Madero Government.
Thile so-called namendment to the neutrality laws of the United
States (in fact, an amendment to the Spanislh-Anmerican War legislation, prohibiting shipments of war supplies which might fall into
the hands of Cervera s fleet) had been adopted and under it the
President of the United States had prohibited the shipment of arms

and ammunitions to anyone in Mexico except to the regularly
recognized lMadero government.

During the few months of the Madero revolution against D)iaz
many Americans lost their lives, almost invariably at the hands of
the "Red Flagg rs."' In the Orozco revolt or the Chihuahua seces-

sion again these 'Red Flaggers," following the original "grito"
(cry) as outlined in 1000 and constantly pursued, "that the people
of :Mexico needed no government" flocked around Orozco. Upon
the defeat of these forces alndl Orozco's mnill (or upon their being
riven hack forwant of arnnis and ammunition) under the leadership

of the same Jose Inez Salazar and others, bands of from 35 to 400
each, devastated the northern portion of Mexico and principally

mU
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the State of Chihuahua. Revolutionary activity of the same character broke out with renewed fury all over the Republic, and (luring
this period and up to the overthrow of the Madero government and
the incoming of Huerta approximately 200 Americans lost their
lives in Mexico.
ANTI-AMERIOAN AGITATION AND OUTRAGE PRIOR TO 19138.

Examination of the evidence will disclose that the reason offered
by these Mexican revolutionary leaders for holding Americans to
ransom, robbing them of their property, driving them out in herds
from their homes and farms, and assaulting them oven to the point
of death, was that the United States Government had taken part in
purely domestic troubles in Mexico and was actively assisting the
Madero government with arms and ammunition, while refusing to
allow the purchase of elements and instruments of warfare by the
very man who had placed Madero in power. Complaints were made
that Madero forces were allowed to use American soil for refuge,
and that Madero troops were allowed to travel over American railroads to escape from or to attack at some other place, those in
revolution against the Madero government.
Wordy protests wore made by our Government in one or two
instances against outrages upon Americans and destruction of
American property, only to be answered, of course, by Madero to
the effect that he could not control the bandits. The American
Government interposed no force for the protection of its citizens in
Mexico even near its own borders. The consequence of this later
policy was, of course, to confirm the bandits, legitimate or nntiMadero, in the belief that Americans were left alone and would not
under any circumstances be protected by their own Government.
Agitators among the Mexican demagogues proclaimed against the
United States and the citizens of the United States, and were successful, of course, in arousing feeling against us and our citizens and
securing recruits for themselves and justifying to their followers and
thousands of good people in Mexico outrages which were perpetrated
upon individual Americans who had theretofore lived for years in
amity, leacel and good fellowship with the people of Mexico.
Shortly prior to July 29, 1012, approximately 4 000 American citizens hafd been driven out of the States of Chillundlua and Sonora by
armed bands under Salazar and other "Red Flaggers"; their lives
threatened; their property destroyed; largo numbers of them killed
(see testimony of Ella Steovens, pt. 17, p. 2602; testimony of Mrs.
Carlin and others, pt. 17, p. 2593: testimony of Judge Barteh, pt. 18,
p. 2727.) and these people including more than 1,200 children, the
majority born in Mexico, had taken refuge on the American side of
the line, and being destitute, were fed by the people of El Paso,
Douglas, and other American towns.
A joint resolution introduced in the Senate on July 209 1012,
"authorized the Secretary of War to supply tents and rations to
•
American citizens compelled to leave Mexico.
This resolution (S. J. Res. 127) was immediately adopted and its
provisions were carried out by the Army of the United States.
On August 2, 1912, there was introduced in the Senate a joint
resolution "to provide transportation for American citizens fleeing
from threatened danger in the Republic of Mexico."
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By the terms of this resolution the Secretary of War was authorized
and directed "to furnish transportation from El Paso, Tex. to such
place in the United States as each shall elect, to those Amerlcan citizens fleeing from the Republic of Mexico who are now or may bo
hereafter temporarily supplied with shelter and sustenance in whole
or in part by the Government of the United States in or neariEl
Paso, Tex."
One hundred thousand dollars was appropriated for this purpose
anti same was applied as directed.
On August 10 1012, there was introduced in the Senate a joint
resolution (S. J. Res. 133) appropriating $20,000 out of the 8100,000
appropriated under the resolution of August 2, for the subsistence of
American citizens now in Arizona fleeing from threatened danger in
the Republic of Mexico, and same was adopted and its provisions
carried out.
It will thus he seen that the acts of citizens of Mexico in derogation
of the rights of the citizens of the United States were, in the eyes of.
the Mexicans, justified, and have to this day been justified by the
attitude of the American Government toward its own citizens and
toward the Mexican Government.
Tile American Government had not intervened for the protection
of its citizens in the Republic of Mexico, but had left them at the
mercy of the bandits, and Congress was compelled to take care of
such of them as managed to reach the border.
Meantime, on March 2, 1912, cablo instructions had been issued
by the State Department to the Ambassador in Mexico City, as
follows:
"Paraphrare. Embassy is instructed in its discretion to inform Americans that
the embasy deemed it its duty to advise them to withdraww from any particular
locatitles where conditions of lawlessness so threatened their personal safety as to'
make withdrawal the part of common prudence. The emxbasy is further intnructed
to specify the localities, if any, from which withdrawal might at any time seem advis-

able, and state that in any such cares consuls could take charge of abandoned effects

as might he possible under the circumstances.
"The department stated that it was rending a copy of this telegram toall consular
officers in Mexico, merely for their information and for the information of Americans
in their districts."

Under the wording of this cablegramn, anmd particularly that portion
of it which instructed the embassy "to specify the localities, if any,
from which withdrawal might at any time seem advisable," Amer-

icans in Mexico to whom tie order was directed or indirectly communicated through the embassy or consular agencies, or through
other persons, construed it to Imean that the Government at Wasl,-

ington anid the embassy at Mexico City knew something concerning
Mexico, or intended to take some action with reference to Mexico,
which individuals located or residing inMexico should be warned of;
and the majority of Americans in Mexico (at least throughout the
rural districts and apart from those in the City of Mexico who had
or might have the advantago of personal consultation with the
ambassador) imagined that finally the Government of the United
States intended to protect Amnerieans wherever theu were or where
it might be able to reach them; and so a great exoiius of American
citizens immediately commenced.
Tho effect upon the minds of Mexicans in different localities who
had continued to work at their employment under Americans-
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who had been loyal and faithful, and had announced themselves
willing to protect, the property and lives of their American employers-wnas to open their ears to the appeals of demagogues that
they should join bands of bandits, or revolutionists or some one else,
and prepare to defend their country against the United States.
In many localities those ignorant people were told that slavery
existed in the United States: that the slave States of the South had
always wanted to take over more Mexican territory than had been
acquired in 1848; and that the purpose of the Government of the
Umted States now was to withdraw Americans so that Mexicans
could not hold them as hostages or mete out retribution to them for
assaults upon Mexicans; that the real purpose of the United States
was to take over Mexico and enslave the Mexican people.
This was the effect of the ill-advised, but of course well-meant
cablegram to the embassy, sent out under conditions existing as they
were, and at a time when Americans had not yet been convinced
that their Government at home would no longer protect Americans
abroad.
At least however, the Government of the United States up to this
time, while failing to protect its citizens, had not intervened in theo
internal affairs of Mexico in the effort to change their officials or
their form of government.
HUERTA.OARRANZA

PERIOD.

The resignation of Madero and Pine Suares was forced, following
the "cuartelazo" in the early part of 1913, and Lascurain, taking
over the Presidency under the form of the constitution, resigned the
office, and under this same constitution Huerta was immediately
declared elected President.
The Government of the United States through the President refused
to acknowledge the Huerta government and sent John Lind to Veracruz and Mexico City, followed by other personal representatives
of the President, among whom were the Hon. William Bayard Hale,
Mr. George Carothers, then recent consular agent at Torreon, etc.
The Congress of the United States was not consulted with reference
to these quasi ambassadors or personal representatives, nor was the
Congress of the United States even notified of their missions or the
purport thereof, except as in the message of the President of the
United States to the Congress of August 27 1913.
The correspondence between the polished, suave, and learned
diplomat, Gamboa, and the Hon. John Lind :~ interesting and instructive.
Under date of August 16, 1913, Gamboa says among other things:
"Fortunately * * * your character as confidential agent of your Government
was tUlly established."

Mr. Gamboa, in the same letter, states that "the Government of
Mexico has paid due attention to the advice and considerations expressed by the Government of the United States" as contained in the
note of the President of the United States presented to Gamboa by
Lind at their second interview.
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Gamboa says the Government of Mexico "has paid due attention
to the advice and considerations" for several reasons:
"First. Because Mexico entertains the highest respect for the personality of IHis
Excellency Woodrow Wilson.
"Second. Because certain European and American Oovernments with which Mexico
cultivates the closest relations of international amity, having in a most delicate, re.
epectful way, highly gratifying to us, made use of their good offices to the end that
Mexico should accord you a hearing, inasmuch as you were the bearer of a private
mission from the President of the United States."

We will not attempt to quote all this communication, which so
carefully reviews and comments upon the Lind mission and note of

the President, but one or two additional quotations here require
repetition:
" The requestthat Gen. Victoriano Ifuerta should agree not to appear as a candidate
for the presidency of the Republic in the coming elections can not be taken into
consideration, because, aside from its strange and unwarranted character, there is a
risk that the same might be interpreted as a matter of personal dislike. This point
can only be decided by fMexican public opinion when it may be expressed at the polls.
The confidential agent may believe that solely because of the sincere esteem in
which the people and the Government of the United States of America are held by
the people and Government of Mexico. and because of the consideration which it
has for all friendly nations (and especially in this case for those which have offered
their good offices), my Government consented to take into consideration and to answer
as briefly as the matter permits the representations of which you are the bearer.
Otherwiso it would have rejected them immediately because of their humiliating
and unusual character, hardly admissible even in a treaty of peace after a victory,
inasmuch as in a like case any nation which in the least respects itself would do like.
wise."

In another communication the Mexican minister rather indignantly
repudiates the suggestion that compliance with the requirements of
the President of the6 United States communicated through Lind might
be followed by financial favors extended through the influence of
our Government.
The committee will not endeavor to follow seriatum the acts of
this Government with reference to Hiuerta nor those leading up to
the recognition of the Carranza as the do facto Government in October, 1915. A reference to the testimony of W. F. Buckley, part 6,
pages 767 et seq., is hereby made, as well as to other evidence in
the case and to the public records.
Meantime revolution continues, accompanied, as usual, by outrages
of every character upon American citizens.
At theo very time that the message of August 27 was in preparation

for communication to the Congress of the United States, and tolegrams following same wero being prepared for forwarding to the
consuls anti otfior officials in Mexico, Matthew Gourd's nieces wore
being outraged in his presence whilo he was tied to a limb with a rope
around his neck.
We w6re informed in this message, among other things, that:
We should earnestly urge all Americans to leave Mexico at once and should assist
them to get away in every way possible-not because we would mean to slacken in the
least our efforts to safeguard their lives and their interests, but because it is imperative
that they should take no unnecessary risks when it is physically possible for them to
leave the country.
On the same date, that is, August 27, the consul general at Mexico
City was notified "to warn Americans to, leave Mexico," and
The consul general was instructed to notify all officials, military or civil, exercHLing
authority that they would be held strictly responsible for any harm done to Americans
or for injury to their property.
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The consul general was instructed to furnish a copy to the em.
bassy at Mexico City, and the State Department hero had the same
telegram repeated to all American consuls in Mexico.
This first telegram was followed by another of the same date, embracing extracts from the President's message to Congress, and
(paraphrase):
It is further stated that the advice to leave Mexico did not indicate that the Govern.
ment of the United States would slacken in the least its efforts to safeguard the lives
and interests of Americans, but that they should take no unnecessary risks when it
was physically possible for them to leave the country.
On April 20, 1914, the following telegram was sent (paraphrase):
It was stated in this telegram that Gen. Huerta had refused to salute the flag; that
the President would lay the matter before Congress that day; that Americans and
other foreigners should be notified of the critical situation; and that Americans should
be reminded of the President's advice to leave Mexico until order was restored.
On April 22, 1914 (paraphrase):
The consuls were advised of the results following the landing of American forces at
Vera Cruz, and were instructed to urge all Americans to leave Mexico as' soon as
possible.
On September 11, 1015 (paraphrase):
It was stated that, as a precautionary measure, it was of the utmost importance, in

view of the particularly dangerous conditions arising from the revolutionary crisis,
that all Americans, and incidentally other foreigners, be induced to leave Mexico
immediately. The consular officers were authoriTed to abandon Mexico, bringing
their records with them, if conditions were such as to justify their departure.
TAMPICO--VERAORUZ INCIDENT APRIL 20, 1914.

The Tampico incident of April 20, 1914, constituting what has
generally h -in called the " Insult to our flag" brought a message from
the Presidont of the United States, giving his reason for landing
armed forces :It Veracruz and requesting ratification of the Congress
of the United States for his acts. This incident and the message
concerning same will hbe more fully referred to a little later.
A reference to the chronological events hereinbefore set forth will
disclose that Hlucrta left Mexico City in July, 1914, and that after
several so-called presidents had been named by one self-constituted
authority or another, the President of the United States called upon
the warring forces in Mexico to get together or this country would
be compelled to take steps to pacify Mexico.
OARRANZA PERIOD.

Senate Document No. 324, Sixty-fourth Congress, first session,
contains the answer of the Presideint to the request for information
as to why this Government had finally decided to recognize Carranza
in October, 1915. In short, the reasons given were: Thnt while the
convention itself, which was yet in session, and whilo Villa, Zapata,
and other indepen
t leaders agreed to meet with the United States
and representatives of other countries and abide by the decision
of such representatives in the settlement of Mexican affairs; that
Carranza declined, and that Obregon, Gonzales, and Carranza's
appointed cabinet officers and appointed governors and other appointed officials agreed to leave the decision as to taking part in this
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meeting to Carranza himself; that it appeared that Carranza was the
only one man whose domination was acceptable to any number of

others and that therefore this Government should recognize him as
head of the de facto government of Mexico.
BRYAN'8 OPINION OF OBREGON.

Prior to this time the Brazilian minister was representing the

interests of the United States in the Republic of Mexico, and through
this minister the Department of State of the United States com.
municated directly to Obregon and to Carranza separately, a;mung
other things using the following language:
The Government of the United States has noted with increasing concern the re~,rts
of (len. Obregon's utterances to the residents of fMexico City. The governmentt
believes they tend to incite the populace to commit outrages in which innocent
foreigners within Mexican territory, particularly in the City of Mexico, may be
involved. This Government is particularly impress l wilh Oen. (bregon's sug.

gestions that he would refuse to protect not only Mexicans but foreigners in case of
violence, and that his present manifesto is a forerunner of others more
disastrous in
t
effect. In this condition of afAirs the governmentt of the United States
is informal

by the 'onstitutionalist forces, leavig
that the City of .Meoxico mny goon be evacuattdl
the populace without protection against whatever faction may choose to occupy it, htls
shirkinll the responsibility which may ha ppcn as a result of the instigalion to law.
lemsness before and after ith evacuation of the city.
The governmentt of the United States is ledI to believed that a (deplorable situation
has been willfully hroughit about by Constilutionallst leaders and forces upon a
populace subminisive to Ilteir incrvilible demands, aid to punish the city onl account
of refusal to comply with thmtn. \\'hen a factional leader preys upon a slarving city
to compel olaliece to his decrees by inciting oulltlawry, and at the man time uas
I
means to prevent the city from being applied with foof. a sittlion is create which
it is impossible ior the L'itdl Sialtes to contemplate longer with patilenctc. Colitions
have become ittoloratle and can no longer bto endtlred.

On May 7, 1015, the Brazilian minister. under No. 174, cabled "lie
Secretary of State at Washington, his opening sentence being:
I have been requested by the American Society of Mexico and International Committee to transmit to you theo following document * * *
* *.
Tho capital (.Mexico City) is suffering a lingering death
Tihe Wa1shington(iovermnent two mnunths ago renewed its advice that its residents
leavo Mexico, with the suggestion from Gen. Carranza that other foreign
lers also leave
,MexicA City; unfortunately there has been no way open to act upon the advice since
it was given * * *. Threo travelers were shot last week while trying to got from
this city to Pachuica, 6o miles away * * *. Censorship of commercial and private
telegrams by the conventionalist authorities hlero ant an
also the Curruncistas at Ver,
to relatives or correspondents abroad
Cruz is so strong that residents can not explain
either their situation or their actions * * * and this Interference with cable.
grams renders difficult or imposale tlhe arrangement of maturing obligations such as
lifo insurance premiums. * * *
Hope is expressed among foreigners hero that special representatives from the
United States who are attached to particular chiefs, may not be deterred by excessive
desires to maintain agreeable relations with these leaders from furnishing the W\ashington Government \with complete occurrences and impartial reports of what actually
transpires in their locality.
OARRANZA AND TIlE RED CROSS.

Practically the first act of Carranza after his recognition in October,

1016 was the demand by him acceded to by the United States that
tlio American Red Cross should get out of Mexico. (See The Amer-

ican lied Cross Magazine, November, 1915, issue, pp. 340 et seq.)
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SECOND AND THIRD ATTACK ON FLAG,
DENT.

COMPARE WITH HUERTA INOI-

In the early part of 1916, Americans were ordered to leave Tampico,
the instructions being transmitted through Claude I. Dawson, American consul:
AMERICAN

CONSULAR SERVICE,

Tanipko, .Merko,June £4, 1916.

To trhom it may concern:

American citizens are hereby urged to leave for the United States without any
further delay, and to this end they should heed the suggestions to be made by the
bearer hereof.
CLAUDE I. DAWSON,

(Insiru ion.

American Consul.

Advise people American consul has ordered all Americans to leave Immediately,

and state that you think no protection will be accorded those who remain. This
includes men, women, and children.

In carrying out these instructions the U. S. S. Afarieta, under
command of Capt. Scott, had its boat and also a boat secured from
a civilian vessel, but manned by sailors of the Mfarielta, assisting in
the removal of imperiled American citizens.
This boat was fired upon by Carranza soldiers under Gen. Nafarrate and the sailors returned the fire. This was about June 24.
On June 15, at Mazatlan on the west coast; the U. S. 8.Annapolis
sent her boat to the wharf at-Mazatlan for the purpose of reaching
the American consul with a message; there were no arms in sight
but the boat was flvihg the American flag, the men were in uniform,
and accompanied by two officers. When the boat ran alongside
the pier the officers were met by Mexicans, one of them in uniform,
and were invited to land. Upon stepping ashore they were imme.
diately seized, conducted to a jail and imprisoned; the Mexican officer
ordered the boat.to land, but one of the American officers directed
the sailors to "push off," which was done, but it was fired upon
and one of the sailors was killed.
The sailors "broke out" their arms, which were concealed in the
boat, and returned the fire. The officers were later released through
the intercession of, and were guided on their way to the wharf by,
a native Mexican woman who was married to an American.
The commanding officer of the Annapolis "in view of the policy
of noninterference on shore," withheld the fire of his battery from
protecting his boat.
A report of the matter was made by Admiral Winslow to the
department.
The admiral made no protest nor requested any apology or explanation, but the entire matter was referred to the department.
In view of Admiral Mayo's experience acquired when his boat was insulted at
Tampico * * * it was considered proper to leave that to the department.
See testimony of Admiral William B. Caperton and testimony of
Commander A. T. Beauregard, part 22 pages 3203 and 3216.
In his message to the Congress of the United States concerning
the Admiral Mayo-Tamplco incident of April 20, which incident is
referred to in the testimony cited, the President refers to Gen.
Huerta's apology and to his explanation that "Martial law obtained
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at the time at Tampico; that orders had been issued that no one
should be allowed to land at Iturbide bridge." The President says:
Our naval commanders at the port had not been notified of any such prohibition;
and, even if they had been, the only justifiable course open to the local authorities
would have been to request the paymaster and his crew to withdraw and to lodge a
protest with the commanding officer of the fleet.

Again, in the same message, "If we are to accept the tests of its
own constitution it [Mbexicol has no government." (Exactly the
same constitution (if any) existed in April, 1914, as existed in June,
1916, and except by totally unconstitutional decree of Carranza no
effort was made to change this constitution until January, 1917.)
It is true that we had not recognized and declined to recognize
the government of Huerta when the first Tampico incident occurred;
it is also true that we had granted de facto recognition to Carranza
prior to June, 1916.
The facts are that we demanded a salute to our flag by Huerta,
whom we had not recognized, and failed to demand a salute or
apology from Carranza whom we had recognized.
MEXIOAN ELEOTIONS.

So-called elections were held in municipalities and in some portions
of some of the States of Mexico after Carranza was recognized, and
among others an election for constitutional delegates or 'a congress
to adopt a constitution," was held.
Among those who were excluded from voting at any elections
were (and are):
1. Those who by any means undertook the overthrow of the lawful Government of
the Republic, emanated from the elections of 1911. (Madero election.)
11. Those who carried out the barrack uprising (cuartelazo) in 1913, or in any

manner contributed to its realization.
Ill. The functionaries authorities, and public employees emanated from the
usurping government; and those who having emanated from the lawful Oovernment
sanctionedd and collaorated, Jo an effective manner, in sustaining the usurp.r.

IV. Those who have figured actively in any of the factions opposing the constitutionalist government, or who continue to be hostile to the present Goverunent of the
Republic.
V. Those who economically, through the press or in any other manner duly verified

aided or have stated their adhesion or sympathy with the usurping government or
factions hostile to the present Government.

It may be interesting to recite here that the so-called Carranza
revolution received its support from Villa Zapata, Obregon, Pablo
Gonzalez, Eulalio Gutierrez, Antonio I. Villarreal, etc.
That later a convention was held for the selection of a President
under an agreement solemnly entered into by Carranza himself.
That the convention elected Gutierrez, and that in the fighting
which inevitably followed Carranza's refusal to abide by the results,
Obregon and Gonzalez sided with Carranza while others claiming
themselves to be original Constitutionalists, fought under the banner
of the convention.
That therefore in all elections there were excluded from voting
those who had supported the Diaz government.
Those who had supported the Madero government; those who had
supported Huerta; those who had supported Carranza himself.
Those who had upheld the convention decision; and all those who
had had nothing to do with politics in any form or manner, unless
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at the particular time of each election the particular voter or candidate could prove to the satisfaction of a Carranza election official
that said voter or candidate was at that moment an unqualified
supporter of Carranza and ready to bear or bearing arms in defense
of his so-called government.
In view of the fact that of a population of 16 000,000 never more
than 200,000 have taken active interest in the affairs of Mexico since
the overthrow of Diaz, it can readily be seen that those who are
entitled to and allowed to vote constitute rather a small number.t
In this connection it might be of interest to recall that in the split
between Carranza personally with his immediate followers and the
convention and its followers, the Madero family opposed Carranza
and upheld the convention, and that Raul Madero, brother of the
deceased President was a general in Villa's army fighting Carra za,
while another brother, Emilio, was an officer in the same army.
PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT OF SATISFACTORY A8URANOES OF PROTECTION OF AMERIOANS.

In the message of the President of the United States of February
17, 1916, the President states to the Congress that satisfactory assurances have heon received from Carranza that he would protect American citizens, pay American claims for damages,and recognize American
rights and protect American property.
In addition to protesting against the actions of Obregon, Carranza
followers, and others in the City of Mexico, Veracruz, and at other
places, it immediately became necessary for this Government to continue the protests aftor the recognition of Carranza, as it had made
protests prior to his recognition, against arbitrary decisions and acts
affecting the property rights of American citizens.
For example, on June 20, 1014, Secretary Brya' cabled a protest
against the refusal of Carranza, whose forces were then in charge at
Tampico, to accept constitutional currency, that is, his own currency,
and in any event against his refusal to accept New York exchange at
prevailing rates, for bar dues, etc. (Soe Department of State records,
pt. 21,July
p. 3119.)
POn
10, 1914, Secretary Bryan called attention to Carranza's
own decrco"making it obligatory upon officials as well as the public to
accept constitutionalist currency," and insisting that Carranza should
accept currency tendered him in payment of dues, oet.
The Carranza authorities continued to refuse, and apparently had their way.
On January 19, 1916, Lansing protested against the proposed confiscation decree-providing for the nationalization of petroleum which * * * would affect mit
seriously the interests of numerous American citizens and other foreigners who have
heretofore engaged in the business of pnxlucing and selling petrolenmin .Mexio,.
Point out to Gen. t)arranza in unequivocal terms the dangerous situation which
might result from the issuance of any decree of a confiscatory nature.

This is the first of the series of protests against confiscatory decrees,
which protests, as will be disclosed by referer'ie to copies of the
official documents published in connection with this report, it has
been necessary to reiterate in one form or another to the very day
of the recent overthrow of the Carranza Government.
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PROTESTS AGAINST MEXIOAN CONSTITUTION, 1917.

]In January, 1917, the so-called constitutional convention, or congress for the drawing of a constitution, was in session in Queretaro,
Mexico.

The delegates to this convention had been selected under the system of free and universal suffrage just hereinbefore described.
The constitution which they adopted, or formulated, was pretended to be submitted to and has been pretended to have been
adopted by the different States of the Union.
Except as this constitution was submitted to Carranza appointees
and officials, and adopted by certain Carranza adherents under threat
of Carranza guns in some particulardistricts in some particularStates
of the Union, such pretension of ratification was a fraud upon its
face, as established by uncontrovertible evidence in these hearings
and is a notorious fact to all Mexicans.
This constitution so illegally formulated was signed on January 31,
1917, and promulgated on February 5 of that year.
,On January 22, 1917 Charles Parker, Esq., "representing American
interests," Queretaro, iexico, was addressed an official communication, signed "L," and bearing No. 621. (See pt. 21, pp. 3121.)
Among other things, the Secretary of State of the United States
calls attention to the provisions of article 27 of the proposed constitution and criticizes same by paragraphs; he also refers to article 28,
article 33, and to the proposed constitution generally.
At the time of this particular protest, strenuous and imperative
as it was, article 27 of the constitution, in all its naked and anarchistic provisions, had not been agreed to and was notbefore theSecretary of State. The protest of that official representing the United
States Government did not even receive the courtesy of an answer
from Carranza, in so fdr as our records show, and in the face of the
protest article 27 was amended by making it very much more objectionable than was the form before the Secretary when he cabled.
Among other things the Secretary in this protest says:
The Government of the United States has in the ast made clear, as doubtless
hs e other nations, that it can not concede the right of 3lexico to limit, y its munic
ipal law, this Government's rights of intervention to protect the rights f its citizens
residing or sojourning in that country nor concede that waivers such as those referred
to in this provision can annul the relations of citizens to their own government and

extinguish the obligations of this Government to protect its citizens in Mexico. In
so far as the proposed provision would hamper the transfer to another foreigner of
foreign-owned lands, it would apparently in a gene be confiscatory of rights enjoyed
by the foreign owner from the time of his acquition of the property.

Paraphrase:
You are instructed to bring the foregoing immediately to the attention of Gen.
Carranza and state that the provisions above mentioned seem to indicate a proposed

policy toward foreigners which is fraught with poible grave consequences affecting
the commercial and political relations of Mexico with other nations. Further, that

the American Government can not acquiesce in any direct confiscation of foreignowned properties in Mlexico or indirect confiscation. You will bring to the attention
of Gen. Carrnza the department's earnest desire that he give these matters his care.
ful consideration with a view to avoiding the poibility of the disturbance of hitherto
pleasant relations existin between the too Governments, and with a view to a oid.
ing future serious difficulties under the proposed constitution with an) government
organized under it.
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Following this protest Ambassador Fletcher left the IUnited States
and arrived in Mexico City on February 19. He at once proceeded
to the Mexican foreign office before presenting his credentials to
Carranza at Queretaro, and following his visit cabled, answering the
department's telegram of February 19:
Minister for foreign affairs stated that he has no knowledge of any decree affecting
the rights of foreigners to real estate or mines to which such foreigners already have
clear title * *
. lie further stated that the legislation emanating from the now
constitution with respect to property rights would in his opinion, in no wise prejudice
present property rights and at the same time called attention to article of new con.
stitution which provides that no laws may be made retroactive.
Fletcher then proceeded to Queretaro and presented his credentials to Carranza on ,March 3.
The Mexican Congress has never yet, up to the present date,
passed legislation carrying out the provisions of the constitution of
Mexico with reference to oil properties or other properties of foreigners-that is, article 27 or what we know as the confiscatory
clauses of the constitution.
Carranza from time to time issued decrees of infinite variety,
threatening and attempting to confiscate American properties; but
yet, on August 2, 1917, Fletcher wires that American companies need
have no uneasiness, "that it is not the intention of the Mexican Government to take over properties now in exploitation," and distinctly
stated that there would be no confiscation of these properties. Again
followed protests from the United States concerning different decrees,
as, for instance, January 23, 1918, and January 27, 1018.
On April 4, 1918, our department was comj-elled to say:
This Government, acting on behalf of American citizens who have expended large

sums of mone in securing petroleum land@ in Mexico, and who placed their reliance,

as they were Justified in doing, on the Mexican laws granting ownership of deposits
under the surface to the owners of the surface, protests emphatically and solemnly
against the petroleum decree, declaring it to be an act of despoliation and confiscation,
and in the premises reserves all rights.

On April 2, 1918, Fletcher, in obedience to instructions, had
already entered "this formal and solemn protest of the Government
of the United States against the violation or infringement of legitimately acquired American private property rights involved in the
enforcement of said decree.'
A year and ten days after Fletcher's cablegram to the department
of Carranza's assurance that no confiscation would be attempted,
Lansing, among other things, cabled:
And to further direct Your Excellency's attention to the necessity which may arise,

in order to protect the property of its citizens in Mexico, divested or injuriously
affected by the said decrees, to impel the United States to protect the property of its

citizens.
Fletcher under date of August 3, 1018, convoyed to the Secretary
of State Mr. Carranza's claim that his decrees were only fiscal and
temporary later to be followed by legislation which was in the
province of Congress.
Carranza stated that if the difficulty could not be settled except by war or inter.
vention, he was sorry but was prepared to confront this alternative.
We, of course, "backed off" and continued to talk.
On August 14 Carranza refused to postpone his decrees.

'
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On August 17, 1918, fr. E. Garza Perez, subsecretary "by reason
of the illness of the secretary of state for foreign affairs,'"to Henry P.
Fletcher, American ambassador, stated:
The Mexican Government believes it necemary to state that it will not accept the
interference of any foreign power * * * and that it will not admit any proceeding
which under the pretext of protection to foreign interests wounds the national decorum
or impairs the exercise of its sovereignty.

On March 18 1919, the secretary again protested "against Mexican petroleum decrees."
April 16, 1919, another protest, and on the same date another, and
in answer to these latter protests the Mexican Government among
other things curtly announced that the "protests of foreign nations
can not suspend the effects of laws issued by the Government of
another nation."
On June 18, 1919, another protest was forwarded entering "a
vigorous protest as threatening to confiscate rights which its citizens
have legally acquired," andYou will simultaneously make reservation of rights for damages in behalf of

American citizens whose interests are jeopardized by said decrees.

On October 1, 1919, again protesting, our State Department
cabled Mexico:
In this view of the matter the Government of the United States, owing as it does, to

its citizens the duty of protecting them in foreign lands both in their persons and
their property rights, must strongly protest against the action of the Mexican Govern.
ment as outlined above and characterize it as threatening confiscation and a denial

of justice.

. The State Departmpnt expresses the hope that, ponding the general
settlement of this question and specific legislation by the Moexican
Congress, the administrative authorities of Mexico will respect the
rights of American citizens and will withdraw its insistence that they
comply with the provisions of the decrees.
It must be again emphasized that no legislation has as yet been
enacted by the Mexican Congress, but that all these protests are
brought forth by insistence upon Carranza's decrees.
On January 9, 1917, we protested against a "further decree" roquiring renouncement of citizenship by foreigners acquiring property
in Mexico.
On January 31 we again announced the same position.
On December 6 1918, the acting American consul at Nogales,
Ariz., forwarded the department a copy of the proposed agrarian
law for the State of Sonora, and pn the 24th we protested that there
was no provision for compensation for the taking over of American
property under this law.
The American consul at Nogales was notified of this protest to
Mexico.
We again protested on March 21, 1919.
On July 16 1910, we learned that the legislature of Sonora had
adopted the law, and earnestly protested and urged that prompt
action be taken to prevent the coming into force of this measure
threatening American interests.
The law was adopted and promulgated on July 3, 1919, to be
effective July 27, 1919.
On August 14, we protested on the ground that the law was
ambiguous; that the provisions fixing value violates article 117 of
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the Mexican constitution; that the measure provides for the taking
of property "by purely arbitrary administrative action"; * *
"which violates article 14 of the Mexican constitution"; etc., and
we said in closing:
That the Mexican Government is hereby advised that the American Government
will be forced to take up this question with the Mexican Government, *
* in
the event that absolute and evenhanded justice is denied American citizens.
We also protested directly through the consul to the governor of
the State of Sonora, and this gentleman delivered us an answer
covering 11 typewritten pages.
The evidence of Bracey Curtis and others, part 12, page 1833, is
to the effect that in a personal interview with the governor of Sonora,
the latter stated in effect that: "I have not put the law in effect.
How are you hurt"
This governor of the State of Sonora, to whom we have addressed
these protests, is Adolfo de la Huerta, now, on the 25th day of Maf',
b virtue of a declaration of some of the members of the Mexican
congress, announced to the world as the President of the Republic of
Mexico.
The official notes of the United States Government to Mexico, with
reference to all these matters, as well as to the Jenkins case, are
printed in part 21 of the evidence, etc., taken by this committee.
JENKINS CASE.

With reference to the Jenkins case it can not he too strongly
emphasized to your committee and through you to the American
people, that tne statement of Carranza that the Jenkins case is in the
hands of the State authorities and that his government could not
interfere, is a statement not only calculated but deliberately intended
to mislead the American people.
Of course, taking the statement as true and at its face value,
Americans respecting our form of govenunent thought that possibly
Mexico might be correct in the position which she assumed.
Carranza know all the facts, as did every one of his sympathizers
and supporters, including those who have recently overthrownt him.
'I'he governor of the State of Puebhla is the bIrotlier of Luis Cabrera,
recently secretary of the treasury of Mexico. iHe was appointed as
governor and later came to be "elected" through the farcical returns
made by his own officials and under the "free suffrage" proclamation
heretofore referred to.
The State of Puebla had and yet has a constitution, safely laid
away, and by Mr.Cabrera never lugged into sight..
By the provisions of this constitution judges must be elected;
Cabrera had so little regard for even the forms of the constitution
that he did not attempt to have the judge declared elected, but
simply appointed one himself.
The constitution provides that no judge shall hold office who is
not a citizen or resident of the State of Puebla. "Gov." Cabrera
appointed a citizen and resident of the State of Jalisco.
In answer to a question as to this procedure, he justified his actions
by stating that the legislature had suspended the constitution and
laws and vested himwith all power. And this is the man behind
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whom Carranza has hidden and chuckled, while defying the United
States and sending us communications calculated and intended to
deceive the American people; meanwhile he worked his sweet will
whom the testimony in the case shows to
with an American (
be of the highest ch.o~r ter, and whose property the wolves of Carranza and Uabrera's selection and appointment are seeking to, and
devouring.
OABRANZA PRO-GERMAN AND CENTRAL AMERICAN PLOTS.

As disclosed by the evidence in those hearings, Carranza and all
his followers were pro-German during the war, and he directly, with
certain of his followers, including Obregon, were interested in stirring up strife, trouble, and revolution in the countries to the south
of 'foxico; seeking to overthrow the established Governments of
Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala, and through the assistance of one
or two other States form a Latin-American Union with Mexico
against the United States of America. (See testimony of C. E. Jones,
Admiral ('aperton, Commandoe: Beauregard, and other evidence, pts.
20 and 22, pp. 2889, 3203 and 3216.)
The Carranza government was prosecuting "a war against the
United States during the period immediately prior and subsequent
to Carranza's recognition by this country.
In pursuing the "plan of San Diego," American men, women, and
children were killed in Texas inside the international boundary
American citizens driven from home. and American soldiers attacked
and murdered at night. (See the testimony taken at San Antonio,
Tex., pt. 8 of these hearings; also see note of Secretary Lansing, Juno
20, 1916. printed in pt. 8, pp. 1215 et seq., with note, "The report of
the Secretary of State has my approval," signed "Woodrow Wilson.")
INTERFERENCE' BY DEPARTMENTS TIllS GOVERNMENT TRIAL VILLA-COLUMBUS MURDERERS.

The Pershing expedition ecnt into Mexico with the announced and
solo purpose of the capture of Pancho Villa and his fiends who were
engaged with him in the massacre of Americans on American soil in
the State of New Mexico, on March 9, 1916. Some of those engaged
with Villa in this massacre were wounded and captured at Columbus;
they were indicted in Luna County, N. Aex., for murder, and when
ready to be tried a representative of the Department of Jstico presented to the presiding judge a telegraphic request or suggestion from
the War Department and Department of Justice of the United
States that such trial should be postponed upon the ground that it
might cause complications with Mlexico.
The Supreme Court of Texas decided that Carranza was at war
with the United States at this time, while this judge ruled against the
contention of these murderers at Columbus, and that there was no
state of war existing. (See testimony of Judge E. L. Medler, pt. 10,
pp. 1047 et seq.)
4166-20--var.2--8
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OARRIZAL MASSACRE AND WITHDRAWAL AMERICAN FORGES THERE.

About the middle of June, 1916, while Pershing was yet in Mexico,
a message was received by that general from Geon. Jacinto Trevino,
of the Mexclan Army, notifying Pershing to the effect that he should
not move his troops south, east, or west.
Gen. Pershing immediately replied to the effect that he would
move his troops in whatsoever direction pleased him and would only
take orders from his own Government and that if he were attacked
by Gen. Trevino's forces he would immediately attack Trevino with
his entire military strength.
Within a day or two Pershing's expedition at Carrizal, under
command of Capts. Boyd and Morey, and Lieut. Adair, were attacked
by Trevino's forces at that place; Boyd and Adair were killed;
about 15 colored troopers were killed, and several made prisoners.
Maj. Gen. Robert L. Howze, United States Army, in command
of about 300 mounted troops, made his way to Santo Domingo
Ranch within 0 miles of the battlefield at Carrizal, and rescued Capt.
Morey and several of the troopers who had been wounded in the fight.
Testifying before this committee, Gen. Howze states that he then
had 300 mounted troops within 9 miles of the battlefield, and, in
answer to the question "Did vou feel competent to deal with the
situation as it existed at and around Carrizal with the troops you
then had? " he answered "Yes."
Without being allowed to go to Carrizal he returned to Casas
Grandes under orders. The b-odies of the dead at Carrizal were
recovered by civilians sent down from El Paso by Gen. Bell. (See
testimony George Turner, colored trooper, pt. 12, p. 1561; testimony
of Maj. G(en. Howze, pt. 12, p. 1568.)
Following this Carrzal massacre Secretary Lansing addressed his
note to Carranza criticizing him in the severest terms. (See pt.
8, p.1215.)
We attempted.to adjust matters with Mexico through a conference
between Gen. Hugh Scott and Gen. Obregon at El Paso. The result
was "nil."
agreed then to the appointment of a committee with three
Mexicans and three Americans to discuss matters of difference.
This committee met and conferred for some time. The Mexican
members refused positively to discuss any differences until American
troops were removed from Mexican soil.
Pershing was ordered out and-the committee adjourned without
settling any differences.
Von Eckhardt was on such terms with Carranza that he could
convey the Zimmerman note to Mexico, suggesting that Mexico
should secure the assistance of the Japanese in a coalition against the
United States, and should take over by conquest Texas, New Mexico,

eWe

and Arizona.

This was exactly the old "plan of San Diego."
MEXICAN I.

.

W. AGITATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

Under this plan Mexican laborers and others at Bisbee, Ariz., and
at different points along the border of the United States and in
different mining camps were stating to other Mexicans upon this
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side that sooner or later they would take over the border States and

return them to Mexico.

(See testimony of Capt. Harry Wheeler,

pt. 12, p. 1873, et seq.)

Thus agitations developing along radical lines in Bisbee continued

and are yet continuing.

On December 13, 1919, the Army Intelligence reported that:

The radical movement reported last week as being fostered in northern Sonora by
Juan Farrel, Jesus Palma and Arnulfo Cardenas i said to be extending north of the
international line into the United States,. Delegates from this organization have
been preaching communism and Bolshevism among the miners on properties in
Arizona. At one mine, the Tree de Mayo, situated 13 mile northeast of Nogales,
Ariz., and 5 or e miles north of the international line, the appearance of these agitatore
resulted in such intolerable insolence on the part of the miners, and such threats of
invasion from the Mexican side of the border, that the subdistrict commander at
Nogales posted a Cavalry patrol in the neighborhood. This action quieted the agitation materially.
Another hot-bed of radicalism is said to be in northern Coahuila. Bolshevist
agitators operating in that region have made the Sabinas mines their headquarters;
laborers there do not deny their Boisheviki affiliations. This organization is said to
have sent delegates to a number of Texas towns, notably El Paso, Marfa, Alpine,
Del Rio, Eagle Pass, San Antonio, Laredo, Brownsville, and Galveston.

The committee, from evidence in its possession, some of which has
been given publicity, are convinced that Mr. Carranza and some of
his advisers sought to take advantage of the recent strike of coal
miners in the United States following the labor troubles in the steel
industry; and the correspondence and papers, while they may be
found in other portions of the printed testimony, are again set forth
here as follows, to wit:
ITranshtlo.

l

Mexico, Junt 14, 1919.
Senor Lie. MANUEL AoUIRRE BEnLANOA.
ESTEEmED 1FIEND: Senor Lino Caballo, bearer of this letter, is the person who in
V. C.

company with two friends, will bring to )'ou the manifestos and the plan which they
desire to put into practice in the State of Texas.
This i lan being very favorable for Mexico, please aid them in every way and give
the necear instructions in the frontier States.
I remain, your affectionate friend,
V. CARRANZA.

V. C.
tTran4laij'l
Licentiate MANUEL AOUIRRE BERLANOA.

lExtco, August 19, 1919.

ESTEEMED FRIEND: The present (letter) will be handed you by Mr. Juan N. Garcia
and the two friends from Texas who accompany him and, in accordance with our con-

veraention, please give them the guaranties they request as well as the pecuniary
elements they desire.
I remain, affectionately, your friend,

V. OAnHANA.

Num. 975, Words 20, Charges official. H. D. 9.30 a. m.
From Mexico, F. D., National Palace, July 6 1919.
To Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, via Federal (lines).
Mr. Melquiades Garcia, consul of Mexico; residence, Mexican Consulate, Laredo, Tex.
Chapultepec 3. Please deliver to Mr. Lino Caballo the sum of HGVRO. PNFTS
dollars, according to credentials he will present to you. I greet you.
.V. OARRANZA.
No. 97.5 10.40 a. m. F. R. 0.
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No. 1269. Words 25. Charges offcial H. D. 10.15 a. m.
From Mexico, P. D., National Palace, July 5 1919.
To Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas, via Federal lines) . Urgent.
Mr. Tino Caballo, residence, Hotel Vega.
Your telegram No. 2.5 dated in Lampasas to the President. ,Mexican consul in
Laredo, Tex., already has orders to furnish you amount you indicate. I salute you
affectionately.
m.
No. 1269, 11.45 am

F. R. C.

IMaextco CrrY, Dispod N1o. 5.
Inclosure No. 1.
My DaR * * *: Notwithstanding the extravagant and unrestrained character
of my information I have pleasure in sending you, in accordance with your desire
expressed during our recent conversation, the notes taken by a secret agent at a meeting
held here on the 15th instant by lodge 23 of the agitators and extremists who, including
several I. V. W. agents, form in this city their plans of bolshevik character.
It seems that three delegates two Americans and one Mexican, having arrived from
the United States and presented themselves at the meeting, claimed that "the society"
would be able at the beginning of next November to call a general strike of all miners
and metal workers in the United States, that they have 3,000.000 adherents in that
country where they will be able to seize one western and two Atlantic ports. They
declare that a large number of American soldiers are preparing to take sides with
them, that in a town of Colorado they will establish the capital of the reformed Gov.ernmentof the United States. Itwasstated further that handbills printed in Spanish
would be sent from New York to Laredo hy special carrier, announcing to Mexicans
that the territory taken by the United States would !e returned if the Mexican people
agreed ti loin them. It was also stated that the strike, with many inducements, will
be extended later to Mexico by those who join in the revolution in the United States.
As I have mentioned to you, the preposterous character of these statements does not
appear to recommend credence.
I am, my dear * * *
Yours, very sincerely,

iTranstatedoopy oftekgrsms.
Number 958. Words, 28. Value official. Time, 9.45 a. m.
From Mexico, D. F., National Palace, Dec. 14, 1919.
To Nuevo Laredo, Tamps., via Federal.
Mr. Augustin Garza Peres; residence, Hotel Vega.
Contents your telegram No. 215 dated Monterrey noted. President states await
there arrival of Luis N. MSorrones, who will give you instructions appropriate actual
circumstances. Greet you affectionately.
P. G. FARtAs,
Private Secretary of the President.
No. 958,11.45 a.m. J. F.
Number 75. Words, 54. Value, official. Pass No. 1367. Time, 1.20 p. m,
From Nuevo Laredo Tamps., December 14 1919.
To Mexico, D. F., National alace, via Federal.
Mr. Pedro Gil Farlas, private secretary to the President.
Your superior telegram No. 958. I have talked with Morrones here. He states
does not deem trip convenient (or proper). Am leaving Tampico, where await
instructions. Caballo will stop at Monterrey for few days with his family (or friends).
Greet youxespectfully.
Aoverm

No. 78. 1.20p. m.

GARn

PERBZ.

F.J.
(From private trpot to eommitted.l

Tax., December tt, 1919.
A
ArrONIo,
SSenator
Senator ALsErT B. Fat.
Mr Daa 8SNATOR: On December 14, 1919, Line Cabalo, Augustin GOaza Perez
and D. H. Holguin arrived in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico and registered at Hotel Vegs
from Monterrey, and were assigned to room No. 1. Their business was suppMsed to
have been to confer lth Luis N. Morrones, who arrived at Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
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on December 12, 1919, and registered at the Vega Hotel and was assigned to room
No. 7. Morrones departed for Mexico City on December 17, 1919.
On November 8, 1919, Agustin Garza Perez and Antonio Villarreal arrived !in
Laredo, Texas, from El Paso and registered at the Pens Hotel,,and left there on
November 19 for Mexico City.
Sincerely,
One of these men, Garcia and various other Mexican agents, have
been under observation for two years by United States officers and
reports show the intimate connection of some of them with Mexican
officials. (See Appendix in Gates testimony, pt. 10, p. 2846.)
Fantastic and ridiculous as the "Plan of San Diego," the Zimmerman proposition, the notes of the meeting of Lodge 23 in the city of
Mexico, Carranza letters referring to the proposed revolution, may
appear to the sober people of the United States; to the Mexican agents
and I. W. W., they are yet schemes and plans which have been
seriously contemplated and which we are justified in saying have not
been abandoned.
The Mexican Government, as shown by the testimony of Admiral
Caperton has received material for munitions factory from Japan and,
as is well known, has for years been seeking a more or less close
alliance with that country.
The committee, of course, do not credit the suggestion that Japan
itself contemplates any further alliance with Mexico at this time,
than close trade relations, to secure which she may be willing to listen
to wild suggestions from some enthusiastic l:ot-blooded Mexican.
Nevertheless official reports of one of the departments of this Government contain some interesting suggestions which may justify consideration in connection with other matters contained in the present
report.
JAPANESE.

Information has been received that there are more than 300 Japanese families established on the Limon Ranch, the million-acre
property in the Xicotencatl district of Tamaulipas,' reported some
months ago as having been bought with a view to Japanese colonization. Much corn and sugar cane is raised on this land, and traces
of oil are apparent.
It is reliably reported that Japanese liners arrive at the port of
Salina Cruz, axaca, over 10 days; that the Japs enter Mexico
through that port in increasing numbers every year; that they practically control commerce on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. It is
further intimated that much of the anti-Chinese propaganda so
widely disseminated along the west coast may be traced to Japanese
sources; that they are largely responsible for government deportation of Chinese from Oaxaca to Chiapas and into Guatemala.
The Mexican Government has granted a concession to a Japanese
concern known as the Matsumato Trading Co. of Japan for the exploitation of all oil land on either side of the Tamesi River. Two
representatives of this company, D. K. Komitte and T. A. Iskawa,
have been in the region for some time inspecting the territory between
Tampico and Tuxpam. They were also provided with safe conducts
to go under cover into the Pelaez district with a view to purchasing
some oil wells controlled by a Spanish company there. It is further
reported that this Jananese concern is to finance the construction
of a railroad between Tampico and Tuxpam.
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Japanese interests are said to b'e planning to lay a cable from
Salina Cruz, Oaxaca, to South American ports. In this connection
attention is called to the information in the weekly report of November 8, 1919, regarding the virtual Japanese absorption of the Isthmus
of Tehauntepec country; also reported concessions by the Mexican
Government to Japanese concerns for the construction of three railroad lines across the isthmus.
There are also to be found, if necessary, a series of letters and
correspondence between the Mexican foreign office and one of its
ministers, one of which is as follows:
ITransltion-Ezcrpts from letters.
Eliseo Arredondo, from minister of foreign affairs.
Mexlco CiTy, .uly to, 1919.
There is much commercial activity in prospect and great manufacturing movement
due to the initiative of rich Germans, to whom the government has theintention of
lending its decided support.
Amilar will advise you how the treaty with Ja an is coming along and I remain
convinced of the great advantage it will bring us for our national integrity.
MEXICAN ATTAOK8 ON PRESIDENT WILSON.

The committee has given publicity heretofore, through a report
made to the President of the United States and otherwise, to certain
documents the authenticity of which can not be disputed, showing
the attitude of Carranza toward the President of the United States

of America, as, for instance:

(T nslatlon.
MINISTRY OP FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

fexkio City, July 6, 1919.
To IIts Ecellency ELSEO ARREDONDO,
Enroy Brtraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Meico in Madrid:
Your note dated the 4th of the past month received. In view of the internal crisis
which the United States are experiencing, Wilson's policy is provoking indignation
among the parties and the press is attacking the President severely. lie goes from
one blunder to another and shows each day more clearly that he is a perfectly incompetent person.
If the failure in Europe were not sullicient, it would he corroborated by the inexpedient notes that we have received from Washington and which President Carranza
has answered with the impertinence those Yankees merit. I see in all this a criminal
intentio to intervene in our country. Time will show me to be right.
Aoma.
Private correspondence ofthe Presldent of the United Mecsan states.)
MA Hsanma GtNDO,

t9,1919.
MSMiss , D. F., June

Ignaco Rarmre Street, No.6, City.

EsTEsuDn Youxo LADY: It is necessary that your book the Carranza Doctrine, be
finished in ashort time,since I desire that you immediately proceed to write a second
part of itfor which purpose I shallhortly send you a "bluebook," which we are about
Spublihi and which wll serve to justify the attitude of my Government initssystematic hostility toward foreign speculators, especially Americans and English.,
Do not forget my injunction to describe in lively colors the tortuosity of the American
policy with relation to our country, causing the figure of Wilson to stand well out as
the director of that policy. I also enjoin you to be very careful about the corrections
which I have made in the original (manuscript) which you brought me.
I salute you affectionately,

AtasZ.
V.Ot
These documents are only set forth herein as evidence of the treat-

ment of this Government and its officials by the Mexican Government and its officials.
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During all the years which we have just been discussing-that is,
from prior to the recognition of Carranza in 1015 to and including
the present period--American property owners and American citizens
have been suffering indignities at the hands of Mexicans, while the
loss of life has reached such proportions finally that the list of innocent American dead in Mexico, as shown on page A of this report, is
appalling.
Your committee have endeavored under the ninth head in this
general discussion, as shortly as possible, to convoy some information
as directed as to-ANY AND ALL AOTS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF MEXICO AND ITS
CITIZENS IN DEROGATION O" THE RIGHTS OF THE UNITED
STATES OR OF ITS CITIZENS.
SUFFERING,

STARVATION,

DISEASE, AND
MEXICO.

ANARCOIY

THROUGHOUT

We will only direct your attention for a few moments in closing
to conditions as existing among the people of Mexico themselves.
We have referred to the loss of property and hope that we have shed
some light upon physical conditions of the so-called Republic.
A reference to the reportof Mr.--- (Exhibit 1), whose name must
necessarily be suppressed, attached to and made a part of this report,
will be found not only enlightening but instructive. The witness
making this report has been known to the chairman of the committee
for approximately 30 years. He is thoroughly familiar with Mexico,
having operated and mined in that country for a great many years
and speaks Spanish with great fluency.
This report was made at the request of the committee that we
might have the latest information based upon actual investigation
extending from the Texas line over the National lines of Mexico to
the City of Mexico, and back over the Central line and again to the
American border, with side trips into the different States along the
route.
Some of the statements may be considered of'such an extravagant
makes
character as to need corroboration. For instance, Mr. certain statements with reference to the prevalence of venereal
diseases among the population of Mexico at this time.
The testimony of -Miss Agnes C. Laut, part 2, page 370, will, while
more specific in its character, merely serve to corroborate the statements made in the report referred to. Miss Laut is a writer of
experience and a cultivated lady, who visited hospitals in the poorer
districts, slums, and byways of M-exico, for the purpose of ascertaining and reporting to the Christian people of this country true
conditions in Mexico as she found them.
At best, the population of Mexico is of slow growth as compared
with that of other nations, largely because of the character of the
different populations of the country and the fact that in the outlying
districts there is little sanitation and are to be found but few physicians. The consequence is that while the estimated population
in 1827 was approximately 7,500,000, the largest estimate which
has ever been placed upon it since has been only 15,000,000. Of
course it is impossible to say definitely now, as it always has been,
what the population of Mexico really is.
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From the testimony of various witnesses, as well as that of Mr.
Henry Lane Wilson and Mr.
it is undoubtedly the fact that
since 1910 the total population of Mexico, as of that date, has very
materially decreased. Mr.
's estimate of that decrease at
5 000,000 out of the total may be exaggerated, but to those who know
Rexico as he does, few would dare to contradict his statement.
For 10 years a new generation of boys has been reaching the age
of 18 each year; each of those boys of the first period, that is to say,
1911, would now be 27 years of age and for 9 years will have known
nothing but force and license and outlawry and robbery and violence
and rape and rapine.
It was said 8 years ago that in the rural districts of practically
every State in the Union, there remained not a girl over the age of
10 years, who had not been ravished by some marauder or bandit or
soldier.
Thousands of Mexicans among the poorer classes have sought
refuge in the United States for the past 10 years, for the purpose of
gaining a livelihood and escaping starvation in their own country.
Within 60 days prior to the middle of March of this year, 1920,
there crossed the river at the international boundary line between
Eagle Pass and Brownsville, Tex., such large numbers of Mexicans
that it was impossible for the immigration and custom officials, aided
by the State officials, to keep accurate account of their number.
From the best evidence obtainable by the committee (see pt. 14, pp.
2142 to 2164, testimony of various witnesses) the estimate upon tlns
number, placed by'those who were accustomed to, and whose business
it was to handle Mexican labor, was that during this period 75,000
Mexicans from the central Mexican States of Michoncan, Gunnajuato,
and Jalisco, with some from Guerrero, came into the United States
between the points mentioned.
The committee had the assistance of Government border officials,
inspectors, etc.; of the Texas Rangers and of employment agents in
interviewing these Mexicans in the endeavor to ascertain the cause
of their immigration from Mexico.
The universal story was that of famine, starvation, robbery, and
outrage at the hands of their own people, both of Carrancistas and
of those in revolution, who are always denominated by the Mexican
poorer class as the "Villistas." The only difference, in so far as the
testimony shows, in the treatment received by the poor of Mexico is
that the "Villistas" left them a little something to eat while the
Carrancistas took it all.
Rumblings of the present revolution also had evidently been heard
by these peo-le and many of them state they were tired of fighting
and gave this as one reason for their immigration. All, however
had one story in common: Crors attempted to he raised were seized
by bandits, and in many instances, wantonly destroyed by turning
horses or other animals into the field, or even by burning the crops
upon the ground.
This is hard for civilized people to realize, but yet if you turn to the
testimony of one of your committees, taken in 1912, reincorporated
part 17 page 2616, these hearings (testimony of Charles Smith),
you will find evidence that even at that date different bands going
through the country did not attempt to discriminate between fighting
men and noncombatants, and that every little village was considered
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a fair object of loot, the women the playthings to he taken to camp
and dropped by the roadside as another little village is reached,
where another supply of women and loot might he obtained.
Again this condition throws light upon the interesting subject of
Mexico's population; that it is a fact that it is not a homogeneous
people and Mexico not a nation but a population of different tribes

with nothing, or little, in common between the different localities.
Again as to this and other like conditions, refer to the testimony

ofITarry C.Donoho, part 14, page 2130.
This is the story of June, 1919: a two days' trip horseback from
San Fernando to Tuxpam, the richest agricultural district in southern

Mexico:

We rode for two da ys through absolutely the richest agricultural district in Mexico
with the prettiest little farms one could imagine, and passed village after village and
corn fields where everything had been burned, and every time we would come to a
i would goup and try to arouse some one, and during
little farm house or little village
that entire two days ride we didn'tsee a ingle solitary soul. * * *
Inthe Balcazar district, over near Tanhuijo, I found the Government had posted
notices, adopting the plan of We-ler in Cuba, a concentration camp. Balcazar is
also a rich agricultural district, * * * orders were that if the men were found
outside the camp of Balcazar they would be hunted down and shot as rebels and they
were not even permitted to plant their corn and their people were on the verge of
starvation. * * *
I saw three wome, killed at El Hijo when the Carrancistas came in there. At the
town of Anona the Carranciats gathered all the old women and little children and
told them to leave the city, to go into the mountains, that they were going to burn
the city; they gathered the young women and girls up in a group, between 120 and
130, and took these girls and young women and delivered them over to the Carranza
garison at Los Naranjos, and the town was burned.
This witness is testifying as an eyewitness.

Again to the testimony of >Mr. --

, part 16, page 2459:

We rode up * * * and called for some water. A woman answered that they
had water but had no Clothes and could not bring it out to us.
During the same trip we saw a dozen people waiting around a sick cow until she
died, and the owner skinned her; then they cut up and ate the meat. I asked them
if they were not afraid to do itand they answered that they had as well die from bad
meat as to starve to death. The people away from mining camps eat lizards, toads,
burro meat, and anything they can get.

Reports in the State Department will verify the evidence of eyewitnesses as reported by your committee.
Mexico is without a government except as the form'changes and
one person or another, by force of arms, claims to represent a government.
The people of Mexico, that is, that great voiceless, submerged in.
articulate mass, the "80 per cent" whom President Wilson saw from
the platform at Indianapolis several years since, are inarticulate except when they reach civilization on this side of the line and seek
work from supposedly despised Americans, that they may live and
hope to send back a few dollars with which to rescue their families
from starvation.

Their condition has grown worse from day to day, month to month,

and year to year, and for 10 years the United States of America, that

great Christian civilized Nation of the world, has stood by "fiddling"
while Mexico burned.

WHAT, IP ANY MEASURES

SHOULD BE TAKEN TO PREVENT A

RiOUiRENOE OF SuH

OUTRAGES, ETC.

When this committee was appointed-and until it was completing its investigations along the international border, March 290-Carranza was the President of Mexico.
Since that time Carranza has been overthrown, by a armed
revolution during which he is reported to have met his death.
Carranza had been recognized by our Government as do jure
President of Mexico, March 3, 1917. or a little later.
This was a "conditional" recognition, as will be seen by reference
to the note of this Government through "Representative" Parker
at Queretaro, January 22, 1917.
Recognition is as a general rule, absolute and Irrevocable.
Nevertheless, it may happen, by way of exception, that the recognition is condi.
tional or is given sub modo. Such is the case when certain charges or restrictions are

imposed on a new state at the time when its independent existence Is recognized,
such as an obligatory neutrality, commercial liberty, or religious liberty. If the
restriction constitutes a condition, the powers which have subjected their recognition
to it have the right to insist upon the new State's conforming itself to the condition
imposed, and it it fails, to consider their recognition as not given,
Examples of the restrictions imposed on the independence of a new State are the
permanent neutrality of Belgium; the restrictions safeguarding religious liberty,
Imposed not only on Bulgaria, a semitovereign State, by Article V of the Treaty of

Berlin, but also on Montenegro by Article XXVII of the same treaty; on Serbia by
Article XXXV, and on Roumania by Article XLIV; the restrictions imposed on the
independent State of the Congo, in favor of commercial freedom, by the general act
of the Congress of Berlin of February 26, 1885.

So says John Bassett Moore.
That an opportunity might be made peaceably to secure redress
for the wrongs which American citizens and the American Goveriiment had suffered for so many years at the hands of Mexico aind
Carranza, one of the members of this committee upon his personal
initiative, offered a resolution on December 3, 1919, requesting the
President to withdraw recognition of the Carranza government.
Had the President pursued the course suggested, we (the United
States) would have been in a position to follow-a course which might
have resulted in an understanding with that Government as a prerequisite to again recognizing it, or left us free to pursue any other
course.

Through the revolution and the death of Carranza we again have
the opportunity heretofore presented upon several different occasions:
To demand and secure assurances for the protection of our citizens
in Mexico and upon her borders- for the performance by Mexico of
her national and international obligations; for offering our effective
assistance to the starving, downtrodden, bandit-ridden, and harassed
people of Mexico, and for restoring the status of peace to our own
continent.

We are informed that a new "government" is being formed in

Mexico. In the ordinary course we would be called upon to deal
with this new condition.
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OUR COURSE SHOULD BE CLEAR.
We should first follow one policy, viz:

(a) Wait before recognizing Gov. de la Huerta as President of Mexico until it shall be assured that his election is
approved by the Mexican people and that his administration
is possessed of stability to endure and of the disposition to
comply with the rules of international comity and the
obligations of treaties. (See Seward to Foster, May 16,

1877.)

(b) We should let everyone who assumes to exercise
authority in any part of Mexico know in the most unequal.
vocal way that we shall vigilantly watch the fortunes of
those Americans who can not get away, and shall hold those
responsible for their sufferings and losses to a definite
reckoning. That can be and will be made plain beyond
the possibility of a misunderstanding. (President Wilson's
address to Congress on Mexican conditions, Aug. 27, 1913.)
(c)Repeat to the Mexicans now what Evarts said in 1878:

"The first duty of a government is to protect life and prop.
erty. This is a paramount obligation. For this govern.
ments are instituted, and governments neglecting or falling
to perform it become worse than useless. This duty the
Government of the United States has determined to perform
to the extent of its power toward its citizens on the border.
It is not solicitous; it never has been, about the methods or
ways in which that protection shall be accomplished, whether
by formal treaty stipulation or by informal convention;
whether by the action of judicial tribunals or that of military
forces. Protection in fact to American lives and property is
the sole point upon which the United States are tenacious."
Then,

ifsatisfied

as to (a) recognize Do la Huerta (or successor)

upon conditions plainly expressed and affirmatively accepted, that---

Article 130 of the constitution of 1917 shall not apply to
American missionaries, preachers, ministers, teachers, or
American schools, nor to American periodicals, but that
American missionaries, ministers, and teachers shall be
allowed freely to enter, pass through, and reside in Mexico,
there to freely reside, preach, teach, and write, and hold
property and conduct schools without interference bf the
authorities so long as such ministers, teachers, or missionaries do not participate in Mexican politics or revolutions.
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This clause of the constitution provides that no one except a
Mexican by birth, may be a minister of any religious creed in Mexico;
that neither in public or private shall such minister criticize the
fundamental i0ws of the country, the authorities in particular or the
Government in general.
That no periodical of a religious character shall comment upon any
political affairs of the Nation, nor publish any information regarding
the acts of the authorities or of private individuals in so far as the
latter have to do with public affairs.
That ministers are incapable legally of inheriting by will from
ministers of the same creed, or from any private individuals to whom
they are not related by blood within the fourth degree, etc.

That article 3 shall not apply to any American teaching
or conducting primary schools.
This article prohibits any minister or any religious corporation
establishing or directing schools of primary instruction.

That none of the provisions of article 27 of said constitution with reference to limitations upon rights of property
heretofore acquired by Americans, or which may hereafter
be acquired, shall apply to Americans except -where the
limitation is written in the deed, lease, or other instrument
of title, and particularly:
The provision of said article to the effect that the subsoil
products other than of metalliferous minerals shall be the
property of the National Government of Mexico, to be disposed of by decree or by law, shall not apply to the property
of American citizens purchasing from other individuals or
from State, national, or municipal authorities of Mexico,
unless the limitation or reservation with reference to such
subsoil products shall be written in the original deed or
other instrument of conveyance transferring the surface of
the property to such American purchaser.
That the prohibition against the ownership of property
in lands, waters, or their appurtenances, or against the
concessions for the development of mines, waters, or
mineral fuels in the Republic to foreigners, shall not apply
to American citizens.
That subsection 2 of said article 27 shall not apply to
church properties or Episcopal residences, rectories, seminaries, orphan asylums, or collegiate establishments of
religious institutions or schools held or owned by Americans.
(This clause operates without condemnation or other process to
confiscate the property above mentioned.)
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That the subdivisions of subsection 7 of article 27 described as a, b, c, d, and e shall not apply to the property
of any Americans now owned under whatsoever title or
which may hereafter be acquired, except where distinct
reservations and limitations covering such provisions are
affirmatively set out in the documents or evidences of title
or transfer of such property.
(This is the provision under which the State governments are

directed to and under which Sonora, through Do la IHuerta as governor, attempted to subdivide purely grazing pastures, positively
unfitted for cultivation, owned by American citizens and others,
without judicial process, but by mere administrative action, both as

to survey and as to fixing the value, and in payment for which the

owners are forced to accept what is known as an agrarian bond of

the State of Sonora over our protests and as a matter of fact known
to be entirely worthlesss)

That article 33 of said constitution, providing that "The
Executive shall have the exclusive right to expel from the
Republic forthwith and without judicial process any foreigner whose presence he may deem inexpedient," shall
not apply to American citizens who shall, when they so
demand, have access to their consulate or consular agent or
diplomatic representative and have the right to avail them.
selves of the assistance of such officials, and until after due
judicial proceedings upon application of such American.
. That such agreement should provide for the immediate
appointment of a claims commission to pass on all claims
for damage to Americans in Mexico, or upon its boundaries,
the committee to be composed of American citizens appointed
by the President of the United States, and a like number of
Mexican citizens to be appointed as that Government may
in said agreement provide, and that the decision of this
commission shall be binding upon the respective governments and shall be immediately carded out by the payment
of the damages adjudged.
That a like commission should be in such agreement provided for the settlement of disputes concerning the international boundary and waters of the Rio Grande River and
of the Colorado River, and particularly the Chamizal dispute and the Colorado River irrigation complication, with
power to such commission to render a decision for the payment of money and transfer of property, If any, necessary
In the final settlement of such dispute.
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It is not necessary to attempt here to point out all the provisions
of this constitution of a similar character to those above referred to.
Having recognized any Mexican government upon the conditions
as above sot forth, then not only the moral support but financial aid
without stint in so far as same is necessary for the refunding of all
Mexican bonds, including external as well as the internal debt, with
additional funds in sufficient amounts to rehabilitate all Mexican
railroads and to maintain same, and also sufficient amounts to enable
the recognized government to reestablish, organize, and thoroughly
equip a purely national army not belonging to any particular chief,
chieftain or general, but operating solely under the national government, which shall immediately proceed where necessary to disarm
all other armed forces or individuals in the Republic; together with
sufficient funds to enable the Mexican Government to buy and pay
for all arms and equipment which may be brought in and surrendered
by individuals or armed bands or so-called armies.
Preferably this aid should be extended by the people of the United
States as a national loan from them to the people of Mexico, upon
long time and with moderate rates of interest, so that Mexico may
not be compelled to refund her debt and finance her necessities
through appeal to individuals and by granting special privileges or
concessions to such fndwviduals.
We have the legal right and it is our duty to refuse to
recognize any government in Mexico which will not agree

by way of a treaty to the foregoing conditions of recog-

nition.

Should any government proposing to be recognized refuse
to accede to the foregoing conditions of recognition, immedlate renewed notice should be given as suggested under b
and c, with the statement to the de facto officials whereever found:
That action wouldfolloto the warning in each and every case where
action was necessary to preserve life or the property of an American
citizen.
Following such warnings and statements, should such
government not theretofore have restored order and peace
inthe Republic of Mexico and effectively extended protection

to our citizens after due notice to the Mexican people
that we would not war with them but in the words of

McKinley that-

" First. In the cause of humanity and to put an end to the barbarities, bloodshed,

starvation, and horrible miseries now existfog there, and which the parties to the
conflict are either unable or unwilling to stop or mitigate "
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That we will send a police force consisting of the naval
and military forces of our Government Into the Republic of
Mexico to open and maintain open every line of communication between the City of Mexico and every seaport and
every border port of Mexico.
And that we owe to our citizens in Mexico and those who
have been driven out of that country, the duty, as McKinley
said:
"To afford them that protection and indemnity for life and property which no government there can or will afford and to that end to terminate the conditions that

deprive them of legal protection."

In the giving notice that we are not warring upon the
Mexican people, we should request their assistance; or at
least that they refrain from joining any armed bands in any
attacks upon our troops or forces, whose purpose would
simply be the restoration of peace and order; protection of
our own citizens; protection of Mexican citizens; restoration of American citizens to their properties; the affording
of opportunity for the opening of mines, fields, and factories; and last, to afford the opportunity for the Mexican
people themselves, in whatsoever manner they desire, to
constitute a Mexican government of serious, competent,
honest, and honorable men who will meet the civilized
world upon a friendly ground and bind themselves to deal
with other people as they themselves would be dealt with.
Respectfully submitted.

ALBERT B. FALL,

Chairman.
FRANK B. BRANDEGEE,

Subcommittee.
WAsumINTON,

D. C., May 28, 1920.

Exhibit 1.
tConfdentls.]
Senator ALBERT FALL,

SAN ANTONIo, TEX., April 17, 1940.

Senate Chamber, Vashington, D. C.
MiY DEAR SENATOR: After a four weeks' trip into Mexico. I have returned home
unharmed and without meeting with any accident. Thinking that perhaps you
would be interested to learn my mpression of things Mexican as they appeared to me,
with an outline of present conditions and tendencies from my point of view, I am
writing this letter.
Itis neele3s to inform you that although the entire committees elected to invest.
gate Mexican affairs are censured, as busyUonlies, upon your head as chairman of the
committee is concentrated the hatred and curses of the Carranza tribe. I found,
however, amongst a certain class approval of the committee's w,.rk. The opinion of
this class is that c nditiins cmntinie to grow worse and there is no way t, improve
them without the aid and assistance of the American governmentt.
On March 15 1 crossed the Rio (rande into Laredo, Mexico, and immediately the
destruction and ruin wrought byhthe revolution became evident on very side in the
shape of burned andt dynamited houses and other properties, only a few of which
have been repaired. Along the railroad line between laredo and Monterey, capital
of the State of Xuevo .eon, all sectionhouses, stations, water tanks, and much private
property presented a scene of ruin and desolation that can only be appreciated by
seeing it. Upon our arrival at lonterrey, we found the fine depot there in ruins, and
although this happened several years ago, there is no sign of restoration, ihi h hardly
agrees with the claim that Mexico is again enjoying peace and prosperity. At 8.30
p. m. we arrived at 5altillo where we were sidetracked till 3.30 a. In.of theo Ith, in
order to avoid paying through a certain stretch of country regarded as a danger zone
between Saltillo and San lads Potost, in the night. And the same ruin of railroad
and private property was noticeable here as on the previous day.
I spent the 17th, 18th, and 19th at San luis 1'otosi, and allhoiugh I saw some reckage in the city, upon the whole it had suffered the least of all cities I visited. I
found the magnificent depot, which was finished in 1910, in ruins, but it perhaps
was an accident and not mere vandalism whi(h produced most of the wreckage wurought
by the revolution. I was informed by creditable witnesses that there are points les
than 50 miles from the city which it ould be very miusfe for anyone %ho wore even
respectable clothes, to venture. Most of the large hacicndas are deserted with all
their improvements in a state of absolute ruin and unfortunately this applies to the
whole State as well as ad joinirg States.
On the 19th, continuing south, I found the 326 miles of railroad which connects
Ban Luis Potosi and Mexico City with its stations, section houses, water tanks and
many of the private properties adjacent to the road, in the same state of ruin and
abandonment as marked the 477 miles between Laredo and San Luis Potoesi. It is
well known that the physical condition of this road was exceptionally fine prior to the
present revolution, and few roads anywhere were better administered.
I tarried eight days in Mexico City, and while there I visited many of the suburbs
and although I found the city congested by a large increase of population, the result
of the country people seeking safety, I found everywhere signs of decadence without
being able to observe any return to that appearance of prosperity and progress so
noticeable in the years Just preceding the revolution begun by Madero.
.In talking with people in the city I found a universal cord of distrust and anxiety,
fearful that another period of revolution was approaching. And this feeling was little
less noticeable among the supporters of Carrana than the other factions. Among the
"gente decente" I found no rainbow of promise, no star of hope, through the election
of any of the candidates now aspiring for the presidency: they regard them all as men
who haeo already been tried and found wanting, and believe nothing good can spring
from a source so vile.
. 1 saw Mr. Bonillas's entrance into the City of Mexico on March 21. Mr. - and
myself went to the Alameda to see the promised parade, and while waiting there we
saw several hundred soldiers and many thousands of dvilians-among whom were
the different guilds of laborers--pass by on their way to the depot, and we felt just.
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fled in expecting to see a large and, to us, interesting parade, in which perhaps would
be Mr. Carranza or at least most of his cabinet. But to our utter astonishment, Mr.
Bonillas like a Rash of lightning from a clear sky, suddenly darted past us in an auto
surrounded by an escort of horsemen, at the highest rate of speed possible, as if afraid
of an ambush. And it is probable that such a precaution on his pt was prudent,
as about 300 yards before he reached tw in the vicinity of the Iron iorse, a demonstration was made against him by the followers of Obregon so it was said. And this was
the signal for an onslaught by the police, which resulted in the arrest of about 147
persons, among them 5 deputies, partieans of Obregon. It was claimed that the
laborers tbat went to the depot to welcome Bonillas were each paid 1 peso for such
a spontaneous display of patriotism. Although I do not know, yet from inquiry
I believe this charge was true in part at least.
I was unable to-learn anything of interest about the status of Mr. Jenkins. Most
of the Americans with whom I talked think he has been very shabbily treated by
our Government. While I was there the papers of the city had very conspicuous
headlines saayn that Mr. Jenkins had renounced his American citizenship. However, in reading the news article, it was clear that he had done nothing of the kind.
He had, however, agreed to comply with that article in the new constitution which
permitted an American citizen to hold pro
if he promises not to appeal to his
country for protection for said property Mr Jenkins, according to this article in
order to save a certain water right he claimed, submitted to this demand of the dov.
ernment, which seemed to regard it as a raIt victory. In spite of the fact that our
Government has stated that such renunciation on the part of an American citizen
under duress could not operate.
On the 28th I left Merfo City over the old Mexican Central line and the same signs
of decadence and ruin were observable there that was seen on the line between Laredo
and Mexico City in the shape of skeletons of trains burned, depots wrecked, section
houses destroyed, and water tanks in ruin, with gnarled rails so twisted by heating
them with burning ties as to render them useless, visible all along the line. I will
give you as a concrete example of travel over this line the time required to reach
Juarez, when reached at all, and the prior-war time. Prior to the revolution it took
two days and nights, whereas now it takes five days and four nights, with a very

inferior train service.

The 29th and 30th I spent in Zacatecas, a mere wreck of its prerevolutionary status.
The census of 1910 showed a population of 28,000, whereas now the consensus of
opinion of those living there is that there as e not more than 9,000 inhabitants there.
While only a few of the large buildings in the center of the city have been destroyed,
thousands of houses on the outskirts are tumbling down from mere neglect and aban.
donment. The large building that housed most of the state offices, with the post
office and several of the federal offices, was blown down and no effort to rebuild it has
ever been made.
There is an incipient mining revival at Zacatecas, but it has not yet gone far enough
to tell how it will end. Several large English concerns, already heavily interested
in mining in the country, but with increased capital from home, have taken options
on several of the old historic mines of the camp, besides making many denouncements
of abandoned ground. This activity of the English extends to a large part of the
Republic, and only the future can tell what the results will be. One of these same
English concerns have leased a large mine at Fresnillo from the Robert Towne Interests
and are busily engaged in enlarging a 700-ton mill to a capacity to treat 2,000 tons
a day.
On the 31st I continued my trail north and found the same wreckage and ruin
everywhere. At Caters, 20 miles north of Zacatecas, long an important place with
offices and large station buildings, etc., we found nothing but standing walls, with,
if possible, a more desolate and ruined appearance greeting us farther north. At
Canitas, where you have doubtless been many times, when you were at Nieves
(1883-84)--as it was the station for that camp--I took the short cut route to Durango
City, built since the revolution began. And although this seems to be about the
most dilapidated and abandoned region I saw, presenting the appearance of the mouth
of a volcano when compared with the more distant regions affected by it, but the
depots, section houses, and water tanks all being of stone and new presented a nice
But
appearance-when compared to some other stretches over which I had passe..
upon visiting the pueblos and the country districts the reverse is true, as it is the
worst I saw on my entire trip.
I made a side trip to Sombrerete which prior to the revolution was a very important
minincamp, as well as the headquarters for large stock growing, especall sheep.
This place islf--although I was informed there are other plaees yet worse in the same
region-but here I saw the worst vandalism I met with anywhere. Hundreds of houses
have been wrecked on the main streets of the pueblo during the battle that was fought
4786--20-vo2 ---- 9
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there on the 8th, 9th, and 10th of May 1911, when the Madero forces captured it, and
they remain now just as they were left then, outside of removing some of the debris
from the streets. Due to the bad conditions prevailing there and the impossibility of
living there, other hundreds of houses were abandoned 'and the pueblo is now only a
shade of its prerevolutionary size and importance. It then had a population of over
10,000 souls, now it has lees than 8,000. The Zaragoza Hacdenda, owned by Elorduy
brothers, large stockmen, consisting of 433,000 acres, stocked with 200 000 head of
sheep, 10,000 cattle, and 8,000 horses and mules, situated about 20 miles north of
Sombrerete, is now entirely denuded of all its stock and the fences and all other im.
provements are completely ruined except some of the walls to their houses. This was
a model ranch and besides the stock, 21,000 acres was cultivated in corn, wheat,
beans, and barley. This is but a sample of what has happened to all the ranche in
that part of the country, and will with equal fidelity apply to the majority of the
ranches in all parts of the Republic.
These men tell me that as full-handed as they were when the revolution came, it
will be absolutely impossible for them to restock their place, and they propose to ask
the aid of American capital to join them and furnish the capital to restock it, taking
one-half interest in the business with them. These same men insist that a large part
of the large ranches of Mexico will inevitably fall into the hands of Americans because
the owners in many cases not only lack funds to rehabilitate their properties, but
many of them have large mortgages banging over them, preventing them absolutely
from any hope of reestablishing their business.
April I continued my trip to Durango City and found the decay and ruin no lees
pronounced here than between Canitas and Sombrerete. I was engaged in conversation by an apparently educated and fairly dec nt looking fellow from San Luls
Potosi and the burden of his conversation was politics. He was a very strong Obregonist and openly avowed that if Mr. Obregon failed of election that his partisans
were determined to put him in the chair even though it required war to do it. I
found another party in Durango City expreessin himself in the same manner, and in
fact I found considerable numbers of that opinion and unafraid to express their
opinions.
Many of thq very best buildings of Durango City were dynamited and burned
after they had b3en looted, and the reconstruction there is insignificant to date.
They even carried th-ir destruction so far that some overzealous general cut down
the great shade trees in the main plaza of the city and made a desert of what had
form-irly been a pleasant oasis in which the weary traveler rested in Durango.
I r-mained three days and during that time I learned that business was at a very
low ebb. I soon discovered--what I had been told and observed in several other
cities-that the stocks of goods were very short and that stores that in prewar days
had carried a stock of 500,000 pesos were now carrying nearer 60,000 stock, and the
same applies to lesser stocks, and is very general throughout the country. I was
there Holy Week. and the streets were lighted up, but I was told by residents that
was only a gala day event and not an everyday occurrence. I found many of the
ranchers living in the city and afraid to even visit their places for more than a few
hours, ift t all. The State and city treasuries are fundless and the governor has
attempted to impose a half per cent on all sales, and there is a fight on about it now,
the merchants claiming that they are paying every cent of taxca. that thov - t'lly can.
A railroad isbeing slowly extended into the timber region of the State west from the
city. I am told there has been no trouble in the Sierra Madres for a long time, the
poverty of the region in eatables, etc., prevents them from remaining there. The
bandits or patriots, lust as one chooses to dub them, stay in the mountains close to the
plains or large centers of population, since it isin such places they can secure something to live on. In the mountain ranges between Durango City and Torreon these
bandits live and prey upon the people living there. A common idea among Americans
isthatif we had war with Mexico guerrilla bands would go to the mountains, and there
play havoc with our soldiers. Nothing is more unlikely than this, since it would be
absolutely impossible for them to live in that region a large partof the year.
On the6 th I continued my trip to Torreon, and found the wreckage and ruin little
less accentuated than in other parts of the trip. I found that considerable vandalism
had been committed at Villa Lerdo, Gomes Palacios, and Torreon, the last named the
least damaged. Although Torreon was very dirty and far from preposseesing as aplace
to live, yet I easily observed a vigor and energy that Ihad not encountered elsewhere.
Torreon has been blessed with a very fine cotton crop. for which a very high price was
obtained. This brought to that city a large amount of new capital far beyond the
usual lot of such things. The cotton crop I was informed must have averaged at least
11 bales to the acre, and this was sold at about 40 cents a pound, an unusual yield
whieh was sold at an unusual price.
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There issome activity among the mines, with many, owing to the high price of the
metals, anxious to start operations, but they are laboing under many difficulties and
beset with many obstacles in the shape of lack of supp ies of all kinds, shortness of
labor and the dilapidated condition of the transportation business of the country.
The smelter at Velardena is going ahead slowly, the Mapimi is running fairly well, and
the Torreon smelter is preparing to start up soon. With the present political unrest
and a universal fear of a new revolution itis difficult to make a guess that is worthy of
consideration of what will be the result of the present attempt to open the mines in
so many regions at once.
I visited Mr. , who as you know was a forced guest of (en. Villa for 15 days
during the month of February. He says of his capture that:. "I was awakened about
2 a. m. by my mozo ushering two or three men into my bedroom. My first thought
was that it was an attempt to rob me, and I grabbed my pistol, but, scelng the house
full of men. I gave it up. I was commanded to get up and dress, which I did. I was
permitted to carry a great coat with me. which I found to be convenient as well as
great comfort, as the nights were cold.
I was put on a horse that was not overly prepossessing, dressed with a saddle a
little worse than the horse, and without stirrups. We rode all that day toward the
mountains. I soon understood that Villa had about 80 men in this bodyguard of his
as he called it. This band was well armed and well mounted and carried about 254
cartridges each. The living was ratherhard, consisting mostly of tortillas and beans,
since, due to the lack of stock in the region through which we traveled, it was impos.
sible to have meat. From time to time we ran onto some small ranchito where a
chicken or two was found and I was always invited on those gala occasions.
Villa told that there would be a united effort made against Carranzasome
time during the summer, and he thought it would not be until after the presidential
election had taken place, as he thought that would furnish a new issue for patriots
to rally around.
He says that Villa was shot twice, once above and once below the right knee, but
that now he is just as well as he ever was end presents the appearance of a man of
steel. He says that while riding along one day Villa came up behind him and told
him that he could run two leagues, and he replied that he did not doubt it. A few
hours later he came up by his side, jumped off his horse and struck a run, and he
kept it up for about 5 miles and forced him to prod his horse into a gallop most of the
time.
On the 8th I traveled from Torreon to Saltillo, over the Coahuila Pacific, 191 miles,
and found the wreckage and destruction no less pronounced than on the rest of my
trip to that point. I wired Mr.
to meet me, if convenient, at the station of
Parras. He,without any questioning on my part, at once told me that any one who
believed that conditions in Mexico were Improving were simply mistaken. His
opinion is that there is no improvement at all, but there is a gradual decay and dis.
integration in everything and in all directions. He is working a ranch about four
miles from the pueblo, but will not live there fearful that some freebooters who have
long made their home in a mountain range about 10 miles north of the place, might
seize him and hold him for ransom. This band that has made those mountains their
home for a long time are immune from harm at the hands of Carranra'sforces, and
this, according to his way of thinking, is conclusive proof that Carranza's crowd do
not want them lest their calling as generals might end and leave them without a job.
Upon arriving at Saltillo we found the streets that approached the railroad stations
brilliantly lighted, but upon more careful examination xe saw that all others were
conspicuous or lack of lights. Saltilllo suffered some In the way of vandalistu but
leos than most other cities of the Republic. With the exception of a very small area
lying adjacent to the city all the urrounding country is laying fallow and the owners
of moeest of the ranches are afraiI to even visit them, let alone try to live on them and
work them. All the region to the east of the city, which is by far the beat part of that
State, is nonproducti "e,
hence as a natural consequence the city is cut off from most
of its support and business is very dull. As in Durango I noticed that the stocks of
goods were very reduced compared to those carried before the revolution began.
Ifere. as elsewhere, I found much discussion of politics with considerable bitterness
displayed in many instances. There Is much fear of a revolution as soon as the election
is over, as most of the people belle'e ;tis a foregone thing that Ionillas will either be
made the President or that 1ir. Carranza wid use lBonillas to create a wrangle, and he
:ill thereupon ask Congress to declare the election illegal and be asked to remain till
a new election can be held.
On the 10th I returned to Laredo, and crossed over the bridge the next morning
without other incident than being asked if I had any gold on my person. I replied
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by opening my purse I showed 35 pesos Mexican gold and $10 American gold piece,
and offered them the Mexican while I retained the American gold, but they said that
I colld not take any gold out with me. I received American bills for it. I thought it
ratherexacting that 1 was asked to give up our own national coin, but made no objection as it was of no ivmortanco to me. American gold goes thor everywhere and in
meet places paper money goes also, but gold ispreferred by a large jart of the people,
and somno refuse to accept our paper money at all.
I will say that prior to the revolution I was a frequent traveler over the same route
I was traveling on my recent trip, and in those days everything looked new, well
preserved, and the people all prosperous, with plenty of food even for the poorest to
eat. The railroads were all in good shape, with fine trains always on hand to accommodate any demand that
ht be made upon them, and at a very cheap rate.
As with the pasenger, so with te freight, which was both cheap and well served.
I sometimes fear that the so-called progressives and the would-be reformers may in
time bring our country to just such a state as now exists there. I have concluded that
the words "progressive" and "reformer" are merely used by most people to give to
nothingnese alocal habitation and a name, and are nothing more than an incipient
oc m gradually grades into anarchism.
that
The finances of the country are in a deplorable condition. Many imagine that cash
is very bountiful in Mexico now, deceived by a mere appearance as seen in the hands
of individuals. They do not stop to consider that there are no banks, hence no checks
or other evidences of liquidation that usually enter so largely into crculation. With
100 pesos of Mexican gold one seems to be loaded down with cash, whereas in case
of a check even for 10,000 pesoe we see little evidence of the transaction. So, with
bills, one carries 600 or 1,000 pesos in bills, in his vest pocket and it attracts no attention but with the same amount of gold he has all his pockets full.
The States, cities, and Federal treasuries are all bankrupt, and they are trying to
raise a higher tax on unused properties and unproductive business whlch sooner or
later will put them all in the mundial pawnshop. There are no funds to pay teachers,
to meet the governmental obligations, or to keep the public utilities in working order.
The report from the City of Mexico shows that the impoverished people are called
upon to raise for the Federal Government nearly double what it did during the prosperous years under Diaz. If such a policy is followed instead of using the surplus or
the productive energy of the people it is like a bear hibernating, which is consuming
its surplus of fat--a course that if continued long enough will ultimately bring on
death by starvation. The 109,000,000 or 110,000,000 pesos raised by Diaz in 1909 and
1910 left a surplus of 29,000,000 pesos, and it came from business transacted and not

as a direct tax upon all property.

There is a dearth of change in Mexico now that renders all business troublesome and
expensive. One seldom sees any silver change, and while this applies to the whole
country it is absolutely so with reference to the City of Mexico, being alittle less pronounced in the States.. The change in the city consists of the 50 centavos and 1 peso
bills; the 1 '2,5, 10, and 20 centavos copper coins, with an occasional nickel; and
besides, and the most convenient elements as they are more plentiful, are the 5and 10
centavos street car tickets, which are redeemable in gold coin. It is impossible to
understand why the Government does not coin plenty of small silver change, as there
is an abundance of silver being produced there to quickly supply any deficiency that
could exist for small change in business transactions. There has been a bitter fight
made against the new paper money, and the laborers when they accept itdo so with
the proviso that it must be redeemed by those who issue it upon demand, and those
companies that use it have regular days for redemption.
It is very harmful and renders small business, which represents a large part of the
business, as the poor people of Mexico buy in extremely small quantities, and to try
to make these deals without plenty of small change is costly and troublesome.
Recently the Government has bought a large lot of copper which it intends to coin
for change, and altbod h this would be very burdensome for large transactions, it
will facilitate the smaller ones. To give you an idea how lack of change affects
business, it is sufficient to inform you that often to secure change costs from 4 to 10
per cent. In buying a paper which costs 6 cents in the city it is very seldom that
the exact change can be made, and hence the paper usually costs from 1 to 4 cents
more than its price, and the same is true when paying for a shave or a shoe. shine.
On the street cars one is easily accommodated, as the price is either or 10 centavos,
and one hands over a 60-centavo bill, and he gets back the exact change in streetcar tickets which furnish him ready change for some other transaction. American
change is teing used largely in the northern States and this relieves the situation
there.
.g
Transportation difficulties and handicaps would, were there no other obstacles to
and
place upon it such a burden that it would
very
difficult
combat, render business
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not thrive as we now find it in Mexico. I will cite two or three instances that merely
show the rates paid without mention of the delay and other burdens that oppress it.
Mr. Carloe Bently, of Zacatecas, had an auto shipped from Piedras Negras to Zaca.
tecas, and as nothing less than a carload would be received as freighthe was compelled
to pay 425 peoe,the minimum charge for express between those two points. Had he
shipped a full
carload he would have had to pay the 425 minimum charge with the
express at the usual rate on the other three cars. It seems that the Government will
not accept any freight, but has turned everything to express. This hardly agrees with
the saying thatthere is nothing in a name. It i}a case in which by a play upon words
a maximum of cost is made for a minimum of performance. I saw a waybill on a car.
load of-oranges from Guadalajara to Saltillo, about 600 miles, showing a charge of 898
pesos for that service. This, too, was express.
This does not apply to many private companies and individuals who are operating
trains over the Government lines. They ship heavy stuff as freight and in order to
facilitate their own business they are forced to grant the best rates they can. These
concerns are badly handicapped, too as they are compelled to keep up and run their
own trains and pay the Government the regular freight rates as though it had been
done by the Government.
The labor situation is in a bad way just now, and to the man who uses his common
sense, it is distressingly difficult to figure out either an antidote or a remedy. The
laborers are restless dissatisfied, ana unreliable accompanied with an apparent
scarcity even though business and industry of all kinds are at almost a standstill.
This condition certainly forecasts a tremendous scarcity should the country again
enter upon an era of reconstruction believed of the incubus of revolution.
I saw where Mr. in his testimony before your committee seems to imagine
that Mexico has not lost more than 2,000,000 people since the revolution began, but
I have talked and figured on that question and feel that I am within the truth when
I say that Mexico has lost not lees than one-third of all her population. I figure that
from 200 000 to 300,000 hale perished directly from fighting in the war, nearer the
former than the latter number, 300,000 have left the country permanently, and
400,000 temporarily.
But the great losses have been from death, from starvation and sickness. Doctors
whom I know well and who have kept in touch with the situation through the entire
duration of the revolution, all agree that the deaths have been alarming at some
periods. For a long time at Zacatecas there was a death rate of from 40 to 50 a day
from starvation and sickness, largely due to malnutrition, and the same was true
of almost every town and all over the country at different periods since the devastationbegan. I was talking with * * * a few days ago in Torreon, and he told
me he had seen them die there by the thousands from starvation. Then we have
had two or three periods in which the whole country was ravaged by tifo and other
scourges. Then the flu during the last two years has killed off not lees than 300,000.
Reports coming from all parts of the country in 1918 showed a frightful death rate,
and it extended all over the country.
I have asked the opinion of some of the most intelligent Mexicans that I know of,
having 15,000,000 inhabitants at the beginning of the revolution, what is the number
there now, and most of them have replied less than 10,000,000 and I believe that
if one would investigate the matter carefully from every angle tha he will conclude
that fully 5,000,000 have disappeared from the country. At Cuencame I was told
by an American friend who had lived there about 25 years, working mines, about
three years ago that he counted over 900 new made graves in the graveyard, none
of whom were killed in battle. The same comes from all directions.
While I was in Mexico in March Isaw it published, as coming from one of the bureaus
of public health that 77 per cent of the people were infected with venereal diseases.
This notice advised them to send some of their blood to the department that they
might be instructed how to treat it. I have since talked with several doctors, and
they have placed the percentage much higher, ranging from 85 per cent to 99 percent.
If these statements are approximately correct it means that the physical fiber of
those people must be far fiom sound, and therefore incapable of reproducing offspring
other than physically weak and morally base. It is easy for a close observer to see
in the very looks of a large number of Mexican women the photograph of the hell
through which they have passed engraved upon their countenances. And what
ideals the man who was instrumentalin bringing about such a social state possesses
is beyond the ken of mortal mind to understand.
The political situation in Mexico is neither promising nor hopeful, although it is
easily understood so far as the aspirants for the Presidency is concerned. Cirrana
evidently has two strings to his bow one is to make Bonillas his heir and successor
with him perhaps the lawgiver and his chief director, the other is to if trouble comes,
have his Congress declare the election null and void and appoint him as Prest.
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dent till a new election can be held, but with the country in a state of revolution
that must be deferred.
Obregon seems to be willing to spend a fortune he accumulated by grafting while a
general to become President, and we find him preaching and advocating any policy
that may advance his cause. He is telling the miners that the mines by right belong
to them, and that if he is elected they will have them. He tells the would-be land.
owners that if he is elected they shall be given the land without price or effort-a very similar tune sung by Madero when he was seeking the Presidency and it
was this tune that so infatuated Madero with the populace, and, perhaps; bbregon
remembers the lesson and hopes to gain by repeating it.
What is called "the gento decente" in Mexico-the element that poseess'a large
part of the wealth and a larger part of the intelligence of the nation, although greatly
inferior in numbers-are all opposed to either of the three candidates now aspiring
to be president. They are convinced and insist that the Mexicans themselves can
not restore order and peace to the distracted country. They declare that it lies in
the hands of either Mr. Wilson or his successor, and that whenever it is undertaken
with the right spirit and with that resolution that produces results it can be easily
settled without any war. They laugh at the idea of war, and ask with whom and
with what can the Mexican forces fight, and how can they fight without guns, ammunition, clothes, food, transport, and even without men of ordinary discipline and
training. They say that a large part of the Mexican people will stand at the gates
and welcome our soldiers if they will only come, and that ifnecessary they will assist
them in over way they can and make their self-imposed and unpleasant task as
light as possible.

What a tlf-complacency or what visions those good souls must possess who find a
happy, contented people in Mexico, or wh, see plenty and abundaltce everywhere.
Whele on my trip I endeavored to learn as much as I could about the stock interests
of the country, and it is certainly no exageration to place the loss at 85 per cent,
taking the country as a whole. It will require several years under the most favorable
conditions to get that country stocked up again. Cattle are very scarce outside of a
few sections In the hot country. Where we formerly saw great herds we now see only
a small town herd as we approach some village or city. I was Informed that in Mexico
the present supply of meat is coming from the hot country, largely from Colima and
Ouerrero. I was Informed at Torreon that the supply of meat for that place was coming from wild cattle hunted out of the mountains of Chihuahua.
At no time since the revolution began in 1010 has the fear that a new revolution is
incubating been more persmstent than right now. It seems to he epizootic and has
gripped all classes and all factions, and c any consider the tremendous exodus of
laborers now leaving the country as one of the strong symptoms of the manifestation
of this common fear. The consensus of opinion is that It i fear of being drafted into
the army that is actuating these emigrants. This feeling of anxiety is no less pro.
nouncefin one faction thin the others, as It hangs like a pall over them all.
So far as the fight between Carranza's man riday (Ilonlias) isconcerned, Bonillas
has already won, as Carranza is rapidly removing bregonistas from the army or civil
employment with the lGovernment. He is taking precaution to insure the selection
of a Congress that he can control, in order that Congrese, which has the power to declare
the results of an election can, if desired declare him a his own successor. Now, there
may be a slip in this arrangement, hutlt will hardly happen till after the result of the
election has been declared. This will as Villa told -, furnish Carranza's opponents with a new issue. This will bring on the tug of war with the ultimate result
dependent upon the unanimity with which his opponents act and their disposition to
play fair with the "geate decente."
There is one thing certain, that is if a fight does come, as now seems almost assured,
whichever side wins, the war as an organized body must inevitably be short-llved,
since the lack of resources will impose this natural restriction on its duration. If it
does not terminate soon it will aan become stalemate and the present reign of chaos
and anarchy will continue inde nitely unless stopped by outside pressure. It seems
that itis very important to our own country that the present anarchial state be ended
in Mexico as it is produdng a gangrene which isinfecting this country by contact
and example.
While there is much poverty in Mexico, no one is starving for the mere necessities
of life, Last year's crops were exceptionally good, and although the wheat is about
all used up, the present harvest is about ready to Rather, and trom my observations
along the rahoad, there is a large acrege planted in those districts where the people
are permitted to live, but the crop was badly damaged by a freeze that occurred the
last days of March, and it is probable that little, if any, more than a 50 per cent crop
will be raised. Last year's corn and bean crops were exceptionally good and I am
informed there is a large surplus, which samuree plenty of those primary food products
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for next year. Of course, it is too early to make any estimate of this year's corn and
bean crope, as thoy have not yet been planted. It is very dry in a large section of
the country, but that is not unusual there at this season of the year.
In any d' cussion of the Mexican situation it is very important that we impress
upon our hearers the truth about the personnel of the present Mexican Government.
Those who know their past antecedente readily understand that a large part of them
are unqualified for the poeitionstheyoccupy, lackingas they dothoe necessary training
or experience, and another large part of them is disqualified by a moral taint that
renders them unfit for any position of trust. It is well known that many of these
were criminals liberated by the exigencies of war, and this of itself creates a distrust
of any government that is influenced by them.
'
whom you met here, informs me over the phono that many deserting
Mr. officials from Carranza's army have reached here at Obregon's expense and are anxious
to get on to Sonora. These men are patriotic because their pay has stopped and they
have been shorn of the power to prey upon the country and are willing to unite with
any faction that will furnish them their daily bread.
Instead of a proof of the formidableness of the 8onora revolt, I am inclined to believe
it shows a weakness. It will result in an army of men "too proud to fight" instead of
a fighting machine.
About 26 years ago there was at El Paso a mirth-making club called McGinty
and I remember amongst its different features was the McGinty Guards. At the roll
call of oflcers 8 or 10 huskies appeared upon the stage, but at the roll call of pri.
vates one lone, one-legged man stood forth and went through all the evolutions.
I have met many persons conversant with the Mexican situation and familiar with
Mr. Wilson's genius for muddling everything he touches who think that it mlght
be unwise to urge any interference in Mexico by him. They imagine it would be
better to await the coming of a practical, common-sense man who accepts things as
he finds them and acts accordingly than to invoke action by one who sees visions and
hears voices-products of his own selfish arrogance.

I hope that y6u may receive some ideas from this long letter that may be of benefit

to you. I have tried to set forth things as I found them at this time without bias in
favor of any faction. In writing this letter I have endeavored to set forth the Mexican
situation in a way that even those unfamiliar with it may be induced to look at it
from a practical standpoint, which seeks to do Justice toward all, with malice toward
none.
With kindest wishes for your continued health and prosperity, I remain,
Very truly, yours,

A.
SUMMARY.
List of American killed and tcounded in Mexico and on border in United State; 1910 to
May 0, 190, as teit fled to before tMe Subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee,
investigating Mexiean Afotir.
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MEMORANDUM.
FOREIGNERS OTHER THAN AMERICANS KILLED IN MEXICO.

With the exception of the Torreon massacre of 303 Chinese citizens

the evidence before this committee shows 46 Americans were killed
to 1 of other nationalities.
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PARTIAL PROPERTY LOSS IN MEXICO, AS TESTIFIED TO BEFORE
COMMITTEE.
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Losses.

38,119,74
9.................9.........
73,08
8,

Wb

0,491,133

Damage to oil companies, other than loss ofay roml
s,not included In this lst.
Damage to minin comnes, other than dt.mitsn
oq e pleat, not included in this list.
Damage to ralros ds
included in this I t. Is spcallr referred toin chapman's remarks.

in addition to the property losses enumerated herein, the committee
is in receipt of letters from the following persons who suffered property loss in Mexico:
lrackett, F. S.
Bumgarner, Edward.
Beaty, W. L.
Colver, Walter.
Collins E. W.

Mletnrer F. C.
Paret . N.

Coon,

Schouer, Miss Lucitta.

fee. T.

Page.

s. W. R.

Preston, J. W.
Sullivan, Jackson W.

Carneyd Peter.
Cort sdden, Jno. E.
Cunningham Inv. Co.
Garrett, James E.
Houghton,. Is.
Hale, W. .

Synder, O. J.
Sanger, Chas. W.
Thoreson I. C.
Tull, A. b.
United States D)evelo,ment Co.
Van de Boert, D. E.

Haatl,

Wilson, J. H

So. .

Hartle, Ge. 8.
Mlountloy, Juo. H.

Windham, Mis. Mabell.
Windham, Jno. J.

In view of the fact that their losses were not enumerated and certified to, it is impossible to set out the amounts in this record.
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DEPARTMENT OV STATE,

fibhington, Sepembir 9. D101.
DEAR SENATOR PALL:
4

So far ad concerns the quantity of damages sustained by American citizens in Mexico
during the period mentioned I may say that the department'se information on this
point is derived from the clams against the ?Mexican Government shich have been
filed
with it, the facts regarding which are set forth in the following tabulation:
Clms filed

alleging

damageeto property..

Numb

T77 lphc

Clahms ld for alleged
kllng of Amerle a
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1,476,629.78

Wholenumber oflams
Toal amount claimed In cases
Whole umber of e e
wereamounts are specified
92,629,697.61
filed drlag tbeperiod
speelfled............ 941 amount I stf..... 153

It will be observed that the amounts of the claims given above are those alleged by
the claimants in their statements of claim, and are not the.estimates of the Depart
ment of State.
S

0

*

*

*

*

Sincerely, yours,
WILLIAM PHILLIPS,

Acting Secretary of SLtote.

Summary of losses--American.
Deaths ............................................................ $14,875,000
Personal injuries....................

Property, individual...............

......................

....................

2, 840, 301

60,481,133

Railroad, American (estimated)....................................... 112, 000,000

ininestimated).................................................

126, 000000

Total.........................................................

505,002,434

Oil stoc ranches coffee, sugar, and other plantations; factories; banks;
city residences; power plants; irrigation systems, etc................ 200, 000, 000

ABSTRACTS OF TESTIMONY TAKEN BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
INVESTIGATING MEXICAN AFFAIRS, 1919-20.
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; wen American newspaper is friendly
d for same; disagrees with preachers as to
toward Carrana it is
there being peace inMexico; recalled ......................... 8 1241
Forres refused vise to his passport because he had appeared as witness
before committee. Report made request of committee............
8 1241
Forrest, Wilbur, American .............................................. 14 2046
Investigation of facts concerning arrest and trial of Consular Agent
Jenkins at Puebla.............................. ....
.........
14 2047
Publication of letter, (Crdobsto Jonkins .......................
14 2047
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Part. Page.
Forrest, Wilbur. American--Continued.
Interview with Cordoba in Mexico City about Jenkins spurious letter. 14 2048
14 2049
.....................
Jenkins
........
Purpose of kidnapping
14 2050
Cordoba not afraid of capture ....................................
Yucatecans no respect for Carranza Government............
......
14 2050
14 9051
..............
Left Mexico to escape deportation..........
8 1141
Frasier, W. E., American ..............................................
Went to Mexico 1903; moved family there 1905; went into general
8 1141
................
..
business and mercantile...........
8 1142
In Blalock colony .................................................
8 1142
Refers to rape of the Misses Gourd on Atascador colony ...........
8 1142
Punched around by Carranclstas because he would not dance.......
8 1142
Threatened to kill him, robbed and mistreated him and his colonists.
8 1142
Gen. Castro....................................................
.............
8 1143
After Veracru incident very much worse ...
8 1148
Medlins and McElroy held in captivIt .........................
8 1144
Relates to murder of Brooks on Chemal colony (Bill Brooks).........
8 1144
Relates murder of Randle on Chemal colony....................
8 1146
Put in jail by Mexicans. .......................................
8 1147
Lost all property........................................
Frost Archibald 1., American..................................... 10 1614
10 1814
....... ......................
Raid at Columbus, N. Mex ......
10 1615
...........
Wounded twice ........................................
8 1111
Gardner, O. L.....................................................
Came out of Mexico August 25, 1919; in Mexico since 1897; railroad
conductor out of Mexico City to Cuernavaca Division- compelled to
leave Mexico with all railroad men under order of Government of
8 1112
April 17, 912: watchword of "La Oran Liga " Mexico for Mexicans.
Relates Jack Johnson incident in Sanborn's, Vfexico City, in restaurant; Mrs. Thinguin, an American lady, refused to serve him: later
five Carranelsta generals made Walter Ranborn apologize to John.
8 1113
son, abshake hands with him, etc................................
Relates abduction of Mexican girl by Zapatistas, also common thing
8 1115
for girls to be ravished and abducted ...................... ....

Treatmentof railroad men reported to United States organization, etc.

8 1115

Garrett, William C., American.....................................
Went to Mexico on Brvan's recommendation .......................
Bought 440 acres 12 miles north of Victoria, Tamaulipe , Mexico......
Ifenequen culture described......................................
Plantation utterly destroyed......................................
Carranza revolution against lfuerta and destruction of railroads, roving
bands of robbers ..............................................

13
13
13
13
13

Outrages, demands for homes, frequent by Carranza soldiers...........
Beaten by bandits who demanded money........................
Burnt saddles and account books..............................
In Victoria when Pablo Gonzalez took it and looted it............
Appeal to authorities often....................................
........
.
lt John .ind.... .......................
Advice of American authorities to leave Mexico ............. , .....
Prospect, for success good with protection ..........................
Relations with laborers good. ..............................
Mexico greatly benefited by foreign investments...................
Carrana doctrine, MIexico for Mexicans, property of foreigners for
Mexicans.......................................................................
American colonies between Tampico and Monterrey .................
Colonists not exploiting Mexicans ........................
.................
HIomesand farms destroyed....
Foreigners not permitted to have arms and ammunition..............
that for other foreigners......
from
different
Feeling against Americans
Secretary Root's trip to latin-America ...........................
Mr. Bryan's attitude .....................................
Mexican elections ................................
Treatment accorded foreigners generally.........................
Cubanize Mexico..............................................
on what should be done to Mexico.
Opinions of foreigners or Mexicans
Peons opposed to interventi on ....................................
.....................................
ndned
absolutely
Plantation
Expected protection by United States..............................13...........

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

Came out at time of landing at Veracruz ........................

1961
1961
1962
1962
1963

13 1963

13 1963

1964
1965
1966
1966
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1969

13 1969
13 1969
11970
1.............
13 1970
13 1971
13 1972
13 1972
13 1973
13 1973
13 1974
13 1974
13 1974
13 1976
13 1976
1976
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Gates, Dr., William, American.... .....................................
,wrence Artlele in Evening Pot, quotations from............
David
.............
Correspondence with Secretary of Wtar Baker..........
letters to II, . . all ttolen.......................................
Omisaiors in published letters............................
Correspondence to Baker..........................................
...
Baker to Gates ...............................................
Gates to Baker .........................................
.....
.................................................
Gates to Baker
.........
Gatese to Baker................................
.. ........
•......
....... ........
Gates .........................
to Baker.
....... ....... ................... .
Baker to
Gatee
Baker to Gate........

......

Oates to Baker............................

..........

Part. Page.
30
1 30
1 307
308
308
1
310
1 312
1 315
19
1
1 319
320
1 320

...........

.........

.....
......
Gates to Churchill ..............................
Gates to Baker.....................................
Do ....................................... ...................
No connection with Association for Protection of American Rights in
......................................
Mexico ......
by request of Americans
Article in pper and magarinee not written
- .........................
interested in Mexico..............
.... ...........
In no conspiracy to bring about intervention..
Not inluenced byanybod for or against intervention................
....................
Hlow he came to write artcle...............
No agreement with lHarold Walker for propaganda in favor of intervene.
tion in Mexico................................................
Gates. William.........................................
Letter. Secretary of 'War Bker to ate. Agust 10. 1919 re avid
Lawrence......................................19
Three exhibits. 4. 5. and 6. with Baker letter of August U.1919; five
organizations against ('arranza.........................
Studied Mexico for 2) years; witness degrco from Mexican Government
as honorary pro!etor of the mlusem in Mexico City. appointment..
Goes on with early history of Indian races In Mexico; map........
Gives asociates of his. interested in archeolo¢'. wrote articles, pr pared map Maya race, giving boundaries of al settlements of Indian
...
tribes; Iumholtz's "Unknown Mexico" correct .........
Twenty-five or thirty different language in Maya race only; b0
10).000.000
Indian tries; 250 Aia!ects. unintellgi lo to each other;
Indians; 800 miles horseback. June. 1917. to May, 1918; sAw Felix
Diaz and Zapats; visited ruins................................

1

321

1
1
1

324
325
326

1

321

1

328

1
1
1

328
329
329
329
330
330

1
I

1

280
2807

19

280

19
19

2809
2810

19

2811

19

2812

Saw Molxueiro; 1.W3 miles horsebeack again through Oaxaca Mountains out through Saina Cruz; paid own expenses; never employed 19 2813
Diaz.....
to write on Mexico' man of morens; not propagandist; met ('aranza:
Met Zapata in Morelos; specks Spanish; Zapata opposing
wants land for people; later betrayed and killed Iy Gonzates......
eoxicans cultured; son of ex-governor of ()axaca; Zapotee Indian;
inhabitants Oaxaca; Zapotec and Mixtec races; Benito Juarez.
Zapotee Indian- Portirio l)laz Miztec brand of Zapotee race........
Communication. tetaez to secretary Baker, refers to document.......
Zapta and Villa occupied Mexico city twice; Aguascalientee convention when Eulalio Gutioerrez was named President of Mexico;
describes election in Yucatan; 'asstro was the "Alvarado Bolshe'ist
..........
.................
candidate" ........
('ircalar. t'andido Aguilar.l refenc elections in 'cracruz; five cla'19
s
Mexican can not vote.......................19
confrom
prohibited
Circular No. 14; Oaxacs, private Individuals
sulting State government- electoral law Oaxac, December 23, 1916;
three classes citizens prohibited,referrin to Candido Agullar .roc
lamation; out of 70,000 only 20,000 voted; quotes Carranza ociatl
re t ......................................
..
......
I. W. W.'s have branches In Mexico..............
Oasa del Obrero Mundial means "Industrial Workers of the World"..
Comments; Salvador Alvarado, who is the center of the entire Bolahe...
.
.
................. .
vist quetion........
Wanted to make Mexico Bolshevist after Yucatan.............

19 2814
19 2813
19 2816

19 2817
2818

19
19
19
19
19
1

2819
2820
2820
2820
2820
282.
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Gates. William-Continued.
Part. Page.
Whole Republic; refers to section 4,"Revolutionary Confederation
of" Veracruz..................................................
19 2820
To run capitals out......................................
.........
19 2820
Gives names of signers ........................................... 19 2820
Obregon one of signers .................................
19 2820
Alvarado appointed governor of Yucatan under plan . ...........
19 2820
uotes Bolshevist proclamation of Alvarado.......
19 2820
Quotes agreement between Carranelstas and I.W. W................ 19 2822
Alvarado joined by Germans.................................. 19 2824
Felipe Carrillo acting governor Yucatan ........................... 19 2824
Carillon
threatened death to whites if plans interfered with........... 19 2824
Carillo visits United States....................................
19 2824
Visited Socialists hero...........................................
19 2824
Took letter to "Comrad" Alvaro Obregon from Socialists ..........
19 2824
Delivered letter from Socialists, Yucatan, to "Ambassador" Martens.. 19 2825
Received answer from Martens..................................... 19 2826
Witness saw letters....................................
...... 19 2826
Carillo officially vouched for by Carranza Consul de Negri............ 19 2826
Carillon against Pablo Gonzales .................................... 19 2826
Alvarado visits Washington ...........
.................
19 2825
Claimed represented Obregon ...........................
19 2825
Witness connects Obregon with Bolshevists ... .................. 19 2825
Pan.American Labor inferencee, Laredo Tex., in 1918.............. 19 2828
Introduces radical address of Mexican delegate Barron............... 19 2828
Secretary of Labor Wilson attends conference................... 19 2829
Gov. Ifunt, of Arizona, attends conference ........................
19 2829
Knows Antonio I. Villarreal ..................................
... 19 2829
Villarreal one of orgmnizersMexican labor revolutionary junta in 1905. 19 2829
Gompers wired sympathy.........
.......................
19 2829
Knows John Kenneth Turner and De Lara ....
.............
19 2829
Turner and De Lara collecting agents for invasion Lower California... 19 2830
History of organized labor in Mexico, years 1910 to 1916 ............. 19 2831
StatementofEloyArmenta relating toorganizedlaborinMexico.....
19 2833
Written appeal Samuel Gompers to Mexican labor................... 19 2834
Clerk Chamber of Deputies, Mexico, sold copies "Russian Bolshevist"
constutitution. ................................................... 19 2834
Mexicans at labor conference introduced proposition to free workers
from jail in United States; witness quotes extracts from speeches
pro and con relating to porpostion ............................... 19 2836
Gompers and American Federation of Labor does not understand
Mexican ..................................... .................. 19 2838
Introduces Carranza death decree regarding strikes ................... 19 2839
American railroad men run out of Mexico .......................... 19 2840
Introduces copy report of W. K. S8it, chief conductor, relating to.... 19 2842
Introduces copy of minutes of meeting Ouadalupe Local Order Rail.
road Conductors protesting against.........................:..... 19 2842
American Federation of Labor did not interest themselves in behalf of
railroad men driven out ......................................... 10 2848
commonn people of Mexico friendly to Americans.....: ........... 19 2844
PanLatin Bolshovists and military dictators only enemies of Amerl.
cans ............................................................. 19 2848
Witness against armed intervention........................... 19 28~5
Thinks next year in Mexico will be worst of all; introduces copy of
letter to President of United States signed by Magana, Meixueiro,
Pelaez, and Felix Diaz ..............................
19 2850
Introduces copy of proclamation "To The Nation" by Gen. Isabel
Robles and Meixuefro.............................................
19 2850
Introduces petition to governor of Puebla from people of State of
Puebla..........................................................
19 28586
Report on special investigation of Senate committee re I. W. W. and
Mexican combination introduced by chairman..................... 19 2868
Gavito, Vicente Sanchez, Mexican ...............................
... 9 1439
Member of Mexican Senate, 1912; all dissolved in October 16........
9 1439
Attitude of Funston at Veracru .................................. 9 1440
Why Mexicans fled from Mexico ....................................
9 1440
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Gavito, Vicente Sanches, Mexican-Continued.
Part. Pae.
Manuel ('alero in Huerta's cabinet .................................
9 1440
. 9 1441
. ...............
Approves statements in Calero's book .
is family's house in Mexico City looted and occupied by Ignacio
Bonillas..................................................
9 1442
Bulnes book correct in "The Whole Truth about Mexico".........
9 1442
Americons did not exploit country.............................
9 1443
9 1444
Operation of Americans beneficial to Mexicans ....................
Fducated Mexicans in exile for various reasons discouraged..........
9 1446
Hope of Mexico in expatriated Mexicans........................
9 1447
Wilson's mistake and (ailure.......................................9 1447
Mexico's indebtedness and failure to meet it .......................
9 1448
Against intervention ..............................................
9 1448
Opposed to outside interference....................................
9. 1449
Peon class can not establish stable government ......................
9 1449
OGilkey, Herbert 8., American.........................................
11 1667
Rio Verde Agricultural Co., 50,000 acres, State of Oaxaca, Mexico,
live stock and agricultural equipment............................
11 1867
No labor troubles.....................................................
11 1668
Safe in time of Diaz.................................... 11 1669
State authorities of Oaxaca tried to give protection and never recognized Carranza.................................................
11 d669
Depredations in 1911 by bandits................................... 11 1669
Ralded plantation and drove off overseer, a Canadian............... 11 1670
British Embassy rescued Taylor after State Department neglected to
do so...........................................................
11 1671
Discussed troubles with John Lind without much satisfaction.........
11 1671
Good Mexicans at the north and bad ones in the south .............
11 1672
Spaniard raided and murdered................................... 11 1672
Delegation invited to
to Mexico and see conditions .............
11 1672
Advised not to go to Veracruz or Tampico ..........................
11 1673
Conditions bad .............................................
11 1673
Beggars abundant................................................... 11 1673
Policemen begin ..............................................
11 1873
Oficiate, epec alr army officers, prosperous.........................
11 1674
Conditions of travel fair...................................
11 1674
Guard and lights out at night...................................
11 1674
No improvement by Mexicans expected..........................
11 1676
Help from outside necessary to better conditions ..............
11 1676
Pictures taken by party confiscated by Mexicans at the border....... 11 1676
Chicago Tribune has some of pictures not seized ....................
11 1676
Banking conditions in Mexico ................................. . 11 1676
Glover, Col. Francis W., American.. ............................
10 1573
Chief of staff to B r. Gen. James B. Erwin .......................
10 1573
Note from Gen. Felp Angeles to commanding officer El Paso district,
June 17, asking for certain information stating Villa ordered his
officers not to fire
to American side..........
..............
10 1574
Angeles distinguished officer...................................... 10 1574
Shots coming over came from Villistas and Carranciasts.............
10 1575
Plans for crossing river............................................
10 1676
How Villiatas and Carrancistas were distinguished................... 10 1676
Gompers Samuel....................................................
..
17 2641
Mexican labor; their relations etc.; defending the Liberal Party;
Magon Brothers, who were radicals and affiliated with the I. W. W.;
position of American Federation of Labor.........................
17 2641
Resoltion and letter recommending Carranza to Wilson signed Samuel
mpe......................................
17 242
October 15 1915 United States notified Carranza of recognition;
Mexico United Labor Alliance.................................. 17 2643
Letter to Secretary Casa del Obrero Mundial, City of Mexico, signed
by Gompers May23, 1918, greeting them in name of Amercan
Federation of Labor.....
.....................
17 2843
Explanaticu in detail of distribution of copies of above letter, and
chronologcal happenings and events of labor crganizations in
United States ana Mexico to get together........................
17 2644
Declaration of Gompers and executive committee of American Fed.
eration of Labor and organized workers of Mexico; copies furnished
Wilson and Carranza and given wide publicity ...................
17 2645
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Part. Pae.
(lompers. Samuel-Continued.
Labor efforts to avoid war"; telegram Gompers to Carranza to ,aleas
American soldiers; telegram to Gompers from Carranza subject
American soldiers release: answer lompers to Carrana, same
subject, thanks for release of soldiers June 30, 1916................ 17 2647
8 1194
Graham, Arthur, American.............................................
Identifies telegram siged Hilarlo Medina, subeecretary of relations,
Mexico, January 17 1920, criticizing subcommittee and forbidding
Mexicans to testify before it..................................
8 1194
8 1195
Tele m .........................................................
8 1318
Guerra, scobo, American .............................................
Sheriff, Starr County, Tex., 1915 and 1916; relates the crossing of 16
Carranza soldiers at Escaballo ranch, 10 miles from Rio Grande City,
8 1310
Tex............................................................
Captured a lieutenant in Carranza army, and three soldiers and a
woman; also a lot of Winchesters confessed they came over to rob
the Saenz store and ranch; they had cut the wires; all but woman
sentenced to 5 years in the penitentiary
...................
8 1320
The other band of 12 Carranza soldiers returned to Mexico. Relates
store at Salineno, Starr County, being robbed by Mexicans from
........................
8 1320
Mexico who returned to Mexico ...
Maximiano Garcia robbed and murdered in Starr County, Tex.; appeals
to military in Camargo, but to no effect ........................... 8 1320
Relates the killing of Gonzales in Camargo by Cortina, officer In
8 1321
Carranza army .........................................
8 1321
...................
Both above American citizens.........
Conditions on border good under Diaz. Since then the reverse.
Tried but no assistance from officers on Mexican side to enforce law
and order on border.
8 1117
Hall Guillermo Franklin, American ................................
8 1117
director Mexican Trade Bureau, San Antonio Chamber of Commerce.
8 1118
Denies personal knowledge refers to newspaper reports ..............
8 1118
Denies giving Mise Smith that information ........................
Denies that he told Miss Smith that Mexican secret service men were
8 1120
making an investigation of Senator Fall or the committee........
1094
Handshy, H. M., American.................................
Carranza
Mexico 10 years. Relates battle El Oro in 1918 between
8 1094
and Villa forces............................................
8 1095
Villistas hung Mr. Smith, an American ..............................
Villistas dynamited power plant, value, $500,000, National Mines &
8 1096
Smelting Co.....................................................
People prefer Villa to Carranza: conditions in districts controlled by
8 1097
Carranma bad in Villa district better .............................
8 1226
Hanson, Capt. W. 1., American....................................
of
sentence
under
now
Identifies voluntary statement of L. Witzke
death, Fort Sam Houston, as German spy during the war; connectinug Mauro Mendez as being in pay of German Government during
8 1226
war.............................................................
Senior captain Texas Ranger force; special investigator Fall commit22 3223
tee* past official positions.....................................
Ranchman in Mexico............................................. 22 3223
Titles Mexican property.......................................... 22 3224
Citrus fruit acreage; stock and improvements on ranch; hacienda El
22 3224
..................................
Conejo .. ... .. ...........
22 3225
Conditions good under Dia......................................
..... 22 3225
Mexican laborers honest and good people ....................
Citrus fruit experts employed from California and Cornell............ 22 3226
Gulf Coast Citrus Fruit Association.................................. 22 3225
. 22 3225
Prof. Gandara and Millon of Mexico City .......................
Prof. Stiles of Texas, citrus fruit expert, teaching laborers to bud trees. 22 322
Other citrus fruit groves that section .............................. 22 3226
McDonald and Hoppe production, Tampico.......................... 22 3226
Employed Mexicanlabor-prices .................................. 22 3227
Commissary-free medical service and drugs ........................ 22 3227
Unsuccessful division of land for laborers.......................... 22 3227
22 3228
Schools. .........................................................
22 3227
Good feeling between Americans and Mexicans .....................
4766-20--voL2- --
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Hanson, Capt. W. M., American-Continued.
Part.
Six hundred acres of citrus fruit and ranch destroyed, burned, live
stock taken ..................................................... 22
Called to Tampice for protection, 1913, by United States Government. 22
Returned to ranch 1914; arrested and court martialed to be executed;
saved by Consul Miller and two friends..........................
22
Expelled Trom Mexico 28th of January, 1914, at Matamoros by (en.
Gonzales .......................................................
22
Charge, interventionist and spy ..................................
22
Reported to United States Government officials ravishment of Mlise
Gourd...........................................................
22
Returned to Tampico by water April 10, 1914: shanghaied out by
United States Government with 2,800 Americana April 22, 1914, to
United States ................................................. 22
Tampico incident. ...............
...... ..............
22
Assistance Capt. Koehler of German steamboat Dresden ...........
22
Riot and Southern Hotel incident..................................
22
United States ships taken out of Tampico on April 21, leaving Americans at mercy of mob..........................................
22
English commander refused to send message or land marines-neutral. 22
Rescued by English. German. Dutch, and oil boats.....
....... 22
Delivered to United States ships outside of harbor and brought to

Page.
3228
3229
3229
3229
3229
3230
3230
3230
3231
3231
3231
3231
3232

United States.................................................. 22 3232

Consul Miller protests removal United State. ships to no avail........ 22 3233
Committee rent to Washington with protest.......................
22 3234
Conferences with United States department heade....
..........
22 3234
Committee and Americans insulted by Secretary Daniels.......... 22 3234
Secretary Bryan rendered assistance ...............................
22 3234
Flaginident, Tamp c, 1914.......................................
22 3235
Confiscated property returned to Mr. K. H. Merrem for company..... 22 3236
Fifteen or twenty American colonies in that section; good people engaged in arnculture and stock farming ......................
22 3236
Americans ih Mexico pioneers, imported American manufactured
products
................................................
22 3237
No reimbursements for losses of $400,000........................... 22 3238
Would return to Mexico if United States Government etralhtens con*
ditions ......................................
.........
....... 22 3238
Colonists; refugees horrible condition ..........................
22 3239
Mexicans have no confidence in United States Government.........
22 3239
Laboring clams Mexicans want Americans in Mexico.
.........
22 3239
Robber class and radicals only against Americans................... 22 3240
Americans not allowed to go armed for self-protection to Mexico....
22 3240
Americans safe, any remote district in Mexico, under Diaz........... 22 3240
Few soldiers under Diaz...................................
22 3240
Never knew of bank robbery; only one train robbery in Mexico under
Diaz rlgime....................................... 22 3240
Occupation after leaving Mexico, 1914, to present date.
.......
22 3240
Planof San Diego.. .............................................
22 3241
German.Mexican activity against United States during war.......... 22 3241
Identifies photostat letters in evidence before committee ........
22 3241
I. W. W. and Communists both rides of border.................
22 3242
Texas Rangers do not cross border after marauders only with United
States eoldiers.............................
22 3242
Americans crossing border without protection-not allowed to carry
arms....................................... ...............
....
22 3242
Mexicans killed along border; raiders or rvmpathizers..............
22 3243
Texas border Mexican: generally law abiding ......................
22 3243
leravides family loyal Americans.................................
22 3243
Zavala family among founders of Texas liberty...................
22 3244
Conditions of Mexicans in Mexico .................................. 22 3244
Treatment of Mexicans by oil companies in Mexico ..............
22 3244
Thomeon propaganda favors Carrana...............................
22 3245
Photographs of vandalism in Mexico................................ 22 3246
Loesse of several colonies in Tampico Eection..................
22 3246
Introduction of individual losses of Americans not in record previously. 22 3247
Further reference to documents in appendix.................
....
22 3248
Appendix to Capt. Hanson's testimony .............................
22 32F5
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Lessee, Thomas Eving...............................
loees., I,.Gunter..................................................
.o es, C. I,. Glaze................................................
Tcask~, I,. J. Kalkloh .........
.........................
Statement of J. Lillywhite re Mormon colonies...................
Statement of L. Wftzke, German spy, now under sentence of death,
Fort Sam Ifouston, as to Carranza-German intrigue during war.....
Account of Rowe kidnaping........................................
Additional list of Americans killed in Mexico ........................
Treaty between Mexico and United States, December 14, 1859, made
by Presidents Buchanan and Juarez; confidential; later released for
publication...............................................
Ifemorandum rights; American oil companies under Mexican and
international law to property prior to May 1, 1917......
........
Decision Texas criminal court in Ar et a. case from Laredo, Tox.;
United States at war with Mexico, 1918; defendant released........
Refutation of Forres testimony as refers to name of E. E. Dickason,
f. D ..................................... ....................
Statement of Mrs. R. L.
, ravished and taken to Mexico by Carranza officer, El Paso, Tex.......................................
Affidavit of Mr. -, kidnaped by Villistas........................
Statement of as to robbery, etc., by Carrmancistas............
Losses, Charles 8. Dolley and wife............ ..............
Iees, W. A. Lyon ...............................................
loses. Charles F. Simon..................................
Memorial of Charles F. Simon.................................
Sfurder of Wilford O. Robertson..................................
Affidavit of 1. 11. Brown as to murder of Wilford O. Robertson.......
Affidavit of Joe Stempfle as to murder of Wilord O. Robertson.......
Official confidential report re radicalism Mexico....................
Official report to ad'jutant general, Texas, and to this committee by
Capt. Ilanson..................................................
Communication of Robert 11. Murray, refuting certain portions of Mr.
Jluckley'o testimony (pp. 773, 774 829, 830, pt. 6).................
Statement of committee concerning urray.......................
Harris, . O .........................................................
Mixed train fired into near Cumbre Tunnel .........................
Bridge burned................................................. ...................
Federals hid guns; always carry pets: Yaquis do not take women with
them on trips; Yaquis fought rebels at Cumbre Tunnel; train
turned; Iupert was engineer...................................
....
Hart, Thomas, American .....................................
Chauffeur: migration of laborers from Mexic-4, and causes; guarantees
Letter wages...................................................
...
Not induced to come for exploitation ........................
...............
Fear of another revolution in Mexico. ........
..............................
Ilarney, Edward Field, British..
The Loguna Corporation of Delaware; 650,000 acres in ('anmpeche:
mahogany,
chicle: coloniation....
rubber,
cattle,
gum,
producing
Iand purchased for cash ........................................
.....................
Country prospero~st under Dia.......
Attitude toward foreigners faorahle ..............................
Exploitation of .Mexiom people nonsense..........................
American enterprises beneficial to Mexican people ...................
................................................
Peonage..........
Change in attitude of Mexicans changed on occupation of Veracruz...
.ane Wileon.......................
and
Henry
Confidence in Iluerta
...............
Diplomatic Corps behind II. L. Wilson ..........
Failure of Hluerta duo to nonsupport and Interference of United States .
Madero complete failure..........................................
Life and property secure up to Veracruz incident...................
Fluctuated afterward .............................................
:..
Ifave gron worse ..........................................
......
Much destnruction of life and property.....................
Financial and commercial conditions prevent operating plantation...
Physical lose $10,000..............................................

Part. Pa .

2"2
22
22
22
22

3250
3250
3260
3352
3253

22 3255
22 326
22 326
22 3257
22 3270
22 3279
22 "284
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

3284
3286
3287
3290
3292
3293
3294
3297
3298
3299
3301

22 3303
22
22
17
17
17

3304
3305
2609
2609
2610

17 2612
14 2151
14
14
14
9

2151
2151
2153
1345

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
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I130

9
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Harney Edward Field, Bitish--Continued.
Part.
Problem of Mexico can not be solved without outside help........
.. 9
9
Mexicans feel contempt for United States ........................
Plan to solve Mexican problem................................
9
Better class Mexicans would assist........................
9
Sporadic revolutions useless ..................................... 9
9
Yorce required to pacify Mexico....
............................
No advantage in allowing matters to drag along ....................
9
Capital to go into Mexico requires assurance of stable government.... 9
Metallic reserves of banks seized..................................
0
Railroads and express companies taken over by government........
9
Oligations must he first
charged ............................
0
Not in favor of taking and keeping Mexic.........................
9
Foreign interests in Mexico said to be trying to force annexation by
United States.................................................. 9
Propaanda resorted to by (arranra ............................
9
Radlica labor in Mexico........................................ 0
Foreign enterprise tremendous influence in improving condition of
laorers in Mexico...............................................
9
Food and clothes first step toward education ..................
9
Carrnza does not act by Congress but by decree ..................
9
Unable to get teacher for school..........................
9
Teachers in Yncatan ignorant propagandists.....................
True story of Huerta .............
.......................
Herman, Capt. Frodrirck J.,American................................
12
Occurrences at Nogales Ariz., August 27, 1918...
.............
12
Situation as to international boundary line.........................
12
Battle there described.............................................. 12
Conference with Mexican authorities............................. 12
Mexican combatants evidently soldiers, though not in uniform........ 12
De facto troops declared cooped in barracks, which was not true....... 12
Women and children moved out of Negales, Sonora, before fight...... 12
A Mexican in a letter warned American forces of impending attack on
12
...........................
Nogales, Ariz ...........
12
Reinforcements and machine guns sent............................
Loss among American soldiers........
..................
12
Casualties on Mexican side ..................................
12
Commended by department commander...........................
12
Orders prohibited American troops crossing or firing into Mexico......
12
Firing from Gen. Obregon's house in Nogales, Sonora.............. 12
Casualties at Naco, Arifaca, in 1913 and 1914....................... 12
No interference by American troops with shooting at Naco........... 12
Explosive shells used at Naco....................................... 12
12
No shrapnel fell in Nogates, Ariz ....................................
Mayor of Nogales, Sonora, killed with rifle in his hands ........
12
Nothing done by Mexican authorities to discipline belligerents.......
12
Thefts of cattle in subdistrict of Nogales, Ari., by de facto soldiers of
.
........................ 12
Mexico ................
Stolen American horses in hands of Mexican troops and some returned.. 12
Some cooperation from Mexican authorities.......................
12
Soldiers of de facto government wore no uniform ...................
. 12
No rule to roll up Mlft pantaloon leg.......... ............. 12
Hernandez, Braulio...........................................
.....17
Madero and Vasqu Gomez brothers ainst Diasz; borne by them;
campaigning in Chituahua without their aid: only $100 from Madero
for stock in printing, company; October, 1910, told Madero in San
Antonio "we will declare war if you do not"; Madero gave him $100. 17
Abraham Gonzales collected $400 ................................. 17
Alfonso Madero sent $2,500 and $1,600 .............................
17
Later $1,800, from him while in New York; he pawned his ring to send
message.........................................................
17
Mr. Gonzales secured several hundred dollars; Madero, senior, gave to
Luz Soto $2,000.......................
.............
17
Again received $2,000 .............................................
17
F. Madero and brother hid in house 22 days in El Paso; did not pay
wash bill.......................................................
17
Gustavo Madero sends Gonzalez Garza near $10 000................... 17
Madero brought to Barnes from New York $50,00 worth of cartridges.. 17
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Ifernandez, Braulio-Continued.
Part. Page.
Shelton & Payne Arms Co., of El Paso, handled arms and ammunition
for revolution. Did not charge commission. But loaned money to
pay express and freight bills...................................
17 2519
Ernest bladero paid Gustavo Madero $300,000 for expenses of revolu.
tion.....................................................
.. 17 2620
Only foreign help witness received $180 worth of arms and cartridges.. 17 2520
Revolution fought out with "Abnegation and hunger" of the Mexicans 17 2620
Pays respects to Orozco and Didapp................................
17 2520
Hill, Lon C., American ............................................
8 1263
Attack on Peterson's store at Lyford, Tex.; rancho de los Indies, May,
1915.......................................................
8 1263
Relates murder of Bernard Boey, Texas, 1915; burning of bridge
south of Sebastian, July, 1915..
.......................
8 1264
Battle between soldiers and citizens at rancho Tule, 22 miles from
Brownsville: McOuire killed, two or three wounded ...............
8 1265
Robbery of Alexander's store at Sebastian, August, 1915; relates mur.
der of Mr. Austin and his son; attempted assassination of Charles
Jenson at Lyford, Tex., August 7, 1915 ..........................
8 12566
Relates attack on automobiles in which Mr. Conrad and Sonny Huff
were wounded; attack on Noriss ranch, August 8 1915; Jim Forbes
and Frank Martin wounded: several outlaws killed; patrol of sol.
diers fired upon at Palm Garden; Waterfield, a soldier, killed......
8 1267
An American killed near Palm Garden few days later; three bridges
burned above Brownsville: attack of Fresno pump, 12 miles from
Brownsville; burned construction works and bridges; execution of
John Smith and Donaldse- near Los Fresnos, Tex ..................
8 1258
Attack on Galveston ranch: soldiers killed and wounded: attack on
American girl near Hlarlingen; derailing of train near Brownsville;
passengers shot; killing of Dr. McCain and wounding of Harry Wal.
lace on train ..................................................... 8 1259
District Attorney Kleiber robbed; Corp. McBee killed; Brasher and
engineer killed (Kendall): killing of Juan Garcia...............
8 1260
Captured arms and equipment: Lieut. Newman crossed into Mexico;
relates occurrences across river ...................................
8 1281
Americans leaving for interior; lces about half million .............
8 1262
Cause of raids, I. W. W., Magon, etc., their explanations............
8 1263
Instructions not to kill Germans or molest them; had officers named
when they took part of Texas; Germans were to furnish arms and
ammunition, etc...............................................
8 1284
Hines, Marcuse, American..............................................
8 1309
Relates Norias fight; Martin and Forbes and three United States sol.
diers wounded ................................................... 8 1309
Bandits killed Mexican woman, and rangers killed four of attacking
party; mentions killing of two Americans, Smith and Donaldson,
also the two Austins ......................................
8 1310
Germans back of plan to take Texas ............................
8 1311
German flag, owner said Mexicans told him it would save him from
the raiders....................................................
8 1311
Hinkley, W. B., American. ....
...............................
8 1181
Residence, San Benito Tex., near Brownsville..................
8 1181
Conditions good while biaz was President ........................
8 1182
Bad conditions since Yovolution all along the border; raids, murder,
and stealing ....................................................
8 1182
Mentions bandit raids: two Mexicans killed and two American officers
wounded in first fight ............................
......
8 1182
Bands organized on Mexican side of river...........
...........
8 1183
Reign of terror on Texas side during raids .....................
8 1183
No farms under cultivation that year.............................. 8 1183
Hundreds of American families had to leave their Texas homes on
account of conditions along the Texas side of Rio Grande..........
8 1183
Very little property taken in raids, mostly by stealing; raids were for
tle purpose of killing Americans ...................................
8 1184
Hopkins, Sherburne O................................................ 16 2411
Was attorney for Carrana between April 1, 1913, to September 15
1914; was at Niagara conference June, 1914, at which it was agreed
on embargo of arms to Mtexico; subsequently a shipment of arms and
ammunition was made on Antilla, New York to Tampico.......... 16 2411
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Hopkins. Sherbume O.--Continued.
Carrancistas understood they would be allowed by United States Gov.
ernment to ship arms and ammunition to Cuba, but they would see
that ship did not proceed to 'Cuba,but to Tampico instead; that
vessels so engaged would be subject to fines; several cargoes were
shipped in this manner and vessels fined, but remitted by order of
the Secretary of the Treasury; Lind go-between 'arranajunta and
department while still representative of Wilson and in his ey......
Quotes Buckley as to shipment of 6,000,000 cartridges on Sunshine,
Orampas, and Susan, ax trips from Galveston to Tampico; correct
statement .........................
.............
Identifies letter from witne- to Carranza May 8, 1914, referred to shipment of arms to Cuba, but to arrive in Mexico; denied by Lind;
substantiated positively by witness; gives conversation with Lind
at Hotel Willard; Lind helping Carranza, reason of letter..........
Identifies extract letter witness to Carranza May 10, 1914, reference
Wilson's opinion ('arranra should not consentto mediation, but for
complete triumph of revolution ..................................
Identifies quotation of letter to Carranza from witness advising Carranza not to be influenced by Bryan, as he will sacrifice any great
principle for own political ambitions; identifies another quotation
against Carranza trusting Bryan................................
Identifies another quotation advising that Lind as personal representative of Wilson had more influence than Bryan; Felcitas Villarreal represents Carranza here; imprisoned two years by Carranza;
later was hostile to Carranza, caused by him being against suance
of paper money; superior education and fine fellow.................
Gives reasons why oe severed relations with Carranza government
September, 1914, on account of disagreement as to future policy of
Carranragovernment ............................................
Oarranzaarbitrary methods- issuance money; removing governors; Carranza government ghastly failure; failure to carry out provL-ions,
etc......................................
....................
Attitude toward foreigners hostile; discusses new revolution in Sonora
this date ..........................................................
Visited Mexico June 1, 1911, after triumph of Madero; summoned to
confer settlement of certain affairs; familiar with National lines of
Mexico.........................................................
Consulted afterwards replacing of loans; Diaz appointed do la Barra
in order that he might succeed him, agreed to by Madero; Ernesto
Madero appointed minister of finance............................
Know Gustavo Madero; in constant consultation with him...........
Claims consulted about for secret service, etc. - employed men in charge
of secret service; Sommerfeld representative Madero in El Paso;
never was counsel for Standard Oil Co., never employed by them...
Had relations with Waters-Pierce Oil Co., employed by them in Janu.
ary, 1912; employed once prior to 1912 for six months; did not
secure for Waters-Pierce Oil Co. or personal concession; Waters.
Pierce Oil Co. never had concession; have large interests in Mexico
oil interests; had no interest in revolution, was neutral; suffered
great loses by revolution.........................................
Waters-Pierce Oil Co. had no relation events 1910-11 in Mexico;
Diarto Ofical of Mexico shows no concessions to witness; made it
hot for El Aguila Oil Co., thought them dishonest, but knows nothing
of dissolution of that company; did not represent Speyer & Co.;
did not receive any money from anyone to pay off a loan..........
Do la Barmra government reimbursed (Gustavo Madero $300,000 gold for
advances made by him in revolution; thinks he received a fee of
$50 000 from this fund for services rendered from November 1, 1910,
to Juno 1, 1911; knows of no loans to revolutionary factions from
Americans or American companies..............................
Employed by Gustavo Madero; did not act in a dual capacity; gives
idea of legal advice furnished ................................
Azcona, member of revolutionary committee in Washington, arrested
on trumpod-up charges; released; here to create public sentiment..
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Hopkins, Sherburne G.--Continued.
Part. Page.
Does not think Madero borrowed any money; had it- suit against
Madero brought by Diaz Government to harass Madero; was not
connected with Waters-Pierce Oil Co. when L.imantour was in New
York; employed by Henry C. Pierce in Mexico July 1911; later,
January, 1912; consulted by Pierce one month after fall of Juarez,
first time.......................................................
17 2631
Pierce employed witness to expose certain crooked people, so-called
('ientificos; they had secured concessions from Gtovernment, socalled Pearson concessions; Aguila Oil Co. deals in refined product
of oil; Pearson Oil Co. deals in crude oil, in competition with WatersPierce Co.; W\ters-Pierce Oil Co. operating under great disadvantage on account of Diaz Government granting vast oil concessions
to competitors; had been going on for long while................. 17 2532
Members oftguila Oil Co., anda y Escaundon, Euriquoe reel, Portirlo Diaz, jr., Luis Riba, Pablo Macedo, Luis Elguero; had impor.
tant concessions; Waters-Pierce Oil Co. status not changed by result
of revolution; reason for employment ............................
17
53
Reason Pierce had private person to expose Aguila Oil Co. transaction
because Government would not; willing to tell all he knows; Pierce
desired decent business to prevail; to even up conditions..........
17 25:34
Paid about $1,000 for services; no retainer from; advice given to rovolutionists to get rid of Diaz Government; war material from United
States; does not know firms .....................................
17 253
Principally from St. Louis and New York; liannerman, Broadway,
New York, furnished rifles. cartridges, and machine guns- dealers.. 17 2630
Gustavo Madero brought a large lot IK-ginning of revolution, about
three carloads equipment; does not know cost of revolution; funds
advanced entirely from Mexico; kno.vat Didapp, formerly consul at
Santander, Spain, and Turkey; Syrian; did not have conversation
17 2537
with him as quoted ..............................................
Dldapp dismissed twice from Mexican Government; wrote articles
agait t Madero.................
.............................
17 2638
Had conversation with Mr. Dawson, of State Department, only to poet
him on general matters..........................................
17 2639
Money, as fee, sent to Hopkins and Hopkins ........................
17 2639
Madero kept his money in San Antonio and New York ..............
17 2640
Details how $300,000 was deposited; Mexican Government approved
17 240
fee................................................................
Gave witness check for his fee- does not know what became of balance
of money; had not loaned them any money; had a conference with
French banker about loan; met Charles R. F lint, William M3.Ivins;
nothing came of it; knows of no drafts being drawn on Madero...... 17 2542
17 2643
Does not think revolution cost Madero over 00,000 .................
Others helped buy arms and ammunition; total cost of revolution over
17 2 43
$1,500,000 old ..................................................
Does not believe Limantour told Diaz American capital was backing
17 2 44
Madero .............. ............................................
17 2645
Madero, sr., wanted tosee revolution terminated ...................
Services for which fee was paid and how; received telegram at Vera17 2647
cruz that Mfr. Root had offered resolution .........................
Resolution good for Mexico and proper for United States, bad for
17 2548
Orozo ..........................................................
Stock given to Diaz people, $1,500,000 while they held public office;
understood Standard owns Cowdray or rierson interests............ 17 2649
Knows it from papers shown witness by J. N. Galbreath of Waters.
17 2550
Pierce Oil Co...................................................
17 2651
Knows no loan was made to Maderoe in United States ...............
Discussions; (entificoe connection with the national lines of Mexico;
Madero wanted them out; Speyer & Co., Ladenbur, Thalman & Co.,
and Mr. Pierce hold securities;]Ielce largest individual holder; Loeb
SCo. and English and French banks also own a lot................ 17 2653
Security holders know of plans to oust directorate; Lord Cowdray had
contract with lovernmnt for managing Tehuantepec Railroad;
Cientitices were director; mismanaged; cost twice what it should;
afraid same condition would be practiced on national lines, inas17 2665
much as same people were directors ..............................
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Bopkins, Sherburne G.--Continued.
Americans ran off national lines .................................

Part. Pae.
17 2556

Object to rumor directors who were directors of Agulla Oil Co.; plan
between witness and Gustavo Madero only. ....
............ 17
Madero actuated only by patriotic motives as a Mexican, not for the
17
purpose of turning railroads over to stockholders.................
Directors friends of Cowdray feared their influence in management of
national lines; Pierce effected consolidation of Mexican contract
with national lines ....... ................................... 17
('owdray considered the one partnerof Diaz ........................ 17
Directors forced out; now ones favorable to Madero; Pierce not consuited; Madero and Fierce had ideas in common................
17
Special appointment between Madero, ar., and Limantour in New
York ...........................................................

Quotes newspapers; Limantour said Diaz should get out, denied by
Creel; Dr. F. Gomez and Vazconceloe told witness; arrangement
between Limantour and Madero, sr., in Noew York cause of Francisco I. Madero ordering Orozco not to attack Juarez; Madero feared
shot falling on United States soil might cause intervention; negotiations were to compromise .......................... ...........
Knows nothing of financial conditions of Maderos; suit against them
annoying, not fictitious...............................
Does not know whether Continental Rubber Co. advanced $160,000
to Madero; knew Zelaya was to be put out as President of Nicaragua
before it occurred; notified Otto Fuerth, who had large interests
.....................
there ...................
Discusses pipe-line concessions in Mexico; Madero said no good, but
pipe-line concessions confirmed under Madero ...................
Discusses value of Mexican Petroleum stock; understood Mexican
Petroleum Co. controlled by Standard. .......................
Standard and Waters-Pierce fighting in Mexico; discusses relations
between Standard and Waters-Pierce............................
Standard reenters Mexico .......................................
Horton, William A., American........................................
Prevented from returning to Mexico by order of Mexican Govemment
against those who testify before subcommittee... ...........
Why he went to fexico; inducements, a pamphlet signed by Porfirlo
Isu and circular of United States Interior Department approving..
United States anxious to extend commerce; asked Americans to go to
Mexico.........................................................
Circular signed by Secretary of Interior ............................
Circular sent out'in United States franked envelope...............
Propaganda from individuals and companies endorsed by Mexican
..
authorities....................................................
Bryan's original and changed attitude ............................
Farm northwest of Tampico, 10 or 12 miles from Gulf ..............
.................
Little paid for two concessions.........
About 100 Americans, heads of families, not speculators.............
Citizenship in colony over average............. ....................
.
Exploited peon by raising his wages..........................
Farms left in the hands of Mexican attendants .......................
Robbed by bandits...............................................
Carranza's order to concentrate in populous cities...................
Troubles began with occupation of eracruz ..........................
Depredations and indignities......................................
Ordered into Tamplco and out of the country by Mr. Bryan..........
.
Went to Galveston on cattle boat..............................
No reception at Galveston; quarantined out in bay seven days........
Giver. tickets to home after declaring themselves paupers............
Mexican tore up American flag in Tampico........................
Returned during IIuerta's administration........................
Huerta protected Americans and committed no depredations .......
Carrancistas took whatever they wanted.......................
Ordered out again by United States in June, 1915..............
Went out on collier Cyclops in 1915............ ....................
" Not allowed to ship crop of onions............ ...................
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Part. Page.
Horton, William A., American-Continued.
Went back because Carranza was recognized and assurances of both
Governments ...................................................
11 1714
Assurances not fulfilled ............................................ I 1714
Americans disarmed at mercy of bandits............................ 11 1714
Colonists roughly treated by Mexicans......................
11 1714
A. J. Stovall murdered by Mexicans'April 20, 116 .................. 11 1714
Fletcher on conditions in Mexico in 1919, and Correll............. 11 1716
Correll killed....
............................................ 11 1717
No Americans in Atascador Colony................................
11 1717
Germans well treated .................................
11 1717
Americans in other colonies....................................... 11 1718
Americans in other colonies similarly treated........................ 11 1718
Hlad all they owned in those places.. .........................
..
11 1718
Never asked United States for protection; was told Americans remain.
ing or returning to Mexico not to look for protection .............. 11 1718
American enterprise and farmers to advantage of Mexicans.......... 11 1719
Invasion of Veracruz changed attitude of Mexico...............
11 1719
Mexican lower classes not quarrelsome or bloodthirsty ............
11 1719
Bases Carranza revolution on robbery.........................
11 1719
Carranza officials demand his guns. .............................
11 1719
Indignities and theft of watch and medical surgical cases...............
11 1721
No satisfaction from American authorities........................... 11 1722
Cooperation between Carrancistasand bandits....................... 1 11722
Peons think they can do what they please to Amerians, who will do
nothing......
..........................................
11 1723
Refused emergency passport at Tampico and Monterrey because going
Before Fall committee..........................................
11 1724
Walked across line at Laredo without inspection ................... 11 1726
Opinion as to what ought to be done in Mexico ...................... 11 1725
"Mexico for Mexicans,' slogan of Carranza......................... 11 1726
Favors intervention........................... ............
I
1728
Dias decree protecting Americans result of telegram from Roosevelt.. 11 1726
Mexicans would pay no attention to President Wilson.......... 11 1727
Policy of liminaling Ifuerta ......................
11 1727
Villa Carranza's principal general......
.................
11 1727
Aspect of country bad; stock all gone; no farming................... 11 1727
Production better than In United States............................ 11 1728
Ilowze, Gen. Robert I., American......................................
10 1668
fMaor eneral, United States Army* sketch of military experience.... 10 1568
W lh Pershing expedition; reported on Carrizal fight ..............
10 1569
1569
10...........
Why did not go beyond San Domingo ranch ..............
Competent to deal with any situation at Carrizal.................. 10 1569
List ofdeathsand injuries topersons in hisdistrict since February, 1917. 10 1670
List of such casualt es ............................................. 10 1670
Details as toshots fired across boundary at El Paso, Tex,. Juno 15, 1919. 10 1572
Intolerable conditions grown worse; Mexican Government unfriendly
to United States ............................................. 10 1572
Capture and ransom of Americans; murder and rapine and destruction
prevail* Mexico left to fMexicans is hopeless ....................... 10 10
1572
Not possible to make distinctions between fMexicans raiding......... 10 1673
Term "bandit" not used olticially........ ....................
10 1573
American forces on border competent to handle any situation ....... 10 1673
8 1147
Hunter, John, American. ........ ...............................
Went to Mfexico, 1900; traveled extensively in Mfoxico during the Diaz
rEgime with perfect safety; conditions good...................
8 1149
8 lb
Related dynamiting houses..................................
8 1151
Relates fight and robbery ...........................................
Stabbing of Baird and 'eal; saw men hung, Mexicans; in Guadalajara
after Veracruz incident; flaming anti-.American literature; everything destroyed in American consulate; took flag down, dragged It
S 113
through streets; threats toward Americans......................
Americans protected by British; heads shaved; British citizen; Amer8 1154
icans claimed to be British subjects for protection................
Trampled American flag, then ripped it up in strips and burned it;
8 1155
threwMexican flag at him; taken to Mfanzanillo ...................
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Hunter, John,. American--Continued.
Part.
Kicked Mexican boys carrying valises for Americans; taken out on German ship Mlaia:Mexicans took W'ilson's picture out of consulate,
painted long black horns on it, made Americans march around it,
walk over it, then burned it; threw ashes over their heads; German
acting consul forced Mexicans to liberate an American after Consul
Davis and Mr. Stratton had failed; kidnaping of Mr. Baird, an
American............... ..........................
....................
8
Mr. Iarrison kidnapped .......................................
8
Hfarrison rescued by Americans............................
8
Attack on Ameea: 'fr. Foster and two Americans made fight: Mexican
wounded and chopped to pieces: attack on Mr. Villamin, his tight
with them; sufferings undergone by Miss Flores, her abduction: killing of former manager of El Favor mine, head chopped up.........
8
Never saw a Mexican punished for killing an American in Mexico; Mr.
Breakenridge was Filled at Avutla, shot through back;: sentenced
six years, out in six months; Mr. Gates fights Mexicans; he was the
owner of Carrizo mine...........................................
8
Tells of prejudice against Americans; murder of Americans, Ifoadly
and Williams, their bodies chopped up by Mexicans: list of passen.
germ on German steamship Maria brought out of Maazanillo, 245,
miners and colonists, workmen ..................................
8
Hyde, Capt. eorge ., American .....................................
8
V'erifes translation telegram identified by Arthur Graham, dated Mex.
ice, January 17 1920 to Mexican consul at San Antonio Tex., and
signed by Illario Medina, subsecretarv of relations, forbidding Mexicans to testify before subcommittee of Senate ..................
8
1
Inman, Samuel O., American ..................................
Statement of........................................................
1
Pant Anericaismn .............................................
1
Relations with Latin America..............................
....
1
American solidarity ............
...............
.....
1
fMiaonary activities in Mexico . ................................
1
Churches against intervention in Mexico...........................
1
Abues of |,;fe politcloe........................... ..................
1
lJoldiug: of large landed interests ................................
1
Carranza ultrdinternationallstic and resentful .....................
1
Policy of Mexico for the Mexicans ........
............. ..... . 1
Carranza not responsible for radical features of constitution of 1917;
authority for this statement..................
...........
1
Osuna adviser to Carranza, governor of Tamaulipas States unier milltary rule; American financial experts invited to tfexico to work out
new tax system... .... ...........
......................... ....
1
Carranza's attitude on oil question; no idea of confiscation........... 1
Powe of Con reis to change constitution..........
.................
1
Newspapers distrust Carranza's message to Congress .................
1
Newpapor exaggrat ions in United States .......................
1
World War convinced Mexicans United States could and would fight.
1
Letter of Luis Cabrera of March 17, 1917, to E. D. Trowbridge, asking
committee to go to Mexico and cooperate with Government.........
1
Trowbridge unable to organize committee.... ........................
1
Trowbridge's book, "M3exico ToDay," is friendly to Carrauza gov.

ernment .....................................................

Improved conditions in Mexico...................................
Allotment of Mexico's income ........
..........................
Imports of crude oil from Mexico.....................................
Revenue spent in maintaining army...........................
Conditions as to bandits improving ...............................
Resolutions of nlasion bcesi .....................................
Influence of young men in Carranza government ...................
Sch o!s.......................................................
Alvarado and socialistic enterprise in Yucatan ................
Carranza's personal character............. ..........................
Yaqui raid on Guaymas, Sonora........
...............
Inman's book... .....
....................
......
o
Letter of Alvarado to Carranta, Obregon, and Pablo Gonzales........

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i..
1
1
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Part. Page.
Inman. ~amuel 0., American-Continued.
Red Cross work in Coahuila and Mexico City; attack on Red Cross
39
train............................................................ 1
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Jones, Charles E.-Conltinlued.
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...............
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letlc......................................
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Jones, Charles E.--Continued.
United slates Atlurney revmnlllendcl
h.jirltadlin in lieu of Irosetlion. 20
All d
ele .......................................................
20
Central American lots cotltinue ill Slexico.........................
20
letter ladllado allntos write, lttles
that .lva.tulo agree. furnish
et uip

cnt ...............................

..................

.

Sant .ltatts (tl)roln land others will still asht revolluim..........
Iteport C(rees to I)citllinent ,of Ju-lice Seitelmbelr 2.,, 191. re Jutan
(Gn\evara satllltglirg ollllililin....
..
.................
Adam I.eclkie a:id C'ltarls .\. I)oul~lu , loyal AlletriatlL.n..............
Iteport ('r ees to Ilei rt nent of Ju.,tic rT'Jerti S. Iet. ...........
Iteport C'ree .e to Itplartment of Ju:tice re interview willth Ignaio

Ilonillas

Jonll

re iermann activity ill Mexico ..........................
iolini to I elpartlllnllt of Jntlic.ee'olurlrlig

ronumenalltl;

activities in Mexico.............................
Report ('reese to lllir.llllnt of Juti ei re 1trtak betweenl
aiid (hregon ..............................................
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(;(ierman

........

20 3112

(tarranza

Jones, a(us T., American .................................
List of United Statessoldliers killed in the Columbus, N. Mex., raid..
Joyce Father Francis 1'., chaplain, United States Army:
Six or o\even hundred sisters in Veracruz, 1914, many in disguise and
in want ..........
...............................
Many priests servo bishops and archbishops there; same working as
waiters in restaurants; Father Kelloey gave some assistance; United
States Consul Sillirnan, personal representative of President Wilson,
said, when appealed to for aid to sisters and priests, "It is generally
admitted by everybody that the worst thing in Mexico, next to
prostitution, is the Catholic C'hrch, and both must go:" Mexican
woman offered gold to an .nAmerican ollicer to marry her daughter to
save her from (andido .lguilar; refused, later Aguilalr ruined her, then
married lirass Carrana .........................................
Consul Canada tried to help: some sisters hberame mothers; mnany were
diseased; Funston sympathetic but failed to get boat fromunited
States departments for them ....................................
11istake in nut recognizing iluerta: untrue Illerta was a had man, not
guilty of killing .1adero: received very discourteous Ireatment by
United States: taken sick; xbHld $3S,00 ; I)ubi e, United states
officer, tried to graft on hi ..................................
Moved back to prison: operation on Iluerta wrongfully done, caused
his death: firm of lawyers in El 1a o got $7,r00; Ilattner. $17,400,
$13.000 lost to widow in favor of United States Government........
John Lind against Catholic Church in Mexico, said at Veracruz, "The
thing wrong with Mexico is the Catholic Church. and they should keep
the Catholic schools and churches closed for a generation, and they
will then hle rid of the church in Mexico:" quotes time of Juarez;
despoiled church: influence of priests on natives good; 400 sisters
left in Veracruzx when Americans evacuated city, reported Villa and
(hrranza tried to have one prostitute to every four soldiers; Catholic
Church failed to render aid to their people at lirt.................
Carranza at banquet board supplied each guest with a "chalice" for a
wine cup; many American sisters taken off train near Veracnrua by
soldiers.............. ........................................
Karns,11. J., American........................................
Merchant, export trade with Mexico, IS99: has had no ditliculty in
commercial relations with Mexico and has operated during all r'evolutionary period, 1899; Ihuiness occasionally su-pended,l
1900; conflicts on brderat Nogales, 1900: Iratlicsoullh of ogale.s interrupted,
1900; rilroads running soullt of Nogalesin hands of owners and factions, 1900; experience wilh local authoriti.spleasant, 1900; Yaquis
trying to mako treaty, 1901; ould!ers in Sonora mostly Mavos and
Yaquvi, 1901; Americans put to no ;n-onveniencebvy Federal trooi,
190 ; collectors of cu-tomz and consuls of Mexico alIays pleasant in
relations with A\mericans, 92; tonsuls at Nogales not always friendly
inclined, 1902; removal of consul at Nogale for participation in theft
of an automobile, 1902: (ien. Obregon had consul removed, 1902;
implicated by letter found on Mexican killed by Americans, 1903;
substance of letter, 1901; Obrcgon friendly to Americans, 1901,
business on west coast of Mexico, 1901; railroad south of Nogales
out of commraiion, 1905; slight interruption of traffic, 1000.
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lKellev, Monrsignor Fr.iaiis.('.........................................

18
.'xiled llnn and clergymen at VI'racrlu............................ 18
Part rcceivel at Caltro villc, Tex.: trial to teIl .il(nelriun Iwl,lo about
Mexico; prict.i penniless; eliguizcli as plro
to get out: ai'tcd
by
him ............................................................
18
.Methodl of ranolla for llriests: lIho and wlty exo ustof ('aiholic.......
18
lrlr to Mexico to
Corroborates .Iolther Elia , former witlnetw: her
18
help nun+; trouble with lexico "aiticlerili-in "...............
Mexico only a democracy andil republic in narle: t'atholiCel(
didate

2665
2665
2666
2067
2668

for vice pre-ident rcceiv(.l more votes for vice lre:flent than
.lMadero cunlidate, but couted outl: quotes extract fr',m
liryva letter

of March 20, 1915 flowerr of dermonwry lie., religiois freedomm;
criticize constitution of IS57: senltiniiint oIf .1lxian Catholic;
l.uis C'abrera no friend: politiciansi
.Mexico adoptyel principle
l'renchl revolution; antireligiouw .................................
'cople of .Mexico do not hato church, only"politician,: church against
looting, atrocities, therefore politician hate church: wants religious
freeomrloin Mfoxico inmilar to Uilc Sllates ......................
Quotel
numlltber of (lltholies. and makes comparison....................
(uote Eber I'olo Ilyati ion 'althlie Clurch, lMexico...............
(Juotes hgiilln.it and nliakes comll.ri-u.-so
of athlie and Prot.tanlt,
wIrhllip, etc......................................................
iduleation in .Mexico among Indian tribe ...........................
(uotesancient history of .elicn april work of Catholic C
('lrch, Mexico.
Only union of church and slatelit, ti
r:ginmo ill Mexico; tatholic
,rl
flero took office, object to
I.olihical party fr rled ju-t Ifo4r
reform corlitition of Is,7, referenc; c(liir(hll: .imilar thotho Ihnited
Mates: di.iagre.' with Lind rlaen
.t louit sclhooli iln Mexico;
"ignoraint or lnlintential prevaricator:' " believe what .Mr. Fribeco
a d about I.inll conlversalill r ('alolic (Church; ot a Jesuit .....
licllo .g, rlcrik
it1..............................................
Collrldicl .11i1 I.id li .Milxi,an andl .\imerian miiiii
laws......
SC nish L;w i.-uld ......................................
Jlhief on..
.ilinerAl. i. lel to roi i .......................................
.
4lOncr-hip minerals r.-Itritedl ....................................
'ite.s l rves ai ordlers.......................
..........................
Mlin rals, hw; qu'lirel .............................
............
lN rce 1S2 exlpr..~~ rectoniionll rivate owner-hlli coal, et........
Prvioui interpretations, drees, e'., lewinning 13S7, laws 1559, and
ordintat e 17, ; iaw of Mexiconfler Iteioltiio
2 1l retly between
lfexi o anld Ipin conformedl Io above laW to .~lse o and endured
until Is:7; aieiiinllient to constitution of 1S.57 autihorizing lining
trlc
. 1~ 1.....................................................
The'ln follows extrcilts from mining laws of ovembe\'r 22, ISS, where
foreigners nay aqilire linig liproperty; .iind ltaiteent on miniing
quote , denied. .....
........
..... .. ..........................
Further refutes I.ind............................................
a meri izn owners ofoil lanIs
ltt
ally colii scated:" law of 1 I to remain
0
in force until Jnn:iuary I1, 1892, 'iih , granted private owtiers'hip to
private indlividuals of oil, etc.....................................
of Inliing code do not admlnit clam.-olof individual
Th'lrete roviiohs
riltlls to pubhoil rights to individuals; all in accordance withll laws
of 15-i9 and 1881 constitution 1917, articles 11, 27, 1201 lnot retroactive aild might lie contrueid niot depriving owner of subisoil rihlits,
but C'arranza slecrues bel,.iing February, 1918, eliinill tes pIrivato
ownership of iJetroleui heneaith surface........................
Arredlodo pledged protection, rights, ives, and property; foreigners
not imade goodo................ ..........................
Discu e ldasllla!
to oil company affected by ('arranza decrees.......
QuIolt
Linil, reference to slatenent of ('alrera; forei:nllr not to sek
avoidance of ltaes; performance of duties, etc.: explains unjust
taxiaion t'aTraniza govermetlll
to foreigner.
r......................
Oil vomtllaivs record: clear in
xio ..............................
enieily, J. )...
..................................................
Se M. .rotllie and Kennedy.
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"by
Ame(rivtas:
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, rievlation: lr tro
Ial
kIllliII elarrest
whell we welant int
\'eracrin: clorists go,.l. latiIIst. law.alliing
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girls of Mr. (Guard. soenlt for sohliers.,lii nut coiln, order 1 to leave.
station Ili iaersvl liers).
......................
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.....
........ 13
later I lria
sdlitrs oexilnetd eihl mni, .Ja ala family awtl ;ilaotlr
Mexlhan for ahovi, urina.: so rek'tled: wen.t to jniigle, hil1 trip.
renaimedt there 22 days: ent to jing. agajil whenu l'Pershing
rint
toI
3Mlxlo.....
...........
.............................. 13
.\ctnal facts: EIla.nom ti..ul,ic.
1b
lneirtaisa.lVillista , la ii* ih-ge:
Villi tas ridilid Ilird athd Zi;er, and Mxi 'an ran.hin.wi ar. nwm.r.
Itans tcxck charge of ) dheirn. 1.imrrfuall. .Mortehead. 0u1l viung
King: kliUll lird:te two (l;wr.ama,ininheima;ul Liminarfl,.had
act'.clsd ird and '%iglr of st-alin ..
, Iht theII lyII tok their own
catllie hack lihat Ilue
tw I;rmarni
haldId nriI it
tln
Ia ' idllansti,,
.. 13
Carranitas Igai sealingg anal rosiing: I\\er rohih<d of tillhe,
prioltes td, was killed by (len.learraga, 211h of u),tolr, 1917: ln
!It illIlack arnd
,d with a g
lrth
prot.tltin from I'arraelasctas: Ioy pu
rohil of horses: Carranza general in llea"Io witlh thievs,..........1 3
Twoi (ferian families rained fIaro, well Ireatted by Carranislas:
ret all Iaer world: no help frot,
.Aiitrii.ai
is (itl1nists lost all, - atlt
iAmeriian
lio ernltrntil, only in asi st emne to get unt of otlli entry: Io
t' llutssions: .Aimerilan entirltri.
had wt milerfl guml elfiet toil
l i nlrr ....................................................... 13
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1952
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iom.

it h pay roll: ranklin. 1'ilagrirn, olnC'harmal, mentions .ar
I)iegniito (.cilty hoi.,stvtral hliiilrd head of at tle: ran awav Iw
Mannel larr.a.a: all farms gruam up in Irmish: 4l;rmaa, t fIlihl with
.1lexioaiti

.1\xit-a.: dterat ldon t'nited State.< I(Ivernment
bilt received
l e ................................................

for

Itrotetion,

Kirbv 'Thnumas.. .......................................................
Mining engineer; nullhority oiln iinng in .e xico; \rote review of
for the living g \Worl, of Chicago, in year I!9....
ming in .xri'o
lies in Mexico practice allv almanholcdi
in 1sbs; when Americans
st arted inning rpcerations coldmines were reclaimed and I,laced iin
operation with up to date machinery, etc.; ineach Inslance the mines
were bought altd Iwtlid for whetlolltaincd from Mexican owners;
rtining flour ished under Iian..................................
Sinto recvolulion Isaan minin., has fallen off t,ir ent . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tetied ro exceu tion of A.mevrican cili/lon. liwiard L. EIhon, a mining
engineer, by reld s after guaranity to United Slates that it would not
lx done.........................................................

Testilied to killing of Ilirs (,rov,

13
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an American citizen, in JalKico by
rebels; his gull ttcllh were eaten from his head before lhedied......
9 1469
2
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Klehrg, C.................................................
Relate. valitiitns rol attack onl N,erias ranch. cwntter................. 13 1213
Stateini"il of .Martatl itlncs9
s, referviw to raiders of XNorias ranch,
who was "aptureid ,byraider............
........................ 13 12'-1
Natfrraate Carnlna voirnatirater at M.alalnoros ulnriiig raids........... 13 1256
Kleiler, J. I. ......
..........................................
....
8 1269
Conditions alonr the border good duriu Diaz regime; relates wrecking
of train near Jrownville,iu whith e1was rohel,d, engineer killed.
also several soldiers, also lr. Cain; State health ollicer and Wallace
woued .......................................................
8 1270
Identiies 1)o Ia Rosa past hi lor'; quotes Chino Flores confession
about raid; show .afarrate na,-ited in organization of raiders in
Matau noros ......................................................
8 1274
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condition n of railroad ....
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I.ope killed .\rln
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Treatmentllf (;crrlanlal...........................................
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.................
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Ring. A. J..........................................
Sergeant Texas llau.ger force. Ilig Ilcd. Tex.; known that district
,ll.
Mexican
harder;
areas
on
that
rmay
years
ntafe
for
sine 1897;
10
IGoverrcitil emCploys fultlaw: Iorepret-enI them ...................
Texas; rangers not alhwed l go to Mexico; oily go with solhliers; gives
cunull
t of raob rv of T. l.
iahhlwin's. lore at ltuido1.a, Tex.. bank
aud 35:)
outllaws do
of river; Chico Cau. captain in ('C:orranza OTlirmyV.
the depredating on Texas .ide principally; verball day.; after the
lir..st
robbery they returned; arrests l,yran gers: llvkes and 'Woodland arrested nman trying to kill llaIahwin; C('ao alt+alis gang rescuell
of Janumary. 1920; als: rohhed a ihr,.hinag maclhiite
him iI light. 211th
arod .rilpid i: Ino,,, paulin from i arranza, never delivered any
murderers
l
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l.as unavailing

10 1530
for (Ho, eratlio .................................................
Krakan.r, .ulol h ...................................................... 17 2590
.. . 17 2591
1'otI ltii
rm i)iaz...........................................
t'nite State< fr amisting Madero;
Surplriedl .lader won; .rilici/tes..;
.tated his rvoltition a,ai -t Chihuarelates Jiaz's woil; (iroz., s
17 2591
hia, mt againstI )iaz; Maderontiler joiicdl with him ...............
13 i1977
............................
Kritzberger, Iletr ................... .....
Farmer andl lalh.rer. manager of farin, (Oaxaca andl (Chiapas. lNi:
lh I.a P'alpos," two or tlhr hliundred
Iro
n: ~San I'
AInwrican acolo
.Aierians thaire, farnwrs., small; hadl allth(,Y p1s,-sad there. l1t
a lita'lt" safi'
1i'; alh
it all; pX1l citizel., 1i:.l)0O ares; nriocAliaessii
13 191177
inside t ..............
prior to revoltin; trouble be an \'erantrl
Details fight of ,Smihwith lhaulits and ecalo, te.;Smith in iail at
Tonala. later miarinies came in and he was re'hvald; carei to States;
li Inl
lhax car 100 .1imerieanas;
(l iuatenala
h
honils in ruins: took ilit
rlate. rohalery by

(coiilianly. ('ilhlTr
V'illi-ta

..........

...........

13
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Part. i'ag,.

Itohlbd by Carranei.ta+; had Iight, wroemlcl -Everal, hmie dlestroyel
arnd burned, robbedl; allcolonist, sarie; run away; killing of Jake'
.Myers by two mIen who ero trial ardl finld .kj, turned l+<,e;
tried by (:Crrarza
judge at Tenala: relates murder
n
of .lr. Mlc(iill
and
Morarr; murderer of Morgan arrested, turned le sou
at Tonala: relate
Inchlent ,ofcw stealing, arrest made, turned lro; no attention pail
to American consul, reason he hadlro akln...................... 13 19
General comditlons detail dealings with Unlied Stal1 and ltrith
consuls; rol,el many tiDlie, etc.; (arraritLla all grafting......... 13 1!8SO
Describes metlhods of graft in shiltping stock; .\rnericall wolan, inenher of that Arnllltnn+lony, wills chiil, tavi'hel,
later died; several
young girk anid w+Illn ravi al: mperellatr well klrown Ihro llnow,
left there; trains ad Iridges
nolh tlw
done with hint; no,collonilt
burned; track grown up, Ihnlb. break wcludows in cars, very little
to gay; comllilons worse below .MexleoCitvy...................... 13 198O
held for ,(w)o ranl.
llntervention thero; Mr. lurilnlers
lEvcryono warint i
som; brother inOklahomna paid it; details robhlery by C'trralnzagei.
oral; (iermansr own two-thirds of coikiv lantatiouis, well treated.... 1:t 1!90
Lane, Franlklin ...............................................
10 2369
Itefuts Lird refereilco United Sttvs altitude toward oilright-.Ohxie. 1012370
Explai l'i'drsulccionll I Mexcso; Ai; tnelrin lt workinglinn......
..... 10 2371
Shows me''.'.ly for oil on this ,nltinnt fir Unitedl sales; .Mks of
qtulte:'
.~rinricanl ilnh'erets Ilrthere;
at1llsiof .hexJ o t,'uarle
wrongly
statement fr,m n.land ..........................................
1] 2373
Cogsrei+-i,,nal tlcrd April 28, 1920, l,. 'i;71), 6720, a+ to daillcer
of
1Englanid r. Oil lu.ins......................................
1C 2377
langhorn,, (1'l. tio. T' ...................
...
......
.....
10 129
Conlmander Ilig lendl ditrict two years prir to t)ctil;er, 1910: area
Big ,ndl
1.1,000 square, milhe, ,3Ir cent eanvy~ns
d olnlrlltins,
110 nili.. frn r.ailrid,l rlmn
ramk 2.5(00 fe.lt alhoi'o valley on river.... 10 1029
anl
lihiln
by 'arrianci-ta';
Condition.; lbad, relate.* killing of Siltr
Glenn Siprinc raid by Carrand-,.a-, r,ilat..e ir.i. n ..in chrlono.
'cir.
logical irder, raids ln
m",re.I +,
,,el.,I
n-,wo-i-no ftrim
e s; vive, in derail
ranclu.,la,;
ill
hi, olinidimn lhey ,eunritil,i+l 'ill ,,ffern',r
.1al.k reseitul their by layiung
avlaftor incident in whhIih ('npl.
"hy Adlit.
witlns,.
half the rin.,orIn; rntmrl on Ezclith l('avalry Intler
Gen. (;ilnmr to comntmarill gen,,,eral -sitlirvt de.irrlienllt..........
10 1621
Tarsen, Niel................................... 17 23
Aflidavil of, I,, $70,000; relatle+ nmditin antl at rri..............
17 2591
Iaut Agns,ls..................................................
2 370
Journalist anrd farmer: traveled in Mexico to :-econdlitin, at first
I .S. lPearson Imiler interest iin 'hihuahla; Carhand: monention<
adian interest ..................................................
2 372
n
of lher etxpen~to
Association Aerican IRights, etc., paid ,rlti
Mfexico, 01he b ill
h lane'.........................................
2 373
Givo.es
detailed neroilint of trip thrueigh Mxico, saw muh offering;
brought imAe manynpiclres of young girls eaten up
le ilh diasol.,
2 377
causrcl iy Carrancisa........... ............................
Tells of r,1 lK.trir
: onferenes'c with M ,xianr women who Ileasdell for
T
2
377
.
relief from tie
l ni te l States......................................
CarrantciAa offered free 1, an d girls for or to reerits: give' many
accounts of aroitle4

on womenI,

t

inorrirl aond

murdered: Ialiy

lhouands actually star ed to death: W'eeks rarrania propg andist;
2
refutes insinuation hy Inman that she wa prn.German............
Lester. S. ...... .................
...........................
....... ... 1;
lenort to .Senatl r .Allitf It.fall, chairman: lolilion dircruld to the
I resident of lthe Utled Stat.es under dilte of M.ay 12. Il1. hy a
conlrnitt representliung 3.00 .itnericat s: shangrhaiel out f Talun ,co
on A ril
22 andul
delivered at (i:lve~ston. Tex...................... 10
Navy T') rimerlnt lhitllelin. 31ay 23. 191 I, granting illpalt Ilsitiln..
10
dingc in
Personal account given l" one of Ithe Irnrmrittie a- to jr le
VWashlin, on with (telr nirlenlt
irn behalf of "re+fi,e
, ' above menI ioned and also incitents occru'irri g previous te Ii.ir dehlrtulte at
'rTllnpieu and art of Ui'nited :11at4a ;ioverleilmlt lth ir1 h .1,lmirali
Mfayo .......................................... .............. I.

377
2-16

24.11
2.1-1S

2118
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Lester, S. D.--Continltld.
Part. Page.
Statement of "Mr. D.," an American, roblx-d of cattle and money;
rartion of htock from bandits: no rotation given by Carranza
governor, (suLna; btandits and Ge'l. l.arrala, of tho Carmra n army,
worked together to rob .\Aerians ............................... 16 2453
Stateimcnt of ".Mr. E.,,"
all Aimrican; hIous detIroy'cd by Carranza
roldiers; relpred to Oslna; nothing done........................ 16 2453
Statement of *M.r. F.," an Aimric a, near 'liamnico: (;en. Aguilar
took horses., solliers beat him up wilh gtlln.;
"kill the (iringos" their
cry; in jail 3 days, paid lawyer '.o to hIave him released, no charge:
June, 191tS, (thn. Nafarrate instructed lhi,
soldiers to arrest all
Amer-icanur
and cnilwl them to leave pIrolKrly; cult dowin orange
trCees and IncallpIs and de.Itroysd hotuis ........................ 10 241
"Mr. t.," an .Anterican gives details of llthlod semployed by (iin.
.lrgtlia and others to coumnandeer cars and force Iie .mlle(ricaus to
oell their iprtleclts to hilagemlus or
for extra graft inl
order to
get Irolucts to market: letter from Col. F. Agull'ar to "Mfr. II.,"
Columbus colony, diemanditig J.()00: Sergtl. Mlato Ilaro i, accused
of the murder of J. 11. Correl and Ohw rape of hit wife: lhnequtl
roblxd by (;ov. Calmilehro on
plantation dsrovTld; fencet: :ul:
tiber
deal: 3exican (iovertnelnt canceled conc ,ssiuns on two
mines: Carrana domlintuered by his generals: G;(e.(ionzahe., 1g^ae
Antonio .\csta, his,,
friend, 5t.6Ax) to lmy mtine; publicly .:uted
he would slwnd $2,000.000 to defeInd
,
(Obreg..t .................. 1it 2454)
Francisco Murgniia Iurchased a large ranch in Ciahuila and prolperly
in San Antonio. 'lix..............................
...........
1 2457
(ion. J as .o robld stuors of .V,(NM): Gtln. Jsidro tardona took Jmin0
from widow Norman: killed a Slaniard: took Ix tsiot
of several
houses; Felilp
1'sador, general. manager of railrxid<. aplaOintd
friendly who made out falseooichers and gIave half to l'e.-(uor: 52
traiw; have bheten dlnamnited in this cli l: gives inalles of Ixmulits
and loctii
nd how they gt ammunit ion (frotm trranir-tas;
look manager of .Agi l)tutc ranch. held himt for tD1.(xt; many
robberies ntoted................................................. 1 2.15S
Women naked, allclothes taken: Iopleh.starving: lXoph eat
s tarrit,
liards., froig, burro mleat: railroad agents robbing Governiteni out
of half of the' fares ; 1ht Iatlits in .Mexico: Ihor-es and cattle all
gon ......................................
.............
1
249
Mr. tarnes. 20 years i Mexico................................
16 2459
tivcs account of exlxrienc:e and r lhtrie. in .Mexico: hote hurCtnd:
Tec-king traitis: carrying away young girls; hutg 6nd t ortlured old
lan 71 year of aii...........................................
16 2460
Refereneei, JohuI .iul,
uadvice.....................................
1 2401
Ifirami (atroun: llis slatement in fll in record tetirnotv ;ex-.ohlier;
son killed: Ptler tair,.......................................
16 2.101
Statement of Virginia Villasana reference murder of Peter Catron by
Elleno Zequera, officer under i(hen.I.arraa ........................
10 246.
"Mr. I,.," an Amerian, gives account of death of I.. .. Welder t No.
veml;:.,r
27, 1917, tat Atasa-lor colony, near Taamlio, hy thIovus
under (on. l.aurna: cattle taken; n
thieves,
ies etc...........
1 21463
livess several rolaries of cattle, et'.; Ataseadur in ruins; Iprotests
against article 27 of now cotsliltution ............................. J; 2464
"Mr. X.," an .Anerican, lived in Tamalilias 23 years; ruood (cond.
lionIs ulder Dliaz; visit from I.ient, (Col. Nafarrate rohlI'ries; battle
of Victoria: execution of Lucas Ilaces, a Spaniarl; rohibery of train
by Col. Jesus Agustin (Caslro:executlion othials of llera..:........ 16 2.465
Ilanged linemanit; second little of \'itoria: ar (of corn Iurned; 1al
divar lools; 1illo of Tamipioe. Iccmbet r 5, 1913; re, els trlpulcdtl;
April 13, 1914, again attacked 'Tampico; ltecssful in May; Zaragozaluellista evaated cliv.............................
.....
...
10 2100
l.ksto rebels, killed and womuded, t ltlIlth Ivallles, 1,tI)0; wired

stand

President Wilson to recognize Carrania: gives account of mulllrr of

municipal ipresilent atnd oll;ers of I.Hcra
and murder of several leading citizens of southern Tampi(; stool in wilh rol ,ls, only
$17,(Xl; ('arranta officials
allowed to ,adl
pay rolls; nalives hlunry
anl have I0o-cloths ..................................
........
All ('arrancistas Iandits; "Mr. 0.;" all (arrancistas andits: no Irislment; negrocs to light (;rirnos with Cauranci-la .................

lhst

rle

cl

1

216

1

243
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Lester, 8. I).--Continuled.
Engltlh I oat iieked tip 125 .lnericans mouth of Panlco: came out
on steamship (VCyclop; returned, lives account of lowes and mistreatment: shot at:.no pIrotection from officers; t'arranza Iroolp
10 2.1;9
robhrl: oil omltinis; rect gnized .................................
Itelates various rhlptries and outlrge.'4 ..........................

...

I

"1Mr.P.," an .merian, relates rolirr of deada" as well as himself:
Carranclstau rob bandits who have robbed M1exicans, who are allowed
to hl w Ilack from them...........................................
1r
"fr. Q," an A\nerijan. rohlKcl and wounded ....................
1
Blalo placed on himnt because ho was not armed: Americans receive
no protection ................................................
1
Statement of 3ir. I)oui I). Moreltacl; conditions good under DI)lz and
Iluerta troops: triedl to protect us: all Americans to be killed: hid
in luountains for 0 weeks; object of (C'rrancistla.to run all .Americans
out of Mexico: (len. Arraga responsible largely for atrocities ......
10
Account of \\'elder murder; robberies andl otrages, sugar plantation,
1917: lPelato treats foreigners well; Carranza forces
d.............. 10
"Mr. It." an American; conditions gool ndelr l)ia., 1914; American
women hitd in mountains to escape (trrancitas....................
16
Property conllhsated: rol beries by lF'ibi .tgulnilar. C'arranista; taken
priLn'er. stood uip to IWshot; took nmutsl, whipped lhis men with
ropes; Carrnza oilicer tried to Ieat him with rope and sword....... 10
"M1r. 8," an .American: Vall-s colony described. established 1748;
Mlanuel
tiarrag. Mlatderbta. killed: SveroOyarvlde toget protection;
rose in arns auinist Iltuerta: robberies. burning of ho)us. and atroc.
ities hv ('tarnran'tasdetailed; judge of court Estervan unix shot.... 10
Two young boys murdlercd: two leading officers slot, one for not hav.
inr goxl eyesight, the other too old to Ie a soldier: orders of Gen.
Agustin. MIlan. now govc'uor of State of Mexico: prisoners released;
Venustiano (ionzalez released, madeo captain; Lieut. eF'oe murlered h Lucl o llanco ..........................................
16
Records lurncl; citizens held up for $10.000; wilow threatened with
being turned over to :oliers it she did not pay ,S1,000, by (len.
Galindilo, a Carranels:s; churches, schools. private residences. etc..
converteNl into stahlcs: lields of poor men destroyed rillce supplile
thern at M.1atamoros from United States............................
iii
Murder by Larraga; robberies and looting of oil companlits detailed.. Ii
Detailed list of roblwries and atrociti- oil oil companies in Tampico
district; murders, held for ransom, etc., by bandits andl ('arran
vistas...
...
...............
.....................
10
.. 10
Ir expert..............
...............
Les.ter, . .. uppllmenIil
l)etails attitude of .\mericas at 'rTlmpico a,4 to lleir i
.illinLmne.
to
appear at witnecses, except um.antagers of oil comipaniies, and his labors
alon t
li .................
..........................
It;
Judge Eearftl and Junley lltcklev cnfe(r wihll oil companies in New
York tbout witne..se ...........................................
It;
:fforlts in 'l'anlpilco with mananlyers of oil companies: letter from chairman from I.es .wngtle, ('alif.. March 17, 1rt0. autlhorizing nsubpoena
for wilne..se in Mexico ..........................................
10
List of A\mericans summoned and their r plies. ...........
......
10
ltefernce ade to adverse attittde tutwarl ,onlluitti'o by oil rompanmi
officials; telegrams qinoted ................................
10
several ialnagers of oil cornmiantis charge work 6f co unmitee lpoliticJl
and lack of gox faith to alleviate conlililon itn M1exico: coilirnue!
by coversaionl with high otlicial of ,il omlpalln%\"
who statedrl "certain
mn(emblers ac(tuattNl Ih p<,r.onal and political molives incteal of
I
de,.iro to better condlifions in M.exico ............................
II
Lewis \\. J.............................................
Labor agent. ':n .\Antonia. ''ex.. hIandlil seori hunlre+l Mexica
Inborers from Mexico. in Ioelrary, I!r'O; condliions Inl. enaiucd
lthemn
to, cuno to 'nitetl St;ate, low wages, no work, etc.: if crops
were mltade would he Iak(en from thenl:
iveCr little clothinC. 4mllle
n-early unked wh\\enl Ithey arrive here: did ot ndvertize or offer any
inlscments for them to come
n hre: handled thelen only after they
14
anive San .\Antnin........................................

rl

I

I
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2170
2470

271

2471
2472
2472
2473

2474

2476

2476
2478
2480
24&i
2485
248
2.187
2.488
2492
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Part. Page.

L411, Thomas ItLsell.................................................. 3
IIl
Certilild public accountant, went to Mexitco in May, 1917, with
Henry Iruero to reorganlzo Mexican financial organ Iation commision: 'lruntor
returned, leaving 1.1ll
in charge: commission organized(
with l.1uis ('ohrer as president: 1,11iremained in Mexico a ycar and
a half, in which time he had Carranva carry out certain reforms:
tlndertakes to justify Caranu a administration in all linanclal malltters:
was in employ of tarrania alltime in Mexico: ignorance of Mexican
:1 112
financial matters exposed by cros..examination by Senator Fall....
2317
nd, John............................................................ I
Went to Mexico 1913: left there 1914 .............................. I0i 2317
Ilad no previous knowledge of Mexico: pent to 3Mexico on special nmis.
10 2318
Pion bt Pre.ldent...............................................
16 2310
Object of visit to .Mexico.......................
16 2320
August
25,
1913:..........
Prop ition of President 'ilon to luerla,
...................... 16 2321
Election in \ raruz ........................
1 2324
Conferred with on eite.................. ...................................
1 2,325
r hacicntla, Veracruz.............................
Visited Imery
Extract from lryan, ('ommoner. January :30, 1903 ..................... 1i 2327
10 2331
Compare Negro and Mexican educational ............................
16 3332
Catholie ('lChurch.................................................
16 2335
Quotallons l.ind hook ...................................
16 2337
O pinion entry American citizen Mexico ..........................
)iscussions: conce~Sions.......................................... 16 2339
10 23411
...........................
llis treatment in .Mexico......
10 2342
Quotes from l,ind hook hostility of Mexicans ......................
...... 1 2343
Captured recruits for Iluerta army .......................
I3elleves C'arnza r'nimo tohe success .\pril27, 1920; no faith in \'ila. 10 2345
Quotations ('alero hook on condlitions in Mexico ........................ 111 2317
16 2319
Defends ('arrancistas commandeerin residence. etcl................
Hook on Mexico not circulated: how it came to Le printed............ 10 2350
Extract Shanklin secret code......................................
16 2352
Charge Murray against II.Lane Wilson conspiring with llluerta....... 10 2356
Disjcus(se exlirt of arms endl ammunition illcg:lly to Conslilulionalists
with knowleode and assistance of United States ollicials: quotes
10 2358
extracts from luckley ............................................
hurch...... 16 2300
ienies statement to Iuckley with reference to 'alholioc
Denies report to Wilson American invasion would he welcomed by
Mexicans at Veracruz. ........ .............................. 10 2303
Reason for meetlig.('arranza on harder ............................. II; 2305
Son employed in "'Iteguladora," Yucatan, 1916 or 1917............. 10 2360
10 23666
Received ex plens.es..............................................
Compared robberies, etc., U';nitedl States to Mexico favorahly......... 16 2367
9 13;5
Loucks. \V. 11.......................................................
President of 'I]'unseo J'lantatiot (o., located iln
'States of Tall.isro o.1
Veracruz; plantations San Miguel JIlarez. State of TlAIo, altul
plantationllf.
()axaqrtuen, loatedl
in \'etrutlz. apt ro\ximately
35.0M0 ares. letotcxl to rai iio atd mtill iegsitar: laid purchase
from oriuitial owners: hadi mills c.pihte of ihantllilig 3,000 tols (ant
rilwsay, andl l,000 acres
daily: miloserlt inm hitery, 35" kilomters
1375
uniler clliti~aolt ..........................................
oti
oratilks4iri
ln
.ale ofi
labor in their ,itvinity
At titce com:inea
was from 17 to 3:7celtavs daily: incrac
tsed their r;tle
to $1.41 1cr
,lay;estatlibir d free hr-itlCl. shrlools. and hnilt hou es for lantrers
,rate
mler any sl eial cattlio lived in them rent free: did not ol
9 1375
ask any.................................
ces.ion iatd dil lot
was lit year uhtle to ha'ni
est :uty ,::gar. wheinot nrt .l.070 I ag;;
f1917
lg
this comltar'ed to :t.lO1 lgs in 112, 3:.000 legs 191:,. 31.Nx) It
11111,
21000 legs 1915. 17.1X10 lthas 1910: this retotion t;'s uutt-ed
IV coltinulal l;an. sirig bitv Madlen, mil ('a!rr.umia g1 ern1tIteIts: lasIr
agents were sent to lplalitatiots hy tlhee gernmettls. 1hlo took
) 1379
1al.rers away anl forced them into army. ......................
lie allent., r sturcl in warhoir-e il 1911 . w
hI
,
I,- of .t''.
h" .A\ie'th (o erltlent: 'hief
pilo.es were orderfout of M1Cxi l,
etiginer imanaced to get lIck to lolataitio{n under I:rili-h Ilag ant
9 1350
e n(1,t(of.uga ..............................................
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Lourks, W. 1.--Continulled.
lits
tll ler.Alor in amount Sov.
In year 11115 force to Ira tIrhibute to i
ecrol thousands dollars; liitinil most of time was also forced to feel awil
house ('arni1a trooml on ilantatio: mas force to turn cotnlxly
of ('alrrutaartmy, to Iose
irk
cleriig river of
lxxts over to ('ol. vSloa,
lintlits as protection to lnlltatioll ; later learnel that ('arrancistos
andl rebele were in rctorn; (ol. Silva as in-itiL their Ioxxts ll t mnusporting loot beig titrnted ovei to him by kndlits Iho wero working
oi 0-30 huis.................................... ............. 9 1352
Lui.t (labrea tried to force c(llopany to r' $2,.500 export dluty on
colsiuinllent of rligrr thatad een hillmIl at thino Iwhen no export
9 1354
matsi
on Futar; anmult not p1hl, matter IroPlQl ................
(turrauva authorities tlhilc to force t\iyntellnt of t.00,000 for ulk.%l uls
of 2i; Yaqul priotiers of war in time of liaz; riktiers hd nt been
9
:13
ly
uisetN il lyd
iyment in-s refusal; matter IinIalil d)ppl............
In t1915
An emltrglo Was place l onlex.rlations of allfolstluffs, hides,
etc. ; knows personally of large 0hImIietiLts of It\Lu.4, etc., allowed to
go ,outb I titltllo .Aguilar, mcoumander of \'ercraz;: Agilar dil
others ctlectel largeo qualtitiles of hiies andl henllargrliipnemit
9 1391
beilhitenly raise for 10 days......
was retuly the embargo ioul lho
muit*1st 13, ll), El.1. Wells, atitor of tim mtnxity, asi;n
()n.mug
to plantation witlh A10,000 pay
derl while conming frotm '(,racrm.
JIInlutllhrlroll; no one ever arrt:.led muatIo alttll)t mnlde by ('arru
9 13 3
ti to locate muntlerers.........................................
Sates
uLs ill
Un'litel
While AImerhi tiover,,m<i,t was asking .A\neri
.Aguliarand Other ollieials
to (e l foiol to starlinug .Mexico, t',iiilo
were se oliig thouuial s of head of little anl other fxoodsltifrs out to
markets in ('ilba mul el.ei here; Anmenirho clo , city of .lexs,.
uipfundl and bnr ht into city i tcurlid of corn for starting
mnotln
13xic Lat,,al it .iLsliromilhttveiIze by thrtgot, %ho was in charge.
9 1391
d's Soln;
Tlesries islkd
miovly aild illel c muo, tl oof John lfht
.May, !l917; in Septelmber, 191,
caimKinyv forced to (,eoj i(,erallts inll
'aLrruall go~ei
lrnment
l
ti(
lllrtook to (otllis(ltO Iropterty. ..........
9 13i;
while Ioewas i Mlexi o wu s to)
icte
received front John ,ul
(itly a
1
9 1391
tll+ort ct'rrna...............................................
Ileliovcs that liresent aelitliinistmaliont policy is tuie of troulo ii
Mexico; te.stiicdwas mU
illig to forfeit iall
htlings in lexio if cotil
be for ctternment of onlnlon people of .lexio ad asm;ist i, settling
9 139
countr...................................................
13 2101
M atnloy, Ir. i'.ll (...................................................
13 X101
'vPhysicihn; :amelosfountt Ctrineil, Ill........................
acres lanl, State of Oaxaca; cleared
W\\Ent Meoxico l9)1), l)purchlisI 0,Ot)0
80 acres; ippl)p,in thorouglhbrel cattloanil horses, hiogs, chickens,
htouiiold tllr ture, auil arieultural itpllents ............
.. . 13 219
No roalt oumloer I)iaz; went .;xic becauI tunderstoi that American
15 2106
inoveujt'lllrt wero desired by lDia (lioveruwent ....................
MAmnger manI overseer was onlt)rr Iout in l I....................... 15 210
Ivecrything lost; house btirnedl, cattle stolen, fences destroyed; all
since 11.................................................... 13 3100
13 2200
with State DI)partment, $20,030 .........................
liuntlielo
10 1017
Matlack, Capt. ,o narl ................................................
a pt+iin eighth Chvalrv, Ilig fleil sietion, 'Toxa; ro crossing into
Uniltetd States of 17 Mexican wonlln who had been raped; ro raid on

10 1G13
'T'igner ranch, hlis troop am buihel by .Mexicans, live horses killed..
December, 1917, latr,l lredl on by M.exicans; his troop crossed and htal
month (ien. Jose. \lurgui, tarranza commander, crossedo
light; n111o
ald stolo

or................................
.................

Tried to olbtain ;misitice from (,rrantzgarrisn in running dowvi
Mexican raider, of Nuvells ranch; assistance refused by (ten. Joso
.uotulula
...........................................
Pound where CrOranza military offeiial had tapped American military
telegraph line on American sido of border .....................
A lll~lavits t tlohi..............................................
Found where n-torioul bandlits, when captured, had exhibited cornrnisiouii in tCarranza alrmy......................................
Ito rescue of Unitedl States Army aviators hiel-l by Meoxican bandits..
No ;asistanco or coailpration from Carranza authorities during threo
yeprs in ilti BOwl; C.arrati.s authorities standing in with bandits

10

1019

10

1050

10
10

1031
1352

10 104
10 1.05
10

1000
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Part.
.......
..... ......................... .
8
on Texa., ido............
PI'ur u! raiders; radulers returned to MSlxico; captured Meoxicalns Io
weri in I'ro~-r[ . raid; slate nent of Guadalupe Cuellar .............
Two ('arrana garrisons : M1exicanti iuo divided the looted goods
taken from (overmment garrison on this ildo; olllier, Am\lerie.i,
captured, 1ars cutL off, mnutilated, head stuck on pole, ldxly thrown
S
into river; JI litnsol ..............................................
of John.on, America. oldiefor; desc rilc
nmllaltion
i
Il.nrther described
homibs ;nurfacturird hy Japu on .lxian
eldo for Ciarrancistas;
8
IIa; captured from raiders ..............
idlgilhes (hrmtl gln and fl
8
Further de.crie.i4guns, Letc............. ....................... ...
'urthllr de.l4rie' guns,lh;.It, pistol, Gierman cross, etc., taken from
........................
8
dea! halndits..........
Describes comission takenl from captured .Mexicanat Mercedes; Japs,.
..
8
Ioln,, and Il;i~+, oec., described .......................
I:ffort to have raiders captured
l
and prosecuted without avail; raidl4
and ~afarrato ..........................
1'Iu ItolI
plainly
1're'set when Forre. Ih4l4mKrt w'as denied by) Do IaMata, Meoxican
Coriulu: captumt li.aslli lRamo, signer of )planof Kakn 1eit;o; took
original fmin his pocket; turned it over to United States ollici;Ils;
.....
8
Itanlo had pass through (arranza line .....................
Itrl;atesa otllrnetion 14wt'~41n (tierinran officers in Mexico training %loxicl a ass.oldier,: (irna Ipuoploon ibornler to.i,lst thenm destroy.splj
.
8
in McAllen and fSan Jan
1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
......
...... ....... ..............
............
8
Mellee, .. ... . .
Itanchma, Mexico; resides I)o! Ilo, Tex.; rohhed, cattlo taken, Carraicl.l4is. .....................................................
Itelatoes as.su lnattion Americt,ns. harp and Sellars, most brutal maimenr,
byv tie. Ned;1 andl lelut. J11:11(Qiiroz, of ('arr na alrlmy; ('arrania
8
sohlers stole cattle ..........................................
8
Teh.'-lerns 'vilator lial anrl .li I ';alluroa.............................
8
.
..............
Mcc'ill, c.. I...................................
Ma

fiehl, Tom ... ...........
Continmluou radlirig, 11,,

ioss gSng.
( 'i11. S Ito heI I olthie.r (''txI.), by ('arr.uieota., dIo lu
rifr lrttwtsvilh*, 'Tetx.; (tle.r 1', 1!)Ii, fltn'heriiice of plani of

S

,San ligl

................................

.......................

.

8

ne(llY~,,.
\'lAler lIlavit.4 ............................................

McCllogl,

. II....................................................
10
foreman, 'olluttli, X. .m(ex.;
ts,.ifi d rardning signal fire
10
night before raid au l wire fence eiing cute st of town ...........
Test;ild relative to what trn k ll;le at military lIoslit;l during raid
10
on
Soltml.bu...........
............................
8
M cCornlick, I). It......................................................
In Mtlxie, ofif atitnon IS2; business, nrltnanl; condition gool prior
to 1910: in Chihuair,.u and Coahuila most of the time; worked for
several large battle coinlrankis; -nn hedi for ransom by Inez Salazar;
'alornas lIant & (attIle Co. Iuid five thorsand for release; Maxilno
Castillo captured son secol time: h(ld for ransom; First National
]ank, El Pao, paid five thousand gold for release; captured third
time by Castillo; laid 5,000twsos for releaw; paid by M.r. Stevenson,
vice president of colmilny, who went tlsoEl lao for the money;
ro), held for 35,000 ransom;
Stevenson hold three times; liunk (
relates assassination of IllBshop, Tom Kingsbury, andI Artlhir .[(
8
Kinney; supposed by Villa hnch .................................
17
.McCranle, .1.Il. anil Kent, vlv, J. II .................................
J. 1). Kennedy, allidovit of; actImnt of attack on trains hby tlderistas;
American women Iuleat on feet to give up jewelry; ('ornductor Kane
17
shot in imoth; wounded brakeman ...............................
1
McDonald, James '...........................................
of
league
formation
syopsis..of
Nations:
gives
Chairman le ague of lre,
and objects in chronological order................................I1

Section

Page.
1287
1287
1288

1283

1200
1291
1292
1293
12]0-

1295
1321
1012
1013
1010
1019

1098

1098
72

184
15
1587
1100

(

1100
2630
2630
189
19
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McDonald, James O.-Continued.
Part. Page.
Requests committee to call list of witnesses given in detail in record.,
1 190
Offers to filo
list of receipts and disbursements ........................
1 190
Asks that association for protection rights in fMexico do the same......
1 191
Their committee to leave for Mexico to study conditions in October..
1
191
Wolves partial list of members ....................................
1
191
Oeorgo W. Weeks furnished them data on Mexico; their committee
meets often....................................................
1 192
Consult New York and other partiestosubstantiatestories from Mexico.
1
192
Translation of interview of Joaquin Santaella. chief of petroleum sece
tion, Mexican department of commerce and labor..................
1 192
Excelsior. August 14, 1019, published as truth, considered it official
from Meoxican Government in .fav .........................
1 193
Do IHekker, former reporter for Tribuno..............................
1 193
Furnished by Weeks...............................................
1 193
Justglans at articles before sending out for publication .............
1 193
Attention called to several articles, and he explains what methods pursued prior to having them published .
.......................
1 192
Certain articles sent out without approval of his committees, on his personal authority...................................................
1 193
Chairman quotes from several articles in League of Free Nations implicates Do lokker. sent out by him, without proof as to truth......
1 191
Chairman then goes into operations of league, several pages, fully.....
1 190
.Leaguefavors world organization to remove causes for war. took referendum vote. submits four questions. then follows resolutions.......
1 200
Letter to President Wilson. signed by Do Itekker, September 3, 1910,
reference intervention in Mexico...............................
1 202
Chairman reads quotation accusing oil interests and mine owners
fomenting intervention ideas by painting Mexico black.............
1 202
Denies having any information and acknowledges he know nothing
about it.........................................................
1 203
Mentions Pelaez matter of payments .....................
........
1 202
Discussion about Pelaoz payments; witness acknowledged wroto State
Department but no answer...........
.................
' 1 203
Then wrote President and published it..............................
1
201
Don't know anything for certain; always took Do Ilekker's opinion on
everything.........
.......... ....
..................
1
205
McGavock. William J.........................................................
7 866
t'ntractorin Mexico since 1881.....................................
7 866
Americans have not exploited that country......................
7 860
Wages when ho arrived there one end a half to three reals a day (real
12) cents), now $2.60 to $3 a day..
......................
7 866
TAboring class very favorable to Americans.........
.........
7 867
Wonderfully improved ....................................
867
Prefer to work for American ................
......................
7 807
Left Mexico. 191 ...............
.
......................
7 807
Two extracts from League of Frtee Nations read, showing 3fexico
pis perous now ..........................
7 868
Denied by witness (extracts from Dr. Winston)......................
7 868
Gives experience in Chiapas, Jailco, to Tuxtla Gutierre: conditions
bad: homes descred and furniture missing; fields not cultivaled...
7
868
Peons living in line houses: Carrancistasdrove people out, robbed and
murdered, destroyed churchs.........
................. .........
7
868
Cal y Mayor. a bandit chief, took Mr. Carl St urgi, his wife, and mnotherin*law prisoners; tortured them: Mrs. Sturgis came to State ; her
husband still there........
................................
7
.Mother died of starvation and deprivation ..........................
7 869
Peons Ilocked to Mexico t'ity in large numbers.......................
7 869
No protection on haciendas ......................................
7 860
Americans generally in .Mexico had rather see a settlement other than
intervention if pwsible............ ..............
7 870
Witness thinks intervention the only way ..........
.............
7 870
Upper class of Mexicans want intervention ..................
7 870
All the bad feeling toward Americans caused by action of our Govern.
ment in our ''watchful waiting policy".. .........
............
7 870
Mexico in normal conditions now, abnormal under Diaz.:...........
7 871
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Part. Page.
.Medlkr. Judge I'.
LI.................................................... . 10 1624
of
New
January, 1091, toJanuary,191, judgeof the thirdjudlcial district
Mexico: prior to that date as.uistant United States district attorney
in Ne"w e.xico; designated by Supreme Colurt of New alexico to
hold court in ikming, Luna County. N. Mex.: Luna ('ounly in dis.
trlct of UInited States Jttdge Colin Ne blltt: VolIumbuL raid came before
boy, Jesus Paiz:six
him: raiders tried before him: seven anda little
were tried under one Indictment and one and Ithe boy under another;
firstnalmed six were tried and sentenced to be hung. which was done
later: exeCltions held up by President for investigation into facts
in cam:oll took stand in own behalf, plead they were under military
orders, therefore not guilty: evidence bythem nature of confssons.. 10 1)24
Attorney General of the United States, secretaryy of War. Secretary of
State. and .Mr. Stone. De iarlment of Julic-, and (en. Funston
wiwd prot ling against their trial for the reason it would cause
complications with the .Mexican Government: gives reasons to
Stone why request would not be granted: Pershing in lMexico
chasing Villa a co-defendant of these prisoners. etc., and
that he would have no 'watchful waiting" around his court etc.:
Summers

ilurkhart.

United States attorney at Albuuerclue.

phoned

witness he had received intructions from tile Attorney General to

go to Iorming and protest, for the reason they could not get a fair
trial there; ordered to come into court and repeat his message; ho
apologired and trial proceeded ......................................
Metzinth n, Paul, American..........................................
In Mexico. 1913, southern part Sonora; ranchman; irritated farm;
raided Gth of May, 1913. by Yaqul Indians lieut. Espinoa, of the
Carranza government; held machetes to the throats of the three
Americans: took hogs, stock; destroyed Irrigation canals: took all
clothing off family but underclothes; 30 days later burned house
and hbarn: young sister not normal since assault; lapse of memory;
200 American families driven out; loss, 820,000, no reimbursement;
sister assaulted 14 years of age...................................
Miller, W . W ........................................................
Went to Mexico 1906; invited there; promised protections lost all his
investments; no protection under Taft or Wilson- investment,
$70,000; all colonists with him lost all they had; danaeo claim
denied, colonies; San Antonio plantation. Faulkner plantation;
Boco de Cops .................................................
Mitchell William Jlain ................................................
Banker in Mfexico many years, different places. 1898 to 1017: exchange broke when (bregon entered Mfexico City with worthless
pal-r money in August, 1914 ..................................
iluerla's loan; arbitrary ..........................................
Lama.
Wilncss and his attorney arrested when they went before De Isa
secretary of finance .........................................
Later released when they agreed to comply with their part of the loan..
Jluerta did not personally benefit by it. ..........................
Carranza remitted large sums of money to the United States and other
countries, some' lines by special messengers .......................
Carranza remittances began at once and continued to date...........
Witness then goes fully into different issues of money in detail.......
Worthless issues forced on laborers and small merchants who suffered
thereby greatly ..................................................
Any refusal was punished by fine and jai, which had to be paid in
gold andesilver his bank forced to take this paper heavily........
Sud Americanische, a German bank, had unusual protection and
privileges, explains ...........................................
Explains footing of the banks of Mexico by government................
Explains suit filed in New York, for funds of Bank of London and
xico.............................. .
.............................
l.us Cabrera was minister of finance when banks were looted........
Had conversation with Cabrera. protesting that action was against

10 1627
8 1105

8 1105
8 1069

8 1069
5 685
5
b

686
686

5
5

687
687
687

5
5
5

687
687
688

5

690
690

6

p0
691

5
5

692
692

we need tilhe
their laws; his reply was "NecerSity knows no law. sland

money"........................................................
Troops not paid yet; Government took large sums from all the banks
daily............................................................

693
5

693
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Mitchell, William Baln-Continued.
Part, Page.
Mrs. ('arranza crov.sed border October. 1916. with nini,
ses of gold
and silver..............................................
.... 5 693
Franklin K. lane received notification of this whilo heI was with
delegation at Atlantic (Cityby telegram from custom olll(er at laredo: later witna( was at l.arJelo and checked it up; tri(e.........
5 093
Now York bankers on lonring money to Mexican (iovernnt.ent dlbedl
them as "bunch of handits ......................................
5 69
Monohan. f ikeo.......................................................
8 1265
Wounded in I.os Titlitos fight ......................................
126
Itildersn ame from Moxico ..........................................
S 1260
Ilolatos details as to light. ill
which hoe
uld Soulny Huff wert, wllindted. S 1260
conditions s lad on Toxassideof lorder; MfOxicus woro khaki clothes..
S 1266
Naarrato. Carranza general in charge Matamnoros at that time. relates
(ialveston ranch tight, killed soldier .regt. McGrath ...............
1207
Moore. Mrs. SILi....

.

.................

..........

.........

....

Hlad been ilvinu Colulmbus. N. .fox.. several years prior to March.
1916; hust;muf and herself owned and operated general mnerchandiso
store. carrying stock approximately $12.00 ......................
Itad built line bungalow home on outskirts of town of (olunlus......
March 7 and 8 notictl many strange 3fexicans in town of ('oluimbus;
one Mexican illparticularcame into store anl bought sullit overalls..

Night of March 9 town was railed by approximately 701) Mefxicans;
store was ranisacked. windows broken, and goods carried away:
bandits entered their homo; while two M1exicans h|eld her others
killed her lilusbtltuI
before her oeye. laughing and Joking while so
doing; handits tore rings from her fingers; rohlbed llIouio
of everything of vait.................................................
in confusion managed to escape all ran towanl tows:. which was on
fire............................................................
ahndits shIot her in the l ........ ...............................
laid out in b lushes until fournil yhAmeric-an soldiers next morning...
Was in hopitil ,voral months frot wound and is inrmalently crippled fron would anlld
nervous wreck front trtlment: financial los+.
10.1) iln
glods alld dalllag to store and hote:
1fMexicaun %ho tre
rings from Iher finger recognizd as one, who had Iought overalls clay
pro ious............ ......................................

......

Morrison. N. 8.. Aerican............................................

7

9.6

7
7

962
962

i

957

7

9 )

7
7
7

959
95
9)

7

9

2

s llI)
Reporter ,San Antonio paper: referenct to publications that mnetmbers
of coumileo were privately intereled illn
Mexicu: reft.rrd committee to Miss Smith., another reporter..............a.......
..
111
Murphy. '.. ..................................................
1..
I
1577
Telegraph operator. (olumbus. N. Mex.; testified relative to 'Vvl.
Sh;ocum, commander at Cohuinbus. receiving toelogram fromnmilitary
hawlquarters at Douitlas Arix.. dlay or two before raid warning hih
that Villa was in vicinity. etc ................................... 1i 1678
Relative to arrival in ('olhambus two days before the raid of Gieorge
.Sees. .s-ociated lPren correspondent. with tlehgrapli operator..... 10 1579
Relativo to A.\sociated Pre operator ikeing in telegraph otlico trying
to get wiro connection hardly before Vilhstas were out of town..... 1) 1I50
Relative tosignal fires and wiro fence being cut niht before raid..... II 1531
Generally susnwtled by civilians that town might ie raided fo' several
davs bleforo actual raid................. ....................... 10 1582
Neill, Sagt 11........................................................ 10 1540
Relates "Brite hanch" raid; wounded..........................
10 1541
Details fight, Mexican killed had on uniform coat, 'arranza; raiders
went back to Mexico, soldiers and olicers in pursult.............. 10 1544
Robber of laldwlin's store, (Candelaria, Dig lk;nd................... 10 1548
Carranelstas stationed across from place of robbery could see robbers
front this side; no distance from them ............................
10 1548
Relates theft of cattle by Chico Cano bunch from Eulalio Nunez...... 10 1549
'Testifles as to conditions before and after revolution; Mexican officer
seen riding stolen horse from this side...........................
10 1550
Relates fight with Mexicans Christmas night, 1019 ..................
10 1551
Nevill, E. .......................................................
10 1510
Details robbery of his ranch and murder of his son March 25, 1918,
Texassoil......................................................
10 1511

'I
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Nevill, E. W.--Continued.

Part. Page.

Details condition of house and murder of Mexican woman in his house
during fight ......................................................
0 1513
Bandits with Carrancistas guilty.......... ...................
It 1513
Col. Langhorne followed them into .Mexio, two troops, killed several. 11 1514
November 12, 1917 Carranza officer sent 60 men over to Texas side to

capture us, but did not do it; drove off seven head of cattle as they
returned....................................................
..
10 1514
Carranclstas stole and killed all cattle and took off horses; ranch abandoned ...
.........................................
10 1515
Ochs, Capt. William V., United States Army.................

........

Big I end district; no assistance from Carrancistas; raids and thefts too

10 143

numerous to mention.................................................

10

officers and consul as Carranclstas, December 17, 1918, in Texas....

10 1044

Took part in following .Tigner raiders into Mexico with Capt. Matlack; Ricardo Flores and three soldiers killed, identified by Mexican
No discipline in Carrancista Army at Ojlnaga ...................
Mexican consul admitted they were not able to cope with depredations;
Col. Cevallos in charge tinder Indictment for embezzlement ........
Many deserters from Ojinaga in March came to this side; they made
brick for United States officers; Carranza officers tried to get them
back, int they refused; deported, went with them, watched over
them, saw they were not punished; consul, Mlexan, only promised
cooperation; did not do anything ....................
......
Impossible for either Moxtcans or Americans to remain in Big Blend if
soldiers should be withdrawn ................................
.......
Oliver, H. T'1..............
...............................
President Oliver, American Trading Co., Now York, has contract with
Ia). R. B. Sutton, president American Gun Co., for 5,000 Mauser
rifles for Carranza Government, under license, war trade, September
10, forl5,000gunsand 15,000,00roundsofammunition, 119........
Letter to Oliver American Trading Co, date October 14, 1919, showing
Fletcher refused to allow arms and ammunition enter Mexico; Secretary Lansing states only temporary delay ......................
Ortiz, Melquiades.................................................................
Labor Agency, San Antonio, Tex. shipped during February, Mexican

1

1;43

1144

10 1645

10 1045
10 1647
4
670
4

670

4 680
14 2143

laborers into interior of United States; many gave as their reason for
coming here no work, small wages, etc., in Mexico; came of own
accord ......................................................... 14 2143

Osborn,

M.I L.........................................................

14 2163

Labor Agency in San Antonio, Tex., handled about 400 in February
for interior points, Mexicn laborers from Mexico, furnished list;
no solicitation, no advertising to get them....................... 14 2153
Shipped six or seven thousand during war times; told him that corn
was very high, also beans; no meat starving, very little work, lov
wages; better prices here; one stole iwo burros and sold them to get
here.........................................................

..

14 2154

Children and women naked, some with paper around them, where they
14 2155
came from......................................................
If they plant corn, Carrancistas or other bands take it; glad to escape
with their lives- class ignorant but able-bodied men; approximately
14 2155
75,000 came in the United States in FebruaryandMarch.................

Wad ed the river, robbedon Mexican side by supposed Carrantaofficials. 14 2150

Laborers principally from Michoacan, Jalisco, and Guanajuato, few
from the bordorStates..................... .......................
O'Shaughnessy, Nelson .........................................

14 2150
18 2705

18 2705
Diplomat.......................................................... ................
Madero analyzed: Procrastinator, did nothing; wanted division of
18 2706
land; not consummated; land situation Mexico exaggerated........
Gustavo Madero ran Government-Madero Government--similar to
that of Diaz towards last- only wtay to rule Mexico; knew luerta
secured results through Iiuerta; Bryan instructed to make request
of Ifuerta* lfuerta strong character................................ 18 2707
Liked Americans, as were all public men; always protected Americans,
even protected them after Veracruz incident; pulled statue George
Washington down: no Americans injured or killed; Huerta saved
them by orders; Lind's mission to Mexico to force IIuerta out; Lind
favored Caranza................................................ 18 2708
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Part. P'ag.
O'Shaugnessy, N'elson-Continued.
"
Present conference with lluerta and (;amnboa and l.ind when presenting document from Wilson; relates .ind threat to Gamloa and
Iluerta; threatened with intervention; Lind knew nothing of conditions; lind strong against English oil Interests and oil comlanles
"

and religious situation; against Catholie Church; relates conversatlion Lindl anlt 'arrania killing iople; objected to United States
alliance with him, defended

iyI,nd: Americans high class in

Mexico; disagrees with United States policy towards luerta; gives
reasons.........................

...........................

.......

18t 2711

Discusses United States policy with Mexico; C(arranza anti.American;
State Department fully posted; relates iluerta statement reference
to law andi order, establishment of same; rebels, (arrancistas turned
on United States ...............................
18 271

Henry L. Wilson did not connive at overthrow of .Madero; ,Americans

in Mexico al roved his work: compared attitude of Mexican Government and United States as to protection of Amercans in Mexico;
would not stop at letting them I good .........................
18 2713
Adlis Intervention only as a last resort; detail of how;: bet men in
Mexico exiled; dLiscuics 'atlholic Church.......................... 18 2714
Discusses religious matters: Catholics always stood for law and order.. 18 2715
DLl.suses elections: substantiates IInuklo

as to conversation or

statement ro Catholic Chunrh mado by T.ind ....................... 18 2716

Pals, Jesus..............................

10 1616

.............................

Carranelstas killed his three brothers he and his father then joined
Villa: relates Columnbus raid by Villa outfit; his leg shot off; later
testified several raiders hung ..................................... 10 1018
Parmelee, Mrs. F. M...................................................
8 1175
.Murder of her husband, F. 31. Parmelee, near Brownsville on Texas
of
plan
silo of River, by Carrancistas under do la Rosa, furtherance
of San Diego, 117.............................................
Peterson, Mrs. Ethel.......... ...
.................

.

8 1175
10 1665

Relates to killing of her husband, her brother, Mr. Akardnl, and Mr.
Jenson, at Corner Ranch, on Mexican side; no one over punished
for murders ................
...................................
10 1665
Poorbaugh, P. F......................................................
8 1050
Invited to invest in Mexico, asuredl of protection; bought 1,000 acres
out of tract; colonied 102.000 acres, Santa Lucrecia, Isthmus......
8 1050
Forced to leave for United States by representatives of this Government. only hand bags allowed to be taken .........................
8 1052
Mentions killing of B. E. Morgan, April 86 1920; warned by German
Consul to claim to be an Englishman or erman .................
8 1053

Described assault on Americans at ranch......................
Conversation with John Lind about Iluerts ..........................
Confiscation of property............................................
Rathbone, C. II ...................................................

8 1054
8 1057
8 1059
2 545

Controls about 30,000 acres; oil leases and fee simple, in Tampico oil
fields; secured same from owners; Mexican citizen secured permits
to'drill on his land, legal proceedings followed; not decided:
brought in 30,000.barrel well, drilling another; kept United States
department fully advised ........................................
2
Corresponded with United States and British Government about it;
Promised to file conespondence not with him ......
...........
2
Files copies of documents to British Embassy and State Department...
2
Depredatedl upon by Candido Aguilar, Carranza's son-ln-law and
Pedro Rodriguez, Carranza official; egar plantation robbed and
damaged; account filed with consul, wil get t for committee (Rath.
bone Appendix O, p. 680); related damage to ranch, 25,000 acres,
manager ran away stock, and henequen complete loss............ 2
Rathbono Exhibit

--letter New York, August 10, 1010, to Rathtbone,

signed Ilurton W. Wilson, translation of amparo and papers letter to
Scottish Mexican Oil Co., 120 liroadway, Neow York, signed R.
Pardo; legal opinion as to proceedings, reference circular November
15, 1916; commerce and labor as to permits to drill............... 2
Opinion rendered by Ignaclo Itodriguez against Scottish Mexican Oil
Co., on amparo represented by L e. lRafael Pardo,...............
2
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547
548
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Part.
Rathbone, O. II.-Continued.
Case of the Scottish Mexican Oil Co. with Commerce and Industry
Department of Mexico; signed Scottish Mexicau Oil Co., by C. If.
Rathbone, attorney in fact, January 22, 1910 .....................
2
Case of the Scottish Mexican Oil Co. with Commerce and Industry
Department in Mexico; translation No. 1 and translation No.2, De2
cember 4 and December 28, 1918, signed Itafael Pardo.............
enard, I'. .............................
.....................
8
Architect and engineer, in Mexico 1007 to 1013; relates Chinese mas8
sacre, Torreon, May, 1913..................................
Richards, Joseph Allen ............................................. 7
Found bodiles of Cecil (Connolly and Frederick 11. Waterhouse, September 21, in Pay of Los Angeles, Lower California; circumstances
under which bodies were found: Italian William Itos present finding bodies, also Mexician captain, 11 Mexicans, and a prostitute;
Mexican boat Navari, of Santa Itosalia, Alejandro Abaro, captain;
7
exhibits snap shots marked "Exhibit Nos. 1, 2, 3" .............
lostlia on Navari, went to P'rovidencia, made sworn
Arrival
allidavit as to finding of bolies; captain Navari threatened witness;
later arrested by Abaro; arrived Nogales, conferred with Intelligence
7
officers, later returned to get bodies on destroyer Aaron Ward......
Arrived Port of Angeles October 19, 5 p. m.: recovered bodies, Mexlean authorities examined first; went 20 miles up coast to get acro..... 7
...
plane.......................................
Crew of Navari stole property at near Angeles belonging to Mlr. Thompson of oNgales: exhibits pietlure of recovered aeroplane, Exhibit 5;
7
Exhibit ;of engine.......................................................
Itecovered papers, but not personal effects ..........................
7
Mexicans took insignias from witness taken from Ibolie of dead men;
telegram requesting witness to join expedition after I olie.s; Wash.
ctnober 11. 1919. M1r. Joe Allen Itichards. igndl
igton, D. ('..
Iarris;: special orders, \o. 135. N a)les. Ariz., ()ctolr 12. 1919.
authority for transportation. sigIned by Fred 1,. Walker. lieutenant
7
colonel, '1enity-fifth
Infantry. Uniltedl States Army adjutant......
(ermans strong
in Santa R4t-lia, treated well, quotes letters front
1
7
Counelly amr Waterhouse to their notlher........................
Descripl ions of where they fell. signed Fred Waterhonuse; lAdies covered
by human agency; aMexican made sworn statement that the Mexhian
boat I4lwranza hlad picked utp these men, landed them at Port of
Angeles for water. Aineri-ans had maoner; Esperanza searched and
fondl them: altitude, clock. compa..s. andl chai rs of uneroplane ~laurd
ihim by 31Mexian to keep; no
this Icat; claimed to have been given
representations made to antu ................................. 7
Rir. l.ee ..........................
.... -......................... 10
intlepreed for Col.
Deputy collector of cu.stoms. C(olumlu. N. MN.fex..
Slocnm.r
Juan Favela report oniappro ach of Villa on ohlumbus....
10
Itelates thinning of Columlbus rid ................................
10
Statement of Ihnllk. a Negro. given to witness; saw lnlies of itiurder

Santa

and bu

lrl At

r n

....................
.
....................

fe

ion to witl

.

.........

.....

............................

.582
585
1080
1080
9067

909

972
972
973
974

974
975

9;9
188
1589

1592

10 1594

American reinlforcmenlts (ame from ieming, X. Mex.; called by Mrs.
Parks. telephone olnwator; saiw mtemlorandum book found after r-aid.. 10
Mlexican Franeico Prado written illbook; gives synop)sis of contelits
of book.........
..................
.............
10
Saw six prioners after raid, reclates trial, etc.; five hung; made canAll pri.oners wounded in raid: related radling of Moody ramncl: disaplearance of Toni in-liulrv; related, killing of Aindy Peterson,
Jenson. and High Akanl on ( cornerr ancl........................
(ives names of Aierlicans murdered at Columbus raid: N. T. Ititchile.
II. II. Walker. Charles lie Will .Miller. Dr. 11. M. Hart. James T.
Janes. ('. C'. Miller. and Hlarry DIavis: tells
lDean, J. J. Moore. Mrs.. M1.
who earlh was; wounded; M1r. James. Mrs. J. J. Moore, A. 1). Frot,
and M..P hlc....................................................
Ritchie, Mrs. Laura............. ...........................
Relates murder of her husband in Columbus raid March 9, 1910; also
description of attack, robbery of houses, and burning of same......
Saved, with three daughters by Juan Favola, half-breed Mexican;
Yaqul Indian; four escaped from hotel .........................
4760--20-vot,2 104
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1595
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10 1598

10 1623
10 1599
10 1599
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Part.
Ritchie, Mrs. Laura-Continued.
Saw no officers but saw soldiers, five dead ones; did not see Col. Slocum until 10 o'clock; one soldier burned up in fire of hotel; only
found buttons etc.; relates Favela saving them; tells about hotel
10
ownership and insurance; company refused to pay .................
Romney, Junius...........
................................................
17
Ecclesiastical representative of Mormon colonies in Mexico...........
17
Four thousand and thirty Mormons went to Mexico; had shoo, harness, and saddle factory, canning factory, stores, grist mills, saw
mills, etc.; went there to reside permanently; exodus began (back
to United States) July 28, 1912; there since 1885; do not practice
17
polygamy, only as In United States..........................
Excellent school system; about 1,500 Mormons in El Paso now (1912).
17
On charity; came out penniless; all interests in Mexico; witness
advised them to come out ........................................
17
Ten Mormon colonies in Mexico; average from 250 to 1,100 in each
17
................
colony...................................
Head Mormon church orders strict neutrality....................... 17
Atrocities began, second revolution, Orozco and Madero; some receipts
given .......................................................
17
Explains in detail as to treatment and outrages; relates conversation
with Orozco on train; wanted the United States to furnish arms and
ammunition to him; accused United States of killing them off in
assisting Madero and to force the United States to get out and fight. 17
17
Salazar demanded guns and ammunition.......................
Looted homes, ran people away, Chuichupa .......................
17
17
Same at ('olonia Juarez; threatened Mormons ........................
Demands for money made.....................................
17
Heard rumor that Standard Oil was backing Madero; knows of no
Americans exempt from depredations.........................
17
17
Explains why they came out without a fight ......................
Requested by United States to remain neutral and not forget an order
17
not to bring on complications.................................
Salazar Inez. .............................................
......
17
Aflidavit of Salazar showing he depredated on Americanss by superior
orders; details amounts and owners: signed Inez Salazar; lurat,
17
notary public................................................
17
San Luis Potosi, plan of............................................
7
Sartwell, 1'dward R.......
..........................
Furnished map, murder map of Mexico; explains map..............
7
Amerieans killed along border and in Mexico indicated lby four
sym bols.............. ......................................
7
First period, November 20, 1910, to Apil 24, 1914, represents period
under control of Madero and Iluerta: second period, April 24, 1914,
to October 19, 1915, covers dissolution of luerta Government to date
Carranza was recognized by United States as de facto head: third
*riodt October 19, 1915, to April 7, 1917, (arranza regime lior to
United States entering war: fourth period April 7 1917, to Septem.
ber'30 1919: Carranza rAeime while United States was in 'orld
War; first period, 41 months, 147 American civilians and 2 United
States military force killed in Meoxico: 1S civilians killed in United
States by Mexicans; second period, 17 civilians and 21 members
United States military killed in Mexico, and 13 civilians and 15
United States military killed in United States bI Mexicans: third
period, 3Tcivilians and 28 United States military killed in Mexico,
and 19 civilians and 33 United States military killed in United States
by Mexicans; fourth period, S.American efvilians S United States
military killed in Mexico, and 12 civilians and 16 United States
military killed in the United States by Mexicans; first three
periods, 383 were killed, Carranza rte.ime, how mnap was made and
by whom ...................................................... 7
Formation of map, various authentic sources ......................
7
Appeals itemized list of Americans killed, location, hy whom killed,
etc., showing an a.grgato of 550; note authorities ...............
7
Murder of Eugene Lack; 3 cases shown whero murderers were given six
months, then released; 18 American women and 10 children in list;
.....................
7
8 women outraged in list................

Page.
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Sartwell, Edward R.--Continued.
Whitfield killed, planned by Germal agents, suppressed by United
7 864
States departments ...........................................
Great brutality, torture, and mutilation American soldier burned,
p)aLsport pinned to breast of Mr. Beard for target; foreigners murdered; Lansing to Senate: Chin(es, 471; Spanish 209; Aras, 111;
British, 38: Italian, 10; French, i4: Japanese, 10; miscellaneous,
658; total, 927; no Germans; letter from Lansing October 31, 1919;
Americ-ans in Mexico when Diaz retired, 31,707; September, 1919,

8,86.............................................

Casually listls do not include Americans killed on border and in Mexico
between the dates of October 1, 1910, and February 14, 1917........
...
.............
Schul, J. (...........................................
From 1[xico 'ily: gives testimony on conditionsin 1910; disarmed by
Carrancislas and robbed: wife robbed on train; worse now than in
past: )iaz 0. K.: Madero no better than the rest ................
Schultz, W. A........................................
Went to Mexico in 1907, organiztc the Comanhe Land Co., 11,000
acres, in Tamaulilpas; itles dated back to 1630; took in faint supplies under I)iaz: no trouble until Madero revolution............
Treated well by Iluerta soldiers, bad by t'arrancistas: left after Veracruz incident: made him cry 'Viva Carranza and Gomez" at point
of gun: robbed him; names men who made his wife cook for them.
Related killingof Sawyer; threatened Mrs. Sawyer: no one punished..
Conver&tion with Naarrate, clean out all Americans ..............
Assisted American women out; spit on by .Mexican saw do la Rosa
drilling Soldiers on drill ground at Cuidad Victoria, Tamps., 1910,
identified by Evariste Storms, an American also; drilling for attack on United States ............................................
All colonies under Dlaz regime prosperous, just the reverse now; gives
names of partners .........................................
Tells of Blalock colony; hid in mountains ...........................
Gen. Cesar de Lara, Carranza commander there, robbed them;
mentions Haelenda El Conejo, robbed, and destroyed ..............
Schrivner, Mrs. Julia A..............................................
Lives'Tucson husband killed by Mexicans who escaped to Mexico, no
arrests made, killed at llomestake Production Co. mine, Arizona*
owns half interest in mine but so near oMexican border no one will
buy it; gold and silver; tells of murder of two Frasier boys by Mexicans, near Rulby, Ariz.; shot her husband in back, set fire to
store, robbed them...............................
..............................
Seggerson, Christopher.......
Son killed in Juarez by Villistas, driving in automobile when shot;
first battle of Juarez; name Charles Christopher Seggerson.........
Sheahan, James D..................................................
Owner of 362,000 acres, paid $350,000 gold, near Jiminez, Chihuahua;
developed water for irrigation for one-third of property, Agua Fria
........
River..................... ...
In addition spent 8300,000 in improvements; had imported stock....
Reflltes John Lind as to Americans not being benefit to natives......
Natives prepared to work for Americans .............................
.....
Conditions under Diaz good; natives honest ..............
Trouble began 1913 after Madero; caused by Carranclstas; crops and
stock taken..............................................
Villa and Carranza forces the same .................................
Hacienda total wreck...............................................
Disagrees with Lind as to rovolutionists of North having high ideals;
gives truite conditions .............................................
Six hundred head, 3-year old steers, stolen by Carranecstas and shipped
to Fort Worth, Tex.; Russian Jewalsorobbed of 4,000 headof cattle.
Appealed personally to Bryan without any result and who Intimated
we were robbing the Mexicans .................................
On committee of twenty-ono who waited on Bryan, who asked "why
are you not honest in what you came for" and accused its of coming
for intervention, which was untntrue; gave no advice only to bring
Americans and a Scotchman out of Mexico......................
Confirms statement Bryan, 1003, and present attitude; "just the reverse"; Mexicans on starvation.................................
Schools on ranch discontinued after revolution......................

7
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Simons, W. R .......................................................... 10
Member of American Legion, made to lake his button off in .Mexico
City; also another soldier same; made to move from lintel Regis
on account insults, and ignored at hotel.........
............
10
Americans ordered to move from lHotel Regis to give room for foreign
officers (Japs); Government and bandits cc-)peratlng; tells about
murder of ilowles and robbery of paymasters at Tampi...o ..........
10
Bad treatment of Jenklms; Senator Fall criticized in Mexico; held lup
in getting berth out of Mexico..............
10
Slat terry, Michael J.....
......................................
13
Miner, in 1901, to Mexico, -utenout April, 1914: '/alt-ates, Jalisco,
had invited about $.7,tiIO,Ix): quotes
and Colilma: his corniaine
invitation of Dl)az to .Americans to go to Mexico and invest: I)ia
wonderfl Prsiden.........................................
13
DIescrics mining in Mexico: all large mines in .Mex ico due to .\merican
develop:ent...............................................
13
All railroads and large enterprises die to AmlericantL; M,1xi-ans would
not do it............................................... .. ..........
13
No social privileges: profit reiveIted; raised wages from Urenits to
$3a day: shows operation commlnsary ..........................
13
Groodl ireatnent of Mexicans bly Aneri(ans........................... 13
Attitude of lainrers g )d toward A.nriani unmler I)ia
s: tnot um'h
faith in sehlxol system as generally written alult ..................
13
Meoxi-ans honest under DIaz toward A.nmericans: different silce....:.. 13
liandit means soldiers under all leaders: felt no inrweerit v up to revolution: change, 1110: from men closely connected with .Madenr was
told that anti-Atmerican riots were inauguratf e to show world outside
of M.exico that Diaz was not capable of protection: IDiaz defeated
by propaganda ...................................................
13
Amercansr
gave athletic show in Guadalajara, 1910: relates cirunmstance: medal: two months afterwards house stoned and dit urlance:
rioting two dlay and nights: Viva .adtero o Mueran
le
los ringsga: all
factions rohl, him.............................................
13
Americans neutral: gsrl class of Aineritans in .Mexico, against liryan
..................... 13
strong. ......
.............

Wrote

Page.
1662
1662
1663
1663
1995

1996
1997
199
199
2001
2001
2001

002

2003
2004

letter in (Coulnmuoner, 1903, quotes Bryvan: quotes lD)ulreirali,.
Wii.)00.X);:Iest ehlllent
platform on .Mexico: 400.000 diominathes
driven out: At.guist 27, 1913, Bryan ordered Americans out to, keep

Unite States out f trouble......................................
loxiaens wantc(l lluerta; Lind wanted to brile Iluerta: criticizes
Wilson..............................
...............
DIescril:es Is of Americans in Mining; host all lie had.............
Criticixes .Mexican Government for attitude toward witn...who
teslitkild Iefore comtnittee; could have remained in Mexico in
peaco by credcinga British Ilag ...................................
Criticizes llryan for attitude; Gov. Mier, under Ilerta, toll Amenricans to remain; hiewould protect even if they were nt p lro ted
by the United States; EUnited States consul IieeIW.g
us to get out
to save our country trouble .......................
.......
lslanms thie United tates (fnverument for \eramrnuz incilent; elected
Irish consll; reilved protection from lluera; .Anericans lst all
when they got out ..........
.........................
Talks of Tampico incident: governor advised to get out at Manzanillo:
tells of Ili;ht with women and children ...........................
Left $7,000 with storekeeper to take care of his laborers; best friends
ridiculed them for leaving; in mob at station when leaving country;
rescued from mob by I-ritish consul; dug trenches; pretred for
siege; Germans celebrating with Meoxicans over sinking of Louisiana
and other ships.................................................
Tells of Newspaper articles over German success; young Ahumada,
son of the governor, educated in the United States, llarvard, showed
telegram from his father a senator in Mexico City, sinking of Louis.
ana. "We areputtingIt all over you"; chest out; Germans would
not fraternize with Americans; saw Germans in cantina celebrating
with Mexicans ...................................................
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Slattery, Michael J.-Contlnued.
Part.
Mexicans would have nothing to do with United States consul; British
consul had to get them out; Gov. Delpdillo, of Colima, issues orders
for Americans to become Mexican CetizeiL, get out, or be killed;
quotes order ...............................................
13
Diisrmed and mistreated en route; paid $3.50 to get out of State: United
States repaid it later; relates mob violence on route: had 239 Americans with him; lived In three rooms .............................. 13
Related trouble with jefo politicoand governorat Manzanillo: insulted. 13
Paid them $1,000 to allow him to place the American on a Chinese
ship then in port; robbed again ..................................
13
Sixteen Americans held as hostages, as they thought a battleship was
approaching; mistake; again burned American flag,: threw ashes in
face............................................................ 13
Furnished full statement of sufferings to Bryan; see his reply; relates
life on Chinese ship ...............
..................
13
Water low: little children begging for water; signaled fla ship Albany,
Pacific :leet, United States asked for food, water, blankets; did
not get them; would not take them on board; proceeded to San
Diego Calif.; radio from United States to Albany quoted.......... 13
relates bad treatment and insults from United States ollicers in charge
at San Diego; called tramps: no business in going to Mexico, etc.;
allowed 25 cents a day, second class paage to Iomes; Americans
on that trip worth ;27,000,000; paid own transportation home; refuedl to accept any money, including witness fees, before this
committee....................
....................
....
13
related cinmittee visit to Washington; insulted by Bryan: talked
with Senators Ilorah and Mondell.............................
13
Relates how lie got his statement into Bryan's hands; had to write for
receipt: criticizes Richard Hlarding liavis, and press for saying,
"This from a refuge"...........................................
13
Press reports and magazines ....................................... 13
Wife invalid account treatment; names several Americans same
malady: some dead........................................... 13
Jack DIelany in insane asylum; Billio fleeing died of broken heart.. 13
betterr quoted from 150 women who were on trip from Mexico; tells of
destruction of churches by Carranza; never collects from any one for
speeches: Bryan, while Secretary of State, did ...................
13
Made address bIefore Catholic societies in Baltimore: relates outrages
on nuns: Bryan refused to let them return to Mexico .............
13
Relates correspondence with lirvan to get back into Mexico; did go
without passport: entered at E'agle P'as: went only as far as Aguascalientes: returned: his head miner killed; discusses ratio of exchange in Mexico under Carranza................................ 13
Mexicans want United States to go in..............................
13
Smith, Blarnett........................................................
17
Allldavit of, as to depredations and robbery ........................
17
Smith, Charles ...................................................... 17
Miner at Trinidad: business conditions disturbed................... 17
Gives account of rebel depredations: Gordon Iarding robbed: American
women would have been outraged but for Mlexican women......... 17
Poor lMexican people shot at; ran to mountains with families: took
clothes: robbed them........................................
17
Reds or Colorados, Checho ('ampos, a brother, and El Toro arrived
Santa Iosalia; disarmed witness; robbed and destroyed small towns;
robbed grist mill, stores, killed cattle, etc. at Nuri..............
17
Government can not restore, conditions in Sahuaripa district bad;
no law or order.................................................
17
No schools since Diaz went out- life and property tinder Diaz as
safe as in United States- told Americans were not respected be.
cause United States would not let them bring over arms and ammunition to fight .Madero; Americans outside of Texas will not
fi.ht; Texas does not belong to United States opinion of ignorant
Mexicans; do not bother English .................................
17
Smith, Miss Genovieve. ..............................................
8
Reporter local San Antonio pa lnr; rela!ce conversat ion with Guilliermo
fall as to Mexi~ro investigating Senator Fall and his being connected
with Terrazas inMexico ....
...............................
8
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Smith, Miss Genevieve-Continued.
Part. Page.
Clearly contradicts Giillermo Ilall on several items ................. 8 1125
States that she handled copy of "Conspiracy against Mexico" by
Thomson, by Guillermo Ill, who told her he had secured it from
Mexican Consul d la Mfata, and it was Bolshoviki literature.......
9 1128
Books received from Mexican consulate by express; identities booklet.
8 1126
Statement that 5,000 copies of the Thomson book had been handled
by Mexican consul in los Angeles; sent to other Mefxicn consuls
for distribution ........ ......................................
8 1129
Smith Levi..........................................................
1 295
Oil producer, 1014 to 1918, Tampico; corroborates Mr. Walker to Mfr.
Polk, November 5. 1917; manager PennAexico: made contributions to Manuel Pelae; severed connection with that company Jan1 296
uary 1,1919; made under same conditions as related by Mfr. Walker.
Conversation with Nfr. Polk; Arredondo also gave advice to pay rebels;
Gen. Alaman, Carranza general, told him if he paid he would shoot
him ............................................................
1 297
Met Dr. Henry Allen Tupper coming front Veracruz; Carranza generals antagontice, 1914.........
.....................
1 298
Copy of order to Americans to get out of Tamnpico in 1910: signed by
Dawson, United States consul.................................... 1 300
Bad conditions in and around Tampico ............................
1 301
Refers to killing and robbing of paymaster at Tampico..............
1 302
Prefers to give balance of evidence in executive session .............
1 302
Information as to oil fields, Tampico ...........................
1 303
Safer under Pelaea than Csrranza: no confidence in their officers; asks
to o into executive session ....................................
1 304
Smith, Michael J....................
........................
7 873
Now York hemp merchant; population Yucatan 300,000, area 22,000
square miles; capital, Mferida, 60,000; llenequen discussed in testimony ........................................................ 7 873
Life in Yucatan under Diaz safe: did not revolt against Diaz; accepted
all governments- 1915 Carranuza sent his governor Eleuterio Aila,
there; imposed forced loan several million peso; later Gen. Toribio
de loe Santos took place of Avila as governor; during first six weeks
committed many outrage; de los ,antoe tied country; Argumedo
won; wrote Carranza uprising not against him; allow them to elect
their own governor or send a good one; he sent Gen. Salvador Alvarado with several thousand men; captured many youn' men and
executed them; committed many acts of violence; seized railroads;
took possession of "Reguladora Piber Co."; own directors could not
ship without order from him.................................. 7 874
Details Alvarado's arbitrary methods .........................
7 877
Furtherdetails bad methods of Alvarado; absolute dictator, merciless,
inhuman
...........................................
7 879
Further describe- the henequen plants, etc., and financial system in
Yucatan ............................
..............
.
7 880
Hlenequen plantations back in hands of owners- relates forced letter
of credit by Argumedo- later Alvarado returned and canceled money
issue three or four million dollars ................
.........
7 882
Relates buying Carrana money and it being declared counterfeit by
Luis Cabrera; quotes Cabrera reference to running Americans out
of Mfexico; agrees with Iuckley; quotes conversation on Morro Castle
with Cabrera and Douglas- Carranza attorney, and others..........
7 884
Discusses Americans in Mfexico, their rights and what they have done;
railroads in Mexico ..........................................
7 886
Relates efforts of United States to get fiber company moved, and arrangements with Arredondo; Alvarado's scheme for presidency.....
7 898
Alvarado advocated division of land in Yucatan and Bolshevism; Indians refused to take the land; figures on henequen as it affects the
United States................................... ..............
7 890
Spellacy, Michael A.. ................... ..................
..........
7 039
Driller; then oil producer in Taimpio; general conditions there several
Sears ago; relates Tampico incident...............................
7 039
State Department, note of, ofOctober 1, 1919 ............................ 19 2887
Exhibits:
Acting Secretary of State to embassy, Mexico City, October 1,
1919, further protest that Mexico respect vested rights of Americans concerning petroleum decrees ............................
21 3171
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Part.
State Department-Continued.
Exhibits-Continued.
Agrarian law, State of Sonora.................................
21
American consul, Nogales, to Secretary of State, July 29, 1919, advising that Agrarian law was passed effective July 27, 1019..... 21
Bryan to C1rothers June 29, 1914, concerning Carranza nonacceptance constitutionalists currency payment oil tax.............. 21
Bryan to consul general July 10, 1914, further protest re nonac.
ceptance C'arancista currency................................ 21
Canada to State Department, July 9, 1914, concerning oil tax..... 21
Canada to State Department, July 17, 1914, quoting wireless from
Consul Miller, 'Iampico, re oil tax............................
21
Canada, Veracruz, to State Department, Washington, June 28,
1914, concerning oil.production tax.........................
21
Oanova, Saltillo, to Secretary of State, July 11, 1914, re nonac21
..... ........................
ceptance .....................
Carranza petroleum tax decree.................................. 21
Fletcher to Mexican foreign office, April 2, 1918, protesting against
21
petroleum decree.................................
Fletcher to secretary industry and commerce, July 22, 1917, re
refusal to allow oil companies to drill...............
21
Fletcher to Secretary of State, February 20, 1917, concerning
..............
21
decree affecting property rights Americans..
Fletcher to Secretary of State, August 2, 1917, advising that Car.
ranza promised there would be no confiscation of property .....
21
Fletcher to Secretary of State, blarch 1, 1918, transmitting Carranza decree fixing tax on petroleum lands........
..
21
Fletcher to Secretary State, August 13, 1918, advising that Car....... 21
ranza refused postpone decree..................
Fletcher to Secretary State, August 14, 1918, advising that new
petroleum decree had been issued........................... 21
Further decree requiring foreigners renounce their national protection when acquiring real estate in Mexico.................. 21
21
Governor of Sonora answer to Lansing protest ..................
Hanna to Secretary State, July 18, 1914, quoting Vice Consul
......
21
Silliman re export oil tax...........................
Ilanna to State Department, July 15, 1914, concerning oil tax.... 21
Lansing to American consul, Nogales, August 14, 1919, protesting
to Sonora State authorities agant enforcement agrarian law.... 21
Lansing to Charles Parker, American representative, Queretaro,
protesting ainst sections of Mexican Constitution of 1917..... 21
Lansing to em asy, Mexico City, August 12, 1918, requesting that
. 21
petroleum-tax decree be postponed.......................
Lansing to embassy, Mexico City, August 14, 1919, protesting
law ........................ .. 21
against putting into effect
Lansing to Rodgers, Mexico, ity, August 16, 1910, advising that
renunciation of national rights as to company affairs by American individuals will not annul relations between individual
and American governments...................................
21
Lansing to Silliman, January 19, 1916, protesting against national21
ization of petroleum..........................................
Lansing to Thurston, AMexico City, January 19, 1917 protesting
against decree requiring Amerncans to renounce right of pro21
tection.....................................................
Lawton, American consul, Nogales, to Secretary State, December
6, 1918, transmitting draft of proposed agrarian law of State of
21
........................
Sonora .................
Letter Acting Secretary State to Fall transmitting 37 copies of communications State Department and diplomatic officers, Mexico. 21
Letter Brazilian minister, Mexico City, to State Department,
May 7, 1915, re suffering in Mexico City..............
.
21
Letter Lansing to Fall November 14, 1910, transmitting additional
21
documents concerning Mexico...............................
Mexican constitution of 1l17 ........................
21
Mexican decree requiring foreigners renounce their national pro21
tection when acquiring property in Mexico...........
Mexican foreign afairs department to Fletcher, August 17, 1918,
stating MexIo's position in full regarding petroleum tax and
decrees ..............................................
...... 21
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Mexican foreign office to Summerlin, July 28, 1919, willing to
give protection to Americans.......... ...................
21
Mexico orders to notaries that in charters news corporations for
exploitation oil lands stockholders should renounce their
national rights............................................ 21
Mexican Petroleum Division Circular No. 9, setting out that
petroleum companies may obtain permission Chief Executive
to drill provided they obligate themselves to respect petroleum
law which Congress may enact............................... 21
Me'oican secretary of state to Sumnterlin May 29, 1919, advising
that oil companies are to blame for their situation............. 21
Phillips, acting secretary to embassy, Mexico City, June 16, 19,
protesting that oil companies were within their rights.......... 21
Polk to American consul, Nogales, December 24, 1918, further

Pose.
3189
3171

3170
3168
3169

protesting against enactment agrarian law.................... 21 3179

Polk to American consul, Nogales, March 20, 1919, renewed pro21 3179
test against enactment agrarian law .......................
Polk to American consul, Nogales, July 17, 1919, requesting to be
21 3180
..........................
law
was
passed....
advised if agrarian
Polk to embassy
Mexico City, January 23, 1918, further protest21 3164
ing against article 27, constitution of 1917 .................
Polk to embassy, Mexico City, March 18, 1919, protesting against
attempt collect royalties from American petroleum companies. 21 3167
Polk to embassy, Mexico City, April 1I, 1919, protesting against
21 3167
denouncement American property by third parties..........
Polk to embassy, Mexico City, April 16, 1919, further protests
against confiscatory decree . ...............
............
21 3167
Polk to embassy, Mexico City, January31, 1917, further protesting
against decree requiring Americans renoun:ce rights protection.. 21 3174
Polk to embassy, Mexico City, December 24, 1918, protesting
against enactment of agrarian law ........................
21 3178
Polk to embassy, Mexico City, July 16, 1919, instruction to protest
anew against enactment agraria law..........
..........
21 3180
Polk to fletcher, December 13, 1918, acknowledging receipt of
Mexican foreign ollice note and reiterating protests on behalf
Americans............................................... 21 3163
Pressstateme: ,s by Lansing, November 12, 1919, roJenkinscase.. 21 3190
Prohibition oil companies drilling is part of measure taken for purpose making constitutional text effective.................
21 3153
Proposed agrarian law....................................... 21 3174
Silliman to Secretary of State, January 21, 1916, advising that
21 3121
Mexicans do not intend nationalize petroleum .............
State Department to embassy, Mexico CGity, April 4, 1918, further

protesting against article 27, constitution ..................
State Department to embassy, June 18, 1919, further protesting
"against drilling decree....................................
State Department reply to Mexican Government, letter of November 20 1919 ro Jenkins case .........................
Statement of William O.Jenkins made to State Department concerning his kidnaping .......................................
Summerlin to .Mexfcan foreign affairs department July 22, 1919,
relative to murder of Peter Catron and advising if such murders
continued, radical change in policy would he adopted........
Summerlin to Secretary of State, July 9, 1917, re refusal to allow
oil companies to drill..
.............

................

Summerlin to Secretary of State, June 2, 1919, quoting .exican

Government that "protests from a foreign nation can not suspend
effects of laws of another nation" ........................
Summerlin to Secretary of State, August 0 1919, transmitting copy
.Mexican Petroleum Division Circular No. 9 ....................

21 3155
21 3169
21 3198
21 3191
21 3189
21 3153

21 3168
21 3170

Summerlin to State Department, January 27, 1918, re article 27,
Mexican Constitution.................
...............
21 3154
Text of note from Mexican Government to State .Department,
....... 21 3190
November 26, 1919, regarding Jenkins case.........
Vice consul,

Ngaes,to Secretary of State, March 13,

1919, advis-

ing that agrarianlaw not be enacted...........................

21 3179
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Part. Page.
Stephenson, II. ................................................... 17 2633
Paid ransom October 15, 19121 $5,000, for Arthur
Arthr McCormick to Capt.
Pedro Gal-an and lindo .Miranda, rebel reds, against Madero; paid
in C ihuahua...................................................
17 2633
Letter from Salazar to manager of Nogales Co., all ranches and firms
defended by Madero to be destroyed Novemlber 18, 1112.......... 17 2634
Stevens, Ella........................................................ 17 2602'
Detailed account of murder of her father............................. 17 2002
Stevens, Emma ...................................................... 17 2607
Corroborates sister, Ella, as to murder of her father................. 17 2607
Stevens, \WalterJ .............
..
..............................
.....17 2607
Gives account of murder of father; corroborates his sisters, Ella and
Emma........................................................17 2607
Straube, William ...................
........................
15 2165
Bought 1'ache: estate, .Motogrongo, Veracruz, 165 000 acres; Maid
$300 000 gold for it; another ranch in V'eracrnz and one in Oaxaca;
in 1lexico 1902 to 1911; no special concessions; conditions good
15 2168
under l)iaz; conditions bad since evolution ......................
General conditions favors action as in Cuba; Mcxicans can not control
the situation....................................................... 15 2169"
7 919
Sturgis, Cora LA
............................................. ..
Went to Mexico with husband, father, and Imlther in 1906; owned in fee
3,000acres of land, State of Chiapas; owned 300 head of cattle; half of
land under cultivation; protection and prosperity under Illiaz, reign
most excellent; very goodal under Madero; first trouble began under
7 920
administration of Carran.a ....................................
June, 11918, place raided by Zapatistas; everything stolen, even to
personal belongings; Mrs.' Sturgis, her husband, and mother held
prisoners for over eight months, during whirh time they were given
such food as would Ie fed to a dog; Mrs. Sturgis was compelled to
cut wood and do other manual labor around the rebel camp; her
husband be-amne an invalid finm treatment iecived; was forced to
carry message to Zapata and other rebel leaders and when returned
7 929
found that her mother had died of starvation..................
Reported matter to Charg6 Sumnmerlin, .Mexico ('ily, also State J)epartment, 11ashingt6n; these reports were made in person by Mrs.
Sturgis......................................................
7
928
Everything total loss and now onpelked to live off charity of friends
7 935
and relatives in the United State. ...............................
10 1521
Taylor, rtd ...........................................
10 1521
Customs inspector in charge Big Bknd district of Texas ............
Raid on Petit ranch, May, 191S, by Meicans from Mexico; cattle
stolen; later Carranza authorities offered to return cattle for $10 per
head ........... .............................................
10 1523
Raid on Granger bnmthers ranch, July, 1919 .......................
10 1524
Raid on 'lovelald ranch, Septemnewr, 1918; (arramza ollhicers later
10 1525
seen riding horses stolen at this raid ...........................
Raid on Ru.-ell rauch April, 1918..................................
10 1526
At no time were American authorities able to get any assistance in
running down raiders, who were being given moral support by Corrancistss .......... ..........................................
10 1526
Taylor, Dr.JamesM ....................................................
9 1404
Secretary board of foreign relations, Methodist Church, 1920..........
9 1404
Went to. foxico on speLial mission for church to investigate conditions;
9 1405
visited many cities in southern part of Mexico..................
That Americans who had established colonies in Mexico had been a
blessing to the country from a religious and educational standpoint;
that he went to Mexico with the impression that they were exploiters, but came away with a different opinion, the result of his
9 1405
investigation .....................................................
Noticed the extreme danger to travel on trains even in the vicinity of
capital, this is 1920; also extreme poverty prevailing in city of
9 1411
Mexico.......................................................
Was arrested and fined $500 for taking kodak pictures, although had a
9 1413
permit from the Government.....................................
.....
19 2761
Teltlebaum, \1'illiam..
.....................................
Not an American citizen; broker; no place of business............... 19 2761
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Teitlebaum, William-Continued.
Part. Page.
Business, amusement, San Antonio, 1910-11; air lift; organized the
American Anti-Intervention Association; he and Dr. Brumby, of
Austin, Tex., whole organization ..............................
19 2762
Cards sent out; had float............................................
19 2763
Knew
Madero
....................................................
19 2764
M
emory fails him; cli pping newspapers .............................
19 2765
Set himself to have United States offer him citizenship; imparted secret
to Bonillas ....................................................
19 2766
Knew nothing of Mexico only what Madero told him; went to Mexico
1914 with Jesus Aguilar, nephew of Madero, to Cullacan............
19 2787
Had to have Interpreter;. arranza revolution to get back to constitu.
tion of 1857; quotes letter January 31, 1914, to Bryan protesting
against extradition of Gen. Salazar, etc....... ...................
19 2770
Quotes clipping from Globe, charge Uranta.........................
19 2773
Dudley Field Malone, Mr. Wright, Mr. Conova ......................
19 2775
A. B ........................................................
19 2776
Hotel Knickerbocker; Gen. and Mrs. Angeles at Aguascalientes convention ........................................................
19 2779
Only one song to sing...............................................
19 2780
Photo Angeles.................................
.
..........
........ 19 2781
Eulalio Gutlerrez.......................................
19 2782
Llorente, J. P. Del Valle, etc ...........................
19 2783
.Chairman tries to enlighten him on Mexico ..........................
19 2784
Bag stolen, Mexican shot...........................................
19 2785
International commission to settle conditions ......................
19 2786
Quotes resolutions Duval West; Americans killed with bullets in Mexico; Americans raided from Mexico to United States................
19 2787
Called down ......................................................
19 2187
Committee. declines to hear further.............................
19 2788
Insults chairman, called down, fails to substantiate................... 19 2789
Quotes resolution congratulating Ambassador Wilson, Mexico Society
of New York....................................................
19 2789
Ambassador Wilson's speech recognition of Iluerta; Salazar robberies;
letter to President of United States July 17, 1917, by Senator Fall;
interests in Mexico.............................................
19 2793
19 2794
Newspaper clippings............................................
Chairman makes statement and quotes resolution after Columbus raid, 19 2795
Pershing in Mexico, 14,000 strong ..................................
19 27906
Calles against Carranza Guillermo Hall.................................
19 2797
Telegrams Guillermo Ifall Calles, Cabrera, Garcia, Barragan, Fernanu.
dez, reference to $5,00 paid Hall for excursion, San Antonio to
Mexico ..............................
19 2798
10 2800
Amount received by witness from Mexicans.........................
. 19 2801
Quotations Alfredo Robles Dominguez........................
Telegram from Oliver to Fall asking authority to refute false statements published in Mexico press and answer.................... 19 2802
Witness offers solution ..............................
19 2803
Angeles sacrificed to great cause ...................................
19 2806
Thomson, Arlhur ...................
.................
14 2093
Testified wrote book entitled "Crime against Mexico"............... 14 2093
Sold 5,000 copies to Mexican consulate and Mexican embassy........ 14 2094
Got his intervention ideas from reading De Bokker..............
14 2095
Native of Australla; not naturalized; been in United States 10 years;
never been in Mexico; can not speak Spanish..................... 14 2098
Obtained data for his book from reading John Kenneth Turner,
14 2099
Gutlerrez de Lara, and other Socialists ..........................
Admits know nothing of Mexican Constitution of 1857.........
. 14 2101
Approves Car-anza constitution of 1917 and states United States
14 2104
meddling........................................................
Did not believe in World War and obtained exemption from draft.... 14 2122
Thompson, Wallace....................................................
13 1909
News editor Mexican Herald six years prior to leaving Mexico in 1910;
returned to Mexico in 1018 as vice consul at Monterrey ...........
18 1909
Testified thatin time of Diaz country was perfectly safe for Americans. 13 1909
Chairman read witness article' on M3exico written by W. J. Bryan in
Commoner of January 30 1903; witness stated that he agreed with
Jlryan in so far as the artile was concerned, and could not account
for Bryan's attitude after becoming Secretary of State..........
13 1914
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Thompson, Wallace-Continued.
Testified re anti-American parade held In Monterrey In tall of 1918, Part Page.
-backed by German nfunce
........
Re I. W.W agitation n Monterrey ..
9n5lheaded by de Lara backed 13 1918
by German nfluence.............
13 12
Re currency condition in Monterrey in 1918 and ................
after.........
. 13 1920
Re Mexican consular officers grafting
.......................
13 1924
igner, J. F .........................................................
10 1638
Owned a large ranch located in Big
Bend section of Texas; ranch
raided several times beginning in 1917.
10 1538
Followed raiders into Mexico on one
occasion; ranch foreman was
killed and Ti erhad horses shot from
under
him............
10 1539
Tomelled to sell ranch at sacrifice as too
dangerous to live onit....
10 1538
Tolen, Henry L.
....
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
Immigrant inspectorstationed at Yuma, Ariz., testified relative to kid 14 2051
naping of Rodolfo Ibarra from Yuma, Ariz,
by Ca t. Calles,ofCar.
ranza army; Ibarra was taken to
and xcuted......
PMexico
Cales arrested at Yuma, Ariz., and placed under $5,000 bond, which 14 205r
he forfeited still is in command of Carranza
troo on Mexican side..
14 208
Testified to kidnaping and execution of Luguen
and Herrera by Capt.
-Cailes .......................
Re assistance rendered Calles in these
14 206
of Chamber of Commerce of Yuma, Arizidnaping by Col. B. F. Fly,
14 208
Re crossing at will of armed Carranza soldiers; ...................
no'American soldiers
stationed in vicinity of Yum"a..
Tupper,
henry
Allen,
'
'.........
:.. :.. ..
14 2009
rtor
Firet apti......
t..Church,
.. .............
Washington, .........
D C.; first went ,,.,,,,,
to Mexico
2
497
30 years ago; Diaz most remarkable man ever
met....... .
Went back to Mexico 1912
.
2
498
as
resentaivo In-attonal- Peace
Forum; met Pascual Orozco inreJuarez;
obtained 3,000 word state.
me t of prince ls ...........................................
entto Mexico
13 and obtained similar statement from Carranza; 2 2
498
states purpose was to get
together..................2
499
Stated refused toaccept payfactions
forservices in efforts to bring about peace..
2 499
Admitted accepting valuable presents
of Jewelry for himself and
daughter from Carranzaat Saltillo, Mexico........................
2
500
Accepted check for $3,400 from Carranza in
Veracruz, Mexico.......2 502
Denied acquaintance with David Starr
Jordan
.................
Introduced printed interview published
2 602
in tihe Watchman, of -New
York, in 1916, wherein his entire activity
is
alleged
to be told by
himself, particularly his part in obtaining
tion for Carranza
Admitsis now disappointed in results after re
2 612
his efforts to have Carranza
recognized................................................2

209

Admitted never heard of article 130 of constitution of 1917 relative to
ministers ........................................
Chairman read into record report of O'Connor and J. C. Weller, of2 2
American Red Cross, describing conditions and
how led Cross was
run out of Mexico by Carranzra..............
.....

2
Chairman read into record telegrams exchanged by committee and
2
Universal relative to attitude of committee .....................
.
2
Witness introduced into record number of letters from Senator
Shep
2
ypard, W. J. Bryan, President Wilson, and others ..............
... 2
Taylor Joer................

orje
J ........................................................

Relates Norlas raid, was in the
territor

fight;
understood that Gen.

Turer,

nsilile
erge
.f

s.......

or raid..............

520

60
50

22

622
27

8 651
11

went back across into Carranza
Nafarrate,

........
. ..

of the Oarranza army, was

..

..............

16
8
1314;
Ex-Unite States soldier Tenth'Cvalry " .......
" """"
". " " 10 1661
Names officers of his troop; at arrizal, relates
Gives account of fight at Carrizal; wounded; speech of Ca t Boyd.. 10 1682
took clothes of prisoners;
d aysin Jail; 17 wounded ..........
, ......
u.n...........
Treatment of prisoners in Jail; beat and kicked;
ate beans off ground; 10 1564
............
.
.....
1 15
Va released
A..........
..................................
0 18
District attorney, forty-ninth Judicial district of
Texas, Laredo, Tex..
qualifies as expert on Mexican matters;
1
relations with Presiden
Diaz; letter from Dlaz ............................
........... 10 1200

J.
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Part.
Vails, J. A.--Continued.
Letter from Diaz; first heard of plan of San Diego 1915; discovered
branch ofthatorganization In Laredo, Tex.reccived letterofwarning. 10
Quotes anonymous letter shows Federico Qutlerrez Zapata, Carranza
officer, Nuovo Laredo, .iiexico, promised Lieut. Bucker to intercept
them; later learl plan of San Diego bunch into San Ignaclo Zapata
County, Tex.; American soldiers killed in that battle; arranza
officials, Col. Cruz Rulz and Ol. Frias led the attack on American
10
garrison at San Ignaco, Tex..................................
Four Oarranza solders given the death penalty at Laredo for San Igna.
cio raid- shows Zeferino Zambrano, treasurer general of Mexico,
recruited men in plan of San Diego in Monterroy; 7Zanbrano and a
Oarranza general brought these men to M.onterroey, there others were
recruited; full account; court reversed case; prisoners delivered to
Col. Perguson, United States Army, returned to Mexico; acclaimed
heroes in Mexico; see Arco v. Stato of Texas .....................
10
Not generally known in Texas; Mario Mendez, director general of
telegraph, anti-American; Webb Station raid ..................
8
Gives further account of San Ignacio raid; purpose to kill American
soldiers; plan of San Diego read into record ........................
8
Flag found at San Ignacio and Webb Station after raids; men participating in above raids were led by Carranza soldiers, Isabel do los
Santos, Zeferino Zambrano, and others; Zambrano afterwards governor of Nuevo Leon................
8
Relates further Webb Station raid, Webb County, Tex., by Lieut. Col.
Villarreal, who had Carranza commission in pocket; mentions Gen.
Mfaurllo Rodriguez as directing the bands; Webb Station raiders now
in Texas penitentiary; Villarreal in Carranza uniform.............
8
Webb Station raiders captured, confessed that they had been under
Gen. Torres in Mexico City; mentions El Progreso, published in
Laredo, Tex
violent against President Wilson, etc.; citizens
escorted Leo D. Walker and Emeterio Flores, editors, to river and
threw them in and made them go to Mexico; complained to Arredondo, who made complaint to our Government; nothing done.....
8
Opinion that all raids were in furtherance of the plan of San Diegorefers to indictment of signers of the plan of San Diego in United
States court, Brownsville, Tex., 13th of May, 1916; the Agustin S.
Garza that signed the plan of San Diego was known in Mexico as
Leon Oaballo; heard that Fortunato Zuazua (Gen.) was engaged in
8
raising money for the plan of San Diego ...........................
Reports that Nafarrate was killed by Carrancista ollicer in Tampico to
keep him from divulging the fact thatCarranza had ordered the raids
into Texas underthe plan of San Diego in 1915-1917; Mrs. Nafarrato's
name mentioned often in trial of San Ignacio raids, also Webb Station raid; Jose Ayala Villarreal connected with Zuazua frequently
.......................
8
connected in trials..................
Col.Maurillo Rodriguez,nephewof Carranza; Oen.Juan Barragan's name
8
mentioned in trial of raiders; Candido Aguilar'sname also connected.
Heard that AMauro Mendez attempted to get one Forseyck to come to
United States to blow up buildings; knew Luis de la Rosa with connection to raids; commission found in pocket of Cerda at San
Ignaco signed by de la Rosa and Isabel do los Santos, both high
officers in Carranza government; do la Rosa, Esteban Fierros, and
Leocadio Fierros, Zeerino Zambrano were together at time of raids;
Manuel Amaya, introducer of ambassadors for Carrnza government;
Amaya was also mentioned prominently in plan of San Diego; quotes
Lansing note saying that Carranza did not try to intercept raiders
8
and arraignment; note in full.................................
8
Extradition impossible from OCrranza of murderers ..................
Mention Dlonisio Martinez, murderer of American in Wilson County,
Tox., now holding commission under Carranza; also Crocencio Barrenr, murderer of American, in Zapata County, also official under
Oarranza; relates robbery of Ignacio Benavides ranch near laredo,
and in few days Carranza officials at Guerrero were riding horses;
refused extradition fot thieves by Oarranza; chairman calls attention
to witness to Zimmerman note, who remembers it, comparing it to
the plan of San Diego; reads into the record letter to Manuel Agulrro
Berlanga, reference to Lino Caballo, signed by V. Carranza, under
8
date of June 14, 1919 ...........................................
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Part. Page.
Valls, J. A.-Continued.
8 1225
Testifies as to German propaganda during the war along the border...
8 1296
..................
Vann W. ...................................
8 1296
Deference to raids on lower Rio Grando 1915-10.....................
Conferred with Carranza officials reference to raids; Nafarrato promkilled
two
raiders
ised to assist officers against raiders, but did not;
in Curranza uniform- raiders told him military were with them;
8 1297
refers to confession of Chino Flores ..............................
Relates confession of Pedro Paz reference to bandits; hand bombs
8 1298
found at train wreck; rail loosened, pulled with wire............
All extradition refused 10 or II but last two, Gov. Osuna, of Tamauli8 1299
pas, granted for Pedro Paz and Antonio Rocha, two raiders........
Relates killing of Antonio lIocha on Mexican side by Mexican officers
8 1300
as he was being delivered to witness ...............................
Relates killing of Toribio godriguez on Texas side by above two men,
8 1301
....
Paz and Itocha........................................... ...
Veater, Capt. S. 1 ................................................. 10 1478
1902 went to Colonia Chuichtpa, Chihuahua; 200 people there; ranched
there 13 years; revolutionists began to rob; gave up arms and ammunition .................................... ...................... 10 1479
Colonists left, except 42; rioting; colonists successful in business, sawmills, also improved machinery for farming, and dairying; names
six colonies in Chihuahua: Colonia Juareoz, 300; Colonia Pacheco,
about 150; Colonia Diaz 300 families; Dublan, 300; Colonia Garcia;
Colonia Chuichupa; all in flourishing condition under Diaz........ 10 1.189
Bank at Colonia Diaz robbed; homes destroyed; used schoolhouse for
stable; irrigation dams blown up; estimates in his colony loss
$500,000 alone; refugees broke, bad conditions; Government United
10 1482
States had to feed them........................................
Much property turned over to Rotas through force; gave horses and
mules away to Mexicans; made efforts through Gen. Calles but to
8 1484
no avail to recover stock; stock taken to Sonora ..................
Gives account of murder of Johnnio Brooks; account of murder of Ben
Griffith, soldier knocked out gold tooth with sword, put tooth in
8 14*6
pocket; had row over it and threw it back in grave ...............
Brought some cattle out, paid $20 gold duties to IMexican official at
8 1488
Juarez............................................................
Gives account of assassination of Stevens, George Redd, Mr. Cain,
8 1488
John Cramer, John Iienry, Hays .................................
Appealed for protection to Huerta, Madero, and Carranza, but to no
avail; home destroyed and burned, etc.; Abelino Rascon killed in
8 1490
Cumbro Tunnel affair............................................
Made efforts to recapture cattle stolen through Col. del Arce and .Ma).

Tagle, of Juarez; gives account of trip; everything in colonies de-

8 1492

.....................
stroyed; homes burned, etc.........
Gives account of killing of his Jersey cows, milch cows, instead of
.....
.......................
beeves, no remuneration.............
Wadsworth, R. ...............................................................
Gives account of killing of liters and Iulen and Jack lHoward, and
wounding of iarvis in Big Bend by the Chico t'ano outfit; hico

8 1492
10 1532

Gives account of battle of Juarez on May 8,9, and 10, 1911; 18 Americans killed and wounded in that fight in El Paso; for the last nine
years El P'aso people have been in nearly constant dread, and
necessary for soldiers to be there to render protection; Americans
killed and wounded in Agua Prieta and Naco, Ariz................
Wallis,l I.J.........................................................
Was wounded in train wreck near Brownsville, 1915, time Dr. McCain
was killed and others; details story .................................
Ward J. ........................................................... ......

12 1821
8 1342

(Cano holds commissions under Villa and Carranza, either one in
10 1632
.......
.......
charge of the Ojlnaga district; he acts............
12 1821
.... ..............................
Walker, Norman.......

"Colonia" (American colony near Tampico), 15 families, relates hanging of one German.American and another German citizen, both
robbed but American German hung up...........................
Relates fight with Mexicans in which he killed several, defending his
home and family (Carranza soldiers led by an officer) ..............
Robbed Negro man and ravished his wife ...........................

8 1342
8 11

8 1162
8 1163
8 1165
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Ward, J.G.--Continued.
Part. Page.
Came to United States after family had been robbed, and his trouble
with Carranza soldiers ..........................................
8 1160
Warner, P. W ....................................................... 8 1034
General agent, Atascador Colony 135,000 acres, near Tampico; de.
scribes colonists. farmers, had church and school, 305 families; good
conditions under Diaz; colonists were men of small means, not capitalists; raids by revolutionists....................................
8 1035
Murder of Weeder by Gen. Larraga, Carrancista: mentions killing of
Mr. Byrd; Mr. Byrd's father later died from being hit over the head
with guns by Carrancistas.......................................
8 1039
Ravishment of the Mises Gourd, of lowa ........................
8 1041
Only German remaining on Atascador Colo,%y 1920; list of colonists on
Atascador ............................... ........................
8 1045
Quotes President on intervention; criticizes action United States taking people out of Mexico; Praises Iluerta: afraid to return account
bad conditions................................. .................
8 1045
Watriss, Frederick N ...................................................
2 426
Attorney, New York; interested in Sonora and attorney for Association
for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico..................
2 426
Explains oil producers' position, refers to publications, and quotes letter from Mr. Polk under date of December 31. 1918 .............
2 472
Richardson Construction Co., of Sonora, Yaqui Valley: boughtdirect from
owners;760,000 acres; 500,000 acres i gablo: large Irrigation plant....
2 429
Reads extract from communication to Department of State explaining
extent of irrigation investment; 300 settlers on land when trouble
broke out; explains title to lands and water: quotes extract from concession, agreeing to invest 1,000,000 pesos .................
2 430
Having trouble with the Government about taxation and sold some of
the land, embargoed some, and advertised for sale; national Government decided they could not interfere with the State Government,
and so notified the United States Government; quotes extract communication from bureau of waters December 21, 1918, canceling
concession under article 27; complete answer to six causes of forfeiture, quotes.................................................
2 432
Continues to read from document iving his company permission to suspend bond for concession, and quoted part of document sent to
State Department, asking United States department to intervene
to prevent Mexican Government from disregarding request........
2 434
Quotes statement and attitude of Mr. Polk in conversation or conference with oil men on intervention; Polk said when they failed, then
it was up to Congress; refers to documents passing between the
Petroleum Association and department to show efforts of Mexican
Government to get possession of oil rights on his land (Watriss
Appendix B).................................................
2 468
Water concession of "Compania Constructora Richardson," S. A. of
Sonora, Mexico, published in Diario Oficial December 28, 1611,
ratifying contract amended (contract above referred to)............
2 469
Water regulations of "Compania Constructora Richardson," S. A.,
Sonora, Mexico, English translation ..............................
2 472
Tariff pertinent to water concession of "Compania Constructors Rich.
ardson," S. A., Sonora; tariff, English translation ..............
2 475
Concession relative to State taxes on lands of "Compania Constructora
Richardson," S. A., Sonora; Spanish and English .................
2 475
Defense submitted to the Federal Government of Mexico, by the
Richardson Construction Co. (Inc.) against the proposed nullification of its concession granted August 18, 1911 for the use of the water
of the Yaqui River, consisting of a copy of the original Spanish and
English translation ..............................................
2 477
Protest of Yaqui Delta Land & Water Co. filed with the Secretary of
State of the United States on the - day of May, 1917, against certain acts threatened under the new constitution of Mexico promul2 489
gated May 1, 1917, to stay proceedings referred to.................
Letters to Secretary of State, Washington, D. C. Los Angeles, Calif.,
November 13, 1916 signed "Richardson;" letter to unitedd States
Secretary of State date New York February 17, 1919 signed "Fred.
erick N. Watriss,'f on behalf of Delta Land & Water c., asking their
good offices in their favor with Mexico to stay action...............
2 491
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Part. Page.
Webb, Grover...........................................
............ 10 1528
Inspector of customs, ig Bend district, Texas; t'arrancistas in charge
of country opposite Big Bend do not preserve order: United States
side not safe without armed forces; relates loss of stock from Hancock
ranch; thieves not followed across river..........................
10 1527
Capt. Loreto Aguilar, Carranzaofficer, and men appeared onTexas side,
raiding. stole horses, arrested; saw stolen horses, Ojinaga, ridden by
Carranza officer; horse belonged to inspector Allen, officer wanted
300 pesos for him, would not give him up; demand from officials,
Ojinaga, for horse, refused: filed claim; followed Brite raiders into
Mexico asguido for Col. Langhorne:relates flight of raiders, fight with
them in Mexico, murder of Mickey Welsh at ulrito store.......... 10 1529
Chico Cano in Ojinaga. as captain of Carranza force, being paid off by
10 1530
..........................................
Mexican Government officials
Welsh, F.............................................................
8 1139
Stock stolen from him taken to .Mexico, captured by Gen. lamos,
Carrancista general, refused to return them unless reward was paid.
refused, stock shipped out; Texas farmer, stock stolen many times,
taken to Mexico ......... ...............
......................
8 1139
11 1685
Wetherell, Miss Lucille.........
..
.......................
Part owner of Vista liermosa in Oaxaca, Mexico. ..................
11 1685
Conditions good under Diax, bad after revolution; relates conditions.. 11 1686
Lost all she had..........
...............
....... 11 1696
Ordered outof Mexico by United States through Consul Canada...... 11 1687
General conditions discussed, Madero and his r ime................ 11 1686
Talks of contract labor, etc; thrilling account of escape to Veracruz,
etc....................................
11 1680
Heard Lincoln Steffens lecture on Mexico, propaganda against Diaz,
remonstrates with him ..........................................
11 1701
Whatley, Miss A.................................................
8 Ia
Educational work, Texas; in Mexico off and on 1900 to 1911; robbed
by Maderistas at Parral; loss $60,000; girls ordered shot; held knife
to her throat; said they would cut off her fingers and toes; cut her
foot with knife ...........................
.............
8 1084
Wheeler, Capt. Harry ................................................
12 1873.
Relates attack of Mexicans on Agua Prieta by Gen. Blanco; no Americans wounded, 1873 and in later attack; American lives unsafe:
remember orders United States troops not to fire across the line;
Villa attack on Agua Prieta; as sheriff of Cochise County, met
advance guard and told them 7,000 Carranza troops had been
allowed to Come through United States; I told them this in order
to avoid any more fighting on line as many Americans had been
killed and wounded In previous battles; fight lasts two days; Jones,
an American soldier killed; Villa so placed troops from cast as
to not fire into United States.....................................
12 1876
Present battle at Naco, American lives endangered, 1913, five or six
weeks; next battle of Naco lasted 80 or 90 days; a few casualties
that time; continuous firing into United States American lives
endangered; 71 casualties in this battle on United States side
of the lino; relates machine gun dropping bullets into Main Street,
wounding girl in face from broken glass; made appeal to Mexicans,
United States officers, and Gov. Hunt to stop it; got no relief,
then went into their trenches and finally succeeded in getting gun
turned another way; saw girl shot in neck in the streets; 52 shot
in this battle ....................................................
12 1878
Relates trouble at Bisbee, Ariz., 1917, resulting in deportations, many
Mexicans in I. W. W. ranks, etc.; heard of the plan of San Diego
several times- ,Mexico to take this country back ..................
12 1882
Relates causes leading to deportation at Bisbeo; to curtail output of
copper by Germans and Mexicans; organizes to take Arizona for
Mexico...................................
.........
12 1888
States that our policy was weak, no firmness shown; should have
prevented killing of Americans; relates occurrences at Naco battle;
no extradition
......................................
12 1888
Relates hangingof IHuerta-Leyva. 1893; letters from Gov. Iluntto Capt.
Wheeler, reference to expected attack on Naco, Sonora, reference to
12 1896
affording protection to American citizens .........................
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Williams, Ira Jeowell ...
......
....................... 2 689
Member Philadelphia Iar, president of Panuco Boston Oil C'o.; conrt
pany refused to recognize article 27; quotes telegram Sept. 6, 1911,
from attorney, Mfoxlco ('ity; Mexico oil department sore oter
representations from United States State Department; pay roll,
$10,000, stolen; offers book slowing all 'arranza decrees fled with
committee, but not shown in record; meeting called in Now York for
protecting American rights; declined to recognize article 27; Aug. 6,
1918; State Department made solemn protest to Mexice Aug. 12 1918,
modifying decree by (arranza, but laws not passed; Britain, racec,
Netherlands protested against confiscation; oil men during war
would not accept any decree that would keep United States from
getting oil ................ ....................................
2 590
Properties of the Atlantica Comixnia Mfoxicana Productora y Refinadora do Petroleo, purchased from Mexican owners, have been
denounced under article 27 and decrees of C'arranza; filed Amparos;
applications to drill on own property denied: shocked because news
suppressed by our own Government from .Mexico; Associated and
other press refrained from publishing news on request of our Govern.
2 591
ment; refused to publish comments on article 27 ..................
Panuco Boston ('o. stopped by military and fined $500; chronological
statement in detail follows actions of his company and the oil men,
continued on page 594; pamphlets i~sed by Mr. Frederick R. Kellog,
true, filed with comnttee, but not in record, marked "Williams
Exhibit No. 2"...............................................
2
595
.Judge Beat's comments filed with the committee, but not in record,
marked "Exhibit, H\illiams, No. 3"; Williams Exhibits Nos. 4
and 5 filed with the committee pamphlets, but not in record; letter
to the editor of the Now York Times, signal by Frank I. Polk,
reference to Panuco Boston (o., in record, protesting to Meoxico
against confiscation; extract front letter signed by Ira Jewell \'Williams to Times, under date of July 3, 1919, reference to assurances
2 596
of Aguilar, son-in-law of ('arranza, who denied confiscation .......
Williams Exhibit No. rifiled with committee but not in record;
same with Exhibit No. S; oil men only trying to get real facts before
......................
American people............
2 597
Relates murder of Leroy Moyo near Tampico; quotes letter from
2 598
lBritish as to robbery. .......
........ .....
................
Relates robberies of pay rolls by order of Carranza, so reported there..
2 599
.quotes Mexican Review of Aug. 19, 1910; Weeks on oil matter......
EHxplains C'arranza's desire to get Americans to accept his idea; telegram from W\Villiam Phillips, Acting Secretary of State, to witness,
2 6002
reference to unsafety of Americans near Tampico................
2
C02
viow;
Gov,Quotes extract front Amparo, translated to our point of
ernment may rob foreigners if they are recipient of the stolen property; extract accused of rebellion by not accepting article 27 atnd
decrees, signed by division of petroleum No.2277, Mexico, Juno 20,
1019; letter front obert E. Speer to Mr. C'heter O. Swain, 26 Broadway, reference to whether associationn for thd Protection of American
Rights in Mexico was in favor of intervention, etc.; answered by
.Mr. Walker and witness, in record; criticizes Dr. Inman; other
o05
...........
correspondence by witness on this subject.........
006
Letter from witness to Dr. Ilalsey on intervention and Inman........
Chairman quotes extract from speech of President Wilson, Ifelena,
...........
.............
606
:Mont., about American liars.
Witness quotes extract from William Burgess that Constitution might
607
have been written by Emma Goldman and lBerkman ...........
1030
Willis, F. B., Mrs............. ....................................
Details loss of her husband as mentioned by Mrs. BIailey; lost child by
1032
death, caused by lack of attention...................................
Mentions murder of Catron; Carrancista olilcials in charge Aguascal.
lientes time of disappearance husband; Oen. Urbina and one-legged
8 1033
Orozeo; Benito Diaz, governor ...............................
United States Consul Ed wards refused to hear her story; told her he
could do nothing for her, Juarez- .Mrs.Willis an invalid, caused by
8 1034
her mistreatment in Mexico; ReA Cross sent her home..............
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Part. Page.
15 2249

Wilson, Henry Lane ................................... :..........
.....
Conditions under Diaz ideal; most of the development done by Americans; had it not been for them Mexico would have remained in an
uncivilized state; downfall of Diaz, 75,000 Americans there, official
Americans there away above the average; 2,000 railroad men, 500 0
farmers, 5,000 miners, 8,000 in other lines, many doctors, dentists,
engineers, and all professions there in abundance- none of the lower
type of Americans, as compared to our cities; false that Americans
secured special favors by bribery and concessions; did not exploit
the country or people ..............................................
Explains concessions- estimated that one billion two hundred thousand American capiLal in 3Mexico when Diaz left; all others combined
about same amount; all nations; gives estimates on population of all
nations in Mexico- population, American, in the city about 10,000;
explains about railroads in fMexico................................
Gives his idea as to fall of Diaz, "old man, inefficiency, and race
demands," "Mfexico for Mexicans"; 80 per cent ignorant; invitations of Ilaz to M exico............................................
Business in Mexico In hands of foreigners; gives beginning of and
progress of SMadero revolution to downfall of Diaz; Madero of unsound
mind, visionary; made incendiary speeches, in jail, out in few hoursappealed for popular sympathy for Indians; endowed with personal
honesty and excellent morals; Madero did not overthrow Diaz, he
was overthrown by wave of anarchy and desertion of friends; Madero
proceeded against Reyes candidacy Just as Carranza is against Obregon to-day; much anti-Americanism later days of Diaz.............
Diaz government very much pro-American ........
.............
Gives evidence of unsound mind of Madero, Ambassador Calero as
instructed to misrepresent conditions in Mexico; many atrocities
committed while Madero was in power; conditions went from bad
to worse; Madero was more despotic than Diaz toward end of
r6gimo; general anarchy all over Mexico; not a dollar for public
instruction, not an acre of land divided; no freedom of press, some
suppressed; organization of "La Porra," by Gustavo Mladero.
Formed to discontinue anti-Maderism.............................
La Porra composed of hired assassins and cut-throats hired especially
for their purpose; gives outline of revolution with Madero and
Iluerta in company with English, French, Spanish representatives;

15 2250

15 2252
15 2254

15 2256
15 2250

15 2258

Blanquet by his actions upon arrival overthrew Madero; Huerta
took advantage of the situation. Col. Burnside reported that the

revolution could not be suppressed, therefore called the ambassadors together again; report to witness from Burnside in full, date
15 2262
.Moxico City, Juno 5, 1913......................................

Diplomatic corps advised Madore unofficially best to turn the govern.
ment over to congress; selected Spanish minister to deliver request
or advice; upon his arrival met the senate who had been refused
admittance their advice was to have been the same; Spanish Minister, Mr. 'ologan., secured an audience. lMadero was insulting;
Madero sent telegram to United States accusing witness of controlling diplomatic corps, and wanted to land troops at Veracruz;
later withdrew it and apologized, next day supreme court went to
,Madero with same request; badly received; Col. Riverol and (ol.
Ir.quierdo went to .Madero with four privates, same request; took
pistol from his pocket, shot both colonels and two or three privates;
escaped to corridor and captured by Gen. Bllanquet; placed in
prison; gives conditions of people at that time, children starving,

etc., felt great tesponsihility; sent for Diaz, lluerta, and Bllanquet.. 15 2263
Three actual breaks, forced by persuasion and threat, finally agreed

and made contract depositing it with witness; 50,000 Mexicans celebrated that night and gave thanks to the United States for bringing
peace to Mexico; all ministers of strong nations thanked witness, and
sent letters, in record........................................
Copy of resolution, mass meeting American colony, February 28, 1913;
telegram to President United States, signed by American colony;
case submitted by American colony reference to sending committee
to Washington .................................................
4766-20-vo, 2 -105

8

2264

8

2266
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Wilson. Jhenryv Lane-Continucd,
Part. Page.
Argument to Bryan by committee, the retention of witness as ambas.
sador, April 2, 1913 ..............................
.........
8 2268
Resolutions of thanks inserted in the record, from British subjects,
Protestants, Catholic, Y. M. C. A.: not a dissenting voice: explains
procedure under Mexican constitution as to seating president; urged
Iuerta to protect the lives of Madero and Suarez; relates the murder
of Madero, in transfer from one prison to another: shot by officer in
charge........................................................
8 2271
Letter from Von lfeintz, January 8 1916, from China to witness, commendatorv of his action in Mexico City: relates relations between
Madero and Villa, latter in revolt against Madero at time of his
death, but changed to protest against Ifuerta.....................
8 2274
Justifies action with Madero, who had not kept faith with United
States: resolution brotherhood men, resolutions sent to President
IUnited States: another resolution by same parties asking that he be
retained: remonstrated with Madero about'throwing Americans
wrongfully in jail; one case of friction.........................
8 2270
Quotes?rom hook by Calero on murder of Madero: enumerates five questionrs that he wanted settled prior to recognition of Iluerta.........
8 2278
Enumerates them, successful in five of the six questions when Ifuerta
was in power: goes into the latter part of the Taft administration... 15 2280
First portion of Wilson's administration critical ...................
15 2281
Diplomats met inMexico City and sent telegrams to their Governments
after they had recognized' Iuerta, and the United States had not,
asking them to request the United States to either recognize Huerta
or come down and make peace. ............................
15 2282
Sent to Veracruz on July 4, by Wilson, to keep him from having to
reply to Ifuerta's speech on that day in Mexico City ...............
15 2283
Contradicts William laard Ifale about telegram he sent to Washing.ton; Iluerta protected Americans..........................
15 2282
Iluerta was very pro-American and the greater part of the Mexican
people were in favor of him: did not receive any backing or assistance
from Wilson Government; explains: refutes Guy Inman's story as
published in his book, page 134, in which he attempts to give facts
on the Madero-Diaz-lHuerta episode in Mexico City, 1913; "Ciudadela" calls Inman a liar
in diplomatic language.................. 15 2284
Sworn statement as to witness's attitude in affair here inserted, signed
by United States consular agents in Mexico City; untrue story sent
out by Robert if. Murray; secured judgments, and apologies from
many, including John I.ind: made false report to ladies in Mexico
('ity: witness ordered Murray out of embassy: goes fully into the
mutilated records of all mesges from and to the department, and
discusses how Murray might have secured them: uncoded messages
sent by Bryan: Bryan several times requested witness to invite
?Mexican Government (IHuerta) to join United States in conferences
and to recognize the new Republic of China, and to join the universal
peace movement, allthis while he was fighting Ifuerta.......... 15 2286
Mentions several private representatives sent to Mexico without his
knowledge, which action discredited him ...
...............
15 2289
Protested to the United States, but no relief; reads letter into the
record under date of July 1 1913, directed to Wilson reference to
William Bayard Hale; received no answer, did not expect any;
called to Washington after Ifalo's report for consultation; asked to
make report to President on Mexican situation. President had only
read reports confidential at time of Madero overthrow; had not read
any in two years; here he inserts in record his recommendations to
Wilson ...............................................................
15 2290
Later sent to Foreign Relations Committee........................ 15 2294
Agreeably received; later Wilson told Senators Bacon and Flood he
did not care for any further exploitation of my views...............
15 2294
President requested investigating committee not to hear anything
further from me..................................................
15 2294
Commit tee was Democratic at that time; quotes Calero's book, page 68,
reference to Carranza: opinion n Carranza.......................
15 2294
.Mentions telegrams United States consul and Carranza after death of
Madero........................................................
15 2294
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Wilson, IInrv Lane-Continued. _
Part.
Relates his connection with lluerta and (arranza at that time; discu.ises John Lind; Tampico incident and United States policy; relates conditions of .Mexico, cost of troops on border, schools and
churches. desecration of same: Carranza downfall would be an admission of Wilson's (Government's mistaken policy .................
15
Quotation front Clero hook page 34, reference to Carrana; quotes
Calero again on page 81. reference to Agrarian problem............ 15
Reasons given for witness's resignation as ambassador ...............
15
Discusses lryvan and British diplomacy reference Iluerta........... 15
Discusses Fletcher's statements before the committee; resignation of
(eorge A. Chamberlain, John Bassett Moore ....................
15
+Givesestimate on Americans in Mexico time he resigned, why they
left Mexico, etc ................................................
15
Relates again conversation with President, who said "'lluerta would
not carry out his promises": no notice given by Taft for Americans to get out of Mexico: condition of Mexico later days of
Taft bad: why Carranza went against Iluerta ...................
15
Itiscusses Wilson's policies, including league; ',ives information oil
S nora; quotes (alero again, page 77, Wilson's misconception on
lexico, in record .................
.....................
15
Again quotes Calero, pages G6and 01, reference motives of revolution;
compares his idea and that of Calero on this subject; Secretary Lansing s note, June. 1916; relates difference in Indians in Mexico..... 15
Quotes lIrvan on Dliaz Commoner, Januarv30, 1903; Huerta like Iiaz. 15
Memonandum of ambassador's interview %with lluerta, May 7, 1913;
usual courtesies lacking; slap at Wilson attitude.................. 15
Gives suggestions on Mexico to reestablish that Government on peaceiul basis........................................................
15
Winton, Dr. George 11.......................
....
1
Member of Leagueo of Free Nations and Mexico committee; delivers
document and reprt on education in Mexico..................
1
t Not in record) also wrote two books on 1Mexico yvrequest..........
1
Makes statement as to his knowledge of .Mexico as an educator and
mismionarv, 1854-1!02, 14 years...............................
1
Very friendly to .Mexican people; knows many leaders ..............
1
Against intervention ...
........
...........
..
1
Discuses Mexicans of this country and Mexico, and different sections;
good Americans all....................................
1
Have similar sentiments about .Mexico and her people .............
1
.Mexicans think more of an American "boss" than any other.........
1
IDoe not know the mountainous country..........................
1
Iliscusses different Indians.........................................
1
Knows nothing of labor organizations..............................
1
t'hairmangives him information on mining laws .....................
1
lIe knows little about it; quotes extracts from law. ..............
1
Testiies as to the $400 fund coming to League of Free Nations as mentioned by Inman; old organization voted this money to League of
Free Nations...............................................
1
Chairman reads quotation from Christian Advocate by witness.......
1
Knows very little of Mexico. Stated, "You know we make wholesale
statements when we are writing or making speeches," this when
pinned down on his article by chairman; served on several committees .............................................
1

Qlutation from A,.I. C. of Mexico ('ity under date of July 26, 1919,

reference to intervention- how intervention looks to Mexicans by
witness, inserted in record.........................
Discusses subsidy by 'arranza to Inman at I'iedras Xegras; don't know
much about it.... .....................
Relats his advice to his church reference to clause in new constitution reference churches................................................
Wood. t'. D.............................................
;lenn Springs raid, Ilig iBend, Tex., occurred on May U, 1910.........
Disorders for several years..........................................
Stealing. etc.........................................
Gives account of raid and burning of Montell's store................

Page.

2296
2298
2298
2300
2302
2303

2304
2306
2308
2310
2312
2314
159
159
160
160
160
161
162
163
163
164
160
170
172
174
176
178

180

1

184

1

187

1
10
10
10
10
10

188
1517
1517
1517
1517
1518
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Part. Page.
Wood, O. D.--Continued.
Killing of Conklin boy and three soldiers, and two soldiers were
burned, one wounded* Mr. Elias and wife had their house burned

and they stayed in hills all night...............................

10 1519

10 1519
Two Mexicans were found at scene under brush ...............
One was a Carrancista officer; had commission as such in his pocket.. 10 1520
8 1020
Wrfiht, Mrs. Mary..................................................
Depredations on person and property; women lived in cane field to
8 1020
escape Madero revolutionists; raided several times ..............
8 1023
Governor San Luis could not protect us..........................
8 1023
Our Government refused, told to get out..........
8 1024
Brought out on German lumber boat ......................
8 1025
Abducted Mexican girls ...........................................
8 1026
Robbed completely; fruit orchard burned, fences cut................
8 1026
.....................
.........................
Losses $ 8,000..

EXECUTIVE SESSIONS.
Part. Page.

Mr.

r.

..........
...........................
........... ........
Fears reprisals from Mexican Government if known he testified before
committee; conditions under Huerta good; graft worse under Carranza r
egme
................................................
Serious trouble begun 1914........................................
Horses and mules taken generally over country by Carranclatas; by
.Manuel Larragagenerally, a Carranza general ......
......
Robbed oil camps, provisions and clothing. Payroll robberies. Law
and order in Pelaez territory; reverse in Carranza territory. Robbers recognized many times as Carranza soldiers and officers, by
horsesandoutfit.................................................
Relates many robberies, etc ......................................
Taylor American, killed; details; murderer not apprehended nor punished...........................................................
Killing of Americans common there .................................
Guesses at number killed in oil district; details of some of murders;
mentions Sweeny, renegade American............................
Relates information reference Hotel Southern incident, April 21,1914..
Americans rescued by German boat commander brought out to Galveston ........................................................
Americans ordered out of Mexico many times ......................
Intelligent Mexicans would welcome intervention..................
Officer would welcome American Army to Mexico.................
Would protect Americans. Shots fired over heads of Americans and
threatened .....................................................
Several Americans held for ransom and robbed .....................
Relates more robberies; wounding of Eads; killed two bandits and
...............
wounded a third.....................
Train robberies................................................

15

2

15
15

4
5

15

6

15
15

11
15

15
15

20
21

15
15

22
31

15
15
15
15

32
35
36
37

15
15

38
39

15
15

R

40
44

61

litzky; Americans shot from Mexican side of line ................
Describes battle of Agua Prieta in 1915 between Villa and Calles,
wherein several Americans were killed on American side of line; also
as to passing of Mexican troops from Piedras Negras through United
States to Agua Prieta to assist Calles..........................
That removal of infantry from Nogales really brought on fight in 1918;
seemed that Mexicans had been prepared for it for some timne.......
Mexican collector of customs admitted to affiant that Mexicans fired
first shots that started battle in 1918..............................
Re Mexican collector of customs at Naco, Sonora, accumulating $75,000
in two years as graft;resigned and crossed to American side; inspector
checked his account and found that 7,800 head of cattle had been
crossed at regular rate of $10 per head; books showed that only 689
head accounted for..............................................
Nothing but United States money being used in Sonora...............

R

61

R

62

R

68

R

70

..........................
......
............
Described battle at Nogales in 1913 between Obregon and Koster-

Mlr. ..-.-

................... ra.

.

. ..

.

.

.

Went to Mexico in 1883; railroaded fr 21 years; bought 1,700 acres and

leased 2 00...............................................

R
R

72
77

D

420

D

422

First trouble in 1911. Madero brothers took stock; colonists began
. D
leaving until dwindled from 125 to 2 families .................
First arrested by Huertistas in 1914; party held 19 days and released;
only known reason for arrest was because troops had landed at VeraD
cruz ............................................................
luerta troops took ballot as to whether all Americans of Colony should
be massacred. Ballot 150 to 265 against. Massacre prevented by
D
friendlyMexicans..............................................
D
Ordered out in May, 1914, landed at New Orleans ..................
3475
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Mr. Continued.
Part. Pag..
Returned to ranch in August 1914. Everything destroyed. Stock
stolen byHuerta soldiers under Zaragosa anud lliginioAguilar .......
D 43t
D 437
Again ordered out in 1916 .......................................
Had $15,000 cash taken from him by Carranza customs olliccrs.........
D 439
After reftlgees were hladuel into boats to le taken to steamerlr. (arranz a
colonel sarchetud them all for money, tat:ing all found; took 45 cents
from 3:-year old girl: entire Iraut landed in 'Unitedytatte for second
time pennleess..................................................
II
.Na
HIuerta stated he would pay way of any Ameri-an who d(Airel to leave. 1
441
Went back again in ltl;; in S.lay. 1f17, place was again lillage by
ZApatl as......................................................
1
44S
Carrancistas raided place 4 miles away. killed 28....................
449I
Felix D)iaz spent 30 days at his place; well treated ...........
.......
1
47
Arrest by Carranelutas.sentenced to be shot. 1917...
...........
1) 470
Finally forced to leave for good in June. n119; loss . 259.000. ealniins
of 47 years labor................................ .................
I1 486
Mr. --........................................................
2
Employed in land and legal department: gives reason why lie wants
to testify in executive session; informedl by attach of foreign relations in Mexico C'ity that any Mexican appearing before i all covm.
mittee would be considered as a traitor and that an American so
apwearing had better not return to Mexico; would be murdered
It known; relates conditions in -paI-s freely from Crrancsta
to Pelaez lines, to and fro; gives location of different cuartels, both
factions; people generally for Pelaez; not considered as bandit; gives
protection toall people: ('arrancistas murder. rob, and commit depredations ................................................
..... 11
4
Describes ,anta Maila Indians. thief very bloodlhirbotand cruel;
black Indian; joined the arranclstas; Williams and American captive held 35 days; given two tortillas a clay: fell in weight from 100
to less than 100 pounds; chief's name Iliinio Malgosa; barbarous
to prisoners; won't allow any Carranleistas in his district; Tepecintella,. another small tribe of Indians. in :anno section about as
Santa Marias; I[uastec- Indians against Carrau ,a. for all have had
relatives murdered and property destroyed by them; ---ships
Pelaez ammunition through custom house at 'Tampico. in knowledge of customs ollicer, bought up, few at a time, from C'arranza
soldiers, etc......................
.............................
11
8
Describes Carrancita methods as to graft, robbery, etc............... 11
11
Describes Gen. Pablo Gonzalez and Gen. de l.ara: gives account of
Carranza soldiers shooting at ,Mr.5Mikel, a British geologist........
11
14
Describes manner of sending pay rolls to camin: danger, etc.; refused
to allow airplane to be used.................................
11
IS
Details arrest of himself and two Americans by Carrancistas: insulted
and detained several days: documents taken: mistreated; finally
released ......... ...........................................
11
21
Details another arrest of witness and Parker by , a Carrancista:
made him go ahead of column to Pelaez stronghold; loaned them
two mules to ride to camp later and found mules had been stolen
from his company; relates robbery of .gulla camp by Ortix, who
formerly was a sandal-footed butcher from town of Colimna: details
many robberies by (arrancistas: also blowing Iup
of train by Cedillo
brothers; lieutenant colonel in charge of train.
, renegade
American ex-soldier .........................................
11
31
Carranza pay rolls padded: soldiers allowed to rob instead of being
paid salary; great many refugees from oil fields who have lsot their
homes and working for living; Americans taking up claims with
their Government are at once Glacklisted by Carranza: 10 Anmericans
robbed...................
...............................
.........
11
35
Robbers were C'arranclstas masked; known by their dr .............
11
39
Robbery Walter Fitch: embezzlement of Gloria from .New Laredo of
30,000 from company; never punished: United States official.
Mexico City, feel humiliated by altitude of their Government:
refutes Fletcher about conditions in Mexico: opinions of Americans
in city lie has stated untruths....................................
11
40
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Continued.
Mr. Mentions murder of Correll and ravishment of his wife; discusses
Fletcher's statements: 200,000 in arms robbing, murdering, etc.,
out of 14,000,000; intelligent class in Mexico favor intervention:
Pelaez ollicer to give dance and champagne when he heard Amer11
43
icans were fighting Mexicans in north.............................
Details conditions, financial and otherwise opinions, etc.; Bolshevism
: working class publicly espouse cause: much
rampant in propaganda there: all workmen have to lx-long to Bolshevik union:
relates boatman took charge of company boat and charged for pas46
11
sage although being paid salary .................................
614
9
.................................................
Mr.
General business and looking after Mormon colonies in Mexico; iives
general description of Mormon colonies; population, 4,000; Colonia
Dublan, Juarez, Pacheco, Garcia, Chulchuj , Diazs Morelos, and
Oaxaca; prosperous under Diaz; manufacturing establishments, life,
9
614
and customs of colonists; murders, atrocities, etc ................
Mr. -....................

D

Went to Mexico with father, mother, and two brothers in 1908; established ranch at Atascador colony, State of San Luis Potosi, mother
D
and sister compelled to leave in 1913..........................
Father arrested by Iluerta colonel in 1913; held 43 days; beaten and
D
to
Mexico
City
in
box
car
................................
taken
Held in prison there- O'Shaughnessy promised to obtain release; did
D
nothing; finally released through Mexican captain who was friendly.
Only assistance received was order to get out of Mexico, which he
D
obeyed.........................................................
Died in San Antonio, Tex., in December, 119, as result of treatment. D
had
no
Brother executed by Villistas under Col. Tomas Urbina because
D
horses to give him on ranch......................................
Mr. ........................................................... R
Was for two years constructing quartermaster, United States Army:
R
during 1918 and 1919 stationed at Nogales, Ariz...............
R
Was wounded in battle of Nogales in August, 1918; described battle..
R
Mexicans had trenches and fortifications for over a year .............
Present disorder in Mexico due to lack of respect by Mexicans of cenR
tral government .................................................
R
Central government was respected in time of Diaz ................
Sees no reason why individual American merchant can not get along
with individual Mexican merchant; cites experience of his own to
R
illustrate that it can be done....................................
Does not consider that the business relations between Arizona and
Sonora are relations with. Mexico; that Sonora handles its own
R
......................
affairs ......................
H
................................................
Mr.
Went to eoxico in 1900, purchased ranch near Las Palmas in San Luis
II
Potosi; took cattle, horses, and farming implements from States....
First trouble in 1916 when commenced robbing place; compelled to
II
hide in brush for days to save life ..............................
, murdered by men under (Crranzageneral,
July, 1919, son,
11
Manuel Larraga; lost everything .................................
4
M r.
............................................................
Minister and professor, now In Mexico four years; Methodist executive
board had charge of or general direction of all the schools in Mexico;
4
.......
outline of work .......................................
Increase of schools from 10 to 20 per cent; gives account what has been
done; can not carry on work in certain districts account bad conditions, unsafe; to quite an extent, money for his work contributed by
individuals and churches throughout country (United States); no
4
financial aid from Mexican Government; attitude very kindly.....
4
Only cooperate in certain districts ...............................
Diaz method very ambitious but not carried out, account Catholic
Church and lack of funds; purpose of ('arranza in revolution to in4
augurate extensive educational enterprises but not carried out.....
Teachers of old Diaz regime, but not paid; impossible to carry out plans
by Osuna, Saenz, and Iarranco; plan in Inman's book very elaborate,
page 165, but not carried out only limited extent; lacked finances
4
and teachers .................................................
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Mr. Continued.
Impossible to get teachers, some educated in United States, others in
Europe wider Diaz but insufficient in number..................
4
10
Generals had to be paid before teachers ............................
4
12
Explains what happened to schools in Mexico City; Osuna brought
doHn from north, Wanted to put in system as in United States, others
wanted the French system, much disagreement, bill in Congress to do
away with "National Preparatory," lost, but was made impossible to
carry it out; Oasuna made governor of Tamaulipas, to get him out of
the way; was not successful in that position; successor in school matters incompetent............
................................
4
14
Prof. Moises Saenz was in charge after Osna, but resigned to go into
evangelical board work at reduced salary; teachers are paid "J. O.
U's.' and per cent of salary. Many schools closed time of strike,
have not been reopened .........................................
4
16
Carranza favored his friends in teachers; discriminated against old Diazs
men who were let out; latter most competent; money received by
government used to pay military authorities; income of government
three times more than under Dlaz; Carranza generals extravagant
line homes, etc. All discouraged, must have firm hand. Told
Inman he could not do anything for he was surrounded by bad
4
20
people..........................................................

Relates answer of Carranza to committee "Good people did not assist

him to get into power, bad people did, knows latter grafters and
dishonest, but will stay with them to the end." This his general
policy; Oarranza has no great power; on account of closing of Mexican
schools American schools received more pupils ..................
Refutes Inman on character of Americans in Mexico; prefers an honest
business man in Mexico to four preachers, not possible to prosper in
educational work unless assisted by material prgress...............
Jefe Politico under Diaz changed under Madero to Jefo de Armas,

4

22

4

32

sam e............................................................

Agrees with Inman that Mexicans rather work under Americans than
!Mexicans;says Inman's statement on page 175 his book "Authorities making headway under odds, etc., Americans who remained in
Mexico have most hope for country under Carranza" "Absolutely
untrue";all Americans in Mexico can see no hope for Mexico under
present regime. Mexicans also agree to financial intervention in
Mexico necessary ........................................
....
If this intervention failed, armed intervention wai inevitable; Banco
Nacional looted, taken over as all banks were. French plan not
feasible of loan by United States without strong government like
Diaz had at time; favors armed intervention when all else fails;
Department of State has not shown strong hand; an ultimatum
should have been given before Carranza was recognized; a great
many things should have been done that were not; criticizes administration; notes instead of ultimatums that meant something,
have been indulged in causing Mexican government to believe we
do not intend to do anything- Mexicans have told witnesses we did
not because we were afraid; military move all that can eradicate their
ideas; stay out of Mexico if we are going to withdraw soon; training
Mexicans so that they can withdraw from Mexico.............
Objection to publication of testimony, fears death at hands of Carran.
cistas, mighi be denied admission, reason; came out 1913; no serious
disturbances north Mexico under Huerta..........................
Objection to Huerta by United States caused some trouble..........
Carranza attack on Monterroy 1913 and 1914; Carrancistas destroyed
much property Monterrey.....................................
Financial; Carranza paper money, metallic reserve ..................
Ordered to leave Mexico, employees did not do so; cry of "wolf "not

heeded........................ .................................

Great injustice to Americans in Mexico, charge that they were exploitera; favors sending Americans as pioneers ....................
Americans had to submit to unlawful exactions ......................
In addition to full payment on tobacco in stamps, had to pay "grati.
fication;" nothing like this under Diaz or Huerta................
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Mr. Continued,
Part. Page.
Constitution of 1917, little effect on his business ..................
12
20
Shutting down of American enterprises detrimental to Mexican
laborers: American operations bettered laborers and country...... 12
21
Carranza imported much tobacco free of duty, which put legitimate
dealers out of the running; this done by concessions to favored few.. 12
22
Concessionaires approa, ned him to sell concession twice............. 12
23
Luis Cabrera head of treasury department at that time............. 12
24
Has $2765,000 invested there.
....................................
12
25
Conditions in Mexico not improving .............................. 12
26
Favors this government going in there............................. 12
27
Mr. -

...........................................................

10

Relates death and circumstances of death of Pvt. Troib, Medical Corps,
Company D3 Nineteenth Infantry, United States Army, by Carranza
lieutenant, uan Azpeitla, of Juarez, December 28, 1918; full court
proceedings, etc ........................................
.....
10
-Mr.
..............
............................................
Q
Re killing of Americans, Rooney and Bowles; no one ever arrested;
generally was done by Carranza soldiers...........................
Q
Re killing of Dan Foley, American citizen by Mexican; no one arrested
for crime......................................................
Q
Re anti-American sentiments of Gen. Pablo Gonzalez; re attack on
Mr. Starkweather, American citizen, in public plaza of Tepetate by
Gonzalez, who was in drunken rage.............................. Q
Americans in Mexico have lost respect for their own government duo to
treatment they have received and no protection................... Q
Mr.------.......................................
10
Been all over Mexico: came out in 1915; father ran out of Mexico in
10910: was incattle business in Durango; threatened to hang father
took wedding ring off finger, wanted to undress him, finally released
him: he left country but returned to save his 850 head of cattle;
robbed hhIn of everythingand killed his milk cows................ 10
Relates the murder of Charlie Clhee, Chinaman the arrest of two
Englishmen, McCluro and Henderson; his father robbed again:
started to execute two Englishmen but released them and murdered
Chee; all factions practically same...........
.......
10
Relates murder of Edward Hayes at Madera hy Santana Caraveo,
also murder of a negro: another man killed at same time........... 10
Details robbery by Cfieche Campos of Madera Co. store, sent loot away
in cars.......................................................... 10
Certain degree of safety in large centers: danger of being murdered in
rural districts; expects another revolution; no help for country
from within................................
10
Mr........................................................
2
Attorney, .New York and Washington: landowner: property seized:
manager and important employees killed: took matter up with
State Department, finally Mr. Polk made representations to 3Mexico
City, referred to Candido Aguilar, Governor of Veracruz, for adjust.
ment: later was referred to Acuila, Minister of relations, who resigned and Aguilar took his place: nothing further heard from it....
2
Crops were sold to fIrm in wlfehl Aguilar was partner, later traced to
New Orleans and attached; witness won and years later property
returned to him: last inventory shows much property lost.......... 2
While suit was pending several Varranza otlicials offered to appear as
witnesses: favor witness, if largo sums of money were paid them:
full report of this matter filed with State Department, United States;
refuses to give names of clients for fear they would be murdered.... 2
Mfr. -

.........................................................

Conditions as to safety of life bad until battle of August, 1918, when
American troops invaded Nogales, Sonora; since that time conditions are some better.............................................
Exports through Nogales for 1918 $22,000,000; for 1919, $18,000,000;
leading export during 1918 was garbanzo, $6,677 000...............
Of the $12,000,000 majority was mineral from American-owned mines..
Re Gen. Calls forcing collector of customs, Nogales, Sonora,.to deliver
to him $15,000 gold: refused to give him a receipt: collector afterwards came to the United States to keep from being executed for
reporting matter....................................... ........
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Continuad.
'
Part.
Re stores in Nogales, Ariz. keeping open on 3foxican holidays and
those who did not being boycotted by Mexicans: Mexican customs
guards refused to allow goods purchas
in these stores to cross line.. K
Re American citizen Frank Diamos, who operated a picture show in
Nogaes, Ariz., showing a picture that was not pleasing to the Mexican consul, who afterwards would not let Diamos or any of his relatives cro into Mexico and told Diamos if he did cross Gen. Calles
would have him executed ......................................
K
Re Collins, an American citizen, who had a fight in Nogales, Ariz
with a relative of a German living in Nogales, Sonora being arrested
and held in fail in Nogales, Sonora, at instigation of foxican consul
who was friend of German; Collins finally deported from Mexico;
matter never reported to State Department .........................
K
Re kidnapping of Ifuerta et al. from Douglas, Ariz., and execution in
Agua Prieta, Sonora, by Gen. Calls, 62 and 60; re conversation
between Gen. Cabell and Mexican consul, Nogales, Ariz., relative
to insulting letter written American consul re American soldiers
crossing line; also re lluerta kidnapping .....................
K
Obregon exported $3,000,000 worth of garbanzo from Sonora in 1918;
all went to Spain and Cuba; handled by W. R. Grace Co., of San
Francisco, Calif ................................................
K
Obregon was given permission to import 5,000,000 pounds of lard, 200
car loads corn and flour during 1918; there was a surplus of rico in
Sonora and when Americans tried to export same to relieve food
situation in the United States, Gen. Calles said it would rot before
he would allow a pound to go to the United States ..............
K
No question that another revolution will take place before many
months.......................................................... K
fr.
............................................................. R
Owner and operator chain motion-picture shows in Nogales, Naco,
Douglas, and Bilsbee, Ariz ........................................
R
On one occasion was showing picture entitled "Fighting Through";
picture showed American soldier forcing Mexican-to salute American
flag; Mexican vice consul in Nogales, Ariz., was present and created
disturbance; stationed himself in front of theater and picketed place,
advising Mexicans not to patronize theater; later refused to allow
him to cross line into Mexico on account picture being shown...... R
Mr.----- .............. .................................... G
Re being ambushed by men in Carranza uniform, October 25, 1918...
Matter reported to Carranza commander; nothing done, was not even
interviewed by Carranza officials.................................. G
Re ravishing of the Misses Gourd at Atascador colony during lHuerta
G
rgime...........................................................
Most of murders and robberies in Tampico district have taken place
....................... O
.........
since time of Carrancistas.......
Re destruction of Atascador and other colonies by Carrancistas.......
O
During time Manuel Pelaez controlled Tepetate oil district no rob.
series or murders; Americans enjoyed peace until present Mexican
Government took charge; Carrancistas would send escort with pay
rolls of mining companies who would themselves steal pay roll..... G
Re election held in Tampico in January 1920 where all political
G
leaders opposing Carrancistas were placed in Jail until after election.
.. E
Mr.
-.
... ........
.........................................
Lived in Torreon, 1892 until 1910; safe under Diaz; had more protecE
tion while Villa was in charge than under Carranza................
Was present in Torreon during massacre of 303 Chinese by Mfaderistas
under Emillo Madero; massacre was investigated by De la Barra ... E
Ifuerta troops under Munguia held town and looted banks, etc., November, 1913, to April, 1914 ...................................... E
Villa had control from April, 1914, to September, 1915; forced loan of
3 000,000 pesos ...................................................
E
Villa evacuated town in September, 1915; Carranza occupied until
December, 1910, when again captured by Villa; good order under
E
............................
-....
Villa ....................-...
Ordered out by'State Department April 23, 1914 ......... ........E
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Continued.

Part. 'ag*.

Re purchase of 260 000 acres of land for guayule, part of same being
claimed by one liernandez, relative o Mfadero; fighting in courts
finally being forced to settle with Ernesto .Madero; loss estimated at
$1,000,000; claim on file known as Acatita claim...................
fr.
......................... ............ . ..... .........
.Mining engineer; in Moxico 15 years; properties in State of - ---....
In Juno Federal troops burned one of mines: was arrested and started
to an ls...................................................
..
Entire party was captured by rebels: affiant escaped and made way
to Tepic: with aid of German consul made way to American cruiser,
where took refuge end was brought to unitedd State ...............
in June, 1918, ien. allow's, while oil way to Me.1co City, burned and
destroyed the other mine owned by afliant. taking away everything
that could be moved; protests made to both .fexican and American
State Departments: no relief ...................
..............
Hlad been repeatedly robbed prior to destruction of prolpert: rebels
would take all supplies they could carry, stack the rest in the street
and burn it: these matters always reported with evidence to American State Department ..........................................
All surface property now destroyed and mine. wooded with water: has
caretaker Ihing on property..................................
For some time one mine was in charge of rebels and the other in charge
of Federal: mines 20 miles apart: forced to irav taxes to both sides..
Witness e.hilbits several photographs of his destroyed property, of
Mexicans hanging to trees ........
...................
Re holding of 11hitford, an American citizen, prisoner by rebels, who
would cut off a finger at a time and send it into Tepic this company;
after sending all his fingers he was finally murdered; witness exhibits photo of place where man was held.: ....................
Mr.
..........................................................
Residence, Ifachita, N. Mex.: went to work for the Land & Cattle Co.
in 1909, DI.R.. McCormick, foreman: ranch in Mexico; was at Camp.
bell's wells, 7 miles north of corner Ranch just prior to Villa's raid
on Columbus: was at Warren's Alamo Ilueco, . ~lex.; in jog Sunday
before, but at ('ampbell's wells lirst he heard of it: at Culberson s
ranch a captain showed him a telegram from Slocum, stating that
Villa was coming north on his way to Washington by way of Columbus: this was two or three days prior to raid: took mules over to
Culberson's ranch, 16 miles from Alamo ifueco....................
Locates lines and places; goes into Meoxico to find .\fcKinnoy........
Struck a trail at lznaga Larga, about 1.000 horse tracks, going north;
followed it imiles; 3 miles east of Corner ranch they turned southeast front Corner ranch; quit trail because saw tires west, seven big
camp fires; stayed all night at C'ampbell's, saw them break camp
next morning with spyglass: later turned out they were Carrancistas

and not Villitas.............................................
....
Turned IAck when they found Villa's trail: describes Villa's route
toward C'olumbus; went to Alamo Ifueco and reported to United
States officer what he had seen; then informed that Villa had raided
Columb and was coming to Ilachita that night... ............
-Did not know that McCormick had been captured: captured Luz
Ortiz, Simon Verdugo, who were in raid; delivered them to United
States officers: later knew that .McKinney, Corbet, and O'Nell had
been captured and killed by Villistas.............................
Andy Peterson, .\kard, and Jenson killed near Corner ranch........
Relates happenings of Silvestre Quevedo and about 18 men and at
different ranches under his supervision ..........................
Itelates poisoning of several horses by mistake......................
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Continues statement leading up to and including murder of above-

mentioned men ........................

.................
9
09

Quevedo strung Mexican up to make him tell where Fonvillo was...

9

516

Tom Kiugsbury disappeared, supposed to be dead ...................

9

518

L.e Spillebury found the three ldwlies ............................
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Mr. --Continued.
Describes Villa's frail to Columbus; followed it after raid............ 9 51S
Carranista depredations: .Birchfield stuff taken by Jose Ines Salarar
took 251 horses..............................................
9 521
Mcf'orndeck held for ransom; he took the money one time, Stevenson
thereafter .................................................... 9 529

Mr.

.--....................................................
.....

F

Testified re,,garding holdup by C'arranciatas arid demand for ,10.000:
was eyowitnrss tokillin of Leof
Moyeatthislime byCarrana soldiers F
Testified ro shooting of John Fads by Carranza soldiers ............
F

.fr. -

...........................................................

Manager ranch, -district of-- , 17,000 cattle; now less
than 1,000; arrested by Carranza Red Flaggers, held for ransom Sep.
tember 20, 1015..............................................
Foreman taken also; Manuel G(utierrez, Carraneista, was in charge;
paid $10,000 for release .......................................
WIfeshocked' hadnevergotten over t; house looted; trouble, loot, robbery ever since...............
........................
Went after bodies at Carrizalwith others; recovered bodies and brought
them to El Paso..............................................
Teeth knocked out; Mexican offers to sell them; gold crowned........
Col. Rivera. Carrancista, was in charge, after murders.................
Heard of monument to be raised to tlomez, who was leading murderers
at Carrizal; never knew honest or honorable Carrancista; no protection .......... ..............................................
Not one punished by Carrancistas; one only by Villa, and later he was
executed for his zeal in assisting us................................
Gen. Ornelas, Villista, turned overJuarez to Carranza; later made Car.
ranza official; later killed by Villa..............................
Depredated upon by Villa, details; battle, Villa Ahumada- row be.
tween Villa and Martin Lopez; Angeles peacemaker; 12 miles to Car.
ranza garrison; did nothing ..................................

Villa took property valued at $30,324.75 when he went south.........
No attempt to intercept Villa by Carraneistas; details route of Villa.
Lopez, and Angeles- Carrancistasdid not want to eliminate bandits.
Everybody against Villa and Carranza; want peace...................
Losses $996,442; no reimbursement .................................
Complaint to State Department referred to Gen. spinosa, who did the
robbery, and Murgia, who "cursed me out," saying," eferyourcom.
plaints to me;" asked (len. (ionzalez for protection; sent 50 soldiers,
who "stole $5,000 worth of property from us"; asked to say nothing
about it; not paid; inspector general broke into store and look what
he wanted; took cooking utensils; camped in patio; used house for
....
....
.............. ............
closet.......................
took everything and destroyed balance: favors
After battle of Intervention as the only way; Frank Knotts and Bruce Smith held
for ransom by Villa; witness and foreman arrested by Lieut. Col.
Nicolas Qulroga, Carranelsta, for trying to release Americans;
given much trouble' American consul, Chihuahua, James Stewart,
did nothing; refused to see him after release; 100 families on ranch,
loyal................. ...........................
all
Document from Martin Lopez, ordering that property be not removed
by witness; suffer the consequences ...........................
r. ...........................................................
Oil Co., TamWent ,lexico, 1917. in charge metals department -pico district ..................................................
were
arrested by
Co.;
several
Mexicans
robbery
Cortes
Oil
Testified re
Carranctlstas, but all released; murder of Ed House and Stevenson
of Texas Oil Co.; matter reported, nothing done ...................
All Americans in Tampico district loyal; all in draft ago came out and
....
went to war... ...........................................
Ilad to sign waiver holding t'arranza government not responsible for
any harm to self or family upon entering Mexico; conditions so bad
had to get out..................................................
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Mr.-............................................................
Engaged in mercantile business at Colonia Mfcrelos from 1900 to 1913'
described flourishing condition of colony, how homes, schools, and
churches were built, etc.; first trouble when colony was destroyed
by Salazar; made trip with American consul to inspect colony after
destruction; what few houses that had not been destroyed were
occupied by Mexicans; consul made full report to State Departmont, sending photographs of destruction, etc.; .Mexicans stated
they were occupying property under authority of Gen. ('alles, who
had given it to them ............................................
Colony consists of 122.000 acres of land under valid titles; isat present
time still occupied byv foxicans ................................
Battle of Agus Priets: Americans killed ............................
Predicted another revolution in few months, based on knowledge of
conditions and what Mexicans have told him ............
....
Believes that presence of Clen. Dieguo,
arrana commander sent to
Sonoras, will cause revolt of Sonora from balance of M1exico.........
Believes that only solution is intervention, although from interest personally would not like to see it ................................
Can not see solution of anti-American situation in .Mexico duo to fact
that young generation now growing up in .Mexico are having hatred
of Americans taught them...................................
Mr. ..........................................................
Now candidate for governor of , was ordered by Carranza
June, 1919, to organize ")efensas Sociales" in Chihuahua; he made

Part. Page.
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.
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17

speeches saying he was going to divide up all Gringo property, etc,;
ae'sed for 100 horses; refused; he confiscated 49, all they had; June,
1919 robbed again of cattle; kicked; Mu rguia demanded apology; per-

mission was given to feed hungry people; witness purchased 1,000
hectoliters of corn, sent to governor for distribution; oveo grain was

sold and not one grain reached the starving people; lMexicans on
ranch absolutely loyal; hundreds killed defending property, taking
care of the widows and orphans .................
..
Mexicans caught stealing cattle 1920, ar-ested by his men jailed

confessed; later released, and bill, $48 sent him with word that if
in future he sent thieves to jail to send money for their board; this

shows attitude of COrrancistas; no hope for relief or reform........
Not sufficient horses left on ranch to run it; took all imported stallions
and improved stock ............................................

Attitude of Mexicans along Pershing route very friendly; begged
Pershing to stay and give protection; 1 per cent of people in favor of
revolution, Ibalance against it;275,000 inhabitants in districts named,
99 per cent against
'arranza'
Gen. not a Carrancista, but an
anarchist, popular because heo
promises to divide the property to
Mexicans; large properties.......................................
Conditions Ilourishing prior to Madero revolution; thieves always punished under Diaz but very little violations; never know of a holdup;
safer there than in United States; not punished now; Government
stands in with that class and assists them; had thorough acquaintance
with allthrough that district.....................................
Went there 1903; G6,000 head of cattle; taken prisoner by Orozco in
1910 . ......................................................
Relates capture, treatment; wanted ransom; saved by Orozco. Fr....

Assisted wounded soldiers- finally released- Madero apologized.......
Orozquistas 250, had battlo with'uwitness; Iojas made the attack....
Gives description of battle and losses ...........................
Killed several Mexicans; escaped to main ranch ...................

9 667

9

668

9

570

9
9

632
533

9

536
537

9
9
9

Hlad several fights with Mexicans; threw bombs in house .............
9
Itan Castillo across river, where he was captured; same that burned
train in Cumbro Tunnel' deported to Cuba by United States; Villa
published a demand for him..................................... 9
Always received protection and assistance and good treatment from
Iluerta ......................................................

Villa notified him that he could not maintain armed forces in Mexico;
that started the trouble with Villa....... :.......................

534
635

639
543

9

544

9

545
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Villa's army maintained from his ranch after battle of Celaya; robbed
many times ...................................................
9 54ri
Execution of Mr. , bookkeeper ..............................
9 51;
OGen. Manuel Medinaveltia then Joined Carranza forces and is now an
officer; Castillo issues offer to Carranza offering services to expel
Yankees from Veracruz ..........................................
9 550
Quovedo, Carranzaofficial, is a general ..............................
9 5.5
Daughter of foreman, , taken by Martin Lopez and violated;
kept 10 days; later took 200 girls from Namiquipa and kept them
with army; many died; many not over 10 years old; later abandoned
in mountains and many died from abuse or starvation; American
killed at Nahuerachic, Chihuahua. by Gen. Julio Acosta forces;
robbed ranch; later battle with Gen. Pedro Favela of Carranza forces,
who whipped him and recaptured all loot, which he kept for his own
use, "Dotin de Guerra ....................................
9 5.,
Appealed to Gen. Murgula; did no good I avela killed hundreds of
cattle, sold hides gave meat away, shipped hides; very offensive;
protested about killing cattle; put messenger in jail, kept him in jail
27 days, threatened to execute him for protecting American Interests;
cost $1,000 to save his life; Gen. Corona also dopredated same as Gen.
Avila.....................................................
.. 0 556

Ifomo guards named by Favels and Corona, worst men in country;

they continued to depredate under authority; Villistas took 280 head
big steers; Carranza gave him amnesty and appointed him to a command and in return he turned over the beeves for 10 pesos a head;
Carranclstas refused to give them back; later sent soldiers and took
them back and they were slaughtered in Chihuahua; worth 80 or
$90 a head...............................................
......
Williams robbed of cattle by carrancista general, Ilerrera; paid him
$10 a head to get them back later sent soldiers and took them back
and slaughtered them in Chihuahua; Gen. Quevedo killed milk cows
on ranch; vindictiveness; treated .fexicans as bad as Americans
because they were "our friends"; several pages of robberies by all
factions .........................................................
Mr..............................................................
Mining engineer; professionally in Mexico, 1908 to 1916; in Jalisco,

9

55

9
7

659
1

7

2

7

4

7

6

7
7
7
7

8
12
13
15

7

17

7

21

Aguascallentes, Michoacan, Sonora, and Chihuahua; no trouble in

time of Dias, much trouble after revolution started; had peace in
Sonora when Villa was there .....................................
Generally understood that United States .vas backing Villa until Carranza was recognized; break with Villa caused raidson Americans by
Villa when United States allowed Carranza soldiers to cross the
United States soil...............................................
Arrangements made for American miners to enter .Mexico at El Paso
at the Obregon dinner, January 9, 1916; United States in favor of

Americans returning to Mexico; Mexican general at Juarez notified
Americans that passports were not necessary to enter Chihuahua;
previous to this passports to enter for entire partyhad been secured,
20 going to -- , one to Chihuahua...........................
About 40 .Americans were in party going to Mexico- on same train
Gen. Trevino told Dr. Watson that 1,000 troops had been sent ahead
for protection; not allowed to carry arms; felt secure; salesman told

him later in El laso that he had received advice from a Carranza

olicer that it was not safe to make the trip........................
Nineteen Americans were in party for ---. .......................
Fivo miles beyond Santa Isabel had trouble ........................
Relates details of massacre ..................................

Antonio Lopez was in charge; does not think Villa was responsible for
it; ex-colonel told him Villa was not there; no Mexican on train was

killed; sure massacre was prearranged, for reason that when the Mexclans took Americans from train one remarked: "We are one short,"
indicating they had a complete knowledge of how many secured
passports; the 1,000 soldiers were not seen along the line...........

Doubts statements made by Trevino; two Mexicans at Isabel rode up
and asked if any soldiers were on board and to size up tain........
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............................................................
8 818
Lives Mesilla Park, N. Mex.* property in Chihuahua; doing business
there since 1880; at breaking out of Madero revolution had "10,000
head of cattle on ranch- none on ranch now; brought eighteen or
twenty thousand to the United Slates; under Diaz good; then nearest Mederal garrison was Chihuahua, 210 miles; no protection since;
no notable difference between Carrancistas and Villistas; amount of
loss killed with committee about $700,000; lost control of ranch and
....... ....
8 818
..........................
used it...................
Silvestro Quevedo killed Chinaman; Villa sent Lopez ahead; lined up
people; accused them of being traitors because thy were,
loyal to witness; Villa arrived next forenoon; hung men ulp by
wrisls to bells; whipped there with a sword to make them tell whero
arms and ammunition were hidden; got no Information; lined up
five and killed them; sixth man was given letter to Col. Saenz at
Casas Grandes that he, Villa, would be there by next forenoon and
wanted to see hill; widows and orphans of these men are pensioned
8 820
by company and are in New 31'xtco ............................
lad t+o largo farms; people happy and contented: good wages; 100
families then; now only five; received no protection from ('arranza
Government...........
.................
.................
S
23
Carranza officer by name ('isneros shipped carloads of stuff from Ihis
ranch to Iurango; Carranc.islas committed vandalism; gave lists of
members of company and residence of each; deriving no revenue:
layin $0,000 per annum; 600,000 acres in ranch; State Delart en t
kept fully advirsed horse stock improved; some costing four or five
8
thousand dollars a head; ranch stocked with all red D)urhamn catlle..

,24

Mr. -

............................................................

Correspondent Chicago Tribune; went to Mexico December, 10lfl; in, giving list of all outrages
troduced copy of report made by against companies during the years 1018 and 1919 (insert 1); also
written report made by Mfr.
relative to outrages cormndted
on American colony at Atascador (insert 2); personally visited Alascador colony and found same deserted, confirming report made

by

-

He attempt

...........................................

..... .....

N

1

N

3

to murder man named McDonald near Tampico, in Decomber, 1910; McDonald stated that the Mexicans tried to murder
him because his brother had made a statement to an investigator for
the State Department and the Mexicans had found it out: the local
magistrate in the district in which McDonald lived shoodI him a
verbatim copy of the report made by the State Department investigator not later than 30 days after hisbrother had made his slatemrent;
the report had evidently passed through official channels back to the
Mexican Government although his brother had been promised that
N
he would be protected in every way.......... ................
Large companies operating in Mexico able to pay for protection; small
man not able to operate because can not afford to pay.............. N
Statement of , ranch in Chihuahua and Sonora, that in 1910 had
100,000 head cattle and in 1920 less than 12,000, due to depredation
N
of bandits and present Mexican Government ...................
Mr. ..............................................
1.
Read into record list of killed and woundedd on American side of line
in Nogates district during past three years ...................
L
Re killing of Frazier brothers on Anerian side of line in Xogales
district by bandits; to trailing bandits to line whee American
1,
troops were compelled to sop...............................
Gen. Jesus Ferrera, chief of staff of (ten. Dieguez. is very antiAmerican ........................................................
Re smuggling of ammunition by Mexican consul at Nogales. Ariz..
1,
also by paymasters of Mexican arm. .............................
Re fight between Yaqul Indians and Carrancistas during 1leruary.
1920; re fact that Yaqud is good worker and all right if let alone;
unable to trace any murder of American to Yaquis; ..............
,
Re objection to American flags being displayed in Nogales. Sonora.
S
prior to activities of Senate committee ...........................
have asSince appearance of committee on border. Mexicans in --sumed a more friendly attitude for policy sake .....................
8

.5
7
7
24
27
40
13
17
51
21
23
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Exhtllited to the committee Mexican bonds of the State of 'hllitahua.
('itof Parral. City of Vracernz and 'ordola. Interest had lbcan
paid prior to 1910. No interest iiid sinee that time.
....
...................
.. K
r.--- -. ........... .. ............... ....
of Navarit and Hinaloa.. K
ness principally in ,fexico.StatLe
l)oe llsin1
Principd crops sugar andl garbanlzo; most of garluanzo crop handled
Iby (tlbreguon during l!l.8-1!l:moley handled throughl Nogals banks..
K
Knows of ('.lnanaoa riots in 190 whcn DIieguez, now ('arralnza general,
was leader of lt ......... ..............
.. ......... .....
....... K
Knew of lot of murders Ibing crlnnitdl near (luaymas by YaquIs
in past few months ..............

..........................

Believes Carranza govrrnent will be allo to restore Ivace and
pralosrity to M1xio ...........................................
kIllievts ilbtprorenrt ikeirfnl condition ni :tte of -- --- (li to
order being ilaintaintd by state troops........................
lJdges.c.(arranza govcerllnmeNt by his relations with ---- . State govirllnlent: adlmits hls had no dalin i1h I:cderal Governmllent...
until money
I)oes rot allow any goods he sills in Mexico to cross lille
is iaid.............. ..........................................
No money hardly in circuiaiont

Sfr.

It inalo

2
5
i;

K

x

K

1

K

1!)

K

21

K

28

and
( N)yrit except Amer-

icanl aoney.................. ..................................
.. .......................................................
Travels over States Laredo to Mexico City, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Ta.
maulljras, Guana ato, Jalisco, 3Mexico, Michoacan, Aguas Call.
enters, Zacatecas, urango, and Chihuahua; acquainted with Mexico
22 years; only prosperous place he saw was Tampico; opening of
silver mines in Giuanajuato by foreign capital improved a little, gave
employment to 6,000 natives- former population of Guanajuato
75 00, down to 5,000 in 1916-17 now gone back to 40,000; everything shut down in Torreon; good cotton crop; Durango in very bad
...........................
shape..................
American sawmill only plant in operation; Zacatecas had population
1910, 35,000, now only 0,000; stores all closed; many residences
vacant; no traffic on streets; all mines shut down but one; Chihuahua in poor shape; mines and smelter not running to full capacity; dangerous away from railroad ............................
Gives causes of smelters being shut clown, lack of necessaries, lack of
transportation facilities and materials; people living on prickly
pear; refutes statement of Inman, page 177 his book, as to population
of San Luis Potoei; conditions there very bad; people living on
tunas, prickly pear............................................
Refutes statement of Douglas as reported by Weeks in November 1019
that people were prosperous; crops good etc., between Iaredo and
Mexico City; houses in San Luis unfinished; people without work,
hungry; not contented; opinions of Mexicans that all factions were
in it for what they could make, had no thought for betterment of
their people; lives and property unsafe 20 miles from any railroad;
speaks of definition of bandits, several captured but country not
bettered; refutes Douglas aain; in Oaxaca less than 10 per cent of
people of country controlled by Carranza; Government can make
no impression on that section..................................
Veracri similar to Oaxaca; disturbances, robbing of plantations,
running managers away, etc.; in Puerto Mexico Castulo Peres
warehouse, destroyed 50 or 0 thousand
raided the Waters Pierce iil

pesos worth of oil- attacked Mlinatitlan, captured 40 pesos goods:
no cattle there, stolen and shipped from country ............. ..

Cattle shipped by Candido Aguilar 191t-15; conditions Jalisco averago, considering conditions; American robbed there of several
; along coast cattle taken by
hundred cattle; his name is --

K
31
65 2512

5 2512

5 2.515

5 2517

5 2522

5 2524

combination of Carranza officers under pretence of threatened rovolution in that section; Manuel Dileguez and Juan Jose Montes leaders,
three-eighths to each, balance to men who took them; Jesus Cintom
with 6,000 men in Guerrero levies tribute on haciendas; lie is anti.
Carranza- levied tribute 50,000 on a sugar company; gets arms and
ammunition by whipping Carrancistas properties intervened by
Carranza because they were old Diaz adherents ..................

5

2527
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Properties turned over to his favored friends: robbed them of everything thoy had: was with rebel leader 3Meixueiro, who controls
oaxaca, Villa Alta, and Choalran: has 5,000 well armed men: treats
people fairly well: people very anti-C'arranza; will not take his
money; his asue gold refused, American money only in circulation
.........
5 2532
InTamnpico ...............................
W'as with elix Diax: has very small force in Veracruz. poorly armed
and scattered: half the ammunition used by wthels in .lfexico .exican manufacture, other half American, very little European ammunition there: larger part thought or captured from 'arrancistas:
rebels can not take offensive for lack of ammunition: gives condition of arms in handsof rebels: Americans liked there but Washing.
ton (Government very unpopular on account of recognition of Car5 2535
ranza and not allowing them to get arms and ammunition..........
Rebel leaders criticized treatment of Illanquot and Angeles by our
Government, giving Irasplrts, etc..............
..................
5 2.539
Saw (aCrranza olicers loot many busin(',ss houses and residences when
5 2541
.....................................
Carranza took Mexico (ity.
luclo ltlanco stole 170 honr s: police tried to prevent looting: 30 to
5 2543
150 killed. then disbanded ...................................
5 2514
Obregon arrived Mexico city Augu.st 10. C(rranza later ...............
No change in looting and robbing houses: many men shot for minor
offenses, bodies laid out on street; one officer, lieutenant colonel,
shot for being drunk in Colon restaurant; no generals shot for looting
or bothered: Carranza officers took line horses from neighboring plan5 2.545
.......
tation..................................... .............
Details destruction In Durango: churches torn down by Gov.Gavira;
many (lead in ruins dug up, carted to fields: influenza took from
10 per cent in Durango to -10 per cent ,an Pedro de las Colonias,
('oahuila: malnutrition cause..................................
5 2.548
When Villa took Torreon cut off ears of enlisted men and testicles and
penises with butcher knife: reported by officer who was under doctor's care one year: details raping of girls in most brutal manner by
5 2550
rebels and ('arranza staff officer, tIn. Merigo .................
5 2553
Gives account of "gray automobile" fir ........................
Gives account of how Gen. Pablo Gonzales secured several haciendas
in Morelos through his agent, 'anedo; sugar deals also; 17 haclendas
taken in this way; machinery disposed of, etc.; parts sold to copper.
smiths in fMexic City. ........................................ 5 255.5
Obregon and his garbanzo deals' gives details of Jack Johnson-Sanborn
5 2656
incident-6 Juan Barragan and ierigo forced them to serve Johnson..
Killing of McManus
Mexico City; killed by Barona, a Zapatista.....
5 2658
Had conference with Bryan reference killing of McMlanus, insultedshould
Government was supposed to protect Americans, but those
so comport themselves they did not require protection; V.lla paid
in
paid
indemnity
gold;
only
indemnity to Mrs. McManus, $20,000
5 2659
history of revolution...........................................
Indemnity paid by Madero in 1911 for four Germans killed in Cova.
donga, 100,000 silver; Von Ifeintz threatened Madero that Bremen
would seize Veracruz if not paid; only two more Germans killed
after this incident, one "Thadun" in Colima and a storekeeper in
Durango; Germans treated well in all revolutions; Mexican admire
Germans for their fighting qualities and because they did not bel ,lve
the great war was fought lor betterment of smaller nations; again
5 2561
goes into condition of railroads and guards- stations destroyed......
Blockhouses, railroad repairs temporary; only 25 per cent of Mexico
under control of Carranza; very little security inany partof Mexico. 5 2564
One hundred and sixty schools closed for lack of funds out of 360 in
city, leaving 116,000 children without instruction; teachers charged
on collection of their 715 per cent salary ........................... 5 2566
Opinion on rehabilitation of Mexico; no man from inside can put
Mexico on her feet; must have outside assistance; quotes Mexico
history for 100 years; no help for them from inside; condition Mexico
5 2569
to-day normal ...............................................
5 2672
Favors plan as with Cuba ........................................
Discusses agrarian problem, lengthy; relates Red Cross story in Oaxaca;
Wilson refused to have anything to do with them, although they had
the money for supplies and expenses ............................ 5 2670
47 -20--vo 2 -- 100
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MIr. ..........................................................
0
85
Testified relative to immoral conditions at Ta Juana, Baja Calif.,
Mexico, and requested that the committee do something looking to
the regulation of the passport law in order that the deplorable condition might be bettered .......................................
O
86
Mr. .......................................................... D 649
Lived in Mexico since 1897, St.te of Veracruz; speaks Spanish fluently; re conversation in room An Hotel Francis at Zacatoecas latter
part of 1915 between Gen. Francisco Mur uia and Gen. Benjamin
Ill of Carranza army; doctor was in adjoining room and could
hear plainly; Murguia and 1111il were discussing invasion of United
States with assistance of Japanese and American Negroes, etc...... D
550
Re Gen, Palaclos, Oarranza commander at Tezuitlan, who was the
doctor's former coachman; now very wealthy ....................
D 552
Re Gen. Macara, Garranza general now in Michoacan, is illiterate son
of do la Torre; was pimp and was serving term for murder when
released by some faction; now wealthy ............................ D
54
Re Carranza elections in Tezuitlan wherein box was declared unanimous for Carranza in 1916, although doctor had helped 69 Mexicans
fill out ballots against OUrranza; Mexican colonel was elected senatorand celebrated byshootingseveral peplo
ol ................... D 557
Was arrested in April, 1914, day after landing of Americens in Veracruz by Col. Hernandez of Ifuerta army; was told that .Mexican
troops had captured all border points- had captured San Antonio,
Tex., 10 o'clock that morning and would march on Washington next
day; was sentenced to be publicly executed in plaza at at
1.30 that evening; execution not carried out but was forced to walk
out of country- ....-............ . . ...........................
o
D 662
Mr. --------.........
...............................................
L
16
Lived in Cochiseo County, Ariz, 25 years; wasinterested in cattle
company across the line in Sonora, Mexico- compelled to cease operations at great loss on account revolutionists helping themselves to
cattle and horses ............................................. L
18
Testified relative to different attacks on Naco, Sonora Mexico, and
killing of American citizens on Arizona side of line; became so bad
that could not geot juries to hold inquests over bodies of persons accidently killed in Naco, Ariz.* military did nothing to stop shooting;
approximately 50 persons killed and wounded..................
L
19
Mr

.............

..............................

...........

10

Cattle and real estate; refers to report of former committee, conditions
chaoticthen; names companies hoe
represents; list of their properties. 10
Conditions under Diaz good; reverse now; paid ransom for McCormick $5 000, held by Lincho Miranda; $5,000 for "Bunk " a Negro,
and b. R.Spencer, same to Salazar; later paid again for 'Bunk" to
Miranda, Bunk Spencer; paid $5,000 ransom for Englishman
ranch, resulted finally in bhideath; $5,000 ransom for W. i. Fink
paid to AMarcelo Caraveo- $5 000 ransom for Ledwidge; $5,000 paid
by William Benton for his foreman, Soils; knows ransom paid for
Stevenson, Smith, and Knotts ...............................
10
Conditions west coast bad; protection" from Carrancistas asked for
soldiers two weeks ago, none sent ............................... 10
Knows and has known all factions none give protection, no chance
for better conditions; no honorable Mxeican in power since Diaz;
in that time there were perfect conditions and protection; none
..... 10
worthy of confidence, but Villa as good as any ..................
Present at Obregon banquet in El Paso, Tex., just prior to Santa
Isabel massacre. Gave absolute promises of protection and invited
miners and Americans to return to his northern jurisdiction; gives
names of men massacred at Santa Isabel by Lopez, Villista headed party that brought bodies to El Paso gives details as to
massacre and how and when it was reported to him ...............
10
Chairman reads statement of massacre as before prior Senate committee ............................................ 10
Iist of names, statement of ................................. 10

685

686

688
692
z

694

697
704
706
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Mr. Statement of Jose Maria Sanclez ..................................
10 708
Report of Dr. F'elix P. Miller......................................
10 709
Lansing note to Oarranza, January 12 through Silliman, Arredondo's
10 717
reply...........................................................
10 71
Quotes Oarranza guarantee upon recognition......................
Statement of conductor of tiin, extra No. 41, out of Chihuahua, 11.50
10 719
a. m., January 10, 1916, about massacre...........................
Witness confirms to all statements of witnesses and report as just read
10 721
into record reference to this massacre .......................
24
............................................................R
Mr.
Been on border 23 years ...........................................
R
24
Was present and eyewitness to first shot fired in Nogales fight of August,
1918; Mexican customs officer started fight; gives detailed account.
R
26
Re 1icturo show put on in Nogales. Sonora, describing NoRales fight,
R
30
wherein Mexicans were shown butchering American soldiers, etc...
Never heard of Americans invading Mexico committing thefts....... R
32
Never heard of Mexican ofllcers delivering to American authorities
R
33
anyone who was wanted in this country for outrages ...............
Was arrested in ., for having arrested a Mexican on the
American side of the line; release obtained by personal courage of
.............
...................
IR
34
Vice Consu
How MSr. Venado. an American, was robbed of 3,000 head of cattle by
36
R
Mexican officials in 1917......................................
Thinks majority of Mexicans who are American citizens and who live
on American side loyal to United States........................... • R
43
American merchants in
secure favors from Mexican officials by
44
R
bribery..............................................
American merchants in -placed themselves in contempt of all
good Americans by closing stores on Mexican holidays and remain...........
R
45
ing open on American holidays.....................
Re American consul appearing during Nogates fight and waving white
flag; his official position prevented loyal Americans from killing
R
46
him for cowardice..............................................
R
47
HRemurder of Al. P. HIennessay by Mexicans in State of Sonora.......
lMurders of Americans in Sonora attributed to Yaqui Indians were in
R
48
reality committed by :Mexicans ................................
Mr........................................... ................. 3
1
Exporter into Mexico. dynamite, implements, etc.; runs own trains in
Mexico; American Metals Co. and the American Smelting & Refin2
3
ing Co. also run trains.......................................
75 to 85 per cent of all freight handled by the national lines of Mexico
is handled by privately owned trains ..........................
3
4
All pay regular tariff rates to Government; no trackage fees; expenses
of guards paid by American companies; no reduction for this; ma3
5
jority of trains only run at night, account danger from rebels.......
Roadbedegoing from bad to worse; bridges temporary, many destroyed,
built utp on ties; ties in roadbed in bad shape; engine repairs made
in Mexican shops plus 15 per cent, very expensive ..............
3
7
Gives instance of bad condition of engines; revenue turned over to
3
9
.. ..... ........ .
.. ...........
Government ....................
Pescador. railroad director. resigned on account graft; graft in securing
3
11
........................................
cars for freight explained
3
13
Explains how and to whom they deliver freight to companies........
Two ,Americans in Mexico City bought a lot of farming implements;
few days later robbed of everything and held for ransom; not in
3
15
bandit country, but within 10 miles of the city .................
3
17
Only small enterprises owned by Mexicans. large ones by foreigners..
l)iicuses American business. American railroad men and AMexican
railroad men; difference. Mexicans run trains for personal gain, no
3
19
Thought of public welfare .....................................
Mexican newspapers state not a Mexican store on calle de Francisco
1. Madero. All wealthy institutions owned by foreigners; Mexican
stores in side streets: was in Mexico City when lights went out, kept
3
21
in house about that time ........................................
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Mr.. ...................................... .. ..................
Mexic , durili time .May.
Owned large ranch a(rcn line in --.
torena arnd othlcs were lighting ont hi Panlslra led lhir
uIselves to

I

one faction for $1000)gold to
horses. tc.; finally Iled
stay away for three davs till could run what cattle were left aress to
5
nAmerican side: p pe.ledl to Woshin:tonn butt teevived no re"lonse.. M
Taxes in Sonora increased 40 times what they were before the revolIM 10
tion...........................................................
1.
2
..............
Mr.
....................................
Testified relative to different attacks o1 Na(o. sonora, Mex., aCln
slootling of Amedtl
ri on .merican side of line; wabs hlimmsl w wounded
'
1,
has been cripple since that time.....................................
Mr. --........................................................ 14
2
Went to Mexico 1881. railroad man: American railroad men nn ot
of Mexico; roads went down immediately; Mexicans not able to
4
keep them up.................................................. 14
Condition good unllder 1Iaz: hean to be bad when Madero started;
3
very little lranldilry; put cown by Dlaz .......................... 14
When Madero fell, people were pleased withll Ifuerta; luerta congress
7
would not back him to put down revohtltion; lie put them out...... 14
Trouble witl ('arrancistastand \'illista.s in Panuco; mules lost. not paid

cattle atl

for..............................
...
.. ....
.............
Every one robbed, command(in officer. (len. larraga, t'arrancisto,
sold to Spanlards near San Luis Potosi ...........................
also lost mules; we had to
Carrancistas business to rob. etc.; --

14

8

14

9

stop work.....................................................

14

10

periences.
Gives descripl on and impression of Pelaez, good ....................

14
14

12
14

...........
Relates bad conditions, robberies, etc...................
Relates killing of Bowles and Rooney .............................
Robberies and murders not committed in Pelaez territory...........
Relates resistance of Americans to robbery, killed ..................
Pelaez secured ammunition from Carranclstas .......................
Gives account of trip out of Mexico, February, 1920 ...............
Discusses attitude of Government toward oil companies, drilling, etc.;
Buckley can not return to Mexico ................................
Rather testimony would not be published; wants to return there;
Mexican official Maderista said United States needed a President
like Roosevelt. Roosevelt would tell us where to head in and we
.................................
would dolt...............
Liberty to tfexicans means license to rob, murder, etc...............

14
14
14
14
14
14

17
24
25
26
27
28

14

31

14
14

38
39

1

1

1
1

2
3

1
1
1
1

4
6
6
9

1
1
1

12
13
13

1

14

1

15

1

16

1

17

Ropes put around hinm and another American; gives account of exLittle security any where in oil fields ...............................

Mr.

.... ............................ ....................

.

.

Carranza officers responsible for robbery of pay rolls, etc.; Ieut. Col.
Carraiges and two captains head of robbers; five peons employed,
second time to kill paymaster ...................................
Company robbed 25,000; Carranza officer shot ....................
Company fed Carrancistas, did not feed Palaez soldiers; five British
citizens murdered, June 0, 1915............................
Safe robbed; commissary taken....................................
Prior to arrangements, Pelaez robbed them, Gen. Chao and 300 men..
explain payment to Pelaez .......................
and Plan of "Tierra Amanlla," return to constitution of 1857; Pelaoz army
............
composed of landowners, small farmers..........
American laborers of company had to got out, 1916-1918 .............
Demanded protection from company before returning..............
Stevenson killed, many beat up; companies of Doheny, Tex., Gulf,
and Cortes left on account bad conditions ........................
Doheny godfather of Indian children, treated them well and they liked
him; did much for people and country; explanation of why Carranza soldiers are against Americans .............................
Carranza hostile against Americans; education of Mexicans in the
; Bonillas educated
United States causes them to hate us; ....
..........
hero; married American woman; hates us......
Statement of Pelaez, what he would do if we intervened; letter from
Felix Diaz to Pelaoz, and answer thereto ..........................

14

16
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Part. Page.
Continued.
Mr. Would not be as well protected under Carranza as under Pelacz; his
pipe line 52 kilometers; Doheny pipe line 100 miles .............
1
19
Mr
............................................................
6
2
fade study of history and character of latin Anuricans; in Mexico
September to October, 1D19; relates traveland business in church
work; conditions of travel next to irapossihle, except from Laredo to
Mexico City; all trains carried armed guards; bridges temporary,
t;
3
dangerous ....................................................
Monterre* fairly prosperous; laborers greatly i luced; Tampico lively
and good business; some Mexican laborers paid by Americans as high
as $1O pesos a day, overtime, etc. 4 to 12 pesos average wages for
peons; in addition to above wages, house, lights, etc.,giventhem ice
and water also, and corn sold to them at cost; Americans found them
eight years before as peons, took them, educated them, and made
finished artisans of them; peons received 25 to 50 centavos when they
took charge of them eight years before..........................
6
6
Prosperity in Tampico due to oilmen; gives conditions in Pachuca,
Q Certaro, Torreon; only average, dull; calls Zacatecas "The city of
the living dead"; only 9,000 inhabitants, against 756,000 a few years
ago; no trallic no work only 300 men employed in that district....
6
9
C'argador told him he had formerly been a foreman in a large smelter,

receiving 12 to 14 pesos a day, now had to carry baggage as cargador;
cause, the revolution; did not think any party in lexico can bring
peace; people living on prickly pears, tunas, very poor; no corn nor

beans and tunas only to last two months- asked what would become

of them when tunas were gone, answered "Quien sabe;" San Luis
Potosi, poor people living on tunas, conditions had; very little sup-

plies in stores in Zacatecas and San Iluis; church people, bad condition- no congregation- people all gone poorly clad.............
Apathetic movements, haf starved, pitiful; populace did not respond
to music and parade of policemen; normal population of Mexico City
.500,000, now 1,000,000; rural people crowded to city for lack of protection in their homes; can not imagine how they existed, no work
for them; streets, very bad sanitary conditions; back streets an
abomination; worst he ever saw, worse than the crude, filthy streets
in China.......................................................
Two hundred schools out of 360 lack funds; teachers went on strike;
rapid-fire guns turned on them; Mexicans acknowledged it true some
had been wounded; refutes statement of Douglas in Mexican Review of November, 1910, about good conditions there; beggars
throng trains, men, women, and children; larger portion are not
well dressed nor clean ...........................................

Itefutes statement of Dr. Winton, in his letter to League of 1Free

6

12

6

16

6

18

6

21

6

23

6

24

6
6

25
26

6

27

Nations, under date of November 26, 1019, as to good conditions in
Mexico; witness states that while he was traveling in Mexico there
were 17 wrecks on trains and roads over which he4raveled, showing
that the country was not at peace; 13 of them were blowups and 3

removing fishplates and rails, causing destruction of several hundred
lives; if that is peace, then they have peace in Mexico; Government
controls about 25 or 30 per cent of the country; in those sections they

have incursions of rebels....................................
Calls attention to our consular agent, Jenkins, taken from second largest

city in Mexico; gives pitiful account of starving children clawing and

fighting over banana peels thrown out of window, proving that the

"iddes" were hungry ................................
......
Pitiful story of hungry boy begging for fig peelings- everything of like
nature thrown near track eaten by starvin people...............
Disagrees with Inman that troubles of Mexico caused by American
exploitation; says it is untrue; people of .Mexico have been benefited
by Americans; explains...............................
Disagrees with Inman on class of Americans in Mexico...........
Only found one disreputable American and he was a lieutenant colonel
in Carranza's army (see p. 130 of Inman's book); in given locality
in United States would be hard to find a like class who did not
measure tip to class in Meoxico; generally men trained for some particular trade go to Mexico; therefore better all-around class........
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Mr. ----- Continued,

Refutes statement made by Inman in letter to mission board, February
1919, "Riot call," "Great missionary program to be destroyed,'
etc.; found general feeling among clergymen of Mexico disgusted
with and very bitter toward Inman for his stories.... ........
Invited to a meeting in the city to protest as to Inman, but refused to
hear anything aslnman was not present; feeling against him very
bitter; "Wide in statement of fact, and missionaries not allowed to
do propaganda work or take part in politics"; refutes Douglas statement about "Growing confidence in ability of Mexican officials to set
............
Government on firm foundation" ..............
High officials told him present Government could not make good,
neither could Obregon, and the election of Obregon meant another
revolution; asked If Gonzalez was elected or if Carranza stays in
what would be the outcome, answers "Another revolution"........
Another said he would fight intervention and the invader, but would
surrender his arms, as he was a sensible Mexican; both Mexicans
were loyal Federals and leading and influential men- another leading hacendado said intervention was the only thing for Mexico and
bound to come; gives other interviews with leading men, Mexi.
cans, all to same effect..........................................
Talked to many leading women of Mexico; 100 per cent wanted armed
lhtervention by United States................................
Relates conversation with highly educated Mexican woman, who
asked "How long are your American women and men going to permit us to be used as we are by our own people?" read whole story..
This conversation typical with all with whom he conversed; landlady
at hotel asked them when is that American Army going to get down
here and clean this thing up? Educated Mexican women not afraid
of American soldier; knows the record they left at Veracruz; more
afraid of her own soldiers than the American; Carranza army made
up of penitentiary birds, press gang peons, recruits who lost all they
had and enlisted in the army to get even ...........................
Relates of boy and others whom he aw with ears cut off by Villa, and
officers had their privates cut off ................................
Opinion mixed as to intervention by foreigners in Mexico; great majority against it, but thought United States could settle it; Spaniards
100 per cent for intervention; only way .......................
Not able to say what should be done, but if armed Intervention is the
only way, the quicker the better; something must be done if we
expect to be or to appear self-respecting; if course right in Spanish
War, Philippines, Cuba, and Porto Rico, rightin Mexico- does not believe educational, religious, or charitable projects can te successful
in Mexico without material benefits that come from industrial enterprises; one needs the other.................................. ..
Estimate by people who know $1,000,000,000 to $2000,000,000
needed to rehabilitate Mexico. $150,000,000 needed for railroads
alone, quotes English engineer; 1,000 miles of railroads in Mexico;
recognized that force of arms necessary for ditributlon.of money in
Mexico; believes armed intervention itevitablo; suggests that A. i.
0, taken in on deal even if He had to pay all bills, to remove general
distrust of United States ........................................
Bull fights no, eliminated from Mexico; attended a brutal one at
Agu.scalientes; refutes Iluman when he saya atrocities, depiedatl,ns,
and murders exaggerated in Merico while in 1fMexico daily papers
give horrible accounts of thea all; gives many instances of insecurity, one wherein attempts in streets of Mexico to kidnap servant
girlb she was saved by witness; this occurred at 1 p m.. at Jockey
Club in heart of city.............................................
.......
Mr. -----------------.....--...--...
Carranza policy one of interference in his district, 639; Mexican offito
cross to
laborers
Mexican
not
permit
would
cials told him they
fill war con tracls against the German Government, as they considered
Germany better friend than America .............................
Carranza officials offered to do personal service or favors forshim but
not for Amerioan Government ....................................

'art. Page,
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Mr. --Continued.
Part. Page.
Carranza Vice Consul Pens, told him their paports regulations wore
not because Mexico needed it but was in retaliation of our regulation........................................................................
542
Re smu tling ammunition in June, 1919 ..........................
E 513
Re killing of immigration officer, Hopkins and Iill, by MSexican
smugglers, May, 1919; Carranza custom.n authorities present on
Mexican idu at time .................
,..
............
....
.
E 545
Mr. -

............................................................

3foxican citizen; refugee from Mexico bad class of Mexicane in power
in Mexico, do not want good class there; refugees scattered all over
world: compares releasing of prisoners from jails and penitentiaries
in this country and placing them in power; such is condition in
Mexico to-day; men in power in Mexlco today are sane as jail birds
in this country; no hope for peace in Mexico till that kind of people
are out of power and the good people back in Mexico............
Nephews not allowed to work in Mfexico, for they are for law and order;
suggests private capital in bands of honest men to bring peace; only
1 per cent ran away from alexico still honest men there...........
Favors importation of arms from this country to the free honest class in
Mexico who would overthrow the bad ones; rebels have proven in
their districts law and order prevailed ........................
Favors withdrawal of recognition from Carranza .....................
Reads letter from sister showing suffering in loxico .................
Her condition represents suffering by all in Mexico of the unfavored
class .........
..............................................
(ives condition of 100 in his family, deaths, etc.....................
Armed American forces not necessary for peace; favors allowing honest
Mexicans to have arms and settle it themselves ..................
Asks one more chance; if failure, then intervention, which would be
acceded to by all good Mexicans; pledds for just one more chanc...
Carranza not honest in his promises to thilds Government; solo object to
gain power in order to rob, murder, and steal .....................
Financial situation in Mexico .......................................
Ir. ............................................................
Started in 1900; no difficulty till Sladero revolution; mine raided, mill
burned and commissary robbed by man named Campa, who claimed
to be revolutionist; compelled to abandon property in 1913........
Mine confiscated by State authorities who turned same over to Mexicans
who are still trying to operate it; appealed to governor who stated
would not do anything; told him would appeal to State Department.
He laughed and pulled front drawer of desk roll of papers and said:
"Hero are some claims of Americans that have appealed to their
State Department; they have all been referred to me; go ahead and
appeal "...................................................
Forced by ('arranza official to carry message from C'arranza forces
through Villa lines to another Carranza force ....................
Operated ranch in district from 1913 till 1017; had 4,500 head of
cattle ...........................................................
Ran out of country by -; managed to sell some of cattle; loss over
$75,000. No claim filed.........................................
Re on one occasion during time of Mexican soldiers took Amer.
ican flag and tied it to tail of horse atd (drove through town.......
Were preparing for round-up and Col. ----- army took all their saddle
horses so could not round up .....................................
Re killing of his cattle for hides by men ...........................
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17 2507
Activities:
At laredo, ex ...............................................
. 20 2949
Carranza, military................................................
22 3209
22 3241
(icrman.. lxican.................................................
Mex-ican (iovernmentt, through (rranza ...........................
20 2898
Pro,-ierman, of (arranza, to be offset..............................
20 2(03
AIIidavits:
Filed with Sate Deparment..................
..................... 18 2739
22 32861
OIf 1r.
, kidnapd by Villistas ..............................
Agrarian law, Sonora..................................................
12 1843
IJe la liHerta, governor, letter of .....
...........................
12 1844
Problem ...........................................................
2193
Question. .........................................................
18 2;88
Agual'rieta, attack on:
12 1875
S(en. Illanco ..................................................
I (lien, ill .....................................................
12 1876
17 2520
.....
Aguil
il ('o ...........................................
Shareholders of ..................................................
17 2533
Aguilar, ('andido:
Efforts to .ave daughter from ......................................
18 251
Tribute jpail to............................................
.......
1 276
Alliance, 'arranzapaniards ..........................................
19 28;3
Altendorf, Dr. P. B.................................................
8 1229
Alvarado, Salvador:
Agent, publicity, for revolution ....................................
20 2918
20 2029
Aguilar, (andido, describes ........................................
.20
2918
And lopkins ...................................................
20 2918
................
Antl-('arrana propaganda ..................
Arbitrary methods of............
................
...
..........
7 877
Atrocities(arrniza allows to keep in power. .............................
20 2921
In Mexico....
........................................
20 2917
20 2921
Bandits, reason for leaving........................................
IBerlanga, A. A., servile tool of Carranza...................... 20 2928
19 2820
*enterof .........................................
HIolshlevisml,
Bonillas20 2928
Accepts nomination .............................................
Describes........................ ..........................
20 2928
0 2928
Interferes with legislation, United States Senate ...............
20 2924
Running for Carranza.......................................
20 2928
Cabrera, Lus, hatred for Americans ...............................
20 2933
Called describes, as Satan ..........................................
Canceled money issues ............................................
7 882
Carrancistasresponsible for outrages................................
20 2022
Carranza-('ould have eliminated Villa..............................
20 2920
Declared against Ifuerta........................................
20 2933
Describes ......................................................
20 2933
Lunatic ...............................
20 2934
Political plans of .............................................
20 2926
20 2933
Revolted against Madero.......................................
Theft from Government ....................................
20 2920
Will be killed..............................................
20 2922
Dictator, merciless, inhuman......................................
7 879
Diaz, Felix, oath to kill......................
.................. 20 2937
Diegues Gen
M.
. M,, describes ....................................
20 2929
Ditch Obregon, to .................................................
20 2916
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Alvarado, Salvador-Continued.
Division of land, Indians refuse .....................................
7 890
Elections, Carranza's method for stealing ............................
20 2923
Families soldiers' left in Sonora .............
..............
20 2921
Forces of, defeated by Diaz and Pelaez............................. 20 2938
19 2820
Governs under revolutionary plan .................................
Gonzalez, PabloDescribes...................................................
20 2929
manifestos of, in Puebla...................................... 20 2930
Ordered become pro-ally...................................... 20 2930
Outlerrez, Manuel Rodriguez, describes ...........................
20 2929
linojosa, Cosme, letter o.......................................
20 2924
Intervention sure predicts......................................
20 2922
Letter, open, to (arranza, Obregoo onzalez ...................
1
30
20 2927
Mexico not safe for Mexicans .......................................
20 2938
Millionaire, a .....................................................
New York--

In, to finance revolution .........................

20 2918

On Carranza.........................................
20
20
Paymasters, defaulting.............................................
Pelaez, M., oath to kill ...........................................
20
Plan to remain in power......................................
20
Propaganda to fool the United States.............................. 20
Publicity bureau for candidacy....................................
20
Record in Yucatan
A robber .....................................................
20
One of blood................................................
20
19
Represents Obregon..............................................
Revolution20
In Sonora....................................................
Obreaon(tmoulaging.............................................
20
20
Not head of...............................................
To back ................................................
20
Worst approaching .............................................
20
20
Rouaix, Pastor, describes ..........................................
7
Scheme for Presidency ..................................
7
................................
Seized railroads, etc. . ........
1
Socialistic enterprise in Yucatan...................................
20
Speech against President Wilson. .................................
20
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Summons of, 1bySenate
19
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20
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Alvin A. D., tetinony of .......
11
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forces competent to handle Mexican situation............... 10
Americans:
11
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And fMexicans, good feeling between ........
15
Arrested by1 Mexican troops..............................
AtMitude-0
Their G(overnment toward ...............................
9
To \merican G(overnment ................................
9
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llosing to country, not exploiters............................
15
Brought out by lirltl h ollicers..................................
Capture and ransom of ........................................
10
Common people of Mexico friendly to.......................
19
Compelled to lea e Veracn.z .............................
15
Cr sing border must go unarmed.............................. 22
11
...............................
Diaz decree protecting.....
19
Dictators, military, enemies of .............................
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foreigners
.....................
Feelings against, and other
18
Four. mur ore, Lower California ..........................
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High class In Mexico ...
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In lMexico-Continued
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Near .Mexican ports, report on ................................. 22 3207
Not allowed to go armed ...................................... 22 3240
Opinions of, as to what ought to be done .......................
9 1451
Paid for what they got .......................................
9 1433
Pan-Latin lolshevists, enemies of.............................
19 2844
Peons believe can do with, as they pleae ........................ I 1723
Plan to drie oout............................................... 18 2720
Policy of United States ordering, out of Mexico...............
9 1423
President's attitude toward ....................................
0 777
Protected by Brith .............................................
8 1153
9 1463
flourishing basis .............................
Put mining r,n
IRadical and robber class against ............................... 2 3210
Renegades ..................................................
9 1433
Ileturn of some............................................ 15 2183
Returning arrested and mistreated .......................
18 2765
Safe anywhere under laz..................................
22 3240
Salazar boasted of outrages on ............................... 18 2752
Taken out on German ship ................................. 8 1150
Taunted by MJoxicans ..................................... 18 2749
Threatened inGuadalaara ................
............
8 1153
To be run out of Mexico. ..................................
7 884
Wanted to gt out and stay out ........................
.......
18 2765
What they have done. .....................................
7 880
Do....................................................... 9 1458
American solidarity ...................................................
1
6
Ammunition offered Gen. Osuna.......................................
1
58
Anderson J.E., testimony of..............................
............. 12 1827
Angeles ben. Felipe:
And Col. Lover ..................................................
10 1574
Photo of ......................................................... 19 2781
Sacrificed to a great cause .......................................... 19 2806
Anglin, Capt. Everette, testimony of .....................
........
. 8 1302
Annin, Joseph P., testimony of.........................................
5
16
Anticlericalism inMexico............................................... 18 2668
Antireligious agitation, why. .......................................... 18 2699
Antlintervention Association, American ................................ 19 2762
Appendix, Capt. Hanson's testimony..................................
22 3260
Araujo, Antonio P., indicted ........................................... 17 2510
Arco et al., United States at war with Mexico............................ 22 3279
Arco r.State of Texas, reversed ........................................
8 1203
Archbishop, letter to.....................................................
18 2652
Argumedo, Abel Ortiz:
Governor of Yucatan ..............................................
7 874
Forced letter of credit ............................................. 7 882
Arms and ammunition:
Contracts for ......................................... :.............
4 679
Embargo on ........................
.............
. 6 792
Fletcher refused allow enter Mexico .................................
4 680
Foreigners not allowed to have...................................... 13 1971
Shipments of .......................................................... 0 793
To Salvador, by Carranza .........
.............
........
22 3212
Army, revenue spent in maintaining .....................................
1
25
Arredondo, Eliseo:
Letter to Lansing on protection .................................... 20 2915
"Reguladora," return of............................................ 7 888
Associated Press, influence against Mexico ...............................
1 117
Association:
Citrus Fruit, Gulf Coast ........................
........ 22 3225
National, for the Protection of American Interests in MexicoCharges against............................................... 12 1865
Purpose o ...................................................
1 2 00
Receipts and disbursements of ..................
.............
1 100
National. for the Protection of American Rights in Mexico..........
2 403
2 408
C'har~d with being interventionist .........................
Publicity matter ..............................................
2 403
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Metallic rserveseized............................................ 11 17652
"Barbarous MAexico"...................................................
0 1362
Do .................
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18 2687
Darnes, A. C., testimony of ............................................
12 1869
Barnes Maj. R. L., testimony of .......................................
8 1231
Barra, Francisco L. do la:
Exile.........
..
.............................................
18 2722
Nominated by Catholic party......................................
18 2704
Vote for...............
.....
...... .......................
18 2704
lartch, 0. W., testimony of... ..........................
.......
18 2719
Diaz and other notables, met ......................................
18 2720
Mining in Oaxaca ..........................................................
18 2719
Railroad18 2721
American policy in ...........................................
Building, engaged.Jn...........................................
18 2719
Concession for....................................................
18 2720
Bonds for .........................................
...
18 2720
................................
18 2720
Not built................
Battle at Nogatles, Ariz., 1918.....................................
12 1819
Beauregard, Commander A. T., testimony of .................
22 3216
Interpreter for admirals .............................................
22 3219
Opinion on solution of Mexican question...........................
22 3220
11inslow, Admiral, on staff of......................................
22 3216
leaty, Amos I., testimony of........................................
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lBecker, Henry:
Afllidavi of
..........................................
17 202.5
Robbery of .......................................................
17 2625
Beggars in .M~xico .........................................
11 1679
Abundant........................................................
11 1673
Wlits, German, from raiders in Texas ..................................
8 1290
lienavides, loyal Texas Americans ......................................
22 3243
Ilenton, William, murder of........................................
11 1784
Berlanga, M. A.:
Carranza letter to, on Texas raids ...................
............
7 902
Letter from Carranza to, re ,ino Caballo .............................
8 1224
Servile tool of Carrataza.......
.............................
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Ilernstern, Sadeo r,.,letter from, to II.Flores agon.....................
Big Bend district. Texas:
Conditions in .....................................................
Unsafe for years ......................
.........................
Bisbee, deportations from ..............................................
Bishops and archbishops..............................................
Blacklord, ranch
...................................................
Blalock, (iforge E., testimony of............................
........
Illano, (kn. letter of, to Farnsworth........................
............
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